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FOREWORD

This handbook is the result of a program which was. Mr. Terry M. Weathers succeeded Mr. Glen W. Howell as the
originated to document state of the art information on Project Manager directing the program at TRW Systems
aerospace fluid component techinology. The program con- Group, Although Mr. Howell retained overall responsibility
sists of compiling, organizing, and editing basic information for the handbook program as Manager of the Fluid and
concerning the design and selection of aerospace fluid Electrical Systems Department. Subsequent editions of the
components. The program was initiated in June 1962, and handbook will be published and updated in a new format as
has been conducted under cori.ract by TRW Systems Group part of the Air Force Design Handbook (DH) series. The
(formerly TRW Space Technology Laboratories), Science handbook, to be identified as AFSC DH 3-6, Fluid Compo-
and Technology Division, for the Air Force Rocket nents, will be published and distributed by the Design
Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command. Handbooks Branch (ASNPS-.10), Aeronautical Systems
Mr. Jack G. Hartley succeeded Captain John L. Feldman Division, Wright.-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433.
who succeeded Messrs. Roy A. Silver and James R.Lawrence as the Air Force Program Manager. A first edition of this new handbook will be available aboutmid-1970 (see subsection 1.7).

SPECIAL NOTICE

Subsequent Editions of This Handbook will Appear in a
New Format as Explained in the Foreword Above.
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ABST RACTI

The Aerospace Fluid Component Designers' Handbook is a fluid components, modules, analysis, computers, specifica-
compilation of basic information on tle design, analysis, tions, contamination and cleaning, reliability, materials,
selection, and specification of valves and associated fluid environments, stress analysis, component testing, and
components used in aerospace fluid systems. The handbook fluidics. The handbook has been revised periodically for the
is intended to be used as a basic reference for engineers and purposes of maintaining the currency of the data and
other technical personnel who are involved in any phase of adding applicable new material. The handbook content will
aerospace fluid component technology. It contain.s sections subseq,-ently be published as part of the AFSC Design i A
dealing with heat transfer, fluid mechanics, fluid systems, Handbook Series, AFSC DH 3-6, Fluid Components.
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INTRODUCTION SCOPE
CONTENT

1.1 SCOPE Component Designers' Handbook," Technical Report
TR67-126, May 1967, TRW Systems Report No.

The Aerospace Fluid Component Designers' Handboo has 4712.5-67-141.
been prepared to provide fluid component and fluid sys em
cngineers with a sinoe source of basic information on iee 1 HANDBOOK CONTENT
design, analysis, specification, and selection of comP 1nci s
for aerospace fluid systems. The information presented i The primary emplhasis of the handbcok is on aerospacek
the handbook has been collected, collated, and correlate( valves; however, a number of components associatud with
from a wide variety of sources. In addition to the books, valves have also been included. Tiwes. components include
technical papers, articles in technical journals, and manu- fluid connectors and coupling,;, filters, f'low meters, andi
racturer's literature listed in the bibliography, much pressure, temperature, and level sensors. Presentation wmaterial has been gathered from TRW Systems' fluid basic data and information on aerospace fluid componentscomponent experience in ballistic missile aid spacecraft ould be incomplete without an appropriate discussion of
programs. flt' id mechanics, heat transfer, dynamic analysis, con-

tamination, materials. rliability, and environments. Con-tent need toait colec avaisabl knwldg oe philsoph com-vlvT ponent technology, and to disseminate this knowledge in n tent and organiation is based o the philosophy that valve

appronpritehnologywa nd to deitsuseminate this kcowedge in a design and development. may be appiopriately consid',red asappropriate way to facilitate its use, was recognized by the the design, selection, and integration of basic modules orAir Force through experience gained on ballistic missile building blocks. Therefore, Section 6.0, Modules, reflectsprograms. In response to this need, the Air Force Rocket more ot a design orientation than those sections dealingPropulsion Laborato'y sponsored a program to search, with components. The technical content of the handbook iscollect, assemble, and disseminate fluid component divided into the following sixteen section,:information in the form of a handbook designed to (1)
facilitate its use by the engineer, (2) provide for ease of Section 2.0, Heat Transfer, presents basic heat tranisfer
updating, and (3) adapt to future expansion through a theory, working relationships, and data usefui to the fluid
continuing program. component designer.

As a specific part of the continuing effort performed by Section 3.0, Fluid Mechanics, covers basic fluid flow theory
TRW Systems Group under Air Force sponsorship, the and data on pressure drop and flow rate determinations for
following sections, which were not included in the first pneumatic and hydraulic components.
edition of the handbook, were subsequently included in the
October 1965 edition, Revision A: . Section 4.0, Fluid Systerns, discusses the operation of a

variety of typical aerospace fluid systems in terms of the
Sub-Section 5.12 Connectors function of components making up the fluid system.
Sub-Section 6.2 Valving Units
Sub-Section 6.3 Static Seals Section 5.0, Fluid Components, describes design and
Sub-Section 6.4 Dynamic Seals selection factors, design types, applications, and limitationsSection 9.0 Specifications of fluid components. This section also includes a glossary of"Section 12.0 Materials fluid component terminology.

Revision A provided for dividing the handbook into two Section 6.0, Modules, presents design and selection
volumes. information on basic fluid (omponent elements such as

seals, valving units, springs, bearings, bellows, diaphragms,
Revision B of the handbook was published in March 1967 and actuators common to many types of fluid components.
and comprised an updating of previously publishedmaterial. Section 7.0, Dynamic Analysis, cove,.s dynamnic analysis

techniques including servo theory, vibration and shock
Revision C was published in November 1968 and inclu6es analysis, and component dynamic performance analysis.
major additions in the form of:

Section 8.0, Computers, describes the use of analog and
Section 14.0 Stress Analysis digital computers as tools useful to the fluid compon( Dt
Section 15.0 Component Testing designer.

Revision D, published in February 1970, includes the Section 9.0, Specifications, discusses factors that ar(
addition of Section 16.0, Fluidics, and major revision of important in the preparation of adequate component
Sub-Sections 6.6, Bellows, and 6.7, Diaphragms. specification:;.

In the interests of keeping the size of the handbook within Section 10.0, Contamination and Cleaning, discusses tech
reasonable bounds, evwry attempt has been made to niques for controlling contamination, and presents design
compile that information which has the broadest applica- considerations for minimizing contamination susceptibility
tion and the greatest interest to a wide variety of potential of fluid components.
asers. For the reader desiring more detailed information.
selected references are cited in the text indicating sources Section 11.0, Reliability, briefly summarizes reliability
of additional or more detailed information on a particular definition and mathematics, and discusses design considera
subject. tions for maximizing fluid coinpore. ni reliability.

Readers interested in details concerning the actual research- Section 12.0, Materials, includes mattrial property data
ing, writing, editing, and publication of this handbook are important to the fluid component designer, with major
referred to "Preparation of the Aerospace Fluid Corn- emphasis on the selection of materials compatible with
ponent Designers' Handbook," Technical Report AFRPL- fluids handled in aerospacc applications.
TR-65-238, December 1965, TRW Systems Report No. Section 13.0, Environments, describes environmental
8676-6041-RUOOO, and "Updating of the Aerospace Fluid ext-emes to which aerospace fluid components ,ust be

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 1.1.-i
SUrERSEDES: NOVEMBER 1968 .2 .1



FORMAT INTRODUCTION 1
USE OF REFERENCE
designed :1ix I discusses design techniques for making com- lookup value. Dash numbers followed by a, b, c, etc., are

pi•,n ts compatible with imposed environmental used where necessary when new pages are added to the

c',adetions•, original text. As an additional lookup feature, each page is
identified in the upper righthand corner by the major topic

Section 14.0, Stress Analysis, is a compilation of basic or topic..i presented on that page. Each page also has the
structural desitun critria, stress and deflection equations, date ou' issue and/or revision to indicate the currency of I
and design data from a wide variety of .Aources selected to data appearing therein.
assist the fluid componunt, desitiner in those aspects of d
stress analysis particularly related Lo aerospace fluid 1
components. 

1.4 REFERENCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

Section 15.0, Component Testing, contains definitions, All references mintioned in the text are listed in the

suggestions, and recommendations on both the general bibliography. Each reference is identified by a number

types of tests to which components are subjected and the which was assigned to it as it was loc-ied during the
unique aspects of those tests performed only onl certain handbook literature search. Missing numbers are accounted

for by the fact that not all references located during the
types of compoients. search were actually used in the preparation of the

Section 16.0, Fluidics, has been preparedl in response to an handbook. References are cited by reference number in the
exceptionally high level of' interest reflected in the text and in. lists at the end of each section or sub-section.
questionnaires returned by users of the handbook. This Reference numbers are actually two numbers, joined by a
section summarizes the technology of Fluidics and intro- hyphen, as in 19-24. The numbe,' preceding the hyphen
duces the basic language of this new technology, to assist (19) identifies the source of the reference, the same number
the fluid component designer in evaluating the applicability being used for all references from one given source. The
of fluidics to various aerospace systems. number following the hyphen (24) identifies the specific

reference. Manufacturers' literature (catalogs, brochures,
1.3 HANDBOOK FORMAT drawings, etc.) is designated by the letter "V" preceding the

hyphen, in which case the number following the hyphen
identifies the manufacturer source rather than citing a

The general format was designed to facilitate use a id to specific catalog, brochure, etc. An alphabetical list of
accommodate periodic revisions as the handbook was numer;cal reference sources may be found immediately
updated and expanded. The use ý)f a ring binding and following the bibliography, followed in turn by a Manu-
looseleaf pages makes the handbook Ilsefui as a repository facturers' Source List. A complete listing of all documents
for pertinent information collected by the individual user. and sources cataloged in the handbook program through

III1 sub)dividing the major topics, every attempt has been the preparation of Revision A (October 1.965) may be
made to make the breakdown logical, thus facilitating found in "A Bibliography of Aerospace Valve and Fluidlookup and use. Appropriate tab dividers are provided for Component. Technology," Technical Report AFRPL-TR-

quick location of sections, and a detailed table of contents 65-239, December 1965, TRW Systems Report No.
is presented at the beginning of each section. Each section 9736.5-66-225, and Addendum A, AFRPL-TR-67-157, May
is subsequently dividedl into numbered sub-sections, s.ib- 1967, TRW 'ýystenis Report No. 07891-6001-R000.
t,)pics, and detailed topics, each waving an appropriate
d(esciriptive fidle. The commonly acc(,,pted method of 1.5 SYSTEM OF UNITS AND SYMBOLS
pa'-avraph numbering has been adopted throughout, con-
sisting of a dvecimal system outlined as follows: Two systems of units have been used in the handbook in

accordance with commonly accepted usage. The unit
.0 SECTION force-mass system is used in the sections dealing with fluid

:.1 SLTB-SECTION rmechanics, while the English gravitational system is used in
those sections dealing primarily with solid mechanics. The

3.1.1 SUB-TOPIC ideal system of units where changes in gravitational field
must be considered, such as space svstem', is -'n absolute

).1. 1.1 DETAILED TOPIC system having the quantity of matter (mass) as a basic
dimension. Unfortunately, an abso-lute system of units,

1.3.1 Figures, Tables, and Equations such as the cgs system, is not in common usage in American
engineering practice.

Figures, tables, and equations are numbered according to
the lowest numbered subdivision in which they appear, The unit force-mass system used in the fluid Mechanics
such as Fia.o re 3. 1. 1. 1 b, Table 3. 1.1.1 b, etc. The letter (a, Section has gained general acceptance in the fields of fluid
b,c .) follhwing the nunmric designation is used when mech'mnics and Lhe-modynamics. This system is a com-
morc thm,t wi, figure,. table, oi- equalion appears within any pr'omisu between the English gravitational system, which
numbered subdivision. Occasionally a number is followed has fundamental dimensions of force (F), length (L), and
by -1, -2, -3, etc., where figures, tables, or equations have time (1),, and the absolute system, which has fundamental
been added to the original text. dimensions of mass (M), length (L), and time (t). The unit

force-mass system which has the pour.d-force (lbf) as the
1.3.2 Page Format force unit also has a basic dimension of mass, the

pound-mass (ibM ). In contrast, mass in the English gravi-
hn ti lower outdsid corner of each page a number precedes t::tional system is a derived quantity having units of
a dash, indicating the sub-sectioa or sub topic appearing on lbf-sec-/ft, called the sAug. Although the unit force-mass
that page,. These numbers serve to locate easily sub-sections system has the advantage of having a fundamental dimen-
and sub-topics, since the handbook indexing system is sion for mass, it has the disadvantage of having four
based t)o pam agraiph numbers. The dash numbers have been dimensions -force (F), mass (M), length (L), and time (t)
plovi(hed fIam aiding in collating the iandboo k, and have no instead of three as in the absolute system (mass (M), length

1.2 -2 ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970

1.5 -1 SUPERSEDES: NOVEMBER 1968
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(L), and time (0)) and in the gravitational system (force (F), inclusion in the handbook to the Design HandbookE Branch
length (L), and time (t)). Another disadvantage of the unit Aeronautical Systems Divisio,,4ASNPS-40),Wright-Patterson
force-mass system is the requirement for a proportiona'ity AFB, Ohio, 45433.
constant relating force, mass, and acceleration, thus compli-
cating many equations by the aiddition of the propor- Individuals and organi:aations presently on the controlled
tionality constant I /g, These disadvantages, however, are distribution list ['or the Aerospace Fluid Component.
outweighed by th[e listinel advantage of' dealhng with Designers' lHladbook will be placed on the distribution list
physical quantities that are independent of gr',vitational for AFo(U Dl1 3-6 automatically. Controlled distribution
considerations (density lb,,, /ft-t, •ipecifli" heat BtuIlb 1 ). handldboks are iduntiied by a number between I and 2000

Since the English gravitational system -is commonly 0) thl upper right hand :'oroer of the title page. HandbooksSincethe nglih grvitaionalsyst.m i cononly nuba~red 5000 :.td above, and those received through

accepted in the fields of aerodynamics and sýolid mechanics, DDC are 50ot on the cuatdroled distribution list and should
this system has been used in the handbook for the sections rq ent O3 as oulned below.
dealing primarily with solid mechanics, i.e., Section 6.0, request Dt1 3-6 &1 outined below.

Modules, Section 7.0, Dynamic Ana!ysis, Section 13.0,
Environments, and Section 14.0, Stress Analysis. As stated 1.7 FUTURE ;iANDBOOK AVAILABILITY
above, this system has a significant advantage over the unit
force-mass system in that equatioirs are less complicated by The Aerospace Fluid Component Designers' Handbook has
eliminatihg the conversion constant 1/gc. Symbols used are been very well received throughout the industry. Accord-
either defined where they are used, or are defined on ingly, it has been decided by the Air Force Systems
foldout symbol lists such as those appearing at the end of Command (AFSC) Headquarters to incorporate the hand-
Sections 2.0 and 3.0. For cacity, in Section 14.0, Stress book into the new AFSC Design Handbook series in AFSC
Analysis, the dimension of foice (F) is shown in units of DH 3-6, Fluid Components, part of series 3-0, Space and
lbf, borrowing from the writ force-mass system. Missile Systems (brown volumes). The overall AFSC Design

Handbook Program is described in detail in DH 1-1, General
The addition of Section 16.0, Fluidics, presented a unique Index and Reference.
problem concerning units. The basic standard documents
for fluidics, such as MIL-STD-1306 and SAE ARP 993A, The Design Handbooks are provided without. charge to
present both International System (SI) and "Standard qualified agencies supporting USAF technical interests and
(English)" units, the latter referring to the English gravi- objectives. However, they are subject to special export
tational 6ystem. In order to make the Fluidics Section as controls, and each transmittal to foreign governments or
compatible as possible with the Fluid Mechanics Section, foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval of
the unit force-mass system has been substituted for the the Design Handbooks B~ranch (ASNPS-40), Aeronautical
English gravitational system in Section 16.0, Fluidics. Systems Divi-ion, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433. U.S.

Government organizations must justify requests based on
their need for specific handbooks in carrying out their

1.6 HANDBOOK REVISIONS assigned missions and functions. Non-Government organiza-
Because the Aerospace Fluid Component Designers' Hai.d- tions must satisfy at least one of the following requirements

tof a continuing program to compile and and submit the appropriate justification in wvriting to ASD
disseminate basic information on aerospace fluid com- (ASNPS-40):
ponent technology, revised sections and/or new material a) The specific handbook is cited in an active Air Force
have been issued to handbook recipients as necessary, giving contract or current Invitation for Bid. In such cases,
appropriate directions rernrding the insertion of new and identify the handbook(s) and state the contract or !FB
discarding of old material. Revised pages indicate the new number,ti f he the work, and responsible Government
issue date and the issue date of superseded material. A office.
complete revision record giving information on pages added
and/or deleted is included as Appendix B. b) The specific handbook is needed in private or education

technical efforts, the resul's of which will directly
Readers are encouraged to submit any constructive corn- benefit the Air Force. In such cases, identify the
ments, recommended changes, and additional data for handbook(s) and describe the requesting organization,

work, and expected benefits to the Air Force.

1.5 -2
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HEAT TRANSFER CONDUCTION
CONDUCTIVITY

2.1 INTRODUCTION 2.2.1.1 STEADY-STATE CONDUCTION. In 1822,
Gautheir-Villars of Paris published J. B. Fourier's "theorie

The purpose of this section is to provide the designer of analytique de la chaleur" in which the following basic equa-
fluid components with a rp'l. reference to the basic con- tion for steady-state heat flow by conduction was presented
cepts of heat transfer, alo,ýý with some practical applica- infrsed-tehatlobycduinwspeetd
tions of these concepts in the design of flud components.

Symbols, dimensions, and units used are on a foldout sheet q -kA dT
at the end of the section. d-

where
2.2 METHODS OF HEAT TRANSFER
The three essentially different methods of heat transfer = rate of heat transfer, Btu/hr
are termed conduction, convection, and radiation. Conduc- k thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr) (ftV) (oF/ft)
tion may be described as the transfer of heat from one A = area of surface perpendicular to heat flow, ft'

point of a body to any adjacent point, or from one body T = temperature, IF
to another in contact with it without displacement of the L = material thickness in direction of heat flow, ft
matter within the body. Heat is transfeiift by convectiovo
when bodily movement of the heated substance takes place.
Heat transfer by convection applies only to mobile sub- The minus sign in Fourier's equation is introdeced so that

stances such rs liquids, vapors, and gases. When a fluid the heat flow, q, may be expressed as a positive nunber
becomes heated at the bottom of a container it moves to since the temperature change, dT, decreases or is negative

the top because its density is less than the colder fluid while passing through a positive distance, dL. The ex-
dT

above it. This process is called natural convection. If the pression dL , the rate of change of temperature with thick-
fluid is transported by means other than density variations

r, ess, is called the temperature gradient, G. For practical
-such as by circulating air with a fan or by flowing liquid T- T,

through a pipe by means of a pressure difference -the purposes urder steady-state conditions G A , where

process is referred to as forced convection. Radiation is the T2 - T, is the temperature difference across the material
transfer of heat from a high temperature source to a body thickness, 1L. By substitution, Equation (2.2.Z.la) can be
of lower temperature some finite distance away by the written
passage of radiant energy. The radiant energy is then con-
verted back to internal energy when it is absorbed by the q=-A E ... b

receiving body. A common example of heat transfer by

radiation is the heating of objects exposed to the sun.
Radiation, unlike conduction and convection, does not re- 2.2.1.2 CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLIDS. The value of ther-

quire a transmitting substance and, therefore, can take mal conductivity varies from one solid to another. It also

place through a vacuum, varies for any given solid, depending upon the tempera-
ture at which it is measured and the exact composition

Heat transmission is seldom confined to just one method at and purity of the sample. For example, minute amounts

a time. For example, conduction problems often involve of arsenic in copper will reduce its conductivity to ap-

radiation ard convection, while convection problems often proximately one-third that for pure copper. Figure 2.2.1.2a
.4 involve radiation and conduction. Radiation, in other than shows how k varies with temperature for several common

a vacuum environment, involves conduction and convection, metals and alloys, and Figure 2.2.1.2b shows how k varies

Sometimes it is possible to calculate separately the heat with temperature for several non-metals. Tables of ther-

quantities transmitted '.y each process, but more often only mal conductivities are given in Section 12.0, "Materials."

total heat transfer can be determined. It should be noted that the values of k given in handbook
tables are usually accurate for homogeneous solids only.
They are not accurate for non-homogeneous solids such as

2.2.1. Conduction porous materials which have a variable moisture content

In the transmission of heat by conduction, the quantity of and density.
heat flowing per unit time is directly proportional to (1)
the conductivity of the material involved, (2) the cross- 2.2.1.3 CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES AND LIQUIbS. The
sectional area of the conductor perpendicular to the direc- superior heat transfer characteristic of liquids over gases

tion of heat flow, and (3) the temperature gradient across is illustrated by the larger values of conductivities of

the conductor being considered. Under steady-state condi- liquids. The values of k for most non-metallic pure liquids

tions, the amount of heat flowing into a body or through an lie between 0.05 and 0.40 Btu/(hr) (ft") (°F/ft), while
area is exactly equal to the amount of heat flowing out, so for most gases at standard conditions k ranges between
that both the temperature and heat quantity during any 0.005 and 0.015. By theoretical analysis, J. C. Maxwell de-

time interval at each point remain constant. Conversely, if vised the following equation for the conductivity of a gas

' either the temperature or heat quantity at any given point expressed as a function of its specific heat and viscosity

varies with the time, heat flow is transient or unsteady. (Reference 130-1):

2.1 -1
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CONDUCTIVITY HEAT TRANSFER
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perature for Several Common Nonmetals

(Adapted trow, "Aerospace Applied Thermodynamics Mdnual,' SAE, Inc.,
ALLINNA (COMMEOCIALLY -IA Committee A-9, pp. D-24 and 0-29) j

k cjna(Eq 2.2.1.3)

where k ==thermal conductivity, Btu/ (hr) (Wt)
(CF/ft)

el. = specific heat of gas at constant volume,
Btuib., 'F'

u, = absolute viscosity, lb~,/ft-hr
________a = a constant having theoretical values as

follows:
SRIL ILW2.45 for monatomic gases (e.g. He, A)

1.90 for diatomic gases
STAILESSST~f 301(e.g. H,, N2, 02, CO)

- 1.70 for triatomic gases
4W no Iw (e.g. C0 2, N0 2, H2 0, 03)

nm~tkALW OF1.30 for gases with more complex molecules
(e.g. CH., C2H., C2H,)

Figure 2.2.1.2a. Variations in Thermal Conductivity with The above equation is based on the kinetic theory of gases
Thmpratre fr Svera Comonand checks well with experimental results. Accurately

Metals and Alloys
(From References 23-38, 82-5, and 82-8.) determining the conductivities of gases is complicated by

convTection currents in the test samples, but over the years
quite accurate values have been determined.
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HEAT TRANSFER CON DUCTIVITY
TRANSIENT CONDUCTION
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Figure 2.2.1.3a. Variations in Tht.;rmal Condut "1ty wfith Figu-) 2.2.1.-h. Variations in Thermal Conductivity with Tern-
Temperature four Several Cormm-al pnratu-e for Several Common Liquids
Gases and Water Vapor 1Aaapte-d from "Aerostp Applied Thermodynamics Manual," SAE, Inc.,

(Adapted from "Aerospace Applied Thermodynamics Manual," SAE, Inc., Corr.m'i-e A-9. pp. C-1, , 21, 30, 36)
Committee A-9, pp. B-3, 4, 8, 9, 12)

While the thermal conductivity of a gas will inerease with In differential form~
temperature, it is virtually independent of pressure, pro-
vided the pressure is below the critical pressure of the gas -A~kd
and above the point where the mean free path of the gas a
molecule is large compared to the width of gas space meas-
ured along the heat transfer path. Heavier gases usuallya

have lower k valuris thar 1.. ter gases. 0t Q.+ Qnd

In most cases, the thermal conductivity of liquids de-aa
crease-. with increase in temperatb ;-'e. For water, which is -kA--dt + ( kA Idt)dL
the best conductor among the non-oi etallic liquids, k Ii.-a
creases to a tainperature of approximately 250 0F , then a
decreases with further increasos ir praue The rela- asoe p~ L -t
tionships between k and tempere .rQ ',or a number of
gases and liquids are illustrated in Figures 2.2.1.3a kbnd and Equation (2.2.1.4a) becomes
2.2.1.3b, respectively,.a

2.2.1.4 TRANSIENT CONDUCTION. Heat transfer by -k dt- A L1
transient conduction is determined from the following P T
basic consideration: c4, pA dl, dt (Eq 2.2. 1.4b)

For or *-dimer'si -a] transient conduction through a. flat

Qn~o ~ 1.~ (Eq 2.2.1.4a) slab, Equ8.tion k- lb rý .iuces to

where Q i. total heat input, 13t' PT k/aT I2\
Qt total heat output, Btu t C, T - ((E2.14)

Qtrd= heat absorbed by the conducting
material, Btu where L distance along heat path

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 2.2.1 -3
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CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER

t- change in temperature with time at ratio of change in temperature gradienta given location along the heat path with radial position along the heat path

r) fT determined for any given radial positionL- ... rate of change in temperature a

gradient with position along the heat - - radial temperature gradient

path determined at any given location

k a thermal diffusivity, k
. thermal diffusivity pc1,pci,

Several techniques have been developed for numerical and Where R is large in relation to wall thickness the final
graphical solutions to this second order differential equa- term can be neglected, reducing the equation to the flat
tion. The Dusinberre method is one technique wherein a plate configuration. The final term accounts for the fact
continuous process is replaced by a stepwise one. that the cross-sectional heat transfer area increases with

increasing R.

IN QOUT Transient conduction plays an important role in many

missile and space applications involving high tempera-
1T29 .tures for limited time periods. Under such conditions many

materials which are completely unsatisfactory for high
t2 -" At (TIME INTERVA.L) temperature service under steady-state conditions are found

2 to be perfectly satisfactory for short time a-plications.
t Silicone rubber, for example, although limited under

22steady-state temperature conditions to approximately
13 • 4000F, has been used satisfactorily in applications where

the material is exposed to direct flame at temperatures of
,L -- AL-- L--- ---- over 5000°F for time durations limited to a few minutes.

[ AL AMaterials particularly well suited to short time applica-
tions at high temperatures are those having low thermal
conductivities, k, and high volumetric specific heats (prod-

uct of density and specific heat at constant pressure pe,)
Figure 2.2.1.4. Incremental Sectioning of a Flat Plate for as indicated by Equation (2.2.1.4c).

Determining One Dimensional Transient
Heat Transfer Using the Dusinberre
Numerical Method

2.2.2 Convection and Condumion

Referring to Figure 2.2.1.4 In almost all engineering problems involving convection,
conduction also plays a significant role in the heat trans-

.'IT- is replaced by T- T2 fer process. Therefore, convective heat transfer is treated
at At in the following paragraphs in terms of combined convec-

T2 - T, T3 - T: tion and conduction.

.is replaced by AL AL
ULi AL 2.2.2.1 FLOWING FLUIDS. A common heat transfer

This technique is the basis for programming digital com- problem involving both convection and conduction is the
puter solutions :for transient conduction problems. The transfer of heat from a flowing fluid (liquid or gas) to a

Dusinberre method and several other numerical methods flat or cylindrical wall, through the wall, and then from
are describod in detai4 in References 130-1 and 2-31. the wall to the atmosphere. The solution of such a problem

involves the use of a combined conduction, convection, and

For one-dimensional transient conduction through the wall radiation coefficient, h, for the fluid and for the air. The
of a right circular cylinder, Equation (2.2.1.4b) b.•comes expression for the heat transfer rate oetween a fluid and

an adjacent surface takes the form
(Eq 2.2.1.4d)

S2/ L(R/ R q h A (T, - Tw) (Eq 2.2.2.1a)

where R radius of cylinder where q heat trsnsfer rate, Btu/hr

change in temperature with time at any h total surface or film coefficient of heat
given radial location . transfer, Btu/(hr) (ft") (oF)

2.2.2 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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HEAT TRANSFER CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION

A =surface area, ft2  ----

T, = bulk fluid temperature (average
temperature of flowinig fluid), °F ]

Tw, = temperature of surface or wall
temperature, IF

The value of h takes into account the effects of ambient T b
conduction, radiation, and convection. It varies widely for T

different fluiit4 depending upon such parameters as vis-
cosity, density, thermal conductivity, velocity of fluid
stream, spec':- heat, and the characteristic dimensions of
the apparatus involved (tube diameter and surface rough-
ness) and can be expressed as follows:

h h,. + h., (Eq 2.2.2.1b)

wheru h = total film coefficient
h, = film coefficient for combined conduction

and convection 11 22

h, = film coefficient for radiation

Figure 2.2.2.1. Temperature Gradients Across a
For many practical fluid flow problems where tempera- Multilayered Plane
ture differences do not exceed seyer.al ituridifd' degrees (Reprinted with permission from "Applied Thermodynamics," V. M.

Faires, p. 425, Copyright 1947, Macmillan Co., New York)Fahrenheit, the influence of. h, is small and can be neglected
without significant error.

The film coefficient of convection and conduction alone for
fluids undergoing turbulent flow in horizontal tubes may roug mdu c anobe written
be written rounding medium can be written

(Eq 2.2.2.1c) A (T - TF) (Eq 2.2.2.1d)

k = conductivity of fluid, Btu/ (hr)(fth ) (F/ft) q -- U A (T+ - TF) (Eq 2.2.2.+e)

awhere U, the transmittance, is equal to the reciprocal ofDVp, Reynold/number the sum of individual thermal besistivity terms 1 L,
and co n / 1  L

k- Prandtl number ... etc. Typical values of U are given in Table 2.2.2.1. The

(The Nusselt n")ber (_FD) can be obtained by rearrang- Table 2.2.2.1. Value Range for the Transmittance, U, of
SSeveral Common Hydraulic Components

ing Equation (2.2.2.1c). Equation (2.2.2.1c) applies where (Reterence 19.182)
the Reynolds number is in the range of 10,000 to 120,000,
the Prandtl number is between 0.7 and 120, the length of RANGE OF U

Btu/(hr) (ffV) (0F) COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONthe tube is at least 60 diameters, and the temperature drop
across the film is not large. The physical properties of the 2 - 5 Steel tank surrounded by inhibited airfluid noted in Equation (2.2.2.1c) should be determined at circt(lation 19...2)

the bulk temperature of the fluid stream. A tabulation of 5 - 10 Steel tank in normal indoor surroundings
film coefficient relationships for laminar and turbulent 10-13 Steel tank surrounded by good natural

ftcw through and around various shapes is given in Refer- convection (guided air current)
ence 23-38 (Part C of Section 1). 25-60 Oil-to-air heat exchanger

80 - •00 Oil-to-water heat exchanger
The expression for the heat transfer rate from a fluid
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BOILING LIQUIDS HEAT TRANSFER
RADIATION >1
term (Ts - Tr,) is the total differential temperature across comes into full play as a result of the increased tempera-
the area under consideration. Equation (2.2.2.1d) is use- ture. If heat is continually added, the surface temperature A

ful in helping the engineer keep track of all thermal re- can increase to a point where burn-through or melting is
si3tance terms. By increasing the value of one or more possible. At a AT, just before film boiling begins, a point -

terms, heat will flow at a slower rate which would be the of maximum nucleate boiling heat transfer is reached
desired effect when designing insulation for hot gas or which is known as the upper limit of •nucleate boiling, or I
cryogenic lines. Conversely, by reducing the number of q ultimate (Point C on Figure 2.2.2.2).
resistances or their size, the rate of transfer will increase.
If one term is considerably larger than all others, little In most fluid systems where boiling is encountered, the
benefit is gained by reducing any but the largest. Detailed fluid is in a flowing state rather than in a pool. Increasing
analysis of conduction-convection heat transfer problems fluid velocity causes a significant increase in rate of heat
involves full knowledge of fluid chi acteristics and requires transfer because of the action of the flowing fluid in carry-
the calculation of the surface film coefficient. This subject ing away vapor bubbles as they are formed. As indicated,
is tr .ted in more detail in References 130-1, 132-1, and boiling heat transfer cannot be accurately predicted math-
134-1. The use of a digital computer to solve Equation ematically; however, empirical data has been determined
(2.2.2.1d), where variations of k with temperature are for most common fluids. Further discussion of nucleate,
considered, is presented in Detailed Topic 8.3.3.2. film, and pool boiling may be found in References 130-1,

134-1, 2-24, and 325-1.

S2.2.2.2 BOILING LIQUIDS. Heat transfer to boiling
liquids occurs in several kinds of heat exchange apparatus 2.2.2.3 COOLING FINS. Another common conduction-
such as steam boilers, evaporators, refrigerating plants, convection problem encountered by fluid component de-
and regeneratively cooled liquid rocket motors. In spite of signers is the calculation of the heat transfer character-
the wide use of equipment using boiling liquids, informa- istics of cooling fins. The solution of such problems de-
tion concerning heat transfer to boiling liquids is still far pends on the configuration of the fins. Two recommended
from complete. When a liquid is heated without boiling, the references on the design of fins are Reference 23-38 (Part
heat transfer can be predicted by the laws of convection C of Section 1) and Reference 325-1.
and film conductance as indicated in Detailed Topic 2.2.2.1.
When boiling occurs, vapor bubbles of various sizes and
shapes are formed, then liberated at varying rates at the 2.2.3 Radiation
heating surface in contact with the liquid. This creates
turbulence of uncertain magnitude, and makes mathe- Heat transfer by radiation is the process of transferring
matical prediction of heat transfer difficult, heat energy between two bodies by electromagnetic radia-

tion similar to light. Like light, the exact nature by which

Boiling takes place when heat is added to a fluid which radiant heat energy is transmitted is explained by two
has been heated to its :.turation temperature. The rate at
which heat is trans.ccred to the fluid, which determines _ _

the rate of boiling, is a function of the temperature of the 106 E

heated surface (wall) and the saturation temperature of
the fluid. Figure 2.2.2.2 shows the change in heat transfer
rate to a pool of water (pool boiling) as a function of the
difference between the temperature of a heated wire and
the water saturation temperature, AT. Boiling at moderate 0
values of AT is termed "nucleate boiling" because it takes
place through the action of tiny cells of air or other gases, • __

or particles that adhere to the heating surfaces and serve as
nuclei for the formation of vapor bubbles. These nuclei may .< °_-N U C V T i_0

be attached to the heating surface when it is first wetted A-B, NATURAL CONVECTION a/A -T
0 8

or they may precipitate out of the liquid after contact. B-C, NUCLEATE BOILING q/A -&ATn

WHERE n 3 TO 4

C-D, UNSTABLE FILM
As the heating surface temperature rises and AT in- .1-E, FILM BOILING PREDOMINATELY RADIATIONA AND CONDUCTION

creases, liquid boiling takes place more and more rapidly, Io3  
/ I I I

with the density of bubbles and speed of formation in- 1 10 102 10 10

creasing until a temperature is reached where the bubbles AT, OF
become dense enough to form a solid film of vapor between

-the-leating surface and surrounding liquid. The vapor
film thus forimed-aets .as. an insulator, and the tempera- Figure 2.2.2.2. Typical Boiling Data
ture of the heated surface canfbe-increased..qqnsiderably (A wire heated electrically in a pool of water at atmospheric pressure)
without an increase in heat transfer. In fact, a lowering . Frar-"-'ournal of the Society of Mechanical Engineers," (Japan) S.
of heat transfer occurs -until the radiation mechanism Nukiyama, vol 37, p. 367, 1934)
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HEAT TRANSFER ABSORPTIVITY

STEFAN-BOLTZMAN EQUATION

different theories -wave propagation and quantum pro- 2.2.3.3. STEFAN-BOLTZMANN EQUATION. The
pagation. manner in which the temperature of a black body affects

the amount of radiation emanating from it was proposed
In 1792 the "theory of exchanges" was proposed by Pre-, from empirical data by the Austrian physicist Josef Stefan
vost. This theory stated that a continuous exchange of (1835-1893), and was later theoretically calculated by his
energy exists between bodies as a result of the bilateral contemporary, Ludwig Boltzmann (1849-1906).
process of radiation and absorption. In other words, if
two bodies at different temperatures are completely iso- The relationship developed by Stefan-Boltzmann states
lated in a vacuum from all other bodies but not from each that the amount of radiation from a black body is propor-
other, there will be a radiant energy interchange between tional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature.
the two bodies. The warmer body receives less energy from
the colder body than it radiates to it and, consequently, its Thus
temperature will decrease. The colder body temperature
increases until a state of equilibrium is reached, at which E - T o a,,, (Eq 2.2.3.3a)
time each body is radiating and absorbing the same
amount of energy. !n line with this theory, which agrees where En ý black body ra.liant energy density,
well with laboratory experiments, all bodies continue to Btu/hr ft'
radiate thermally to other bodies at all temperatures u = Stefan-Boltzmnann constant of
above absolute zero. proportionality, 0.1713 X 10-'

Btu/(hr) (ft") (OR)'
2.2.3.1 ABSORPTIVITY, TRANSMISS!VITY, AND RE-
FLECTIVITY. Thermal radiation striking a body may be T.b. = absolute temperature, OR

absorbed by it, transmitted through it, or reflected from
it. The degree to which each of these phenomena occurs is This relationship shows that the amount of radiant energy
dependent on several factors, including the substance of emitted from a body is constant if its temperature remains
which the body is composed, its surface finish and color, cornstant. The rate of radiant energy emission from a body
and the wave length of the radiant energy. For example, is usually stated in Btu/hr and the radiant energy density
most solids (with the exception of transparent solids such is stated in Btu/hr ft".
as g7lass) absorb and reflect practically all thermal radia-
tion and transmit very little. Liquids and gases, on the In contrast to conduction and convection, which vary di-
other hand, have a higher degree of transmission and rcctly with temperature difference, radiation varies with
absorb and reflect less than solids. The fraction of total the fourth power of the absolute temperature. For ex-
energy received and absorbed by a body is called the absorp- ample, if the absolute temperature doubles, the radiant
tivity of the body. The fraction of total energy transmitted energy will increase sixteen-fold.
through it i• termed the transmissivity, and the fraction
reflected by it iý called the reflectivity. The Stefan-Boltzmann Equation (2.2.3.3a) expresses the

radiant energy emitted by a black body. Since such a body
2.2.3.2 BLACK BODY RADIATION. In nature no mate- exists in theory only, it is necessary to introduce a pro-
rials or substances exist which absorb all radiation re- portionality constant which will make the equation usable
ceived and reflect none. Certain substances such as lamp for real materials and various surface finishes. In 1859
black and platinum black absorb all but very small por- Kirchhoff derived a law which states that at a given tem-
tions of the incident radiation; these :mbstances are termed perature the total radiant energy from any body is equal
"black" from a thermal radiation standpoint. An idealized to its absorptivity, multiplied by the total emissive power
"black" substance or "black body" i- one which would of a perfect black body at that temperature. This is known
absorb all radiant energy falling upon it and reflect or as Kirchhoff's Law, and can be expressed mathematically
transmit none. In addition, the idealized black body wouWd as
emit or radiate the maximum amount of energy for any
surface at any given temperature. A black body is also E - a E11  (Eq 2.2.3.3b)
termed, therefore, a perfect radiator. Although a true
black body does not exist in nature, one can be closely ap- where E = radiant energy of the body at a give4,
proximated for experimental purposes by a hollow en- temperature
closure blackened on the inside and penetrated by a small a -- absorptivity of the body for the same
hcle through which thermal radiation can pass. Radiation
entering the enclosure will undergo repeated reflection temperature
inside and very little will escape. One such device com- Eu - radiant energy of a black body at the
monly used for laboratory experimentation is a closed same temperature
hollow cylinder 8 inches long, 2 inches in diameter, and
with a one-half inch diameter hole in one end. When such The ratio of the total radiant energy of any body to the
an enclosure is heated, the radiation emitted from the hole total radiant energy of a black body at the same tempera-
is termed black body radiation. ture is called the emissivity, c. The emissivity of a surface

2.2.3 -2
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EMISSIVITY HEA" TRANSFER

is numerically equal to its absorptivity when the radiat- E E a' T4ab. (Eq 2.2.3.36)
ing source is a black body at the same temperature as the
surface. This equation allows the calculation of the radiant energy

of any body or surface providing the temperature, T, and
E aemissivity are known. Emissivity varies with surface tem-

-a - (Eq 2.2.3.3c) perature and the condition of the surface. Table 2.2.3.3a
lists the emissivities for a wide variety of materials and
surface finishes. These values are normal emissivities for

or radiation in a direction normal to the emitting surface.
Examination of the data in Table 2.2.3.3a reveals the fol-
lowing general characteristics:

E E•E (Eq 2.2.3.3d)
a) Highly polished metals have low emissivities

When Equation (2.2.3.3b) is combined with Equation b) The emissivity of most metals and their oxides in-
(2.2.3.3a) it yields the expression creases with increase in temperature

Table 2.2.3.3a. Emissivity of Metals and Their Oxides

(Reprinted with pLrmission from "Mechanical Engineers Handbook," L. S. Marks, Copyright McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1952, p. 4-110)

SURFACE TEMPERATURE. *F* EMISSIVITY* SURFACE TEMPERATURE, *F* EMISSIVITY*

Aluminum MolybdenLm filament ...... 1340-4700 0.10-0.29
Highly polished .......... 440-1070 0.039-0.057 Monel metal K5700 ........
Polished ................ 73 0.040 Washed abrasive soap .... 75 0.17
Rough plate ............. 78 0.055-0.07 Repeated heating ........ 450-1610 0.46-0.65
Oxidized at 111OF ....... 390-1110 0.11-0.19
Oxide ................. 530-1520 0.63-0.26 Nickel and alloys
Alloy 75ST ............. 75 0.10 Electrolytic, polished ..... 74 0.05
Ally rElectroplated, not polished. 68 0.11
75ST, repeated heating 450-900 0.22-0.16 Wire ................... 368-1844 0.10-0.19

Brass Plate, oxid. at 111OF ..... 390-1110 0.37-0.48
Highly polished.............497-710 0.03-0.04 Nickel oxide ............. 1200-2290 0.59-0.86
Rolled plate, natural ..... 72 0.06 Copper-nickel, polished 212 0.06
Rolled, coarse-emeried ... 72 0.20 Nickel-silver, polished ... 212 0.14

Oxidized at 111OF ........ 390-1110 0.61-0.59 Nickelin gray oxide 70 0.26

Chromium ................ 100-1000 0.08-0.26 Nichrome wire, bright .... 120-1830 0.65-0.79
Copper Nichrome wire, oxid ...... 120-930 0.95--0.98

Electrolytic, polished ..... 176 0.02 ACI-HW (60Ni, 12Cr)
Comm'l plate, polished ... 66 0.030 firm black ox. coat ...... 520-1045 0.89-0.82
Heated at 111OF ......... 390-1110 0.57-0.57 Platinum, polished plate .... 440-2960 0.05-0.17
Thick oxide coating ...... 77 0.78
Cuprous oxide.............1470-2010 0.66-0.54 Silver, pure polished ....... 440-1160 0.02-0.03

Molten copper ........... 1970-2330 0.16-0.13 Stainless steels

Dow metal, cleaned, heated 450-750 0.24-0.20 Type 316, cleaned 75 0.28
Gold, highly polished ....... 440.1160 0.02-0.40 316, repeated heating ..... 450-1600 0.57-0.6
iron and steel 304, 42 hr at 980F ........ .. 420-980 0.62-0.73310, furnace service ...... 420-980 0.90-0.97

Pure Fe, polished ........ 350-1800 0.05-0.37 Allegheny #4, polished 212 0.13
Wrought iron, polished ... 100-480 0.28Imooth sheet iron ........ 1650-1900 0.55-0.60 Tantalum filament ......... 2420-5430 0.194-0.33
:usted plate ............ 67 0.69 Thorium oxide ............. 5310-1520 0.58-0.21

Smooth oxidized iron ..... 260-980 0.78-0.82 Tin, bright.................76 0.04-0.06

Jtrongly oxidized ........ 100-480 0.95
Molten iron and steel ..... 2730-3220 0.40-0.45 Tungsten, aged filament 80-6000 0.03-0.35

Lead Zinc, 99.1%, comm'l, polished. 440-620 0.05

99.96%, unoxidized ....... 260-440 0.06-0.08 Galv., iron, bright 82 0.23

Gray , xidized ........... 75 0.28 Galv., gray oxid .......... 75 0.28

Oxidized at 390F ........ 390 0.63 *When two temperatures and two emissivities are given they correspond.
Mercury, pure clean . . 32-212 009-0.12 first to first and second to second, and linear interpolation is permissible.
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HEAT TRANSFER SOLAR ABSORPTIVITIES

METHODS TO INCREASE CONDUCTION

c) The emissivity of any metal varies widely with the tions are available in standard heat transfer references
condition of its surface. (Reference 130-1, pages 62 and 64).

2.2.3.4 RADIATION FROM FLAMES AND GASES.
The absorptivity of a surface depends on the surface con- Radiation from flames and gases is an important considera-
dition as well as the temperature of the em~tt'. When a

surface is exposed to solar radiation, its absorptivity cin tion in component design for ballistic missiles and space

vary appreciably from its emissivity due to the extreme boosters. At high altitude flight, rocket engine exhaust gases

temperature diLerence between the temperature of the can expand such that the flow reverses, causing flaming

sun (approximately 10,000°F black body temperature) gases to envelop the engine system. Propellant feed system

and the radiated surface. Values of solar absorptivity and components are thereby directly exposed to high tempera-

ratios of a/c for several materials are shown in Table ture radiant heat transfer. A technique used to prevent base

2.2.3.3b. A common radiation problem involves the deter- recirculation (the reverse exhaust flow phenomenon) is to
mination of net total heat transferred between surfaces locate a scoop at the upper end of the engine compartment

separated by a non-absorbing medium. For most practical so that air flowing along the missile skin is ducted into the
applications, air and other common gases at atmospheric compartment. The scoop, however, does not eliminate heat
pressure can be considered non-absorbing media. For stransfer problems, since the boundary layer gas is aero-
cases the following expression may be used: dynamically heated by skin friction to temperatures as high

as 20000F. A technique used in missiles for protecting heat-
sensitive components from thermal damage is the wrapping

(Eq 2.2.3.3f) of exposed surfaces with reflective aluminum tape.
q = F.FFAA(T abs1 - Tbahg2)

For detailed information on the theory of flame and gas
where radiation see References 130-1, 132-1, 134-1, and 325-1.

q = net radiant heat transfer rate,
B'uU/hr
B h2.3 HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATIONS IN FLUID

e Stefan-Boltzmann constant COMPONENT DESIGN
0.1713 X 10- Btu/(hr) (ft2) (OR)4  The following paragraphs describe some practical consid-

I F. = function of the emissivities of the erations. for promoting or reducing heat transfer in fluid
F two surfaces component design.

FA = function of the configuration of the
two surfaces 2.3.1 Design Techniques to Promote Heat Transfer

A - area factor depending on 2.3.1.1 INCREASE CONDUCTION. Two techniques for
configuration, ft' increasing conduction are the use of materials having good

thermal conductivity and the design of joints in the conduc-
tion path which have good physical contact.

surfaces 1 and 2, 0R

Use Good Conductors. One of the simplest ways of in-
Values of F., FA, and area A for various common configura- creasing heat transfer involves the selection of materials

Table 2.2.3.3b. Solar Absorptivities and a/c Ratios

(Reference 473-1)

MATERIALS ABSORPTIVITY, a RATIO a/c EMISSIVITY, e TEMPERATURE, 'F

* 2024 Aluminum 0.242 - 0.49 2.69 - 4.45 0i.09 - 0.11 0 - 300
As received

2024 Aluminum 0.302 - 0.25 3.36 - 2.50 0.09 - 0.10 0 - 300
Polished

301 Stainless Steel 0.44 2.09 0.21 0
As received

301 Stainless Steel 0.38 2.375 0.16 0
Polished

Zinc, Polished 0.55 25.0 0.022 30
Silver 0.07 3.5 0.02 80
Epoxy Paint 0.25 0.28 0.90 30
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METHODS TO INCREASE CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER

which have good thermal conductivity. It is often necessary c) Make the surface areas of joints as large as possible
that fluid components be designed to transfer heat from the consistent with weight limitations and good design. I
fluid media to the external environment (dissipation of Generally speaking, it' the surface area of the joint
heat in hydraulic systems), or to transfer heat from one between two mating parts is larger than the cross-
fluid to another (heat exchangers). Rapid conduction of sectional area of the parts adjacent to the joint. im-
heat can be an important consideration in fluid components pairment of heat transfer across the joint will be kept
which contain elastotneric seals or other materials subject to a minimum.
to damage by excessive heat. Metals which possess rela-
tively good thermal conductivity are copper, aluminum, d) Clamping or mating forces between two adjacent partsbrass) gold, silvermal molybdenumi and bopperyli, al , should be a maximum value consistent with the design.brass, gold, silver, m olybdenum , and beryllium . A s a gen..H e v cl m i g f r s w ll ot n v r o e su a e
eral rule, a material which is a good electrical conductor Heavy clamping forces will often overcome surface
is also a good thermal conductor. The following general irregularities which might otherwise result in a bar-
statements can be made concerning the use of materials rier to good heat conduction.
where it is desired to improve heat trannfer by conduction e) When it is desirable to conduct heat from reciprocating
(Reference 130-1): and rotating elements in fluid components, heat trans-

fer can be improved by the use of plain or journal
a) The conductivities of all homogeneous, solid materials fer c an bemo by th e u e aingor junal

are elaivey hih cmpaed t th coductvit ofbearings rather than ball and roller bearings, since theare relatively high compared to the conductivity ofaraocottwilbgetr.ncrancssthue
area -of, contact will be greater. In certain cases the useporous, cellular, fibrous, or laminated materials, of dry lubricated bearings should be considered, be-

b) The conductivity of a material increases with its cause the conductivity of many oils and organic lubri-

density. cants is t elatively low.

c) The conductivity of solid materials increases with in- 2.3.1.2 INCREASE CONVECTION. Heat transfer by con-
creasing temperature. vection is probably the most important single method for

the removal of heat as far as fluid component design for
Where weight is an important consideration, the use of aircraft or ground equipment is concerned. Several ways
alkali metal boiling and condensation as a technique for for improving the convection process are given in the fol-
increasing high rate heat transfer is feasible. Two of the lowing paragraphs.
most common alkali metal. used for this purpose are potas-
sium and sodium. Several L,ýearch studies (References 2-24 Use Flow Turbulators. Flow turbulators (fins or baffles)

and 2-25) have recently been conducted to determine the may be placed within a fluid component in the path of fluid

best methods for handling and using these metals, flow to cause turbulence or agitation of the fluid as it
p;.sses through the component, thereby increasing heat

The light weight and low melting point of potassium and transfer. In addition to increasing the heat transfer co-

sodium combined with relatively good thermal conductivity efficient through increased Reynolds number (turbulence),
are the desirable properties for heat transfer applications. turbulators also increase conductive heat transfer by in-
One well kno-vn use of sodium for heat transfer purposes creasing the surface area over a given length of flow path.
is in the sodium-filled aircraft engine valve poppet. This There is a practical limit to the addition of turbulators,
poppet, unlike conventional auto and aircraft engine pop- dictated by the allowable pressure drop of the line or com-

pets, has a cavity in the head and stem which is filled with ponent and by heat transfer limitations of the outside of the
sodium. The sodium serves as a high-rate heat conductor, system (Reference 59-9, page 94).
transfering heat more effectively from the head of the Promote Natural Convection. In aircraft and ground sys-
poppet into the stem where it can be dissipated into the
stem guide and cylinder head. This construction results in ae htigazad cryogenic c ent natura convectioncan be utilized for promoting heat transfer. Since a gravita-
prolonged poppet life, minimizing wear and burning by tional field is required to establish natural convection cur-
reducing the operating temperature of the thin sections. rents, natural convection does not exist under conditions

Use Good Physical Contact. A second important way to of zero gravity, thus eliminating this mode of heat trans-

improve heat transfer by conduction is to assure that good fer for spacecraft systems (References 2-21 and 2-23).
physical contact is maintained between the elements in the Where natural convection is possible, the following prac-

conduction path. Some considerations in designing fluid tices should be adhered to:
components where good conduction is important are- a) Provide as much free space around hot components as

a) Maintain good metal-to-metal contact at joints, avoid- possible.
ing non-metallic and insulating materials in the con- b) Use cooling fins freely whenever possible, making cer-
duction path wherever possible. tain that surfaces are smooth enough to avoid the

accumulation of grease and dirt which insulate and,
b) Specify in detail good surface finish and flatness of therefore, reduce heat transfer.

mating surfaces. The exclusion of as much air as pos-
sible betw.en mating parts will assure less joint re- c) Arrange hot components in series to form a horizontal
sistance to heat transfer. grouping of minimum height, thus reducing natural
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HEAT TRANSFER METHODS TO INCREASE RADIATION

convection of heat from one component to the other. As the heated air rises, cool air moves in to take its place

d) Stagger components or parts when used in vertical and the process continues. This valve design can also be
arrangement, to prevent heating of adjacent parts by used for handling cryogenic fluids when it is desirable tonatural convection. protect the valve stem packing and actuator from the detri-

mental effects of cryogenic temperatures. In this case the

e) Isolate temperature-sensitive components, or place fins promote heat transfer to, rather than away from the
them below sources of heat. components.

f) Use louvers, vents, and ducting whenever possible topromte ntura drats.Use Forced Convection. Forced convection of a cooling

fluid over the external surfaces of a component provides a
An example of a fluid component which has been designed practical means of cooling for aircraft and ground systems.
for cooling by natural convection, as well as conduction By using pumps and blowers, the designer is afforded con-
and radiation, is illustrated in Figure 2.3.1.2. In this corn- siderable latitude in the control of heat transfer by merely
ponent, heat is transferred from the hot valve body outward sizing the forcingunit to obtain, within limits, the flow rate a
to the cooling fins by conduction. The air between the fin required to maintain satisfactory operating temperatures.
surfaces, heated by conduction and radiation, passes out-
ward and upward -across the valve by natural convection. Some factors which should be kept in mind when designing

equipment to be cooled by forced convection are:

a) Air cooling is, preferred to liquid cooling, since it
usually results in a simpler, less expensive design.

Fb) Where large quantities of air are to be forced over hot
0 surfaces to effect cooling, a manifold or duct system

330°F with dust filters should be provided. The size of the
intake filter should be selected to provide reasonable
service life with a low pressure drop. Exhaust filters
should always be two or three times larger than intake

- 0Ffilters to minimize pressure drop. Unfiltered leaks or
-4500F openings should be eliminated from the flow system

whenever possible.

c) Fans, pumps, and blowers should be designed to insure
a velocity sufficient to maintain turbulent flow over the

" 67 0 Fheat dissipating surfaces.

d) Cooling is increased by providing fins over which the
cooling fluid is directed. Fins should be integral with
the part to be cooled or in perfect metal-to-metal con-
tact with it.

e) Safety switches should be included to shut down the
system, if convection power fails.

f) The fluid intake port of the convection system should
be isolated from the exhaust port to eliminate heat
transfer between the influent and effluent streams.

g) In air-cooling systems, ducting should be designed so
Z". •as to utilize the effects of induced natural drafts.

2.3.1.3 INCREASE RADIATION. A third method of im-
proving heat transfer in fluid components, especially those

"/"-"-800°F components in a space environment, is to improve the radi-
ating ability. Equation (2.2.3.3f) indicates that heat trans-
fer by radiation can be increased by raising the emissivity
of the component in question and by increasing component
surface area. The removal of external radiation barriers is
also important in promoting radiation heat transfer.

Figure 2.3.1.2 Hot Gas Valve
C yof Annin Comany, Montebello California.) Raising Eniissii-ity. Two simple methods of raising the(Courtesy emissivity of a component are:

a) Blacken or darken radiating surfaces.
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METHODS TO REDUCE CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER

b) Increase roughness of radiating surfaces, the designer is faced Nvith the problemp of (i) reducing
the transfer of heat from the surroundings to the corn-

Techniques often used to darken surfaces include painting, ponent in order to prevent excessive loss of the cryogenic
anodizing, and parkerizing. Surfaces can be roughened by fluid by evaporation; and (2) reducing heat transfer be-
grinding, brushing, shot peening, sand blasting, coating tween temperature-sensitive parts in cryogenic fluids. Re.
with metallic oxides, etc., without materially affecting the duction of heat transfer is also important In systems
strength or function of the component. Neglecting to finish designed to handle hot gases or liquids where it is important
machine certain, surfaces which will operate hot reduces to keep the fluid from losing heat. A common technique for
the cost of manufacturing the parts and eliminates the thermally isolating teinperature-sensitive parts such as ac-
necessity for surface roughening operations on finished tuators, from the valve body containing the cold or hot
parts. Using dark paints or organic coatings on components fluid is to place a thermal barrier, such as a low conductivity
which operate at high temperato~res to increase their' emis- non-metal (for example, Teflon), between the valve body
sivity may be impractical because of the temperature limi- and the actuator.
tations of such coatings. For such items metallic oxide
coatings serve best. More detailed information can be found Metals which have relatively low conductivity and are often
in Refe'rence 2-22. used in cryogenic components are nickel alloys and stainless

steels. Other less frequently used metals with low conduc-
Remove Radiation Barriers. Another method of increasing tivities are antimony, bismuth, mercury, lead, indium,
radiation from a component is to remove radiation barriers platium, and tantalum. However, conductivity alone is often
which may be present, assuring that the surrounding atmos- not enough to cut heat losses. Other techniques which must
phere or environment which is the sink for radiation recep- be used are discussed in the following paragraphs.
tion has as high an absorptivity coefficient as possible.
Reflective surfaces such as white or polished metal should Conduction Path Geometry. When the designer is not free
not be placed in close promimity to hot components, to choose materials with low conductivities, it is necessary

to employ other techniques to reduce heat transfer, such

2.3.2 Design Techniques to Reduce Heat Transfer as breaking the heat conduction path completely. This may
be accomplished by separating the hot and cold parts by a

2.3.2.1 REDUCE CONDUCTION. Often in the design of dead air space, vacuum, or other insulators. A design which
fluid components such as cryogenic valves and regulators, employs this technique is illustrated in Figure 2.3.2.1a.

S(. _)--•OPERATINC HANDLE

DETAIL i BROKE N STEM

A A
SOFT SOLDER

L• BRONZE BELLOWS

.VALVE BODY__ _ _ _-

LIQUID LIQUID

SrACM PAC

Figure 2.3.2.1a Broken Stem Valve for Low Temperature Use
(Courtesy ot tIBS Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado.)
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HEAT TRANSFER METHODS TO REDUCE CONDUCTION

In this device, called a broken stem valve, the valve actuator Insulation for Reducing Heat Transfer. Insulation is used
may be isolated from the valve body by a Al&h-ht back turn in high temperature system,% to prevent heat loss to the
of the stem. The entire valve is then enclosed in an evacu- environment from the hot fluid. In cryogenic systems it is
ated chamber which further reduces heat loss. used to ric rict heat transfer from the atmosphere to the

fluid, and to protect sensitive parts from the low tempera-
Another technique for reducing heat transfer by separa- ture. Cryogenic components require protection by thermal
tion of critical parts is the use of extended stems and insulation to a degree unapproached in many other fields.
bonnets as shown in Figures 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.2.1b, Figure The choice of insulation for- any particular component must
2.3.1.2 shows the effect of a long conduction path between the be a compromise between such variables as thermal con-
800F poppet and the temperature-sensitive packing. Fur- ductivity, reliability, cost, replaceability, we.ght, compati.
ther reduction in hert transfer to the packing is accom- bility, and size.
plished ' y using a low conductivity stainless steel bonnet
and stem and providing integral fins to direct heat away Foamed insulation materials are relatively inexpensive and
from the packing to the surrounding air. Radiation transfer are satisfactory for many cryogenic applications. Foamed-
to the air is increased by coating the fins black. The hollow irosulation has a cellular structure formed by the addition
portion of the bonnet surrounding the stem will become or the evolution of gas during manufacture. When the cells
filled with condensation of steam (or other condensable of such a material are sealed f rom one another, the material
vapor from the transported fluid) to further reduce heat is an effective insulation for extrmrie temperature applica-
transfer to the packings. tion. Foams of this type have beer made from polystyrene,

polyurethane, -.'ubber, silica, and glass. Since gas can per-
meate such insulation only by diffusion through the cell
walls, the material behaves as though it were completely

RATING HANOU impermeable when exposed to a foreign gas for limited time
-50• periods. Also, if the temperature of the culd side of" the

foam is so low that the gas in the nearby cells is condensed
fPACKING and has negligible vapor pressure, the thermal conductiv-

.lo ity is reduced by eliminating gaseous conduction in these
regions.

It is possible to have foamed- insulation bonded to the sur-
faces of the insulation cavity. This type of insulation,-EXTENED STEM usually termed "foamed in place," is quite adaptable to
valves and other components having irregular surfaces.

-20--. Further information on foamed insulation is given in Refer-
DEAD AIR SPAE ences 20-5 and 213-1, pages 163-165.

VALVE Another type of cryogenic insulation which has merit is
VEAT - composed of low density materials such as powders and

A rE -7 •fibers, with gas at atmosphere pressure in the interstitial
spaces. These materials have been used successfully to in-
sulate components at liquid nitrogen temperatures. In this
type of insulation the volume of gas in the void may be I

U 10 to 100 times the volume of the solid material used
(Reference 29-5). Common filler materials used for insula-
tion are fiberglass, asbestos, perlite (a volcanic glass), ex-

----COLNNG - panded SiOQ, calcium silicate, and diatomaceous earth. In
addition to being low thermal conductivity materials, pow-
ders and fibers provide effective barriers to heat transfer

Figure 2.3.2.lb. Extended Stem Valve for LOW by reducing the contact area between individual components

Temperature Use of the insulation and by l.r(viding multiple radiation bar-
(Courtesy ot NBS Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado.) riers. For further information on powder and fiber insula- i

tions see Referenc-s 213-1, and 326-1.

A vacuum ;s a widely used and very effective insulation for
In Figure 2.3.2.1b the cryogenic valve stem is a torqu' tube cryogenic systems. This insulation is formed by construct-
design. The small cross-sectional area of the stem partially ing a gas-tight closure around the component, then evacu-
isolates the low temperature-sensitive valve packing from ating it by means of a vacuum pump, "md positively sealing
the cryogenic fluid temperature. The stem is surrounded by it. Figure 2.3.2.1c shows the change in conductivity between
a vacuum to isolate the packiug from the cryogenic fluid two separated conductors as a function of the gas pressure
and to reduce heat loss from the surrounding air to the between the surfaces. From this figure it is seen that at,
fluid, effective vacuum insulation is achieved between 10" and
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METHODS TO REDUCE RADIATIONW

where n = the number of radiation shields

SI able, multi-layer insulation is also the most expensive, e
- costing 10 to 20 times as much as powdered insulation.

• • [ /-Comparative conductivity values for various insulation ma-
-•,0 --_ terials having a cold side temperature of --3O00°F and a

"•- -•*"warm side temperature of 70TF are s~hown in Table 2.3.2.1.

•.• 2.3.2.2 REDUCE CONVECTION. One method of reducing
• heat transfer by convection is through the use of insulation,

, - " as discussed under Detailed Topic 2.3.2.1. In the case ef
Adead air space formed by a double wall provides an effec-

poetfoIh ove'n eimb hsclbrir

,, rtive insulation for reducing convection. If the air trapped :
____within the walls is maintained at nearly constant tempera- :

t051" I- o-I 0• • 1o to•0 ture, convection currents are negligible. Heat transfer :
A PRESSURE, rn l through such a wall is by conduction through the supports. !

by radiation and through the trapped air. To make dead air i
Figure 2.3.2.1c. Change In Ap•=erent Thermal Conductivity space insulation effective, thickness should be kept very i

with Gas Prsue• small compared to the length in any direction. i

ga iteue i oth pcebtee o- If for economic reasons or from a weight standpoint double !!

walls cannot be provided to form dead air spaces, the next :
10 'mm Hg. The knee in the curve occurs when the gas pres- best type of protection against heat transfer by convection '
sure is reduced to a point where the mean-free path of the is the use of baffles or barriers to prevent the formation of :

gas oleulesis argecomaredto he sacebetwen on- convection currents. A familiar example of this technique•

ducor. T ad i mintinnga vacuum over long time is the use of thermostatically controlled movable shutters

pechrioda sal quabintodcdintyof thbsren such as activated in front of cooling system radiators, which can be closed •
haoa abeitoceinotevacuum space. A dis- to prevent the passage of air through the radiator duringi

advantage of vacuum insulation is the fact that a gas leak warm up. i

c'an occur without any warning and without making itself i
re~adily evident. Consequently, when effective insulation is 2.3.2.3 REDUCE RADIATION. Equation (2.2.3.3f), an ex- !
imperativc to the operation of the component, it is best to pressien for heat transfer by radiation, indicates that reduc- i•

provide some sort of vacuum indicator which can easily be ticn of the emissivity or the temperature of a radiating body ]i
monitored to ascertain the effectiveness of the insulation, will reduce the heat transfer rate. Reduction of radiation!
In a cryogenic system, loss of insulation will ,.esult in the requires that the opp~osite of the technique reeommended in •!

formation of frost on the exterior of componcri;s. By elimi- Detailed Topic 2.3.1.3 be used for increasing the. radiating i
nati'ng conduction and convection, vacuum insulation essen- ability of a surface. Because it is often impossible or imprac-
tially reduces heat transfer to radiation only. .tical to alter operating temperatures of a component, it is'

necessary to concentrate on reducing the emissivity (ort:
An improvement ove," powder and vacuum insulations is a absorptivity) of components to lower heat transfer rates. ,

combination of both, where a cavity containing powdered This can be most easily accomplished by altering surface i

insulation material is evacuated to eliminate gas conduc color and finish. Coimponents which are, and should remain,•
tion. The powder, as previously stated, provides a radiation colder than their surroundings. may be finished in light

barrier (References 32(;-1 and 213-I). colors or enclosed in containers with silvered surfacer. Pol-

The best insulation systems available, called super insula- ishing of dark or rough surfaces will increase reflectivity
tions, consist of multi-layer radiation barriers in a vacuum, and thereby reduce absorbed heat.

The ult-laer ateral s cmpoed o thn lyer of Another simple technique involves the use of radiation bar-
ins•ulating material such as fiberglas alternating with thin res omneapeo hc sasnsaet rtc
•aycrs of a radiation barrier such as aluminum foil. Where against direct s'olar radiation. In this connection insulation
radiation shields are in series, as is tie case with powdered material used to reduce heat transfer by convection and

and ult-laer eflctie isulaion, te hat ranfer conduction will also serve as a radiation barrier and should
rate by radliation (from Equation (2.2.3.3f) becomes b eetdwt hsproei id

(Eq 2.3.2.1) 2.3.2.4 USE OF ABLATIVE MATERIAL TO REDUCE

q- F, F- (T a.i•. - T~ati,,) HEAT TRANSFER. Although not widely used at this time

n I for fluid components, ablative materials can be useful for
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HEA~r TRANSFER CONDUCTIVITY OF INSULATIONS
ABLATIVE MATERIALS

Table 2.3.2.1. Apparent Mean Thermal Conductivity, k, for Various Insulations
(Cold Temperature -3009F, Warm Temperature = 700F,
Pressure < 10-' mm Hg unless otherwise noted)

(References 213-1 and 28.22)
INSULATIONS DENSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY*

NSU NREMARKS (l/f Btu/(hr) (ft') (*F/ft)

Foams
Polystrene 2.5 185 X 10-'
Polyurethane at I atm 5-9 191 X 10-'at 10-3 mm Hg 69.5 X 10-'Rubber at 1 atm 5 208 X 10'

Evacuated Powders

Silica aerogel 5 12.2 X 10-'
Perlite 5; 80 mesh 8.7 5.8 X 10'
Perlite 30 to 80 mesh 8.4 7.2 X 10-'Perlitý : 30 mesh 66 5.8 X 10-'

Diatomaceous earth 20 6.4 X 10-'
Lampblack 12 7.3 X 10-4Phenolic spheres 12 7.5 X 10"'
Talc 75 9.3 X 10-'
Fused alumina 125 10.4 X 10`Laminar alumina 4.5 13.3 X 10'

Multiple Layer

Glass fiber paper - aluminum foil 4-12 0.23 X 10-' -0.75 X 10-'
Glass fiber mat - aluminum foii 26 shields 7 0.41 X 10'
Nylon net, aluminum foil 24 shields 5.6 1.3 X 10'
Aluminized mylar 24 layers 2.8 0.49 X 10-4

47 layers 5.6 1.04 X 10"
Linde CS-5 11 2.3 X 10-'
Linde SI-12 2.5 1.2 X 10-
Linde SI-44 4.7 0.23 X 10'

*These values are generally accurate to ±5%.

Table 2.3.2.4. Relative Thermal Durability of Materials and gas generators. These materials are relatively light in
(Adapted from "International Science and Technology," 1. Gruntfest weight, simple to fabricate, low in cost, apd capable ofand L. Shenker, no. 19, July 1963, Copyright 1963 by the Conover- simple quality control. Because ablation is a material re-
Mast Publications, Inc.)'

moval process, this technique of heat transfer control isMATERIAL RELATIVE WEIGHT LOSS limited to applications where operational times are short,

Graphite 1.0 such as in space boosters and re-entry vehicles (Reference
Phenolic and Nylon fibers 1.48 332-1). Table 2.3.2.4 compares the thermal durability of
Silicon'carbide 2.1- 7.8 *three phenolic reinforced ablative materials with several
Phenolic and silica fibers 2.7 other high temperature materials using the weight loss of
Phenolic and glass fibers 2.7* graphite as the basis of comparison.
Silica 2.9
Alumina 8.5- 17.0
Aluminum silicate 10.0 REFERENCES
Zirconia 16.0

*Depends on purity of glass. Impurities reduce thermal resistance. 2-21 29-5 134-1
2-22 59-9 213.-reducing heat transfer in high temperature flow systems. 2-23 64-4 324-1

An ablative material may be defined as a substance which
absorbs heat energy by mass removal through erosion, 2-24 82-3 325-1
vaporization, sublimation, and thermal decomposition. Typi- 2-25 82-5 326-1
cal among such materials are silica, reinforced phenolic 2-31 82-8 332-1
plastics, phenolic nylon, graphite cloth phenolics, and 19-182 130-1 411-1
Teflon. Originally such materials were developed for heat 20-5 131-1 463-1
protection of re-entry vehicles, but they are now used in 23-38 132-1 473-1
many high temperature applications such as lining rocket 28-22 133-1 V-8
engine thrust chambers and nozzles, solid propellant cases,
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SYMBOLS, UNITS, AND DIMENSIONS

SYMBOL QUANTITY UNIT DIMENSION

a Absorptivity dimknsionless
A Cross-sectional area ft 2  Ls
cl, Specific heat at Btu/ ,. OF FL/MT

constant pressure
c, Specific heat at Btu/lb,, OF FL/MT

constant volume
D Diameter i ft,in L
E Radiant energy Btu/hr ft 2  FL/tLV
Eb Black body radiant Btu/hr ft. FL/tL

energy
FA Configuration factor _:mensionless
F. Emissivity factor dimensionless
G Temperature gradient OF/ft TIL
h Surface or film Btu/(hr) (fte) F/tLT

coefficient of heat, (IF)
transfer

k Thermal conductivity Btu/(hr) (ft') FItT
(OF/ft)

q Quantity of heat Btu/hr FLIt
transferred

R Radius ft L
t Time sec t
T Temperature °F T

T.. Temperature, OR T
absolute

U Transmittance of Btu/(hr) (ft") F/tLT
overall coefficient (OF)
of heat transfer

V Velocity t/sec L/t
p,, Absolute viscosity lb,/ft-hr MILt
a Thermal diffusivity ft2/hr L'/t
e Emissivity of a dimensionless

radiating surface
p Density lb,/ft3  M/L'
SStefan-Boltzmann Btu/ (hr) (ft2)

constant of ( R)' F/LtT1
proportionality =
0.1713 X 10-'

SUBSCRIPTS

1 Upstream (with respect to heat flow)
2 Downstream (with respect to heat flow)
c Conduction and convection
r Radiation
w Wall
B Bulk fluid

Initi'v
F Fim-&
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FLUID MECHANICS
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FLUID MECHANICS UNITS, DIMENSIONS, AND SYMBOLS

3.1 INTRODUCTION ture (T). The basic units assigned to the dimensions are
as follows:

The Fluid Mechanics Section presents a review of the
fundamentals of fluid mechanics plus a compilation of data 3.2.1.1 LENGTH (L). For most engineering purposes, the
and formulae which are used in the design, selection, and basic unit of length in the English system is the foot, in
evaluation of fluid components. Since the topic of fluid the metric system, the meter.
mechanics and its close association with thermodynamics 3.2.1.2 MASS (M). In the unit force-mass system, the unit
is a very extensive and far-reaching subject, not all areasof iterst an e cverd hre. t i th inentof his of mass is the pound-mass (lb,,,), in the metric system, the

section to present fundamental theory and equations and kilogram.
to refer the reader to selected references which treat the 3.2.1.3 FORCE (F). The unit force in the unit force-mass
subject in greater detail. A more important part of this system is defined as the gravitational force on a unit mass
section is the compilation of data and valve coefficients at a selected standard location. The selected standard loca-
which seldom find their way into specialized texts. For the tion is taken on the earth's surface where the acceleration
most part, liquids are considered incompressible fluids, of gravity = 32.1740 ft/sec2 . The value is often rounded off
while gases are considered ideal or perfect fluids. Two- io 32.2 ft/sec2 . If the mass is assumed constant, Newton's
phase flow is limited to gas-liquid mixtures. Second Law of Motion is expressed

1

IiF = ma (Eq 3.2.1.3)
3.2 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS a.

where F = force, lbf
3.2.1 Units, Dimensions, and Symbols m - mass, lb,

The system of units used throughout this section is the a = acceleration, ft/seC2

unit force-mass system, which provides a compromise be- = constant of proportionality
tween the absolute and gravitational systems. A compara-
tive list of the fundamental units and a few derived qdan- = 32.2 Ib- ft/sec"
tities for the three systems are shown in Table 3.2.1. A lbr

complete list of derived quantities used in Section 3.0 with At the standard location (a = g), the weight (gravitational
their symbols, units, and dimensions is presented on a fold- force) of a body using the unit force-mass system will
out sheet at the end of the section. Conversion tables for have the same numerical value as its mass. Thus, g/g-
the primary quantities are given in Appendix A. 1 Ibt/lb..

The unit force-mass system has five basic dimensions: In the English system of units, force is expressed in pounds
length (L), mass (M), force (F), time (t), and tempera- and is designated in pound-force units, lbt. In the metric

Table 3.2.1 Systems of Units

UNIT FORCE-MASS SYSTEM UNITS ABSOLUTE UNITS GRAVITATIONAL UNITS

English Metric English Metric English Metric
Quantity (ft-lbn- (m-kgt- Quantity (ft-lb,-sec) (cm-gm- Quantity (ft-lbf-sec) (cm-gm-

lb,-sec) kg-sec) see) see)

Fundamental Fundamental Fundamental
Length ft m Length ft cm Length 'ft cm
Mass lb., kg Mass lb,, gm
Force lb2  N(Newton) Force lbf gm
Time see see Time see sec Time sec sec

Temperature 'F, OR °C, OK Temperature 'F, OR °C, 'K Temperature -F, ýR °C, OK

Derived Derived Derived
Area ft, m' 2 Area ft2  cm, Area ft2  cm'
Volume ft, mi3 Volume ft, cm, Volume ft, cm2

Speed ft/sec m/sec Speed ft/sec cm/sec Speed ft/sec cm/sec
Acceleration ft/sec' m/sec2  Acceleration ft/sec2  cm/sec2  Acceleration ft/sec2  cm/sec'

Force poundal dyne
Mass slug no name

Energy ft-lb2  in-kg2  Energy ft-poundal erg Energy ft-lbf cm-gm
Pressure lb 2/ft' N/m 2  Pressure poundal/ft2 dyne/cm2  Pressure lbt/ft2  gin/cm2

Power ft-lbt/sec m-kgi/sec Power ft/poundal/ erg/sec Power ft-lbf/sec cm/gmn/sec
sec
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DEFINITIONS FLUID MECHANICS

system, the basic unit of force is the kilogram. liquids usualty have a definite surface from which mole-

3.2.1.4 TIME (t). The basic unit of time in both the Eng- cules escape and re-enter,

lish and metric systems is the second. d) A vapenr is a gas which may begin to liquify (or solidify)

S3.2.1.5 TEMPERATURE (T). Temperature may be classed as a result of a small pressure-increase or temperature

as either relative or absolute. Relative temperatures are decrease.
subdivisions based on the interval between the freezing It is common to find both liquids and gases flowing simul-
and boilig points of water. The two scales used are Cen- taneously as, for example, during cavitation or the trans-
tigrade and Fahrenheit. port of a cryogenic material and its vapor. This is called

a) The Ceinti5 -.ade scale divides the temperature interval two-phase flow. Two-phase flow may also apply to the trans-
between the freezing and boiling points of water into port of solids suspended in a liquid matrix. For example, the
100 parts. On this scale, the ice point is 0°C and steam conveyance of minute, suspended, metallic particles in
point is 100°C. thixotropic propellants is typical of slurry flow. In this

section, two-phase flow is limited to gas-liquid mixtures.
b) The Fahrepheit scale divides the temperature interval

between the freezing and boiling points of water into 180 3.2.2.2 SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR FLUIDS.
equal parts. The ice point and steam point are 32 0F For the purpose of simplifying analyses, simple properties
and 212'F, respectively, or characteristics are sometimes ascribed to fluids. For ex-

ample, when friction-dependent properties (e.g., viscosity)
The Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales are related by theequatin .. 4are neglected, the fluid may be considered as ideal. When
Sequation such properties cannot be neglected, an assumption is made

that the ratio of shear stress to rate of angular displace-9 C d3ment is a constant. This fluid is considered Newtonian.= -1-+ 32 (Eq 3.2.1.5) Similarly, when density changes can be neglected, the fluid

may be regarded as incompressible. Density changes for
Absolute temperatures are temperatures referred to a zero liquids are usually small, hence liquids are often considered

degree datum (refeeence) plane. The two scales used are incompressible. For gases, density changes are significant

Kelvin and Rankine. and normally cannot be neglected. Gases are normally con-
sidered compressible fluids.

a) On the Kelvin scale the lowest temperature attainable is
0°K, which is defined as 273.16' below the freezing point 3.2.2.3 PROCESS DEFINITIONS. The term process and
of water. Thus, 0°K = -273.16°C. types of processes are defined as follows:

b) On the Rankiuc scale the lowest temperature attainable A process is an event in which energy is transformed or
is O0R, which is defined as 491.69' below the freezing redistributed within a system. Processes may be classified
point of water (32°F) ; or 459.69 below 0'F. Thus, 00 R as flow or non-flow, reversible or irreversible, steady or

....459.69F. non-steady.

In the English system, degrees Fahrenheit and Rankine are a) A nont-.flow process is one in which the fluid does not flow
used extensively; in the metric system, degrees Centigrade in or out of a container but may be acted upon while
and Kelvin are more commonly found. enclosed in the container. An example of a non-flow

process is the compression and expansion of a gas in a

3.2.2 Definitions and Simplifying Assumptions piston-cylinder combination.

b) A steady-flow procces is one in which the fluid moves
3.2.2.1 FLUID DEFINITIONS. The terms fluid, gas, liquid, continuously through a region without conditions (veloc-
and vapor ire defined'as follows: ity, pressure, density, etc.) changing with time. Flows

a) A Iluid is a substance which will deform continuously through pipe lines, valves, and nozzles are closely ap-

while being subjected to shear stress. The term fluid proximated by a steady-flow process.
includes both gases and liquids, but the distinction be- c) A non-steady flow process is one in which system prop-
tween a gas and a liquid is not always easy to make, erties and conditions vary with time. A typical example
especially near the so-called critical point, is the discharge of a gas (blowdown) from a constant

b) A gas may be readily compressed. With no boundary volume tank.
restraints, it expands somewhat indefinitely as a result
of molecular energy. When bounded, it tends to com- d) A reversible process is one which, after completion, may
pletely fill its container, be returned to its initial state by reverse order of the

process. All other systems associated with it may be
c) A liq(id is a considerably less compressible fluid than a returned to their initial state, and all energy trans-

gas. Its constituent molecules are closely held together formed may be returned to its original form, position,
by inter-molecular attraction. Even at zero gravity, and amount.
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FLUID MECHANICS DENSITY
SPECIFIC WEIGHT

e) An irreversible process does not satisfy the above cri-
teria. Some factors influencing irreversibility are fluid 00friction, turbulence, inelastic deformation, hNat trans- LIQUID (TYP) 6000 PSIAz;ZZ t-
ferred through a finite temperature difference, mixingof two different substances, unrestrained expansion, and LIQUID (TYP) Ii.7 PSIA.

combustion. I
3.2.2.4 SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR PROC-
ESSES. To simplify analyses of processes, simple condi-
tions may be assumed to occur during the process. For
example, if no heat is added or extracted, the process can
be considered adiabatic. If, in addition to being adiabatic
the process is reversible (entropy change is zero), the proc- -0
ess is isentropic. A process completed with a transfer of heatis called ad•iabatic process.

During flow processes, additional restrictions may be as-S' _ _-- G AS (TYP) 6D0 j~lPSIA '-

cribed to the fluid. Two'of tAe most common are uniformity
and unidirectionality. At a given time, the velocity of each
particle may be different. By uniformity, each particle isr#'tricted to the same velocity (magnitude and direction)
at a given instant. By unidirectionality, each particle has

,y one direction of motion.

3.3 FLUID PROPERTIES 
A Y

3.3.1 Density, Specific Weight, and Specific Volume __s ____ ___,

Density, p, is defined as the mass per unit volume and is
written dimensionally as M/L'. In the English system ofunits, density can be expressed in either slugs/''' or lbm/ftV. _---

In thu metric system, density is usually expre-.4d as grams
per cubic centimeter, gm/crm. The units of density through-out this section are lb,/ft'. 10_ _.

The relative effect of changes in pressure and/or tempera-
ture on the density of liquids is minor as compared with G
gases. In most engineering problems, liquids are consid-
ered to be incompressible fluids while gases are said to be
compressible. However, if pressure and temperature vari-
ations are very small, gases can be considered as incom-pressible fluids. Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the general influence
of temperature and pressure on the density of a liquid and GAS (TYP) 2 PSIA

gas. Densities of commonly used fl-ids are presented in
Section 12.0, "Materials." i--2G(P4-10- GAS (TYP) 14.7 PSIA

Specific weight, w, represents the weight (force exerted by'
gravity) per unit volume of fluid, and has dimensions of
F/V. The units of specific weight in the English system
are lb,/ftV. In the unit force-mass system of units, the re-
lationship between p and w is expressed

S g'0  (Eq 3.3.1a)
g

where g the acceleration of gravity, ft/sec 2  
I 13

0 20 40 60 O 100 120 140g. = 32.2 1 ft/sec' TEMPERATURE, -Flb,

In the use of relations involving specific weight, it is im- Figure 3.3.1. Effect of Pressure and Temperature on theportant to recognize that values of specific weight change Density of a Liquid and Gas
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with variations in acceleration of gravity. Density, P, on number refers to the temperature of the fluid and the lower
the other hand, is independent of the gravitational system. number refers to the temperature of the water. Some refer-
The specific weight. is numerically equal to the density in ences, such as the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, give
the unit force-mass sytent only if the acceleration of specific gravity under conditions such as C,15 ,etc.
gravity is 32.2 ft/sec'. 4 4

The density of water is a maximum at 4C.
Although for most engineering calculations g can be con-
sidered to be a cnnstant (:32.1740 ft/sec' -international
standard value at sea level and 45' latitude), the value of
g is a function of distance from the center of the earth Table 3.3.1s. Variations in "g" With Elevation

and latitude. The effect if ýhbn.geq in elevation ot, g is (From "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics," 38th Ed., Copyright 1956

indicated by Table 3.2-Ia. by Chemical Rubber Pliblishing Co., Cleveland)

To correct g for altitudes above.-sea level, subtract 0.003 LOCATION ELEVATION (ft) LATITUDE "al (ftlsec)
ft/sec' for each 1000 feet. This can be.expressed Cambridge, Mass. 46 420 23' 32.1652

g - 32.1740 - 0.000003 h (Eq 3.3.1b) Worcester, Mass. 558 42' 16' 32.1628

where h feet above sea lvel. Denver, Colorado 5380 390 40' 32.1393

Changes in g with latitude are indicated by Table 3.3.1b,
and can be approximated by the following relationshitp:

Table 3.3.1b Variations in "g" With Latitude

g -- 32.08 (1 + 0.0052 sin- 0) (Eq 3.3.1c) (From "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics," 38th Ed., Copyright 1956
by Chemical Rubber Publishing Co., Cleveland)

where 0 geogral niral latitude.
LOCATION LATITUDE ELEVATION (ft) "a" (ft/slc)

Values of g for bodies within the solar system are given
in Table 3.3.1c. CanalZone 9°00, 20 32.0944
q fic, mc, v, is #,ie volume occupied by a unit mass Jamaica 17' 58' 7 32.1059
of fliid and is the re,.iproceal ef the density, namely Bermuda 32' 21' 7 32.1548

1 Cambridge 420 23' 46 32.1652
V -- __--_(Eq 3.3.1d)

( 3Standard Station 450 0 32.1740

Greenland 70'. 21' 32.2353
In the English system, units are commonly cubic feet per
pound-mass (ft'/lb,). Sometimes specific volume is de-

fined as the reciprocal of specific weight, I . In the unit
w Table 3.3.1c Gravitational Constants for the Solar Systemforce-mass system specific volume, based on density, is

numerically equal to the specific volume based on specific
weight, if the acceleration of gravity is 32.2 ft/sec2 .

Sun 897.07

3.3.2 Specific Gravity Moon 5.190

Specific gravity, S, is a dimensionless ratio of the density Mercury 10.449
or specific weight of a fluid to that of a reference fluid. Venus 28.297

If the specific gravity of a liquid is based on water as the
reference fluid, then Earth 32.172

Mars 12.95

S -- ,,.__'_ (Eq 3.3.2a) Jupiter 85.27
". •, Saturn 37.62

Although the specific gravi ty of a liquid can be determined Uranus 33.85
"with the measured liquid at any tem;perature and pressure
based on water at any other temperature and pressure, Neptune 47.61
engineers normally standardize with both fluids at 60'F and Pluto
14.7 psia. This can be specified as SoJ' where the upper
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FLUID MECHANICS SPECIFIC HEAT
I

Since the density of a liquid varies with pressure and tern- Thus, specific heats cp and c,, are almost identical, and usu-

perature, the specific gravity varies in direct proportion. ally no distinction is made.
However, the density of water used as the standard of com-
parison remains a constant. The ratio of specific heats, -y, is a familiar parameter in

most gas dynamic equations, and is defined as
The specific gravity of liquids is measured by a hydrometer.
Special hydrometer scales are used in certain tr:ades and c_ (Eq 3.3.3)industries. The most comiion of these are the API and

Baum6 scales. Degrees Baumd (units of the Baun6 scale) ev

are related to specific gravity by the following equations: TThe ratio y is dimensionless and decreases as the tempera-

For liquids lighter than water ture increases. For perfect gases, -y is assumed constant and
independent of temperatures variations.

S 130 (Eq 3.3.2b) Values of functions of -y which frequently appear in gas
+ 'Be' flow process equations are tabulated in Table 3.3.3.

For liquids heaviel than water o._o
1454

S -° =145 145 (Eq 3.3.2c)

The American Petroleum Institute has adopted the follow- 0.35- --

ing relation between specific gravity and degrees API:

141.5

S'd4 "0 F - 131.5 + °API (Eq 3.3.2d)

The specific gravity of a gas is a ratio of its density to that 0.3_

of eithe-" hydrogen or air at specified conditions of temper-
ture and pressure. Although there are no recognized agree-
ments as to the conditions or types of gas for a standard,
air at 14.7 psia and 60°F has been used extensively. I

0.25 -

3.3.3 Specific Heat LJ_

Specific heat is the amount of heat which must be applied
to a substance of unit mass to increase its temperature one

degree. Specific heats have dimensions of FL/MT, and in 0.20
the English system have units of f.-lbf/(lb.)°R. In the c
metric system, specific heats are given as gm-cal/gmcC.
"The two types most often referred to are the specific heats
at: (a) constant volume, c., and (b) constmnt prn.ssure, cp.
The specific heat c,. is the change in intternal energy of a
fluid per change in temperature in a constant volume proc- 0.15
ess. The sp'ecific heat c, is the change in enohalpy per change
in temperature in a constant pressure process. 1.4S

For gases, values of c. are lower than for c,, since in a con- 1.351
stant volume process no work is done and the heat added •- '3
goes only to increase the temperature. In a constant pres-
sure process part of the heat added produces work and, 1.25

consequently, more heat must be added to produce a temper-
ature rise of one degree. Both c, and c, increase as the 1.__5 __ _

temperature increases, but c, increases at a faster rate than o MooA1Uoo o
cp (Figure 3.3.3). When heat is added to a liquid (or solid) TEMPERA1UR', -F

during a constant pressure process, there is little change in
volume and practically no amount of work is done. The Figure 3.3.3. Effect of Temperature on c,, c,, i. for Air
process is almost equivalent to a constant volume process.
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VISCCSITY FLUID MECHANICS

Table 3.3.3. Values of Functions of the Specific Heat Ratio y dynamic viscosity. Absolute viscosity has the following
"dimensions:

y 2 M ;M~

1.10 26.61 0.0909 0.5847 0.6590
1.15 22.21 0.1304 0.5744 0.6848 In the English system the units are
1.20 19.65 0.1667 0.5645 0.7104

.1.21 19.26 0.1736 0.5626 0.7155 •. = 1b, 1 /ft sec
1.22 18.89 0.1803 0.5607 0.7205 pt = lbt sec/ft'
1.23 18.55 0.1870 0.5588 0.7257 l
1.24 18.23 0.1936 0.5569 0.7307 Absolute viscosity expressed as lb, see/in2 is called a Reyn.
1.26 17.66 0.2064 0.5532 0.7408 In the metric system, absolute viscosity has units of poise
1.267 17.4066 0.20126 0.55132 0.745708 or centipoise. A poise is 100 centipoise and has units of

grams per centimeter-second (gm/cm sec). An expression
1.28 1.7.15 0.2188 0.5494 0.7508 relating a,,, and .r is stated
1.29 16.92 0.2248 0.5475 0.7558

1.30 16.70 0.2308 0.5457 0.7608 J..AI -_ (Eq 3.3.4b)
1.33 16.10 0.2481 0.5405 0.7757 FLr
1.36 15.59 0.2647 0.5352 0.7906

where g, 32.2 u ft/sec2

1.40 15.01 0.2857 0.5283 0.8102 lbr

1,50 13.89 0.3333 0.5120 0.8586
1.60 13.10 0.3750 0.4968 0.9062 Kinematic viscosity, v, is the ratio of the absolute viscosity
1.66 12.72 0.3980 0.4881 0.9340 to the density,

3.3.4 Viscosity -= (Eq 3.3.4)

Abs,,Iute viscosity, A, is a proportionality factor relating
the shear stress in a fluid, 7, to its angular rate of defor- Note the effcct of the density by comparing Figures 3.3.4b

mation, dV,/dy, as and 3.3.4c.

Kinematic viscosity has the dimensions of L'/t. In the Eng-
__ t lish system, the units are commonly ft 2/sec; in the metric

V (Eq 3.3.4a) system, the units are expressed in stokes or centistokes. A
dy !.

If the relationship between shear stress and defarmation PA

rate is linear, the fluid is said to be Nuewtonian in char- RHEOPECTIC

acter (straight line in Figure 3.3.4a). Water, fuels, and
most mineral oils are considered Newtonian. If the vis- DILATANT
cosity varies with deformation rate, the fluid is designated
non-,Vetoniian. Non-Newtonian fluids include the broad PSEUDOPLASTIC

class of plastics (Bingham body) such as chewing gum;
pseudoplastics such as catsup; dilatants such as quick-

san(d; thixotropics such as silica gel; and rheopectics such
as gypsum in water. If viscosity is zero, the fluid is de-
fined as being ideal or perfect.

Viscosity contributes to characterizing fluid flow as lam- A

inar or turbulent and creates a boundary layer and veloc-
ity profile.IDA

Absolute viscosity can be expressed either in Lernis of dV,ý':
force o;r mass. The symbol u.. is used to icnote absolute
viscosity in mass units, while p, is utd to denote absolute
viscosity in force units. In some. references ur is called the Figtre 3.3.4a. lypes of Fluids
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FLUID MECHANICS VISCOSITY

st,,ke is equivalent to 100 centistokes, and has units of a The viscosity of a gas is relatively constant at pressures
square centimeter per second (cmVsec). ranging from atmospheric to 1000 psia, but the viscosity

of a liquid increases rapidly with pressure. Formulae relat-
Kinematic viscosity measurements are more common than ing vicosity and pressure can be found in Reference 45-1, I
those of absolute viscosity, since higher accuracies can be page 21.
attsiined. Kinematic viscosity is determined by noting the
time required for a given volume of fluid to pass under its The viscosity of gases usually increases with tempera-
own head through a srmall diameter tube, and is reported ture, and the viscosity of most liquids decreases with an
in number of seconds. A Saybolt viscosimeter is the most increase in temperature (see Figures .3.4b and 3.3.4c).
commonly used, of which there are two types, the Uni- The difference may be explained by conit'.ering the fluid's
versal for low viscosity liquids, and the Furol for highly molecular behavior. Resistance to shear is dependent upon
viscous liquids. Other types of viscosimeters include the the cohesion of the molecules and the transfer of momen-
Redwood and the Engler. In the use of the Saybolt vis- turn from one fluid layer to another. Cohesion predomi-
cosimeter no standard temperature is specified, but those nates in liquids and since it decreases with temperature,
commonly employed for the Universal are 70, 100, 130, viscosity does likewise. While cohesion is of minor im-
210•F. For the Furol, 77, 100, 122, 210°F are used. Say- portance in gases, molecular activity increases with tern-
bolt Universal is used for flow times between 32 seconds perature, thereby causing an increase in momentum
and 1000 seconds. The minimum time for the Furol is 25
seconds (Reference 141-1). Units are termed Saybolt-
seconds and can be converted to stokes by the formula 0.0

-Ii° -_•• -_•. .... -(Eq 3.34d)SAUAESTA

1.8010 o:
,, (stokes) =0.00220 C t 0.0_ o0 -_

10RLD 

-

.1 

"

6 ~ 0.0 6 -- --

where t time, see. omooo -/-- --. ...... 1

0.. 02 - o.•0.

1 0 I0-O.Oe 8 \ --

I I~, ...

" 1 b.104 -- 8 0.00
a. 4-1"6 - - tn" 0.06 - 00D

6- -..

WATER 0.04 - N .0I

HYaQEN ERL

TEMPERATURE, -F • 4 W60 0I00 200 400 64W •IW0
TEMPPRAT URE, .F

Figure 3.3.4b. Effect of Temperature on Absolute Viscosity Figure 3.3.4c. Effect of Temperature on Kinematic Viscosity
for Several Fluids for Several Fluids
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CAPILLARITY FLUID MECHANICS
BULK MODULUS

transfer qhd a corresponding increase in viscosity (Refer- 3.3.6 Heats of Fusion and Vaporization
ences 45-, 137-1). The change in viscosity of gases due
to temperature variation may be computed by formulae The heat of fusion is defined as the heat necessary to
presented in Reference 4.5-1, pages 22 and 23. change at a constant temperature one unit mass of liquid

into its solid state. To return the solid to its liquid state,
The viscosity of several fluids can be found in Section the heat ýxtracted must be resupplied. In the English sys-
12.0, "Materials." tern the units of heats of fusion are Btu/lb,,,. However, in

most references heats of fusion are given in metric units
of gram-calories per gram (gm-cal/gm).

3.3.5 Cohesion and Adhesion and Their Effects
The heats of fusion of most organic liquids range betweenCohesion and adhesion result from molecular attraction. 2 n 0g-a/m ae a au f•7g-a/•
20 and 60 gm-cal/gm. Water has a value of 7ý. gm-call

Cohesion is the attraction of like molecules and enables a gin, while mercury has a value of 2.66 gm-cal/gm.
liquid to resist tensile stress. Surface tension is a result of
cohesion of molecules at the surface of a liquid. Adhesion T h
is the affinity of molecules to adhere to a body composed The heat of vaporization is the heat required o convert
of a different molecular structure, enabling a liquid to wet one unit mass of liquid (or solid, if sublimation tak.s
a surface. The predominance of either cohesion or ad- place) to the gaseous state. The units of the heat of

oIf vaporization in the English system are Btu/lb,,,, in the
hesion has a decisive effect on the behavior of a liquid, mercsseg-clg.Hasofaprzto o o
cohesion predominates, a liquid will possess a high sur- ce t gaernefom59 gm-cal/gm for
fece tension. It will not wet the surface but will shrink

helium to 106.7 gm-cal/gmn for hydrogen. For water, theaway, leaving the liquid depressed at the surface of con-
tact with a container. The capillary effect will be to value is 539.4 gm-cal/gm.

depress the liquid below its true height. If adhesion pre-
dominates, the liquid will possess a low surface tension 3.3.7 Bulk Modulus and Compressibility
and will wet a container surface, rising at the point of
contact above the average height of its surface. Surface Bulk modulus, p, is a measure of fluid compressibility, in-
tension decreases as temperature increases, but the effect fluencing the stiffness of a fluid system. To achieve rapid
on capillarity is relatively small. Capillary rise or depres- response of control systems, liquids with high bulk moduli
sion is shown in Figure 3.3.5. The physical theory of capil- (low compressibilities) are used. The bulk modulus has

Slary flow phenomena is presented in References 163-2 and the dimensions of F/L, and in the. English system units
164-1, and general discussions are presented in References commonly assigned are lbr/in". The value of the bulk
138-1 and 141-1. The units of surface tension (a) are modulus is the reciprocal of compressibility, k,
lb,i'ft (F[.-1).

1.0 . - •

--- ;--"4

0.8 -DISTILLED WATER 4---- - -- -----I--- --- ---
o. ---- ----

0.61 WATER

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20
h - CAPILLARY RISE OR DEPRESSION, INCHES

Figure 3.3.5. Capillary Rise in Circular Tubes
(Reprinted with permission from "Fluid Mechanics," Daugherty and Ingersoll, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 1954, p. 12)
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FLUID MECHANICS PERFECT GAS LAW

1 Two methods commonly used for measuring bulk modulus
3=- ~(Eq 3.3.7a) or compressibility are the pressure-volume-temperature

method and the ultrasonic method. The former is used
where p bulk modulus, lb,/in" under isothermal conditions to determine i3,v or F. and the

k compressibility, in-'lb2 latter is used to determine #,.

Sonic velocity and p. are related by the equation

Two equations commonly used for defining bulk modulus are
1: -,,v (Eq 3.3.7g)

S= -V (+V) (Eq 3.3.7b) 144 g,

where p density, lb,/ft'

P _P. V sonic velocity, ft/sec
V tv-V) (Eq 3.3.7c)

At a constant temperature bulk modulus increases with
pressure, and at constant pressure the bulk modulus gen-
erally decreases with increasing temperature. Water is an". "mnean;' bulk modulus, lbf /in"2 exception, reaching a maximum at 120°F and decreasing in

p = pressure, lbr/in" both directions as temperature changes from that point, as

V = volume, in' shown in Figure 3.3.7.

p, = reference pressure (usually
atmospheric), lbr/in- 3.3.8 Perfect Gases

V volume at p1, in' 3.3.8.1 PERFECT GAS LAW. For a gas to be perfect it

must be thermally and calorically perfect. A calorically
Bulk modulus can be determined under either adiabatic or perfect gas specifies that the specific heat at constant vol-
isothermal conditions. If pressure changes take place slowly, ume, c,., and the specific heat at constant pressure, c,,, are
allowing sufficient time for heat transfer between the fluid constants. A thermally perfect gas follows the equation of
and its surroundings so that temperature is maintained con- state, called the perfect gas law
stant, the bulk modulus is isothermal. If pressure changes
occur so rapidly that no heat is transferred, the bulk mod- Pv = RT (Eq 3.3.6.1a)
ulus is adiabatic. During the operation of aircraft and
missile control systems, adibatic conditions are closely ap- where P pressure, lbr/ft"
proached. v specific volume, ft:'/lb

Subscripts s and T are used to indicate adibatic and iso- T absolute temperature, 'R
thermal bulk moduli, respectively. p. and p., are related by R constant for any gas, ft-lbf/lb. *R
the expression

The gas constant

/3,33.d)R,- (Eq 3.3.7d) R - M.W (Eq 3.3.8.1b)
M. W.

Values of - for most liquids range between 1.1 and 1.3. where universal gas constant

For gases, by differentiating the perfect gas equation 1544 ft-lbr/lb-mole ýR

SRT and combining with the relationship for com M.W. molecular weight of the gas

pressibility (k -- - -Vthe isothermal compressibility The gas constant R is related to the specific heats, c., and c,,

factor is as follows:

1 __

kT - (Eq 3.3.7e) C (Eq 3.3.8.1c)

and
F _an isentropic compression a R

1 ,j (y./.1 ~(Eq 3.3.8.1d)
1 ~where r

k, - (Eq 3.3.7f)(Eqp 33ratio of specific heats, Equation 3.3.3
J conversion constant - 778 ft-lb,!Btu
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BOYLE'S AND CHARLES' LAWS FLUID MECHANICS

3.3.8.2 BOYLE'S AND CHARLES' LAWS. The equation I
of state is an embodiment of Boyle's Law and Charles' Law.
Boyle's Law states that at constant temperature volumeA
varies inversely with pressure

Pyv1  P~v. = constant (Eq 3.3.8.2s)

Chart es' Law states that at constant volume an increase in

AT000 LV~IN tSS* pressure is proportional to an increase in temperature, or

M,__ 0- constant (Eq 3.3.8.2b)

3.3.8.3 PROCESS EQUATis'11S. Unique solutions of the
r perfect gas equation can be obtained only if two of the

variables (P, v, T) are known. By investigating the proc-
ess by which the final conditions are achieved, one of the
variables may be eliminated or considereO a constant. The
most general case of a polytropic process p~roduces another
fundamental equation for a perfect gas

Pivi PV.,r, (Eq 3.3.8.3s)

The significance of (n) is illustrated in a P-v diagram,
shown in Figure 3.3.8.3 3

p. pCONSTANT

ATN
low PISOTHER14AL

V

Figure 3.3.8.3. P-Y Diagram for Four Processes

If n 1 the izquation is simply Boyle's Law for a constant
10,0 j1 temperature proj-ess as defined by Equation (3.3.8.2a).

30 60 0 120 10 l 1

TEMPERATLME, 'F If ri = oo, the equation satisfies Charles' Law for a constant
volume process as defined in Equation (3.3.8.2b).

Figure 3.3.7. Bulk Moduli of Elasticity for Water and Hydraulic If n 0, the process is a constant pressure process, and
oil as Influenced by Temperature and Pressure

.21 V2 (Eq 3.3.8.3b)
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FLUID MECHANICS PERFECT GAS FORMULAE

For an isentropic process, n = y, and Equation (3.3.8.3a) 3.3.8.4 AVOGADRO'S LAW. Avogadro's Law states that
becomes at a fixed temperature and pressure, a mole of any perfect

gas occupies the same volume and contains the same number

PIv, 7: P.,1vY (Eq 3.3.8.3c) of molecules. A mole is defined as the mass of a substance
numerically equal to its molecular weight. The number of

By substitution of the perfect gas law into the above equa- molecules per gram mole, called Avogadro's number, equals
tion, the following temperature relations may be obtained 6.023 x 10". The number of molecules per pound mole is

2.725 x I0". In the metric system one gram mole of any gas
at 0°C and 1 atm pressure has a volume of 22.4 liters. For

T ,-'"] (Eq 3.3.8.3d) example, 32 grams of 0. (M.W. 32) occupies 22.4 liters

_Y (E)...d al. O'C and 1 atm.

.P, -In the English system, a pound mole at 322F and 1 atm
T- (Eq 3.3.8.3e) pressure occupies a volume of 359 ft". For example, 32 lb,,

T, of 0. at 32°F and 1 atm occupies 359 ft'.

A summary of perfect gas formulae are given in Table 3.3.8.5 PERFECT GAS IREGION. A perfect gas is an3.3.8.3. idealized case of a real gas, and its precepts may be applied

Isothermal and isentropic processes are, in general, special only when a gas is at a temperature well above saturation.
For most so-called permanent gases (gases whose evapora-

casthes realglow oesses (oyt c aw a Pv r n tion temperatures are in the cryogenic region, e.g., nitrogen,
oxygen, etc.), the perfect gas law is applicable with a good

Values of y are, in general, highest for mona'tomic gases degree of accuracy in regions shown on p-V and p-T dia-
and decrease as the number of atoms in the molecule in- grams (Figures 3.3.8.5a and 3.3.8.5b). At pressures greater
crease. For rhonatomic gases at room temperatures, y has than approximately 3000 psia or at temperatures below the
values of approximately 1.66 to 1.68. For diatomic gases, critical temperature, T., (except at pressures below 100
including air, values of -y are in the order of 1.40. Triatomic psia) real gas effects must be considered (Reference 45-1).
gases, carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide, have values of
1.28 and 1.26, respectively (Reference 141-1). For a perfect 3.3.8.6 TOTAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE. The
gas, y is aszumed to be constapt, though in reality, Y de- total temperature of a flowing gas is that temperature
creases as the temperature increases. which would be found if the gas were brought to rest

Table 3.3.8.3. Perfect Gas Formulae

CONSTANT CONSTANT ISOTHERMAL ISENTROPIC POLYTROPIC
PROCESS VOLUME PRESSURE T - C S Py = C

V=C P C

P, v, T relations T - P: T2 - v P,v -• P.v: Pv, - P~vf P,v,
T, P, T, v, T- _ ( v,•,'T._v•

T, T-- T v...7

R.. ( P IV P-...2 __ P.. '"

SP dv 0 P (v -v,) P,v,ln vi P~v. - Pv, P~v. - P,v,Vi - -Y -- n

u-- u, c (TL-- T,) c, (T2- TO) 0 c, (T-- T,) c,(T. - T,)

q c,(T---TZ) c,.(T. - T,) P,v, In vY±_ 0 c,(T--T,)
J vi

n 00 0 1 7y -00to+ 0o

Specific heat c, c, co 0 c. = -- n
1---n

h.--h, c,.(T. - T,) c,.(T 5 -- T,) 0 c.(T 5 - T,) c.(T 5 - T,)

s2s, cdn M.. cin L2. In-- 0 In
T, T, J ,T,
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SONIC VELOCITY FLUID MECHANICS

REAL OAS REGI0O4 I RAL GAS~., ~3.~o L5SION

REAL ~ ~ GA GAREGONGAUATONN

SATURATED VAPOR

TRIPSTHEE (REAL GAS) W.PEPC

~Tt
la00 '% GASAS

VOLUME TEMPERATUJRE T

a. b.

Figure 3.3.8.5a, b. Perfect Gas Regions S~hown on P-V and P-T Diagrams

isentropically. The kinetic energy of the fluid is converted where V, sonic velocity, ft/sectito thermial energy. The total temperature is sometimes ly ratio -4f -pecific heats, Equation (3.3.3)
called the stagnation temperature of the gas and is calcu- g, 32. !L lb ft/.-<c?

R =gas const---, ft-1.blb *R
(Eq 3.3.8.6a) T absolute temperature, *R

T, 9P,_ For air at normal pressures InioŽ son~ic velocity may be de-
[, (0 ~ \2g/ (YRT 1  terinined by the equation

where T, total (stagnation) temperature, 'R T(E3.s7b
T, free streaim temperature, 'R V

where V,= sonic velocity, ft/sec
(g' W) (7 - 1' kinetic energy in terms of T =absolute temperature, 0Rj
\g,. \2g/ -yRT,/ thermal energy ('R)

The sonic velocity for several common gases is given in
Note: (~) 1 lb,/lb. when g 32.2 ft/sec*al 3387

The total pressure, using the perfect _-as relationship, is Table 3.3.8.7. Sonic Velocities for Some Gases at 530'R

(Eq 3.3.8.6b) GAS SON:C VELOCITY (I tlsec)

+p ± y 1)V--' Helium 3310
2-/g,.RT, Air 1130

Oxygen 1072
3.3.8.7 SONIC VELOCITY. The sonic velocity of a per-
fe~ct gas may be expressed as Nitrogen 1140

Hydrogen 4280
V. 6IT7R (Eq 3.3.8.7a) ______________________
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FLUID MECHANICS CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO
VAPOR PRESSURE AND CRITICAL POINTS

3.3.8.8 MACH NUMBER. The Mach number is the ratio of
the fluid stream velocity to the local sonic velocity, V., or SONIC FLOW

I? SUBSONIC FLOWS~~V.te SONIC FLOW/

M - t=rgc- n (Eq 3.3.8.8) STARTS

3.3.8.9 CRITICAL VALUES. In Equation (3.3.8.7a) T is
called the critical temperature, hereafter designed T.. This
is not to be confused with the critical values discussed in
Sub-Topic 3.3.9. In terms of the stagnation (total) tem-
perature, the critical temperature may be expressed

T = T (Eq 3.3.8.9a)

P',/AI 0. 529 1.0

Substitution of the critical temperature in terms of stag- CR P

nation temperature gives the-so-called critical velocity 2 INCREASING P1/P

= 2- ( R (Eq 3.3.8.9b) Figure 3.3.8.9. Critical Flow for Air
V ý+

The critical velocity is the only velocity where the stream 3.3.9 Vapor Pressure and Critical Points
velocity equals the velocity of sound for a given stagna-
tion temperature. For air, A vapor is distinguished from a gas in that it can bte con-

verted to a liquid by a slight increase in pressure. The
minimum pressure at a given temperature necessary for

V. = 109.7 N/TT (Eq 3.3.8.9c) condensation is known as the vapor pressure of the liquid.
Condensation is accompanied by a liberation of heat which

By use of the perfect gas isentropic relationships, the is a return of the heat of vapori~ation. Unless the heat is
critical pressure may be expressed as removed, the temperature of both the liquid and vapor will

rise.

( 2 (Vapor pressure increases with temperature (Figure 3.3.9)
P, + 1P ( until it equals the pressure of the vapor over the liquid.

The temperature at which the vapor pressure of a liquid

equals the pressure over the liquid is known as the boiling
Since air has a y value of 1.4, the critical pressure ratio, eontls the pressure over the liquid is baometri pres-point. If the pressure over the liquid is barometric pres-
PSP1 , has a value of 0.529. Thus air flow in a pipe orthrough a constant area restriction will be sonic 'when the sure, the temperature is known as the normal boiling point.

throat pressure is 52.9 per cent of the inlet pressure (Fig-
ure 3.3.8.9). Values of critical pressure ratios for several The critical temperature is the temperature above which a
gases are listed in Table 3.3.8.9. gas cannot be liquefied by compression alone. The critical

preosure is the •aturation p-essure corresponding to the
critical temDerature. Table 3.3.9 lists critical points for

Table 3.3.8.9. Values of PJ/P, for Several Gases Some gases.

GAS P-

Air 1.4C 0.5283 Table 3.3.9. Critical Pressures and Temperatures

Nitrogen 1.40 0.5283 GAS SYMBOL P.,ict;iI (pSla) Ttit (°R)

Hydrogen 1.40 0.5283 Ammonia NH, 1640 730
Carbon dioxide CO2  1072 548

Oxygen 1.40 0.5283 Nitrogen N2  492 227

Helium 1.66 0.4881 Oxygen O. 730.4 278
Helium He 33.2 9.4Methane 1.30 0.b457 Hydrogen H2  188 59.8
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EQUATIONS FOR REAL GASES FLUID MECHANICS i
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORSA- A(i )!I

BL - B.,

vT1

M (0 AiHR gas constant, atm ft:/mole *R
- tj I II ý 11,11HT absolute temperature, *R

*~~~ -- - specific volume, ft:/mole
lot)ýJ tp =pressure, atm,

a, b, c ý- constants

oz0
=d The Beattie-lBiridgeman Equation is applicable for pres-

sures above the triple point.

U I -LConstants for Equations (3.3.10.1a) and (3.3.10.1b) for
U T 71 several gases are listed in Table 3.3.10.1.

SOINI j j ~3.3.10.2 COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORS. A simpler
-method for representing the behavior of real gases intro-

duces a dimensionless correction factor, Z, into the perfect
gas equation such that

Pv ZT(Eq. 3.3.10.2s)

where P pressure, lbr/ft'
V specific volume, ft"/lb...

....... . ... ... R gas constant, ft-lbr/lb. 0R
01.T ==absolute temperature, *R
-100Z compressibility factor, the values of which

TLAP~i~fl~E ~may be obtained from Figures 3.3,10.2a

Figure 3.3.9. Vapor Pressure for Several Fluids and 3.3.10.2b for any gas if its critical
values are known

I3.3.10 Real Gases By use of these figures, plotted at reduced values of tern-
3.3.0.1E~t ATONSOF TATE Atemps hve een perature and pressure, the properties of any gas can be

3.d3.t1tr. a realT N Oas STATE. bytmea pts of v sbiempria determined with accuracies of 1 to 2 percent. A reduced
"muadetion sueat ragas those s Vay deraans and Beieattie-a value of temperature is defined as the ratio of actual tern-
-quaidgon. tc sto, l Van der Waa' qutooftate isatgiven-b

perature to the critical temperature, thus
the relationship

RT it E .31~a Tr =Trtnl(Eq. 3.3.10.2b)

wher P P nm5L I atm t.noeR and the reduced pressure is defined as

'I' bso at teiipt'ati c. oPacita (Eq. 3.3.10.2c)
V specfihc Volume, ft m11ole 'ltca

obaie by usingant psfoortia valuesla gas T.)asfl
More accurate values of (Z) for helium and hydrogen are

lows: for helium, p.." - 151.5 psi, Tý* = 8.3*R; for hydro-
the values of ptopýrt ies wvith precision. The relationshlip gn , 0 sT. 13R
hold-; rot- t lit, liquiiii zild vapors near Hie cr'itical pressure

as wll a irssurs aove he ritial.When (Z) is equal to unity, Equation (3.3.10.2a) becomes
ThEeti-rd~mnlquationl is, the perfect gas law. The actual temperature increases as4

the line of reduced temperature approaches the line indi-
(Eq. 3.3.101lb) eating a kZ) value of unity. As the actual pressure in-

RT I I x B A creases, the iso-reduced temperature line diverges from
VP - Z 1.
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FLUID MECHANICS FLUID STATICS

If

Table 3.3.10.1. Gas Equations' Constants
(From "Aerospace Applied Thiermodynamics Manual," Society of Automotive Engineers.

Committee A.9, 1960)

GAS VAN DIR WAALS' EQUATION .. ElATlIE-BRIDGEMAN EQUATION

a b A., B. a b c X 10'
Atm ft" ft, Atm ft' ft, ft' fte ft' °RE
mole' mole lb mole2  lb mole lb mole lb mole lb mole

Air 343.8 0.585 334.1 0.739 0.309 -0.176 406

0. 349.6 0.510 382.5 0.741 0.410 0.0674 448

N, 346.0 0.618 344.3 0.809 0.419 0.111 391.7

CO 924.2 0.685 1248.9 1.678 1.143 1.159 165.0

NH, 1076.0 0.598 613.9 0.547 2.729 3.062 44,560.0

H, 63.2 0.427 50.57 0.336 -0.0811 -0.698 4.7

He - - 5.6 0.224 0.958 0.0 0.37

In addition to the so-called permanent gases, (e.g., air, and between 34.9* and 811R at 30 atmospheres pressure.
nitrogen) the compressibility charts are also applicable to
many organic vapors (Reference 141-1). 3.4 FLUID STATICS

3.3.10.3 JOULE-KELVIN EFFECT. The Joule-Kelvin 3.4.1 Static Pressure
effect, also called the negative Joule-Thomson effect, is a Static pressure is defined as the force exerted on a surface
relationship of temperature change per unit decrease in of unit area and has dimensions of F/IL. Static pressure
gas pressure for an irreversible, adiabatic, free expansion refers to pressure exerted by a fluid at rest on its sur-
process. Most gases at normal temperature cool during a roundings, or pressure exerted by a fluid in motion normal
pressure decrease, but at temperatures or pressures above to the direction of flow. Pressures may be given as either
transition point the temperature may actually rise as pres- absolute or gage, with the relationship between the two
sure decreases. A transition point is reached when the shown in Figure 3.4.1. The reference (datum) plane is
temperature begins to increase with a decrease in pres- set at zero pressure. Absolute pressure is measured with

sure. The points of transition, as functions of temperature respect to the datum plane and is always positive. In the
and pressure, form the so-called inversion cur've. An in- English system of units, it is given in dimensions of
version curve for nitrogen is shown in Figure 3.3.10.3. pounds force per square inch, pounds per square foot, or
Some gases, notably helium, have low inversion tempera- in multiples of standard atmospheres (14.7 p'ia). Gage
tures. The inversion point for helium has been estimated pressure is measured relative to the local atmospheric
.n be between 55.00 and 81°R at one atmosphere pressure, (barometric) pressure. Positive gage pressure is com-

00-!

II0..

REDCE "I~co~ssu" P b)P

Figure 3.3.10.2a, b. Compressibility Factors(
(Reorinted with permission from "Thermodyoamics for Chemical Engineers," H. c. Weber, John Wiley

- ~and Sons, 1939, PP. 108-09~)
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FLUID STATICS FLUID MECHANICS

monly expressed in pounds per square inch or pounds per
530 square foot, while negative gage pressure, termed vacuum,

mis wally expressed in inches of mercury (Hg). Vacuum
Smay also be expressed in terms of the absolute pressure

__.___________with dimensions of millimeters of Hg, inches of Hg, orI Imicrons of Hg. In vacuum technology, one millimeter of
3 1 ! l iHg is commonly referred to as one torr, and 760 torrtý arieiiiit NII tOGtr equivalent to ohe atmosphere.

3.4.2 Pressure Variation With Density and Height
i 1W • ,When gage pressures are designated in terms of fluid

- height, pressure in terms of force per unit area may be
calculated from the equation

P = (-0. h (Eq. 3.4.2a)

or P = wh (Eq. 3.4.2b)

where P gage pressure, lbr/ft:
p = density, lb,/ft"

-50 .w specific weight, lbrift'
h fluid height, ft

__35. --- 1 lbf/lb,, when g 32.2 ft/sec2"35 0 100 200 300 400 W0 600 700 $00 9t,

PRESSURE, .1

From Pascal's Law, all points at the same depth (normal
Figure 3.3.10.3. Inmenthalpic Curves &PJ Inversion Curve to gravitational field) in a fluid at rest are at the same

fer Nitrogen pressure. In general terms
(Reprinted with Permission from "Heet and Thermodynamics," pg
M. W Zemansky, McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc., 91f dP fp (') dh fwdh (Eq. 3,4.2c)

.. __ _ _ _ _If density increases with depth as with a compressible
bcfluid, e.g., air, a relation between p and either P or h must
be obtained before Equation (3.4.2c) can be solved. For a

perfect gas, pressure is related to density by the equation
G G of state.

If the density does not vary with depth, as for an incom-
pressible fluid, the pressure difference between two planesATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE is :

VACUUM ABSOLUTE= P 2 - Pi p (-L- (h. - h) (Eq. 3.4.2d)
(NEGATIVE GAGE GAGE + "

PRESSURE) ATMOSPHERIC or

1P.A - P, w (h,, - h,) (Eq. 3.4.2e)

bAROMETRIC 3.4.3 Buoyant Force

The concept of buoyancy was first postulated by Archi-
ABSOLUTE medes and may be stated, "A body immersed in a fluidd

loses as much weight as the weight of the fluid the body
displaces." In Figure 8.44_the buoyant force, Fr,, shown
vectorially vertically upward, is equal to F,' - F , (weight

. -of the volume of fluid displaced).
ZERO PRESSURE DATUM

If the weight of the body, W, equals the buoyant force,
Ft,, the densities of the body and the displaced fluid are

Figure 3.4.1. Absolute and Gage Pressure Relationships equal and the body is in equilibrium. If the body weight is
greater than the buoyant force, the body will* sink. If the

3.4 -2 ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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FLUID MECHANICS FLOW REGIMES

be straight lines. If the fluid is compelled to alter its path
___ gradually, the streamlines may turn, or tend to diverge or

converge. In general, flow in pipes is conridered laminar
if the Reynolds number is less than 2000. Laminar flow.s

F in pipe have been attained at Reynolds numbers as high asS50,000 in laboratories, but these are exceptional cases

F (Reference 138-1). When inertial forces predominate, the
I* particles assume a random lateral motion which is super-

imposed on the main forward motion. Particles no longer
follow streamlines but may have velocity vectors at arbi-
trary angles to the main direction of flow. This flow is
called turbulent. In pipes, flow is considered turbulent at
Reynolds numbers greater than 4000.

Between Reynolds numbers of 2000 and 4000, flow is
F - WEIGHT OF FLUID IN VOLUME a bh f ýermed critical where it is in a state of transition varyingFy-wEIsH OF FLuID IN VOLU h b do between laminar and turbulent flows. Critical flow oýccursy during changes from laminar flow to turbulent flow orvice versa, and possesses characteristics common to both

AT IOUILIAIUM:pT . w flows (Figure 3.5a).

Figure 3.4.3. Buoyant Force on a Submerged Body -____________________

-iTRANSITION REGIONS'! TURULEN

body is more compressible than the fluid, its density will --.U
increase more rapidly with depth than that of the fluid. - . - - ' _._-_'___-_-_-

As the body reduces in size, the buoyant force decreases D 2• _ _-___

and the body will sink to the bottom. If less compressible - -
than the fluid, the body will sink until the two densities TURBULENT
are equal. v ELO-I- - _ - . -

If the body weight is less than the buoyant force, the body =.-"_" ..... _ -_ .... _ ...... __
will rise until the body and fluid densities are equal. If the D 1  i
body is more compressible than the fluid, it will rise in- - >
definitely; if it is less compressible, a definite equilibrium R v
level will be reached (Reference 138-1).

3.5 FLOW REGIMES Figure 3.5a. Laminar and Tu'rbulent Flow Regions
The characteristics of fluid motion are influenced by vis-
cous and inertial forces. Viscous forces resist changes to The flow transition values of Reynolds numbers are some-
the form of flow and are dependent upon viscosity, # what arbitrary. Some references use Reynolds numbers
Inertial forces are represented by the product of stream from a low of 1100 to 1600, and to a high of 3000 as de-
velocity, a characteristic dimension of length and fluid fining the critical range. The values of Reynolds numbers
density, VpL,.. The ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces are applicable to liquids, gases, and two-phase flow. At
is called Reynolds number transition from laminar to turbulent flow, convective heat

transfer increases greatly and continues to increase as

Re VPL. (Eq. 3.5a) fluid turbulence increases.

In two-phase liquid-gas flow four basic flow types canwhere V - velocity, ft/sec exist:
p - density, lb.,/ft' a) Laminar liquid and laminar vapor

-- characteristic length, ft b) Laminar liquid and turbulent vapor
p, absolute viscosity, lb,/ft sec

c) Turbulent liquid and laminar vapor
For pipe flow, L,. equals the cross-sectional diameter of the d) Turbulent liquid and turbulent vapor.
pipe, D. When viscous forces predominate, the fluid flows
in what are sometimes considered to be parallel layers, or The four types of flow may take on various observable
lamina. This flow is called laminar. The velocity vector of forms depending upon magnitude of the gas flow rate
each particle is tangeiA to a smooth (imaginary) path relative to the liquid flow rate. In order of increasing gas
called a streamline. Without constraint, streamlines will flow rate, these flow forms for horizontal tubes are: bubble,
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... •, t�A,�L VERTICAL 3.6 BOUNDARY LAYER AND VELOCITY PROFILE i
When a viscous fluid flows past stationary walls, (e~g.,
in a pipe) the particle velocity next to the wall is redubed

R.1lLO to zero due to friction. Fluid viscous forces cause the es-
tablishment of a velocity gradient with velocity ranging

ri from zero at the walls to the free stream value. The region
K.4 F over which this occurs is called the boundary layer. The

viscous shearing stresses cause the boundary layer to

I LuIBLE FLOW thicken as it progresses downstream from a geometrical
STRATIIffl FLOW discontinuity.

2 SLUG FLO*- Where viscous forces predominate (Re < 2000) the lami-

WAVY W SEM-ANNW nar boundary layer will thickev and may join the bound-
3- PLOW .. -ary layer from the opposite wall to form free stream

tF'aninar flow. The growth of the laminar velocity profile
SLUG FLOW and boi dary layer is shown in Figure 3.6a. Initially,

each partic ossesses the same velocity. The laminar
boundary layer ickness as a function of length along

ANNUI At FLOWANAR FthW pip i-s

7ANNULA FLOW 8 4.91
(For 8 < D/20) 4--Eq. 3.6s)

MIST FLOW 5 MIST FLOW X X

Figure 3.5b. Types of Two-Phase Flow

.(R).printed from WADC yR-55-422, Gresham, Foster, and Kyle) The distance required to attain a parabolic profile is

L - 0.058 D Re (Eq. 3.6b)

4M - iSLGISH where 8= boundary layer thickness, ft
ANNULAR x distancQ along pipe, ftANNULAR / NNSLU• p G density, lbGIftSH

- -1- - I V=- velocity, ft/sec
}, / p,,, absolute viscosity, lb,.,'ft sec
. ,U - -- D = pipe diameter, ft

-o P ULSATING vD
ZUBBLE /-Re = -V

S40 7. - SLGIsH I

ANNULAR (GAF SLUGGI If inertial forces predominate (Re > 4000), a turbulent
'I }boundary layer will form adjacent to the laminar layer at

STAl- some distance downstream from the initial laminar bound-
'WA' SLUGGIH RUBBLE ary layer (Figure 3,6b). In the turbulent boundary layer

(G.) no parallel streamlines are present, instead eddies are
____ formed and the streamlines are well mixed. The t.rbulent

6 (G boundary laycr is considered to be made up of three
STRATIFIED WAVY STRATIFIED BURBLE regions: (1) a laminar sublayer in which viscous forces

4 ------.. -+---- predominate, (2) a transition or buffer region, and (3) a
" " ABOU-SABE turbulent region where inertial or turbulent forces pre-
"-- (G.)GATLFY dominate. In turbulent flow the effects of shearing are
" K - KAWARANTANI reduced, and the velocity profile, while rather flat near the

1ER. UPARO FLOW) II' channk' center, is steeper near the wall then in laminar
0 2 4 6 - -0 flow due to the laminar sublayer.

1o2 2 4 6 3 1o• 2 4 681 2 4o

WATER RATE (LB- HR) If the Reynolds number is very high, transition may oiccur

Figure 3.5c. Regions of Two-Phase Flow of an Air-Water very near the pipe entrance so that the boundary. layer
Mixture may be considered turbulent along the entire length.

(Reprinted fron? WAOC TR-55.422," Gresham. Foster and Kyle) The boundary layer thicknesses for laminar flow with

transition to turbulent flow may be expressed

plug, stratified, wavy, slug, annular, and ;i'st. These flow 4.91
fo'is are shown in FhiLx're 3.i.b. The observed regions -- (laminar 8 < D/20)

and type ; of two-phase horiz:ontal flow of an air and water _____ (Eq. 3.60
mixture are sho(wn in Figure :3.5c. /ll
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Gases may be considered as either incompressible or corn-
preasible fluids, depending on the extent of density varia-

tion, Liquids are only considered as incompressible fluids
-N-Y(p = constant). Density changes are functions of pressure
L•t • ••and temperature and are related to the stream velocityand the heat transfer to or from the system. Generally,gases in free stream flow may be considered incompressible

if the Mach number is less than 0.20. The behavior analy-

x FULLY DEVELOPEo sis of gases as compressible fluids is greatly simplified in
LAMINAR VELOCITY Sub-Topics 3.7.1 to 3.7.3 by assuming that the flow is

I ,steady and frictionless, that the flow process is isentropic,
and that the gas follows the perfect gas law. Flow with
friction and heat transfer (Raleigh and Fanno-type gas

Figure 3.6a. Laminar Boundary Layer and Velocity Profile flow processes) are treated in Sub-Topic 3.7.4. An incom-
Growth pressible fluid compels the flow process to be steady, since

the density will not change with time.

For piping systems it is convenient to consider only uni-
--- 2"_ directional flow. Furthermore, Since friction effects are

TLAMINAR usually non-linear quantities, flow equations are derived
2 SUBLAYER for ideal liquids, and a correction factor, derived sepa-

rately from empirical data, is used to estimate friction
7 TRANSIO N TURBULENT

0 TRIN-- .VELOCITY effects.
PROFILE

Formulation of dynamic flow equations by the classical
approach for two-phase flow appears remote because of
the instability and intricate geometry of the flow and the

-gL- ,'NAR qT!IURULENT virtual impossibility of expressing the ever-changing
BOUNDARY LAYER BOUNDARY LAYER boundary conditions (Reference 141-1). The behavior of

two-phase flow is dependent on the ratio of gas to liquid

Figure 3.6b. Turbulent Boundary Layer and Velocity Profile and on the geometry of the transporting system, whether I
Growth it be vertical, horizontal, or inclined. A compilation of

theory and expressions for two-phase flow is presented in
References 141-1, 188-1, and 213-1.

& _ 0.377-i-- •/• (turbulent) (Eq. 3.6d) 3.7.2 Continuity Equation

( /jm ) /3.7.2.1 DERIVATION. The continuity, equation is an ex-
pression of the conservation of mass. In general terms,

Subscript 1 refers to laminar flow and subscript 2 refers the equation of continuity is
to turbulent flow.

For more comprehensive discussion of this topic consult + 0 (Eq. 3.7.2.1a)
Reference 141-1 and its bibliography.

where V = V. i, + V, j + V,. k = velocity vector
3.7 FLOW EQUATIONS
3.7.1 General V., V,, and V. = speeds in x, y, and z directions,

Fluid mechanics is based on the same physical laws which respectively, and i, j, k are unit vectors.

Newton, Lagrange, and early mathematicians applied to
the dynamics oi rigid bodies. From such laws as the con- For steady flow, 3P . 0 and Equation (3.7.2.1a) becomes
servation of mass, conservation of momentum, and cons,
vation of energy. the equations describing fluid flow ha (Eq. 3.7.2.1b)
been derived. In general, the relationships and equations
are complex. For example, due to the non-linearities of 4X (pVx) - (pV:) + -•(PV,) = 0
general flow equations (e.g., the Navier-Stokes Equation), -

no specific solution exists. However, by assuming that cer- For unidirectional flow (V,, 0, V, 0) and Equation
tain parameters within the equations are either negligible (3.7.2.1b) reduces to
or constant, many practical and useful equations such as
the Continuity Equation and Bernoulli's Equation have d (GVJ 0 (Eq. 3.7.2.1c)
been derived. dx

3.7.1 -1
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CONTINUITY EQUATION FLUID MECHANICS
ENERGY EQUATION -

By multiplying Equation (3.7.2.1c) by a unit volume The weight rate of flow is I
(dx dy da) and integrating, Equation (3.7.2.1c) becomes (Eq. 3.7.2.2a)

( 3 .=wQ = w V1A, = w V.A 2(Eq. 3.7.2.1d)

pVxAi --- .V,,A2= constant
3.7.3 Energy Equations for Idealized Fluids

The weight flow rate, w, is stated
3.7.3.1 DERIVATION. For a Newtonian fluid the equa-

= p VA wVA constant
(Eq. 3.7.3.1m)

where p- =density, lb ,/ft' [•V V2 - l. -'
V velocity, ft/sec P 2 - V XC.7( X V) - F,.,o , VP
A cross-sectional area, ft'
w specific weight, lb,/ft'.V" 7,')
i - weight flow rate, lbr/sec + 4/3 (6 V"V) + 1 (V -7 I) V 721A

Since density may change along the flow stream, the +I" V X (7 X V) -(7 (V*V) '/
stream velocity does not necessarily change linearly with
cross-sectional area.

-7V X (V X pV
Assuming an adiabatic flow process, the velocity and area
relationship may be expressed in terms of the Mach num- where F h.,d, sum of body forces (gravity, electromag-
ber as netic, etc.)

-(dA dVE Equation (3.7.3.1a) is called the Navier-Stokes Equation.•:~ - -= M2-1) (Eq. 3.7.2.1If)

For one dimension, x, Equation (3.7.3.1a) reduces to
If M < 1, dA/A is negative for positive values of dV/V,
that is, increasing velocity corresponding to decreasing (Eq. 3.7.3.1b)
area. If M > 1, dA/A is positive for positive values of a" .
dV/V, that is, an increase in area is accompanied by an (aV + V, IV-- I- V, V + V .
increase in velocity (for example, in bell or P T.aval noz- a --
zles). If M: << 1, (for example, M < 0.20) then dA/A z

-- dV/V, which is similar to that of frictionless, incom- -- (Fo(Iy) x P
pressible flow. ax

3.7.2.2 IDEALIZED EQUATIONS. The continuity equa- + 2-' ( "7Vx a4tion for a fluid is 3 xaxTX AX
(Eq. 3.7.2.2a)

pVA, p= .VA2 = constant - 2/3 (V" V)
7x

where (pVA,) refers to inlet conditions and (pV.A-.) refers ( y '•"V N ____

to downstream conditions. Velocities V, and V2 are mean ± + • ' - _

velocities over the cross-section. Equation (3.7.2.2a) has \ FX yY/ •Y @, aZ I
dimensions of lb,/ft", and is defined as the mass flow rate,
ni. Similar expressions could be developed for dimensions y

rh =VA constant (Eq. 3.7.2.2b) and z. 'i

The continuity equation for liquid flow is For non-viscous (frictionless) flow, Equation (3.7.3.1b)

simplifies to Euler's Equation of Motion:V,Aý = VIA:- (Eq. 3.7.2.2c)

(Eq. 3.7.3.1c)
where (V,A,) refers to the inlet condition and (VA..) refers -V V , V, V -
to the downstream or exit conditions. Velocities V, and V. + V, -- +"x
are mean (average) velocities of flow. at a ay @Z

The product of velocity and area has dimensions of volume (F, 1 dp
flow per unit time, and is defined as the vo, nnetric rate of P dx
flo,' Q.
The mas~s ra' of flow is If (F, is conservative (i.e., flow is irrotational, or has

a potential), by integration along a streamline the equa-
Th AQ - pV1A. pV.A (Eq. 3.7.2.2d) tion becomes

3.7.3 -1 ISSUED: MARCH 1967SUPERSEDES: MAY 1964
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FLUID MECHANICS BERNOULLI'S EQUATION

(Eq. 3.7.3.1d) pressure remain unaltered, a real gas in comparison with
a perfect gas will have (1) a higher final static tempera-

.V + V2 ture and acoustic velocity, (2) a lower density, and (8) a
+ Z = constant higher velocity but a lower Mach number (Reference

Assuming a liquid as an incompressible fluid, Bernoulli's
where Z = the force potential (e.g., elevation change). Equation becomes

-' -. (Eq. 3.7.3.2d)Fo seat fow'•fV'dV
For steady flow = 0, and Equation (3.7.3.1d) V2 V• p2Ftj g 2 P2 P + Z2 ZI 0

2g w
becomes the general Bernoulli Equation for steady flow

(Eq. 3.7.3. is) where V. = dynamic pressure or velocity head, ft

2gV+ dp
dp + Z constant P static pressure head, ftgw

Z = elevation head, elevation above a reference
The generalized form of Bernoulli's Equation could also plane, ft
have been derived from the First Law of Thermodynamics(Reference 141-1). Equation (3.7.3.2d) demonstrates that (1) the total head

(total energy) at any particular point in the flow stream

above an arbitrary reference plane is equal to the sum of
3.7.3.2 BERNOULLI'S EQUATION. For a perfect gas the velocity head, pressure head, and height above the ref-
undergoing an isentropic flow process, Bernoulli's Equa- erence plane; (2) with no energy dissipation (e.g., fric-
tion is tion) or addition (e.g., heat, pump work), the total energy

(Eq. 3.7.3.2a) will be a constant at any point in the fluid; and (3) energy
2g ) v-ipi[c(ni)e t rantstal read t or en rgywihi the system.c presueheandei

" . -- 1static pressure head, or elevation head without changing
v\ 2g - cathe total head or energy within the system. The change in

static pressure head due to geometry changes along the
+ -•g (Z. - Zo) 0 pipe line are illustrated by the hydraulic gradient. The

ge change in the sum of the static, dynamic, and elevation
head is reflected by the energy gradient. For frictionless

w espsctr a o mvelocitiesflow the total energy gradient, illustrating the total head,
respectively, ft/sec coincides with the energy gradient.

-••r,•io of specific heats

P,, P... upstream and downstream pressures, Bernoulli's Equation is frequently expanded to include a
respectively, lb,/ft" correction for friction losses and, as necessary, shaft work

Z!, Z4 elevation above a reference datum, ft such as by a pump or turbine. Bernoulli's Equation in
extended form becomes

This equation is usually called Bernoulli's Equation for (Eq. 3.7.3.2e)
gas flow, but is sometimes called St. Venant's Equation. (Eq.__.7._.2e),___
Using the perfect gas Equations (3.3.8.3d) and (3.3.8.3e) vy Z . +W
and assuming Z, = Z., Equation (3.7.3.2a) may be rewrit- + + P., + + Z±
ten as a function of temperature and specific volume. Thus 2g w 2g W -

(Eq. 3.7.3.2b) V - dy.iarnic pressure velocity head, ft
2 y .P 2g

9e V2g 1-' p, T.1 P
J .--. static pres;sure head, ft

or /
, elevation head, ft(Eq. 3.7.3.20'•[ (Eq. 3-7.3 -- W. = mechanical shaft work (positive for pump,

__2_____A___ . negative for turbine) ft-lbt/lb,

2friction los.es 1 -, ft. The X value is
2g j

With isentropic flow, when the initial conditions and frnal a variable dependent on the type of loss.
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EQUTIONS FOR GAS FLOW FLUID MECHANICS f
Sub-Section 3.9 presents losses for selected First, the concepts of, continuity and the critical state will be i
fittings, pipes, orifices, etc. combined to yield equations for a Generalized Flow Process; 1

.L 1lbm/bt wen - f 3 then, the various flows mentioned above will be analyzed and
- 322 t/ec.shown to be special cases of the Generalized Process.A

Withfritio losesenegy s tkenfromthesysem n -Generalized Compressible- Flow Table will later be developed
the ormof eal.andthetempratre f th fod ~ and presented, and a number of realistic compressible flow
creaes.Avalabe enrgy(su ofdynaicstaicand problems will be solved using this table.

elvto ed)dcreases. ivilbl theg(umo dirnation of flow and i Let us note that we are considering here the one-dimen-
L elvaton hads dereass i th dirctin o flo an is sional, steady, workless flow processes of a real gas (i.e., one

denoted in Figure 3.7.3.2 by the energy gradient line, having viscosity and thermal conductivity) whose equation
the eatdisspatd frm fictin wre rappied of state, however, is well represented by the ideal gas relation

to the system, the total energy at points downstream would
be equal to the initial conditions. -Hence, the total energy A?. gR T()
line is a constant. P

and whose specific huat capacity at constant pressure c. is
TOTAL ENERGY OSRADIENT taken as a constani.,

[NEkaY ORADrN

V 2
29 The conservation-of-mass concept, which relates ont; ther-

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT modynamic state to another for the whole gamut of possible
one-dimensional flow processes, is expressed as

pVA =a constant (2)
Since a dimensionlesE form of Eq (2) will be more useful, the

P2  density and velocity are next evaluated in terms of the total
P1 IN parameters p,, p, and T,, which arc based on isentropic stag-

nationi processes from given static states. Thus, the density
term may be writtcn asN

-V 2' p 2 1

IV1 ,~ FRICTION I
FORCES I P -P

4 i -FLOW- 2)(3

upon recalling that p/pt is a constant for any isentropic
I change of state of a gas defined by Eq (1). The velocity

ZI term also can be written in terms of total and static states by
21 ABITRRY EFERNCE INEcombining the general energy equatiun (on the basis of a

pound of flowing fluid)

p2  V
2  

p d
-2 , P 6Q =dh +-V+ dZ (4)

BERNOULLI'S EQUATION
WITH FRICTION. Z, with the thermodynamic identity

Figure 3.7.3.2. Bernoulli's Equation with Friction Ts=d 5
p Pg

(Note that 6Q = 0 and ds = 0 in the isentropic stagnation
process, while dZ is negligible in any gaseous flow process.).
There results

dV p- (6)
3.7.4 Equations for Gas Flow Processes
The idealized Bernoulli Equation for gas flow cannot ap- On integrating Eq (6) between static and total states, we
pro~ximate all flow processes to acceptable limits. For most obtain
ýras flows more sophisticated methods are required. Such
rtithodis are described under the following Detailed Topics, ____

reCprinted with permission from "Thermodynamics of Corn-
pressibht F~luids." by R. P. Benedict and W. G. Steitz, in tAdapted from the authors' p~ipcr. "A Gkencfai/ied Approach to One-Dimencrsional Gas

K J(?(o- 'oc nl ,Fer ay 163 o yih 1963 by Yicimics.' Jloun~o f 4f~n~inveerimg lisp Pipwe,. ASME. Janua.ry 1962.
I~~~cetro-~~~~~~ byIgI ebu r 93 C p rg t the term ssenitoptic. we imply the special consunt entropy process which i% bothCi-M Technical Publications Corporation (Reference adiabaticand reveirsibki; by iiagnation, decelration (AAtU2l or postmuLated) of the fluid to

111-25). orru velt~y.iy
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FLUID MECHANICS CRITICAL STATE

GAMMA FUNCTION

vL _-Itp 7 (7) ,d (14)

which, by employing the equation of state, Eq (1), and the
thermodynamic identity, Eq (5), can also be written as

When Eqs (3) and (7) are combined according to Eq (2),
there results V.- I-'i(I)

TL p, IVA I -Lj P I Equation (I1) defines the critical velocity for any flow process.
\T,/ I\PA2 J l L \p1iJ.J By equating the expressions for general velocity and for{ - critical velocity, Eqs (7) and (IS), we obtain

- Iy ,- (a) (

where Eq (8) is an entirely general dimensionless continuity' p1-- . Ld + -+(6)
expression. cp c 27/

Equdtion (16) defines the critical pressure ratio for any flow
process.

The Critical State
Now, directing our attention elsewhere, we note that for Tih,', Gamma Fumetion

every thermodynamic process there exists a critical state in ,he factors ( T,,1)'/2 , PII/P,2, and A I/A 2 of Eq (8) can
which, for a differential change along the process line, 6F - 0 be considered to be arbitrary process multipliers of the inlet
and d• - 0, By this we mean that the entropy change, pressure-ratio function
generally giver by the Second Law of Thermodynamics as

6Q AF p,. P. . I- P.d-T + "(9) P1 \;1 /Jf

always reduces to 'By referring the Pi of Eq (17) to a similar function

6Q (10) r[o1• rI ( \..- i",
ds I P,/ (18)

at the critical state. [The aster isk, here and heneforth, de-

notes variables pertaining to the critical state.] pertaining to the critical state, we can rewrite Eq (8) as
Expressions for velocity and pressure ratio at this critical 1(' ,21)(

state will prove useful, and are developed next. A general 1  1 (39)
differential form for the critical velocity is derived by combin- / A\ tt-AI(
ing general energy, Eq (4), with the First Law of Thermo- The symbol i', which equals P/P*, represents a generalized
dynamics, generally given by compres.sible flow function since it embodies the concepts ofcontinuity and the critical state. By maximizing the function6Q + 6F - du + pd ~ (11) - P of Eq (17), we obtain the familiar relationship

on a per-pound basis. Recalling that 6F = 0 at the critical
state, then P (20)dp A, I• I 'M. V+ I(0

VPdV . dp (32) When Eq(18) is evaluated in terms of Eq (20), the I' function
p can be uniquely defined as

While Eq (12) is similar in form to Eq (6), its implicac udons
are quite different. Equation (12) holds for any process at
the critical. state, while Eq (6) is restricted to a frictionless
process. Recalling that dA =0 at the criticalstate, Eq (2) P -- j
can be written as + dpP0 I)

pdV + V*dp.- 0 (13)2 "-I

While Eq (13) is similar in form to a constant-area differ- + + 1)
ential form of continuity, the implications are quite different.
Equation (13) holds for any process at the critical state, where F varies between 0 and I only, for any and all flow
Combining Eqs (12) and (13), we obtain processes. By plotting pressure ratio p/p, vs I' for particular
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GAMMA FUNCTION FLUID MECHANICS

vah•s of "V, wc obtain the geewrali:ed compr¢•..•ihl¢.fow chart D, ,q" ,mnatont
of FiI. I. When the function rl (completely cMfined by the •o.t
thief pr=sure ratio Pl/P, for a sp•ific value of 1') is multi- -T - -r
plied by the total teml•ratur©, total pressure, and area ratios
pertaininll to a particular Now pro•.ss, the function 1"2 '•,• ['•o•4js v.•, M-t
completely cM6ninll the exit conditions is obtained as indicated :a'Pu qEi --
by Eq (19), the referred continuity expression.I!• ]"

Sin• tl• condition thorn to particularize the F function,

Eq (20), need not be the critical condition of an arbitrary -•-,i • L._--MI
process, it follows that i'* n•d not always equal I. Never- -'•" "/

thelex, l, all arbitrary flow proc©sses are precisely represented 4L _..;w, r...p, • ,.
by the plot of Fig. I. Aj,

Other parameters which advantaseously can be referred to
critical-state conditions are the total pressure, the total
temperature, and the area. Thus,• '- k•; JL•J L ,.o , ..,,•:,<,,,"- [ 11 1].--, :, ,,:,,,÷ .,., <'" """'' '- "'. .... >...

,, ,.,,..,{ ,,,,, ] ,, : ,, , <,,,
"A'-;

L",'J \",'/ J oo ,.o
and

r, •o,,€,•,

A'l _ t;•d7__. - \Pi'/ ..I (2.4) Fig..}--Ilenl'mt•c',nx'e.'-'-i cul,'ie,." r 7
i, • p -'•- ½ p,

L•-,J "

are all consequences of Eq (8), the generalized continuity
l ..... expression.

". •._IIII•__L_.%.•• ,/ l-',na[,y, a relation expressing the entropy u.9•fuLchangeandfr°mis

SOI ] I • '•.;_•. --- J. j an arbitrary state to the critical state will prove
<o9 , , , ' -"•'" • "q._ .i,'/_'. I/[ given as

' s•,,:,t,,: •,ot ,oio •''",,,7,,Z ,M

S.... Y : lO(hmitinq) • 'i... • LF% 3i - 3 = , .---':" .. . ... ir h b-I•1•" P* • ! *°-°'_•i•]• T?•!•4; L' L•''JL -'•''/•, /,:• 2<..,. r i'r ,'.•"-'l'r ]f l""'
os • p --T-- i :,4 p, -•-

Sr;•.. iP;
So• ! L;TJ L - \•,/ J L•J L•,'J
So :• ....... (25)o•>-- -1- -- ••

• ::=•.• - I. A dimensionless form of continuity, E1 (8), can be applied to all
°o o.i oz O3 04 05 06 O7 0.8 09 LO flow processes.

Comwessbie how funct,0n, F •. A thermodynamic critical state exists for all flow processes.
Temperoture roto, TIT• .3. A generalized compressible flow function, F. is obtained by

Moeh number.M,!lM referring continuity to certain conditions at the critical state, Eq (20).
hg. I (;c'•,',•zh:ed compr¢&•ihl¢-/h•w chart. 4. The l" function so defined varies only between 0 and I.
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FLUID MECHANICS ADIABATIC FLOW
DIABATIC FLOW

APPileal1O Of . GOMM& IR. Sp*01dfl1 FleWr cntn
Preeennes

Many practical situations may be approximated by certain A
processes having restrictions which make possible simplified
solutions. Several such flow processes of must general .- ,,.-
interest will be treated here.

* Adiabatic Flow without Friction. Here we are referring to J
the one-dimensional, steady flow of a fluid whose thermo-
dynamic properties change solely because of area variations

ie., the total temperature and the total pressure remain ,
constant throughout the process. This is called isentropic
flow. Referred continuity, Eq (19), reduces to

(A I\ r, (26)

Since it is also true that s__

(±)(l) * 4) (27)

it follows that "a btl a

PA-e 4

ismtropic - (28) -1A

Schematic h-s and p/pi-l' curves are given in Fig. 2, where le4
subsonic and supersonic processes are indicated.

Thus, the r function serves well in isentropic flow processes, r to
and the loci of all possible state points in any isentropic E t ;
process are precisely represented by the single p/p,-r curve. ZVI. A*\

Of course, isantropic flows are quite simple to treat (note that
the differential change in entropy at the critical state is zero, Fig. 3-Fanno-process curves.
as it is throughout any isentropic process), and solutions of /
this type have been known for years. N(uverthless, even in
more complex situations, this same procedure will be seen to numerical evaluation of r d aý48 as functions
be valid, and herein lies the generality of the r function, of p/p, will be discussed, an• tactical examples closely

e Adiabatic Flow with Friction. Here we are referring to following these illustrative diagrmns will be given later.
the one-dimensional, steady flow of fluid, whose thermo- Note that the constant-area Fanno plots on the h-s diagram
dynamic properties change solely because of viscous effects can be interpreted in terms of the more general variable-area
and area variations. In the constant-area case, this type of Fanno-type flow simply by considering the area effect as an
flow is called Fannoflow, after an early worker in this field., isentropic change of state to a new area ratio line, and then
The total temperature remains constant throughout the proceeding along the ne; constant-area Fanno line passing
process while the viscous effects are reflected in a decrease in through this revised ini'htl state to the final state.
total pressure. However, the more general variable-area Compressible-flow Fanno lines are not straight lines on
Fanno-type flow can always be treated as well. Referred an h-s plot; thus, we note that if a frictional process were to
continuity, Eq (19), for Fanno-type flow becomes proceed far enough, changes of state would occur more

fpn)fA,•• rapidly than changes of entropy until a point was reached
r" = r2 (29) along each Fanno line where there was no further increase in

entropy (i.e., ds = 0 at this critical state).
Since it is also true that

* Diabatic Flow without Friction. Here. we are referring to
Ip \ rp,*\ • A N r'•p.* *• 1' the one-dimensional, steady flow of a fluid whose thermo-

p, , 1�UA•)I .4"I (30) dynamic properties change solely because of heat-transfer
=.•P,2Ih/ effects and area variations. In the cons'ant-area case, this

it follows that type of flow is called Rayleighflow. Here, the total tempera-
ture, and therefore the total pressure, change because of the

(P (31) allowed heat transfer. However, by the general energy
Funo°tY• 1 A equation, Eq (4), and the First Law, Eq (II), we have as a

conserved quantity p + p V2 , conventionally called the thrust
Schematic h-s and plp,-r curves are given in Fig. 3, where or ii;ipulse Junction. Referred continuity, Eq (19), for
subsonic and supersonic processes are indicated. The Rayleigh flow must be written as
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F r, @1, (32) l

Thais constant-e Rayish flow can always be treated once2V
the total temperature ratio is specified. for the total pressure
ratio is a function of r,1, T*2 only. It follows that 4'

The more general variable-area Rayleiglh-type flow may A&14. IXAIf"A At
sometimes be treated. but no completely general solution is A
possible. While we can always specify the total temperature w
ratio, we do not necessarily know the total pressure ratio. InStr s

the variable-area case, p,,/p,2 depends on the definiteSI
physical conditions under which the heat transfer occurs. _____________________

Only when the heat transfer takes place at specified areas can S
a variable-area Rayleigh-type flow be treated. With this P1-V
restriction, the problem reducets to a combination of separate
variable-area asentropic processes and constant-area Ray- -Example__

leigh processes. Referred continuity for this semi-generalized
Rayleigh-type flow is, of course, 

r

- ',(34) A

Schematic A-.i and p/p,- I' curves are given in Fig. 4, where r im 44 .

subsonic and supersonic processes are indicated. ,r. P. i

Note that compressible-flow Rayleigh lines are not strair'.t A

lines on an h-s plot, thus, if a heating process were to proceed flo4 ~ ies

far enough, a point of maximum enthalpy would be reached,>ý fg apeg-rescrs

If the heating process were to procciJ furthcr, the change An/
enthalpy would actually become negative. As in the Faniio M/.
case, changes of state would then occur more rapidly than//
changes of entropy until a point was reached along each/ AS

Rayleigh line where there was no further increase in entropy a

(i.e.. ds - 0 at this critical state). -M I

A

*Diabatle ilow with Friction t1~othermaI). Here we arc A1 '2r ~
referring to the one-dimensional, steady flow of a fluid whose I
thermodynamic properties change solely because of heat- '

transfer effects, viscous effects and area variations, in such a A, r,, Oe
manner that the static temperature remains constant. Since Alfim I % 9
neither the WWIa temperature nor the total pressure rema .in -ATcitn

covsiant during such a, process, referred continuity for the E-wrtp 7 j EuomPw IS A

constant-area isothermal case is the same as for Rayleigh Ss i 552ZW -fi At A.

flow i.e.,- Eq (32). It can be shown that .Prcs7

Example I

D2/,2-,x 

ml

No general solution is possible for variable-area isothcrm-al

111, Remarks similar to those under Raykilgh flow apply 1LX

he i Fg.5 whr 
! _ Y-1 r.

Sicncmitic h-sv and pip,-l' curves arc ieni g p. here 11 ~21r-!)
\lkih\L)iIC andt suipersonlic processes aru indicated. Ther,

riumctrikcl esl,,Aumoi of I'Kjaykih and a'.ihri.'I fSunctions of Fig. 5 -IsothermaJ-pwocess cuwws.

3.7.4 -5 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

p/p, will he discussed, and practical examples cluscly follow-.-
ing these illustrative diagrams will be given later. _ r_ _ 4,_

Note that compressihh.k-flow isothermal line% are straight
lines on an h-s plot; as the combined frictional-heat-transfer
process proceeds, changes of state occur in step with changes
of entropy. Hence, we should not expect the differential Fn
entropy change to he zero at the thermodynamic critical
state; indeed, applying the Second Law, Eq (9), and the
equation of state, Eq (I), we have

d,"llutrmai 6Q Rdp (36)

l Normal Shock. Here we are referring to the one- P
dimensional, steady, supersonic flow of a fluid whose t,hermo-
dynamic properties change suddenly to those corresponding
to subsonic flow, with no change in total temperature, area,
or thrust function. The first two conditions (T, - a constant
and A - a constant) ensure that the final state will be on the
Fanno locus passing through the initial state; the last two 1.0

conditions (A - a constant and p + pV 2 - a constant) / ExamPle 9
ensure that the final state will be on the Rayleigh locus
passing through the initial state. Evidently, the final state of
the normal shock must lie at the intersection of these Fanno
and Raylkigh lines. But the intersection of these two flow
processes always occurs at an entropy greater than the initial
value. Hence, the total pressurc must always decrease across
the normal shock. Referred continuity for the normal shock 26
process reduces to pi rt

fP,1 \I'I I'z (37) I'erma. ,hSk

"I7), 12) Fig. 6 --.Nonnal-shock-process cumw's.
which is of the same form as that for Fanno flow. However,

in the case of normal shock, the multiplier of 1', can be
delined explicitly in terms of the (supersonic) inlet pressure processes dealt with in this article, are summarized in terms
ratio only- i.e., of pressure ratio in Table I. and in terms of Mach number in

Table II. (Both these tables are on the following pages.)

F lpV+1 ;riThe Ganunna Funeflon for Nuanerlcal
(PII _ 4 [1 - 1 ~ -l Solutionts=- - We have seen that a generali:ed compre.ssihle-Ilow

h• u+)norma, _y + junction, 1', may be delined and that it has significance in any( Tt h uk ( -' + )( - ) Pm T arbitrary . one-dim ensional, %%orkicss flow proc c~ss. The2

individual processes of most general interest have been dis-
r ') cussed in some detail and the role of the I' function in describ-

(-' - I) { (38) ing and facilitating the solution of these typical processes has

[ \ -- 1been presented. Of more practical use wou~ld bKC a convenient
(3' + I) I - means of obtaining numerical ans%%ers to the problems at

L \P-1 ) Ihai,d in a manner that would utilize the generalized com-
pressible-flow function, I'.

We lind. in the published lizerature and texts concerned
Schematic h-s and p/p -" curves are given in Fig. 6, where with the thermod~namics of moving fluids, separate and

a discontinuous normal-shock process is indicated. A distinct analyses and problhm-solution methods. For
numerical example closely following these illustrative dia- example, one lind,, chapters on isentropic, adiabatic and
grams is given later. diabatic flo%%s, as %%ell as the normal-shock process, while the

In Fig. 7, we compare all of these simplilied flow processes, isothermal process is quite often ignorrd. It %ould therefore
indicating accessible states alhng both static and total loci, be quite valuable to have a mean. a~ailahlv for the solution
as well as those states which are unattainable from the given of each of these basic proccsse,. in a similar manner, using
(supersonic) inlet state. similar procedures, and (if possible) a common reference

The general equations, as well as equations for all the scheme (e.g., a table or plot). We shal now proceed to

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968 3.7.4 -6
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Aditihatic flow with fricttor )ihlaic nlow without friimn I)Iubhatic now with friction
(Fainnoltypc flow with viariuble iareal, (Rayleigh flow .onsitiant arela) (isothermal flow iotuint larea)
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1:

S FLOW EQUATMS FLUID MECHACS

Tlble --Summwy of Genueml end SptifIc Iquealwns in tenms of Mech Nw• r"
"Process Adiabatic flow without friction

Parammter nhral fissntromgc flow with variabk area)

Restrictions T - cr',stant, P - constant
+ 2 2

Continuit)

- Al- 2) a'-'-) - "[( -- M22

i Relerred Contmnu~l.\ ' "1 2~PI A2  2"t
M2 2,

+ Ž2  +f2t~) 2L_L . _" .

+ 1 2 2

Referred continuity ntrs t\

;ompressibi+ flow function - + J.•
of the generalized 2O (2 1)

Critical Mach number
.. * h d•7P C

LI d.• p "c "

Creerdtal pressure ratioure, i-

dr. • c, 2-y

I:
Lmitirg entropy changeM + '-IM (--I1.

(ao critical Mach number) L/IM j
M" (I + 2M*i•,...

•I + - -

Referred total temperature 
T+ - .2 .-- 2

To/ TOO M42 •p'0r\4 .

(at critical Mach number) m2 ) I M* i

Referred total pressure I + M-

W*A 2 + -/

(at critical Mach number) M I + -- . I

3...4-.9

2 A

R e f e r r e d a r e a I + " 2 -__ _ _v M- T( 1{ , 2 + 2

A1* * I - IM. 26. -M

(to critical Mach number) Al I + -- 2+
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FLUID MECHANICS, COMPRESSIBLE FLOW EQUATIONS

Adiabatc flow with friction Diabatic flow without friction Diabatic flow with friction
(Fanno-type flow with variable ar,€. (Rayleigh flow -constant area) (isothermal flow constant area)

T- constant, A* A, p + P - constant,A* A T - constant, A* . A,

_ - _, , \)/It I(IX --I 'l)2~) ) k L (' + -
L)2

t,2 A2 aMAl 1
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION FL.UID MECHANICS

* Adiabatic Row Wi1111o11t Friction. The: flow characterisics
of this process change solely because: of area variadions as
hence, referred continuity, Eq (l97ýedce t

*1/It has been mentioned that I'etui A IA;A it may also be
easily shown that I' - (W/At)/(W/AtI)*- 1 . As our
means of isentropic-flow solution requires only tre I' function,
we need only this column in the generalized compressible-flow
tabie. One simply modifies 1', by the isentropic multiplier
A4 1/A2 to obtain 1'2 (see Examples I and 2, to follow).

e Adiabatic Flow with Friction. In this Rlow process we

Entropy consider changes in fluid properties to be effected by vari-
ations in area and total pressure; total temperature remains

Key to process lines: invariant. Referred continuity, Eq (19), for the more general
- Stticcondtois')Fanno-type process reduces to

Thotl conidtions j Possible processes \A

Stotic conditions } .'I-'2(9
-- - Total conditio n alstes p12A4

Olnlel state (also elit state for normal shock)C
Hence. when developing a generalized compressible-flow

O~riica Stti Or VflOS POC~5~5table by which Fanno-typie flows may be solved, we again

Fig. 7 -C'omparison of varous cosisant-area pr~esses for a supersonic- need only the I' column, since area ratio and total-pressure
inlet state. ratio may always be specified: no other special column is

required. One simply modifies 1', by the Funno multiplier,2
devlopa enealzedcopirssbleflw tbl whchprovides (pt 1/p,2)(. l/A2). to obtain 1', (see Examples 3 and 4, to

the means to satisfy these requirements. folio%)

The I' function has becen carried through in its develop- .Diabatic Flow without Friction. . Here, we consider .
ment as a function of pressure ratio, pip,: it is then just one changes in thermodynamic properties to be effected solely
step it) convert this independent variable to Mach number, bv heat tra nsfer and (under certain conditions) area variation.
Art, as they art! both state functie:,s and intimately related. l-,or the Rayleigh case (constant area), total temperature and
Hence, we now have a choice of two independent variables total pressure do not remain constant and the referred-

examnaton otcI' fnctonE-q (21 ). it is seen to be also
a ucin(oee ek fteratio of specific heats, -Y, fp\ 1

and this forms one other independent variable to consider. .' (32)2
As we can usually consider '1 to be constant over the range of 7 -'

V ~thermodynamic variables for it particular problem, we may
compile our table for various constant values of -y. essentially As-the total-pressure and total-tempecrature ratios are related
reserving at particular value for a particular gas. by an implicit function, we need specify only one, the other

The question arises as to what to include in our table. Of then being immediately defined. Hence, whetn developing aJ
those phys~cal' variabies such as pressure, temperature and generalized compressible-flow table by which Rayleigh flows
density, thc first o~o cited are tht; most easily measurable maý be solved, we will naturally make use of the I' column.
and are: logical as canildates for the table. We have seen But, in addition, we must include at special column tabu-
that~p/p, will he a prime independent variable-, thus, we latingieither TI/T,* or p,*/p1 to define the process completely.

shalinlud tenpeatue. n te. ormof /fl asoneof ur since the two ratios making up the Rayleigh multiplier
table entries. The density may easily be derived, if desired. (l,1/it1 '0I2(P,1/P, 2). while not independcnt variables, are
from Fq (1), once the pressure and temperature are defined, y et not explicit functions one of the other, as previously

IrLet us now t.onsider the' variotts processes and determine melitioned. Choosing the referred temperature as the more
which parametc-rs will be necessary to Lomplete the general. sgiiatprmtri alihfo wihi rdm
ized compressi ble- flow table. irnaely a heat-transfer problem), one simply modifies

(7*hl/TI*)Rtylcigh by the multiplier T,2/T,, to obtain
SC/~ .(7l2T, *)R~k~ Since (Tt2/Tt*)k~,t.gI:h is a function only of

.,t -~t.l ~l,.lt ~ ifllyiCII)the exit-pressure ratio, it must necessarily appear in the
1 same row as the 1'2 function in the table. Note that 1'2/l'i,{E~ff sshcn divided by (T, 2/7T1 )l/2, yields the unspecified total-

pressure ratio P,I/P,2-
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The more general variable-area Ruyleigh-type flow process
may be treated if the heat transfer takes place at certain Table Ill-Genermlized CompreaSible flow Table
specilied areas, The problem then reduces to a series
combination of the isentropic and Rayleigh processes (see In Terms of Pressure Ratio (, 1.4000)
Examnphcs 5 and 6, to follow),

* Diabatic Flow with Friction (Isothermal). [lere, we J
consider changes in thermodynamic properties (except for Prcsure Imimpmraturv Mj,:h Itntropic Normal

stauic tem erature, which is constant) to he influenced by Ratio, Ratio, Numh'r, & k-nno, Ruyleigh, Iuihtrmal, Shck,
heat transler, viscous effects and (under certain conditions) /1- /P12

area variations. Referred continuity for the constant-areacase1, Eq (19), is again written 1.8((8)81) 13888 0. 0. 0. 0.87 5W0 0.
0.9W3U0 0.99424 0.17013 0.21KN94 0,12907 0.88007 0.

0.90(A)(1 0.98840 0.24220 0.40412 0-24327 0.88527 0.

0.94(U0 0.9K24,% 0.29N63 0.48938 0.34434 0.19061 0.() 2 i = ' (32) 0.92000 0.97(46 0.34720 0.5585h 0.43380 0.M9610 0.

T, 090000 0.97035 (0.39090 0.61715 0.51294 0.90174 0.
0.X8000 0.96414 0.43127 0.60789 0,58290 0.90755 0.

An analysis nearly identical to that described under the 0.86000 0.95782 0.46922 0.71249 0.64468 0.91353 0.
Rayleigh process requires another special column the o.A4400 0.95141 0.50.36 0.75203 0.69914 O09196Mr 0.

parameter ( )/T,*)i1h,.. to facilitate this problem solu- o.820oo 0.944HN 0.' ,,009 0.70129 0.74706 0.912035 0.

tion. Again, the total-pressure and total-temperature ratios o.800oo 0.93823 0.47372 0.81880 0.78911 0.93260 0.

ore implicit functions one of the other, and hence remarks 0.78000 0.93147 0.6650 0.94701 0.825119 0.93937 0.
milar to thos for the Rayleigh case apply here as well 0. 76000 0.9245M 0.63862 0.8 7222 0.85791 0.94037 0.

0.74000 0.917,;7 0.67022 0.89469 0.XK565 0.95361 0.
(see Examples 7 and 8, to follow). 0.72000 0.91041 0,70144 091464 0.90953 0.90110 0.

N Normal Shock. Referred continuity, Eq (19), for this 0.70000 0.90311 0.73239 0.93222 0.92990 0.96887 0.
0.6Wi0) 0.89566 0.7631i 0,94756 0.94710 0.97693 0.

discontinuous-flow phenomenon reduces to 0.6("00 0.88806 0.793K9 0.96079 0.96142 0.98530 0.
0.'64000 0.X8028 0.82461 0.97199 0.97312 0.994W0 0.

PII "'2 (37) [ 0.6,26 0.87500 0.845i5 0.97837 0.97959 1.00"00. 0.

0.62000 0.87234 0,85542 0.98123 0.9824 1.00305 0.

O.0(XX8O 0.06420 0.8h(,39 0.98K58 0.98959 1.01250 0.
where the total pressure ratio p,I/p,2 is an explicit function 0.o,(JXo 0.85587 0.91761 0.99409 0.99474 1.02235 0.
of the inlet-pressure ratio only, Eq (38). Hence, when 0.5R000 0.84733 0.94914 099778 0.99808 1.03265 0.

developing a generalized compressible-flow table, to include 0.54000 0.83857 0.9K 107 0.99970 0.99974 1.04344 0.

the solution of normal-shock processes we will naturally make 0.:52s28 o 0.8333 1.000Wo I.8(8 I 0oo(o) 1.05000 1.00000

use of the r column. In addition, we will include a column 2

tabulating (pI/P,2)normal shoik' One simply modifies 1', by the 0..52(88 ()0.2958 i t1(34M 0.999X5 0.9998X 1.05475 I10(JOu

ratio (PI/P,2),,rmaI ,,, found in the same row as 1',, to 0i(OW) 0.?(2034 1.04645 0.998"25 0.99N59 I.016064 I 00012
obtain I' (see Example 9, to follow). 0.4XIXX8 0.810,2 1.08(8O 0.99490 0.99600 1.07915 1.00057

2 .4m(88) 0.80102 1,1 144o 0.98979 0.90219 I.094235 I.U1)57

0.44(8X) 019091 1.14969 0.98291 0,98720 1. 10631 1.0W330

A Generalized C(omprenlble-Fliw Table 0.420(K) (0.78W,47 1.18S91 0.97424 0.48120 .121 2 1.00U96

The generalized compressible-flow function, I', is tabu. 0.4(8XX1 0.76967 1.22324 0.96375 0.97428 1.136X5 1.00973
ep.3X(X8) 0.75847 1.26183 0.95139 0.96636 1.15364 1.01480

lated against the independent parameters p/p, and M, the 0.3(ixt) 0.740h4 1.308I6 0.93712 0.95756 I.!71(A 1.02140
state point function TIl,, and also against the specifk 0.3.4(M 0.7347i 1.343,53 0.92088 0.94790 1.19ox9 1.02977

process functions (T,/Tt*)Rtykph, (T,/T')j.,h., and 0.32.0( 0.72213 1.38707 0.90258 0.93742 1.21170 1.04020

(Pil/Pe2)normatshock to give the Generalized Compressible Flow 0..3(XX8) 0.70893 1.43277 0.X8214 0.92614 (.,.3425, 1(.05303

Tables III to VI presented here. Only skeleton tables are ((.2xtt) 0.69510 1.4K096 0-.5945 0.91407 I t.0071
reproduced here, and these at selected values of the specific 0.20W00 0.68053 l.:3205 0.83438 0.90121 I 1.08777

0.24(•8) .00515 I ,38N655 O.K0677 0,8754 I " 0 1.11090
heat ratio, -y Tables III and IV are in terms of pressure ratio 0.220(X) 0.64X82 1.0,4310 0.77(42 0.87304 L.J4i.61 1.13906
as the independent variable; Tables V and VI are in terms of 11.20(X)O 0.03139 1.7085.1 0.74311 I 0Wb76 1.?K5H4 1.17.34H

Mach number as the independent variable. 0. 100(1 0.61266 1.77795 0.70652 0.84134 1.42819 1.21593

(0. 1 (*X ( 0.59239 1,85484 0.66630 0.82397 1.47707 1,26898

Numerical ]EXAMplle 0.141X8) 0.57021 1.94130 0.02194 0.80539 1.53451 1,33647
0.112'(00 0.:5045 2.04046 0.57280 0.7H540 1.00361 1,42457

• Example I (Isentropic Flow, Fig. 8). Consider the sub-
sonic ansion of air (-y = 1.4) from an inlet pressure ratio 0.1")o0o 0(i.1795 2.15719 0.51795 0.76364 1.68936 1,54383socexp 0.081 0.48596 2.29978 0.45606 0.73958 1.80057 1.71411
of0.980,through a duct of area ratio 1.6937. The inlet total ((.06•81o 0.44761 2.48403 0.38495 0.71224 I.95482 1.97848
temperature is 540 R, the inlet static pressure is 20 psia. Find 0.040(8) 0.3981,5 2.74634 0.30066 0.6796, 2.19492 2.45413

the total and static pressures, the total apd static temperatures, 0.02000 0.32703 3.20769 0,19386 0.63639 2.67562 3.64440

and the Mach number at exit. 0. 0. 00 0. 0.4980) c0 00

Solution. by Tabl, Ill. From

Pi/Pl = 0.980
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4
Table IV-Geneorlized Compressible Flow Table Table V-Generalized Compressible FI'w Tablhs

In Terms of Pressure Ratio (,y - 1.3000) In Terms of Mach Number (y - 1.4000) A

Presutc Temperature M."ch brntropic Normal Miach Pressure Temperature Iantropl Normal A
Ratio. aitio. Numher. & Fanno. Rayleigh, Isothermal, Shock, Number, Ratio, Ratio, & Fanno, Rayleigh. Isothermal, Shock,
p/p, 1/1, Utt I" 1,/7, / T 1/7,' P,,/l,2 M p/p, TIT/ ' T,/T, T/T, Pl/P,2

0. 1(1800 LOOOGIo 0. 0. 0.1750 0.
i.ooK I O 0. 0. 0. 0.89605 0 003000 0.99825 0.99950 0.08627 0.01192 0.87544 0.
0 9800t3 ,.13.535 0. 1 7650 U.2462(l 0.13299 0.90074 0. 0. 10000 0,99303 0.99M0 0.17177 0.04678 0.87675 0.
O.96(3J0 G.4%162 0 25120 041400 0.2.5026 0,90504 0. 0.15000 0.98441 " 99552 0.25373 0.10196 0.87894 0.
0o 4j10) o0q.952 o.309(,4 050091 0350' 0.90945 0. 0.20000 0,97250 0.99206 9.33744 0.17355 0.88200 0.
0o2000 0.96094 0,359149 0.57123 0.44 .• 0.91397 0. 0.25000 0.95745 0.98765 0.41620 0.2684 0.88594 0.

0 900.) 0.9"59X 0.405'07 0.63056 '0.52•533 0.91862 0. 0.30000 0.93947 0.98232 0.49138 0.34646 0.89075 0.
O.•'XO) 0.97093 0.44676 0.68177 0.59013 0.92339 0. 0.35M0 0.91877 0.97609 0.56244 0.43894 0.89644 0.
0 •0.40 o)(,.679 0948592 0.726o0 0.65M39 0.92831 0. 0,40000 0.89561 0.96899 0.62888 0.52903 0.90300 0.
0o4000 006 to). 0,i2317 0.7h618 0.71304 0.93336 0. 0,45000 0.87027 0.96108 0.69029 0.61393 0.91044 0.
0 82000 0.95524 0.55893 0.80130 0.7608h 0.93857 0. 0,50000 0.84302 0.9323H 0.74636 0.69136 0.91875 0.

0, M10o0u U.ýi49•fl 0.59354 0.83252 0.80264 0.94393 0. 0,55000 0,81417 0.94295 0.79685 0.75991 0.92794 0.
o0 7:10) 0.944214 0.,1.23 0.86030 0.83894 0.94946 0. 0.60000 0.78400 0.93284 0.84161 0.81892 0.938W 0.
,.'6000 0.938m( 0 (,020 0.88495 0.87033 0.95517 0. 0.65000 0.75283 0.92208 0.88058 0.86833 0.94•94 0.
0.74000 0.93287 0.69261 0.90675 0.89731 0.96106 0. 0.7000 0.72093 0.91075 0.91377 0. 50 0.96075 0.
0 Qt000 0.42099 0.721460 0.92590 0.920.11 0.967 160O. 0.5000 0.68857 0,9888 0.94125 0.94009 0.97344 0.

0.70000 0.92099 0.75627 0.94259 0.93972 0.97347 0. 0.80000 0.65602 0.118652 0.96318 0.96395 0.98700 0.
0.68000 0.914x5 0.78774 0.95695 0,95588 0.91%00() 0.
0.66000 0.90W57 0.h1909 0.96911 0.96910 0.98678 0. 0.K4515 0.6i2665 0.87500 0.97837 0.97959 .OOO00 0.
0.64000 0.90214 0,85041 0.97915 0.979W5 0.9938?1 0.

0.85000 0.62351 0.87374 0.97975 0.98097 1.00144 0.
0.62301 0.89655 0.87706 0.98607 0,98669 1.0(000 0. 0.90000 0.59126 0.86059 0.99121 0.99207 1.01675 0.

0.95090 0.55946 0,84710 0.99786 0.99814 1.03794 0,

0.62000 0.89555 0.88178 0.98715 0.91%76 1.00112 0. 1.0000 0.52828 0.83333 1.00000 I.0 1,05000 1.00000
0.60000 0.88880 0.91328 0.99318 0.99366 1.00872 0. 1.05000 0.49787 0,81934 0.99798 0.99838 1,06794 1.00015

0.540(80 0.88187 0.94498 0.99730 0.99755 1.016W4 0. 1.10000 0.46835 0.80515 0.99214 0.99392 1,08675 1.00107
0.5600 0.87476 0.97696 0.99953 0.99959 1.02491 0. 1.15000 0.43983 0.79083 0,98285 0.98721 1.10644 1.00332

1. 20000 0.41238 0.77640 0.97046 0.97872 1,12700 1.00725
0,54573;0." 9700 1.1.25000 0.38606 0.76190 0.95534 0.9886 1.14844 1.01311

1.30000 0.36091 0.,14738 '0.93782 0.95798 1,17075 1.02106
1.35000 0.33697 0.73287 0.91824 0.9+637 1.19394 1.03121

0.54000 0.86745 1.00930 0.99t;93 0.99994 1.03355 1.0OUO0 1.40000 0.31424 0.71839 0.89692 0.93425 1.21800 1.04363
0.52000 0 85193 1.04207 0.99849 0.99873 1,04259 1.00009 1.45000 '0.2,72 0.70398 0.87415 0.92184 1.24294 105838

0.50000 0.8521S 1.07536 0.99525 0,99610 1.05207 1.00049 1,50000 0.27240 0.68966 0.85022 0.90928 1126875 1,0/552
0 48K() 0.84419 1.10925 0.99021 0.99.14 1.06203 1.00141 1.55000 0.25326 0.67545 0.82537 0.89669 1.29544 1.09506
0.46000 0.83594 1.14385 0.98336 00,4696 1.07251 1.00304 1.60000 0.23527 0.66138 0.77985 0.88419 1.32300 1.11707
0.4400) 0.82741 1.17925 0.97470 0.98065 1.08357 1.00556 1.65000 0.21840 T.64746 0.77386 0.87184 1.35144 1.14157
0.42000 0.81857 1.21556 0.96421 0.97327 1.09526 1.0L915 1.70000 0.20259 0.63371 0.71760 0,85971 1.38075 1.16860

0.40)00 0.80941 1.25292 0.95! 6 0.96489 1.107o6 1.01400 1.75000 0.18782 0.62016 0.72125 0.84784 1,41094 1.19823
0.38(14) 0,79988 1.29146 0.93762 0.95556 1.12085 1.02031 1.800oo 0.17404 0.60680 0.69494 0.83628 1.44200 1,23049
0.36•00 0.78997 1.33136 0.92144 0.94534 1.1349Z 1.02831 1.85000 0.16120 0.59365 0.66881 0.82504 1.47394 1.26545 -4
0.340(X0 0 77961 I 17280 1) 9032X 0.93426 1,14999 1.03826 1.90000 0.14924 0.58072 0.64298 0.81414 1.50675 1.30317
0 320(m) 0.7687b 1.41000 0.88305 0.92234 1.16620 1.05047 1.95000 0.13813 0.56802 0.61755 0.80358 1.54044 1.34373

0.3('W 0.75742 1.46122 0.86069 090961 1.18369 1.06533 2.00000 0.12780 0.55556 0.59259 0.79339 1.57500 1.38720
0.2;;)0 0.74545 1.50878 0.83008 0.89607 1.20269 1.08330 2.10000 0.10935 0.53135 0.54438 0.'7406 1.64675 1.48323
0.26000 0.732,; 1.55906 0.80913 0.88172 1.22344 1.10498 2.20000 0.09352 0.50813 0.49876 0.75614 1.72200 1.592010. 24U00 0.719.,u 1.61254 0 77Y67 0.86653 1.24624 1,13115 ,2.0000 0.07997 0.48591 0.45597 0.73954 1.80075 1.71440
0.22000 0-70510 1.66980 0.74755 0.85049 1.27152 1.16285 2.460M0 0.06840 0.46468 0.41613 0.72421 1.88300 1.85136

0.20000 0.68Y76 1 73162 0.71234 0.83352 1.29980 1.20149 2.50000 0.05853 0.44444 0.37926 0.71006 L,96875 2.00395
1).180(8 0.6731) 1.79899 0.67439 0.81556 1.33179 1.24903 2.60000 0.05012 0.42517 0.34531 0.69700 2.05800 2.17333
0. 1 ("0 U t5514 1.87330 0.,3275 0.79647 1.36848 1,30836 2.70000 0.04295 0.40684 0.31417 0.68494 2.15075 2.36077
0.14000 0.63526 1.95645 0.58721 0.77611 1.41131 1.38384 2.80000 0.03685 0.38941 0.28570 0.67'80 2.24700 2.56763
0 12000 0.6300 2 05 127 0.53719 0.75420 1.46242 1.48244 2.90000 0,03165 0.37286 0.25976 0.66350 2.34675 2.79538

01) XME ; Who 2.16218 0.48190 0.73038 1.52526 1.61621 3.00000 0.02722 0.35714 0.23615 0.65398 2.45000 3.04558
008(10 0.55830 2.29659 0.42016 0.70402 1.60586 1.80792 3.10000 0.02345 0.34223 0.21472 0.64516 2.55675 3.31992
006(K)0 0.52244 2.46800 0.35016 0.67403 i.716019 2.10732 3.20000 0.02023 0.32808 0.19528 0.63699 2.66700 3.62018
0 04(0X) 047577 2.71028 0 :6857 0.63817 1.88441 265122 3.30000 0.01748 0.31466 0.17766 0.62941 2.78075 3.94826
01(,2•0) 0 40:)45 3.12668 0.16782 0.5.9018h 2.21127 4.03705 3.40000 0.01512 0.30193 0.16172 0.62236 2.89800 4.30615

. 0 oc 0. 0.4028 00 00 3.50000 0.01311 0.28986 0.14728 0.6!581 3.01875 4.69598
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Table VI-Generalized Compresible Flow Table we obtair.

In Terms of Mach Number (y a 1.3000)
I' , A"/A 4 0.28894 I

Mach Pressure Temperature Isentropic Normal
Number. Ratio, Ratio. & Fanno, Rayleigh. Isothermal, Shock, But

M P/Pt T/T, r T,/T,* T,/T, Pu/P,2

1'2 - I'i(AI/A 2) - 0.28894 x 1,6937 - 0.48938 - A*/A2
0. I.0000 1.00000 0. 0. 0.89655 0. From
0.05000 0.99838 0.99963 0.08532 0.01143 0.89689 0,
O.I0000 0.99353 0.99850 0.16990 0.04489 0.89790 0.
0.13000 0.985Al 0.99664 0.25302 0.09803 0.89958 0. 1'2 - 0.48938
0,20000 0.97441 0.99404 0.33400 0.16726 0.90193 0.

0.25000 0.96037 0.99071 0.41217 0.24822 0.90496 0. we obtain
0.30000 0.94355 0.98668 0.48694 0.33629 0.90866 0.
0.35000 0,92413 0.981% 0.55774 0.42702 0.91303 0.
0.40000 0,90233 0.97656 0.62410 0.51647 0.91807 0.
0.450(00 087839 0.97052 0.68560 0.60145 0.92378 0. P2/Pt2 " 0.940 T2/T~ 2 - 0.98248 M2 - 0.29863
0.50000 0.85255 0.96386 0.74192 0.67960 0.93017 0.
0.55000 0A82506 0,95659 0.79280 0.74937 0.93723 0.
o.0o0o 0.79620 0.94877 0.83805 0.81093 0.94497 0. whence
0.65M00 0,76623 0.94040 0.87759 0.86105 0.95337 0.
0.700.0 0.7.1540 0.93153 0.91138 0.90294 0.96245 0. 20 psiaP12 "Pei " L - 20.408 psia
0.75M00 0.70397 0.92219 0,93947 0.93614 0.97220 0. 0.980
080000 0.67218 0.91241 0.96196 0.96139 0.98262 0.
085000 0.64026 0.90222 0.9700t, 007952 0.99372 0. P2 = 0.940 x 20.408 psia - 19.184 psia

F A7706 0.62301 0.89655 0.98607 0.98669 1.00000 0. T'2  Tel - 540R

0.90000 0.60442 0.89166 0.99018 .99,143 1.00548 0.
0.9500 0.57685 0.88077 0.99777 0.799 1.01792 0. T2 - 0.98248 x 540 R 530.54 R

[1.00000 0.5473 0.8 6957  1.00000 1.00000 1.03103 1.00 M2 - 0.29863

1.05000 0.51521 0.85809 0.99788 0.99823 1.04482 1,00015
1.10000 0.48542 0.84638 0.99176 0.99334 L,05928 1.001I0
I1504.0 0.45649 0.83446 0.98198 0,98593 1,01441 1.00341 0 Example2 (Isenhopic Flow, Fig. 8). Consider the super-

1.20000 0.42850 0,82237 0.96890 0.97653 1.09021 1,00748 sonic expansion of steam (y - 1.3) from an inlet Mach

1.25000 0.40154 0.81013 0.95288 0.96556 L.I0668 1,01357 number of 0.15 through a convergent-divergent nozzle of
1.30000 0.37566 0.79777 0.93428 0,95342 1.12383 1,02189 overall area ratio 2.99858. The inlet total temperature is
1,35000 0.35091 0.78531 0,91343 0.94041 1.14165 1,03258 1000 R, the inlet static pressure is 100 psia. Find the total
1.40000 0.32730 0.77280 0.8906W 0.92679 1.16014 1.04573
1.43000 0.30487 0.76024 0.86634 0.91279 1.17930 1.06144 and static pressures, the total and static temperatures, and

the Mach number at exit.
1.50000 0.28361 0.74766 0.84070 0.89858 1.19914 1.07980
1.55000 0,26352 0.73509 0.81405 0.88430 1.21965 1.10086 Solution. by Table VI. From
1.60000 0.24457 0.72254 0.78664 0.87008 1.24083 11.2472 MI - 0.15
1.65000 0.22675 0.71004 0.75870 0.85600 1.26268 1.15145
170000 0.21003 0.69759 0.73047 0.84215 1.28521 1.18114 we obtain

1.75000 0.19436 0.68523 0.70211 0.82856 1.30840 1.21389
1.80000 0.17972 0.67295 0.67382 0.81529 1.33228 1.24979 P1/PD' - 0.98551 I' = A */A = 0.25302
1.85000 0.16605 0.66078 0.64573 0.80237 1.35682 L.2i896
1.900o0 0.15331 0.64872 0.61799 0.78982 1.38203 1.33153 But

95.-000 0.14147 0 63679 0.59370 0.77765 1.40792 1.37763 /4.4
20)(00 0.13046 0.62500 0.50396 0.76587 1.43448 1,42741 I', ! = 0.25302 x 2.99858 = 0,75870 .4*

10000 0.11079 0.60187 0.51244 0.74350 1.4K962 1.53866 .4 2

2,20000 0.09393 0.57937 0.46392 0.72269 1.547.5 1.666722.30000 0.07955 0.55"75 0.41868 0.70339 1,ý607% 1L81323 From

2.40000 0.06731 0.53648 0.37686 0.6855,1 1.67117 1,98005 = 0.75870
2-50000 0.05692 0.51613 0.33847 0.66898 1.73707 2 16930
2.60000 0.04813 0.49652 0.30345 0.65370 1.8036. 2.38332 we obtain
2.70000 0.04070 0.47767 0.27166 0.63956 ;.876W3 ?.62474
28t00W 0003442 0.45956 0.24293 0.62649 1395090 2,89647 / 0.22675 T2,/7T, = 0.71004 Al,, = 1.65
290000 0.02913 0.44218 0.21705 0.61440 2.02755 3.20172, 'wh,,:nce
3.(X)o00 0.02466 0.42553 0.I9381 0.60320 2.10689 3.54404
3.10000 0.02090 0.40958 0.17299 0.59282 2.11(893 3.9273! 100 psia

.2(X00] 0.01773 0.19432 0.15428 0.58319 .27365 4.35581 Pt211 1 = 101.470 psia
3.3011.1 0.01506 0.37972 0.13777 0.57424 2.36107 4.83418 0.98551

3.400(X1 0.01280 0.36576 0.12296 0.56592 2.45117 5.36752
3.54(880 0.0 1 O 0.35242 0.10977 0.55818 2.5439% 5.96136 P2, 0.22675 x 101,470 psia 23.008psia
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rFri

iC -- ' .11,83 r •i 27.988 psia

~ L8609
pa/ ampe p- O.N40 x 27.9•8 pia 23.510 psia

I',= I',l = 540 Rp

1, - 0.95141 x 540R - 513.76R

U2 = 0.50536

E xample 4 (Funno-lypt2 Flow, Fig, 9). Coiysider the
adiabatic flow or steam (., - 1.3) from an inlet Much num-

41 her of 0.25 through a fonvergent-divergifnt nozzle of overall
0 ' • •area ratio 0.73527. The inilet total temperaoure is 1000 R.

0 17 i o G 1.0 the inlet static pressure is 100 psia. Find the total and

A'" static pressures, the total and static temperatures, and the(e4) Much number at exit if the total pressure rattio. across the

A: w P.4If/r' I wail 2. I~~iise p,. Iftiw. duct is 1 8609.

7,. 1," Ri roes,

T2 - 0.71004 1. O00R = 710.04R ,lomple 3

=1.65

"-P"Process 4

xample 3 (Fanno Flow, Fig. 9), Consider the adia-
batic flow of air (-y - 1.4) from an inlet pressure ratio of
0.960 through a duct of constant area. The inlet total tern-
peraturt- is 540 R. the inlet static pressure is 50 psia. Find the Pow
total and static pressures, the total and static temperatures, o0
and the Mach number at exit if the total pressure ratio
across the duct is 1.8609. f( ,

Solution. by Table Ill. From :i:o ..: .P, A\,41

S.PL 0.90 /'q!. IV I1 vuotrdvAand 4, l',,v,,.lhlr

w,: obtain

S( _• 4*, .0 1 Solution, b)y Table Vl. From

pit/\ At), 0.25

But we obtain

1'2 4' ) - - = 0.40412 x 1.8609 x I _- = 0.96037 1'F , - 0.41217

VI2 A 2  pit Fp, IA
/ But'\ BtI

= 0.75203=P' 1',, = 1 pX,,,,

From 0.41217 x 1.8609 x 0.73527 = 0.56396
1'2 = 0.75203 From

we obtain 121 - 0.56396

pi/p,2 = 0.840 T2/71 = 0.95141 A12 = 0.50536 we obtain

P2-ý ,/P = 0.13046 lb/Tab = 0.62500 Mz = 2.0
whence whence

50 psia 52.083 psia 100 psia52.0 0.i0 Pi 104.126 psia.
" 0.60 0.96037

3.7.4 -15 !SSuED: MAY 1964



FLUID MECHANICS NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

104.1 2 6 psii the total and statie pressures, the total and static temnpe'raturcs.
R- .8609 55.955 piSi and the Mach nutibhr at exit il' the total temperature ratio

acro•ss the duct is 2.05976 and all heat ik transferred at the iletpa, " 0,13046 x 55.955 psia - 7.300piia arvai.

72., - 7"1 - 1000 R .S'ipwiov, hi, lalph' I'. Front

T2, - 0.6250 x 1000 R - 62.00 R .l, =1,25
A12., 2-.0 "~c obtain

Example 5 (Rayleigh Flow, Fig. 10). Consider the fric. F 1 0412(1
tionless flow or air ('r •1 A) fron an inlet pressure ratio of
0,300 through a duct of constant area. The inlet total temr. I 0_'2564
'erature is 540 R, the inlet stati pressure is,5 psia. Find the,*total and static pressures, the total and static temperatures,Hil1

•anf"lhe Muc:h nuh,"bt' at exit if the total temperature ratio. ut.

Solution. bY Table Ill. From 0.25OX4 x 2.05976i 0,52903.

(orresponditg t,/I,* . 0.52903 is
we obtain

p 0.62XXHi~~i, =' i P,1 T"A--- 0."1.614 "\ ''

ButL kill Ig
Th0.91614 x 0.79856 0.73958 Nnim I" ,* 0.6288H x I.4s301 0.17

C Corresponding to 7",/* - 0.73958 is lFrom I2 = 0.91377

1,. 1 )2//ia , , 0(.72) 3 T1 l , = 0,91075 Al , 0.70

0.4560 hence

From 1l,5 18 2 0.6288 1Th28"
0P I' (0.4l620)(2.05976)V'

0,45606topi I(0 p.sia
we obtain ---974 = 10.444 psia
P2"/P1.ý = 0.080 TI/TI,., - 0.48596 M2, = 2.29978 10.444 psia

whe eP 1,0 9,920 psia

P~l.__•= IFŽ;r I.: = 0.45606 0: 5- (.0.720993 x 9.920 psia 7,152 psi,,0.57854
(01880k712)%l 1,. 2.09 S76 x 460 R = 947.49 R

S psIa T, 0.9107• x 947.49 R 862.93 R
.=l, (0.70

16..667 psia1 6 .- 7pi4 28.809 psia * Example 7 (Isothermal FIow, Fig. II). Consider the iso-
0.57854 thermal flow of air (-y = 1.4) from an inlet pressure ratio of

0.08(0 × 28.809 psia = 2.305 p 0.960 through a duct of constant area. The inlet total t,:m-
peraturz: is 540 R, the inlet static pressure is 15 psia. F*nd= 0.79856 x 540 R = 431.22 R the total and static pressures, the total and statie tempt;ra-

1,, = 0.48596 x 431.22 R 2 '09.56 R tures. and the Mach nunber at exit if the total temperature
2.29978 ratio across the duct is 1.1 12994.

SExarnple 6. (Raylcigh-Type Flo,. Fig. 10). Consider the Solution, hr Table ill. From
frictionless flow, of a.r (3 = 1.4) from an inlet Mach number
of"0.25 through a duct of area ratio 1.45301. The inlet total P,/P,, = 0.940
temper-iture is 460 R, the inlet static pressure is 10 psia. Find we obtain

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.7.4 -16
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P? whenve

Eiiamplo 6 ___P \l/T,/ (0.40412)(l1l 12994)t2 '35

P P., -15.625 psia

15.625 psta
- -- 2.2557 =6.933 psia

E~on~p1.0

07 1 0

it) 0.660e. apk 6.933g psia W 76pi

D2 Example4 7 0 40 0 1.00

_________ ___I - T, - 0,888M6 x 601.02 R - 533.74 R

,fix .1,0-79389

0 zadr , 00E\*mple8S(Isuthcrmal Flow, Fig. 11). Consider the iso-I
themial flo\\ of air (-r - 1.4) from an inlet Mach numbor of

)T(.~ 1.30 through a duct of constant area. The inkez total tempera-

tu're is 70 R, the inlet static pressure is 3 psia. Find the total
I-i (1 1 mpi/" (In S. I s %totho'rktiflw. and static pressures, the total and static temperatures, and the

\1awh number at exit if the total temperature ratio across the
duct is 186M46.

Solwitio. bv rabk V. From

(Pi) ____ *1 0.4.41 _ All - 1.30

( p, \e Obtain PI 0.36091

Uorrcsponding to' 1>1)(.9~0i

Butx
= 0.093787

1.112.9 0.173

- ,77
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FLUID MECHANICS TWO-PHASE FLOW

Prom 3.7.5 Lockhart-MartInelll Equations for

13k m 0�,9I2I Two-Phase Flow I
we obtain Thu Lockhart.Martinelli procedure is probably the most A

0.59126 T,.,/Tb - 0.86059 M3, - 0.90 popular method used to determine the pressure drop for
two-phase flow in a pipe. The derivation ca�.be found inr

whence Reference 166.7. The basic assumptions (Reference 213-1)

!IJ.I ( \P�I"� 0.99121 are�
Ptlz C�, (0.93782)(0,86846)112 - a) Isothermal transportetion

b) No mass transfer betw�.-n phases
___ 2 -

- � 8.3l2psia c) Static pressure drop for the liquid phase equals the ]
static pres'�ure drop for the gas phase, reirardlesa of

8.3l2psia
F Ph - - 73� 0 p� flow pattern

1.13415 d) Pressure drop per unit length is constant, thus elim-

- 0,59126 x 7.329 pals - 4.333 psia mating slug flow
- 0.86846 x 700 R - 607.92 ft e) Total volume of the pipe equals the sum of the volumes

1' - 0.86059 � 607.92R 523 17 ft of liquid phase and gas phase.
U25 = 0.90 The basic Lockhart-Martinelli equation for two-phasepressure drop is stated

* Exaiwple 9 (Normal Shock, Fig. I 4 Consider air (I' - 1.4)
at an initial Mach number of '.0 to undergo a normal-shock (Sq. 3.7.5.)
process. The 'niet total temperature i� 900 R, the inlet static ___ ( �p 1�

� psia. Hnd the total and static pressures, he total � ' .�LJ, �
p�ssureis
ni� stapj temperatures, and the M&ch number immed�'flely

after the shock. where .�p pressure drop, lb?/in2  I
Seluilon. by Table V From IL length increment, in. I

- 3.0 a function of X (Figure 3.7.5)
we obtain and

BUt - 0.02722 I' �' - 0.23615 �A. - 3.04558 ______ � :: � �' (Eq. 3.7.5b)

1&iA1 - 0.23615 x 3.04558
F - where

Rev. == Reyiolds numbers for gas and liquid I
- 0.71921 - ph��s, respectively( ) C, C.�.mn, experimentally determined constants,From listed in Table 3.7.5

'2 = 0.71921 w�. -- weight flo�v rat��s for gas u�d liquid,
Iwe obtain, by linear interpolation, respe:tively, lb,/sec

= 0.85621 T2/T,2 - 0.95659 At2 = 0.47579
whence Table 3.7.5. Two-Phase Flow Constants

(From Ariphed Cryooenic Engineering," R. IV. Vance and

= Spsia = 183.688 W. A4. Duke, Copyright 1962 by John Wiley and Sons)

0.02722 LAMINAR I TURBULENT I LAMINAR I TURBULENT I
FUNCTION LAMINARg LAMINARE TUREULENTE TL.4SULThTg

183.688 psia
= W.3l3pSia Re, < 100(1 > 2000 K 1000 �. 2000

3.04558 Re� < 1000 < 1000 > 2000 � 2000

p2 = 0.85621 x 60.3l3psia = 51.MI psia m 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2
T =T =900R n 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.2

el � C 16.0 0.046* 1�.0 t).04(P

T. - 0.95659 x 900 R - 860.93 R C. 16.0 16.0 0.04ti� 0.046�

4. M2 = 0.47579 eFor smooth ppes only.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 � 1A
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ORIFICE AND NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS FLUID MECHANICS

NOTATI0Ni .
oil - GAS LAMINAR, LIQU LAMINAR

too_ Olt - GAS L.AMINAR, LIJUI TURBUJLENT
911 - GAS TURBULENT, LIQ ID L.AMINAR

______________ - GAS TURBULENT, LIQU D TURBULENT GASES
_______fill,__ - LIQUID~ LAMINAR, GASý LAMINAR

I I - LIQUID LAMINAR, GAS TURBULENT -

Iii - LIQUID TURBULENT, GAS LAMINAR
________ ____ _________ It - LIQUID TURSULFNT, GAS TURBULENT

40

N00,

P6AEE /Ai 4

Fiue345 aaees0adXfrHrznaroPaeFo

(Pprnec it erisinfrm H~nbok tFli Dnmis" teee, oyrgh 96 y cra il ooOltay):

Figheth end umber for.5 earhpameese 0 asrnd- o oiotlToPaeFo

hin that ;t is the only phase flowing in the pipe. (Eq. 3.8.1a)
2. From Table 3.L.5 find Values; of ni, n, Cý, C, and calcu- V--~

late V~. Z,2

Fro Fiore:1..5 indthecoresondn:, 4>andcalu- where Pi and P.. pressures upstream and downstream,late the two-tihase pressure' loss from Eqluation (3.7.5a).rsetvl b/t

3.8FLW TROGH METRIG DVIESZ, and Z2 the heights of the pressure gages
in feet from a reference planeAND VALVES (see Figure 3.8.1a)

3.8.1 Derivation of Flow Meter Coefficients w specific weight, lbrift"

Tht, 11o0t versýatile type of nicasuring device for fluid flow I , zEuto 38l)rdcst
ý the va liable heiLal flow,-inete' Which includes orifices, flow

niozzles;, andt yen'tiri mieters. ~A
Byv IReinoiou i's Equ~at ion (3.L7.3.2d), the velocity head in- W1 g(q .~b

cre1s a the 4tat~c pressuIre head decreases. If'.flo'v is
frictjonles-z And the velocity oif approatch is zero (VI . 1)), If friction cannot be assumed negligible, the actual jet
typical1 if tiiw fr-om a reserevoir, the velocity rof the orifice velocity is expressed as

3.8.1 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964A
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FLUID MECHANICS ORIFICE AND NOZZLE COEFFICIENTS

Q2 Q CIA, 2.g(Eq. 3.8.1f)

If the velocity of approach. is Pjot zero, (V, > 0), it is neces- :1

saryto multiply the discharge epefficient, C,,, presented in

Equation (3.8.1f) by the approach factor

_____1__D___(Eq. 3.8.1g)

here is a ratio of the throat diameter to the upstreamr
diameter. •

PA

__•_ e The volumetric flow rate becomes

CIA)A0 2g1 z2 } ...... Q __ w (E q . 3 .8 .1 h )

Since C,, must be determined from actual test data, it is
simpler to establish one coefficient relating Q, AP, D. and

Figure 3.8.1a. Flow Measurement by Flow Meters with Gages D,. Calling this the modified discharge coefficient C, the
volumetric flow rate is

(Eq. 3.8.1i)

V12 c 2g (Eq. 3.8.1c) C A,,
c, w ___ -- ,

where c,. is the coefficient of velocity and is a measure of <1-
the extent to which friction retards velocity.

When streamlines converge approaching an orifice, they C and Ci. are very nearly the same value for small values
continue to converge beyond the orifice exit face. The point of DL, for instance, 0.5 or less.
of minimum cross-sectional area is called the vena con- D'
tracta (Reference 138-1). The relationship between the
actual orifice area and the area of the jet at the vena con- In the case of an orifice and f-.lV nozzle it is convenient to
tracta is set

A 2 c •A , (Eq. 3.8.1d) K F = ( DC E . . .i

(Eq.Eq 3.8.1) __)

where A2 = area of the jet at the vena contracta - ( ( 3.
A, = throat area of the orifice
c. = contraction coefficient where K1p is the flow coefficient. If Z, Z.. in Equation

(3.8.1a), the volumetric flow rate is
Combining Equations (3.8.1c) and (3.8.1d), th volumetric
flow rate may be obtained by the expression for continuity

(Eq. 3.8.1e) Q K1.A,, 2g- 4 (Eq. 3.8.1k)

Q AN 2 =,.,.A, ,•29 S W The weight flow rate is

Downstream pressure is ht-.', 'forth censtrained to be meas-
ured at-the vena contracta of in orifice, or at the venturi w KA,, 2g w (Eq. 3.8.11)
throat. W

The relation between C,., C, and K. as a function of D.__.

The product c~c, is defined as the discharge coefficient C,, T D,
then for a sharp-edged orifice is shown in Figure 3.8.1b.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.8.1 -2



ORIFICE AND NOZZLE FLOW EQUATIONS FLUID MECHANICS

The change in discharge coefficient with Reynolds number
for an orifice is shown in Figure 3.8.1c. With low viscobity
and high Reynolds number the coefficient is approximately
coastant. As viscosity is increased, with a corresponding
decrease in Reynolds number, c, increases from an initial
low value until it equals 1.0. This discharge coefficient,
therefore, increases with decreasing Reynolds number.
When viscotity increases to a point where increasing fric-
tion (decreasing c,.) dominates, it causes the discharge co-
efficient to decrease rapidly with smaller values of Reynolds
number.

S °3.8.2 Flow Nozzles and Orifices
3.8.2.1 GENERAL. A nozzle may be considered a formed
channel in which the fluid velocity increases in the direc-
tion of flow. Although there are many flow nozzle designs,

0.2 the ISA (International Standards Association) nozzle has
become an acceptable standard. An orifice is a holed plate
and may be used in the same manner as the flow nozzle.
The best recognized orifice is the VDI or sharp-edged ori-
fice.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0. 0.7 0. .%9 1.0
DI UAI• RATIO, DOD Orifices and nozzles may be installed in pipe lines with

flange taps, corner taps, vena contracta taps, and "iD and
i 3 S m f f t1/2D taps" for pressure measurement. A discussion ofFigure 3.8.1b. Summery of Coefficients for Sharp-Edged orifices, nozzle design, and tap location is preser.ted under

Orifice s:eald 
T pi .752

(Reprinted with permission from "Fluid Me.chanics," Daugherty and Detailed Topic 517.5.2.
Ingersoll. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954, p. 133)

3.8.2.2 LIQUIDS. For an orifice discharging freely into the
The dischargte c'etlicient C or C, varies with orifice size,, atmosphere from a reservoir, the velocity of approach is
increasing slightly with decreasing orifice size. The in- zero, th'e outlet pressure is zero psig, and the volumetric
crease is due primarily to a reduction in the veluty corm- flow rate can be calcuh:ted by Equation (3.8.1f). The dis-
ing in from the side that produciS jet contractio.l. Reduced 'charge coefficient depends upon the shape of the orifice, its
jet contraction in smaller orifices is caused by the effects size and 'upstream head. Figure 3.8.2.2a illustrates the
of adhesion, surface tension, capillarity, and wall friction. effe' of orifice shape fvr-orific' sizes greater than 1 inch
For the same diameter ratio, a coefficient of 0.60 for an in diameter arid with pressureheads greater than 4 feet.
orifice in a 15-inch pipe might be 0.61 in a 3-inch pipe. The discharge coefficients are constant for larger sizes and

;tt ........ ... t!. !-. ,T O M

0 .9 O
'Q 

C 'r:'!•

V I.(
0 . .......... Il

IftY','NOcOS NUMSBER AT ORIFICE, R..u = Dojv

Figure 3.S.1€. Variationts of C~oefficient C with Reynolds Number(Reprinted with permission tram "Fluid Mechanics," Daugherty and Ingersol/, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

tt

I 1 p 137)
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FLUID MECHANICS ORIFICE AND NOZZLE FLOW EQUATIONS

BORDA SHOR TUBE ROUNDED S7O, TUN, for nozzles there is no area contraction; thus jet area Is
MOUTHPIECE SHARP WOE (SQUARE) EODE ,OUDED) also the area of the throat and is fixed. Fcor an orifice, the

- area of the jet is a variable, and generally less than the
throat area. For nozzles, the discharge coefficient is prac-

H • I2 tically the velocity coefficient, c,., but for orifices the dis-
S.charge coefficient is primarily affected by the contraction

coefficient, c,. Since c,. is related to friction, the flow coeffi-
cient for nozzles increases with increasing Reynolds num-

I [JIber. For nozzles, c,. is usually between values of 0.97 and
0.99; for orifices, values may range between 0.95 and 0.994.

0.98 -. - - For nozzles, the c, is usually 1.0; for orifices, the c!, nay

0.98 0.98 0.80 0.9 0.98 range between 0.50 and 1.00. Thus, the discharge coefficient0.5 0.2.00 1.00 1.00 for orifices is usually less than that for nozzles.

oo0 0.80 0." 0.o9C Lists of discharge coefficients for various tap locations
can be found in Reference 68-1.

Figure 3.8.2.2a. Discharge Coefficients for Several Orifice 3.8.2.3 GASES. The mass flow rate of a frictionless, per-
Shapes fect gas with a negligible upstream velocity flowing sub-

higher pressure heads. For smaller sizes and lower heads, sonically through an orifice or nozzle can be calculated by
orifices should be calibrated in place. (Eq 3.8.2.3s)

The vol-ometric flow rate for liquid flow, with orifices or /P\ 2__ /p2L.•nozzles in pipelines, is calcvul ted by the eqiation m - A,,pi, ' 2g, RT, 1 (PS- 1 \P,/ .

(Eq. 3.8.2.2a)

P2 ) wenP 2  P
Q K Ao 2g .'+Z - P Z when P, > 1"w W

where where rh = mass flow rate, lb,,,/sec
w = specific weight, lbf/ft5  A,, = throat area, ft'

Q = volumetric flow rate, ft 3/sec P, = density, ib,/ft'
P,, P, = upstream and downstream pressures, R = gas constant, ft-lb. /lb,. 'R

respectively, lbr/ftT
Kr. = flow coefficient T ratio of mpeificeheat

A. = throat area, ft -y = ratio of specific heats
P, =- upstream pressure, lbf/ft'

Z,, Z. = gage elevation above reference plane, ft g. = u r e r lb./ft 0

g= local acceleration of gi avity, ft/sec' lb' f
Pressure, Pe, is measured at the vena contracta. The expan- P2 = downstream pressure, lbf/ft2

sion of the fluid from the vena contracta into a downstream Pý = critical pressure, lb./ft2

pipe equal in diameter to the upstream pipe affords some
static pressure recovery. The difference between the up-
stream pressure and the pressure downstream of the vena To include friction losses and, primarily, contraction effectscontracta is equal to the head loss due to friction, hf, which the geometric orifice area, A,,, should' be replaced by the

appears in Equation (3.7.3.2e). effective orifice area, C1, A., which is sometimes written A,.f.,
If Z, = Z2, the equation reduces to For nozzles, Ci, = 0.95; for sharp-edged and square-edged

orifices, C1 ý 0.60 to 0.843 and 0.82, respectively. With noz-
SAP ( 2 zles, C'2 is independent of the pressure ratio. With square-

Q KFAo 2g ( edged orifices C,. is virtually constant for orifice lengths

Values of KF as functions of Reynolds number and diam- twice the diameter, (Reference 408-1).

eter ratio are presented for nozzles in Figure 3.8.2.2b; for The effects of smal! pressure differences may be found

orifices in Figures 3.8.2.2c, d. For computation of the f.rom Equation (3.8.2.3a) by expansion of the pressure

Reynolds number, use inlet pipe parameter values rather ratios in an infinite series of the form (a - x)

than those of the nozzle or orifice throat. R%?writing Equation (3.8.2.3a) in the form
(Eq. 3.8.2.3b)

Comparing Figures 3.8.2.2b and 3.8.2.2d, it is seen that
the flow coefficients for orifices and nozzles vary differently __2__,

with Reynolds number, particularly at values less than m A,,, 2g, RT '
2 X 10'. The difference between orifices and nozzles is that

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 3.8.2 -2
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KDo- U1  00/D0
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Figure 3.8.2.2b. Flow Coefficient K, for Various Nozzle Ratios Figure 3.8.2.2d. Flow Coefficient KF for Orifices
(Fro- CaneCO. Chcago Ilinos, ape No.409 192, nd ACA (Adapted from NACA Technical Memro 952, and "frstruments," Novem-,
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FLUID MECHANICS GAS FLOW THROUGH ORIFICES AND NOZZLES

and letting P2 '= P, - aP, the pressure ratios expanded in a ratio of specific heats

series become ge - 32.2 b ft/sec'

(Eq 3.8.2.3c) lb1

(P2 2,P 2-- _P2 Multiplication of in by -& results in the weight flow rate,
1 P1  v2  P- w, in lbr/sec. Division of ih by the depsity of the gas at

standard conditions gives the volume flow rate in ft/sec

(Eq 3.8.2.3d) at standard conditions. Since computations of equations
presented above are long and tedious, it has become com-

-_ 1- + 1 JP + J 1P 2  mon practice to use Equation (3.8.11) multiplied by an 3x-

'Y P, 2
y2 p1  pansion factor, Y. The weight flow rate of gas for sub-

sonic flow may then be expressed as
Neglecting terms higher than those squared, and subtract- (Eq 3.8.2.3h)
ing, the mass flow rate becomes_________

(£q 3.8.2.3e) KFAoWiY 12g (Pi - P2)
Wj

1in = Aop1  (12g3RT 1 2 where Y = expansion factor (from Figure 3.8.2.3)

_________--- weight flow rate, lb/t sec
uIf V, is not negligible, a correcti-n factor similar to that Ki, = flow coefficie~ti, used in liquid flow is used. The mass flow rate becomes w, ý upstream specific weight, lbr/ft"•

i ~P,, P,..- upstream and downstream pressures,
L . (Eq ,8.2.3f)respectively, lbdf"

"--". R - ... throat area, fW

A•p 1 , Note that in liquid flow which is assumed to be invompres-

Sfsible, Y a . Pressure Pg is measured at the vena consracta.

- lh pressure difference, and diameter ratio. As approximations,
the values of Kr. for orifices are 0.60 to' 0.62; for flow
nozzles, 0.97.

If 1. decreases to its critical For sonic flow, the pressure ratio in the expansion factor
Pf , can never be less than the critical pressure ratio, Pc/P,.

value, the flow rate will increase. Decrease of the critical As with the mass flow rate calculations, a correction for
pressure ratio beyond that required for sonic flow results velocity of approach should be applied if the orifice area

pr e nd is nore than five percent of the cross-sectional area of thennoincrease in flow through a nozzle. Critical flow approaching pipe or duct. This correction may be made by

through an orifice is complicated by jet area conLaction. multiplying * by F,
To compensate for friction losses, Equation (3.8.2.8f) is I
multiplied by a correction factor called the discharge F = 2
coefficient, CD. At the critical pressure ratio, by (A. pa.2
substitution of critical values for pressure and \A:] \P,/
temperatures from Equations (3.3.8.9a) and (3.3.8.9b) of Where F,. approach velocity correction factor
Sub-Section 3.3 into Equation (3.8.2.5a), the mass flow A
rate for flow at sonic velocity becomes

(Eq 3.8.2.3g) A, = upstream pipe area, ft2

I/g 2 ~ For sonic flow, a similar factor Y* may be used with a
Ao 1 •,'• 2 _( y-1 variation of Equatior 338.2.1g, to yield the expression

when --P.v K1-Y* (Eq 3.8.2.3j)
P1 - P1  '--

"where m = mass flow rate, lbi;sec 2 1

Ao. -= throat area, ft' where Y* - ( ) . ( 2 .') (Eq 3.8.2.3k)

R = gas constant, ft-lb/lb,,, °R
P,-• upstream pressure, lbrlfV Nalues of Y* are given in Table 3.8.2.3. Additional datamay be found in References 49-17, 68-1, 212-2, and 410-1.

T, = upstream absolute temperature, *R
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ORIFICES IN SERIES FLUID MECHANICS

Type 3 - Critical flow through the first orifice and sub-
Table 3.8.2.3. Values of YO at Critical Flow critical flow through the second

(Reference 49-17) Type 4- Su3bcritical flow through both orifices.

P7 \IrfgTo determine the type oi flow existing, it is necessary to
find the ratio of the product of discharge coefficients, ar~d

1.66 0,488 0.496 the areas and ratios of upstream and downstream pres-
1.40 0.528 0.480 sures. With these ratios as coordinates, Figure 3.8.2.4a
1.30 0,546 0.470 will define the type of flow. J

For Type 1 flow, the weight flow rate for the first orifice is

3.8.2.4- ORIFICES IN SERIES. In a number -, fluid corn-
ponents two orifices ozcur in series separated by a reser- (Eq 3.8.2.4a)
voir of limited volume, i.s sh~own in Figure 3.8.2.4a. With ( \~
two orifices, four types of flow may exist: C, C1, A,, P, -y g,

Type I - Critical (sonic) flow through both orifices ~~ (~

Type 2 -- Subcritical flow through the first orifice and crit-
ical flow through the second and for the second orifice

1.0 (Eq 3.8.2.4b)

:ý~t /07where Co , orifice discharge coefficient
0.8A., - hroat area, ft'

Pt10  upstreamr totalI pressure,l 1b/ft2

--=ratio of specific heats

8 R gas constant, ft-lbt/lb., OR
~, upstream total temperature, OR

MOZZTE 0,0 TI reservoir total temperature, R
D~P TO. reservoir total pressure, 1b1/ft"

0.5-P tC A,,

For Type 2flow, the weight flow rate for the first orifice

0.:5 (Eq 3.8.2.4c)
0.60E (P(y.

00.2 0.4 0.6

'.60 1 1 L.-

0-. i I, I I 0. 0.4 0.6

II 3D and for the second orifice becomes

I,,Ii0. (Eq 3.8.2.4d)
0 0.2 0.40.

PRESSLINE RATIO - atwC g,.y 2\

Figure 3.8.2.3. Expansion Factor Y
(Reprinted with permission from "Flow of Fluids Through Valves,

F'ti"S an ipŽ'crane Co.. tChicago: Technical Paper No. 410. 1957; Values of P, may be found from Figure 3.8.2.4b.
Fttinextrantd frin- "Fluid Meters. Tiheir Theory and Application,"
Foutrth Edition. 1937. and 'Orifice Meters with supercriticai Flow," by FoTye3fwteeihflwrefrtefrs iic
r?. G. Cunningham, with permission , tne publisher. The American Feormyes3fotewih lwrt o h is ifc
SocIety of Mechanical Engineers, United Engineering Center 345 East beo s
47th St.. New York, N. Y. '0017.)
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FLUID MECHANICS ORIFICES IN SERIES

I U.6 -- 7 I

DRAWN FOR I= 1 4
LINES SHIFT SI IONTLY

C 0 )0) Ao(.) FOR OTHER VALUES OF Y0.8 P

(0)0.8 0 N' O RIFICEo ORIFIC bo

AE(RES; I

1.0 C D A,(E D~A~

SECOND ORIFICE CRITICAL Tt Tt2)0.8 ,0,8 AREA IV

BOTH SUBCRITICAL

0.6 _ _ _ ,

A AEA0b)BOTH CR ITICAL

PRS 0.529

0.2AREA III

FIRST ORIFICE CRITICAL

4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25

Pt(2) _}

Figure 3.8.2.4a. Flow Regions for Two Orifices in Series

(Eq 3.8.2.4e) (Eq 3.8.2.4g)

Cg,, ( "-:i) *• P res) y[ PP (1) (2)
(a4)P;., (a (, PTl 7.,1 -- p,1

and for the second orifice becomes (2 ) 0 ( 2P1  P (I!)

(Eq 3.8.2.4f) where - C4 ,.,, A,,

Vb CI,) Ao~hl Pr '-'(re2)) If the orifices are iden tical, this technique may be ex-

panded to include a series of orifices (Reference 31-4 and

Figure 3.8.2.4d). Two types of fow may exist:

r\)[t (re) ] Type 1 - All flow will be subcritical

Type 2 - The last orifice will have critical flow.

S V91-es of P,~,,,,,, may be determined from Figure 3.8.2,4c. For Type 1 flow, the continuity eq.ation -pplied to any

two orifices may be expressed as

For Type 4 flow, flow rates may be determined by Equa-

tion (3.8.2.3a) using the appropriate values of upstream (Eq 3.8.2.4h)

pressure. Roservoir pressures may be approximated by the (1\2 F / r \1 F. & i
equation k r, -- L --
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ORIFICES IN SERIES FLUID MECHANICS

TWO-PHASE FLOW

I0~ - F1 ISTEADY STATE FSESSURI IN A T~.MEI

STEAOY STATE PRIM6URE IN A VCLUMt 6I`TWFEN TWO ORIFICES OR NOZZLES
MIW1N 10M ONPICES OR NOZZLES WITH CRITICAL FLOW THROUGH TK
WITH CRITICAL FLOW THROUGH THE
BICOND ORIPICS OR NOZZLE CASE 2 FIRST ORIFICE OR NOZZLE CASE 3

1.4

o r. ..... . . 3 41

1V .

0.8 • 1066'

0.4.- ITI
:1. 0. 1.8 1 0 1 2 . . 1 . .

I I

0.5[ , 1t

C 0I i oS.... ...... 0.2 0.1. .8 ,0 1. 1.4 . LIS 2.0 2,2

e' 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 .,0 I,? 1.4 1.6 .,8 2.0 2,004 0...
C D • A t~ , o i C O (0 A o ( x P t(1 )

CD A * : DOf

Figure 3.8.2.4b. Reservoir Volume Pressure, Type-2 Flow Figure 3.8.2.4c. ReservyA Volume Pressure, Type-3 Flow

where r. where re p

Ph1 ': Just as the last orifice is insensitive to reduction in down-

r () stream pressure below that for critical flow, so is the
compla'i •rifice series. The effect of the number of orifices

F,).- air -yý 1.40 and the values of the equation above in series on the critical pressure ratio (Poutýot/Pjnjet) is
may be found in Figure 3.8.2.4d for any pressure ratio to shown in Figure 3.8.2.4f (Reference 31-4).
the critical value. In general, the curves may be applied
to all gases and even to saturated steam (-y = 1,10). Usu- 3.8.9.5 TWO-PHASE FLOW. The :--ow rates and pressure
ally only the inlet and outlet pressures are known ; bu by drop relations for two-phase flow are at best a compromise

triai computation a sequence of pressure ratios may be of the single phase equations (Reference 60-13). For an

derived th' product of which is the overall pressure ratio, ideal orifice, with negligible vel-)city of approach and
Kr - 1.0, the weight flow rates of liquid and gas are

If the pressure ratio across the last orifice is known, the related as follows (Reference 60-13):
pressure ratio for tht next to the last orifice may be
found from Figure 3,8.2.4e. By working backwards, the
pressure ratio across all the orifices may be found as P (Eq 3.S.2.5a)
prodict of the individual pressure ratios. WVl + _ _9+ = A__ +'
For Type 2 flow, the pressure ratio across the last orifice V/2g Prp W1  V/2gAp.r wg
isw critical, thus

where , ', = weight flow rates of the liquid and gas,
y 4- 1 •respectively, lbf/sec

4 ~ (Eq 3.8.2..i)2Ao = throat area, ft'

3.8.2 -7 ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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FLUID MECHANICS ORIFICES IN SERIES

0.06 _ _ ,,

r 0 0,05

a 0,04

zk

_I" EXAMPLE

0.02 0 P
1 0.02 ) 0(2) p 1

0.01
0,00 !-

0,50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 .90 0,95 1.00
ORIFICE PRESSURE RATIO. r

FiWure 3.8.2.4d. Pressure Ratio foi Successive Orifices
(Reprinted with permission from "Journal of A4plied Mechanics." December 1948, vo'. 15, no. 4. C. S. L.
Robinson, ASME, New York)

I I
I I

FOR -JPCREA1I S~tAM. - 1.30

z FOR ~SAWURlI $11A. 7.10

0.00 0.60 0.7,0 0.80 0.90 IOu
PIRES•RE RATIO, rb FOR SCCONO OF THE TWO SUCCESSIVE ORIFICES

Figure 3.8.2.4s. Pressure Ratio for Any Two Cunse..utive Orifices
(Reprinted with permission from "Journal of Applied Mechanics," December 1948, vcl. 15, no. 4, C. S. L.
Robinson, ASME, New York)
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TWO-PHtASE FLOW FLUID MECHANICS
VENTURI METERS

0.600 -

0.500,

FOR SUPERHEATED STEAM, '1 .30 r. 0.4

V1FOR SATURATED STEAM, y=:1.10, rc = 0.582

~0400/ 
FOR AIR, 7=1.40, r 05

I >

0

0.300

1 3 5 7 9 113 15

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIFICES IN SERIES i

Figure 3.8.2.4f. Overall Critical Pressure Ratio
(Reprinted with permission from vJournal af Applied Mechanics," December 1948, vol. 15, no. 4, C. S. L.
Robinson, ASME. New York)

Ap[( total pressure drop due to both liquid and Y,= expansion factor (,Fisrure 3.8.2.3)
gavs, lhr ft- wi, w,, sp~ecific weights of liquid and gas,

W., .W* specific weights of liquid and gas, rtcipectively, lbr/ft'
resi'eetiveIl', Ibr/ft' Ap 1.r. total pressure drop due to both liquid and

For an 410t'411Iorifice (Reference 60. 13)~, the total weight gas, lbr/ft"
flow~ rate is Values of Kv, mnd Kr, are functions of Reynolds numbers

which are calculated as if each fluid (gas or liquid) were
(Eq 3.8.2.5b) the only fluid passing through the orifice at the time.

___________________ [ 1Figures 'ý.6.2.2c and d may be used to find the flowv coeff-
W, j ents, Kv, and Kt,,,.

K ____ YI The --,bjpct of two-phase flow measurement with an orifice
(K11 )TI'W..\ W is well presented in Referencer 60-13 and 68-5.

Nvhere wv total flow rate. lb1 e

K , K, flow coetlicients of liquid and gas flows, 3.8.3 Venturi Meters
respecivelyA venturi meter consists of a convergent section, throat,

A. thi'oat area, ft-' and ditfuscj. The throat diameter is usually one-fourth to

3.8.3 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964



FLUID MECHANICS VENTURI METERS

one-half the inlet pipe diameter. For flow in one direction D, inlet diameter, ft
with minimum loss, the convergent inlet cone's included w specific weight, lbt/ft:'
angle should be approximately 21' with a diffuser cone's %P pressure difference, lb,/ft'
included angle of 5ý to 9', assuming very smooth sur-
faces. For flow in either direction the inlet cone und C modified flow coefficient
diffuser should be identical. If the entrance cone angle
and/or diffuser angle is too large, the fluid separates from The weight flow rate is
the venturi boundary and a formation of eddies develops,
This increased turbulence results in a change of flow (C Ak w
energy in'to thermal energy which cannot be recovered ýV . . .. /2g --
in useful form. As with nozzles and orifices, the nature of W (Eq 3..3b)
flow entering the venturi affects hydraulic performance.
It is important that the venturi be preceded by a straight
pipe of sufficient length to permit a normal flow pattern. The values of C may be assumed to be abvut 0.99 for large

The flow rate may be determined from equal elevation venturis, and for small venturis, 0.97 to 0.98, provided the

pressure measurements at the throat and upstream of the Reynolds number is greater than l0'. iý'or cavitating yen-

convergent section. The volume flow rate equation for a turis, C is approximately 0.93, since the throat area is

venturi is stated not completely available for liquid but is enveloped by a
D..

vapor. Values of C versus Reynolds number for -i- 0.5

g A are shown in Figure 3.8.3. This diagram is also reasonably
(accurate for smaller diameter ratios.

C w \D 1 /J For larger diameter ratios, C decreases slightly. For ex-

where Q flow rate, ft/sec ample, if D. 0.75, the values of C are about 1 percent

A. throat area, fW less than shown in Figure 3.8.3. An analytical method of

D. throat diameter, ft computation is presented in Reference 26-115.

1 .00 til. I i

0.98

0,9.iI DI - INLOT DIAMETER, FT .

0.94
10.9 4 6 8d05 2 4 6 8W106 6 810

REYNOLDS NUMBER AT THROAT Re-DoP

Figure 3.8.3. Coefficient, for Venturi Meters
(Adcapted from "Fhuid Mechanics," Daugherty and Ingersoll, McGraw.IHill Book Company, Inc., 1954, o. 129)

LL1L
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FLOW EQUATIONS FOR VALVES FLUID MECHANICS
EQUIVALENT ORIFICE

Table 3.8.4. Conversion Factors for D., Cv, F, and K

(Adapted from "Prw:t,.t Engineering," 0. Lapera and J. Yeapte, January 21, 1963,
,opyrig." 1963 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)

P, P2
DC, F p, -- 1.0 p-- 0.75 P, 0.5

D. :0.236 v'-C -= 0.316 N/-f 1.456 \7 A 1.521 1.641
K"' K1/1 K1/4

1.FA A A
C 1.8F =38.2 - = 415/-- :=48.3

A___ A A -,'.r
F IOD,,"= 0.556 C,. -- 21.2 A 234.1 A M26.9A

P, A` A2  A2  NOTE: The K factor varies with PiP, andP I. ,., 1460CV- 450 - A and you must know which values the

manufacturer used to derive his published
5 A A' A 2

K 0.75 5.36 172 534 K. For example, if K was derived at PJ/P,1
_..... = 0.75 and valve inlet pipe area A = 0.2, in"

P. then F = 23.1 X 0.2/ 'K= 4.62/ -K-

S0.5 79 2-330 7 Discharge coefficient, C,, 0.60.

Note: In this table, A =- inj and Dt, in.

3.8.4 Valves Expressed in terms of equivalent orifice diameter

The flow of a liquid through a valve can ýe related to
p,'essure drop by Q0514 Qt W, w/,4
a) The equivalent orifice method D,j, p (Eq 3.8.4.1b)

b) The flow coefficient, C,, method

c) The NBS flow factor method where DM. equivalent orifice diameter, ft
d) The discharge coefflicient method
e) The resistance coefficient'method. This equation provides satisfactory results for diameter

raio Eh' <eitac 0o.5cn method. h nmnl imee o h
The C, method of valve sizing ha; come into use iargely ratios D, < 0.5 where D, is the nominal diameter of the
because of its sin'plicity and limited teýst work required for connecting pipe.
its determination. The resistance coefficient is discussed in
Detailed Topic 3.9.5.2. To convvrt from one method to an- To relate D. obtained with water to volumetric air flow,
other use the factors listed in Table 3.8.4. the following equation is used (Reforence 19-189) :

3.8.4.1 EQUIVALENT ORIFICE. The pressure drop ocross
a valve may be expressed in terms of the diameter of a (Eq 3.8.4.1c)
sharp-edged orifice having a discharge coefficient of 0.60. W /r\" pi
The orifice equation then becomes Q = 0.55 Do"P, - L ] - PP, P,

Q 0.60 2 2g-AP (Eq 3.8.4.1a) where P,, P, upstream and downstream pressures.
W respectively, lb,/ft'*

wher-e Q - flow rate, ft:'/sec
Q flow rate, ft'/sec

A.. equivalent orilice area, ft- (C, 0.0) D., equivalent orifice diameter, ft

All pre.ssure drop across valve (fitting) measured
hetwee;, loints wle,' upstream and downstream The accuracy of D,, as a measure of capacity is indicated
dian,eters are eqw:,;. Ib,/ft" in Figure 3.8.4.1. The test method is described in Refer-

v specifi.k weight, lbr/ft; ence 19-189.

3.8.4 -1 \ ISSUED. MARCH 1967
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FLUIr, MECHANICS FLOW COEFFICIENT, C,

- - - FLOW Eq I 3 D2 P (n The formula for determining flow rate for any liquid

0. when C%. is known is
2 0 = FP 1 5 --,)(3-r)

0.9 Q C p (Eq 3.8.4.2b)
ACTUAL AIRFLOW

"0_8 e_ _w e sei r t f e d

07-- e 2- When handlirg highly viscous fluids, a correction factorGIVEN: | \(GIVES BEST s o l e u e o i i g c n r l v l e .A f M y 9 2

D0 o (BASED ON WATER "gST)ravity ofthe::v:v:s As of May, 1962,
(BASED ONIN. no viscosity correction factor had been recommended by

0.6 FI (BA7 SED ON Do) 0 ' tPC 14.7 P SI ' the Fluid Controls Institute. Some references have estab-

lished a correction factor, based on a viscosity index, which
0 0 20 30 40 50 70 8090 is multiplied by the valve size determined assuming a

Q, scfmI non-viscous fluid. Correction factor versus a viscosity in-
dex are shown in Figure 3.8.4.2a. The viscosity index, o,
may be computed by the following equatioi, (Reference
49-10):

Figure 3.8.4.1. Comparison of Actual Flow Based on

Equivalent Orifice and Flow Factor
(tests conducted on 3/9 inch valve) 379.2 Q

(Reprinted with permission from "Product Engineering," January 21, 0= (Eq 3.8.4.2c)
1963, D. Lapera and J. Yeaple, Copyright 1963 by McGraw-Hill Publish- D
ing Company, Inc.)

/
where o = viscosity index

3.8.4.2 FLOW COEFFICIENT, C,.. The flow coefficient is Q = flow rate, GPM
the volume (in gallons) of water at 60°F that will flow D = valve size assuming non-viscous condition, ft
per minute through a valve with a pressure drop of 1 psi
across the valve. At rated capacity the valve is wide open. = kinematic viscosity, stokes
The flow coefficient, C,., of each valve depends upon manu- Cv cannot be used in flow equations to determine overall
facturer design and must always be determined indi- Ccnobeudinfweqaostoeern.oval

system pressure drop; but, by substitution of appropriate
vidually by actual tests. Initially, considerable confusion values into Darcy's' Equation foi pipe friction, C, and
resulted from the lack of specific equations for C, corn-
putation and standards for testing. In the fall of 1950, the resistanee -ftefficient, K, arz related by

the Fluid Controls Institute, Inc. (then known as the 1.7

National Steam Specialty Club) established standards
which could be applied to the testing of control valves.
In 1952, formal engineering committees were established 1.6
to set forth standards for valve tests. Standards for
testing ccntrol and solenoid valves were formulated as s
a guide to manufacturers and consumers. These standards

4
are revised periodically to meet changes in technology. >
Standards for rating flow and pressure drop of solenoid 1.4

valves and sizing control valves are presented in Refer-
ences 159-1 and 159-3. On the basis of the work accom-
plished by the Control Valve Standards Committee of the z
Fluid Controls Institute (FCI) and their contributing ...

authorities, the recommended formula for C, determina- 1 .2
tion with water is

r .'

C'. Q - (Eq 3.8.4.2a)
1.0

10 102 103

where Cv = flow coefficient VISCOSITY INDEX, 8

Q = flow rate in GPM of water at 60OF Figure 3.8.4.2a. Correction Factor for Viscosity Effects on C,
(Adapted from Chemical Engineering," April 1959, vol. 66, no. 8, W. G.

Spressure difference, lbriin: Holzbock, Copyright 1959 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.8.4 -2



FLOW COEFFICIENT, C, FLUID MECHANICS

TaMe 3,.4.2a. AirFlow Equations

(Adapted from "Product Engineering," D. Lapera and J. YVple, January 21, 1963,
Copyright 1963 by McGraw.Hill Publlshlng Company, Inc.)

1360 v p xP, Cv= flow coefficient QX60 ST,
Q 6 C ST1  1360 Ap X p,

1390 . QX P, QX60 r ST,
2. Q - -Cv ST, Cv = capacity factor - 1890 ApXP,

5180 __p _ p QX60 M.W. T,
3. Q - 60 IM.. T, C- valve-flow coefficient - 5180 -

963 p -x QX60 ,
4. Q -o Cv T Cv flow coefficient6- 963 p p

2.325' C P'"') pl" Q X 60 VW/7-5Wr
5. Q = C1- C S1 _/520 Co gas-flow coefficient ( 2 .32)O44X p T P "

C. 4310 D2 (Eq 3.&.4.2d) For vapors, FCI has recommended the formula

SKv = KC,/ V AP V Px + P2 (Eq 3.8.4.2f)

where C.--- flow coefficient where ' weight flow rate, lbr/hr

D = valve nominal pipe diameter, ft Ap --= pressure difference = p, -- pi, psia
K - resistance coefficient (Detailed Topic 3.9.5.2)

P1, p2 1 upstream and downstream pressures,
Although determined with water, CN- may be used to relate respectively, psia

gas flow rate and pressure drop with the use of an C, = valve flow coefficient, gpm/ -r1/-lbn1-
appropriate gas equation. Many formulae are being used K, = correction factor for vapors. A few values
to calculate gas flow. Reference 19-189 tabulated five dif- are presented in Table 3.8.4.2b and additional
ferent air flow equations taken from manufacturers' cata- aepsente in eable3 b and adtn
logues. These equations are shown in Table 3.8.4.2a. Most onta be publedRyfCen
formulae are based on Cv's determined with water; but
one equation is based on test data determined with air and
is designated C, rather than C_. A comparison of a few of i.-

these coefficients with actual air flow data is illustrated in GIVEN:

Figure 3.8.4.2b. The test method is described in Reference cv (BASED ON WATER TEST ) 123

19-189. In May, 1962, the Fluid Controls Institute recom.- PI 114.7 PSIA

mended the following equation (Reference 159-2) ) /
ACTUAL AIR FLOW

(Eq 3.8.4.2e) I X -.,
BET APPROXIMATION =Eq 21360 C, p_-p P _ p55 o WITHCV=1.33

60 Six T,02 Eq3

where Q = volume flow rate, standard ft'/minute 0.7 FLOW Eq: 1 = o.90 CvPI 5r2'-
(F€OR TI - 528°F)

p,, p. -= upstream and downstream pressures, 2 Q = CveI
respectively, psia 0.6 2 = - Eq % -30Q=0.8 CvP,

T, = absolute upstream temperature, 'R 0 
E0 I

C, - flow coefficient 0 to 20 30 41 50 60 70 0 90 10
Q, tdfm

S1, _= average specific gravity (relative to air
at 14.7 psia and 60'F) Figure 3.8.4.2b. Comparison of Actual Flow with Calculated

Flow Based on C. (tests conducted
Although the specific gravity is assumed to be a constant, on % inch vIalve)

evalue based on upstream and (Reprinte.1 with permission from "Product Engineering," January 21,
it represents an average v1963, D. Lapera and J. Yeaple, Copyright 1I63 by McGraw-Hill Publish.
downstream conditions. ing Company, Inc.)
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FLUID MECHANICS FLOW COEFFICIENT, C,

Table 3.8.4.2b. Table of K, Values Table 3.8.4.2c. Typical Flow Coeficients for Two-Inch Valves
(From Fluid Controha institute Bulletin 58.2, November 1958) (References 138-1, 143-1, 23.38)

VAPOR Kv TYPg Cv

Steam 2.1 Globe Valve 40-60
Freon 12 7.1 Angle Valve 47
Freon 14 8.4 Y Valves
rreon 114 8.3 45' angle between stem
Dowtherm A 5.6 and pipe centerline 72
Ammonia 2.7 60' angle between stem

and pipe centerline 65

For both gases and vapors, when p2 becomes less than the V-port Plug Valve 60.80
critical pressure, p,, p. should be used instead of p. Butterfly Valve
The value of C,. varies with valve size, type, and design. 35 percent thick 154
Change in Cv with diameter for several representative Conventional Gate 300-310
valve types is shown in Figure 3.8.4.2c. Since each type Pinch Valve 360
and size of valve must be tested individually, manufac- Swing Check 76
turer's data should be consulted before valve size is Recessed Swing Check 123
selected. Typical values of Cv f6r 2-inch valves of various Ball Valve (reduced trim) 131
types are shown in Table 3.8.4.2c. Ball Vaive (full port) 440

Although much hats been done to standardize flow tests, 2, this loss is avoided by measuring the pressure drop from
there are still many factors which have an adverse effect the valve inlet to outlet. In Method 3, the Ap is measured as
upon the rating of control valves and valve sizing. Such in Method 1, but the valve is later replaced by a spool of
factors include test procedures, end connections, condi- the same nominal size and length. Pressure readings are
tions of flow-to-open or flow-to-close, and magnitude of again taken at the same flow rates and subtracted from the
pressure drop, and are discussed in the following para- first reading. Comparative test results, using the three
graphs, methods discussed, are shown in Figure 3.8.4.2e. At low

flow rates all three methods give the same results. At near
Test Procedures. The locations of pressure taps affect the maximum flow Method 3 exhibits a C. 18 percent greater
magnitude of the pressure drop. At the present time there than by Method 1 (Reference 68-61).
is a difference of opinion concerning the placement of
pressure taps. Three methods are presented in Figure End Connections. The type of valve connector affects the
3.8.4.2d. In Method 1, the pressure drop is measured across value of C,. Generally, valves with flanged connections have
the valve including the fittings. FCI standards recommend lower values of C, than valves with screwed connections.
locating the upstream pressure tap one-half to two and one- The degree of variation depends on the fitting geometry. To
half pipe diameters upstream of the fitting connection and
the downstream pressure tap 4 to 6 pipe diameters down-
stream from the outlet connection (Reference 159-1). This Ap -
method includes pressure drop due to the fittings. In Method

I__2 ME-0 2

Y.GLOESADý 
LK-I

METHOD 3

NCINAI VALA S111ZE. s3

Figure 3.8.4.2d. rressure Tap Locations for C, Tests
Figure 3.8.4.2c. Approximate Values of C, Versus Valve (Adapted from ASMF Paper 55A.152, by Johnson and Fallis, ASME, New

Diameter York, November 19. 5)
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FLOW COEFFICIENT, C, FLUID MECHANICS

Z 60

PE

0.20

NOTE: &p - 0 10 20 30 40

0 A 20 30 40 50 060 70 8D 90 100 Cv
CV

Figure 3.8.4.2f. C, Versus Lift for Single-Seated Globe Valve
Figure 3.8.4.2e. Effect of Pressure Tap Location on C. Values (Flow-to-Open)
(Reprinted with permission 'rom ASME Paper 55A-152, by Johnson and (Reprinted with permission from "ISA Journal," September 1960, vol. 7,
Fallis, ASME, New York, November 2955) no. 9, P. Wing, Jr., Instrument Society of America)

avoid undue complexity of sizing data, many manufactur- 100
er- are presenting ratings based on threaded connections
for sizes 2 inches or less and on flanged connections for
larger sizes. 8 O

C, .:ditions of Flow-to-Open or Flow-to-Close. Values of Cv
'. the same valve configuration usually change if the direc- 6 b0

tion of flow is reversed. This change is commonly a conse-
quence of difference in pressure recovery. For example, if

the flow through the valve shown in Figure 3.8.4.2f tends 40

to open the valve, there is an annular divergent path down-
stream of the restrictor, posed by the plug and body, which 20
promises some pressure recovery. In the flow-to-close direc-
tion the level of the seat is tor steep for this effect. When
the valve reaches a stroke ,, ue of 50 percent or smaller, o io 20 30 40 5o
the divergent angle downstream of the plug is so large that ¢v
little pressure recovery is possible in either flow direction
(Reference 52-21). Figure 3.8.4.2g. C. Versus Lift for Angle Valve

(Reprinted with permission from "ISA Journal," September 1960, vol. 7,

For a high pressure angle valve shown in Figure 3.8.4.2g, no. 9, P. Wing, Jr., Instrument Society of America)

a higher C, is obtained in the flow-to-close direction where
the divergent cone of the seat ring affords pressure recov- AIR FLOW FLOW TO CLOSE

ery. Different internal geometries wili alter these graphs. 120 LP
20 PSI 4 PSI I PSI

With globe valves using air (Figure 3.8.4.2h), flow in the 100 ___

direction to close the valve results in a higher Cv than in FLOWAp = 1-20 PSI

the direction to epen the valve. Furthermore. pressure drop so _

has negligible effect on flow-to-open, but reduces the Cv as VOW TO PFLOW TO OPEN
Ap increases. However, if pi/p, is critical, Cv versus per- A 60
cent lift is identical for both flow-to-open and flow-to-close I

(Reference 52-21). APCIIA

The fluid mechanic principles of pressure recovery within
valves are the .•ame as those pertaining to contraction and 20 A

expansion losses in venturi design. For identical pressure
drops across the valve, it follows, that if pressure recovery 00 1 2 3 4 5 6

can be attained within the valve, the C% rating will be a c
larger valuu and a higher flow rate will be possible. Pres- Figure 3.S.4.2h. Effect of Lift and Pressure Drop on C•
strte i'e:'overy can he attained by valve body geometry, but (Adapted from "ISA Journal," September 1960, vol. 7, no. 9, P. Wing,

wore implortantly by the valve trim or seat design. This is Jr., Instrument Society of America)
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FLUID MECHANICS FLOW COEFFICIENT, C,
NBS FLOW FACTOR

illustrated in Figure 3.8.4.2i by comparing trims. As an The deviation of C, shown is usually not detected wher
example, using the original needle plug, the seat ring bored tests are conducted to determine CG, since in most test pro-
out as a sharp-edgred orifice is the least efficient, reducing cedures pressure drops of 5 to 10 psi are used (Reference
the standard trim CG value from nearly 6 to 3 at 100 per- 68-61).
cent lift. By desig'ning the plug taper and seat so that the
annular flow area at the top of the seat is equal to the total 3.8.1.3 N13S FLOW FACTO'R. A measure of gas flow
area at the bottom of the seat. ring, a C, of nearly 7 was through orifices and valve~s is the NBS flow factor (F).
obtained at 100 percent lift (Reference 52-21). The flow factor is de(itied as the ratio of air flow in SCFM

to the upstream pre1ssre in psia when p./pi p 0.5, or

120

WATR"FOWF (Eq 3.8.4.3a)

FLOW TO
CLOSE ----- where F flow factor, SCF5I psia

SQ ........ =-air flow in SCF'M at l=./p -- 0.5

-Z p, upstream pressure, psia
-60 - ____ o__

FLOW TROM AND The flow factor relationship is derived from typical test
ORIFLCE TRI AND S

40 - l FLOW TO CLOSE data, con-ierted to standard conditions as shown in Figure
STIANDARD 3.8.4.3a, b, c, IDividiri, by the inlet pressure reduces the

"VENTLMI TRIM

TRIM (data to a single curve, (Figure 3.8.4.3b). The abscissa is

pý/p, :-- 0.5 the abscissa value is uniLy. The resulting curve
____ ___is shown in Figur-e 3.8.4.3c. The equation of the normalized0 1 2a 5 6 7 curve is

Cý

Figure 3.8.4.2i. Effect of Trim on C. 1oeb P
(Adapted from "ISA Journal," September 1960, vol. 7, no. 9, P. Wing,
Jr., Instrument Society of America) 1000

Pressure Drop. Valve flow characteristics are dependent on - 0.5W

pressure-drop conditiors. Test results conducted at pres- K

sure drops of 80 and 5 c,si are shown in Figure 3.8.4.2j. 700-1

1.I 0 120 240 0 0.12 0.24
CHARACTERISTIC I STAN DARD CFM SC FM P,
CURVES1.2 2 IN. DOUBLE PORTED b 1-- -.,) (b)

CONTROL VALVE
INLET PRESS. - 100 PSIA

S0.8-tzO.

L 0.6 _ _

P-5PSI 0.75

0.2[05

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 0 0.5 1

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL FLOW SCPM. P1 F

(c)

Figure 3.8.4.2j. Effect of Pressure Drop on C, Figure 3.8.4.3a, b, c. Flow Factor Derivation
(Reprinted with permission from ASME Paper 55A-152, by Johnson and (Rerrinted with permission from "Product Engineering," October 1959,
Fallis, ASME, New York, November 1955) G. Riske, Copyright 1959 by McGraw Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)
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NBS FLOW FACTOR FLUID MECHANICS

(Eq $.8.4.3b) .1J- 4I
Qz~ptFj i × 1 -" ..\P,

00 -M

where Q air flow in SCFM at p2/pt Ž 0.5.

The original report of the NBS flow factor can be found 1
in Reference 82-6. 0- -

References 19-189, and 19-75 use ,

(Eq 3.8.4.3c) -

Qz p1 F 1.4 X 10

Solution of Equation (3.8.4.3b) may be simplified by using.i--.,'

the nomograph in Figure 3.8.4.3d. The accuracy of the flow =-
factor in Equation (3,8.4.3c) is illustrated in Figure 3.8.4.1. ••" ••,•i
The use of flow factors for evaluating pneumatic systems •• • !
is presented in Reference 19-165. Valve flow factors are •-!determined h, Reference 1-144 by rel-Lting equivalent •i-! °

_0 0-= -

lengths of the bonds, enl8rgements, orifices, eec., withing--
a vnlve' to a so-called basi3 d flow factor. oh w3

Tho fliw factor equations, although based on air flow, are38

aipprcable to all gases through the use of appprite cor- are
rections for differences in by and R. e

legtsofth ens ea Rgmnsg orfceec. iti

= g (Eq 3.8.4.3d)Q RaT_Ka a. '/

where Q ý flow in SCFM" .... "

R = gas constant, ft-lbf/lb,, 'R

Z- { - )7 1- Figure 3.8.4.3d. Nomograph for Calculating Air FlowZ P¶ \=1 / T' Rates by Flow Factors
(Adapted from "Product Engineering," October 1959, G. Riske, Copyright

Subse : .',, a and g refer, iespectively, to air .and any other 1959 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)
gas.

For two components

Th, luet R calculated for several common gases F, FX ( < F 2
Z.~) r=(F2 2 (Eq 3.8.4.3e)

at -- 0.5 is given as a correction factor in Table 3.8.4.3.
P1

For three components (Eq 3.8.4.3f)

Table 3.8.4.3. Correction Factors for Flow Factor, F F, X FX FF,

GAS FACTOR 0/"[F 1 F ]j + [F 2 Fj]2 + [F, Fj,]

Helium 2.830
Oxygen 0.951 For systems with more than three components these equa-

Nitrogen 1.020 tions can be expanded, in a similar manner, but become

Hydrogen 3.800 progressively more complicated and difficult to handle. A

Carbon dioxide 0.784 simplified method for calculating the pressure drop of comr-
ponents in a series uses unit flow factors which are related

When flow facto:'s for individual components have been to equivalent lengths of Schedule 40 pipe. This method is

established, the system flow factor, F., can be calculated discussed in Reference 19-165.

from the following equations (Reference V-56):

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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FLUID MECHANICS DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT FOR VALVES
PIPE LOSSES

The flow factor for a system. F, is defined in the same way /f\ V=

as the flow factor for a single component. Once the F. isP f L w - -D- (Eq 3,9.2.1a)
known, the whole system can be treated as it it were a 2g

single component.

3.8.4.4 DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT, C,. The disir., or in terms of the frictional head loss
coefficient for valves is not the same as an orifice discharI'e
coefficient. The downstream pressure in the orifice flow, L )IV"
Equation (3.8.1) is measu'ed at the vena contracta; thus hf = f,, ---- (Eq 3.9.2.1b)
the C,, for an orifice can be defined in terms of actual orifice MDI 2g
flow area to effective flow area at the vena contracta. The
downstream pressure in a valve is measured downstream of
minimum flow restriction, therefore the C for a valve is fi, Darcy friction factor

an. empirical constant relating Q, A, and P, expressed as L lpipe length, ft.
follows:

D pipe diameter, fQ = G,,A] 2gAP (Eq. 3.8.4.4) D•pp imt,,f

w -%v V stream velocity, ft/sec

where Q = volume flow rate, ft'/sec w specific weight, lbr/ft:'

C= = valve discharge coefficient hr head loss, ft

A = minimum valve geometric flow area, ft"

= valve upstream pressure-valve downstream The resistance coefficient, K, is represented by f,
pressure, Ibr/ft"' k D

w An equation similar to Equation (3.9.2.1a) is the Fanning

For poppet and slide valves, C. values between 0,80 and Equation for pressure drop derived from the concept of

0.90 are typical; for butterfly valves, 0.87 is typical (Refer- the hydraulic radius, namely
ence 408-1).

3( ) Vw (Eq 3.9.2.1c)3.9 PRESSURE LOSSES _x v• w2g-

3.9.1 General

Fluid flow through systems is always accompanied by the The hydraulic I'adius, R,,, is the ratio of the area to the

friction of particles moving relative to one another or wetted perimeter

against the stream-confining walls. As discussed in Sub-
Section 3.6, friction viscous forces cause a decreasing en- A
ergy gradient with corresponding pressure drop in the RI (

direction of flow. In the expanded Bernoulli Equation the
loss due to friction is related to the number of velocity
heads by the equation For circular pipe R1 equals D/4, which, if substituted into

Equation (3.9.2.1c), formulates the Fanning Equation for

hr Ki V- (Eq 3.9.1) circular pipe

The term K. is the resistance coefficient of each element AP - 4f- (Eq 3.9.2.we)

composing the system; V, is the fluid velocity through the
element. The value of K varies with element configuration,
surface condifm.,r, and Reynolds number. The following By comparing the Da:'cy and Fanning Equations it is

Sub-Topics provide K-values or expressions to calculate K apparent that the Fanning friction factor has a value one-
for various elements and conditions of fluid flow. fourth the value of the Darcy friction factor. Thi differ-

ence in value can be a source of error since pipe friction

The head loss, h, can also be determined from the difference data is available for both equations; but, occasionally. th,
in static pressure between any two points, provided the type of friction factor may not be defined. For high velocity

dynamic heads and elevations at the two points are equal. gas flow (> 0.2V,) density changes become significant and

Darcy's and Fanning's Equations are no longer adequate.

3.ý.2 Pipe Losses Many formulae, developed on an empirical or semi-empiri-
cal basis, are presented in Reference 143-1, page 1-8 for

3.9.2.1 STRAIGHT PIPE. Frictional drag due to fluid vis- calculating naturrl gas flow, gas flow in long pipe lines,
cosity causes a pressure loss in the direction of flow. This and gas flow with isothermal transportation.
pressure loss throagh a horizontal straight pipe with no
change in kinetic energy may be calculated from Darcy's (f4
Equation For laoinar flow (Re < 2000), ft, e. Substitition into

3.9.1 -1
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FRIICTIO FACTOR FLUID MECHANICS

Darcy's Equation yields '.he Hagen-Poiseujille Law for that for osntooth pipes and values of Reynolds number from
laminar flow 4 X 10' to 101, the friction factor may be expressed as

32 VL1+ Eq391 0.316(q .2.)A ,~ D2  E3...f K3.21g

where %Pýpressure difference, lb~tft' For values of Reynolds number greater than 10l, the rela-

V velocity, ft/see tionship between fo and Reynolds number for smooth pipes

D = diameter, ft may be expressed by the Karman-Prandtl equation

L length, ft (Eq 3.9.2.1h)
1

ju =absolute viscob.ity, Ibm/ft see - -0. 8 4- 2 log,,, Re Ný/Y,

For turbutlent flow (Re > 4000), ft, depends not only on
Reynolds number but also the relative surface roughness This equation is solved easily by plotting values of Re ver-

of the pipe, -L.. Because of the complexity of the interrela- SU G~.
D

tionship of friction factor and surface roughness, no gen- The most useful and widely acceptd data of friction fac-
eral theoretical equation is suitable for all cases. However, tors versus Reynolds number were prepared by L. F. Moody
two empirical formulae have been developed. Blaius found (Reference 26-95) and are shown in Figure 3.9.2.1a. Val-

o~~- CRITICM Al TUSUE -

08o LAMINAR TRANS] FION-- - -- --

ZONE ZONE W 4M- '..COMPLITI TURIULENCIE ROUGHR PIPOS- -. P 4 .

.03

0.05 _______.0oi

0.01 ROUC.T IRO

0.02 -

0.00~ -. L§.04n
MAERA F ENCD UME

'0001

GAVNLDIO w ,



FLUID MECHANICS TWO-PH4ASE FRICTION FACTOR

use of absolute roughness, s, for several grades of pipe are The Reynolds number for two-phase flow is (Reference

shown in the figure Values of relative roughnessj i may 14.)

be computed by dividing the absolute roughness,.t, by the ~~D
internal diameter, D, measured In feet. Rtel = DRV) ( (Eq 3.9.2.11)

The pressure drop of two-pha.. /low through a pipe can
be determined approximately by the equation (Reference

141-1):where a-

b-

g .L (11q 3.9.2.21) y -mass flow ratio between gas and liquid phase

Values of V' versus Re' are presented in Figure 3.9.2.1b for
who3re D - pipe I.D,, ft different gas-liquid weight ratios.

AP -presuredrop lbtft'Practical engineering experience has provided a range of

V - average velocity, ft/sec velocities which give ressonable pressure drops, the mag-
nitudes of which vary from 1 to 5 psi for every 100 feet

~'*' ipe eugt, ftequivalent length of pipe. These velocities are found in
p - density, lb./ft' Tabl^ 3.9.2.1.

f*- two-phase friction factor as a function of a For rocket systems, somewhat higher velocities are con-
two-phase Reynolds number, Re' sidej ed to be consistent with good design prLctice. Pro-

0.e

GAS-LMQID WEIGHT RATIO:10.4s: .S .
CUVE A & ' 0.4 - 1.0 TASlON FROM CURVES A, 9, C, D TO CURVES

C a C' 0.2:0. A', 6, C. 01, NESPICTIVILY, OCCURS FOR VALUES

0.:4

0 SNOUILD K5 USED.

CURVEI IS FOR SINOLE-Pt4ASE VIISCOUS FLOW,

0.06

0.0% 0

0.006

( 5  6~) TWO - PF4ASE REYNOLDS NUMMER FUNCTION

Figure 3.9.2.1b. Two-Phase Friction Fector
(Reprinted with rperminssion from 'Transactll'ns AIMS." vol. 207, American In~stitute, of Mining, Metallurgical,
and Petroleum Engineers, 1956)
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PRESSURE LOSSES IN HOSES KENDS, AND DUCTS FLUID MECHANICS

Table &9.2.1. Veaoity of Fluids In Clrculai Pipes
(fteIfefc. 49.7)V

FLUID VELOCIfT (ft/ue) -l

Water 3 to 20 /
Non-viscoup organic fluids 2 to 10Viscous liquids I to 3 j

Gases or vapors 30 to 300 L A .. ,.-.
JANNULAit ypt) -

pellant velocities of up to 50 ft/sec are common for pump 0o ).#4 2

discharge ducts, and velocities considerably higher are used .- - -

in thrust chamber coolant passages. / I4

3.9.2.2 FLEXIBLE METAL HOSE. Pressure loss through f_ IJ

corrugated flexible hose may be several times greater 2

than that for pipe of the same size. The high preosure S HRIucAL .Y.- - -"
drops encountered in the flexible metal tubing can be 07 -o,- -

attributed to hose convolutions acting as a very rough - - -- - - -

wall; however, they do not follow an - relatiotship for
pipe roughness. The effect of convolutions is not known, --

but from tests conducted on the same size pipe, helical- z - -

type hose has a lower pressure drop than r nular-type, 3 N I. .
possibly due to extra flow area (Reference 19-170). Pres- (ANNULAA .t

sure losses for helical and annular metal hoses are shown 2 D

in Figure 3.9.2.2. _____ /
3.9.2.3 BENDS. When the direction of flow is changed, _0work is done by the fluid and the total fluid energy de- -I_ I
creases. The loss of head due to direction change is I /-
accounted for by including an additional loss coeff•cient, -

Kt,, in the pressure drop equation for straight pipe. The 6

flow loss in a bend is computed by the equation (Reference -7
23-38): /

A f, + cKn) nK/ (Eq 3.9.2.3) 3-,/ IN.,XA

D g(ANNULARt TYPE :

Values of Kn for 90* bends are shown in Figure 3.9.2.3a. __L_

For computing bends other than 90', multiply the value of
Km, by the correction factor c, shown in Figure 3.9.2.3b.

The minimum pressure loss occurs at 4.0.

Values of Ki, for compound "U" bends, offset bends, and - - - o - -

"Z" bends are shown, respectively, in Figures 3.9.2.3c, 8 (3.43 IN. I.D.)

3.9.2.3d, and 3.9.2.3e. KI, for mitre bends are shown in _______

Figure 3.9.2.3f. 6_:___i

Loss coefficients for bends in square and rectangular ducts ____,_

may be found in Section 1 of Reference 23-38, pages A-25
to A-30. l_[

Friction factors for turbulent flow in curved pipe may be
found in Reference 28-67. 2

2 40 60 WO 10M0 20040

FLOW RATE, GPM OF WATER

3.9.2.4 BRANCHED DUCTS. The total pressure drop
across a branched duct may be approximated by consider-
ing both the pipe friction and pressure losses resulting Figure 3.9.2.2. Pressure Drop for Flexible Hosef bom h the puruet mixionng oresse lseparation offluid. T(Adapted from "Product Engineering," April 1956, vol. 27, no. 4, Daniels,
from the turbulent mixing or separation of fluid. The Copyright 1956 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)
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FLUID MECHANICS LOSSES IN DUCTS
ENTRANCE AND EXIT LOSSES

0.4
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0.0-1
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ENTRANCE AND EXIT LOSSES FLUID MECHANICS

A

t~l
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. . .. ... ... 6

1.10 0.1 a

0.
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FLUID MECHANICS EQUIVALENT LENGTH

Table 3.9.3. Entrance Losses

TYPE K,

1.6 Well Rounded 0.041 Slightly Rounded 0.23

Sharp edged 0.485-0.56

1.4 Inward Projecting Pipe 0.62 -0.93

Re > 1 _where V, is the mean velocity in tho inlet pipe of cross-

1.2 sectional area A,. Area A.. is the cross-sectional area of

the larger downstream pipe. Values of Ken are snown in
. ./Figure 3.9.4a.

-.0 -

For gradual enlargement, K..., varies with the included
Kb angle of the diffuser cone. Minimum losses occur at dif-

0.8 fuser angles between 5* and 91. Values of K.. for diffusers
with very smooth surfaces as functions of cone axigle are
shown in Figure 3.9.4b.

0.6 'The pressure loss may be calculated from Equation

(3.9.4a) with appropriate resistance coefficients.

0.4 - - For sudden contraction, the head loss is computed by

_h,-- K - (Eq 3.9.4b)

I where V. is the rnman velocity in the discharge pipe. Values
0 60 .. 1 0 of K. are shown in Figure 3.9.4a.

BEND ANGF -- DEGREES I For gradual contraction, K. is approximately 0.04 for

Figure 3.9.2.3f. Resistance Coefficient for Mitre Bends in all cases. The head loss is computed by
Circular Ducts

(From SAE Information Report No. 23, October 1951, and Trans- AP
acfions ASME, Kittredge and Rowley, vol. 79, 1957.) 0.04 - (Eq 3.9.4c)

w 2g
charge losses occur in the reservoir after the fit.id leaves
the pipe (Reference 138-1). where V2 is the mean velocity in the discharge pipe.

3.9.4 Enlargement and Contraction Losses 3.9.5 Fittings and Valve Losses

Flow from a small diameter pipe inta a large diameter pipe The resistance of fittings and valves to liquid flow may

is accompanied by an increase in static pressure due to be expressed by two methods:

the decrease in velocity of fluid. Conversely, flow from a
large diameter pipe to a small diameter pipe is marked a) Equivalent length in pipe dia-meters

by a decrease in static pressure due to increase in fluid b) Resistance coefficient, K

velocity. In both cases, the total energy of the system is
decreased due to the turbulent conditions occurring down- The two methods are interrelated, with the choice depend-

stream of the interface. The magnitude of the energy loss ent only on the method each engneer wishes to use in
is dependent on the type of change, from smaller to larger order to compute the overall system pressure drop.

,)ipe or vice versa.
3.9.5.1 EQUIVALENT LENG1H IN PIPE DIAMETFiRS.

Head loss due to sudden enlargement is stated In Darcy's equation for pipe losses the resistance coeffi-
cient, K, is the product of the friction factor, fG, and the

(Eq 3.9.4a) equivalent length of pipe in pipe diameters, L. By

P=K 1-A V12 rearrangement of terms, the equivalent length in pipe
W\ A 2  2g diameters may be expressed

K,,, 1.0 for sudden enlargement. 3.9.4 -1
3.9.5 .1
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EQUIVALENT LENGTHS OF VALVES AND FITTINGS FLUID MECHANICS

Table 3.9.5.1. Representative Equivalent Lengths in Pipe Diameters (LID)
of Various Valves and Fittlng

(References 143.1 and 23-38)

DESCRIPTI.)N Of VALVE EQUIVALENT LENGTH INDECIPTJN O VAVE IPE DIAMETERS (L/D)

Globe Valves Conventional

(no obstruction in seat) Fully open 340

Conventional Fully open 450

Y-Pattern
(stem 600 from pipe
centerline) Fully open 175
(stem 450 from pipe

centerline) Fully open 145

Angle Valves Convertional
(no obstruction in seat) Fully open 145

Conventional Fully open 200

Gate Valves Conventional Wedge, Fully open 13
Disc, Double Disc, Three-quarter open 35
or Plug Disc One-half open 160

One-quarter open 900

Check Valves Conventional Swing Fully open 135

Clearway Swing Fully open 50

Globe Lift or Stop Fully open Same as Globe

Angle Lift or Stop Fully open Same as Angle

In-Line Ball Fully open 150

Butterfly Valves Fully open 900 20
(6-inch and open 600 225

larger) open 450 850
open 300 5000

Fittings 900 Standard Elbow 30

450 Standard Elbow 16

900 Long Radius Elbow 20

900 Street Elbow 50 i

45- Street Elbow 26

Square Corner Elbow 57

Standard Tee
(with flow through run) 20

Standtrd Tee
(with flow through branch) 60

Close Patterr Return Bend 50

NOTE: D - Pipe insidc diameter (nominal - LiD values based on valve designs having seat diameters approximately equal to D.

3.9.5 -4 ISSUED: MAY 1964



FLUID MECHANICS RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS FOR VALVES AND FITTINGS

Table 3.9.5.2. Resistance Coefficients for Various
Valves and Fittings _ _

(References 138-1. 143-1, and 23-38)DI*ON)FW

TYPE KI

Globe Valve (fully open) 10.0

Angle Valve (fully open) 5.0 2

Swing Check Valve (fully open) 2.5

Recessed Swing Check (fully open) 0.95

Ball Check Valve (fully open) 1.0 _____I-V_

Gate Valve (fully open) 0.19 0.6 ,

(half open) 2.0
(quarter open) 17.0 0 -1

Butterfly Valve (fully open) 0.4 D DM

(half open) 13.0 0.
(quarter open) 400.0 .8/1.69:1 0.981 / .69

, ; IV 0.9 " ;.6

Plug Valve (fully open) 0.77 0._ T_ IV.1._4_
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 6 1 2 4 10

1800 Bend 2.2
Mitered 90- Elbow 1.4 FID10IIIZA r - DIA RATIO '-N*

RANCH BNTRANCE RANCH LINE D,/r*'

Short Radius 900 Elbow 0.9 0.42/3.26 0D ,. .0/5.26

Medium Radius 90- Elbow 0.75 '* 1.40/3.38 1.40/3.38 1

Long Radius 90° Elbow 0.60 z .

450 Elbow 0.42 U o.L -,

Vaned Elbow 0.2 3 0.4 -'

90'.

pressure drop. The K-values for valves are based on 0. 2 - _ "_
designs having seat diameters approximately equal to the S . --- TSFLUID *WATER

internal diameter of the connecting pipe. l *

0. I
0.,o 0.2 0., 0.6 0.8 2 ,0

The value of K is also dependent on the amount of open- -.0 n__.406_._2

ing. K-values increase from the fully opened value as DRECTION OF FLOW DIA RATIO

the valve closes. Table 3.9.5.2 shows the variations of K 8 I B/DM
for typical valves and fittings. The relative variations of K 3.0 25 . 337
compared with those of L/D in Table 3.9.5.1 are indicative ,1 1.00/3.76

of the variations to be found between various designs of a _
given component type. 2.5

For branch-off fittings (e.g., tees), values of K are de- x." -,

pendent on the division of flow from the main stream to 2.0 --

the branch and the angle of the branch to main stream.
Various configurations of branch-off fittings with corre- -I"1.5
sponding K values are shown in Figure 3.9.5.2. The total - TEST FLUID-WATER.

pressure loss is (
A P = K (A P .. , .... ) (Eq 3 .9 .5 .2b) 1 '.0,,

0.8o. 00

/ M.TT., 0.6
-p K 11V11 I~ I~nE ) (Eq 3.9.5.2c) - - _ -

2g0.

3.10 FLUID TRANSIENTS -.2 - - _ - -

3.10.1 General -
-0.67- - - -

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Many dynamic problems are associated with an increase BRANCH TO MAIN VELOCITY RATIO

of stored energy in the fluid as its pressure increases. VM

A typical example is the pressure surge due to valve Figure 3.9.5.2. Losses Due to Branch-Off Fittings

closing or opening. Liquid cannot be considered incom- (Adaoted with permission from "Product Engineering," July 20, 1959,
Daniels and Pelton, Copyright 1959 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Corn-

pressible, and the pipe in which it flows is usually con- pany, Inc.)

ISSUED: MARCH 1967 3.10.1 -1
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UNSTEADY FLOW FLUID MECHANICS

VALVE CLOSING

sidered elastic with a varying diameter due to a pressure Unsteady flow with friction in a uniform elastic pipe may
change. A steady-state condition no longer exists, be treated by assuming that the friction loss is linearly

proportional to the conduit velocity. The flow equations
The design of pneumatic systems and components often become
involves the behavior of gases under unsteady flow con-
ditions. Many pneumatic problems may be reduced to Continuity
venting or charging a volume or series of volumes
through a constant area restriction to or from an infinite (Eq 3.10.2c)
reservoir. Typical examples are: venting or charging of -
valve actuator cavities, discharge through a vent valve, -- + a1
and pressurization of gas storage bottles. The important ax LI3  at
parameters are the times to charge to, or vent from, a Momentum
particular pressure, and the pressures after a given time
of charging or venting. (Eq 3.10.2d)

The flow of a gas to or from a container may be either + _ [.f. +. V _ + p IV
critical or subcritical, while gas expansion or compression aX L X D V 144 g, at
in the fixed volume container may be either adiabatic or
isothermal. The assumption of an adiabatic expansion (or Solution of these simultaneous equations, using the

compression) is valid for a well-insulated system, or where Laplace-Mellin transformation, result in pressure and

the pressure change is rapid. The assumption of isO- velocity relationships in terms of Bessel functions of form

thermai expansion , -apression) is more accurate for slow Io(o) and L,(e). Solutions are presented in Reference 60-4,

pressure changes. Only perfect gases are considered. page 363.

3.10.2 Unsteady Flow in a Pipe 3.10.3 Valve Closing*
Pressure surges are a phenomenon of unsteady flow result-

For a frictionless fluid flowing in an elastic pipe, the un- ing from either acceleration or deceleration of a liquid.
steady flow equations (sometimes called the wave equa- The more dense or incompressible the liquid, the greater
tions) are the magnitude of pressure surges.

Continuity When a valve in an elastic pipeline is suddenly closed, the

liquid is brought to rest progressively along the pipe with
aV + (Eq1 a "wave action" called water hammer. If a fluid is flowing
ax1 at with a constant velocity through a pipe and a downstream

valve is closed instantaneously, the following sequence of

Momentum events takes place. The fluid adjacent to the valve is
stopped, and the unconsumed kinetic energy in the fluid

ap _ p . is converted to a pressure head which compresses theax 144(Eq 3..2b) fluid and expands the pipe walls. The velocities of ad-
jacent particles are successively brought to rest, trans-

where j= bulk modulus of fluid, lbr/in" forming kinetic! energy to pressure energy. When the
fluid is compressed due to the sudden stop, a pressure

d pipe diameter, in. wave at sonic velocity, V., travels upstream to the end
of the pipe. If the pipe length is L, then after L/V, seconds

E = modulus of elasticity of pipe, It in' the fluid will be at rest. At this time, the fluid density,

b pipe thickness, in. pressure and pipe diameter will be greater than normal
(Figure 3.10.3a). The pressure wave, after reaching the

p density, lb,,,/ft:' upstream end of the pipe, is reflected downstream as a

p ---pressure, lbdin" negative pressure Wave and returns to the valve at 2L/V,
seconds after valve closure. The hydrostatic pressure is

V =velocity, ft/sec reduced to its normal value and the pipe returns to its

x -- directional distance, ft original diameter.

Due to fluid inertia, the fluid velocity is in the reverse
Solution of these simultaneous equations may be. expressed direction separating the fluid from the downstream end
as a set of differential equations with hyperbolic cosine of the pipe (Figure 3.10.3b). The pressure drops to sub- .

and sine functions, or as a set of time-difference equa- normal values, the pipe contracts, and the fluid expands.

tions. Solutions valid for small pressure variations are
presented in Reference 45-1, page 86. Method adapted from References 46-6 and 19-151. 4

3.10,2 -1 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968
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FUID MECHANICS .- VALVE CLOSING

-- FRONT OF PRESSURE WAVE VALVE
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Figure 3.10.3a, b, c, d. Pressure-Time History for Instantaneous Valve Closure
(Reprinted with permisson from "Product Engineering," September 1953, N. Sverdrup, Copyright 1953 byMcGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.)

A wave of subnormal pressure travels upstream and after where AP = pressure rise, lbr/ft"
3L/V. seconds reaches the upstream end of the p~pe
(Figure 3.10.3c). After 4L/V. seconds the pressure wave w = specific weight, Ibr/f-'•

reaches the valve again, the liquid moves downstream, V = fluid velocity, ft/sec
and the pressure and density return to normal values
(Figure 3.10.3d). g = 32.2 ft/sec'

If the fluid were ideal there would be no resistance to bulk modulus of fluid, lbr/in:

flow, and the surge phenomenon would continue to repeat E ý modulus of elasticity of pipe, lb,/in2
indefinitely. With friction and imperfect pipe elasticity
the pressure amplitudes successively diminish until the b =-pipe thickness, in.
original kinetic energy is absorbed. d = pipe diameter, in.

The explanation of water hammer presented in the pre-
A typical pressure trace is shown in Figure 3.10.3e. Thevious paragraphs was made assuming instantaneous clo-

sure (t = 0), but valve closure may also be rapid or slow. maximum pressure is
In real cases, valves require a finite time to close. If
closure takes place in time 0 < t < 2L/V., closure is P,... X AP + P, (Eq 3.10.3b)
termed rapid, and the incremental pressure rise is

( 1where P. = the normal static pressure, lbtift2(Eq 3.10.3a)
6= incremental pressure rise, lbr/ft'

AP = 68.094 w VAP

g W -+ The velocity of the pressure wave in the elastic pipe may

be expressed as

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.10.3 -2



VALVE CLOSING FLUID MECHANICS

Nt
L N -2- (Eq 3.10.3e)VVS

where t = valve closure time, see
L PS pipe length, ft

V. = velocity of pressure wave, ft/sec

The amplitude of the pressure wave during any interval
is proportional to the decrease in velocity during the
interval, and the total pressure change is the sum of

-70 psi 0 the positive and negative pressure amplitudes produced.
2 3 4 5 6 7 Thus the pressure rise may be given by the expression

TIME IN SECONDS

(Eq 3.10.3f) i
Figure 3.10.3a. Pressure-Time History for Rapid Valvo Closure (Eq3.1.3

p API -P - AP._' + ApP._=.." _ - P t4-

68.094 where APj -W V' AVn (Eq 3.10.3g)

I- ± d 1 (Eq 3.10.30)
"1 'E-b The total upstream pressure is

For normal pipe dimensions, the pressure wave velocity P tl + • AP1  (Eq 3.l0.3h)
for water ranges between 2000 and 4500 ft/sec, but is
always less than 4720 ft/sec. For liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen, values of V. commonly used are 3370 ft/sec where n refers to the number of intervals taken until n = N.
and 4010 ft/sec, respectively. (See Sub-Topic 12.2.2 for
data.) The velocity decrease in n-intervals is

The fluid velocity is related to the expected incremental (Eq 3.10.31)
pressure rise by the equation I-.

V=- g P (Eq 3.10.3d) 1=1
w V+

The velocity of the fluid after the nth interval is

where V - fluid velocity, ft/sec i=n

V, =- velocity of pressure wave, ft/sec

:3,2 t/s.& The fluid velocity initially may be denoted in terms of

AP pressure rise. lbf/ft" valve port size

w specific weight, lbrift' (Eq 3.10.3k)

The magnitude of the pressure rise as a function of water V ( -- .,)
velocity may be found using Figure 3.10.3f.

or
If valve closing time t > 21,/V,, the pressure rise will be
substantially less than for rapid close. Since the unloading V 00 (Eq 3.10.31)
pressure wave returns before valve closure is complete, any
Further increase will be avoided. This closure is called slow At the nth interval
closure, and a typical pressure history is shown in Figure
3.10.3g. The number of pressure wave intervals, N, during
valve closure is Vn On "Vn' -- Pnn2  (Eq 3.10.3m)

3.10.3 -3 ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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FLUID M E C H A NICS V A L V VE CLOSING

I -2 VELOCITY OF WATER, FT/SEC]

3 00,000 LItAN I

4d000

LUALUM INUMS I I

'L61

INIEDAINCHES PPRESSURE RISE, ff11

WALTHC NSS,~ IN HEN

1020000 60 800 1C000

00 30 40 50 200_40_60

Figure 3.10.3f. Graph for Calculation of Pressure Surges In Wte tr Systm(Adopted from "Vatye Wbrk)," 1957, vol. 48, no. 3, E. C. Petrie and E. P. OeCraene, Crane Company)

t ~Substituting values of AP, from Equatio'n (3.10.3h) the

velocity equation becomes
2L.

(Eq 3.10.3ns)

~ [PirIti + E&P~

If the rate of decrease in orifice area (valve closing) is

0 2 4 5 6 ~uniform and CD is assumed constant, the value of 0., may
TIME IN SECONDS

be expressed as
Figre 3.10.3g. Pressure-ime History for Slow Valvie Closure
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VALVE CLOSING FLUID MECHANICS
VALVE OPENING ]
or

(1 - n/N 0,, (Eq 3.1o.3p) V, = 2.38 ft/sec

where t refers to valve closure time. &pj, = 112 psi

Erample. To demonstrate these equations, consider a valve Therefore
with a closing time of 0.10 sev'nds. If the fluid Is water
flowing in a 50-foot stainless steel pipe withd/b t= 40, the
velocity of the pressure wave is approximately 4000 ft/sec. V,., Vinitial -- (AVI + AV2)
The number of pressure wave intervals, N, from Equation
(3.10.3e) is 4. If the original fluid velocity equals 8 ft/sec 8 -- (1.5 + 2.38) =- 4.12 ft/sec
and static pressure upstream and downstream are respec-
tively 500 psia and 14.7 palm, then by Equation (3.10.31) P2 Pntial -- API + lp.

8 . 500 - 81 + 112 = 531 psi
0.362

The thi-d and fourth intervals can be computed In a

similar mariner.
For first infterval, Equation (3.10.3p) gives

Where water hammer will occur, pressure lines should be
supported at short intervals to prevent vibrational dam-
age to fittings, flanges, and seals. In addition to surge
damage, noise can occur, even at low absolute pressures,

From Equations (3.10.3g), (3.10.3j) and (3.10.3n) Noise depends on the time rate of change of pressure and
can be reduced by adding capae!itive volume or elasticity to

(62.4) (4000) Aabsorb the pressure waves. Common methods include useA (14) (322) pV 1  53.9 AV, of vibration isolators, mufflers, surge chambers, suppres-(144) (32.2)
sors, and accumulators.

V1: 8 - AV, Noise can also be reduced by modifying the valve to
smooth out flow during closing. Examples include taper-

"0 2 0) 1 ing valve spools to throttle flow, using dashpots to softenV,= 0.272 end-of-stroke shock, and controlling valve actuation time to
reduce pressure rise. A brief discussion of typical pulsa-

Solving the above equations simultaneously tion dampeners is presented in Reference 19-188.

S1.5 ftisec 3.10.4 Valve Opening*

-(53.9)(1.5) -81 p When a downstream valve is opened rapidly, pressure
waves similar to those produced in valve closure travel up
and down the pipe until damping develops a steady flow.

The fluid velocity for the first interval becomes Analytical treatment is similar to that employed in water
hammer analysis except that the pressure change is limited

V, -V AV, 8 - 1.5 - 6.5 ft/sec to the difference between the initial pressures upstream
and downstream of the valve.

p, Pi=ipi,, --+ Ap, 500 + 81 : 581 psi As with valve closing, water-hammer effects vary with the
rate of valve opening with one important exception. When

For the second interval the time of valve opening is either instantaneous or slow
( >> 2L/V.), the effect of the fluid's elastic property
is negligible and no pressure build-up occurs (Figure

S(1 -- 1 2) (0.362) •0.181 3.10.4). However, if valve opening time is intermediate
between these two extremes, pressure surges can occur.

-pý 53.9 AV,
Rapid opening times may be examined by considering a
valý e which is partially opened instantaneously and held
constant thereafter. Upon opening, the fluid behind the
valve experiences a pressure drop, Ap, and propagates aV.: 0.181 \-00 + (p - 81) - 14.7 compression wave upstream. The magnitude of the pres-

Solving 'he above equations *Adapted from Reference 46.6.
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FLUID MECHANIC$ GAS VENTING OR CHARGING

opening. When the compression wave returns, only part 62.4

of the wave is transmitted because the valve is only pa-,-
tially open. The rest of the wave Is reflected with an in- Solving the above equations simlitaneously
tersity

V - 3.72 ft/sec

ap(rise) & p (Eq 3.10.4a) and Ap ý 199 psi

The maximum pressure in the pipeline is

where * = percentage area of valve opening.

The maximum pressure in lhc Pa... = p" - Ap 1(+04±(11--1/4\
= +A~ -- ) (q p... - 200 -+- 199 319 psipna p In I tIa I-+ Alp T .-'(Eq 3.10.4b) +14

3.10.5 Venting or Charging Gas from a Single
The pressure rise is always less than p,.,t,,, in the pipe- Volumeo
line before opening. Time solutions for adiabatic and isothermal venting and

If the valve opening is moderate the velocity expression is charging may be found in Table 3.10.5a. Both subcritical
and critical flows are considered. For critical flows the
solutions are exact and can be used directly; for sub-

V = C 2g - (Eq 3.10.4c) critical flow the equations cannot be solved as easily but
can be evaluated by graphical integration.

Times for combined subcritical and critical flows may be
Example. Consider a pipeline carrying water at 200 psig found by/ adding the subcritical and critical times. A gen-
when a valve (C. = 0.8) opens rapidly to an area one- eral form of the pressure-respnnse equations may be writ-
fourth the total area. (@ 1/4). If the pipe is stainless ten as
steel with a d/b ratio of 40, then from Figur., 3.10.3f, the

pressure wave velocity is 4000 ft/sec. t = C (r, - ri) (Eq 3.10.5)

Since the initial velocity is zero, Equation (3.10.3d) re-due owhere t = timeduces to
C = constant for any process and gas

Ap = 53.9 V (see Table 3.10.5b)
rr - = difference of the sums of subcritical

and from Equation (3.10.4c) and critical flow integrals

Equation (3.10.5) may be used to determine all times re-

r .... IENquired if values of C are computed and Figures 3.10.5a, b
=L F LN and c are used to evaluate r.

- PRESSt.E 
4

---- VELOCITY To demonstrate the usefulness and generality of the equa-

tions in Table 3.10.5a the following sample problem is
given.

L ---- Example. Find the time required to vent a cylinder of
AP WKS helium from 5000 psia to 500 psia. The data are as

A follows:

Tank volume, V - 20 in'

&v Effective Flow Area, CI, A. ý 0.08 in'

I - Downstream pressure, p: ý 40 psia
VALVE OPENS TIME, T

Initial temperature, T, = 530 *R

Figure 3.10.4. Pressure-Time History for Instantaneous V'alve Step 1. Assume adiabatic venting
Opening

(Reprinted withl permission from General Electric Quarterly Report No. 2,

Contract NAS 8-4012, October 11, 1962) *Much of the Sub-Topic was adapted from. Rc,•re• 33-2.
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GAS VENTING OR CHARGING FLUID MECHANICS

Table 3.10.5a. Tlme-Prssure Equations
(Reference 33.2)

Adiabatic Charging:

Suberitical
Pe

Adiabatic Charging:

Critical

V U) P
P, '

-VCCART P PNte #C, C, A. R v~r, -P, P,

Isothermal Charging:
Suberitical

P,

v VrT P 1
t C , C , A .R T , -+f

Isothermal Charging:

Critical
V V'7, (P, P,)

tl- C, Cv Ao R T, P,

Adiabatic Ventinig:

Suberitical

pg-1  d(p
7 Cu~ooRV(~i) , d T (P2)(Y1

P, P

Adiabatic Ventirg:

Critical

-yC.-C A0 zRv "I .~\.. -I G(,~( 2 i 2 }
()

Isothermal Venting:
Pubcritical

P2

C V p, a d ( -

Isothe-mal Venting:

CrI tical V [ P2  P,1
tCR In P'i In2 P1-i

C, Ct, AoR A T n -- In

3.10.5 -2 IsStE: MAY 1964
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FLUID MECHANICS GAS VENTING OR CHARGING

Table 3.10.5b. Definition of Constant, C Step 2. (From Table 3.10.5b)

(Reterence 33.2) V

PROCESS C (SEC) C, CD AR V•,• )iP 2

C - 1.76 X 10- secV
Adiabatic Charging V, C. Ao 7 R Step 3.

V -rT-, p o -_0.008
Isothermal Charging CV Ct Ao R T, p, 5000

C.CP-'RT -5 008

Adiabatic Venting V p 0= 0
-1 Ci C0 Ao R VNT ( P2_ 2y Step 4. (From Figure 3.10.5b)

SrIf re a. = 3.08

Isothermal Venting C, CD AoRv T , 2.1

Step 5. Substituting into Equation (3.10.5)

t= C (Tt- )?0

t = 1.76 X 10-1 (0.98)
Notation for Tables 3.10.5s and 3.10.5b1

C' --- g, R (- --2 ) 3.10.6 Venting or Charging Two Volumes in Series
gi Time solutions of isothermal venting or charging of two

CjD discharge coefficient volumes interconnected by three constant area restrictions

(F~igure 3.10.6a) may be found by the simultaneous solu-
ti -. of the following equations

'Y ------ e -

C' CRý 1 - -•-- -' ),T 2 sR (Eq 3.10.6a)

T =tank temperature, R d/( l)= (P(.)-K P2 P(P')

P tank pressure, lbr/ft'[ (Eq 3.10.6b)

V tank volume, ft' d /P 2 \ KP1 P2 K P2 .g/p\

d\P70 PO' TP1  P0  P2 ,
R = gas constant, ft-lbt/lbb °R.... where

A. throat area, ft'

Subscripts: - It (R) P.

f and C, = g 2

i= initial R

1 upstream of nozzle Similar functions may be written by substituting proper
pressure ratios into Equations (3.10.6a) and (3.10.6b).

2 = downstream of nozzle Coefficients K, are as follows:

C, Rv"T (CA)w,K:--- V,

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.10.6 -1
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GAS VENTING OR CHARGING FLUID MFCHANICS

1.2 s orrr1 - - I
FOR RO TH ISOTHERMAL & ADIABATIC C.OMPRESSION

1.0 7.0 . . .'

.. . T- 1.40o

6 .-- . 0. ........ Y= 1. 0 7

0.6.o. - --,7 -._ _.,oT I
. i / I.; b

7*1.66.... {. 7 k... , Ii.
0.1.4 4.0

- I I _I I "

o ., o, . - o.K . ., J , ,

RATIO OF RISrLREf. I FOIR. ADIABATIC ,LOWDOWN

Figure 3.10.5s. Charg;ng a Constant Vnlume Reservoir Ia o .

(Adapted from AFBMO-TR 60.72, /1. Robertshaw-Fulton Ccntrols Com-
pany, Aerona'jtical and Instrument Division)

*_CRITICAL FLOW = SUBCRITICAL FLOW

10 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0Figure 3.10.5b. Venting a Constant Volume Reservoir . i
(Adated'ram (Adiabatic)
4(Adapted from AFBMD-TR.60-72, il, Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Com-
pany. Aeronautical and Instrument Division)

_10 • " l f I ___'."=

-3.0 (CA O CD) 2.(DA 3-. 6 0

-2.0

, 2 0 0 v v

FOR ISOHRA 8LiDW

"5'00~IF 0mp O.2 0, .6 O& .

RATIO OF PRESS VRV-S kP FO

P Figure 3.10.6a. System of Two Volumes in Series

Figure 3.10.5c. Venting a Constant Volume Reservoir
(Isothermal)

(Adapted from AFBMD-TR 60-72, II, Robertshaw.Fulton Controls Com-

pany, Aeronautical and Instrument Division)

3.10.6 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964



FLUID MECHANICS FLOW THROUGH NARROW PASSAGES

4 -

-1I0.4 -CDA -effective orifice area, fts

08.0. . P - pressure, lbr/ft?

0. Pressure-time plots may be constructed based on solutions
0.1 - -of the above equations. Figures 3.10.6b and 8.10.6c repre-

t i m e c o o r i n a t b y0e l a i o
0.0. sent typical plots for identical K valu ý,s equal to 25.8

206f .. I- sece'. The graphs are plotted for helium but are sufficiently
CIARGING' OF AIDOUBLE CHAMBER accurate for nitrogen or air. For different K values, the

0.5 INITIAL. CONDITIONS myb orce h

0.4 L t K t' K' (Eq 3.10.6c)

0 where primed values refer to the desired Nsiues, provided
(~~~~~ VAUSFO1EIU l K' values are equal. If one of the K' values is different

AT 70-F, ?'5.3 Po from the other three, the graphs cannot be used. Addi-
0.2 -_________ z iI

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0. 30 0,3 11 40 O.AS tional graphs, varying individual K values by factors of
TIME (SECONDS) ten, are given in Refereuce 38-2.

Figure 3.10.6b. Charglin of at Double ChamberI
(K = 25.3 ssc-1) 3.11 FLUID FLOW THROUGH NARROW PASSAGES

.(Adopted from AFBMD-TR-60.72, It, Robertsh&:--Fultcjn Controls Comn-
pany, Aeronautical and Instrument Divisi~on) 31 eea

Liquid 'through narrow passaittp is characteristic, of
.,. ~ -~capifary flow in tubes, leakage past s~eals, and even flow

-0. j through porous m~aterials. The amount of flow dependts on

0. 1 1 1 the passage configuration and size which may vary froia a
few -calllimeters to less than a micrnn. Four passage con-

0.2, 0.4 figurations will be considered:

QO.L~----------------------- -- -a) smooth. circular conduits (capillarity)

5 0, .. b) stationary flat plates

- J c) annuli
'ANtING OF A p e~) t,.'rtuous passages.
DOUBLE CHAMBER - W-CN3TANT ol

0.PNTA C3P TIN In each of the passage configurations discussed, onysteady
r. VAi.YES FOR HELIUM - i flow will be ronsid.ared Reynolds number will usu.ally be

0 0 AT.7XF - 25,3 0o
0 *: 41- __ les: thait 2000) and lamin*, -&w v4ll prevail. Although]

TIM 0.0SECON.5 . D S) .1 .50.004 fully developed laminar ;'ow may appnar macroscopic rela-
tive to m~olecular flow, leakage rates as law as 10-1 lb./h r[ Chamnbbr calculated irn this manner (Referenice 46-6),

(K -_ 25.3 sac-')
'Adapted from AWBD-TR-60-72, 11, Robenshaw-Fulton Controls tror., 3.11.2 Circular Tubhes
pony, Aeronautical and Instrument Div.sioaj

The steady flow of d fluid through a sn-,.oth conduit may
kz, be treated by the Hagen-Poiseuille Law for itminar flow

G,=C R NTT (c.A)21  (Sub-Topic QS.9.1). 'the volumetr~c flow rate, ucterinined by
V, integration of ovelecity profile (jFigure 3,11.2), is

G, RVT (CDA),

K C- R /V2~A The mass flow rate is

. 7rd4
where V = tank volu-ne, ft' M(p, -P") (Eci 3.11.2b)

T = asolue temeratre,

where q = volnmetric flow rate, in/sec
R = gas constant, ft .lb 0 /lb. OR in= mass flow rate lb./sec

3.11.1 -11
ISSUED: MAY 1964 31ý2-



RELATIVE LEAK RATES FLUID MECHANICS
FLOW PAST PARALLEL FLAT PLATES

Assuming that molecules never collide with other mole-

D U cules but only with the capillary wall, the volumetric flow
rate may be computed by

r r (Eq & 1L.2c)
II

Q - - " . ... t •r• D3 /

SP, Q = ( -) (& RT) (PI P.)

F 7. where Q=flow rate, ft'/.ec
D = tube radius, ft

•4r2/ L = tube length, ft
VELOCITY PRIOPILE , 2V. (0-4r

D) 32.2- ft/sec2
0 ge 82.2lbt

vo R = gas constant, ft-lbt/lb,, 4R
T = absolute temperature, "R

Figure 3.11.2. Flow Through Small Circular Tubes Pi, P, = pressure across capillary, lbt/it'
(Rep•inted with permission from "Fluio Power Control," Blackburn,
Reethof, and Shearer, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1960, p. 58) P = average pressure, lbj/ft'

p =-density, lbn,/iz 3.11.3 Parallel Flat Plates
d - tube diameter, in.

1= length, in. The laminar flow rate of a liquid par' parallel plates

A = absolute viscosity, lbt sec/in2  (Figure 3.11.3) is calculated by the expression

pi, p2= upstream and downstream pressures, b h3

respctivlylbr/n' bh,1(P1respectively, lbt/in' q = 1 1 p - p2) (Eq 3.11.3a)

The above equation assumes zero velocity at the wall, At

is a constant, and the velocity profile is identical along where q = volumetric flow rate, in'/see
the tube. b I passage width in.

As the tube diameter becomes very small, molecular flow h = passage height, in.
becomes more predominant. With a capillary radius of 10-` t = absolute viscosity, lbt see/in'
em the flow of air at 200C is approximately 90 percent 1 = path length, in.
laminar. As the capillary radius decreases to 10` cm and
then to 10` em, the flow of air becomes 50 percent laminar P pi = upstream and downstream pressures,

and 90 percent molecular, respectively. The relative flow respectively, lbt/in'

rates compared to air for different gases is shown in Table Leakage paEt flanges of liquid oxygen, RP-1, and liquid

3.11.2 as a function of capillary radius. At extremely low hydrogen using the above equation was calculated in Ref-
pressuv'es (p _• 10'psi) molecular flow exists entirely (Ref- erence 46-6.
erence 134-1).

Table 3.11.2. Relative Leak Rates

(Reference 164-1) . b

CAPILLARY RADIUS 7. .

GAS 1O-'cm 10-
4
cm 1O-,cm

Ai . 1.0 1.0 3 ,
Air .0 .0 .0 -~-~'d..---\VELOCITY PROFILE:~ u -~V,ý [I - kjF P P dP

.xgon 0.83 0.84 0.85

C irbon dioxide 1.20 1.04 0.85 CV- bh

Helium 1.09 1.77 2.51 Figure 3.11.3. Flow Past Stationary Flat Plates
!Tydrogen 2.22 2.90 3.62 (Reprinted with permission from "Fluid Power Control," Blackburn,

Reethot, and Shearer, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1960, p. 58)

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968
3.11.3 -1 SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



FLUID MECHANICS FLOW PAST PARALLEL FLAT PLATES

FLOW THROUGH ANNULI

For laminar flow of gas past stationary flat surfaces, the For the transition region of flow between laminar and
mass flow rate is molecular flow, a relationship of the form

(Eq 3.11.3b) ii i rlL + E mM (Eq 3.11.3e)
b 3h ( -" p; is used, where E is an experimentally determined constant

12 R ATl with the values of approximately 0.9 for single gases and
0.66 for mixtures of gases.

where &nL - mass flow rate, lb./sec

b - passage width, in. If E - 0.9, thenh = passage height, in.

passage length, in. i l niL (1 + 6.1 (Eq 3.11.3f)
=, absolute viscosity, lbt sec/inh

p,, p. ý upstream and downstream pressures, If E = 0.66, then
respectively, lb 1/inI

T = temperature, R (0 + -R-
R = gas constant, in-lbt/ (lb.) R h) = mL 1 . (q..g)

The flow rates calculated for helium with laminar ard

For the molecular flow of a gas (Reference 46-7) partially molecular flows are presented in Reference 46.6.

(Eq 3.11.3c) 3.11.4 Annuli And Annular Orifices

F4 2 bh2 I•ig For steady, laminar flow through an annular path (Figure
S(P - P.) 3.11.4a) the volumetric flow rate is

(Eq 3.11.4a)

where imu = mass flow rate, lbm/see 3

b = passage width, in. q = + 1.5p p
h --= passage height, in.
1 - passage length, in. where e eccentricity, in

=•- density, lb./in' 2--d
=dntimnclearance, d, , in

S- average pressure, lbt/in"
pi, p, = upstream and downstream pressures,

respectively, lb/inr- absolute viscosity, lbf see/in'

di = minor annular diameter, in
In terms of viscosity and mean free path of the molecules,
the mass flow rate for molecular flows is (Reference 46-7): d, = major annular diameter, in

I = passage length, in
(Eq 3.11.3d)

=1 ( )q = flow rate, inW/sec
r ~=16 b h (P - P2)"pX

film p• , pS = upstream and downstream presaures,•: 9 ir ik RTI h
respectively, lb 1/in

where ihm = mass flow rate lbm/sec

b = passage width, in.q
h = passage height, in.,, ..
1 passage length, in. . I , _.

p i, pt = upstream and downstream pressures, 'I.
respectively, lbt/in' -_.-- JF
average pressure, lbr/in' I -"----
absolute viscosity, lb1 see/in' d.

R = gas constant, in-lbr/lb, OR ( p p+dP

T = absolute temperature, OR

Smean free path, in. Figure 3.11.4a. Flow Through Annull
= Knudsen's number (Reprinted with permission from "Fluid Power Control," Blackburn.

h Reethot, and Shearer, MIT Press, Cembridge, Massachusetts, 1960, p. 58)

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968 3.11.4 -1
SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



TORTUOUS PASSAGES FLUID MECHANICS
PERMEABIUTY

Attempts have been made to correlate flows through annuli 13.
in terms of a friction factor plot similar to the Moody
diagram. A chart based on a series of test data is shown -

in Reference 66-2. Friction factors are defined in terms of
an erective diamer. 1,-

Where the inner wall length is very small, an annular -orifice is formed. The characteristics of annular orifice K' 1. 4 r-•

flow change with geometry variation - sharp-edged or
thick, concentric or tangent. A tangent orifice is an annular -

orifice with maximum eccentricity. !,2 -

For laminar flow the flow coefficients for substitution in I [
Equation (3.8.1k) for orifices are (Reference 26-84)

For a concentric orifice 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0,03

(Eq 3.11.4b)

4_.4" 48Z -1/2 Figure 3.11.4b. Kinetic Term for Laminar PlowKr R K' (ReDrinted with permissiQn from "ASME Transactions - Journal of BasicREnineering," /pril 1957, vol. 79, no. 4, Bell anti Bergelin, New York)

For a tangent, sharp-edged orifice
mosc useful fluid-flow property is the permeability of a

- 1 (Eq 3.114/) porous medium - permeability being a measure of theE3Re ease with which a fluid will flow through the medium. The
higher the permeability, the higher the flow rate.

For a tangent, thick orifice
r aPermeation, 

the process whereby gases diffuse through
(Eq 3.11.4,d) solids, is considered the overall steady-state process, al-

e 128 9 Z + Kthough the initial flow rate may be as much as, ten times
LR -+e- the final amount. If a pressure differential exists, the gas

Re eon the high pressure side is adsorbed and dissolves in ,the
external surface layer of the solid. The adssrption may

where physical, where Van der Waal's forces are prominent;

21 or it may be chemical, where the solid surface provides
Z d,-- d, binding sites for the atoms. The extent to which a gas is

likely to be adsorbed can sometimes be determined from
I = disc thickness the critical temperature. Generally, the higher the critical

d major annular diameter temperature the greater the adsorption. Once adsorbed,
the gas diffuses through the solid, forced by a concentra-

d,-=-minor annular diameter tion gradient. When it reaches the low pressure side of
kinetic variable which athe solid, the gas transforms to an adsorbed state and is

K' i re maye found in desorbed to the surroundings (Reference 46-6).
Figure 3.11,4b.

For coefficients for turbulent flow with concentric and Laminar flow of a single fluid through a porous medium
tangent orifices, see Reference 26-84, pages 597-598. can be calculated from Darcy's Law of Permeability, thus

A summary of concentric and tangent annular orifice co- (Eq 3.11.5a)
efficients is presented in Figures 3.11.4c and 3.11 .4d. Data
was compiled from tests on orifices with d,/d, ratios of kpA (_p. + P a"sin
0.95 to 0.996 and orifice length-to-width ratios from 0.118 \ sx g. /
to 33.3.

For liquid flow, assumed to be incompressible

3.11.5 Tortuous Passages (Eq 3.11.5b)

The term "tortuous passages" refers to paths taken by a k,,A P1 - P2 i
homogeneous fluid flowing through a porous medium. The kA P- P go

3.11.5 -1 ISSUFD: MAY 1964
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FLU ID MECHANICS PERMEABILITY

L =path length, ft

0.9 - ~ - The permeation rate, P, is defined as

0.7 DD -P "P(Eq 3.11.5c)

0. OW ' where kc, - permeability

KF = absolute viscosity

o.320 As velocity increases, losses due to fluid Inertia become
R' 00 -o progressively more important. For horizontal flow, Equm-

Re = 50 tion (3.11.5a) rewritton and expanded to Include inertia,

0. -Re- 20 becomes

01 2 4 68 1 4 8 0 2 6 100(Eq 3.11.0d)

Z - 2L/(d2 -dl)

Figure 3.11.4c. Summary of Concentric Orifice Coefficients rX + e L
(Adapted from "ASME Transaction., - journal of Basic Engmneermng," k ~ kApril 1957, vol. 79, no. 4, sell and Bergelin, New. York)

where !is a measure of the inertial resistance due to

the tortuosity of the flow channels.

Re . 2, 000Both k. and k, are independent of fluid propert~ies, an(;
are characterized only by the porosity of the material.

-4= Values of .--- and-Lare presented in Figure 3.11.5.
_T ]Wpk k

Re30 At least four sets of units have been used for permeation

Re- 110

wher I I flwrtIt/e
= permabiliy, ft

A. 7 _rs-ecinlara1t

FiFigue 3.11.4d. Siscous and Inertiaisi Resistanc Coefficennt
(Adpte fro preSEur Tradscien Junt, obmft (Adaptc Ermnginaeaerinegecanc,"Mrc 15.o. 8

April ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o 19,7 Green and noOuelwnez)el NwYok

ISSUE: MA 196 3.1.5 -
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PERM~3IUTYFLUID MECHANICS
CAVITATION 1

a) ____________The following table shown the permeability of various
oee - cm'l - torr zaa~s through rubber relative to hydrogen.

b) ems - m Table 3.11.5b. Relative PermeabUilty of Goane Througl. Rubber]

MOLECULAR MEAUILITY
a") em, -m at aR WRIGHT Hi = 1

d) cm, ~--mm H, 2 1.0
see - em'- cm Hg Na 28 0.16

Equation (3.11.5a) is valid only for molecular diffusion Air 29 0.22
through polymers. If Lhe diffusion process in atomic In
nature, &-I with diatomic gases permeating metal, Equa- A 39.9 0.26
tion (3.11.a) Is not valid. 0 204

Some generalizations may 1 .-'Ie about gas permeation He 4 0.65
through metals and '-rence 46-8).

cot 44 2.9

Metals: NH. 17 8.0

al No rarp.-m iw- ~ .y metal

b) ii ~ me~'on3.12 CAVITATION
..i it u nw., . ecially F0 When an inline rostriction (e~g., a valve, venturi, or orifice)

e'a?,2.-~' e suar roo oftheis subjected to constant inlet pressure, but decreasing down-
stream prr ssure, the flow rate Increases. However, a poin t
is eventually reached where further dfecrease& result in no

4 4. increase in flow. Defined as the ri~ticca flow, this is the
Polymers: point where ca-itation begins.

a) All gases permeate r~csymers Cavitation may be defined as a two step phenomenon involv-4

b) H rat isprobbly ighing the formation of bubbles or cavities in a flowing stream
with subsequent bubble collapse downstream. From Bor-

e) Permeation rates vary with the pressure noulli's Equation, the pressure head decreases as the veloc-
ity head increases. As fluid flows through a restriction) the

d) Permeation rate varies exponentially with temperature. pesr ttevn otat a eraet au

equal to the vapor pressure of the liquid. The liquid will
boil and cavities or vapor bubbles will form. As the fluid

Table 3.11 .5a lists a table of some permeability coefficients. moves downstream the velocity decreases due te the increase :
in flow area (fluid filling the pipe), and the static pressure

Tabl 3.1.5a PwrmealonRat, P 10 whee Phasincreases '-ollapsing the bubbles entrapped in the liqiud.
A pressure au:d velocity history is shown in Figure 3.12.

cm, - cm
nts o ee-cml-atm Sudden collapse of the bubbles downstream produces high

(Reference 459-1) dynamic pressure upon any adjacent material and suchI 2 concurrent effects as noise, vibration, loss of power and
FILM No o cot He efficiency. If cavitation continues at high frequencies, the

______________________________________- - material will be damaged. Several theories have been pro-

Saran 0.0005 0.0026 0.011 - posed to explain the cause of damage. One theory, probably
the most popular, concludes that damage is caused by the

PVC 0.0092 0.069 - - h'igh pressure shock waves produced by bubble crillapse.
The shock waves act as "hammer blows" on the surface of

Kel F 0.025 0,0035 U.SO - the material which, by fatigue, tear away minute pieces of

Teflon r'EP 0.68 1.41ý 1.44 - material (Reference 141-11). A second theory is that the
high pressure drives the fluid into the crystalline structure

Myla 0.041 0.02 0.8 -of metals, and at relief of pressure tears away pieces of

Butyl Rubber 0.05 0.34 4.16 - temal

Natural Rubber 6.1 17.7 99.6 23.7 Cavitation damage may be substantially reduced or elimi-
__________________________________________ nated by a proper choice of materials, or by installing

3.12 -1 ISSUED: IMAY 1964
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FLUID MECHANICS CAVITATION

FLASHING LIQUIDS

Treatment of cavitation in butterfly valves requires a
slightly different technique than with control valves. In

'V"ELOCITY butterfly valves cavitation inception is a function of butter-
fly angle as well as pressure and velocity. Analysis of
cavitation for steady flows is well presented in Reference

VAPOR PRESSURE 68-4, and is verified by experimental-values.
________ _ '___- ___ _ __._ A discussion of cavitating venturis as flow control devices is

CAVITATION presented in Sub-Section 5.3, "Control Valves," and
------- __• , '~9i"'' ,• . -- Sub-Section 6.2, "Valving Units."

p If p, is less than p,, K,._ is no longer applicable because
__... _ the fluid will not return to the liquid phase. Cavitatiun

P--. will not take place, but some of the licuid will flash, forming
alqid-vapor mixture. If the downstream pressure is suf-• .•.. • .. _• -_•- .ro ............ • ........ •-:..•................ ficiently low, all the liquid will vaporize. These conditions

are presented in Sub-Section 3.13, "Flashing Liquids."

Figure 3.12. Pressure Gradient with Cavitation A theoretical treatment of cavitation is presented in Ref-
erenze 141-1.

valvec in series such that the pressure drop across any one 3.13 FLASHING LIQUIDS*
is less than that for cavitation to occur.

In cavitation, the pressure downstream of the vena con-
The point where cavitation may occur for any given com- tracta formed by an in-line restriction ii greater than the
ponent can be determined from a dimensionless factor, vapor pressure of the liquid. Vapor formed in the vena
called the cavitation number or index of incipient cavita- contracta condenses downstream. If prespure downstream
tion, K... is equal to or less than the vapor pressure, a portion of

the liquid will flash to a vapor which will nct return to
Ko,.- Pt - P2 - Apf.X (Eq. 3.12) the liquid phase, forming a liquid-vapor mixture down-

Pt - P, P1 - PV streuin. A similar effect will also take place in a liqud near
its boiling point (e.g., a cryogenic fluid) as it passes throughwhere an in-line restriction.

Ko, = index of cavitation
Ap . maximum pressure differential which may be To control the flow of such a liquid by valves, an accurate

V alen across the valve before cavitation begins and economical determination of valve size may be made

p, = inlet pressure by using the so-called lower-density technique, based on the
p= outlet pressure fact that after flashing, the density of the vapor-liquid

K py -- vapor pressure of the liquid mixture is lower. Valve sizing is determined by selection of
an appropriate C_.

The index K., is determined experimentally for each valve
configuration and is strongly influenced by the design of If the liquid flashes as it passes through the valve, a rela-
the valve plug and outlet configuration. The outlet configu- tionship must be made to the specific gravity term due to
ration determines the area of the vena contracta and, con- the decrease in density. Based on steady-flow, the specifil
sequently, the static pressure at that point, gravity of a flashed vapor-liquid mixture may be expressed

as
A perfect valve would have a K,, equal to unity, and the
downstream pressure could be reduced to the vapor pres- (Lq. 3.13a)
sure before cavitation would take place, In reality this is
not the case. Results of tests (Reference V-33) on several SS
types of control valves indicate a wide variation of K,. 1 + 62.4 S1 v (h, - h )
values. For contour valve plugs installed in the flow-to- q~g
open direction in either globe or angle bodies, K., values
are approximately 0.65; for plugs installed in the flow-to- where
close direction, K,,. values are approximately 0.20. The S1  specific gravityoftheflashedmixture
values indicate the desirability to have flow from the flow- S, = specific gravity of the liquid before flashing
to-open direction whenever possible. Furthermore, cavita- v =-specific volume of vapor formed (ft"/lb.,,)
tion damage was small when pressure differentials were h--- enthalpy of liquid before flashing (Btu/Ib.,)
less than 400 psi. Damage to control valve plugs when h2 = enthalpy £f liquid after flashing (Btu/lb,,,)
installed in the flow-to-open direction almost always oc- qi, = heat of vaporization (Btu/lb,,)
curred to the plug and sometimes to the orifice. For flows
in the flow-to-close direction, the reverse was generally true
(Reference 74-2). *Adapted from Referen•es 27-37 and 52-14
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FLASHING LIQUIDS FLUID MECHANICS

Values for substitution into the above equation may be 1.0
found ini thermodynamic charts and tubles for the liquid
considered, As~suming it saiturated liquid with vonstant litlet
pressure, and solving forl the spec-ifle gravity of the liquid-
vapor mixture for different down~stream pres.sures, values
of 8,, may be plotted against outlet pressureý, as shown in
Figure 3.13a~.

S

Utf arm

50 40 30

P. - p~ __________________p

P TSATURATION DECf.!ASING Figirc 3,13b. Chang-,i in Specific Gravity with Pressure Drop
OUTLE PRESURE PSI(Water)

OUTIET RESSREPSI(Rep~rinted with permission from "ISA Journal," March 1957, j. G.
Zieg ler, Instrument Society of America)

Figure 3.13a. Change in Specific Gravity with Pressure Drop
(Reprinte-1 withr permissioni from "ISA Journal," Marcii 1957, J. G.
Ziegler. instrumeni Society Of ,rverica) I -i

0W P.S. A1 4Byanlue ipyin the quantity ( C, eqmayio be ob thiedb ineau-________ i

point~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0t. thtpeso.)toS.Ith.ug Aav wt n3I'SlA 00PSIA

over-id i p ressu re tirop of I.) psi, the value of ApS, is 30_ 1 P. S.i-.SoPSI
equal~j to :,.1 ps-i 1,Fgi c . )I other words. althlough - 20 P.Si.A.

ther ios a pr-es sulre dr-op of 1.- ;J)pi avross thle Valve, the I
anIou ii t ofi flow through the ,.alve is equivalent to that UPSTREAM. -

amounlllt of water' ait w)l F with a 2.1 )si pressm~e drop. The I - UPSREA
Valut' of ('. requli ri' nIay be de'termined by dividing the4 - -- -

pr'oduct of new speciiie graivit of ut'ater' at 281'F and - -

11e riesi 'dtio ae Q. by " ilps.. 1 SATU.RATED WATER

Bysuccessive i r itegrat ioni of the armous between varaious sato-u ____

raltionl oi itn(au! any outlet pressure, products of Aps,.
mray he plottedl agains~t st ated wi re;suire drops. A typical I. A

I l fr atr~iiwte.Gaps2 0.4 0.6 1.0 2 (3.1)4 6 8 r0 20 40 60
grnaph is shownr ill I'rgui it :a.13;frWtr T~ ' PRODUCT (LOS)
fur Sonui arli~tionlal hurlsd are Vivenl inl Reference 27-37.

If thet upstrealnr lrerrssurn ii s Vr'cator' than the pressur'e nee- Figure 3.13c. Product (.ipS,,) for Water
.'~s~'vfor a sirig bu thepn'8511'u hop s sill uthient vel 8.no.d 2it ,permission from "Control EngineerinRr," February 1961,0ý1!V fr bt tle resure copisstil sffiient 111i. , n. 2 A.Hanssen. Copyright 1f;61 by McGraw-Hill Publishing

roth"u' lasihing, an udndit ioral (A p)S,.. pr odrct miust be Company, Inc., all rights reserve~d)
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FLUID MECHANICS DYNAMIC FORCES

added to that of liquid at saturation determined above. The velocity of the fluid
effect of the additional term is to move the original graph
to the right, as showr, in Figure 3.13d. The total area under This equation states that a dynamic force -_ exerted by a
the curve has increased to 8.1 psi, an increase of 5 psi fluid equal to the time rate of change of the momentum of
from the original. To incorporate this change, the original the fluid.
C. equation is modified to the expression As an example, consider a curved conduit as shown in Fig-

ure 3.14 enclosed by a control volume (imaginary volume offluid held static at a given time).

S.Q :Cv\!S, (p, psir) V
y ~P2 A 2 A

0 Iv2 P 2 A?),
VOLUME y

"' 5.0

Figure 3,14. Reaction Forces Due to Fluid Flow

(S)(Ap) 8.1
For an incompressible fluid and steady-flow process, the

ol mass rate of flow into the control volume equals the mass
55 50 45 40 35 rate of flow out (ri, -:- ii), and Newton's equation may be55 SAT 4 expressed as

1.F, -- (m',V,, rh.,IV:.) (Eq. 3.14b)

Figure 3.13d. Change in Specific Gravity with Higher Up-
stream Pressure

(Reprinted with permission from "ISA Journal," March 1957, J. G. 1
Ziegler, Instrument Society ot America) F - (rV 1  m-Vy) (Eq. 3.14c)

Since ni, - ni -- p VA p Q, the equations for the dynamic
3.14 DYNAMIC FORCES bhrect's may be rewritten as

When a fluid's velocity is compelled to change magnitude,

direction, or both, a force is exerted against the object F, : Q (V, - V2 cos 0) (Eq. 3.14d)
which induces the change. The magnitude of the force can g,.
be found from Newton's Second Law which may be ex-
pressed mathematically as

*, - _ " Q (V.: sin 6) (Eq. 3.14.e)
9'.d

F - (m Vý) (Eq. 3.14a) where

where
F%, F., force exerted by the fluid in the

x-direction and y-direction, respectively, ft
F = force exerted by the fluid stream in any given

direction V,, V. = fluid velocities into airId out of the
m = mass of fluid flowing in a given time control volume,, respectively. ft 'see

ISSUED: MAY 1964 3.14 -1



SIMILITUDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FLUID MECHANICS

* angle of ve!ocity vector from the L, =L/Lp (Eq. 3.15.2.2)
horizontal axis

= density, lb,,,/ft' *here L, - length ratio

Q volumetric flow rate, ft'/sec =L any length on model

lbt, L 4 corresponding length on prototypeg+•312.2 L= ftlt~ec'
Geometric similarity between the model and the prototype

The total reaction torce exerted by the conduit is the sum is achieved when all dimensions on the model are related to

of the dyna'nic forces exerted by the flow stream, plus the the corresponding dimensions on the prototype b.- the ap-

static force, (e.g., pressure) over the control volume (Fig- propriatL length ratio, L,.
ure 3.14). The reaction forces become An example of geometric similarity is a flow tube 20 feet

long and 5 inches inside diameter (prototype) to be repre-
(Eq. 3.14f) sented by a model with an inside diameter of 1/2 inch. The

R. L Q (V, -V V cos o) + PA, - P2A, cos e scale ratio, L,, is 1/10 (fixed by the diameter ratio 1/2 inch
R e. to 5 inches), therefore, for geometric similarity the model

and must be 20 feet divided by 10, or 2 feet long.

R _ -• Q (V sin 6) + P:A2 sin 6 (Eq. 3.14) 3.15.2.3 DYNAMIC SIMILARITY. Dynamic similarity re-
g. quires a similarity of shapes, paths, times, and forces. The

fundamental unit used in dynamic similarity is force, which
The total reaction force is is related to the length, density, viscosity, and acceleration

ratios as follows:

RT = V_ (R.) 2 + (PI,)- (Eq. 3.•14h)

The angie between R. and Ry is F, (terrestrial gravitation governing) = PrLr3 gr

R, (Eq. .1.15.2.3b) J::
-r = tan- R (Eq. 3.141) F, (viscous fluid forces governing) = pVr2

where F, = ratio of any model force to the
The change in static pressure from points I to 2 may be de- corresponding prototype force.
termined from iBernoulli's Equation (see Sub-Topic 3.7.3).

Useful dimensionless ratios used in deriving or converting
3.15 SIMILITULDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALY•IS Equations (3.15.2.3a and b) are as follows:

Time ratio = t, = t,,/t,
3.15.1 Scope

This Sub-Section presents descriptions of the principles of
similitude and dimensional analysis as applied to fluid flow Acceleration ratio - a, = a,,/a. =
and ,Seat transfer problems. Under the subject of Simili- Terrestrial gravitation ratio =- g, --- g,,g

tude geoinetric similarity, dynamic similarity, and thermal
similarity are dipeussed. Under the subject of Dimensionr.l Mass ratio -- m,--m,/m,--L=F ~ Anaiyei•, !.ord kgayleigrh's Method and the Buckingham Pi

.Theorem art considered. Density ratio
Kinematic viscosity ratio ' r n,/i,, =- Lr'/tr

3.15. limilittude Absolute viscosity ratio • , --- ,,/t --- ,Lr/t,

3.15.2.1 DEFINITION. Similitude is the utilizaition of di- The derivation of Equation (3.15.2.3a) for systems where
mensionless pa,•ameter rativ~s in desigrning models and re- terrestrial grav'tatiou is the governing physical force •
latiiig mouei pet fr,rmancv to full scale prototype perform- (e.g., gravity flow from a storage tank through an orifice)

rnce. / is presented below.
/ 1

1.15.2.2 {$•OMETrRIC SIMILARITY. Geometric similarity According to N~ewton's Second Law of M~otion, F' ~- ,ma,

necsc.sitast'e a similarity of configuration between the model or F,= m,a,.
1111; the` prototype. The fundamental dimension is length,
modvIU, acting, then

3.15 -1 IssuED: MA 194
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FLUID MECHANICS SIMILITUDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

",. = m,.g. (Eq. 3.15.2.3c) substituted for the hydrogen peroxide for conducting these
teatm. In Reference 184-1, page 219. for Prandtl numbers

Combining the Mass ratio with Equation (3.15.2.3c) from 0.7 to 120 and Reynolds numbers from 10,000 to 120,-
000, a dimensionless equation has been developed which

F,, = ,, (Eq. 3.15.2.3d) applies to the above problem, having the form

The ratios of other parameters where terrestrial gravita- Nu = 0.023 (Re)'" (Pr)0 I
tion is the governing physical force acting are listed in
Table 3.15a with their relation to g,, L,, and p,. where Nu Nusselt number = hD/k

The derivation of Equation (3.15.2.3b) for situations where Re - Reynolds number VD 0,u
viscous forces are the governing physical forces (e.g., Pr = Prandtl number
fluid flow through tubing) is presented below.

Viscous force due to fluid shear on area, A, is Using the subscripts (m) and (p) for model and prototype,
respectively, arnd subscript (r) or ratio of model to proto-

SF FA d(.•.) (Eq. 3,15.2.3.) type, the prediction equation can be written

a N), I . ," (Pr) •awhere absolute viscosity of fluid (Nu) (R) ... (Pr) °'
whre g~(Nu). (Rcih"' (Pr),,0 -4

dv Il r-h 0 D,
velocity profile (Nu) = (Re) ro, (Pr) ro = h, DR h, k,Uxk, - h, k,

(Vtq. 3.15.2.3f) h,, = (Re)-o., (pr)r'.

and since r= Prpr and e = Lr:/tr, Fr or P•r

F,. = ,A,.A1.Vr./Xr The value of h., can be determined from test, and D, and
(Re), can be chosen arbitrarily as 1. With 'he values of

F, =,.L,-2 (L,./t,.)(L, (Pr), and kr known, the heat transfer coefficient, h0, can
be computed. By changing variables such as flow velocity,
=emperature, etc., in the model, the effects of the change on

The ratios of other parameters where viscous fluid forces h,, can be studied.

are the governing physical forces are listed in Table 3.15b
with their relation to jo,, L,, and pr. 3.15.3 Dimensional Analysis •

An example of a dynamically similar model is the geometri- 3.15.3.1 DEFINITION. Dimensional analysis is a tool used
cally similar model discussed under Sub-Topic 3.15.2.2, to develop the interrelationship between the significant vari-
"Geometric Similarity," with the added factors of fluid ables affecting a physical event. The key to developing these
velocity, V,,, density, p,., and absolute viscosity, p,., for the interrelationships is the application of dimensional homo-
prototype. If the fluid in the model has a viscosity, js,,,, and geneity to the problem under consideration.
density, p.., dynamic similarity will be achieved if the model
fluid velocity, V., is V,. = V,, (yr/L,) (see Table 3.15b). 3.15.3.2 APPLICATIONS. Dimensional analysis has nu-The same result will be obtained by applying Reynolds' merous applications in engineering analysis, some of which

Law, which states that in a geometrically similar model are noted below.
where fluid friction is the only physical force acting,
dynamic similarity will be achieved if the Reynolds num- a) It provides a guide for planning experimental programs,
hers in the model and prototype have the same value, and for analyzing and correlating the observed data.

3.15.2.4 THERMAL SIMILARITY. Thermal similarity is b) ' simplifies the conversion of variables from metric to
.glish units, or the reverse by the use of dimt nsiomess

achieved in a model by maintaining constant dimensionless ratios.
ratios, determined by analysis and experiment, between the
model and prototype. These dimensioailess ratios may be c) Prediction equations can be developed and the physical
determined by Lord Rayleigh's method or the Buckingham constants determined experimentally. These equations
Pi Theorem discussed under Sub-Topic 3.15.3, Dimensional can then be used for solving similar problems where the
Analysis. sizes, materials, forces and time deper.dent variables

are different.
Ai example of the application of thermal similarity is the
problem of obtaining heat transfer data for hydrogen per- d) It trains a person to be cognizant ý.f the dimensional
oxide flowing (turbulent) in straight tubing heated by homogeneity of a given empirical equation. Ordinarily,
still air. For economy and safety reasons water has been equations which are not dimensionally homogeneous
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SIMILITUDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FLUID MECHANICS

Table 3.15la. Dynamic Similarity Relationships for Various Quantities When
- : Terrestrial Gravitation is the Only Acting Physical Force I
(From "'Dimensional Analysis and the Principle of Similitude," K. C. Reynolds.

University of Southern Callfcrni. Lo• Angeles)

QUANTITY DIMENSIONLESS RELATIONSHIP

model when g, g.,
~atio -- prototype p p,

Angular Velocities, Wr Vgdr, =171

Accelerations, ar gr 1

Times, tr V Lr/g

Velocities, V, VLr-r V-,-
Linear dimensioni, velocity L,
heads, friction heads, Lr

Pressures, p, Lrprgr L,

Areas, A, Lr' Lr
2

Volumetric Flow Rates, Q, Lr'VE Lr25

Volumes, Vr L,3 Lr

Masses, m, Lr'p, Lr

Forces, F, L rprgr Lr3

Power, P, L r3 • ag'L

Impulses, momentums. Ir Lr0.5.5

Work, energy, Fr L,'gr Lr
4

Table 3.15b. Dynamic Simila¢ity Relationships for Various Quantities When
Viscous Fluid Force is the Only Acting Physical Force

(From "Dimensional Analysis and the Principle of Similitude," K. C. Reynolds,
Univetsity of Southern California, Los Angeles)

QUANTITY DIMENSIONLESS RELATIONSHIP

model When p,, =pi
Ratio prototype and Pp Vin

Accelerations, a, prILr l/Lr

Angular Velocities, wr ,,,Lr- 1/Lr'

Pressures, Pr rvr"/L" l/L,2

Power, P, 1) vr3
/Lr 1/L,

Velocities, Vr ,,/Lr l/Lr

Forces, F, PrI: 1

Lengths, Lr L,

Volumetric Flow Rates, Qr P,Lr Lr

Work, energy, W., prvLr Lr

Areas, Ar L, Lr
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FL!.I.D MECHANICS SWMILITUDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

(b.,laaved umits) are developed empiricaily end give PHYSICAL Q1IANITITY FUNDAMENTAL DIMENSIONSdepedabl reult-s only in one eastern of units with sL ae upt L/'i"•

narrow rangc of varh~bles. Q volumetrc flew rate L'/t

" nnguler velocity of rotor 1lt I
3.15.3.3 LORD RAYLEWGH'S METHOD. Lord Rayleigh's Hh
Metbod is suitable *foi detorminng ,he interrelation.3hips p
of the variables affecting a physical event for a limited num- P propellant denEity M/IF

ber of dimensionless ratios. In more complex problems the /,, propellant viscosity MILt
Buckinglam. Pi Theorem is better suited. Lord Rayleigh's D impeller diameter L
Methou depends on the reasonable assumption that an equa- W impeller blade width L
tion de.cribing a physical event must he dimensionally
homogeneous to be correcl, and consists of the following Step 2.steps :

P K K(Q' N' D' p` •,,: H' W11)
1. List all physical quantities (variables) which influence
the performance of a physical event such as velocity, den-
sity, viscosity, diameter, etc. In addition, tabulate the fun-
damental dimensions (M, L, t, F, T) for each quantity with ML' /L.\) \ (L) 0 /M, /(M ( L
its proper expon-nt (e.g., Q, volumetric flow rate, V/t). t-e (t ) tLV) L t)

2. Write an equation of the variable to be studied in termu Step 4.
of the other variables involved, such as:

M: 1=d+e

Z = K(Z a Zo Z:hZ Z4d Z.e) (Eq 3.15.3.3) L: 2=3a+ --- 3d-e-f+g

where Z = dependent variable t: -3 =-a - b - e

K = constant Solving and collecting terms:

Z,, Z2, etc. = independent variables e = 1 - d

3. Substitute into Equation (3.15.3.3) the fundamental di- a= 3-b--e=3--b-1+d-2--b d
mensions of the variables. c -= 2 -3a -4 3d + e -f -- g

4. Select one fundamental dimension such as mass, M, and c = 2 -- 6 + 3b - 3d + 3d + 1 - d - f - g

write an expression equating the exponents of all M terms. c =...-3 + 3b - d - f - g
Repeat this for the remaining fundamental dimensions, and
then solve the equations (the n, tmber of-equations -- num- Step 5.
ber of fundamental dimensions) to determine the values
of the exponents. Often the number of unknown exponents p = KQ2•-bd Nh D-3 .Ab-d-- -g Pd A.,I•-d H' W9
exceeds the number of equations, and this procedure results
merely in the reduction of the number of unknown expo- p = _ (NDI H
ne"nts by a factor equal to the number of fundamental di- -3DQ,,, D O D/
mensions.

Step 6.
5. Substitute into Equation (3.15.3.3) the values of the The experimental constants are K, b, d, f, and g.
exponents determined in Step (4).

6. Determine the values of the unknown exponents and 3.15.3.4 THE BUCKINGH YIV PI THEOREM. The Pi The-
the constant K by experiment. The unknown exponents and orem serves the same purpose as Lord Rayleigh:s Method
the constant K are termed experimental constants, for deriving equations expressing one variable in terms of

its dependent variables. The Pi Theorem is preferred where
Application of Lord Rayleigh's Method to a common engi- it is apparent that tbp. number of dimensionless ratios will
ncerin' problem: It is desired to determine experimentally exceed two. The steps involved in using the Pi Theorem are
the output power of a propellant feed pump design in terms described as follows:
of the dependent variables. What dimensionless ratios
should be employed in obtaining the experimental data and 1. List all physical quantities (variables) which influence
how are they related to the pump power output? the performance of a physical event. In addition, tabulate

the fundamental dimensions (M, L, t, F, T, H) for each
Step 1. (Using the fundamental dimensions M,L,t.) variable with its proper exponent.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 3.15 -4
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SIMILITUDE AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FLUID MECHANICS

2. Determine n, the number of physical quantities involved, P propellant density V3
k the number of fundamental d imnens ions, anti n' the num- Mun propellant viscosity M/Lt
her of quantities with like fundamental dlimensions such as 1) impeller diameter L
length (L) andi diameter (L). w iple ld it

by~~ ~ dividieg eache wemadin L'tr b h

'3. Deterimine the number of r terms; t Žrms which are ratios Stp2
of the n' terms. The numiber of r termsi (r) is one less than Stp2
the nutmber of i' termis. Select one n' term, to set uip r ratiois The number of physical quantities, n, is 8.

selcte tem.The number of fundamental dimensions, k, is 3 (Mf,
L, t). The number of physical quantitks with like fun-

4. D~etermine the number of dimensionless r terms ii- damental dimensions, n', is 3 (H, D, and W are all
k - r.length terms).

5. Write the general equationStp3

lt> K or-2' (701, ( '.Y' (r,)` Xt) r ) The number of r terms is r' n' -- 1 2. Selecting D,

set up the r terms: ri , H /D, r2 = W/D.

6. Con-truct the 7r- terms as follows: Ste ,p 4.

a) Each rf term shall consist of k 1 1 number of physical The number of ir terms is 3. (n-k---r 8--3---2 3)
qu1.antitieS, not to exceed 5.

b) All fundamental dimensions are to be included, plus a Se~~
vital linear dimension, a kinematic or dynamic term, 7r, f (ir.a, n-~, ri, r1.)
and a- timid property term. One physical quitntity, Q,
will have an exponeth of 1. All1 other exponents will be Step 6.
imknow~n, i.e., at, b, c, etc. i, H"~

c) Arbitraril-y set the exponent of one 7f term such as rif,`PA
equtal to 1.

7.Solve for the unknown exponents of the physical quan- QHN
tit ivs inr, as follows: Step 7.

if Q0 Q 1 Q'; Q, i, H`P`N'p

Substitute into each term above its fundamental dinien- H-Ijt' V~ (ML) () (MV)
sions and equate the exponents of like~ fundamental di-A:0 b+1;b -
mnensions. Solve the eiiuations simultaneously to determine il ;b -
the value of the exponients. Repeat this procedure for the L: 0 a ±2b -3 a -2 -- 3; a =5
reflhimlOer of the in term-,.

t: 0 --3b -- c= 3-c;c= S
S. Substitute into t'he gcneral equation in Step (5) the sp
values of the :1 terms from Step' (3) aind the 7r ternms fromi HNP
S t e p ( 7 ) .

7 .. W ,
A ppicu (in, f the P i Th ,orceo to fthe problem solved by WQPM

Lord k ityi-iy/ 's Method. Using 'the step-by-step procedure IL\IM M
detai ledi above, application is presented in the following W ~ L:L' T) t
paragraphs. It is interesting to note that the solutions by M ;c=-
the two miethod-i arc similar, although not' identical. In M ;c -

f-ict, two persons- usingv the samie procedlure may arrive L: 0 -a ± 3b --~ 3c -- 1 =a + 3b + 2; a =1
at different buft sound solutions.

t: 0O -- b -- 1; b=-1
Step 1.

PHYSICAL QUANTITY FUNDAMENTAL DIMENSIONS Q"

P powver outpuit JIL'/t. Q"~H~p`N

Q volunetrk flow rate L', t ~M
N angular velocity Of rotor 1"t 1l;t"t

It pressure hinad use L JIl 0 c
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FLUIDMECHNICSELECTROHYDRAULIC ANALOGIES

2: O -a-1a--1to engineering problems has resulted in the repeatedl ap-
L: O-3a+b;bbm8 pearanee of certain useful dimensionleus ratios which ar

worthy of noting. In Table 8.15.4.1 dimensionless quantities
HIN useful in fluid flow and heat transfer studios are tabulat4d,

with-their formulasi, relationships, and applications.j

* step 8.

P =KH-N-p H~)(~'N (~'() 3.16 ELECTROI4YDRAULIC ANALOGIES"
There are five experimental constants to be determined 361Sm ar fAaoosPrmtr K
from teats: K, e, f, g, and 1ý. The corresponding electrical and hydraulic parameters are

3.15.4 Dimensionless Numbers ______

3.15.4.1 GENERAL. Applications of dimensional analysis "Adapted front Ref erence 0-204.

Table 3.15.4.1. Dimensionless Quantities

NAME SYMBOL FORMULA RELATIOlNSHIP APPLICATION

Reynolds number Re 9 Le oah Inertial forces/ viscous forces friction factor, type of flow,

boundary layer
Froude number FT V'/Lg inertial forces/gravity forces stream flow through an orifice

Prandtl number Pr junpi viscosity'/heat conductloa heat transfer

Mach number M =V/V. stream veloteity/sonic compressible flow and flow
velocity through nozzles

Cavitation number K,,. = pressure head/veincity head cavitationI

Weber number W - V~Lp/w inertial forces/cohesive forces liquid flow over flat surfaces

Strouhal number S - fd/V pulsating frequency/velocity pulsating flow

Nusselt number Nu =hL/k Nu = f (Re, Pr) heat transfer across an
interface

Table 3.16.1. Electrical and Hydraulic Parameters
(From Hydraulics and Pneumatics, ft. E. Raymond. March 1961,

Copyright 1961 by The Industrial Publishing Corporation)I

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS
TERM SYMBOL UNITS DIFFERENTIAL FREQUENCY TERM SYMBOL UNITS DIFFERENTIAL FREQUENCY

Voltage E Volts E -I R E = iR Pressure .Ap paid A1p =Rbq ,Ap Rbq
drop

E -%p A1p
Current i Amperes I-j Flow rate q in'/sec q =

E Ep
Resistance R Ohms R TR = Hydraulic Rh psi sec/in' Rb = _- ,

resistance q q

EE Hydraulic Lb psi see'/in' Lb (jwLh)

Inductance L Henrys L (jb-L) indutanc

tannductance

ISSUD: MY 194 3.6 -
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT EQUATIONS FLUID MECHANICS

3.116.2 Calculation of Hydraulic Parameters A Zh q (Eq 3.16.4s)
Ressaiat"u, R%,, for lamainar flow from Poiseuillit's Law is wer

8Z,= R + JXh
R, -~ - (Eq. 3.16.2s) / 1q a% reactance, inductive (wLh,), or capacitive I Wj w)

For titrbulent flow, with the fluid velocity assumed constant Th antdofheipdnevtristtd

fp (L/D) wVqi (1728) a2g (Eq 3.16.2b) I (Eq 3.16.4b)

Inductance, Lh, can be determined experimentally by mneas- The phase angle is stated
uring fluid acceleration in a line when a given pressure
differential is applied to the ends5. The inductance, or some- (X\
times called inertia, is stated 0 tan-' (Eq 3.16.4c)

Lh 5 o-, (Eq 3.16.2c)qa 3.16.5 Equivalent Circuit Equations

Capacitanct, Ch, can be measured by determining the weight An elementary hydraulic system is shown in Figure 3.16.6a.
of fluid that must be introduced slowly into the line to pro-
duce a unit pressure rise. The capacitance for a springor
accumulator is stated

C. (Eq 3.16.2d)

for liquid accumulator

IFI

- - (Eq 3.16.2.)

E L Cfor it gas accumulator -

C1_(V-Y) (Eq 3.16.2f)

where Vt total accumulator volume(b

V,ývolume of liquid stored Figure 3.16.5m, b. Hydraulic System and Equivalent Circuit
(Reprinted with permission from "Hydraulics and Pneumatics," March

p,ýprecharge pressure 1961. R. E. Raymond, Cop',- eht 1961 by the Industrial Publishing

3.16.3 Systems
In the analysis of a hydraulic circuit or system, the param- Thfocbaneeqtinorhepsnistad
eters may be either lumped or distributed. To simplify
analysis a lumped parameter system is commonly assumed. d2X
In a lumped parameter system each parameter is dealt with d1 V' ~ Eq31.a
individually and any int.'rreaction effects are neglected.

or '

3.16.4 Impedance Law P1tm dq+ L, q dt (Eq 3.16.5b)
The general impedance law in complex form is stated f
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L, and k, 1 The equivalent electrical circuit uses a current generator
C '•' Ch to supply current to a series inductive and capacitance

Then circuit, shown in Figure 3.16.5b. The equations are

P LI, I + q dt (Eq 3.16.5c) E L - - i dt (Eq. 3.16.5.)dtCJ dt C f

In frequency form or frequency form

= i (Eq 3.16.5d) .I 3 (Eq 3.16.5f)
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SYMBOLS,

SYMUOL QUANTITY aiT w•MESNION sYMIoL QUANTITY UNIT DIMENISION SYMNOL Q

"a Acceleration ft/sec Lit' F Forec Ib, F Lh Hydrauli
"a Constant for Ph Buoyant force lb, inductat-

Beattis-lhridgeman
Equation ft " L, F, Froude number dimensionless n Mass

" tCon st un t fo r 
I a s f aVaCn der Wants g Local acceleration , Mass flo•

Equatkn Atm fr'Inolmo of gravity (32.2 M Machft/se' at sea leve; I"a Cross-sectional area i n-' on earth) ft/sec] LIE' M.W. Molecul1

A Cross-svctional area ft" LV g, Conversion constant

A. Const'nt for :- 32.2 in n Any exp
Beattie-ridean lb. ft/ L/t' p Pressu•" Equation Atm fU/Ib-mole L nit .... ec NLI•

91.,,Ib p, Pressurl

b Constant for -p
Beattie-Ettpy per pound- P§PrebsuL/
Equatioh ft'lb-mole OF mass iftu/lbe FLM P Permeas
Constant for P.q WettedVan der Waals' ht Head loss due to •
Equation ft:'/mole OqM friction ft L

b Width in L H Total htad in feet q Haim mass
B. Consqtant for offqdf Volume]

Reattie-Bridgeman
Equation fteIlb-mole L 3/F J Conversion constant qj Heat of

778 ft-lb,/Btu noneQ
c Constant for Q Volumel

Beattie-Bridgeman k (%ompressibility in2 /Ibt LV/F
Equation ft' oR/llb-mole LiTrIF

k Thermal R Gas co
Conractioneicint dinsionless conductivity Btu/hr ft'(°Flft) F/tF

ki Inertia resistance ft L R Radius-
c1. Specific heat at

constant pressure Btu/lb., 'F FL/MT k, Permeability ft, Re Reynol
e Coefficient of dimensionless K Resistance coefficient dimensionless R1  Hydravelocity sobscript :R, Unive

constae, Specific heat at B Rend resistance
constant volume Btu/lb, F FL/MT c Contraction

Cl, Discharge coefficient dimensionless en Enlargement a Specift

Ch Hydraulic e EntranceSpecift
capacitance inv'psi L'F Ki. Flow coefficient for

fluid meters (equalsC Modified discharge the modified dis- t Time
coefficients for charge coefficient C
orifices, nozzles, divided by the area T Temr
ant venturis dimensionless factor) dimensionless absoluC,. Flow coefficients K_ T, Tempifor valvesý gpm/ Nlb,/in2 'F reducp

d Diameter in. L K,. Cavitation number dimensionless u Internq

D Diameter ft L K, C,-correction for pound-•
vapors dimensionless

E Modulus of elasticity lb,/in2  F/L' v SpecifW
I Length in. L

V_, Veocifn Darcy friction L Length ft L (hiectil
factor dimensionless

L,. Characteristic V, Velocil
factor dimncnsionless length ft L direets

F Flow factor ft'/psi L 3 L. Equivalent length in V. Velocil/pipe diameterN OViEMensnless dir6ect
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QUANTITY UNIT DIMENSION SYMOOL QUANTITY UNIT DIMENSION SYMBOL QUANTITY _ UNIT

V Mieant Vfloeity f/v

NI acliv uil-il dillbsonoer' ,lV.ts~lls Soi v~elgtocirte lb/sec

II*at t -.. 1,1t, M.W Molet-1lnr1 wl-ight dhimensionless5
NV Weber nuinbor dimensionless3
WV Body weight lb.

:!'2 ! n A ny .'xpolltlct dinielisionloss
- -Ill li t~er3, W ~ ~ l 'rs-l le ilbAlllC l).i U W. Shaft work ft-ibr/lb..

litx Distance in x
p; lPresqllle. reduced dimensionless direction ft

110 ii py pwr pounld. 1) Pr. iut' absolute lb1,/fttrL y Ratio of gas to liquid
I itl /W..IL/l ~ * j) ionrat ftli ass flow rates dimensionless

i'~h II.'IY Expansion factor (h~l mns ionl~ess

riti ti q hft 41 lot p-r oundl- factor dimensionless

Will hit~i I1: fevtt Muass Iltu/Ib. P.L/M[ Z Elevation above
f iul ftI .. . .. arbitrary (latumnIt (I Vllitllvt' iv flow raite iII/- V/1' It plane ft

N
1

,
1  

~ ~ttalt . hat of valp~iorzItiol hltu/Ib,, FL/31
-'~ t -Ib~ [lilt 1 10 Q. tlll' i owrt'f/~ /tf Constant in

(I Vllilittricflo rae f~ve / tI'leattie- Hridgenian
o(111pr s I IMSI ItV y l t,1 ill.ll Equation dimonsionless

Vhe 111M1 R Gas " ~o IIs t 1 . 1t 1544 ftlb,!lb R L F131T Bulk modulus of
ion idizv t ivit I tuwhr ftl ft F/f t F 1M.W. elasticity lbrIin'
In1-rt Ilia t~t R Radius ft L Mean bulk mnodulus

Pertxabl i ,~Re Reynolds iumber dimiensionless ofeasi ity Ib/n

Thu-. I ~t'0'th tit lltl,11'j~lh,5R,, hlv.Iraui-ii resistance Iiii seC/in' FO'I heRatiofspeii dimensionless

UrlS, 1 . ~ lticl-qt gas tlb'bml R L'M Thickness of
Bosai 15)44 ft-bAsIilencFJI boundary layer ft

I I s peiti etroy Bu b,,R LA1Tf Eccentricity dimensionless

e I-wrw npcllcenrpy .Bu b, LnI Height of surface
S Speitri'i grlavitv dimiensionless roughness ft

flil' tri 1 l 0 Viscosity index dimension less
Ibh.t t1-1!c *I'nu. ~'A 1. V\ Mean free path in,

I ~ ~~~~~~ tIIltM it~ ,1llt1 Absolute viscosity lb, sec/fV,
R T lbr see/in'

\i ~ ",dt~l dl~l',-s~llleS ,.. Absolute viscosity lb,. /ft see

,. Kinemiatic viscosity ft"'seC

('i' 1' l11, Internial enlergy perT :.11.9dillcn. oes

-lt'l pol I-IllsM it u3h, bI.M w Dimensionless ratio
1.11MI, I iQM ~usedl in Buckingham

\* ~ I \111111 ft-/lb,, L'13 Theorem dimensionless!
*~ I'. c'V iP Dk Uisity lb./ft', lb.,/in",I~V Voh-; n I' fnse Lx

V Ve~wiy ( Surface Tension lb, ft

del' rv !. d ir I-, ft/set'Li
- ""111-1to dimensionles

lilt* I 11 l. (I-- nI .h." m t- inI f t/e !.t Shear stress lb,/ftt



SYMBOLS, UNITS, AND DIM ENSIONS

40" SYMBOL QUoiNTIfl UN!? OWMNSION Abbreviations

V meatvelodity f/c atm A111mospiheres

V Volume f V, in' ClClre

V. Sonic velocity ft/sec Li fizn Cuibiv fvvt per mninute
cf C'ubic fovt p~er seculld

w Specific Weight lb~/t' I fpm Fet~ p)1-' minu1tV
wv Weight flo-N rate lb,ti ec F1it fps Feet per second

W Weber number dio~ensionless gpm Gsalltans per miinute,

W Body weight lbr F pef Plounds per. cubic foot
W~ Saft orkft-l~/lbLFI Pounds pcr square foot

psfu Pounids, per squaro foot absolute

direction ft L jpsia Pounds per square inch aslt
y Ratio -of gas to liquid pi onsprsur nhaslt

mass flow rates dimensionless psig Pounds per Square inich gage
t Expansion factor dimiensionless sech Standard Cubic centimleters p~er hour'

Sc,; Standard cubic centimieters per' seconid
Z Compressibility dmnilesscfh Standard Cubic feet per hoiurfactor dmninesSi tnadCI~( etJe'11iIL

IM Z Elevation above sefni Standard cubic feet per' seinutarbitrary datum sf tnadcbcfe e e'n
*plane ft L scim Standard cubic inc es p'imnt

IM$cis Standard Cubic inches, jer sccond
UL Constant in

Beattie- Bridgenian SUBSCRIPTS
Equation din'ensionless 0Tra odto

MT p Bulk modulus of 0 Upthreat orndition Codtinelasticity lbr/in F/I) ltelo ntalcniin
2 Downstream or final conditiojis

p Mean bulk modulus
of elasticity lb~jin' F/U' 3 D~ownstreami branch

y Ratio of specific aAmshrLs heats diniensionless cCritical

a Thickness of f Final
AIT boundary laxyer ft L gGais

(I Eccentricity dimensionless iinlitial or. ef crence conditions
rM I Height of surface 1 Lquid laminar

roughness ft L illIodel
0 Viscosity index dimensionless n Any integer

x Mean free path in. L p Prototype

S Absolute viscosity lb, sec/ft, 5 Adiabatic
lb, sec/in" Ft/U2 t Total

p Absolute viscosity lb., /f t see 3111V Vapor

S Kinematic viscosity f tý!sec LOt Il 11olecular

3.14159 dimiens'ionless T IsothermallA
IM TP Two-phase

w Dimensionless ratio eRsrvi
used in Buckinghamre sr:o
irTh'ýoreml dimensionless Dmnin

p Density lb /ft', lb/lin' .11/VF F

cT Surface Tension lb,/f t F/1, L W.~

S Summation dimensionless tTtle

r Shear stress lb,/ft- T
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FLUID SYSTEMS POWER SYSTEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION LINE LEGENDt RESERVOIR
RETURN uIL AND s s .

The purpose of the Fluid Systems Section is to describe _ RETURE AND SEDSPRESSURE DISCONNECT

the function of the major fluid components used in typical
aerospace fluid system applications. The aerospace systems
covered are classified as propellant feed systems, attitude MOTOR PUMP
control systems, secondary injection systems, and fluid
power systems. The operation of some typical system con- GROUND SYSTEM CHECK

1igurations is described with emphasis on the function and DISCONNECT VALVE
requirements of the fluid components making up the sys-
temn. The Fluid Power Sub-Section presents a discussion of VALVE
the comparative advantages and disadvantages of hydrau-
lics and pneumatics for fluid power applications. FILTER

:ACCUMULATOR

4.2 FLUID POWER SYSTEMS

4.2.1 Introduction

A fluid power system is a system that transmits and con- RELIEF
trols power through the use of a pressurized fluid. This Sub- VALVE SERVO

Section presents a brief description of some typical fluid VALV

power systems and discusses the comparative character-
istics of hydraulic and pneumatic systems. SE

4.2,2 Typical Fluid Power System ROLL CONTROL

Hydraulic and pneumatic power systems are used exten- NOZZLE

sively to provide the muscles in aerospace applications such
as moving gimballed rocket motors and aerodynamic con-
trol surfaces (air rudder, jet vanes, and jetavators) and
actuating control valves for gas generator systems, pro- Figure 4.2.2. Typical Missile Hydraulic System
pellant feed systems, propellant utilization systems and
head suppression systems. The following major components
are common to all fluid power systems:

a) Fluid: liquid or gas pendicular planes for directional control of a rocket vehicle.
A similar actuator is used to direct a jet nozzle for rollb) Power source: pump, compressor, accumulator, high control.

pressure storage vessel, or solid propellant gas generator

c) Control valve: servovalve, solenoid valve, shuttle valve, In a pneumatic fluid power system, instead of a pump the
or sequence valve high pressure power source would typically be.a compressor,

hot gas generator and relief valve, or high pressure accu-d) Actuator: linear and rotary actuators mulator and regulator. Pneumatic systems are typically

e) Relief valves "one-pass," (open loop) systems.

f) Check valves

g) Filters 4.2.3 Comparison Factors Betw-_.. HydrauliC and
Pneumatic Fluid Power Systems

h) Low pressure sink: reservoir for hydraulic systems
(closed loop), atmosphere for pneumatic systems (open Most fluid power requirements could be met by using either
loop). a hydraulic or a pneumatic system. The selection of a syb-

tem using either fluid medium involves overlapping advan-
A typical closed loop hydraulic system used for actuating tages and disadvantages requiring great care in weighing
a gimballed thrust chamber is shown schematically in Fig- all the significant factors prior to selecting a particular
ure 4.2.2. The hydraulic system illustrated is composed of system. In general, the following represent some of the
a pump driven either by an electric motor or a power take- inajor considerations involved.
off from the main turbopump or othcr auxiliary power
source, flow control servo valves, actuators, reservoir, accu- 4.2.3.1 TEMPERATURE. Based on aircraft experience,
mulator, relif valves, cheek valves, filters, and disconnects, hydraulic systems have had a successful history in the
Hydraulic pressure in the order of 3000 psi operating temperature range of -- 65 to approximately 300'F. More
through servo valves is transmitted to double-acting linear recently, speed and environmental requirements have in-
actuators to gimbal the main rocket engine in two per- creased operating temperature conditions to 400'F. Under

4.1 -1
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POWER SYSTEMS FLUID SYSTEMS
FLUID MEDIA

extremely limited time durations, operation is possible at Type ii: operate from --65 to 275°F. The petroleum-based
temperatures of 550"F. Based on present knowledge, it MIL-O-5600 fluids can also operate in this temperature
appears that a temperature limitation for organic fluids range, provided an airless system is used.

is approximately 900F. TType III: operate from -65-F up to 400"F utilize silicoi.e

One of the characteristics of fluid flow in hydraulic systems fluids such as Oronite 8515.

is the temperature increase experienced during pressure Liquid metals are being considered as hydraulic fluids fcr
drops through restrictions and line flow. The recirculating extreme high temperature service, NaK-., a sodium-potas-
nature of most hydraulic systems tends to result in a tem- sium eutectic alloy showing promise for 1000°F service.

perature buildup, thus affecting not only the viscosity of
the fluid medium itself, but also otf' -r system components Pneumatic. Five types are considered:
as well.

Air: commonly used in aircraft applications due to its ac-

Low fluid viscosity, poor lubricity, and low bulk modulus cessibility by way of compressor bleed air, storage bottles,

have been the primary restrictions limiting the use of pneu- or other auxiliary gas generators.

matte systems operating in the normal temperature ranges. Nitroge'n: widely used in space applications, particularly
The possibility of entrained moisture in the gas being sub- in ground checkout equipment, due to its inertness and rela-
.ieted to low temperature presents an icing problem. Al- tively low cost.
though air has a low viscosity at normal temperatures, at
StJmperatures above 100 F its viscosity is greater than that Helio in: generally used in flight systems for tank pressuri-
of high temperaturt hydraulic fluds (Reference 27-3). Over zation, actuation of components, attitude control, et,.. due

temperature range-; which co u'd be imposed by a space to its lightweight feature.
flight environment, the viscosity of air' may vary by a factor Liqiifi'd Gases: application of heat required for vaporation
of three. while the viscosity of hydraulic fluids may change
by a factor of 20,000. The bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid to attain sufficient levels of pressurization. Liquid nitrogen

also varies greatly with temperature, while the bulk modulus and anhydrous ammonia are commonly used.

of air is relatively indpondent of temperature changes. As Hot Gas: high temperature gas usually generated by vari-
a result of these advantages, high temperature pneumatic ous combinations of propellants such as hypergolic (hydra-
systems upwards of 1000 F" are being investigated. Solid zine and nitrogen tetroxide), monopropelant (hydrogen

propellant gas generators provide a convenient sourc'e of peroxide), and solid propellant gas generators.
pneumiatic power for flig'ht systemis.

o s4.2.3.3 FLUID DENSITY. The relative density difference
1.2.3.2 FLUII) MEi)IA, Within the broad classification of between hydraulic and pneumatic media is a significant

pneumatic and hydraulic systems, a wide choice among factor in system selection and design.

fluid nedia is available for various applications. Some of Hydraulic fluid weighs approximately 60 pounds per cubic
the more common types of hydrauiic and pneunmatic fluids foot. Dr3 air weighs about 0.075 pounds per cubic foot at

usually lighter than comparable hydraulic systems cperat-

llydraulic. Dlepending upon the envir.vnment and the desired gathesmprsu.
performance and safety consideration characteristics, al-
most any liquid can be used as a hydraulic fluid For a given actuation force, the lower mass pneumatic me-

dium which travels at a much higher velocity than hydraulic
Hydraulic fluids which combine the best properties of low fluids provides a much higher response, particularly where
viscosity, high bulk modulus, good lubricity, and have mini- large actuator strokes are required.
mum problems of corrouion and safety are petroleum based
fluids such as MI 11-O-.,606 and silicone fluids such as Oronite Water hammer which can cause severe damage iv fluid

8515. systems is a function of fluid density and the square of the
velocity, hence particular care must be given to the design

Although having less desirable characteristics, liquid pro- of , high speed hydraulic systems with long fluid runs.

pellants are sometimes used as hydraulic fluids in rocket 1.2.3.4 BULK MODULUS. Bulk modulus is a measure of
systems for such applications as the actuation of shutoff the compressibility of fluids, and is expressed as the recip-

valves rocal of the compressibility factor. It is an important factor

in servomechanisms, where the natural frequency of the
Since th( parameters such as bulk modulus, viscosity, and system is directly proportional to the square root of the
lubricity are temperature dependent and directly affect bulk modulus of the fluid used.

system operation, hydraulic systems have been classified

into the following temperature categories: Liquids are almost incompressible, making them ideal for
accurate actuator speed control arid positive response in

Type 1: use fluids conforming to MIL-O-5606 almost ex- servo systems. Actually, at 1700 l~i hydraulic oil is com-
clusiveIy with operating temperatune limits from 65 to pressed about 1 percent. Comp~essibility of hydraulic
I Im F. fluids is of special interest when working at very high
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CONTROLS

pressures or, with devices the operational charnacteristics Hydraulic valves are generally slower in action than pneu-
of which depend on the rigidity of thr control and power matic valves. This is necessary if the shoek loads imposed
fluids. Air entrainment and high temperatures tend to re- on the system during' shift are to be kept to a minimum.
duce the bulk modulus. Hydraulic valves are generally also of the lapped-spool type

where the clearance flow of the hydra'lic fluid can be ex-
Many of the arguments favoring hydraulics over pneu- pe(cted to lubricate ain(d continuously flush the working sur-
matics rest on the high bulk modulus of hydraulic syrtcems. faces. The (iferencc in the media also helps to determine
Although many innovations have developed in pneu matic the materials used in construction of controls.
servomechanisms to improve the stiffness of control ý,vs-
tems, all these techniques result in increased bulk, higher Pressure plulses can be transmitted at very high speeds in
weight, lower reliability, and other undesirable effects, pneumatic systems without the need for special provisions

to accommodate the high flew velocities, (i.e., prevent water
The compressibility of pneumatic fluids provides for self- hammer). A p ic mldw also preven soter

hammer). A pneumatic medium also provides smoother
damping characteristics making pneumatic systems less operation. For these reasons, pneumatic circuits are widely
susceptible to conditions of shock resulting from rapid adopted for high speed control applications.
acceleration and deceleration.

d..2.3.8 RADIATION. Nuclear radiation has no effect on
h 4.2.3.5 LUBRICITY. Gases d( noq have inherent lubricating common pneumatic media. However, most hydraulic fluid,

qualities, ror are they able to carry lubricants under pres- especially hydraulic oils, undergo a chemicl and physica
sure for extended distances in contrast to the inherent change in the presence of nuclear radiation. Also, strong
lubricating characteristics of hydraulic oils and the relative consideration must be given to the compatibility of seals,
ease of suspending or mixing lubricants with hydraulic and gaskets with hydraulic fluids under radiation conditions.
fluids. Lubricvtion is dc'nitxc, a -problem in pneumatic
circuits wherever wear of mating surfaces can occur. .1.2.3.9 SAFETY. Assuming that a hydraulic system is bled

of trapped air, the energy content of a compressed liquid is
.1.2.3.6 LEAKAGE. Traditionally, leakage constitutes one relativoly low because of its inherent high bulk modulu-,.
of the main trouble spots for hydraulic systems. Hydraulic Thus, the rupturing of P iine or the loss of a fitting should
leakage is easily noticeable by the obvious traces it leaves not result in an explosive loss of the liquid. However, in the
in the area surrounding the system and by the general ap- case of high pressure pne'ý.matic systems, a structural.
pearance of its components Leakage can be controlled by failure could resu 1 • " a lrrge and destructive explosion.
careful manufacturing and maintenance procedures. This
means close fits, good finishes, adequate processing tech- One of the greatest hazards attributed to high temperature
niques, and proper selection of components. At higher pres- hydraulic systems using organic fluids lies in the potential
sures, some parts such as spool type valves are no longer danger of spontaneous combustion in the event uf leakage.
practical because the clearances involved induce excessive Also, toxicity problems may be produced as a result of the
leakage. Most satisfactory valves in this respect have been thermal breakdown products of some of the fluids. In all
the poppet type with lapped seats. Difficulties can also be cases, it is evident that all high temperature and high )res-
traced to lodging of minute particles in valve seats which, sure fluid systems must 'w, treated with extreme caution.
in turn, points out the necessity for t--ood filtration.

Hydraulc leaks can easily be detected by visual means
whereas pneumatic leaks are difficult to locate. The greatest REFERENCES
cause for pressure loss in pneumatic systems is in the la-ge 1-234 6-107 27-8
number of fitting joints and line-to-unit junctions through-
out the system. To minimize leakage, all threaded connec- 1-261 6-171) 618-14
tions should be properly sealed by means of some resilient 6-106 27 -3 :160-1:1
material in the joint itself. 27-7

4.2.3.7 CONTROLS. The design and selection of controls is
also affected by media consideratiors, Directional control
valves used in conjunction with pneumatic circuits are
generally quick acting.
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4.3 ROCKET PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEMS
4.3.1 Introduction fi.l.
The prin•ary objective of rocket propellant feed systems is IAV
to provide liquid propellant(s) to the rocket motor at the A Y

desired pressure, flow rate, and mixture ratio. The purpose Disc DSCONNECT
of this Sub-Section is to describe typical rocket propellant P-IS-•NT 2

feed systms, with emphasis on the function of fluid #!om- a 0_
ponents making up the system..r i

VIINT VINT4.3.2 Description VAVE VV , aL

Liquid propellant xocket propulsiou systems can be broadly 00

divided into pressure fed systems and pump fed systems. I1cx VA' VALVE VALVE

pressurized systems. Each of these two basic systems can

be subdivided nto three major subsystems: (1) the pressur. 91,. "a 1111
ization system, (2) the propellant storage system, and (3) PRPL ANT STORA E

the engine system. A fourth propulsion subsystem employed
in some rocket vehicles is a propellant utilization system. A

The engine system may be further subdivided Into assem- I3blies which include turborurnp assembly, the flow control LIQUI LIUI

assembly, and the rocket motor consisting of injector, thrust LLE
chamber, and nozzle. Figure 4.3,2 illustrates these sub- I .
assemblies integrated into a typical pump fed system. Py I
removing the turbopump assembly and connecting points
(B) and (C), the illustration can be made to represent a -

typical pressure fed system. i ,MI VALv piE-vAVE .
PROPELLANT AND/OR AN/11 7 1,0

FILL AND s l PIOPKL.ANT

4.3.3 Comparison of Pressure Fvý and Turbopump ROAIN VALVE DIAPHRAGM DIA'KAGM GRAIN VALVEI

Liquid Rocket Systems is VLEIUVLE1

Of the two systems, the presmure fed system is by far the E ..
simplest and is usually the rreferred system for low thrust L
vehicles with short mission durations. In terms of com- 17
ponent requirements, the principle difference between the F OIZ

two systems is the presence or absence of a turbopump as- 0 PM 20

senibly. Whereas in the pressure fed system stored gas Fr FcIX Ib••L • PU MP_ 25 FLXII
provides the energy for expelling the propellants, in the I COUNL IN

pump fed system the turbopump provides the energy. Al- IGASGM
thuugh a pressurization system is not used with a turbo- VALVE V

pump system to expel propellants, it is usually required to 4 . 24

keep the tank pressure above the minimum value necessary
for tank rigidity (a partial vacuum could collapse the tanks L- ---- 4 I
as propellants are withdrawn) and to provide adequate I OE O6 , LO"M T

suction head to prevent pump cavitation.aS FLOW)TtoZ7oL ASS rFLOWkTU

Although the weight of tanks and plumbing is greater for FLOW FLOW

a pressure fed system than for a comparable pump fed VE VVCONEIO I
system, the pump fed system's total weight for low thrust,
short duration -missions is more than for a pressure fed SUoFF I _ _ - t I
system. The tradeoff point above which the turbopump 1 vJ RO0.IT 1I
system is lighter of the two varies with mission duration, I- J I
propellant performance chb.aracteristics, and propellant MNGNE SYSTE -

density. In general, this point is found to occur between
8000 and 20,000 pounds of total propellant weight. Below
this range, the pressure fed systems are found to be most Figure 4.3.2. Typical Bipropellant Rocket Propulsion System
practical. Furthermore, the relative simplicity of the pres-
sure fed system makes it an attractive alternative in spite
of a weight di3advantage of the larger sizes.
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TURBOPUMP SYSTEMS

4.3.4 Turbopump Systems between maximum upstream prersure and regulated pres-
sure, regulation is done in stages through two regulators in

Figure 4.3,2 illustrates a typical bipropellant turbopump series. Check valves (9) are usually instr'led between the
system, The same figure can be used to ilhlstrate a mono- regulator and the tank to prevent back flow of propellant
propellant turbopump system by removing the oxidizer vapors to the regulator. Two eamons for preventing this
system. In contrast to the pressurr. fed system, the propel- back flow are: (I) to keep corrosive vapors out of the
lant tank and feed lines upstream of the pump are main- regulator itself and. (2) to prevent possible irixing of pro-
tained at relatively low pressureý, usually in the range of pellant vapors with resulting fire and explosion hazards.
10 to 50 psi. A gas generator, either solid propellant, bipr'o-
pe!lant, or monopropellant is usually used to power the Typically, pressure regulators in pump f#0 ocket systems

turbopump. When a liquid propellant gas generator is used, are required to regulate over v pressi ' *e frn m up-

it is common practice to feed the gas generator with propel- proximately 100 to 1,300 psi down ti .
lants supplied by the main propellant feed system. Sucl a After the main tanks have been pressurizei, lu-opei>-,t flow
system is commonly known as a bootstrap system. A sepa-prevlves and'or rupturing the
rate turbopump .tart system is required to develop sufficient
pump pressure to feed the gas generator. At this point, burst diaphragms (17). A burst diaphragm or rupture typ"
bootstrap operation can take over and the system s ustains prevalve is used if long term propellant storage is required.
itself with no external source of power. The start system A filter (19) is shown in the propellant feed system to pro-for spinning up the turbine can be fed by a separate pres- tect the turbopump, flow control assembly, and injectyr

sure fed propellant system (a so-called start system), a from contaimination collected from the tank and intermedi-
liquid gas generator, a solid propellant gas generator, or ate valving and pumps. The pumps (20) must be brought
an auxiliary pneumatic system. Another turbopump system up to speed before propellants are introduced into the thrust
which to date has seen only limited use is the to,_ off turbine chamber. The turbine (22) which drives the pumps through
which is driven by combustion chamber gas, thus eliminat- a gear box (21) is started either by means of a separate
ing the need for a separate gas generator. gas generator tank system, by a gas generator, or by a

pneumatic -tart system. After the pump has built up sutfi-Referringent pressure, the turbopump system goes into bootstrap
feed system functions in the following malv .er: the pres- ope rt bye openith t he sys go es into t s

surant tank (3) is charged with a high p,'essure inert gas operation by opening the gas generator valves (24), thus

(N- or He) through a ground flter (1) aid the fill and vent introducing propellants from the high pressure side of the

disconnect (2). When rated pressure has been reached, pump to the gas generator (23). The main propellant shut-
off valves (28) are also opened after the pump has been

pressurization is discontinued and fi!, and vent valve dis-
connected. Inadvertent overpressure of the pressurant tank brought up to speed. These valves are often pressure actu-

ated, opening at a preset system pressure. This is usuallyd u rin g fi llin g or p ost fi ll th erm al induced p ressu re rise isac o p i h d b p r s u e ct t d s u tl v l e u ed s a
relieved by the relief valve (4). Potentially catastrophic accomplished by pressure actuated shuttle valve used as arelieved-pessresby yondt.aa o the relief valve (pilot to control actuation of- the main prop-llant valve. Thepropellant shutoff valve is used to stop as well as start flow.
vented through the burF.t disc 4i) which is~set for some The shutdown characteristics of the engine (thrust termina-
pressure above the relief valve (: aeking pressure. The pro-pellant tanks (13) are loaded tia'ough the propellant fill .tion) are to a large extent dependent on the shutoff valve
pelland drainkvs (13) witloadedh the propellant passin ilt h 'characteristics. Flow control valves (27) are required in arind drain valves (15) with thc., propellant passing throug'h

a ground filter (14) to pewvnt potentially harmful con- system where throttling of the engine is required. Control

taminants from being transferred from the loading system valves are also commonly used in fixed thrust rocket sys-
tens in the gas generator feed system. The gas neneratorto the fligit system. The vent valve (10) is opened during control valve beomaes part of a closed loop system whicTe

the filling operation to vent excess gases and vapors from ronto hanges itrt opi r clos ingpas re-
the propellant tank ullage volume. The relief valve (11) responds to ehanges in thrust, opening or closing as re-
and burst disc £12) provide the same safety function both quired to maintain the thrust at the desir-d level. The rocketando burst din k12x provide the samere saet functio bothhus
during fill and any time during system operation as was motor (29) in ma"y systems is required to gimbal foi thrust

liquid vectoring. Flexihle couplings (25) in the feed lines'provide
described for the ).ressu rant. tank. The quantity of folhiquidv oin ewenteegie(otrpuloaded into the tanks Is indi,.'ated remotely by the liquid foterlttemtinbwenhenge(oorpu
loaded iento. the). tcontrol assembly) and the rest of the system. In a system

where propellant outage is critical, iLe., minimum residual
The system is pressurized by opening the gas, shutoff valve propellants are required, a propellant utilization s:,stem
(6), often called a start valve. High pressure gas then consisting of Lank liquid level sensors (16) or flowerwters
flows through the start valve to the pressure regulator (8). (26) for gaging, a computer system, and a propeliant utili-
The filter (7) removes particulate contaminant from the zation (PU) valve (18), is utilized to adjust the mixture
tank, valve, and plumbing which could damage the regula- ratio throughout the mission duration such that both pro-
tot. The pressure regulator reduces the pressure down to pellants are exhausted simultaneously. The gages (level
the desired tank pressure level. In the schematic shown, sensor or flownmeter) provide data to i. computer which inte-
pressure is reduced through a single regulrtor. In some grates total flo\% to the engine and determines the required
turbopump systems, due to the large pressure differential mixture ratio which is controlled by the I'U valve.
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4.3.5 Pressure Fed Systems

Removal of the turbopump ascrmbly from the system (Fig- [ ]., ,,
ure 4.3.2) by connectting points (B) and (C) converts the 11, )LIt. .J*"J0IJUI,"

•schematic to a pressure fed system. This system then i. -
entirely dependent upon pneumatic pressure f4r its op,. rT;. I'll
tion. The propellants are forced out of the tauiks under DiST A,1 I,'I -,AS

pressure which controls the propellant flow rate. By virtue I ,C. r'f.

of the increased pressure, the w.ight of tanks and plumbing
is by necessity higher in the pressure fed system than in L..LJA
the turbopump system. With the exception of the operatior
of the turbopump assembly, system operation and comp•,-
nent functions in a pressure fed system are similar to those
described for tile turbopump system, IURSINE smut OFF VALVE NEIC OR CACCII ' OR

EXI"US" ORIFICE OR ORIFICE

Chamber pressure for pressure fed systems co.monly FILTER CHECK CHECK

ranges between 100 and 300 psi in contrast to ,hamber V'ALVE VALVE

pressure as high as 1000 psi encountered in turbopump IREIS to VAPOXIZER t

systems. Pressure fed systems can be monopropellant as TO PROPELLANT FUEL ANK OXIODIZER TANK

well as bipropellant, a monopropellant systevn consisting
of essentially one-half the system illustrated. ( (6)

SOLID PROPELLANT
GAS GENERATOR

4.3.6 Pressurization Systems

ELECTRICAL
4.3.6.1 GENERAL, A wide range of propellant tank pres- IGNITER RELIEF VALVE

surization systems can be selected foiý both preasure fed and
turbopump rocket systems. The fellowing types of systems To PROPELLANt

are practical for main propellant tank pressurization: TANKS

a) Stored cold gas (C)

b) Heated gas systems (turlopump only)
c) Hot gas eŽtraction systems (turbopump only) Figure 4.3.6.3s, b, C. (a) Heated Gas PressurlitiCf System,b) Hot Gat Extraction System, and

d) Solid pipellant gas generation c Solid Propellant Pressurization Sys-
e) Auto pressurization. , enm

4.3.6.2 STORED COLD GAS. Stored cold gas is the most
common pressurization system used for both pressure fed
and turbopurap rocket systems. Chemically inert stored propulsion system size and pressure rating and has little
gases are virtually limited to helium and nitrogen. Neon is influence on component performance and reliability.
lighter than nitrogen but is prohibitively expensive. Heat exchangers may be located at various places on the

The <old gas pressurization system (Figure 4.3.2) repre- vehicle particularly where adequate heat can be extracted.
serLs the simplest possible configuration with minimum In a turbopump engine it may be conventionally located in
.-omponents and having low activation time. the turbine exhaust. For pressure fed systems, the heat
Selection of components for this type of pressurization exchanger may he located on the noz-.le usually at the exit.

system is based primarily on flow and pressure conditions. A heated gas system which eliminates the heat exchanger
The pressurants are chemically compatible with most utilizes a one-shot cartridge gas generator located inside
structural materials and require little consideration during the gas storage tank.
component design.

4.3.6.4 HOT GAS EXTRACTION SYSTEM. The hot gas
4.3.6.3 HEATED GAS SYSTEM. A heated gas system extraction system, also known as the autogeneous system.
(Figure 4.3.6.3a) is similar to tle cold gas system except is used exclusively with turbopump systems. In the hot gas
for the addition of a heat exchanger. HeaLing the gas pro- extraction system, the pressurant is provided by the pro-
vides a greater available energy from a given volume of pellants themselves, thus obviating the requirement for a
pressurant. The heated gas system is practical only in ,eparate pressurant and pressurant tank (Figure 4.3..3b).
conjunction with a turbopump system using the turbine
exhaust gas as the high temperature fluid. Gas flowing from Heat is generated by a fuel-rich gas generator, with the
the storage bottle is heated before entering the propellant fuel-rich reaction products used directly to pressurize the
tanks. The schematic shows a high-pressure heat exchanger fuel tank. Before entering the fuel tank the hot gas (800
located upstream of the regulator. The unit could be low- to 1500'F) passes through a heat exchanger which vapor-
pressure rated if it was located downstream of the regu- izes the oxidizer from the high pressure side of the pump
lator. The choice of heat exchanger rating depends on which then becomes the pressurant for the oxidizer tank.
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STORED GAS

Components in this system must not only be able to with- control systems are regulated either by an ON-OFF con-

stand the high temperatures, but the corrosive propellant trol valve with pulse width modulation or pulse frequency
vapors as well, modulation or by a proportional flow control valve. Sys.

tems with pulse width modulation vary the pulse duration.1.3.6.5 SOlliP PROIPELLANT GAS GENERATION. Solid of a fixed thrust whi~e those with pukse fruquency modula-

propellant gas generation systems (Figure 4.. c)vary th frequency of a fixed thrust of fixed duration.

used in both turbopump and pressure fed systems. Solid in sy th proportiona vale , th e durateond

propeilant pressurization systems for liquid rockets are at- thrssteis whoportional tolths tde of te and

tractive from the standpoint of simplicity, lightweight, and

compactness. The system consists of an electrical igniter, signal to the valve, I),. ,,ig periods of inactivity for sy.,-

a solid propellant gas genert.,-, and a pressure relief valve terns containing an ON-OFf' type start valve, the system

or back pressure regulator. is shut down by closing the start valve. When a squib
actuated burst type valve is used for system activation,

Ihis type of system is useful only for sing!e start opera- shatoff is achieved by r,'gulator lockup and by the closed
tions. Once the generator is ignited pressurization rate and control valves. A low pressure non-reactive& relief valve
duration are fixed. located between the flow control valves and prensurization

4.3.6.6 AUTO PRESSURIZATION. The simplest means of system serves to prevent over-pre-surization of the con-

pressurization is an auto pressurization system which uses trol system which could occur in the event the pressure

the vapor pressure of the propellants as the expulsion regulator leaks during lockup, i.e., when no attitude cor-

pressure. Auto pressurization is feasible with certain pro- rection is called tor and all flow control valves a-e closed.

pellants having reasonably high vapor pressures such as Selection of the type of flow control (thrust control) de-
ammonia, propane, oxygen, and -.aixed oxide! of nitrogen. pends upon the accuracy. response, and leakage require-

ments necessary for a given mission. Error-sensing devices
REFERENCES continue attitude correction until the desired vehicle orien-

tation is achieved, The number ant magnitude of attitude

2-41 corrections necessary to orient the vehicle dictate the
2-42 total impulse requirement for the space vehicle. Hence,

471-1 when sizing attitude control systems, accurate assessment

331-1 of the size and number of attitude corrections required is
472-1 important.

The basic distinctions between the various attitude control
4.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL ROCKET SYSTEMS systems are the ,tate of the fluid and the feed system

.. It u n necessary to supply the fluid. Attitude control rocket sys.4.4.1I Introduction
tems are classified in this handbook according to the state

This Sub-Section describes fluid component 'functi•_s in of the fluid passing through the flow control valves. These
typical attitude control rocket systems. X.'ti(uJ4& Antrol include:
systems are used for manned and unmanned spacecraft
to provide vehicle reorientation prior to velocity vector a) Cold gas

correction or for maintainiihg a fixed oriertation on a point Stored gas

in space (station kzýeping), 4butside of the atmosphere Stored liquefied gtses
where aerodynamic, cohtrols are ineffective. Attitude car- b) Monopropellant
rections are neckeýsary to comtqpsate for the forces wnich
act on a space vehicle such as solar radiation pressure, inag- c0 Bipropellant
netic fields, change in internal momentum within the vehicle, d) Hot gas
booster stage firing or separation, meteroid impact, aero- Solid propellant hot gas generation
dynamic forces, and gravitation gradients, Monopropellant hot gas generation

Attitude sensing devices and electronic supporting equip- Bipropellant hot gas ge~eration
ment are not included within the scope of this sub-section. Schematics of these systems are illustrated in Figures

4.4,3.1, 4.4.3.2, 4.4.4, 4.4.i-. .4A,6, .1,4.7, and 4.4.9.
4.4.2 General Description of Attitude Control

Rocket Systems
4.4.3 Cold Gas Systems

Attitude control rocket systems are reaction control de-
vices which orient the vehicle about the roll, pitch, and or 1.1.3.1 STOR:'7• C AS ArTITI'DE CONTROL ROCKET
yaw axes. Electrical signals from the spacecraft guidance SYSTEM. A stored gas attitude control rocket system is
system actuate flow control valves which meter gas or
propellant flow and thereby control rocket thrust and
correct vehicle attitude. Gas or propellant flow in attitude ic *yi- II y nideal ,'tst fo'mthe v, , tW ,,.. . II,,7. , ll ,I•'lhitlh
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ATTITUDE CONTROL FLUID SYSTEMS
LIQUEFIED GAS

YAW AXIS DIRECTION OF MOTION

> < ROL.L AXIS

PITCH AXIS

LOW PRESSURE
RE Lit F VALVE HI HPRESSURE

R R RELIEF VALVE

TRS PRNSOUREZN (NON-REACTIVE)

NOZZLE

STR AV N.C.)--

• ~CONTROL VALVE ..- GAS TANK

•,• GAS FILL AND VENt

VALVE (MUICK
DISC:ONNECT)

Figure 4.4.3.1. Storad Gas Attitude Control Rocket System

shown schematically in Figure 4.4,3.1. The gas tanl: is regulator removes potentially harmful particulate con-
(harged to rated pressure with gaseous nitrogen, helium, taminants emanating from the start 4alve or the tank
or propane which enters the tank through a gas f"' and and upstream plumbing. Gas pressure is reduced by the
vent disconnect. The disconnect usually has an ,:tegral regulator to a preset value determined by thrust require-
poppet on the accumulator side for shutoff when &iscon- ments of the system. After the system has been energized,
nicted. If the disconnect does not have a poppet, a separate electrical signals from the spacecraft guidance system
;hutoff valve. squib or solenoid-actumted, is located on the actuate the flow control valves metering gas to the appro-
accumulator side of the disconnect. After rated pressure is priate control rocket for attitude correction thrust. Flow
obtained, pressurization is discontinued and the gas fill regulation for attitude control systems is described in
and vent valve disconnected. Inadvertent over-pressure of Sub-Topic 4.4.2.
the gas tank during filling or by post-fil pressure rise due
to heating is relieved by a non-reacti,,e, high pressure

SYSTEM. The liquefied gas*~ (e.g., anhydrous ammonia)relief valve. In some systems the relief valve is either attTE Tro systed sh Figur 4.h32resembles
replaced by, or used in conjunction with, a burst disc. the soreg system difrn incipall in4the2designlof
Th, bUrst disc is usually sot above the relief valve crack- the stored gas system, differing principally in the design of

inf pre.ssure. It serves to prevent hazards to personnel the storage tank and the addition of a vent valve and gas
eevent of potentially accumulator. Modification of the tank includes:

'atastrophi( tank over-pressurization resulting from a a) Addition of tank insulation to control propellant
closed failure of the relief or inadequate relief valve vaporization
capacity in the event of an extremely rapid pressure b) Addition of a bladder with a check valve to separate
buildup in the tank. the liquid and vapor

The attitude control system is activated by energizing the c) Reduction of tank wall thickness permitted by reduc-
-tart valve (squib or solenoid-actuated, normally-closed tion of storage pressure
shutoff valve) which permits gas to flow from the accumu- d) Addition of heating equipment, when required to ac-
lator to thb pressure regulator. A filter upstream of the celerate or control propellant vaporization.
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FLUID SYSTEMS ATTITUDE CONTROL
MONOPROPELLANT - BIPROPELLANT

YAW AXIS DIRECTION OF MOTION T

" )COLD CAS FLO

ROLL AXIS CONTROL VALVE

PITCH AXI• PRESSURE RECULATOR

VLOW PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

CHEC /VALVE L

FLTERJ IG ,0 PRES LRE

BUS RPLATTNI4 ~ FL

RELIEF VALVE

"A, 4•'T VALVE ,PRESSURE

{ I •CHECK VALVE - LIQUID NH 3

INSULATION ...

PROPELLANT TANK

• ~PROPE LLANT FILL

BURST DrIAPHRAGM• AND DRAIN VALVE

VALVE

Figure 4.4.3.2. Liquefied Gas Attitude Control System

The propellant is loaded through the fill and drain valve, the system through the same valve, and gases trapped

while the gases and vapors in the tank are vented through between the tank bladder and starc valve are vented

the vent valve. When propellant loading is complete, the through the gas veit valve. The gas pressurization system

fill and vent valves are disconnected and capped, and the is charged in the same manner as described in Detailed

system is ready for operation. Heat from the surrounding Topic 4.4.3.1, and the system is armed by energizing the

structure and/or from an external heat source vaporize the start valve (squib or solenoid-actuated). This results in

propellant, forcing, the vapors (at the propellant vapor regulated pressurization of the propellant tank and pro-

pressure corresponding to the temperature of the heated pellant flow control valves. Upon command from the
hthe bladder check valve and pres- guidance system, the appropriate flow control valves are

fluid) to pass through tenergized, aliowing liquid propellant to pass through a
surize the accumulator. The systen; is initiated and con- decomposition catalyst bed located at the head of the
tro'led in the sane manner as ti,.: cold gas system. thrust nozzle. The hot gases which are generated by

I)etailed Topic 4.4.3.1. the exothermic decomposition process expand through the

thrust nozzles providing reactive thrust.
4.4.4 Monopropellant Systems 4.4.5 Hypergolic Bipropellant Systems

A t:,,picnl "w-opropellant attitude control rocket system is
illustrateo in Figure 4.4.4. The propellant system is A typical hypergolic bipropellant attitude control rocket

evacuated prior to loading through the propellant fill and system is illustrated in Figure 4.4.5. The pressurant gas

drain valve. After the gases and vapors are removed, (e.g.. helium) and propelhats (e.g., a hydrazine mixture

propellant (e.g., hydrogen peroxide) is pressure fed into and nnitrogen tetroxide) are loaded in the same manner as
(lese.ihed respectively in D)etailed Topics 4.4.3.1 and 4.4.4.
The system is armed by energ-izing the start valve, result-

*'rh,. use ,dr Ii ucTh I ,, I udcs, hit is nit i id ito , bu, , i. no Iit. fhiidi. inTg in regoulated pTCessurization of the - xpulsion tanks and
I 2"yFv i ), lids aure I l, T j ii)t flii. Is which h i,p I h i ,," liiiw -- 1530' propellant lines up to the bilpropellant flow control valves.
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SOLID PROPELLANT--HOT GAS
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Figure 4.4.4. Monopropellant Attitude Control Rocket System

When the appropriate flow control valvee are energized, 4.4.7 Monopropellant Hot Gas Systems
the propellants are mixed by an injector causing hyper-
golic ignition. The gaseous combustion products expand in The monopropellant hot gas attitude control system em-
the nozzles causing reactive thrust. ploys a single hot gas generator to supply gas for each

thrust nozzle (Figure 4.4.7). Propellant (e.g., hydrazine)The bipropellant system illustrated utilizes one gas pres- and stored gas (e.g., helium) are loaded in the same
sure regulator for pressurizing both the fuel and oxidizer manner as described in Detailed Topic 4.4.3.1. System
tanks. Another possible method of regulating tank pres- arming is accompiished by energizing the start valve, re-
sure is to use two regulators, one for each tank, which sulting in pressurization up to the gas generator igniter
would permit the use of sensing lines between the tanks valve.
and their corresponding regulators. The system would be
heavier than a single regulator system, but would provide Upon command from the guidance system, the gas genera-
closer pressure control. tor igniter valve is opened supplying propellant to the

decomposition chamber. The squib igniter initiates decom-
4.4.6 Solid Propellant Systems position of the propellant forming hot gases which pres-

surize the accumulator and the hot gas flow control valves.
A typical solid propellant attitude control rocket system
is illustrated in Figure 4.4.6. The system is activated by After the accumulator pressure reaches a predetermined
an electrical impulse to the igniter which initiates corn- maximum, the gas generator igniter valve is automatically
bustion of the solid propellant. Increasing gas pressure c&osed and decomposition stopped. Attitude correction is
caused by the burning propellant ruptures the burst dia- executed by energizing the appropriate hot gas flow con-
phragm. pressurizing the system to the flow control valves. trol valves causing reactive thrust at the nozzles. When
The thrust duration of this system is limited to the burn- the accumulator pressure falls below a preset minimum
ing time of the solid propellant, and problems with extin- (corresponding to self-ignition temperature), the gas gen-
guishing and reigniting solid propellants limit the use to erator igniter valve is energized causing propellant flow
one shot, short duration applications, and hot gas generation, repeating the cycle.
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Figure 4.4.5. Hypergolic Bipropellant Attitude Control Rocket System
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Figure 4.4.6. Solid Propellant Attitude Control Rocket System
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Figure 4.4.8. Hy)ergolic Bipropellant Hot Gas Attitude Control Rocket System

4.5 SECONDARY INJECTION THRUST VECTOR at the point of injection. An oblique shock wave is gener-
CONTROL SYSTEMS ated at the point of injection which changes the direction

-f the exhaust stream, producing a steering force. For a
4.5.1 Introduction single thrust chamber ro.cket system a minimum of four

The purp~ose of this Sub-Section is to describe typical injectant points, 900 apart, are required around the periph-

secondary injection thrust vector control systems for solid cry of the nozzle. The net vectoring angle is determined
and liquid propellant rocket engines in terms of the fluid by the resultant flow from any two adjacent injectant

system operation and the functions of fluid compouents points.

used in these systems. Injectant flow into the rocket engine nozzle is regulated

by the injector flow control valves. By controlling the flnw
4.5.2 General Description of Secondary Injection of injectant, the angle and strength of the shock wave is

Thrust Vector Control Systems . controlled, thus providing a means of regulating the steer-
ing force. The injectant flow is controlled using pulse width

A means of thrust vector control is required for rocket modulation, pulse frequency modulation, or pulse rat'o
engines to provide pitch and yaw control for stabilizing modulation (a combination of the former two) of an ON-
and steering the vehicle during powered flight. Techniques OFF valve, or variable flow control using a proportional
for thrust ve(torir g include moveable vanes or jetavators flow control valve. The selection of the type of injector
located in the rot'kst exhaust, gimballing of the entire flow control (steering force control) depends upon the
thrust chamber, swivelling the nozzle, and injection of a acluracy and response required to maintain a specific
secondary fluid into the exhaust thereby deflecting the powered flight path. The direction of the steerinq force is
exhaust strIam. ;'econdary injection is playing an increas- controlled by activating the appropriate injectant flow con-

ingly more importan.t role for large rocket engines and solid trol valve or valves located around the periphery oi the

propellant motors, nozzle.

Secondary fluid iijection thrust vectoring is accomplished Secondary injection systems are classified according to the
by injecting either a gas or liquid into the main exhaust state or type of fluid passing through the flow control
stream as iiiustraziteu in Figure, ... 2, forwing a fluid wedge v.ait- as 'ii.ed as
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Figure 4.5.3.1. Bypass Gas Injection System (Thrust Cham-
4.5.3 Gas Injection ber Bleed)
4.5.3.1 BY-PASS GAS INJECTION. The by-pass gas injec-
tion system (sometimes called thruist chamber bleed) shown
in Figure 4.5.3.1 utilizes hot gas from the combustion chtim- 4.5.3.3 HOT GAS INJECTION FROM GAS GENERATOR.
ber of the rocket engine. Command signals from the A hot gas injection system utilizing a gas generator i:i
guidance system energize the appropriate injectant flow illustra•.ed in Figure 4.5.3.3. The hot gases generated are
control valve resulting in injection of hot gas into the the products of chemical react.ions of monopropellant,,
exhaust nozzle. The hot gas by-pass system is advanta- bipropellants, or solid propellants, and the gas temperature
geous in that it is lightweight, highly responsive, and con- may range between 1000 and 6000°F. System arming is
sists of few components. The principal disadvantage of this accomplished by energiring the start valve in the mono-
system is that the hot gas by-pass valve is subjected to gas. propellant or bipropellant systems or by energizing the
flow temperatures above 6000'F. pyrotechnic igniter in the solid propellant gas generator.

4i.5.3.2 COLD GAS INJECTION. A cold gas injection Upon command from the guidance system, the appropriate
thrust vector control system is illustrated in Figure 4.5.3.2. hot gar injector valves are energized, resulting in gas injec-
The gas tank is charged with high pressure gas through tion into the main exhaust stream of the rocket engine.
the gas fill valve until rated p'essure is attained. Pressur-
ization is then discontinued, and the fill valve disconnected.

ticulat- matter either from the gas generator or the start
A signal from the guidance system energizes the start valve from impair;ng i'he operation of the relief valve or
valve (explosive or solenoid actuated), resulting in reg- injectant control valve,,. The relief -alve keeps system
ulated pressurization of the gas irjector valve. The injector pressure from exceeding a preset value.
valves are then energized on command by the guidance
system and inject gas into the main exhaust stream of the
rocket engine. As the component requirements of the cold 4.5.4 Liquid Injection
g•s injection system are basically the same as those of the
SZor'ed gas attitude control system, the reader is referred 4.5.4.1 INERT OR REACTIVE LIQUID INJECTION. A
to Detailed Topic 4.4.3.1 for additional discussions of corn- secondary injection system utilizing an inert or reactive
ponent requirements in this system. liquid (e.g., Freon, N.O,) is illustrated in Figure 4.5.4.1.
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Figure 4.5.3.2. Cold Gas Injection Thrust Vector Control System

The injectant is loaded through th, fill and drain valve, 4.5.4.2 REACTIVE BIPROPELLANT INJECTION. A re-
while the gases and vapors in the injectant storage tank active bipropellant liquid injection system is represented
are vented through the vent valve. When an expulsion in the schematic shown in Figure 4.5.4.2. Reactive propel-
bladder is used in the injectant tank, the system must be lants (e.g., N2O, and UDMH) are loaded through the fill
evacuated prior to filling the injectant tank. Gases trapped and drain valves, while gases and vapors are vented
between the tank bladder and start valve are vented through the vent and relief valves. Pressurizing gas (e.g.,
through the gas vent valve, the gas pressurization system He, N,) is loaded in the gas tank through the gas fill and
is charged, and the system is ready for operation. The vent valve. Inadvertent overpressure in the gas tank either
start valve (squib or solenoid-actuated) is energized, and during filling or resulting from post Ill thermal expan-
the pressure regulator provides a constant pressure to sion is relieved by the gas pressure relief valve. The
the injectant tank for injectant expulsion, system is armed by energizing the start valve. A constant
The injector valves are then energized on command by the pressure is provided by the pressure regulator for expell-

guidance system, resulting in liquid injection into the main ing propellants.
exhaust stream of the rocket engine. Reactive liquid inject- Signals from the guidance system energize the appropriate
ants react chemically with the combustion gases and the bipropellant injector valves, injecting fuel and oxidizer
reaction products expand through the nozzle. Inert inject- into the main exhaust stream. Filters are located upstream
ants entering the combustion gas stream expand from the of the pressure regulator and the flow control valves to
heat of the combustion gases and form a shock wave. A prevent particulate contamination from entering these
method using reactive liquid with liquid propellant engines components.
is to bypass oxidizer from the engine supply lines to the
injector valve. This complicates propellant utilization con- Liquid propellant engines can be adapted for reactive
trol, but permits a weight savings by elimination of the bipropellant liquid injection by diverting fuel and oxidizer
secondary system. from the engine supply lines to the bipropellant injector
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FLUID COMPONENTS INTRODUCTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION means of a movable valving element which opens or ob-
structs a flow passage. Valve types are discussed by func-

The purpose of this section is to discuss basic g id comr- tion under the following categories: shutoff valves, con-
ponents in terms of component function, design , , per- trol valves, pressure regulators, relief valves, check valves,
formance characteristics, applications, and limitations, multiple passage valves, servo valves, and explosive valves.
The fluid components which will be covered can be divided Each functional category is further categorized by design
into valves, flidd couplings and connectors, filters, and type as- in the case of shutoff valves, for instance -
sensing deuices. The range of fluid system applications for poppet, butterfly, gate, spool, etc. Flid couplingB and con-
which components are considered includes ground support, nectors discussed are fittings, flexible and rotary joints,
flight, hydraulic, pneumatic, cryogenic, and vacuum sys- and quick disconnects, Sensing devices include flowmeters,
terns. and pressure switches, as well as pressure, cemperature

Valves, which are the flu;d components given major em- level, and position.-sensing instruments. A glossary of fluid

phasis in the handbook, are defined as any devi~e which component terms is gxven at. the end of Section 5.18.

stors, starts, or otherwise regulates the flow of fluid by

5.2 SHUTOFF VALVES

5.2.1 INTRODUCTION 5.2.6 SOLENOID VALVES
5.2.6.1 Description and Operation

5.2.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION PARAMETERS 5.2.6.2 Performance Characteristics
5.2.2.1 Flow Medium 5.2.6.3 Applications and Limitations
5.2.2.2 Pressure Drop and Flow Capacity 5.2.7 GATE AND BLADE VALVES
5.2.2.3 Operating Temperature 5.2.7.1 Description and Operation
5.2.2.4 Operating Pressure 5.2.7.2 Performance Characteristics

5.2.2.5 Leakage Requirements 5.2.7.3 Applications and Limitations
5.2.2.6 Power Requirements
5.2.2.7 Actuators and Actuation Forces 5.2.8 DIAPHRAGM VALVES

5.2.2.8 Actuation Time (Response) 5.2.8.1 Description and Operation

5.2.2.9 Contamination Sensitivity 5.2.8.2 Performance Characteristics

5.2.2.10 Maintenance 5.2.8.3 Applications and Limitations

5.2.2.11 Availability 5.2.9 FLEXIBLE TUBE VALVES
5.2.2.12 Weight and Size 5.2.9.1 Description and Operation

5.2.2.13 Cost 5.2.9.2 Performance Characteristics
5.2.2.i. Operating Life 5.2.9.3 Applications and Limitations

5.2.3 BALL VALVES 5.2.10 HERMETIC SEAL VALVES
5.2.3.1 Description and Operation 5.2.10.1 Rupture Disc, Line Pressure Actuated

5.2.3.2 Performance Characteristics 5.2.10.2 Cutter Valve, Mechanically Actuated

5.2.3.3 Applications and Limitations 5.2.10.3 Shear Disc Butterfly Valve
5.2.10.4 Fusion Seal Valve

5.2.4 BUTTERFLY VALVES 5.2.11 ROTARY PLUG VALVES
5.2.4.1 Description and Operation . .11ROA plU C AVE
5.2.4.2 Performance Characteristics 5.2.11.1 SimplebCock

5.2.11.2 Non-lubricated Plug Valve
5.2.4.3 Applications and Limitations 5.2.11.3 Lubricated Plug Valve

5.2.5 POPPET VALVES 5.2.12 ROTARY SLIDE VALVES
5.2.5.1 Description and Operation 5.2.12.1 Description and Operation

5.2.5.2 Performance Characteristics 5.2.12.2 Performance Characteristics
5.2.5.3 Applications and Limitations 5.2.12.3 Applications and Limitations

5.1 -1
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DESIGN AND SELECTION SHUTOFF VALVES

5.2.1 Introduction the flowing medium as well as the ambient temperature,
In some cases, the medium temperature will govern and, in

This Sub-Section describes general design and selection other cases, the ambient temperature will govern. Materials
considerations for shutoff valves and discusses the oper- must be selected to meet the worst conditions. Considera-
ation, performance characteristics, and applicationa of tions should also be given to the duty cyvle, since a valve
spiecific shutoff valve types. which has significant mass and corresponding heat sink

The term shutoff valve applies to valves that are always capability ts capable of operating for short periods of time
in either the ON or OFF position, in contrast to control with a flowing medium which may be either extremely cold
valves which take intermediate positions to modulate flow or extremely hot. Temperature gradients shoul~d be consid-
betweeii no flow and full flow. Several shutoff valve types ered in terms of possible thermal distortion and differential
can be used to modulate flow, but these valves are more expansion.
properly called control valves, afid are discussed in Sub-

Choice of lubricants a,:J seals must be carefully considered
wectiton, 5.3Te tenm bhtoff valv,' iShusedf vvsyn o rnymo -sy with respect to temperature. Excessively high temperatures
with step. twlve and block valve'. Shutoff valves are com- can cause l,)ss of the lubricant and failure of the seals. Ex- i
monly designated by service or system functions such as: ccassely loso tmerlubricant aiue ofthe seals Ec-
fill valves, drain valves, dump valves, vent valves, pr- cessively low temperatures can cause the lubricant to con-
valves, and start valves. Shutoff valves are furnished in geal to a point where operation i, sluggish o,' impossible.
many configurations of valving elements (closures), body Dynamic seals, especially O-rings, may experience severe

stylei, and actuators. damage when subjected to temperatures beyond their de-
sign limit.

5.2.2 Design and Selection Parameters 5.2.2.4 OPERATING PRESSURE. Obviously the valve

Parameters that must be considered in the selection of a housing must be capable of wi.hstandin8 the maximum
particular shutoff valve configuration are discussed in the operating pressures to which it will be subjected. Flow

following Detailed Topics. transients (water hammer) can cause line pressure to rise
several times in excess of normal operating prtssure. In

5.2.2.1 FLOW MEDIUM. The cl, );cp of a shutoff valve cases %here critical tolerances exist, care must be taken
may depend on whether the fuiL ,-iedium is a liquid or to assure that the strain resulting from the pressure dof.s
gas or both (two-phase flow). Certain types of seals can- not alter the tolerances to a degree that would affect the
not be used interchangeably in liquids or gases; the rela- operation. In high pressure applications, attention must
tively high velocities of gas flow may require special seal be paid to fittings vnd connectors as well as packings and I
design to avoid exposing easily damaged seal materials to various gaskets. If the valve is to be subjected to many
the erosive effect of the gas stream. Special sealing prob- cycles of pressure applications, consideration must be given
lems may be encountered when handling the lighter gases to possible fatigue failure.
such as helium and hydrogen, particularly at high pressures. *1

Compatibility of the seals, metals, plating, and other mate- 8.2.2.5 LEAKAGE REQUIREMENTS. Valve leakage is
rials with the fluid medium must be assured. If the medium considered as both internal leakage (leakage in the flow
has a relatively high freezing point or will be used in an path direction) and external leakage (leakage to the ex-

area where freezing may occur, precautions must be taken ternal environment in a direction other than the normal

to prevent damage to the valve either from exnansion of direction of flow.) It is extremely important that realistic
the fluid during the phase change, or from structural dam- leakage requirements for the application be determinied.
age resulting from high loads incurred in shearing iced Excessively strinegent requirements will increase the cost
surfaces. of the valve unnecessarily, because of the added cost in the

design and fabrication of seals and closure. Four factors
5.2.2.2 PRESSURE DROP AND FLOW CAPACITY. affecting leakage requirements for a valve are:
Pressure drop and flow capacity are interdependent, in that
when one parameter is defined, the other is also fixed. When a) Loss of pressure or propellants. Loss of fluids through
specifying flow capacity or pressure drop, it is important the valve must be limited to a value that will prevent

that the actual operating conditions of pressure, tempera- system failure due to premature depletion of fluid.

ture, flow medium, and inlet and outlet conditions of the b) Damage to the system. Leakage must be limited to that
system be accurately delineated. Ideally, a shutoff valve which will preclude system damage, as severe corrosion
would have zero pressure drop when open, in order to reduce or fire are possible results of propellant leak-ape.
system losses to a minimum. There are several conventions c) Danger to personnel. If the fluids are toxic, protection
commonly used in defining flow capacity, which are de- against inhalation and exposure must be given to
scribed in Sub-Topic 3.8.4. Comparative flow characteristics personnel.
of vz.rious shutoff valves are given in Tables 3.8.4.2c and psn
3.9.5.2 of "Fluid Mechanics," Section 3.0. d) Interference with experiments. A specil consideration

for spacecraft is the problem of pressurants or propel-
5.2.2.3 OPERATING TEMPERATURE. Considerations of lants enveloping the vehicles with a gas cloud which
operating temperature must include the temperature of could interfere with sampling of planetary atmospheres.
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SHUTOFF VALVES DESIGN AND SELECTION

Proper evaluation of the above factors will assist in deter- seated valves. Particulate matter in gaseous media, espe-
mining a reasonable leakage requirement for a particular cially in the lighter gases such as hydrogen or helium, can
valve application, be extremely. destructive to internal parts, particularly

seats, because of the very high velocity that can be attained
5.2.2.6 POWER REQUIREMENTS. Shutoff valves may be under sonic conditions. If a valve with small orifices is to be
manuaily operated or may be operated with any of the con- used in a system where it is known that the flowing medium
ventional actuators, such as solenoids, motors, and hydrau- is relatively dirty, consideration should be friven to installing
lie or pneumatic piston-cylinder combinations. The power an integral filter upstream of the orifices. Water in the fluid
required depend. upon the frequency of operation, the niedia can cause malfunctioning in components subjected
forces involved, the response required of the valve and, in to freezing temperatures. Ice and solid CO, particles in cryo-
the case of solenoids and motors, the temperature. With genie flui~ls may pose problems that are difficult to diagiose,
solenoids and motors it is wise to specify th4- actual operat- espeicially in the case of CO., since the gas will disappear
ing temperature range as closely as possible, because a without a trace after the system has been warmed up and
smaller solenoid can be constructed for a given force re- dismantled for inspection. It should also be recognized that
qutrement if the operating temperature is low. Power con. valves in cryogenic service that are vented to atmosphere
sumption may be reduced by employing such devices us (e.g., vent valves) may accumulate large quantities of ice
latching solenoids, which require only a brief impulse to on the downstream side of the valve. If such an accumula.
stroke the valve and no additional power to hold it open. tion could be troublesome, preventive measures such as a
Available pressurized fluids, either hydraulic or gaseous, small downstream volume purged with dry gas, may be
that may be overboarded without penalty to the over-all required.
performance of the system should be tonsidered as a source
or actuation power. 5.2.2.10 MAIN*E.4ANCE. In considering maintenance, re-

quirements for sp.'cial tools should be avoided, if at all pos-
5.2.2.7 ACTUATORS AND ACTUATION FORCES. Shut- sible. Critical subcomponents such as seats and packing
off valves may be actuated by handwheels, levers, solenoids, should be accessible and easily replaced, preferably without
motors, diaphragms, or cylinders. The final choice .is'de- removing the valve from the line. If it should be necessary
pendent upon many variables such as the forceylinvolved, to service a valve in the field, great care should be cxercised
power available, remote operating requirem",is, response, to insure that contamination fro.n the work area is not in-
available space, and weight. The forces teb overcome in- troduced into the valve or system. Requirements for lub-
elude pressure forces, flow forces, fprwtion forces, and in- rication and adjustments should be minimized.
ertial f•rces of moving parts. 4al'll valves, especially If
pressure balanced, are eastly-'and conveniently operated 5.2.2.11 AVAILABILITY. If a valve is to be purchased,
directly by a solenoid. As the size of the valve increases, the consideration must be given as to the availability of the
power requirements and the weight of the solenoid increase particular configuration chosen. Common patterns and
very rapidly. The stroke will also increase and, again, a types such as globe valves, butterfly valves, and solenoid
trade-off is reached where a decision must be made to use valves are readily available. Ball valves are relatively less
either a different type of actuator entirely, or to design a available, and the supply of other types, such as pinch or
pilot into the valve. Actuators are discussed in detail in diaphragm valves, may be severely limited.

Sub-Section 6.9. 5.2.2.12 WEIGHT AND SIZE. Weight and size are prime

5.2.2.8 ACTUATION TIME (RESPONSE). The actuation considerations for all airborne and space components, and

time of a valve is affected by the following variables: mass often will govern the type of component selected for a given
of the moving parts, pressure differential, friction forces, application. For example, a full flow ball valve in line sizes
travel of valving element, and force available from the of one inch or less will have better flow characteristics than
actuator, a butterfly valve of the same size. However, in large sizes,

(10 inches or more) the flow characteristics are similar,
Improvement in response characteristics can be achieved by but the weight and size of the ball valve will greatly exceed
either increasing the actuator force or decreasing the actu- that of the butterfly. Similarly, the actuator choice must be
ator load. Important tradeoffs exist between 'response and evaluated individually, as the choice of type will vary with
valve weight, and cost and ot erating life. High response line size. Solenoids are suitable for small size components,
increases cost and weight, due to increased act ator size but become relatively heavy as the size increases, making
and power requirements. A valve having a high -,-'sr.anse pneumatic or hydraulic actuation a more attractive choice.
and, consequently, a high poppet velocity will incur large The extent to which weight can be reduced on a given com-
seat stresses which tend to reduce the life expectancy of porent is related in part to the allowable cost of the unit.
the unit. If weight is of extrerne importance, extra machining steps

and use of high strength-to-weight ratio materials such as
5.2.2.9 CONTAMINATION SENSITIVITY. Cleanliness of titanium or beryllium may be justified.
the system and of the flowing medium can have a direct
effect upon the operation and life of a valve. Fluids contain- 5.2.2.13 COST. A great many factors affect the final cost
ing excessive contamination can clog small control orifices of a valve. Some of these factors to be considered are: oper-
and cause excessive leakage, especially in metal-to-metal ating pressure, temperature, flow rate, differential pressure,
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response, leakage, flow medium, weight, type of actuation,
reliability, life requirements, test and inspection require.
ments, and availability. At one extreme Is the small, hand-
operated shutoff valve for use on a low air pressure ground
system, available as an off-the-shelf item from numerous
vendorm. At the other extreme is a flight-weight, remote- SPRIWI LOADED '
operated shutoff valve controlling a toxic, corrosive fluid on SEAL

a space vehicle, While cost should be considered secondary
to performance on missile and spacecraft systems, judge.
ment must be used in the selection of components to avoid
waste through extreme over or under-design.

5.2.2.14. OPIRATING LIFE. Operating life can vary from
one cycle for a rupture diaphragm valve to many hundreds
of thousands of cycles for a well-designed solenoid valve,
Factors and combinations of factors affecting the life ex- A

pectancy of a valve are: operating temperature, operating
pressure, rate of cycling, number of cycles. loads on mem-
bers, materials of construction, type of lubricant, and ex-
posure to space environments.

Multiple cycling under high pressure operating tempera-
ture decreases the life of the valve. The rate of cycling may
be important if the temperature rise, as a result of the
operation, becomes significant. As with any piece of me-
chanical equipment, the higher the structural loads the Figure 5.2.3.1a. Full Flow Ball Valve With Flied Ball
shorter the life.

Exposure to space environments will tend to shorten the
life of valves because of the deleterious effects of vacuum
and radiation on seals and lubricants. The degree to which
this owcurs depends upon the design of the valve and the
location ani length of time in the environment.

5.2.3 Ball Valves
5.2.3.1 D)ESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. The ball valve
is essentially a ported sphere positioned in a housing such
that 90 rotation of the sphere (ball) changes the valve
from open to closed positions. Two common ball valve design
configurations are the fixed ball design and the floating ball _

design. In the fixed ball design (Figure 5.2.3.1a) the ball
is supported in fixed bearings and the seal is spring-loaded
against the ball. The seal is mounted on the upstream side
of the hall and is usually designed to seal in one direction - _ _._

only. Bi-directionai sealing can be obtained by spring-load-
ing a similar seal on the other half of the ball. In thF float-
ing ball design (Figure 5.2.3.1b) the ball is supported by
fixed seals and the seating force is provided by fluid pres-
sure forcing the ball against the seal. In this type of design,
with seals both upstream and downstream of the ball, the
valve seals equally well with flow in either direction. The
floating ball, which is the simplest design, is restricted te.
lower pressure applications, particularly in large sizes due
to the high seal loading and resulting high actuation forces.
In addition to the usual metals, ball valve body materials
incl,ide plastics such as unplasticized polyvinylehloride
(UPVc). The ball material may be plastic or metallic. In Figure 5.2.3.1b. Reduced Port Ball Valve With Floating Ball
metallic balls, usually a highly polished, hard chrome sur-
face is used. In most ball valves, the ball conforms to a true
sphere within 0.0•005 inch.
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Seal materials in ball valves are usually resilient materials, of prnime importance. However, it should be noted that other
either plastics or I'lastomers, although hard seats made of requirements, such as high response, could negate the
graphite and metal are produced. Teflon, due to its high choice, since the hbil valve is inherently slow in response
corrosion resistance and extremely low friction, is the most because of the hirh seat friction and the large travel
commonly used seal nmaterial. When hard seals are used, required. hi double-sealed ball valves, consideration must
the valve is usually designed with cam action which lifts he given to the possibility of trapping fluid in the ball
the ball off the seal during the first few degrees of rotation, cavity when the ball is moved to the closed position. Severe
to reduce friction and wear. Ball valves may he obtained damage could result if venting provisions are not incorpo-
with top entry, whith permits disassembly for maintenance rated, due to pressure buildup from vaporized cryogenic
without removing the valve front the line. fluids, from expansion forces that would result from freez-

ing liquids such as water, or from actual explosion that
5.2.3.2 PERFOitMANC'E ('HIIARACTERISTICS. The out- might result when thermally unstable fluids are used. Vent-
standing characteristic of hall valves is the low pressure ing is commonily provided in ball valves Ly designing tOe
drop, which is equal to the drop experienced in ar equivalent upstream seal such that it relieves if pressurized in the
length of line provided that the valve is of the fuil flow rever'se direction.
design, i.e., having flow area equal to the connecting line
inside diameter (Figure 5,.2.3.1a). Reduced port ball valves For large line sizes, the ball. valve becomes relatively heavy
are in wide use, although the advantage of low pressure and requires large actuation forces; hence, its use in sizes
drop with this type of valve is not fully achieved (Figure above three inches is limited for airborne or space applica-
S5,2.3.lb), L.eakage control in a ball valve is excellent, and tions. Lightweight modifications of ball valve designs which
the valve can be designed to seal equally well with the flow utilize a portion of a ball as the closure, have been used
in either direction, successfully for flight systems in sizes up to nearly 12

inches. One such design is known as a risoir rr.cc.
Since the ball valve cannot be pressure balanced, actuating
forces are reiatively high because of seal and/or bearing Normnally ball valves ire not used in throttling service re-
friction. The actuating torque characteristics for ball valves cause of the possible damage to either the seal or the ball.
vary with angular position in a manner similar to butterfly Teflon is a widely used seal material but has a marked ten-
valves. A fluid dynamic torque acts in a direction to close dency to cold flow under pressure. For this reason it is often
the valvc, increasing as the valve is opened until a maxi- undesirable to leave a ball valve in an intermediate position,
mum torque value is reached between 60 and 80, open, then as the seal may be damaged when motion of the ball is later
decreasing raptidly to mtro as the full 90 open position is HSfected. If it is possible for moisture to be trapped in the

reached. Torque characteristics of butterfly valves are dis-

cussed in Sub-Section 5.3, "Control Valves," As 90 rota- cavity of the ball when closed, sufficient actuation forces

tion is required to actuate the valve, actuators with rela- must be available to open the valve if the moisture is al-

tively long stroke capabilities are required; however, when loxed to freeze, The smooth, unobstructed flow path of the
used as a hand valve, the ball valve has the advantage of ball valve makes it ideally suited for the handling of very
rapid opening (9PI turn) compared to a screw thread viscous fluids, slurri,,s, gels, and granular solids.
operated valve such as a gate or globe valve. It should be
noted that in certain liquid system applications, rapid dos- 5.2.4 Butterfly Vaives
ing of a hand valve could create a water hammer problem.

5.2.4.1 D)ESCRIPI'TION AN) OPERATION. The butter~ty
If the valve is to be used for throttling, seals must be of such valve consists essentially of a disc supported on a shaft
a design that they will not be washed out or extruded under such that it can be rotated in a housing. Tile disc can be
the conditions of high pressure drop that occur in the near- attached to the shaft and mounted in the, housing in several
clo-ed position. Throttling can result in damage to the seal ways. The simpliest butterfly valve is a flat, circular disc
anti to the polished surface of the ball if the flow medium which is mounted to the surface of a shaft perpendicular to
is contamnated, especially if the medium is a gas with a the duct axis and is offset from the center of rotation. This
high sonic velocity, such as helium or hydrogen. In the fully design is not suited to shutoff applications, since complete
open or fully closed position, neither the ball's seating sur- sealing cannot be achieved (the disc diameter must be
face noir the seat are exposed to the flowing media, thus smaller than the duct diameter to permit rotation). How-
protecting these critical surfaces from high velocity flowing ever, for certain control valve aplications where tight shut-
media. Another advantage of the ball valve used as a shut- off is not a requirement, this simple design is useful. A
off valve is the insensitivity to contamination resulting from refinement of this design is illustratd in Figure -).2.4.1a,
the self-wiping action that prevents solid matter from where the disc pivots about an axis through its center. Be-
wedging bet-ween the ball and seats, cause of its characteristic shape, this type of disc is some-

times referred to as a clam shell Although not shown in
5.2.3.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. The pop- the illustration, it is common to design butterfly valves such
ularity of ball valves has been increasing sharply in recent that the disc is not positioned perpendicula! t o the duct in
years as new refinements are added knd as the valve the closed position. The disc must therefore be elliptical,
becomes more publicized. It is ideally suited to appl-cations with a minor axis equal to the duct diameter and the major
where high pressure, low pressure drop, and small size are axis greater than the duct diameter by the relationship:
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. Figure 5.2.4.1a. Butterfly Valve (Clam Shell Design) Figure 5.2.4.1b. Butterfly Valve (Canted Shaft)

major axis = D/cos a,, (Eq. 5.2.4.1a) where a shaft rotation required to change disc posi-

tion from a plane perpendicular to the duct

where T) duct diameter axis, to a plane parallel to the duct axis

,. disc angle from a plane perpendicular to P shaft offset angle

the duct. In a third configuration, the disc is a section of a splhere
and is mounted such that it pivots about an axis displaced

Valuies of s-. can range from 0 to 3W~. A limitation of the
dsign coninguration is the discontinuity in the peripheral from the plane of the disc (Figure 5.2.4.1c). This arrange-ment permits the use of a thin disc and provides for a con-

sealwhih pesens apotntia lekag pat arundthe tinuous seal. In the design shown, the valve seal is in the.
shaft. In additie.n to this, portions of the seal near the shaft
are in rubbing contact during most of the disc rotation. A body section. Erosion of the seal from flud flow is mini-
design which avoids the problem of internal leakage around mized since it is located in the area of lowest velocity. In
tesihafwhinchavoidsrthes proanlem ohft i thrnalglea e arosnd addition to being offset from the plane of the disc, the axis

to te husig o theperphey o thedis, I shuld of rotation is offset from the center line of the bore in the
the shaft incorporates a canted shaft through the disc.This design permits continuous sealing around the entire

periphery (Figure 5.2.4.1b). The seal can be attached either body. The result of this arrangement is an eccentric rota-
to the housing oi, arond the periphery of the disc. It should tion of the spherical section such that no contact is made
be noted that in this configur-ation the angle of rotation of with the seal except for the last few degrees of rotation.e s in le rotation ofeffect is similr to a translatory action on the disc at

thethis point, but the effect is achieved without the use of cams
disc, the extent of the difference depending upon the offset

•an extra linkage. The downstream bore of the valve body
angle of the ,ihaft. As an example, for a butterfly valve an exrIikg.Tedwsrembr tevlebd
havinge af shehaft. o set of eafromtheple an oftt disc, valv lightly relieved to permit the initial opening of the disc.having a shaft offse't of 15 from the plane of the disc, a
r-otation of the she f t (,f .pproximately 94)' will be required G ,'e must be taken in a butterfly valve design to insure that

to effect a rotation of 90 of the disc. The exact relationship tne valve will not overtravel in going from the open to closed
is giv'n by the following equation: position. Common techniques for preventing disc rotation

beyond the full closed position utilize either a positive stop

t 900 , sin'" tan-2  (Eq 5.2.4.1b) on the disc or shaft, or a stop in the actuator assembly.
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mum between 600 and 80o of rotation, then decreasing
rapidly to 0 at the full 900 open position. A more complete
discussion of butterfly torque characteristics is given in
Sub-Section 5.3, "Coitrol Valves." The maximum operating
position of conventional butterfly valves is achieved at

S I some angle less than 900. It often does not exceed 60'. The
/ i 1maximum duct opening is usually achieved prior to 900

rotation, because the disc disappears into the shadow of
the disc shaft and further rotation of the disc does nor pro-
vide additional flow area. In addition, when the valve is
nearly 600 open, the disc creates a venturi action which re-
sults in good pressure recovery characteristics downstream.
Any possible gain in the flow area by further opening of
the disc is offset by the loss of the venturi action. Finally,
rapid changes in torque characteristics which occur be-
tween 600 and 90, of disc opening can result in disc flutter
and valve damage. A maximum operating point of approxi -
mately 600 is commonly dictated.

•- -5.2.4.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Butterfly
valves have low flow resistance, low face to face dimen-

/ _sions, and a relatively low initial cost. In addition, they are
r - --- lightweight and usually inexpensive to maintain. The length

S--of butterfly valves (exclusive of actuator mechanism di-
- / mens'ons) is the shortest of any valve type with the excep-
// tion of the blade valve. The weight of the butterfly valve is

characteiistically low, and normally requires no support
other than the line itself. The length, weight, and flow
characteristics of butterfly valves make them well suited for
low face-to-face pressure drop airborne applications. They
normally are not used in high pressure systems, especially

(Courtesy of S.. Hadley, Inc., Pomona, California) in the larger sizes, and are seldom used in line sizes less
than one inch, regardless of pressure. Butterfly valves

require at least one external shaft seal which provides a
5.2.4.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Butterfly possible path for external leakage. The actuator mecha-
valves have extremely good flow characteristics, particu- nism for a butterfly valve will have a much longer travel
larly in large line sizes (> 2 inches) with flow resistance in than required for a poppet valve, because the disc must
the fully open position amounting to five to ten percent of be rotated usually between 600 and 900 to achieve full
the values for conventional globe valves having the same flow. Actuator force requirements for butterfly valves are
line size. In smaller line sizes, the disc and shaft occupy often higher than for other valve types, due primarily
a larger percentage of the cross-sectional areaavailable to flow force unbalance and bearing friction. As linear
for flow and pressure drop increases, actuators are the most common type of valve actuators,

k butterfly valves require a linkage to convert linear to
Leakage characteristics of butterfly valves are relatively rotary motion. Although butterfly valves are often selectedpoor compared to most other valve types, due to problems primarily for low pressure drop at a sacrifice of leakage
of d isc an d bore con cen tricity , seal d esig n p rob lem s, a n d th e coi trol, hig h p er o m n e de i n a r a va iabe w hicha ha ve
fact that in numerous designs the seal is exposed to damag- control, high performance designs are available which have

facttha innumeousdesgnsthe ealis xposd t daag- excellent leakage characteristics, if soft seats mounted
ing high velocity flow. However, high performance butter- eithen th e bdorintedisc ca be sea given
fly valves are available with soft seals (Kel-F, Teflon,, or either in the body or in the disc can be used in a given appli-
elastomers) having extremely good leakage characteristics cation. Useful temperatures for butterfly valves employing
and comparing favorably with poppet type designs. soft seats range from the cryogenic to approximately 500' F.

Valves for high temperature service employing piston rings
The butterfly is an unbalanced closure as pressure drop on the discs are available for temperatures to 1200cF.
and fluid momentum forces produce a net force on the disc Valves made of refractory materials have been constructed
in the direction of flow. This unbalanced force can result in with high temperature alloys and are usable up to 1800 F.
high friction forces in the butterfly valve bearings, forces
which in some designs can amount to approximately 50 5.2.5 Poppet Valves
percent of the total maximum actuator torque required. In
all positions between closed and fully open, Bernoulli forces 5.2.5.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. The term
on the disc produce a torque tending to close the valve. The poppet valve refers to those valves in whic" the valving ole-
torque increases as the valve is opened, reaching a maxi- ment travels perpendicular to a plane through the seating
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surface. This term is used synonymously with globe valve over-all valve height. The angle valve, which also has a
(not to be confused with globe body pattern). In its broadest much improved flow path over the globe body valve, is use-
sense, a globe valve is any valve using a poppet type closure. ful when it can replace an elbow, thus eliminating one turn
The construction of three poppet configurations - the flat in a line. The straight through, or in-line poppet valve, has
disc, the sphere, and the cone - is shown in Figures 5.2.5.1a, the best poppet valve flow characteristics.
b,c. Poppet designs which have a contoured control surface
inserted into the control port are often referred to ^9 plugs A poppet valve body may be cast in one piece (Figures
(Figure 5.2.5.1dj. The terms plug and poppet are some- 5.2.5.1e and f), or may be of the split body design in which
times used interchangeably. As plugs are used primarily the body halves are joined by bolts (Figure 5.2.5.1g).
for their throttling characteristics, they are associated
more with control valves than with ihutoff valves. Poppet 5.2.6 Solenoid Valves
or globe type valves are usually referred to by body type
as Y, angle, in-line, or globe body (Figure 5.2.5.1e,f,g). 5.2.6.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. Strictly speak-
Poppet valves actuated by solenoids are commonly called ing, the term solenoid valve is not definitive in that it could
solenoid valves (Figures 5.2.5.1h and 5.2.5.1i). mean any valve fitted with a solenoid actuator. However,

by usage solenoid valve has come to mean a poppet or spool
5.2.5.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. A rela- type valve operated by an integrally mounted solenoid.
tively large flow area is provided with short travel of the Because of the wide acceptance of the term and the exten-
poppet. This characteristic simplifies the actuator require- sive use of this type of valve, a discussion of it is included
ments and permits use of actuators such as solenoids and in this section.
diaphragms, which are characteristically short stroke de-
vices. Solenoid actuators are ideally suited for two-position appli-

cations, as required for shutoff valves. Solenoid valves may
Excellent leakage control may be achieved, using either be simple, two-port, ON-OFF valves, or may be multi-
hard or soft seats. If hard seats are used, however, great passage valves in which the flow can be directed to three
care must be exercised to eliminate contamination from the or four ports as required. (See Sub-Section 5.8, "Multiple
fluid media and from the system upstream of the valve. Passage Valves.") Solenoid shutoff valves are of a normally

open or normally closed design, the normal posilion refer-Although unbalanced pressure forces on a poppet are often ring to the position of the closure with respect to upstream
utilized to affect tight seali. *,, these forces can result in pressure with the solenoid de-energized. A simple, direct-
undesirable actuator force requirements. A poppet valve acting, normally closed solenoid valve is illustrated in
may be designed to eliminate the effects of u; -alance from Figure 5.2.5.1h. A coaxial direct acting solenoid valve is
static and dynamic p.'essure, a feature ;"t,"ssible in many illustrtted in Figure 5.2.5.1i. For high pressures and large
other valves. A common technique for balancing poppet poppet sizes, where actuation forces might exceed thosev.ulves is the use of two poppets on the same stem, seating which can be conveniently provided by a solenoid, balanced
on separate seats. The same pre.sure on th• top of one pop- and/or piloted designs may be used. In a piloted design,
pet provides a counter balancing forve on the bottom of the the solenoid ;s required to control a very small flow of fluid
second poppet. Providing the poppet stem with a pressure which permits the line pressure or pressure from an ex-
balancing piston area, or making the poppet stem diameter ternal source to actuate the main poppet. Figure 5.2.5.1j
equal to the -eating diameter, are other techniques for illustrates a typical, norma!!y closed pilot design. The sole-
minimizing unbalanced pressure forces. Complete pressure noid opens the pilot valve which dumps fluid from behind
balance under both shutoff and flow conditions is virtually the main poppet through the pilot port. Since the pilot port
impossible to achieve. Pressure balancing usually results is sized larger than the bleed port, the resulting pressure
in compromising sealing characteristics, particularly in unbalance forces the main poppet open. Note that a differ-
double poppet designs. Pressure balancing is less prevalent ential pressure must be available to operate this type of
in shutoff valves than in control valves, valve. An in-line piloted solenoid valve is illustrated in

A poppet valve will be lighter than other types for many Figure 5.2.5.1k. Figure 5.2.5.11 shows the approximateApopplieti bvalve w of the l mall actuator stroke, For ex- limits for direct actuation as a function of pressure andappli bations because of v al l actui r stro ke, For ex- orifice diameter for several typical solenoid valves. The
ample, ball and butterfly valves require 90 rotation for full
stroke, and the associated mechanism to accomplish this limits are based on requirements for effective sealing and
will be relatively-large. long life for continuous duty applications. Direct operation

above these curves can be exceeded where leakage require-
Flow characteristics can be well defined and closely con- ments are net stringent, where continuous duty oprbtion
trolled by contouring the poppet. is not requir id or only a limited operation life is required,

and where solenoid temperature is allowed to rise. A de-
5.2.5.3 APPLI(CATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. A poppet tailed discussi . of solenoid actuators is included in Sub-
type valve is used when rapid opening to full flow with a Section 6.9.
short travel of the valving element is desired. Of the var-
ious poppct valve body designs, the globe pattern creates 5.2.6.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. The out-
the highest pressure drop. The flow path is improved in the standing feature of direct acting solenoid valves is the
Y pattern valve and it also has the advantage of a lower high response times that may be obtained-in the range of
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SPHERICAL POPPET CONICAL POPPEr

(A) (B)

FLA7 POPPET PLUG POPPET

--- 1

(C) 0)

ill (G)'"Y" PATTERN

Figure 5.2.5.la,b,c~d. Poppet Configurations

(F) GLOBE PATTERN

STATIONARY CORE

Figure 5.2.5.le,f,g. Poppet Valve Body Types

SOLENOID (COIL)

MOVABLE COREI
(P .NGEFO

INOU

Figure 5.2.5.1h. Normally-Closed Direct-Acting Solenoid Figure 5.2.5.11. Coaxial Direct-Acting SolIenoid Valve

(Reprntedfrom Valve
29,prno.e9 Fro "lnstrwtnents and Automation," September 1956, Vol.
pan, Ino.9, Pittsbueeve, Copyright 1956, Instruments Publishing Corn-

pan, nc. PttsurhPennsylvania)
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300 TWO-WAY NORMALLY OPEN (10W, 1.1 LB)1

TWO!-WAY NORMALLY CLOSED OW, 120Z)

TWO AND.THREE WAY NORMALLY CLOSED;
TWO-7AND THREE WAY NORMALLY OPEN

SOLE I (16 W, 2.5 LB)

A£200

TWO-WAY NORMALLY CLOSED( W, 5 OZ) I
TWO-WAY NORMALLY CLOSED" ll ,00 /(10W, 1.1 LB),

S10D
M0O/A BLEPLUNGER 0 EQuI

S! ~ DIRECT OPERATION -I PILOT POPPET 0 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400
INLET ORIFICE DIAMETER, INCHES

MAIN POPPETBLEED

PORT Figure 5.2.5.11. Approximate Size Limitations for Direct-
Acting Solenoid Valve

POPPET 1- OUT (Rep;;nted from "Machine Design," January 17, 1963, vol. 32, no. 2,
J. E. Ellison, Copyright 1963, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland,
Ohio)

PILOT PRT 5 to 50 milliseconds. This high response is due to the fact
that a relatively large opening can be effected through a
short stroke of the spool or poppet. The current required

Figure 5.2.5.1j. Piloted, Normally-Closed Solenoid Valve to operate the valve depends upon the size of the valve, the
(Reprinted from "Instruments and Automation," September 1956, vol. differential pressure, and the response required. Leakage
29, no. 9, F. E. Reeves, Copyright 1956, Instruments Publishing Com- control is normally very good with this type of valve, espe-
0any, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

cially if a soft seat is used. Where hard seats are used,
good leakage control is obtained by careful lapping of the
seat parts. Since solenoid valves require no external dynamic
seals, external leakage problems are minimal. The life ex-

ARMATURE •pectancy of this type of valve is excellent, with many hun-
PUSH SOLENOID dreds of thousands of cycles being possible without degrada-

tion of performance.

5.2.6.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Solenoid
ARATURERETURN valves are used for ON-OFF functions only, since the

SPRING solenoid is a two-position actuator. In airborne applications,
PILOTPOPPEiT PILOT F.OW PASSAGE the line sizes for direct acting valves are usually one-
PILOT RETURN SPRING PI LO iLOw half inch and less. Larger sizes are generally impractical
PILOT EXAUST-- /ENTRANCE because of the excessive weight of the solenoid required for

PASSAGE operation.

Solenoid valves are commonly used to act as pilot valves
for larger fluid actuated valves. In this application the

FLOW solenoid valve acts as a relay which controls a high actua-

tion force by a small electrical input signal.

MAIN S EA 5.2.7 Gate and Blade Valves
MAN POPPET POPPET RETURN SPRINO 5.2.7.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. blade and

gate valves consist essentially of a sliding member that
Figure 5.2.5.1k. Piloted, In-Line Solenoid Valve moves perpendicular to the flow stream, cutting throughthe fluid to accomplish shutoff. Two typical configurations
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I I.l

Figure 5.2.7.1a. Blade Valve Figure 5.2.7.1b. Gate Valve (Solid Gate)

are shown in Figures 5.2.7.1a and 5.2.7.1b. The valve in

Figure 5.2.7.1a is generally called a blade valve, while the an ge.

valve in Figure 5.2.7.1b is more commonly called a gate range.
valve. The gate valve usually seals on both sides of the gate 5.2.7.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Blade
by a wedging action, while the blade valve usually seals valves are ideally suited for use as pre-valves in low pres-
on one side of the blade with fluid pressure, providing allor prt f te salig frce Th sel my b meal-o-mtal sure systems such as propellant feed systems on aircraft
or part of the sealing force. The seal may be metal-to-metal and missiles. In these systems, pressures are nominal and
but more often will consist of an elastomeric seal installed response is not critical. Another example of a blade valve
in the body. The valve may be designed to seal in either application is found in vacuum equipment, where very low
direction, but because of the application normally found pressure drop and tight shutoff are extremely important.
for this valve, the seal is often more effective in one direc-
tion than in the other. In ground support systems, gate valves find applications

as shutoffs or block valves in moderate pressure systems.
Blade and gate valves may be operated by any of the con- They are normally hand operated, and may use either rising
ventional actuators available. Quick return mechanisms or non-rising stem design. The rising stem gives a visual
have been used where it was desired to open or close the indication of the gate position. However, if overhead space
valve at different rates. Squib actuators have been used to is limited, a non-rising stem design can be used.
close blade valves where very rapid, single action shutoff was
required. The blade valve has the shortest face-to-face
dimensions of all valves, but this advantage may be offset 5.2.8 Diaphragm Valves
by the space required fo" "ie a -. ator. The blade can either 5.2.8.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. A diaphragm
rotate about a pivot - linearly, valve consists of three major elements: body, diaphragm,

5.2.7.2 PERFORMAN.. ~iAtACTERISTICS. Blade and and bonnet assembly. Figure 5.2.8.1a illustrates a typical
diaphragm valve known as the Saunders Patent Valve.

gaste valves are normally used as ON-OFF valves exclu- Closure of this valve is effected by pressing the flexible
sively, since their throttling characterpitics are poor and diaphragm against a transverse ridge which is cast into the
valve closure and seat erosion occur rapidly in the near valve body. In this valve, the flexible diaphragm acts both
shutoff position. In the wide open position, the pressure as the vr~lving element and as the external seal. A modifica-
drop characteristics are essentially equal to those of a ball tion of the diaphragm valve, which has a rubber plug molded
valve, although some turbulence is generated in the slot, or integrally with the diaphragm, is shown in Figure 5.2.8.1b.
gap, between the body halves when the blade is withdrawn. Actuation of diaphragm valves may be manual - by any
The response of the valve is inherently slow due to large of the usual mechanisms such as screw thread or quick
travel and high actuation forces resulting from seal fric- acting cam, or automatic - by any of the conventionally-
tion. Leakage control is excellent. The valve is unbalanced powered actuators.
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POSITION
INDICATOR

FLEXIBLE DIAPHRAM

Figure 5.2.8.1b. Dia-Plug Valve
Figure 5.2.8.1a. Diaphragm Valve (Saunders Patent) (Courtesy of Cryosenics Corporation, Meadville, Pennsylvania)

5.2.8.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. The flow configuration of the valve, it is well suited to uses where
characteristics of diaphragm valves are considerably better a self draining feature is important. Because of the resili-
than for globe valves. Bubble-tight shutoff is easily obtained ence of the diaphragm, hydraulic shocks in the system are
and, since the valve requires no packing, external leakage readily absorbed if the piessure surges do not exceed the
is essentially zero. It should be noted that although dia- strength limitations of the diaphragm material. The dia-
phragm lalves do not requ, 'xternrl packing, due to the phragm jilve has the advantage of simplicity, having no
possibility of Iatt,* .•g týp ,phragm, some models are internal trim except the seat and diaphragm. A disadvan-
available with ar. external packing seal or a bellows seal for tage is that periodic inspection is necessary to guard against
safety purposes where highly toxic or corrosive fluids are failure of the diaphragm.
involved. The valve is very tolerant of contamination, since
the diaphragm is pliable enough to envelope trapped con- Table 5.2.8.2. Maximum Pressure for Several
taminants. Diaphragm valve y be used for throttling Valve Sizes
service, as discussed in Def .,, Topic 5.3.5.4. Operating
temperature limits are determined by the diaphragm ma- VALVE SIZE PRESSUrE

terial, normally ranging from O0F to 3001F. The tempera- (in.) (psig)
ture range ca- hbi expanded from cryogenic temperatures to
approximately 500°F by using fluorinated polymers such as %-4 150
Teflon, however sealing properties are poor. Operating pres- 5- 6 125
sure ranges for this valve are rather low, and depend upon 8 100
the diaphragm material and line size. The diaphragm is 10-12 65
accessible frorr the top and is easily replaced. 14-16 50

Table 5.2.8.2 shows maximum allowable working pressures
for the various sizes of valves available. Becausc of the
size of the diaphragm area, considerable force is required 5.2.9 Flexibe Tube Valves
to operate a diaphragm valve, hence relatively large actu- 5.2.9.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. The flexible
ators are required, even on the smallest sizes, tube valve closure incorporates a flexible elastomeric tube

as the closure device. The simplest form of flexible closure
5.2.8.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. The dia- valve is a pinch valve which consists of a collapsible rubber
phragm valve has a wide application in systems where the tube squeezed shut by a clamp. A familiar example is the
temperature and pressure limits of the diaphragm will not tube clamp common in chemical laboratories. Several mod-
be exceeded. The body may be fabricated from many com- ifications of this concept havw been made, illustrated in Fig-
binations of matrials, selection of which would-depend ures 5.2.9.1a and 5.2.9.1b. Figure 5.2.9.1a shows a simple
upon the flowing medium. Linear streamlined flow through pinch valve, consisting of a flexible tube surrounded by a
the valve produces a self cleaning action that makes it housing fitted with an operator which mechanically col-
ideal for slurries and viscous fluids. Because of the internal lapses the tube. Figure 5.2.9.1b shows a valve in which ap-
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3 WAY VALVE

.. s

LOWE PI R PINCNCL B

FLEXIBLE SLEEVE

Figure 5.2.9.1a. Pinch Valve, Mechanical Actuation Figure 5.2.9.1c. Flexible .;leeve Valve
(Courtesy of Grove Valve and Regulator Company, Oakland, California)

plication of external pressure to the housing, in excess of
the internal pressure, causes the tube to collapse, thus stop-
ping the flow of the fluid. A third flexible tube valve con-
figuration is the expansible tube valve shown in Figure
5.2.9.1c. The valve consists essentially of a housing--a
slotted core over which is fitted an expansible elastomeric
tube. When external pressure applied to the tube exceeds

. ~.... internal tube pressure, the valve move, to the closed posi-
tion. Reversing the relative pressures 1y- venting external
pressure causes the tube to expand permi-ting flow through
the metal core.

5.2.9.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Flexible
tube valves have excellent shutoff characteristics, because
they are relatively insensitive to contamination. Pressure

EXTERNAL PRESSURE PORT drops are small, since the full line diameter is available for
flow when the valve is in the open position. The useful tem-
perature range of flexiblc tube valves is limited to approxi-

mately 0F to ; 150 F. Pinch valves are normally limited
to a maximum operating pressure of ")0 to 100 psi, which is
more restrictive than for diaphragm valves' The expansible
tube valve illustrated in Figure 5.2,9.1c, on the other hand,
can be used for pressures as high as 1200 psi. Operating

."" characteristics of these valves when used as control valves
are discussed in Detailed Topic 5.3.5.4.

5.2.9.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Flexible
tube valves are ideally suited to handling contaminated
fluids which would cause accelerated wear in other types of

Figure 5.2.9.1b. Pinch Valve, Pressure Actuation valves. Shutoff is possible as long as the rubber tube is able
(Courtesy of Red Jacket Company. Inc, Carnegie, Pennsylvania) to envelope particles without damage to the tube. All ap-

plications ioi this type of valve would be under very nom-

inpl temperature conditions. The inherent reliability of
these valves is high, due to the simplicity, lack of metal-to-
metal seals, bearing sul faces, and stem packing.
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5.2.10 Hermetic Seal Valves Performance Characteristics. The cutter type valve is more
complex and heavier than the simple rupture disc; and,

Hermetic seal valves are a class of shutoff devices used to because the cutter mechanism is in the 'tream, the valve
provide positive sealing of rocket propellants and/or pres-
surants over extended time periods prior to system activa-
tion. Hermetic seal valves are most often used as one shot rupture of the disc is precisely controlled. and the manu-
devices which have no reclosure capability after the system facturing tolerances of the diaphragm are less critical.

is actuated. A wide variety of hermetic seal design config- Applications and Limitations. In general, applications of
urations are possible. The following discussion describes a the cutter valve are similar to those for the pressure
simple rupture disc, a cutter-type valve, a shear disc but- operated rupture disc described above. In systems where
tarfly valve, and a fusion seal valve. Squib actuated her- the difference between standby pressure and operating pres-
metic seal valves, commonly called squib or explosive valves, sure is small, the cutter type would be superior, since the

are discussed in Sub-Section 5.7. critical requirements for the breaking point would be elimi-

5.2.10.1 RUPTURE DISC, LINE PRESSURE nated.
ACTUATED

5.2.10., SHEAR DISC BUTTERFLY VALVE
Description and Operation. The rupture disc consists es-
sentially of a diaphragm clamped between two body halves. Description and Operation. The hermetically sealed, shear
The disc is designed to break when a predetermined system disc butterfly valve is a conventional butterfly valve with
pressure has been reached. Control of the breaking point a positive seal between the blade and the housing. This
is achieved in various ways. One way is by pre-scoring the feature can be achieved in several ways. For example, the
disc in a pattern that will cause rupture to occur at the disc may be cast as an integral part of the housing, after
proper pressure and in a manner that will prevent par-
ticles from going downstream. When a pie-shaped scoring
is used, the leaves or petals fold back against the walls of
the tube in a uniform manner. In another configuration the
disc is scored so that the rupture occurs over approximately
300 of the periphery. The remaining portion of the disc
acts as a hinge, and allows the disc to swing. down3tream
and come to rest against the wall of the tube. Laminated
discs are sometimes used at high pressures, since it is easier
to achieve repeatable characteristics with laminations than
with a single material thickhess.

Performance Characteristics. Line pressure actuated rup-
ture discs are simple, lightweight, and cause minimum pres-
sure drop, but cannot be reclosed. In order to insure that
particles from the disc a!'e not carried downstream, a screen
or petal catcher is often located downstream of the rupture
disc. Rupture discs are subject to damage from pressure
reversals which may cause fatigue of the disc and result ACTUATOR
in premature opening. Backup plates should be used to
prevent reversals of the diaphragm.

Applications and Limitations. Rupture discs are used where
light weight and simplicity are combined with requirements
for zero leakage ove,." long periods of time and minimum
pressure drop after actuation. Rupture discs must be care-
fully designed to avoid the introduction of particles into
the system. Corrosion and fatigue resulting from pressure
fluctuations can resul4 in premature actuation.

5.2.10.2 CUTTER VALVE. MECHANICALLY GACTUATOR

ACTUATED

Description and Operation. The mechanically operated rup- CUTTING BLADE
ture valve differs from the system pressure operated rup-
ture disc in that a positive means of breaking the disc is Figure 5.2.10.2. Diaphragm Cutter Valve
provided. In Figure 5.2.10.2, a design is illustrated whero (Courtesy of TRW/Space Technology Laboratories, Redondo Beach,
a cutter is forced into the diaphragm, thus initiating flow, California)

The cutter may be either squib or pressure actuated.
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which it is scorLd at the junction of the housing and the 5.2,10.4 the actuation time is relatively slow compared to
disc and permits the disc to shear at the housing upon corn- other valves, in that several seconds are required for open-
mand. Another configuration consists of a conventional ing and closing. Howt -P . by the use of an impact type
butterfly disc incorporating a thin metal diaphragm which actuator the valve couid te sheared to the open position,
is clamped between the body and butterfly halves. Rotation greatly improving the response characteristics.
of the butterfly shears the diaphragm. Initial rotation of A
the butterfly may be accomplished by a squib or high pres- Applications iad Limitations. The fusion seal valve is

sure pneumatic actuator. The shear disc butterfly valve suited for ON-OFF application in spacecraft systems where

can either be designed for one shot applications or can be long coast periods b.tween valve actuations would require

designed with an actuator mechanism for reclosing the absolutely tight shutoff. Because of propellant compati-
valve. On reclosure, sealing is accomplished in a manner bility problems with the solder. the fusion seal valve is

similar to conventional butterfly valves, best suited for applications in rneutnatic systems where
gases such as helium or nitrogen are employed.

Performance Characteristics. The sheaae disc butterfly

valve has a pressure drop slightly higher than that of the 5.2.11 Rotary Plug Valves
pressure operated rupture valve, and approximately e;,,.sal
to that of the cutter type valve. Leakage contrul on re- There ar, three basic types of plug valves: simple cock,
closure iE poor for some designs. lubricated plugs, and non-)ubricated plug valves.

Applications and Limitations. The application of this valve 5.2.11.1 SIMPLE COCK
would be primarily in a system where a reclosable feature
is required in addition to the usual attributes of a hermet- Description and Operation. The simple cock is the first

ically sealed valve. Tight shut OFF-ON reclosure is often type of valve known to man. In the cock, a rotating tapered

not a requirement, plug extends completely through the valve bod) Internal
and external leakage are controlled by" a close ft between

5.2.10.4 FUSION SEAL VALVE the tapered plug and the body. A lubricant is used between
t athe plug and the body to make operation easier and to help

Description and Operation. The fusion seal valwe •hown maintain a tight seal. These valves are low in cost, simply
in Figure 5.2.10.4 accomplishes a positive seal bý ZUsing constructed, and require very little headroom. Actuation
the movable portion of the closure to the station try part by
the use of a low melting point alloy, or solder. The alloy is
raised to the melting point by an integral heating e~ement, full open to full close. Figure 5.2.11.1 shows the straight-

after which the movable plug of the valve may be shifted
to the open position. The solder is not exposed to the flowing
fluid and will not be swept away, permitting a resealing
capability. Heat is again applied to fuse the valve plug and
seat together when reclosure is'desired.

Performance Characteristics. The fusion seal valve may be
opened and closed repeatedly, and still achieve zero leakage
after each resealing. In the design illustrated in Figure

OUT "'

FUSION SEALING RING

-c: SEAL PLUG

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

D DRAIN

Figure 5.2.10.4. Fusion Seal Valve
(Courtesy of TRW(ISace Technology Laboratories, Redondo Beach, Figure 5.2.11.1. Stralight-Through Plug Cock Valve
Cal fornia)
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through plug cock of the simple design described. In addi. lubricated plug valve. The operating temperature range is
tion to two-way designs, cocks art available for three- and limited to that for which the lubricant Is suited.
four-way operation (see Suh-Scction 5.8).

Applications and Limitations. The lubricated plug valve
Performance Characteristics. Simple cocks provide tight may be used for ON-OFF or throttling service within the
shutoff, have low pressure drop, and are relatively long limitations of the lubricant, with respect to operating tem.
lived. Because they are inbal..nced valves, th,! required perature and fluid compatibility. Lubricated plugs require
actuation forces wii! increase in proportion to the pressure. periodic lubrication to minimize leakage and to prevent
External leakage may be a problem when the yalve is ro- binding of the plug. ]lug valves have been made in sizes
tated, if the conical plug is permitted to rise in the body. up to 30 inches and for pressures as high as 15,000 psi.

Applications and Limitations. Two-way cocks are used for
simple ON-OFF operations, and are usually limited to 5.2.12 Rotary Slide Valves
manual operatiun. Cocks are used for both liquid and gas 5.2.12.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. The rotary
systems. They should not be used for high temperature slide valve consists basically of a ported rotor or disc which
service, because the heat will dissipate the lubricant and is hjId clomely against a seating surface having matching
cause the plug to bind and gal!. ports. Variations in basic rotary valve construction involve

sealing techniques, construction features to balance forces
5.2.11.2 NON-LUBRICATED PLUG VALVE in high pressure valves, and various designs for bearings

and seats.
Description and Operation. Non-lubricated plug valves are
similar in design to the simple cock, but include modifica- Figure 5.2.12.1a is a cross-section through a pressure bal-
tions to permit use of the valve without lubrication and the anced rotary slide valve which is manufactured in many
use of stem packing to prevent external leakage. Friction sizes for pneumatic and hydraulic service to 6000 pai. The
is reduced by choice of non-gulling materials, and binding valve has optically flat, hardened, stainless steel seals which
under high temperature conditions is eliminated by me- are spring and pressure loaded against the upper and tower
chanicz.l design. This is usually accomplished by >x cam rotor surfaces. These seals are backed at each port with
mechanism which lifts the plug slightly off the seat with 0-rings which seal passages from each other when the valve
the first few degrees of rotation. The plugs are then re- is actuated. The bottom seal prevents leakage between ports
seated whent the full open position is reached. Teflon inserts as do the top seals, which also provide a balancing force
in the plug are used for sealing and reduction of friction, on top of the rotor and eliminate the need for thrust bear-
Performance Characteristics. Performance characteristics ings. Because the rotor disc Is in balance, the torqkie

of the non-lubricated plug valve are similar to those of the required to actuate the valve remains low, 'egardless of'
Aimple cock, with the exceptions that seals are provided to operating pressure. Washer type springs under the seals

prevent external leakage, and actuation forces are mini- provide the initial force necessary for effective sealing of
mized by using low friction materials for plug seals and by the rotor and for compensation for wear of the sealing
lifting the plug prior to rotation, surface. The seals wipe dirt off the valve rotor during shift-

ing, virtually eliminating scoring and leakage.
Applications and Limitations. Applications for non-lubri-
cated plug valves are similar to those for which cocks are Another type of rotary valve capable of moderately high
used. However, the range of temperature and pressure pressure service is illustrated in Figure 5.2.12.1b. This valve
that are permissible is greatly extended. Valves have been: is made for pressures to 3,000 psi in smaller sizes only (up
produced for use at pressures as high as 3000 psig and tern- to one-quarter inch NPT). This valve uses single pressure
peratures to 1100 F. Plug valves can be used with remotely loaded seals between the rotor and housing, which provide
controlled operators as well as the more common manual 'hc. same wiping action as in the valve illustrated in Figure
operators. 6.2.12.1a. Pressure on the valve rotor is not balanced in

this design and, consequently, thrust forces must be taken
5.2.11.3 LUIRIRlt'ATED PLUG VALVE by a large thrust ball bearing between the upper surface

of the rotor and the valve housing. The rotor stem and hous-Description and O peration. T he lubricated plug valve dif- i g a e s a ei w t -i g o p e e tl a a e
fers from the simple cock and the non-lubricated plug valve ing are sealed with 0-rings to prevent leakage.
in that provision is made for injection of lubricant to the 5.2.12.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Excellent
plug under pressure. Th~e lubricant serves the dual purpose leakage control is achieved by rotary slide valves because
of providing a seal and raising the plug from the body by o"f the exceptionally fine finish that may be achieved on flat
hydratulic action to circumvent the problems of binding.
Plug valves are made from a variety of metals and alloys !apped plates. Operating torque will be fairly high on valves
including bronze, carbon steel, alloy steel, and stainless that are not pressure balanced or that do not use anti-fric-

tion bearings in the moving parts. Pressure drop is rela-tively high because of the "ivrral turns that the fluid must

Performance Characteristics. Performance characteristics make in passing through the valve. The valve may be used
of the lubricated plug valve are similar to those of the non- for throttling, and because of the close fit of the mating
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5.2.12.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Rotary
slide valves should be used on pneumatic or hydraulic sys-
tems when good shutoff characteristics art required, pres-
sure drop is not a prime consideration, and position indi- t
cation and quick actuation are desired. I

ON POSITION

IN

U REFERENCES

OFF POSITION 2-57, 19-158, 160-26, 184-5, 185-1, 193-5
(9) MISSUE I*ALANCEU ROTARY SLIDE VALVE IN

PUS9RI ~BrAll
49-42, 74-3, 74.22

Butterfly
1-42, U12-5, 165-3, 193-24, 195-7, 251-1, 282-1, V-192

OUT ,Poppet

6-86, 6-88, 19-66, 232-10

Solenoid
1-245, 160-5, 185-1

(b; UNMANCID ROTAr SLDE vALVw Gate and Blade
64-13, 193-17, 195-2

FigCLre 5.2.12.1a,b. Two-Way Rotary Slide Valves Diaphragm
bPressure Balanced 6-94, 195-8, V-286, V-161

Hermetic Seal
V-283, V4192

Rotary Plug

parts, the valve is relatively insensitive to contamination. 193-23, 195-1
The valve is long lived and normally ntay be refurbished
by a simple seat replacement which may be accomplished Rotary Slide
without removal from the line. V-75
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TERMINOLOGY CONTROL VALVES

5.3 CONTROL VALVES contrcllers, whereas a control valve is the final control Ole-
ment in a control system which requires a source of operat-

5.3.1 INTRODUCTION ing power other than from the cont ".-d fluid nmedia.
Control valve actuators are% discuss:d under Sub-Setior,

5.3.2 C¢ONTROL VALVE TERMINOLOGY 6.9. It should be noted that the term control valve is used
5.3.2.1 Flow Capacity synonymously with throttle valve, and that small manual
5.3.2.2 Flow Coefficient control valves are also called meteriny valves. It should also
5.3.2.3 Linearity be noted that there are applications such as attitude con-
5.3.2.4 Hysteresis trol rocket systems where valves which are 1asical'l? shut-
5.3.2.5 Deadband off valves (ON-OFF valves) are called ftow conftrol valves,

5.3.2.6 Valve Gain (Valve Sensitivity) control being achieved by varying the duration of constant
5.3.2.7 kangeahility (Throttle Range) flow rate pulses.
5.3.2.8 Unit Sensitivity

5.3.3 CONTROL VALVE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 5.3.2 Control Valve Terminology
5.3.3.1 Linear Flow Characteristic 5.3.2.1 FLOW CAPACITY. The flow capacity of a control
5.3.3.2 Parabolic Flow Characteristic valve is the maximum sate of flow through the valve at
5.3.3.3 Modified Linear Characteristic specified conditions of pressure drop and temperature.
5.3.3.4 Equal Percentage Flow Characteristic
5.3.3.5 Square Root (Quick Opening) Flow 5.3.2.2 FLOW COEiFFICIENT. The flow coefficient or Cý

Characteristic factor of a control valve is the number of gallons of water
per minute at 60°F that will flow through a valve at maxi-

5.3.4 INHERENT VERSUS EFFECTIVE FLOW mum opening with a pressure drop of 1.0 psi. For a more
CHARACTERISTICS detailed discussion of flow coefficient, see Sub-Tupic 3.8.4.

5.3.5 TYPES OF CONTROL VALVES 5.3.2.3 LINEARITY. Linearity of a flow control valve is a
5.3.5.1 Globe and Angle Valves measure of the degree to which there is a straight line rela-
5.3.5.2 Needle Valves and Spline Plug Valves tionship between the valve output (volumetric flow rate)
5.3.5.3 Cavitating Venturi Control Valves and the input (valving element position or stroke) at a
5.3.5.4 Diaphragm and Pinch Control Valves constant value of pressure drop.

5.3.5.5 Butterfly Valves 5.3.2.4 HYSTERESIS. Hysteresis may be defined as the dif-

5.3.5.6 Spool, Piston, and Sleeve Control Valves ference in flow through a control valve for a given setting
(Cylindrical Slide Valves) between the case where the set point has been attained from

5.3.5.7 Rotary Plug Control Valves a lower flow position and the case where the set point has
N POSITIONING been attained from a higher flow condition. Hysteresis in a'

5.3.6.NR1 , ACTUAiTION Ane control valve is usually the result of non-linearities caused
by slack or play in the valve actuator.

5.3.7 CONTROL VALVE PRESSURE COMPENSATION 5.3.2.5 DEADBAND. The deadbani of a control valve is

the span through which the input signal can change with-
out initiating a movement of the valving element. Dead-

5.3.1 Introduction band and hysteresis are directly related.

A ilow contro! valve moay be defined as a valve which regu- 5.3.2.6 VALVE GAIN (VALVE SENSITIVITY). Valve
or otherwise controls the volumetric flow rate of any gain, or sensitivity, is the ratio of change in flow, AQ, to

gas, liquid, or fluidized solid material by means of a vari- the corresponding change in stroke, AX, with a constant
aire. flow restriction. A flow control valve may have pressure drop across the valve. Valve gain is constant for

in infinite number of operating positions in contrast to a a linear valve.
shutoff valve (Sub-Section 5.2) which is either fully open
or fully closed. The throttling function of a control valve 5.3.2.7 RANGEABILITY (THROTTLE RANGE). The
is an entirely separate requirement from the shutoff func- rangeability or throttle range of a flow cortrol valve ex-
tion of a shutoff valve. Although the shutoff function can presses the useable portion of the total valve travel or flow
be added to a control valve, since control is the prime goal, range of the valve. Rangeability may be defined as the ratio
the secondary importance of shutoff in many control valve ,f maximum to minimum controllable flow, or the flow range
designs results in a valve having poor shutoff character- thr,,ugh which a particular inherent flow characteristic is
istic•. Thi.refore, it is common practice to keep the func- maintained within prescribed tolerance 'emits. For example,
tions; separated by incorporating both a shutoff valve and if a control valve can be used between 10 and 100 percent
a control valve in a system. Pressure regulators (Sub- of its stem travel, the rangeability factor is ten. The range-

Section ',. ) are also flow control devices, but are distin- ability of a control valve is limited by the problem of ac-
guished from control valves in that they arc self-operating curately controlling the flow with the valve in a nearly

5.3.1 -1
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CONTROL VALVES INHERENT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

closed position. The definition of iangeability is somewhat too

vague in that the minimum controllable flow is not clearly
defined.

5.3.2.8 UNIT SENSITIVITY. Unit sensitivity (not to be so___00
confused with valve sensitivity, or gain) is defined as the
percentage change in flow rate through a valve resulting I EQUAL
from a one percent change in the valve stroke. The percent- 0 IRCENAG ARAB0LIC/
age change in flow rate is based on the flow rate just before 60 ___00
the change. Unit sensitivity is constant for an equal per-
centage valve. Unit sensitivity for a linear valve varies
from a maximum value at low flow to a minimum value at N
full flow. _

5.3.3 Control Valve Flow Characteristics SCuARE ROOT
(QUICK OPENING)

One of the most important criteria in the selection of a flow
control valve is its flow characteristic. A control valve flow
characteristic is specified in terms of its inherent flow char- I
acteristic (Sub-Topic 5.3.4, "Inherent Versus Effective
Flow Characteristics"). The inherent flow characteristic
describes the flow rate through the valve as a function of 040 60 0 too
control element position (stem travel) under conditions of PERCENT OF FULL FLOW
constant temperature and constant pressure drop across
the valve. Common flow characteristic curves are linear, Figure 5.3.3. A Comparison of Control Valve Flow
modified linear, equal percentage, and square root (quick Characteristics
opening). A graphical comparison of these characteristics
appears in Figure 5.3.3. Almost any flow characteristic A plot of flow versus valve opening for a linear character-

curve can be obtained by proper shaping of the valving ele- istic is a straight line on rectangular coordinate graph

ment or by manipulating the valve opening and (losing paper,
movement. In shaping a valving element to achieve a de-
sired inherent flow characteristic, the designer must take 5.3.3.2 PARABOLIC FLOW CHARACTERISTIC. A para-
into consideration the influence of valve entrance, exit, and bolic flow characteristic is one in which flow varies with
housing pressure losses on flow through the valve. Ideally, the square of the control element position. The general

the entire control valve pressure drop should occur across equation expressing flow as a function of valve opening for

the control element. However, although every attempt a parabolic control valve is.
should be made to minimize' other pressure losses by avoid-
ing rapid changes in flow path geometry, such losses can Q = ay" (Eq 5.3.3.2)

never b2 completely eliminated, particularly at higher flow where Q - flow rate
rates. Therefore, it is often necessary that the designer
compensate for such losses by modifying the flow area ver- y valve opening
sus stroke relationship for the valving element from the
theoretical in order that the entire valve have the desired a arbitrary constant

flow characteristic. Some of the more common types of flow A parabolic flow characte~istic provides a constant rate of
characteristics are described in the following paragraphs. change in flow with changing valve opening. When plotted
Variations and/or combinations of the specific character-

on log-log coordinates, the parabolic characteristic becomes
istics mentioned here can be engineered into a given valvedesin t fulillspecal equiemets.a straight line. A mnore general mathematical representa-
design to fulfill special requirements. tion. of a parabolic flow characteristic is Q =: ay", where n

5.3.3.1 LINEAR FLOW CHARACTERISTIC. A linear flow is any real number.
chnr, cteristic produces a flow rate which varies linearly 5.3.3.3 MODIFIED LINEAR CHARACTERISTIC. A flow
with valve position. The general equation expressing flow 5333MDFE IERCAATRSI.Afo

control characteristic which coinbires a parabolic charac-
as a function of valve opening for a linear control valve is teristic with the linear chara-Aeristic is termed modified

Q =: ay (Eq 5.3.3.1) linear. The modified linear characteristic is graphically a
parabolic characteristic for approximately the first 30 per-

where Q - flow rate cent of the valve opening, whereupon it assumes a linear
characteristic up to approximately 80 or 90 percent of flow.
At that point the modified lineaL. characteristic behaves

a arbitrary constant like the square root characteristic up to full open pcsition.
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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS: CONTROL VALVES
"INHERENT VS. EFFECTIVE

5.3.3.4 EQUAL PERCENTAGE FLOW CHARACTERIS- nomenon. In this case, a linear system characteristic will

TIC. An equal percentage flow characteristic, alternatively be obtained only when 100 percent of the system pressure
called exponential or logarithmic, is one in which an equal drop is absorbed by the control valve.
percentage change in flow is produced as a result of unit As the total percentage pressure drop decreases across the
change in lift (opening). For this type of control character- inherently linear valve, the effective flow characteristic di-
istic a 10 percent change in opening between 10 and 20 per- verges markedly from being linear. Figures 5.3.4a,b show

pen would have the same percentage effect on flow a the inherent and effective flow characteristics of the linear
a 10 percent change in opening between 60 and 70 percent and equal percentage type control valves in series with a
open. The general equation expressing flow as a function of fixed restriction. In general, as system pressure drop in
valve opening for an equal percentage control valve is series with the valve increases, the effective flow charac-

Q ý- aely (Eq 5.3.3.4) teristic of a linear valve approaches that of a quick-opening
valve, and the effective flow characteristic of an equal p•.r-

where Q -. flow rate centage valve approaches that of a linear valve (Reference

y valve opening 206.1).

a. b . arbitrary constants Additional references treating the effect of system pressure
drop on valve flow characteristics are 23-38, 27-7, 27-19,

e base of natural logarithms 160-20, 165-22, and 206-1.

A plot of flow vegrsus valve opening for an equal percentage
characteristic.. is a straight line on semi-log graph paperSc ot, . ........................................
with flow as the log ordinant, and is an exponential curve....on rectangular coordinate graph paper. I!

5.3.3.5 SQUARE ROOT (QUICK OPENING) FLOW -

CHIARACTERISTIC. A square root flow characteristic is , B ,WIOt IN / 'I
one in which flow varies with the square root of the control a.
element position. The general equation expressing flow as z .,
a function of valve opening is

0

Q ayv (Eq 5.3.3.5) ... ._:

where Q -~flow rate.... ............

y valve opening -... ... . .

a - arbitrary constant

This type of characteristic is more commonly referred to as FLOW AT CONSTANT DROP, PI"P3 PERCENT

quick opening. 100 ..... ...

J

5.3.4 Inherent Versus Effective Flow Characteristics . .... ,...

Control valves are sometimes installed in systems with...
litthl thought as to the effect adjacent plumbing will have
on the valve performance. It is th(- effective flow charac- .

teristic of a c,,ntrol valve installed in a system rather than z so - -_
its inherentL characteristic determined under conditions of 0 .o... . ...
constant Al' which is of ultimate importance in a system.
Under system conditions when valve pressure differential
does not reniain conzstant over the throttling range, the 2 C... .

eflfctive tlow characteri.4tic curve will vary from the in- ? :

herent valve flow characteristic. The effective flow charac-
teristic of a vave. .herfor,, is dependent upon the flow 0
1,l,,sure drop char wteristics of the system in which it is L 20 40 RO so 10P

•FLOW AT CONSTANT DROP. PI-P3 -PERCENT

installed. In order that a control valve provide a good flow
rvevulatingz" characteristic, full open pressure drop must
he cfompromised -iince the best throttling characteristic is F
at hieved by a valve having a resistance coefficient, K, over Figure 5.3.4ab. Effective Flow Characteristics (a) Linear' Valve (b) Equal Percentage Valve
the larg(,r portiun of its travel higher than that of the (Reprinted with permission frore "The SAE Aero-Space Applied Thermo-
System, dynamics Manual," January 1962)

The case of a fixed system restriction is series with an in-
herently linear control valve serves to illustrate this phe-
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CONTROL. VAL\ES GLOBE AND ANGLE VALVES

5.3.5 Types of Control Valves -oo

A variety of geometric configurations exist for control I
valves, depending upon the desired flow characteristic, sys-
tern configuration, etc. In general, there are seven basic con- 75
trol valve categories into which control valves of major im-
portance ctin be grouped. Following is a listing of the major z OPPET CO-ICAL PLUG
control valve types with descriptions of their more impor. -

tant features. 0 5o II
5.3.5.1 GLOBE AND ANGLE VALVES. The most com- 50

monly used control valves fall into the globe body and angle
valve category. The valving elpment, seat, and bonnet are •

general'y identical in both globe and angle body types. The 25 " -+

internal configurations of typical globe body and angle body
valves are shown, respectively, in Figures 5.2.5.if and
5.2.5.1e. CONICAL PLUG

0The characteristics of globe and angle valves generally fall 0 25 50 75 100

under one of the following types: PERCENT FI OW

a) square root or quick opening Figure 5.3.5.1a. Flow Characteristics of Quick-Opening

b) linear Poppet Valves
(Adapted from "Control Valves," Berrd, Copyright 1957, Instruments

c) -modified linear Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Penns;,/vania)

d) equal percentage.

Quick-Opening Valve. Quick-opening globe valves are often T--
Ppoppet valves, generally having either a conical plug or flat - - -
POlppet-shalped valving element as shown -in Figure 5.3.5.1p.ZQuick-opening valves reach full flow capacity with rela- 75
tively shoapt sted travel because the annular space between -- L001
the seat ring and plug becomes equal to the area of the -

entir•' port with a travel of approximately one-quarter of -

the seat diameter. The difference in flow chaiacteristics -

between two configurations of quick-opening poppets is --. -,- -
shown in Figure 5.3.5.1a, which shows the linear charac- • -4-.-
teristics of the flat poppet over practically its full range
of travel, and the linear characteristic for the conical plug
over only about ',0 percnt of its useful travel."',

Quick-opening valves are used extensively for pressure " - -

regulation. They are also adaptable for ON-OFF, control -

or for systems with a constant pressure which do not re-
quire frequent valve position changes.

Linear Charactericlic Valve. A linear flow characteristic 025 50 75 f/w
in a globe valve can be obtained by using a parabolic plug: Per cent of flow
or a rectangular port plug as shown in Figure 5.3.5.1b.
This type of design is used when a large portion of the Figure 5.3.5.1b. Linear Flow Characteristics of a Rectngular
pressure drop in a fluid system is to be taken across the Port and Parabolic Plug

(Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instrumentscontrol valve. For maximum C,, the parabolic plug i3 rec- Pub;ishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
ommended, beceuse for a given size of valve and seat ring
the full open flow of the shaped plug is greater than thatof the rectangular po't design. modified linear flow characteristic can be achieved either

by modifying a linear plug (paraboloid) or a V-port plug.

Modified Linear Characteristic V-lIve. As discussed in De- The modified linear characteristic is illustrated in Figure
tailed Topic 5.3.3.2, a modified linear flow characteristic is 5.3.5.1c.
a characteristic which initially follows a parabolic curve,
then chia•.ges to a linear .vow versus stroke %:.rve. The Both V-port and parabolic plug shapes may be used in

valves with widely varying stem travel. The most valuable
*It h.ohuld 1, noted thiat although the parnibolic plug, in the strictest feature of the modified linear characteristic type of valve
-erm% is a plug ha\vinsr the geonietry of a paraboloid, the term iv often is that at low flow rates the stcm must travel a relatively
uq.'Ž to dcscr iLe any plug having the gemnral appearance of a raraboloid.
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Figure 5.3.5.1c. Modified Linear Flow Characteristics of a Figure 5.3.5.1d. Flow Characteristic of an Equal Percentage
Modified Linear Plug and Modified V-Port Valve
Plug (Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instruments

(Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instruments Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

large distance to obtain a small change in flow; conse- mic plug, was developed in an effort to obtain good control
quently, accuracy of flow control in the low range is pos- over a wide range of flow and pressure changes. In many
sible. For example, 3G percent stem travel is required for flow systems, variables in the system fluctuate in a non-
just 10 percent of flow control in a typical modified linear linear manner. For example, non-linearities occur when
valve. At higher flow rates, however, the valve assumes a line pressure decreases considerably with flow changes from

linear characteristic which allows for larger changes of low flow to maximum demand. Under these conditions, the

flow for each change of stem movement. This characteristic pressure drop across the valve may be a small percentage

is useful in that it allows for closing down to low flows of the system drop at maximum flow, but a large percent-

quickly. Valves with modified linear characteristics can be age at small flows. The equal percentage valve makes it

designed also for relatively low lift, although the range- theoretically possible to control over a wide range of flow

ability of such valves is limited. Referring to Figures 5.3.3 changes with one size valve.

and 5.3.5.lc,'it should be noted that control sensitivity of the
modified linear characteristic is decreased at the high end 5.52NEDEVL SADSPIELU VLE.
odifed fl in.ear as s sdecreasd at the hNeedle and spline plug valves are variatons of standard

globe type valves. The control orifice is smaller in size and

This is a disadvantage at high flow rates where it may be the valving element is long and slender to permit close
desirable to have as high a gain or sensitivity as at mid- throttling. When it is desired to control flows of a very low
range. To overcome this disadvantage, another type of rate it ýs difficult to obtain accuracy with the common de-
valve plug configuration has been designed, called the equal signs of plug and poppet control valves, since these designs
percentagre characteristic valve, are seldom available with a C,. of less than one. To fill the

need for accurately controlling low flows, the designer usu-
Equal Perceatage Chara.cteristic Valve. The equal percent- ally turns to needle valves or their equivalent. Figure 5.3.5.2
age characteristic valve is the most commonly used valving illustrates a typical needle valve, showing the characteristic
element in commercial globe type control valve applications, long slender tapered pintle from which its name is derived.
Equal sensitivity is provided over the working range of

Needle valves are used for such things as controlling the
the valve, i.e., a given change in valve stroke always results flow of small quantities of chemicals in laboratory analysis
in• tht, same percentage chomge of flow rate. work, for careful blending of fluids and gases, and for speed

The equal- percentage valve plug is a further modification control of pumps and actuators. Needle valves are chosen
of the V-port and parabolic plugs, offering still another for the purpose of close control because the shape of the
variety of flow characteristics as illustrated in Figure valve plug gives fine flow control for a relatively long stem
5.3.5.1d, This configuration, which is also termed a logarith- travel.
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element (plug) and the seat (usually integral with the

body) at the point of closure. A good finish on the seat and

plug is equally important in achieving good shutoff. For

repeated actuation, the best assurance of good sealing is a

rubber or plastic disc closing against a metal seat. If a nor.-r7 metal seal is out of the question due to extreme temperature
requirements or the handling of a corrosive fluid, either

one or both of the following techniques will aid in achieving
good sealing (Reference 54-1):
a) Design a non-rotating plug for closing against the seat.

b) Use a device that limits the closing force applied to the
stem to that required for tight shutoff and no more.

Accessories available with needle valves include locking
devices to secure the needle in any selected position, and
vernier dials that permit accurate repositioning of the
stem if required. Needle valves are usually used in line sizes
of less than one inch with one-quarter inch being a typical
size. These valves are used in temperature ranges from
cryogenic to over 1000°F, and pressure ranging from vac-
uum to over 30,000 psi.

5.3.5.3 CAVITATING VENTURI CONTROL VALVES.
One type of control valve which is finding increasing use,

particularly in the rocket propulsion field, is the cavitating
venturi valve. A cross-section through a valve of this type
used to control the flow of propellants to a rocket engine is
shown in Figure 5.3.5.3. The cavitating venturi valve con-

Figure 5.3.5.2. Needle Valve

A close relative of the needle valve is the spline plug valve.

This valve can be made with flow capacities even lower
than needle valves of comparable sizes. They can be made
having equal percentage characteristics or linear charac-
teristics.

The construction feature which allows for such fine flow

control is the plug, which moves inside the seat ring and
has long tapered slots milled and ground into its surface.
This plug remains inside the seat ring at all times, even
in the wide-open position, so the flow through the valve is

closely controlled by the relative position of the long plug

and gradually tapering plug grooves.

Because the flow forces can be relatively high in spline

and fluted plug valves, the effects of wire drawing and
erosion increase. To minimize these effects, materials of

suitable hardness must be specified. In most cases, needle
valves and their spline and fluted plug relatives are man-
ually operated; and, because of the relatively small seat
diameters, tight shutoff can be achieved. Care must be
taken not to overtighten these valves, however, as seat
galling and plug deformatioa will result.

Tight shutoff is usually as important as throttling where a
needle valve is required. The degree of seat tightness in Figure 5.3.5.3. Cavitating Venturi Valve

metal-to-metal valves seats (commonly found in needle

valves) depcnds on the concentricity between the valving
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trols flow as a function of upstream pressuie and throat gence angle of 6 degrees. If the diffuser section must be
area, with flow being independent of downstream pressure shortened, it is best to terminate it abruptly at its down-
when the fluld is cavitating. Cavitation occurs by increas- stream extremity rather than to use a wider divergence
ing the pressure drop across the venturi section until a angle.
point is reached where substantially all of the upstream
pressure head is converted into velocity hebd in the venturi 5.3.5.4 DIAPHRAGM AND PINCH CONTROL VALVES.
throat.-When this occurs, the only static head remaining Diaphragm and pinch valves which are described under
in the throat is that of the fluid vapor pressure; and, if the "Shutoff Valves" in Sub-Topic 5.2.8, used as throttle valves
upstream pressure is maintained constant, a further drop provide high accuracy and repeatability. Throttling is ac-
in (•ownstream pressure will not result in increased flow, complished by gradually lifting the diaphragim, making a
since vaporization (cavitation) at the throat maintains the variable flow area which effectively controls the flow rate.
pressure at the fluid vapor pressure. In effect, the flow Figure 5.3.5,4 shows the flow characteristics of a typical
through the valve will remain at a constant rate for a given pinch valve. Diaphragnm valve flow characteristics are very
throa:t area wnd upstream pressure regardlc.:s of the down- similar to pinch valve characteristics.
stream pressure, providing that the downstream pressure
is not increased above the point where cavitation ceases. As
a general rule, the downstream pressure must be less than /o0 0 .
85 percent of the upstream pressure for cavitation to occur.
This value depends on the diffuser efficiency, decreasing with -r l I
decreasing efficiency. Cavitating venturis are useful in
rocket propulsion systems, where it is desirable to prevent
fluctuations in flow rate caused by fluctuating back pres- 75
sure on the control valve. Compensation for changes in
system pressure is simplified with cavitating venturi valves

as corrections are required for upstream pressure changes -
only. In the design of a cavitating venturi valve which is ' 50 --
to be used for flow control purposes, it is first necessary to
know the total pressure available and the vapor pressure Cl.e
of the liquid to he controlled. The difference between these
two pressures will be the total 'static head available for T,
conversion in the venturi valve to velocity head. This dif- 2.5
ferential head can he used to find the theoretical velocity
of the fluid stream at the venturi C range,

P-P,- wVY . (Eq 5.3.5.3a)

2g 45 50 75 /00

where P = total pressure, lbf/ft2  Per cent -f/ow

P. = fluid vapor pressure, Ib1/ft

w specific weight, lbr/ft3  Figure 5.3.5.4. Pinch Valve Flow Characteristic
(Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instruments

V. theoretical throat velocity, ft/sec Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

g gravitational constant, ft/sec'

The actual flow rate through the venturi can be determined 5.3.5.5 BUTTERFLY VALVES. The use of butterfly
by assuming a discharge coefficient, C.,, of 0.93. The flow valves as control valves has evolved from devices known
rate equation is as dampers which were originally used to control flow of

(Eq 5.3.5.3b) combustion air into the firebox of a boiler, or to regulate
air flow in ducts and tunnels produced by fans and blowers.

Q/--pg (P -P-)They are still used in this capacity; but in recent years
Q - C,,A,,V,,- CA,, -!-- P,) refinements have been made, resulting in high precision ca-

pacity butterfly control valves. Butterfly valves range in
where A,, throat area, ft' size from 2 to 36 inches and larger. Sub-Topic 5.2.4 gives

Q flow rate, ft'/sec a detailed discussion of the construction of butterfly valves.
Therefore, this section will be aevoted to the discussion of

As determined experimentally (Reference 2-4), best pres- butterfly valve flow control characteristics and the asso-
sure recovery through a cavitating venturi is obtained with ciated operating torque characteristics.
a divergence angle in the range of 5 to 6 degrees. 1Pý the de-
sign is space limited, it is better to make the convergence Butterfly Valve Flow Characteristics. A typical flow char-
angle more abrupt and retain a maximum diffuser diver- acteristic curve for a butterfly valve is shown in Figure
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5.3.5.5a. Typically, a butterfly valve has an equal percentage
characteristic !or approximately the first 50 percent of
opening which controls approximctely 20 percent of the I 0 I I I I I
flow, and a linear characteristic for the remainder of the
opening. In most control valve applications, the 100 percent
flow condition is taken at approximately 60 degrees of the . 75l 1O
butterfly disc, since the percentage increase in flow beyond z 2 -- --- I t1
this point is usually small. The contour or shape of the ke al.
butterfly disc has little influence on the flow characteristic 0 1

for less thani 60 degrees of valve opening, as illusliated in Z
Figure 5.3.5.6b. This is P plot of resistance coefficient as a
function of butterfly angle, showing the effects of var!'ing
bhtterfly disc thickness. It should be noted that the curve 25
is plotted for a valve which is fully closed when a,, = 0. Fnr
valves which close at somý angle a. > 0, the corrected
butterfly angle can be estirmated from the following rela- . 0 I2 50 75 J00tinhpfr0.<20 25 50 75 .1 0
tionship for cin < 20*: PERCENT OF FLOW

(Eq 5.3.5.5s)

a = Cos- [COS(co + a,)/COS a.] Figure 5.3.5.5a. Butterfly Valw. Flow Characteristics
where ao clsing ngle(Ade;)ted from 'Control Valves," Beard, CopgrIght 1957, instruments

where s. closing angle Pubishlinn Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

a, = valve opening from the closed positioa.

In addition to flow considerations, the 60-degree open posi-
tion is usually a quite stable position for the disc, whereas
opening beyond 60 degrees puts the disc in an area where
rapid changes in fluid dynamic torque could result in valve 00

instability.,91

Butterfly Valve Torque Characteristics. The operating

torque required to position the disc of a butterfly valve
results from a combination of seal frictioL, bearing friction,

on-symmetrical static pressure loadixig around the butter-
fly axis, and disc fluid dynamic torque. Seal friction is usu-
ally maximum during the first few degreas of disc opening, o
dropping rapidly as the disc starts to move. Bearing friction a

is a direct function of the total unbalanced pressure force -
across the butterfly disc. This unbalanced pressure force
is a function of the bp across the disc and the projected
area of the disc in the flow path. Since both .Ap and disc
projected area decrease with valve opening, bea.ring fric- --
tion varies from a maximum to a minimum as the valve
rotates from closed position to full open position.

Non-symmetrical static pressure loading results from a -- 30

disc having a non-symmetrically located axis of rotation, 0- 4

i.e., an axis of rotation which does not equally divide the 0
disc frontal area. This condition can be intentionally de- 0.
signed into the valve by offsetting the disc axis from the 02

disc centerline. It can also result from manufacturing tol-
erances wr it can be caused by a floating disc seal which, by 0.07

sliding toward the trailing edge of the disc, can result in a o0 0 0 60
larger effective area downstream of the axis than on the SUTIEY ANGL, (0). nGES

upstream surface. It is desirable to have the torque result-
ing from static pressure unbalance act in a direction to

Figure 5.3.5.5b. Butterfly Vaove Resistance Coefficient
close the valve; however, this is not always possible, par- as a Function of Butterfly Angle
ticularly when the unbalanced force is caused by a flosting (Adapted from "Machine Design." December 1958, voa. 30, no. 26,
seal. D. Dahie, Copyright 1958, PIntor Publihing Company,

Clevelar, d, C.hio)
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The undeisirable feature of having this torque act in a direc- MSU ITOTO
tion to open t6~ valve is that it opposes the fluid dynamic
torque which always acts in a direction to close the valve.
With these two torques opposing one another, a torqu,.,
reversal can occor during the first few degrees of opening
which can result In undesirable actuation characteristics.
The fluid dynamic torque results from the fact that fluid
velocity over the disc surface is always higher on the trail-
Ing edge of the di.-c than on the leading edge, as illustrated
in Figure 5.3.5.5c. This velocity distributioni results In a
Bernoulli cffect, where the local static pressures are lower
acrosr the downstream disc surface than on the upstream ~ .

surface where thee fluid velocity is lower. The resulting
torque always acts in a direction to close the valve. Fluid
dynamic torque for dipc angles up to approximately 60
degrees is given by the following empirical relationship: F~se5355. ~ Fo n rsueDsrbto

T K KiPD W4 i5.3.5.5b)

where T
-y constant9*O
ui e differential across dice (for : 41"tP~1I
leti,-w when P, < P.,AP=
gre P.= downstream pressure

-- ti'on from closed position t

A range of measured i,,.id dynamic torque values for sev-V
eral butterfly valve types plotted as P function of a is given . ' :
in Figure ýi 3.5.5d. A representative fluid dynamic torque0 2D 0 s 10
curve illustrated by the middle curve is shown in Figure JTRL NLDOISOI
5.3.5.5e. The upp,ýr curve indicates the total torque required Figure 5.3.5.5c2. Butterfly Volve Aemodynamle Torque
to open a symmetrically mounted butterfly disc (the sum Characteristic
of the fluid dynamic torque and bearing friction torque). (Reprinted with permission from the "SAE Aero Sce Applied
The effects of seal friction or an unsymmetrical static pres- Tomdnmc na, aur 92

sure loading are not shown in the illustration. The lower
curve shows the required closing torque which is the differ- 100 - - - -

ence between the fluid dynamic torque and the bearing fric-y0
tion resisting closing. If therv were no bearing friction, the c
closing torque measured at any butterily angle would be a uso 410 ACUTOORQUE- /
resisting torque equal to the fluid dynamic torque. As the - TO OPEN VALVE

703 n-70hearing friction torque opposes the fluid dynamic torque, Z o - --

a point is reaclied in rotating from tht- open-to-closed posi- oz. I0
tion where the hearing friction torque just balances the fluid DO
dynamic opening torque. In the illustration, this torque ýg W ~ TORQUE REQUIRED TO RESIST - __

Aevek'sal occurs #At approximately ~33 degrees. This torque t 40U LI YAI COIGTRU
reversal on clos'ng is at typical butterfly valve charaeteristic
which can cause instability of the valve at the position U.z 30
where the torque reversal occurs, because at this point the 2 OQ0RVESL-
direction of applied actuator torque must be completely ýW1 aý-Z
reversed. For a valve having a static pressure unbalance ~ 0 -O ACTUAORE TORQUE
aeding to open the disc, it is possible to have a torque char- 0 .: --- (APPLIED IN OPENING-
acterisdic with two positions of torque reversal. Such a DRCIN
Condtitionl could result where, first, a positive opening toique 100 10 20 10 40 50 60 70 80 90
is required to overcome seal and hearing friction. Then, BUTTERFLY OPENING, DEGREES
w~het. the valve opens, a torqjue reversal occurs due to pres-
sure unbalance wvhich tends to swing the valve open. As the Figure 5.3.5.5e. Fluid Dynamic Torque Curve for a

Typical Butterfly Valve
(Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instruments

Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
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valve continues to open, the effect of pressure unbalance _!
diminishes and a counteracting fluid dynamic torque event.- .

ually causes a positive actuator torque.

Due to the problems of instability resulting from torque -

reversals in the first 20 to 30 degrees of opening, certain
butterfly valve designs hove a limited low-flow throttling
capability. It is possible to eliminate torque reversals by , .

that angle which is perpendicular to the duct centerline. 1Z50 . .

The seating angle required to avoid torque reversal depends
on the shape of the disc, and usually approximates 30 L.
degrees, leaving a total valve stroke of only 60 degrees for .
control purposes. Another technique for avoiding torque
reversal is to design the disc with a larger area on the
upstream side of the axis of rotation than on the down-
stream side (Figure 5.2.4.1c). If the resulting closing torque _, _L ii
is great enough to overcome bearing friction and closingseal friction, the valve will experience no torque reversal. 50
The entire question of butterfly valve actuating torque is 05 50 75 /00
discussed in detail in Detailed Topic 6.2.3.1. Per cent f/ow

5.3.5.6 SPOOL, PISTON, AND SLEEVE CONTROL /00- -

VALVES (Cylindrical Slide Valves). Spool and piston con- -
trol valves consist of a movable piston or spool (a piston
with more than one land) within a cylinder. In sleeve valves,
the solid piston or spool is replaced by a hollow cylinder with 7-

either the inner or outer cylinder serving as the valving ale- 00.
ment (the moving part). The great majority of cylindrical 0-0
slide valves utilize axial motion of the valving element,
although some design for special applications have used +-.
rotating pistons or sleeves. With cylindrical slide valves .50..
any type of flow characteristic is obtainable, depending upon t.
the configuration of tle ports and/or the valving element. -.

A primary advantage of these control elements is the feasi- .. .
bility of obtaining a pressure-balanced design, especially
w'th sleeve or spool configurations. An inherent disadvan-
tage of cylindrical slide valves is leakage, a problem which
can only be controlled by close machining or reliable dy-
namic sealing techniques. Spool valves, for example, are ._. ...widely used in fluid power applications wherein perfect

internal sealing is not required. Such multiple passage con- --- 25 5o 75 /00
trot valve applications are covered in detail in Sub-Section Per cent f/ow
5.6, "Servo Valves," and in Sub-Section 5.8, "Multiple Pas-
sage Valves." More detailed discussions of the3e valve types Figure 5.3.5 7a,b. Characteristics of Rotary Plug Control
may be found in Sub-Section 6.2, "Valving Units." Valve

Plus Cock (a) has port area with circular hole in plug which varies as
two converging circles. Flow characteristic is linear over last third of5.3.5.7 ROTARY PLUG CONTROL VALVES. Rotary plug lift, and controls three-fourths of the flow in this linear region, Plugcock (b) with V-port hes characteristic that aporoaches that or thevalves consist basically of a body into which & plug is in- equal-percentage type, providing better control o, flow and high flowsthan plug cOCk with circular po't,

serted. Figure 5.2.11.1 of Sub-Section 5.2 illustrates a t
V-ported plug valve. The plug, which is the valving element, Rotary plug valves generally have positive shutoff capa-
has a hole through it so that a 90-degree rotation of the bility, and those with straight-through circular ports have
plug will either open or close the valve. The hole in the a very low pressure drop in the full open position. The
plug can take various shapes, but the twa most commonly major disadvantage of the rotary plug is that considerable
used are circular and V-shap.,d. The circular and V-ported torque may be required for positioning because of a tend-
plugs have characteristics as illustrated in Figure 5.3.5.7a,b. ency for the plug to become too tightly seated in the valve
Rectangular ported plugs have been used, but have high bore. This disadvantage can be minimized by careful selec-
entrance and exit losses to and frcn the rectangulrnr port tion of materia)s and proper care and servicing, along with
in a circular line. sufficient actuator power. Rotary plug valving units are

discussed in detail in Detailed Topic (6.2.3.3.
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5.3.6 Control, Actuation, and Positioning POSITION Delotn)BALANCE

A do w cowtrol valve requires an Intelligence circuit to
goveen the valve lotput. In general, this intelligence_
cir *cuit Is comprised of a sensing elemetLz, a controller, an SPRING FLOATING PIVOT
ar ,uater, and a positioner. The sensing element and con-_-
troller crin include a vnriety of combinations, such as tem.--
perature probes and amplifiers, level sensorn and amplifiers BELLOWS -VI

bridge circuits. pneumatic reglilators, etc. In a control Or
throttle valve used in a variable thrust roicket system, the BELLOWSVAV

sensinge lemn is tin accelerometer andi the controller is ~DF~ INSRK
the gttIidanc'. systemi. The actuator is basically so'..,e mecha- I
ninm that Operate's the control valve valving element. ThejI
valve a~ tuator is normally external to the valve element
and, in somne instances. separated from the valve body. f
Actuator types include electr'koal. pneumatic, and hydraulic CONTROL. SIGNAL. t -VALVE
as well its comnbinations of these. A detailed discussion of PRESSURE I- ACTUATOR
actuaturs can ho found irn Sub-Section 6i.9. One element in SUPPLY AIR :ý_
tht- inkelligence loop that is inherent to the control valve
is the positiotier. A detailed discussion of this elementVA E
follows& STLVEM

35.3.6.1 (CONTROL VALVE POSITIONEIRS. The control __CONTRUL

valve positioner is the vhlm-int that imparts sensitivity to VALVE
the cOnt, ol valve and achieves the valve positioninr re-
qluired by the euntr-ol signial. Inherent in it valve pos-iti oner Figure 5.3.6.1a. Position Balance Pneumatic Positloner
is at feedbanck loop between the control signal to the valve (Ada pted from "Control Valves," fleard, Cop~right 1957, Instruments

and he alv stm ~Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Peoýnsylvania)
and~~~CNTO SIGNAL tntp~"tin

Control valve posit ioners wh .ether electrical, pneumatic, or PONRELSSURE L

hydrauaicii consist ba.Sically Of an actuator which moves the PRSSR

valve temn in response to at control signal. and a stem pozsi-
tion indicator whbich is fed back to the actuator input A% here
it is cOrnparedlwith the cOntrol signal. When the control aind
posit ion 'signals agree, an equilibriuim po-sition for the con- B ELLOWS
troil v'alve h:'s been established. OUTPUT TO

VALVE ACTUATOR
The t icuinat ic positioner basically assutnes two forms, I I)
posit ion-bal~ance ( Or i!efiection balancel type and (2) force-
balance type, Figo rvzc i5.:O;A Ia and -`-.41.16 l illustrate these IXDPIVOT
types., In Figure rc.~ athere are thre- basic elements-

III thu be! lows.ý receiivinv the coltrcl signal. (b) the beani,
one en4d fixk-d Ito tilt be!! )Nvs the Other endi fixed to the valve, PILOT SRN
Ato'll and It- thle pilot vkilve which is connected tot the
beam InI the force'"balatice type of positioner, a fixed pivot
and a calibratted sorn n g are aided. 4
]in the poAsit ion *bhjesySteml a t-ont-ol signal cauises Ix SUPPLY/

It lotws detlect ion which in turn activates the pilot Valve. PRESSURE
The, pilot either bleeds air froim or admits air to the valve
act mtwor, ca using: valve stem nmot ion which in tutrn reposi- VALVE
tioosý thle pilot to a1 neutral p1:isitionl. ACTUATOR

In Z ie force. hal a nce sý;tv nl, the s prio g p rodoces a1 force VALVE
pr.'portional Io valve' -sterl position. When the bellows reTE-CNTO
Ctccl: .1 a mnt101tsig01 the p~ilot iS actiVated asl be~fore and VALVE
k returned to equilibriuml fneutral position) whenl tbo t% ELEMENT

bialslances the fortce produ ced b)ý thbeblos

Addithitfimat inft':rmvat ion on v:alve, posit iolwis ma1.y be fouImi Figure 5.3.6.1lb. Force Balance Pneumatic Positioner
4 aee n, "Cortrol valves." fltxd Cc . pvrigh t 1957. lostrutnte? IsIn tilt' twm references: PiiblSS ni Coo mpsriy. Pitts bo rgh. Pe nnsylvania)
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Uetu'vral Inhformai~tion- -References I 60-142 and V-217
IPneunmatic OUTi INes- efrne5- REGULATOR PISTON

l'ositioniters for D iaph rag.m Act untors-Referenice 16f0.6 RG;AO
Ptoitioners for Cylinder Actuators~--keference 1O4 .w-I.

5.3.7 Control Valve Pressure Compensation CONTROL VALVE

In certain applications it i.4 desirable that a controilled flow
rate he fixedl by control valve closure position independent
of system pressur'e variations. Such till application is a CONtROL VALVE
control valve (throttle valve) for at variable thrust rocket PLU, ..... //

motor where it is important that the rocket thrust, hence
propellant flow rate, remain constant for any given throttle DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE
position in spite of possible pressure variations occurrit,g SENSE LINE
both upstream and downstream of the control valve. Figture CmestdFo to av
5~.3.3 illustrates a Technique for 1providingr control valve Figure 5.3.7. Pressure 9opnae Flwito av

pres4sure' compensation, Changes in upstream and/or down-
stream pressure are sensed by a sprinK loaded piston valve.
This variable upstream restriction (the piston valve) variesI
the preTssure upstreami of the control valve plug such that REFERENCES
the pressure drolp acro.s the control element remains con-
stant. Another technique used for pressure compensation 1-42 68-4 165-22
is through the use of anl actuator controller wvhiclý senses 23-:38 112-5 193-24
.11) across the control valve and makes corresponding cor- 26-122 144-1 195-7
rectioils by chaniging the flow area through repositioning 274; 160-4 201-1
the actuator. The latter technique is also used to provide 27-19 160-6 206-1
density compensation where it is desired to maintain a con- 27-36 160-18 297-1
stant mass flow rate. Density compensation is accomplished 52-5 160-20 408-1
by sensing fluid temperature VatriationIs which become an 54-1 160-52 V-217
actuator controller input. 66-7 165-3
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5.4 PRESSURE REGULATORS 5.4.1 Introduction

5.4.1 INTRODUCTION A pressure regulator is a control valve that uses no auxil-
iary source of power during operation (Reference 144-2).

5.4.2 TYPES OF REGULATORS It controls pressure by varying flow as a function of the
sensed difference between the actual and the desired value

5.1.3 PRESSURE-RE.UCING REGULATORS of pressure. Any unbalanced force, resulting from the pres-
5.4.3.1 General Requirements for Aerospace sure difference, moves a metering element, increasing or

. egulators decreasing fluid flow to nullify the pressure error.
5.4.3.2 Types of Pressure-Reducing Regulators5.4.3.3 The Thermodynamic Process of Gas Flow The name regulator is not universally used, such terms as

5.43.3Theroh a R a ocs opressare-reducing valve and self.oper'ating controller beingThrough a Regulator used synonymously. In the space field, the term pressure
5.4.3.4 t'erformance Characteristics regulator is generally accepted as meaning any device which

maintains a predetermined upstream, downstream, or dif-5.1.4 DIRECT-ACTING REGULATORS
ferential pressure by means of a pressure reducing control

5.1.5 PILOT-OPERATED REGULATORS element.

. S I F MDLPressure regulators are used in a wide variety of industries5.4.o STAGING OF MODULATING REGULLATORS and applications. In domestic use, regulators reduce line
5.4.6.1 Integrated Staged Regulators5.4.6.12Ingrate Stag edg Regulators asSpressure to safe limits for household appliances. In manu-
5.4.6.2 Staging Regulators as Separate Units facturing industries, regulators perform such functions as

pump control, pressure reduction, and liquid level control.
In aerospace systems, one of the most common applications

5.1.8 MODULES OF A PRESSURE- REDUCING of pressure regulators is to provide a constant pneumatic

REGULATOR pressure in a liquid storage tank. This pressure is used
either for direct expulsion of the liquid at a desired flow5.4.8.1 The Actuator

5.4.8.2 The Metering Valve rate, or in a pump fed system to maintain a positive gage
pressure in the tank for purposes of safeguarding the tank

5.1.8.3 The Valving Unit structure or to maintain pump suction head requirements.
5.4.8.4 Sens.ong Elements
5.4.8.5 Loading Methods 5.4.2 Types of Regulators

5.4.9 ADI)ING A RELIEF FUNCTION
5.4.9. i Relief as Part of the Actuator a) Pressure-reducing regulators: reduce upstream pressure

5.4.9.2 Relief as Part of the Step-Down Regulator to a predetermined downstream pressure regardless of

5.4.9.3 tteief as Part of the Control Pilot upstream pressure variations. These regulators are the
most common type used in airborne systems, and the

5.1.10 Ai)I)IN(; A SIUTOFF FUNCTION major portion of the regulator Sub-Sectian is devoted to
them. A special valve of this type is the zero governor

5.1.11 (COMPENSATORS which regulates gas at a pressure of 0 psig.

5.4.1 1.re'tmperature b) Back pressure regulators: measure and regulate up-
5.'.1.:1. Vibration and Acceleration stream pressure regardless of the variation in outlet

54..: 2 F) W LI MITERS pressUre. Those regulators designed to regulate pressure

below, atmospheric, such as in vessels being evacuated,

5.1.13 CONTROL MODES OF MODULATING are calle(" vacuum regulators. Back-pressure regulators
REG UIA'rORS are relief devices, and are discussed in Sub-Topic 5.5.10.
5.4.13.1 Pro port ionalI Position Action

c) Differential pressure regulators: maintain a constant
5.1.13.2 Reset Action differential pressure across a constant area restrictor
5.1.13.3 Proporonal lu Reset(e.., an orifice) for maintaining a constant pre-set

flow rate. When used with liquids these regulators arn
5.1.AI ABSOLUTE PRESSURE REGULATORS often called flow regulators, and are discussed in Sub-

5.1.15 DIFI'EREN'rIAL PRESSURE REGULATORS Topic ,.4.15.
5.1.16 EFFEC'r OF UPSTREAM PRESSURE ON THE 5.4.3 Pressure Reducing Regulators

NiETELIN;G VALVE
5.4.3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AEROSPACE

5.1.:7 EFFE('T 01" ULLAGE VOLUME REGULATORS. A survey of regulator applications and
requirements for rocket systems is presented in Table

5 1.1 I FFECTI OF PRESSURE-SENSING LOCATION 5.4.3.1. All are pressure-reducing regulators.

5.4.1 -1
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PRESSURE REGULATORS Table 5.4.3.1. Regul

Set Ori fice ]nlet Pressure
Regulating Point Flowrate Size Accuracy Max imum Minimum

System Application Stages (psig) (lbn/sec) (in ) (061) (psig) (psig)

Jupiter Guidanc'e 28 to 4' 0.0Z4 0, 0086 + 0.2 4- 0.45 3000 200

Jupiter Roll Control 350 0. 3 0.052 + 5.0 + 1.4 3000 500

Thor Fuel Tank 25 3.07 0.04i + 1. 5 + 6 3500 700
Pressurization

Atlas Fuel Tank 59.9 0. , + 1.5 + 2.5 3000 75
P res surization

At~as Oxidizer Tank 24.7 0, - + 0.6 1 2.5 3000 75
Pressurization

Titan I First Stage Fuel 12.0 0. 1 0.04- + 0.5 + 4.2 3250 200
Tank Pressurization

Titan I First Stae Oxidizer ^,4.0 . I 1 + 0.5 + 1.5 3250 200
Tank Pressurization

Saturn Fuel Tank 2:0 0.18 + 2 + 0.8 3100 400
S-IVB Pressurizaton

Apollo Reaction Control 173 0. 13 + 2 + 1.2 4500 250
Service System 0.20
Module

Apollo Reaction Control SerieF 4500 400
Command System Redundant
Module (Primary) 291 0.0050 0.0006 +4.0 + 1,4

(Secondary) 295

Saturn Aux. Power System Series 3200 350
S-IVB Tank Pressurization Redundant

(Primary) 196 5.0033 0.0017 + 3.0 + 1.5
-•. (Secondary) 200

Nimbus Attitude Control Single 35 0-0. 0063 0. 12 + 2.0 + 5.7 3900 200

Attitudc Control Series 380 5. 1 0.35 + 20 + 5.3 4800 500
Redundant

Surveyor Fuel and Oxidizer Single 7Z5 0.009 0.07 + 20 + 2.6 5200 820
Pressurization

Fuel Cell Single 1. 3 6.13 x 10'7 0.008 ±0.2 + Z0 30,000 25

Mercury Life Support Single 80 0.004 0.08 + 10 + t2.5 7500 200
Gemini
Apollo

NASA Electronics Single 1.50 0.00061 0.027 + 0.075 + 5 5000 200
Re-Entry Pressurization

Apollo 02 Re 6 dator Single 3.45 0.0007 0.035 + 0.2 + 5.8 7500 200

Ranger Cold Gas Single 15 0.0015 - + i.0 + 6.7 4000 150
Attitude Control

Mariner Cold Gas Single 15 0.0015 - + 1.0 + 6.7 4000 150
Attitude Control

Mariner 169 Fuel Tank Single 108 0.00. 0.30781 + 3.0 _ I. 0 ýI 00 40C
Pressurization

OGO Cold Gas Single 50 0.003 - + 1.5 + 3 4000 150
Attitude Control

Lunar Cold Gas Single 19.5 0.0027 - + 1.0 + 5. 1 4000 150
Orbiter Attitude Control

Pioneer Cold Gas Sinzle 50 0.003 + 1.5 + 3 4100 150
Attitude Control

Vela Cold Gas Single 50 0. 022 - + 2.5 + 5 4000 200
Attitude Control Leakage

Redundant

Bio- Cold Gas Single 35 0.003 + 1.5 + 4.3 4000 150
Satellite Attitude Control

Lunar Velocity Control Single 180-200 0-0. 0071 - (.0 + 0.n 3820 650
Orbiter Engine, Propellant

Tank Pressurization

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967
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4.3.1. Regulator Survey TYPICAL REQUIREMENT

Proessure lile, Te.npertattr,. Amble,, Temperature Monium
m &;,[ ...... a~x.... Mi,4i ..... M am"Imo n) .. Minimum.. UlIIA,

(P-0un) Ptxm) (uF) l NF) (tt) Fluid Se rsing Ie fe ren e

lot, 1' .65 8)
2(0 i 29 t6o 100 85 Very Small Nitrogen Interhal 35-1

"ion 1 -1,5 .t-5 tI - Ve ry Small Nitmrgen late real 35-1

700 I t,G -100 160 655 Helium Retmkte by probe 35-1
onteting tank t~lrough
regilator outlet line

7q 450 -100 120 -6t,5 8 Heliunm External with 35 ft 35-1
1/4' sense uttle

.0 i0O - Io0 1 " t - -- External with 60 ft 35-i

14" sense line

20I 210 -260 1-1 - i 205 Helium External with 3 It 35-1
line

2031 2310 -, iO5 -H3 14e1•
0
u.n 35-I

400 I 0 -421 1 tlO - 65 Helium Inte rnal 147- 15

? 50 i t0o -to t 0 - . 2 Helijum 147-16

400 110 -to'I it) +30 0. 058 Helium Internal V-206

550 110 -t, iO -30 0. 116 Helium Internal V-Z00

,00 200 -09 200 -60 0.0012 Nitrogen In*.rnal V-422

o00 170 -1)0 170 - 60 0.021 Freon No. 4 Internal V-422

110 15 -150 Ii0 -20 0.04 Helium Internal V-422

21 160 -100 160 -,5 0.0001 Hydrogen Internal V-422
100 l0o t, 0 200 -50 0.001 Oxygen Internal V-422

200 8,0 -00 1tt, -60 0.001 Helium Internal V-422

800 200 -00 0 )0.001 Oxygen Internal V-422

[I wt .10 Ioo -10 0. 0029 Nitrogen Internal V-425

IS 1,0 - 10 I f,) - to 0.0029 Nitrogen Internal V-425

,,- 4 - Nit r . " httrn al 131-16

I., 140 -10 14-1 -10 0.0029 Nitrogen Internal V-425

I •0 I J) -1n IO -1i 0. 0029 Nitrogen Internal V-425

I t I , - I 1 ,0 -I ,0.0012 Nit rogen Internal V-425

.5)0 14f -10 143 -10 0. 0014 Nit rogen Internal V-42ý

1 0 1o -,t) I t,q -_20 0.0029 Nit rogen Internal V-425

,. 1i , -5 80 t5 Nitrogen Internal V-191

5.4.3 -2



PRESSURE REGULATORS THERMODYNAMIC PROCESS
TERMINOLOGY

5.4.3.2 TYPES OF PRESSURE-REDUCING REGULA- Table 5.4.3.2. Types of Pressure Reducing Regulators
TORS. Pressure-reducing regulators can be broadly classi- _,___

fled as modulating or non-modulating. Within each of these MODULATING NON.MODULATING
categories, regulators can be classified as direct-acting or
piloted. Other characteristics used in identifying regula- Direct acting, weight Pressure switch and
tors include loading method and control action. A list of loaded, reset action solenoid valve, ON-OFF
basic types of regulators is presented in Table 5.4.3.2. The Direct acting, spring action
terms used in regulator classification are defined as follows: loaded, proportional Piloted, spring loaded,

lxtodulation describes the ability of a regulator to achieve action ON-OFF action

any steady-state flow rate necessary to maintain a constant Direct acting, preset
regulated pressure. Most pressure regulators are designed pressure loaded,
for modulating flow control. A non-modulating regulator is proportional action
simply an ON-OFF device as discussed in Sub-Topic 5.4.13. Direct acting, constant

Piloting is the use of a small flow control device operated pressure loaded,
by a small actuation force to control indirectly a large flow proportional plus
requiring a large actuation iorce. reset action

Loading is the method of achieving a reference force to Piloted, variable pressure
establish the regulator set point. The reference force is loaded, proportional
applied to the metering element such that it is opposed by plus reset action
the regulated pressure acting on an attached sensing ele-
ment.

where a new reservoir pressure is r-ached. In a typical
Regulator control action is defined as the relation between

application, there would also be liquid flowout through 8,a change in metering valve position for a given change in corresponding to propellant flow from a tank. If the pres-
the pressure being controlled. Control action may be two-

sure racio, PI/P,,,, is such as to involve only subsonic flow,position (ON-OFF), proportional, reset (integral), or the process may be represented by the station points
proportional plus reset (Sub-Topic 5.4.13). 1-2-3-9'-5'-5-6-7.

5.4.3.3 THE THERMODYNAMIC PROCESS OF GAS
FLOW THROUGH A REGULATOR.* Figur'e 5.4.3.3.a 5.4.3.4 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Regula-

tor performance characteristic- can be divided into twoshows a schematic of a regulator operating between two• ~~~~reservoirs, 1 and 7. Reservoir - ould be the gas storage gop-sai n yai.Tpclsai efrac
resevois, an 7.Resrvor - oul bethegasstoage characteristics are illustrated in Figure 5.4.3.4a. Dynamic

tank and Reservoir 7 the propellant tank. Figure 5,4.3.3b performance is illustra t ed in Figure 5.4.3.4b. Figure no-
is a temperature-entropy, diagram of the thermodynamic tation is described and typical values are noted in tl~e
processes involved for the conditions of a pressure ratio following paragraphs. The effect of system conditions on
(PIP..,) involving supersonic flow. Cas at reservoir pres- performance (e.g., ullage, pr_-ssurizing gas, sense linE
sure, P,, expands isentropically to S-iation 2, which is the length) are discussed in later paragraphs.
isentrope 1-2 on the graph. From Stat.ra 2 to 3 is a constant
area duct with friction and resultanm. pressure loss, follow- Deadband. The variation of regulated pressure about its
ing the Fanno line 2-3, representing the process (Sub-Topic desired value (called the set point) is known as deadband.
3.7.4). Mach number, M, has increased from point 2 to 3. Deadband denotes regulator accuracy and is expressed in
Gas entersF the regulator at 3 and expands i,;entropically percent of regulated pressure or in psi deviation from the
through t'e orifice 4 down to some pressure pi,. The line set point. For example, a regulator having a set point of
3-4-9 is, therefore, an isentrope passing through Mach 1 to 100 psig and a deadband ranging from 95 to 105 psig has
, superronic condition 9. From here the gas returns through a d&adband of ±-5 " ercent, or ±5 psig. Simple regu-

shock ,%aves and turbulence, to pressure p.,. The process 9-5 lators, those regulators without special compensators, nor-
passes through non-equilibrium states, and can be repre- mally have accuracies ranging from ±5 to ± 10 percent of
sented by a wavy line indicating an unknown path. The regulated pressure, while the more complex regulators may
pressure measured and maintained by the regulator is P... have accura':.', from ±1 to ±2 percent, depending upon
which in turn affects p.. if the pipe 5-6 were the same size the severity of system and environmental conditions..
as 2.3, points 5 ard 6 should fall on the same Fanno line as
2 and 3, starting at the intersection of 2-3 with the wavy Accuracies generally decline if the upstream pressure is
line. However, the area of the pipe 5-6 is greater than 2-3, substantially higher than regulated pressure, or if regu-
so the process continues on another Fanno line. The firtal lated pressure is set close to 0 psig. For example, K the
stage of the process is the compressiorn to the tank at 7, regulated pressure is to be 100 psig, raising the upstream

pressure from 300 psig to 3000 psig may change the dead
*Reference 186-1 band from - 3 percent (--3 psi) to '5 percent (±5 psi).

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.4.3 -3 'i



PERFORMANCE CURVES PRESSURE REGULATORS

A2

Figure 5.4.3.3a. Presiurization System Schematic

(Reference 186-1)

P2~~~~~M -. P3 P. 7P

51 P

T6M

LR SI'PE Rý,ONI(

LEGEND

P0 STAGNATION PRESS, PSIA

P PRESS CORRE SPONDING TO M
P -PRESS WHERE M M IT, - STAGNATION TEMPERATURE - -

- T -TEMPERATURE CORRESPONDING TO 'M'
'-T TEMPERATURE WKERE M SRM

A DUCTAREA ,SOIN.

FANNO LINEz PLOW/AREA - CONSTANT MASS FLOW
SMALL MASS PLOW

LT
ENTROPY S -T

Figure 5.4.3.3b. Temperature-Entropy Diagram for a Regulator Flow Process
(Reference 186-1)
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PRESSURE REGULATORS TERMINOLOGY

LOCKUP

DIFFERENTIAL A

- ............. ;TLERANCE

PRESSURE P. (DEADDAND)

I--6 I HYSTERESIS AT A GIVENI UPSTREAM PRESSURE

Po • -SPECIFIED OPERATING RANGEU PC I

I OPERATING RANGE, MAXIMUM

ALLOWABLE No SCFMINTERNAL LEAKAGE

Figure 5.4.3.4a. Static Performance of a Pressure Regulator
(Adapted from Reference 89-3)

If the regulated pressure is 1 psig, the minimum deadband
(RATED) 100- with even a low upstream pressure of 10 psig may be

0% Tp = STEP TIME approximately -± 10 percent ( -h0.1 psi).

ST, = SETTLING TIME Lockup. Lockup is the condition reached by all pressure-
reducing regulators when the downstream pressure is in-
creased to the point where the regulator closes completely.

LK ---- Ts•- The lockup pressure is the value of downstream pressure
LKU lJ when the regulator is closed ard the flow is equal to the

0- . - - - ------ allowable internal leakage. Lockup pressure is always
P.• 00 - - -- higher than the maximum regulated pressure. The differ-

S"- -ence between lockup pressure and the set point is called
90• the lockup differential. The lockup differential is also

expressed as a percentage of the regulated pressure (set
TP. point).

Allowable Internal Leakage. Internal leakage is the amount
of gas flow through the metering valve at lockup. The

0 TIME amount of internal leakage is usually specified in standard
cubic centimeters per minute and is dependent uion the

Figure 5.4.3.4b. Dynamic Performance of a Pressure upstream pressure, nature of the gas, valving element con-
Regulator figuration, and force available to seal. Typical heliur, leak-

(Adapted from Reference 89-3) age rates range from 5 scc/min to 50 sce/ain; however,
leakage rates from 10 to 25 scc/hr have been achieved.

Load Droop. Load droop is the decrease in regulated pres-
sure caused by a decrease in the load (reference force) as

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.4.3 -5
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TERMINOLOGY PRESSURE REGULATORS

the metering valve opens from its closed to full flow. Load Minimum Rated Upateiam Pressure. Regulated pressure
droop will exist in only spring or locked-in pressure-load.Ad can be maintained a,. the seo point only if the upstream
regulators. If accurate pressure regulation at only one pressure is greater or equal to the sum of the regulated
flow rate is desired, the load can be established and the pressure and regulator-plus-line-drop. Friction imposes a
system t'immed for the desired valving element position built-in pressure drop through the regulator and lines up-
such that load droop is eliminated. For varying flow rates, stream to the gas storage tank and downstream to the
load droop may be reduced by placing a booster restriction tank. For example, with a 75 psi regulator-plus-line-drop, I
such as a simple sharp-edged orifice just upstream of the the minimum pressure to maintain a downstream regulated 4
sense line tap, as shown in Figure 5.4.3.4e. As the flow pressure of 100 psig must be at least 175 psig plus any
increases, the static pressure sensed at the minimum re- pressure loss through the regulator full open.
striction (venturi throat or vena contracta) decreases,
tending to further open the regulator, and thus providing Deadspot. Deadapot is the narrow band of outlet pressures
compensation for load droop tendency at high flow. If
placement of the sense line at the minimum restriction at which the regulator becomes insensitive to small pres-

results in over compensation, the senre line mu,•L be located sure fluctuations because of friction and stiction in the
further downstream of the restriction where the velocity metering valve assembly.
is lower due to pressure recovery. The effect of a boosts.r
on a droop is shown in Figure 5.4.3.4d. For a particular Hysteresis. Hysteresis is the inability of the valving element
inlet and outlet pressure it is possible to design the restric- to achieve the same relative position from the seat for the
tion in such a way that remarkably close regulation is same sensed outlet pressure because of inefficieneies such
obtained. as friction and inelastic deformation in the metering valve

assembly.
Step (Response) Time. If a tank partially filled with iiquid
is under lockup pressure, any increase in liquid outflow
will decrease tank pressure. If the outflow change is suMi- Operating Range. The operating range is the range of gas

ciently rapid, pressure may decrease to a value below the flow in standard cubic feet per minute. It is determined on
regulator set point before the regulator can respond. The the low flow end by the maximum inlet pressure and on
time required for the regulator to halt the pressure decrease the high flow end by the minimum inlet pressure such 6hat

with sufficient gas flow is called the step time. The step under all flow rate and upstream pressure conditions the
time is specified for a given maximum liquid flow rate, regulated pressure remains within the deadband. A more
changing from zero to maximum flow in a stipulated conservative range of flow rates is the spccified operating
number of millisec,-nds. range, which allows a finite pressure difference between the

minimum rated outlet pressure and the actual minimum

Settling times deperd upon amount of dampening incor- outlet pressure occurring with the minimum rated inlet
porated into the regulator. pressure.

UINSTA A.WT

% - OOSTER

FO BOOSTER M 9

111m.

S~FLOW •

Figure 5.4.3.4c. Load Droop Compensation by Use of a Figure 5.4.3.4d. Effect of Booster Restriction on Regulated
Booster Restriction Pressure

(From Technical Data of Mason.Neilan, Division of Worthington Corpo- (From Technical Data of Mason-Neilan, Division of Worthington Corpo-
ration, NorwoodJ, Massachusetts) ration, Norwood, Massachusetts)
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PRESSURE REGULATORS DIRECT ACTINGPILOT-OPERATED

5.4.4 Dirt-Acting Regulators
ADJUSTING XR1W•,• k

Direct-acting regulators have three basic elements: a senu-
ing element (such as a diaphragm), a valving unit (valving
element andseet), and a reference load. The combination
of sensing element and valving unit together with their

interconnecting stem is sometimes referred to as the moter-
i"g valve. The reference force input is often called the load.
Direct acting regulators can be weight loaded, spring
loaded, or pre-set or constant pressure loaded. The loading .
methods are discussed ir Detailed Topic 5.4.8.4. A direct- MAIN

acting, spring-loaded regulator is shown in Figure 5.4.4. RERENCE

The sensing element integrates actual regulated pressure SPRING

over its effective area and compresses a spring which is
the reference forre (load) used to establish the desired
pressure setting. The resulting force unbalances the meter-
ing valve, thereby altering flow through the regulator.

Thevalvinr element of the regulator may or may not be DIAPHRAGM

pressure balanced. In unbalanced direct-acting regulators,
inlet pressure acts across the main seat, effecting a change
in the force equilibrium within the valve as a function of
the inlet pressure. The loss of pressure force across tho
main seat results in an increase in outlet pressure. Pressure
balancing of the main valving element eliminates the outlet METERING ORIFICE
pressure variation resulting from inlet pressure changes,
but requires a dynamic seal of some type to pressure balance
the main inlet flow seat (Reference V-56).

The set point of the regulator can be easily adjusted by
compressing or extending the spring. The lower the main SUPPLY PRESSURE
reference spring rate, the greater the main valving element
motion that can be achieved. For extremely accurate regula- Figure 5.4.4. Direct-Acting Spring-Loaded Regulator
tion with very small outlet pressure changes, large sensing (Reference 186-1)
areas are required to achieve high driving forces. This
results in high reference spring forces. Since a low refer- meat pressure balancing is eliminated. Considerable gain
ence spring- rate is desired, reference springs having a can be achieved by using this principle, reducing cie errors
considerable number of coils are used. This increases the resulting from high frictional forces and sealing forces on
regulator envelope and weight to the point where the simple the valving element seat. Since pilot regulators have small
configuration no longer represents a minimum weight and closure seats, the effect of varying inlet pressure results
envelope regulating device (Reference V-56). in a negligible force when compared with the sensing area's

Similarly, for a low regulated pressure the valve is light- outlet pressure force. Pilot regulator valving element bal-

weight, but becomes heavier with higher regulated pres- ancing, with its associated dynamic seal problems, is there-

sures because of the lar'ge spring force needed to oppose fore unnecessary. Pilot regulators are usually of low flow

the pressure. capacity and, as a result, the valving element motion and
sensing area motions are small. This allows an inorganic

The primary disadvantage of a spring is that any change sealing technique such as a metal diaphragm to be used
in its length during the regulation cycle will change the in the control pilot (Reference V-56).

load and the regulator set point, resulting in load droop.
The amount of load droop can be decreased by (1) lowering A pilot-opeyrted regulator is sho%':.in Figure 5.4.5*. The
the spring rate, or (2) decreasing the valving element regulator consists of three basic parts: a bleed regulator
sttroke. (also called a step-down regulator), a controller (some-

times called a control pilot), and a metering valve. These
5.4.5 Pwlot-Operated Regulators three parts are also discussed in Sub-Topic 5.4.8. The bleed

regulator, which is a common spring-loaded, pressure regu-
A single-stage, pilot-operated regulator is used when close lator, supplies an approximately constant p;e-set pressure
tolerance regulation is required; a small pilot regulator is to the controller. This pressure is greater than tank pres-
used to control the main metering valve pneumatically. sure. The controller establishes the tank pressure set point.
Since adequate forces are available through piloting to
drive the metering valve element, the need for valving ale- *Description of this pressure regulatcr is adapted from Reference 35-1.

5.4.4 -1
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PILOTOPERATED PRESSURE REGULATORS

3-WAY CBLEED REGULATOR ATMOSPHERIC

SOLENOID VALVE

ATMOSPHERIC

OUTLET PORT

PRESSUREU

PORTT

45

PRESSURE BLNEPESR
SCONTROL PRESSURE F,:: SUPPLY PRESSURE

~ TANK PRSSURE f <4 BLEED REGULATOR
_ AK RSSRE|\4• OUTLET PRESSURE

Figure 5.4.5. Pilot-Operated Regulator
(Reterenlce 35-1 )
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PRESSUPE REGULATORS PILOT-OPERATED

Small deviations from the set point are magnified as ar. poppet to move to the closed position. When the main
error signal by rmeaus of a pilot valve, causing an increase poppet closes, gas flow to the tank ceases and tank pressure
or decrease ii the corntrol pressure which operates the stabilizes.
metering valve actuator. Movement of the actuator dia-
phrvasni causes the metsiinR element (main poppet) to open With the tank pressure and bellows force in equilibrium,

or close, as required, to maintain the set point. In regulator the pilot poppet is positioned a sufficient distance off the

operation the following sequence (it events occurs: nozzle seat to maintain a steady-state control pressure. The

Gas enters the regulator through a supply pressure port, steady-state control pressure is always greater than nomi-

but is preveilted from entering the tank by the closed main h tank pressure by an amount determined by the actuator
poppet (15) Some of the supply gas goes to the step-down spring pre-load. Under these steady-state conditions, gas
regulator metering valve (,5), whose pressure is reduced continues to flow front the bleed regulator tbrough the ccn-

troller at it rate determined by the restrictor (78), an| out
through the orifice to a pressure determined by the pre-set
reference spring (21) force. The gas at the reduced pressure to the atmosphere through the relief valve, which is now

then flown through a restrictor (78), where it is further positioned just off its seat by the actuator. Additional clock-

reduced in pressure as it enters into it control pressure wise adjustment of the adjusting screw (52) further cam-
chamb.,r'. The gas flows out of the cortrol chamber throug.h presses the bellown, and the above sequence of events is

lhe pilot nozzle (62) into a tank pressure chamber, and repeated. In this manner the desired set point of the regu.

from there out through the relief valve (41) to the atmos- lator is achieved.

phere. To -idjust the regulator, the bellows adjusting screw When forward flow is demanded front the regulator, pres-
(52) is turned clockwise until the pilot valve (61) is seated ujre starts to drop below the set point. The drop in pressure
on the nozzle (62) with a force which is transmitted from is detected by the bellows. This upsets the steady-state force
the bellows (68) through a push pin (64). With the uozzle 'oalance and allows tht bellows to extend slightly. As the
(62) shutoff, control pressure builds up in the control pres- bellows extends, it moves the pilot poppet closer to the
sure chamber. The force exerted by the control pressure on nozzle, which further restricts the flow and results in an
the actuator diaphragm (38) overcomes the pre-load on the increase in control pressure. The rise hn control pressure
actuator bias spring (39) and causes the actuator dia- causes the actuator to move such that the relief valve closes,
phragni (38) to moxe toward the main poppet (15) until and the main poppet opens to admit additional gas to the
the relief valve (41) closes. Additional travel of the dia- tank and return the pressure to the set point.
phragm brings the actuator collar (44) and push pin (43)
in contact with main poppet pilot valve (5). A further As pressure returns to the set point, the bello'"s continues
decrease and control pressure overcomes the seating force to detect the change and returns to a point near its original
and opens the main poppet pilot valve, position. Control pressure stabilizes at a value whereby the

actuator is holding the main poppet pilot valve open to a
Until this moment the balance pressure has been equal to degree sufficient to maintain the flow out of the balance
the supply pressure, and the net pressure force has been chamber equal to the flow into the chamber through the
holding the inlet valve closed. With the main poppet pilot sleeve orifice, thus creating a steady-state bailahce pressure
valve (5) now open, balance pressure begirs to drop as gas at some value lower than supply pressure. The net force

flows from the balance chamber into the tank pressure ex-erted by supply, regulated, and balance pressures posi-
section, Flow of supply precsure gas into the balance tions the main poppet at an opening sufficient to maintain
chamber is restricted by an orifice in the sleeve (13), and the flow through the valve equal to the flow demand down-

balance pressure continues to drop until the force it exerts stream. The force balance between the three pressures holds
tending to hold the main poppet closed is equal to the the main poppet at this position. Should tank pressure in-
supply pressure force tending to open the poppet. A further crease above the set point, the bellows will be compressed
decrease in balance chamber pressure causes the main pop- an additional amount, which opens the pilot val':e further
pet (15) to open, permitting gas to flow through the outlet and causes control pressure to drop below the steady-state
port into the taWk. As the pressure in the tank begins to value. The decrease in control pressure causes the actuator
build up, it is fed back to the controller section through to move away from the main poppet pilot and main poppet
the tank pressure sensing port, where it is applied to the until both close. Shoold tank pressure continue to rise, con-
undeiside of the actuator diaphragm and the outside of trol pressure will continue to drop, and the actuator will
the bellows. Tank pressure contihues to increase until the move until the collar (44) contacts the disc shaped relief
force it exerts on the bellows begins to overcome the force valve poppet and lifts it off its seat. The open relief valve
exerted by the bellows on the pilot valve. Further increase ailows gas from the tank to escape to atmosphere through
in tank pressure causes the pilot valve to move open, allow- the exhaust port until the tank pressure returns to the set
ing gas to flow out of the control chamber with a resultant point, and equilibrium conditions are restored.
decrease in control pressure. As !ontrol pressur, begins
to drop, the actlator diaphragm starts to move away from A pneumatic dashpot is used to obLai-n damning of pilot

the main poppet. The main poppet pilot valve gradually valve motion. The pilot poppet (61) is attached to a cor-
closes, building up balance pressure and causirg the main rugated metal diaphragm, and the damping pressure cham-

ber is above the diaphragri. Movement of the diaphragm

'Numbers corres!ond to numbers appearing in Figt,' 5.4.5. results in gas flow between the dampin.g chamher and the
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WTAG"IG PRESSURE REGULATORS

egion of tank pressure via the restriction formed by the
€lvarance around the push pin (64), to produce the desired
damping effect. Similarly, an orifice plate (37) in saaocia-
tion with the actuator diaphragm constitutes a paeumatic
dashpot to damp actuAtor motion~

Errors in regulated pressure are introduced by valve spring
forces, pressure forces exerted on the valve, friction, vibra.
tion, sustained ac~eleratii-n, and thermal effects. The con-
troller, a described above, adjusts the control pressure up
or down to mi-i.iaise the effect of the errors of the actuator
on tatik pressure. The controller also contains devices to
compensate the t.-llows for the effects of vibration, sustained
aceleration, and temperature. Compensators are discussed
in Sub-Topic 5.4.11, Sub-Topic 13n3.3, and Detailed Topic
13..2,

5.4.6 Staging of Modulating Regulatorb

When two regulators are ins'talled in series they are said
to be staged. Generally, both direet-acting and piloted-
operated regulators can be staged with other direct-acting
regulAtors. Staging will not offer significant performance
advantages over a single-stage regulator which has been
properly designed and tuned to system conditions. The pur-
poses of staging are:

a) To provide accurate pressure control with less sophisti-
cated regulator designs.

h) To provide minimum pressure control in the event one
regulator fails. Both regulators are designed to fail
open. If the downstream regulator fails, the regulated
pressure will be that of the upstream regulator less the
pressure loss across the downstream regulator acting Figure 5.4.6.1. Integrated Two-Stage Regulator
as a constant area restriction. If the first stage fails. (Courtesy of Futurecraft Corporation, City of Industry. California)
perfo.'mance accuracy is reduced due to the larger pres-
sure forces against the regulator control element, the other hand, the minimum pressure for regulation is

v I, To eliminate the nted to inlet pressure balance the increased, because an additional pressure drop is estab-
metering valve. lished across the roughing regulator even when it is wide

open. Furthermore, the precision regulator, being spring-
reglated'e preu .i a r doloaded, creates a load droop effect on regulated pressure.

The roughing regulator will not contribute to load droop,

The upstream regulator is commonly called the roughing the precision regulator merely having a reduced upstream
rteplot'r; the downstream regulator, the precision regit- pressure. A major problem with staged regulators is the
labor, effect called cou pling. Coupling may be defined as the un-

stable, out-of-phase relationship between the regulators'
Staged reguiators may be separate units or integrated control elements, caused by large variations in response
into one unit. times and rapid fluctuations in regulated pressure. For ex-

ample, if regulated pressure decreases, the precision regu-
5.4.6.t STAGED RE(ULATORS, INTEGRATED. Staging lator will open and a short time later the roughing regulator
by integration of two spring-loaded regulators is shown will open. As regulated pressure increases, the precision
in Figure - r.4 eAl. Pr,,set pressure or constant pressure- regulator starts to close, followed by the closing of the
loaded regulators could bc used as well. Variations of roughing regulator. If the flow downstream changes
r'eg',lated pressure are sensed by the precision regulator, abruptly, the rougi ing regulator may still be closing due
If" regulat0,d pressure decreases, the precision regulator,.. dcrelatid pressuredereasesnd the precision regulaoro - to its inertia, as the precision regulator once again is start-
tpenls. decreasing pressure behind the piston of the rough-'-
ing regulator which in turn opens to allow ga.; flow down- ing to open. As a cumulative et, one regulator may be
stream, open while the other is closed. Coupling is reduced if regu-

lator response times are nearly the same, or if a secondary
This type (f staged regulator is sensitive to small pressure ullage volume is installed between the regulators. The
va-'intiott and exercises good control for high flows. On latter alternative is discussed in Detailed Topic 5.4.6.2.
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PRESSURE REGULATORS NON-MODULATING

5.4.6.2 STAGED REGULATORS, SEPARATE UNITS. A
typical s"ystem of staged regulators is shown in Figure

5.4.6.,2 A secondary accumulator volume Is shown Installed II
between the regulators, The line connecting the two regu-
lators may act as an accumulator if its length and diameter
are large, The accumulator decouples the regulators, pro-
viding a source af pressurized gas for the precision regu- I H
lator until the roughing regulator has time to respond to
changes in downstream pressure. Accumulator size is deter- 7
mined from the total response time required for the rough- ON

iug regulator. The total response time is the time required I
for the roughing regulator to receive the pressure signal
generated by the opening of the precision regulator, plus z
the time for the regulator to open against its own inertia. Vo OF

TIME

Figure 5.4.7a. ON-OFF Control Action

regulator are presented in R~ference 70-5. Another example

of a non-modulating regulator is the device shown in Fig-
ure 5.4.7b developed oy the Frebank Company under
AFBSD Contract AF04 (647)-429. Design of the regulator3000 PSIG 10 SG30 PSIG

3000PSI T SIG 3 was an outgrowth of development of a pressure switchM (TYP using Belleville spring loading. (See Sub-Section 6.5 for

description of the Belleville spring.) The regulator de-
Figure 5.4.6.2. Staging of Two Spring-Loaded Regulators signed is a single-stage, pilot-operated unit intended to

control the pressure in a missile tank. The metering valve
is closed until the tank pressure falls be!ow the lower limit
set point. At this point the regulator metering valve opens
to full flow until the tank pressure reaches the upper set

5.4.7 Non-Modulating Regulators point, at which time the valve closes.

A non-modulating regulator is a two-position device, either The deadband for a non-modulating regulator is defined
open or closed. The most elementary non-modulating regu- as the pressure range between the upper and lower set
lator is the combination of a pressure switch and solenoid points. These set points are determined in the regulator
valve. Although not truly a regulator, this device is often illustrated in Figure 5.4.7b* by the pre-deflection to post
referred to as a "bang-bang" regulator. As tank pressur.ý deflection points, which limits the travel of the Belleville
decreases, the pressure switch sensing the lower pressure loading springs. The pre-deflection point is determined by
actuates a solenoid valve which releases gas from a high the adjustment ring (6),** and the post deflection point
pressure accumulator. As tank pressure increases, the by the stop (5). The regulated pressure exerts force on
pressure switch opens the circuit and the solenoid closes, the sensing diaphragm (12) through the sensing port.A pressure-valve position-time plot is shown in Figure Force on the diaphragm is transmitted by the diaphragm
5.4.7a. assembly to the belleville springs (11). With no pressure

there is no force against the diaphragm. The actuator as-
Solenoid valves are usually small in comparison with con- sembly, consisting of the diaphragm and belleville springs,
ventional regulators, and have a lower capacity rating, then holds the head of the pin (8) against the pre-
s,,lenoid valves actuated by the pressure switch. Total the pin head in the schematic diagranm) and causes the
sncreased capvsacityuaye be otaied byssr uswingh aT"ganglo deflection travel stop (represented by the raised arc unier
weight increases, however, which may offset other advan- tepihadntescmtcdagm)ndausteweigt icreaeshowverwhih ma ofsetothe adan- pilot valve (14) to be full open. The adjustment ring (6)
tages. A "bang-bang" regulator is usually limited to small prove the tre beflcton adjustment.
flow dema I:,s. As flight hardware, such regulators are

lightweig). remain accurate under extreme environments, High pressutre gas introduced into the inlet port flows
provide g.),itive lockup, and have a fast response time to through an orifice (A), through the open pilot valve (14),small pressure changes. However, long life cycle perform-
ante is required. The development of this concept is dis- *Dt.-Cription of the promure regulsitr f talen from Reference 21-5.cussed in Reference 21-5 and test results of a "bang-bang" *ONu iiknrs eorrcnýi,.nd to, Figure 5.4.7b.
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METERING VALVE

11
and into the sense chamber (C) through flow passage (B). is in lockup. A lockup condition Is shown in schematic dia-
With the pilot valve open, the pressure drop across the gram. With tha regulator in lockup, any demand on the
orifice (A) causes the pressure in the chamber behind the system will decrease the pressure in the ullage. As the
main valve poppet (24) to decrease, creating a pressure pressure drops to a value of the post-deflection setting, the
differential across the main poppet. The pressure differ- actuator assembly snaps to the pre-deflection point. The
ential creates a force unbalance, and the main poppet opens pin moves the pilot poppet to full open, and the chamber
until it bottoms on the shank of the pilot valve seat (14). between the poppets evacuates to create the pressure differ-
The inlet gas now flows directly through the main valve entiul to cause the main valve poppet to open. The cycle is
into the ullage. repeated to hold the regulated pressure in the deadband.

When the pressure in the tank reaches the value corre-
sponding to the, pre-deflection setting of the belleville
springs, the actuator assembly snaps to the post deflection 5.4.8 Modules of a Pressure-Reducing Regulator
stop (5). The pilot valve, no longer being held open by the 5.4.8.1 THE ACTUATOR. An actuator, which is common
actuator assembly, is now closed by the spring between all TE regARd of asicaton, ish assembly

the poppets. When the pilot valve is closed, the pressure to all regulators regardless of classification, is the assembly

increases in the chamber between the poppets and reaches connected to the valving element which controls its position.

a value where the main valve poppet closes. The pressure The actuator consists of the sensing element and the load,

in the chamber continues to r'se until it equals the inlet which are discussed separately in Detailed Topics 5.4.8.4

pressure, and both poppets are then held on their seats by and 5.4.8.5, respectively.
the differential between the inlet and outlet pressures, plus
the poppet spring force. With the actupt-r assembly at the 5.4.8.2 THE METERING VALVE. The metering valve con-
post deflection stop and both poppets closed, the regulator sists of the actuator plus the main valving unit.

PRESSURE PRESSURE

Figure 5.4.7b. Non-Modulating Pressure Regulator
(Reterence 21-5)
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PRESSURE REGULATORS VALVING UNIT
SENSING ELEMENTS

5.4.8.3 THE VALVING UNIT. The valving unit consists The position of the valving element in relation to the seat
of a valve seat and a valving element such as a poppet, controls the regulator set p int. For -:-ample, if the set
plug, butterfly disc, piston, or sleeve. Valving elements are point is to be controlled by a metering valve almost full
selected on the performance characteristics desired for the open, any decrease in downstream pressure may require
regulator. The flat and conical poppets are common choices, more than full flow. The load will force the valve open to
since large variations in flow can be obtained with small full flow, which still may be insufficient to compensate for
stem travel; however, piston and sleeve elements have the the pressure decrease, and control will be lost. At the other
advantage of minimizing unbalanced pressure forces. While extreme, with the plug almost closed an increase in down-advatag ofminmizng nbaance prssue frce. Wile stream pressure will quickly close the regulator. Subsequent
it is difficult to achieve good sealing with piston and sleeve reopening will initiate a pressure surge which may again
elements, sealinby of the poppet-type valving element may close the regulator or, at best, induce high amplitude pres-
be achieved by using a well-lapped plug and seat or by sure oscillations.
using a soft elastomeric seal.

A typical example of a piston-type metering valve is shown A pilot poppet, shown in Figure 5.4.8.3b, uses upstreampressure to hold a conical poppet on its seat. The pilotedin Figure 5.4.8.3a. Flow is regulated as the piston covers poppet consists of a main poppet and a rmain poppet pilot
or uncovers holes located circumferentiallv around the cyl- valve. The main poppet pilot valve is cnnected to the
inder. Hole size and pattern are designed to give the desired actuator stem and seats against the main poppet. When
flow versus stroke characteristics. The only unbalanced the pilnt valve is closed, upstream pressure in the cavity
pressure force results from the regulated pressure acting behind the main poppet keeps it closed. As the actuator
on an area equivalent to the stem cross-sectional area. How- sten moves down, the pilot poppet moves away from the
ever, lockup with low leakage is difficult to achieve, because main poppet and vents the cavity behind it to the down-
the piston provides no positive seal but depends primarily stream side faster than gas can fill the cavity through a
on close tolerances. A sleeve-type metering elemnent is illus-
trated in Figure 5.4.15a.

IN MAI IILLTVAL,

RESTRCTIVE NE VALVE

L OUTLET

Figure 5.4.8.3a. Piston Metering Valve for Regulator Figure 5.4.8.3b. Piloted Metering Valve
(Adapted from Technical Data of B. H. Hadley, Inc., Pomona, California)

Valving unit geometry determines capacity versus pressure constant area restriction. Upstream pressure against the
drop, denoted by the quantity C.. In some valve designs, C, main poppet forces it open, allowing upstream gas to flow
is greater in the flow-to-open direction, while in others the downstream.
converse may be true. Similar consid,7rations were discussed
in Sub-Topic 3.8.4. Regulators are specified as either fail- 5.4.8.4 SENSING ELEMENTS. Common sensing elements
open or fail-closed. In airborne systems, regulators are are diaphragms, pistons, and bellows. Diaphragms are
usually fail-open because gas pressure is absolutely neces- usually tabric-elastomer laminates, whereas pistons and
sary, but the consequential over-presiurization can be bellows are metallic. A: comparison of sensing elements for
avoided by system relief valves. Causes of failure may regulators is presented in Table 5.4.8.4. Designs of bellows
include loss of reference force, diaphragm rupture, and, and diaphragms are presented in Sub-Sections 6.6 and 6.2i,
blockage by contamination, respectively.
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Table 5.4.8.4. Comparison of Sensing Elements =or Regulator Use
Su.5

USE
LOW U WITH WITH HIGH

LIGHT. SMALL GOOD RESISTANCE IGH LONG USE UNDER TEMPERA-
WEIGHT ENVELOPE SEALING TO MOTION PRESSURE STROKE VIBRATION TURES

Diaphragm 1 1 1J'& 1 2 31d) 1 3
Piston 2 2 2 3tb) 1 1 8 1
Bellows 1 2 1 20e) 2 2 2 2

(1) Best alternative
(2) and (3) Less desirable alternative.
(a) Non-metallic are permeable
(b) Friction (slIding)
(e) spring rate added
(dl May be comparable to bellows It rolling diaphragms are used

5.4.8.5 LOADING METHODS. The load performs two vital
functions fn the regulator. First, it establishes a reference
force, the magnitude of which is proportional to the desired
regulator set point. Second, it determines the control
mode that the regulator will have. The load, or reference
input force, is establiahed in modulating regulators by
weights, springs, or by pressurizing the dome above the
sensing element with gas. In non-modulating regulators,
Belleville springs are normally used. Weight-loaded and
spring-loaded modulating regulators are shown in Figures
5.4.8.5a and 5.4.4, respectively. Weight-loaded regulators Piguiv 5.4.L5a.. W6ight-Loaded Regulator
cannot be used for airborne applications; but, in some
industrial applications it is a convenient method because
the reference force can be changed easily by merely add-
ing or taking away weights. "','e primary disadvantage of
weight-loaded regulators is that large weights are required
for even small regulated pressures (Reference 144-2). The the regulator a flexibility of the regulated pressure range

operation of a spring-loaded regulator is presented in Sub- without having to depressurize the system for mechanical

Topic 5.4.4. adjustment.

The addition of a separation plate with an orifice in the
Pneumatic pressure is used in three ways: main dome acts as u damper. This reduces the tendency of
a) The dome is pre-set to a pre-determined pressure, which the actuator to overshoot, and the valving element to

is locked in the dome. chatter at the nearly closed position. Referring to Figure

b) Dome pressure is maintained at a constant pressure by 5.4.8.5b, movement of the main diaphragm toward the
a separate regulator., separation plate produces a momentary increase in pres-

sure in the small volume between the two elements. Gas at
c) Dome pressure is controlled by a control pilot which higher pressure will bleed to the dome's larger volume

montiors regulated pressure. through the orifice. Similarly, movement of the diaphragm

away from the separation plate, caused by a decrease in
A comparison of the loading methods is shown in Table regulated pressure, produces a decrease in pressure behind

5.4.8.5. the diaphragm, retarding the metering element stroke until
the pressures are equalized.

Pre-set Pressure Loading. in the pr's-set pressure-load regu-
lator, dome pressure increases or decreases as the sensing Constant Pressure Loading. By using a small step-down or
element deflects, altering the set point of the regulator. so-called bleed regulator, the domt loading pressure can be
The amount of se' point deviation (offset) decreases as the maintained constant %is the sensing element changes posi-
capacity of the loading dome increases and the length of tion. A -egulator of this type is shown in Figure 5.4.8.5c.
rmetering valve stroke decreases. In particular, this loading Unlike the preset pressure-loaded regulator, the initial set
method is highly sensitive to environmental temperature point is retained and a constant reference force is estab-
variations which may either increase or decrease loading lished throughout metering valve travel. The step-down
pressure. regulator is usually a spring-loaded regulator, similar in

design to that shown in Figure 5.4.4. The main diaphragm
The advantage of using gas is that the loading force can is bal~dced between the regulated pressure on one side and
be changed from a remote location, thus incorporating into the lo~ding pressure on h.e other. Regulated pressure
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Table 5.4.8.5. Comparison of Loading Methods

LOW

TIvTr sENSI.
TO TIVITY

LOAD HIGH ACCELER* TO
CONTROL DROOP NARROW HIGH REGULATED LIGHT- ATION AND TEMPER-
ACTION EXISTS SIMPLICITY DEADBAND ACCURACY PRESSURE WEIGHT VIURATION ATURE

Weight loading Reset No 1 4 3 3 5 5 1
Spring loading Proportional Yes 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

position
Preset pressure Proportional Yes 1 2 2') 1 1 1 5

loading position
Constant pressure Reset No 2 8 2 1 8 8 4

loading
Variable pressure Proportional

loading plus reset No 3 1 1. 1 4 4(b) 8)

(1) Beat alternative
(2)-(5) Lise desirable alternatives
(a) Temperaturi eneltive
(b) Unlms compensator added
(a) If compensator added 0 o

o o
0 o STEP-DOWN REGULATOR

against the actuator diaphragm tends to close the meter- 0 0

ing valve, while the constant loading pressure, together

with the weight of the parts and pressure differential un- VENT VENT

balance across the poppet, tend to open the valve. To elimi-
nate the effects of the weights of internal parts, a small
equalizing or bias spring is sometimes used. The spring will
usually increase stability and reduce pulsation. MAIN DOME

Variable Pressure Loading. By adding a control pilot to a
constant pressure loaded regulator, the loading pressure
can be n.ade responsive to changes in regulated pressure.
The reference force is said to be established by a variable
pressure. Such a regulator is discussed in Sub-Topic 5.4.5.

SEPARATION PLAlE

SUPPLY PRESSURE "MAIN MERING VALV

DIAPHRAGM

MAIN REGULATOR

Figure 5.4.8.5c. Constant Pressure Loaded Regulator
- ---- - -- ___(Reference 186-1)

A more basic model of a piloted regulator is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4.8.5d. The regulator consists of an actuator which
is loaded at constant pressure by a step-down regulator. A

control pilot is installed between the step-down regulator
and the main dome of the regulator. (The control pilot is
sometimes referred to as a controller.) The operation of

Figure 5.4.8.5b. Separation Plate and Orifice for Preset the regulator is as follows :*
Pressure Regulator

(Courtesy of Grove Valve and Regulator Company, Oakland, California)
*Explanation of regular operation was adapted from Reference 186-1, pp.

12-14.
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INTEGRATED RELIEF PRESSURE REGULATORS ]
5.4.9 Adding a Relief Function

To dampen large variations in regulated pressure, or to

SECONDAIY prevent dome overpressure, a relief or bleed is commonly
CONTRIOL

I ORIIC ,toae,• provided. Provision for relief can be at separate relief valve
SPIN ': integrated or attached to the regulator, or can be incorpo-

PIAYLOAWt40 rated into the regulator as part of the main actuator, step-
oORI"CE down regulator, or control pilot.

5.4.9.1 RELIEF AS PART OF THE ACTUATOR. In

spring-loaded regulato:s, relief of regulated pressure can
INRIPPAIA Ibe accomplished by either an orificed or a hollow diaphragm

MAIN CONTROL PILOT seated against a plug which is made part of the actuator
RIEOULATOR REOULATOR D valve stem. A regulator with an orificed diaphragm isD•ONA PRESSURE

shown in Figure 5.4.9.1a. During the regulation cycle, the
A diaphragm and actuator stem move as one element. If

M EQULIZregulated pressure becomes too high due to flow changes
Idownstream or failure of the regulator control element to

clcse, the diaphragm lifts off the plug and gas is vented
to the atmosphere through the spring cavity. The hollow
"diaphragm, shown in Figure 5.4.9.1b, operates in 'the same A

._ IuR manner as the orificed diaphragm, the only difference bring
that gas is vented to the atmosphere through the diaphragm
rather than through the spring cavity.

•U~lq. PI|SSI! • METIERING VALVIE

Relief can also be made part of a disjointed metering valve
stem. Referring to Figure 5.4.9.1c, the actuator diaphragm

MAIN REGULATOR and its connecting plate are in contact with a spring-loaded
stem during normal operation. If regulated pressure in-
creases to a value above lockup, continued diaphragm

Figure 5.4.8.5d. Variable Pressure Loaded Regulator deflection removes the disc poppet from its relief port, per-
(Reference 186-1) mitting gas to discharge to atmosphere.

Consider a system in which an imaginary hand valve is 5.4.9.2 RELIEF AS PART OF THE STEP-DOWN REGU-.
located and closed upstream of the regulator. the step-down LATOR. To prevent dome overpressure in a constant
regulator is wide open, the main regulator metering valve pressure-loaded regulator, relief can be provided in the

is closed, and the control pilot is held closed by the loading step-down regulator in the same manner as described in
spring. If the upstream hand valve is now opened, the main the preceding section. The relief discharges to the atmos-
regulator metering valve remains closed and prevents the phere whenever high pressure occurs in the dome.
gas from passing downstream. At the same time, however,
gas flows through the step-down regulator until the pres- Another method to prevent dome overpressure is the use

sure in the intermediate pressure line reaches the pressure of a cntinuous bleed from the step-down regulator. By
for which the step-down regulator was set. The control pilot connecting the main regulator dome and a bleed line in
operating as a back pressure regulator then adjusts the parallel to the step-down regulator, a constant pressure
pressure downstream of the primary control orifice to main- can be established in the dome. As the diaphragm deflects,
tain the dome pressure at the proper pre-determined level, causing a higher dome pressure, excess gas can discharge
The pressure in the dome acting against the equalizing through the bleed line to atmosphere; or if the amount of
spring moves the diaphragm, opening the main metering pressurizing gas is limited, into the downstream line. How-
valve. The valve remains open until the regulated pressure, ever, when bleeding to the main line, the loading pressure
plus th.- equalizing spring force, equals the pressure force must be greater than the downstream pressure.
above the diaphragm.

There exist in the regulator four values of pressure: inlet 5.4.9.3 RELIEF AS PART OF THE CONTROL PILOT.

pressure, intermediate pressure, dome pressure, and outlet Relief as part of the control pilot is depicted in Figure
pressure. As long as the outlet (regulated) pressure is less 5.4.9.3, which is part of the regulator shown in Figure 5.4.5.

than the set point, the control pilot is closed and the dome Overpressure in the dome forces the poppet open, allow-

pressure is greater than outlet pressure. As downstream ing dome loading gas to discharge downstream. The gas is
pressure increases to a value near the set point, the control contained within the system, utilizing the full amount of
pilot starts to open, reducing dome pressure to a value only stored upstream gas for pressurization of downstream
slightly higher than outlet pressure. tankage.
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PRESSURE REGULATORS INTEGRATED SHUTOFF
COMPENSATORS

0 LOADING SPRIMNq 0

PLUG AND 0 IPRG0 ,STEM 0

RELIEF

DOWNSTREAM

001<

S;'/• •SE"SE PORT

INE OUTLET"

Figure 5.4.9.3. Use of Control Pilot for a Relief Function
(Reference 35-1)

HOLLOW DIAPIAM r SPRINGN

TC ALWwhenTi .41 Addiguate rShutof Funderthdiaongmoeroe
A regulator is usually closed by its own control elementwhen regulated prEssure under the diaphragml overcomes

I the loading forces. This shutoff closure is called lockup.
In weight- and spring-loaded regulators, the regulated

VENT VENT pressure must be higher than the set point before the
regulator will close. To effect shutoff at any regulated

OUTLET pressure belew loc!.up pressure, a moezhanicai overr.'de
PRESSURE must be used. With constant pressure or variable pressure-

loaded regulators, shutoff may be accompilished at any pres-
VONTING METERING sure below that which causes regulator lockup by relievingORFICE ORIFICE

b. loading pressure through a 3-way valve inserted betweenthe step-down regulator and the main dome. Referring to
Figure 5.4.5, actuation of the solenoid closes the shutoff

CONTROL PRESSURE valve and vents the ma., dome downstream, eliminatingSACTU1ATOR DIAPHRAtGMAECUFO DIPRET the load pressure. The step-down regulator is then closed
ISC / by increased pressure in its downstream line. The main

reg-ilatoi, is closed by downstream pressuie undeý' its sens-
"KI. ing element.

RELIEF5.4.11 Compensatcrs
5.4.11.1 TEMPERATURE. The low temperatures commonily
experienced in airborne applications change the regulator
set point by thermal contraction. In spring-loaded regu-
lators, compensation for contraction can be done by insulat-
ing the spring fropn the temperature or by housing the
spring in a cage. In each case it is a rather difficult problem
to determine with accuracy the thermai mass, heat transfer,

ACTUATOR STEM,-, and relative exposure to changes in temperature. Several
REGULATED types of thermal compensators are described in Detailed
PRESSURE Topic 13.5.2.3.

5.4.11.2 VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION. Vibration
Figure 5.4.9.1a,b,c. Ways of Adding a Relief Function:(a) Orificed Diaphragm and Plug poses one of the most difficult problems to assess before

(b) Hollow Diaphragm (c) Disjointed fabrication and to correct after valve failure. The vibration
Actuator Stem specification may require regulation at acceleration levels

as high as 25 g's at frequencies from 7 to 2000 cps along
any axis.
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FLOW LIMITERS PRESSURE REGULATORS
CONTROL MODES

Particularly susceptible to vý:)rat,.,n are poppets. springs, The proportional-positioua control mode occurs with spring.

and bellows. Dampening elements, such as pneumatic dash- loaded and pre-set pressure-loaded regulators, The reset
pots, are added at etitical points. Increases in coulomb fric- mode ocours with weight-loaded and constant pressure.
tion and spring rate have been tried with varied degrees of loaded regulators. Proportional r'us reset action occurs
success. with. piloted, variable p'essure-loaded regulators. Each

mode is explained in the following Detailed Topics.
Acceleration requirements, specified for airborne regula.
aprs, are commonly 10 to 15 g's along any axis. To compen- 5.4.1,.i PROPORTIONAL-'OSITION ACTION. Propor.
sate for g loads, a counterbalance method has been used tional-position action causes variation in control element
with rcksonabkc success. Inasmuch as it is the regulator position to be proportional to the deviation of regulated
set point that is to be mairetained corstant, the compensator pressure from the set point.

is commonly' built into the control pilot. The counterbalance
compensator is simply a flexure pivoted counterweight that To illustrate the conicept of proportional-position action,
exerts a force on the sensing element in the direction of the consider a spring-loaded regulator controlling pressure in
acceleration vector. A compensator of this design is shown a tank partially filled with liquid. Tank pressure is trans-
in Figure 13.3.3b, where the force re.,,uired to accelerate the mitted by a sense line to the underside of the diaphragm,
masses of the spring element, pilot push pin, and dashpot the motion of which is opposed by the spring force. It initi-
diaphragm is balanced by the compensator beam and weight. aily the system is in equilibrium, the flow of gas throughthe regulator is sufficient to maintain a constant pressure
In tests conducted on the regulator shown in Figure 5.4.5, in the tr.nk for a given liquid flow demand out o.? the tank.
the maximum average deviation of regulated pressure at If the flow demand out of the tank increases instantane-
accelerations of 15 g's was 0.34 psi. Without acceler'tion ously, flow-out exceeds the flow of gas into the tank and
compensation, the regulated pressure error was estimated tarnk pressure decreases. The spring force is now greater
to be 0.75 psi. than the pressure force under the diaphragm. The dia-

phragm deflects and the spring is extended, opening the
metering valve further. Since the spring is extended, the

5.4.12 Flow Limiters spring force is reduced and the regulator set point is

A flow limiter is usually a redundant control pilot incorpc- lowered. The decrease of regulated pressure from the set
rated into a regulator to prevent the flow rate from exceed- point is called offset and exists for any flow other than the
ing a predetermined value, usually fixed by the capacity of flow rate for which the setting was siade. Tank pressure
the system. It is used primarily as a safety device in the will decrease until flow-in equals flow-out.
event dome loading pressure beco~mes large due to failure If liquid flow demand ,-eturns to the original value, tank
of the bleed regulator or control pilot. As the loading pres- pressure will rise until the original set point is reached.
sure increases, the regulated pressure set point and flow Further decrease in liquid flow will cause the tank pressure
through the regulator increase proportionately. to rise, tending to close the regulator. If liquid flow stops,

A flow limiter operates by continually sensing the pressure the regulator will move to the fully closed or lockup posi-
changes (total, differential, or static) as a function of flow tion. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 5.g.13.1.
rate through a constant area restriction. The flow limiter 5.4.13.2 RESET ACTION. Reset action caucea a change in
set,, ng is made for a flow rate at some nominal value above the control element position proportional to the time inte-
thai normally controlled by the coatrol pilot, but below the gral of the error (deviation from set point). In other
capacity of the system. During the normal regulation cycle words, the control element changes position at a rate pro-
it will ue inoperative. However, as the flow raLe through the portional to the deviation from the regulated pressure, and
regulator increases to the setting of the flow limiter, the the total change in the control element position is a func-
pressure change, sensed at the restriction, causes the flow tion of the rat. of travel and the lapsed time of the deviation
limiter to discharge excess dome gas to the atmosphere. The from the set point.
loading pressure is reduced to a value sufficiently low so
that the regulator is able to start closing due to the down- The reset action c6ntinues as lorg as the regula'wed pres-
stream pressure force under th'e main sensing element. A sure is off the set point, reversing only when the pressure

regulator with a flow limiter is presen.ted in Reference 33-1. reaches the set point. Reset action ms.V best be described
by considering P weight or constant pressure-loaded regu-

In Rome instances, a flow regulator (Detailed Topic 5.4,15) lator initially closed with downstream tank pressure above
is installed as a flow limiter upstream of the main regulator. the set -oint. If flow from the tank inczeases to a constant
If the main regulator fails, the flow rate will not become value instantaneously, tank pressure will decay. When tank
greater thar" system capacity. pressure decreases to the point where it no longer supports

the constant force load (weight), the regulator opens fully,
permitting gas to enter the tank. When the tank pressu:e
summnd over the diaphragm area increases to a value just

Three types of control action or modes are found in modu- above that required to support the weight, the regulator
lating regulators. These are proportional-position, reset, starts to close. Tank pressure continues to increase until
and proporti.-nal plus reset. the regulator closes. With a continuing flow c6emand from

5.4.12 -1
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PRESSURE REGULATORS ABSOLUTE PRESSURE

the tank, tank pressure will then start to decrease and the regulated pressure is increased (gas flow-in being greater
cycle will repeat. The tank pressure will oscillate about the than liquid flow-out), a docrease in gas flow is desirable,
regulator set point until dampening within the regulator the objective being to match flow-in with flow-out at the
establishes a uniform flow. These relationships are depicted time regulated pressure r'.aches the set point. Typical flow
in Figure 6.4.13,2. and pressure diagrams are shown in Figure 5.4.13.3.

5.4.13.3 PROPORTIONAL PLUS RESET. The inherentdisadvantages of offset and loftd-droop of spring .loaded or 5.4.14 Absolute Pressure Regulators
pre-set pressure-loaded regulators, and the oscillations of In an absolute pressure regulator, the reference loae is
undamped, weight-loaded regulators and constant pressure- Independent of changes in the barometric pressure. This isloaded regulators are reduced by variable pressure loading icdeplende bo viding hermetric se .the l iwhich combines reset action and tht proportional-poestion accomplished by providing a hermetic seal in the loading
action. chamber. Such regulators are useful In closed systems, for

example in hydraulic systems, where changes in differen-For an example of proportional plus reset action, consider tial pressure across tanks or reservoirs because of changes

the following: As regulated pressure in a tank partially in altitude would be inconsequential. In tank pressurizationfilled with liquid decreases following, an Increase In liquid system,,, however, an atmospherig reference for the rclfu-
out flow, the gas flow starts to increase and continues to lator load Is always used, permitting the reference load to
increase until such time as the proportional action calling vary with the barometric pressure. In this manner, the
for a decrease in gas flow is greater than the reset action differential pressure across the tank for a givon regulator
still calling fjr a flow increase. Since at this time the setting is constant, regardless of the altitude.

0 fSrEP CHANGE 0

L~e'L ,.,.Z .o ~

-J

"- i

00

0 TIMETIME

Figure 5.4.13.1. Pressure and Flow Rate Variations with Figure 5.4.13.2. Pressure and Flow Rate Variations with
Proportional Position Action Reset Action
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DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PRESSURE REGULATORSj

A dir-vt-acting flow regulator, shown schematically in F~ig.
ure ti.,15i~a, maint.i~ns a conlstant flow rate by keeping a
constant pressure drop across a pre-set orifice, regardless
of variations in either supply or discharge pressure. A von-

8 stant pressure droni across the orifice In maintained by a
prezsur bn~nce conrolvalv whch ats s avariable

STEP HANGEorifice downstre'am of the pre-set orifice. The pressure drop
_________ across the pre-set orifice is impressed across a sensing

element of the control valve. Any variation of pressure
drop across the pre-set orifice -x111 cause the control valve
t6 change the Variable orifice opening, as requir-A,, so as to

SET O~t4restore the pre-set pressure drop.

......... ADJUSTER SHAFT

PROPORTION&AL PLUS RESET IMPELLER

Z.,OORIFICE

z REGULATOR
INLET

0.

TIME

Figure 5.4.13.3. Variations of Pressure anti Flow with

Proportional Plus Reset ActionOlT

5.4.15 Differential Pressure Regulators OEUTLETO
A differential pressure regulator measures the volumetric
flow rate of a liquid in a line and maintnins it at a constant
pre-determined value. Figure 5.4.15a. Direct-Acting Flow Regulator

(Courtesy of the W. A. Kates Company. Deerfield, Illinois)

Flow measurement is performed by a variable head flow-
meter ~cg.an orifice). installed in the main line, with
static pressure taps located at two points in the flow stream. Apes r-rdcn euao a eue sapltvle
Flow rate through it variable head flownieter is a function as l~shown inFuifguregua can15b bifereta psedsuas acpiots valve
of pressure drop. If the pressure drop across the meter a hw nFgr .. Jb ifrnilpesr cosa
can be maintained at at constant value. the flow rate will orifice plate is sensed by the spring-loaded pilot iegulator.

be constant. The control element is a flexible tube valve diametrically
pinched by presure, controlled by the pilot regulator.

Mlaintenance of constant flow is performed by a pressure-
reducing regulator with the static pressutres from the flow A slight increase in pressure differential due to an increase

meter, inilpres~ied on opposite sides of the regulator sensing in flow will force the pilot valve open against its spring

eleni ýnt. An adjustable effect is created by a spring on one load; this allows upstream pressure to pinch the main
side of the diaphragm. The spring force, properly adjusted, valve control tube, increasing the pressur'e drop across the

will balance the low v'alue of static pressure against the main valve during fio'. For a decrease in pressure differ-

high value. ential, the converse is true.
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PRESSURE REGULATORS FORCE UNBALANCEPRESSURE SENSING

where F,. - load (reference force) j

p, - upstream pressure

p, - regulated pressure

A,. = sensing element area
A., seat land area

The last term is positive for direct-acting va~ves and nega-
__l.__--_-_-_-_•_.• tive for reverse-acting 1,,ves. Equation (\,.,I6) indicates

that, first, if the pressure differential, p,. p,, across the seat
is large and the load is cons.tant, the unbalanced force
across a large poppet could be comparable to the regulated
pressure force against the sensing element ava. Second, for
a cmstant load, as the upstream pressure decreases the
regulated pressure will change, increasing for the direct-
acting valves and decreasing fot reverse-actlng valves.
Spring pre-set pressure and variable pressure-loaded regu-
lators compensate by varying the load. Regulator staging
will reduce the extent of load variation, Third, to maintain
a constant regulated pressure, a larger load (reference
force) is required for direct-actih g &alves than for reverse-
acting valves. To nullify the unbalanced force with single
poppets, dual poppets and seats are used, called double-

Figure 5.4.15b. Piloted Differential Pressure Regulator seated valves. By design, double-seated valves incorporate
(Courtesy of Grove Valve and Reaulator Company, Oakland, Calihornia) flow actions I and 3, or 2 and 4, liswed in Table 6.4.16. The

flow actions are opposed, cancelling 90 to 96 percent of any
unbalanced force. The net force generated Is the difference

5.4.16 Effect of Upstream Pressure an the in areas of the two poppet seating surfacen. The areas are
Metering Valve not always equal, since assembly requires passage of one

poppet through the seat of another. A marked disadvantage
Gas flowing past a fiat or conical poppet metering valve of these valves is that simultaneous seating is difficult to
establishes an unbaianced force, which becomes a function achieve.
of the pressure difference across the control element as it
moves during regulator opera don. The unbalanced force 5.4.17 Effect of Ullage Volume
tends to open or close the valve, depending upon the physical
location of the control element and inlet port relative to the The volume of gas above the liquid in the tank is called
valve seat. The position alternatives are listed in Table .llage. Ullage provides a s ,fficient amount of gas under
5.4.16. lockup pressure to maintain a positive pressure in the tank

until the regulator has time to open and take control once
Table 5.4.16. Valve Position Alternatives flow starts. In specifications the minimum ullage is de-

fined, since this is the least amount of gas available to
maintain positive pressure. The amount of ullage is based

CONTROL ELEMENT on expected initial flow from the tank and maximum stepFLOW ACTION POSITION INLET PORT tine required by the regulator. Minimum ullage volumes
for missile tank pressurization systems vary over a wide1. Close UnOer seat Under seat range from 2 to 43 cubic feet.2. Close Over seat Over seat

3., Open Under seat Over scat 5.4.18 Effect of Pressure-Sensing Location4. Open Over seat Under seat Depending upon system geometry, regulated pressure may
be sensed internally or externally. Internal sensing is

Valves with flow action tending to close (1, 2) are called performed at the outlet of the regulator, measuring either
direct-acting; valves tending to open (3, 4) are called static or total pressure in the downstream line. The static
reverse-acting. pressure tap is a passage connecting the downstream line

to the underside of the diaphragm. TLtal pressure measure-
The higher the upstream gas pressure, the larger the mient presents a much closer nppro. imation of tank pres-
unbalanted force across the regulator control element tend- sure than static pr(essure measuremert and is measured by
ing to open or close the valve. The idealized for-e equation various configuratiors of pitot tubes. Internal sensing is
for regulator equilibrium is adequate only when the regulator is located in close

proximity to the tank where pressure is to be controlled.
FL p LA. -± As, (p, - p=) (Eq 5.4.16) A prtessure drop will ocur through the downstream line,

5.4.16 -1
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""I"Os RELIEF VALVES

causing a lower pressure in the tank than that which is 5.5 RELIEF VALVES
sensed by the regulator. To compensate for this expected
loas, a variable restriction can be installed in the down- 5,5.1 INTRODUCTION
stream line which trims the line for an erset pressure drop
for a given rate of flow. The regulator is said to be tuned 5.5.2 APPLICATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

7 for tae one expected flow demand from the system. For any
other flow conditions, regulated pressure will be different 5.5.3 DESCRIPTION OF VALVE OPERATION
from the desired value. 5.5.4 RELIEF VALVE BODY

For most flight applications, sensing should be done exter- 5.5.5 REFERENCE LOAD
nally. External sensing uses a pressure return line from
the tang to the underside of the regulator diaphragm, 5.5.6 V XLVING UNIT
and/or to the control pilot. Pressure can be assumed to be 5.5.6.1 Ball
its static value unless the diaphragm and valve stroke are 5.5.6.2 Conical Poppet
long, requii-ing a flow of gas in the sense line from the tank 5.5.6.3 V-Poppet
to fl!l the void left by stroking. 5.5.6.4 Piston

Increasing the length of the transmission line increases the 5.5.7 CONVENTIONAL RELIEF VALVES
process lag time and, in addition, decreases the stability 5.5.7.1 Valve Prior to Opening
of the closed-loop system. A rigorous mathematical analysis 5.5.7.2 Opening Characteristics
is not given here; References 45-1 and 141-1 give a general- 5.5.7.3 Reseating Characteristics
ized approach to the subject. 5.5.8 INVERTED RELIEF VALVES

5.5.8.1 Description of OperationREFERENCES 5.5.8.2 Performance Characteristics

21-5 141-1 186-1 5.5.9 PILOT OPERATED RELIEF
33-1 144-2 V-56 5.5.9.1 Description of Operation
35-1 147-15 V-192 5.5.9.2 Performance Characteristics

45-1 147-16 V-232 5.5.10 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
52-74 160-42 V-234 5.5.11 BACK-PRESSURE REGULATOR
70-5 160-44 V-282
89-3 160-46 V-289 5.5.12 SAFETY DISC

- 5.5.13 RELIEF WITH OVERRIDES

5.5.1 Introduction
This Sub-Section discusses relief valves -valves which
contrcl fluid pressure in a tank or system by discharging
excess fluid to a lower pressure reservoir.

A relief valve is a pressure-relieving device which opens
automatically when a pre-deter nined pressure is reached.
Relief valves may have a full opening "pop" action or may
open in proportion to the over-pressure. Those valves open-
ing rapidly to full flow are generally referred to as safety
valves or "pop" valves and are considered a special form
of relief valve. A relief valve can be contrasted to a vent
valve, which is an externally operated pressure-relievin&
device and is characteristically a shutoff valve. The term .1

vent describes the application of the shutoff valve. (Sub-
Section 5.2 discusses shutoff val.es.)

5.5.2 Applications and Specifications

For industrial applications and ground systems, codes have
been established to regulate the use of relief valves :nd
safety valves. The ASME Power Boiler Code ai d the ASME
Unfired Pressure Vessel Code are perhaps the most familiar
to engineers. In addition, each state has published its

5.5.1 .1
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RELIEF VALVES REGULATION CURVE
TERMINOLOGY

separate code, patterned to a large degree after the ASME Relief valves may be either direct-acting or piloted. Direct-
codes. As a further supplement, special regulations have acting relief valves can be either the conventional type
been enacted suitable to specific installations, e.g., the U.S. where the control element moves relative to the seat, or
Coast Guard Marine Engineering Regulations. These codes the inverted type, where the seat moves relative to the con-
define orifice size, rated set pressure, flow rate capacity, trol element.
etc. According to most codes, relief valves, as distinguished Although not called relief valves by name, safety rupture
from safety valves, are specified primarily for hydraulic discs which have no reclosure capability, and vent valves

systems. Excess pressure is usually relieved by diverting actuated with pressure switches perform a relief function
the liquid to a reservoir of lower pressure. Safety valves and are included in the broad classification of relief valves.
are used to relieve excess pressure in pneumatic systems A pressure-reducing regulator can be used as a relief valve,
by discharging the gas (or vapor) to the atmosphere. and in this capacity is called a back-pressure regulator.

In aerospace airborne systems, relief valves are used for
both liquid and gas service and are differentiated by pref-
acing the fluid to be used, e.g., LO, relief valve, helium RATED FLOW

relief, etc. Pressure is relieved by discharging gas or liquid
overboard. Because of the exacting requirements for pres-
sure control and fluid utilization in airborne systems, full
opening safety ("pop") valves are seldom used. 0
For most airborne systems, safety and relief vahve design z0•r

_ .
requirements are stipulatpd in military and prime con-
tractor specifications. It is not unusual to find such re- Z
quirements more stringent than those defined by a code, 0
because of the necessity for optimum fluid utilization. A W
typical specification for relief valves is presented in Section U.
9.0, "Specifications." Z

5.5.3 Description of Valve Operation _.. _...
P C P r , C

A relief valve consists of a valve body, a reference load, r.
and a closure, the closure being a control element and seat. 1. VALVE PRIOR TO OPENING -f
The reference load is linked to the closure and opposes
the pressure build-up in the tank or system. The magnitude PRESSURE

of the load determines the relief pressure setting. As the Figure 5.5.3. Hysteresis Curve for a Typical Relief Valve
internal system pressure increases near the relief pressure
necessary to balance the reference load, leakage usually 5.5.4 Relief Valve Body
begins. When the internal pressure reaches the relief pres- For airborne applications, the relief valve body is designed
sure, the valve opens and discharges the upstream fluid to a for minimum weight, consistent with its pressure rating
lower pressure reservoir. As internal pressure decreases and for passage of high flows with minimum pressure loss.

below the set pressure, tne reference load opposing the Lightweight construction materials such as aluminum are
pressure force closes the valve. used extensively to arhieve minimum weight. To achieve

The operation of a relief valve may be conveniently illus- minimum pressure drop, some manufacturers use a venturi
trated by a so-called regulation or hysteresis curve shown design in the discharge side, while others enlarge the outlet
in Figure 5.5.3. A relief vaive is considered to have good port even to the extent of using larger connections.
operating characteristics if the pressure for rated flow, pe,
and reseat, p,, closely approach the cracking pressure, pc. 5.5.5 The Reference Load
The cracking pressure is the relief pressure setting of the o'The reference load is the force opposing any pressure
valve, defined as the pressure where leakage tow reaches buildup until relief pressure is reached. The most common
some specified value. The cracking pressure is always set element used to establish the load is a compression spring.
below the alljwreble working pressure of the tank or system, Weights could accomplish the same purpose, but are seldom
and is commonly not more than 110 percent of normal used. Only spring-loaded relief valves will be considered in
operating pressure. The rated capacity is wm*Aly -st;a- this Sub-Section.
lished for flows at pressures 10 percent grater than the
pressure setting of the relief valve. The mreat pressare
is some value below the cracking pressure, dlep.a.Tg V*i
the closure configuiration. A reseat pressure o 96 eprcent T'he valving unit is composed of a seat and control ele-
of cracking pressure is not uncommon. ment. The seat may be flat, spherical, or conical in shape,

5.5.3 -1
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VALVING UNITS RELIEF VALVES
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the seat configuration determining to a large degree the
sealing and opening characteristics of the relief valve. These
characteristics are discussed in Detailed Topic 5.5,7.1. -

Four commonly used control-element designs-are shown in
Figvres 5.5.6.a through 5.5.6f. Each control element is dis-
cussed briefly here, and a more exteilsive treatment is pre- >
sented in Sub-Section 6.2, "Valving Units." •

5.5.6.1 THE BALL. T!he ball control element, shown in
Figure 5.5.6a, 13 used in both' quick-opening and propor-
tional relief valves. It is used extensively because of its
simplicity, low manufacturing costs, and inherent self-
aligning capability as it reseats. When used in a quick- ,-

opening relief valve (safety valve), the ball tends to chatter /

and to be noisy when discharging fluid. It is limited to
small valve sizes and has short life cycle performance. C D

5.5.6.2 THE CONICAL POPPET. Like ball control ele-
ments, the conical poppet may be used in both quick-opening Figure 5.5.6b,c,d. Conical Poppet Control Elements
and proportional relief valves. Conical poppets lend them.
selves to larger port sizes but require closer tolerances on valve, is open, however, the inside surface of the guide is
the sealing surfaces of the poppet and seat. The control edelmet ten us b gIde oti lgmn ewe exposed to the fluid. If gas is discharged, the cooliTig during +
element stem must be guided to obtain alignment between expansion may result in an ice buildup on the guide which
the poppet and seat. Three design variations of the conical will prohibit the valve from closing. All three control ele-
poppet with guides are shown in Figures 5.5.6b, c, and d.InpFegureth.guidstheesmallndinmeterrstem.is6guidedaby a. ments shown are quieter in operation than the ball, due toIn Figure 5.63,6b, the small diameter stem is guided by a fitoa apn nue ytegie ,

slewvc, and the loading spring is external to the stem guide, f
In Figure 5.5.6c, the stem has the same diameter as the 5.5.6.3 THE V-POPPET. The control element, shown in
poppet and the guide is made part of the body. The spring Figure 5.5.6e, is used only in the safety valve. As soon as
is restrained inside the poppet cavity. The cont:ol element the valve starts to open, the fluid by changing momentum
(a) compared to (b) is usually lighter weight rnd can ac- due to the V-design exerts a greater force against the
commodate a larger spring. The control element in (b) poppet, causing it to POD open to full flow. The poppet uses
possessei a better reseating capability than (a) since the onlr its inner cone for a sealing surface. Like the conical

stem is more rigid and is less likely to deflect under high plug, the poppet stem is guided. Precision machining is
pressures and flows. The control element in Figure 5.5.6d required to obtain accurate poppet-seat coIcentricity and
compromises some of the benefits of (a) and (b). When the alignment.

S5.5.6.4 THE PISTON. A piston, shown in Figure 5.5.6f, is
sometimes used in relief valves for closed hydraulic sys-
tems. The piston offers no positive seating surface to pre-
vent leakage, but depends primarily on closed tolerances.
Valve opening is proportional to the overpressure. Pistons
are more commonly used as the second stage in pilot-
operated relief valves than in single-stage valves.

5.5.7 Conventional Relief Valves

-7/77The operation of a relief valve can be divided into three
distinct phasts, !'.ustrated in Figure 5.5.3:
1) Valve Prior to Opening
2) Opening Characteristics
3) Reseating Characteristics

Each phase is discussed separately in the following De-
tailed Topics.

5.5.7.1 VALVE PRIOR TO OPENING. At pressures below
the cracking pressure, it is desired that the relief valve
maintain a tight seal to prevent premature leakage, com-
monly called dribble. Sealing requires a minimum seating

Figure 5.5.6a. Sall Closure pressure (seating force per unit area) between tile control
element and seat. The seating force is the spring load less

5.5.7 -1 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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i ; /

any opposing tank pressure force. At zero tank pressure,
,9- the seating prassure is a maximum. As tank pressure

,,-, increases to the cracking pressure, the seat prtasure dimin-
>. ishes. When the seat pressure decreases below the minimum

.X required to seal, leakage starts. This concept is illustrated
>..in Figure 5.5.7.1. The difference between the cracking

pressure, p,., and the pressure where leakage starts, p,', is
called the dribble range. Parameter p,.' is the inlet pressure
which causes the seat pressure to decrease to the minimum

Q I value to seal. (See also Figure 6.2.3.11u.)

To prevent leakage at pressures near relief, the seat area
must be minimized to maintain an adequate seating pres-
sure as the seating force is reduced. The minimum seat area
is limited by the seat stress (bearing stress) at zero tank
pressure that can be tolerated by the seat material. The
seat area may be varied from essentially circumferential

point contact, as with a control element seating against a

PRESSURE AT DRIBBLE

-. NO. 1 NO.3
ZM

M U

AMXMMSEAT LOADSRANGES

~F NO.3

NONO.

CRACKING PRESSURE
Ffigure 5.5.7.1. Effect of Seat Area on "Dribble Range"NON

S~sharp-edged orifice, to a finite interfacial area, resulting

from a conical control element seating against a matched
conical seat. For the same initial seat load, as the seat area

S~increases, leakage will occur at lower tank pressures.

5.5.7.2 OPENING CHARACTERISTICS. When the tank
pressure force increases to a value equal to the reference

i load, the control element is in equilibrium and the force
balance can be represented by the equation

F =pA,Ao (Eq 5.5.7.2a)

where F =-- spring force

Figure 5.5.6f. Piston Control Element p, = tank pressure

A0 = orifice area of seat

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968 5.5.7 -2
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CONVENTIONAL DESIGN RELIEF VALVES
CHATTERING

When the pressure force exceeds the spring force, the valve
will open. As flow starts through the valve, a pressure drop
is established across the seat width and increases the ef-
fective pressure force acting on the 'control element, The
force balance equation then becomes (Reference 61-3) me t

F F

F = pA,, + p,,,(A, - Ao) (Eq 5.5.7.2b) NOPM Pm A

where F spring force - /
p, tank pressure

p., mean effective pressure A"/
A. orifice area of seat to, A. 0

A, k poppet area, based on the seat outside diam- Ao A0
eter PI

Depending upon closure configuration, advantage may be (,) (b)
made of the additional force.to increase poppet lift. Con-
trasting designs are shown in Figure 5.5.7.2a and b. In (a)
the seat area is small and the control element lifts a dis- Figure 5.5.7.2a,b. Seat Configurations: (a) Sharp-Edged

Orifice (b) Conical Seating Surfacetance nearly proportional to the amount of overpressu-e. Oiie()oia etn ufc
(From "Missile Design &rid Development," June 1960, vol. (, no. 6,

In (b) the value of (A-A,) is large, and the additional S. Kowalski, Copyright Missiles and Space, Manhasset, New York)
force increases the poppet lift. For safety valves, the area
difference is made large enough to open the valve quickly
to its maximum flow. As the valve opens, ar additional
force is impressed against the control element, attributed
to fluid frictional drag. Frictional drag is a function *of (FIGURE 5.5.7.2a) (FIGURE 5.5.7.2b)
Reynolds number and varies for different control element
configurations. The additional force increases control ele-
ment lift. A comparison of regulatioa curves for opening
of the valve designs in Figures 5.5.7.2a, b is illustrated in
Figure 5.5.7.2c. 0

As the valve opens further due to frictional forces imposed
by the fluid, the pressure drop across the seat decýreases
momentarily, decreasing the pressure force opening the
valve. The spring force having increased at valve opening
tends to close the valve. The pressure drop across the seat PC Pf PC PF
is increased and the additional pressure force reopens the PRE SSURE
valve and the cycle repeats. This cyclic action of the control
element is called chattering, and can be described as the
hammering of the poppet against the seat at high fre- Figure 5.5.7.2c. Relief Valve Opening Characteristics

quency. Adverse effects of chattering are pitting, wear, and
abrasion.

Chattering may be reduced by:
5.5.7.3 RESEATING CHARACTERISTICS. As tank pres-

a) Diminishing the control element seat area difference, sure decays, the opening force (force opposing the reference
A-Ao.. load) decreases and the relief valve starts to close. Ideally,

b) Adding a dashpot effect in the spring cavity. This if the opening stroke were proportional to the overpressure,
methol is used extensively for relief valves in hydraulic the control element stroke during the reseat phase will be
s-,stems. An example is shown in Figu~e 5.5.7.2d. proportional to the pressure decrease. However, frictional

c) Using a pilot valve to initiate relief of the main valve, effects will create hysteresis, causing reseat pressures to
See Sub-Topic 5.5.9 for a discussion of piloted relief be lower than the true cracking pressure. The magnitude
valves. of frictional effects can only be judged for each individual

d) Using loading springs with negative spring rates to design. For closing the quick-opening relief valve, the tank
get snap action opening (See Detailed Topic 6.5.3.7, pressure must decay below that required for proportional
Belleville Springs.") closing in order to nullify the increased opening force. This

5.5.7 -3 ISSUEO: FEBRUARY 1970
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RELIEF VALVES INVERTED DESIGN

(REFER 10 FIG 5 (REFER TO FIG S.5-7b)

a /

0 - I

DAMPING ORIFICE r Pe Pr Pc Pf

RESLAT

•1/1 5.5.7.3. Relief Vabte Reseating Characteristics
pressure. The seat and its accompanying control element

move together, compressing the seat spring. As the inlet
pressure rises, the ball is forced against the seat, increasing
the seating pressure until the ball strikes the stop rod. Inlet
pressure acting upon the annular area between the piston
outside diameter and the seat outside diameter (A2 - A)
moves the seat away from the now stationary ball, Zausing
the seating pressure to decrease rapidly until the valve
opens. Valve operation from contact with the stop rod is
similar to that of the convertional type relief valve. Seating
pressure versus inlet pressure for an inverted relief valve
is shown in Figure 5.5.8.1b.

As in conventional relief valves, the inverted type requires
a positive seat load to prevent leakage. Below the minimum

iS 'EAT

Figure 5.5.7.2d. Relief Valve with Damping Orifice and
Cavity

(From "Machine Design," April 1948, vol. 20, no. 4, L. S. Linderoth,

Jr., Copyright 1948, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

pressure offset plus frictional effects creates a broader
hysteresis curve than with relief valve with proportional
opening. A comparison of typical hysteresis curves are
shown in Figure 5.5.7.3.

5.5.8 Inverted Relief Valve* " NOTA = PISTON AREA

A2 PITNAA

5.5.8.1 DESCRkPTION OF OPERATION. This valve in- A] = O.D. SEATING AREA
verts the control element and seat of the conventional relief A0 = ORIFICE AREA
valve such that the seat is spring-loaded closed against the
control element (Figure 5.5.8.1a.) Sometimes both the con-
trol element and seat of the inverted valve are loaded by
springs, but the seat-loading spring establishes the refer- Figure 5.5.8.1a. Inverted Relief Valve
ence force which reacts against the increase in internal (From "Missile Design and Development," June 1960, vol. 6, no. 6,

S. Kowalski, Copyright Missiles and Space, Manhasset, New York)

*Adapted from Reference 51-3
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INVERTED DESIGN RELIEF VALVES
PILOT-OPERATED

The additional force term in Equation (5.5.7.2b) is small,
rendering the invorted reliet-valve virtually chatter free.
Until the ball reaches the stop rod, the meat piston breathes
as an accumulator, smoothing out minor pressure fluctua-
tions.Z

CONVENTIONAL RELIEF VALVE
,HAVING ZINO AIUTMENT RATIO

j K5.5.9 Pilot-Operated Relief

SNT RAIO 5.5.9.1 DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION. As the capacity
requirements for direct-acting relief valves become large,

0 the inherent problems of dribble and hysteresis become
intolerable. As a result a small, direct-acting relief valve

MINIMUM -_A SEA-.NG . (hereafter called a pilot) in used to control a larger valve

SPclosure. The closure for th6 main valve is commonly a
0z conical plug, although for hydraulic systems a spool is

Pl o P. P' p, ,sometimes used. The closure for the pilot may be any of

FLUID PRESSURt C those discussed in Sub-Topic 5.5.7.

ORISILE RANGES A pilot-operated relief valve is illustrated in Figure 5.5.9.1.
The main valving element is ported, allowing fluid from

Nigure 5.5.6.1b. Operation of Inverted Relief Valve and the upstream tank to pass to the spring cavity. The main
Effect of Abutment Ratio closure is maintained in the closed position by slight bias

(Adopted from "Missile Design and Development," June 1960, vol. 6, from a low rate spring. When upstream pressure increasesno. 6, S. Kowalski, Copyright Missiles and Space, Manhasset, New
York) to relief pressure, the pilot opens and vents fluid from the

main cavity. Fluid is expelled faster from the spring cavitylevel required for sealing, the valve starts to letk.
than it can be replaced. Relief of pressure in the main valve

With the inverted relief valve, the actual value of cracking spring cavity causes a force unbalance, causing upstream
pressure is much closer to the ideal cracking pressure than pressure to open the valve. Relief then occurs in two stages:
with the conventional valve., When the ball contacts the 1) relief of the pressure behind the main valve cavity

pre~~~~~~~sure ~~~ ~ ~ 1 idretypootoatotertoothanur rrelief of the tn pressure tehroug the main valve.cvtstop rod, the ratio of the inlet pressure to the cracking through the pilotpressure is directly proportional to the ratio of the annular

area to the full piston area. Thus 2) relief of the tank pressure through the main valve.

For slight overpressure, relief in a piloted relief valve can
p& - A. - A, (q ) sometimes be accomplished by the pilot action alone.
Pc As

PISTON PILOT VALVE
where p, = inlet pressure at contact

pe = cracking pressure
As = piston area
A, = seat outside diameter

The ratio - A' is called the abutment ratio. For mini-
As

mum dribble range this ratio should be as large as possible.
Typical design values may be as high as 85 to 35 perceit.
The effect of abutment ratio on dribble range is shown in VENT
Figure 5.5.8.1b. P,' indicatesthe inlet pressure above wlaich
leakage exists, due to the fact that the seating pressure Figure 5.5.9.1. Piloted Relief Valve

has dropped to the minimum required for sealing. (From "Machine Design," March 29, 1962, Vol. 34, no. 8, A. M. Bower,
Copyright 1962. Penton Publishing Company, Cleteland, Ohio)

5.5.8.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Since the
seating surface, A, - A., is exceedingly small in comparison
with the seat-piston annular diameter, A, -A,, the addi- 5.5.9.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. With the
tional pressure force tending to open the valve is negligible, exception of response time, the pilot-operated relief valve
Consequently, the valve will not open more than necessary possesses the same characteristics of sealing, opening, aid
to pass a required flow, and will reseat close to the cracking reseat as the pilot if it were used in a single-stage valve.
pressure. Dribble will occur through the pilot, but inlet pressure may

5.5.9 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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RELIEF VALVES BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR
SAFETY DISC

Tame 5.5.10.1. Rel Valve Comparisons

PROPR O HIGHA

T'ONAL "POp" NARROW RELATIVE SEALING HIGH LOW VIBRATION TEMPEUATUka LONGOPENING ACTION DEADBAND SIMPLICITY FORCE CAPACITY LEAKAGE INSENSITIVITY INSENIIIVITY LIFE

Conventional 3 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 3(8)
Inverted 2 2 (b) 2 2 2 3 2(d' 1 30) 2
Piloted 1 24b) 1 8 1 1 Ito 1 2 1
Sle Bet alternative

(2) and (3) Leo dnirable alternatives
(a) It chattering occurs
(h) Normally not used
(c) DynamL seah used
(d) Chance of leakage Creat becaut -of tw( leakage paths

actually hold the main valving element tighter against its ulator differs from its counterpart by the fact that it does
seat. If pilot opening and reseat are proportional to the not require a step-down regulator to reduce upstream pres-
upstream overpressure, the main valve will open and close sure for loading. Upistream pressure is bled directly from
in a similar manr.er. If the pilot opens to full flow, the main the main line or tank to the loading dome of the regulator
valve will do likewise. and to the diaphragm of a control pilot. The control pilot is

a spring-loaded relief valve with a sensing element (usually
The main disadvantage of a pilot relief valve is its longer a sprng-loaded r f e wiherensing e nt (slly

a diaphragm) added. The reference spring in the pilot is
response time, attributed to the two-stage relief function. set to the upstream pressure requirements. When upstream
For this reason, pilot-operated relief valves are not adequate pressure increases above its desired value, the contro pilot
for protecting against rapid pressure increases, surges, or opens in proportion to the overpressure and l ents the load-

Ii shock. ing dome to atmosphere. Upstream pre,-ire against the
main valve closure opens the regulator aiti relieves up-

5.5.10 Performance Characteristics stream pressure. As upstream pressure decieawes, the pilot
tends to close, decreasing flow from the dome c vity. The5.5.10.1 TABLE OF COMPARISONS. Table 5.5,10.1 corn- dome pressure increases and starts to close the main closure

pares the characteristics of conventional, inverted, and against the upstream pressure.
piloted relief valves.

A special type of back-pressure regulator is a combination

5.5.11 Back-Pressure Regulator of pressure switch and vent valve. It is perhaps more aptly
called a non-rrodulating back-pressure regulator.

The back-pressure regulator is a pressure-reducing regu-
lator used in a relief capacity. As a re:.ef valve, it prevents The combination of pressure switch and shutoff valve, used
the overpressurization of the system by 'discharging up- as a pressure-reducing regulator, is discussed in Detailed
stream fluid to atmosphere or a low pressure reservoir. As Topic 5.4.7.1. The same principles and concepts apply to its
a regulator,,it maintains upstream pressure at a constant use as a back-pressure regulator. The only difference be-
value, limited only by its deadfand. tween the two is that as a back-pressure regulator the pres-

sure switch senses the upstream pressure rather than
In contrast to a relief valve, the back-pressure regulator downstream regulated pressure. At a pre-determined up-
is set to maintain upstream pressure at its desired operat- stream pressure (either normal operating pressure or a
ing pressure, whereas a relief valve is set to open at some desired percentage above operating pressure), the pressure
pressure above the operating pressure. In contrast to a switch closes an electrical circuit which actuates a solenoid
pressure-reducing regulator, the back-pressure regulator and opens the vent valve.
opens with an increase in upstream pressure, where a
pressure-reducing regulator closes with an increase in This valve produces zero leakage capability, can be light-
downstream pressure. weight in relation to the vent port size, and remains accurate

under extreme environments. However, an electrical power
The regulator consists of a sensing element, an actuator, source arnd a long life cycle performance are required.
and a reference load. Each element is defined and discussed
in Sub-Section 5.4, "Pressure Regulators". Spring loading 5.5.12 Safety Disc
and variable pressure loading are used primarily. The
spring-loaded back-pressure regulator functions in a sim- The simplest type of relief device is the safety disc, some-
ilar manner to its pressure-reducing regulator counterpart, times called a rupture or frangible disc or burst disc. This
explained in Detailed Topic 5.4.6.2. The one exception is is a thin metallic sheet designed to burst when pressure
that upstream pressure rather than downstream pressure exceeds a pre-set value. A safety disc is a "one shot" device
is sensed. The variable pressure-loaded, back-pressure reg- which vents down the tank or system to atmospheric pres-

5.5.10 -1
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RELIEF OVERRIDES RELIEF VALVES

sure. Safety discs can be classified into shear bursters and 2) otect,,,r of the disc from reversals or damage due to
flower bursters. In the shear burster, the disc is flat and vacuums being pulled upstream. Vacuum supports are
fails in shear as it deflects against a sharp-edged holder, commonly used.
This type is used with pressures greater than 1000 psg. 3) Provision against the reaction of the jet by using a Tee
For lower pressures, the flower burster is commonly used. 3) ardisihage porte

The disc is contoured and tears from the center to the holder, as a discharge port.

creating a flower configuration. 5.5.13 Relief with Overrides
Safety discs are commonly used in parallel with a relief
valve, and are usually set for a burst pressure higher than For many rocket sybtem applications it is desirable to have
the relief valve's full flow pressure. The safety disc acts a valve which will perform the relief function during one
as the last resort to prevent a hazardous pressure increase, phase, but which can be either locked out of the system as
should"the relief valve fail to open. Occasionally, shear a closed shutoff valve, or opened remotely to vent pressure
discs are used in series with the relief valve to prevent regardless of pressure inten.ity during another phase. A
corrosion or leakage through the relief valve. In a series typical example of a valve that will perform in this manner
arrangemesit, the burst pressure setting of the disc must is the boiloff valve shown in Figure 5.5.13a. During tank.
be substantially lower than that of the relief valve, An ing, topping, and :nuntdown of a cryogenic rocket sy'tem,
additional consideration il economy, for with an added the valve is in the relief mode and maintains a positive tank
relief valve the entire load of the tank is not lost. pressure. At launch the valve is locked tight,

The desirable qualities of safety discs are accuracy and The basic valve is a piloted relief valve. The pilot valve
repeatability of burst pressure. Each quality is affected by poppet and loading spring are enclosed by a bellows which
the material and the conditions of the disc holder. is ported to one log of a three-way solenoid valve. The

solenoid valve, on command, directs upstream gas to either
Selection of material is based on the following conditions- the pilot valve bellows or to the atmosphere (vent). The
1) High ratio of yield point to ultimate strength sequence of operation is as foilows:

2) Homogeneity The valve is shown in the shutoff mode in Figure 5.5.13a.
3) Corrosion resistance. Upstream pressure is bled through the solenoid valve to the

pilot valve. Pressure is equalized across the pilot valve
The ratio of yield point to ultimate strength determines poppet. For the relief mode, the reli-f solenoid is energized,
the ratio of system operating pressure to code working closing the pressure line and venting the cavity behind the
pressure. System operating pressure must be equivalent to 'ilot poppet. A Belleville disc designed to snap through
the disc strength at the yield point, and the code working holds the solenoid va. in tho relief mode, When tank pres-
pressure must be at least equivalent to the disc material's
ultimate strength. The best materials permit an operating- I1I NDIC.ATI'NG i

to-working pressure ratio of 0.5 to 0.65. Such materials SY;iTCH PILOT VALVE

include aluminum, copper, iron, nickel, silver, gold, and LOCK 'RESSUREA

platinum (Reference 160-79). RELIEF BF.LEVILLE DISC:,OLENOID

Material homogeneity is necessary to insure that physical
characteristics are constant over the diaphragm in order to
obtait, reproducible burst pressures. Corrosion weakens the VENT

rupture disc, causing burst below the desired pressure. To
provent corrosion, metallic discs are either coated v •h a /
corrosion-resistant material such as an elastomer, or pro- CLOSING

tection discs of some low Atrength material are used under VALVEPRE SSURE

the main disc. Such protective discs are usually made of LINE
zinc, lead, or tin, and are never used as the main discs.

The disc is usually held between companion flanges. In the
shear burster, the inside edges of the flange must be knife-
edged and are resharpened after burst of the disc. In the
flower burster discs, the edges of the flange in contact with
the disc must be smooth and beveled. Any sharp edge or
nick will produce tear bursts at pressures much less than MISTON

PISTON

those desired.

When installed in a system, the following precavtions should FLOW BIAS SPRING
be taken to insure safety and propel burst settings:

1) Protection of the disc from mechanical damage or disc Figure 5.5.13a. Boiloff Valve
reversal, which could arise from windblown debris or (Courtesy of Calmec Manufacturing Corporation, Los Angeles, California)

probing by personnel.
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RELIEF VALVES RELIEF OVERRIDES

sure overcomes the pilot valve spring load, the pilot opens 'ANT OPENING
and upstream pressure enters under the main piston. The SOLEI

piston area is larger than the main poppet area and the PRESSURE
force against the piston is sufficient to overcome the pres- VEN P R

sure force against the poppet and the load of the bias
spring. To return to the shutoff mode, the closing solenoid
is actuated, allowing tank pressure to close the pilot relief ANT OPENING PISTON

valve. Pressure under the main piston is relieved through
the clearance around the piston and out to the atmosphere
through the poppet stem. Internal pressure and the bias MAIN
spring close the main poppet,

MAIN POPPE PISTON--..
A typical example of a valve thr . performs a relief function
which can be overridden to the vent phase is the vent and
relief valve. A vent and relief valve is a combination of
vent and relief functions in one valve body. The valve's FL)WY MAIN POPPET
ports and closure are made common to both ftrnctions; but SPFT
each function retains its independent identity through sep- Figure 5.5.13b. Vent and Relief Valve
arate and distinct methods of actuation. (Courtesy of Ca/mec Manufactur;np Corporation, Los Angeles, California)

A variety of vent and relief valves can be made up from
the different types of vent valves and relief valves. Two PORT A(TANK _• EVACUATED ILLOW$

valve designs are shown here to illustrate the combination PRENKVA LO
of functions. The first valve configuration, shown in Figure
5.5.13b, adds a pilot relief valve to a pneumatically actuated
vent valve. In the relief mode, as upstream pressure in-
creases to the relief pressure, the pilot relief valve opens Pool I
permitting gas to enter under the poppet piston. Since the CAVTY /CLOSING SPING

area under the poppet piston is greater than the poppet
area, the force difference opens the main valve. When the 000pressure decreases and the pilot relief closes, pressure under
the poppet piston is metered to the downstream line pastINECATY"" OLT
the piston and through the main poppet. Upstream pressure C-T U. S,;
plus a small bias spring closes the main poppet. To vent the VENTI
system at pressure below relief pressure, the solenoid is PRESSURE CI .A "
actuated permitting gas at hig'1 pressure to enter under
the valve opening piston. This in turn pulls the main poppet
open against upstream pressure. Deactivation of the sole- L v
noid closes off the high pressure source and vents the
chamber under the piston. Upstream pressure against the CLOSED POSITION
main poppet closes the valve. _K O POSITIO

SWITCH

A second valve configuration is shown in Figur- 5.5.13c. EMER YVINIW
CLOSING VENT PNEUMATIC VE NORTM1LY OPEN

The main valve is a spring and pressure-loaded poppet. NOMLLV PRESSURE SOLENOIDA
The loading pressure is controlled by a two-stage pilot SLOIo

which references tank pressure against an evacuated bel-
lows. Gas at tank pressure is applied to the bellows through Figure 5.5.13c. Vent and Relief Valve
Port A. As pressure increases to cracking pressure, the (Courtes, of RoCKetdyne, Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
bellows is compressed and vents the pilot's second stage C r California)
loading pressure to ambient (Cavity A) through Port B. is used. Actuation of solenoid valve B permits pressure
The pilot's second stage opens and vents Cavity B behind from an outside source to eater Cavity E, opposing the
the main poppet. The inlet pv'essure in Cavity C causes the pressure in Cavity D. The valve closes due to the pressure
main valve to stroke. As tank pressure decreases, the bel- in Cavity E and the spring force.
lows expands, the pilot vent port is closed, and gas at tank
pressure fills Cavity B, closing ttie main valve. REFERENCES
For venting operation, pneumatic pressure from an outside 1-37 51-3
source is applied to Cavity D, forcing the main valve open 1-194 160-71
against the pressure in Cavity B and the spring force. To 6-129 160-79
close the valve, actuating pressure is vented by energizing 10-3 V-127
solenoid A. For safety conditions a second solenoid valve V-267
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OPERATION SERVO VALVES

5.6 SERVO VALVES In the presure controlled servo valve, the pressure differ-

5.6.1 INTRODUCTION ence across the load is proportional to the input signal.

The purpose of this section is to discuss servo valves in
5.4.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF A SERVO VALVE terms of function, general performance characteristics, and

5.6.3 SERVO VALVE FUNCTION various design types.

5.6.4 SERVO VALVE TERMINOLOGY AND 5.6.2 General Description of a Servo Valve
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

A typical two-stage servo val' e is illustrated in Figure
5.6.5 SERVO VALVE TYPES 5.6.2. An electrical input signal is translated into mechani-

5.6.5.1 Single-Stage cal motion by means of an elet.tromagnetie device (torque
5.6.5.2 Two-Stage motor). The torque motor produces movement of the flap-
5.6.5.3 Hydraulic per, proportional in magnitude and direction to the input
5.6.5.4 Pneumatic signal. The flapper is located between two opposing nozzles
5 63.5 Flow Control so that movement in either direction will restrict fluid flow
5.6.5.6 Pressure Control through one or the other of the nozzles. With no applied

signal, the flapper is centrally located between the two
5.6.6 SERVO VALVE INPUTS nozzles (null position), but a signal which moves it toward

5.6.6.1 Electrical either nozzle results in a pressure unbalance across the
Torque Motor spool. The torque motor-nozzle-flapper configuration is us-
Electromagnetic ually referred to as the first stage, or the pilot stage, of a

5.6.6.2 Fluid Pressure servo valve. All servo valve designs utilize some technique
5.6.6.3 Mechanical for positioning the output spoel proportional to the input

(or first stage output). This is accomplished either by
5.6.7 SERVO VALVE STAGES spool position feedback or spring-loading of the spool,

5.6.7.1 Pilot Stage which produces a movement of the spool proportional to
Servo Valve Pilot Stage Comparison Chart the pressure unbalance created by the first stage. In the
Single Orifice with Flapper servo valve illustrated in Figure 5.6.2, the spool Is centered
Double Orifice with Flapper by helical coil springs on each side. These serve to positionShear Orifices it in proportion to the pressure differential across the spool,

Jet Pipe provided by the first stage flapper position. This, in turn,
5.6.7.2 Power Stage is determined by the input signal to the torque motor. The

Four-Way Spool flapper nozzle arrangement is essentially a hydraulic bridge,
Three-Way Spool and is used in an analogous manner to an electrical bridge.
Spool Lands The direction and magnitude of the spool movement, which
Flow Forces is proportional to the magnitude and direction of the input

signal, controls the amount and direction of flow to the5.6.8 LOAD SPRING AND SPOOL POSITION actuator through the cylinder pressure ports. A signalFEEDBACK which would shift the flapper to the right would resk'rict
5.6.8.1 Spring Centered Spool the flow from the right hand nozzle, thereby increasing the
5.6.8.2 Mechanical Feedback pressure upstream of +he right nozzle circuit while decreas-
5.6.8.3 Pressure Feedback ing the pressure upstream of the left nozale circuit. This
5.6.8.4 Nulling Devices pressure unbalance would cause the spool to shift to the left

until the net pressure force upon it was counterbalanced
by the net spring force. The shifting of the spool to the left

5.6.10 ACCELERATION-SWITCHING SERVO VALVE would provide a flow path from the pressure port out
through cylinder port Ct, while the returning fluid through
cylinder port C, would flow through the return line to the
reservoir. In an actual servo valve, the two return ports

5.6.1 Introduction and the first stage drain port would be manifolded together
internal to the valve. As shown in the figure, iitegral filters

A servo valve is a valve normally used in a servomechanism, are employed to r'emove small particles of contamination
having a predittable relationship between hydraulic or which can build it! snm plug orifices and nozzles. Although
pneumatic output (flow, pressure) and an electrical, fluid n•t indicated in Figure 5.6.2, integral filters are commonly
pressure or mechanical input. Servo valves are erro, actu- used to protect the spool from contaminants.
ated, and provide power amplification and proportional
control of the working fluid. A servo valve output may be Servo valves for aircraft and rocket system applications
either flow or pressure controlled. In a flow control servo are generally small in size, typically 3" x 2%" x 2m, light
"-alv. the flow (with constant pressure drop across the in weight (% to 1 pound) and having low power require-
servo valve) is proportional to the input signal. Whereas ments (approximately 0.1 watt).
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SERVO VALVES TERMINOLOGY
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
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5.6.4 Servo Valve Terminology and Performance
Figure 5.6.2. Typical Two-Stage Samo Valve Characteristics

The following is a generally accepted list of terms, defini-
tions, performance characteristics, and design criteria for

5.6.3 Servo Valve Function servo valves. The material has been adapted from Refer-

The .unction of a servo valve can best be described by ences V.167 and V-273. The given values, which are typical
showing a typical servo valve application in a servo posi- of servo valves presently available, are presented for illus-
tioning lo0). Figure 5.6,3 shows a typical servo loop with trative purposes only.
the servo valve acting as a flow control device, allowing 5.6.4.1 CENTERING. Centering is the act of adjusting
hydraulic fluid to enter either side of the actuator piston the % alve so that the hydraulic null corresponds to the elec-
while relieving the opposite side. In operation, an input trical null (zero floe" for zero input signal with hysteresis
command is algebraically added to the position feedback to removed).
produce what is called the error sigioal. The error signal,
therefore, represents the difference between the desired actu- 5.6.4.2 COIL IMPEDANCE. Coil impedance is the vector

ator position and the actual actuator position at any given ratio of the AC voltage across the valve coil to the AC

instant in time. This error signal has a polarity with respect .'urrent through the coil. Coil imp •dance will vary with
to the position of the load. The servo valve delivers fluid frequency, hut can be approximated by the DC coil resist-

flow at a flow rate proportional to the error signal, with a ance and the apparent coil inductarce measured at a signai

polarity such that the actuator ' moves the load in a direction frequency (usually below 100 eps). If the valve coils are
towards the commanded position' tending to reduce the erior connected in a push-pull circuit, mutual inductance will
to zero. The error signal, which is in volts, is then fed cause the plate-to-plate inductance to be approximately

througn an amplifier which produces an output of AI milli- three times the inductance per coil.
amperes proportional to the error signal. The AlI milli- 5.6.4.3 CURRENT-RATEI. Rated current is the specifed
umpere current has a polarity with respect to the servo input curtent of either polarity required to produce rated
valve such that the servo valve will cause fluid to flow into
the actuator, moving the actuator piston toward the position -flow. It does not include null bias current (Detailed Topic

commanded by the input. The load position is fed back to 5.6.4,17). As coils may be operated with differential, series,
the error summing point. Aa the actuator moves in a direc- or parallel coil connections (Figure 5.6.4.3), the rated cur-

rent must be specified for the particular coil connection
tion which will redice the t.rror signal to the amplifier, the utilized. With series coil connection, full vat,.e output will
net result will be a coitinually smaller -11 signal to the

.sero vlve cauingthc oupuftof he ervovale t be be achieved with one-half the current for differenitial or
parallel connection. Typically, servo valve input currents

reduced to zero. At zero 4nput sirnal, the servo valve re-
turns to its null position, thereby reducing the load flow can range from 5 to 50 ma.
to zero and causing the load to stop at the position com- 5.6.4.4 CURRENT-QUIESCENT. The quiescent current
manded by the input, is a DC current flowing through differentially connected

5.6.3 -1
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Load Flow. Load flow is the flow developed under a given
_ _ _ _ _ _load at rated cuirent. The flow developed for any load pres-

DIFeRENTIAL sure with full rated current can be calculated by the follow-
ing:

- ~ ing:(Rq 5.6.4.9)
Q1 Q PA -- Pi -

4 -WIRE 3 -WIRE where Q = Rated flow, gpm

= Load flow, gpm

SERIES PARALLEL p. Effective supply pressure, psi, (supply
pressure minus return pressure) "

m p,- Load pressure, psi

L _ /5.6.4.10 FOUR-WAY VALVE. A four-way valve is a valve
11which has a supply, return, and two cylinder ports. When

- WIRE 2 - WIRE the main spool is activated, it simultaneously opens one
cylinder port to supply and the second cylinder port to
return. Likewise, reverse action is obtained if the main

Figure 5.6.4.3. Various Servo Valve Coil Conn,,etions spool is moved in the opposite direction.

5.6.4.11 FREQUENCY RESPONSE. The sinusoidal fre-
valve coils as a result of a torque motor design requirement quency response of a valve defines the dynamic character-
or an amplifier requirement. The current, which is usually istics as a function of frequency. It is usually expressed
one-half maximum current, has opposite polarity in each graphiciflly oa a plot of amplitude ratio in decibels, and
coil such that no electrical control power exists. The con- phase angle in degrees versus frequency (Figure 5.6.4.11).
trol currents vary up and down from this quiescent Value.

5.6.4.5 DEADBAND (DEADZONE) OR THRESHOLD +6 - 1 - -260

AT NULL. Deadband is the value of differential current +4 20o

required to reverse the differential load pr.ssures when
the load parts are blocked with pressure gages. It is usually + - 220

expressed as a maxim-nre current value, depending upon 0 " . - 200
the application, and is a function of the overlap or underlap _--'__ " 2
condition of the main spool. (For a discussion of overlap - PLItUe RATIO: ISO

reutI -2 SSE 44, E"- 16o_-
and underlap -ee Detailed Topic 5.6.7.2, "Spool Lands.") SCALE

5.6.4.6 Din tiER. Dither is a low amplitude, high frequency Z -6 -.... _ ______ " 140•

signal superimposed upon the input control signal in order ITOLERANCES

to minimize the effect of stiction or hysteresis, deadband, 4 7- I20:

and threshold. (When used it is normally 60 to 400 cycle 10 - PEAK TO PEAK SIGNA'_ INPUT 100
currevtitwith the lowest amplitude that gives satisfactory OIL TELPRATECURE - .

rsls)-12 -- Be EPRTRE10FI

SYSTEM PRESSURE 3000 PSI 90

5.6.4.7 ELECTROHYDRAULIC FLOW CONTROL -1 ___= I - - 60

VALVE. This is a servo valve that produces hydraulic flow -16 - - I - 40oututto____ PHASE ANGLI 2/
output nroportional to input current. -18 \PH SCALE
5.6.4.8 ELECTROPNEUMATIC FLOW CONTROL -20 SCALE 0

VALVE. This is a servo valve thot produccs pneumatic flow 5 7 |0 20 30 40 50 70 100 200 300 400 500

output proportional to input t .it. FRFQUENCYCPS

5.6.4.9 FLOW. Rated flow and load flow are defined as fol-
lows: Figure 5.6.4.11. Typical Servi) Valve Frequency Responseand Toleranci

Rated Flow (No Load). Rated flow is the contrbl flow de- (Courtesy of Moog Servocontrols, Inc., East Aurora, New York)

veloped by taking the full supply pressure drop across the
valve metering orifices (no load) with rated current at a Amplitude Ratio. The output amplitude is the average out-

specified inlet fluid temperature (normally 100 ± 5°F). put flow rate at zero-load pressure drop, measured with a

(Rated flow at other supply pressures will be proportional sinusoidally varying input current over a range of fre-

to the square root of the pi-essure drop.) quencies with the peak current some fixed percentage of
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rated current. It is measured with a constant rms input 5.6.4.13 GAIN - PRESSURE. Pressure gain is the average
signal. slope of a plot through null of the cylinder port differential

The amplitude ratio is expressed in decibels from the fol- pressure at zero-load flow expressed in psi/ma (Figure5.6.4.13). Pressure gain is an indication of the response and
lowing iormula: stability characteristics of a servo valve.

(Eq 5.6.4.11)

Output amplitude at frequency f fl f - -- 7 SLOPE-PSI/MAd 200 lo, o

Output amplitude at base frequency
2 700

The base, or reference frequency, is usually 5 cps. -S-ý 200 '[
Phase Lag. Phase la is the time differential in degrees - F-- ,--2 00

(for a given frequency) between the binusoidal flow output ------- o -- I
and the sinusoidal current input. |0 I - -
5.6.4.12 GAIN - FLOW. Flow gain is the change in output . .1200

flow per unit current input, gpm/ma. (Incremental flow 9 P P -

0 SUPPLY PRESSURE 3000 PSIgain will vary with the magnitude of the signal input and 600- 0 -4 - C FL PRESSURE 0HPSI -
other variables). Tolerances are usually specified by an
envelope on a plot of load flow versus input current. Figure 0.

5.6.4.12 shows normal flow tolerances. Flow gain at null
is determined by the relationship of the spool and sleeve S - DIFF-

metering edges and may vary somewhat from valve to
valve. With standard production tolerances, flow gain in
the region of ± 5 percent rated current input from null may TYPICAL CURVE
range from -50 percent to +200 percent of the normal 10,050 PS/MA 1200 Hi
flow gain. + --_ -

"RATED FLOW PRESSURE GAIN

bZ j , A- 2700- 4
-- ,o. / I J/Io- A

- .AT80U EN -....

I~20 J~ANI*- 3000----

-00 -0 -60 -4 " - 0-- . 0 0

i t rsFigure 5.6.4.13. Typical Plot of Pressure Versus Input

- p20 -o 50knmAIN Current Illustrating Pressure Gain-100-80-60 ...1 RATED CURRENTMiian
-10 -0 -0 -40 -2 2 40 +60 +80 +100

S I INPUT SIGNAL - PERCENT

STATIC it can be expressed as a percentage of rated current or

20H.6414HSTERS.VlvEyseeisiSmaurda

/ LOOP " percentage of full differential current. A typical value is
SAI 30- can , 5 percent of rated current.

ENVELOPE FOR
RATED FLOW

ZZ _ HYSTERESIS LOOP 0- - - -

IAIN-NOMINAL FLOW 5.6.4.15 LINEARITY - FLOW. Flow linearity is the con-
LI NEARITY-FLOW1  sistency of valve flow gain 'throughout the full range of

current input with other operational variables held con-

Figure 5.6.4.12. Typical No-Load Flow Curve Illustrating Flow stant. It is usually measured graphically by fitting into a
Gain, Hysteresis Loop and Flow Tolerance specified envelope on a plot of valve flow versus current

(Courtesy of Vickers, inc., Division of Sperry Rand Corporaticn, Detroit, input. It can be expressed in percentage, as the maximum
Mvichigan) deviation of flow from a straight line established by con-

necting the two 90 percent flow points. The percent devia-
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tion is expressed as a ratic of the maximum deviation of normally held between one-third and two-thirds of system
the actual flow curve from this straight line to the sum of pressure, but can be specified otherwise.
the flow values at rated current. * 5.6.4.21 NULL LEAKAGE. Null leakage is the sum of first

- (Eq 5.6&4.15) stage and second stage internal leakages, measured at null
Percent Deviation _ _ position with zero load flow. Normal first stage flows are

less than 0.35 in'/sec. Increased first stage flow permits
Q% + Q. higher frequency response. Second stage null leakage flow

5.6.4.16 LOAD FLOW - PRESSURE CHARACTERIS- is related to the maximum valve flow rates at system pres-
sure and is normally maintp',aed less than 3 percent of this

TICS. Load flow - pressure characteristics closely approx- flow. (See Detailed Topic 5.6.4.24, "Quiescent Flow").
imate the theoretical square root orifice relationship. Typical
load flow versus pressure drop curves from various spool 5.6.4.22 NULL SHIFT. Null shift is the change in current
positions are illustrated in Figure 5.6.4.16. required to return the main spool to hydraulic null. It is

normally a function of the following:
so0 a) Temperature -measured in ma per 100*F change in

temperature.
160- b) Supply Pressure -measured in ma between 50 percent

+ rated supply pressure and full supply pressure.
140 - c) Return Pressure - measured in ma between 0 and max-100% RATED CURRENT_*- I I.. - - - -imum return pressure anticipated.
120 5.6.4.23 POWER INPUT. Power input is the electrical

_power dissipated within the valve coils.

- - - -5.6.4.24 QUIESCENT FLOW (LEAKAGE FLOW). Qui-
0 -o- -escent flow is the internal valve flow or leakage from

o 'supply-to-return with zero load flow. Quiescent flow (Fig-
o 50% RATED CURRENT__ ure 5.6.4.24) will vary with input current (spool position)"60 ,and is a maximum at valve null (null leakage).

,0

20 ,- -

VALVE PRESSURE DROP PSI

Figure 5.6.4.16. Typical Plot of Load Flow Versus Pressure NULL LEAKAGE

Drop
(Courtesy of Mong Servocontrols, Inc., East Aurora, New York) -

5.6.4.17 NULL BIAS CURRENT. Null bias current is the
amplifier compensation bias current to achieve hydraulic -12 -4 -4 0 ÷4 +s +12

null. It is a function of valve hysteresis, temperature, ap- CURRENT (m)

plied acceleration, and supply and return pressure. It is
expressed in mil•,iamperes, ma. Figure 5.6.4.24. Typical Internal Leakage Curve

5.6.4.18 NULL-ELECTRICAL. Electrical null is the oper-
ating point where there is zero:signal current. 5.6.4.25 RESOLUTION. Resolution is defined as the maxi-

5.6.4.19 NULL-•HYDR.AULIC. Hydraulic null is the cpcr- mum increment of input current required to produce a

sting point (ma) where the pressure at the two blocked change in the valve output flow. It is expressed in percent
load ports are equal and the load flow is zero. of rated current. Normally less than 2 percent of rated

current throughout the operating range without input

5.6.4.20 NULL PRESSURE GAIN. Null pressure gain is dither, it can be held as low as 1 percent. If dither is

the slope at null of a plot of load differential pressure required to improve system resolution, peak-to-peak ampli-

versus input current with zero load flow. It is expressed as tudes less than 20 percent of rated current are recom-

psi/ma (Figure 5.6.4.13). Null pressure normally exceŽeds mended.

30 percent of supply pressure for 1 percent of rated cur- 5.6.4.26 SATURATION -FLOW. Flow saturation occurs
rent, and can be as high as 80 percent under the null where an incremental change in input current fails to pro-
pressure gain test conditions. Load pressures at null are duce a corresponding increase in output flow. It is con-
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sidered saturated when there Is no change in output flow
as a result of a change in input current.

5.6.4.27 STICTION. A static friction phenomenon which
requires a force to break the spool loose and start it moving. PRESSURE

5.6.4.28 SYMMETRY -FLOWS. Flow symmetry is the RETURN
degree to which the flow characteristic with one polarity
of sigrnl corresponds to tht: flow characteristics with the

reverse polarity of sign,,! It should fall within the toler-
ances given for rated flow (Figure 5.6.2).

.. 6.4.29 THREE-WAY VALVE. A three-way valve is a
valve which has a supply, return, and one-cylinder port. |.

When the main spool is activated in one direction, it opens
the cylinder port to supply; when activated in the other SPOOL DISPLACEMENT

direction, it opens the cylinder port to return. TORQUE_-MOTOR

5.6.4.30 THRESHOLD. (See Deadband.)

5.6.4.31 TRANSIENT RESPONSE. Transient response is
the response of the output flow to a step inplit signal of a Figure 5.6.5.1. Single-Stage Servo Valve with Torque Motor
given magnitude as a function of time; it is usually given
by a curve. (The time required to obtain full no-load flow for special high temperature requirements. Hydraulic fluids
should be between 0.003 and 0.005 seconds for high re- provide a stiff (hence, responsive) media (high bulk modu-
sponse valves). lus) for power transmissions, provide lubrication, and can

5.6.4.32 VALVE PRESSURE DROP. Valve pressure drop be readily sealed.

is the sum of the pressure drop from supply to cylinder
one, andctive supplinder two t inus equal toethe perature gas systems, are playing an increasingly important

minus the load pressure drop. role in servo control systems. Hydraulic servo valve-type
designs are used with some success in pneumatic systems;

however, tolerance requirements, lubrication problems, and
5.6.5 Servo Valve Types the low viscosity of gases present special problems in gas

5.6.5.1 SINGLE-STAGE. In the single-stage servo valve, systems. Since gases are less viscous than liquid by a factor
of roughly 1,000, leakage is a far more serious problem in

the main spool is actuated directly by the input or the input
transducer. Single-stage servo valves provide high speed pneumatic valves than in hydraulic valves. As a result,

of response and low leakage rates but are limited to control clearances are held to the practical minimum and clearance
of low flow rates, usually less than 5 gpm at pressure from paths are made as long and narrow as possible to k ep leak-
2000 to 3000 psi. The spool is driven either by two electro- age to a minimum. Because of the peculiar problems with
magnets (solenoids) or by a torque motor and is resisted pneumatic systems, special servo valves have been designedmagnts soleoid) o by toque oto an is esited for handling gases. Poppets which achieve better leakage
by a spring so that the flow area will be proportional to for and ges. foppts have be tte r leakag

control and reduce friction have been used in pneumaticthe current input. A typical single-stage flow control servo
valve is shown in Figure 5.6.5.1. servo valves in place of close-tolerance spools. For good

system design, the response of a pneumatic servo valve

5.6.5.2 TWO-STAGE. Two-stage servo valves (also called should be much greater than that required of the closed
pilot-operated servo valves, provide fluid force and stroke bop system which is being used. This is because of the
amplification between the input transducer and the output reiatively low bulk modulus of the gaseous working fluid,
spool. A typical two-stage servo valve is shown in Figure even at high working pressures. This factor of compressi-
5.6.2, Two-stage valves are used primarily for higher flow bility makes the design of a pneumatic servo appreciably
rates; however they are also used at low flows where high more difficult than that of the hydraulic servo.
response and low leakage are not critical, since the higher
spool driving forces provide for added reliability in over- 5.6.5.5 FLOW CONTROL. The most common type of out.
coming the effects of contamination. Proportional control put control for servo valve application is flow control or

is maintained by having the second-stage spool restrained area control. For given pressure conditions, flow control is

by a spring or by either mechanical or hydraulic feedback. achieved as a direct function of the flow area variation. The
fPow area of a servo valve is generally controlled by axial

5.6.5.3 HYDRAULIC. Servo valves may be used to control movenrent of a spool which uncovers porting areas propor-
a number cf liquids, including hydraulic oils and liquid tional to the spool nr..vement.
propellants. MIL-H-5606 is the most commonly used hy-
draulic fluid for normal ambient temperature applications. 5.6.5.6 PRESSUkE CONTROL. In :a pressure control servo
Special high temperature and fire resistant fluids are used va'lve, the output pressure differential or load pressure is
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maintained proportional to the input signal level. One valve with an electrical input is referred to as either an
advantage of pressure control is that the acceleration of the electrohydraulic or an electropneumatic servo valve. The
load can be limiteo, since the control of acceleration loads coils of the torque motor or the electromagnet are usually
can be an important factor in some systems in the preven- driven in a push-pull manner (Figure 5.6.6.1a). Under
tion of structural damage. Some distinct advantages have null or quiescent conditions a current in both coils is of
been found for pressure control, as opposed to flow control, the same magnitude and direction. It is the relative differ-
for pneumatic control systems. Simple direct actuators can ence in magnitude between i, and i2 that determines the
be used and response limitations due to loa nass resonances palarity and signal magnitude. When an error signal is
and gas spring effects can be avoided by the use of pressure received by the servo amplifier, it produces a Ai propoer-
control servo valves. Pressure control servo valves can tional to the magnitude of the error signal' with the proper
provide increased dynamic performance up to and beyond polarity. The polarity is determined by which of the two
the natural frequency of the load when used with proper currents has the higher value, where Ai equals i, minus i2.
stabilization networks. Pressure control servo valves are Another wiring scheme for servo valves is the single ended
similar in outward appearances to the flow control types, or series system shown in Figure 5.6.6.1b. In this system
but the internal design of the servo valve allows it to main- the current direction changes, thereby changing the polarity.
tain a differential pressure across the load which is pro- The current flow in this system has twice the effect on the
portional to the directional input. A cross-sectional sche- servo valve as does Ai of the push-pull arrangement. The
matic of a typical pressure control servo valve is shown in choice of arrangements, whether push-pull or series, de-
Figure 5.6.5.6. Pressure control hydraulic servo valves have pends on the electronics which drive the se-vo valve rather 1
features that make the valve less susceptible to thc influ- than on the servo valve itself. Usually a servo valve has
ences of temperature and contamination. The first stage of the leads from each coil wired so that the user can select
a pressure control servo valve is similar to the flow control the means for driving it.
valve including the torque motor, flapper, and nozzles. How-
ever, the main spool is designed such that actuator cylinder
pressures are sensed respectively on either end of the spool, Ii
r. ,-lting in an axial spool force proportional to the Ap CONTROL ERROR

' ýoss the actuator. As nulling is achieved when this force SItL SIG SERVO
balances the output of the pilot stage, -%p is proportional to AMPLIFIER

the electrical input signal. "
FEEDBACK ;2

SIGNAL
() SERVO

SUPPLY SUPPLYVAE

SCURRENT-

C ONTROL ERROR

SIGNAL SIGNAL SERVO
AMPLIFIER

DRAIN SUPPLY DRAINS~FEEUBLACK
SIGNAL

-- Figui-e 5.6.6.1a,b. Electrical Inputs for Servo Valve Control:
(a) Differentially Connected Servo Valve

\Coils (b) Series Connected Servo Valver ". Coils

TO ýACTUATOR "

Torque Motor. Basically, the torque motor is a transducer

Figure 5.6.5.6. Pressure Control Servo Valve in that it transforms electrical current into mechanical

(Reprinted with permission from "Product Engineering," November 9, force. A typical torque motor used in a servo valve is
1959, vol. 30, no. 46, W. Ernst, Copyright 1959, McGraw-Hill Publishing illustrated in Figure 5.6.6.1c. Some type of permanent
Company, Inc., New York, New York)

magnet is employed to set a reference field of flux. The
coils that are driven by the input signal will set up fields
of flux that oppose each other under quiescent current, but

5.6.6 Servo Valve Inputs will act with respect to the permanent magnet reference

signal used to actuate a servo valve usually takes flux when a differential signal is applied to cause the arma-
one of three forms: electrical, mechanical, or fluid pressure. ture to deflect. In order that the amount of armaturedeflection will be a function of input signal, the armature

5.6.6.1 ELECTRICAL. An electrical signal drives either must move against a spring. This is commonly accomplished

a torque motor or a set of two electromagnets. A servo by having one end of the armature or flapper rigidly
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COIL

SPOOL

SPRINC

Figure 5.6.6.1d. Plunger-Type Electromagnet

COIL

N" SPOOL

LCYLINDER PORTS- - DRAIN FILTER

PRESSURE

Figure 5.6.6.1c. Typical Jet Pipe Servo Valve with Mechanical SPRING ARMTURE
Spring Feedback

(Courtesy of Aerospace Division of American Brakeshoe Company,
Oxnard, California) Figure 5.6.6.1e. Armature-Type Electromagnet

mounted to the supportirg structure similar to a canti- stage servo valve application. The plunger has the advan-
levered beam. Torque motors :an be classified as to their tage of maintaining better linearity over the entire spool
installation -wet, dry, or stale. If the torque motor is travel than the armature-type; however the latter, shown
sealed from the working fluid, it is known as a dry torque in Figure 5.6.6.1e, has the advantage of a much higher
motor; if fluid flows through the torque motor, it is referred force than the plunger type. Armature-type electromagnets
to as a wet torque motor. Dry torque motors are favored which have been designed for single-stage servo valve ap-
for contamination resistance. Both eiastomer and metallic plications can generate forces as high as 45 to 55 pounds
separating diaphragms are used. If the torque motor is under normal operating current conditions.
filled with fluid but there is no circulation with the system
flow, the design is referred to as a stale torque motor. The 5.6.6.2 FLUID PRESSURE. Fluid pressure, either hydrau-
stale torque motor has the advantage of cooling the motor lic or pneumatic, cai, be used to actuate a servo ialve
without carrying contamination into it, as might be the through a piston or bellows 2ither connected to the pilot
case in the wet torque motor design. Torque motors are stage flapper or connected directly t the valve spool.
essentially an electromagnetic transducer in which an elec-
trical input is converted into an electromechanical output. 5.6.6.3 MECHANICAL. Mechanical input is a type of con-
Temperature considerations play an important role in trol used in aircraft hydraulics as a mechanical override
torque motor selection, since high temperatures can detri- for pilot-operated vehicles. Application of a system using
mentally affect the magnetic properties of the torque motor, a mechanical input is shown in Figure 5.6.6.3. Input to the
thiereby influencing the operation of the servo valve. (Ref- lever mechanism is provided by an operator or by some
erence 45-1, Chapter 11 gives a detailed discussion of the device which causes point E of the lever to move about
design and analysis of servo torque motors.) point A, thus causing point S to move a prorortional dis-

tance. The spool movement allows pressure on one side of
Electromagnet. Electromagnets are of two basic types, the actuator to increase simultaneously, venting pressure
plunger and armature. In a plunger type (Figure 5.6.6.1d) thacuoroineseimlnosyvtngpsue

pluner nd rmaure Ina punge tye (igue 56.6ld) on the other side of the actuator. Movement of the actuator
the output of the electromagnet is a linear movement pro- cause ot A o moe about poi emas afulcumcausn

portonalto te inut.causes point A to move about point E as a f ulcrum, causing
portional to the input. point S to move towards its original position. The spool

.In the illustration, the electromagnet is used in a sikgle- of the servo valve continues to move towards its null posi-
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5.6.7 Servo Valve StagesDRAIN PRESSURE DRAIN
5.6.7.1 PILOT STAGE. A pilot stage, referred to as a hy-
draulic amplifier or hydraulic relay, Is use A to amplify
the input signal when the force output o" the electro-
magnetic transducer is too small to drive ',;he valve spool

s directly. Most servo valve applications re4uire the use of
a pilot stage to achieve the desired respo. se and flow char-
acteristics. A chart showing comparative characteristics
of several types of pilot stages is shown in Figures 5.6.7.1a,

INPUT b,c,d.

Single Orifice With Flapper. A single orifice with flapper.
type pilot stage is shown in Figure 5.6.7.1e. The one-nozzle
type has the advantage of ease of manufacture, because
only one nozzle must be built instead of two, and there is

A OUTPUT not the problem of centering the flapper between two nozzles,
as is the case with two-nozzle design. Also, should con-
tamination enter tl:e nozzle, the flapper is free to move
away to allo~w passage for the contaminants. However, the

Figure 5.6.6.3. Single-Stage Servo Valve with a Mechanical flapper, single-orifice type servo valve has the disadvantage
Input of being sensitive to supply pressure level changes, result-

ing in a corresponding shift in null.

tion, which will be reached when the load reaches its new Double Orifice With Flapper. The double-orifice flapper pilot
commanded position. stage (Figure 5.6.2) is the most commonly used flapper-

TYPE MECHANICAL COMPtEXITY PERFORMANCE

TORQUE MOTOR FEEDBACK POWER STAGE CONTAMINATION I LINEARITY DYNAMIC
RESISTANCE NULL SHIFT GAIN(a) -

"LONG STROKE MECHANICAL CONVENTIONAL GOOD POOR AFFECTED BY SYSTEM
CRITICAL ATTACHIMENT PRESSURE ANDALIGNMENT CRITICAL CONTAMINATION

JET - ;!XED RECEIVERS
LONG STROKE FLUID SPOOL FABRICATION GOOD POOR AFFECTED BY SYSTEM

(b) CRITICAL COUPLING CRITICAL PRESSURE AND
ALIGNMENT CONTAMINATION
AND NOZZLE
FABRICATION,

JET - MOBILE RECEIVERS

tTCONVENTIONAL TMECHANICAL CONVENTIONAL AVERAGE G R AFFECTED BY SYSTEM
(')~'C RTICAL CRITICAL NQZE GOD RFESSTED YSSE

ALIGNMENT ATTACHMENT ZLE
COVETAORANCE

CRITICAL

DOUBLE ORIFICE FLAPPER NOZZLE i
(d) CONVENTIONAL MECHANICAL CONVENTIONAL ',OOD POOR AFFECTED BY SYSTEM

C)RITICAL CRITICAL PRESSURE
ATTACHMENT ATTACHMENT

SINGLE ORIFICE FLAPPER NOZZLE I I_ _

Figure 5.6.7.1a,b,c,d. Comparison Chart Showing Various Servo Valve Pilot Stage Characteristics
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SERVO VALVES PILOT STAGE
POWER STAGE

verts static pressure into fluid velocity, which in turn is
PRESSURE reconverted into static pressure at each end of the spool.

FLAPPER Some pressure head is lost in the conversion from dynamic
NOZZLE F IxED to static head, depending upon pressures, flow capacities,

and design type. The pressu.e losses are generally of the
order of 5 to 10 percent of the supply pressure.

UJL. DAN TO TO

CYLINDER CYLINDER

Figure 5.6.7.1e. Typical Single-Flapper Servo Valve

nozzle arrangement. It has the advantage of being relatively
insensitive to high pressure variations. However, it has the
disadvantage of inc.eased maniffacturing costs and flapper
centering problems.

Shear Orifices. The shear orifice design is analogous to thedoul-ozzletpe deinHowvr, ntedof ovin
flapper betweens two nozzles, it has a slider fork which is

controlled by the armature of the torque motor (Figure
5.(.7.1f). The slide fork, which is controlled by the armature
of the torque motor, eovers two orifices connected respec--____
tively to passages drilled from either end of the spool. When
a signal is impressed on the torque motor, the slide moves
from the null position a distance proportional to the input
signal, uncovering one spool port while the other remains
closed. Flow of fluid from the end of the spool through the
opened port-to-drain results in a pressure unbalance, caus-
ing the spool to move toward the vented end (right). The
spool moves until a position is reached where the open port
is again closed, thus establishing pressure balance across
the spool and no further movement of the spool. This design
incorporates a unique way of feeding spol position back

to the armature.

Jet Pipe. A jet pipe servo valve is illustrated in Figure Figure 5.6.7.1f. Shear Orifice Servo Valve Design Shown in
the ON Position Immediately After Receiving

5.6.6.1c. The jet pipe (als•o known as an Askanian nozzle) An Input Signal
is attached directly to the armature of the torque motor. (Courtesy of Kearfott Division of General Precision, Inc., Litt'- Falls,
An electrical input to the toique motor results in a propor- New Jersey)

tional movement of the jet pipe over two receiver ports.
In the null position, the flow of the jet pipe is equally divided A jet pipe design is relatively less susceptible to clogging
between the two ports, resulting in equal pressure on either than the nozzle design. Spool position feedback in a jet
side of the spool. Movement of the jet from the null position pipe servo valve can, be accomplished by either a conven-
results in a pressure unbalance, shifting the spool in a tional mechanical spring (Figure 5.6.6.1c) or by a nulling
direction tending to restore balance. The jet pipe requires technique utilizing mobile receivers ( Detailed Topic 5.6.8.4).
a larger displacement than the flapper nozzle, but this does
not impose any design limitations. In some designs, the jet 5.6.7.2 POWER STAGE. Although rotary, slide, poppet,
pipe operates in a manner similar to the flapper valve as far and other types of flow control elements are used as the
as the power stage spool is concerned. The jet nozzle con- power or second stage of servo valves, by far the most com-
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POWER STAGE SERVO VALVES

r

monly used element is the spool and sleeve or piston valve.
A major advantage of the spool valve is the ease of aceom- /

plishing pressure balance, extremely important for precise RE /• -RUN
control over a range of flow. Sealing of the spool valve is UlN . . UTN
usuallya ceomplished by closeness of fit between the spool S .u ;
and sleeve. / OPSUfTO to PRESSUR

/ACTUA~TORI, ACTUATOR

Four-Way Spool. The four-way spool is the most comm'nly / "
used type of spool for the power stage of the servo valve. REU/ / // / UR

It is used in systems where the effective areas on er&ch side RETURNRUJR
of the actuator piston are equal. The four-way valve is
so named because of the required number of fluid lines to 1) 1cI
the valve. These four lines consist of the surply livie, two PRSSURE ,ACTUATOR

control lines to the actuator, and at least o-ae return line.
The spool itself may have two, three, or four lands, but for / !
any configuration the spool has four metering edges which RETURN 7
are lined up with the ports of the valve (sleeve) (Figure
5.6.7.2a,b,c). Although not illustrated, the control orifices are "/ -/'
not made an integral part of the valve, but are machined (b)

in a sleeve which is inserted in the bore of the valve. It is
common practice for the sleeve to be built up from separate Figure 5.6.7.2a,b,c. Four-Way Soools Having (a) Two,
short sections, the ports being milled into the end faces of (b) Three, and (c) Four Lands
the appropriate sections. Sealing between adjacent ports
is accomplished by static 0-ring s .. ls between the sleeve
and the valve body. As the spool is .wved in relation to the q,
fixed sleeve, the orifice areas which are formed by the edges Ps
of the spool lands and sleeve ports will vary. These variable SL

area orifices work in pairs, so that one opens to supply more RETURN

fluid to one side of the piston while the correspondingvariable area orifices closes the passageway to the return./,../,/.•' //H/i
line. The other two variable area orifices controlling the

fluids of the other side of the actuator piston perform the _

opposite function by closing off the supply pressure and V -

opening the return ports, thus allowing the actuator piston 4

to move in one direction. The combined operation of these
four variable orifices divides the flow of fluid to and from
each side of the actuator piston in proportion to the move- r2 r3 r4

ment of the valve spool. The operation of a four-way spool
is analogous to the operation of a variable resistor Wheat- q,

stone bridge (Figure 5.6.7.2d). Typical valve pressure
curves showing pressure versus stroke for each cylinder P P4
port are illustrated in Figure 5.6.7.2e. When the spool is
in null position, the supply pressure is dropped equally r SUPPLY P

through both sides of the bridge (approximately one-half
the supply pressure for hydraulic systemsO resulting in a
zero differential pressure across the, actuator piston. As
the spool is moved from its null position, the differential
pressure across the actuator piston will increase from zero. 2 q3\ r3

Three-Way Spool. A three-way spool differs from the more r
common four-way spool in that there is only the one cylinder I P1  . ..- • t? P4

port, since the three-way valve provides force in only one MECHANICAL [
direction. Some means is required for returning the actuator r q4 r
piston, such as the spring or an unequal area piston supplied
with the pressure. With an unequal area piston, a constant L

supply pressure is maintained on the small area side of the
piston, while the servo valve controls the pressure on the
large area side of the piston.

Figure 5.6.7.2d. A Four-Way Spool Valve and Its EquivalentSpool Lands. The performance characteristics of a servo Circuit

valve are largely dependent on the design of control for
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SERVO VALVES POWER STAGE
FLOW FORCES

2000SUPL CONTROL FLOW

"P ' UNDERLAPPED SPOOL LANDS

Ie I iiEAKAGE FOW OV 0 ERLAP1500 . . .. ..--
0 . . . . . UNDERLAPPED SPOOL LANDS

1 1 
EAAERO LAPS, / I IO V E R L A P .

-0.004 -0.002 VAV 0oTQICE ÷0,002 '0,004 /
VCUERONII DIER

Figure 5.6.7.2e° T'ypical Pressure Versus Stroke Curves for aCURN ra

IFour-Way Servo Valve

Figure 5.6.7.2g. Leakage and Control Flow Curves Showing
the Effect of Spool Land Lap

position, illustrated in Figure 5.6.5.1. Underlapped valves
-- - -are commonly referred to as open-center valves, while over-

- - _____ .- -lapped valves are called closed-center valves. Overlaps of
up to 0.001 inch are provided when it is necessary that

"OVRLP=__ NEPA~'of a servo valve cause hydraulic reaction forces, referred
•---_ °--u •Lto as Bernoulli forces (pressure varietions as a result of
" - non-symmetric fluid velocities). These forces have axial

' ---' and radial components. The radial force which results
primarily from lack of parallelism in the spool lands and

- - sleeves tends to push the spool sideways against the sleeve

IxI

:•- or wall, causing sticking of the spool. This condition is

/ O •valve ports symmetrically around the spool and making
-the spool and sleeve as truly cylindrical a0 possible. An

Firaxial flow force, resulting from pressure d5'fferences across
Figure 5.6.7.2f. Illustrations of Spool Lands Showing the spool metering edges, usually acts in a direction tending

Overlap, Underlap, and Zero Lap to close the valve. In general. 'sxial forces only become ima-
portant in ingle-stage valves where actuation forces arenl

sealing lands on the spool. The degree of land ov,'leap or low. The axial force can be reduced by machining cusps
underlap (Figure 5.6.7.2f) determines the tradeoff between between the spool lands. The cusps cause the incoming fluid
valve leakage and deadzone. Figure 5.6.7.2g shows th.a effect to change direction, resulting in an axial foice that tendsr

of degree of lazd lap on controlled flow and leakage flow, to oppose the Bernoulli force. Equations for evaluating

Althouh the maximum sealingT is achieved by overlapped these forces ab e presented in Reference 98-1, pages 397-402.
lands, the valve has a deadzone oi deadband equal to the A discussion of spool design techniques for minimizing flow

amount of overlap. This deadzone causes a non-linearity force problems is presented in References 6-36, 6-159,

resulting in loss of sensitivity near the null position, which and 26-29.

could lead to control system instability. As a valve in
which the metering edges of the land exactly meet the 5.6.8 Load Spring and Spool Position Feedback
edges of the ports (zero land) is virtually impossible to
manufacture, most valves are designed with a small amount Some means is needed to position the servo valve spool pro-
of underlap. This results in an inherent leakage flow back portional to the required electrical inpuL, and to return it

to the return line at the null position. Due to the under- to a null position when the error signal reduces to zero

uSSUED: MAY i964 5.6.8 -1
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FEEDBACK METHODS
ACCELERATION SWITCHING

because the proper positioning of the actuator has been liability can be detrimentally affected by unavoidable dirt
achieved, particles. Force balances, flow rate gain, and general electro-

mechanical operation can be influenced by the pretnee of
1.6.8.1 SPRING-CENTERED SPOOL Spring centering of contaminants within the servo v.alves. Specific contamina-
the power stage spool to achieve proportional positioning is tion problems consist primarily of the plugging of control
illustrated in Figure 5.6.2 and described under Sub-Topic orifices and nozzles and the sticking of the spool. Table
5.6.3. Coil springs are most commonly used, but some de- 5.6.9 show design tradeoffs in servo valves which are in-
signs have employed leaf type springs. As the travel of fluenced by contamination. Extreme care must be taken
servo valve spool is usually less than t0.015 inch from null- in servo valve assembly to avoid entrance of contaminants.
position, springs do not show any undue non-linear charac- The use of integral filters to protect orifices and nozzles is
teristics. The spring, therefore, provides positioning of the common practice. A stuck spool in a servo valve usually
spool proportional to the differential pressure on the spool, requires overhauling and cleaning, or replacement of the
which in turn is proportional to the electrical input to the valve. However, a stuck spool may sometimes be dislodged
servo valve. by a high amplitude sixty cycle input into the valve. Addi-

tional information on the subject of servo valve contamina-
5.6.8.2 MECHANICAL FEEDBACK. A direct mechanical tion is given in Detailed Topic 10.6.2.7.
connection between the power spool and the torqic motor
is a common means of achieving spool position feedback.
Either a leaf or coil spring can be utilized by attaching one Table 5.6.9. Trade-offs In Semvo Valve Designs
end of the spring to the spool and the other end to the pilot (ReIerenc. 656J
stage jet pipe or flapper. In the jet pipe design, (Figure "LANCE THI: AGAINST THr1
5.6.h.1) the porting is such that the spool moves in a
direction opposite to the jet pipe movement. The spool move- Flow rate should be:
ment results in a spring feedback force, opposing the jet SMALL, to reduce the LARGE, to obtain the best
pipe deflection caused by the torque motor, This feedback number of particles passing valve time constant
force increases until the jet pipe is returned nearly to the through the circuit
neutral position. The jet pipe is offset only enough to hold
sufficient differential pressure across the spool to counter-
balance the sprint, force. This offset is very small, since a SMALL, to reduce leakage LARGE, to allow passage of

differential pressure of less than 100 psi will normally hold and consequent power loss small particles which are

the spool in the extreme offset condition and the pressure difficult to filter

rain of a jet pipe can be, approximately 1,000,000 psi per
inch of jet pipe movement, should be:

SMALL, to catch contami- LARGE, to avoid clogging the
5.6.8.3 PRESSURE FEEDBACK. Fluid pressure can be nants and avoid clogging filter
utilized directly to provide spool position feedback. Propor- of orifices
tional position through fluid pressure feedback is utilized Filter surface area
in the pressure control servo valve shown in Figure 5.6.5,.. should be:

5.6.8.4 NULLING DEVICES. Another technique of spool SMALL, to permit filter to LARGE, to prevent clogging
positioning is the use of a nulling device wherein the spool be small and conserve weight
seeks a position of pressure balance utilizing portE drilled
in the spool itself. Feedback is achieved by positioning of
the moving ports with respect to the pilot stage output. 5.6.10 Acceleration Switching Servo Valve
This principle is used in the shear orifice design (Figure
5.6.7.h0, and the jet pipe with mobile receivers (Figure A relatively new approach to servo valve control is the use
5.;.7.la). In the jet pipe design, the spool tends to recenter of a time modulated ON-OFF valve action instead of the
itself under any run position of the jet pipe by vir'uc of an more common proportional flow, or pressure, servo valve.
unbalance axial spool force caused by the pressure distribu- The basic differences between the switching valve and the
tion across the two receiver holes. It is a nulling device, standard flow cor.trol valve are the absence of spool-
because the spool tends to null itself on the center of the centering springs and the fact that the electrical signal to
jet pipe. the switching valve has the form of a time modulated

squArewave. In response to this switching signal, the valve
5.6.9 Contamination is dtiven alternately right and left, opening and closing the

two.cylinder ports. The rate of change of load flow, hence
A servo valve is a precision device. Diametral spool clear- load acceleration, is proportional to the pilot dwell time.
ances of approximately 0.0000-71 inch are not uncommon, and The natural frequency of the load must be lower than the
surface finishes of 4 to 6 microinches rms are standard frequency of the square wave input to prevent undesirable
requirements for spool and sleeves. Contamination toler- jitter, Electrical hysteresis and changes ii pilot stage gain,
tnce, or dirt sensitivity, i,- an important factor in the design which can vary significantly with temperature, have very
and use of servo valves. Servo valve performance and re- little influence on the acceleration switching valve. Primary
5.6.9 -1
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I
EXPLOSIVE VALVES ACTUATION

applications for the valve, therefore, are in higli ttmpera- to position an actuator. An a great deal of explosive energy
ture servo systems, For additional information or, acsel- is available from a small charge, explosive valves can use
eration switching nervo valves, see Reference- 22-5, 26.205, brute force actuation to achieve design simplicity. The
2 7-2, and 20707. small site and weight of the exposive energy source permits

explosive valves to be lighter than pneumatic or electrically

REFERENCES operated valves, with equivalent function. Although it is
possible to achieve repeated actuation using multiple squibs,

6-36 26-205 374-1 most explosive valves are designed for single operation only,
6-42 27-2 V-54 requiring either repiacement or refurbishment after use. As
6.56 42-1 V-167 the explosive cartridge is expendable, the rest of the valve
6-113 45-1 V-203 is usually designed to be expendable also, This provides
6-159 78-1 V-273 a minimum weight design, and also permits extremely good

19-56 98-1 V-289 sealing before actuation, because parent metal can be rup-
22-5 207-7 tured to open the valve.
26-29 280.2

Since explosive valves cannot be tested non-destructively,
their reliability for a given mission must be demonstrated
by a statistically designed qualification program. This type
of test program requires purchasing for qualification a
larger number of explosive valves than conventional valves.

The purpose of this Sub-Section is to describe explosive

valves in terms of explosive actuator characteristics, valve
5.7 EXPLOSIVE VALVES design types, and general characteristics as compared with

5.7.1 INTRODUCTION conventional valves.
517.2 Explosive Actuation

5.7.2 EXPLOSIVE ACTUATORS
5.7.2.1 General 5.7.2.1 GENERAL. Explosive valves are actuated by the

5.7.2.2 Explosive Initiation sudden conversion of potential chemical energy into me-
chanical energy. The chemical energy can be released either

5.7.2.3 Typical Explosiv,: Cartridge by deflagration (fast burning), or detonation (the propaga-

5.7.3 NORMALLY-OPEN VALVES ton of a shock wave through a high explosive).

In the case of deflagration, work is done by the high pressure
of the hot explosive gases acting on a piston. A typical

5.7.5 MULTIPLE-PASSAGE EXPLOSIVE VALVES chamber pressure versus time record is shown in Figure
5.7.2.1. Pressure is contained in the cylinder by one or two

5.7.6 PILOT-OPERATED EXPLOSIVE VALVES

5.7.7 EXPLOSIVE VALVES FOR REPEATED ON-OFF FSAK PRESSURE COSED B0M' FIRINGSERVICE H, AS (NO PISTON MOVEMENT)

5.7.8 COMPARISON WITH C(ONVENTIONAL VALVES >
&.7.8.1 Costt I "
5.7.8.2 Speed of Response
5.7.8.3 Actuating Power Requirements
5.7.8.4 Size and Weight w •-- .
5.7.8.5 Contamination
5.7.8.6 Pressure Drop IAE SSUTY VS TVLESIN A TYPICAL WýLVELO

5.7.8.7 Safety
5.7.8.8 Reliability
5.7.8.9 Resistance to Exireme Environment I

TIME

PRESSURE SUILD UP

5.7.1 Introduction SECONDS LESS THAN .001 SECOND

Explosive valves, sometimes called squib valves, are shutoff IGNITION DELAY

valves which use an extremely compact energy source, and Figure 5.7.2.1. Typical Pressure Versus Time Record for an
are actuated only once in a given mission. In most explosive Explosive Actuator
valves th' charge is simply a source of high pressure used

5.7.1 -1
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EXPLOIVE P~~TIDGEEXPLOSIVE VALVES

piston 0-rings and backup rings. Somne combustion gas Reference 560-1 discusses EBW ignition in detail and sug-
gene, ally leaks past thu rings, since the seal reaction thi-ie gests the following as typical input-energry relationships-
is not sufficient to resist the initial pressure buildup. The
gas leakage is usually insignificant to the p'erformance of 1) Typical low voltage ignition:
the valve. It is als.o possible to use a deflagrating charge 0.2 amip No Quwnples will fire
to drive an interference fit, but extremrely high pressures 0.3 amp Threshold (minimum current at which explo.
must be obtained, In the case of detonation, the momentum sive system wvill fire)4
of the shock wave in the explosive is transferred to a piston, 0.5 amp All samples will fire
equoivalent tohtigteeduf t he pitnasar lw h Typical exploding bridgewire (EBW) ignition:use of a dvtoililtUag charge permits the piston to be an 500 volts No sara1ple will fire
intei-ference fit in the cylinder. if extiemely -tight contamni- 10 ot hehl
nation contii )I s requiLted, shock wvaves from a detonating 20 ot l ape ilfr
charge can pass through at permanent mctal harrier to
actuatte the piston.

5.7.2,.3 TYPICAL EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGE. A typical
In either case at .,nmall amount of explosive is used. For explosive! cartridge is shown in Figure 5.7.2.3. The charge
example, at typical 0.75 inch iiamieter, 4000 psi working is electrically initiated, an electrical connector being in-

pellnt r abut ,;2th once Th exposie pessue i toprotect the explosive charge from moisture and damage.

Thecarride sowncontains a nominal 188 milligrams of
A delagatin chrge sedin a exlosve vlvegenoall defagrtingchagesufficient to produce pressures uip to ;

conist o smllflae-ikepaticesof ower imlarto 60,00pri epndn inversely on the dead volume in the i
shotgunlpwdr A typical design wvol'ld be li'scs approxi- firin~g chiamber.
mately 0.010 ineh thick and 0.050 inch in diametc-. This
shape is u-sed to presei-t.a large surface alrea to the advane- Cartridges such as the one shown in Figure 5.7.2.3 can
ingr flamie front, permitting rapid pressur~e buildup. A dlet- have a firing current from 1.0 to 5.0 amps, and a firing
olmating charg;e consis-ts of it high explosive such as PETN, time from 0.001 to 0.020 second. Cartridges with 5.0
IDDNI', or IZI)X. (.a;her (-oinpressec, at high pressure1' to at amps firing cuorrent can be made to survive 1.0 watts bridge-
iolid cylindrical pellet or loose loaded, wire power dissipation without igniting. Many cartridges

5.7.2.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~o [thASV N''AIN Epoiecagsae u its type have 2 bridgewires for reliability. Typical
5,7..2 XPLSIV INIIATON.Exposie chrge ar unts.are capable of withstanding 300'F soak for 24 hours

gen-rally initiated by the' transfer of either electrical or withdoit dete:'ioration.

-typnat. Initin my t St11-tA b Stlkin th prmer The cartridge shown in Figure 5.7.2.3 weighs 0.03 pound,
A shrp lowthrugha mtalbarrerlik th fiingpin most of the weight being in the stainless steel case. The
of a9LI1, y alrupy pvrcng t-, rimr cotaier ith electrical conductors, two stainless steel connector pins,
it 0arpproe,,o !, vl(-tivaly hatig te prmerthrugh are locked into the case by tused ceramic seals. Fused glass
it bIidVL'6'V.seals can be used for low pressure cartridges, while fused
A dflaraingchagei-;oftn nitate drecly y t pime., ceramic seals are capable of withstanding pressures of

it dtontini, ýharo ofen tilzes t bostr totras (;0,000 psi. The cartridge in Figure 5.7.2.3 incorporates a
0cm he ~liWI utpt iitoa deonaionwav. Atypcal plastic shock plug to attenuate the shock waves generated
booser oul li a e~o nue peletpresedaganstthe by the explosive before they reach the ceramic seals. The
(."Itut chrge.explosive charge is contained in a thin metal shell which

is iriduection solder sealed to the cartridge body. The thin
Both lidet onait iv and (letligrathil charges- can he directly

it'tatoýd wit hwit the primer by using an exploding bridige- SHOCK AflENUATOR
W ile. ThkisI01 inh I requ~ires aI ring1 pulse of several thou- PU

sand yd ,as coulnmtroýd with vconventional firing pulse BRIDGEWIRE PRIMER CERAMIC SEAL CONNECTOR

of albout 28 volts (or as low ,.s 5 volts) . The extremely high SE BD

pot out iii first. va porizes the brid-ewire, the discharges,
though th oized partitl. remaining inthe p- h, creating r

anl explosioni which in tourn ignlites; the main charge. The
ox pld i nV bridgew ire is extriemely insensitive to a(ccideital
IliIV big ut 'el Ie aCapa),CitOr lis;Charge firin~g circuit
vwhich is mole complex than corveiltional electrical ignition

h~lill. ridgewir Ic EIW ) igllitien dliffers from low- INCAETHADLC

'1 ItaigIf i go tioI ill t hit the 1`H\1W itc rit-energy requir'ement ILOTO ODRSA
iýpinlrioliy a1 fonctiilio \(Itvltage, whereas, that (If the low Figure 5.7.2.3. Typical Explosive Cartridge

v~lI .ge igliltcr i j primarily a function of Current, (courtesy of Ho/ex, Inc., Hollister, California)
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EXPLOSIVE VALVES NORMALLY-OPEN
NORMALLY-CLOSED

shell bursts when the explosive fires. The cartridge Incor- The valve shown in Figure 5.7.3a drives a conical plunger
porates two nylon pellets to lock the threads against vibra- intc the outlet port to seal the valve. This valve has the
tion, and is designed to accept a standard 0-ring for sealing, inlet ports at right angles, although the two ports could
-The cartridge in Figure 5.7.2.3 is a specific example of a be parallel by having a different internal arrangement. This

Theicla cartidg ine Fiur 5.7.2.3enc ist aewe tpeifi exapleofn
type of cartridge common to explosive valves. Many varia- particular valve uses an interference fit between the piston
ticns are possible. Some cartridges have wires leading from and the valve.body to seal the explosive combustion products
the bridgewire to the outside power source instead of using from the valve passages. One recent design approach utilizes
an integral electrical connector; others use a single ceramic a rolling diaphragm to effect this seal. Care is required in
or glass seal for the connector pins instead of individual. eithe- case to insure against liquid entrapment between the
seals for each pin. Some use four pins, two for each bridge- piston and valve body which could alter valve response by
wire, while others have but a single bridgewire. Some have creating a dashpot effect. In the valve shown in Figure
a ground pin in addition to the power pins, while some 5.7.3a the explosive charge is integral with the valve
explos:ve valves use no cartridge at all, instead incorpo- instead of being contained in a separable cartridge.

rating the charge directly into the body of the valve. The normally-open valve in Figure 5.7.3b seals by explo-
sively driving a split wedge into the flow passage. A

5.7.3 Normally-Open Valves resilient plug is wedged between the plug carrier and the
outlet port after the valve is actuated to seal the passage.Two normally-open explosive valves are shown in Figures This particular valve has a removable explosive charge.

5.7.3a and 5.7.3b. Both valves use a wedging action to seal The inlet and outlet ports are in line for minimum pressure
the flow passage. drop, but there is some flow passage area variation within

EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGE PISTON the valve.

Normally-open valves are available which have a com-
pletely unobstiuv.ted bore prior to actuation. Figure 5.7.3c

. . illustrates a normally-open explosive valve utilizing another
principle of operation. The explosive charge blows the ball
into the h'gh pressure fluid stream, causing the ball to
wedge into the conical seat

BEFORE FIRING

H

AFTER FIR:NG FLOW

Figure 5.7.3a. Normally-Open Explosive Valve
(Courtesy of Conax Corporation, Buffalo, New York)

ELECTRICALLY

INLET DETONxATED
SQUIB\ • EPLOSIVE

SueSHEAR AND CHARGE
SH A G UUI PI

PISTON
- _ Figure 5.7.3c. Normally-Open Explosive Valve

PLUG (Reprinted with permission from "Product Engineeriig," 24 December
1962, vol. 33, no. 26, M. D. Nelson, Copyright 1962, McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, Inc., New York, New York)

/BODY

" ~5.7.4 Normally-Closed Valves
AFTER

ACTUACTION Three different normally-!closed valves are shown in Figures

5.7.4a, 5.7.4b, and 5.7.4c. In each of these valves, parent
Figur 5.7.3b. Normally-Open Explosive Valve. metal is sheared by the explosive actuator, pertnitting fluid

(Courtesy of Hy~ro.Space Technology, Inc., West Caldwell, New Jersey) to travel from inlet to outlet.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 5.7.3 -1
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MULTIPLE-PASSAGE EXPLOSIVE VALVES

In Figure 5.7.4a, a disc shaped section of mnttal is punched flow is unobstructed after actuation. In this valve, the
out by the actuator, clearing the passage between inlet and sheared end of the inlet fitting is carried away by a hole
outlet. The actuator for this valve is identical to the actuator in the operating piston. A new hole in the piston lines up
of the valve in Figure 5.7.3a. Because the inlet and outlet exactly with the centerline of the ports. Two disadvantages
ports are not in line, and since the actuator.ram cr(.ates an of such mating-pert valves are the larger mass of the
"obstruction, this valve has somewhat larger pressure drop piston assembly (which may in turn require a more power-
for an equivaley.t flow than othor explosive valves with ful explosive charge), and the necessity for careful align-
straight through connections and no remaining obstacle ment of the piston with the iniet fitting during assembly

after firing. However, pressure drop requirements are not
usually stringent for the great majority of explosive valve INLET

applications.
CARTRIDGE"L •

EXPLOSIVE CA RTRIDGE PISTON:

ABETOR FIRING

BEOR FIRING'' ýHARD N
f I ' '.......[ ]5:rr •OF INLET FITTINGi ...........

.. ...........

Figure 5.7.4c. Normady-Closed Explosive Valve
T (Courtesy of Hydro-Space Technology, Inc., West Caldwell, New Jersey)

Figure 5.7.4a. Normally-Closed Explosive Valve
(Courtesy of Conax Corporation, Buffalo, New York)5.5MutpePsaeE loieVvs

A typical three-way explosive valve is shown in Figure
OUTLET SHEAR 5.7.5. The outlet port is ducted to one inlet port before

FITTING firing of the valve, and to the other inlet port after firing.
Squib-actuated explosive valves can be designed to provide
a variety of porting arrangements.

SQUIB CARTRIDGE

ELECTRICAL '• •":"

CONNECTOR AFTER FIRING

FLOW

BEOWFOREREFIRING

Figure b.I.4b'. Normally-C~losed Explosive Valve FLWBEFORE FIRING
(Courtesy of Conax Corporation, Buffalo, New York) FLOW

The valve shown in Figure 5.7.4b has a similar actuator to
that in Figure 5.7.4a, but has straight-through flow. In AFTE? FRIRG

this valve, a plug is sheared froni the end of the inlet fitting.
As in the previous valve, the operating rani remains in the
flow path causing some restriction.

The valve shown in Figure 5.7.4c is similar in principle to Figure 5.7.5. Explosive Actuated Three-Way Valve
the previous valve, but has less pressure drop, since the (Courtesy of Conax Corporation, Buffalo,.New ",Y)rk)

5.7.5 -1 ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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EXPLOSIVE VALVES PILOT OPERATEDMULTIPLE CYCLES

5.7.6 Pilot-Operated Explosive Valves 5.7.7 Explosive Valves for Repeated ON-OFF Service
In mall port sizes (less than one inch), squib valves are Although not normally employed for cyclic uperation, ex-
usually actuated directly by cartridge pressure. However, plosive actuation can be utilized where ON-OFF service is
as the valvwŽ size increases, piloting techniques become more required. Figure 5.7.7 illustrates an arrangement whereby
practical, due to the limitations imposed by size of explosve four parallel flow paths, each composcd of one normally-
charge, explosive characteristics, heat generation, and open and one normally-closed explosive valve, provides four
safety considerations. In a piloted design, the explosive ON-OFF operations, one complete ON-(CFF cycle for each
eno'rgy does not directly actuate the valve closure, but path. It is also possible, through the use of several explosive
serves to release another source of energy which in turn cartridges located on either side of the double acting cyl-
provides the primar'y actuation power. Two common pilot- inder actuator, to cycle a valve by firing cartridges sequen-

inng technatues are:ea av y iigcatigs euing techniques are: tiAlly. In such a design, check valves are used to protect
1) actuation of a small, normally closed explosive valve unfired cartridges during the firing of an adjacent car-
which in turn releases high energy stored gas, thus provid- tridge.
ing pneumatic actuation for a larger piston operated valve.

2) release of a latch or pin which allows fluid pressure
and/or a compressed spring to actuate the valve.

An in-line poppet-type valve pilot operated by a squib ac-
tuated latch is illustrated in Figure 5.7.6. In this design,
gas generated by the squib pressurizes the piston, releasing ........

the latch. When unlatched, the poppet is actuated closed
by a spring aro1 system pressure. Squib-actuated latch pilot-
ing has been u~ed in hermetically sealed valves in sizes
upwards of 6 inches with closures of the butterfly and
flapper types. The flapper or butterfly is designed such '
that fluid pressure causes a shearing torque about a fixed

pivot point sufficient to rupture a hermetically sealed mem-
her. Hermetic sealing is accomplished either by machining
the closure as an integral part of the body, or by providing
a clamp or welded closure which is opened by rupturing
the seal.

Figure 5.7.7. Four Normally-Open and Four Normally-Closed
Explosive Valves Arranged to Provide FourLI
Cycles of ON-OFF Operation

SPRING "

5.7.8 Comparison with Conventional Valves
LATCH SIn the paragraphs which follow, explosive valve parameters

are discussed and a comparison is made between explosive
valves and conventional valves.

5.7.8.1 COST. The unit cost of an explosive valve is usually
less than the unit cost of a conventional valve with the
same function. However, the larger number required for
qualification testing usually balances the over-all cost. A
typical qualification program for a newly designed valve

SPRING -might consist of approximately 50 firings under uniform

POPPET environmental conditions, plus approximately 20 firings
performed at environmental extremes beyond anticipated
conditions. Five firings might be made at extreme cold, f ve
at extreme heat, five after overly severe vibration, and

Figure 5.7.6. Pilot Actuated Explosive Valve perhaps another five after accelerated aging. This entire
(Courtes/of Futurecraft Corporation, City of Industry, California) series of tests would be performed on a sample randomly

selected from the production lot. Some previous testing
would already have been performed during development
of the valve, including under- and over-charge firings to
demonstrate margin of safety of the selected charge level.

5.7.6 -1 4
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS EXPLOSIVE VALVES

5.7.8.2 SPEED OF RESPONSE. Re.,ponse time for most 4.0
explosive valves is very short, usually falling between 0.001
and 0.025 seconds from receipt of actuating signal to com- ,.0
pletion of valving element stroke. This tetal response time
actually consists of three distinct phasei: z

0 .
U

where
t, total valve response time from switch closed to 0.

mechanical stop of moving parts, see - E .A

t, elapsed time from switch closed to first indication 0 BELOW 10.7 AMPS

of explosive burning (pre.3sure rise, etc.), see i 24 VoC WAS USLo WAS USED
"t,. elapsed time from first indication of explosive

burning to rtart of valving element motion, sec 0.2
t. valving element response time from start of valv-

ing elkment motion to completion of stroke, see.

The first phase t:,, usually constitutes the largest portion 0 2 4 6 8 to- 12 14

of the total valve response time, t,, while the sum of the FIRING CURRENT, AMPERES
latter phases, t,, and t,, is relatively small, ustially ii) the
order of 0.0002 second. For this reason, t,, is comparatively S~Firing Time (Typical)
easy to mneasure with conventional instrumentation, where- (Courtesy of Conax Corporation, Buffalo, New York)
ais t, and t. may be determined accurately only with sophis- C
ticated instrumentation.

Because t, represents the total time required to heat the It may be seen from this discussion that t, is mainly con-
bridgewire to a temperature sufficient to initiate the explo- trolled by the sensitivity of the explosive ignition system,
sive train, the magnitttde of this period is dependent upon: highly sensitive systems being faster than the less sensitive

systems. In general, the more sensitive systems are less
a) Type of ignition system. A primer design having a high resistant to accidental firing by static electricity or stray

current firing threshold usually incorporates an ignition RF current than the less sensitive ignition systems.
mix having an inherently high temperature resistance
and a correspondingly high ignition temperature. Such The second phase of the response time, ti., is invariably short
high temperature designs therefore require a longer i'elative to t.. As shown in Figure 5.7.2.1, pressure buildup
time for a given current to heat the bridgewire to the with a deflagration charge occurs in something less than
necessary ig-ition temperature than do more sensitive 0.001 second, and valving element motion can be expected
systems. In addition, high tmniperature compounds usu- to start at some time well before peak pressure is achieved.
ally possess relatively slow burning rates (as compared The actual elapsed time required for the t,, phase will be a
with "brisant" detonating compounds) such that the function of:
period from ignition of the primer spot to full burningof te i.'tc eargemaybe eve~d mlliecodsa) Properties of the explosive material. Detonation charges '
of the base charge may be sever'l milliseconds. burn somewhat faster than certain sl•w-burning defla-

h) Type and resistance of the bridgewire. A high current gration charges.
firing threshold can be obtained with an explosive igni-1tirng thrholdn can lobinitaione temphranurexplov r igni b) Size of the charge and case. A small charge will require
tion mix having a low ignition temp~erature by reducing
the brid'ewire res istance. less time to completely react than will a large charge

of the same explosive.
c) Magnitude of the applied firing current. The greater the

firing current, the shorter will be the time required to c) Mechanical design of the actuating piston and valving
heat a given bridgewire to the ignition temperature. element. A deflagration charge design which requires
Figure 5.7.8 is a representative example of this relation- shearing large quantities of parent metal or a large
ship. shear pin before stroke ccmmences will require that

pressure build up further than a relatively free moving
d 1 Ambient temnperature. For any explosive, the firing time design which permits the stroke to start shortly after

tends to increase as temlperau..'e decreases, because the pressure begins to rise. Similarly, it is important to note
bridgewire is initially at a lower energy level. This effect that the valvingr element is that pact of the valve which
is relatively minor, as illustrated by at series of tests affects fluid flow when it moves (see Sub-Section 6.2),
wherein firing time of a given design increased from -nd does not necessarily start its stroke at the same time
0.0012 to 0.0015 second as temperature was reduced as the actuator piston. Phase t, is not completed until
from 20, to 70,F (Reference V-25). the valving element starts to move.

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
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IEXPL.OSIVE VALVES PRORMANCE CHAATEITC

The final phase of explosive valve response time, t,, is that leakage is usually very small, the greatest majority of

required for the valving element to complete its stroke. combustion products being contained. The actuating piston

The duration of this phase is also characteristically very can have an interference fit with the cylinder if greater

short, but may 'be significantly increased if the valving control of combustion product by-pass is needed. i

element must move through a liquid or further compress a

high-pressure gas. Fluid entrapment, wherein the fluid must Another form of potential cuntamination, the flaking of

be displaced through a small clearance or orifice, can slow metal particles from the fracture portion of the valve seal,

the valving eleme ,t down and should be avoided, is not a problem in correctly designed explosive valves. The
section to be fractured is necked down to form a localized

The short total response time of explosive valves is advan- notch, controlling the failure precisely.
tageous in systems requiring precise synchronization, such
as small liquid propellant feed systems or ballistic missile 5.7.8.6 PRINSSURE DROP. Both normally-open and nor-

separation devices. The water hammer shock associated mally-closed explosive valves can- be designed tc have

with extremely short valving element response times can straight-through flow with no interruptions or changes of

cause problems in liquid systems. Sub.Topics 3.10.3 and cross-sectional area. The pressure drop is as low as that

3.10.4 describe tne basic procedures for water hammer obtainable with a ball valve.

analysis.
5.7.8.7 SAFETY. Explosive valves are as safe or safer than

5.7.8.3 ACTUATING POWER REQUIREMENTS. Because conventional valves, since they are usually designed with I

the main source of energy is contained within the explosive large factors of safety. The mechanical simplicity of ex- 11

valve, little power is required to operate the valve. A typical plosive valves permits this to be done easily.

electrically-initiated cartridge can be safely fired by a 5

amp cilrrent for 0.020 second flowing through the 1.0 ohm As all significant explosive products are contained, there

resistance bridgewire. The actual power requirement would is no danger to personnel in the area, even if a valve should

be somewhat greater than 25 watts, since additional re- be accidentally fired. Most explosive cartridges are rela-
sistance would generally be placed in the firing circuit tively insensitive to accidental firing, some being able to

withstand a continuous power dissipation through the
whenever two or more cartridges were fired from the same bridgewire of 1.0 watt without firing.

power source. This would be done to prevent a single car-

tridge from drawing all available power if it should short Reherence 457-5 presents detailed design criteria for mini-

out in firing. In general, a firing circuit is designed to supply mizing accidental firing hazards associated with electro-

minimum required power to any single cartridge on the magnetic radiation, radio frequency (RF) initiation, static

line, even if all other cartridges are shorted. electric discharge, and spurious signal pickup.

Mechanically initiated cartridges require correspondingly 5.7.8.8 RELIABILITY. Reliability of even single cartridge
small amounts of initiation energy. explosive valves is extremely high, due partly to their me-

chanical simplicity and partly to the high reliability of

5.7.8.4 SIZE AND WEIGHT. The size and weight of an all explosive cartridges. Redundant cartridges can be used

explosive valve is lower than that of a corresponding con- to actuate a valve where either extremely high reliability

ventional valve, due primarily to the compact energy source is required or thi. expense of demonstrating required re-

and the expendability of the valve body and cartridge. The liability with a single cartridge would he excessive. This
weight saving reflects further into the over-all missile or makes the valve somewhat more difficult to design, since
aircraft system~rn since the actuating energy requirement is it must operate successfully when either or both cartridges

small. Weight as a function of flow area is given approxi- fire.

mately by the relations Normally-open explosive valves are often arranged in series,

and normally-closed valves in parallel to achieve high sys-
W 0.10 -i 4.52A (A <0.11 in") tern reliability.

W 0.40 L 1.75A (A > 0.11 in") 5.7.8.9 RESISTANCE TO EXTREME ENVIRONMENT.

Explosive valves are generally more resistant to environ-

where W total valve weight, lbr mental extremes of temperature, shock, and vibration than
A valving unit flow area, in2 other types of valves, since they have fewer moving parts

and larger factors of safety in their actuating force. Well-
designed explosive cartridges have no difficulty surviving
extreme missile environments, and can function success-

5.7.8.5 CONTAMINATION. It is possible for products of flya eprtrsrnigfo 2 oI50.Ee
combustion to leak from the actuation chamber of an explo- fully at temperatures ranging from t320 to dp 250nF. Ele-

sivevale ino te 4lid ine unlss ipecficcaivated temperatures tend to degrade performance of the
sive valve into the qluid lines unless specific care is taken to explosive, which may result in slow response. The explosive

prevent this. In general, even a double O-ring on the ac-
has a "memory" with respect to exposure to high temp~era-

tuating piston is insufficient to prevent some blow-by of tas a there is usually no exus of d ig ifapa-
tur'es and there is usually no means of determining if a par-

combustion gases, because the pressure build up is too rapid ticular valve has been subjected to an extreme environment
for the pressure assisted seals to follow. The amount of prior to use.

ISSUED: MARCH 1967 578 -3
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS EXPLOSIVE VALVES

Biological sterilization, generally recognized as a require- REFERENCES I
ment for a planetary landing vehiicle, can be achieved
through dry heat, the only practical and certain method. 'References dded March 1967
The general criterion for k-his procedu'e is heating to
2930F for 36 hours three sut:cessive times, with unspeci- 2-7

fled periods of normal room Wtmperature in between. With 19-185
respect to such heating cycles, the various explosive devices 262-4
aboard a vehicle are among tht more critical parts. Refer- V-25
ence 564-1 describes a broad survey of explosives to see V-43
which ones possess sufficient thermal stability to withstand
such sterilization. V-232

V-288
Extreme radiation environments can also affect the per-
formance of explosive valves. Whe.-'eas some explosives such
as lead styphnate are relatively insensiti'•e to radiation
exposure, most explosives demonstrate some degradation in 560-1

the form of gas evolution, increased impact sensitivity, and/ 564-1*

or decreased brisance .(Re, crence V.25). The level of radi-
ation required to significantly affect explosive performance
is indicated in the series of tests conducted by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory wi"rein explosives were subjected to
an avevaue of 100,000 . ntgens per hour for periods of 45
to 90 dol-. This investigation is reported in "Effects of
Gamnia Radiation on Explosives," repov-t ORNL-1720, dated 1 -
November 28, 1962.

jI
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MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES TERMINOLOGY

5.8 MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES control the position of a pneumatic piston-cylinder. The
pilot stage consists of a three-way, solenoid-operated, ball-

5.8.1 INTRODUCTION type poppet valve. The main stage is a four-way, two-
position, ball-type poppet valve operated by means of a

5.8.2 DESCRIPTION AND FUNCTION OF A single-acting cylinder, actuated by the first stage. In the
MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVE de-energized position the main stage cylinder actuator is

connected, and the work cylinder is in the down position.
5.8.3 MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVE TERMINOLOGY When the solenoid is energized, the main stage actuation

5?8.3.1 Directional Control Valve cylinder moves down, and the upper work cylinder is vented;
5.8.3.2 Three-Way Valve while the shaft end of the work cylinder is pressurized and
5.8.3.3 Four-Way Valve the wor'. cylinder moves up. By using a pilot stage and a
5.8.3.4 Diverter Valve or Diversion Valve main stage, a relatively small solenoid with small electrical
5.8.3.5 Selector Valve requirements can operate a large work cylinder.
5.8.3.6 Sequence Valve
5.8.3.7 Valve Position 4w'.VMAIN

5.8.4 MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES USING LINEAR
MOTION
5.8.4.1 Spool Valves
5.8.4.2 Poppet Valves
5.8.4.3 Sliding Plate Valves ....

5.8.5 MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES USING
ROTARY MOTION
5.8.5.1 Ball Valves3WA
5.8.5.2 Plug Valves OPENOTD

5.8.5.3 Rotary Slide Valves PILOT

5.8.1 Introduction
A multiple-passage valve may be defined as a directional VNPRESSURE
control valve which stops, starts, and diverts flow between
three or more alternate flow paths. Multiple passage valves Figure 5.8.2. Four-Way Piloted Solenoid Valve Controlling a
are used to control fluid to and from actuating cylinders Dou)le Acting C1 tinder
and to control the direction of flow in numerous applications
where switching or directing flow between various paths is
required. Common designations for multiple-passage valves 5.8.3 Multiple-Passage Valve Terminology
are three-way valves, four-way valves, diverter valves,
sequence valves, and shuttle valves. Actuation may be 5.8.3.1 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE. Directional
manual, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical, control valve is a term used to describe all multiple-passage
Multiple-passage valvws are identified by: the method of valves, because their primary function is to control the
actuation; number of ports; number of positions to which direction of f ow from one fluid line to another. Check valves
the valve can be actuated; type of valving element (spool, are also considered directional control valves, in that a
slide, poppet, ball, etc.) ; and type of sealing. The purpose check valve is included in a system so that flow proceeds in
of this Sub-Section is to describe multiple-passage valves one direction only; that is, it checks reverse flow. Check
in terms of function terminology and basic design types. valves are described in Sub-Section 5.9.

5.8.3.2 THREE-WAY VALVES. A three-way valve is a
5.8.2 Description and Function of a Multiple- valve with three external port connections. Three-way

Passage Valve valves are either two- or three-position val--es. The usual

Multiple-passage valves are used to, extend and retract three-way valve has one common port, which can be con-
piston-cylinders, rotate fluid motors and actuators, and nected to either one of two alternate ports while closing the
sequence other hydraulic or pneumatic circuit operations. non-connected port. Normally, t!.ese ports are identified as
Multiple-passage valves operate in two or more discrete pressure, cylinder, and reservoir (vent) ports. When used
positions and translate between these positions only during to control a single-acting cylinder, the cylinder port is the
valve shifting. Unlike control valves and servo valves, they common port. It is connected alternately to the pressure
are not designed to operate in a proportional or throttling port and to the vent port.
mode. In this respect they may be thought of an an ON-OFF
device, as contrasted to a proportional control device. Fig- 5.8.3.3 FOUR-WAY VALVE. A'four-way valve is a valve
ure 5.8.2 illustrates the use of multiple-passage valves to which has four external port connections usually arranged

5.8.1 -1
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SPOOL VALVES MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES
POPPET VALVES

such that there are two simultaneous flow paths through ing spool. The number of lands and ports on the spool and
the valve. The ports for a four-way valve are commonly valve body determine the porting arrangements that can
identified as pressure, reservoir (vent), and two-cylinder be achieved, and the geometrical relationship between the
ports. Four-way valves are commonly used to actuate lands and ports determine the timing of the valve function.
double-acting cy!inders. In such applications, the valve is With sharp edged land and port, operation of a spool valve
connected such that when pressure is applied to one cylinder is abrupt. In applications where this would cause unde-
port the other cylinder port is vented, and vice versa. Four- sirable pressure surges, the land edges can be notched,
way valves are normally two- or three-position valves. In tapered, or chamfered to modify the flow characteristics.
a three-position, four-way valve, there is a center position
in which all ports are closed. Spool valves are classified as packed or unpacked, depending

upon the sealing characteristics. Packed spool valves utilize
5.8.3.4 DIVERTER VALVE OR DIVERSION VALVE. A O-rings or some other type of seal between the spool and
diverter valve is basically a three-way valve, with the com- valve body to achieve tight shutoff. Unpacked spool valves
mon port beig the pressure port. Flow can be. diverted possess internal leakage, depending upon the clearance be-
from the pressure port to either one of two alteinate flow tween the spool lands and valve body. Annular grooves are
paths. Diverter vrlves are also commonly called diversion sometimes machined on the spool lands to improve lubri-
valves. cation of the valve and to equalize pressure all around the

S5.8.3.5 SELECTOR VALVE. A selector valve functions spool to prevent binding on one side of the bore. In addition
" ieto eliminating binding, the aniular groove centers the valve

and in this position the leakage clearance is minimized.
alternate flow paths to which the common pressure port can
be connected is unlimited. An example of a three-way, two-position spool valve is pre-

sented in Figure 5.8.4.1a. In the right hand position, pres-5.1.3.6 SEQUENCE VALVE. A sequence valve is a valve sure is coanected to the cylinder or load. When the valve
whose primary function is to direct flow in a pre-determined is shifted to the left, the pressure is sealed off and the
sequence between two or more ports. A shuttle valve is a cylinder is vented to the reservoir. Figure 5.8.4.1b presents
type of sequence valve which is pressure actuated such that a schematic of a typical four-way spool valve. If this valve
when a preset system pressure has been reached, the valve is used in a two-position configuration, the spool is placed
automatically actuates, conklecting two or more flow paths. in either extreme end of the body to cycle the work cylinder
5.8.3.7 V A LVE POSITION. The valve position is the point back and forth. If the spool is placed in a center position
at which the valving elements provide a specific flow condi- of the body (three-position valve), the work cylinder will

tion in the valve. The following terms relate to valve posi- be in a locked position and the pressure will be deadheaded I
tion: in a closed-center condition. Figure 5.8.4.1c illustrates a i

three-position, four-way hollow spool valve. In the center

Clored center: all ports are closed in the center position. position, pressure is valved to the reservoir return line.

Open center: all ports are interconnected in the center posi- This valve configuration is suitable for application in a
tion. tandem valve system. Tandem valves are valves which are

Detent position: a pre-determined position maintained by a arranged so that pressure is vented to a reservoir line in
holding device acting on the valving element of a multiple the center position. This reservoir line is in turn used aspassage valve. the supply pressure for a subsequent valve in the system,

etc. Thus, the pressure is used in tandem in a number of

Hold position: a selective position in a multiple passage valves in the system before fluid is returned to the reservoir.
valve where the working ports are blocked to hold a power One unique feature of the spool-type, multiple-passagedevice in a fixed position. Oeuiu etr ftesoltpmlil-asg

valve is that the end of the spool can be used as the actuator
Normal position: the valve position when signal or operat- piston to position the valve. Spools as valving elements are
ing force is not being applied, discussed in further detail under "Servo Valves" in De-

tailed Topic 5.6.7.2.
Normally-closed: specific flow paths are closed in the nor-
meal position. 5.8.4.2 POPPET VALVES. Poppet-type, multiple-passage

Normally-open: specific flow paths are open in the normal valves utilize two or more flat, conical, or spherical seats on

position. a translating poppet. Poppet-type, multiple-passage valves
lend themselves to three- or four-way operation with a
variety of seating and sealing arrangements. FiKure 5.8.4.2a

5.8.4 Multiple-Passage Valves Using Linear Motion illustrates a solenoid-actuated, three-way poppet-type valve.
Multiple-passage valves that use linear motion of the valv- In the de-energized position, the bylinder port is connected
ing element are discussed in the following Detailed Topics. to the reservoir, and in the energized position pressure is

applied to the cylinder. Figure 5.8.4.2b is a schematic of a
5.S.1I. SPOOL VALVES. Spool valves control fluid flow by four-way, poppet-type, multiple-passage valve with pneu-
covering and uncovering annular ports with lands on a slid- matic piston-cylinder actuation. The valve is pressure-
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MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES SOLVLE
POPPET VALVES

CYLINDER PONT

RESERVOIR

RESERVOIR PORT PESR

Fiue5.8.4.2a. Solenoid-Actuated Poppet-Type Three-Way
Valve

(Courtesy of Va/cor Engineering Corporation, Kenilworth, New Jersey)
CYLINDER PRESSURE

Figure 5.8.4.1a. Three-Way Spool Valve BA

RESERVOIR PSO

PORRT

PORT A PRESSURE PORT 8

Figure 5.8.4.1b. Four-Way Spool Valve

Figure 5.8.4.2b. Schematic of a Four-Way Flexible-Lip
Poppet Valve

(Reference 71-1)

actuated. In the position shown, port C, is pressurized and7DRAIN RESERVOIR PRESSURE DANport Cý, is vented. Application of pressure to the under side
of the actuator piston while venting the top side actuatesFigure 5.8A.4.c. Three-Position, Four-Way, Hollow Spool the valve such that C- is pressurized and C, is vented. Simul-

ValverWith ExerhnaDrinsnmSrn taneous seating of two poppets, as required for a four-way
CentringMechnismvalve, is difficult to achieve with hard seats. In the design

illustrated, a Belleville-shaped poppet provides the flexi-
bility required for simultaneous sealing.
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ROTARY VALVES MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVES j
5.8.4.3 SLII)ING PLATE VALVES. The sliding plate valve closed- center, four-way valve. By variations in porting at-
consists of three main elements, a slide and two plate en- rangements in the rotary plug, a number of different types
closures. The slide element is sandwiched between the two of three- and four-way valves can be achieved, as illustrated
plates, and contains cored holes and passr.mes which teate in Figure 5,8.5l.2b.
with ports in the plates. Many porting arrangements are ]
available, and three- and four-way multiple-passage valves AOSItION NO. POStION NO. 2

can be easily achieved, One advantage of a sliding plate
valve, is' that it can be easily reworked and lapped to coin-
pensate for wear. RESRVoI RESERVOIR

5.8.5 Multiple-Passage Valves Using Rotary Motion
Multiple-passage valves utilizing rotary motion between
the valving element and the valve body are discussed in the
following Detailed Topics. PkiSSUR` CI PRESSURE

5.8.5.1 BALL VALVES. Ball valves, discussed under "Shut- RSRVOIR C2
off Valves" in Sub-Topic 5,2.3, can be readily adapted to
operation as multiple-passage valves by the addition of
outlets on the body and additional porting in the ball valv-
ing elrient. With three outlet connections on the body, the
bali valve can be made into a variety of three-way valves,
depending upon the porting utilized in the ball. Figure PC I
5.8,5.1 illustrates two configurations of a three-way ball NIUTRAt PCSITION
valve utilizing an L-porting configuration in one ball and
a T-porting configuration in the other. Two- and three- Figure 5.8.5.2a. Four-Way Potary Plug Valve Closure

pgeprinted from "Product Engineering " June 1955, vol. 26, no. 6,position, three-way valve configurations are possible with wrown, Copyright 1955, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Now York,
two or three ports in the ball. A valve body with four out- New York)

let ports can ne adapted to a number of types of four-way
valves depending upon the port configuration used in the
ball, Ball valves have low pressure drop and good sealing
characteristics, as discussed in Sub-Topic 5.2.3.

VTHREE-WAY PATTERN THREE-WAY PATTERNWITH TWO-PORT PLUG WITH THREE-PORT PLUG

Figure 5.8.5.1. Multiported Ball Valves FOUR-WAY PATTERN
(Cour.tesy of Pacific Valves, Inc., Long Beach, California) WITH FOUR-PORT PLUG

Figure 5.8.5.2b. Porting Arrangements for Three- ard
Four-Way Rotary Plug Valves

5.8.5.2 PLUG VALVES. Plug valves, discussed under (Courtesy of The Lunkenheimer Company, Cincinnati, Ohio)
"shutoff Valves" in Sub-Topic 5.2.11. can be adapted to
three- or four-way, multiple-passage valve operation by
the addition of outlets on the housing and additional port- 5.8.5.3 ROTARY SLIDE VALVES. Rotary slide valves,
ing on the plug. Figure -`.8.5.2a illustrates a top view of a discussed under "Shutoff Valves" in Sub-Topic 5.2.12, are
four-way rotary plug valve. The valve illustrated is a more commonly used as multiple-passage valves than as
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CHECK VALVES DEFINITIONS

two-way shutoff valves. Rotary slide, multiple-passage 5.9 CHECK VALVES, 1
valves consist of two essential parts, the body :4nd a rotating
plate. The body contains three or four outlets for either a 5.9.1 INTRODUCTION
three- or four-way valve ronfiguration, and the r-Aary plate
contains various porting arrangements to P chieve a multi- 5.9.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION PARAMETERS
plicity of three- or four-way valve types. Several porting 5.9.2.1 Ilre,,kre Drop
arrangements for three- and four-way rotary slide valves 5.9.2.2 Sealing
are illustrated in Figure 5.8.5.2. 5.9.2.3 ý',acking and Reseat Pressure

5.9.2.4 Flow Medium
3 - WAY SELECTOR 5.9.2.5 Operating Preasure

5,.9.2.6 Operating Temperature
r~w~l5.9.2.7 Contamination Sensitivity

I 3 , IEI 3ll4 3 5.9.2.8 Maintenance
5.9.2.9 Weight and Size

2 2 2 5.9.2.10 Cost
1-2 CLOSED 2-3 5.9.2.11 Operating Life

5.9.3 BALL CHECK VALVES
5.9.3.1 Description and Operation
5.9.3.2 Performance Characteristics
5.9.3.3 Applications and Limitations

2 2 2 2
1-2 1-2-3 2-3 1-3 5.9.4 CONE CHECK VALVES

4 - WAY SELECTOR 5.9.4.1 Description and Operation
CLOSED CENTER 5.9.4.2 Performance Characteristics

EX, ex. EX. 5.9.4.3 Applications and Limitations

ý 11 J ,.9.5 POPPET CHECK VALVES
5.9.5.1 Description and Operation

P P P 5.9.5.2 Performance Characteristics
P-I EX-2 CLOSED P-2 EX-1 5.9.5.3 AppP~eations and Limitations

TANDEM
EX. Ex. Ex. 5,9.6 SWIN6. C'HECK VALVES

5.9.6.1 Description and Operation
5.9.6.2 Performance Characteristics
5.9.6.3 Applications and Limitations

p p 5.9.7 FLAPPER CHECK VALVES
P-1 EX-2 P-EX P-2 EX-I

5.9.7.1 Description and Operation
5.9.7.2 Performance Characteristics

Figure 5.8.5.3. Porting Arrangements for Three- and
Four-Way Rotary Slide Valves 5.9.7.3 Applications and Limitations

(Courtpsy ot Republic Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) 5.9.8 RL13HER CHECK VALVES
5.9.8.1 Description and Operation
5.9.8.2 Performance Characteristtcs

REFERENCES 5.9.8.3 Applications and Limitations

6-11 19-86 V-61
6-58 71-1 V- 75 5.9.1 Introduction
6-109 112-4 V-172 The primary function of a check valve is to prevent flow
19-16 462-1 V-271 reversal. Check valves pass fluid freely in one direction and,

if pressure reverses, close quickly to stop flow in the other
direction. Flow reversal in fluid systems may be program-
med as a normal occurrence or may be caused by accidental
occurrences or failures. Accidental flow reversal must be
promptly and effectively haltv•d or reservoirs may overflow,
tanks may be over-pressurized, reactive fluids may combine,
rotating equipment may overspeed, or other types of equip-
ment damage may occur.

Check valves are entirely automatic in their operation,
their valving elements bein, activated by the forces of the
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DESIGN AND SELECTION CHECK VALVES

flowing media. Valving elements of check valves are either flow direction. The use of resilient seat materials wherever
spring-loaded closed or gravity closed. The spring-loaded possible will aid in achieving minimum Ink"kage at low seat
type is the only one of significant interest in aerospace loadings.
applications, due to the uncertainty of vehicle attitude or
of the existence of gravitational forces. 5.9.2.3 CRACKING AND RESEAT PRESSURE. Crack-

ing pressure is defined as the forward differential pressure
Check valves are automatic devices, requiring no external which is required to pass some specified minimum flow rate.
actuation signals or sources of power. They are the simplestS ~Reseat pressure is that reverse differential pressure ro-
of valve types. However, in spite of their simplicity, they quired to reduce leakage to some minimum specified value.
are often one of the most troublesome components in a fluid With sufficient spring-loading and proper seat character-
system. Having no actuators, check valves are often lacking istics, the reseating pressure can be zero. Both the crack-
in sufficient seating force to accomplish A good seal. Most ing and reseating pressure characteristics of the valve are
check valve designs are a compromise between good sealing related to the •pressure drop and leakage characteristics.
and low pressure drops.

5.9.2.4 FLOW MEDIUM. The selection of a check valve for

5.9.2 Design and Selection Parameters a particular application will depend upon the nature of the
fluid medium. The primary consideration will be the com-

Parameters that must be considered in the selection of a patibility of seal materials, metals, and coatings used in
particular check valve configuration are discussed in the the valve construction. The choice of seals in the valves may
following Detailed Topics. be dependent upon whether the fluid medium is a gas or

5.9.2.1 PRESSURE DROP. In aerospace fluid systems, it liquid. Special sealing problems are encountred with light

is usually desirable to minimize pressure drop across the gases such as helium and hydrogen as the flow medium.

valve as a function of flow rate. The comparative pressure 5.9.2.5 OPERATING PRESSURE. The most significant
drop characteristics for several types of check valves are consideration for operating pressure is that the valve hous-
shown in Figure 5.9.2.1. When specifying the pressure drop ing must be designed for the maximum pressure to which
of the check valve, it is important that the actual operating it may be subjected. The possibility of rapid valve closure
conditions of flow rate, pressure, temperature, and flow causing water hammer must be taken into consideration,
medium are accurately stated. in that it may cause a pressure rise several times the normal

operating pressure. A maximum differential pressure in the
reverse direction must be considered in the design of the
valve closure and seals to prevent fracture of closure and

BALL extrusion of seals. If the valve may be subjected to a large

CONE the possibility of fatigue failure.
CL.
c POPPET 5.9.2.6 OPERATING TEMPERATURE. The design and

W :selection of the valve must take into account the operating
temperature of both the fluid medium and the valve envir-

SSWING onment. Of particular concern will be the effect of operating
a. [temperature on any non-metallic seal materials which may

be used in the valve. All materials utilized in the valve must
be selected to withstand the worst temperature conditions.
Short term temperature excursions of either the ambient
or the fluid medium may he tolerable beyond the recom-

FLOW mended service temperature of the materials, due to the
inherent heat sink of the valve mass. Particular attention

Figure 5.9.2.1. Typical Check Valve Pressure Drop Curves should be given tc temperature gradients that may exist in
(Reprinted from "Applied Hydraulics," April 4, 1957. vol. 10, no. 4,
D. Van Deerlin. Copyright 1957, Industrial Publishing Corporation, the valve because of the possible effect of binding due to
Cleveland, Ohio) differential thermal expansion. The effect of high tempera-

tures must be considered, since they may cause permanent
seal damage and resultant leakage; however, low tempera-

5.9.2.2 SEALING. The sealing characteristics of the check Lures must also be considered in causing loss of seal re-
valve are dependent upon the seal material, initial spring- silience with resultant leakage.
loading, and differential pressure across the closure ele-
mennt. When pressure reversal occurs, the check valve will 5.9.2.7 CONTAMINATION SENSITIVITY. Contamination
l*,ak until the back pressure becomes high enough to pro- in a fluid system or in the fluid medium may cause a valve
vide an adequate seating force. The requirement for zero malfunction or internal leakage. The degree of contamina-
leakage at zero or very low reversal pressure necessitates tion to be expected in a fluid system should be considered
the use of higher initial spring load, which will result in in the selection of a valve, particularly with respect to the

higher pressure drops through the valve in the forward valving element and the type of seals. For contaminated
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CONE I

fluid service, close fitting parts and mechanisms in the valv-
lag element should be avoided, and seals with the maximum .
degree of resilience should be used.

5.9.2.8 MAINTENANCE. Maintenance requirements for
the valve should be kept minimum, and the need for special
tools should be avoided if possible. If seals need to be re-
placed on a periodic basis, they should be standard avail-
able parts and readily accessible. Disassembly or service
should require minimum teardown and mirimize the possi-
bility of contamination.

5.9.2.9 WEIGHT AND SIZE. Weight and size are of prime
consideration for valves for any aerospace application, and
these considerations will often dictate the type of valve to
be utilized. For example in a ball check valve, the weight Figure 5.9.3.1. Typical Ball Check Valve
of the ball increases with the cube of the line size; whereas
in a flapper-type check valve, the weight of the closure thus causing even wear on the ball and valve seat and
would bc more nearly proportional to the square of the line minimizing the effects of contamination. Ball check valves

size. Therefore, in aerospace applications where weight is have a tendency to chatter, particularly on rapid closure.
of prime consideration, a ball-type check valve would very
rarely be used for line sizes greater than 1 inch. For larger 5.9.3.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Because of
diameter lines, a flapper or swing type check valve would their inherent simplicity and low cost, ball check valves
be used. the frequently used in applicationi of small line diameters

where pressure drop is not of a particular concern. Prac-
5.9.2.10 COST. Some of the many factors influencing cost tically no damping can be incorporated in the mechanism
of a check valve include operating pressure, temperature, of the ball check valve and the chattering tendency cannot
flow rate, leakage requirements, flow medium, weight, re- be eliminated. Therefore, ball check valves are not recom-
liability, and life cycle requirements. While cost may not be mended for applications where chattering is unacceptable.
as important as perfornfane and reliability for nerospace
applications, none of the above cost factors shoalld be over
spe~cified so that they adversely affect the final cost of the
valve. 5.9.4.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. The cone-type

check valve is essentially an outgrowth of the ball type. In5.9.2.11 OPERATING LIFE. A great many factors can af-
cone check valves, the ball is replaced by a sliding elementfect the opprating life of a valve. Among these are flow with a conical seating surface at one end, as illustrated in

medium, contamination, operating temperature, stresses, Figure 5.9.4.la. This conical surface seats against either
number of cycles, type of seals, materials of construction, airur shar egor conical srace which e

and ainenace rocdurs. n geera, atraeof exsts a circular sharp edge or a conical surface which may be
and maintenance procedures. In general, a tradeoff exists provided with either a soft or hard seat. A variation of the
betweer- weight of the valve and operating life. To achieve

cone check valve which incorporates a spherical seat is il-the maximum operating life, the design is made so as to lutaeinFgr5.41.Thspriasateo ty
lustrated in Figure 5.9.4.1b. The spherical seat geometryminimize loads and stresses on valve components. However, minimizes seat and poppet alignment requirements. The

in order to conserve weight, a valve should not be over-
designed for its life cycle requirement in aerospace flight particular valve illustrated incorporates a combination

applications. hard and soft seat for minimum leakage at low back pres-
sures.

5.9.3 Ball Check Valves A variation of th? cone check valve, called a restriction
check valve, is illustrated in Figure 5.9.4.1c. In the restric-

5.9.3.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. A typical ball tion check valve, full flow is allowed in the forward direc-
check valve is illustrated in Figure 5.9.3.1. A closure ele- tion, while a restricted flow is obtained in the reverse direc-
ment of the valve is a hard ball which is spring-loaded tion through the small orifice in the conical seating element.
against a circular, conical, or spherical seat. To minimize
leakage, a soft seat such a Teflon, or other plastic or elas- 5.9.4.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Cone check
tomer may be used. In some disigns, a combination of soft valves generally have less pressuro drop for a given size
and hard seat are used. Flow forces lift the ball off the seat than ball check valves, and have less tendency to chatter
against the loading spi'ing and flow passes around the ball. because of the guided movement and resultant damping of

"the valving element. Cone check valves are susceptible to
5.9.3.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. The flow dirt in the seating area and between the piston and body.
must proceed around the ball, resulting in a tendency to- If contamination lodges between the piston and body it can
ward turbulence and higher pressure drop than in other cause sticking or cocking, with a resultant leakage between
types of check valves. During the course of normal opera- the piston and body seating area. The spherical seat variety
tion, the ball may rotate slightly on the retaining spring, is less susceptable to leakage caused by cocking of the valv-
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POPPET CHECK VALVES

higher flow and higher pressure applications than ball
checks. Provision must be made in cone check valve appli-
cations to keep contamination to acceptable levels in order
to avoid sticking and excessive leakage. A restriction cone
check valve, shown in Figure 5.9.4,1c, is useful in applica-
tions where full flow is required in one direction and re-
stricted flow is required in the reverse direction. This type
of action cannot be achieved in a ball check valve because
of the rotation that occurs in the ball element,

5.9.5 Poppet Check Valve

5.9.5.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. Poppet check
valves consist of a mushroom shaped poppet, the stem of
which is closely guided in the valve body and the head of

Figure 5.9.4.1a. Typical Conical Poppet Check Valve ,hich seals against a flat or tapered circular seat. A poppet-
type check which utilizes a combination of O-ring and hard
conical seat is illustrated in Figure 5.9.5.1. Also shown is
an improved O-ring groove design to prevent high velocity
fluids from blowing the O-ring demonstration. In this valve,
flow forces in the forward direction force the head of the
poppet off the seat and flow proceeds through the stem of
the poppet, around the head of the poppet, and through the
body of the valve.

0 0

Figure 5.9.4.1b. Poppet-Type Check Valve With a Soft Seal
and a Spherical Seat

(Courtesy of Republic Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

i't

Figure 5.9.5.1. Poppet-Type Check Valve With an 0-ring Seal
(Courtesy of Circle Seal Products Company, Inc., Pasadena, California)

5.9.5.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Poppet-
type check valves, in general, have less pressure drop for
a given flow rate than either cone or ball-type check valves.
Poppet check valves can be designed to eliminate any ten-
dency toward chatter or hammering by the incorporation
of damping chambers in the valve. Because of the close'
clearances between the poppet stem and valve body, con-
tamination or dirt can cause-sticking and leakage.

5.9.5.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Poppet
Figure 5.9.4.1c. Restriction Cone Check Valve check valves must be used only where adequate filtration is

provided, to avoid sticking of the poppet. Because poppet
ing element with respect to the body due to contamination, check valves can be designed to eliminate chatter, they are

useful in applications where chatter cannot be tolerated.
5.9.4.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Cone check Poppet check valves require more parts than ball or cone
valves are generally used in the same type of applications types and therefore, in general, are more costly. In most
as are ball checks. However, cone checks can be used for cases, poppet check valves can be used in the same applica-
reduced pressure drop in a giver, size valve, and can also tions where ball and cone chocks are used, but are more
be used in application where a tendency to chatter cannot commonly used. where it is desirable to improve flow char-
be tolerated. Thus, cone checks can be used for somewhat acteristics.
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5.9.6 Swing Check Valves 5.9.7 Flapper Check Valtes

5.9.6.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. A swing check 5.9.7.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. Flapper check
valve consists of a hinged disc which seats against a flat valves are similar to swing check valves except that instead
or tapered surface, or a circular sharp edge. A swing check of a single hinged disc, the flapper check valve has several
valve incorporating a soft seat against a flat surface is il- hinged elements. This makes it possible to design a maxi-
lustrated in Figure 5.9.6.1. Flow in the forward direction mum open area within a given diameter and reduces the
swings the hinged disc from the seat and out of the flow moment of inertia of the individual moving parts. A split,
path, allowing a practically unrestricted passage to flow flapper check valve, one. which utilizes two semi-circular
with little pressure drop. When flow through the valve stops discs or flappers, is illustrated in Figure 5.9.7.1. This valve

or tends to reverse, the disc quickly swings to its seat, seal- is designed for flange mounting in an air duct and utilizes
ing the valve against reverse flow. flat hard sealing surfaces. Flow through the valvw in the

forward direction moves the flapper parallel to the flow
stream and into the center of the valve.

(Courtesy of Republic Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Figure 5.9.7.1. Split Flapper Check Valve for Clamp
Mounting Between Flanged Ducts

(Courtesy of Tapco, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio)

5.9.6.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Because
the s'ving check valve can be designed for small opening 5.9.7.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. A presI
forces and the disc can swing out of the flow path, very low sure drop across flapper check valves can be kept to a mini-
pressure drops can be achieved with swing check valves, mum similar to that of swing checks. For a given size valve,
Swing check valves are particularly subject to water ham- flappers are comparatively lighter than swing checks and,
mer by sudden flow reversal. This is caused by the relatively because the center of mass is located near the hinge line,
large disc travel from open to closed position, which can they can stand longer and more severe cycle life than a
result in a significant reverse flow velocity before the disc single heavier swinging disc, which would produce greater
is closed. The swing check valve is, therefore, generally in- impact forces when slammed shut. The complicated geom-
ferior to other check valve designs with respect to ability etry of a split flapper valve makes good sealing character-
to eliminate reverse f1kw. Because the disc mechanism has istics relatively more difficult to achieve. For a given size

very little damping, we final closing velocity is relatively valve, flapper check valves can be designed to produce less
high. It is this rapid stopping of the reverse flow which water hammer than swing check valves, because the flap-

pers do not travel as far to close. The reverse flow velocityproduces the water hammer. Fluid contamination has very adfaprvlct r eaieyls tcoigliteeLc nteatino h av ic and flapper velocity are relatively less at closing.
little effect on the action of the valve disc.

5.9.7.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Flapper
5.9.6.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Swing check valves have been used primarily in pneumatic fluid
check valves find their widest use in fluid circuits where systems. Their particular advantage is the minimum pres-
ininimum pressure drop is of paramount importance. Be- sure drop within a given envelope diameter. Flapper check
cause of their tendency to produce water hammer, swing valves are relatively insensitive to contamination, but
check valves should not be used in high pressure systems would be difficult to design for minimum reverse leakage.
where there is a tendency toward sudden flow reversal. In general, flapper check valves are more suitable to appli-
Swing check valves are useful in fluid systems where close cations where sudden flow reversal may occur than swing
control over fluid contamination is not possible. check valves.
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5.9.8 Rubber Check Valves 5.9.8.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. Rubber
check valves can provide mimimum leakage characteristics6.9.8.1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION. A ribber check and are relatively insensitive to forward contamination.

valve is one in which the valve closure elements and sealing They exhibit essentially no tendency to chatter or produce
surfaces are made of an integral piece of rubber. The valve water hammer. A tradeoff exists in the design of rubber
is designed to take advantage of the elastic properties of
rubbe. Flow forces in the forward direction deflect the check valves of the pressure drop in the forward direction,

versus the maximum pressure the valve can stand in the
valve closure elements to an open position, while reverse
flow closes the valve and produces compression forces in the reverse direction.
sealing surfaces. One type of rubber check valve is illus- 5.9.8.3 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS. Obviously,
trated in Figure 5.9.8.1. This valve is designed to open to the rubber check valve is limited to fluids which are corn-
full line size for minimum pressure drop. The conical shape patible with the rubber used in the valving element. Pri- J
with circular stiffening rings maximizes the reverse pres- mary use of these check valves is on relatively small line
sure that the valve can withstand. sizes, where the reverse pressure tiqf. can be exerted is

relatively low. The simplicity of this type of check valve
makes them relatively low in cost and high in reliability.

FULL FLO,,ý

REFERENCES
CLOSED 6-128 193-3 V-75

19-187 195-5 V-178
47-2 195-6 V-285

V-287

Figure 5.9.8.1. Rubber Check Valve

(Courtesy of Heart Valves, Inc.. Mansfield, Ohio)
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FILTERS TERMINOLOGY

5.10 FILTERS AND SEPARATORS In order to provide this protection throughout the mission/
5.10.1 INTRODUCTION duty cycle of a system, a penalty in total system pressure

loss must be tolerated. This may be insignificant when the
5.10.2 FILTER AND SEPARATOR TERMINOLOGY filter is clean but increases very rapidly as it becomes

clogged and approaches its limit of contaminant capacity.
5.10.3 FILTRATION AND SEPARATION This perf -rmance characteristic is a measure of the dura-

TECHNIQUES tion of protection or useful service life offered "Iy the filter,
5.10.3.1 Filtration Techniques and is a direct function of th. number and geometry of the5.103.2Sepaatin Tehniuespores or copillaries of -the filter medium provided within a

5.10.4 MECHANICAL FILTER MEDIA given envelope.

5.10.4.1 Woven Square Mesh Wire Cloth
5.10.4.2 Woundwire Media " Filtration rating (degree of protection) and contaminant

5.10.4.3 Sintered Wire Mesh capacity (duration of protectio:.) of a filter are mutually-

5.10.4.4 Dutch Weave Wire Cloth opposing characteristics in that the finer the filter rating

5.10.4.5 Disc or Ribbon Edge Filter the shorter the service life it can provide within a given
5.10.4.6 Sintered Metal cavity or envelope size.

5.10.4.7 Composite Sintered Metal and Wire Cloth The design criteria of a filter must therefore be based on a
5.10.4.8 Etched Disc tradeoff betweeh (a) filtration rating, (b) contaminant
5.10.4.9 Pressed Paper capacity, and (c) envelope size. Once one of these param-

eters is specified the other two follow a known relationship
5.10.5 FKLTER CASES which is fixed for any given filter medium. If two of these

5.10.5.1 Configuration parameters are specified, the third one is automatically
5.10.5.2 Accessibility established. Similarly, comparisons between different filter
5.10.5.3 Internal Seals media must always be based on total filtration performance,
5.10.5.4 Internal Par.s i.e., the ratio between service life and filtration rating per
5.10.5.5 Differential Pressure Indicators cubic inch of envlope required.
5.10.5.6 By-pass Valves

5.•0.6 FILTER CLEANING 5.10.2 Filter and Separator Terminology

5.10.6.1 Backfiushing Particle size: defined and measured as the largest dimension
5.10.6.2 S3nie Cleaning of a solid particulate contaminant and quoted in microns as
5.10.6.3 Flushing 1 micron, 1A, 10- meters (Table 5.10.2).
5.10.6.4 Purging
5.10.6.5 Initial Cleaning Fiber size: a solid contaminant having a length-to-diameter

ratio of 10:1 or gre,,.ter. Fiber size is measured by diameter
5.10.7 FILTER REQUIREMENTS BY SYSTEM TYPE and length.

5.10.7.1 Hydraulic
5.10.7.2 Pneumatic Filter rating, "absolute'.": the micron size corresponding to
5.10.7.3 Propellant Feed removal of 100 percent oi all hard, spherical particles (i.e.,

glass beads) larger than a given size under static blow-down
conditions.

Filter rating, "nominal" (obsolescent; seldom used): re-
moval of 98 percent of all incide.ot particles larger than a

5.10.1 Introduction given size, based or. a standard cootaminajt. Th. iominal

Particulate contamination constitutes one of the major rating is determined by adding a standard contaminant such

causes of fluid component malfunctions. A filter is a device as glass beads or graduated dust part'cles of a known size
located in a fluid system for the purpose of controlling con- and quantity distribution to the filter influent. The ratio of

tamination by trapping particles entrained in the fluid. particles larger than a given size in the effluent to the quan-
This sub-section defines terminology commonly associated tity in the influent is used to determine the nominal rating.

with filtration and presents a comparison and evaluation of The two percent of particles larger than nominal rating
various filter types and performance, criteria. which pass through may be of any size up to the maximum

size of the test contaminant.
The system performance requirements for a filter can be
expressed in terms of the qize of the largest partiele which Filter efficiency: the ratio expressed in percent of the weight
can be tolerated in the fluid downstream of the filte- under of particles trapped, divided by the weight of particles intro-
all applicable system conditions. This performan'e charac- duced into the filter. Filter efficiency is determined using a
teristic is a measure of the degree of protection f.ffered by standardized glass bead contaminant. Efficiency is usually
the filter and is a direct function of (a) the pore size dis- determined on' the basis of particles related to the average
tribution of the filter medium, and (b) the initial cleanli- absolute rating of the filter; however, the efficiency can be
ness level of the filter, determined for.any particle size.
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Table 5.10.2. Micron Conversion Factors and Comparative Sizes

____________ INCHES (IN) MILLIMETERS (mm)

MICRONS(p) 1 MICRON (u) = 1o� METERS cm

io� = 3.94 x 1o�

1.0

100005
DIA OF HUMAN HAIR 70p

LOWER LIMIT OF VISIBILITY 40u 6350 pa -0.25 In.
(NAKED EYE)

SIZE OF BACTERIA (COCCI) -

IOC3p 1

- (DOT)

SQUARE MESH WIRE SCREEN SIZES

U.S. SIEVE NO. (MESH) 50 100 �140 200 270 325* 400
WIRES PER INCH 52.36 101.01 1142.86 200.0 ] 270.26 32�.0O 400
WIRE DIAMETER (In.) 0.0095 0.0043 0.0030 0.0021 0.0015 0.0012 0.001� N
SIEVE OPENING, (In.) 0.0117 0.0059 10.0041 0.0029 0.002� 0.00170.0015
SIEVE OPENING, ,a [IIIi]�LII 1105 74 1�2iiiI�llI�i

I

*1

Pr�'ssurc drop (dean): the prc.�sure differential across a Media inigiatwo migration of any form of particulate con-
clean filter unit including inlet and outlet ports under speci- taminant indentifiable as filter material or the supporting

lied conditions of fio�v i'ate, temperature, pressure, and flow structure.
nieditini.

Collapse p)es.s'nPc: the differential pressure across a tilter
(',mnoniinanl capacity replaces obsolescent term "dirt hold- which �vill collapse or distort the element in any manner in

my capacity"): the i�aximum weight of a contaminant with which the performance of the filter is degraded. This is a

spec�ticd Pa rtictilatc distribution which can be added oa the test to determine structural integrity of the element.
inlet side of a filter without exceeding a specified pressure
drop. Initial bobble point: the air pressure in inches of �vater at

which the first bubble appears in a liquid of known surface
l'ressnri� drop at raterl contaminant ca pacify: the pressure. tension and temperafure in which the element is wetted and

differential across a filter unit, including inlet and outlet pressurized with air. The bubble point is an indication of

ports after a specified weight of a contaminant having a the maximum pure size of a filter medium. The filter element
specified distribution of particles has been adde�I on the is immersed in the liquid to a known depth, and air pressure

inlet side of a filter under specified conditions of flow rate. is gradually increased until the first bubble appears. The

tx'i1iPtiiiiJ�Iie. )�Ie��ur�'. and flow medium. bubble point test procedure is presented in detail in Ref-
In it io 1 clew cut eon ta in mo tioi, : The contaminant level in a
new filter element p.ior to installation as measured by a Filter media: the material or combination of i�aterials
spcciti& test method such as ARI� 599 and analyzed as de- which are used to remove solids from a fluid stream.
scrihed in A RI' 598, A RP 849 describes inspection of filter
elements for den idi ness.
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FILTERS SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

Filtration depth: the propeity of a filter medium to retain These materials have several hundred thousand square
contaminants in more than one plane or layer. Filter media feet of surface area per pound of adsorbent. Adsorbent
generally do not have uniform pore size, and for this reason separators are designed to provide a deep bed of adsorbent
are capable of filtering a portion of the particles smaller material and to permit a low velocity through the bed to
than the maximum pore size or absolute rating. As the prevent channeling of fluid. The contaminant is attached
depth of the medium is increased, the efficiency of the me- to the exposed surface area of the adsorbent material.

dium to retain smaller particles is improved. A detailed Some examples of adsorbent separation applications are

presentation of depth filtration performance is described in removal of gums and varnish from petroleum products,

Reference 17-10. removal of oil from compressed gas streams, and removal
of carbon dioxide crystals from liquid oxygen or nitrogen.

5.10.3 Filtration and Separation Techniques Magnetic Separation. Magnetic separation is the removal

of ferromagnetic contaminants by magnetic attraction.
5.10.3.1 FILTRATION TECHNIQUES. Two types of file'a- One form of magnetic separator consists of a magnetized
tion are described. plug which is screwed into the storage reservoir of hydrau-

Surface Filtration.' Surface filtration is accomplished by lic or lubrication systems. Another form of magnetic sep-

impingement and retention of solid contaminants on a ma- arator consists of magnetized grids in the fluid stream

trix of pores or-openings in a single plane or surface. Fil- which attract magnetic contaminants. Bar magnets have
tration occurs only at the one surface, and contaminants also been cast into sintered metal filters to enhance their

which are not stopped at this surface pass through the ability to collect magnetic contaminants. Magnetics sepa-

media with no further change in direction. Surface filtra- rators are used in oil reservoirs of reciprocating machinery,
tion is effective in collection of particles larger then the hydraulic systems, crankcases, and other applications

pore size, but ineffective in collection of fibers and particles where magnetic contaminants are anticipated.
smaller-than the pore size. Contaminant capacity of surface Centrifugal Separation. Centrifugal separation is accon-
filters is limited by the amount of surface area which can plished by rotation of a fluid to separate material of differ-
be provided within a given envelope. Examples of surface ent densities from the fluid. The centrifuge will separate
filtration media are single layer mesh screens, stacked insoluble contaminants which are heavier than the fluid; it
washers, wound metal ribbon, and perforated sheet metal, will not separate two fluids of the same specific gravity.

Depth Filtration. Depth filtration is accomplished by im- The centrifuge is useful in separation of water from
pingement and retention of solid contaminants in a matrix petroleum base fuels such as the RP series or JP series
of pores in series or depth. Sand is a classic example of a propellants, and in separating water and high density con-
depth filter, its filtering action being random absorption taminants from lubricating oils. The centrifuge is widely

and entrapment. Filtration occurs not only at the surface used in the process and petrochemical field, but has little
but throughout the thickness of the media. Particles which application as an airborne device due to its large size, heavy

pass one matrix are subjected to direction changes in a cir- weight, and power requirements.

cuitous path. Depth filters are effective in collection of Electrostatic Separation. Electrostatic separation is ac-
particles larger~ than the maximum opening and fibers, and complished by passing fluid over electrostatically-charged
will also collect a portion of contaminants smaller than the plates which separate contaminants by means of electro-
largest pore size, depending on the media type and thickness. static attr,.cl.iun. This type of separator consists of
Contaminant capacity of depth type media per square inch electrostatically-charged plates separated by a non-
of surface area is large because the contaminants may be conductive collecting mass such as polyurethane foam, glass
retained throughout the depth of the material as well as on fibers, or other suitable material. A direct current potential
the surface layer. Examples of depth filtration media are: is applied to alternate plates and the contaminants are
multiple layers of mesh, wound wire cylinders, stacked collected on the collecting mass. The electrostatic separator
paper discs, sintered granulated materials, multiple layers is efficient in removing extremely small particles from clean
of cloth, compressed or matted organic or inorganic fibers, I•'" Is, to "ain a super-clean fluid. The separator will also
stacked etched sheet metal discs, open pore plastic foam separate water from petroleum products; however, if too
materials, and stacked membranes, much water is present, the separator will not operate after

the fluid has become sufficiently conductive to cause elec-
5.10.3.2 SEPARATION TECHNIQUES. Six separation trical breakdown between plates. The relatively bulky and
techniques are described. Water separation refers only to heavy electrical equipment required by this device limits
undissolved water. the application of the separator to non-airborne systems.

Adsorptive Separation. Adsorptive separation is removal Freeze Out Separation: Freeze out jp~tiGiuii is accom-
of contaminants from a fluid by the contaminant becoming plished by freezing contaminants in a process strear.•, then
attached to the surface of a media. Adsorbent separators collecting the frozen contaminants on a cold coil surface
differ from filters in that they are capable of separating or filter. This technique is used to remove water from com-
gum, varnishes, and other contaminants in addition to pressed air, nitrogen, helium, aid other gases. The gas is
particles and fibers. Some of the common adsorbent mate- prssed ovr refrigeratedil u, and The water

rial ar siica elFuler' earh, lumna, nd auxte, passed over refrigerated coils or surfaces, and the water :
rials are silica gel, Fullei's earth, alumina, anti bauxite.
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MESH TYPES FILTERS

freezes out on the cold surface, If the coils or the surfaces
are cooled to a sumclently low temperature, carbon dioxide,
lubricating oil, and similar contaminants can be removed
from a gaseous process stream. Freeze out separators are
often used in pairs, so that one unit may be defrosted or
heated to remove frosen contaminants from cryogenic fluids,
Fur example, ice and crystalline carbon dioxide are frozen
out in liquid air, liquid nitrogen, or liquid oxygen streams.
The crystalline carbon dioxide and ice are removed from
the cryogenic liquid by mechanical filtration.

CGtavity Separation. Gravity separation of contaminants is
accomplished by allowing the material of awdifferent density
to settle in a container, The terhnique is useful in separa-
tion of water from petrol- -. ducts and for separation
of insoluble contamir ,' is. The techniques will
remove large high '0 s rapidly; however, fine
particles and si1 '. -v suspension for long periods CYLINDRICAL ON CORRUGATED CORRUGATED

of time. Grr-, y -. ost effective in fiat hori- SUPPORTING MANDREL -INTERNAL MANDREL -INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL MANDREL

zontal tr ..- • Sh. For continuous gravity
sepa.. •..- - .. d tra:ys are placed in series

S' enters the first tray and Figure 5.10.4.1. Woven Square Mesh Wire Cloth
S.'' .... .. trays. Settling occurs in

. v. The degree of gravity type of filter is suitable for noncritical hydraulic, pneumatic,
se - )rocess is limited by agi- and propellant feed applications. The filter will pass fibers
tatiot. i the fluid as it iw.. ýgh the series of trays. and random large particles.

5,10.4 Mechanical Filter Media 5.10.4.2 WOUND WIRE MEDIA. Wound wire materials
(Figure 5.10.4.2) are a form of thick cloth made by helically

A number of factors must be considered when selecting the cross-winding wire on a mandrel. Wires are then sinteredproper filter media for a given service. Table 5.10.4 is a where they cross, and the cloth may be removed from the
mechanical filter media comparison chart based on the more mandrel and slit into sheet, or may be retained and used in
important filter selection parameters. In the following De- cylindrical form. Small cylindrical elements may be ex-
respect to important characteristics, applications and lim- taminants being wound into the cloth. Migration of media

itations. is comparable to other sintered cloth elements and will

5.10.1.1 SQUARE MESH WIRE CLOTH. Square mesh wire continue under dynamic flow, mechanical vibration, and
stresses. The elements hive depth, and are more effectivecloth (Figure 5,10.4.1) is produced on a loom in the same

manner as corventioial cloth materials. The warp is the in stopping fibers than single layer cloth filters. Dirt ca-
%vire that runs the length of the cloth; the shute (or woof) pacity per unit surface area is good. The elements arer'nis perpendicular to the cloth, and is woven into the warp usually welded to a header or supporting frame, which in-'y iperpns of a shuttle. The wire mesh cloth develops a troduces additional sources of built-in contamination. This
sqmare opening pattern and presents a st raight-through type of filter is not suitable for critical hydraulic, pneu-

opening. Square mesh wire cloth materials are not available ma.ic, and propellant feed applications.
in "absolute" ratings much finer than 40 microns. Twilled 5.10.4.3 SINTERED WIRE MESH. Both the square mesh
weave,; are also available, which present a straight-through wire cloth and wound wire media can be sintered. The
opening to fluid flow. Since there is no mechanical bond square mesh cloth has the warp and woof wires sintered
between points of intersection of the wire, the cloth will together where they cross. The sintering process fixes the
distort under high mechanical stress and vibration, and pore pore size and reduces the possibility of changes in pore size
.,ze will vary, allowing particles to pass. Initial cleanliness under mechanical stress and vibration. The sintered wire
i- difficult to achieve because contamina-ts are inadvert- mesh has the same general filtration capability as unsin-
cvrtl.! woven into the cloth unless special techniques and tered mesh and presents a straight-through path for con-
clean room environments are employed. Contamina•:on will taminants. The sintering process, however, introduces
be introduced during fabrication of the filter element when another source of contamination in the form of diffusion
the c'loth is welded or attached to the supporting structure. (weld) slag. Initial cleanliness is more difficult to achieve

than with unsintered cloth, and migration tends to be more
Althouh the element may receive a vigorous ultrasonic severe. This type of filter is suitable for noncritical hydrau-
cleaning, entrapped contaminants will continue to work lic, pneumatic, and propellant feed applications. The filter
lose to .,ime extent throughout the life of the filter. This will pass fibers.
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FILTERS

Tabie 5.10.4,

Flit ration
Rating Range

Available Ability for
(Micron@) Absoalutecut-off Tempe rature

Filter Type Filtration Type Nominal (1) Abotolute Rating RTnme, rF (t) Parl

Square mesh wire cloth or Surface 40 and up Fair Cryogenic to 1000
twilled Dutch single weave
wire cloth

Sintered square mesh wire Surface 40 and up Fair Cryogenic to 1000
cloth or sinteret, twilled
Dutch single weave cloth

Wound wire cloth Depth 2 and up Fair Cryogenic to 1000

Twilled Dutch double Surface 8 to 100 Good Cryogenic to 1000
weave wire cloth - .

Sintered porous metal Depth 2 to 60 5 to 135 Fair Cryogenic to 1000
Composite sintered porous Depth 2 to 60 Fair Cryogenic to 1000

metal and mesh

Etched disc Derth 0.5 to 75 1 to 150 Good Cryogenic to 1000

Edge (ribbon or stacked Surface 40 to 125 Fair Cryogenic to 1000
washer) 25 to 500

Pressed paper Depth 5 to 100 Poor Normal Ambient
to 275

Matted fibers Depth 5 to 100 Poor Normal Ambient
(felted) to 175

10 and over
(non- felted)

Membranes Surface 0.1 to 12 Good Normal Ambient
to 260

Glass fibers Depth 5 (matted) Poor -100 to 1000

to 100

Fretted glass Depth 0. 1 to 125 Fair -100 to 1000

Sintered plastic Depth 3 to 15 Fair Normal Ambientto 300

Fired porcelain Depth 0. 2 to 25 Fair 20000F maximum 04

Bonded carbon Depth 10 to 70 Fair 650°F maximum

Bonded stone Depth 5 to 100 Fair 25000F maximumum

(1) Nominal rating is shown only for reference when absolute ratings are not (4) Based on comparable fil
commonly employed for the medium.

(5) Mechanical strength of

(2) Temperature ranges for metal elementr are based on 300 series stainless steel, supported.
monel and Hastelloy C. (Silver ancl bronze elements have a maximum temperature
of 400 0 F, and Inconel elements have a maximum temoPerature of 1200 0 F. Carbon (6) Initial cleanliness of thl
steel e.ements have a minimum temperature of -100 F.) and clean manufacturinl

during the manufacturito
(3) Based on comparable filtration ratings and identical external envelope sizes. of wear particles durino
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Table &10.4. Mechanical Filter Comparison Chart

Initial Contaminant
Clean- Pressure (D'irt Holding) Absence

Ability Drop Capacity of
Temperature Filtering Ability. After Mechanical Per Unit Per Unit Media
Range, F (2) Particles Fibers Service Strength Envelope (3) Envelope (3) Migration

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Poor Fair Good (5) Low Good Fair-Good

CryorGenic to 1000 Good Poor Fair Good (5) Lcw Good Fair

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Good Fair Good Low Fair Fair

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Good Fair Good (5) Low Good Fair-Good

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Good Good Good Medium Fair Good

Cryogenic to 1000 Good Poor Good Good Medium Poor Good

Normal Ambient Poor Fair Nil Poor Medium Fair Poor
to 275

Normal Ambient Fair Good Nil Poor Medium Good Poor
to 275

Normal Ambient Good Good Nil Poor High Poor Fair-Good
to 260

-100 to 1000 Good Good Poor Poor Medium Good Poor

-100 to 1000 Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor

"Normal Ambient Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor
to 300

20000 maximum Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor
ZO0 0 F maximurn Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor

2500° kF maximum Good Good Fair Fair High Fair Poor

(4) Based on cor.mparable filtration rating and service life performance requirements.

(5) Mechanical strength of wire cloth filters can be good if the wire cloth is adequately
supported.

(b) lnttlal cleanliness of these tilters can be very good, but only if in-process cleaning
aid c-lean nianufacturing ttk .hn,,q, ws mn clean room environments are employed
du~rin~g the riian~tfacturin.• dcw-' This includes careful attention to the generation

ot wear particles during fabrication and assenibly operations.

/
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COMPARISON CHART

Initial Contaminant
Pressure (Dirt Holding) Absence

Drop Capacity of Shock and
Mechanical Per Unit Per Unit Media Initial Vibration

Strength Envelope (3) Envelope (3) Migration Cleanliness Resistance Weight (4)

GooA (5) Low Good Fair-Good Fair-Good (6) Fair Low

Good (5) Low Good Fair Fair Fair Low

Good Low Fair Fair Fair Good Medium

Good (5) Low Good Fair-Good Fair-Good (6) Fair Low

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Fair Medium

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Poor Medium

Good Medium Fair Good Fair-Good (6) Good High

Good Medium Poor Good Fair-Good (6) Good High

Poor Medium Fair Poor Poor Poor Low

Poor Medium Good Poor Poor Poor Low

Poor High Poor Fair-Good Good Poor Low

Poor Medium Good Poor Poor Fair Low

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Poor Medium

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Fair Low

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Poor Medium

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Poor Medium

Fair High Fair Poor Poor Poor Medium

requirements.

th in adequately

rocess cleaning i
employed -'

-he generation

5.10.4 -2 4
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FILTERS mu

1111 ~ ~~SHEET_______
TO" VIEW

MEDIA

CORRUGATED CYLINDERS
CROSS SECTION '

* Figure 5.10.4.4. Dutch Twill Weave Wire Cloth

TUBULAR

Figure 5.10.4-2. Woijadwire Media d

5.103.4. TlWILI.EI) lUTC111 DOUBLE WEAVE VIR1E

CL'10T. Twilled D~utch double weuve wire cloth "i igure

5.101.4.4) is a, woven cloth whose weave prasents a more

reason tht, material has somewhat better ability to stop

fiber;'. This1 medium cannot ho, classed as a depth filter, how-

ever, even though its fiber rermoval performance will be

conisiderably better than square weave "-lath. Initial

cleanlise-ss will he compa-,'able to square mesh elements,

a I nigai~ viharacteristic.-; will also be comparable toCRS ETN

the' square tresh element%-. 'Sintering- twilled Dutch double 
O

lDutch dlouble weave cloth is generally heavier thk.n square

miesh, aw~l will generally require less structural reinforce- STACKED

for critival pneuma~tic, hydraulic, and propellant feed appli-RISNCLDE
CH00i118l if manufactured wvith controlled in-pl'ocess cleaninfg

ant n -.it generating production ter.hniques within a FigureS 510.4.5. Edge Filters
cless 10o,000l clean room (see Table 5.1(1.4.4).

5.10.4.5 STrACKED) WASHE'.! Oft ~IBBON EDGE FIL-

TEll. Edg,, filters (F'igure 5.OA.'.7) consist of stacked fibers of larger dimensions than the absolute pore size. Dirt

wasIhers; or ribbon wound to form a hollow cylinder. The capacity is poor since the element has no depth. Depending

n~trtio sufac is he utsde iamter f te cliner. upon the construction, this type of filter may be recleaned
byro backac flshns ife thtid ditate can bee loosened..

E'ach stac'I( of discs, 0i ribbon. is so ppuried mechanically by byacflsigifte3ckaneloeed

a cage vvl ich conllressecs the stack. Th- pore size of suc It is saifable -for non-critical hydraulic, pneumatic, and

elemlenits s ed and will not vary with flow, meechaniet'l propellant feed applications. The element will pass fibers.

stress,, vibration, or' ternperato to,. if proper'ly supported. In- The size and weight may be excessive for airborne propel-

itial ('t'ivaltess of the v'lenient can be attained to a level lant feed applications.
dteot'rmined by th- aitil ity to clean all individual weashers or

ribbons and to assernibl them without pai-ticle generation 5.10.4.6 SINTERED METAL. There are a great many types

Within a :out rollod oceanroom. Migration of media will of filt'ir elements fabricated by sintering beads, metal

depend -spot' the iii ýthocI used to stamip cat, or~ fabricste the powder, and other metallic granular material to produce a

di-cs ot r-ihbotin. ese filters are surfaz'&' filters and will pass filter elemint with depth characteristics (Figure 5.10.4.6).
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FILTERS M.l I VL,

Table 5.10.4.4. Standard Grades of Twilled Dutch Double Weave Wire Cloth
(Courteer of Wintec COrporation, a division of the

Cemnarc Corooration, Inhlewood, California)

Nominal Absolute Wire Diameter Nominal Nominal
Grade Mesh Count Micron (microns) Thickness Weight

Warp x Mhute R Warp Shute (Inches) (lb ft2 )

01 124 x 230 100.0 380 220 0.0350
02 30 x 250 75.0 250 z00 0.0280 0.719
03 50 x 250 50.0 150 200 0. 0280 0. 633
04 80 x745 35.0 100 76 0.0110 0,241
28 165 x 1350 20.0 70 40 0.0057 0.159
41 Z00 x 1350 15.0 70 40 0.0057 0.161
51 250 x 1350 12.5 55 40 0.0051 0.160
67 325 x 2100 10.0 38 25 0.0033 0.100
75 375 x 2150 7.5 34 24.5 0.0031 0.095

ALLOWABLE TOLERANCES

Warp Wire Mesh Count Shute Wire Mesh Count Wire Diameter
Number of Number of Wrte Diameter

Warp Wire Tolerance Shute Wire Tolerance Diameter Tolerance
Mesh Count Wires per Inch Mesh Count Wires per Inch (microns) (microns)

Up to 49 +0.3 Up to 250 + A0 Up to Z5 + 1/2
50 to 74 T 0.5 251 to 1000 T 25 26 to 99 " t
75 to 99 " I. 1001 to 2000 30 100 to 199 T 2

100 to 400 T 2.0 2C01 to 3000 T50 200 to 400 • 3

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Finest Wire SizeFinest Available Grade. (microns) Type of Material

Grade 75 - 375 x 2150 18 AISI 304, 304L SS
Grade 41 - 200 x 1350 25 AISI 316, Monel, Nickel
Grade 04 - 80 x 745 50 AISI 321, 347 SS

The elements are produced in a wide variety of configura- 5.10.4.7 COMPOSITE SINTERED METAL AND WIRE

tions including discs, cylinders, washers, corrugated tubes, CLOTH. In order to reduce the migration characteristics
ete. The degree of bonding of this material may vary from of sintered metal type elements, filter elements are fabri-
poor to good, depending upon the quality control during cated from a combination of sintered metal granules bondedmanufacture, and structural strength may vary from frag- to wire mesh, (Figure 5.10.4.7). This combination was de-
ile to rugged. Initial cleanliness of this type of element is veloned to obtain the desirable depth characteristics of the
difficult to achieve and migration of element material in. si. ed granule, and to reduce the possibility of migration
eluding flakes, beads, or large granules is possible. The anQ element collapse by providing an integral wire cloth
ability to withstand thermal shock is very critical with this backup. Laboratory tests have demonstrated that this con-
material, and mechanical shock and vibration resistance struction is very poor from the standpoint of initial clean-
of these materials is poor. Elements of this type may be liness, and migration of element material is severe. Theplated by various methods to iredace the migration proper- interaction ojL the cloth with the sintered granular material
ties of these elements; however, these characteristics can- will release large numbers of particles under mechanical
not be eliminated. This type of element may be suitable for vibration and operating stresses. This medium should not
removal of gross contamination of fluids in non-critical air- be used for cvitical airborne pneumatic, hy,lfaulic, or pro-
borne hydraulic, pneumatic, or propellant feed applications. pellant feed applications; however, it may be a good mate-
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MESH TYPES FILTERS

MEDIA MEI

CORRUGATED CYLINDER CYLINDERS (TUBULAR) CORRUGATED CYLINDER CYLINDER

Figure 5.10.4.6. Sintered Porous Metal Filter Figure 5.10.4.7. Comrosite Sintered Porous Metal with Wire
Mesh

held rigidly by a supporting cage, and is tightly compressed.
The initial cleanliness is attained by cleaning after assembly
but before compression of the stack. Since there are no
welds, wires, chips, or machined surfaces on the element,
migration of media is low. The depth property of the ele-
ment is achieved by requiring the contaminants to cross the

DISC MEDIA CONVOLUTED surface of each segment through a tortuous path. Con-DISC MEDIA taminant capacity is fair to good, depending primarily upon

the specific disc configuration. The element may be cleaned
by releasing the compression on the segments and back-
flushing. This type of element is suitable for critical hydrau-
lic, pneumatic, and propellant feed applications. Although
size, weight, and initial pressure drop are relatively high
for airborne propellant feed applications, etched disc filters
have been used when other types were unable to meet strin-
gent initial cleanliness or low micron rating requirements.
Recent advances in wire cloth filter technology have broad-
ened the choice of filter types for these critical applications,
but the etched disc filter remains the only all-metal filter
for filtratior. below 8 microns. In addition, the relatively low

,.T ýVarea-to-mass ratio of some disc configurations makes the
CYLINDER ASSEMBLY : CONVOLUTED CYLINDER etched disc filter desirable for use with strong oxidizers

ASSEMBLY such as liquid fluorine.

Figure 5.10.4.8. Etched' Disc Filter 5.10.4.9 PRESSED PAPER. Pressed paper elements (Fig-
ure 5.10.4.9) are available in many different configurations
including cylinders, corrugated cylinders, discs, tubes, and

rial for eliminating gross contaminants from non-critical others. Since paper is not a uniform material, wide vari-
fixed systems. ation may exist in the pore size, bonding, and physical

properties of the material. The pore size may also vary ap-5.10.4.8 ETCHED DISC. This filter (Figure 5.10.4.8) con- preciably under mechanical stress and vibration. Filters of
sists of a stack of segments resembling thin washers, each this type will shred and migrate fibers and particles. Initialof which has one face chemically etched to provide a pre- cleanliness is difficult to attain. This type of element may
determined intricate flow path. The stack of segments is be suitable for removal of gross contamination from non-
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FILTERS CASES

DISCS
CYLINOIE CORRUGATED CYLINDER

CYLINDER

Figure 5.10.4.9. Pressed Paper or Fiber Filter
Figure 5.10.4.11. Membrane Filter

critical fixed systems, but it should not be used in critical
airborne hydraulic, pneumatic, or propellant feed systems. ter cavities are also machined in the body of a component

5.10.4.10 MATTED FIBERS. The properties of matted fiber such as a servocylinder, pump, or regulator. There is very

filter elements (Figure 5.10.4.9) are similar to those dis- little standardization within the filter industry except for

cussed under pressed paper filters. Matted fiber elements these. MIL specification units. For this reason, procurement

may have better contaminant capacity than the pressed specifications for filters require considerable detail con-
paper elements due to the greater depth. This type of ele- cerning application. A series of standard designs is shown

ment may be suitable for removal of gross contamination in Figure 5.10.5.1.

from non-critical fixed systems, but it should not be used
in critical airborne hydraulic, pneumatic, or propellant 5.10.5.2 ACCESSIBILITY. The degree of accessibility re-
feed systems. quired often determines the general type of filter case. The

in-line filter case is normally the most inaccessible type of

5.10.4.11 MEMBRANE. The membrane filter is a thin por- filter, and usually requires that the case be removed from

ous ,element containing precision capillary pores evenly the piping system before a filter element may be removed.

distributed over the surface area to form a monolithic struc-
ture which is not subject to media migration into the effluent. The T-type or pot-type are configured such that the element

Filter elements are available in both wafer and cylinder can be removed by removing the filter pot and the internal

configurations. The elements .. e limited to low pressure element. The Y-type filter is usually designed in such a

differentials and cannot be cleaned, but must be discarded manner that the element may be removed through one leg
of the Y by removal of a blank flange or cover plate. This

uteporouse y g s configuration reduces the clearance required for removal of
Minute porosity grades and ease of contaminant exam- the element, and requires somewhat less space initially. A

ination make the membrane filter an indispensible tool for wide variety of combinations and variations of these basic

laboratory analysis, fluid sampling, and contamination mon- types are available, and may be specified with flanged con-

.4toring. Porosity grades are precisely controlled and range nections, threaded connections, weld fittings and others.

from 10 millimicrons to 10 microns. All particles larger

than the pore size are screened from the fluid and re- 5.10l.5.3 INTERNAL SEALS. The entire function of a t il-

tamned on the filter surface where they can be examined ter can be voided by a poorly sealed element, and for this
microscopically. reason it is important that a proper seal be specified and.

Although o'her matcrials are used for membrane filters, checked by test. Seal operation is particularly important

cellulose ester is by far the most common. This material under dynamic vibration environment and flow conditions.

is compatible with water, dilute acids and alkalies, and An improperly desi ned seal will not only lpak and by-pass
many hydraulic fluids. contaminants around the element, but may actually wear

the seal, producing shredded particles and fibers. In critical

5.10.5 Filter Cases propellant feed applications, internal seals should be avoided'
whenever possibl- for reasons of material compatibility and

n10n5t1 CONdfit UrcaTION h ave sees d ofd standard fier eye- particle generation during assembly. (See Sub-Section 6.3

ments and filter cases have been developed to cover hydrau. o-ttcsa nomto.for sta~tic seat information.)

lic systems for aircraft. These standards cover the range
of approximately one-half gpm to 30 gpm, and are covered
by MIL-F-5504 and MIL-F-8815. For special applications, 5.10.5.4 INTERNAL PARTS. There is usually a reqr'.e-

even within these flow ranges, there are almost unlimited ment to seal the element at the interface with the case, and

designs and configurations of filter cases and elements. Fil- often supporting cages, boltF, nuts, 0-rings and other de-
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Figure 5.10.5.1. Filter Case Configurations

vices satisfy this requirement. Many systems have been which operate for a very short duration, and do not build

dawaged by parts of the filter case or structure migrating up contamination appreciably during the operating time.
downstream. This problem can readily be eliminated by
proper design of seals or locking devices, and by arranging 5.10.5.6 BY-PASS VALVES. Many filters in lubrication and

removable parts so that they cannot accidentally be left hydraulic systems have a built-in by-pass valve which will

inside the case. open and by-pass the filter when the differential pressure
builds up to a pre-determined value. This device is incorpo-

5.1,).5.5 DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE INDICATORS. rated because it is often cbnsidered better to continue to

Many filters are designed with differential pressure in4ica- keep a system running with contaminated fluid and no fil-

tion devices to indicate abnormally high differential across tration, than to have the system fail completely by lack of
the element. In many systems the device is ideal; however, fluid when a filter becomes plugged. The device has limited

in systems in which gas and liquid flow intermittently, the' tpplication on rocket and missile systems which operate
indicator will often show a high differential pressure when for a very brief duration and do not build up contamination

the filter is clean. (Two-phase flow often occurs in cryogenic appreciably during the operating time. The by-pass valve

systems.) Surges in systems will also give false indications also complicates the filter case, is difficult to clean, and
tunder certain circumstances. Dial indicating differential serves as a trap for contaminants.
pressure gages are used in some systems. They have the ad-
vantage of a continuous reading device, and the disadvan-

tage of requfiring that the indicator be monitored. The in- 5.10.6 Filter Cleaning

"tegral pressure differential in(licator is more often applied 5.10.6.1 BACKFLUSHING. A common method of cleaning

to manned aircraft systems which run several thousand filters is to reverse the flow through the element, which
hours and gradually build up contaminant levels. The de- flushes the contaminant from the inlet side of the filter.

vice has limited application on rocket and missile systems This method will remove the loose contaminants; however,
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FILTERS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

it will not remove contaminants which are tightly wedged microns diameter (0.032 inch), clearance between nozzle
within the filter media. Backflushing alone will seldom re- and flapper of 15 microns (0.00059 inch), and orifices of
store a filter element to its initial cleanliness status. 125 microns (0.005 inch) (Reference 40-i). To prevent

plugging or interference between nozzle and flapper, filtra-
5.10.6.2 ULTRASONIC CLEANING. Ultrasonic cleaning is tion to the 15 micron level may be required. To prevent
accomplished by immersing a fluid element in a solvent solu- interference between spool and bushing, which may cause
tion and applying sonic energy to the system through trans. sluggish spool operation, filtration to the 2.5 micron level
ducers mounted on or within the tank. The sonic energy will may be required. A system containing components with
produce cavitation on the surface of elements immersed in clearances of this type may also require filtiation to remove
the solution which will loosen contaminants on the filter accumulation of large numbers of particles smaller than
element. The effectiveness of the cleaning process depends the maximum permissible particle. Removal of these smaller
on thorough flushing or rinsing through the element be- particles, or silt, may be 'required to reduce wear on the
tween ultrasonic cycles. Flow while in the ultrasonic envi- moving parts, reduce hysteresis, and prevepnt degradation
ronment is relatively ineffective due to decreased cavitation, of the response characteristics.
The successive application of ultrasonic cleaning treatments The selection of Alters for a hydraulic system may be aecom-
to new or contaminated elements will produce a decreasing
downstream particle count until a minimum level is reached. plished sps
Beyond this point subsequent application of ultrasonics will a) Determine the maximum particle or fiber size the crit-
not usually produce significant reduction in particle count. ical system components can tolerate. This may be deter.
Procedures for determining the cleanliness level of filter mined by an analysis of system component clearances,
elements are outlined in SAE Aeronautical Recommended orifice sizes, and similar design factors..
Practice (ARP) 599.

b) Review the system components to determine which items
5.10.6.3 FLUSHING. Flushing a filter element in the nor- will generate contamination, (Tests have demonstrated
mal flow direction after ultrasonic cleaning or backflushing that valve stem packing, pump seals and packing, valve
will usually dislodge contaminants which have been loosened seats, rubber and organic hoses, gaskets, and similar
during cleaning and will improve the cleanliness level of components will produce contamination within an in-
the filtr element. Contaminant level tests are usually per- itially clean system.)
formed during the final flush in the normal flow direction. c) Provide filtration at the location or locations in each

5.10.6.4 PURGING. Purging an element with pre-filtered system which will protect the critical components from
dry gas (usually air or nitrogen) will dry the element and contamination from outside sources as well as self-

dry gs (usallygenerated contaminants. Keep the number of joints bet
remove residual solvent from previous cleaning steps. Purg-
ing an element, even in combination with mechanical vibra- ween filter and critical component to a Tninimum..
tion, is usually less effective as a cleaning method than d) Specify a filter or system of .filters which will satisfy
ultrasonic cleaning and backflushing. the system requirements. Particular emphasis should

5.10.6.5 INITIAL CLEANING. Initial cleaning of new fil- be placed on initial cleanliness of the filter, because tests

ter elements is necessary because contaminants are intro- have indicated that a so-called clean element may be a

duced during manufacture and assembly of the media into primary source'of contamintion.
the filter element and cuse. e) Specify a filter or system of filters which will not allow

media migration. into the system. (Many systems have
A combination of ultrasonic cleaning, flushing, and back- failed because filter media migrated or disintegrated.)
flushing will produce a decreasing downstream particle Specify and require tests to assure that the filter pur.
count until a minimum level is reached. Initial cleanliness chased will perform under the actual shock, pulsation,
level of stainless steel cloth elements may be improved by vibration, and other environments to which it will be
acid passivation after assembly or by annealing the as- subjected.
sembly in a hydrogen atmosphere. These two processes f) Make certain that the filter has adequate service life,
reduce the oxides on the element and may produce a sig- ie an en lar enoghto handeqte sere dirt
nificant improvement in cleanliness level attaidable during i.e., an envelope large enough to handle the required dirt
subsequent ultrasonic cleaning and flushing. capacity at the desired micron rating.

5.10.7.2 PNEUMATIC. Pneumatic systems usuall:y contain
5.10.7 Filter Requirements by System Type valves which must reseat during and after functioning, as

5.10.7.1 HYDRAULIC. Airborne hydraulic systems usually well as orifices and close tolerance clearances. As c• result,
contain orifices, servo valves, metering devices, and other many pneumatic system.s are sensitive to contamination,
parts which have extremely small clearances and openings. and must be provided with filters.
As a result, these systems are often extremely sensitive to The selection of filters for a preumatic system may be ac-
contamination. For these reasons, the proper selection and complished by the following steps:
application of filters for these systems is extremely critical.
A typical control servo valve may have a nozzle o. 800 a) Determine the maximum particle or fiber size the crit-
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SPECIFICATION FILTERS

lcai system components can tolerate. This may be deter- FILTER SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTSO
mined by an analysis of system component clearances
and orifice sizes, or by tests on similar components. 1. General Configuration, Sizo, Shape and Weight Limits.

b) Provide filtration at the location or locations in each tions

system which will protect the critical components. Typ- 2. Operating Fluid
ical filter applications are inlet of pressure regulators,
inlet of pressure reducing valve, inlet to pilot valve, and 3. Materials of Construction

outlet of gas storage tank. (See (c) above under "Hy. a) Metals
draulie.") b) Seal.

0) Specify the surge conditions anticipated for the system,
and require that the filter be tested to withstand the
specified surges. If system surges cannot be predicted 4. Port Size Inlet and Connection Type
or simulated in test, structural strength may be attained
by requiring the differential collapse pressure to eo'ual 5. Port Size Outlet and Connection Type
normal operating pressure. 6. Identification

d) Specify the initial cleanliness level required for the filter a) Name of unitio

element. The high velocities encountered in most pneu-

matic systems will shake loose these contaminants trap- b) Pressure rating
ped in the filter eltment. c) Absolute filtration rating

e) Specify media migration requirements for the filter ele- d) Maximum allowable differential pressure
ments. The extremely high velocities encountered in e) Procurement specification number
most pneumatic systems will cause migration of a poorly
bonded or weak filter element. Require that the elements
be tested for media migrations. g) Manufacturer's serial number

f) Specify low temperature requirements for the filter if h) Contractor's order number

it is in a system which may experience low temperature i) Manufacturer's name or trademark

due to expansion of gas or hand ling gas at cryogenic j) Flow arrow
temperatures. A filter which performs adequately at
room temperature may not be satisfactory at lower 7. Packaging Requirements

temperatures, due to seal embritt t ement or differential 8. Interchangeability
expansion between the element and the case, which may
permit leakage past the element seal and by-passing of 9. Acceleration (vibration)

contaminants. 10. Temperature Range

g) See (f) above under "Hydraulic" 11. Internal Parts, Locking Requirements

5.10.7.3 PROPELLANT FEED. Airborne propellant feed 12. Pressure

systems usually contain pumps, valves, orifices, nozzles, a) Operating
and other components which may be sensitive to particles b) Proof
and fibers. The selection of filters for this type of system
should be based on the maximum size particle which the c) Burst
engine propellant system can digest. This value is often dif- 13. Rated Flow of Operating Fluid
ficult to determine by theoretical means; however, actual
measurements )f contaminant levels on test stands for sim- 14. Pressure Drop at Rated Flow, Clean

ilar engines are often useful in making this determination. 15. Pressure Drop at Rated -low, and Rated Dirt Holding

Propellant feed filters are normally installed close to the 1
engine, and are subject to extreme vibration, noise, heat, 16. R ev
and often accommodate very high flow rates. The predicted p~icable)
environment for these filters should be thoroughly specified, 17. Filter Rating, absolute
and tests should be performed to verify that the filter will
meet the requirements. 18. Filter rating, nominal (preferably deleted)

Another function of the propellant feed filter is to catch 19. Dirt Holding Capacity
parts of other equipment which may have worked loose or a) Weight of contaminant to be added and add rate
failed before they can do damage to critical engine compo-
Ve'nts. In this function, the ruggednesg of the element plays
aln important part.

*For additional details, refer to Air Force alsilistic System BSD-TDR-63-15
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FILTERS REFERENCES

I

b) Maximum pressure drop increase allowed during 28. Quality Assurance Provisions and Test Requirements
contaminant addition a) Initial evaluation

c) Type of contaminant, particles or beads 1) Examination of product
2) Exam~ination and test for initial contamination

20. Element Collapse Pressure Differential level

21. External Leakag 3) Media and foreign particle migration test

22. Internal Leakage Past Element Seal and Relief Valve 4) Proof pressure and external leakage test
(if applicable) 5) Bubble tebt

23. Duty Cycle, Including Surge Requirements 6) Pressure drop test

24. Initial Cleanliness Requirement 7) Dirt holding capacity test
8) Element collapse test

25. Media Migration 9) Re-cleanability test

26. Relief or By-Pass Requirements b) Production test, each filter

27. Environmental Requirements, Including Corrosive Con- 1) Examination of product

ditions Due To Propellants, Sand, Salt Atmosphere 2) Bubble test
3) Proof pressure and external leakage test
4) Examination and test for initial contamination

level

REFERENCES
*References added March 1967

1-25 6-77 43-1

1-26 6-162 49-2

1-105 6-164 62-47

1-107 6-195 68-32

6-2 6-206 70-6

6-3 6-207 155-2

6-23 17-10 279-1

6-26 19-48 315-1

6-27 19-140 445-1

6-28 23-25 447-1

6-38 23-26 447-2
6-50 23-51 447-3
6-56 40-1 450-3

6-211*
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QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS DESIGN AND SELECTION

5.11 QUICK-DISCGNNECT COUPLINGS one or more of the following conditions prevail:

5.11.1 INTRODUCTION Ease of installation is required

Rapid connecting and disconnecting is required
5.11.2 WHEN TO USE QUICK-DISCONNECT Filling or draining of lines is to be eliminated

COUPLINGS The entry of contamination is to be prevented
Fluid components are frequently removed for repair or

S.11.3 QUICK-DISCONNECT SELECTION FACTORSrelcmn
5.11.3replacement

5.11.3.1 General Breakaway connections are required
5. 1.3.2 Valve Configurations Remote disconnecting of fluid lines is required

5.11.3.3 Body Materials and Senls 5.11.3 Quick-Disconnect Selection Factors

5.11.3.4 Locking Devices 5.11.3.1 GENERAL. The selection of a quick-disconnect
coupling involves determining the valve configuration beat
suited, the body materials and seals compatible with the

5.11.4 COMMON TYPES OF QUICK-DISCONNECT system characteristics, and the locking device capable of
COUPLINGS withstanding the required number of operations, adaptable
5.11.4.1 Plain Qulek-Diseonnect Couplings to remote disconnection, and operable in the required space

envelope.

5.11.4.2 Single Valve Quick-Disconnect Couplings 5.11.3.2 VALVE CONFIGURATIONS. The "Quick-Discon-
Single Poppet Quick-Disconnect Couplings nect Coupling Selection Diagram" in Figure 5.11.3.2a is
Single Sleeve Quick-Disconnect Coupling a flow diagram intended to serve as a guide in selecting

5.11.4.3 Double Valve Quick-Disconnect Coupling valve configurations for fluid quick-disconnect coupling
applications. Three parameters are considered in construe-

Double Rotating Ball Quick-Disconnect tion of the diagram in the order of their importance: self-
Coupling sealing features, air inclusion and fluid loss, and pressure,

Double Poppet (Drilled) Qulck.Disconnect drop. Each parameter is discussed below:
Coupling

Double Poppet (Solid) Quick-Disconnect Self-Sealing Requirements. Based on system requirements,
Coupling self-sealing of both ends of the disconnected line may be

Tube-Sleeve and Poppet Qu"ck-Disconnect mandatory, required for one end only, or may be unneces-

Coupling sary for either disconnected end. When the requirement is
established, the field of coupling configurations is narrowed
to a few types, differing principally in the valve arrange-
ment (Figure 5.11.3.2a).

Air Inclusion and Fluid Loss During Connecting and Dis-
connecting. The air inclusion and fluid loss characteristics
apply only to self-sealing, double valved couplings where a
discrete volume of air is trapped within the coupling during
connecting, and an equivalent volume of fluid is lost during

5.11.1 Introduction disconnecting. This results in air being forced into the

A quick-disconnect coupling consists of a male plug and a system during coupling and fluid being lost during cou-
female socket witn a locking device for rapid connecting pling. Typical values for the-e characteristics for one-half
and disconnecting of fluid lines. The coupling or de-coupling ihch tube size quick-disconnect couplings are presented in
operation normally requires less than one second time and the "Fluid Quick-Disconnect Characteristic Chart" in Table
is executed by a simple slide and/or rotary motion of the 5.11.3.2. Additional fluid is lost in disconnecting due to
coupling ring. leakage past the valves during c;osing. This quantity will

depcnd upon such factors as fluid properties, fluid tempera-
In this Sub-Section the basic types of quick-disconnect cou- ture. fluid pressure, valve closure rate, wear, and valve seal
plings are described and compared, and cross-sectional design. This additional leakage can be determined accu-
drawings are presented to illustrate their construction and rately by test, and must be added to the trapped volume
operation. In addition, factors to consider in choosing ma- to determine the total fluid loss.
ternias, seals, and locking devices are discussed. Quick-lDisconnect Coupling Pressure Drop. The pressure
5.11.2 When to Use Quick-Disconnect Couplings drop across a quick-disconnect coupling- is determined by

the shape of the flow path through the coupling, the fluid

Quick-disconnect couplings are used in hydraulic, pneu- flow rate, and the fluid properties. The flow-path differs
matic, storeble propellant, and cryogenic systems, when markedly between the various types of valve designs (Fig-
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DESIGN AND SELECTION QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS
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QUICK.DISCONNECT COUPLINGS COMPARISON CHART

Table 5.11.3.2. Fluid Quick.Disconnect Comparison Chart

SELP.SEALING TYPICAL SIZE
RANGES

QUICK-DISCONNECT FIGURE BOTH ONE AVAILABLE
CONFIGURATION COUPLING COUPLING TUIING O.D. (in.)

HALVES HALF
ONLY MINIMUM MAXIMUM.

Plain 5.11.3.2b 1/4 6

Single poppet 5.1 1.3.2c X 1/4 6

Single sleeve 5.11.3,2d X 1/4 3/4

Double rotating ball 5.11.3.2e X 1/4 2

Double poppets (drilled) 5.11.3.2f X 1/4 2

D)ouble poppets (solid) 5.11.3.2g "C 1/4 6

Tube-sleeve and poppet 5.11.3.2h X 1/4 1-1/4

St,,n-sleeve and poppet 5.11.3.2i X 3/16 2-1/2

LOCKING ACTION TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

RO--TARY m ROTAR PUSHPULL FOR ONE.HALF INCH TUBE SIZEROTARY- PUH-U•U•" 670mm--•
AND ESSUREE WEIGHT

QUICK-DISCONNECT PUSH-PULL DROP, psi TRAPPED (STEEL,CONFIGURATION AT 6 GPM DURING 2000 PSIMIL-H- CONNECT- RATING)
5606 AT ING OR (ib)

GOP DISCON-
NECTING

(cc)

Plain X X 0.6 NA* 0.5

Single poppet X X 3.4 NA* 0.6

Single sleeve X 3.6 NA* 0.6

Double rotating ball X 3.0 3.5 1.1.

Double polppets (drilled) X 3.3 5.8 1.7

Double poppets (solid) X X X 4.8 3.3 0.8

Tube-sleeve and poppet X 5.5 0.8 1.3

Stem-sleeve and poppet X 6.0 0.03 1.2

ON.A: Not applicable

ures 5.11.3.2b through 5.11.2.2i), and also ,aries to some and brass. Other body materials used for special applica-
degree between different designs of the sL,rme valve type. tion include plastics, bronize alloys, titanium, Monel, and
The latter may be due to streamlining of poppets for re- copper. Seal materials commonly used in quick-disconnect
duced pressure drop, or reduction in flow area (for strength- couplings ari the natural and synthetic rubbers, Teflon and
ening internal parts) causing increased pressure drop. For Teflon products, and metals. Which of the above or other
comparative purposes, typical pressure characteristics for materials is chosen is based on fl~id-mit'terdil coi plmtibility,
one-half inch tube size couplings are presented in Table a subject to be included in Sector IZ.o., "Materials."
5.11.3.2.

System Pressure. The system pressdre dictates the cou-
5.11.3.3 BOD)Y MATERIALS AND SEALS. The selection pling's strength requirement, which is a f-m.-tion -of the
of body materials and seals is dependent upon the following yielh strength and thickness of the stressed,materiais. The
factors: material Nhicknesses in turn affect the coupling weight,

System Fluid and Temperatures. Materials commonly used press.Are drop, and size. The material chosen is of such
for coupling bodies are steel, stainless si:eel, aluminum, strength that the thicknesses of the stressed parts do not
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LOCKING DEI -CE$ QUICK.DISCONNECT COUPLINGS
PLAIN, SINGLE, AND DOUBLE VALVES

result In excessive weight, restricted flow causing excebsive locking the coupling. The coupling is disconnected by re-
pressure drop, or excessive space. This is significant in tracting the coupling ring and pulling the plug and socket
that an unrealistic restriction on weight, size, or pressure apart.
drop will resu&lt in unwarranted compromising of the other
factors and/or the body material.

5.111.3.4 LOCKING DEVICES. Locking devices have two
functions to perform: to lock the plug and socket together,
and to hold the coupling valves open. The strength of the ...... ...
locking device "s determined by the type of locking materials
and the size and number of locking balls, threads, fingers,
pins, or other devices incorporated within the socket which
mate with a locking groove or slot in the plug. In selecttrg O

a locking device, other factors which are to be considered
are number of required operating cycles while pressurized
and depressurized; the mode of locking and unlocking;
forces required to connect and disconnect; and space al-
lowed for actuation of the lock:ing device. Consideration
should also be given to remote disconnectior using pneu-
matics, squibs, or lanyards.

Figure 5.11.3.2b. Plain Quick-Disconnect Coupling
5.11.4 Common Types of Quick-Disconnect (Courtesy of Roylyn, Inc.. Glendale, California)

Couplings Cna

5.11.4.1 PLAIN QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS. The
plain, quick-disconnect coupling is an open, straight-through
flow coupling without shutoff valves in the plug or socket. 5.11.4.3 DOUBLE VALVE QUTCK-I)ISCONNECT COU-
utilizes a cam ring, ball and groove device for locking, and PLINGS. Five types are discussed:

an O-ring for sealing. The coupling is connected by mating Double Rotating Ball Quirk-Disconnect Coupling, The
the plug and socket and rotating the cam ring, forcing the double rotating ball, quick-disconnect coupling consists of
balls radially into the plug groove. This action draws the two coupling halves, each containing a ball valve, (Figure
coupling halves together, compressing the 0-ring to achieve 5.11.3.2e). It is connected by mating the coupling halves
an external seal. The coupling is unlocked and disconnected and twisting the coupling ring. The coupling ring actuates
by rotating the cam ring in the opposite direction (allowing a pinion gear, which rotates the ball valves to the open
the balls to move from the plug groove into the ball cage) position. Disconnecting is accomplished by rotating the
and pulling the coupling halves apart, coupling ring, shutting the ball valves and unlocking the
5.11.4.2 SINGLE VALVE QUICK-DISCONNECT COU- coupling.
PLINGS. Two types are described: Double Poppet (Drilled) Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The

double poppet (drilled) quick-disconnect coupling consists
Single Poppet Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The single pop- of a plug and socket, each containing a drilled poppet valve,
pet, quick-disconnect coupling consists of an open plug and (Figure 5.11.3.2f). The mating parts are pushed together
a valved socket (Figure 5.11.3.2c). The mating parts are forming an external seal between the plug and socket.
pushed together, first forming an external seal between the Further movement of the plug cause. the poppet valves to
plug and socket. Further travel of the plug forces the butt- against each other, opening the valves. When the
poppet valve open, and retraction of the actuating ring poppet valves are in the full open position, the locking
confines the balls in the groove, locking the coupling halves. fingers snap into position forming a lock between the plug
Disconnecting is accomplished by retracting the actuating and socket. The coupling is disconnected by retracting the
ring and pulling the crupling halves apart. actuating ring and pulling the coupling halves apart.

Single Sleeve Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The single sleeve, Double Poppet (Solid) Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The
quick-disconnect coupling consists of a valved socket and double poppet (solid) quick-disconnect coupling (Figure
plain plug, (Figure 5.11.3.2d). Connecting is accomplished 5.11.3.2g) consists of a plug and socket, each containing a
by mating the plug and socket, retracting the coupling ring, solid poppet valve. The coupling halves are pushed together,
and pushing the coupling halves together. The outer diam- first forming an external seal and next opening both poppet
eter of the plug forms a seal with an 0-ring on the inner valves. Retraction of the coupling ring allows the balls to
diameter of the socket as the plug slides into the socket and drop in the p!ug locking race. Release of the coupling ring
opens the sleeve valve. When the valve is fully opened, the confines the ball,- locking the coupling halves together. Dis-
plug ball groove is aligned with the locking balls which connecting is accomplished by retracting the coupling ring
drop into the grolve. The coupling ring is then released, and pulling the coupling apart.

5.11.4 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964



QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS SINGLE POPPET
SINGLE SLEEVE

___ PLUGj

SEALS POPPET VALVE ACTUATING RING LOCKING BALL

Figure 5.11.1.2c. Single Poppet Quick-Disconnect Coupling
(Courtesy of the Hansen Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, C~hio)
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DOUBLE NOTATING BALL 
QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGSj

SOCKET 
PLUG

PIIO

Figure 51l 3.2e. Double Rotating Bali Quick-Disconnec Coupling

IAV SPRIN
PLUG VALVE RODY

Pop

ALUMINUM FINGE

Figure 5.11.3.2f. Double Poppet Quick-Disconnect Co~upling(6'ePrmnfed tram."Design News," April 24, 1961, vol. Id* no. 9.E. W. Schrader, Copyright 1961, Design Nvews, Englewood, Colorado)
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QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS DOUBLE POPPET
SLEEVE AND POPPET

POPPT VLVEACTUATING IIINO\ /LOCK INO BALL PPTVLELCIGRC

PLUG

Figure 5.11.3.2g. Double Poppet (Solid) Quick-Disconnect Coupling
(Cuts fPerfecting Service Company, Charlotte, North Carolina)
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POPPET SLEEVE AND POPPET QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS

SLEEVESEALS POPPET VALVES

0I

SOCKET PLUG

/ACTIVATING RING

SLOCKING BALL ;

I

Figure 5.11.3.21. Poppet Sleeve and Poppet Quick-Disconnect Coupling
(Courtesy of Seaton-Wilson Manufacturing Company, Inc., Burbank, California)

Sleeve and Poppet Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The sleeve open position. Retraction of the actuating ring allows the
and poppet quick-disconnect coupling (Figure 5.11.3.2h) locking balls to pass over the locking ridge on the plug. Re-
consists of a plug containing a poppet valve and a socket lease of the actuating ring confines the balls in the locking
containing a tubular stem and sleeve valve. The plug and race, forming a positive lock between the coupling haves.

socket are pushed together, first forming an external seal Disconnecting is accomplished by retracting the actuating
between the plug outside diameter and the O-ring seal on ring pulling the coupling halves apart. 1

the inside diameter of the ball cage. The valve sleeve is REFERENCES i
pushed into the socket by the plug, which open the tubular Plain
stem and sleeve valve. Simultaneously, the tubular stem 6-59, 19-89, V-103, V-106, V-250
butts against and opens the poppet valve in the plug. When
the valves are fully opened, the balls drop into the locking Single Poppet

groove of the plug and the actuating ring slides over the 6-59, 19-52, 19-89, V-72, V-103, V-214, V-235

balls, locking the coupling halves together. The coupling is Single Sleeve
disconntcted by retracting the actuating ring and pulling 6-59, V-252
ýhe coupling halves apart.

Double Rotating Ball
Poppet-Sleeve and Poppet Quick-Disconnect Coupling. The 1-31, 6-59, V-97
poppet-sleeve and poppet quick-disconnect coupling (Figure
5.11.3.2i) consists of a socket containing a combination pop- Double Poppets (Drilled)

pet and sleeve shutoff valve, and a plug containing a poppet 6-59, V-69, V-212
shutoff valve. The coupling halves are pushed together Double Poppets (Solid)
forming an external seal between the outer diameter of the 1-31, 6-59, 19-52, V-72, V-98, V-103, V-116, V-153,
plug and the inner diameter of the socket. On initial con- V-106,V-180
tact, the poppet and sleeve in "he socket retract until the Tube-Sleeve and Poppet
poppet has reached its full open position as deter'mined by
the stop located on the poppet stem. Further travel of the 1-31, 6-59, 19-52, 19-89, V-103, V-116, V-160, V-180
plug causes the socket poppet to open the poppet in the Stem-Sleeve and Poppet
plug. The plug, in turn, forces the socket. sleeve to the full 1-31, 73-95, V-30, V-130
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5.12.3.15 Separate Seal Connectors 5.12.7 SWAGED CONNECTORS

5.12.4 BOLTED FLANGE CONNECTORS 5.12.7.1 General
5.12.4.1 General Description 5.12.7.2 Swaged Connector Types

5.12.4.2 Environmental and Service Considerations 5.12.8 ADHESIVE 'BONDED JOINTS AND
5.12.4.3 Bolt Torquing CONNECToRS

5.12.4.4 Flange Deflection,, and Distortions 5.12.8.1 Generai

5.12.4.5 Allowable Bolted Flange Connector 5.12.8.2 Application

Stresses 5.12.8.3 Design Factors

5.12.1 Introduction reconnected a number of times. In addition to the mechani-.

Connectors, commonly referred to as fittings, are devices cally separable joint, separable connectors nay employ a
used in fluid systems for the purpose of joining lines or com- permanent (swaged, welded, or brazed) connection for j".'-

ponents and sealing the joint thus made. Connectors may inf the connector mating halves to the tube and/or coin-
be used for line-to-line, line-to-component, or component- ponent. The separable connector category includes threaded
to-component applications. All connectors, regardless of connectors (Sub-Topic 5.12.3) and bolted-flange connectors
type, employ three functional elements: (1) a seal, (2) the (Sub-Topic 5.12.4). Quick disconnects, which are a special
connector-to-line joint, and (3) the load carrying structure. type of separable connector, are covered in Sub-Section 5.11.
The distinction between connectors involves the teanner by

Pervnanent comiectors employ welded, brazed, soldered,
which these three functions are accomplished. In some sepa-
rable connectors there is a direct relation between the func- swaged, or adhesive-bonded connectijns rather than me-

tional elements and the mechanical parts of the connector, chanical joints, and are used where reduced weight and
while in permanent connectors all three functions may bc reliability are more important than ease of separation. Two
combined, as in a single welded joint, most common types of permanent connectors are biazed

Connectors can be broadly categoried as separable, perma- and welded connectors, covered respectively in Sub-Topics

nent, and semi-permanent. Separable cominctorB have at 5.12.5 and 5.12.6. Swaged -ind adhesive-bonded connectors

least one riechanical joint which can be easily separated and are treated in Sub-Topics 5.12.7 and 5.12.8.
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SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS CONNECTORS

S,%,i-per1nCD't conrcolors are a special class of permanent welded Installations. Loss of strength in heat-affected areas
connectors consisting of permanent joints (welded, brazed, must ulso be considered. Accessibility of the connectors to
or swaged) which can be used for at limited number of the necessary welding or brazing tools can be another limi-
separation and reconnection cycles without requiring re- tatlon to the application ot. •.rmanent connectors, depend-
moval or replacement of lines, or special adapters or fittings ing upon the system configurautn. Permanent connectors
in making reconnections. Discu.lsion of semi-permanent which jnin dissimilar materials such as titanium-stainless
connectors is included under the welded, brazed, and swaged steel, or aluminum-stainless steel, present problems which
connector types. can more readily be overcome with mechanical-type joints,

Susceptibility of brazed or welded joints to corrosion ishpurpose another potential problem which must be considered in
selection factors for separable, permanent, and semi- selecting permanent connectors.
permanent connectors, and to present data on specific con-
nector designs within each category. 5.12.2.2 PERMANENT CONN4ECTOR SELECTION. The

choice of permanent connectors otters several possible
joining techniques including welding, brazing, bonding,

5.12.2 Connector Selection Considerations soldering, and swaging with welding and brazing the most
common. Factors which influence the selection between

Numerous factors, often conflicting, enter into the selection typesý f permanent joints include permanence of the joint,
of a connector for a given fluid system application. The fol- te.nperature range, fluid compatibility, and suitability of
lowing paragraphs discuss factors to be considered in selec- che connector and/or tube materials and geometry for either
tion of connectors, welding or brazing. Although providing a permanent con-

nection, brazing lends it,.elf more readily than welding to
As a general rule, the number of connectors in any system, necin, azing icha me read an wedin g to
regardless of type, should be kept to a minimum. Any cona- making a joint hich can be separated and reoined if neces-

nit sary, since a brazed connection can sometimes be reheated,nddcto isysPotentita ocof proble Iaseparated, and later rebrazed. At the expense of added
weight, however, it is possible to provide %Vtlded joints with

5.12.2.1 PERMANENT OR SEPARABLE CONNECTORS. limited reusability. Such joints are commonly referred to as
The first decision which must be made in selecting a con- semi-permanent welded joints. Elevated temperature and
nector is whether the joint or joints under consideration joint strength are two of the major limitations with brazedSihouhl be made separable or permanent. The fundamental joints, resulting from the relatively low melting points of

distinction between permanent and separable connectors brazing alloys. A practical upper temperature limit foe"

involves the manner in which the connector seal is effected. monst brazed joints is approximately 1000 F, the actual limit
The seal of a permanent connector is effected by inter- for specific applications being dependent upon the materials

molecular cohesion at the sealing interface, whereas the used.
separable connector seal involves mechanical mating, usu-
ally involving local deformation of one of thý sealing 5.12.2.3 SEPARABLE CONNECTOR SELECTION. Most
surfaces. The intermolecular bond effected in the permanent separable connectors fall into one of two categories: (1)
connector has a far higher probability of sealing than the threaded connectors and (2) bolted flange connectors (in
mechanical mating of surfaces with the separable connec- which category clamped flange connectors are considered

tor; however, the permanent connector seal cannot be easily fr the purpose of this discussion).y
Separated, whereas the separable connector can be readily A basic difference between threaded connectors and bolted

dinstaconnected with a minimum .f tooling and, in many flange connectors is the number of tension (or tensile) mem-
instances, reused. bers in the separable joint. Threaded connectors utilize a

In addition to higher probability of sealing due to lack of single nut, while flanged connectors use several bolts. The
mechanical parts, permaner.t connectors also offer a weight choice between threaded and flanged connectors is deter-
advantage over most separable connectors, often second in mined by lire size and the amount of preloading required
importance only to reliability for flight systems. Other to establish a satisfactory seal over the entire range of
attributes of permanent connectors are small envelope and connector loads. In smaller line sizes, threaded connectors
resistance to shock and vibiation. have a weight advantage. As the line size approaches 1 inch,

applied torque limitations reduce the preloading ability of
Otn the other hand, the distinct advantage of separable over the threaded connector structural members, and only by
prmanent cornectors is the ease of making and breaking increased size (and, therefore, increased weight) of these
Joints, often a very important consideration during system structural members can satisfactory preloading be main-
development, as well as for component replacement, repair, tained.
and system maintenance.

Ti general, a 2000 inch-pound torque limitation is used for a
The he:'.t required for making most permanent joints must threaded connector because of wrench size and nut strength
be carefully considered regarding any possible detrimental limitations. Thus, a practical limitation exists for the
effects on the system. Heat damage to polymeric seals in amount of torque applied to a single threaded connector
valves and thermal distortion are common problems in and, consequently, the use of threaded connectors is limited
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CONNECTORS SELECTION CRITERIA

by system fluid pressure and line size (Sub-Topic 5,12.3
further discusses preload limitations). Size and weight of
the connector are other factors which place a line size FLANGE
limitation on the uae of threaded connectors. For smaller .IL-tO-N-CTNNCIOR

line sizes (less than 1 inch) threaded connectors have a Tutt-To-CONNELTOR SEAL JiJ ,SOAL

weight advontage over flanged connectors. A practical limi.- WLD JOINT (COMPRESSION

tation on the use of flanged connectors in small line sizes is (ENSION

the fact that in small flange sizes the bolt becomes too small E
for reliable torquing. Threaded connectors are favored for
use with 4maller line sizes because of their relative ease of
installation and the simplicity with which the tube may be
joined to the connector, especially with flared connectors.
One disadvantage of threaded connectors is% the danger of
damage to the tube or line if the threaded flange is not -

restrained while the nut is torqued down. '_-_-_-

In addition to nuts and bolts, clamps offer a method for
joining flanges. Ring clamps, such as the V-band clamp, and
snap-on clamps provide advantages with respect to sim-
plicity of installation and ease of removal. Snap clamps,
however, have no capability fur providing variable preload,
while ring clamps are limited to relatively low preloads,

hu11s they are useud primarily for low pressu.e dutting or in
small line sizes. Figure 5.12.3a. Typical Bolted Flange ConnEctor

Components
5.12.3 Threaded Connectors

A threaded connector is a line fitting which provides a SEAL NUT
separable mechanical joint secured by a single threaded nut, (COMPRESSION (TENSION

whereas a boited flange connector uscs several bolts, a MEMBER) MEMBER) THREADED FLANGE
clamp, or combinations of these to secure the joint. STUD ENDTUBE ,TUBE

Figures 5.12.3a and b illustrate the functional similaricies

of typical connectors with separate seals. Both connectors
contain three functional elements: (1) the sea!, (2) the tube-
to-connector joint(s). The functional elements are not nee-
essarily restricted to specific mechanical components of the
connectors (Reference 44-14). In the bolted. flange connee-
tion shown in Figure 5.12.3a, the seal as a functional ale- TUBE-TO-CONNECTOR TUBE-TO-CONNECTOR
ment consists of the two flanges and the Real; in the threaded WELD JOINT WELD JOINT
connector shown in Figure 5.12.3b, the stub end flange, seal, Figure 5.12.3b. Typical Threaded Connector Components
and threadeu flange cunstitute the seal. The functional
similarity between the bolts in figure 5.12.3a and the nut
in Figure 5.12.3b. the tension member of the load-carrying
structure, is apparent. The tube-to-connector,'joints are
effected in both instances by weld joints. 5.12.3.2 CONNECTOR PRELOAD. Connector preload is the
Detailed Topics 5.12.S.1 through 5.12,3.11 discuss considera- axial structural load which is required to maintain sealing
tions which are equally :applicable to threaded and bolted in any connector, it is provided by tightening the tension
flange connectors. Detailed Topics 5.12,3.12 through 5.12.3.15 member. Preload requirements commonly control the basic
treat threaded connectors only. design of the "c'onnector. The preload has three functions:

(1) to seat the seal, (2) to provide force to resistapplied
5.12.3.1 DESIGN AND SELECTION CRITERIA. Table structural loads tending to separate the connector joint, and
5.12.3.1 summarizes important factors relevant to the design (3) to provide stored elastic energy to maintf.in sealing
and selection of threaded and bolted flange connectors, load, in spite of dimensional changes resulting from axial
Some of the factors noted are discussed in greater detail in and bending loads, stress relaxation, and thern-.al gradients.
the following detailed topics. It should be ncted that the
design and selection criteria listed under each of the five Ir, order to maintain adequate seal load it is necessry to
major headings do not necessarily appear in their order of p reload the connector to an amount greater than the com-
importance. oined expected axial pressure end load and other externally

applied loads. In addition, sufficient load must be provided
for dimensional changes caused by thermal gradients. A
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PRELOAD CONNECTORS

Design and Selection Criteria connector directly through the flangesk and very little addi-

l'crnrmneeandl~n~ronentI (ratrlational lovil is carried by the seal.

L~eakage Factors tht de,.igner !.hotuld conisider in determining the
Temnperatuire Range connector preload-4 are di istsed below and 1llustrateO with
Temnperatture Cycling simplified preloaid diagrams in Figure,. 6.12.3.2b, c, d, and e,
l'retsuire Range Minimum Compress~ive Seal LOAd Needed to P'revent Leak-
RevI'rse Pending, or Flex~ure a~.Atrtesa a enSbetdt niiilsa od
Torqulle Ru'Ia at iol Cylnga mininkum residual compressive sAeal load must be main-

~'atuu~-Rudi~tio Toerace'tamned during service conditioiis to jirevent leakage. The
Material i-Radiation oenv residual load should give an apparent seal sttress greater

than the counteracting tensile stresses caused by system
Configuration (Criteria operating conditions4, including pressure end load and bend-rWeight ing, whielh tend to separate the sealing surfaces. In theory,

E~nvelope ideal sealing surfaces would remain in contact until the
C'ost apparent seal stress decreased to zero. In practice, however,
Tube Enitry Clearance a cert-tin prescribed mninimium residual compresAive load
Sulitable Materials nmust he mainta~ried at all timies in order to n~aintain I satis-
Preload Relationship
Angularity Tole~rance SA

Manufacturing CriteriaNu
Tolerances RequiredST&NDFAG
Machines Required
Tooling Required
Inspection Required
Tubing Requiremients

Reliability and Ouality Assurance Criteria
Torque Latitude for Sealing
Torque Latitude for Preload ______

Effeet of Axial Load on Sral
Failurt: Mode, Ettect onl System
I uspectahi lity

Assembly Criteria TYPICAL $iftIES-PRELOADED JOINT
Torque Required
Cleanliness Required
Care Required 

SASpecial Tools RequiredNU
Inspectabi lity
Reconnectahility TBEDFAG

balzince must be achi.'vtd. how-ever. bet ween z, preload whiehll____
ik suitliciert to prev'ent Connector separation or seal leakage,
and a preload so large that it many cause event ual failuire

of tile tensile memllbers; of thle connector.

('onn1ector pre'load can he classitied as either series or paral-
lei, as illustrated by the arrangrements shown in Figure
5.12, 2i InI the series; are:ingenient. aill of thle comtpressie
fo.te. of the preloiad is t 'alsmlit ted through thek S,0.1ing TYPICAL PARALLEL-PRELOt.otO JOINT
0le11101t, and11 any lgeinl a pplied loaid is f'el t by thet. seal.
Ill tile 8r:eýS arrangemient, thberefore. the tension memilber
1111st have suifficvient spring follow-up to account for Seal
fliw or relaxat ion without the load being reduced beom- the Figure 5.12.3.2a. Series and Parallel Preloaded Joints
11nuntn1111 se'aling lom'd. Inl the parallel arrangemlent. the seal
kcMlries ýkil of thet load only until tile se~al is comipre';sed to
thet point whiere thet two connector flainge halves are drawni
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CCONNECTORS PRELOAD VARIABLES

factory seval. The required meal load is the major fcctor ttu'ead alignment, thread Ait, amount of lubrication, surface
F alY1cting connector design for smrall line mizes and low flit.-khes oft parts, type of hibrication, enivirotnmenit, etc, It is

sys. tem pressuren, For large sizes and high ;iresaires, prez- imiportant for the designer to prescribe it preload hat will
Ksure end load~s have a more importoata influence ont connector meet the requirements of it satisfactory connector, one

design than seati seating load, which is not so large or small its to cause connector failurt
ost ructural ort leakage) tit temperature extreme% under full

Maximum Allowahle Stress in the Tensile NMemloerrs. The load, An aveeplahle preload rangte can fie built into n con-
inaximium allo~wable stress in a connector is hased on the ni .t rI b~y proper selection if thle tension member(s) deflec.

connector tensile member material yield stress ait maximum tionl rate, i.e.. selection of tension membert s) with at greaterI
op~erating temperature, derated by some safety factor. Int than opitimium deflection rate. (The optimum deflection rate
am't optimized connector design, the maximum operational is definied as that wivih produces, coincidcr. ui of (it) the
load considered as an tipper limit for connector operation maximum allowable tensile' load, with the tensile load
would coincide with the ii..iu allowable tensile member cre.ated by the maiximum hot thermal gradient, combined
load. with the maximum connector end load, and/or (b) the mini-

Deflctin Rtesof ompesson ad Tnsin Nernerm Th nima compressive seal load, with the load created by the
I~efecton ate si Copresio an Tesio Meber. 'bi' maximum cold thcrinal 1gradient, combined with the maxi-

deflection rate, wvhich is the reciprotal of the spring rate, imcontredla.
iamasure of change in deflection for a given change in

load. The deflection ratL- for the compmesA.ion members of a A preload diagram p~rovides at convenient design tool for
connowtor is invariably much less than the deflection rate correlating the f.,.tors described above, It is basically at plot
of the tensile member in ainy connector. of load versus deflection for the tension and compression

members of at connector. lIn the preload diagr--ni shown In
Effects of Thermal Gradients. A thermavl gradient, caused F'igure 5.12.3t.21, thle line 0-T is a stress-strain type curve'
by the passage of at hot fluid through a connector, generally for the tension member showing the expected deflection for
causes the -connector compression members to become hotter applied load. Note that the load-deflection turve for tension
than the tension members. This results in ain increase in ineniber Is). 0-T, goes through thle originl, i~e., zero deflection
preload, since the compression members expand, transfer- at zei ( load. The load deflectio- curve for connector conm-
ring load to the tension members. If the tension members pression iremberts-), c-c', has at negative slope, Indicating
are overstresaed, material yielding may occur. Such a con- thatt incrvosing load deflection of the compression meni-
dition could result in immediate connector structural failurv ber(s) is opposite in direction to the deflection of the
or eventual structural failure ats a result of thermal cycling, tension member(s), Note that the inti'tercction of the load-

Material yielding, or creep, might also result in leakage deflection curve of the compres-sive member(s) wvith the
wvhen thermal equilibrium is restored, because the seal load deflection axes at zero load is quite arbitrary. That is, whnen
is decreased. In the casxe where a cold fluid pasnes through at connector nut is Vt'ghtened ort torqued so as to produce a
the connector, a contraction of the compression members tension member load corresponding to 0-at, the compression
occurs, resulting in a relaxation of load on the tension miemberts) of the connector uetlect ain amiount c.. When the
members. The load relaxation must tiot be so great that the
sealing load is reduced below the ininimumn necessary to
prevent leakage. Since the connector structure is rather
com~plex from a thermal ainalysis standpoint, an experimen-
tal determination of the thermal gradients expected in a CONNECTOR
particular connector service application may be necessary. ' ý FýL EBR

Magnitude of Structural Loads. Connector structural louds _-CONNECTOR

are at function of axial, torsional, and bending loads, each of COMPRESSION MEMBER.

which is discussed in greater detail in subsequent sub-topics. < RLOD

For an optimum connector design, the maximum tensile load 0 I
anticipated onl the teusion 'members wvould coincide w~ith the fLA

maximum allowable connector load determined from mate-
rial properties. In addition, the compressive load on the
seal interface must never be reduced below the minimum

required seal load. The maximum allowable load in the
tension member occurs when the maximum hot thermal 0
gradient and maximum tensile end load are applied simul-
taneously. The minimum compressive load onl the seal inter- COMPRESSION ~-TENSION
face exists when the maximum cold thermal gradient and DELCTION

the maximum tensile end load occur simultaneously.

Variations in Initial Preload. The initial preload on at eon- Figure 5.12-3.2b. Load-beflection Curve
nectar is dependent on many factors, e.--., threed form,
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PRELOAD DIAGRAMS CONNECTORS

connector nut is further tightened to 0-b, the compression
members deflrct an amount ab, and so on until the nut is _
tightened to the desired preload value, producing 8,, deflec- MAXIMUM ALLOWABLESTRUCTURAL LOAD

tion. In all instances the slope or deflection rate of the L

compression members is constant, but as increasing pre-
load is applied the deflection increases xs indicated. PRELOAD, MOT

COMPRESSION L
To elaborate further on the load deflection diagram, consider MEMSERS

Figure 5.12.3.2c. Three values of preload, designated 1, 2, MINIMUM REQUIRED

and 3, are indicated. These preloads establish the deflection A INITIAL PRELOAD SEAL LOAD
of tension and compression members of the connector.
When additionai load is imposed on the connector in the PRELOAD, L ,COLD

form of fluid pressure, bending, axial loads, etc., the con- co0Ess
nector tends to separate. The tension member deflection MEMEERS t

increases, and the compression member deflection decreases. _ - !,-
At preload 1 in Figure 5.12.3.2c, a load L, is required to W 0
reduce the compression member deflection to zero (by
stretching the tension member Safficiently to relieve the -

preload). If preload 2 or 3 is initially applied, it is necessary DEFLECTION
to apply a load L4 or L1 ,, respectively, to cause connector
separation, i.e., zero deflection of compression members. Figure 5.12.3.2d. Effect of Thermal Gradients

The system-imposed tensile end load, L, in conjunction with
the maximum lot thermal gradient (gradient from inside
to outside of connector) establishes the maximum load on
the connector, controlled by structural limitations. The load,
L, in conjunction with the maximum cold thermal gradient,
"establ'shes the minimum load on the connector, controlled
by sealing requirements.

S•LO• Another point worth noting in considering the preload in

a separable connector is the proper selection of the tensile

PRELOAD 2 , \ member deflection rate. As previously noted, the tensile

L 33 member deflection rate is the measure of change in lengthO -- - --- I (deflection) with change in load. Several different deflection
rates for separable connector tensile members are illus-

Z 1.2  

trated in Figure 5.12.3.2e.

DEFLECTION / 2

Figure 5.12.3.2c. Preload and External Loading

The foregoing example considers only constant temperature
cases. If an initially preldaded connector is subjected to
thermal shock, a temperature gradient will exist between 9
the tension and compressidn members. Most often the ther-
mal shock is imposed from within the line; as a result, the k4

case where tension members are suddenly cooled or heated L
is generally of less consequence than when the compression P

members of the connector are cooled or heated. When the
compre.ssio~n members are suddenly heated they will expand
and transfer load to the tension members. When the com-
pression members are suddenly cooled they will contract,
and load will be removed from the tension members. These 0 Do1  2  D3 04

cases are illustrated in Figure 5.12.3.2d. In addition, this D= DEFLECTION

tigire shows how an externally applied load, L, affects the
connector when thermal shock is imposed. Figure 5.12.3.2e. Tensile Member Deflection Rates
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CONNECTORS SEAL SEATING LOAD
PRESSURE END LOAD

As seen from Figure 5.12.3.2e, a given initial load, L., = 0.2d F (Eq 5.12.3.3b)
creates differing levels of deflection Dp, D2, D3, and D4 in the
tensile members dependent upon the deflection rates k,, k 2, where

k3, and k 4 of each tensile member. When selecting a tensile r = required preload torque, in-lb

member deflection rate for a particular application, it is d = nominal thread diameter, in.
always conservative to use an actual deflection rate greater
than the desired deflection rate, except for the case when the F = required preload, lbs
anticipated deflection causes yield of the tensile member. Unless better information is available, d may be approxi-

5.12.3.3 SEAL SEATING LOAD. The seal seating load is the mated as 1.30 times the tube outside diameter. Using the

initial axial compression load on the seal required to produce upper limit of torque applied to a threaded connector as

intimate contact between sealing surfaces. The seal seating 2000 in-lb (see Detailed Topic 5.12.2.3) an upper limit of

load should not be confused with the minimum residual connector loading due to preload may be established as

compressive load necessary to maintain a leak-tight seal 7690
under opf'rating conditions. The minimum residual compres- Fmax --__ 0 (Eq 5.12.3.3c),
sive load need only provide an apparent seal stress slightly
greater than the total seal unloading due to connector Figure 5.12.3.3 shows this upper limit as a function of tube
operating loads. The seal seating load can be estimated as diameter. When Fn.ax is used in conjunction with the re-

F= w D~ ~G (EqS.1 2.3.3a quired seal seating loads shown on the same curve, the
Fs designer is able to determine whether a given seal, with a

where specified value of G, can be used in a particular size tubing
Det- effective seal diameter, in. system since gasket seating load is torque limited.

G = initial required seal seating load, 5.12.3.4 PRESSURE END LOAD. The pressure end load is a
pounds-per-inch of seal length result of system pressure, and is equal to

The value of G in pounds-per-inch for the gasket seating , 2

load is a function of the seal material and geometry. Fe= jDe (Eq 5.12.3.4)
Tables 6.3.3.2b,c, and d in Sub-Section 6.3, "Static Seals,"
list recommended seal stress for several types of seals, where

Figure 5.12.3.3 is a plot of the required seal seating load Fe = pressure end load, lbs

as a function of line diameter for representative values of Dff = effective seal diameter, in.
G, assuming Dett equals 1.1 times the line outside diameter.

P = internal pressure, psi

Assuming that Detf = 1.1 times the tubing outside diam-

eter, because the effective diameter of most connector seals
is about this much larger than the tube OD, Figure 5.12.3.4
gives values of the pressure end load, F•, for various corn-

PRACTICAL TORQUE
6- G - LB PER LIMITATION OF THREADED binations of tubing d'v.meter and internal fluid pressure.
4- LINEAR INCH , CONNECTOR, 2000 IN.-LbSOF SEAL LNGTH

_1.0 _ _P - INTERNAL FLUID

Fs, SEAL LOAD REQUmRED. POUNDS 0Io 0 r 1 0II [I
Figure PRFESSURE END LOAD, FE, POUNDS

Diameter

To obtain the seal seating load in threaded connectors, it is Figure 5.12.3.4. Connector Pressure End Load as a Function
necessary to apply torque to the connector nut. The amount of Tube Diameter and Design Pressure
of torque necessary to obtain some required preload, as-

suming standard connector threads, may be approximated
by the following equation (Reference 44-14):
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STRUCTURAL LOADS CONNECTORS
VIBRATION

The system operating pressure is a major determining limiting values for a. and r. in Equation (5.12.3.5c).
factor in the design or selection of a threaded connector.
In a ground-based system, the pressure end load is fre- For aerospace applications It is desirable to maintain min-
quently the design load for the connector. Although an- imum weight throughout. In this respect, e, may be taken
chors, fluid components, and other restraints absorb a part as either two-thirds of the material yield strength or one-
of the pressure end load, design practice necessitates the half of the material ultimate strength, whichever is less.
connector be made to withstand the entire pressure end This Is based on a proof pressure rating of 1.5 times
loading. Pressure impulses must be considered from this system operating pressure and a burst pressure rating of
same standpoint, i.e., the connector must be designed to 2 times system operating pressure.
withstand the impulse load. The system pressure in con-
junction with the tubing diameter will also be a major The value of a in a moderate application could be taken

selectior factor in choosing between a threaded connector as the tube material yield strength. However, the severity
or a flanged separable connector. Structural limitations of of an aerospace environment usually imposes more strin-

the threaded connector and practical means of applying gent limitations on values of a,,. For example, cyclic load-

large torques commonly restrict applications of threaded ing resulting from vibration would require a, to be selected
Sconnectors to tube sizes of one inch or less. on the basis of tube material fatigue strength. Additional

factors such as impact loads, temperature extremes, etc.,
5.12.3.5 BENOING MOMENT LOAD. A bending moment, M, would further modify the value chosen for #," A typical
producing bending loads, F, may be present because of value for am might therefore be based on one-half the tube
tubing misalignment, thermal expansion or contraction of material endurance strength.
the tubing system, vibration, displacement of anchors, or
acceleration forces. Bending moments imposed on a fitting 5.12.3.6 EXTERNAL AXIAL AND TORSIONAL LOADS.
in a tubing system cannot usually be determined in ad- As with bending loads, external axial and torsional loads
vance, since these moments depend upon the specific tubing imposed upon the connector assembly by the line are

system, its operating conditions, and the location of the largely a function of the line diameter. 'Usual)y the axial
threaded connector in the system. However, some limits, loads which may be transmitted by small diameter tubing

even if arbitrary, must be established so that the designer to a threaded connector are minor in comparison with
can gain a feeling for the bending loads imposed on a preload and pressure forces, and may be discounted. Tor-

connector. In general, the bending load can be expressed, sional loads may present a problem if sufficiently large

in terms of the maximum stress that can be transmitted by to cause rotation of one part of the joint with respect to

the tubes, as the other.

Fi 7rDtr,,, (Eq 5.12.3.5a) The larger lines normally associated with, bolted-flange
applications may transmit forces to the connector appre-

where ciably in excess of those associated with internal pressure
D = tubing outside diameter, in. and seal preload requirements. As with bending loads, this

is particularly true of short, large diameter lines whose
-tube wall thickness, in. terminal points are subjected to significant displacements,

, limiting longitudinal stress of tube material, psi as shown in Section VIII-B-3 of Reference 34-10.
5.12.3.7 VIBRATION. The vibration spectrum for a

In the previous equation, the value of t (tvbe wall thick- threaded connector is wholly dependent on the intended
ness) is obtained, if not already known, from the tubing system application. Some representative vibration environ-
design considerations. For thin-walled tubing, t may be ments are presented in Sub-Topic 13.3.5 and Sub-Section
evaluated (Reference 44-14) from 7.3. In any threaded connector application involving thin

PD walled tubing, experience has shown that a simple vibra-
t (Eq 5.12.3.5b) tion loading may be expected to induce structural failure

in the tubing or piping before connector structural failure

where occurs. i )wec-r, leakage, the most common type of
P internal pressure rating of system, psi threaded connector failure, may develop prior to structural

failure of the tube. Reference 147-1 describes a number of
D tube outside diameter, in. vibration tests of threaded connectors and shows tube

x, limiting circumferential (hoop) stress rupture to be. more prevalent with flared-tube connectors,

of tube material, psi whereas sleeve seal connectors tended to leak under vibra-
tion. At low Eystem pressure in the presence o; vibration,

The bending load limit then becomes inadequate seal seating stresses may lead to separation of
D () sealing surfaces and subsequent leakage. At elevated sys-

Fit - PD- (Eq 5.12.3.5c) tem pressures, the vibration-induced bending load, in addi-
tion to the pressure end load, may cause fatigue failure of

The problem of determining the maximum allowable bend- a connector or may cause material yield and eventual
ing load now becomes one of determining the appropriate leakage due to insufficient preload.
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CONNECTORS CONNECTOR ASSEMBLYTHREADED CONNECTOR TYPES

The precise location of tubing failure due to vibration is practice to wash the connector and the immediately sur-
largely a function of the connector type. In the connectors rounding tubing or piping with an acceptable solvent prior
that incorporate tube flaring, the root of the flare becomes to making a disconnect (opening the systom).
the most likely point of failure. This is due to the cold
working of; the tube material in the flaring process. For 5.12.3.10 TEMPERATURE AND THERMAL SHOCK. The
connectors that utilize a swaging process to hold the tube temperature environment is a determining factor in the

in place, the point re the tube is held is most likely to selection of materials of construction for a separable con-
fail becluse of stress concentration induced in swaging, nector. At elevated temperatures, the connector must be

For connectors utilizing a weld joint to the tubing, the designed to withstand the effects of material creep and
weld a:ea is susceptible to failure under vibration as the stress relaxation. At low temperatures, material ductility

must be sufficient to prevent brittle failure. As discussed inresult of exposure to ex trem e h eat in the w eldin g p rocess.D e a l d T p c 5 1 . 2 , " o n t r P e o d " th m lhFor connectors using brazed joints, the brazing process

must insure adequ-1- wetting of lurfaces or tube plffl-out shock and the associated thermal gradients must be taken

may result from in .,,cient shear strength. Although other into account when determining an appropriate p:"eload
failure modes exist and must be investigated, those men- range for a separable connector.
tioned above represent the most commonly encountered 5.12.3.11 ADDITIONAL FACTORS. Some additional fac-
failure modes under vibration. tors in a threaded or bolted flange connector design worth

consideration are:
5.12.3.8 CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY. The need for special a) The total number of parts involved in a particular con-
assembly tools may be a determining factor in the design necT he associate d storagelhadin availabilitynector and the associated storage, handling, availability,
or selection of a connector. The tube-to-connector joint and logistics problems
may necessitate sj> '-- welding, brazing, swaging, hold-
ing, or other tools. ..- e connector-to-connector joint may b) The critical dimensions and/or critical surfaces, with
also require some form or combination of the above- related machining, handling, and protection
menticned tools. Therefore, before the type of connector c) The necessity of special containers and/or individual
is selected, consideration must be given to' the method of handling of separate seals, special connector devices,
'assembly. See SAE ARP 683, "Installation Procedures and etc.
Torques for Fluid Connections." d) The overall size and weight of the connector

In addition to the special tools requisite in a connector e) The quality control necessary in the production, pro-
assembly, the methods in which these tools are use'd bear curement, and installation of a given connector
consideration. The critical steps in connector-to-tube as- f) The ease with which a given connector can be inspected
sembly, connector-to-connector assembly, and proper han- when installed, and the associated equipment necessary
dling and installation of seals must be evaluated. Details to accomplish inspection.
of torquing and the effect of over- or -inder-torquing a g) The necessity for insuring that assembly and inspection
connector must also be investigated. Tube material prop- personnel are thoroughly familiar with both the design
erties and the ability of the tube to be cold-worked for and functional characteristics of the connector. This
flaring or swaging as well as weldability, brazability, and factor is essential if reliable, leak-tight systems are to
bondability may also be a consideration in a connector be consistently achieved.
selection or design.

5.12.3.9 CONTAMINATION. At any point in a tubing or 5.12.3.12 THREADED CONNECTOR TYPES. Major dis-

piping system where a connector is installed, there exists tinguishing features between various types of threaded
a point of potential system contamination. When a con- connector designs are the seals, both tube-to-connector seals
nector is disconnected, adequate protection of the tubing and connector-to-connector separable joint seals. Probably
or piping immediately surrounding the fitting must be the most common classification of threaded connectors is
provided in order to prevent foreign particulate matter the flared tube seal connector, a design which combines
from entering the system. In addition to environmentally features of the tube-to-connector seal and separable jointseal by using the flared tube as a gasket clamped between
introduced contamination, potential contamination emanat-

the connector halves.ing from the connector must, be considered. Some connec-
tors generate and collect more contamination than others, A second threaded connector type is the sleeve seal con-

due to notches, grooves, iecesses, or other cavities where nector, employing a sleeve which is attached to the tube;
contamination is likely to collect. The threads of a threaded instead of the tube forming the separable joint seal, the
connector are prime candidates for contamination genera- sleeve and connector together form the seal. Sleeve seal
tion, as are certain weld and braze joints. In this regard, connectors include those commonly referred to as flareless
the method of assembly may become a critical factor. The connectors.
performance of the threading operation in joining the A third and 4istinctive type of ccnnector is the separate
threaded connector, as well as the use of thread lubricants seal connector, employing a separate removable sealing ele-
and sealants, may necessitate limitations. controls, slecial ment between the connector halves (flanges) to make the
methods, etc. Aside from any special precautions, it is good separable joint seal. In this connector design, a permanent

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
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FLARED CONNECTORS CONNECTORS

type joint (i.e., welded or brazed) is commonly employed flare against the nose of the union, thus forming the seal.
to provide the tube-to-connector seal. Swaging is also em- Actualsealing is accomplished by deformation of the flared
ployed in some separate seal connector designs to accom- tube against the mating surface of the union.
plish the tube-to-connector seal.

A major advantage of the AN flared connector is its sim-
In the following sub-topics, samples of specific connector plicity; however, several disadvantages have given rise todesign types which can be classified under each of the modifications and even completely new connector design

above-mentioned threaded connector seals are described. In
these descriptions, reference to a "tube-to-tube joint" has concepts. Some of the outstanding disadvantages include:
been adopted for simplicity, and use of the term "union" is a) The torque relaxation with time characteristics. This is
adhered to in this case, although other types of joints such a tendency of the flared fitting to lose the initial as-
as tube-to-component, etc., exist. sembly torque after a period of time, resulting in a

loose connection.
5.12.3.13 FLARED TUBE SEAL CONNECTORS. The
flared tube seal type connector is probably the most com- b) The inability to obtain sufficient sealing stresses in
mon threaded connector. This connector utilizes the tubing inch and larger connector sizes. To obtain satisfactory
flare to accomplish both the connector-to-connector seal and metal-to-metal sealing against helium leakage, recent
the tube-to-connector seal. Th~s design has numerous vari- work indicates that a contact stress of 1 to 3 times the
ations, most of which employ the same basic geometry but yield strength of the softer material is required. Using
differ in the manufacturing aud quality control require- the minimum torque requirements given in AND 10064
ments. The AN (Air Force Navy Aeronautical). MS (Mili- for steel tubing and the relation r = 0.2 dF (see De-
tary Standard), and MC (Marshall Center) connectors are tailed Topic 5.12.3.3), values of available seating stress
common flared tube connectors which can be procured to can be obtained and compared with those values of seat-
government or industry specifications. These connectors ing stress required for specific applications.
and others are discussed in the following paragraphs.

c) Inadequate quality control requirements. The inspec-
AN Flared Connectors. The AN flared connector, illus- tion sampling frequency is generally con3idered insuf-
trated in Figure 5.12.3.13a, consists of a sleeve, a connect- ficient, and surface finish requirements on sealing
ing nut, and a union. This connector is manufactured in surfaces are inadequate for satisfactory sealing in the
accordance with military specification MIL-F-5509B, titled presence of helium, low leakage requirement, high pres-
"Fitting, Flared Tube, Fluid Connection." In making a pres of helium, eakgreq
tube connection with this type of connector, the following sure, or cryogenic temperature.
sequence of operations is generally followed: (1) The nut d) The tendency of hard steel tubing to crack when sub-
and the sleeve are placed on the tubing, (2) the tubing is jected to flaring operations. Aerospace applications fre-
flared by a hand tool or by a machine, and (3) the connec- quently demand the use of high strength tubing. This
tion is secured by placing the flared tubing in contact with type of material is frequently not capable of being cold
the nose of the union, sliding the sleeve and nut against the worked without having extremely high residual stress
flared tubing end, and threading: the nut into place on the levels result, therefore requiring stringent material and
union. The sleeve is forced against the back of the tube manufacturing specifications.
flare by the nut as it is threaded onto the union. As the nut
is tightened, the sleeve compresses the back of the tube To solve the problem of the AN connector a modification

in the form of a separate seal'has been devised. This seal,
shown in Figure 5.12.3.13b, is a truncated cone, and fits

NUT over the end of the 37-degree union nose. The seal is made
SLEEVE UNION of a soft material, generally copper or aluminum, offering

Ulower required seating stresses. While presenting a solu-
tion to the required seating stress problem, the separate
seal has the disadvantage of adding another piece to the
connector (which could be omitted if proper care is not
taken during arsembly), and it does not eliminate the dis-
advantages previously identified in (a), (c), or (d).

MS Flared Connector. The MS flared connector, often re-
ferred to as a precision flared fitting, utilizes the same nut
and sleeve as the AN connector, and is procured to the
same military specification. The primary difference between
the MS and AN connector exists in the union: the MS union
(and other parts to which the connector nut attaches) is
procured to MS (Military Standards), whereas the AN
union is procured by Air Force/Navy Aeronautical Stand-

Figure 5.12.3.13a. AN Flared Connector ards. Some important characteristics of the MS unions are:

5.12.3-8 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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CONNECTORS FLARED CONNECTORS

a) The finish of the torical sealing surface is limited to 10
to 14 microinches rms profile for steel, and 22 to 28
microinches rms for aluminum.

b) The sealing surfaces are round, within 0.0003 inch,
and limited to a maximum deviation of 0.0001 inch in
any 60-degree arc.

cI Concentricity of the sealing surface with the thread
pitch diameter is within 0.003 inch TIR (total indicator

reading).

Globe Aerospace Connector. This connector, shown in Fig-
ure 5.12.3.13c, uses the standard AN, MS, or MC sleeve
and union, but employs a different concept in the locking
nut. The nut is composed of two parts: a hex nut similar

CRusH GASKrT to an AN818 with a groove in the shoulder length, and a
locking nut with the same size hex and six barbed fingers.
The fingers of the lock nut fit over the shoulder of the nut
"proper in such a way that all six fingers of the lock nut
engage the groove in the nut proper. Both nuts are threaded
onto the union when forming a connection. The nut proper
is torqued first and accomplishes the seal between tube
flare and union. The lock nut is then torqued to an equal
or greater value, and the barbed fingers grip the lip of the

4 FLATS _'QUALLY SPACED groove on the nut proper and lock it in position. The lock
nut innovation precludes the necessity for safety wiring in
the presence of a vibration environment.

LOCK NUT UNION

METHOD OF INSERTING CRUSH GASKET T$

Figure 5.12.3.13b. Conical Seal for AN Connector
(Courtesy of Voi Shan Industries, Culver City, California)

a) Finer finish on the 37-degree cone of the sealing sur-
face

b) 100 percent ;nspection of unions for thread concen-
tricity to each other, thread relief lengths and diam-
eters, surface smoothness of thread reliefs and hex Figure 5.12.3.13c. Globe Aerospace Connector

faces, and surface finish of cone ends (Courtesy of G'obe Aerospace. North Hollywood. California.)

c) Tighter dimensional tolerances restricting the overall
length of the connector (union or other) hex nut-to-tip
dimension. DL Connector. The DL connector, as shown ih; Figure

5.12.3.13d, is in essence an AN connector, but wvith twvo
These changes were incorporated as an attempt to obtain
better sealing quality by imposing tighter quality control, modifications:
but they do not resolve the sealing stress requirement a) The sleeve of the DL connector is the same thickness

problem mentioned above under the discussion of the AN throughout its entire length.

flared connector. b) The nut of the D1L connector has a groove in the outer
peri)hery at about the midway point of its length, and

MC Fittings. MC fittings, which were developed by NASA, has greater material volume at the point where it con-
are basically similar in appearance and operation to the tacts the sleeve.
AN and MS flared fittings shown in Figure 5.12.3.13a. The
MC connector is procured to NASA Specification MC 146. These modifications remove material from the sleeve, place
Some of the refinements incorporated into the MC fittings it in the nut, and the nut is thus able to carry heavier
in order to increase reliability are: loading.
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SLEEVE SEAL CONNECTORS CONNECTORS

NU INNUT UNIONTURINGSLEEVE S$LEEVE! :I

Figure 5.12.3.13d. DL Connector
(Courtesy of E. S. Wiggins, Inc., Los Angeles, California)

Figure 5.12.3.14a. MS Flareless Connector
5.12.3.14 SLEEVE SEAL CONNECTORS. The sleeve seal
connector is characterized by effecting a seal between the
union and a sleeve. In some cases two parallel seals are
required, the first as previously mentioned and the second
between the tube and the sleeve. The sleeve is usually at-
tached permanently to the tubing by swaging, brazing, or NUT UNION PRESSED INSERT
welding. The following paragraphs describe various sleeve SLEEVE

seal connectors. TB

MS Flareless. The MS flareless connector shown in Figure,-
5.12.3.14a is made up of a union, a sleeve (often referred
to as a ferrule), and a nut. As the tubing is inserted into
the union, it is seated on an internal shoulder; the ferrule
is then slid aloniý the tube and seated against the internal
taper of the union. Following this, the nut is tightened and _

the sharp edge of the ferrule is driven into the tubing,
forming a seal and forcing the tube forward against the

shoulder. At this same time, the seal of ferrule-to-internal
taper of the union is formed, as the ferrule bows up to
make contact with the internal taper. After the initial con-
nectiorn, the ferrule is locked on the tubing. Upon disas.. Figure 5.12.3.14b. Flodar Connector
sembly, a certain amount of springback takes place in the (Courtesy of Flodar Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio)

ferrule, and as long as the connector is not overtorqued,
reuse is acceptable. Overtorquing can cause yielding of the
ferrule, loss of the fte:nile, and/or springback, and mayresult in poor sealin,, sleeve, and nut. In the Flodar fitting, as the nut is tightened

onto the union the tube is flared slightly at the end, a result

It has been found that machine preb,,tting the ferrule on of the internal part of the uniori having a V-shaped seat-
the tubing results in a better quality coniector. However, ing surface. The sleeve bears against the back of the tube
even this operation requires a certain degree of skill, al- flare to retain the tubing, preventing tube "pull out" and

though machines such as the Weatherhead fixed stop or forming a secondary seal. The rear portion of the sleeve
Parker hydraulic pressure-balanced preset machines are is slotted every 90 degrees to give a "collet grip," which
will suited for repeatability and rapid, uniform presets. ,ids in dampening vibratfon.
Another limitation of this connector is the fact that the
exterior surfaces of the tubing and ferrule must be pro- Swagelok. The Swagelok connector, manufactured by the
tected from damage if a leak-free connector is to be in- Crawford lIttings Corporation and shown in Figure
sured. 5.12.3.14c, is also similar to the MS flareless connector. As

in the MS connector, the tube is seated against an internal
Flodar Fitting. The Flodar connector, manufactured by the shoulder within the union. However, instead of a single
Flodar Corporation and shown in Figure 5.12.3.14b, is piece sleeve, the Swagelok employs two pieces, the front
similar to the MS flareless connector in external appear- ferrule and the rear ferrule, both of which are contained
ance. The Flodar, like the MS connector, uses a union, within the nut.
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p NUT

REAR FERRULE FRONT FERRULE UNION MACMINED-SLIEVE UNION

NT /UBE
TUBE

Figure 5.12.3.14e. Machlned-Sleeve Connector

Figure 5.12.3.14.c. Swapelok Connector (Reference 36-11)

(Courtesy of Crawford Fittrng Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio)

NUT•

BRAZE OR WELD

NOTE-
SWAGED SLEEV E-TO-TUBE
JOINT ALSO USED

SLEEVE L _

Figure 5.12.3.14f. Dynatube Connector
SLEEVE UNION (Courtesy of Resistoflex Corporation, Roseland, New Jersey)

NUT• Sermeto Serrated Sleeve. The Sermeto Serrated Sieeve,

TUBE manufactured by the Weatherhead Company and shown in

TUBE xFigure 5.12.3.14d, seats the tubing against the inner shoul-

• • • counector. The sleeve of this connector is a single piece,

but is similar to the combination of front and rear ferrui-i
S........ in the Swagelok connector in that it is contained completely

within the nut. In addition, the leading edge on the sleeve

inner diameter is serrated, giving a greater cutting edge

area than a smooth sleeve, and providing additional reten-
S~tion of the tube.

Machined Sleeve. This type of connector, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.12.3.14e, utilizes standard AN nuts and mating parts.

Figure 5.12.3.14d. Sermeto Serrated-Sleeve Connector The sleeve, however, is a specially machined piece that is

(Courtesy of The Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio) pm•etyatce otetbn.I hscnetr h

sleeve: mates with the tapered nose of the union to form
In seating the tube against the union, the nut forces the the seal. The machined sleeve connector" is generally con-

rear ferrule against the front ferrule and both ferrules sdrdt easrne onco hnsadr No

bite into the tube, forcing the tube against the inner shoul- MS fla•red connectors, and is les5 sensitive to vibratior , i-

der of the union. A secondary seal of front ferrule-to-union vironments.
is also formed upon tightening the connector nut. The
double ferrule offers greater tube holding than the MS Dynatube. The Dynatube connector, manufactured by the

flareless connector. Resistoflex Corporation and shown in Figure 5.12.3.14f.
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SEPARATE SEAL CONNECTORS CONNECTORS

utilizes as the sealing member a u-pecially designed sleeve is similar to the machined sleeve connector previously de-
which is directly and nermanently connected to the tub- scribed. Generally, the sleeve and threuaed flange are
ing. The face of the slet ve seals against the union (mating brazed to the tubing instead of being welded.
part) as the nut is drawn tight. Internal pressure assists 5.12.3.15 SEPARATE SEAL CONNECTORS. The separate
in making the seal during operation, A feature of this con-
nector is the small threaded portion on the exterior of the seal connector employs an individrul piese, functionally
sleeve which engages the threads of the nut when the fitting identical tu a flange gasket, to accomplish connector sealing.
is disconnected, preventing the sealing surface from being This type of connector generally has all components except
exposed, as well as preventing the nut from slipping back the seal attached to the tubing system, thu.; the seal is the
on the tubing. only "loose" piece. The major disadvantage of s•eparate seal

conne~ctors is the possibility of omitting the seal at assembly.

Ili-Seal. The Hi-Seal connector, manufactured by Imperial Several types of separate seal cornect.•rs are described in
Eastman Corporation and shown in Figure 5.12.3.14g, is the following paragraphs.
composed of a sleeve, a nut. and a union. The sleeve has a
precision 12-degree cone which slides into the union and AFRPL Connector. The AFRPL connector, shown i, Fig-
provides the seal as the nut is drawn unto the union. The ore 5.12.3.15a, was developed for the Air Forcep by Battelle
nutO~id5 adMemorial Institute (Reference 44-14) to temperature and
nut also drives the serrated edges on the inside of the evrnetseiiain eodtecpblt fmssleeve into the tubing, thus swaging the sleeve permanently evrnetseiiain eodtecpblt fms
to to t he bubinga commercially available connectors. In this connector, a

separate seal, referred to as the "bobbin seal," is used as
Lo-Torque. The Lo-Torque connector, manufactured by the sealing member, so named because of its resemblance
Parker Aircraft Company and shown in Figure 5.12.3.14h, to the bobbin of a sewing machine.

STUD END FLANGE

NUETUBE NT SEAL THREADED FLANGE
UNO WELD SLEEVE WEL SLEEVE T

Figure 5.12.3.15a. AFRPL Connector, Showing Tube-to-Tube
Connection

Figure 5.12.3.14g. Hi-Seal Connector
(Courtesy of Imperiai Eastman Corporation, Chicago, Illinois) The conical discs of the bof'.in seal mate with t•e plain

stub end on one side, and with the threaded stub end on the
other. As the connector is tightened, plastic deformation of
the seal legs occurs on the radial surfaces and the neces-
sary connector seal is created . Reuse of the seal is not
recommended, since the sealing surfaces have been de-

NUT formed and an intimate mating of surfaces cannot be
MAZE .,NG THREADED FLANGE guaranteed. Depending upon the materials involved and

the intended usage, the bobbin seal may or may not beSLV ME Rplated. The AFRPL connector is normally welded to the
tube, as illustrated.

Advantages of this connector are: (1) positive sealing can
be achieved by the development of sufficient sealing stresses
without excessive torque, and (2) this design affords a
wide range of preloading values and can be made to give
parallel loading. The major disadvantage of this connector
"is that the seal must be replaced after a single usage. The
connector can be inspected for possible seal omission: if
the seal is left out, the nut will be threaded well beyond

Figure 5.12.3.14h. Parker Lo-Torque Connector the thread form on the threaded flange, thus providing
(Courtesy of Parker Aircraft Co. Los Angeles. California) obvious detection.
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CONNECTORS SEPARATE SEAL CONNECTORS

Gamah Connector. This connector, manufactured by the lie elasticity as well as pressure energizatlon. Upon as-
the Gamah Corporation and shown in Figure 5.12.3.15b, sembly, the seal makes intimate contact with the sleeve and
employs a seal member which is essentially a belleville the connector. Whet system pressure is applied the seal is
spring. Sealing is accomplished by plastic deformation of forced against the sleeve and the connector to assist sealing
the seal member. In this connector, the seal can be re- still further. The sleeve and male nut of the connector can
versed and used a second time, but further use is not be swaged, welded, or brazed to the tubing.
recommended. To achieve a minimum envelope size, the
connector uses a circular nut, which requir.s a spanner Roylyn Connector. This connector, manufactured by Roylyn
wrench for tightening. The connector parts that are joined Incorporated and shown in Figure 5.12.3.15d, is a four.
to the tubing are usually swaged on to the tube, but may piece unit that generally has the male fitting and the
be welded or brazed, sleeve welded to th'? tubing, with the nut loose on the tub-ing but prevented from falling off by the position of the
Astro-Weight Connector. This connector, manufactured by sleeve. The separate sLal is of the belleville spring type.
Hiorrison Manufacturing Company and shown in Figure
5.12.3.15c, utilizes a K-seal which attains sealing by metal-

BEFORE
CINCHED

Figo:e 5.12.3.15d, Roylyn Connector, Showing Tube-to-Tube

Figure 5.12.3.15b. Gamah Connector, Showing Tube-to-Tube (Courtesy of CoylnInectonprtd lnae aion

Connection
(Courtesy of Garmah Corporation, Denver, Colorado)

Rubbernek Connector. This connector, manufactured by
the Chicago Fittings Corporation and shown in Figure
5.12.3.15e, is another of the flareless tube type that em-NUT ploys a special five-piece sealing and tube-retaining ele-THREADED FLANGE ment in addition to the standard union and connecting nut.

E E The seal is molded from synthetic rubber compounds. InTUBE connecting the nut to the union, the retainer and guide
forcethf e the5anchor to clamp the tubing while the seal is

]• • forced against the union. The anchor is essentially a belle-

rille spring with a sharp edge that provides the means forn
ntube retention.SAeroquip Marman Conoseal Connector. This connector,

Smanufactured by Aeroquip Corporation/Marman Division

and shown in Figure 5.12.3.15f, is a four-piece unit that
has the male flange and the sleeve flange welded to the
tubing. The connector nut is loose on the tubing, but is
prevented from falling off by the position of the sleeve. The

Figure 5.12.315c. AstroWeight Connector Showing Tube-to- t e th e in te
Tube Connection

(Courtesy of Harrison Manufacturina Co,, Burbank, California)
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BOLTED FLANGE CONNECTORS CONNECTORS

ul SLHVF

RJUN

Figure 5.12.3.15f. Aeroqulp Marmon Con•seeil Connector,

Figure 5.12.3.15s. Rubbermek Connector Showing Tube-to-Tube Connection
(Courtesy of Chicgo Fittinhs Corporation, 8roavIew, Illinois) (Courtesy of Marmlan Division, Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson,S~Michigan)

5.12.4 Bolted Flange Connectors

5.12.4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Bolted flange connec-
tors incorporate the same three basic elements found In
threaded connectors: the seal, the connector-to-line joint,

and the load-carrying structure (see Sub-Topic 5.12.3).
The outstanding difference between bolted flange connec-
tors and threaded connectors is the number of tensile mem-
bers in the load-carrying structure. Whereas threaded
connectors have a single threaded element, in flanged con.
nectors the tensile load is normally divided between four
or more threaded elements. Static seals are usually used
between the flanges, while the flange is usually welded or
brazed to the dine.- INTEGRAL FLANGE

Bolted flange connectors can be generally classed as having
either integral or separate flanges (see Figure 5.12.4.1).
For the same flange material, the integra! type will usu-
ally be lighter than a corresponding separate flange con-
nector; however, alignment of bolt holes is easier with the
separate type flange. Separate flanges are also referred to
as loose or floating flanges. In some cases it may be pos-
sible to select a higher strength material for the separate
flange, since it need not be compatible with the fluid in
the system, nor weldable or brazable to the line material.
With both integral and separate flange connectors there
are numerous possible specific designs utilizing various
seal and facing configurations, some of which are illus-
trated in Figure 6.3.2.4b.

In the following detailed topics, some of the more impor- SEPARATE FLANGE

tant factors related to the design and selection of a bolted
flange connector for aerospace applications are considered. Figure 5.12.4.1. Integral Flange and Separate (Loose) Flange

5.12.4-1 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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CONNECTORS ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
BOLT TORQUING

Those basic eparaole connector considerations equally ap- c) Maximum allowable stress in the tensile member
plicable to threaded and bolted flange connectors are d) Magnitude of the structural loads effects on thermal
treated under "Threaded Connectors" as follows: gradients.

A detailed ditsussion of prelold is given in Detailed Topic
Factor Detailed Topic 632.3.2,

Threaded Connector Design Table .5.12.4.3 shows the relationship betwetn bolt stress
and torque, It should be noted that thiz taMe makes no

Connector Freload 5.12.3.2 allowance for friction, therefore the values given represent
Seal Seating Load 5.12.3.3 upper limits, actual values being lower depending on fric-
Pressure End Load 5,12.3.4 tion, Because of the loss of torque caused by friction, and

the variable it introduces, every attempt should be madeto minimize friction by lubricating bolts and nuts, and to
External Axial avoid the use of high-friction seif-locking nuts.
and Torsional Load 5,12.3.6

The sequence of bolt tightening is discussed in DetailedVibration 6.12.3.7 Topic 5.12.4.8.
Connector Assembly 5.12.3.8ConnctorAssmbly5.123.85.12.4.41 FLANGE DEFLECTIONS AND DISTORTIONS.4

Cti3The problems common to bolted flange joints which canTemperature and Thermal Shock 5.12.3.10 be avoided by proper Rlange design and selection procedures

Additional Factors 5.12.3.11 are (1) flange rolling, (2) flange scrubbing, and (A) flange
bowing (see Figure 5.12.4.4). Flange rolling describes the

.ENVIRONMENTAL AND SERVICE CONSID- tendency of a bolted flanged connector to separate at theERATIONS. Prior to designing or selecting any bolted sealing surface while simultaneously making more inti-
Ranged connector, the anticipated environment and service mate contact outside the bolt circle. Flange rolling may
must be known. Important parameters include:

a) Maximum and minimum operating pressure

b) Maximum and minimum operating temperature

c ) Chemical compatibility of flange materials with con-
tained fluid

d) Vibration environment

e) Compatibility of flange and tubing from the standpointof welding or brazing

f) Required service life, anticipated material creep

g) Maximum thermal gradients anticipated
h) Types nrd magnitudes of external loads
i) Maximum permissible leakage rate (s) FLANGE ROWING

j) Size and weight limitations.

5.12.4.3 BOLT TORQUING. Bolt torque is determined by
flange preload requirements. The preload must be liigh
enough to properly seat the seal and provide greater com-
pressive strain than the expected strain relaxation caused
by tensile loads, yet must not be too high so that over- FLANGE ROLLING

stressing of the gasket and/or flange tensile members re-
suits. Parallel gasket loading, described in Detailed Topic
5.12.3.2, protects the gasket from over-torquing, but also
places extreme importance on seal gland design. Estab-
lishing the proper preload value is essential in obtaining
seal seating and maintaining a seal during operation. The
factors that must be considered in determining the re-
quired preload are: FLANGE SCIUING

a) Spring constants of the compression and tension mem-
bers Figure 5.12.4.4. Deflections and Distortions in Flanges

b) Minimum compressive load on the flange members
needed to prevent leakage
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BOLT TORQUING 'CONNECTORS

Table 5.12.4.3. Relationship of Solt Stress to Torque for Va-lous Bolt Sim
(This table makes no ellowrncc, for friction, therefore the values

of torque and stress given here rurresent upper limits)

Tensile Axial Load
Bolt ___ No. Threads per inchRotTnle AilLdBolt ___o. Threads_ perncnRoot Stress with Torque of
Size T0Extra Ar for Torque of I in-lb on Nut
(in.) Coarse Fine Fine (inz) I in-lb (psi) (Ibs)

20 0.0269 1,115 20.6
1/4 28 0.0326 879 21.5

32 0.0352 807 21.7
18 0.0454 512 16.6

5/16 24 0.0524 432 :7.1
32 0.0590 377 17.6

16 0.0678 292 14.3
3/8 24 0.0809 261 14.932 0.0890 213 15.3

14 0.0933 179 12.2
7/16 20 0.1090 150- 12.6

28 0.1217 132 13.0

13 0,1I,:57 118 10.9
1/2 20 0.1486 97 11.4

28 0.16-34 86 11.7

0. 1620 82.3• 9.9
9/16 18 0.1888 68.8 10.3

24 0.2054 63.3 10.5

11 0.2018 59.3 8,72
5/8 18 0.2400 48.2 9.24

24 0.2586 44.3 0.33

10 0.3020 32.1 7.34
31/4 16 0.3513 27.0 7.64

20 0.3725 25.3 7.68

9 0.4183 20.4 6.52
7/8 14 U.4805 17.6 6.78

20 0.5200 16.1 6.92 •

80.5510 13.6 5.73
114 0. 6464 11.6 5.99 i

20 0.6921 10.6 6.09 :

70.6931 9.61 5.08

I - 1/8 12 0.8118 8.06 5.32
1 8 0.8772 7..43 5.43

7O. 8898 6.71i 4.62

I -1/4 12 1.0238 5.73 4.80
1 8 1. 0969 5.35 4.90

1 386 1.•0541 5.17 4.18 i1-3/
12 1.2602 4.24 4.40

6 1 .2938 3.84 3.86

1 -1/2 12 1.5212 3.31 4.16
18 1.6101 3.17 4.32
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CONNECTORS FLANGE STRESSES
FACING CONSIDERATIONS

result where tube walls are thin and afford little resistance yield strength. Typical allowable stress values for several
to roiling moments; where flanges lack sufficient rigidity materials based on the above criteria are given in Table
and consequently deflect under high end loads; or where 5.12.4.5, It should be noted that materials which obtain
there is no flange contact outside of the bolt circle, in which their strength by heat treatment may be altered in weld-
case the outermost point of flange contact serves as a ing or brazing flanges to the tube. However, if the joining
fulcrum. Flange rolling can be minimized by making flanges process is such as to limit the heat-affected zone to a small'
rigid, by making the bolt circle as close to the pipe: or tube volume of material., design -of the-bolted flange connection
as possible, and through the use of full face iraskets. The may be based on the heat treatment properties of the ma-
adverse effects of flange rolling can be minimired through terial.
the use of raised face flanges. 5.12.4.6 FACING CONSIDERATIONS. The subject of
Flange scrubbing is a condition where there is radial dis- flange facing types is discussed in Detailed Topic 6.3.2.4,
placement tif one flange with respect to the other, i.e., mo- "Gland Design," where seal glands are classified as uncon-
tion of flangw., in a direction perpendicular to the tubing fined, semi-confined, and fully-confined and are illustrated
axis. This condition can result from differential contrac- in Figure 6.3.2.4b. Some additional considerations influenc-
tion or expansion of dissimilar flange materials, or from ing the selection flange facing are discussed in the follow-
flange misalignment. Scrubbing causes motion at the seal- ing paragraphs.
ing interface, which can materially degrade the seal.

Fully confined (tongue-and-groove) or semi-confined fac-
Bowing is a problem that results from spacing bolts too ings aid in locating and holding the gasket during assembly
far apart and/or insufficiently rigid flanges, and reduce the possibility of gasket blowout. Also, at least

one of the faces is partially protected against damage dur-
5.12.4.5 ALLOWABLE BOLTED FLANGE CONNECTOR ing handling and assembly of the joints. With metal gas-
STRESSES. In flange design where creep is not a factor, kets, and where low-leakage rates with gases are desired,
allowable stresses may be related to the short-time yield protecting the flange seating surface during shipment,
strength of the material. Yield strength selected as a basis storage, fabrication, assembly, and possible reassemblies,
for design should be that at the maximum anticipated serv- becomes very important. The ring joint or double groove
ice temperature. facing provide particularly good protectioi, of the flange

An allowable stress for flange material, equal to two-thirds sealing surfaces.
of the material yield strength, conforms to general pres-
sure vessel design practice. (The ASME Code, Reference Where the joints will be subjected to high temperatures in
68-70, uses 62.5 percent for ferrous materials, two-thirds ser is a possibility of partial welding of metal
for non-ferrous materials.) Since in flanged joints the cri- gaskets to the flange faces. Use of dissin':ilar metals will
tenion of failure involves excessive deformatior rather help to prevent this problem, and in cases where fluid

than rupture, ultimate tensile strength of the material is compatibility permits, a graphite lubricant film on the
not directly considered. An allowable stress of two-thirds seating surfaces may aid in disassembly. Nonmetallic gas-

of the yield strength implies that at a proof test pressure kets will generally harden aftqr long periods of high-

of 1.5 times the operating pressure, the stress may reach temperature service. The raised face configuration has
the yield strength of the material, some advantage in this respect, since a much-used gasket

of this design can be removed more easily than one with
Allowable bolt stresses no higher than 50 percent of the the tongue-and-groove or semiconfined facings.
material yield strength are suggested. The allowable stress
for bolting is set lower than for the flanges for the follow- 5.12.4.7 BOLTING DIMENSIONAL DETAILS. Tables
ing reasons: 5.12.4.7a and b give pertineint details on bolting suitable for

bolted-flanged connections designed for minimum weight.
a) Bolts are loaded in tension with no ability to transfer It is desirable to locate the bolts as close to the tube wall

load to some other part of the structure in case of over- as possible. The bolting listed requires a minimum of radial
load clearance between bolts and flange hub or stub-end wall..In

b) The only bolt stress calculated is that due to the axial some instances it may be desirabl3 to spot-face the hub or
forces whereas, in service, the bolts will have some bend- stub end wall to minimize bolt-to-tube wall distance. Socket-

head cap screws are suggested in small sizes (No. 5
ing and shear stresses due to rotation of the flanges through No. 12 Am. Std. socket-head cap screws), and

c) The threads on the bolts form a notch with accompany- NAS 624/636 external wrenching bolts in larger sizes
ing stress intensification ( 14-inch through one inch). NAS-type bolts are suggested

d) In service, the bolts are loaded in initial bolt make-up for larger sizes, since standard socket-head cap screws

by tightening with a wrench, which introduces shear may have inadequate bearing areas. The radial and be-

stresses and a reduction in axial yield strength. tween-bolts minimum clearances shown in the table are
based on allowances for fillets, use of standard socket

For a proof test pressure of 1.5 times the operating 1,res- wrenches, and for minimum space between bolts. The "rule-

sure, it will be necessary to tighten the bolts beyond the of-thumb" is that the distance between bolt holes should
recommended 50 percent up to 75 to 90 percent of their be at least equal to the bolt hole diameter.
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ALLOWABLE STRESSES CONNECTORS

Table 5.12.4.5. Typical Allowable Stress Values Using the Follow)ng Criteria:
Allowable Stress for Flanges = Two.Thirds Yield Strength
Allowable Stress for Bolts = One-Half Yield Strength

Allowable .Stress for

Indicated Temperature, psiMaterial .;

(Yield .strengths are specified minimums) Up to 0
100°F 150OF 200 F 250 OF

Aluminum alloy, 6061 -T6 *1
35,000-psi yield strength
38,000-psi ultimate tensile strength

Flanges 23,300 23,000 22,700 21,903
Bolts 17,500 17,200 17,000 16,400

Aluminum alloy, 2014-T6
55,000-psi yield strength
65,000-psi ultimate tensile strength

Flanges 36,700 35,800 34,500 31,200
Bolts 27,500 26,800 25,700 23,400

Up to00
100.F 300 F 500OF 700°r

Type 347, annealed stainless steel
35,000-psi yield strength
75,000-psi ultimate tensile strength

Flanges 23,300 20,000 18,900 18,900
Bolts 17,500 15,100 14,200 14,200

•. ~Type 301, cold-rol led stainless steel !
90,000-psi yield strength

115,000-psi ultimate 'ensile strength

Bolts 45,000 40,000 38,000 36,000

Up to
100OF 300°F 500OF 600 0 F

AM 355, precipitation hardened
150,000-psi yield strength
290,000-psi ultimate, tensile strength

Flanges 100,000 85,000 79,000 73,000
Bolts 75,000 63,000 59,000 54,000

Up to

100 OF 400 OF 600°F 800°F

Rene' 41, nickel-base alloy
130,000-psi yield strength
170,000-psi ultimate tensile strength

Flanges 86,000 84,000 82,000 80,000
Bolts 65,000 63,000 61,000 60, OOU
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CONNECTORS FLANGE BOLTING

Table 5.12.4.7s. Flange Bolting Dimensions for Socket Head Capscrews

OUT SI DE OF HUB

INrGRAL FLANGE SEPARATE FLANGE

Nominal Threads Root Area, Radial Minimum Hole Maximum
Size* per ABJ Clearance, Space, Size, Head Diameter
(in.) inch (sq. in.) RR RS dh (in.)

#5 44 0.00716 0.132 0.396 0.141 0.200

#6 40 0.00874 0.143 0.429 0.152 0.221

#8 36 0.01285 0.165 0.495 0.180 0.265#10 32 0.0175 0.186 0.558 0.209 0.306

#12 28 0.0226 0.202 0.606 0.240 0.337

1/4 28 0.0326 0.259 0.657 0.281 0.438

5/16 24 0.0524 0.306 0.796 0.344 0.531

3/8 24 0.0809 0.365 0.974 0.406 0.649

7/16 20 0.109 0.415 1.125 0.469 0.750

1/2 20 0.149 0.464 1.242 0.532 0.828

9/16 18 0.189 0.519 1.407 0.594 0.938

5/8 18 0.240 0.575 1.575 0.687 1.050

3/4 16 0.351 0.665 1.845 0.812 1.230

7/8 14 0.480 0.779 2.157 0.937 1.438

1 12 0.625 0.870 2.437 1.062 1.620

* Sizes #5 through #12, American Standard Socket Head Cap Screws, ASA B18.3-1954
RR = (Max Head Dia./2) + 0.030 inches
R. 3R S =3 R R

Sizes 1/4" through 1" Dimensionally to National Aircraft Standards, NAS 624 through 636
RR 1/2 (Maximum Head Diameter) + 0.040 inches for 1/4': through 7/16" nominal

size
1/2 (Maximum Head Diameter) + 0.050 inches for 1/2" through 3/4" nominal
size
1/2 (Maximum Head Diameter) + 0.060 inches for 7/8" and 1 nominal size

RS 1.5 + Maximum Head Diameter
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FLANGE BOLTING CONNECTORS
HANDLING AND ASSEMBLY

Table 5.12.4.7b. Estimation of Bolt Size and Spacing for External.Wrenchlng Bolts
(Reference 46.29)

() (2) (3) (4) (5)
Total Bolt Area

(Bolt Circle Radius) Root Area
Bolt - -Bolt Edge

Fine Coarse 8-Thread Size Fine Coarse 8-Thread Spacing'* Distance
(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in2 ) (in2 ) (in2 ) (in.) (in.)

0.273 0.225 - 1/4 0.0326 0.0269 - 3/4 3/8

0.406 0.352 - 5/16 0.0524 0.0454 - 13/16 7/16

0.508 0.426 - 3/8 0.0809 0.0678 - 1 1/2

0.609 0.521 - 7/16 0.1090 0.0953 - 1-1/8 9/16

0.748 0.633 - 1/2 0.1486 0.126 - 1.25 0.62

1.007 0.845 - 5/8 0.2400 0.202 - 1.50 0.75

1.262 1.083 - 3/4 0.3513 0.302 - 1.75 0.81

1.464 1.278 - 7/8 0.4805 0.419 - 2.06 0.94

1.743 1.537 1.537 1 0.6245 0.551 0.551 2.25 1.06

2.040 1.740 1.828 1-1/,8 0.8113 0.693 0.728 2.50 1.12

2.29 1.988 2.08 1-1/4 1.024 0.890 - 0.929 2.81 1.25

2.69 2.16 2.37 1-3/8 1.260 1.054 1.155 3.06 1.37

2.94 2.50 2.71 1-1/2 1.521 1.294 1.405 3.25 1.50

This spacing can be reduced with internal-wrenching bolts, or by use of special thin-wall wrenches,
causing an appreciable reduction in flange weight, since the bolt size can be re~duced one or two sizes.

A maximum spacing between bolts equal to 2 (d-, + t) is thread class, surface finishes, and lubricant, the relation-
suggested, where d, is the bolt hole diameter and t is the ship for the particular combination of bolting, surfaces,
flange thickness. If bolts are too far apart, flange bowing and -lubricant should be checked. The magnitude of bolt
may result in gasket leakage. torque to be used is covered in Detailed Topic 5.12.4.3.

Bolting shown in Table 5.12.4.7a may be used with nuts, oi' To facilitate proper assembly, whether using a nut and
the bolts may be studded into tapped holes in a mating bolt or a stud-end nut arrangement, it is necessary to clean
flange. The studded design is advantageous from the stand- the threads and to be sure that the nuts do not bind when
poi!, t of assembly, and provides a slight weight reduction, assembled. Flange seating suifaces and gasket should be

Use of bolts and nuts also permits easier replacement in checked for cleanliness. The gasket should be carefully

case of damaged or seized threads. This is a particularly placed in position and all bolts inserted and tightened
important consideration if disassembly and re-assembly are finger tight. Bolts should then be tightened in sequence, as
requred after service at high temperature or under a hard indicated in Figure 5.12.4.8. The number of tightening
vacuum, since thread seizing under these conditions is a rounds (the number of times each bolt is tightened in se-
strong possibility. quence) will vary depending upon the specific application.

With some aerospace applications involving o-rings, it is
5.12.A.8 BOLTED FLANGE CONNECTOR HANDLING standard practice to torque all bolts to 100 percent of final
ANI) ASSEMBLY. Bolt load should be controlled by using torque on the first round. In other instances, such as some
a torque wrench when tightening bolts. Since torque-bolt critical joints using laminated asbestos gaskets, bolts areload relationships vary with such factors as material, torqued down in increments of 10 percent of final torque
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CONNECTORS GASKET AND FLANGE DESIGN
RING CLAMP FLANGES

per round. The majority of aerospace applications call for sealing waviness. However, gaskets must be thin enough
bolt tightening in increments of one-third or one-fourth of to provide stability and prevent "blowout" when residual
final torque per round. It is desirable to recheck the bolt stresses are low and internal pressures high.
torque after a period of 24 to 48 hours and, if possible,
after a short period of operation under service conditions. Two important design criteria related to gaskets and their

proper selection are (1) seating stress, and (2) residual
stress. Suggested design values for seating stresses are
given in Detailed Topic 6.3.3.2.

5.12.4.10 FLANGE DESIGN PROCEDURES. Step-by-step
design procedures for bolted flanges, specifically oriented
toward aerospace applications, are contained in the follow-
ing documents:

"Tentative Separable Connector Design Handbook,"
Contract NAS 8-4012 Advanced Technology Labora-
tories, General Electric Company (46-29)

"Development of Mechanical Fittings, Phases I and II,"
Technical Documentary Report RTD-TDR-63-1115,
Battelle Memorial Institute (44-14)

Other references dealing with bolted flanged connector de-

sign for general applications are:

Taylor Forge Bulletin 502, 5th Edition (V-357)
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section VIII (68-70)

TIGHTENING SEOUENCE FOR 16-BOLT FLANGE 5.12.4.11 RING CLAMP FLANGES. Ring clamps (see Fig-
ure 5.12.4.11) were devised in an attempt to duplicate a
flanged connection without using a great number of bolts.

Figure 5.12.4.8. Example of BoIk-Tightening Sequence Generally, the ring clamp is made of two mating flanges

with tapered outer surfaces, over which is fitted a split
hoop whose inside surfaces are tapered at the 3ame angle
as the flange. Small projections with bolt holes are pro-
vided where the two halves of the hoop are mated; usually5.12.4.9 GASKET CONSIDERATIONS. The types of gas-

kets employed with flanges consist generally of (1) an- two bolts are used, but if one side of the ring is pivoted, a

nular ring gaskets, (2) pressurc energized gaskets, and single bolt may be usid. When the bolt (s) are tightened,
(3) full face gaskets. The most wid~ly used gasket for• a clamping force normal to the tapered faces is imposed.

bolted-flange connections is the annular ring type. The The axial component. of the clamping force is the only

pressure energized gasket (gaskets with sealing action force available for sealing and preloading. The ring clamp

aided by internal pressures) are shown in Table 6.3.3.5b, is used extensively for many coi-4mercial applications and

(Sub-Section 6.3). Full face gaskets generally require nigher has been used in missile systems, usually for large-diameter,
Sbolt loads than comparable connections using "inside gas- low-pressure, lightweight joints. Its major limitations are:

kets" (i.e., annular ring gaskets). Disadvantages of full
faced gaskets include less tolerance against thermal gra- a) It is difficult to attain high preloads and control initial
dients and a tendency for the load on the gasket to be preload within narrow limits. This is largely due to the
concentrated at the bolt holes and on the portion of the friction in the V-band clamp, which results in uneven
gasket outside the bolt circle. Full faced gaskets are widely loading around the circumference.
used for mild service conditions, but seldom for severe b) The weight of a fitting of this type would far exceed
service conditions involving either high (above 450 0F) or that of standard-type flanges for high-pressure applica-
low (cryogenic) temperatures, or pressures above 300 psig. tions.

Gasket thickness must be sufficient enough to provide ade- Advantages of ring clamp flanges include speed of assembly

quate "conformity," since thicker gaskets generally are or disassembly, and the lack of requirements for wrench

able to conform to surface scratches and to compensate for accessability around the entire perimeter of the connector.
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BRAZING CONNECTORS

joining and sealing functions in brazed connectors. Brazed
connectors include a variety of brazed sleeves used for
joining tubing. This sub-topic describes various brazed
connector configurations, and considers brazed-joint design
and installation parameters.

5.12.542 THE BRAZING PROCESS. Brazing is a metal-
joining operation performed at temperatures ranging be-
"tween those of welding and soft soldering, with soft
soldering temperatures considered to be below 800'F. Braz-
ing differs from welding in that (1) bonding results from
wetting rather than melting the base alloy, (2) the brazing
filler metal (brazing alloy) is made to flow into the joint
capillary, and (3) the brazing filler metal is an alloy
having a composition different from that of the metals
being joined. Almost ah similar metals and alloys, or

__...._metals and alloys with similar coefficients of expansion
above 1100°F, may be joined by brazing.

The American Welding Society and the American Society
for Testing Materials list brazing filler metals under the
following sEv;en classifications:

1) Aluminum-silicon (used only on grades of aluminum
with relatively high melting temperatures)

2) Copper-phosphorous (used primarily for joining copper
and copper alloys)

3) Silver (used on virtually all ferrous and non-ferrous
metals except aluminum, magnesiun, and several other

low melting-point metals)4) Copper-gold (used primarily in electron tube assembly)

5) Copper and copper-zinc (used for joining both ferrous

and non-ferrous metals)

6) Magnesium (used for magnesium alloy base material)

7) Heat-resistant brazing filler metals (used primarily
where extreme heat or corrosion resistance is required).

There are otner special purpose filler metals in addition to
Figure 5.12.4.11. Typical Ring Clamp these seven classes, some of which are listed in the Weld-

"curtesy of Marman Division, Aeroquip Corporation, Los Angeles, ing Handbook, 4th Edition, Section 3, Chapter 46, (Refer-S•moni•)ence 504-2).

Ring clamp flanges may be expected to perform well in Some of the commonly used filler metals are listed in

those non-critical low-pressure applications requiring fre- Table 5.12.5.2, along with their composition and working

que , disassembly, especially in large diameters which temperature range.
woL,.d require either large numbers of bolts or heavy 5•" ,es (for stiffness) if conv'entional bolted-flange designs 5.12.5.3 BRAZED CONNECTOR DESIGN FACTORS.
14.- used. Proper design (or selection) of a brazed connector demands

consideratioi of several factors, some of the more im-
portant of which are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.12.5 Brazed Joints and Connectors Braze Alloy Compatibility with Tube, Connector, and
5.12.5.1 GENERAL. Brazed joints are being 'used increas- Fluids. Compatibility of a braze alloy with tubing and

ingly in aerospace fluid system applications! because of connector materials should be considered in terms of wetta-

their advantages of low leakage under extremes of tern- bility, flow, and corrosion. The wettability and flow char-

perature, pressure, and vibration while providing a capa- acteristics of candidate brazing alloys may be determined

bility for disconnecting and rejoining. Brazing is used in by heating small specimens of the tube and fitting mate-
making tube-to-connector joints in both threaded and rials on which have been placed samples of the brazing

hlanged-type connectors, as well as +o perform both the alloy. The specimens are heated to progressively higher
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Table 5.12-5.2. Compositiorn Melting Temperatures and Brazing Temperatures of Common

Brazng Aloys (Reference 320-7)

Minumum

Brazing Chemical Composition (Percent) Melting Recommended

Al loy ~ ______- __ __Temperature Brazing

Au Ag N i Pd Cr Cu Si Li B Fe (0 F) (* F)

72Ag-28Cu-Li - 71.8 - - - 28 - 0.2 - -1410 1450

72Au-22Ni-6Cr 72 - 22 - 6 - - - -- 1785 to 1835 1950

35Au-3Ni-62Cu 35 - 3 - - 62 - - - - 1787 to 1886 1890

82Au-l8BNi 82 - 18 - - - - - - -1742 1850

Ni-Cr-B - - 81.5 - 15 - - - 3.5 - 1930 2150

Ni-Cr-B-Si-Fe - - 83.5 - 6 - 5 - 3 2.5 1830 1900

6OPd-4ONi-0.3Li - - 40 59.7 - - - 0.3 - - 2100 2150

82Au-l8Ni-Li 81.7 - 18 -. - - - 0.3 - - 1710 1825

7OAu-22Ni-8Pd 70 - 22 8 - - - - - - 1825 to 1910 1950

Table 5.12.5.3. Wettability and Flow of Braze Alloys

(Ref erence 320-7)

Base (Tube)
Material Brazing Alloy Wettability Flow

AISI Type 321 or 347 72Ag-28Cu-Li Good G ood
Stainless Steel 72Au--22Ni-6Cr Good Foi r

82Au-l8Ni Good Fai r

AM 350 Stainless Ste~el 72 Ag-28Cu-Li Good Good

82Au-1I 8N i- Li Excel l ent Excel l ent

72Au-22Ni-6Cr Good Fai r
35Au-3Ni-62Cu Good Fai r
82Au-18Ni Good Fai r

Rene' 41 6OPd-4ONi-0.3Li Good Good
Ni-Cr-B Fai r Poor
Ni-Cr-B-Si-Fe Fair Poo r
82Au-l8Ni-Li Excel lent Excellent
7OAu-22Ni-8Pd Excellent Excel lent
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temperatures in a controlled atmosphere furnace and, after Connector Wall Thickness. The wall thickness of brazed
the desired temperature is reached, are withdrawn from joint Sleeves will vary depending upon the design config-
the furnace in order to evaluate the melted braze alloys. uration. Sleeves which have no braze alloy retention
Unaided visual examination will reveal how well the grooves, or grooves which are outboard of the prepared
braze alloy flows, and to what degree the specimen tube surfaces, need not have wall thicknesses any greater than
metal surface has been wetted. Micrographic examination the wall thickness of the tubing being joined. Sleeves
will show how well the braze metal and the base metal which have braze alloy retention grooves cut in the middle

have joined. The wettability and flow characteristics of of, or inboard from, the prepared surfaces should generally
several brazing alloys and companion tubing materials are have a wall thickness equal to or greater than the tubing,
presented in Table 5.12.5.3. Although the results of this to compensate for the stress concentrations caused by the
type of test are qualitative in nature, they- establish both braze alloy grooves.
the wetting compatibility and an approximate brazing
temperature of the braze alloy and tube materials. Connector Length. The lengths of the brazed connector

sleeve and the prepared surfaces are critical to the
The effect of braze alloy on the base metal is of particular strength of the brazed joint. Primary Poncern is that the
concern when brazing 300-series stainless steels, for the joint be able to withstand bending loads, together with
use of certain braze alloys with stainless steel can lead to axial loading, which tends to pull the tube ends out of the
intergrannular attack of the steel by the alloy. Another sleeve. This combined loading condition is the result of
problem in selecting a brazing alloy is the possibility of stresses produced by a vibration and/or impulse environ-
carbide precipitation, caused by the alloy, which results in ment while the tubing is under full internal pressure.
reduced corrosion resistance. Unless special protection is Development of the maximum percentage of tube strength
to be provided, the braze alloy selected must be compatible under flexure and impulse loading at elevated temperatures
with the fluids with which it is to be used, just as the tube is probably the most difficult test which brazed fittings
and connector materials must be compatible. must pass. Under such conditions the tubing tends to fail

Strength of lBrazcd Joint. For a particular application, the just at the point where it enters the fittings. To overcome
selection of a specific alloy s ,icld be based upon experi- this tendency, (1) the ends of the fittings are tapered or
snce of previous users, or upon results of a preliminary stepped to relieve stress concentrations, and (2) the flow
ence-shpr tevticonducted to determine the joint strength of brazed alloy is usually stopped short of the end of the
block-sheair test, cnutdtdeemnthjotsrngh connector by concentrating the brazing heat towards theand using the specific metals involved. Details w. how

these tests may be conducted are included in Reference center of the sleeve, or by using sleeve locating lands for

320-7. Figure 5.12.5.3a is a plot of shear strength versus capillary control. Concentrating the heat toward the center

temperature for palladium-nickel-lithium, gold-nickel, and helps to prevent thermal degradation of the strength
silver-copper based braze alloys. These alloys are used in properties of the tubing at the location where it enters

design of tube joints for rocket propulsion fluid systems, the connector sleeve.
The figure shows that the palladium-nickel based alloy The shear strength of the brazing alloy and accessability
exhibits greater strength than the silver and gold based give a first approximation for aizing the connector sleeve
alloys, length.

Tube Sizing. Machine sizing of tubing and connectors is
generally required to control the variation in diametrial
spacing between the braze connector and the tube OD.

6OPd-4ONi-O.3 i BRAZE ALO Sizing is also necessary because the tolerances on diameter
o_0 - and roundness of commercial tubing are not within those

72Au-22Ni-6Cr BRAZE ALLOY required to form a satisfactory capillary gap between the
60 2A•-8• RZ AL brazed conrctor and tubing wall.

o0 . .Tube sizing can be accomplished satisfactorily in a num-
I -ber of ways, such as by the use of hydraulic presses and

20 T -2Ag-28Cu- iBRAZE ALLOY sizing dies, swaging operations, machining, and hand fit-
tin-. The first three methods require the use of fairly
heavy forming equipment, used primarily for in-shop

O0 200 400 600 800 000 1200 1400 W60o work. In field maintenance and repair operations, however,

TEMPERATURE, °F hand sizing methods using portable sizing tools are gen-
erally employed. One cornfiguration of hand sizing tool

Figure 5.12.5.3a. Block/Shear Strength Versus Temperature .-,ing an ex.p.....ve ca:tridg is shown in Figure 5.12.5.3b.
Properties of Braze Alloys The energy required to s,." the tubing is obtained by the

(Reference 320-7) expansion of gases from a .22, .32, or .38 caliber cartridge.
High energy tube sizing tools such as this can be used in
the field, providing normal safety precautions are ob-
served. The tools may be fitted with a variety of split dies
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cooling water systems. In considering the application of
brazed connectors to any particular line size, the expected

SPLIT DIE OUTR RING design end louds will determine the lower limits of strength
iNNER RING _ITUT _NG required by the brazed joint, making it possible to provide

a .suitable braze alloy for these strength limitations. Once
this information has been obtained, it is then necessary to
determine whether or not sufficient heat and/or power can
be provided to accomplish the brazing operation. Peat

rate and power requirements are discussed further in
Detailed Topic 5,12.5.4.

Theoretically, there is no upper limit of line diameter for
/. brazed joints, nor for the length of the braze sleeve.

Normal practice, as recommended in Reference 320-7, is
for braze sleeve length not to exceed 1.5 times the line
outside diameter. For any given braze sleeve length-to-

Z diameter ratio, it is apparent that the maximum system
RUBBER BOOT FIRING PEN pressure is not a function of line diameter, since the total

CHARGE ENVELOPE CLEARANCE shear area of the connector will increase as the line
diameter increases, at the same rate as will the cross-

Figure 5.12.5.3b. Portable High-Energy Tube-Sizing Tool sectional area of the line. At the larger diameters, how-
(Reference 320.7) ever, it may be found that the problems associated with

applying the necessary heat to accomplish the brazing
to hold the tubing to correct diameter and wall thickness, operation will limit line diameters more often than will
These tools are designed to size tubing to 0.010 (+0.003, the length of braze sleeve and the larger number of braze
-- 0.000) inches above the nominal tubing diameter. Sizing rings required with longer sleeves.
tools have been made for tubing up to approximately 2
inches in diameter with wall thicknesses up to approxi- 5.12.5.4 BRAZING PARAMETERS. Important brazing
mately 0.065 inches. For heavier wall thicknesses sizing is parameters which affect considerably the degree of success
usually accomplished by machining, in making a brazed tube joint are:

Clearance Between Members of the Joint. The clearance
between members of the joint determines the thickness of Surface cle-anliness
the alloy film that will be formed between the parts during Ace cl nl
brazing, and thus has an important influence on the joint atmophre cntrol
strength. The clearance must be large enough to allow
entrance of the molten braze alloy, and escape of Lhe b) Parameters Dependent on Material Properties

molten flux and gases developed during heating. On the Connector sleeve design

other hand, if the joint clearance is too large, the braze Induction heating coil design (or other heat source)
alloy will not flow in the joint by capillary attraction. Tube sizing
Clearance should normally be in the range of 0.001 to 0.005;-iches, and should be maintained at the brazing tempera- Those parameters independent of material properties are

ture to get proper flow. discussed in the following paragraphs.

When determining what clearances to use for brazing Surface Cleanliness. An effective tube braze cannot be made
dissimilar metals, the thermal expansion of the parts must unless conditions of absolute cleanliness are maintained.
be considered, allowing sufficient clearance for entrance of Impurities or foreign deposits on surfaces to be brazed
the braze alloy at the brazing temperature. will decompose upon heating and give off contaminating

Line Size. The line size limitation for brazed connectors and bubble forming gases, thus leaving residues which
depends on design parameters which include: prevent adhesion of the brazing alloy. Procedures for pre-

braze cleaning of high strength stainless steel alloys are
a) Total expected end loading outlined in Reference 320-7.

b) Braze alloy material available
c) Shear strength of braze alloy Atmosphere Control. An inert gas envelope or fluxing is

necessary for tube brazing, in order to minimize oxidation
d) Power requirements to accomplish a satisfactory braze o h ea ufcsadpoiemxmmpsil dof the metal surfaces and provide maximum possible ad-

joint. hesion of the brazing alloy, Any one of several different

While brazed tube connections have been made in line methods may be used for inert gas shielding, all of which

sizes ranging up to six inches in diameter, non-aerospace are generally based upon providing a plenum chamber of

applications have utilized brazing of much larger diameter some form around the brazed area, which is then purged

joints, such as in the copper ducting of steam condenser and kept under a positive pressure with inert gas such
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Heat Rate and P1ower Requirements. Induction heating is
currenitly the most widely used method of generating heat
for in-place fluid systems brazing. Methods such as re-

COILTBING WINDUCTION sistance heating, gas torches, furnaces, and exothermic

ARGO _S INECOLTR reactions, are also uimed, but to a lesser extent, Induction
COIL fulling •LENGTHt F Of OLO

PLEN CHACBER INDUCTION COIL heating i-4 a process by which heat is produced in a metal
WALL T E J ON LET which is in proximity Lo a rapidly varying magnetic field

I• LID I NU produced by an alternating current, The heat is generated
by the resistance of the metal to the flow of eddy current.

TUBE CHAMBER induced by the varying magnetic field, ansd also because of
PURGE TLi OD
ALSO TL:: :00,hysteresis effects in the metal. The required magnetic field
PROVIDED is produced by conducting high frequency current through

PLENUM CH.Mb,,." a work coil, or inductor, which acts as the primary winding
CLC)SEOUT AND U of a simple transformer, while the workpiece acts as a

TUBING oIAETER secondary. By shaping the coil properly, the heat can be
CHAMSEt PICENUT CAEND localized, or spread throughout the work, as required. TheCLOSEOUT AND

ALIGNMENT FIXTURE work coil may consist of a single turn, or of many turns,
depending on the desired heat pattern, the work material,

Figure 5.12.5.4. Schematic of braze Tube Joining Induction the current frequency, and the distance from the coil to
Coil and Plenum Chamber the work. Heat distribution patterns can be obtained which

(Reference 32O-7) are not possible with conventional methods of heating.

as nitrogen, helium, or argon (see Frigure 5.12.5.4). In When performing initial production brazing runs on a spe-
addition, it is usually nece.Nsary to purge the inside of the cific material anl tubing system, power settings of the in-
tubing w~ith the same inert atmosphere. Inert gas pressure duction heating machine should be kept sufficiently low, to
inside and outside of the hrazed joint should be the same, insure uniform heating of the tube and connector assem-
so that no gas can pass through the moiten brazing alloy, blies. Slow heating rates will allow time to observe visually
causing voids or the expelling of molten brazing alloy from the wetting and flow action of the brazing alloy. Once the
the joint capillary. characteristic:; of the materials have been established, heat-

ing rates can be increased and times reduced to the point
The inert gas used for purging during brazing operations where effective brazes can be made in seconds. Table
must be free of moisture. If even small amounts of water 5.12.5.4 gives some typical brazing times for several aero-are present in the purge gas, the continuous flow intro- space tubing and connector materials,

duces enough moisture in the braze area to create a serious
contamination problem. To prevent this, a drying train The choice of frequency in induction heating depends upon
should be used in the inert gas feed systems to insure that the particular application. The degree to which the induced

ni)t more than 10 parts per million of moisture remain, currents and, in turn, the heating effect, penetrate tie
work is generally an inverse function of the frequency of

During the braze operation, a continuous low flow of inert the applied alternating current. Frequencies from 60 cps
gas should be maintained to sweep off any adsorbed gases into the megacycle range have been used for induction
which may he released from the metal surfaces upon heat- heating. The higher frequencies from radio frequency (RF)
ing, and to prevent possible leakage of air into the bra.'ed generators, in the approximate range from 200,000 to
area. The gas flow rate should be continued even after the 450,0otf cps, usually produce a very intense, fast, and lo-
brazing operation has taken place, and during cooling of calized heat pattern, desirable for brazing thin-walled tub-
the joint, to prevent air from entering the area upon con- ing.. A more diffuse and slower heating effect with a deeper
traction of the cooling inert gas. heating penetration is produced by the lower motor-

Another method for controlling brazing atmosphere is by generator frequencies in the range from 1000 to 10,000

use of a brazing flux. Upon the application of heat, the cps. The choice of a narticular frequency to be used for a

flux decomposes, forming a gaseous envelope around the given application may be determined by the characteristics

braze area. A disadvantage of using flux for areospace of the equipment available, rather than by more strictly

fluid system brazing is the difficulty of removing the flux technical consideration (see Reference 320-7). In many

residue from the brazed joint, particularly from the inside cases it is not critical, and almost any frequency may be

of the tubing. If the flux is not rer.,oved, it serves as a used,
nucleus for corrosion and can generate particulate con-
tamination in the fluid system. An important advantage of 5.12.5.5 JOINT REBRAZING. Experience with brazed

using flux is that it greatly simplifies the brazing opera- joints to date indicates that debrazing and rebrazing of
tion by eliminating the cumberso;me inert gas system and joints can be accomplished easily and result in a satisfac-

stringent prebraze joint cleaning requirements. Self-fluxing tory joint, providing the necessary steps are taken to insure

braze alloys, such as those containing lithium, are available that oxidation of the joining surfaces does not occur. The

which eliminate the necessity of using a separate brazing number of times Ahich a joint may be rebrazed depends

flux. considerably upon the brazing alloys involved and their
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Table 5.12.5.4. Brzlng Parameter for Inducion ruze Joining of Tubing AI
(Reference 320-?)

AISI 3A7 AISI 347 AM 350 CRT AM 350 SCT

Tubing Material Stainless Stainless Stainless Stainless Rene' 41

Steel Steel Steel Steel Alloy

Tube Size:

Outside diameter 1.000 3.000 0.250 1.000 0.125
Wall thickness 0.083 0.250 0.042 0.134 0.010

Fitting Sleeve AISI 347 AISI 347 AM 355 SCT AM 355 SCT
Material Stainless Stainless Stainless Stainless Rene' 41

Steel S~eeJ Steel Steel Al loy

Composition of 71.8 Ag 71.8 Ag 81.7 Au 81.7 Au 81.7 Au
Brazing Alloy 28.0 Cu 28.0 Cu 18.0 Ni 18.0 Ni 18.0 Ni

0.2 Li 0.2 Li 0.3 Li 0.3 Li 0.3 Li

Brozing Control 1450 F 1500 F 1500 F 1450 F 1900 F
Temperature*

Brazing Heating 47 seconds 360 seconds 15 seconds 45 seconds 45 seconds
Time

Induction Heating

Machine Information:
Frequency 250 Kc 250 Kc 450 Kc 250 Kc 450 Kc
Rated capacity 30 Kw 30 Kw 2.5 Kw 30 Kw 2.5 Kw

Power setting 20 percent 45 percent 75 percent 35 percent 65 percent

Plate voltage 3.5 Kv 6 Kv 2.7 Kv 4 Kv 2.3 Kv I
Plate amperage 1 .18 amperes 2.3 amperes 0.7 amperes 2.0 amperes 0.7 amperes

*Control temperature measured by thermocouple tack welded to rube OD 1/32 inch from edge of fitting sleeve

susceptibility to oxidation. With gold-nickel alloys, rebraz. Rebrazing should be undertaken only when absolutely

ing can be accomplished as many as 5 to 8 times %Nith a necessary. New braze alloy should be used when possible,

satisfactory joint resulting each time. With lead-nickel- even when the original connector sleeves are reused be-
lithium brazing alloys, however, rebrazing using the orig- cause of mechanical loss and degradation of the orKginaI
inal alloy is difficult because the lithium in the brazing brazing alloy in the reheat cycle and during the cleaning
allo) dissipates with heat. In this case, the lithium (whi ch operation. Reasons why rebrazing is not desirable are:
serves as a volatile flux and improves wettability and flow
characteristics of the alloy) is dissipated by evaporation. a) Repated heating exposcs the joint components to more
Rebrazing results in poor wetting and flow characteristics opportunities for contamination, oxidation, and adverse

and, thus, an unsound joint. For any brazing alloy con- heat treating.
taining small xmounts of an essential ingredient which

can be dissipated or otherwise degraded by reheating, it is b) Fluxing agents in the original braze alloy become de-
not recommended that rebrazing be attempted. pleted either by evaporation or by a reaction with the

Repairs of brazed joints can be accomplished successfully surface oxides on the joint components, and effect on

in ways other than rebrazing. For example, a repair can the brazing operation is lost.

be made by completely removing the defective joint by c) At elevated temperatures there is a gradual diffusion
cutting the tubing at b(ith sides of the joint, then replac-
ing the cut-out section by brazing a new section in place of the braze alloy into the base metal, which changes

using new connectors, as required. Altbough successful, the composition and properties of both the remaining

this method does add weight to the fluid system, Where alloy and the jcint compo:wnt materials. These mate-

weight considerations are overriding it may be desirable rial changes can be detrimental both from a strength

to rebraze the original joint, and corrosion standpoint.
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d) Extended times at brazing temperatui es can produce use of X-ray and sonic inspection equipment. Complete in.
damaging metallurgical changes such as carbide pre- spection using X-rays requires two photographs taken at
cipitatiun in certain stainless steels, or overaging and positions 90 degrees apart. Because both the near and far
loss of strength in precipitation hardening materials sides of the tubing joint will appear on the X-ray plate,
such as AM 350 and Rene 41. considerable skill is required of the inspector to determine

Further information on rebrazing may be obtained from in which quadrant a defect may be located. In general, the
Reference 320-7. main item which shows up in the X-ray photograph is

the extent of alloy distribution and existence of voids an the
5.12.5.6 BRAZED) i or nt obj ection to the prepared surfaces of the joint. The X-ray photograph, in
single most importanst objection to the use of brazed con-
nectors is the difficult problem of inspecting joints for in- effect, indicates the extent of braze alloy wetting, but it
tegrity, following the brazing process. The use oe visual does not indicate whether a satisfactory bond exists. This

inspection holes in a connector only assures proper flow of can be determined by use of an ultrasonic inspection tech-
the braze alloy in the joint (see Figures 5.12.5.7c and d, nique which involves the transmission of high frequency
und Table 5.12.5.7). The most reliable methods developed sound to the brazed joint and monitoring of the time interval
to date for inspecting the integrity of joints involve the and frequency of the sound echo. If a solid joint has been

Table 5.12.5.7. Dimensions of Brazed Connector Sleeves
(Peterence 320-7)

m2G DIA,

L I

C DIA. DD,A. F1 IA, RADIUS CORNERS

~ __ 05 TO093 DIA.
-- - ---- :--:•-- -J ;DRILL 3 HOLES 12C'

-~~ . UK ~~Ad MACHINED SURFACES A'R ~HED
B rTI'ONCE-NTRI: WITHIN 0.001 TIR

-- ,- .ONCENTRIC WITHIN 0.005 TIR

Sleeve Dimensions

Sleeve Tube
Mater~il OD A B C DF G H i K L

1.500 0.375 1.255 1.082 1.002 1.0005 1.055 0.550 0.195 0.100 0.6875
1 ±0.005 ±0.010 ±0.005 -0.005 ,0.001 -0.001 --0.005 ±0.005 ±0.005 +0.005 +0.005

Type 347 -0.000 -0.000 -0 000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

Stainless 3.335 0.875 3.720 3.130 3.003 3.001 3.200 1.200 0.245 0.205 1.550
Steel 3 ±O.0O5 ±0.010 "0.010 ±0.010 -0.001 -"0.001 -0.005 ±0.005 ±0.005 +0.005 ±0.005

-0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

0.559 0.156 0.400 0.321 0.254 0.251 0.276 0.223 0.100 0.040 0.245
115 S"4 ±0.005 "0.010 +0.005 -0.005 -0.001 40.001 +0.005 ±0.005 +0.005 +0.005 +0.005

AM 355 SC.00 -0.0000 0 -0.000 -0.000 -0.00 -0.000
Stainless __ _-0_000 -0 00 000000 -000-_ 0 j

Steel 1.500 0,375 1.j04 1.082 1.007 1.004 1.055 0.550 0.195 0.100 0.6875
1 ±0.005 ±0,010 -0.005 -0.005 -0.001 10.001 40.005 ±0.005 +0.005 +0.005 +0.005

-0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

0,500 0:125 0.187 0.158 0.12 .128 -

Rene' 41 18 p0. 010 ±.05 0.005 -0.001 +0,001
-0.000 -0.000 -0.001
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made, the echo will originate from the inside wall of the
tubing, but if a poor joint or lack of bonding exists, the
echo will emanate from the unbonded surface between the -- - o-- ON______________

connector and the outside wall of the tubing. By knowing
the precise distance from the sound emitter to the brazed
joint, and accurately determining the time interval between
signal transmission and receipt of the echo, it can be
determined quite reliably if a satisfactory bond exists at POSSIBLE LOCATIONS

the joint. OF ALL0 ýS POSSIBLE LOCATIONS
OF ALLOY RINGS

Although usable infoi nation regarding the structure of the

final leak test and proof pressure test can determine the
brazed joint integrity.

5.12.5.7 BRAZED JOINT AND CONNECTOR CONFIGU- TUBULAR JOINTS TUBE-TO-bHEET DESIGNS

RATIONS. A brazed connector is basically a sleeve which
fits over the ends of the tubes to be joined. The sleeve may
contain internal grooves for the braze alloy rings. Figure Figure 5.12.5.7a. Typical Designs for Brazed Joints
5.12.5.7a illustrates the use of braze alloy rings in various (Reference 46.16)
locations in several typical brazed tube joints.

Brazed connectors generally ahsume one of two shapes. The
first, illustrated in Figure 5."12.5.7b, is a simple through SINGLE RING OF BRAZE ALLOY IS

PR EPLACEO INSIDE FITTING SLEEVE

bore connector with the braze alloy ring butted between the BETWEEN TUBE ENDS

ends of the tube to be brazed. The second, shown in Figure FITTING SLEEVE

5.12.5.7c, contains two braze alloy rings in the sleeve and
employs three capillary clearance lands.

TUBE
The diameter and length of the braze alloy retention grooves
must be selected so that the notch effect is minimized and
fracture of the connector sleeve under load is avoided. The
dimensions of the grooves must also be chosen to provide
for the containment of sufficient braze alloy to assure
complete filling of the joint capillary under any brazing
condition. A braze alloy groove volume of approximately BRAZE ALLOY RING

three to seven times the maximum joint capillary volume
is recommended.

Because of difficulties which would be encountered in Figure 5.12.5.7b. Straight-Through Bore Connector Sleeve
machining the connectors and assembling the joint, it is (Reference 320-7)

recommended that one-quarter-inch diameter tube be the
smallest size using internal braze alloy retention grooves.
The braze alloy retention groove should always be located TWO PREFORMED BRAZE ALLOY RINGS ARE

PREPLACED IN RESERVOIR GROOVESslightly closer to the interior end of the joint capillary than MACHINED IN BORE OF FITTING SLEEVE
to the outer end. Thus, if the braze alloy is observed to
have flowed the longer distance to the edge of the sleeve,
some assurance is provided for a full braze alloy flow to FITTING SLEEVE

MACHINED CAPILLARYthe sleeve center. Inspection holes are usually placed in the
connector sleeve to permit a more complete evaluation of CAPILLARYthe extent of alloy flow. LADS

The capillary clearance lands at the center and ends of the
connector shown in Figure 5.12.5.7c serve to align the tube
ends as well as provide a positive capillary dimension in

the assembled joint. The locating lands should have sufficient
area to withstand the socket loads applied by misalignment PREPLACED

of the installed tubing. When a sleeve is designed with PREF ALLOY

locating lands, the overall length of the sleeve will be the
length of the braze capillary plus the total length of the INSPECTION HOLES

locating lands. Dimensions of grooved lore connector sleeves Figure 5.12.5.7c. Groove Bore Connector Sleeve
are shown in Table 5.12.5.7. (Reference 320-7)
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WELDED CONNECTORS CONNECTORS

Two other variations of connector sleeves are shown in 5.12.6 Welded Joints and Connectors
Figures 5.12.5.7d and 5312.5.7e, both employing the use of
preplaced brazing alloy and alloy retention grooves. The 5.12.6.1 GENERAL. Welded connectors provide minimum

configuration In Figure 5.12.5.7d is generally restricted to weight, leak-tight joints with maximum joint strength, and

lightweight tubing which can be upset beaded to form the avoid the dissimilar metals compatibility problems asso-

brazing alloy groove. The configuration in Figure 5.12.5.7e ciated with brazed joints. The primary drawback of a

is a machined connector which employs an exothermic re- welded connector or joint is that due to its permanent
action peck (shown) to provide brazing hci.t. The primaryv nature, physical cutting or machining is required for sepa-

advantage of this connector is that in-place joints can be ratior. Basic information related to the design of welded
made in re,note or limited space locations with no equipment connectors and joints, as well as applicable tube weld
other than the reaction pack and a 6-volt battery. Also, methods, is discussed in this sub-section.
because of the fast reaction time and rapid- temperature rise 5.12.6.2 THE WELDING PROCESS. Welding is the process
in exotherm brazing, the deleterious effects of time-at- of joining two pieces of metal by establishing a metallurgi-
temperature on heat treatment and grain structure of the cal bond between each piece. Welding is accomplished by
tubing are reduced. This connector is presently commer- the application of heat and/or pressure, leading to the
cially available for use with one-half-inch OD tubing. classification of (1) pressure welding, and (2) fusion weld-

ing. Pressure welding may be accomplished with or without
a heat source; however, the time required to accomplish the

BRAZE ALLOY CAPILLARY GAP weld is lessened with a heat source. The temperature re-
qu'rements for pressure welding normally fall in the plastic
forging range, as opposed to the melting temperature range
for fusion welding.

5.12.6.3 WELDED CONNECTOR DESIGN FACTORS.
The designer must be aware of a number of factors when

"- "considering the use of welded connectors and/or joints in a
tubing or piping system. The factors which follow are

T•UBULAR considered to be of major significance.
CONNECTOR COMPONENT

MAZE INSPECTION SLEEVE Connector Material. The type of materials to be welded
PORTS is the most important factor in any weldment, dictating the

type of welding process (es) available. For example, when
Figure 5.12.5.7d. Brazed Connector Featuring Upset Bead welding lines and connectors made of ferrous materials,

3raze Ailoy Retention Grooves consideration must be given to:
(Courtesy of Marmar Division, Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson,
Michigan) a) The tendency of the weld metal and/or base metal to

crack during the welding operation or while eooling
after welding

b) Changes in mechanical properties of weld or base metals
due to welding process

ELECTRICAL IGNITER METAL CAN
c) Changes in metallurgical structure of base metal due to

EXOTHERM RINGS END PLATE welding

d) Changes in chemical composition of base metal due to
volatilization of alloying components, air oxidizing, or
reactions with shielding gases.

One of the most commonly used materials for aerospace
tubing applications is austenitic stainless steel. For this
class of metals, Table 5.12.6.3 gives recommendations for
electrode or welding rod types to be used with various

"" -- --- " ,- grades of stainless steel.

Tube Thickness. Tube thickness influences the selection of
weld method. Thick sections that require multiple passes
to form a weld seam are usually best welded with an inert-/ . • .• • ;• FILLER METAL RING

INSULATOR - i i ." i gas shielding-arc using a consumable electrode. Sections of
lesser thickness 'Ji thc ine-sixteenth to three-sixteenth-inch
range may be welded by a number cf processes, depending
on the overall size and maneuverability of the workpiece.

Figure 5.12.5.7e. Exotherm Brazed Connector Detailed Topic 5.12.G.4 further discusses this aspect of
(Courtesy of The Deutsch Co., Los Angeles, Cahlornia) welding.
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CONNECTORS WELDING PARAMETERS
WELDING TECHNIQUES

a RWe.ing Equipment Portability. The location and position
Table 5.12.6.3. Welding Rod or Electrode Recommendatibnm of welds affects the choice of welding method, primarily

for Wrought Austentitic Stainless Steel Pipe from the standpoint of size and portability of the welding
Grades

(From "Welding Handbook," 4th Ed., Section II, American Welding equipment. Gas welding equipment is highly portable,
Society, New York, 1962) whereas resistance welding equipment for flash butt welding

is usually permanently installed. Also, metal arc welding
AISI Popular Recommended Electrode equipment is quite portable, requiring only a standard

Designation Designaion or Welding Rod* motor-driven DC generator. The inert gas shielded methods
304 19-9 E, ER 308 require more elaborate equipment, including a gas supply;

304L 19-9 E, ER 308L however, this type of welding can be carried out in all
(extra low carbon) positions, including overhead which is advantageous when

309 25-12 E, ER 309 in-place welding must be conducted. Other fusion welding
methods which depend on floating oxides out of the molten

309 Ch 25-12 Cb E 309 Cb weld puddle are usually limited to downhand welding in

310 25-20 E, ER 310 the horizontal position.
310 Cb 25-20 Cb E, ER 310 Cb Production Requirements. The number of like welds to be

310 Mo 25-20 Mo E, ER 310 Mo made considerably influences the selection of the welding
method. Large production quantities justify making an316 18-12 Mo E, ER 316 investment in elaborate tooling, and automatic welding

316L 18-12 Mo E, ER 316L, or ER 318 machines, whereas low production usually requires the use
(extra low carbon) of standard equipment for hand-welding methods. The

317 19-13 Mo E, ER 317 tubing size also influences the choice of weld method, since
38MER 318 practicality will limit the use of automatic equipment in

large diameter tubing. The welding methods that ler.d them-
321 18-8 Ti E, ER 347, ER 321 selves to automation are the inert gas, atomic hydrogen,

8E, ER 347 and all resistance welding processes. For random in-place
tube welding or one-of-a-kind welds, gas welding is often

348 18-8Cb E,'ER347, ER.348 employed because of the simplicity of the equipment in-
*hWS and ASTM Specifications: E meons grade recognized by volved. This is also true for hand-operated inert shielded-

joint cand be anlyediiato, by theause ofrsandareonzd steghobsdfrpoutoyedigbcuei esapc o hAWS-ASTM as covered electrode; ER as bare electrode and arc welding, with this methoj offering the advantage of
welding rod not contaminating the work with corrosive flux that has

to be removed. Inert gas metal-arc welding, which uses an
Joint Strength. From a strength standpoint, a welded automatically fed consumable electrode, is a method oftenjoint cain be analyzed by the use of standard strength of used for production welding because it sets a pace for the
materials formulas. The allowable working stresses to use welding operator.
for the weld joint in the case of many standard materials
can be obtained from several sources, including the Ameri- 5.12.6.4 WELDING TECHNIQUES. Any one of several
can Welding Society "Welding Handbook." tried and proven welding techniques can be used for the

joining of fluid system lines and components. Equipment for
The designer should use caution, however, in the design of velding tubing includes hand-held tools, semi-automatic
welded joints utilizing the super-strength alloys such as welding equipment, and fully automatic equipment.
austenitic and semiaUstenitic stainless steels, nickel base
alloys, and high-strength aluminum, because of the detri- The success of any welded joint in a fluid system depends
mental effects of weld heat on the strength of these metals, to a large extent upon selection of the proper welding
When welded joints and connectors are to be used exten- method and execution of the weld in a iatisfactory manner.
sively in a fluid system, it is recommended that test speci- Following are discussions of those methods that are the
mens utilizing the actual materials and joining techniques most likely to be used for fluid system welding.
be prepared and tested to verify design calculations.

Gas Tungsten-Arc Welding. This process, often referred to
Fluid Compatibility. The fluid to be contained and its cor- as TIG wvelding, is an inert gas shielded, metal-arc process
rosive nature must be considered in selecting a weld method. using a nonconsumable tungsten electrode. The inert gas
Although the microstructure of the parent metal may be
compatible with the operating fluid, changes in micro- shield is usually provided by helium or argon. The weld is
structure resulting from the welding process may make this accomplished by fusing workpieces with a tungsten arc
area of the tubing more susceptible to corrosion. Stress without adding filler material. The primary advantage of
corrosion may take place in weld areas if stress concentra- this method is that it does not require a flux to form a
tions are allowed to occur. Therefore, the designer should satisfactory weld, obviating post cleaning of the weld area.
take into consideration the changes in material composition This is important for closed fluid systems where flux re-
resulting from the welding process, and ascertain the com- moval would be difficult. If flux is used it must be removed,
patibility of any such material changes in the presence of otherwise it will accelerate corrosion of the weld metal and
the system fluid. contaminate the system.
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ARC WELDING TECHNIQUES CONNECTORS

Because there is no flux to absorb impurities in the TIG puddle clean. An operator making a weld by hand can do

welding process, cleanliness is an important consideration, an excellent job because he does not have to contend with

Combustible materials in the path of the arc will burn and smoke and fumes and can see more clearly what he is doing.

generate gases that contaminate the inert shroud, causing In addition, this process provides minimum distortion of

scum to form over the molten metal and making it difficult the metal near the weld because the heat is concentrated
for the welding operator to obtain smooth flow. Also, it is at the weld area. The intensity of the average tungsten arc

a potential cause of cracks and poro:ity in the weld.Tubing is approximately 10,000 to 15,000 amps per square inch of

which is to be joined by the TIG process should be cleaned electrode.
mechanically, when necessary, and with solvent. Table 5.12.6.4a lists a number of weld parameters for

Another advantage of TIG welding is that it can be accom- joining, by the TIG process, tubing materials which are
plished in all positions, because there is no slag to be worked most commonly found in aircraft and rocket propulsion
out of the weld puddle by gravity. Consequently, cverhead fluid systems. Materials included in this table are AISI

welding is entirely feasible, solving practical work problems Type 347, AM 350 CRT, and AM 350 SCT stainless steels,

when it is difficult or impossible to position the work. Ren6 41 Alloy, and 6061-T6 aluminum. Further details for

In addition, visual control of the weld area is excellent, as joining these materials by TIG welding can be obtained

the gas envelope around the arc is transparent and the weld from Reference 320-7.

Table 5.12.6.4a. Weld Parameters for Joining Tubing by TIG Process for Aerospace
Fluid Systems

(Reference 320-7)

Travel Shielding Gas PrgTubinci Tube Size Sleeve Weld Type Diameter of Weld Arc Speed Welding Sng F s Purge

System (in.) Thickness and No. Electrode (a) Current Voltage (sec per Start Time

Material OD Wall (in.) of Passes (in.) (amperes) (volts) revolution) Position Torch Backup (min)

75%/ Argon Hl;r
I 0.083 0.030 External 3/32 84 10 0 26.5 6 (b) 25% Helium Helium

AISI I pass 20 cfh

Type 347 759. Argon HeliumStailes ~nernl *250,e Hel ium
Stainless Internal 3/32 100 9.5 180 6 5% 50 cfh ISteel !1pass " 50 cfh .

3 0.250 None plus 759 Argon Helium

External 3/32 110 9.5 210 12 25% Helium 40cfh

I pass 60 cfh

AM 350 CRT External 75uArgon
Stailess 1/4 0.042 0.015 Etral 1/16 15 (c) 12.0 17 Traveling 25% Helium 50 cfh 10

Steel I pass 20 cfh

AM 350 SCT External 75%/o Argon Helium 15
Stainless I 0. 134 None 1st pass 3/32 95 14.0 45 7:30 25% Helium 15

Steel 2nd pass 55 14.0 45 40 cfh 50cfh

E ( 75% Argon Helium

/8 0.010 0.010 xternal 1/16 5(c) 18.0 8.5 Traveling 253% ;Ielium 30

Rene' 41 , pass 15 cfh3

Alloy -75% Argon Helium
External 1/16 52 15.0 27 9 25% Helium 151 0.065 0.031 (d) I pass 35cR, 10 cfh

0.045 Oiam. External Helium Argon

6 0.058 4043 Alum. Wire Feed 1 26 (f) 13.0 4M 11 (e)(f) 50cfhAl,,Jmnvm Alloy Wire (e) (g)

Notes: (a) All welds made with two percent thoriated electrodes.

(b) Number denotes electrode position in terms of hour positions of clock; electrode travel is clockwise direction unlesslotherwise noted.
(c) Electrode travel started before weld current initiated.

(d) Wire feed was at rate of 12 inches per minute for electrode traveling speed of 4 inches per minute, counterclockwise travel.

(e) Current of 20 amperes was used to preheat start area for 20 seconds; current was then increased to 26 amperes after which electrode truvel and wire

feed weie started within five seconds. Approximately two-thirds around, circumference weld current was reduced to compensate for effect of

preheating ahead of electrode. After overlapping weld start, wire feed was sloped off, then weld current was sloped off to zero by the time

approximately one-half a oevolution was made.

if) Solar 202 flux was also v'ed for inside surfaces of tube and joint at joint area.
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CONNECTORS GAS WELDING
ELECTRIC BEAM WELDING

Gas Metal-Arc Welding. This welding process is an off- an electron-emitting cathode, an acce crating electrode, and
spring of the TIG welding process. Gas metal-arc welding a focusing electrode or lens. Figure 5.12.6.4 illustrates
(more appropriately termed gas-shielded consumable metal- schematically the Pierce electron gun and shows how the
electrode welding) utilizes a consumable metal electrode beam of electrons can be focused on a small area.
and a gas shie!A, usually C0 2, helium, or argon. In this Three primary advantages of the electron beam process are:
process, a special welding tool feeds the electrode, usually
of the same composition as the material being welded, as 1) In addition to forming welds under ideal conditions of
it is consumned. The use of electrode in the form of coiled purity. a large amount of heat can be concentrated in a
wire increases the speed of this welding process, and a very small area. This means that the fuse zone which
further time savings is effected since no weld slag forms forms the weld bead can be deep and narrow with a
which must later be removed. depth-to-width ratio of from 4 to as high as 25, compared

to about 1 for other welding processes such as TIG
When using helium or argon for a gas shield, this process and gas.
can be used for welding a great variety of materials.
However, cost usually limits the use of these gases to the 2) Because the weld zone is so narrow, there is less molten
welding of aluminum, magnesium, or stainless steels where metal to give off heat during cooling, and conseqo,.nLly,
a completely inert atmosphere is required. there is less distortion in the weld zone, and the micro-

structure of theparent metal adjacent to the weld zone
For welding heavy-walled steel tubing, a granular flux
is often combined with u CO. gas shield. Hollow electrodes
with a self-contained flux in the center are also used.
Another method uses a magnetic flux added to the inert gas,
which adheres to the electrode wire as a result of magnetic FILAMENT

force caused by current flow in the wire.

Gas Welding. This is another welding process which can be CATHODE (EMITTER)

adapted sufficiently well for in-place fabrication of fluid FOCUSING VOLTAGE EECATHODEsystems. It is a versatile process in that existing portable F ELECTRODE!

torches and equipment can be used. Generally speaking, ACCELERATING

oxyacetylene ard oxyhydrogen flames are used, however, VOLTAGE

natural gas and propane may also be utilized. When gas
welding is employed, it is often necessary to supply a filler 0
material to build up the weld area to the necessary volume ANODE

and strength. In addition, the use of a flux is required to (ACCELERA1 OR)

prevent oxidation of the molten weld metal, as discussed .....

above. However, this imposes the disadvantages of post-
weld cleaning. Since the development of shielded arc weld- BEAM
ing, the gas welding process has been largely limited to
applications where portability of welding equipment is a
must. FOCUSING LEN.,

Flash W-lding. Flash welding is a resistance welding pro- -7
cess. In joining two pieces by this process, the welding
voltage is first applied between the pieces, a flashing or
arcing follows for a prescribed time, and finally the pieces :_______________________________
are forced together upsetting the metal and forming a
weld joint. Although this is a rapid method of welding,
when tubing is welded in this manner it is often impossible
to remove the flash that is formed on the inside of the WELDMENT

tubing. Flash welding schedules for welding tubing of thick-
nesses from 0.010 to 1.0 inch are given in Table 5.12.6.4b.

Electron Beam Welding. A recently developed welding
technique which has proven invaluable for the welding of
high strength and high refractory metals and alloys is
the electron beam welding method (EB welding). An elec- Figure 5.12.6.4. Sketch of Pierce Electron Gun

(Reprinted with permission from "International Science and Technol-tron beam welding machine consists of a vacuum chamber ogy," No. 4, April 1962, R. F. Bunshah, Conover-Mast Publications,
in which electrons are produced and directed toward the New York, New York)

work piece. The heart of the electron beam welder is an
electron gun in the form of a triode. Its components are
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ATOMI4 HYDROGEN WELDING CONNECTORS
BUTT JOINTS

is les.• affected. This is important because the heat- A straight butt joint may also be made by any of several
affectod zone adjacent to the fusion zone is very often other welding methods, as discussed in Detailed Topic
the location where welds fail because of the inability 5.12.6.4.
to control the micro-stiucture of this area.

"3) The amount of heating can be varied smoothly and
precisely by varying the control voltages. This means
that preheating and post-heating can be accomplished
easily and weld spatter is seldom a problem.

The major drawback or disadvantage of using the electron
beam process for in-place welding is that all welding must
he accomplished in a vacuum of approximately 10' torr.
This requires remote manipulation of the work piece, or
electron p'un, and greatly limits the work which can be
welded by this process. To date, this welding method has

been confined primarily to special welding tasks requiring
design of special equipment and set-up, or to general weld-
ing of small components. Additional information on this
process -.an be obtain, 'rom References 411-2 and 65-42.

Atomic Hydrogen Welding. This welding process is a type
of are welding. Although the inert-gas welding processes
have displaced atomic-hydrogen welding to a large extent,
the process is worthy of note in that it is particularly suited
to welding high alloy steels and relatively thin materials,
while maintaining the same composition in the weld as in

the base metal. Atomic-hydrogen welding is usually accom- Figure 5.12.6.5a. Straight Butt Tube Weld Joint
plished with a special hand-held tool that contains two
tungsten electrodes and a hydi, n gas feed through one

rboth of the e, oldev. , filler metal is used in
this process. As the workpieces are positioned, the two elec-
trodes are energized and an AC are is maintained with a

hydrogen gas envelope. The hydrogen dissociates in the
arc and then combines with the cooler base metal. In com- -

bining with the base metal, sub ;ial heat is released.
The heat of combination plus t) .. At of the arc produces
a higher temperature than is available from ordinary arc
welding processes. The hydrogen gas also provides a
reducing envelope that shields 'he weld area from oxygen
and nitrogen in the free atmosphere.

5.12.6.5 WELDED CONNECTOR AND JOINT TYPES.
Basically, there are two types of welded joints used in
aerospace fluid systems. One is the plain joint in which the
tube ends or components are fitted together, either butted

or lapped, and then welded by the application of heat with
or without the use of a flux and filler material. The other 477

type of joint is termed a sleeve joint, employing the use
of a separate connector, or sleeve, which is slipped over the
ends of the two parts to be joined and welded to the parts,
usually at the joint interface. Some specific joint types are .
discussed below. _

Butt Joints. When using the arc welding method to form the
straight butt joint illustrated in Figure 5.12.6.5a, no surface
preparation of tube ends is necessary if relatively thin-
wallhd tubing is used and joining is accomplished by a single Figure 5.12.6.5b. Edge Preparation Required for Welding

pass of the electrode. Preparation of the tube ends is re- Thick-Walled Tubing

quired, however, when wall thickness makes more than one
-weld pass neces-sary (see Figure 5.12.6.5b).
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CONNECTORS

Table 5.12.6.4b. 
Flash Welding 

of Tu 'I
(From "Welding Handbook," 4th Ed., Section II, America

T. A, B, C, D, H, j-K,In. In. In. In. In. In. In.

--------------- I _=__ _ _____
0.010 0.110 0.060 0.050 0.040 0.020 0.030

. ...I i.0.020 0.215 0.115 0.100 0.080 0.035 0.058

_T 0.030 0.325_0.17_6 0.150 0.125 0.050 0.088

____________________0.4320 
10.T

0.040 0.430 0.--0 0.200 0.165 0.065 0.115
5'TO 200 _' - - I I _ - -

0.050 0_63C 1 0.250 0.205 0.075 0.140
NOTE: WHEN "T" IS 3/16 IN. OR THICKER, BEVEL ONE WORK PIECE 

--- 
. 1 0.330 020 .4 0000!

0.070 0.715 0 385 0 330 0.280 0.105 0.193

0.080 0.805 0.435 0.370 0.315 0.120 0.218
RECOMMENDED END PREPARATION 0. 090 0.88M5 0.475 0.410 0.345 0.130 0.238

TUBING ____ _____0.100 0.970 0.520 0.400 0.375 0.145 0.260

A 0.110 1.060 0.570 0.490 0.410 0.160 0.285 (0

SS 0.120 1.140 0.610 0.530 0.440 0.170 0.305"LOCATOR LOCATOR _ _AND T O.D. AND 0.130 1.225 0.650 0.575 0.470 0.180 0.325BACK -UP rBACK-UP . --_____
0.140 1.320 0.700 0.620 0.510 0.190 0.350

0. 150 1.390 0.730 0.660 0.530 0.200 0.365

0.160 1.470 0.770 0.700 0.560 0.210 0.385
2 2 0.170 1.540 o.800 0.740 0.580 0.220 0.400 0ELCRODE DELECTRODE_____ 

_____
0.180 1.620 0.840 0.780 0.610 0.230 0.420 o

2 0.190 1.690 0.870 0.820 0.630 0.240 0.435

K 0.200 1.760 0.900 0.860 O.A",o 0.2-50 0.450
0.250 2.010 1.010 1.000 0.730 0.280 0.505
"0.300 2.245 1.120 1.125 0.810 0.310 0.160

0.350 2.460 1.210 1.250 0.880 0.330 0.605 1
T = TUBE WALL OR SHEET THICKNESS _____ _____ _____

A INITIAL DIE OPENING

M=IATERIAL LOST 0.400 2.640 1.290 1.350 0.930 0.360 0.645 t
C = FINAL DIE OPENING 

-D TOTAL FLASH-OFF 0.450 2.780 1.350 1.430 0.970 0.380 0.675 1,H = TOTAL UPSET
MATERIAL LOST PER PIECE 0. 00 2.910 1.410 1.500 1.020 0.390 .705L M = INITIAL EXTENSION PER PIECE 1.705O.D. = OUTSIDE DIA. OF TUBING o1.575 1S MINIMUM NECESSARY LENGTH OF 0.550 3.04, 1.465 1,055 0.410 0.733ELECTROLE CONTACT _____ ______

0.600 3. 135 1.505 1.630 1.085 0.420 0.753

0.650 3.245 1.555 1.690 1.125 0.430 0.7-,8 1.
0.700 3.360 1.610 1.750 1.160 0.450 0.805 1.

0.800 3.525 1.675 1.850 1.210 0.465 0.838 1.

0.900 3.660 1.730 1.930 1.250 0.480 0.865 1.ý
1.000 3.800 1.800 2.000 1.300 0.500 0.900 1.4

* Data based on welding, without preheat, two pieces of IFig. 31.12 for assembly of parts.
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FLASH WELDING

Table 5.12.6.4b. Flash Welding* of Tubing and Flat Sheets

(From "Welding Handbook," 4th Ed., Section II, American Welding Society, New York, 1962)

Flash- S
T, A, B, C, D, H, J-K, L-M, ing 0.D., With out
In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. Time, In. Loca- Lo-

See. tot cator

0.010 0.110 0.060 0.050 0.040 0.020 0,030 0.055 0.40 0.250 0.375 1 O0

S. . 0.020 0.215 0.115 0.100 0.080 0.035 0.058 0.108 0.80 0.312 0.375 1.00

"T 0.030 0.325 0.175 0.150 0.125 0.050 0.088 0.163 1.25 0.375 0.375 1.50

0.040 0,430 0.230 0,200 0.165 0.065 0.115 0.218 1.75 0.500 0.375 1.75
50 TO 200 .i• 0.050 0.830 0.280 0.250 0.205 0.075 0.140 0.265 2.25 0.750 0.500 2.00

OTHICKER, EVEL ONE WORKPIECE 0.060 0.620 0.330 0.290 0.240 0.090 0.165 0.310 2.75 1.000 0.750 2.50

0.070 0.715 0.385 0.330 0.280 0.105 0.193 0.358 3.50 1.50 1.000 3.00

0.080 0.805 0.435 0.370 0.315 0.120 0.218 0.403 4.00 2.00 1.250

ND PREPARATION 0.090 0.885 0.475 0.410 0.345 0.130 0.238 0.443 4.50 2.50 1.750
0G

0.100 0,970 0.520 0.450 0.375 0.145 0.260 0.485 5.00 3.00 2.000
0.110 1.060 0.570 0.490 0.410 0.160 0.285 0.530 5.75 3.50 2.25

S 0.120 1.140 0.610 0.530 0.440 0.170 0.305 0.570 6,25 4.00 2.50
LOCATOR

O.D0 AND 0.130 1.225 0.650 0.575 0.470 0.180 0.325 0.613 7.00 4.50 2.75
BACK -UP _______

0.140 1.320 0.700 0.620 0.510 0.190 0.350 0.660 7.75 5.00 2.75

0.150 1.390 0.730 0.660 0.530 0.200 0.365 0.695 8.50 5.50 3.00 _

0.160 1.470 0.770 0.700 0.560 0.210 0.385 0.735 9.00 6.00 3.25

0.170 1.540 0.800 0.740 0.580 0.220 0.400 0.770 9.75 6.50 3.50 -
ELECTRODE

0.180 1.620 0.840 0.780 0.610 0.230 0.420 0.810 10.50 7.00 3.75

2 0.190 1.60 0.870 0.820 0.630 0.240 0.435 0.845 11.25 7.5o 4.00

0.200 1.760 0.900 0.860 0.650 0.250 0.450 0.880 12.00 8.00 4.25 .-

0.250 2.010 1.010 1.000 0.730 0.280 0.505 1.005 16.00 8.50 4.50

L 0.300 2.245 1.120 1.125 0.ý10 0.310 0.560 1.123 21.00 9.00 4.75

0.350 2.460 1.210 1.250 0.880 0.330 0.605 1.230 27.00 9.50 5.00
k SHEET THICKNESS __--

OENING 0.400 2.640 1.290 1.350 0.930 0.360 0.645 1.320 33.00 10.00 0
W. IN I N':;-
-0.450 2.780 1.350 1.430 0.970 0.380 0.675 1.390 38.00

.LCI~TPER PIECE 0.500 2.910 1.410 1.500 1.020 0.390 0.705 1.455 45.00 -
XTIErNsION PER PIE CE________________ --

oCEV ARYLENGTHTOF 0.550 3.040 1.465 1.575 1.055 0.410 0.733 1.520 50.00
ONt.Ct 0.600 3.135 1.505 1.630 1.085 0.420 0.753 1.568 56.00

0.650 3.245 1.555 1.690 1.125 0.430 0.778 1.623 63.00

0.700 3.360 1.610 1.750 1.160 0.450 0.805 1.680 70.00

0.800 3.525 1.675 1.850 1.210 0.465 0.838 1.763 83.00

0 90 3.660 1.730 1.930 1.250 0.480 0.865 1.830 97.00

1.000 3.800 1.800 2.000 1.300 0.500 0.900 1.900 110.00 _/

* Data based on welding, without preheat, two pieces of the same welding characteristics. See
Fig. 31.12 for assembly of parts.
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CONNECTORS LAP JOINTS
BURN-DOWN FLANGES

Lap Joints. The plain lap weld joint, as shown in Figure When the longitudinal forces in a fluid system arp. the
5.12.(.5c, is not normally used in high-pressure/high- determining strength considei'ation, the femuale member of
temperature aerospace fluid systems because of the in- the lap joint may be serrated, notched, or slotted (see
creased weight and increased pressure drop as a result of Figure 5.12.6.5c) to afford greater weld bead length and
turbulence across the male tube end. Another disadvantage hence a greater allowable shear force. If a lap joint has been
is that system fluid can become trapped between the mating made properly, it will seldom fail radially under burst
tube surfacec because both ends of the joint are generally pressure; the main mbde of failure will be in tension as the
not welded. Trapped fluids can cause corrosion and cleaning weld is placed in shear.
problems. As shown in Figure 5.12.6.5c, the joint can be
made by either expanding the female member or reducing

used in the aerospace industry is the burn-down flange
the male '"-ember. Expansion and reduction of tubing can joint, depicted in Figure 5.12.6.5d. This joint is used for
be accomplished by such methods as swaging, or explosive relatively thin wall tubing which is difficult to butt weld
forming. One advantage of the lap joint is that it is gen- because of burn-thrcugh tendencies. Fabrication of this
erally str,'-ager in bending than the butt joint because the joint requires forming ,t flanwe on each of the two parts to be
moment of inertia is increased by the double wall. The joined. Welding is acc,,mplished by butting the flanges to-
change in diameter of the tube wall must be gradual, gether and apply~ng co|,entrated heat at the peripheral in-
h' wever, to avoid stress concentrations. This type of joint tersection, thereby melting or burning down the two flanges
is normally restricted to easily worked tubing which can to form a weld bead. The advantage of this joint is thal
withstand the forming operations without cracking or burn-through and loss of welk puddle control are eliminated
excessive thinning. because material is specifically provided to form the weld

REDUCED MALE

OVIONAL WELD
EXPANDED FEMALE BEAD LOCATION

INCORRECT - WELD BEAD ECCENTRICALLY LOADED

OPTIONAL WELD
BEAD LOCATIONS(RANDOM OR $LOTS)

CORRECT -WELD BEAD MORE DIRECILI" LOADE:

* TUBE END NOTCHED TO
INCREASE LENGTH OF ..... Z

•"' WELD IN SHEAR

Figure 5.12.6.5c. Plain Lap Weld Joints for Tubing Figure 5.12.6.5d. Burn-Down Flange Weld Joint
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BURN-DOWN FLANGES CONNECTORS
SLEEVE JOINTS

bead at a greater diameter than the tube wall. The strength Modified Burn-Down Flange Joints. A modification of the
of such a joint will not be as great as that of a straight butt burn-down flange joint is shown in Figure 5.12,6.5e. Since
joint, unless the weld bead extends down to the tubing wall in this connection the weld is usud only to accomplish sealing
OD to prevent eccentric loading (see Figure 5.12.6.5d). The and is not relied on for strength of the connection, a very
burned-down flange joint is more expensive than a butt joint small weld is all that is required. In making this type ofbecause joint preparation requires an extra forming tube connection the tube ends are first Elared to make a

operation. butt joint; next a set of aluminum split ring chill blocks are
installed onto the tube joint for the purpose of clamping the
tube ends together and providing a heat sink during the
welding rf the flared tube ends. Note that a slight crimp
in the flared tube ends is created by the chill blocks, pre-

\\\ \~ SPANNER SLOT venting welding contamination from entering the inside of
I the tubing. After the weld has been made, a threaded

SPANNER SLOT-.. coupling is slipped over the weld joint for the purpose of
carrying pressure loading. This threaded coupling can be
very light, since it is not required to maintain any gasket
ealing load, but merely adds the requisite material to

resist pressure loading. This type of connect:on may be
classified as semi-permanent, since the seal weld can be
broken and rewelded if necessary.

Sleeve Joints. When high strength ailoys are used, it is
often difficult to fcrm or machine tubing and connectors in

WEILD JOINT preparation for welding. In addition, the butt welding of
thin wall high strength tubing is difficult without burn-

""--\THREADED COUPLING through or sagging of the weld bead into the tube. To cir-
cumvent these problems, a weld connector or sleeve may be

Figure 5.12.6.5e. Modified Bum-Down Flange Joint provided over the joint area, as shown in Figure 5.12.6.5f.
The weld is made by heating the sleeve just over the joint
between the two tubes, fusing the sleeve and tubes together
in one operation. The connector sleeve is generally made
from a piece of tubing the next size larger than the tubir.ý
being welded, or is an expanded piece of the same tubing.
The wall thickness of the weld sleeve may be the same as
or thinner than the tubes being joined. The length of the
sleeve is not critical but should be long enough to give
support to the heat-uffected zone adjacent to the weld bead.
Reference 320-7 contains additional details on weld sleeve
.design.

To assure that the weld is made in the proper location when
using a sleeve, it is necessary to position and hold it so that
when the weld bead is laid it will fall just above the gap
between the two parts being joined. The difference between
the outside diameter of the tubing and the inside diameter
of the sleeve is not critical, providing that the gap between
the two does not exceed 0.005 to 0.010 inch. Because of

WELD BEAD.. SLEEVE variations in tolerances on seamless steel tubing diameter,
mismatch between two joined tubes can be as great as 0.003
inch on one- and two-inch diameter tubing without causing
difficulty in welding, providing that weld penetration is
approximately equivalent on both sides of the joint. When
extremely heavy sections of tubing are welded, it often is

S-necessary to provide a backup torch to make a weld pass on
the inside diameter. This, of course, can only be accom-
plished when there is access to the inside of the tubing.

Figure 5.12.6.5f. Welded Sleeve Joint When using a weld sleeve, the tubes should be butted to-
gether rather than allowing a gap, although satisfactory
welds can be made with gaps as high as 0.030 inch. Gaps
larger than this may cause weld bead concavity, which can
result in stress concentration in the weld area.
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CONNECTORS SWAGED CONNECTORS
"ADHESIVE BONDING

5.12.7 Swaged Connectors 5.12.8 Adhesive Bonding Joints and Connectors
5.12.7.1 GENERAL. Swaging, as applied to connectors, is 5.12.8.1 GENERAL. Adwesive bonding is a process suitable
the process of joining two pieces by the cold forming of for joining nietal-lo-metal, metal-to-nonmetal, or nonmetal-
metal to both make a seal -. ,,d form a connection to carry to-nonnetal. The types of adhesiv,.s used include thermo.
the structural load. This of connection is generally setting resins, ther'lfloastic resins, and various artificial
considered to be permanei in nature, although recent Plastotners, Joints that can h, brazed .,an generally be adhe-

developments have exploitr-d lie technique for obtaining a siva bonded also, with the exception that. high-temprature
semi-permanent connector which does not require the addi- atpplications and high-t,,n.ilh streng•it requirements are

tion of heat (Reference 36-14). The swaging process as such 1i1itin• factors for adh,,ive hoods.
is utili:;ed in some existing connectors as a means of locating
a ferrule or sleeve on a piece of tubing, and is receiving H FITTING
increasing attention in new connector concepts. As an SLIDE SLIDE
example of present uwar', the MS flareless connector ferrule TUN -
is swaged to the tubin .5uring the initial connector assembly
process.

The swaging proress offers some distinctive advantages over
other pee!"ianent conne.ctors, such as i

a) Heat is not required to make the connection, and there-
fore tubing is not weakened as a result of heat concen-
tration or annealing.

b) Inspection to nTsure proper mechanical locations of ASSEMBLED PRE.ASSEMBLED

swaged connector parts can be readily accomplished by
"visual operation. Figure 5.12.7.2s. Parker "H" Connector

(Courtesy of Parker Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, California)
5.12.7.2 SWAGED CONNECTOR TYPES. One type of
swaged connector is the Parker "H" fitting shown in Figure -
5.12.7.2a. In thiý connector, the tubing is inserted into the

ends of the connector body. The sleeves, or slides in this
case, are then pulled up onto the tapered lands of'the con- LEAKAGE TEST PORT

net.or body resulting in the tubing being locked in place by COLLAr STOP PRIMARY SEAL

the sharp edges of the connector body inner diameter. PRIMARY SEAL SEAT IFLMARECLLAR LIP
FLL ANGEIEither a special hand-operated or hydraulically operated FANTAIL CONTACT

tool is required to set the sleeves onto the connector body. R

A more recent develbpment, also from Parker Aircraft, is
the "X" connector illustrated in Figure 5.12.7.2b. The
development of this connector for NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center (as a po.ential impr-vement over MC con-
nectors) is described in Reference 36-14. This concept is LOCATING LEDGE
unique in that it is urnd or development for not only the SLEEVE SLEEVE
one-half-inch tubing size illustrated, but for a 4-inch duct CO.AAR
size. The concept is being considered for all sizes of lines (A)

from one-quarter-inch tubing to the largest diameter ductscurrently visualized in launch vehicle design (about 20-inch BSE 2 O THA SLEEVE FANGUES

diameter, according to Reference 34-10). The sleeves of IN ONE OPERATION

high strength stainless steel are stretched beyond their yield TUBE
stress when the tubing ends are swaged into place, During 4
assembly, the gold-plated primary seals of the stainless
steel c6llar are seated against the sleeve seating surfaces
by the axial force resulting from radial deformation of the
collar by an assembly tool. This toggle action results in
negligible rdas tion of the axial sealing force when the

STEP i: TUBE ENDS SWAGED INTOcollar lips spring radially outward slightly after the assem- SLEEVES WITH ROLLER TOOLbly tool is removed. Upon disassembly the collar is either (II IN SEPARATE OPERATIONS

"unswaged" or cut off and discarded; a new collar (and
hence new gold-plated seals) is used for each subsequent Figure 5.12.7.2b. Parker "X" Connector
reassembly. (Reference 36-14)

5.12.7-1
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-ADHESIVE BONDING CONNECTORS
REFERENCES

5.12.S,2 APPLICATION. Adhesive bonding has seen lim- able methods in preparing surfaces to be adhesively bonded
ited usage in aerospace fluid connector application., to date, include:
although it has been used in related components, such as a) Cleaning all contaminants and g-ease from surfaces
liners tot filament-wound reiPforced-plastic helium pressure b) Etching surfaces to make them chemically receptive to
vessels, Adhesive bonding of relatively low-pressure plastic adhesives and to provide good wetting characteristics
pipe using sleeve ur socket-type connectors has been widely
used in numerous military, industrial, and commercial c) Rinsing
applications for reasons of chemical compatibility, weight, -. ) Drying
or cost. e) Applying a primer.

i,icieased interest in the use of filament-wound reinforced Thin materials may be successfully joined by adhesive
plastic for liquid-propellant tankage and even high-pressure bonding. In addition, adhesive bonding allows a smooth
rocket engine .luid-transftr lines (Reference l.1-10) may be contour at the joint, can provide thermal and electrical
expe'ted to focus more attention on the use of adhesive insulation, can protect against galvanic action between
bonding in future aerospace applications, dissimilar metals, and may be used as a dampener against

vibration or sound.
"5.12.8.3 DESIGN FACTORS. The design of an adhesive
bouded joint is Rimilar to that of a brazed joint, in that fit I Three factors that severely limit the use of adhesively
advantage must be takei, of the shear strength of the bonded connectors and joints are:
adhesive. Butt joints are therefore avoided in preference a) Instability of many adhesives at temperatures above
to lap type joints. about 400 F

As with brazing, a satisfactory bonded design must also b) Poor tensile strength
give consideration to sur:face preparation. Generally accept- c) Limited compatibility of the adhesive with fluid media.

REFERENCES
'References added March 1967

Thread'd Connectors Connecter Preload Theory Swaged Connectors

1-216 36-14 36-11 44-15 36-14 46-31
6-30 44-14 36-12 46-29 36-20*
6-100 44-15 36-14 46-31
6-111 46-6 44-14 44-24* Welded and Brazed
6(1.30 46-7 Connectors
6-1 `4 46-29 Flanged Connector Design 65-42 132-1
6-161 46.31
6-187 147- 19-76 46-6 68-62 320-7
6-187 1451- 23-38 46-7 77-5 504-1

18-1 151-3 26-213 46-29 77-6 504-2

19-76 151-4 26-214 46-31 36-20* 513-21'
23-38 233-1 36-11 68-62 320-9*
23-55 447-4 36-12 1C2-1

36-11 V-97 36-14 196-1 Adhesive Bonded

36-12 44-24*: 44-14 400-1 Connectors

44-15 26-209 132-1
34-10 400-1

93-8
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FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS FLEXIBLE HOSES

5.13 FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS hose ends to the fluid system (Figure 5.13.4). The selection
of a flexible hose assembly involves determining first the

5.13.1 INTRODUCTION inner liner material and design, second the reinforcement
materials and design, and last the type and method of5.13.2 WHEN TO USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS attaching the end fittings.

5.13.3 WHICH FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR TO USE

5.13.4 FLEXIBLE HOSES

5.13.4.1 Flexible Hose Inner Liner Design Factors
5.13.4.2 Flexible Hose Reinforcement Design

Factors
5.13.4.3 Methodsof Attachment
5.13.4.4 How to Install Flexible Hoses

5.13.5 BELLOWS JOINTS I
5.13.5.1 Characteristics of the Basic Bellows

Contours
5.13.5.2 Characteristics of Flexible Bellows

Restraints

5.13.6 FLEXIBLE COILED TUBING
5 13.6.1 Tubing Material
5.13.6.2 Geometry

5.13.1 Introduction REINFORCEMENT

Flexible fluid couplings consist of many types of flexible
hoses, bellows, and coiled tubing configurations for fluid
systems.

5.13.2 When to Use Flexible Couplings

Flexible couplings (hoses, bellows, and coiled tubing) are
considered for use in lieu of rigid tubing under any of the
following conditions: Figure 5.13.4. Flexible Hose Assembly

(Courter,' of the Weatherhe~d Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Angular or lateral misalignment of points to be con-

nected exists.
Fluid components are frequently removed for rei)air orreplacment.5.13.4.1 FLEXIBLE HOSE INN•ER LINER DESIGN FAC-

TORS. Several factors affect flexible hose inner liner design.
Relative motion occurs caused by thermal expansion,
component movement, or structural bending. Materials. Hose inner liner materials are grouped in three

classifications---elastomers, plastics, and convoluted metals.
Which type of 'iner material is best suited for a given
application depends upon the following factors:

5.13.3 Which Flexible Couplings to Use
Fluid-material compatibility

The choice of which flexible coupling to use depends upon High and low temperature tolerance

many factors, some of which are listed in Table 5.13.3. Flexibility-minimum bend radii
Relative values of the factors have been assigned for each Surface roughness
coupling to serve as a guide in the selection of a connector Leakage susceptibilityfor a specific application. Available sizes

Material compatibility and physical property data are in-
5.13.4 Flexible Hoses eluded in Section 12.0, "Materials," for use as a guide in

selecting hose liner materials.A flexible hose assembly consists of a flexible inner linerwhich conducts the flowing fluid, a reinforcement for brac- Construction. Inner liners of natural rubber, synthetic rub-

ing the inner liner, and end fittings for connecting the ber, or extruded plastic are smooth flexible tubes as shown I
5.13.1 -1
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SELECTION CHART FLEXIBLE FLUID CUUPLINGS
REINFORCEMENT DESIGN

Table 5.13.3. Flexible Fluid Coupling Selection Chart

RATINGS*
PRESSURE IMPULSE

CONNECTOR FLEXIBILITY WEIGHT DROP SPACE PRESSURE TIEMPERATURE RELIABILITY LIFE

Flexible Hoses 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

Bellows Joint 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 3

Coiled Tubing 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

1) First choice
2) Second choice
8) Third choice

in Figure 5.13.4.1a. The strength of the liner is dependent where p, = internal fluid'pressure, psi
upon the material yield stress, bore, and r'all thickness
which are related to the internal pressure as follows:

t = material wall thickness, in.
2 S- t (Eq 5.13.4.1) D = tubing bore diameter, in.

P' D
Metallic inner liners may have helical or annular convolu-
tions which can be constructed by corrugating a plain tube
or by spiraling a continuous strip of metal while bonding
the edges. The strength and flexibility of the inner liner
varies with the type of convolution, the depth, pitch, and
wall thickness of the liner, and the 'mechanical properties
of the material. Typical metal liner configurations are
shown in Figure 5.13.4.1b. Generally, stripwound liners
have better strength and flexibility characteristics than

,INNER LINER corrugated tube liners, but are more susceptible to leakage.

5.13.4.2 FLEXIBLE HOSE REINFORCEMENT DESIGN
FACTORS. Several factors affect flexible hose reinforce-
ment design.

Materia!s. Hose reinforcement materials commonly used in
REINFORCEMENT flexible hose assemblies are natural fibers (cotton), syn-

thetic fibers (rayon, dacron, nylon), and metallic wire
(carbon steel, stainless steel, Monel, bronze). Often the
inner liner and reinforcement material are the same. The
choice of which material or combinations of materials to
use depends upon the specific application; such factors as

COVER temperature, pressure, flexibility, corrosion resistance, and
weight should be considered. Generally, stainless steel rein-
forcement provides a strong, corrosion-resistant support,
usable for cryogenic and high temperature (10000F) appli-
cations, but is heavier and stiffer than a synthetic fiber
(such as nylon) which is usable in the temperature range of
-100"F to +2250F.

Construction. The two common reinforcement configura-
tions employed in aerospace flexible hoses are wire or fiber

Figure 5.13.4.1a. Non-metallic Interliners braid (basket weave), and spiral wire (Figure 5.13.4.2a).
(Courtesy of Imperial.Eastman Company, Chicago, Illinois) The strength of the reinforcement depends upon the fiber

or wire material, diameter, and coverage. The braid type
also depends upon braid angle, which is normally 35 de-
grees to the hose centerline. One method of applying the

5.13.4 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964



FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS ATTACHMENT

reinforcement is to cover the inner liner with a coating of

INNER LINER cement, and then wind the braid or spiral ply tightly over
the liner, bonding the reinforcement to the liner. Additional
layers of reinforcement are also bonded to the surface
underneath using the same technique. The entire assembly
is then aged at the curing temperature of the bonding
cement. Spiral ply reinforcement is not subject to stress
concentrations such as exist in braid reinforcement where
wires cross, and is therefore less apt to fracture. In the
hose assembly shown in Figure 5.13.4.2a, the spiral ply is
used in the inner layers for strength while braid is used on
the outer layer for protective covering and additional
strength. Many other variations of combinations of spiral
ply and braid reinforcement are available, but are not illus-
trated. One special configuration worth mentioning is

WIRE SPIRAL
REINFORCEMENT jacketed flexible hose where cryogenic or high temperature

fluids are transported and heat gain or loss is critical.
Figure 5.13.4.2b illustrates a jacketed flexible hose of all
metal construction suitable for such applications.

5.13.4.3 METHODS OF ATTACHMENT. The en 4 fitting
BONDING AGENT is required to form a seal with the inner liner and dis

tribute all working forces to the reinforcement. The ability
to do this depends upon the method of attachment which
may be accomplished by swaging, crimping, or threading
non-metallic hoses; or threading, welding, brazing, or sol-

p dering of corrugated metal hoses. Figure 5.13.4.3 illustrates

WIRE BRAID these sever, methods of fitting attachment. In selecting the
REINFORCEMENT method of attachment, consideration should be given to

reusability, leakproof reliability, temperature and corrosion
resistance to brazing, soldering, and welding alloys, as well

Figure 5.13.4.1b. Metal Interliners as gripping strength.
(Reprinted from "Chemicai Engineering," February 1961, vol. 68, no. 4,
E. M. Ramber. Copyright 1961, McGraw.Hill Publishing Company, New
York, New York 5.13.44 HOW TO INSTALL FLEXIBLE HOSES. An im-

portant consideration in obtaining maximum useful life of

HOSE FROM TUBE

HOSE FROM METAL STRIP

HELICAL HELICALLY WOUND AND
JOINED BY WELDING
CR SOLDER

FUSION RESISTtNCE
ANNULAR WELDED WELDED SOLDER

Figure 5.13.4.2a. Braid and Spiral Wire Reinforcements
(Courtesy of Resistoflex Corporation, Roseland, New Jersey)
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INSTALLATION FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS

ahose assembly Is the method of Installation. Good rules

to practice in installing hose assemblies are:

1) Avoid Torsion. Install the hose such that bonding occur.
within a plane through the hose centerline. This can be
controlled by locating the end fittings (Figure 5.1S.4.4a)

END FITTING within the plane of bending.

2) Provide Slack. Install hose between coaxial fittings such
that sufficient slackr is available to compensate for length
changes caused by pressurixatfun, mechanical movement,

INNERLONERor thermal expansion.
VACUUM JACKET 3) Avoid Short Bend Radii. Short bend radii impose higher

BRAID ctresses on the hose Inner liner and reinforcement, re-
REiNFORCIMENT suiting in reduced operating life and reduced operating

pressure. Select elbow fittings and piping to prevent ex-
cessive bending (Figure 5.13.4.4b).

'If

(Courtesy of Allied Metal Hose Company, Long 'slarid City. New York) 7/I

Figure 5.13.4.4a. Avoid Torsion In Connector Inhtallation4
(Reprinted from "Machine Design," December 1959, vol. 31, no. 26,
H. WV. Larose, Copyright 1959, Industrial Publishing Corpora~ion,

MECHANICAL ICleveland, Ohio)

WELEDRIGHT VAN

INAZ!D

SC~RW ON

SOLDERED h/I

NONJ-METALLIC HOSE I "

METAL. HOSE

Figure 5.13.4.3. Methods of Fitting Attachment
(Reprinted from "Applied Hydraulics and Pneumatics," December 1959, Figure 5.13.4.4b. Prevent Excessive Sending In Connector
vol. 12. no. 12, D. W. Fentress, Copyright 1959, Industrial Publishing Installation
Corporation, Cleveland Ohio)

(eprinted from "Machine Design," December 1959, vol. 31, no. 26,
Ohio)WLaoe Copyright 1959, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland,
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FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS BELLOWS JOINTS
FLEXIBLE COILED TUBING

4) Provide Heat and Abrasion Protection. Select proper
hose coverings to insulate the hose assembly from con-
tiguous hot surfaces. Also, in installations wher" hose
rubbing cannot be prevented, select a hose covering which -MEAN RADIUSA h-S.AN

is abrasion resistant and relatively frictionless.

5.13.5 Bellows Joints I
A bellows joint is an elastic, corrugated, tubular connector
used for conducting fluid between points of relative angular,
transverse, lateral, or combined motion. The shape of the
bellows connector is described by its free length, span, mean
radius, inside diameter, outside diameter, convolution shape,
and pitch (Figure 5.13.5a).

CONVOLUTION

Bellows joints are considered for use in applisvations when -7 REEGT
axial, lateral, angular, or combinod deflections between con- PITCH.--F LENGTH

tiguous interconnected fluid components exist. Examples of
these applications are illustrated in Figure 5.13.5b.

The selection of a bellows joint involves choosing a bellows
material and contour which will meet the compatibility
and performance requirements established for the given
application. Additionally, if axial expansion due to internal
pressure is excessive, a means of restraint will be required.
This Sub-Topic is limited to descriptions of bello% a contours
and restraints. The reader is referred to Sub-Section 6.6, IOSIDE DIAMETER--
"Bellows," for additional information. SAE ARP 735, LUTMEDIAMETER
"Aerospace Vehicle Cryogenic Ducting" includes a discus-
sion of bellows joint design.

Fiogte rea 5.1.5a.;Belows Joint
(Courtesy of the Beltab Corporation, Daytona Beach, Florida)

5.13.5.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC BELLOWS
CONTOURS. The four basic bellows contours are the flat
plate, nesting ripple, single sweep, and torus, as illustrated
in Table 5.13.5.1. Numerous variations of each contour ae
possible by changing the bellows, materials, inside dia,-
eter, outside diameter, pitch, and/or material thickness. T Table 5.13.5.1. Characteristics of Bellows Contours
chart in Table 5.13.5.1 can serve as a guide for selecting
the bellows contour which best suits the intended applica-
tion. Generally, the flat plate and nesting ripple contours 7 FLAT PLATE NESTING 1,SINGLE SWEEP TORUS
are limited to low pressure applications (below 300 psig), RIPPLE
and the single sweep and torus contours are used for high
pressure applications (above 300 psig).

RESISTANCE5.13.5.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF FLEXIBLE BELLOWS TO PRESSURE FAIR POOR GOOD EXCELLENT
RESTRAINTS. Bellows restraints are incorporated in bel-

NGSTROKE POOR EXCELLENT FAIR FAIRlows assemblies to prevent axial expansion causEd by in- AILTY
PA IL lR EFternal pressure. When selecting a restrsint, such factors LINkARITY OF

FORq OUTPUT EXCELLENT POOR PAIR EXCELLENTas flexing capability (modes and moments), pressure drop, WITH RESSURE
weight, and envelope s~ze are considered. A list of such LINEA ITY OF EXCELLENT FOR
factors is presented in Table 5.13.5.2, where ratings are STROK WITH SHORT STROKE GOOD FAIR GOOD

assigned for each of twelve restraint mechanisms. The
SPRINC TE LOW LOW HIGH HIGHtable is intended to serve as a guide in selecting, designing, L _

or modifying a restraint mechanism.

5.13.6 Flexible Coiled Tubing

The coiled tubing assembly consists of a length of tubing
coiled to proper dimensions to I rmit flexing of the ends

5.13,5 -1
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BELLOWS JOINTS FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGSCOILED TUBING

EXTENSION -without causing excessive reaction forces and stresses. A

1.typical coiled tubing assembly Is illustrated in Figure 5.18.6.

-A .. - Flexible coiled tubing assembly design entails selecting the
-•_- -.tu ing material, determining tubing coil geometry, and

I selecting end fittings. Consideration must be given to com-
S I patibility with the fluid and environment, space limitations,

and flexibility requirements. Factors affecting the selection
of the material, geometry, and end fittings are discussed

separately in the following Detailed Topics.

CENTER OF ROTATION

END FITTING

OFFSET

DEFLECTION,

Figure 5.13.6. ,oil Tubing

5.13.6.1 TUBING MATERIAL. The toiled tubing material
.. ____ " --" •is dictated by the fluid and environment compatibitity, ani

F-.. strength requirements. Generally, the same material used
in fluid lines throughout the system is suitable for the coiled

(ftubing assembly. However, if greater flexibility is required,
ANGLE another matezial with lower modulus of elasticity may be

used, providing it still meets the compatibility and strength
requirements.

5.13.6.2 GEOMETRY. The following steps may be used to
AN3ULAR OEV-ECTION design a coiled tubing assembly:

a) Selwct tubing of the same diameter, wvall thickness, and
material as used in adjacent fluid lines.

E--- Ti it ,Ob) Using a 10:1 coil diameter-to-tubing diameter ratio,
If' : lay out a coil with at least one turn, with connecting

legs which depart from the coil tangentially and are
coaxial with the -onnecting fittings..

S- e) r)eterm;ne the rel.tive motion between the points to be
connected.

CONINED NO,,N d) VT erify that the coiled tubing assembly has ample clear-
ance in the available spuce envelope.

Figure 5.13.5b. Applications of Bellows Joints e) Compute the stresses throughout the tubing assembly

under the conditions of maximum cail unwind and wind-

5.13.6 -2 ISSUECD MAY 1964



FLEXIBLE FLUID COUPLINGS FLEXIBLE BELLOWS RESTRAINTS

Table 5.13.5.2. Factors In the Selection of Flexible Bellows Rmtraints

CONFIGURATION FLEXIBILITY LOAD TO DEFLECT WEIGHT PRESSURE DROP ENVELOPE SIZE

DOUBLE HINGETHTOLAGIN0*
---- SINGLZ PLANE LOW MEDIUM THAT OF LARGE IN ONE

ANGULATION, BELLOWS ONLY PLANE
LATERAL OFFSET

S SINGLER HINGE LO EIMTHAT OF LARGE IN ONE
SINGLE PLANE LOW MEDIUM BELLOWS ONLY PLANE
ANGULATION

SEXT1ERNA L GIMBALTH TO

ANGULATION IN LOW HEAVY THAT OFV~~Jt~~-J AN LAEBLLOWS ONLY LARGEANY PLANE

INTERNAL HINGE LiSS THAN I/3 VELOCITY SMALL (NOTHING
ANGULATION IN LOW EXTERNAL EXTERNAL
ANY PLANE GIMBAL OF BELLOW$)

~ ~\INTERNAL CA %LE LESS THAN I/3 VEOCITY SMALL (NOTHING

ANGULATION IN LOw EXTERNAL R EXTERNAL OF

ANY PLANE, GI HEAD OR MORE ELLOWMA BELLOWS)LATERAL OFFSET

INTERNAL BALL
AND SOCKET LESS THAN SMALL (NOTHING

LOW EXTERNAL 1/3 VELOCITY EXTERNAL OFANGULATION IN GIMBAL HEAD OR MORE BELLOWS)
ANY PLANE

BRAIDED WIRESRESTRAINT THAT OF SMALL (NOT MUCH
ANGULATION HIGH MEDIUM BELLOWS ONLY LARGER THAN

BELLOWS)S•, ~~IN ANY PLANE BLOS

PRESSURE BALANCEDtOR COMPENSATEDI
BELLOWS TWO LENGTHS VERY CUMBERSOMEAXIAL, ANGULATION SPRING RATHEAVY OF BELLOWS

IN ANY PLANE,
LATERAL OFFSET

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.13.6 -3
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FLEXIBLE BELLOWS RESTRAINTS QUICK-DISCONNECT COUPLINGS

Tabe 13.5.2. factors In the Selection of Flexible elklows Restraints (Continued)

CONFIGURAIION FLEXIBILITY LOAD 10 DEFLECT WVIGHT PRESSURE DROP ENVELOPE SIZE

PRESSURE BALANCED

AIAL, ANGULATION BELLOWS MEDIUM THAT OF LARGE AND
IN ANY PLANE SPRING RATE BELLOWS ONLY VERY LONG

m LATERAL OFFSET

,.• ' SWING JOINT SELLONS SPRING TWO LENGTHS LARGE AND
ELATERAL OFFSET, RATE PLUS LOW OF BELLOWS VERY LONG

ANGULATION IN EARIN'.; FRICTION
ONE PLANE

INTERNAL GIMBAL DEPENDS ON
ANGULATION LOW HEAVY STRUCTURE IN FLOW SMALL

'N ANY PLANE STREAM

&IALL -BELLOWS JOINT' THAT OF PR
A OINT HIGH BEAVY RELLOWS ONLY LARGE

I.ANGYPAgN IN

5. V .6 -4ISSUED: MAY 1964
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ROTARY JOINTS DESIGN AND SELECTION

up. Reference 68-62, pages 366 through 358, discusses 5.14.2 When to Use Rotary Fluid Joints
techniques used in analyzing the st-.ss distributiontechniquehousaoiled intauing theassely. distrhibutin Rotary joints in conjunction with metal tubing are con-
throughout a coiled tubing assembly. This technique sidered for use In lieu of flexible hose when-
uses a combination of Castigliano's theorem of least
work, and Yon Karman's correction for cross sectional Greater stiffncss is required to improve system
distortion. response

Continuous rotation is required
f) If in the stress analysis it is shown that the endurance Small radius bends are required

stress is exceeded, it is apparent that greater flexibility Connector movement is limited to a small pre-
is required. Flexibility can be increased by changing determined space
the material to one of lower modulus of elasticity, de- High reaction momzints and forces cannot be tolerated
creasing the wall thickness, increasing the number of
coils, or locating the coil center farther from the points 5.14.3 Selection of a Rotary Joint
of relative motion.

"Rotary joints are presently available for use in cryogenic
REFERENCES and high temperature (above 1000°F) fluid systems, mod-

Flexible Homes erate vacuum to high pressure (above 10,000 psi) appli-
Flexobse Hosoroiefuieslcain. h uceso

1.35, 1-36, 1-49, 1-111, 1-229, 6-35, 6-66, 6-67, 19-170, 19-183, cations, and corrosive fluid applications. The success of a
29-1, 49-22, 51-7, 73-21, 115-1, 149-1, 193.4, 264-2, V-46, given application depends upon judicious selection of seals,
V-70, V-76, V-90, V-97, V-116, V-218, V-253, V-254, V-255, bearings, materials, and types of rotary joints. This chapter
V-256 will dwell on descriptions of the types of rotary joints

commonly used in aerospace applications. Sub-Section 6.4

Bellows Connectors "Dynamic Seals," 6.8 "Bearings," and 12.0 "Materials" con-
1-58, 1-72, 1-158, 19-116, 19-139, 19-154, 19-172, 62-6, 73-1, tain information relative to these subjects.
73-6, 73-8, 73-9, 73-92, 192-1, V-117

5.14.4 Types of Rotary Fluid Joints
5.14.4.1 UNBALANCED ROTARY JOINTS. Unbalanced
rotary joints may be of the ball and socket (self-aligning)
oi single plane (continuous rotation) designs (Figure
5.14.1a and 5.14.1b, respectively). In both types, internal
pressurization causes thrust loading on the seals and bear-
ings, resulting in increased operating torques. this disad-
vantage is offset somewhat by the low pressure drop
characteristic of the straight-through design. In applica-
tions where pressure drop is critical and operating torque
is unimportant, either of the two unbalanced designs is
satisfactory. If self-alignment is required, the ball and
socket joint (Figure 5.14.1a) is best suited, and if continuous
rotation is required, the single plane rotary joint (Figure
5.14.1b) is preferred.

5.14 ROTARY FLUID JOINTS 5.14.4.2 BALANCED ROTARY JOINTS. Balanced rotary

5.14.1 INTRODUCTION joints are designed such that the swiveling or rotary
tubular shaft is pressure balancad, eliminating high sealing

5.14.2 WHEN TO USE ROTARY FLUID JOINTS and bearing friction forces caused by axial pressure thrust
(Figure 5.14.1c). This design requires drilling the rotary

5.14.3 SELECTION OF A ROTARY JOINT shaft to form a fluid passage through the joint. The drilled
5.14.4 TYPES OF ROTARY FLUID JOINTS passageway offers a significant flow restriction, which must

be considered in selecting this type of joint. This joint is
5.14.4.1 Unbalanced Rotary Joints well suited in high speed, constant rotation applications,

5.14.4.2 Balanced Rotary Joints where friction and heat generation are critical.

5.14.1 Introduction REFERENCES

A rotary fluid joint is a coupling used for conducting flu-.d Unbalanced
between points of relative motion. It consists essential!y of 19-160, 19-161, 19-102, 19-184, 49-37, 339-1, V-21, V-72,
a body, a tubular shaft, a rotary shaft seal, a bearing, and V-81, V-126, V-259.
threaded ports (Figures 5.14.1a through 5.14.1c). Descrip-
tions and usjs of rotary joints for aerospace fluid system Balanced
applications are discussed in this Sub-Section. 6-116, 19-160, 19-184, 339-1, V-97, V-126.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.14 -1



INSTRUMENTATION INSTRUMENTATION

,5.15 INSTRUMENTATION

5.15.1 INTRODUCTION

5.15.2 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENTATION

WL_ 5.15.2.1 Comparison Chart for Presu•e
,NMI Instrumentation
"6AW" 5.15.2.2 Liquid Displacement Gages
,o•-•, U-Tube Manometer

Absolute Pressure Manometer
Inclined Tube
Pressure Multiplying Manometer
(McLeod)

"5.15.2.3 Bourdon Tube Gages
5.15.2.4 Potentiometer Gages
5.15.2.5 Strain Gage Pressure Transducers

Metal Wire
Piezoelectric

5.15.2.6 Variable Capacitance
5.15.2.7 Magnetic Transducers

Inductance
Figure 5.14.1a. Ball and Socket Rotary Fluid Joint Variable Reluctance

(Courtesy of Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson, Michigan) 5.15.2.8 Vibrating Element
5.15.2.9 Radiometer Gage (Knudsen)

SEAL ASSEMKY 5.15.2.10 Thermal Conductivity Gages
Thermocouple

SALL SNGs Pirani
Thermistor

5.15.2.11 Ionization Gages
Triode
Cold Cathode (Philips)
Alphatron
Ultra High Vacuum Gages

ROTARY 5.15.3 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SHAFT INSTRUMENTATION

T.HUST wAsHES 5.15.3.1 Comparison Chart for Temperature
Instrumentation

Figure 5.14.1b. Single Plane Rotary Joint 5.15.3.2 Thermometers
(Courtesy of Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson, Michigan) Liquid in Glass

Filled System
Bimetallic

Resistance
0 4 -NG S AL Thermistors

w kIING 5.15.3.3 Thermocouples
WASH12 5.15.3.4 Pyrometers

Radiation
Optical

5.15.3.5 Discrete Devices
"Change of Color
Change of Slate

5.15.4 LIQUID LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION
10,AR ýHAF, 5.15.4.1 Comparison Chart for Liquid Level

Instrumentation
5.15.4.2 Floats

Figure 5.14.1c. Pressure Balanced Rotary Joint 5,15,4.2 Floats
(Courtesy of AerOquip Corporathon, Jackson, Michigan) S ataic Pressure

Differential Pressure

5.14 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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INSTRUMENTATION.PRESSURE LIQUID DISPLACEMENT GAGES
MANOMETERS

5.15.4.4 Thermoelectric h,. respective liquid heights in the manometer
rhermistor legs, measured from a common datum
Hot Wire Probe plane, ft

5.15.4.5 Capacitance Gaff The additional pressure exerted by the difference in height
5.15.4.6 Ultrasonic of liquid or gas in the manometer legs is small, and is
5.15.4.7 PhotoelearRictn neglected in Equation (5.15.2.2a). A variation of the U-tube
5.15.4.8 Nuclear Radiation manometer is the well manometer, where the differential

5.15.5 POS•1 ION MEASUREMENT pressure is determined by measuring the height of one leg

INSTRUMENTATION only. In this manometer, there is a large difference be-

5.15.5.1 General tween the cross-sectional areas of the two manometer legs;

5.15.5.2 Discrete Point Sensing thus there is a negligible change of liquid height in the

5.15.5.3 Variable Pitch Spring large leg (well) compared to the measured change in the

5.15.5.4 Field Gradient Transducer small leg.

5.5.5.5 Interferometer The most commonly used liquids for manometers are water
5.15.5.6 Synchro and mercury. Pressure differentials are often recorded in

terms of the liquid used. With water, AP is recorded in

inches of water; with mercury, inches Hg or midlimeters
Hg are the most common units.

This Sub-Section describes the basic operational and perfor- The height of the liquid is subject to several correction
mance characteristics of instruments which sense pressure, factors which include variation of density with tempera-
temperature, liquid level, and position. ture, variation of gravitational force with latitude and

elevation, meniscus, Lnd thermal expansion. Correction
For each instrument category (temperature, pres3ure, etc.) factors are tabulated in Reference 160-38, pages 62 and 63.
typical data characterizing various instrument types are
presented in comparison charts. The generalizations made Absolute Pressure Gages. This instrument is a mercury

in the charts can only be considered typical, since they do filled U-tube with one leg completely evacuated and sealed,

not necessarily reflect all the many design variations be- and the other leg open to the measured pressure. Since

tween instruments using essentially the same principle of there is zero pressure above the sealed leg, absolute pressure

operation. Wherever possible, manufacturers' data should is the difference in height of the mercury column multiplied

be consulted to ascertain the performance standards of by the specific weight of mercury. Thus

specific, available instruments. An extensive manufac- = w (h, - h0 (Eq 5.15.2.2b)
turers' survey of instruments and their characteristics has
been published as the ISA Transducer Compendium (Refer- where P = absolute pressure, psf
ence 460-1) by the Instrument Society of America. w = specific weight, lb,/ft3

References which provide greater topic depth are included
in the text. h,,, - respective heights of mercury in the ma-

nometer legs, measured from a common
datum plane

5.15.2 Pressure Instrumentation The absolute pressure may also be recorded in terms of the

5.15.2.1 COMPARISON CHART FOR PRESSURE IN- height of the mercury column (e.g., in Hg, or mm Hg).

STRUMENTS. Table 5.15.2.1 characterizes typical selection Inclined Tube. The inclined tube (Figure 5.15.2.2a) is a
data for pressure instruments, ranging from vacuum to well-type manometer with the small leg inclined, thus pro-
high pressure applications. ducing a longer scale which increases the accuracy of visual

5.15.2.2 LIQUID DISPLACEMENT GAGES. Four types measurement. The differential pressure, determined by the

of liquid displacement gages will be discussed. height of liquid rise, h, is related to the length of the liquid
column measured along the inclined tube by the expression

U-Tube Manometer. A U-tube manometer measures the dif-
ferential pressure impressed across the two legs of the AP = wL sin a (Eq 5.15.2.2c)

U-tube. The magnitude of the pressure is determined by whsýre w specific weight
measuring the liquid height differential and multiplying
it by the specific weight of the liquid. Thus L length of liquid column in inclined tube

angle of inclination

AP = w (h, - h,) (Eq 5.15.2.2s)
a measured above a fixed datum (zero line)

where .AP = pressure difference, psi
The liquid used most often is mercury. By reducing the

w = specific weight, lbr/ft' angle a, the scale length can be greatly increased; for best

5.15.1 -1
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McLEOD GAGE• INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE
BOURDON TUBE GAGES

operation, however, the ratio of L to h shofld not exceed

10:1. Only small pressure differentials can be measured
with this device (Reference 410-1).

Pressure Multiplying Manometer (McLeod). The McLeod
gage is a direct reading device which measures low abso-

P < lute pressures. A fixed and known volume of gas in a
vacuum system is trapped by mercury In the gage when -A
it is tilted from a horizontal charging position (Figure
5.15.2.2b) to the measurement position (Figure 5.16.2.2c).

The gas entrapped is compressed into a much smaller

ZERO known volume in the indicating tube. The pressure ewerted
LIP .by the compressed gas is then sufficient to support a ,neas-

urable column of mercury. The original pressure may be
found by Boyle's law. Since Boyle's law applies only to
non-cordensable gases, higher vacuums than actually exist
will be measured if condensation takes place. There is no

Figure 5.15.2.2a. Inclined Tube Manometer correction or multiplication factor to adjust or compensate
for the error.

The simplest method of protection against condensation
errors is to provide a built-in chemical trap comprised of
a glass tube, large enough to cause no flow restriction and

/CONNECTION TO PRESSURE souRcE filled with a chemical having a vapor pressure well below
CONNCTIONthe minimum pressure to be encountered. The chemical

trap allows true total pressure including condensables and
CONDENSABLE VAPOR non-condensables to be measured. Although only dry air is

in the indicating tube, this air is present at a pressure
______"-__ -_ _ Ibalanced by the total pressure of condensable vapor and

air on the other side of the trap (Reference 160-25).
ISULD "S-- INDICATING

TUBE This device is not continuous rcading, is awkward to manip-
ulate, and requires at least one minute for pressures to

equalize (Reference 166-3). Unless a chemical trap is pro-
vided, vapors of the mercury will diffuse into the vacuum

(bV system. Despite these shortcomings, this device is used

RANGE, 0-5=1d extensively as the high vacuum standard. More details of
the McLeod gage can be found in Reference 160-25. -j
5.15.2.3 BOURDON TUBE GAGES. As d&fined in Refer-
ence V-37, a bourdon tube refers "to any of a number of
pressure-responsive elements which are fabricated from
tubing flattened into some non-circular cross-section, either
c-urved or twisted along their length, which respond to a J

"CONDENSATION change in pressure by movement or rotation of one or both
POINT unrestrained ends."
INDICATING TUM

.. •AXIMUM PRESSURE Principle of Operation. The movement or rotation of the
unrestrained end of the bourdon tube is caused by a change
in internal pressure. The tube deforms elastically until the
stresses created in the tube balance the forces arising from
a pressure change. Increasing pressure tends to return the

_4, •flattened cross-section to its original circular shape. Op-
posing compressive and tensile stresses create a bending
mornent tl'at tends to change, the curvature of the tube

Figure 5,15.2.2b,c. MeLeod Gage in (b) Charging Position; (Reference V-37).
in (c) Reading ionsition

ri',,nomto!lt wth pvrn,iss,.on from 'Instrmernts and A:tomation, Novern.
t,'r 19',4I. w,'. no, 11. E. W tlosdeff, Instrunments Publishing Com- Tube Types. Four types of Bourdon tubes commonly used
pr. In o 'y , tsbmýh. iennsylvanta) are plain, spiral, ýelical, apd twisted. Each is shown in

Figure 5.15.2.2a wNith various cross-sections used in their
design.

5.15.2 -2 ISSUEo: MAY 1964



ROTARY JOINTS

Table 5.15.2.1. Comnparlaý

GAG TV2 A110 PRESSURE PESR AGm p
LUTE SAGE AP VACUUM 10-1 10-' 30-4 10'1 1 lot 104

U-tube manometer X X X X massss gme

Bourdon Gage X X X X

Potentiometer X X X X so*sson EOIE, with Bourdon Tu

Strain gages (wire) X X X X *mpuemsu-.a' II

Piezoelectric X X X -ýffi a O

Capacitance X X X as sme..

Magnetic (inductance) X X X L*mm-

Magnetic (reluctance) X X X

Vibrating- element X X X Owo. sso --*

Knudsen X X .5mm .S... .S.SIfThermocouple X Xwa

Thermistor X X a-. -

Triode X X

Cold cathode (philips) X X m...- - -

Alphatron X X m.SuwS*.wa

Ultra high vacuum X X 1L1

massNormal range
-mass Extended range
H = High

I = IndefiniteLfi Lemowa
M = Medium
S = Someie

ISSUED: MAY 1964



COMPARISON CHART

Lom parion Chart for Pressure Instruments

SENSI.
CONTIN. TIVE TO AFFECTED RESIST- FRE-

UOUs GAS ELEC. mY ANCE LIFE QUENCY
ACCURACY READ- MOVING COMPO- TRICAL OPTICAL CONTAMI- TO EXPECT- OUTPUT RE- RMES-

10o 10' 10' (%) ING PARTS SITION PARTS PARTS NATION SHOCK ANCY POWER SPONSE LTrON

0.05-4 S Y Y N S Y N I H M

2 N Y Y N S Y N I - M

0.5-2 Y Y S N N Y S T H M

on 0.5-2 S Y S Y N N N T H M LM

i n0.25-1 S Y N Y N N Y T L H VH

S0.5-2 S Y N Y N N Y I M H H

1-2 S Y N Y N N N I L H H

2 S Y N Y N Y N I Mil H H

S2 S Y N Y N N Y I M H H

' 0.1 y Y N Y N Y Y I H H H

S Y Y N Y S N I L L L

N N N Y N S Y T L L L

Y N N Y N S Y I L L L

S N N Y N S Y I L L L

Y N N J N Y S T L L L

Y N N Y N S Y I L L L

i Y N N Y N S S T L L L

Y N N Y N Y N I L L L

5.15.2 -3
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INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE BOURDON GAGE CLASSIFICATION

I.

=_ element, connected to an indicator or pointer through a

HIGH PRESSURE BOURDON TUSES mechanical linkage. The various gage components are de-
picted in Figure 5.15.2.3b, and their individual character-
istics are described in Reference 1-14, pages 120 to 128.

INDICATING DIAL BOURDON TUBE SPRING

HELICAL IRAL

MOVEMENT

POINTER CONNECTING

PLANE TWISTED PIO
Figure 5.15.2.3a. Bourdon Tube Designs

Figure 5.15.2.3b. Bourdon Pressure Gage
The plain tubes are either U-tubes or C-tubes. In the U-tube (Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design," 23 July 1959, vol.
the pressure inlet is located at the center of the tube length, 31, no. 15, W. L. Buefenmyer, Copyright 1959, Penton Publhshin Corn
and the two ends are free to move. In the C-tube, the pres-
sure inlet is at one end and fixed with the other end free to
move. The C-tube configuration is the most widely used foi Pressure gages for system use are commonly classified
gages; a more complete description is presented later, according to accuracy (by ASA standards), style of case

and end use (Table 5.15.2.3). Pressure gages with accuracies
The spiral tube is similar to the plain tube except that its of 0.1 percent are used for calibrating instruments. Aradius of curvature changes along the length of the tube, notable example is the Heise gage. Dial sizes-are approxi-
creating a greater length of tube for a given circumference.
The number of turns in the spiral vary from three to six.
Due to the larger active length of tube, the arc length of
stroke is greater. A straight-line pickoff from this larger (Reference 1-14)
angle of sweep causes a larger non-linearity than with a
plain Bourdon tube. ASA STANDARDS

The helical tube permits a long tube length for a given Grade AA --- Test Gages: Error in pressure indication at
radius of curvature. The average tube may have from two any point on scale does not exceed one-half percent of maxi-
to six turns. The movement of the tip will be greater than mum pr(-ssure for which scale is graduated. Widely used
that for the plain tube and will be more nearly circular. in laboratories, production, testing, field inspection, test
The increase in length of the helical tube is negligible, and stands, and recalibration work. Also used for process and
the travel of the tip lies in a plane perpendicular to the general industrial applications. Available with better ac-
centerline of the helix. The tip travel will increase as the curacies, such as one-fourth percent, for more exacting
active tube length increases and will have the same order measurements.
of magnitude per unit length of tube as an equivalent plainBouron tbe.Grade A -- High-Grade Commercial Gages: Error in pres-
Bourdon tube.

sure indication does not exceed 1 percent of scale range at
The twisted tube maintairs a straight centerline along the any point withir middle half of scale and 1½ percent for
length of the tube, but is twisted about the centerline at a rest of sc/ale.-
uniform rate. The opening of the tube due to internal pres-
sure causes the tube to unwind some finite angle about the Grade B - Commercial Gages: Error in pressure indica-
tube centerline. The change in tube length is negligible. tion does not exceed 2 percent of scale range at any point
Different angles of twist alter the angular rotation for any within middle half of scale, and 3 percent for rest of scale.
given length of tube.

CASE STYLES
The design, manufacturing, and performance considerations
of these tubes are described in detail in Reference 156-1. Drawn Case: Usually ASA Grade B type in dial sizes from

1% to 4½ inches. Can be used economically on c.iginal
The Bourdon Pressure Gage. The most common type of equipment where volume production requires large gage

Bourdon gage ,nses a plain C-tube as its pressure-sensing quantities.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.15.2 -4
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STRAIN GAGE TRANSDUCERS INSTRUMENTATION.PRESSURE

Table 5.15.2,3 (Continued)

Cast Cane: Meet ASA Grade A standards or better in dial
sizes from 3% to 16 inches, or larger. L

p END USES

Commercial: Usually of drawn-case type with ASA Grade
B accuracy. Used primarily on items for domestic use,
household heating units, fire extinguishers, small pumps, P PI
and compressors. Have :ow unit cost and are devoid of
refinements to Aimplify maintenance and repairs. Often PIVOT

called "throw-away" gages.

Industrial: Usually of cast-case type with ASA Grade A P-OT.

accuracy. Used primarily in industrial application for
measuring steam, oil, and water-line pressures. Also used
on equipment destined for such applications. Have limited
adjustments for repair and maintenance.

Process: Usually of cast-case type with ASA Grade AA Figure 5.15.2.3c. Differential Pressure Bourdon Tube Gage
accuracy. Used primarily for measuring process pressures (Reprinted with permission from "Process Instruments and Cortmls
in oil, power, and chemical plants, Have long life and re- Handbook," Considine, (ed), Copyright 1957, McGraw-Hill Book Corn-pany, Inc., New York, N~ew York)

liability, and provide for maximum ease of repair and
maintenance.

Test: Includes all gages of ASA Grade AA or better, re- BALANCING
gardless of application. WIPING CONTACT CONTACT

PNEUMATIC
OR - - -

The above instruments measure gage pressure. By install- PRESSURTIOEETERiosdl

ing another tube, wound in a direction counter to the first
tube, differential pressure can be measured. As shown in - .........
Fig-are 5.15.2.3C, one tube is held rigid at one end, while the ------- A

other is linked t, the pivot end of a second tube. The free end AMMETERC••""(OUNTERWEIGHT

of the second tube measures the relative movement of both T1LCOUNTERWEIGHT
elements ( Reference 410-1). FLXBE LMN

TRANSDUCER BALANCED BRIDGE CIRCUIT

5.15.2.4 POTENTIOMETER GAGES. A typical potentiom- Figure 5.15.2.4. Potentiometer Gage
eter gage has a flexible sensing element(e.g., diaphragm, (Reprinted with permission of "Product Engineering," 5 January 1959,

vol. 30, no. 1, H. D. Nunn, Copyright 1959, McGraw.Hill Publishing Corn-
bellows, or bourdon tube) that responds to changes in pres- pany, Inc., New York, New York)
sure by moving an attached wiper arm across the resistance
coil of a potentiometer. As shown in Figure 5.15.2.4, a
balancing potentiometer in a bridge circuit is positioned The flat diaphragm group encompasses the true flat,
until the ammeter reads zero. Voltage, e/E, is proportional stretched, spherical and catenary designs. The true flat
to the pressure. The elements comprising a potentiometer and stretched diaphragms can be used to measure plus and
gage are discussed in the following paragraphs. minus pressures, since they can deflect either way. Spheri-

cal and catenary diaphragms can be used only when ex-

The Diaphragm. A diaphragm is a thin circular plate siip- ternal pressure is greater than internal pressure.
porte~d around its periphery. When pressure is impressed
against one of its surfaces, the diaghragm deflects. Dia- Many designs contain a centrally located reinforcing "boss"
phragmrs may be classed into two groups, flat and convolu- to transmit the deflection. The boss %'ill not affect linearity
ted. The ternm corrugated is used interchangeably with as long as its diarmeter is less than 40 percent of dis..
con ri'ln I.d. phragm's effective area, and is constructed of the same
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INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE POTENTIOMETER GAGES

material as the diaphragm, The deflection of a catenary overe'ome, as well as its large displacement for pressure
diaphragm is a function of the support tube, and not the change. The resolution of a wirewound potentiometer is
diaphragm. The tube material's proportional limit will limited by the number of turns of the resistance element.
determine the maximum linear displacement and its yield For example, a 100 turn potentiometer detects a pressure
stress will limit the maximum operating pressure. Typical change when the wiper mnoves from one turn to an adja,:ent
materials for fiat diaphragms are stainless steels, AISI turn, or changes no smaller than 0.01 or 1 percent of .'ull
347, 416, and 410 (Reference 156-1). scale. Some gages use film potentiometers where resolu-

tion is stepless and is limited only by the film granules.
Convoluted diaphragms are normally used in pairs, bonded
together by soldering, brazing, and welding, forming a Gage Types. Potentiometergages, in varousconfigurations,
capsule. The total deflection is equal to the sum of the maye use tomeaer gage , arid diffretial

may be used to measure absolute, gage, atid differential
displacement of all capsules stack A axially. Although ex- pressure. A common design uses two sensing elements
ceptions exist, capsulated diaphragms will be linear to positioned side by side and linked together across a fixed
within 1 percent if the displacement is below 2 percent of pivot. If one sensing element is evacuated, pressure ap-

diaphragm diameter. Ni-Span C* is a commonly used pied extersing element il be pessured
mateialfor onvlutd diphrgmsaltoug Incnel,~, plied externally to the sensing element will be meassuredmaterial for convoluted diaphragms, although Inconel X, i boue ae rdfeeta emdpnigo

in absolute, gage, or differential terms, depending on
K Monel, phosphor bronze, beryllium copper, and stainless whether the second element is respectively under vacuum,
steel are a!so widely used. barometrc pressure, or at some reference pressure.

The diaphragm can be located at the tip of the pressure
port or end of the cise (flush diaphragm), or it can be in- 5.15.2.5 STRAIN GAGE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS.
stalled deep within the case (recessed diaphragm). In the Two types will be discussed, metal wire and piezoelectric.
event of material incompatibility, a thin membrane of a
compatible material is used to isolate the diaphragm from Metal Wire. A metal wire strain gage pressure transducer
the fluid, with silicone oil between the membrane and dia- consists of an elastic element that converts pressure into
phragm to transmit the pressure (Reference 74-35). displacement, and a wire resistance strain gage element

that measures the displacement (Reference 19-122). When
The design and manufacture of diaphragms is presented in the sensing element is displaced, the wire lepgth and diare-
detail in Sub-Section 6.7 and References 156-1 and 410-1. eter are altered and its electrical resistance is changed. If

only two wire strain gage elements are used, a half-bridgeThe Bellows. A bellows is a one-piece expandable and col- is formed by connecting them in Se-iles. Most transducers

lapsible pressure-sensing device which is axially flexible. is for by connectem as M trand
The convoluted seamless bellows is the most commonly used sourtactive eement cected s a ful eeand
type. Other types such as the welded, machined, and elec- mounte d toorin membresuch tha elementare in tension and two in compression when. the. elastic
troless metal-deposited bellows, are primarily custom element deflects. Connecting the two resistance-increasing
made. Pressures may be applied internally or externally to
the bellows. If %he bellows' length exceeds its outside diam- diagonally opposite arms of the bridge results in maximum
eter, pressure is !-1,,l•y applied externally, reducing the outpat.
stresses which would t~ud to distort or buckle the bellows
if internal pressure were applied. Strain gage elements may be either bonded or unbonded.

Typical bellows materials include stainless steels, Monel, Some designs bond the strain gage element directly to pres-

beryllium copper, and phosphor bronze. Hastelloy and In- sure-sensing element, such as a Bourdon tube or diaphragm.

conel X have been used for corrosive fluid and high tem- More commonly, a secondary or auxiliary member is used
perature service, respectively, as the deforming member. Such members include a canti-

lever beam, a force ring (Flader sensing ring), or a thin-

Details of design and use are described in Sub-Section 6.6. walled cylinder (strain tube). The bellows is commonly
used as the sensing element for the cantilever beam. For

The Bourdon Tube. See Detailed Topic 5.15.2.3 for a discus- pressures above atmosphere, a single bellows is used; for
sion of Bourdon tubes. differential pressures, a second bellows is installed axially

. opposing the movement of the first bellows. When measur-
The Potentiometer. A potentiometer is an instrument which ing absolute pressure, the second bellows is evacuated.
measures an unknown potential difference by balancing
the difference against a known potential difference. The A. diaphragm and piston are used as the sensing element
resistance ranges of a potentiometer lie usually between for the force ring. The catenary diaphragm is used as the
100 and 30,060 ohms. sensing element for. the strain tube. A complete description

of these auxiliary members and sensing elements' is pre-For the most part, the ,notentiometer limits the response sntdiRernc1-2.
sented in Reference 19-122.

time and resolution of the complete gage. The large mass
of the potentiometer and its wiper keep the response time In the unbonded gage, the wire elements are stretched and
of the gage relatively large. Inertia and friction must be unsupported between a frame and a movable armature.

*Reglstered trademark of International Nickel Company. The sensing element for low press-are is usually a metal
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VARIABLE CAPACITANCE INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE
LVDT TRANSDUCER

bellows; for high pressure, a diaphragm. The diaphragm crystal. Active crystals include quarts, tourmaline, barium
is actually a rigid disc of great strength. The sensing ele- titanate, and Rochelle salts. The sensitivity of most crys-
ment isolates the measuring elements from fluid yet trans- tals is approximately 10-" coulombs/psi. They are gener-
mits the force, or deformation, to the gage armature. ally used In the measurement of transient pressures from

fractions of a psi up to approximately 10' psi, with dura.
All strain gage transducers contain compensating and tions from 10-' see to several seconds (Reference 111-24).
adjusting resistors which permit zero and balance adjust- The signal response to pressure variations is linear, since
ment, thermal zero-shift compensation, and sensitivity ad- it follows the elastic stress-strain curve of the crystal.
justment. With the added voltage drop across the compen-
sating resistors, full scale output voltage may be reduced The advantages of strain gage transducers are fast re-
as much as 50 percent. A typical resistance network is sponse (3-5 milliseconds), high resolution, minimum mo-
shown in Figure 5.15.2.5a. tion of mechanical parts, ease of temperature compensation,

and good shock and vibration resistance.

- ExC. The disadvantages of strain gage transducers are the dif..
RSC R SA ficulty of obtaining zero output at zero pressure, and the

need for signal amplification since output voltage levels
OUTPUT are below standard telemetry levels.

RSA SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT A schematic of the transducer system is shown in Figure
Rc Rc COMPENSATION FOR 5.15.2.5b, and a summary of strain gage pressure trans.

THERMAL SENSITIVITY ducer characteristics is shown in Table 5.15.2.5. The natural
frequency of the gages is indicative of frequency levelsR ZC - COMPENSATION FOR f r r s n n eRC-THERMAL ZERO SHIFT for resonance.

THERALZE OUTPUT Some gages use a single crystal but, more commonly, crys-- Otals are stacked in parallel to retain the high frequency
response of the small crystal and provide the necesskry

L ------ .o SHUNT sensitivity common to larger crystals. A typical transducer
- CALUS, is shown in Figure 5.15.2.5c. Electric and magnetic shield-

ing and short cable lengths are required to protect the low
Rs RSA voltage generated from external noise (References 111-24S... ;-•- • • -EXC. and 410-1).

The primary advantages of piezoelectric gages are linearity,
Gage Pressure Transducer high frequency response, high sensitivity, and good repro-

(Reprinted with permission of "Instruments and Control Systems," ducibility under controlled temperature conditions (Refer-
March 1963, vol. 36. no. 3, H. N. Norton, The Instruments Publishing 19-113).
Company. Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

The primary disadvantages are sensitivity to temperature
change, vibration, and electrical or magnetic noise; weak

Piezoelectric. Elastic deformation of certain crystals along signal generation, requiring high-gain amplifiers (Refer-
defined stress planes produces an electric potential in the ence 19-113).

Table 5.15.2.5. Characteristics of Strain Gage Pressure Tr.,,sducers
(Reference 19.122)

CLASS OF TYPE STRAIN AVAILABLE ACCURACY PERCENT, INPUT NATURAL
SENSING ELEMENT GAGE RANGES, psis FULL RANGE CURRENT FREQUEW4CY, cps

l -- Bourdon Tube and Bonded 0-10 to t 1/ AC or DC 300 to 1,000
Bellows 0-50,000

I - Bellows and Unbonded 0-0.05 to ± % AC or DC 270 to 10,000
Diaphragm 0-10,000

II - Bellows and Bonded 0-10 to - • AC or DC -
Cantilever Beam 0-2500

III - Ring Type Bonded 0-25 to +1 AC or DC Above 1,500
0-10,000

IV-- ('atenary Diaphragm Bonded 0-100 to ±1 AC or DC 20,000 to 45,000
0-10,000
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INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE STRAIN GAGE TRANSDUCERS

TRANS.DUCER
A-C OR D-C

POWER SUPPLY

COAXIAL CABLE

TRANSDUCER A-C OR D-C

AMPLIFIER

WHEATSTONE BR15DGE A-C OR 0-C RECORDING
AMPLIFIER INSTRUMENT

Figure 5.15.2.5b. Schematic Diagram for a Strain Gage RECORDING
Transducer System INSTRUMENT

(Reprinted9 rcm "Product Engineering," January 1954, Vol. 25, no. 1,
J. Grey, Coyriht 1954, McGraw.Hill Publishing Company, Inc., NewYork, New Yolrk)

Figure 5.15.2.5d. Schematic Diagram for a Pie-oelectric
Transducer System

- -(Reprinted from "Product Engineering," January 1954, vol. 25, no. 1,
J. Grey, Copyright 1954, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc., NewISLATION -- York, New York)

capacitance. The pressure-sensitive transducer uses a crys-

TOURMALINE tal, similar to those used in the piezoelectric transducer,
CRYSTAL which changes dielectric constant with pressure. The ca-

SILVER SHIELDS, pacitance is proportional to the dielectric constant betweent

the plates.

RELECTRODE The advantages of the variable capacitance transducer in-
clude small size, high frequency response, good linearity,
and resolution. The disadvantages are temperature drift,
low shock and vibration resistance, and more complex elec-
tronic equipment (Reference 19-113). A schematic diagrarA
of a capacitance transducer system is shown in Figure

+ 5.15.2.6.

STEEL PLATE ý.15.2.7 MAGNETIC TRANSDUCERS. Magnetic trans-

ducers are of two types, inductance and variable reluctance'

Figure 5.15.2.5c. A Piezoelectric Transducer Inductance. The inductance transducer is a linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT) in which the inductance
of a coil is changed by the introduction of a movable core

A schematic diagram of a crystai transducer systeT• is f magnetic material attached to a pressure sensor, e.g., a,
shown in Figure 5.15.2.5d. For more information consult bello%.- or diaphragm. The center or primary coil is sup-'
References 19-113 .,nd 410-1. plied with ale, hnating current. The inductance of the re-1

maining two coils is changed by equal but opposite amounts ,
5.15.2.6 VARIABLE CAPACITANCF. Electrical capaci- as the cn-ro niov,-,. Th- differential transformer doubles the
tance transducers may be either distance-sensitive cr pres- sensitivity of the single winding inductance coil. This trans-
sure-sensitive. The distance-sensitive transducers use two ducei combines high a-curacy and linearity with low me-
parallel plates - one stationary, the o~her subject to pres- chianical friction and high power output. However, it has
sure. As the pressure varies, the latter plate deflects, chang- a slow rI'sponse time and, generally, has little resistance to
ing the iistance between'the plates and, therefore, the vibration or shock. An example is showi. ;n Figure 5.15.2.7a.
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VARIABLE RELUCTANCE INSTRUMENTATION.PRESSURE
VIBRATING ELEMENT

Variable Reluctance. A reluctance-type transducer operates
on the principle of electromagnetic induction, which pro-
duces an electric current (or voltage) by the movement of
a conductor through a magnetic field. It consists of a sens-
ing element such as a Bourdon tube or diaphragm, a mag.

UOCILLAIOf netic core, an armature to complete the magnetic circuit,
--r •4¶utoUIPftY and two or four inductance coils. A typical two coil unit is

shown in Figure 5.15.,2,7b. The armature is fastened to the
twisted Bourdon tube and rotates in proportion to the pres-
sure. The rotation changes the air gap, causing a change
in the circuit inductance. The inductance coils are repre-
sented in the bridge circuit (Figure 5.15.2.7c). Generally,

tR.•DiU~r the output is sufficiently high that amplification is unneces-E 2 L _. /sary, but the output of the bridge may be doubled by adding
an E-core opposite the one shown, creating a four-arm

! "- bridge circuit. Any inductance change can be used to modu-
late the amplitude of a carrier voltage, or change the oscil.j[, j lator frequency. A schematic diagram of the instrumenta-

li ,,, ,, +c oCOING tion system for a variable reluctance transducer is shown
,t1 0C A' AMPtk(I ILAN 1UMENT ia Figure 5.15.2.7d.

5.15.2.8 VIBRATING ELEMENT (REFERENCE 156-2).
The operation of a vibrating element transducer involves

Figure 5.15.2.6. Schematic Diagram for a Capacitance the use of a vibrating mechanical element whose resonant
Transducer System frequency is made to change with applied pressure.

(Reprinted from "Product Engineerinng," January 1954, vol. 25, no. 1,
J. Grey. Copyright 1954. McGraw-Hill Publishing Corn paily, Inc., New
York, New York)

ARMATUREE- CORE

PRIMARY C APHRAGM PIRESSURE

CONNECTION

COIL

((

CORE - lREFERENCE

~ ) LL

NOTATING ARMATURE

Figure 5.15.2.7a. LVDT Transducer 1c)
(Reprinted from "Product Enkyneering," 12 November 1962. vol. 33, no.
23. 1. Rubinsten, Copyright 1962, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company.
Incl. New York, New York) Figure 5.15.2.7bc. Variable Reluctance Transducer and

Electrical Circu.t
(Reprinted with permission of "Product Engineering." (b) 12 November
1962, vol. 33, no. 23, E. Rubinstein; (c) January 1964, avo'. 25, no. 1,
J. Grey, Copyright 1962, 1954, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.,
New riork, New York)
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INSTRUMENTATION-PRESSURE KNUDSEN GAGEIONIZATION GAGES

For proper operatior, the mean free path of the gas mole-
cules should bt much greater than the gap between the vane
and high temnerature surface. Its major disadvantages
are mechanical awkwardness and lack of remote measure-

ment. Details can be found in Reference 166.3, page 157.
POWER SUPptY 5.15.R.10 THERMAL, CONDUCTIVITY GAGES. Thermal

conductivity gages are vacuum instruments which ispond
to changes in the thermal conductivity of the residual gases
in a vacuum system. The gages depend on the loss of heat
from a surface by means of heat conduction thi'ough the
gas at pressures where the mean free path of the gas mole-

TnANSOUCER cules is comparable with the dimensions of the gage tube
and sensing elements. Pressure is related to the measured
temperature of a heated wire, the higher the pressure the
greater the heat loss. Chief advantages are continuous read.
ing, electrical output for recording, and total and absolute
pressure measurements.

INDUCTANCE DEMODULATOR RECORDING These gages consist of three types (Reference 74-37)

Thermocouple. In a thermocouple gage, the temperature of
a heated wire is measured by a thermocouple, forming a

Figure 5.15.2.7d. Schematic Diagram for a Reluctance thermoelectric junction with the wire. Several thermo-
FigreTreatice gram rcouples grouped together are called a thermopile. The main

(Re printed from "Product Engineering," January 1954, vol. 25, no. 1, distinction between the thermocouple and thermopile is Lhe
J. Grey, C.O~yriht 1954, McGraw.Hill Publishing company, Inc., New method of heating. In the thermocouple gage (Voege type)
York, New York, the thermocouple is in contact with the heated wire, while

in the thermopile (Hastings type), the thermopile is heated

One type of instrument employs a fine wire stretched be- directly, and includes a rate of change of temperature-
tween a fixed point and a pressure-sensitive metal dia- compensating thermocouple in the pile.

phragm. The wire, which is in a permanent magnetic field, Pirani. In the Pirani gage, a heated wire is installed in one
is set into vibration by an alternating cur-'ent passing leg of a Wheatstone bridge. Variation in temperature
through it. The current is supplied by an amplifier con-
nected in an oscillator circuit in such a manner that the cfuses a change in wire resistance, affecting the balance
frequency of oscillation is determined by the resonant fre-
quency of the wire. A change in the applied pressure results Thermistor. The thermistor gage uses a bead of semicon-
in slight displacement of the diaphragm and consequently, ductor material in thermal contact with the heated wire.
a change in the tension of the wire. The resonant frequency The temperature of the wire is determined by the resistance
of the wire is also changed, since it is a function of the of the thermistor.
tension, resulting in a change in the frequency of the am-
plifier output signal. The change in the applied pressure is 5.15.2.11 IONIZATION 'GAGES. Ionization gages are pri-
determined by measuring the change in frequency of this marily high vacuum instruments which, as defined in Refer-
output signal. ence 74-36, "depend on the collection and measurement of

A second type of instrument utilizes a thin-walled metal ions formed by collisions between gas molecules and high
cylinder maintained in forced vibration in elliptical mode vibrating electrons or other energetic particles." A few of
by electromagnetic driving. Pressure to be measured is ap- the gages are described below.
plied externally to the cylinder. Changes in the applied
pressure produce changes in the hoop stresses which, in Triode Gages. Triode gages are also called hot filament, hot
turn, result in changes in the resonant frequency, cathode, or thermionic gages. In these gages, electrons f'om

a thermionic cathode are accelerated through a more posi-
2 gage G E N vacuuminstrumentwhichconsists ihe - tive grid structure. If the accelerating voltage is greater

sen gage is a vacuum instrument which consists of a light-potential of gas ionization, the electrons from the
weight vane and mirror supported on a torsion suspension
mounted between two electrically heated surfaces. When cathode will ionize gas molecules on collision. If each elec-

gas molecules strike the higher temperature surface they tren makes only one ionizing collision while traversing
rebound with an increase in momentum, which, when strik- from cathode to plate, the number of positive ion, formed
ing the vane, deflect the vane against its torsion suspension. will be proportional to the gas pressure. As electrode nega-
The resulting deflection of the light beam from the mirror tive with respect to the catnode collects a constant fraction
is read on a translucent .cale, and the pressure is obtained of the ions produced, resulting in an ion current propor-
from a calibration curve. tional to the gas pressure.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.15.2 -10
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THERMOMETERS INSTRUMENTATION.TEMPERATURE

The upper pressure limit for these tasmis t abot 10' mm more, it will measure higher pressures than either the
HS. With higher pressures, the ion current becomes satu- triode gage or Philips grage.
rated, reaching a constant value independent of pressure.
Furthermore, chemicalhy active gases react with the hot Ultra-High Vacuum Gages. For presstire measurements be-
filament, low 10-1 mm Hg, very sensitive gages are required. All

are ionization gages, many of which are alteratioh.a Or im-
Cold Cathode (Philips). As shown in Figure 5.15.2.12, the provements to the triode and cold cathode gages described
cold cathode gage consists of a ring-shaped anode located previously. These gages are:
between two cathode plates. A magnetic field is impressed
by a permanent magnet. A micrometer and 1-megohm re- 1) Bayard-Alpert gage
sistance are connected in series with the tube across a 2000
volt DC source.2) Cold cathode, inverted magnetron gage

The cold cathode gage uses positive ions, accelerated by 3) Hot cathode, magnetron ionization gage
the cathode poteptial, to Lombard a old cathode of sirco-
nium or thorium, producing secondary electrons. The elec. 4) Partial pressur gage

trons are deflected by a magnetic field so that they travel 5) Omegatron
to the anode in helical paths. Since the total path length
traveled by the electrons is long, the ionization produced by 6) Magnetic-defiectiun mass spectrometer
each electron is large. The total current is equal to the sum Reftevrice ", 1-36 gives an explanation of operation.
of the positive ion current to the cathode and is a measure
of pressure. Unstable oscillations will commonly occur in
the discharge, and will cause discontinuities as high as 10 5.15.3 Temperature Instrumentation
percent from the calibration curve. 5.15.3.1 COMPARISON CHART FOR TEMPERATURE

INSTRUMENTS. Table 5.15.3.1 presents typical belection
data for several types of temperature sensors.

5.15.3.2 THERMOMETERS. Thermometers include a vari-
ety of devices discussed in the following paragraphs under
liquid in glass, filled system, bimetallic, resistance, and
thermistor.

Much of this Detailed Topic vas reprinted from Auto-
amation, J.J. Combes, vol 7, no. 5, May 1960, Copyright 1960,

Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland Ohio.

Liquid in Glass (Reference 10-9). This type of thermometer
measures temperature as a function of the change in volume
of a liquid as it is subjected to a change in temperature. It

His made of a relatively thick-walled, long gastbwt
a hollow tube on one end. The bulb communicates with a
blind capillary bor.! in the center of the tube. The bulb, the

M V volume of which is large compared with that of the capil-
lary, is usually filled with mercury, mercury-thallium, gal-

* lhum, alcohol, toluol, pentane, or silicones.

As the bulb is subjected to a change in temperature, its
liquid also changes temperature. This changes the volume

Figure 5.15.2.12. Philips Cold-Cattode onization Gage of the liquid, causing it to rise or fall in the capillary bore
fRrfr't@#d Wimt w p nrfson of 'I-Itfunt'• n sd Control SYStes '" " th tube. The height of the liquid in the bore, compared
4arch 1963. wo/. 36..' o. 3. j .0. Lafferty and T. A. Varnderslice, The "l
Instruments Pub!, ,ir,g Company. Pittsburih, Pennsylva.-)ia) to a calibrated scale on or next to the tube, is then an indi-

cator of the measured temperature.

Approximate limits of operation are from -- 300 to
1- 1200 F. ThiF type of temperature gage is the rmost widely
used in industry, i-i laboratories, and by the general public.

Aiphatron. In this gage, ionization is pioduced by alpha
partieles from radium sources. A DC potential is applied Filled System (Reference 10-9). A filled system (Figure
between an ionization chamber and the ion collectors. The 5 .15 .3.2a) consists of a bulb subjected to the measured tem-
ionization current produced is amplified and then read on a perature, a flexible connecting capillary, and an elastic ele-
standard microammeter. The primary advantages of such ment; all are filled with a material responsive to changes in
a gage are no filament to burnout, and no possibility of temperature. There are two types of these temperature
chemical activity between the gas and cethode. Further- elements:

5.15.3 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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Table 5.15.3.1. Compa, tn

TYPE TEMPERATURE RANGE (F)

-40 10 1000 2000 3000

Thermometers
Liquid in glass
Filled systems

Liquid -
Vapor
Gas -

Mercury - m
Bimetallic memo. base (Silica Ablative)
Resistance ,,,___, ____,,,___,Thermistors 

(Normal)Thermisoops 
(High Temperature)Thermocouples

Au, cobalt - copper
Cu-constantan
Iron-constantan
Chromel-aluniel
Pt-P,, 10% rhodium, ..........
Silicon carbide, graph"te
Tungsten, W-26% rhenium &uses:: MME

Radiation Pyrometers' -

Optical Pyrometers I ' "

= Normal range
.i.a.. Extended range

F = Fair
G= Good
H - High
L= Low
M = Mediurn
N None, No
S Sometimen

SL Slow
V.G. = Very Good

Y Yen
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IIlon Chart For Temperature Instruments

ACCURACY CALISRATION OUTPUT REQUIRED REMOTE AUXILIARY AFFECTED BYSENSITIVITY POWER OVERRANGE RESPONSE RECORDING EQUIPMENT CONTAMINATION
4000 (STABILITY) PROTECTION REQUIRED

0.04 to 0,5 V.G. N N H N N N

1.5 to 9 G N Y SL Y S N
1.5 to 6 G N Y SL Y S N
1.5 to 6 G N Y M Y S N
1.5 to 6 G N Y SL Y S N

5500F 1 to 10 F N N SL N N Y
-0.05 to 0.1 V.G. H Y H Y Y N

0.2 to 2.0 F M Y H Y N

G L S H Y Y S
2 to 15 G L S H Y Y S
2 to 15 G L S H Y Y S
2 to 15 G L S H Y ¥ S
2 to 15 G L S H Y Y S

lose..@6000F 25 to 150 G L S H Y Y S
25 to 150 G M S H Y " S

______________ 7000F
wool 10 to 2 F N N H N N N

7600F
7 to 25 F N N H N N N

tt
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INSTRUMENTATION-TEMPERATURE THERMOMETERS

vapor and volatile liquid; the capillary and elastic element
are filled with volatile liquid.

2) IIB is used when the bulb temperature will always be
BILS CAPILLA•Y lower than the ambient temperature- A 'mall bulb contains

volatile liquid and vapor, and the capillary ana elastic ele-
ment contain vapor.

3) IIC is used when the bulb temperature might be either

higher or lower than the ambient temperature. The filling
material can be located as in either IIA or IIB. Change-

hIMETALLIC asEN 1RACKNT over can require from several minutes to an hour.

Gas Filled - Class III. Range of operation is from -450
to +1000 0 F. Span is limited only to that required to insureIRaECT LINK TO PIN Oa m reasonable linearity. This type requires a relatively large

size bulb, but itA epeed of response is very fast.

Bimetallic (Reference 10-9). These devices measure tem-
perature as a function of the differential cS'nnge in size of
two metals as they are subjected to a change in tempera-

SPIM ture. They are made of strips of two or more metals lami.-
nated into a multi-layer piece. As the laminated metal strip

Figure 5.15.3.2a. A Filled System Temporature Transduftr is subjected to a change in temperature, its individual lami-
(Reprinted wYh permission of "Automation," May 1960, vol. 7, no. 5, nations expand or contract in different amounts, causing

• J. Combes, Copyright 1960, Penton Publishing Gompany, Cleveland,
Ohio. Figure Courtesy of Honeywell, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvenis) the strip to bend or change curvature. The bimetallic e!e-

ment of an industrial thermometer is usually fabricated in

the form of a helical coil, with one end fixed and the other
1) Volume Responsive. This type to completely liquid-filled. end free to turn as a result of differential expansion. The
The liquid expands with temperature rise, and the net vol- turntable end operates a pointer which rotates over a cali-
ume change is taken up by the elastic element. The accom- brated dial. This thermometer has a similar, but not quite
panying pressure change is secondary, as broad, field of use as the liquid in glass thermometer. Its

2) Pressur, Responsive. This type of filled system is either approximate limits of operation are from -300 to +12000F
partially filled with a volatile liquid or is completely gas (but not over 800°F for sustained operation). Its accuracy
filled. Pressure in the system ih. creases with temperature is about 1 percent of scale range and its response is rea-
rise. Pressure change expands the elastic element; the vol- sonably good.
ume change is secondary. Resistance. A resistance thermometer (Figure 5.15.3.2b)

Each type of filled system has been sep- ,-ated into two measures temperature as a function of the change in elec-
classes by the Scientific Apparatus Makers Association. trical resistance of a wire as it is "subjected to a change in
Volume response devices include liquid-filled (Class I) and temperature. This type is the most accurate of the three
mercury-filled (Class V) types. Pressure-responsive de- remote reading temperature measuring systems. The re-
vices are either vapor-filled (Class IIA, lIB, and IIC) or sistance thermometer is the standard for the Irternaticnal
gas-filltd (Class III). Temperature Scale in the riciage of -297 to -1167*F.

Liquid F.illed - Class 1. Range of operation for Class I bulb The resistance thermometer is made by winding a iength
thermometers is -300 to +5000F. A minimuza span of 25 of insulated wire (usually nickel, copper, or platinum)
to 50OF for a given instrument is limited by bulb size. A around a high-conductivity solid metal core. In use, the tip
maximum span of 250OF is limited, ',y the non-linear expan- of the core is '.•cpt in contact with tie bottom of its well so
s ion characteristics of the filling liquid. The speed of re- that heat is transferred rapidly to the resistance winding
sponse is relatively slow because of low thermal conduc- for high speed of resnse. As the temperature of the wind-
ti~ity and system heat capacity. ing increases, its resistance increases. The resistance is

Mercury Filled - Class V. Range of operation is from -38 continuously and automatically measured by a modified
to +12000F. The minimum span is 40°F. The maximum Wheatmtone Bridge-type instrument. Output signals from
span is limited only by the range; the spece. of response is the instrument operate a pen or pointer on a calibrated
relatively slow. chart or scale to indicate the measured temperature. Resist-

V~~or" Filled - Clse II. Range of operation is --300 to ance thermometers are normUlly used in the measurement

+6000F. Instruments in this class are divided into three range of -325 to -1000°F. (Reference 10-9).
subclasses as follows: Extremely high temperatures - up to the ineliing point of

1) IIA is used when the bulb temperature will always be the material in the probe - can also be measured with re-
higher than the ambient temperatur6. A large balb contains sistance elements, but the probe is destroyed. An example
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THERMOCOUPLES INSTRUMENTATION-TEMPERATURE

COSO0ION - MIlITANT CAN
(IN FIRM CONTACT WITH COWL)

VANES TO THMINALS 0 ,,. i

a

S SISTMITY, OHM -CM

p * LIMITING IESITIVITY, OHM - CM

T-T|MPtRATUM, 
00K

P.LATINUM WIN MSISTACE COIL - CONSTANT OP MATIAL

oa to corN

Figure 5.15.3.2b. A sslstmnce Thermometur
eReprinted with p~rmisalon of "Automation," May 1960, vol. 7, nO. 5,
J. J. Cob., Copvriaht 1960. Ponton PublishiflI Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. Figure Courtsy) of Leeds and Northop Comlpany, Pfhiladelpltla, *I
Pennsylw.nia)

- -IT -130
TPWEATURE, N6O C

is measuring the surface temperature of ablating silica in
a missile nose cone undergoing test. A piece of tungsten Flgure 15.3.2c. Vadftlon of Reslsn tt with Temperature

wire imbedded in the silica increases in resistance grad- for a bmianlum Sample
(Reprinted from 'Control Enllneering," September 1961 vol. 8, no. 9,

ually with temperature until the instant when the surface A. Nussbaum, Copyright 1961, McGraw-Hill Publishing dompeny, New

ablates back as far as the wire. The wire now burns through York, New York)

instantly and the resistance ',mps. The last reading before
the jump indicates temperatare. Values over 5500"F have tion and the reference junction. The higher the temperature
been recorded (Reference 19-71). at the sensing Junction, the larger the generated voltage

(emf). A cold reference junction is normally kept at con-
Thermistor. A thermistor is a semiconductor that changes stant temperature, usually at 82-F (00C). If the cold june-
electrical resistance with changes in temperature. Most tion temperature can change, a correction must be made by
thermistors have negative temperature coefficients (NTC), adding to the observed emf that emf which the thermo-
designated as N-type thermistors. Typical materials are couple would develop if the reference Junction were at 32°F
germanium and metal oxides of cobalt, nickel, manganese, and if the sensing junction were at the actual temperature
iron, and zinc. Thermistors are made from powder and are of the reference junction. The simplest two-metal thermo-
available in bead, rod, disc, and washer forms. couple is shown in Figure 5.15.8.8a.

Germanium thermistors with appropriate choices of Im- Thermocouples may be either sheathed or bare wire (sev-
purities (doping with phosphorus, arsenic, antimony) have eral types are shown in Figure 5.15.8.3b). The higher the
good performance throughout the cryogenic region. With temperature environment the more critical the sheathing
an N-type, resistance increases greatly as the temperature requirements become.
decreases, reducing the lead wire resistance errors. The
response and sensitivity is non-linear throughout its tem- The five most commonly used thermocouples are:
perature range. The reader in referred to References 27-80 Gold, cobalt - copper (-450 to 80°F)
and 74-24 for a discussion of the pualitative physical char-
acteristics of germanium. A resistivity-temperature plot
for a typical germanium sample is depicted in Figure Iron - constantan ( 0 to 1550F)

5.15.3.2c. Output voltage is over one hundred times more Chromel - alumel ( 0 to 2000?F)
sensitive than the thermocouple and thus is extremely sen- Platinum - platinum, ( 0 to 25000F)
sitive to small temperature changes. 10 percent rhodium

5.15.3.3 THERMOCOUPLES. A thermocouple measures Higher temperature thermaeouples have become available
temperature as a function of the voltage generated at the using refractory, metal couples and non-metal couples such
junction of wires of two dissimilar metals in close contact as silicon carbide and graphite. Some have been calibrated
(Reference 10-9). Two junctions made are the sensing june- to 40000 Fahrenheit. Measurements to 90000F have been
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INSTRUMENTATION-TEMPERATURE PYROME1E

aeteristic time is an empir;nal parameter and is affected by
non-uniform conditionp. Thene conditions are listed in order

IRON /of severity: conduction, weld-bead size, Junction shape,
radiation, and thermocouple orientation. A discusion ofthese conditions and their effects is presented in Mefer-

" CONSTANTAN ence 52-18.

5.15.3.4 PYROMETERS. Two types of pyrometers are dis-

cusoed, radiation and optical.

HOT JUNCTION COLD JUNCTION Radiation Pyrometers.0 Radiation pyrometers measure

temperature as a function of the intensity of the radiation
given off by a hot body. A radiation pyrometer system (Fig-
ure 5.15.8.4a) includes an optIcal system which focums

IRON Z COPPR -qdiant energy from the source upon a blackened receivingmull disc. Attached to the dise, are the measuring junctions of a

CONSTANTAN COPPER I thermopile (multiple thermocouples connected in series).
The lead wires of the thermopile are connected to a temper-
ature indicator or recorder similar to those used with

Figu 5.15.3.3s. Elementary Theroceoupe With and thermocouples. The temperature of the disc rises in propor-
Wthout Ex ieo Lo6 tion to the intensity of the radiation focused upon it, until

the rate of its heat loss equals its rate of heat absorption
from the source. Since the reference junctions of the ther-
mopile are at the ambient teperature of the instrument
housing, the difference in temperature between the hot and

O cold (measuring and reference) junctions produces a milli-
__ UNCTION voltage output which is read on an indicator or recorder

in terms of temperature of the source. Radiation pyrom-
eters provide greater temperature sensitivity at the high

UNGROUNDED, SHEATHED THERtioOCOUPLE ends of their ranges, mainly due to the fact that the inten-
MINERAL sity of hot body radiation is proportional to'*the fourth
INSULATION power of the absolute temperature body.

GROUNDED, SHEATHED THERMOCOUPLELENS S~WINDOW

S. .S H E A T H
MIRROR

RARE WIRE THERMOCOUPLE MIRROR

• APHRGM• •RADIANT

Figure 5.15.3.3b. Types of Thermocouples ENERGY- FROM
(Reprinted with permission of "Automa'ion," May 1960, vol. 7,. no. 5,DAPRAG - SOURCE
J. J. Combes, Copyright 1960, Penton Publishing Cornmny, Cleveland NM13, Ohio. Figure Courtesy at C;onx Corporation, Buffsal, New York)

accomplished by alternately exposing high temperature
thermocouples to the hot environment and a water cooled OUTPU
jacket. At elevated temperature three problems exist which TERMINALSLACKENED RECEIVING
affect thermocouple selection. These problems are (1) corro- DISC AND
sive nature of environment, (2) high temperature electrical
insulation for wires and (3) sheathing material with high
endurance. A survey of thermocouples for temperatures Figure 5.15.3.4s. A Radiation Pyrometer

(Reprinted with permission of "Automation," May 1960, vol. 7, no. 5
o.presented i. R.. Combes, Copyright 1960, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland

various thermocouple types are shown in Figuie 5.15.3.3c. 13, Ohio. Figure Courtesy of Leeds and Northrop Company, Philadelphia,
Response time is denoted by the thermocouple characteristic Pennsylvania)
time, usually designated as r. The characteristic time is the
time required for a thermocouplo to complete 63.2 percent
of its response to a step change in gas temperature and may *Reprinted with permission from Reference 10-9, pages 99 to 95, and

range from a few milliseconds to several seconds. The char- Reference 19-71.
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PYROMETERS INSTRUMENTATION-TEMPERATURE

II

(D 90 Pt 10 Rh; P,
( CHROMEL, ALUMEL
3 COPPER; (LONSTANTAN _

IRON; CONSTANTAN
) SILICON CARIIDE; GRAPHITE

STUNG-STEN; TUNGSTEN - 26% Rh
200 -

-20 1j, I-400 -200 0 IOO0 2000 3DOOO4D
TEMPERATURE, F

Figure 5.153.3c, Variation of Emf with Temperature for Several Thermocouples
(References 410-i and 19-71)

Since the ameoat of radiation received is dependent upon To improve accuracy and reproducibility for the measure-
the distance of the instrument from the hot body and the ment, and because ambient temperatures can vary con-
emissivity of the hot body, the instrument is calibrated in siderably in the area of application of these instruments,
the field by setting it to the temperature indicated by a automatic compensation is usually provided. This is accom-
thermocouple or optical pyrometer at one point on its scale. plashed by connecting a thermal conducting member, of the
When set for one point, the measurements will be correct correct thermal coefficient and size, from the measuring
over the entire instrument range. junction of the reference junction. The thermal conductor,

of course, is insulated from the electrical circuit. By thisThe instrument reading in lowered by abporptlon of radi- mentehafowatrifom esungorfrncmeans, the heat flow pattern• from measuring to reference
ation by smoke and furnace gases in Its line of sight. These junctions can be set to maintain constant output and, there-
gases may be Invisible but possess absorption bands within fore, constant temperature indication despite varying hous-
the wave length range of the instrument. Therefore, when ing temperature. Because no exterral reference junction
being used to measure temperature within a combustion or
reaction chamber, the device is often focused upon the inside c n o required na inlated le a wiresara required and ordinary insulated erpper wires may be
of a protecting tube which extends into the combustion used.
chamber. The tube reaches the gas temperature but ex-
cludes the interfering smoke and gases. This expedient, The range of operation of radiation pyrometers is from
however, imposes an additional time lag when fluctuating 800 to 7000OF; they may have spans from 700 to 20000F.
temperatures are being measured. Changes in the sighting lens opening, radiation focus of the
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INSTRUMENTATION-TEMPERATURE PYROMETERS

PAINTS AND CRAYONS

instrument, location of the inst-ument (distance to the atures, an absorption screen is placed between the filament
target), and changes in the electrical circuit are the means and the object. This reduces the apparent brightness of the
by which the span for _ gi-,en instrument may be shifted object so that it can be observed by the eye, and is within
over the range and widened or narrowed, the normal range of the filament brightness. With a screen

in position, the instrument is direct-reading on a higher
Improvements to the basic radiation pyrometer have been scale.
made to compensate for varying solid surface emissivities
and gas emission characteristics. One method is to filter out Optical pyrometers are calibrated in the manufacturer's
optically all but the desired wave lengths, leaving the in- factory. High grade instruments are calibrated in accord-
strument to read only one or two wave lengths at a time. ance with National Bureau of Standards requirements as

follows: low range : 7,:F, high range ±141F, extra high
A one-color radiation pyrometer reads the varying intensity range ± 251F.
of one wave length with temperature!, but is affected by
changes in emissivity. A two-color pyrorreter reads two The limit of error for a particular measurement cannot be
wave lengths and compares the ratio of intensities, which stated because measurements are subject to sources of
cancels out changes in emissivity. If the emissivity for each errors such as object emissivity, operator experience, smoke
wave length has a unique pattern of chanfre, then a two- and fumes in the sighting path, and dirt in the optical
color pyiometer is little better than the one-color type. system. Experienced, competent operators and good mainte-

nance can minimize these causes of error.
Additional information can be found in References .387-1
and 72-2.More information on pyrometry can be found in Reference

72-2.
Optical Pyrometers.* Optical pyrometers measure temper-
ature as a function of the brightness of the body whose FILAMENT
temperature is being measui.d. Instruments of tilis type RANGE CHANGING SCREENS

include a telescope and a potentiometer (Figure 5.15.3.4b). EYiPIECE RED FILTE

The telescope contains a filament which is made to glow by
regulating the flow of current through it when it is focused
upon the hot, glowing object whose temperature is being
measured. The filament in the telescope view field appears
to be superimposed upon the hot object. In measuring, the
filament current is adjusted until its brightness exactly
matches that of the hot object. Then a fine measurement
is made of the filament current by balancing a galvanom- OBJECTIVE

eter. This same adjustment positions a temperature scale
to the temperature of the filament which, by being at the HAND-OPERATED SWITCH LAMP
same brightness, is also at the same temperature as the hot HOOD

object. This is true, of course, only if the hot object is
emitting black body radiation. This would be the case if the Figure 5.15.3.4b. An Optical Pyrometer
object were completely surrounded by icther objects all at (Reprinted with permission of "Automation," May 1960. vol. 7, no. 5,

J. J. Combes, CopyriRht 1960, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland
the same temperature, as on the inside of a furnace which 13, Ohio. Figure Courtesy of Leeds and Northrop Company, Philadelphia,
has reached equilibrium. Certain objects that are non- Pennsylvania)

reflecting such as carbon, oxidized iron, steel, and nickel
surfaces, are considered to be emitting black body radiation 5.15.3.5 DISCRETE DEVICES. Discrete temperature sen-
even when viewed in the open. When an optical pyrometer sors are devices which indicate a specific temperature or
is being used to measure the temperature of reflecting, temperatures within a narrow band. Two discrete tempera-
shiny objcts, it must b, equipped with compensating screens ture devices are those operating on the principle of color
to make it direct-reading for the emissivity of the objects. ch".nge or state change.

The disappearing-filament method of temperature measure. Change of Color. Because the color of a hot body is a func-
ment, used in the optical pyrometer, is the method which is tion of its temperature, color charts can be used for rough

used for defining the International Temperature Scale be- approximation of temperature. Special paints may also be

tween fixed calibrated points above the melting point of used which change color ,n heating, are irreversible, and
provide a permanent record after cooling.gold (1945-F).
Change of State. The temperature of a body may be deter-

The range of operation of optical pyrometers is from 1400 mi,•ed from the melting points of crayons, paint, and pellets.
to 7600 F. For temperatures from 1400 to 2250 F the fila- applied to the surface before heat is applied. Crayons and
ment and object are compared directly. For higher temper- paints can be obtained to record temperature in 50 F incre-

ments in the range from approximately 100 to 2000 F.
OReprinted with permission fron Reference 10-9, Copyright by McGraw- Pellets range from approximately 100 to 2500 F.
Hill Publisherm, Inc.
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COMPARISON CHART i NSTRUM ENTATION -LIQUID LEVEL
FLOATS

Table 5.15.4.1 Comparison Chart for Level Instruments

E. ACTI.
ACCU, SF01411 VATES
RACY, TIME, MY -AFFECT FLUID LOWIn.* MILLI_ SURFACE ED @Y DENSITY TEMPERA- PRFRA. CONTIN.

(PrOINT SECONDS DISTUR. CONlAM. SYSTEM REMOTE CON. TURE SUKI1ED POINT UOUSTYPE SESR)(TYPICAL) DIANCE INATION WEIGH4T READING NMC.ON FLUIDS RUGGED TANK SENSING READING

Floats 0.06 125 y Y H S N N Y S V y
Hydrostatic - 50 N N L S y S a N Y
Thermoelectric 0.06 40 Y y L 'y N Y N Y Y N
Capacitance 0.25 40 S Y H1 Y Y Y N Y Y Y

Race
Ultrasonic 0,003 25 Y N L Y N, y S y y Y
Photoelectric 0.09 20 Y Y M Y N Y S y y y
Nuclear radia- - - N y R Y N Y Y Y N y

tion

eCihai n ~n~iitioni and tluic"Ie'nt Iiiquid ,ourftaei

It hhqth

1. "

5.15.4 Liquid Level 3) Chain or tape. The float is connected to a flexible chain
5.154.1('Ol~A1SO CHAT FR LVELJNSRU- or tape which is held taut over a rotating pulley-pointer

MENTS. Table 5.15.4.1 presents a summary of liquid level cmbntobyacuerig.
sensor data which can serve a,4 a guide in the selection of 4) Magnetic float. The float is a doughnut-shaped magnet,
instruments to satisiy a particular application. guided vertically by a nork-magnet.'c dip pipe. inside the

5.15.4.2 FLOAT GAGES. One of the most elementary liquid dip pipe 13 a similar magnet suspended from a level mocha-
level gages is the float gage, consisting of a buoyant mem- ,aism connected to an Indicator. As the liquid level changes,
ber, mechanically or magnetically linked to a calibrated the inner magnet by magnetic attraction, changes height
indicating system. As the liquid level varies in height, the with the outer magnetic float.
buoyant float changes position. Float gages are generally 5) Flotation system. The system consists of a series of
used for~nop-el-yogenic liquids. At near cryogenic tempera- hermetically sealed and magnetically actuated contacts
tu: -s, probable ice buildup on the float will reduce accuracy, which are spaced vertically along the tank. A magnetic
F.urthermore, low density cryogenics such as, hydrogen and float actuates the contact as the liquid level rises or falls.
helhim offer little buoyancy.

Floa gaes houd no beusel i aiborn sytem beuse More information on float gages can be found in Reference
of the errors that develop due to the deviations in the liquid 401
surface attitude. For ground Use, float gages, are reliable, 5...3H ROTTCLVL EAUEE .Hy
easy v) maintain, and accurate. drostatic level cui. be measured either by measuring a single

Float gages may be either continuous-reading or point- pressure or differential pressure.
sensing. Several types of float gag"s are discussed below. Static Pressure. Liquid height may be measured by ti con-
The first tour are continuous reading floats, differing pri- ventional pressure gage, recording pressure at the minimum

n~arly n te likag beweenflot ad inicaorlevel of the tank. The height of liquid above the minimum

1) Rod and bearing, linkage. A rod connected to the tank level is
float is fastened to rotary shaft, oriented perpendicularly
through a hearing to the pointer. These gages are used in -(Eq 5.25.4.3s)
tank,. with pressure above the liquid at atmospheric pres- W

ur.wheriý h liquid height, ft

G)tages Nvitl' mtuffing boxes. For tanks under pr'essure the sticpsurbft
rtr shaft of the gage described in (1) operates, through

a packing gland, called a stuffng box. w liq,,.id specific wveight, lbr/ft"
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INSTRUMENTATION.LIQUID LEVEL THERMOELECTRIC GAGES
CAPACITANCE GAGES

Diferential Pressure. A simple U-tube mercury manometer tric constant of L.e medium bet#een the plates, (2) the
can also measure liquid level in an open tank by connecting facing areas of the piateh, an$ (3) distance between the
one log to a minimum tank level tap, The liquid height plates. A change in any of thorpe three factors will result in
above the minimum tank level II a change in capacitance (R1ference 19.204).

hmSn5 Capacitance gages for mrasurement of liql'id level are ofh,- • (E 5.15.4.3b) two types-for liquids that are dielectric, and for liquids
that are conductors, The two systems are shown in Figure

where h, - liquid height, ft 5.15,4.5.

h. - mercury height, ft CMANG1 OFt DIELECTRIC

81,. - specific gravities of liquid and mercury, C ANGE 0oC
respectivelyI

r SURUDN5.15.4.4 THERMOELECTRIC LEVEL GAGES. Thermo- INCREASE •cYNUu

electric gages ar. used as point sensors for common liquids
and cryogenics. In these gages, current heats the gage and
the difference in heat transfer rates between the liquid and CAPACITANCE DIEECTNRIC

•.NON,.CONUC riNG

gas environments indicates the point of liquid contact. For LIQUI
liquid h;,drogen special safeguards must be provided, since
the currrent must be increased over that used with other DECRAS L a

cryogenics because of the high rate of heat conductivity and "TS FOR LIUI ENTRY
heat transfer. In some cases, circuit pulsing is used to )
limit the heat input (Reference 20.6). In a tank, several --
thermoelectric transducers are clamped at pre-selected sta- CHANGE Of DISTANCE

tions to a Stillwell tube. The exact liquid level cannot be FIXED INSULATEo
determined except at the instant when a given station is - - r ¶ . CAPACITOR PLATES

uncovered. ' !

Thermistor. The thermistor or semiconductor gage with a • - •..

negative temperature coefficient (resistance increase with A-C INPJT AC OUTPUT
temperature decrease), is well suited as a level gage for volTAGE
or3 ognics. An electrical input heats the thermistor to a I
temp-rature of approximately 100 above its environment.
The change in environment from the cold gas or vapor to

Scryogenic liquid produces a large electrical signal. The
heat Input to the cryogenic liquid from the thermistor, and ()- CONDUCTING UQUID

the formation of gas bubbles around the thermistor de-
crease the performance accuracy. A detailed discussion of
thermistors as level gages is presented in Reference 108-1. Figure 5.15.4.5. Capacitance Gages; for Liquid Level

Measurement: (a) Non-Conducting
Hot Wire Probe. This gage uses a thin (1 rail) platinum Liquids (b) Conducting Liquids
wire, commonly spotwelded to cuitable suspensions and (Reprinted with permission of "Product Engineering," November 1960,vol. 31, no. 46, J. R. Mc~ermott., Copyriight 1960, Mc•'raw.Hill P•ublishing[
leads, heated by AC or DC. When the wire is surrounded Comr3,ny, Inc., New York, New York)H
by vapor, the heat produced by the current is carried away
slowly. When surrounded by a liquid, the heat is carried The level of non-conductive liquids can be measured by a
away so rapidly that the wire temperature approaches the change in dielectric constant of a gage transducer. The di-
liquid temperature (Reference 29-6). The resistance change electric liquid rises or falls between two concentric cylinders
in the platinum wire, caused by the temperature change, is which act as plates. Since the dielectric constant of such
detected by a bridge circuit, liquid is substantially greater than air, a rise in the liquid

level increases effective capacitance. In such applicationsS5.15.4.5 CAPACITANCE GAGES. Capacitance gages can the capacitance change with level variation is essen,6ially
be either continuous-reading or point-sensing. Point-sensing linear. Principal errors encountered are produced by cl ange
requires continuous reading but a relay is installed between of dielectric constant with temperature (Reference 19-204).
the gage and display system which is not actuated until the
capacitance changes beyond a predetermined setpoint. The In cases where non-linear operation between capacitance
capacitance transducer consists of two conductors separated and level is desired, tube profiling is used. One method is
by a dielectric. The capacitance between two fiat conductors to distort the capacitance tubular plates to the desired pat-
or plates depends on three primary factors: (1) the dielec- tern. This involves severe mechanical difficulties in manu-
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RADIATION GAGE INSTRUMENTATION-POSITION
VARIABLE PITCH SPRING

facture. Another method is to deposit a thin, metallic film
un the capacitance plate in such a manner as to conform to
the non-linearity desired. More information corcerning the FRoM toLIOH LIGHT,

implementation of this technique can be found in Reference %Uow1I1V5 I

418-1, pages 216 to 220. P

For conductive liquids such as mercury, electrolytes, or
water, the change in capacitance between the liquid and a
fixed plate ab.ve the liquid provides a variation in an AC
output signal. The prime effect used here is a change in
distance between two capacitor plates, one plate being the
upper surface of the liquid. The output is non-linear with
respect to liquid variation (Reference 19-204).

The AC excitation voltage, which may be low frequency, Is.-.,:L-. .
applied between the upper plate and the liquid. The poten- SLQUI

tial thus induces a charge and, consequently, a volta&" on
the lower fixed plate (Reference 19-204). ()N LIQUID PMU, N(CLOSO IOO• b IUCPtUi~PNLO

5.15.4.6 ULTRASONIC. One of the most familiar types of t (b) tIQUI MUN (,R LOOM

liquid height sensor is sonar, measuring the transit time
for a pulse emitted from a sound wave transmitter to travel Figure .184.7. PhotoOMMetl: LiquM Le Gage

(COurtesy o0 Pioneer.centr,. Division, The Bendix Aviation Corporeaion,to gas-liquid interface and return to a reeiver. Time Is Davvuport. Iowa)
correlated to liquid height. Sonar requires large amounts
of auxiliary equipment and is highly sensitive to the atti-
tude of the surface level and tank.

5.15.5 Position Measurement Instrumentation
Another ultrasonic method is composed of a series of minia-
ture ultrasonic probes spaced along a Stillwell tube. The 5.15.5.1 GENERAL,. The transducers discussed in Sub-
probe is a piezoelectric sensing element connected to a Topic 5.15.2 which measure pressure through member dis-
remote transistorized oscillator and subminiature relay. As placement, can be used to measure position, These include
a unit, it funcions as a crystal oscillator. Wlv-n liquid sur- capacitors, potentiometers, variable indu.tance and reluc-
rounds the probe tip, the high acoustic impedance of the tance, and strain gages. The first four can be used as either
liquid prevents circuit oscillation. When exposed #o a vapor rotating or liniear displacement measuring devices, while
or gas, the acoustic impedance drops abruptly and the the strain gage is only a linear device. In pressure trans-
circuit starts to oscillate. The relay is actuated by the ducers, the relatioitship between displacement and resist-
oscillator and energizes the display or control system. (Ref- anee is usually linear; while for displacement devices, po-
erence V.281). tentiometers can provide sine, hyperbolic, and logarithmic

functions. The variable reluctance and strain gage are
5.15.4.7 PHOTOELECTRIC. In the photoelectric gage limited to small displacements. All have electrical outputs
(Figure 5.15.4.7) a light beam is transmitted to a crystal.
If the crystal is in a gas, the light is reflected to a photo- and only the potentiometer and variable inductance devices
cell. If the c~ystai is submerged in a liquid, the light is possess high outputs such that they do not require ampli-
deflected and is not observed by the photocell. The difference fication.
in signal from the photocell may be taken as the discrete A few transducers applicable to displacement measurement
point of liquid level tRef'erence V-18), are discussed in the following Detailed Topics. A great

5.15.4.8 NUCLEAR RADIATION. A radiation gage con- many others are presented in Reference 19-205.
sists of a radioactive source, such as a commercially avail- 5.15.5.2 DISCRETE POINT SENSING. A typical discrete
able radium salt, and a detector. Two commonly used
detectors are the geiger counter and the ionization cell. point sensor is a limit switch. The part being moved trips

the switch, initiating a control system !,r display panel.
The intensity of ra,!iation received by the detector varies thuaswitch, ortabing e actl systemorisl panel.
in proportion to the thickness of material interposed and Usually cams or tabs are attached to the moving part to
is in inverse proportion to the square of the distance be- contact the switch. In some cases, dimpled metal tape is
tween source and detector. used.

The source may be located in the liquid at the bottom of the 5.15.5.3 VARIABLE PITCH SPRING. The helical spring
tank. Varying liquid levels vary the intensity of radiation, with a variable pitch (Figure 5.15.5.3), will change its
The source may also be located on a guided float. Varying resistance as it extends, and will act as a variable resistance
liquid levels change the distance between source and detec- element in an electrical circuit. Either AC or DC current
tor. Installations must be nwde such that there is no radia- can be used, but the resistance is small and does require
tion hazard. The use of radium salt makes such gages costly. amplification.
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INSTRUMENTATION-POSITION FIELD GRADIENT
INTERFEROMETER

5.15.5.4 FIELD GRADIENT TRANSDUCER. This trnns-
ducer, sometimes called the Hall device, uses a crystal in FORCE
which a voltage is generated in proportion to the itftensity OR
of a magnetic field as the crystal moves in that field. The DISPLACE.

crystal is excited with DC current. The output voltage MINT

is approximntely a few microvolt& and requires large ampli-
fication. Displacement of 25 x 10' inches can be measured.

5.15.5.5 INTERFEROMETER. The interferometer com-
pares an outgoing light beam with a beam of light reflected CHANGf IN
from a mirror attached to the object, and distance of which RESISTANCE
is to be measured. The phase shift is zero if the total distance
is equal to an integral nu.... 'r of wave lengths (plus a
constant). For intermediate distances, the instrument can
interpolate very accurately. Output is optical and no am-
plification is required. -

5.15.5.6 SYNCHRO. The synchro, an angular measurement Figure 5.15.5.3. Variable Pitch Spring Linear Displacement
device, is essentially a transformer with a rotating second. Transducer
ary winding (Figure 5.1i.5.6). The primary winding is (*eprifnted with permi2rionof "PrOduct Engineering," July 1962, vol.

33, no. 15, D Leibowltz, Copyright 1962, MMcraw.HtiI Publishing Com.
stationary and is energized with an AC current. As the pmny, New York, New York)
secondary winding is rotated relative to the primary wind-
ing, a voltage is induced in the secondary winding as a sine
function of the angle of rctation. Resolution is as high as
0.005° of ate and power output is ,igh, eliminatlng the need RTATOR COIL R COIL ENERGIZED
for amplification.

REFERENCES
Pressure

1-14, 19-113, 10-122, 19-175, 74-16, 74-17, 74-25, 74-35,
74436, 74437, 111-24, 156-1, 156-2, 160-25, 160-31, 160438,
166-3, 410-1, V"47 OUTPUT

Temperature
10-9, 19-71, 19-202, 19-206, 19-208, 27-30, 47-12, 52-13,
72-2, 74-13, 74-24, 387-1, 410-1

Level
19-204, 20-6, 29.6, 47.6, 52-4, 108-1, 410-1, V-281, V-290

Position - ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT

19-204, 19-205
General Figure 5.15.5.6. Synchro Rotavy Transducer

(Reprinted with permission of "Prod'uct Engineering," July 1962, vol.
19-91, 19-207, 47-17, 349-1, 410-1, 418-1, 460-1 33, no. J5, 0. Leibowitz. Copyright 1962, McGraw-Hill Publishing Com-

pany, New York, New York)
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OPERATION PRESSURE SWITCHES

5.16 PRESSURE SWITCHES
5.16.1 INTRODUCTIXON 0 PRESSURE ELEMENTS

5.16.2 PRESSURE SWITCH CPERATION 1VIt

5.16.3 PRESSURE SWITCH MODULES
5.16.3.1 Sensing Modules ,
5.16.3.2 Loading Spring S
5.16.3.3 Contact Assemblies

5.16.4 PRESSURE SWITCH TYPES PRESSURE
5.16.4.1 Absolute E ... .
5.16.4.2 Gage
5.16.4.3 Differential PH
5.16.4.4 Calibration

5.16.5 SELECTION PARAMETERS E CNAT
5.16.5.1 Operating Pressure ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
5.16.5.2 Life Cycles Expected r

5.16.5. SNAP
5.653Response IATO

5.16.5.4 Repeatability L
5.l~j.5-5 Vibration and Shock Resistance IDRC
5.16.5.6 Temperature Effects [ACTION

5.16.5.7 Line Length
5.16.5.8 Electrical Rating
5.16.5.9 Media SPRING MEMBERS
5.16.5.10 Deadband

COLUMN
5.16.1 Introduction
This Sub-Section discusses considerations important to the LCA

design and selection of pressure switches. Pressure switches CONNECTOR
are ON-OFF transducers which convert fluid press.,re
changes above or below a riven set point into an electrical
signal. Pressure switches are used in numerous aerospace 9 9
fluid systems for pressure indication and pressure .'ontrol
applications. Switches used by ballistic missiles . :d space TORSION 4
vehicles must exhibit high reliability under extreme tem-

peratures and high vibration levels. Pressure switches have
been generally regarded as poor in resistance to vibration,
suffering from chatter, contact point arcing and fusing, and Figure 5.16.2. Pressure Switch Modules
contact resistance changes at the 25 to 50g vibration levels (Reference 34.1)
produced by rocket engines. However, recent design im-
provements in pressure switches have alleviated many of bility of switch operation. Several sensing element designs
these problems. Rocket system control applications utilizing possess sufficient inherent spring rate such that the require-
pressure switches have been made using pressure switches ments for a separate load are eliminated. The electrical
in conjunction with shatoff valves to control p.'•ssure by switch is mechanically joined through the sensing element.
functioning as either ON-OFF regulators or relief valves. As pressure increases to a value to overcome the spring

pre-load, the sensing element deflects and actuates the

5.16.2 Pressure Switch Operation switch contect assembly. When pressure decreases below
that value required to overcome the spring force, the switch

A pressure switch is composed of three basic modules--a is deactivated and the contacts are reset. The pressure at
pressure sensing element, a reference load spring, and elec- which reset-occurs is always less than the actuation pres-
trical contacts. The various modules in a pressure switch sure because of friction, hysteresis, and contact ino- •ment
are illustrated in Figuare 5.16.2, and are described in Sub- differential inherent in the pressure switch. The difference
Topic 5.16.3, The reference load spring is connected to the in pressure between actuation and reset is defined as the
pressu re-sensing element and opposes any movement of the deadband.
pressure-sensing element until tank or system pressure in-
creases rnd overcomes the spring pre-lond. The load spring The pressure switch is usually designed for snap (detent)
is usually adjustable over a pressure range, providing flexi- action in the load spring and/or in the electrical switch.

5.16.1 .1
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PRESSURE SWITCHES SENSING ELEMENTS

Snap action gives stability under vibration, increased life loading spring. It responds to pressure impulses of shorter

cycle performance motion, amplification, and more energy duration than any other sensing element. Compensation,'

available for switching (Reference 6-197). however, is ordinarily required to dampen system pressure
oscillation such as pump ripple. The tube is sinsitive to

5.16.3 Pressure Switch Modules vibration and is subject to calibration drift with tempera-

Pressure switch modules include sensing elements, loading ture change (Reference 1-5).

springs, and electrical contacts. Any material that is sufficiently malleable to be formed into

the desired shape can be used. Common materials are phos-
5.16.3.1 SENSING ELEMENTS. Sensing elements for phors bronze and Ni Span C.
pressure switches may be categorized as Bourdon tubes,
pistons, diaphragms, and bellows. Piston. For some applications, a piston using a sliding seal

such as an 0-ring, provides a satisfactory pressure switch
Bourdon Tube. The Bourdon tube is the most widely used sensing element. A separate reference loading spring is pro-
sensing element for pressure switches where vibration, vided in conjunction with the piston. Friction created by the

pressure oscillations, and temperature changes are moder- saded upon piston Friction and borte

ate. A Bourdon tube pressure switch is illustrated in Fig- seal depends upon piston alignment, lubrication, and force

lire 5.16.3.1a. The deflection of the Bourdon tube due to to seal. By increasing friction between the sliding surfaces,

internal pressure is explained in Detailed Topic 5.15.2.3, the seal can add a self-damping effect which will reduce

and design considerations are presented in Reference 156-1. pressure switch response to system oscillations, but will

The Bourdon tube is a simple design possessing an inherent make the piston element impractical for low pressure use.

high positive spring rate quality and requiring no reference The piston type pressure switch is used primarily for high
pressure or high temperature system applications. A piston

type pressure switch is illustrated in Figure 5.16.3.1b.

BOURDON TUBE

PLUNGERE

SWITCH

SWITCH 
CONTACTS LOAD SPRING

ADJUSTMENT"*

PISTON
PRESSURE PORT RIGSA

Figure 5.16.3.1a. Bourdon Tube Pressure Switch PRESSURE PORT

(Reprinted from "Machine Design," August 1957, vol. 29, no. 17, W. B.
Wallace, Copyrignt 1957, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Figure 5.16.3.1b. Pressure Switch With a Piston-Sensing
Element

(Reprinted from "Machine Design," August 1957, vol. 29, no. 17, W. B.
Wallace, Copyright 1957, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
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SENSING ELEMENTS PRESSURE SWITCHES
LOADING SPRiNGS

Diaphragm. Diaphragms are generally used with tank pres-
sures ranging from V) to 3000 psia. Thin diaphragms have
low hysteresis, but as diaphragm thickness requirements BELLOWS LOAD ADJUSTING SCREW
increase with increasing pressure there is a corresponding
iatcrease in hysteresis lag.

Diaphragms can be either flat or convoluted and are made
of both metals and non-metals. Metal diaphragms, in some
cases, do not require a separate reference loading spring.
They are, however, susceptible to cracking and spring rate
change if the number of flexing cycles is excessive. Typical
metals include stainless steel, aluminum alloys, and beryl-
lium copper. wiclium copper.COLUMN SPRING SIC

Non-metal diaphragms usually require a separate load SIGNAL LEADS

spring. Typical non-metals include rubber, neoprene, and
Teflon-filled glass fibers. Non-.,.tallic diaphragms are quite
variable in stiffness over wide temperature ranges, and are
susceptible to deterioration due to the corrosivity of the
operating fluid or to aging. Diaphragms are discussed in
Sub-Section 6.7. Use of a diaphragm as a pressure switch Figure 5.16.3.1d. Bellows Deflecting A Column Spring

sensing element is illustrated in Figure 51.6.3.1c. (Reference 34-1)

deflection characteristics of the two spring classi'fications
PRESSURE PORT 2 are illustrated in Figure 5.16.3.2a. Snap action is achieved

DIAPHRAGM 2 by the change from positive to negative spring rates in tle
IGI`JAL LEADS /Belleville and buckling column springs. Figuie 5.16.3.1d

illustrates tLe use of a column spring-loading element.
Actuation of the electrical switch is achieved when the
spring is loaded to the buckling point.

LI EA F.::.: :8 F**::O INEA~

SWITCH

DIAPHRAGM I

•,PLUJNGER C
rA8

PRESSURE PORT I

Figure 5.16.3.1c. Differential Pressure Switch With Two C
Diaphragm-Sensing Elements

(epiOrinted from "Machine Design." August 1957, vol. 29, no. 17, W. S.
Wallace. Copyright 1957, Penton Publishinri Company, Cleve,'and, Ohio)

Bellows. Bellowvs are used as low pressure sensing elements
in much the same sense as diaphragms. The bellows l)ermits A

a longer stroke and larger sensing area than the diaphragm,
but is more susceptible to vibration. It poisesses a spring
rate but it is usually augmented by a separate loading
spring. Figure 5.16.3.ld shows a pressure switch with a
bellows sensing element.

5.16.3.2 'I,)AD1 NGý MSPRING(S. --;prings for pressure
switches can be classified as'linear springs (helical, torsion, DEFLECTION, 8

leaf, and beams) and non-linear springs (Belleville, buck- Figure 5.16.3.2a. Spring Load-Deflection Characteristics
ling column, and mechanical toggles). These designs can
be used itIdividually or in combination. Differing load-
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PRESSURE SWITCHES ELECTRICAL CONTACTS

A pressure switch utilizing Belleville springs is illustrated ',.16.3.3 ELECTRICAL CONTACTS. Electrtcal contacts
in Figure 5.16.3.2b. A series of Belleville springs in parallel can be either positive-actior or snap action.
are used as the loading element for the pressure switch.
The Belleville springs are initially preloaded to the upper Positive Action Contacts. Positive action contacts move as
portion of the negative slope (See Figure 5.i6.3.2c). When a linear function of pressure-sensing element movement.
the diaphragm app]i-'- essure force reaches the pre-load These contacts are simpler and less expensive than snap
point, the spring is unstable and snaps to a stop pear the action contacts, but are highly susceptible to contact arc-
lower part of the negative slope, actuating the swith. Dead- ing, particularly when the sensing element travel is slow.
band is established by the relative position of the stops. The For rapid pressure increases, such as with surges, arcing
Belleville spring has the advantages over a helical spring is minimized. Positive action switches are highly sensitive
of requiring no additional pressure for further spring dis. to vibration unless the spring loading system is in the nega-
placement at the ae÷-'-tion pressure, lower ditnensicr-al tive rate range. Under these conditions, the switches do not
height (giving sma~ll dlibration change with temperature rely on light spring forces to return to the normally closed
variations), smaller size, lower weight, and reduced vibra- position. Typically contact elements of this type are leaf
tion sensitivity. spring and mercury switches.

BELLEVILLE SPRINGS LOAD ADJUSTMENT RING Snap Action Contacts. Snap action contacts are held to-

SINGLE CONVOLUTION gether by a spring that reverses its force direction at un
DIAPHRAGM/ SWITCH ELEMENT overcenter position. A plunger in contact with the sensing

element moves the spring to the overcenter position and,
when the spring force revw-rses, contacts snap irt., a new
position. Arcing is reduced between contacts because they

SINLET move quickly from full open to full clcsed. Furthermore,
the contacts cannot. be alternately opened and closed, as

I Iwith direct action, uaider fluid system pulsation. A snap

action switch maintains contact pressure up to the point
where switch transfer occurs. Switch chattering under vi-

SHAFTUO bration begins as soon as contact pressure becomes less
than the g load exerted under vibration. With a positive
spring rate system, snap action switches are inherently

ELFCTRICAL RECEPTACLE less sensitive to vibration than positive action switches.
MOUN!TING HOLES Subminiature switches are snap action switches commonly

used as electrical contacts for pressure switch assembliesFigure 5.16.3.2b, Pressure Switch Using Belleville Spring (iue51..)
Loading (Figure 5.16.3.3).

(Reference 21.4)

ACTUATION PRESSUREe

0

,I INCREASING DECREASING
PRESSURE PESR

S\ I/ DEACTU AT ION
PRESSUIRE I

ISPRING RATE SUMMARY CURVE 1

I--PREDE:LICTON ---- SA- P ......... NORMALLY CLOSED NORMALLY OPEN COMMON
POST

TRAVEL
DEFLECTION STOP

Figure 5.16.3.3. ,inap Action Contact Assembly
(Reference 21-4)

Figure 5.16.3.2c. Snap Action of a Belleville Spring
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TYPES PRESSURE SWITCHES
CALIBRATION STAGE

5.16.4 Pressure Switch Types
Pressure switch types discussed include absolute, gage, dif. RECEPTACLE, VECTRICAL

ferantial, and calibration. OIAPHRAGM GAGE
5.16.4.1 ABSOLUTE TYPE. The absolute pressure switch

has the pressure port connected to one side of the pressure
sensing element with the other side of the element exposed SPRING STACK,

to a constant pressure which is either hermetically sealed BELLEVILLE

in the switch or ported to it. Hermetically sealed switches
are usually purged with a dry nitrogen-helium mixture to
protect the switch from atmospheric moisture. Absolute
pressure switches are unaffected by changes in ambient
barometric pressure or by attitude variations, but compen-
sation must be made for temperature variations. Typical
absolute pressure switch designs are shown in Figure
5.16.3.1c and 5.16.3.1d.

5.16.4.2 GAGE TYPE. The most common pressure switch
is the gage design in which system pressure is ported to one
side of a pressure-sensing element and the other side of DIAPHRAGM,PRESSURE

the element is ported to the atmosphere. The gage switch
actuates when the difference between system pressure and
atmospheric pressure reaches the set point of the switch. SW|TCH ASSEMBLY

Gage-type pressure switches are used in flight systems
where pressure is to be controlled niar system or tank burst SHIELD AWNMBLY
pressures, since pressure loading on a system is a function
of the differential between system pressure and atmospheric
pressure. A variation of the gage pressure switch whichutilizes two mechanically connected diaphragms is shown (eeec 11

in Figure 5.16.4.2, one diaphragm exposed to system pres-
sure counteracted by the second diaphragm exposed to at- out of the pressure switch while it is inst. "wed in the system
mosphere. Dual pressure sensing elements are preferred in has resulted in a design incorporating a b..parate calibra-
order to keep the switch and loading spring in an uncon- tion stage. The additional calibration stage can be used
taminated and inert atmosphere. with absolute, gage, or differential types. A pressure switch

design with a calibration stage is shown in Figure 5.16.4.4.
5.16.4.3 DIFFERENTIAL TYPE. Differential-type pres- The switch can be actuated by pressure applied to either the
sure switches may have either a single or double sensing calibration or system port. Operation of the switch from
element. In the si,.g. element differential pressure switch system pressure is independent of the calibration portion,
shown in Figure 5.16.3.1c, pressure from two locations is since the system and calibration diaphragm are kept sepa-
applied respectively on either side of the sensing dia- rate by a disjointed plunger Checkout-can be achieved by
phragm. In the design shown, port 1 is the hig.1 pressure pressuriziag the calibration diaphragm which with adjoin-
port. The high pressure port must be connected to the ing pre-load moves the main plunger.

higher of the two system pressure, and is used only when
high pressure will always occur at the high pressure port. 5.16.5 Selection Parameters

If either pressure may become the higher system pressure, The following parameters should be considered when se-
or if system fluid is detrimental to the switch assembly, a lecting a pressure switch.
dOuble sensing element pressure switch must be used. Fig- 5.16.5.1 OPERATING PRESSURE. The operating pres-
ure 5.16.3.1c illustrates a double diaphragm pressure switch. sure is limited by the pressure limitations of the sensing
Pressure applied to the pressure port 1 deflects diaphragm 1 element. Pressure switches are available for pressures from
against the switch plunger. An equal pressure applied to 30 inches of Hg vacuum to over 10,000 psi. Diaphragm and
port 2 swings the contact assembly about the pivot point bellows elements are most satisfactory for low pressure
and moves the plunger away from the sensing element 2. with Bourdon tube and piston elements best suited for high

5.16.4.4 CALIBRATION TYPE. When a pressure switch pressure.
has been installed in a system, its condition of operation 5.16.5.2 LIFE CYCLES EXPECTED. The cycle life of a
cannot be determined unless the system is pressurized or pressure switch can be limited by either of its three major
unless the pressure switch is disconnected from the system elements. The sensing element and loading springs are
and tested independently. A recent requirement for check- limited by the fatigue life of the material. Particularly

5.16.4 -1
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PRESSURE SWITCHES SELECTION PARAMETERS

Properly designed negative rate spring system driving
positive action switches are available with vibration resist-
ance to 100g's and shock resistance to 12 0,;'s.

AND 5.16.5.6 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS. Temperature
SWITCH ASSEMBLY changes will alter dimensions, increase friction, change

spring elastic moduli, increase difficulty to seal, and may
MAIN PLUNGER increase the deadband. Deadband variations are more likely

SYSTEM DIAPHRAGM with pistons or elastomeric diaphragms than with metal dia-
phragms. Although temperature compensation techniques
can be used to maintain accuracy over wide temperature
ranges, the accuracy for pressure switches which must
operate from cyrogenic to normal ambient temperature is
often reduced by a factor of two or more. However, with
proper material selection and design, accuracies of -L 1 per-
cent over a temperature range from -300 to 300cF are
possible. The effect of extreme. hot or cold temperatures

IT T S T will be reduced if a short length of small diameter tubing,
CALIBRATION CALIBRATION sometimes called a "pigtail," is used to separate the switch

PLUNGER DIAPHRAGM from the environment (Reference 10-7). Pressure switches
have been used successfully for monitoring rocket thrust

Figure 5.16.4.4. Pressure bwitch With Calibration Stage chamber pressures with a combustion gas temperature over
(Courtesy of Southwestern Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, California) 5000°F, by having the pressure switch isolated by a length

of tube.

susceptible to fatigre failures are diaphragms, Bourdon 5.16.5.7 LINE LENGTH. A long sensing line acts like a
tubes, and Belleville springs. Corrosive environments and surge damper, decreasing switch sensitivity to short dura-
large thermal gradients will lessen estimated life. Electrical tion pressure ranges. If response to short peaks is desired,
contact assembly life is limited by wear and arcing. If the the sense line length should be kept to an absolute mini-
contacts are not properly sealed within the housing, con- mum (Reference 10-7).
tantination and corrosion will reduce the effectiveness of
positive contact. Cycle lives for je~ssre switches corn- 5.16.5.8 ELECTRICAL RATING. For optimum accuracy

monly range from 10,000 to over one million cycles. Most and life, electrical loadT should be kept to a minimum.
missiles and space vehicles require cycle life of approxi- When high loads are required, a relay may be used in

mately 2500 to 5000 cycles, conjunction with the switch. Some positive action switches
are capable of carrying 10 amps resistive and 5 amps indue-

5.16.5.3 RESPONSE. Response times for pressure switches tive at 30 v. D.C. and, in some cases, can eliminate the use
are measured as the time lapse between reaching the actua- of relays.
tion pressure and the triggering of an electrical response. 5.16.5.9 MEDIA. Media refers to either the working fluidResponse times can range from less than 5 milliseconds for 51.. EI.Mdarfr oete h okn li
Responseatme nd belaose frswitches to over 1 second for or the surrounding atmosphere environment. If the working
diaphragm nd bellows type switches media or atmosphere is corrosive, the material of the
piston type switches.

sensing ele~nent and switch body must be compatible or
5.16.5.4 REPEATABILITY. Repeatability is defined as the protected by coatings or plating. In some cases it might be

ability of the pressure switch to actuate repeatedly at the desirable to use an inert liquid between the corrosive fluid
desired set point. Diaphragm, bellows, and Bourdon tube and switch. The liquid may be located in a chamber divided
pressure switches used at pressures of 30 psia and above by a corrosion-proof diaphragm, or installed in a U-tube

are accurate to within ---% percent while sealed piston configuration filled with a buffer liquid such as mercury

switches are accurate to nearly ±2 percent for moderate (Reference 10-7).

environmental conditions. Under temperature and vibration 5.16.5.10 DEADBAND. Pressure switch deadband is de-
extremes the accuracy tolerances for diaphragm, bellows, fined as the difference between the actuator pressure and
and Bourdon tube switches can increase to ±1 or - 2 per- the deactuation pressure, usually expressed as a percentage
cent. At pressures below 30 psia, repeatability is more of the actuation pressure. Pressure switches can be de-
nearly ±1 percent with ±+2 percent for operation under signed with deadbands ranging from 2 percent to 50
temperature and vibration extremes. percent.

5.16.5.5 VIBRATION AND SHOCK RESISTANCE. 'Yibra-
tion is a critical environmental factor and has been one of REFERENCES
the primary disadvantages of pressure switches for incor- 1-5 19-75 34-1
poration on rocket systems. Vibration resistance has been 6-197 21-1 34-2
greatly improved with the availability of pressure switches 10-7 21-4 156-1
using snap action spring, or snap action contact assemblies. 10-13 V-269
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FLOWMETERS

5.17 FLOWMETERS 5.17.2 Classification of Flowmeters
6.17.1 INTRODUCTION Flowmeters are classified in five major groupings called

5.17.2 CLASSIFICATION OF FLOWMETERS mass, velocity, volumetric, gaseous leakage, and calibration
flowmeters. Table 5.17,2 summarizes the flowmeter types

5.17.3 COMPARISON CHART FOR FLOWMETERS discussed under each grouping.
5.17.3.1 Fluid Measuring Capability
5.17.3.2 Performance Characteristics 5.17.3 Comparison Chart for Flowmeters
5.17.3.3 Environmental Limitations 5
5.17.3.4 Advantages and Disadvantages Table 5.17.3 is a flowmeter comparison chart which sum-

marizes flowmeter data and is intended to serve as a guide
5.17.4 MASS FLOWMETERS for the selection of flowmeters for fluid system applications.

5.17.4.1 General The factors considered in preparation of the chart are
5.17.4.2 Momentum listed below.
5.17.4.3 Thermal
5.17.4.4 Inferential 5.17.3.1 FLUID MEASURING CAPABILITY. The choice

of fluids considered suitable for each flowmeter was based
5.17. 5 .VELOC1TY G LW ETRon flowmeter materials compatibility, contamination sensi-
5.17.5.1 G eriable tivity, and the flowmeter principle of operation.
5.17.5.2 Variable Head
5.17.5.3 Variable Area 5.17.3.2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. The range
5.17.5.4 Turbine Flowmeter of maximum flow rates (maximum flow rating of smallest
5.17.5.5 Ultrasonic Flowmcter and largest flowmeters), rangeability (ratio of maximum
5.17.5.6 Electromagnetic Flowmeter to minimum usable flow rate), and accuracy (percent of
5.17.5.7 Radioisotope Flowmeter full scale) for each flowmeter type were obtained from
5.17.5.8 Drag Force Flowmeter supplier's literature and/or analysis of the flowmeter prin-

Sciple of operation. The response time (time required forFLOWMETERS the flowmeter to respond to a step change in fluid velocity

5.17.6.1 General and indicate the new velocity within 2 percent) for each
5.17.6.2 Nutating Disc Flowmeter flowmeter depends upon the secondary element (pickup,
5.17.6.3 Rotary Vane Flowmeter amplifier, and indicator) as well as the primary element
5.17.6.4 Lobed Impeller Flowmeter (sensor), hence estimates of the response times were

5-17.6.5 Reciprocating Piston Flowmeter based on the fastest response times available for secondary
5.17.6.6 Axial Piston Metering Pumps elements. Supplier's literature and analysis of the flow-

meter principle of operation were considered in assigning
5.17.7 GASEOUS LEAKAGE FLOWMETERS AND the typical values nf response times for each flowmeter

DETECTORS type. I
5 17.7.1 General
5.17.7.2 Mass Spectrometer 5.17.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITATIONS. The values
5.17.7.3 Ultrasonic Translator assigned to the usable temperatures and maximum pres-
5.17.7.4 Water Displacement Leakage Flowmeter sure were based on materials and design considerations for
5.17.7.5 Variable Area Flowmeter normal usage of the flowmeters, and may be exceeded at

the expense of reduced accuracy and reduced reliability.
5.17.8 FLOWMETER CALIBRATION SYSTEMS

5.17.8.1 Static Weighing Calibrator 5.17.3.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES. Fac-
5.17.8.2 Dynamic Weighing Calibrator tors considered were determined from analysis of the con-
5.17.8.3 Tiiuc-1lume Cslibratc- struction and principle of operation of each flowmeter and
5.17.8.4 Meter Prover Calibrator are sumniarized below.

Advantages

Bi-directional flow
Obstructionless
Linear output reading

5.17.1 Introduction Continuous reading

The principles of operation, applications, and limitations No moving parts
of fluid flowmeters are discussed in this Sub-Section. Sym- No dynamic seals
bols used are tabulated, defined, and dimensionalized on a No bearings
fold-out sheet at the end of the Sub-Section. Auxiliary power not required for primary element.
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FLUID COMPONENTS

TARLE SI?,l FIOW'g

FLUID MEASURING CAPAOILITY RORF(kAORI.t CHARACTERISTICS INRONVIA

RANGES OF MAXIMUM FLOW RATOS

FLONM!TER COREG- CYRO- HYDRO- HYDRA- LIQUID MIRED TOL- MASS-LI0J0ID VOIUM.ETIC-LIQUID GASES FLOW ACCURACY TYPICAL FLUID 1EM
SIVE GENIC CARBON ULIC METALS GASES PHASE POUNDS M GAL MIN OUNS MIN RANGE 'ANO RON SM

NkTED ITI 2 TCC.44IN ABILITY 4A F LT6ME
FLUIDS N - - -- - MAXMIN MILLISEC

-MIN j MR0 MIN MAX MIN MAX LOW I

tWIN x01X 1X X Kx 370 100.000 45 12,000 ( 10 000 . 001 0.3 10 CRYOGENIC

)URSIN-CONSTANE SPEED
IMPELLER K x J X x x K 40 (00,000 4 0.0000 to IS=00 10: 0.s 15000 CRYOGENIC

CONSTANT TOQU0E IMPIELUER x x x X m 1os120 >130 (01 0.5 1,0 CRYOGENIC

GYROSCOPIC ' X K X x K X Ino 4,9 __ (t t) 400 D 0:1 0.5 S.C00 CRYOGE2NIC

COlIC'LIS J K K .J__ K X 4 > 20 20 I. 10 -45

MAGNUS x K K K K IO >1.000 411 a 1,000 -4

THERMOPILE x so)0,Gi .O 20: 1 3 ,5 am -20

BOUNDARY LAYER x x x K X X X K 30,000 10,0 Is 5,0 > IOO 3 I,0 CRYOcENIC

VARIABLE HEAD FLOGWMETRS
WITH DENSITOMETERS x K x 1K K 1 20,500 5.2 15,000 41 2 t00 -45

VELOCITY M!TERS WITH I
DENSITOCXTEtS 1 K K . 20,000 0.2 IS=, 100 i 1 00 -05

VARIABLE HEAD FLO44M!TERS WITH
VELOCITY COMPENSATION x x x x 1,6 I120X 0.2 152,0m 4:1 100 CRYOGENIC

THIN PLATE ORIFICE K K x X X X X x K 0.2 3.90 (2•4.01l 2.,,' ,: 1 2 (00 CRYOGENIC

FLON NOZZLE X X X K x K K K K 0.5 15.00 ()2.&xIoJ .4XIs
5  

4 1 2 (00 CRYOGENIC

VENTUI i x x K x K x K X 0.5 15.500 (2)2.4xIo' I4 4X10' 4t] a ( orX) CRYO.XNI:

DALL FLOW TUKE x x K x 0.5 15,000 2NIN0(11061 .4X1010 4:1 I 2 100 CRYOGENIC

TWIN THROAT VENTURI K x K X x 0.5 1s,5 (2)2',110'I ,4X0(0( 40 2 100 CRYOGENIC

CAPILLARY x x x x x x 2X o10.-'4.~',.o' , oo_ '']S - - IS. 20;1 2 (00 CRYOGENIC
POROUS K K K K 2,.o" ,o.> (2)5" 10,000 20:, 2 (00 CRYOGENIC

PIIOT TUBE5 K K K K K K K K 0.5 1 5.000 ~S5(2).@6 I 4X(0' 40 2 5 (00 CRYOGENIC

TAPERED TUBE AND FLOAT K K K K K K 2.600(0S 10.000 751 01,50 (0loz 2 5,000O CRYOGENIC

SLOTTED CYLINDER AND PISTON x x x 0.2 15.000 10.1 5,000 CRYCENI(c
-_, - - - -- - - - --

TURBINE X X x K X X 0.1 (5,00C 1•22AX0(0 4.X0(0 15:1 0.5 0 CRYOGENIC

DEPFLCTION OF ,SON3 REM x X X (500 5,000 (5:1 2 I0 -0 1

ACOUSTIC VELOCITY x x K X 0.1 500 20:1 2 (0 -50

ELECTROMAGNETIC X X K K x K 0.002 > 105 2,: 1 %5 3,000 CRYOGENIC -

RADIOISOTOPE x X X X x K X X K.I > 10. (2))0 4 5X(0(Q >2001 I D.N.A. CRYOGENIC

DRAG FORCE x x _ x x K 0.1 (5,000 10:0 0.5 (0 -6s

NUTATING DISC K K K 5 (.000 02,0 1 I I1 CRYOGENIC

ROTARY VANE K K 5 1100 '20: 1 1 V~ CRYOGENIC -

LOUD IMPELLER K 12)1 A.100 4 55(57 '20:1 (00 -
RECIPROCATING PISTON X X .0.1 1. 0 '( 100:1 5 -. 5

AXIAL PISTON MEOTRING PUMFS X K .0.1 x (1 ' (001 ( (0 -5 -

MASS SPECTROMETORIGCASES) K )16-11~ l(00 1 00:1 1W I." 4C

ULTRASONIC TRANSLATOR (GASES) K 21 (2), low (00:1 '50 (0Q5 A

WATOR DISPLACEMENT (GASES) X (.)4xIO17 (000w 100: ,• D.N.A. 5NI

VARIABLE AREA (TRl-FLAT) K K ,oo' .5(0 27 00 (0 I 2 scs

STATIC WEIGHING CALIBRATOR X x x K x x K I 'i(o6 CO,1 :)5 1(000:1 ,5 IN A CRYOGENIC
DYNAMIC WIGHING CALIATOt K x K x x 5_ .1 106 >'e .. .. ( '1000: INA 0,N D,N,A CIOIENIC

TIME VOLUME CALIUATO4 K K K K . K 'K K .o0. '"(55 _o_.__: 02 N A CRYONC
METERRPROVERCALIBRATOR. x x , x x I x 100_ C- CRY0ENIC
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COMPARISON CHART

$.I,. %3m fiRWRtR ýfImmltIoN tEART

IN'IVIROMANT LjMIIAtIIE'4S ADVANIAGES 0116ADANtERORS

f 0IMNoACCURACY AfflCiff) BY AC.URA~

i AIWAIMU It. ADAPtAkL( l N o 'IALATI NOSTN - -l"t
RXI1RM. DI oRECT. ORSAhuCI- IJIEA c , lm~ DYNAMIC itNOt;, O 1 MEChANICAL DENSIlY VISCOSITY TFMPt PARESEW PED CAPI ItREE

P%10 ILTNAA IoNlI% 1UPUT CONTINUOU G AT SL ARIM "K~IlON CHAOROANGE CH ANGE CMA CNo, MOTORl CALIS
LOWII PAT SEL .Y I2'INC. REINURD 111cUtitED

IT TlIRMN-CONSTANT 5PEED

CIV GINK C S.~ OD x x K CONSTANT TORQUE IMPELLER

43 Ito s*X Kx K K x CORIOLIS

43 X-- X x x MAGNUS

K0 2x 5w K K THIEPWIOPIL11

YOC NI.C In -0,V ____ x K K K K K OUNDARY LAY"R

VARIABLE MEAD FILOWMRATES

SAL x K K K x WITH DINSITCIMEtitsR

65 - ____ K K VLOCITY METIERS WITH

-6 amW '5,0m x ISEXNSITOM11IERS

VARIABLE HEIAD PLOWMITIRS VAINE

SIkOGIINIC 1009 S5. KO K K K K K VELOCITY CONPINSATION

TOGINI 10.1 x K K x K K K K K THIN PLATEoRIPIC

CI CRICNI') o IEE w,.oo ___ ___ x K x K K K K FLOW NOZZLE

_YO3NIC~l x K K K K K K VENTURI

0YOCENIC 2WO IO(Am K x K K K K K K K K DAILL FLOW TUBE

EYOGINIC 200 K0' K K K K K K K K K x WIN THROAT VENTsI,*

11-KENI 5 .000 K K x K K K K K K K K K CAPILLARY

tRYOGENIC 160 0,0 K K K K K K K K K K K K POROUS

OSOýGENIC 20M Ko K K K K X PISOT TUN

CRO;EI xs )GE K K K K K K K TAPERED TUBE AND FLOAT

CRxEI &x MI K K__ K K K K K SLOTTED CYLINDER AND PISTON

CltYOCINIC MID S.~ 00 K x K K TURBINE-

s~ K K K K K K K K K DEFLECTION OFSOUNDSEAM

x K K K K K K K K K K ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

CRYIC-i Nic *cv S. wo K K K K K K K K EI.ECS.SOMAONETIC

ClYcoICENIC 2L K00 K x K X x K RADIOISOTOPE

-6ý 300 5 K ____ K Kx K x K K K K x x RAGOFORCE
CRYOGENIC 4I 5.OD K K ____ ________ NUTATING DISC

CRyGoENic AS) 5.~ Kv K K OIARY VANE

v'~ - x___ K KK-___ LOBED IMPELLER

00 x K K K K ___ - ____ ___ RECIPROCATING PISTON

-- x -- - x-_______ AXIAL PISTON METERING PUIMPi

A) .)x x xK MASS SPECTROMETER (OASES)

120 1, x x x x xK ULTRASONIC TRANSLATOR (GASES)

10, xi K K K K K K WATER DISPLACEMENT (GASES)

x - x___ K__ -- K K K K VARIASLS ARIC. (TRl-FLAT)
K STATIC WEIGHING CALIBRATOR

Clt,,s Ilc 400 xI K K K DYNAMIC WEIGHING CALIBRATOR

I'lL '~")~ oD S( K K _______________ _______ TIME VOLUME CALIBAO

CR00 Is 'x x K i K K - METER PROVER C ALIBRATOA
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FLOWMETERS CLASSIFICATION
TWIN TURBINE

Teble 5.17.2. Fluid Flowmeter Clahileation Disadvantages

Mame Flowmeters Accuracy reduced by changes in mechanical friction,
fluid density, fluid viscosity, fluid temperature, and

Momentum fluid pressure.
Turbine-constant speed impeller Accurate constant speed motor required.

Constant torque impeller Careful calibiation required; proportionality constants
Gyroscopic must be determined experimentally.
Coriolis
Magnus 5.17.4 Mass Flowmeters

Thermal
Thermopile 5.17.4.1 GENERAL. Mass fluwmeters indicate flow rate inInferBntdal gravimetric units (lb/sec). This classification includes
Variable head fiowmeters with densitometers momentum, thermal, and inferenLial fluid flowmeters. Mo-
Ve bloc•t h meters with densitometers mentum types sense reaction forces caused by changingVariable head fiowmeters with velocity compensation the direction of fluid flow. Thermal types serise heat flowrates which vary with fluid mass flow rates, and inferential

Velocity Flowmeters types sense velocity and density separately and combine

Variable head the two signals to result in a mass flow rate meter readout.
Thi:%-plate orifice Descriptions of various configurntions of these three types
Flow nozzle are presented in the following paragraphs.
Venturi 5.17.4.2 MOMENTUM. Six flowmeters will be discussed.
Dall flow tube
Twin throat venturi Twin Turbine Flowmeter. The sensing element in the twin
Capillary turbine meter consists of two turbines having different
Porous fixed blade angles interconnected by a torsional member.
Pitot tube Fluid flowing through the meter (Figure 6.17.4.2a) causes
Tapered tube and float- different speeds as a result of the different blade angles.

Variable area 
rotation of the element, and the two turbines tend to seek

Slotted cylinder and piston The torsional member, which interconnects the two tur-
Turbine bines, deflects angularly until the torsional forces caused
Ultrasonic by the turbines are balanced by the internal strain energy

Defoestion veocity suof the intc',onnecting torsional member. The angular dis-
Acoustic velocity placement btween the two turbines is directly proportional

Electromagnetic to the flow momentum, mV. Small magnets in the turbine
Radioisotope blades generate signals as they pass by the coils on the
Drag force meter body, and the phase difference of the signals gener-

ated at the turbine coils determines the angular displace-
Positive Displacement Volumetric Flowmeters ment of the torsional member. The period of time, t,
Nutating disc required for the phase angle to traverse a reference point
Rotary vane (pickup coil) is directly proportional to the phase angle
Lobed impeller and inversely proportional to the angular veloci+y of the
Reciprocating piston turbine. This time period, t, is directly proportional to the

mass flow rate through the meter as explained below:
Axial piston metering pump

Gaseous Leakage Flowmeters and Detectors Mass flow rate
Mass spectrometer m - KoVo (Eq 5.17.4.2a)
Ultrasonic translator Momentum flow
Water displacement
Variable area p KV:1 (Eq 5.17.4.2b)

Flowmeter Calibration Systems Turbine phase angle

Static weighing calibrator K, = K2V'p (Eq 5.17.4.2c)
Dynamic weighing calibrator
Time volume calibrator Turbine angular velocity

Meter prover calibrator w KV (Eq 5.17.4.2d)
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IMPELLER TYPE FLOWMETERS
GYROSCOPIC

Time period for o to pass a reference point Turbine-Constant Speed Impeller Plowneter. The sensing
(Eq. 5.17.4.2w) element in the turbine-impeller meter consists of a tu-bine

t -K • - K(V p- (sensing wheel) restrained by a torsional member (spring)
t V as shown in Figure 5.17.4,2b. Upstream of the turbine is

an impeller driven at a constant speed to impart a constant
Time period is proportional to mass flow rate angular momentum to the flowing fluid. Recovery o# this

t = K, (Eq 5.17.4.21) angular momentum by the turbine results in angular de-
flection of the torsional member which is directly propor-

It should be noted that although Figure 5.17.4.2a illustrates tional to the fluid mass flow rate. The angular deflection is
an analog readout, this type of flowmeter is commonly detected by the angular position pickoff which produces a
instrumented to provide digital flow rate indication or signal for direct flow measurement and integration. The
mass flow totalization. theory applying to this principle of operation is presented

below:
SANALOG MAS$ FLOW D- C '•IILI.- !

RAI EONVERTER J VOLT METER Restraining torque

PICKUP L LIw (Eq 5.17.4.29)
t,SMALL MAGNETS

Moment of inertia of element

dl = k~dM (Eq 5.17.4.2h)

-;. Rate of change of angular momentum of element

-41S. (Eq 5.17.4.21)

dM.k dM =~~~~• .. _'lok -' =•k-(-- = L = =k-ii

STRMIGHrNING VAN'ES TORSIONAL MEMIER Restraining torque is proportional to muss flow rate

Figure 5.17.4.2a. Twin Turbine Mass Flowmeter L = Kib (Eq 5.17.42J)
(Courtesy of Potter Aeronautical Corporation, Union, New Jersey) Constant Torque Impeller Flowmeter. The constant torque

impeller flowmeter consists of an electric motor, a magnetic
clutch, an impeller, and a pick-up coil (Figure 5.17.4.2c).
The electric motor rotates the magnetic clutch assembly

0 (permanent magnet) which drives the impeller at a con-
stant torque. The impeller angular velocity is detected by

aP 2 AMPLIFIER Lthe pick-up coil, which generates a signal at a frequencyI~ ANO

POUNDS 3 WER SUPPLY OUTPT inversely proportional to the fluid mass flow rate. The
POWER VOLTAGE interrelationship of the impeller speed w,, mass flow rate m,

6 4PROPORTIONAL anSUPPLY 5 TOMASS and impeller torque L, is developed in the discussion of
.STATONARY DISK MAGNETIC FLOW RATE "Turbine-Constant Speed Impeller" and is given by

/;- = Ky. (Eq 5.17.4.2k)

MOTOR Since the impeller driving torque is constant, the mass
SEALED) -flow rate is inversely proportional to the impeller angular

velocity:

K,
REDUCTION IMPELLER SPRING SENSING ANGULA m= (Eq 5.17.4.21)
GEAR WHEEL POSITION

PICKOFF

The signal output from the coil may be directed to either
Figure 5.17.4.2b. Constant Speed Impeller Flowmeter an analog or digital readout device.

(Reprinted from "'Product Engineering," 8 May 1961, vol. 32, no. 19,
C. C. Miesse, Copyright 1961, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New Gyroscopic Flowmeter. The gyroscopic flowmeter operates
York, New York)

on gyroscope principles, where fluid motion in a circular
path is equivalent to the spinning wheel. As the spin axis
(circular path) is displaced, the flowmeter will tend to
move in a third orthogonal axis, unless restrained. The
force developed to move the flowmeter in a third axis is

5.17.4 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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FLOWMETERS CORIOUSL

A TTELECTRICAL INPUTCA

S FLOW STRAIGHTENER

! ELECTRIC MO TOP, IMPELLER

ll Z, rpltrl irlt

.. ell...¢, sr . •

MAGNETIC CLUTCH ASSY. -... r

Figure 5.17.4.2c. Constant Torque Impeller Mass Flowmeter
(Courtesy of The Foxboro Company, Waugh Engineering Div., Van Nuys, California)

proportional to the fluid mass flow rate and can be mea- Gyroscope reaction two que is proportional to mass flow

sured by a force or torque sensor. The schematics in Figure rate:

6.17.4.2d illustrate the flow direction, the direction of
constant velocity, and the direction of gyroscope action. L, = Km (Eq 5.17.4.2n)

The torque produced by restraining precession is directly
proportional to the mass flow rate as shown below: Coriolis Flowmeter. The coriolis flowmeter in Figure

5.17.4.2c resembles a centrifugal pump, where fluid enters
Gyroscope reaction torque at the center of an impeller which is rotated at a constant

angular velocity. The torque imparted on the impeller and
L L 'W., fh (Eq 5.17.4.2m) detected by the torque tube in accelerating the fluid mass

where L = polar moment of inertia of fluid about spin (by coriolis acceleration) is directly proportional to the

(flow) axis = p (2rrA) r' mass flow rate as explained below:

= angular velocity of Auid mass about spin Coriolis acceleration (Reference 19-178)
Vaxis :- axis r 2Vw (Eq 5.17.4.2o)

Gh = precessional angular velocity about hoai-
K From Newton's Second Law, the total force acting on the

zontal axis = wry impeller

V = velocity of fluid in conduit F aft (Eq 5.17.4.2p)

r = radius

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.X7.4 -3



MAGNUJS FLOWM ETERS

vfTIlCAI OSN

IRNSDUC(R OIZNA

TORQUE TUIBE GIEVN
AND TORQUE

'rA11IC)tARY

P1 Pt

IFLOW

VERTICAL
AXIS

HORIZONTAL
AXIS

IMPELLER

Figure 5.17.4.2e. Coriolis Mass Flowmeter
(Reprinted frorm "Product Engineering," 8 May 196.1, yol. 32, no. 19,

CC.Miesse, Copyright 1961, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New
York, New York)

SPIN The element mass
AXIS

FLWdm -pAdr (Eq 5.17.4.2q)

The total torque about the impeller axis

VERTIAj L2V0)pArdr (Eq 5.17.4.2r)

HOR17CNTAL Torque

L (r?~ - r 12 ) fl (Eq 5.17.4.2s)ITorque due to coriolis force is proportional to the mass
flow rate

.L=Kmi (Eq 5.17.4.2t)

Magnus Flowmeter. The principle of operation of the mag-
nus flowmeter is represented in the schematic shown in
Figure 5.17.4.2f. Fluid enters the meter and is subjected
to induced circulution caused by the rotation of the cyl-
inder located in the center of the flow stream. This results
in increasing the velocity of the flow of fluid in the part
ýof the flowmeter where the flow velocity and the cylinder
tangential velocity are in the same directicn, and results
also in a decrease in velocity where the flow velocity and

Figure 5.17.4.2d. Gyroscopic Mass FIowmeter the cylinder tangential velocity are opposing. The pressure
* ~~~~(Reprintedl from "ISA Journal," June 11)60, vol. 7. no. 6, C. W1. Ffa/sel! dfeeta esrda h pit fmxmmadmn-I

PO~i~ylvafifl)mum flow velocity is proportional to the mrss flow rate

as explained below:

5.17.4 -4 ISSUED: MAY 1964



FLOWMETERS THERMOPILE
BOUNDARY LAYER

COLD JUNCTIONCONSTANT SPEED iTHERMOCCOUPLE

t ,METALI10V, •THERMOCOUPLES

D C MILLIVOLT METER /
INDICATOR, RECORDER, LOW TUBE

FLCW "OR CONTROLLER

Figure 5.17.4.3a. Thermopile Mass Flowmeter
(Courtesy of Hastings-Raydist, Inc., Hampton, Virginia)

TEMPERATURE HEATER TEMPERATURE
DIFFERENTIAL SENSOR COIL SENSOR

INDICATOR

F LOW •J

Figure 5.17.4.2f. Magnus Mass Flowmeter
(Reprinted from "Instruments," March 1951, vol. 24, no. 3, D. Brand
and L. A. Ginsel, Copyright 1951, Instruments Publishing Company, HEAT INSULATED-
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) SPACERS

Assuming Bernoulli's equation applies, Figure 5.17.4.3b. Boundary Layer Mass Flowmetpr
P ,(Reprinted from "Instruments and Control Systems," April i.t'61, vol.V34, no. 4, J. H. Laub, Copyright 1961, Instruments Publishing Company,

P + +1 -- - (Eq 5.17.4.2u) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)P 2g, P 2g

where V, = V + V,; V, = V - V. Boundary Layer Flowmeter. The boundary layer mass flow-

2V V, meter consists of a long straight tube wi h. a heater coil
and PI -P p= attached to the external surlace, and temperatuie sensors

9ý attached upstream and downstream of the coil (Figure

if h= pVA (Eq 5.17.4.2v) 5.17.4.3b). The heater coil may produce heat by inductance
or resistance heating, which is absorbed by the fluid from

2V,. m (Eq 5.17.4.2w) heat flow through the tubing and boundary lay.•r to the
pt -- p -- pAgq fluid stream. The temperature sensors measure the tem-

perature of the outside surface of the boundary layer on
The pressure differential is proportional to the mass flow both sides of the heater coil, the differential of which is
rate related to the heat flow rate as shown below:

Pi -- P2 = Km; (Eq 5.17.4.2x) For turbulent flow

5.17.4.3 THERMAL. Two thermal flowmeters will be dis- (!Eq 5.17. 4.3a)
cussed. q = Ko AT (c•)°' (k)°o (rn)°-/(o)o.4

Thermopile Flowmeter. The sensing element in the thermo- For laminar fic
pile flowmeter shown in Figure 5.17.4.3a consists of two
noble metal thermocouples which are heated by alternating (Eq 5.17.4.3b)
current, and a third cold junction thermocouple which q = K1 AT (c,) /3 (k)-/ (rn) I3
senses heat in the flow stream. As the mass flow rate in- where q = heat flow rate
creases, the heated thermocouples and the cold junction
thermocouples tend to seek the same temperature, which m mess flow rate
reduces the output in the DC meter circuit and the output AT = temperature differential
asymptotically approaches zero. A careful calibration of
the meter is necessary to obtain the mass flow rate-DC Electrical power to the heater coil is controlled by either
potential characteristic. variable temperature, constant power or variable power,

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.17.4 -5



INFERENTIAL FLOWMETERS

constant temperature. If the temperature differential is
hold constant and assuming c,, k and # remain constant, HEAD METER

the beater power demanded will be proportional to the heat NJ
flow rate, which is related to the mass flow rate as follows: FLOW

Far turbulent flow I S11_
1=K. (r) 0.8 (Eq 5.17.4.3c) ENI . 1ODIFFERENTIAL

! -�] KESSURE
For laminar flow DENSITOMETER CELL

q Ký (rh) 1/ (Eq 5.17.4.3d) K1 pV
2

IL
If the electrical power to the heater coil, is held constant co
and cp, k, and p remain constAnt, "he heat flow rate will MPUTER

remain constant, and the mass flow rate will be rele.ted to - -A.
the temperature differential as follows: ...................

INTEGRATOR K2 • , V 2 .K,,V
For turbulent flow/ U I4 (rt (I

dt: MASS FLOW RATE
A Km)( (E .74~)2VINDIlCATOR OR RECORDER

For laminar flow Figure 5.17.4.4a. Variable Head Flowmeter with
4T = K5 (,i)-1/3 (Eq 5.17.4.3f) Densitometer

(Reprinted from "ISA Journal," June 1960, vol. 7, no. 6, C. M. Halsell,
Copyright 1960, Instrument Society of America, Pittsburgh,5.17.4.4 INFERENTIAL. Three flowmeters will be dis- Pennsylvania)

cussed.

Variable Head Flowmiters with Densitometers. The infer-
ential mass flowmeter consists of any one of the variable
head flowmeters listedin Detailed Topic 5.17.3.2 coupled
with one of the densitome'ters listed below: VELOCITY METER

a) Float type - senses density by measuring buoyant force FLOW ....

on float submerged in a by-pass chamber located near
the head meter.

b) Dynamic densitometer - senses density by measuring
hydraulic coupling between a rotating impeller and a NSoMETERstatic turbine. v

c) Piezoelectric crystal densitometer - senses density by Kop _
measuring the voltage output of the crystal, which is COMPUTER
directly proportional to the density and acoustic velocity f 1 .y K Vdt ~ -0 j ........ I K pVof the fluid. Changes in temperature or pressure will J P' . 2 P....

effect a change in the acoustic velocity of the fluid, which INTEGRATOR
must be compensated for. [L . INDICATOR OR RECORDER

A schematic of a typical variable head meter-densitometer
installation is presented in Figure 5.17.4.4a. The densitom-
eter provides an ejectrical signal proportional to the fluid Figure 5.17.4.4b. Velocity Flowmeter With Densitometer
density, which is fed into a computer. The differential pres- (Reprinted from "ISA Journal," June 1960, vol. 7, no. 6, C. M. Halsell,Copyright 1960, Instrument Society of America, Pittsburgh,
sure cell output signal is proportional to the fluid density Pennsylvania)
times the square of the volumetric flow rate, and this signal
is fed to the computer. The computer calculates the product
of the two signals and extracts the square root, resulting prop aortional to the mass flow rate. The computer output

in the fluid mass flow rate. The computer output signal can out cne i a total mass ploirad
be integrated to provide a total mass flow over a given time out over a given time period.
period. Variable Head Flowmeters with Velocity Compensation.

Velocity Meters with Densitometers. An inferential mass An inferential mass flowmeter can be constructed by com-
flowmeter can be constructed by combining a t.urbine, ultra- bining the outputs of 9 velocity flowmeter and a variable
sonic, or electromagnetic flowmeter with a float, dynamic, or head flowmeter (Figure '5.17.4.4c). The output from the
piezoelectric densitometer as sketched in Figure 5.17.4.4b. velocity flowmeter is proportional to the fluid flow velocity,
The function of the computers is merely to multiply the and the output from the variable head flowmeter is pro-
density and velocity signals to provide a readout which is portional to the fluid density times the flow velocity squared.
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FLOWMETERS VARIABLE HEAD

Flow Nozzle Flowmeter. The flow nozzle flowmeter consists
of an inlet section which is a smooth convergent nozzle,

VELOCITY METER H*AD METER followed by a cylindrical throat (Figure 5.17.5.2b). The

FLOW throat diameter generally ranges from 25 to 70 percent of
the line diameter. The relationships between pressure drop,
fluid velocity, fluid properties, and nozzle geometry for

DIFFERENTIAL gases and liquids are the same as those for the orifice plate
Vg:1 PRESSURE (Detailed Topics 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3) differing only in the

5 CEL values of the discharge coefficient. Values of the discharge
IKIV coefficient for flow nozzles with corner taps, plus one ID

C cc- and one-half ID pressure taps are presented in Reference
OMPUtER 68-1, pages 134 to 137.

.............. 'K2 K -K 2 pV Venturi Flowmeter. The venturi flowmeter is constructed
INTEGRATOR as shown in Figure 5.17.5.2c, with a pressure tap .followed

MAS FLOW RATE by a convergent section, a throat section with a pressure
AOR ORECOREE tap, and a long divergent section. As flow enters the diver-

gent section, the static pressure gradually decreases and,
correspondingly, the fluid velocity gradually increases toFigure 5.17.4.4c. Variable Head Flowmeter With Velocity amxmva h hot lwtruhtedvretsc

Compensation a maximum at the throat. Flow through the divergent see-
(Reprinted from "ISA Journal," June 1960, vol. 7, no. 6, C. M. Halsell, tion causgs a decrease in the fluid velocity and an increase
Copyright 1960, Instrument Society of America, Pittsburgh, in the static pressure to within about 10 percent of the
Pennsylvania) i h ttcpesr owti bu 0preto h

inlet flow pressure. The relationships between the pressure

drop, fluid velocity, fluid properties, and venturi geometry
By dividing the output from the variable head flowmeter are the same as for the flat plate orifice (Sub-Topic 3.8.3)
by the output from the velocity flowmeter (using a suitable and differ only in the value of the discharge coefficient, C.
computer) a signal will be produced which is directly pro- The value of the discharge coefficient of the venturi type
portional to the fluid mass flow rate. This output signal can shown in Figure 5.17.5.2c, is presented in Reference 68-1,
be integrated to provide a total mass flow over a given tim" page 125.
period.

Dall Flow Tube Flowmeter. The Dall flow tube fiewmeter
was developed to obtain a flow measuring instrument which

5.17.5 Velocity Flowmeters would have a low over-all head loss, a short laying length,

5.17.5.1 GENERAL. Velocity flowmeters are defined as and a stable discharge coefficient over a wide range of
fluid flow measuring instrunments which sense fluid flow Reynoids numbers.As flow enters the Dall flow tube (F;gure
velocity or react to changes in velocity. Meters included in 5.17.5.2d) it collides with a darn at A, passes through the

this broad definition are variable head, variable area, tur- inlet cone, striking the sharp edge at B and another at C.
bine, ultrasonic, electromagnetic, radioisotope, and drag The flow then passes over the open throat, striking two
force. The variable head and variable area flowmeters are more sharp edges, D and E; it then expands rapidly to the

considered to be inferential, since the former senses the line diameter in a short divergent cone. The total length
pressure drop due to a change in velocity, and the latter of the Dall flow tube is approximately two times the inlet
senses the change in the flow area (annular orifice) re- diameter. The differential pressure produced by a Dall flow

tube is approximately 1.9 to 2.4 times as great as that for
float. a corresponding flow nozzle or venturi tube under identical

flow conditions. The relaticnships between the pressure

5.17.5.2 VARIABLE HEAD. Eight types will be discusied. drop, fluid velocity, fluid properties, and meter geometry
for gases and liquids arc the same as those for the orifice

Thin-Plate Orifice Flowmeter. The orifice plate flowmeter plate (Detailed Topics 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3), differing only
consists of a concentric, square-edged circular hole ranging in the value of meter coefficient, C. Values for the discharge
from 10 tu 80 percent of the line diameter, a pressure drop coefficient with a fixed diameter ratio at various Reynolds
sensor, and pressure ports, one upstream (point 1) and one numbers are presented in Reference 26-92, Figure 5; values
downstream (point 2) of the orifice plate (Figure 5.17.5.2a). at a fixed Reynolds number of 350,000 with varying diam-downtrem (oin 2)of he rifie pate(Fiure5.1.5.a). eter ratios are presented in Reference 26-92, Figure 6.
As fluid passes through the orifice meter, a drc.p in pres-
sure and an increase in velocity results. The relationships Twin Throat Venturi Flowmeter. The twin throat venturi
between the pressure drop, fluid velocity, fluid properties, flowmeter resembles the ordinary venturi meter. The major
and orifice geometry for gases and liquids are presented differences are the 5hort laying length of the twin throat
respectively in Detailed Topics 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3 of the venturi and tlc 3hape of the throat section (Figure
handbook. Values of the discharge coefficient for orifices 5.17.5.2e). The low pressure tap is located at the point of
with flange, vena-contracta, and pipe taps are tabulated in minimum throat diameter, where pressure is further re-
Reference 68-1, pages 142 through 168. duced by increased velocity over the streamlined throat
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VARIAB3LE HEAD FLOWMETERS

(2)
UPSTREAM DOW14STREAM
FLANGE AP - FLANGE TAP

I PIPE I D LAN GE TAPS 0 0

APRX12PIPE I 101TEARSO H
tiii UPSTREAM 0PRO 2CI ".THRCSE OF THE
EN A-CONTRACTA ; CIRE OF THEN
TAP DOWNSTREAM VENA-CONTRACTA TAP (2) r'O-2111E AN

0 ........~.RESPECTI'VELY
D TANGENTTO THE

VENA-CONTRACTA TAPS ~PRINADT
THE UPSTREAM

vp ~ SURlFACE 'OF THE
(II .2.1 sptio.-NOZZLE

(1)TR AM 1 P 2 12PEIPIID

PIPE TAP

DI
-I0

(2) PIPE TAPS C

DOWN STREAM
PIPE TAP

(2)

Figure5.17.2a.DThNSPlTREAOiieM lw e it aiu

Figure~~Fiur 5.17.5.2a. Flow Nozzle Orfieow eterWih arou

(Reprinted from "Fluid Meters, Their Theory and Application," 5th ed.
Copyright 1959, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York,
New York)

DI r 41 D. 0G

3- I IN.2. TO 0. 275 N, FO CC".< I NGS" T. IO R D " A eU A PR SS R -HM E WIT AT LE S 4 P ME E VE T3a7 T 5 D

Figure 5.17.5.2c. Venturi Fiowmeter
(Reprinted from "Fluid Meters, Their Theory and Application," 5th edll Copyright 1959, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York)
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FLOWMETERS CAPILLARY

section. The twin throat venturi meter has been standard-
,zed in sizes from 4 to 48 inches line diameter, with throat
to pipe diameter ratios from 0.225 to 0.785, and a two-inch
minimum throat diameter restriction. The relationship be-
tween pressure drop, fluid velocity, fluid properties and
meter geometry for gases and liquids are the same as those
for the orifice plate (Detailed Topics 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3),

Sdiffering only in the value of the discharge coefficient, C.
Values for the discharge coefficient for Reynolds numbers

D ranging from 40,000 to 1,000,000, and throat-to-tube diam-
eter ratios from 0.316 to 0.789 are presented in Reference
26-5F, Figure 5.

ICapillary Flowmeter. The capillary flowmeter is used for
measuring the flow rate of liquids or gases at Reynolds
numbers less than 2,000 where the flow rate varies linearly
with the pressure differential of the capillary tube. The
sensor of this meter consists of a small diameter, straight
length of tubing with pressure taps located circumfer-

FD IS THROAT DIAMETER entially at two stations along the tube (Figure 5.17.5.2f).

The relationship between pressure drop, fluid velocity, fluid

Figure 5.17.5.2d. Dall Flow Tube Flowmeter properties, and meter geometry is presented below:
(Reprinted from "ASME Trans.," April 1956, vol. 78, no. 3,I. 0. Miner,
Copyright 1956, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New YorK, V2 2g&d0l (Pi - P2)
New York) 2 (Eq 5.17.5.2a)

S-DI I

SIZES A TO 10 IN. SIZES 12 TO 48 IN. -

Figure 5.17.5.2e. Twin Throat Venturi Flowmeter
(Reprinted from "ASME Trans., Series D, Journal of Bpsic Engineering," September 1960, vol. 82, no. 3, A. A. Kalinske, Copyright 1960, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York)
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POROUS PLUG FLOWMETERS
PITOT TUBE

64
where f , •

- to 4A ANOMITIR a R Vdp
(I) *,-• OR EFFERENTIAL(2) and Re = -(

- (p, p.)d ý2ge (Eq 5.17.5.2b)

FLOW _T_321.L
- Porous Plug Flowmeter. The porous plug flowmeter con-

._ sists of a porous plug fastened inside of a straight section
of tubing, with circumferential pressure taps located at

-L stations upstream and downstream of the porous plug
(Figure 5.17.5.2g). The porous material may consist of

Figure 5.17.5.2f. Capillary Flowmeter sintered metals, steel wool, cotton fibers, glass wool, or
(Reprinted from "Instruments and Control Systems " April1961, vol. 34, layers of fine screening, which are selected for suitability
no. 4, U. M. Polentz, Copyright 1961, Instruments. Publishing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) with the fllid to be measured. Test3 conducted by the

authors of Reference 26-88 have shown that the pressure
drop varies lilnearly with the fluid flow velocity, and further,

POROUS PLUG the dimensionless ratios presented below are useful in
correlation of data from various types of porous media:

MaMME VL-.- S2• FLf (WP/ (Eq 5.17.5.2c)•N VL•S2 
- f (wv~wv)

P1 - P2

MANOMETER Pitot Tube Flowmeter. The sensing element in the pitot
tube flowmeter (Figure 5.17.5.2h) consists of two pressure
taps, one facing into the flowing stream to measure the
total static and velocity head, and the other located per-
pendicular to the flow path for measuring the static pres-
sure head. The differential pressure is then the velocity

Figure 5.17.5.2h. Pitot Tube Fiowmeter Installation head. Since the fluid velocity varies from a minimum at

.Reprinted from the "ARS Journal," May-June 1953, vol. 23, no. 3, J. the wall to a maximum at the center line, it is necessary
Grey and F. Liu, Copyright 1953, American Rocket Society, New York, to take readings over the diameter of the tube to establish
r-1 ý fork) the veiocity profile. A simple method of averaging the flow

velocity is to break up the tube into five equal areas as
shown in Figure 5.17.5.2i, and sample the velocity at the

IMPACT STATIC ten points shown. The velocity is computed using the fol-
HOLE HOLE lowing relationships:

Liquids:

FLO.W (Eq 5.17.5.2d)

V Cý2 ( p 2 -p 1 )g,9-.S~p

Gases:

(Eq 5.17.5.2e)

-:V&= C w ' --1) - p J

The C value for pitot tubes varies between 0.965 and 1.00,

Figure 5.17.5.2g. Porous Flowmeter and should be established experimentally when a high de-
(Reprinted from the "ASME Trans.," July 1951, vol. 73, no. 5, S. W. gree of accuracy is required.
Fleming and R. C. Binder, Copyright 1951, American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers, New York, New York) 5.17.5.3 VARIABLE AREA. Two variable area flowmeters

are described in the following paragraphs.
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FLOWMETERS TURBINE FLOWMETER

Tapered Tube and Float Flowmeter. The tapered tube and
float flowmeter shown in Figure 5.17.5.3a consists of a

.vertical tapere. tube, plus a tapered float which is free toS • move vertically on a guide which centers the float within

the tube The tube is installed vertically with the smaller
2tube area at the bottom, which is the fluid entrance point.

3 As flow is increased the float is forced higher in the tube,
T7 INS"-, resulting in an increase in tihe annular area between the0 /, I N float and tapered tube. When equilibrium is established

between the float weight (less the fluid buoyancy) and the
--upward force produced byflow, the float comes to rest at a

/position which is proportional to the fluid velocity. The
Spressure drop across the float remains constant, since thej • •_•float weight is constant. The relationship between pressure

drop, fluid velocity, fluid properties, and meter geometry
is presented below:

Equilibrium requirement

____00 (Eq 5.17.5.34.)
___ o FPt (Pt PL)S~~Pi - p2 ~g

.0."7 Annular orifice equation
_0,__ ________ (Eq 5.17.5.3b)

-0 ----- AC /2 (pi -pV A N
Combined equations

Figure 5.17.5.21. Pitot Tube Flowmeter Probe Locations
(Reprinted frcr, "Fluid Meterst Their Theory and Application," 5th ed., (Eq 5.17.5.3c)
Copyright 1959, American society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, ____5.17.5.3c

New York)

F&PL

Slotted Cylinder and Piston Flowmeter. The slotted cyl-
inder and piston flowmeter consists of a cylinder which has

GUIDE WIRE equal sized orifices arranged in a uniform helical pattern,
plus a free floating piston, as shown in Figure 5.17.5.3b.

TAPERED GLASS As the flow velocity increases, the number of exposed ori-
fices increases in direct proportion to the travel of the

FLOAT piston and the fluid flow velocity. An indicator attached
to the piston travels inside a calibrated sight glass installed
on the meter housing, indicating the fluid velocity or volu-

metric flow rate.

5.17.5.4 TURBINE FLOWMETER. The turbine flowmeter
cousists of a turbine in the flow stream which rotates at an
angular velocity proportional to the fluid velociLy, and a
magnetic detector for determining the angular velocity ofFLOWthe turbine. A permanent magnet, imbedded in the rotor,
generates an alternating current in a coil whiqh is located
in the magnetic detector (Figure 5.17.5.4). The frequency

Figure 5.17.5.3a. Tapered Tube and Float Flowmeter of the alternating current is a direct measurement of the
(Reprinted from the "ARS Journal," May-June 1953, vol. 23. no. 3, J.
Grey and F. F. Liu, Copyright 1953, Americen Rocket Society, New York, angular velocity of the turbine, which is in turn directlyNew York) proportional to the fluid flow velocity. The speed of the

turbine is related to the flow velocity, the turbine blade
angle, and the average radius of the blade center of pres-
sure as shown below:
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ULTRASONIC FLOWMETERS

,I
• COUNTER

PICK UP COIL

ALNICO MAGI,•

,INDICATOR

.• /-PISTON
PISO Figure 5.17.5.4. Turbine Flowmeter
ORIFICES [Reprinted from "Jet Propulsion," February 1956, vol. 26, no. 2, J. Grey,

_opyrioht 1956 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,(TYPICAL) New York, New York)

Flow r.te

(A,-Ar)R (Eq 5.17.5.4c)
Qv = (•-A)R

tan 0
DASHPOT Velocity or volumetric flow rate is proportional to turbine

angular velocity

Q= (Eq 5.17.5.4d)
FLOW fThe electrical output signal from the magnetic detector

may be directed to electronic frequency meters for flow rate
measurements, or can be connected to an electronic fre-
quency counter for flow totalization.

5.17.5.5 ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER. Two ultrasonic
flowmeters arý described in the following paragraphs:

Figure 5.17.5.3b. Slotted Cylinder and Piston Flowmeter
(Reprinted from "Fluid Meters, Their Theory and Application," 5th ed., Deflection of Sound Beam,. This type of ultrasonic flowmeter
Copyright 1959, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, operates on the principle that the flowing fluid will deflectNew York) '

an ultrasonic beam propagated orthogonally to the flow
direction. The meter consists of a straight flow tube with
ar. ultrasonic transmitter mounted on one side, and up-

Turbine angular velocity stream and downstream receivers mounted opposite to the
transmitter (Figure 5.17.5.5a). An ultrasonic pulse is

V tan R (Eq 5.17.5.4a) transmitted to the normal direction of the flowing fluid,
S R and is deflected at an angle whose tangent is the ratio of

the fluid velocity to the acoustic velocity. The ratio of the
Flow velocity fluid velocity to the acoustic velocity is determined by meas-

uring the electrical potential output of the receiver trans-
- R( ducers and by using the following relationship (ReferenceV ~~(Eq 5.17.5.4b) 5-)

tan 52-7)
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FLOWMETERS ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

TRANSMITTER SIGNAL I I

OM PATTERN 91A PATTERN
TRANSM~ti•ta N, O FLU'V TRNSITE FLOW

TRANSITRERS

RIECEIVER

UPSTREAM " DOWNSTREAM

EACM REcIiviR

Figure 5.17.5. De. Deflection of Sound ham Flowmeter
(Rep'inted from the "ISA Journal,- October 1960, vol. 7, no. 10, H. E. Delk* and W. Welkowitz, Copyright 1960, instruments Society of Arneica, Pitts.burglh, Pennsylvania)

Average fluid velocity
NVEE,( TRANSMITTING TRANSDUCERS

V KYEi, (Eq 5.17.5.5a)VAz0ONM/0

Flow rate
N.. DIRECTION OP• • ,•,,ACOUSTIC wAi

Qv = KVAE,, (Eq 5.17.5.5b)

Flow velocity and volumetric flow rate are proportional to VELOCITY

the output ratio of the receivers

Q,, = KEý (Eq 5.17.5.5c)
RECEIVING TRANSDUCERS

Acoustic Velocity Flowmeter. The acoustic velocity flow- Figure 5.17.5.5b. Acoustic Velocity Flowmeter
meter consists of a straight tube with two sets of ultrasonic (ReDrinted from "Product Eng'neerinu," May 1961 vol. 32. no. 19,C.. A.-. iesse and 0. E. Curth, oyight 1961, McGraw-Hill Publishing
transmitters and receivers, one set angled upstream and Company, New York, New York)
the other downstream, as shown in Figure 5.17.5.5b. A
short train of 10 mnegacycle oscillations is generated at the
transmitter, and is propagated through the liquid to the
mating receiver. The signal is then amplified, and retrig- Downstream repetition frequency
gers the transmitter to initiate another train of oscilla- 5
tions. The frequency of this retriggering operation for each (Eq 5.17,5.Be)
set of transmitters and receivers depends on the acoustic V, - V cos 0,
velocity of the liquid, the fluid flow velocity, and the direc- fd2d
tion at which the ultrasonic energy is beamed (upstream
or downstream). The repetition frtquncies for the up- Beat frequency
stream and downstream directions of ultrasonic energy (Eq 5.17.5.5f)
and their relation to the volumetric flow rate are presented V cos 0.
below: f - fd

Upstream repetition frequency Average flow velocity

(Eq 5.17.5.5d) (Eq 5.17.5.5g)
- V, + V cos 0 (t fd)d. (
- 2d. CoB 0, T V - fd)
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RADIOISOTOPE FLOWMETERS
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

Flow velocity an(', volumetric flow rate are proportional to radioactive partic'les to pass between two known points. A
the beat frequency schematic of this flowmeter is shown in Figure r.17.5.7.

The average velocity and volumetric flow rate are then
Qv a K, (fl, - fi) (Eq 5.17.5.5h) determined from the time measured for flow between the

two sensors.
5.17.5.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWMETER. The elec-
tromagnetic flowmeter operates on the principle that an
electric conducting fluid passing through a magnetic field SENSING HEAD

will generate an electrical potential which Is directly pro. SENSING HEAD TIMER

portional to the fluid flow velocity, This flowmeter consists a__
of a flow tube, magnetic poles arranged so that the magnetic FLOW

field is orthogonal to the direction of fluid flow, and elec. ' -,,.
trudes on the sides of the tubes (Figure 5.17.5.6) for meas- N' A .........
urement of the electrical potential which is generated by RACIvE PARncLESf

the conducting fluids flowing through the magnetic field.
The equations utilizing this flowmeter pleinciple are pre. Figure 5.17.5.7. Radioisotope Flowmrter

(Reprinted from "Automation." September 1957, vOl. 4, no. 9. .. J.
sented below: Combes andO M. J, DePOsquale, Copyright 1957, Penton Publishing Com-

pany, Cleveland, Ohio)
Faraday's law of electromagnetic inductipn

E • KBdV (Eq 5.17.5.6a)

Average velocity 5.17.5.8 DRAG FORCE FLOVMIrETER. The drag force
flowmeter consists of a contour 4 drag body, lever rod, and

V - KE (Eq 5.17.5.6b) strain tube, as illustrated in FIgure 5.17.5.8. It operates on
the principle that volumetric flow rate is proportional to

Volumetric flow rate is directly proportional to the induced the square root of the drag forces acting on a body placed
emf in a flow stream. Flow around the contoured drag body

Qv KIAE (Eq 5.17.5.6t) creates drag forces which are transmitted through the lever
rod to the strain tube. Strain gages attached to the strain
tube sense the bending stress, which is proportional to the
drag forces.

VELOCITY PMOFILEMAGNETIC
ORUNTLOE....O i The drag forces are related to the volumetric flow rate as
VELOCITY ROFILE follows:
LAMINAR FLOW

IVLTC F = C Q24 (Eq 5.17.5.8a)'/I • "- D ,• !?2Ag,

/ . _• )M ' for R.. > 400 (Reference V-258)
VLTAGE !

' The volumetric flow rate is proportional to the square root
SN.• of the drag forces V

Q " t K (E 5.75.b

VOLI ACGE

MAGNETIC, 5.17.6 Positive Displacement Volumetric Flowmeters
COIL

5.17.6.1 GENERAL. Positive displacement volumetric flow-
Figure 5.17.5.6. Electro Magnetic Flowmeter meters are defined as fluid flow measuring instruments

(Reprinted from "Instruments and Control Systems." September 1960. where each cycle of movement-whether rotary, recipro-
vol. 33, no. 9, E. D. Woodring, Copyright 1960, Instruments Publishin c
Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) eating, or otherwise-represents a specific volume of fluid

passing through the meter. Fluid flowmeters included in
this broad definition are nutating disc, rotary vane, lobed
impeller, reciprocating piston, and axial piston. The volu-

5.17.5.7 RADIOISOTOPE FLOWMETER. The radioisotope metric flow rate is determined by computing the product of
flowmeter consists of a straight tube of known cross- meter frequency multiplied by the meter characteristic of
sectional area with a port for injecting radioactive material, volume per cycle. Volumetric totalization is obtained by
two ;ensors spaced at a known distance, and a timer con- multiplying the accumulated meter cycles from a frequency
nected to the two sensors for measuring the time for the counter by the meter characteristics.

5.17.6 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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FLOWMETERS NUTATING DISC
ROTARY VANE

r - ELECTRICAL
i,-" CONNECTOR

STRAIN GAGE
BRIDGE

STRAIN TUBE j

LEVER ROD ,SINDLD

Rt A D AL NUAT

CONTOURED4
7DRAG BODY

FI= FLOW

Figure 5.17.6.2. Nutatlng Disc Flowmeter
(Reprinted from "Automation," September 1957, vol. 4, no. 9, J. J.
Combes and M. J. DePasquale, Copyright 1957, Penton Publishing Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio)

Figure 5.17.5.8. Drag Force Flowmeter
(Courtesy of Ramapo Instrument Company, Inc., BloomnIngdale, New

Jersey)

5.17.6.2 NUTATING DISC FLOWMETER. The nutating
disc flowmeter consists of a disc with a ball at its center 'X
which mates in a socket in the meter case (Figure 5.17.5.2). /
Fluid enters the chamber on one side of the radial partition
impinging on the disc, causing it to nutate up or down, thus
allowing the fluid to flow through the chamber to the outlet.
The disc spindle makes one revolution each time the nutat-
ing disc travels from the chamber bottom to the chamber
top and back again. An electronic or mechanical counter
attached to the disc spindle is used to display the number
of revolutions or cycles of the meter. The instantaneous COLING

cycling frequency is a direct measurement of the instanta-
neous volumetric flow rate, and the number of cycles in a Figure 5.17.6.3. Rotary Vane Flowmeter
measure of flow totalization. (Reprinted from "Automation," September 1957, vol. 4, no, 9, J. J.

Combes and M. J. DePasquaie. Copyright 1957, Penton Publishing Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio)

5.17.6.3 ROTARY VANE FLOWMETER. The rotary vane
flowmeter consists of a cylindrical body, a rotating cylin-
der, and spring-loaded sliding vanes attached to the
rotating cylinder (Figure 5.17.6.3). Fluid enters the meter
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LOBED IMPELL:R FLOWMETERS
RECIPROCATING PISTON

Lit space A, which causes the flowmeter to rotate clockwise
due to the larger area on one end. Space B, which can be
considered the metering space, is moved to space C, which
is tt - point where fluid exits from the meter. The liquid *1
volu.netric flow rate is determined by measuring the angu- FLOW

lar velocity of the rotor. Each revolution of the rotor dis-
places. four times the volume represented in space B.
Instantaneous flow rate can be determined by measuring
the instantaneGus "Iangular velocity of the rotor, and total
flow can be determined by mechanically or electronically
counting the number of cycles of revolution of the rotor. IMPE'LERS

5.17.6.4 LOBED IMPELLER FLOWMETER. The lobed
.mpeller flowmeter (Figure 5.17.6.4) consists of a flow
chamber and a pair of lobed impellers which are kept in
proper relationship to each other by means of equal tooth

gears. The lobes are carefully machined to provide small
clearances between the lobes and the flow chamber to
reduce *the leakage to a minim-am without increasing fric-
tion. The angular velocity of ,the rotors is directly pro-
portional to the volumetric flow rate through the meter.
Totalization of flows can be obtained merely by counting
the number of revolutions of the rotors and multiplying
this by the meter displacement per revolution.

1.17.6.5 RECIPROCATING PISTON FLOWMETER. The
reciprocating piston flowmeter c-nsists of a cylinder, a
double-acting piston, a velocity transducer, and an accurate
DC millivolt meter (Figure 5.1'1.6.5). As fluid enters the
cylinder from one end, the piston moves at a velocity pro- Figure 5.17.6.4. Lobed Impeller Flowmeter

(Reprinled from "Fluid Meters, Their Theory and Application, 5wi ed.,
portion'l to the volurmetric flow rate. A velocity transducer Copyright 1959, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York,New York) i

PRESSURE1 
FLUID

CYLINDER PORT I SUPPLY

VALVESYSTEM

FLOW CYLINDER

VELOCITY TRANSDUCER

rigure 5.17.6.5. Reciprocating Piston Flowmeter
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FLOWMETERS LEAKAGE DETECTORSIgenerates a signal which is indicated on the millivolt meter. Table 5.17.7.1. Comparison Chart
r F~~~or measuring static servo valve characteristics, the milli- LAAE5N1,IY CSC(1 CEC

volt meter. is ordinarily a high accuracy XY plotter, 'and to-, 10-1 10-3 1-
4 

-IQ. to -4 01 o-' 10 - to-' * I0" -, to- 10-1 e
for determini 'ng frequency response it may be a high speed AILEAA-

osciidograph or a frequency response analyzer. The piston OWEE
either reverses its direction in responding to a reversed WATER DISPLACEMRENT

input signal to the servo valve, or may be reversed auto- So..c le111m6
/if

inatically using auxiliary equipment. W-OITAGE DSCHAR I CC/MR

5.17.6.6 AXIAL PISTON METERING PUMPS. Axial pis- I ICC/DAY

ton metering pumps can be used as positive displacem-3nt 7---7r=L DEI~
11owmeters. The pump, driven as if it were a hydraulic RAIATV CUSES I CC,*K

mnotor without load, will react to the pressure on the sow 1118011111111100
pistnscausng hepumpshat t rotte t ananglar MALI TO" L CC/tAO

velocity proportional to the volumetric flow rate. The flow CI
pistons, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ HL& cauin t0. pupshfHtANttDtInanuar

rate can be determined by measuring the angular velocity IEL~LO(AD ~ICY
revolution characteristic of the pump. A cross-section of an _I L

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CEIA theT pupsatInPutiligthsbEhevlmSpr ~ L
axial piston pump is presented in Figure 5.17.6.6. -TES .APN :3 i

A0 oTRAMR/I..:: 1":10SN LU - -
RADIOAC IDEAL CONDOITIONS

ARGON PRESSURE RISE LDI

I1DEAL W/91:141:140

of ~LD:LEAK DETECTOR (SEE APPENDiA ., ABLES A.2.2 AND A.2.22 FOR LEAKAGE FLOW CONVERSIONS)

panel meter. The panel meter is used as a comparator be-
tween a standard leak and the part being tested. The sensi-

is deternfined as follows:

L
n meter multiplier

(Eq 5.17.7.2)

where S sensitivity, standard cc/sec/meter division

n number of divisions on panel meter
Figure 5.17.6.6. Axial Piston Pump Flowmeter rgsee tsadr ekrt

(Courtesy of Vickers, Inc., Detroit, Michigan) rgsee tsadr ekrt

L =leakage rate, standard cc/sec

5.17.7 Gaseous Leakage Flowmeters and Detectors
5.177.1GENRAL Thedetctin ad mesurmen ofgas The illustrations in Figure 5.17.7.2 show the vario-,.s modes

leaag inth flw ang cf 1-"to 10"1 standard cc/sec are of vacuum and pressure testing for which the mass spec-
discussed in the following Detailed Topics. Included are de- toee a eue.Vcu etn speerdt
scriptions of the mass spectrometer, ultrasonic translator, pressure testing because dilution of the helium efluent by
water displacement and variable area flowmeter techniques. atmospheric air does not occur. Further information con-
A comparison chart (Table 5.17.7.1) of their usable flow cerning techniques, calibration, and application of the mass

ranges is also presented. sp~Reecroener arV-eetd2nte2aes2olctdi
ranges is also presented. sp~Reecroeter arVreetd2nte2aes2olctdi

5.17.7.2 MASS SPECTROMETER. The mass spectrometer
is sensitive to minute quantities of inert tracer gas, which
may be helium, neon, or argon. Molecules of the tracer gas 5.1 7.7.3 ULTRASONIC TRANSLATOR. The ultrasonic
are dr,)wn into the instrument, ionized by an electron beam, translator detects ultrasonic sound waves created by the
anAl se~arated from all ions of different molecular weight. flow of gas molecules as they pass through minute holes
The tracer gaE ions are then focused on a collector, pro- and fissures. The sound waves are amplified electronically
ducing an electric current which is amplified to operate the and directed to a loud-speaker or earphones f or detection

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
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WATER DISPLACEMENT FLOWMETERS
VARIABLE AREA

LE CONNECTIONVI
HEIUMLIU PRO E AKDTCO •_, ' "

LEAK TESTING AN EVACUATED COMPONENT AIR PM

HISAMPLING

CLOMPONENT PRESSURIZED LEAK DETECTOR

MIXTURE l t

W:THHELIM- HROTTL VALVEl

PROBE TESTING A PRESSURIZTED COMPONENT Figure 5.17.7.3, Ultrasonic Iranslator Gas Leakage Detectorj
(Courtesy of Deicc.i Corporation, Palo Alto, California)UM PROBE by the operator. Although this instrument serves primarily

as a leakage detector, quantitative data can be estimated
r--] based on the detection distance. When tests of an ultra-

E VACUATED r LEAK DETECTOR sonic translator were conducted (Reference 70-2) it wasCOM tEsTCOMPONENT I 'D

HELIUM concluded that the unit is capable of detecting gas leakages
TESTPOR STAIONof approximately 100. standard cc/mmn in surroundings of

TE~tOR___ATION___ Oextraneous noise. A photograph of an ultrasonic translator

90

is presented in Figure 5.17.7.3.

5.17.7.4 WATER DISPLACEMENT LEAKAGE FLOW.

(Courtes of AN Corporation PalOMPONCalforia

SMETER. A simple, reliable method of measuring gaseous
leakage, wherecthe leqantage point can be sealed within a
duct, is illustrated in Figure 5.17.7.4. The gaseous leakage
flow is ducted to an inverted graduate, where the gas is

trapped and displaces the water. By measuring the time

TEST COMPONENT
HELIU concuired tha dishae uni gise capalebradtectn gasm, h leakages

TEST PORTN~ SA1NN 0of approiate l 100. bestablshdard cc/mi ieaag sronigas reail

SI dissolves in water, allowances must be made for the

is amount of gas lost in solution. The graduate shouud be

EVA(I~A~i BELL JMETo R m Ak an mpacuraetimbe reahdig Volumetsricg corretons

LEAK DETEC',dR sized accordi n5g to the leakage rate to permit sufficient time

should be made to account for the . rease in gas pressure

thst PORT STATION due to the increase in the ha.ight or ;'ie svater surfaIce above
the gas-water interface. th

115T1kG OF A HELIUM PILLED COMPONENT

5.17.7.5 VARIABLE AREA FLOWMETER. The tgr-flatdil
Fdgure 5.17.7.2. Mass Spectrometer Gas Leakage Detector variable area flowmeter consists of a tapered glass tube

(Coiesy of Conso/idtcJ'ld Electro Dynam~ics Corporationt, Pasadena, (Figure 5.17.7.5) with its axis vertical and the smaller end
CLAiftornia) at the bottom. A spherical float, which is free to move

5.17.7 -2 IssuED.. MAY 1964
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FLOWMETERS CALIBRATION SYSTEMS
STATIC WEIGHING

CALI BRATEDIGRADUJATE

1L4 WATER C0,•fAINER

Figure 5.17.7.4. Water Displacement Gas Leakage Flowmeter

SECTION A-A:

vertically, is placed within the tube. Thse gas entering the AREA AROUND FLOAT IS LARGEST

tube from the bottom raises the float, increasing the area le- AT TOP OF SCALE.

between the float and tubo until the flow forces are bal-
anced by the net weight of the buoyed float. The tube is I?

available in sizes from '/A; to IN inch nominal diameter, and 6-

in four float materials-sappLire, stainless steel, Carboloy,
and Tantalum. This flowmeter can be used onlyjf the le.k- 15

age point can be sealed to a line connected to the flowmeter. 14

. - 13.

5.17.8 Flowmeter Caliuration Systems
12'

Four types of flowmeter calibration systems are discussed. I I= SECTION B-B:

AREA AROUND FLOAT INCREASES

5.17.8.1 STATIC WEIGHING CALIBRATOR. The static 10 AS SCALE READINGS INCREASE.

weighing calibrator shown in Figure 5.17.8.1 consists of a 9
flow control valve, a flow diverter valve, an electronic B

timer, a weigh tank, and a platform scale. Filtered fluid of
known physical properties and at a controlled temperature

enters the system, first passing through a flow straight- 5
ener, the flowmeter to be calibrated, a flow control valve, 4

a nozzle, and finally through a diverter valve to the storage 3.

tank. The tare weight of the weigh tank and its contents 2.

is carefully determined while fluid is being transferred C c

through the calibration system to the storage tank. When
the calibration flow rate has been established, the diverter
valve is actuated, automatically starting the electronic SECTION C-C:

AREA AROUND FLOAT IS ALMOST
timer. When sufficient fluid has been collected in the weigh ZERO AT BOTTOM OF SCALE.

tank, the diverter valve is again actuated, automatically
stopping the automatic timer and directing the fluid to
the storage tank. The weight of the weigh tank and its
contents is carefully measured, and the tare weight sub-
tracted to determine the total quantity of fluid which has
been collected over the time interval indicated on the elec-
tronic timer. All weighings are performed under static -

conditions, with the weigh tank free of all connecting lines
and hoses. For calibration of cryogenic or other high vapor
pressure liquids, it is necessary to use a pressurized re-
ceiver tank in place of the weigh tank to reduce loss by FLW

evaporation. This requires the use of flexible lines to the Figure 5.17.7.5. Variable Tri.Flat Flowmeter
receiver tank, tending to reduce the accuracy of the cali- (Courtesy of Fischer and Po;ter Company, Warmlnster, Pennsylvania)
bration system.

ISSUED. MAY 1964 5.17.8 -1



DYNAMIC WEIGHING FLOWMETERS
TIME-VOLUME

VENT• PRESSURE GAUGETHROEE 'R GUPPER STOP PRESSURE GAUGE

TR T PHOTOELECTRIC FLEXIBLE HOSE THERMOMETER

TIMER WE_____-_____

NOZZLE REIF AV
FNFLOW CONTROL COUNTERPOISE WEIGHTS FL"

VALVERTIEF

DIVERTER VALVE V
TIMER ACTUATION

TANK COVER\

WEIGH TANK FOME
FOWMETER FLWMTTO BE

CALIBRATED O B
CALIBRATED

FLOW SRIHEE

I STRAIGHTENER STRAIGHTENER

RETURN TO STORAE-
SCALE DRAI N

Figure 5.17.8.1. Static Weighing Flowmeter Calibrator Figure 5.17.8.2. Dynamic Weighing Flowmeter Calibrator
(Reprinted from "ASMC Trans.," October 1958, vol. 80, M. R. Shafer and (Reprinted from "ASME Trans.," October 1958, vol. 80, M. R. Shafer and
F. W. Ruegg, Copyright 1958, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, F. W. Ruegg, Copyright 1958, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New York, New York) New York, New York)

5.17.8.2 DYNAMIC WEIGHING CALIBRATOR. The dy- the weight of the counterpoise weights by the time interval
namic weighing calibrator (Figure 5.17.8.2) is used to indicated on the electronic timer. The time required for the
determine the time interval required to collect a pre- weighbeam to travel from the lower to upper stops in-
determined weight of liquid. Filtered liq uid of known creases as weight on the platform scales increases, intro-
physical properties and at a controlled temperature is ducing an error in the time measurement. This error can
transferred through the system to the rdceiver tank. When be reduced, however, by locating the photoelectric timer
the weight of liquid in the receiver tank overcomes the switch such that the light beam is interrupted on the first
force of the counterpoise weights on the weighbeam, the movement of the weighbeam. In Reference 26-50, a mathe-
weighbeam rises and interrupts a light beam in a photo- matical method of predicting the time required for t!e
electric timer circuit, automatically starting an electronic weighbeam to travel the distance between the stops is
timer, Counterpoise weights are added to the weight tray presented in terms of the mass flow rate, the collected
in an amount equiva!ent to the weight desired to be col- weight, the length of weighbeam balance arm, and the
lected in the receiver tank. The weighbeam then returns to acceleration of gravity. The author of Reference 28-5 has
the lower stop, allowing light to pass through to the photo- successfully employed the dynamic weighing calibrator
electric timer switch. The timer switch circuit is designed technique to calibration of cryogenic flowmeters, which
such that on the initial interruption of the light beam the uses auxiliary refrigeration and pressurization equipment
electronic timer starts, and on the second interruption of to reduce evaporation losses of the calibrating liquid.
tho light beam the electronic timer is stopped. When the
weight of liquid in the receiver tank overcomes the forces 5.17.8.3 TIME-VOLUME CALIBRATOR. The time-volume
of the counterpoise weights on the weighbeam, the weigh- calibrator (Figure 5.17.8.3) consists of a calibration tank,
beam rises, interrupting the light beam in the photoelectric a flow straightener, pressure and temperature sensors, a
timer circuit and automatically stopping the electronic flow control valve, and a receiver tank. Calibration of a
timer. The weig;it flow rate is then determined by dividing flowmeter is performed by pressurizing the expulsion tank

5.17.8 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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FLOWMETERS METER PROVER SYSTEM

A typical bidirectional meter prover system is shown in
Figure 5.17.8.4. The maximum design velocity for a, bi-

CONTROLLED RELIEF VALVE directional system is 10 ft/sec, and for a unidirectional
PRESSURE GAS SOURCE system is 2.5 ft/sec.

REFERENCES
Twin Turbine

2-5, 52-24, 160-32, V-73
LS Turbine-Constant Speed Impeller

14-4, 19-74, 26-13, 26-101, 27-15, 52-24, 68-15, 160-32,
223-1, V-261

Constant Torque Impeller
V-96

CALIBRATED.
EXPULSION TANK Gyroscopic

FLOWMETER 19-74, 27-15, 52-24, V-29
ELECTRONIC READOUT DEVICE

TIMER E• Coriolis
PU 2-13, 10-2, 19-74, 19-178, 26-17, 26-83, 52-24, 160-32

PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE GAUGE MagnusLS2 ~SENSOR (

LS2  TO 19-74, 26-83, 52-24, 165-1
RECEIVER TANK

- Thermopile
/ 10-2, 19-74, 26-17, 68-1, 225-2, 249-1, V-109

S/ ~~~~FLOW Budr ae
FLOW FLOWMETER TO CONTROL Boundary Layer

STRAIGHTENER BE CALIBRATED VALVE 10-2,19-74, 27-14, 68-1, 74-7

Variable Head Flowmeters with Densitometers
Figure 5.17.8.3. Time-Volume Flowmeter Calibrator 27-15, 52-24, 52-37, 74-3

Velocity Meters with Densitometers
52-24

and regulating the flow control valve until the desired flow
rate (as indicated by the flowmeter to be calibrated) is Variable Head Flowmeters with Velocity Compensation

established and stabilized. Stabilized flow continues as 52-24

level switch LS-1 is actuated by the falling liquid surface, Thin Plate Orifice
starting a timing device. Likewise, level switch LS-2 is 2-13, 10-2, 19-28, 19-74, 19-79, 26-42, 26-52, 26-91,
actuated, stopping the timing device. The calibrated volume 26-119, 26-134, 26-135, 26-146, 26-148, 26-204, 28-6,
between LS-1 and LS-2 divided by the indicated time yields 49-12, 52-1, 52-28, 60-11, 68-1, 68-5, 7 -12, 73.1.7, 73-75,
the average volumetric flow rate, to be compared with the 74-4, 74-28, 110-15, 112-11, 160-16, 160-23, 1W30-32,
volumetric flowmeter readout. The volume between LS-1 160-33, 165-21,193-15
and LS-2 is determined by weighing the quantity of water
required to actuate the level switches, and applying Flow Nozzles

temperature-density corrections for converting to volume 10-2, 19-28, 19-74, 26-, 26-91, 26-159, 49-12,52-28,

at the calibrated temperature. Due to thermal contraction 60-11, 68-1, 73-17, 73-75. 74-4, 112-11, 160-32

or expansion in calibrating cryogenic or high temperature Venturi
fluids, the volume between LS-1 and LS-2 must be re- 2-13, 10-2, 19-74, 26-19, 26-91, 26-115, 26-123, 28-1, 52-28,
determined at the extreme temperature using a method 60-2, 68-1, 73-17, 73-75, 74-4, 92-1, 112-11, 160-32
similar to the water calibration. Dali Flow Tube

5.17.8.4 METER PROVER CALIBRATOR. The meter 26-92, 74-1, 167-5, 206-3
prover consists of a length of select stainless steel tubing Twin Throat Venturi
and a fluid-driven piston which forms a tight seal against 26-55
the inside tube wall. Liquid flow drives the piston the
length of the meter prover, interrupting two switches in Capillary
transit. The two switches, which are separated by a known 19-74, 68-1, 74-5,160-76
calibrated volume, start and stop an electronic timer, thus Porous Plug
measuring the time to displace a known volume of liquid. 26-88, 26-142, 68-1, 74-9, 163-1, 166-2, V-194

ISSUED: MAY 1964 5.17.8 -3



METER PROVER FLOWMETERS

DETECTOR SWITCHES

THERMOMETERS • ,'- .

PISTON PROVER SECTION

PISTON CUPS
IO CCOUPLINGS FOR CHECKING

- I VALVES FOR L.EAKAGE

METER TOTALING COUNTER

FLOW DIRECTING VALVE MANIFOLD AND LINKAGE

PRESSURE GAGE AND VENT CONNECTIONS METER PULSE TACHOMETER

0 GENERATOR

EE METER

OID IHTOET OMAIN LINE BLOCK VALVEW
FLANGE

SHIELED CALE TO •110 VOLT POWER •

SILEC LTOPLUG
DETECTOR SWITCHES

ELECTRONIC METER PROVING COUNTER

SOLUD LINES - RIGHT TO LEFT FLOW

DASHED LINES - LEFT TO RIGHT PLOW

Figure 5.17.8.4. A Meter Prover System
(Courtesy of J. A. Hdllpine and Son, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma)

Pitot Tube Nutating Disc
2-13, 10-2, 26-96, 26-99, 26-117, 68-1, 74-6, 160-32 10-2, 19-74, 58-1, V-148

Tapered Tube and Float Rotary Vane
2-13,6-103,10-2,19-74, 26 'Q 52-28, 61-12, 68-1, 74-1, 10-2, 19-74
74-10, 74-29, 160-32,160-3 7-1, V-204, V-228 Lobed Impeller

Slotted Cylinder and Piston 10-2, 68-1, V-220
19-74, 68-1 Reciprocating Piston

Turbine 10-2, 19-74, 27-4, 68-1
2-5, 2-13, 6-103, 10-2, 19-74, 27-15, 52-24, 52.28, 52-43, Axial Piston Metering Pump
74-1, 74-3, 92-5,160-32, V-73, V-96, V,228 V95

Deflect ion of Sound Beam Mass Spectrometer
52-7, 52-24, 52-28, 64-17, 203-1, 238-1, V-236 V-222

Acoustic Velocity Ultrasonic Translator
10-2, 19-74, 27-15, 52-24, 52-28, 52-51, 61-1, 68-1, 83-7, 70-2, V-237
83-8, 160-22, 160-32, 238-1, 290-2

Water Displacement
Electromagnetic 70-2

2-13, 6-103, 10-2, 19-74, 26-17, 26-70, 26-82, 52-24, 52-28,
164-15, 64-16, 64-17, 68-1, 74-1, 117-11, 160-32, 165-26, Variable Area
238-4, 300-4, V-40, V-228 V-228

Radioisotope Static Weighing Calibrator
10-2 26-50

Drag Force Dynamic Weighing Calibrator
V-258 26-50, 28-4, 28-5

5.17.8 -4 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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FLOWMETERS

SYMBOLS, UNITS, AND DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS
SYMBOLS QUANTITY UNITS

M,, , L,t,r r,N,

A FLOW AREA ORTHOGONAL TO FLOW PATH FT
2  

L2 L2

Ah INTERNAL AREA OF HOUSING CROSS-SECTION FT
2  

L 2 '2

"A r MAXIMUM CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF ROTOR FT
2  

L 2 '2
NORMAL TO FLOW

"AT AREA THROUGH ANNULAR ORIFICE FT
2  

L 
2  

L2

B MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY GAUSS

C MODIFIED DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT DIMENSIONLESS

C SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE BTU/LB OF 2t -
2

T-/ HM
1
IT-

1

cv SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME BTUAB OF L2t -
2

T '
1  

HM-IT-I

d TUBE DIAMETER FT L L

d ( ) DIFFERENTIAL DIMENSIONLESS

de CAPILLARY DIAMETER FT I. L

ds DISTANCE BETWEEN ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER FT L L
AND RECEIVER

DI DIAM*ETER AT POINT I FT L L

D DIAMETER AT THROAT FT L L

dm MASS OF ELEMENT pAdr LB M M.m

dr LENGTH OF ELEMENT Adr FT L L

E ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL MILLIVOLTS

ED ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OUTPUT FROM MILLIVOLTS
DOwNSTREAM RECEIVER

EU ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OUTPUT FROM MILLIVOLTS
UPSTREAM RECEIVER

F FORCE LBf WL/t
2  

F

SFRICTION FACTOR 
6 4

/NR (LAMINAR) DIMENSIONLESS

FO LARGEST FLOAT CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FT
2  

L 2 L
NORMAL TO FLOW

Id DOWNSTREAM REPETITION FREQUENCY CP3 I/P I/t

fu UPSTREAM REPETITION FREQUENCY CPS I/t I/t

Fv FLOAT VOLUME FT
3  

L3 L
3

g ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY FT/SEC
2  

L/t
2  

L/t
2

sc CONVERSION CONSTANT = 32.2 LB mFT/LB SEC
2  

ML /Ff
2

1 MOMENT OF INERTIA LBM FT
2  

ML
2  

ML
2

Is POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT SPIN AXIS LB, FT
2  

ML
2  

ML
2

k THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BTU/AR FT
2  

ML/t
3

T H/la

k RADIUS OF GYRATION FT L L

K, K,, K 1 , K2 K CONSTANTS

L LENGTH OR LENGTH OF FLOW PATH FT L L

L TORQUE FT LBf ML
2

/t
2  

FL

L LEAKAGE RATE ATM. CC/SEC L3/t L 
3
/p

Lv GYPOSCOPE REACTION TORQUE ABOUT VERTICAL AXIS FT LBf ML
2

/1t
2  

FL

M MASS LB M M

ISSUED: MAY 1964



SYMBOLS

SYMBOLS, UNITS, AND DIMENSIONS

SYMBOLS QUANTITY UNITS

AL, ,.,r O, L,,r,;M,N

Mo ANGULAR MOMENTUM LBý FT
2
/SEC L2/t ML

1
/t

SMASS FLOW RATE Ll ./SEC M/t M/f

n NUMBER OF PANEL METER DIVISIONS DIMENSIONLESS

REYNOLDS' NUMBER Vop/o,. DIMENSIONLESS

PI I RESSURE AT POINT I (ABSOLUTE) LITHT
2  

M/Lt2 F'/L,

P2  PRESSURE AT POINT 2 (ABSOLUTE) LBTF4T
2  

W/L t2 F/L

q HEAT FLOW RATE BTU/HR ML /j 
3  

H/t

Q VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FTO/MIN L 
3
/t L 3Pf

R AVERAGE RADIUS OF BLADE CENTER OF PRESSURE FT L L

rD FROM SPIN AXIS TO CERTERLINE FT - L

RADIUS TO POINT I FT L

r2  RADIUS TO POINT 2 FT L L

S SENSITIVITY OF LEAKAGE FLOWMETER ATM. CC/SEC/DIV L
3
1t L 

3
1f

S SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SURFACE AREA EXPOSED TO I/FT ilL I/L
FLUID/TOTAL VOLUME OF SO;.'D MATTER IN POROUS PLUG)

TIME SEC t

T TEMPERATURF, FAHRENHEIT OF T T

V FLUID VELCCITY FT/SEC Ilt L/t

Vr VELOCITY OF THE CIRCULATING FLUID STREAM FT/SEC L/t L/t

VS FLUID SONIC VELOCITY FT/SEC L.It L.t

VI FLUID VELOCITY AT POINT I FT/SEC Llt L/I

V2  FLUID VELOCITY AT POINT 2 FT/SEC L/t LIt

wf SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF MATERIAL IN POROUS PLUG Lyw/FT M/tPL
2  

FIL
3

p SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF POROUS PLUG LBp/FT
3  

M/t
2

L
2  

FIL
3

SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF FLUID AT POINT I LBI/FT
3  

Pdt
2

L
2  

F/L3

SCORIOLIS ACCELERATION RADIANS/SEC
2  

lI/t- 1/t2

ycp / v DiMENSIONI ESS

INCREMENT DIMENSIONLESS

9 BLADE ANGLE, DEGREES DIMENSIONLESS

ANGLE BETWEEN ULTRASONIC BEAM DIRECTION DIMENSIONLESS
AND FLOW DIRECTION, DEGREES

/ ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY LBFSEC/FT
2  

/L. t FtlL

p DENSITY LBm/FT
3  

MIL
3  

M/113

Pf FLOAT DENSITY LB /FT
3  

MIL
3  

MlL 3

PL LIQUID DENSITY LB.iAT
3  

M/L_3 M1. 3

PHASE ANGLE, DEGREES DIMENSIONLESS

ANGULAR VELOCITY RADIANS/SEC I/t I//

ANGULR VELCKITY ABOUT SPIN AXIS RADIANS/SEC It Ilit

• PRECESSIONAL ANGULAR VELOCITY RADIANS/SEC I1/ fI/
ABOUT HORIZONTAL AXIS

-- I
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GLOSSARY ACTUATOR (to) METERING ELEMENT

'tite.Voluine Calibrator Directional Contro; Valve; any valve which controls the
26-50 direction of flow between one or more %iid lines.

Meter Prover Calibrator Explosive Valve: a valve having a small explosive charge
V-260 which provides a source of high pressure gas used to posi-

tion an actutor. Explosive valves are also called squib
valves, squib referring to the device containing the explo.

5.18 GLOSSARY OF FLUID COMPONENT sive charge.
TERMINOLOGY Flapper: a closure element which consists of a flat plate or

Actuator: a device which converts mechanical, fluid, or elec- disc having a hirqie displaced from, and in the plane of, the
trical energy into rotary or linear mechanical mntlon of a sealing surface. A flapper is a common closure in check
valve stem. valves. The terms flapper and swinging gate are ofteh. used

synonymously.
Bslanced Valve: a valve having no net pressure force acting
on the valving element. Flow Coefficient (CO: the volume of water in U. S. gallons

that will flow per minute through a valve body, with the,Ball Valve: a spherical plug valve having removable seats. pressure drop of 1 psi across the valve when it is in the
fully open position.

Blade Valve: a valve having a sliding flat plate closure ele-
ment that moves perpendicular to the flow stream, cutting Gate: (see Gate Valve)
through the fluid to accomplish shutoff. The blade is usually
designed to seal on one side, with fluid pressure providing Gate Valve a valve having a closure member, called a gate,
all or part of the sealing force, which moves perpendicular to the flow stream, cutting

through the fluid and wedging between two annular seats
Block Valve: (see Shutoff Valve) to accomplish closure. With few exceptions, ýate valves are

double seated, both sides of the gate autkgA. :s sealing sur.
Bonnet: the npper part or cap of a valve through which the faces. The gate may be either solid or split.
stem projects. The bonnet usually contains the stem' guide
and stem seal or packing, and provides the mean or sup- Globe Body (pattern): a poppet valve body having coinci-
porting the valve actuator. dent or parallel inlet and outlet ports, with the closure

Butterfly: a disc or vane mounted on a rotating shaft. It traveling perpendicular to the centerline of these ports.

serves as the closure element for a butter'y valve. Globe Valve: any valve having a poppet type closure, that
is, a closure which travels perpendicular to a plane throughCheck Valve: a valve that permits flow to proceel in one the seating suiface. A globe valve can have a variety ofdirection only, checking reverse flow, body shapes such as angle, Y, inline, or globe body pattern.

Closure: the valving element and its associated seat or, In Globe Pattern Valve: a valve having a globe body (see Globe
the case of seatless valve, the mating port in the valve Body).
housing.

Headroom: the vertical space requirements of a valve and
Closure Element: (see Valving Element) its actuator used in a horizuntal line.
Closure Member: (see Valving Element) Inline Poppet Valve: a poppet valve with the centerline of

Cock: a simple conical plug valve having no removable seals the control port coincident with the centerline of the inlet
or packing. Common designations for cocks are drain cock, and outlet ports of the valve.stop cock, and pet cock. Lands and Grooves: Lands are the annular areas between

Control Valve: a valve vwhich regulates or otherwise controls circumferential grooves or recesses in a spool piston con-
volumetric flow rate of a fluid by means of a variable area trol element. Flow metering is accomplished by land edges.
flow restriction. A control valve has an infinite number of Linear Slide Valve: a valve consisting of a ported sliding
operating positions, in contrast to a shutoff valve which is plate held either closely against one seating surface, or
either fully open or fully closed. The term control valve is between two seating surfaces having ports mating with

used synonymously with throttle valve. Small manual con- the slide ports.
trol valves are also called motering valves.

Loss Producing Element: (see Valving Element)
Control Element: (see Valving Element)

Metering Valve: a term used in conjunction with regulatorsController: a device which converts an input signal from and relief valves to mean the combined valve seat, valving
the controlled variable (temperature, level, pressure or flow element, and actuator. This term is also used to describe
rate) to a valve actuator input (pneumatic, hydraulic, elec- small control valves.
trical, or mechanical) to vary the valve flow rate in response
to the required correction of the controlled variable. Metering Element: (see Valving Element)
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MULTIPLE-PASSAGE VALVE GLOSSARY
(TO) RELIEF VALVE

Multiple Passage Valve: a directional control valve which The parabolic plug is a paraboloid which hus a linear flow
stops, starts, and diverts flow between three or more alter- characteristic; however, the term parabolic plug Is often
nate flow paths, used to describe any plug having the general appearance

of a paraboloid covering a wide range of flow character-
Needle Valve: a poppet (globe valve) having a sharply istics. The rectangular and V-port plugs are cylinders hay-
tapered plug and a narrow seating area such that relatively ing either rectangular or V patterns cut from the lower
low stein loads provide high seating stresses. edge. The rectangular plug provides a linear flow charae.

teristic, while a straight sided, V-port plug provides a para.
Non.Rising 8tem: a stem design in which the valve stem bolic flow characteristic.
does not rise, but merely t:irns with the actuator, raisirvg
and lowering the valving element. Most non-rising stems Plug, Rotary: a ported closure member which rotates on an
consist of an externally threaded lower stem secured so it axis perpendicular to the, axis of flow. Flow is controlled by
cannot turn; and an internally threaded hollow upper steni changing the relationship of the closure port with respect
into which the lower section is drawn or telestcoped as the to the valve body ports. Rotary plugs can be cylindrical,
upper section is turned. Non-rising stems may be s ither the conical, or spherical.
internal screw typee' ,r the external screw type. Plug Valve: a seatless valve having a rotating cylindrical,

Normal Position: that position of a valve assumed when conical, or spherical closure member called the plug (see

there is no signal for operating force applied to the valve Plug, Rotary), providing unobstructed flow between two or

stem. more Inlel, and outlet connections. Flow control is accom-
plish.ed by a shearing action of the plug past stationary

Normally Closed Position: a valve closure which is closed ports in the valve body, In a two-way valve, 900 rotation
in the normal position. of the plug moves the valve from the full open to full closed

position..A .epherical plug valve is more commonly called
Normally Open Position: a valve closure which is open in a ball valve. A cock Is a simplified version of a plug valve
the normal position. which has no removable seals or packing.

Normally Closed Valve: any powered valve which returns Pop Valve (see Relief Valve)
to .I closed position upon shutoff or failure of the actuating Poppet: a -alving element which travels perpendicular to
energy signal, a plane through the sealing surface. A poppet can be a flat

disc, a sphere, a cone. or any surface of revolution. The
Normally o pen Valve: any powered valve which returns to term jyoppet is often used interchangeably with plug. The
an open position up~o shutoff or failure of the actuating distinction is sometimes made where the plug achieves flow
energy signal, control by being inserted into the control port, in contrast

to the poppet which is located externally to the port. This
Packless Valve: a valve that utilizes a diaphragm or bellows distinction, however, is not dearly defined.
stem seal in place of the customary packing gland to pre-
vent fluid leakage around the stem. Poppet Valve: any valve in which the closure trav*.ls per-

pendicular to a plane through the seating surface. The term
Pilot Valve: an auxiliary or relay valve which permits the poppet valve is used synonymously with globe vahlve, a globe
use of low energy circuits for the control of high energy valve in its broadest sense being any valve using a poppet-
systems. type closure (see Poppet).

Pintle: a long tapered plug used in a globe-type valve. Positioner: a device used on control valves to impart sensi.

tivity to the valve in obtaining the positioning required by

Piston Valve: a valve having a piston-type closure which the control signal. A positioner consists of an actuator
moves in a cylinder, controlling flow by covering or uncov- coupled with the feedback loop between the control signal
ering ports located circumferentially around the cylinder, to the valve and the valve stem position.
Cylinder ports may be round, diamond, or wedge-shaped.
The piston may be spring-loaded, pressure-actuated, or con- Pressure-Reducing Valve: (see Pressure Regulator)
nected to a conventional rising stem. Although throttling Pressure Regulator: a control valve that uses no auxiliary
is accomplished by a shearing action, piston valves can be source of power during operation. The term pressure regu-souree wit aoe seatn opeoton postiv terearssienrgu
designed with a seat for positive sealing. lator is used synonymously with se-lfoperated controller

Plug: a poppet-type valving element having a contoured and pressure reducing valve.

control surface which controls flow by a variable restriction Regulator: (see Pressure Regulator)
between the seat or seat ring. There are many forms and
shapes, of valve plugs, each of which provides a different Relief Valve: a pressure relieving device which opens au-

S t~flow charactkristic through the valve, as described in Sub- tomatically when a pre-determined pressure is reached.
Topic 5.3.3. Three of the most commoit types of plugs are the Relief valves opening rapidly to full flow are generally
parabolic plug, the rectangular port, and the V-port plug. referred to as safety valves or pop valves.
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GLOSSARY RISING STEM (TO) VENT VALVE

Rising Stem: a valve stem so guided that the external por- Spool: a solid, elongated valve closure member with annular
tion to whicO the actuator is secured rises and descends as rings forming lands and grooves. The spool moves witti a
the closure opens and closes th.• valve to fluid flow. sliditig, rmiprocating action within the valve body.

Rotary Slide Valve: a valve hut ing a closure consisting of Spool Valve: a seatless valve which coi-trols flow by cover-
a ported rotor or disc which is 'wid against a flat seating ing and uncovering annular ports with ',_nds on a slidinR
surface having mating ports. Closure is accomplished by spool. Spool valves can have sliding seals (p..cked) or de-
rotating the disc until the flow port or ports are blocked. pend solely mi close tolerances for sealing (packless). A

Sarety Valve: (see Relief Valve) spool is inherently a pressure balanced closure member.

Squib Valve: (see Explosive Valve)
Seat: an annular portion of the valve I-ody (integral) oi
an insert (removable) against which the valving flewent Stem: that part of the valve which is attached to or acts
seats to regulate or prevent flow. Although a valve seat can upon the closure to lift, rotate, or otherwise position the
also serve as u seal, a distinction should be mad- between closure to control fluid flow.
the seat and the sealing device which is commonly inserted,
either in the seat or in the valving element, for controlling Stem Guide: a cylindric'sl bearing area within the valve
leakage in Lhe closed position, body or bonnet supporting the portion of the valve stem

between the actuat, r and closure member.
Seat Ring: an integral or replaceable ring in the valve body
which provides an opening that may be partially or com- Stop Valve: (see Shutoff Valve)

pletely obstructed by the movable valving element for pur- Stuffing Box: a cylindrical recess provided within the valve
poses of flow regulation. The seat ring is rometimes referred bonnet at the point where the stem valve emerges, into
to as the valve port. which a packing may be compressed by a gland to provide

Sealless Valve: a valve having a grooved or ported closure a pressure tight seal.

member which slides or rotates against the valve body I Swinging Gate: (see Flapper)
open and close fluid flow passages through a shearing rather
than a seating action. Throttle Valve: (see Control Valve)

Self-Operated Controller: (see Pressure Regulator) Valve: a device for controlling flow rate, flow direction, or
pressure of a fluid 'n a pressure system. A valve consists

Selector Valve: a valve whose function is to direct fluiu flow of a valving element, a housing, and an actuator. A distinc-
from one input port to one of two or more selected output tion is sometimes made between a complete valve and a
ports. basic valve, the basic valve being a complete valve less the

Sequence Valve: a valve whose primary function is to direct actuator.

flow in a predetermin,ýo sequence' between two or more Valve Port: an opening through which fluid passes within
ports. A shiettle valve 3s a type of sequence valve which is a valve body. It includes both internal and external openings.
pressure actuated such that when a preset system pressure Valve Positioner: (see Positioner)
has been reached, the valve automatically ;..tuates, connect-
ing two or more flow paths. Valve Stem: that part of the valve connccted to the actuator
Sl used in only two which acts to lift, rotate, or otherwise position the member
Shutoff Valve: a valve which is normally whichcontolsnluidflow

positions--either closed or full open-in contrast to control

valves which take intermediate positions to modulate flow Valve Trim: internal elements in contact with the fluitd
between full flow and no flow. The term shutoff valve is which accomplish flow control. The trim includes the va!v-
used synonymously with stop valve and block valve. ing element and seat.

Shuttle Valve: (see Sequence Valve) Valving Element: th .,a• v.ng element of a valve which con-
trols flow either by its p, oximity to a seat or its relation-

Sleeve Valve: a valve which controls flow by the shearing tship to a closure port, as in the case of a seatless valve. The
action of a sleeve sliding over control ports. A sleeve valve following terms are used synonymously with valving ele-
can be provided with a seat for tight sealing. ment: control element or member, closure element or mem-

Slide Valve: any valve which accomplishes closure by slid- ber. metering element, and loss producing element.

ing a ported member over a seating surface having match- Valving Unit: the combination of valving element plus seat
ing ports (see Gate Valves, Blade Valves, and Rotary Slide or mating closure port(q).
Valves). Vent Valve: a pressure-relieving shutoff valve which is ex-
Solenoid Valve: a poppet, spool, or piston valve actuated ternally operated, as contrasted to a relief valve which
by an integrally mounted solenoid actuator. opens 11 romatically.

I " 1
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"VALVING UNITS INTRODbCTION
VALVING UNIT FUNCT IO"S

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The design of fluid components consists, to a large extent, of design formulae, and design data. The fluid component

the integration of the basic elements or modules which must modules included in this section are valving units, static
be selected and/or designed by the fliid component and dynamic seals, springs, bearings, bellows, diaphragms,
designer. The purpose of this section is to present the and actuators,
designer with fluid component mtodule selection criteria,

6.2 VALVING UNITS 6.2.3.5 Blade

6.2.3.6 Linear Slide
6.2.1 INTRODUCTION 6.2.3.7 Rotary Slide

6.2.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION FACTORS 6.2.3.8 Sleeve

6.2.2.1 Pressure Drop and Flow Capacity 6.2.3.9 Spool

6.2.2.2 Flow Versus Stroke 6.2.3.10 Piston

6.2.2.3 Leakage 6.2.3.11 Poppet

6.2.2.4 Fluid Medium 6.2.3.12 Flexible Valving Element

6.2.2.5 Fluid Pressure 6.2.3.13 Unconventional Concepts

6.2.2.6 Fluid Temperature

6.2.2.7 Response Time 6.2.1 Introduction

6.2.2.8 Actuation Forces A valving unit, also referred to as a closure or inner valve,
is the combination of a valving element and its mating seat

6.2.2.9 Size or flow port(s). The valving element is movable and con-

6.2.2.10 Weight trols flow resistance or direction while the seat or flow
port is fixed to, or is a part of, the valve housing.

6.2.2.11 Envelope Valving units are commonly characterized by the valving

6.2.2.12 Contamination Sensitivity element configuration, with the type of motion added, in
some instances, for clarification. Valving units discussed in

6.2.2.13 Valve Life this sub-section are:

6.2.2.14 Wear Butterfly Sleeve

6.2.2.15 Environmental Conditions Ball Spool

6.2.2.16 Materials Rotary plug Piston

Gate Poppet
6.2.2.17 Parametric Interactions Blade Flexible valving element

6.2.2.18 Design Optimization Linear slide Unconventional concepts

Rotary slide
6.2.3 DESIGN DATA

6.2.3.1 Butterfly A valving unit may be required to perform three functions:

6.2.3.2 Ball 1) Shutoff - effecting a seal to prevent fluid flow.

6.2.3.3 Rotary Plug 2) Flow modulation -controlling fluid flow rate by con-
trolling resistance to fluid flow, usually by opening or

6.2.3.4 Gate closing an aperture.
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VALVING UNIT FUNCTIONS VALVING UNITS
PRESSURE DROP AND FLOW CAPACITY

3) Flow diversion -- controlling direction of fluid flow by Table 6.2.1. Valving Unit Functions
diverting flow from one passAge to another.

T he manner in which sealing is accomplished varies greatly VolvII Flow Flow
"with the valving unit configuration. Valves may have hard UnitShutoff dulatlon DIvenion
seals, soft seals, or no seals (packless). In poppet valves, ......
sealing is obtained by moving the poppet against its seat; al01 3.8.4.2 - 5.8.4.1
in spool, rotary plug, and ball valves, sealing is achieved 5.2.3.1"ýby t loking: the flow port through a sliding or shearing Blade 5.2.7.1 -5.8.4.3

mution of the valving element. Valves which utilize sliding
valving elements such as spools, with leakage controlled by Butterfly 3.8.4.2 5.3.5.5

minimizing clearances between the valving element (spool) 5.2.4. 1

and its bearing surfaces (sleeve or housing), are generally 5.5.6.4
referred to as packless valves. Flex;ble 3.8.4.2 5.3.5.4

Element 5.2.9 5.4.15
Flow modulation (,an be achieved with any valving element, Gote 3.8.4.2 -

hut flexibility in varying flow characteristics is restricted 5.2.7.1
to relatively few designs, such as the poppet, gate, blade, Piston 5.2.10.4 5.3.5.6
piston, spool, and sleeve. Various throttling characteristics 5.5.6.4 5.4.8.3
are achieved by contouring the poppet, blade, or gate, or 5.5.6.4 5.4.8.3are chivedby onturig te popet bldeor ate or5.5.7.2

by changing the configuration of the port uncovered by the
spool, piston, or sleeve. Poppet 3.8.4.2 3.8.4,2 5.8.4.2

5.2.5.1 5.3.3
The function of flow diversion is usually performed through 5.2.6.1 5.3.5
valve porting patterns. A typical example is a multiple- 5.5.6 5.4.4

5.5.18 5.4.5
land spool controlling flow between three or four ports in 5.7.3 5.4.6

the valve housing. Rather specialired designs for flow diver- 5,7.4 5.4.7
sion use mualtiple passage valving units, typified in Figures 5.7.5
5.8.5.2a and b. 5.7.6

5.8.4.2
Table 6.2.1 lists sub-topics and detailed topics located 5.9.5
elsewhere in the handbook where specific valving unit de- 5.11.4.2
signs are disc:ussed with regard to function. Blank spaces 5.11.4.3
in this table reflect only a lack of specific examples and do Rotary 5.2. 11 5.3.5.7 5.8.5.2
not necessarily indicate that a particular valving unit i6 PIug
not applicable to a given function. Rotary 5.2.12 5.8.5.3

Due to a lack of available documented design data, much SI;de

of valving unit design is an empirical process involving Sleeve - 5.3.5.6
past experience, design ingenuity, and a "cut-and-try" de- 5.4.15
velopment procedure. The design procedure commonly in- Spool 5.3.5.6 5.8.4.1
volves a minimum of analysis, limited primarily to static 5.6.7.2
force and flow capacity, combined with designer-company
experience in producing a prototype which is then modified
through development testing to meet design requirements.
In many instances hundreds of designs or modifications of
existingz designs are tried before a final design is estab-
lished. This empirical approach will undoubtedly continue 6.2.2 Design and Selection Factors
until such time as the phenomena of valve seating and tflow Many valve problems can be traced to simple design over-
cottrol are fully understood and reduced to analytical sights involving factors of environment, materials, stress,
terms and or suitably generalized parametric data. It is and dynamics, and their various interrelationships, The
the purpose of this sub-section to (1) focus the attent:on important factors which must be cunsidered in valving unit

of the idesigner on factors which influence valving unit per- design and or selection are presented in the following: de-

fortnatce. 2) direct the reader to those sectionm of the tailed topics.

handbook where these influencing factors are discussed at 6.2.2.1 PRESSURE I)ROP ANT) FLOW CAPACITY. Pres-
length, and (2) include either available generalized data sure drop and flow capacity are essentially measures of
for valving unit design or data pertaining to representa- the same parameter- resistance to fluid flow. Pressure
tive examipies of valving unit design. drop is a measure of resistance to flow determined with a

6.2.1-2
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VALVING UNITS PRESSURE DROP
FLOW CAPACITY

valve in a fluid system passing a given flow rate, whereas Equ~ivalent Orifice' Area. Equivalent orifice area, A,,, is the
flow capacity is a~ssociated with the maximum filew rate area of an equivalent shat'p-edge4 orifice idischurge coef-
which a valve will pass for it given pressure difterential ficient, C, 0.6,0) which gives the samep pressure drop!
across the valve. As discuss.'d in Sub-Sections 3.8 and 31.9, Piiv relation as tile flow eler.aent in quaestion. The orifice
pressure. dropl and flow capacity are. related by any of the eq~uation is then expressed
followving conveiltions:I--)

D~ischarge Conefficient. Di~scharge -oufllcient, CG, is anl adap- Nv. !g!. E ... a
tation of the sharp-edged orifice equation for use wit!-,

v u l- ws w h e Q - f l o w r a t e , ft / s e c

Q -CA,, N\T-g,,,i (Eq ISM1 ) Aequivalent orifice area, ft- (G -0.60)

where AF prssre drop across valve, neasured between

Q :7-- olullericflowI-ae, t, seepoints where upstreami and dowvnstreanmQ vou~neric lowrate ft secdian iiters are equal, lb., / ft-'
Cdischarge coefficient -- experimentally

determined, dimensionless w :- spcfh( ic w Ieight, I h, ft

A. -~throat area of the orifice, ft*- tesistance Coefhcrieat. Resistance coefficient, K, is an em-
9- gravitational constant, ft 'sec- pirical coefficient which r.'lates p~ressur'e drop through a
.1?=static pressure differential across the loss- flow device to velocity head

producing element, lb, 'ft-'

w seciic eigt, b~ ftAP Kw L- (Eq 3.9.5.2a)

Flow Coefficient. Flow ,~oeffirient, C,, is an experimentally 2

determined measure of the volumietric flowv rate (in gallons wherp
per minute) of water at 60'F that will flow through at valve All total pressure' drop across the los's-producing
with a pressure drop (Ap) of 1 psi across the valve. ?o element, 1bift`
liquids K resistance coefficient, d imnension less

Q --C, NŽ1/ (Eq 3~.8..2b) wv specific weight, lb,/ft:

VV fluid v'elocity in pipe of nominal size of valve,

wvhera ft,'sec

Q = volumetric flowv rate, gpin Table 3.9.5.2 giv'es values of K for certain valves having

C,. = flowv coefficient, gpm \ 'lb.--I'll' various valving unit configurations. Resistance coefficient
Ap- static pressure differential across the loss- is also related to equivalent length of pipe by the following)

producing element, lbr/in" express5ion

S = specific gravity of the liquid, dimiensionlebss
I_ = -, K (Eq 3.9.5.1 a)Equations (3.8.4.2e) and (3.8.4.2f) present more complex D) fl.

C,. expressions for use wvith gases and vapors, respectively. h

Where wecight flow rather than volumetric flow is of interest,L,-euvlnlnghippedaeer
as is frequently the case wvith rocket engine components, aL, euilnteghinpedamer
similar coefficient, K,.,, canl be experimentally determined L -pipe length
using water or any,, other conv'enient liquid. Once the K,, D zrinternal diameter of pipe
factor for a given component is determined, the w~eight f. Iac rcinfco
flow~ rate, %v,-of any liquid through that component isfl Dacfrtinato

K..,, (Eq 6.2.2.1' Table 3.9.5.1 presents equivalent lengths for certain valves
having varitous valving unit. configurations.

where

ýv wigh flw rtelbfsceNBS Flowv Factor. NBS flow factor, F, is a measure of gas
w weght lowrate lbfsecflow~ through valves and orifices and is defined as the ratio

K,, K,. factor, \ lb, in sec of air flowv in SCF.1 to the upsOreani pressure in psia when
Ap static pressure differential across the loss- ]ý/pz.' 0.5(, or

producing element. lb, 'in-'F QOlx
S specific grav'ity of the liquid, dimiensionless, pi( .81.a
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PRE55URE URUF AMU tLUW GAFAGIIY VALVINU UNIIti
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

where It is interesting to note that none of the valving unit types
which potentially meet these requirements (ball, rotary

Q(max) air flow in SCFM at Pj/P, 0.5 Should size, pressure, or sealing considerations dictate some
form of pressure-balanced valving unit such as a sleeve or

p, up~stream pressure, psia poppet, full-open pressure drop may be minimized by

p.m.downstream pressure, psia a) Avoiding reduction (or increase) in cross-section area

The NHIS flow factor is used primarily with air at pressure through the valving unit, to eliminate contraction and

ratios below the critical, Once F has been determined foi- expansion losses

aspecific comnponent, Ats dsrbdin DealdTpc3.8.4.3 bWhrsuhcagsiaea are necessary, making the
and Reference 82-fl, subkotnic air flow rate may be obtained transition as gradual as possible

from the expressioni c) Optimizing changes in flow direction, to minimize work
done by the fluid (decrease in total fluid ene-gy).

p, F r _ (Eq 3.8..1.3b) 6.2.2.2 FLOW VERSUS STROKE. Beyond the complex flow
1 \P'regimes in the near-closed position, flow rate varies pre-

where dictably with changes in flow resistance and changes in
pressure differential. The valving element controls flow re-

Q air flow rate in SCFM at p,,p, > 0.5 sistanco' by varying the area and direction of the flow path

F: flow factor, SC FM; psia In a predictable manner as a function of stroke. The change
in flow rate as a function of valving element position under

p, upstream pressure, psia conditions of constant temperature and constant pressure
p,--downstream pressure, psia drop is called the inherent flow characteristic. Common

flow characteristics are linear, equal percentage, and square
Detailed Topic 3.8.4,:3 disi usses alte ,rnative flow equations root, as depicted in Figure 6.2.2.2a. Flow characteristics
using F, and includes conversion fn.ctors and equations for can be tailored by varying the contour of the valving ele-
adapting the NBS flow factor 'for kslP with gases other than ment with practically any valving unit configuration; but
air. 4certain types such as poppet (linear plug) valves are com-

I mon choiceg* for flow control applications because of the
Availablo data concerning, :r' suret drop "Znd flow capacity ease with which a wide range of flow characteristics may
for valves. ',aving pistrticul..tii ya\igui ~ saeicue be obtained. _________________ ________

in Sub-Topic 6~.2.3. The 0I',:.irniiation of a design for mini-
mum pr-8ssure drop, or muAmum flow capacity, is discussedIC- ____

in Detailed Topic 6.2.2.18. Leakage flow through a closed

valving ur!' is discussed in Detailed Topic 6.2.2.3, and flow_
through partially closed valving units in Detailed Topic s 1
6.2.2.2.

In general, when minimum pressure drop or maximum flow -EQUAL
uCECE7

caaiyae prime considerations in a particular valve ap- 2

plication. valving u,'its should be chosen which 2 60

it) Provide for a fu~ll-open flow passage devoid (If any pro-
trus:;)n oif the Nalving element (as with some ball, gate,
and blade dIesigns). 40____

k) Prvdei straight -through flow paRSrage with no require- V
nient that the fluid change d~irection, such as most sleeve SURRO
and vopp#.t di~s-igrs demand.(QIKOENG

"c (W-ide smoo0(th wa~ls throughout the flow passage by 2
imfirnizin-. rwighni-,s at t he seat i'ite rfave, or by seal-

in~g orI fiI~ingl the cavity into which a gate or blade re-

tract s, ,lost ball and rot ary P lugr con fig' irations and
sonte linear and rotary slide configurations have been200 C010

olrsigtied to at-h ieve this. PERCENT OF FULL FLOW

(I l'riide fut: coflstanit (ross'-se'v.(lnal area thr'ough'out
It(- flow. pa ssage. If varj'at.1ion :,v'Cessary, the vhý nge Figure 6.2.2.2a. A Comparison of Control Valve
in a reashould not hie ahrunt. 1-.1. . ;"!ý)uld be achievedl as Flow Characteristics
uVmi'ually as length lintit'.tion!; pm-,1it.
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VALV!NG UNI.I6 FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
LEAKAGE

With control valves in particular, the required flow char- model poppet valving unit shown in Figure 6.2.2.2c. WhilI

acteristic may be expected to dictate the final valving unit this example is for one particular valving unit configura-
configuration, within the constraints imposed by full-ope~n tion with gaseous nitrogen, it isindicative of the complexity
pressure drop or flow capacity requirements on the one associated with flow-versus-stroke analysis of any valving
hand, and seating geometry requirements imposed by leak- unit in the near-closed range. Other leakage flow data may
age requirements on the other. The means whereby flow be found in Sub7Section 3.11 and Detailed Topics 6.2.3.11
characteristics of particular valving unit types may be tai- and 6.3.2.3,
lored are discussed under Sub-Topic 6.2.3.

Reference 35-14 includes a comprehensive theoretical anal.
ysis (accompanied by experimental verification) of the flow
through a flat seat poppet valving unit in the near-closed
condition. Figure 6.2.2.2b shows the various theoretical
flow regions and their transitions as calculated for the

___o_ __ __ ____ ______ __ __p

NOZZLE -T

to5 L 0.06

_° I ,
1. I

Lt
TURBULENTIT
CHANNEL , R 500 1
FLOW I ,

103 L- _ _ __ _ _ _

I -FLOW
LAMINAR FLOW DS=09A0[102 D__ _=_,94

0l.0DS = MEAN SEAT DIAMETER

L = CHANNEL LENGTH, IN.
h = PARALLEL PLATE CHANNEL HEIGHT, IN.

Figure 6.2.2.2c. One-Inch Poppet and Seat Model
z 10FLO (Reference 35-14)S~~T.RANSITION FL()W \

(MOLECULAR ANDLAMINAR)\
L- NOTE L AN 6.2.2.3 LEAKAGE. Leakage requirements for a particular

=-MEAN MOLECULAR valve application may influence the choice of valve typeFREPTIn. II \•PARALLEL PLATE and will almost without exception be the primary consid-0CHANNEL eration in the design of the seating elements of the valving"Re - .EYNOLDS NUE unit. A recent survey of aerospace valve manufacturers

-I = • P/I , has shown that the technology most needed to advance the
10 P2 = 19.7 LBp/IN 2 - -' - state-of-the-art is in the field of valve seating, with pri-

t1= 70F MOLECULAR FLOW mary emphasis placed upon leakage. Leakage requirements,
TI )r leakage allowances in some instances, n'ay differentiate

10-5- between prihmary leakage (leakage past the valving unit,
I05 104 13 102 10 1o0 o-'I from upstream to downstream through the system) and

HEIGHTA MICROINCHES secondary leakage (external leakage pa8st the stem of a
CD = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT =0.95 ball or butterfly-type valve,-'or lnalage into an integral

Figure 6.2.2.2b. Theoretical Nitrogen Flow Through Flat-Seat actuator in a sleeve or poppet-ty-•;, valve). The following
Poppet Valve Model Shown in Fig. 6.2.2.2c discussion of valving units considers only primary leakage.

(Reference 35-14) With respect to sealing, valving units may be classified as

packless (no seals), soft seal (elastomer or plastic), or
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FLU'ID MEDIUM V rit V I III%; J 1 111.

PRESSURE EFFECTS

* hard seal (metal; ceramic, ceramet, or graphite). Packless flow capacity. These factors are also important in the
valving units, usually pistons or spools, are used for flow design of seals, gases being more di.cult to seal than
diversion or control valve applications having generous liquids.
Ielkaagt allowances (quiescent flow). Soft seals offer the
advantage that low stress is required to effect a seal. Hard In flow calculations, gases are normally treated as corn-
seals are used primarily for high temperatures and pres. pressible fluids and liquids as incompressible fluids. Certain

sures and for sealing highly corrn)sive fluids. The cost of a physical properties, such as viscosity of liquids or gas con-

hard seal valving unit ii'rcitsei significantly as leakage stant for gases, have a significant bear;ng on valving unit
Srequire'ments become morc stringent, since better sealing design, especially in determining whether flow under given

irequires more refined machining techniques to achieve pro- conditions is nozzle, turbulent, laminar, or molecular. Two-
gressively better surface finishes, and close tolerances are nhase flow is frequen'ly encountered in aerospace valving
-requird to maintain the necessary alignment Smooth fin- un;t applications, especially with cryogenic fluids. It is

i-dhes r.re not as important for soft seal designs as for hard discussed in Sub-Section 3.5 and Detailed Topic 3.8.2.5.
seals, InI valving units using soft seals, elasticity and resil- Other fluid properties data of use to the valving unit de-
icucy are the more important material properties, rather signer may be found in Sub-Section 3.3 and Section 12.
than hardnes-,,and permeability becomes at consideration. While critical design features are usually based upon one
In elastovieric seals, scratches and pitting are not as com-
mo as fretting and feathering or surface ratching. The priary fluid, consideration must also be given to sec-nitsea retting aof foft eaithering or surfae lascatica dfring. The ond,.ry fluids with which the valving unit will be required

alingto operate, such as cleaning, testing, purging, and pressur-
the nonmetals into the asperities of the interfacing metal.

The force to seal must be sufficient to deform the elastomer izing Ijuids.
or plastic to fill these asperities. On the other hand, if the 6.2.2.5 FLUID PRESSURE. The importance of fluid pres.-
sealing ,,tress is too high some plastics will cold flow or sure to the design of a valving unit is largely dependent
extrude if they are not properly contained, upon the following factors:

While leakag'e allowances in critical applications (such as Size. Structural strength becomes an increasingly important

spa-ecraft) may present the most severe requirement in consideration with increasing valve size because pressure
the de•ign or selection of the valving element and seat, the loads are a function of the square of the valve size.
• ppr-oach taken to satisfy tihe requirement is often greatly
depproach takn otisfy Ieterequree asd iscussed oten areaty Balance. If the valving unit is inherently pressure-balanced,
dependent upon otners f~ctors, as discussed under pars- the influence of pressure upon such parameters as size and
mietric interactions in D~etailed Topic 6.2.2.17. References actuation forces will b3 far less than in the case of an
36-13, 131-6, and 131-25 describe the severity of this p)rob- inherently unbalanced valving unit such as a ball, butter-
Icm in detail and present several potential advanced tech- fly, or gate.
nology solutions, including the following concepts:

Pres:-.urei-induced strain. Binding of certain close-tolerance
Elastic metal tubular valve seat (Detailed Topic valuing units can result if the design fails to take into con-

sideration the strain which takes place in each part due to
Conc labyrinth poppet valve (Detailed Topic 6.2.3.13) pressure loads.

Curtain flap valve ( I)etailed Topic (6.2.3.13) Conditions of pressure. Circumstances under which the valv-

ing unit is subjected to high pressure must be considered.Dl I'lusion Valve A drain valve, for example, may be required to seal against

Thermoelastic freeze valve high pressure, but never be required to open until after
pressure has been relieved. The main propellant control

Wet seal valves of some pump-fed liquid rocket engines are required

Floating poppets. to seal tightly against relatively low tank pressures (100
psi) for long periods of time, followed by a transient dur-
ing which fluid pres.,ure increases to several thousand psi

I n addition, Refcornce :15~ 14 describes a very comprehensive as the valve moves to full open. This high pressure to whichstudy of leakag'e past s•,ats and popp~ets. This subject is a h av oe ofl pn hshg rsuet hc
t fthe valve is exposed decays as the valve is closed during

lisossed furother in I )etailed Topic 6;.2.;3.11. engine shutdown, with the result that the valve is never

6.2.2.1 FLI'1II) ME )I.'M. Fluid medium considerations required to seal against a differential pressure comparable
to the high pressure of the fluid which flows through the

w hiclh ar, imiportanit in valving' unit :election arc the physi- valve in the open position.
cal] prclrties of the fluid and the compatibility of the fluid
with constructiotn materials. -Compatibility factors dictate 6.2.2.6 FLUIlI) TEMPIERATURE. System and environ-
niaterials selection when corrosive fluids must be handled, mental conditions combine with fluid temperature to estab-
Matelrials ,foulpatibility data arc presente(l in Sub-Section lish thermal gradients and thermal transients in the valving
1"2'.5. Thw state and physical properties of the fluid become unit. Among the problems which thermal extremes and

l,+lticilairly impqortant in determnining pressure drop and transients nmy cause at the valving unit are the following:
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VALVING UNITS TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
ACTUATION FORCES.

Differential thermal expansion. Differential expansion at be minimized if a balanced valving unit (sleeve, spool, or
the valving unit may be either the result of thermal gradi- balanced poppet) is designed for minimum friction (pack.
ents or different coefficients of thermal expansion. In either less or seat and poppet sealing) and minimum valving ele-
case leakage or binding between the valving element and ment mass and stroke.
the port may result.

6.2.2.8 ACTUATION FORCES. The forces which must be

Ice formation. Ice resulting from condensation and entrap- overcome to move the valving element relative to the seat
ment of moisture in cryogenic fluid systems may cause or valve ports are frictional forces, inertial forces, pres.
sticking of the valving element, or it may interfere with sure foices, and fluid flow forces.
seating. Stems or shafts that are rotary actuated provide
easy ice removal compared to linear action where ice must Frictional Forces. Frictional forces in poppet-type valving

bh sheared. units are often of negligible magnitude; however, most
other valving units require a significant breakaway force

Changes in material properties. The reduction in allowable as part of the actuation force. Most unbalanced valving
stress at high temperature requires careful material selec- units can have a relatively high frictional breakaway force
tion and mechanical design, especially for hot gas applica- as well as appreciable dynamic frictional forces. With
tions. In addition, thermal cycling can occasionally result pressure-energized seals, the frictional load increases d&-
in dimensional changes, as parts which expand at very high rectly with pressure. In such valving units as the ball,
temperatures may yield partially and fail to return to plug, spool, piston, and sleeve, leakage last the valving
original size when cooled. element and housing may float the valving element, reduc-

ing coulomb frictional forces and creating small viscous
Thermal stress. Thermal stresses resulting from extreme damping frictional forces.
thermal gradients across elements of the valving unit often

* occur when cryogenic fluids or hot gases are first admitted Inertial Forces. Inertial forces are a function of valving
to the valve, element mass, geometry, and type of motion. The influence

of these inertial forces on the actuation force requirements
Thermal shock. The term thermal shock is frequently used is largely dependent upon required response time as well as
in valve design and essentially consists of combinations of the direction and magnitude of accelerations to which the
the effects listed above when the valving unit is rapidly system is subjected. Obviously linear acceleration has little
exposed to very cold or very hot fluids. effect upon the torque required to rotate a ball valve, but

if such acceleration occurs along the axis of a sleeve, pop-
6.2.2.7 RESPONSE TIME. The total valve response time is pet, or other linear-motion valve it may have significant
the sum of the response times of the actuator and valving bearing upon actuation force requirements.
unit. Valving unit response is primarily a function of the
following: Pressure Forces. Pressure forces arise from any net pres-

sure unbalance acting on the valving element. Depending
a) Mass of moving parts upon the functional design of the valve, the pressure force

b) Type and magnitude of motion of each moving part may increase, decrease, or virtually have no effect on the
actuation force. In an unbalanced valve design such as a

d) Apluied dnamica forces conventional poppet, upstream presgure normally acts in a
d) Fluid dynamic forces direction to seat the valve so that an increasing upstream

e) Friction forces pressure will tend to force the valving element tighter
against its seat. The use of pressure unbalance to aid inSf) luiddispacemntsealing requires a higher actuation force to open the valve.

Response times less than 5 milliseconds are possible'if When the size of the valve and the magnitude of pressure

sufficient actuator forces are available. Reference 36-13 demand excessively large actuation forces, a balanced de-

indicates that few aerospace applications require response sign and/or piloting can be used. Complete pressure balanc-
times of less than 5 milliseconds, although a lightweigh• ing reduces actuation forces to those required to overcome
gate valve has been used at Ames Research Center which friction forces, spring forces, and any required sealing
opens in less than 1 millisecond. In larger valves, seatng forces. Pressure-balanced valving units are particularly
configuration and materials may limit the velocity at which advantageous in applications where accurate positioning of
the valving element may contact the seat, possibly per- the valving element is desired. This is exemplified in servo-
mitting more rapid opening than closing. A serious consid- valve and regulator design where spools and balanced
eration, particularly with unbalanced valving units such piston or sleeve valving units are used. A pressure force
as ball, butterfly, gate, and blade, may be the very high which acts in a direction tending to open the valve against
peak pressure differentials across the valving unit result- whi acin adrecio tendingeto op the valve
ing from water hammer effects if valves are closed rapidly the sealing force is the antithesis of the usual shutoff valve
in systems with high flow velocities (Reference 34-10). design described above. It is applied primarily in relief

valve design where it is desired that an increasing up-

Although high response (short response time) requires stream pressure reduce the seating force and actually open

relatively high actuation force, this actuation force may the valve.
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FLUID FLOW FORCES VALVING UNITS

Fluid Flow Forces. Fluid flow forces arT ,e from two basic where
effects that exist at the interface between the flowing fluid =steady-state mass flow rate, ib,,/sec
and the surface wetted by that fluid. These effects are: go

a) Normal forces, due to the static pressure distribution p = density, Ib,,/ftW
set up under flow conditions at the boundary surface Q = volumetric flow rate, ft'/sec

b) Tangential frictional forces, caused by the viscosity of go - gravitational conversion constant, 32.2
the flowing fluid. -*ib sec

V = steady-state velocity, f'/sec
In valve applications, the friction drag forces are substan- P = static pressure, lbf/ft2

tially smaller than pressure fortes and are usually A - area, ft2

neglected. Subscripts 1, 2 = inlet and exit stations, respectively,

There are two basic analytical techniques available for on control volume surface
"estimating the steady-state flow forces or torques on a x, y = horizontal and vertical directions,
valving element: respectively

I) The momentum theorem Depending upon the orientation of the valving element, one

2) The integrated surface pressure, or free streamline po- of the forces (F. or F,) may be zero due to valve sym-
tential flow. metry. The application of the momentum theorem to pop-

pet valves is presented in References 26-59 and 26-94, and
Moenetufm Theorem. The momentum theorem is often a to spool valves in Reference 45-1.
more practical approach than the potential flow theory be.
cause it can include such real fluid effects as friction and Integrated Surface Pressure or Free-Streamline Potential
compressibility by accounting for these factors in the ye- Flow Techniques. When the momentum theorem technique
locity and pressure condition. However, the technique is lim- cannot be used to determine valving element flow forces, an
ited in two respects. First, it must be possible to establish alternate approach is the integrated surface pressure tech-
the velocity vectors and pressure across suitably selected nique which can be used to calculate the desired flow force
inlet and outlet flow cross-sections. Second, in the case of on the valving element. In this case it is necessary to estab-
calculating flow forces on the valving element, the mo- lish the static pressure-shear distribution over the surface
mentum theorem is limited to those cases where the re- of the valving elements. This in itself is a formidable task,
sultant fluid forces can be properly apportioned between limiting its widespread use. By integrating over the entire
the valving element and flow passage in the valve body. contributing surfrce, the flow force components can be
For example, in the venturi valve, the flow passage is close established.
to the valving element throughout the valve stroke, and I
the momentum forces cannot be accurately apportioned be- In general, the corresponding force components can be ex-
tween the two elements. However, in conventional poppet pressed as follows: ij
relief valves the fluid is exhausted to a large cavity and is
not affected by the exit passage. R. (7-., sin a - p cos e) dA (Eq 6.2.2.8d)

f
Assuming steady-state conditions and balanced pressure
forces, the momentum equation may be expressed as R- / (i:" cos 8 - p sin 8) dA (Eq 6.2.2.8e)

F -- M .1... MI. (Eq 6.2.2.8a) where p is the static pressure, r, is the shear stress at the

where wetted surface. 0 is the angle between the normal-to-.the-
--, surface and the positive x-axis, and the integration is
F -- force exerted by the valve on the fluid carried out over the entire surface on which the fluid re-

" o* -numactior; force is desired. For low viscosity fluids such as airM,.1111 M,_ momentumn vectors through the control volumesvc to t oo land water, the pressure term is usually predominant,
allowing simplification by eliminating the shear stress term.

In Cartesian coordinates, Equation (6.2.2.8a) may be writ- When the static pressure-shear distribution is established,
ten with pres.sure forces the equivalent center of pressure can also be determined-

when suitably combined with the force components in
(Eq 6.2.2.8b) Equations (6.2.2.8d) and (6.2.2.8e), the corresponding flow

torque on a valving element such as a butterfly can be
F. =:Q(V , - V,.) P.A., PA,, determined.

g1.

(Eq 6.2.2.8c) Potential flow theory is based on an ideal two-dimensional,
nonviscous, incompressible, irrotational steady flow that

-__P : -. can be described by either T1 (x, y) or 4D (x, y), the poten-F, V,,) , P.A:, A PA, tial and stream functions, respectiv.Jy, which satisfy
g..
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VALVING UNITS . FLUID FLOW FORCES
SIZE AND WEIGHT

Laplace's equation. The solution of Laplace's equatiorn is 6.2.2.9 SIZE. Valve size (expressed in terms of some corn-
given by harmonic functions which must satisfy the pre- mon den )minator such as valve inlet port diameter) has
scribed boundary conditions, and is usually very diflicult an effect upon the valving unit configuration selected for
to complete. The analytical approach used is treated in any particular valve type, as well as upon the type of valve
Reference 68-64. Digital computer technique., are outlined to be used for a given application. Valves are not usually
in Detailed Topic 8.3.4.4, which may be applied to this anal. considei ed to be "scaleable" for a number of reasons, in-
ysis. Additional computer techniqur.3 that handle viscous eluding:
flow are covered in the following references: a) Clearances. The small clearance required, or possible,

Pearson, C. E.: "A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR between the valving element and valve housing in cer-
TIME-DEPENDENT, TWO-DIMENSIONAL INCOM. tain small designs may be completely impractical in
PRESSIBLE VISCOUS FLOW PROBLEMS" larger sizes due to thermal expansion, structural dis-

tortion, concentricity limitations, or other considera-
Sperry Rand Research Center, Sudbury, Mass. Rept. ticns. Increasing the clearance in a larger version of
SRRC-RR-64-17, Program 11-372-10, February 64, 1[4 p, the valving unit might require use of a completely dif-
figs., tbls., refs. ferent sealing concept from that employed in the smaller

size.
Fromm, J. E.: "A METHOD FOR COMPUTING NON-
STEADY, INCOMPRESSIBLE, VISCOUS FLUID b) Seating. Considering the flat seat and poppet approach
FLOWS" treated in detail in Reference 35-14, it is obvious that
Los Alamos Scientific Lab, Los Alamos, I.. Mex., Contr. large sizes of flat seats and poppets present totally dif-
W-7405-Eng. 36, Sc ept. LA-2910, VC-32, 19 September ferent requirements in terms of such factors as flatness
63, 152 pp., figs., refs. retention, alignment, contamination sensitivity, and ef-

fects of thermal gradients.

The real fluid viscosity effects can be treated by Prandtl's c) Pressure-balancing. As illustrated in Reference 34-10,
boundary layer approach, which assumes all viscosity ef- unbalanced valving units such as balls and butterflies
fects to be confined to a thin boundary layer at the surface appear far less practical *in larger sizes (greater than
of the wetted boundary. The balance of the fluid outside 5 inches) for high-pressure systems than do pressure-
this boundary layer can still be treated as being ideal. If balanced types such as sleeves.
there iL no flow separation from the wetted surface, the

boundary layer contributes the additional shear stress, T,, d) Fabrication practicability. Valving units which require
"at the boundary where the fluid velocity goes to zero. Due machining and assembly of a relatively complex valv-
to the thinness of the boundary layer, it usually has little ing element assembly within the valve port diameter
effect on the pressure distribution determined by potential (such as a butterfly valving unit) obviously do not lend
flow theory. Thus the flow force for no-flow separation can themselves as well to very small applications, as do
be entablished within the accuracy of engineering design simpler types such as poppets, where the valving ele-
calculations by the use of potential flow theory. This ap- ment itself can be quite simple.
proach breaks down if separation occurs, since the point of e) Flow regimes. The near-closed flow regimes of laminar
separation must be established to use the added free-
streamline feature. In this case the growth of the boundary and molecular flow (illustrated in Figure 6.2.2.5 for a

layer in the laminar and then the turbulent flow region 1-inch diameter flat poppet and seat) would account

along the wetted surface must be estimated to determine for a far larger proportion of the total stroke of a very

the point of separation, usually a difficult task relying small valving unit than for a large valving unit. Such

heavily on experimental data correlations. For fluid com- differences could account for significant variations in

ponent configurations with sharp corners, e.g., sharp-edged flow characteristics for grossly different sizes of a given

orifices, spools, etc., the point of separation can be taken valving unit configuration, even if seat and valving
at the sharp corner. In other cases, such as in diffusing element proportions were held constant.
sections, with no abrupt changes in geometry and turbu-
lent fluid flow, the determination of the separation point 6.2.2.10 WEIGHT. Weight considerations alone will seldom

can be only established experimentally, since present dictate the choice of a particular valving unit configura-
boundary layer theory is inadequate to predict this. How- tion, but must often be evaluated when comparing unit
ever, once the separation point is established, the free- types or sealing methods to be employed.
streamline feature of this approach assumes that a free-
streamline forms off the separation point and adjusts Weight savings realized through careful valving unit de-
itself so that in the separation region the pressure is sign may come from associated modules rather than from

constant and equal to the downstream pressure. This latter the, valving unit itself. For example, a pressure-balanced

assumption is in agreement with experimental observation poppet configuration might weigh essentially the same as
for steady, separated flows. The flow pattern compatible an unbalanced design, but permit the use of a smaller and
with this free-streamline is then determined by potential lighter actuator. Such considerations are an important part
flow theory to establish the pressure distribution and cor- of valving unit optimization, as discussed in Detailed Topic
responding flow force for the separated flow condition. 6.2.2.18.
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ENVELOPE CONSIDERATIONS VALVING UNITS
CONTAMINATION SENSITIVITY :1
6.2.2.11 ENVELOPE. As with other design and selection further usefulness as a sealing device. Contamination and

factors, envelope limitations are more inclined to influence its effect upon fluid systems and components is treated in
the selection of basic valve type (ball, poppet, etc.) than detail !n Section 10, "Contamination and Cleaning."
details of the specific valving unit. The overall sysn.m The damage susceptibility of hard seats to particulate

'layout in numerous applications may be significantly im-
proved by ingenuity on the part of the valving unit de- contamination is acknowledged by most valve manufac.

signer, however. Unlike commercial applications, where a turers and is cause for concern. Where pressure drop lim-
system is usually designed around off-the-shelf valves, the itations permit, manr manufacturers of small valves in-

stringent requirements of many aerospace systems neces- corporate wire mesh filters at the inlet port to screen out

sitate the design of individual valver for pqch specific ap- particulate matter. Others tend to de-emphasize the con.
plication. Among the valving unit design and Mrection tamination problem by claiming the probability is low of a
factors which system envelope requirements may ihfluence partic!e of sufficient size causing failure by lodging itself
are: on a seat land at the time of closure. Manufacturers of

a) FIlow dircetions. Where system layouts require a change internal combustion engines have for a long time faced the

in flow direction in the vicinity of the valve, such problem of carbon contamination of conical poppet valves,

changes may often be most efficiently designed into some choosing relatively narrow seats to minimize con-

the valve. The low pressure drop characteristics of a tamination probability and to increase crushing stresses
ball valving unit may be lost if a 90-degree change in on those particles which are trapped, others preferring
flow is required through or near the valve. In such cases wide seats to minimize the effect of pits in the seat or
an angle poppet or sleeve configuration may be more poppet faces resulting from contamination or corrosion.
efficiently incorporated. The damage susceptibility of soft seats or seals depends

b) L.ength limitations. Length limitations must be evalu- greatly on the resiliency of the nonmetal used. With elas-
ated on the basis of direction and nature of the limita- tomeric seal materials, the contaminant can be pressed
tions. In certain instances, for example, assembly and locally into the valve seal during closure without plastically
maintenance requirements may indicate need for a very deforming the seal. However, a continual subjection to
small flange-to-flange dimension, suggesting the use of ouch treatment may cause seal fretting and feathering. If
a blade or gate valving unit which may be undesirable th nonmetal cause hal (etg an) therize of
for a number of reasons. Possibilities may exist, how- the nonmetal is relatively hard (e.g., Teflon) the size of
ever, which would permit designing ball, butterfly, pop- the contaminant which can be impressed is diminished, and

pet, or other valving units whose protrusion some at the same time the nonmetal may become scratched or

distance into the line or mating component could be nicked, creating a leak path.
accepted. In unpacked (sealless) spool valves, there is a tradeoff

0) Diameter limitatioas. These are also directionally sen- between contamination sensitivity and leakage based on
sitive but are sometimes erroneously specified on the clearances between the valving element and its housing.
basis of the nearest interferring item from the center- If the designer becomes over-zealous in minimizing leak-
line of the valve. Proper orientation of a ball or butter- age by reducing the clearance between members, a larger
fly stem, or a gate housing, may satisfy some applica- number of contaminant particles can become lodged, caus-
tions. Others may entail the use of such concepts as ing valve failure. The clearance values allotted should be
in-line venturi poppets with integral actuitors, no part checked at both of the temperature extremes to which the
of which extenxis significantly beyond the basic line valve will be subjected, in order to ensure adequate design
outside diameter. Sometimes the choice between a ball vavwilbsujcenorrtonueadqteeigorbutterfly valving uetimes bsed cpone beteen at that for the maximum contamination particle size anticipated.or butterfly calving unit is based -upon the fact that

the butterfly (less actuator and shaft) is completely An appreciation of the relationship between valving unit
contained within the line ID, whereas the ball valving dimensions and particle size may be obtained from Table
element must be appreciably larger in diameter than 10.6.2.7a, which lists average critical dimensionts for hy-
the line, unless a reduced port size is used (see Figure draulic servo valves, and Table 6.2.2.12, which shows typ-
6.2.3.2c. ical particle sizes fror.- -.arious sources.

6.2.2.12 CONTAMINAT'ION SENSITIVITY. Since no sys- The formation of ice on the valving unit surfaces of cryo-

tern is completely free of Iparticulate contamination, valves genic valves may be treated as a form of contamination.

tlhtYiselves being contamination generators, sensitivity of Such ice formations have been the source of numerov.s

a valving unit to contamination is an important consid- problems with practically all types of cryogenic propellant

ernt•on in valve design. Contamination can lodge between valves, including:

the seal faces, thus (1) creating a leak path (although the a) Interference and adhesive action at the valve seat, pee-
particles may be crushed in the interfaces, they may elas- venting valve opening, especially with butterfly valving
tically deform the valve seat as it is mated with the valv-
ing element) ; and (2) scratching or deforming the valving
elehment or seat plastically idepending upon the size and b) Ice formation on the seat or valving element while the

hardness of the contaminant), thereby reducing the valve's valve is open, preventing seating when valve is closed.
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VALVING UNITS VALVE LIFE
WEAR

Table 6.2.2.12. Typical Sources of Wear Particles of the valving element against the seat without adverse
(Reterence 36.13) effects, such as excess leakage. For soft seals, potential

seal blowout, cold flow, extrusion, and feathering limit

valCing unit life, A distinction should be made betweenSize seal failure resulting from permanent set during long
Souce(microns) storage and that resulting from cold flow under pressure.

Crumlingpape 65The application of a particular valve is usually the factor

which determines the life requirement of the valving unit.

Writing with ballpoint pen on For example, a booster rocket propellant pre-valve which
ordinary paper 20 is required to open only once is a far different application

Vinyl abraded by a wrench or than the attitude control system propellant valve which

other object may be called upon to function through thousands of cycles.

Rubbing or abrading an ordinary To attempt to design unnecessary life into a valving unit
painted surface 90 may result in a module which is less reliable for its par-

Rubbing an epoxy pointed surface 40 ticular function. For example, the soft seal material which
mr'y provide the best leakage characteristics for a poppet

Handling passivated metols 10 valve seat may be capable of withstanding only a few

Seating screws 30 cycles, but could be the best selection for some applications.

Sliding metal surfccer (nonlubricated) 75 Long life requirements may take the form of very large

Belt drive 30 numbers of cycles (as in aircraft and some test facility
and spacecraft applications), or long total elapsed time,

Abradig theeither between installation and operation (as with weapon

Soldering (60/40 solder) 3 systems), or between initial cycling or exposure to critical
environment atd final required functioning (as in space-
craft). In any of these cases, the manner as well as the
magnitude of the valve life requirement must be consid-
ered in selecting the appropriate valving unit type, con-

c) Damage to lip or other soft seals when the seal slides figuration, and materials.
over ice formed on the valve body or valving element,
especially in sleeve valve designs. 6.2.2.14 WEAR. Reference 36-13 emphasizes the relation-

Section 10 and References 131-6 and 131-25 describe in ship between wear and valve life, and points out that most
detail techniques for minimizing contamination sources valve wear problems are associated with the valving ele-
and increasing system tolerance to contamination. ment and seat. It is further suggested that the size of tlh

wear particle generated between the seat and valving ele-

One of the more frustrating paradoxes facing the valve ment is one parameter influencing leakage in valving units,

designer is the fact that those designs least likely to gen- and indicates that harder materials are more successful in

erate contaminant particles, such as fiat poppets and seats limiting leakage in metal-to-metal valve closures. It is also

with no scrubbing action, are most susceptable to contain- noted that while minimum friction forces in a vacuum

ination; whereas those designs least susceptable to con- environment may be obtained by sliding a hard material

tamination, such as the cone labyrinth or other scrubbing on a softer material which has been plated to a harder
c.ncepts, are themselves prime generators of wear particles, material, the softer material will produce lhreger wear

particlas that may influence leakage. The size of wear
It is interesting to note that some aerospace applications, particles, as determined by Rabinowicz, produced by vari-

such as hydraulic aircraft control systems, wbeze some ous materials rubbing against like materials is presented
leakage is tolerable, actually exploit the normal contami- in Table 6.2.2.14a; the effect of various environments on
nation found in certain systems to reduce seat and poppet the size of copper wear particles, as determined by Elliott,
leakage by permitting the accumulation of contamination

is shown in Table 6.2.2.14b. According to Reference 36-13,
particles •o "darn up" any leak paths. Rabinowicz has shown that copper wear particles are

6.2.2.13. VALVE LIFE. Valving unit life depends upon the essentially independent of surface velocity, but that wear

temperature, operating pressure, number of cycles, loads particle size tends to increase with load, ranging from less

on members, materials of construction, and exposure to than 44u to over 5 00/A in diameter. It is also mentioned that

space environments. The critical module which limits life while extensive tests of nylon-on-nylon showed no wear,

is the valving unit seal or seat. For metal-to-metal sliding Teflon-on-Teflon produced fibrous particles with diameters

seals the materials must resist galling, galvanic corrosion, ranging from 40 to 150p, with the average taken as 9 0 1.
and scratches from contaminants. If the seal is in a seat
configuration, the materials may be required to have suffi- Three valving unit wear minimizing techniques which

cient fatigue strength to withstand repeated hammering have been used to date according to Reference 36-13 are:
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WEAR MINIMIZATION VALVING UNITS
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Table 6.2.2.14a. Size of Wear Particles and Related Functions Under
Standardized Conditions of Ambient Atmosphere

(Reference 36-13)

metal p W W/p d W/pd

Low€ 4 x 108 440 1 lx 10-9 270 x 10-4 42 x 10-6

Tin 6 540 90 120 75

Bismuth 12 375 31 50 62

Woods alloy 16 400? 25 400 6.2

Cadmium 23 600 26 320 8

Aluminum 900 30 140 21

Zinc 30 750 25 440 5.6

Antimony 45 380 85 400 22

Copper 60 1100 18 250 7.3

Braos 120 700? 5.8 100 5.8

Mild Steel 200 1000 5 60 8.3

Iron (oxide) 2=00? 600? 0.3 1 30

Aluminum (oxide) 2000 900 0.45 1 45

Teflon 4 15? 3.8 90 4.2

Nylon 20 30? 1.5 ? ?

Babbitt 30 400 13 350 3.7

Silver 80 920 11.5 330 3.5

Nickel 260 1650 6.3 35 18

Glass 550 200 ? 0.36 1 36

p Penetration hardness, dynes/cm 2
W Work of adhesion of the system, ergs/cm
d = Diameter of the average wear particle, cm

a) DIi'bht sri,'s vulvrs. A hard-seat valve is closed first c) Poppet translation prior to rotation. Similar in prin-
and opened last to protect a soft-seat valve (used for ciple to the retractable valve seat, but entailing motion
tight sealing) from erosion and wear problems associ- of only the valving element, this approach is typified
ated with throttling. Thit, approach has been used in by the ball poppet valves manufactured by Orbit Valve
test facilities at NASA's Langley Research Center and Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

a variation has also been used on some spacecraft 6.2.2.15 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. As discussed

propulsion systems where soft-seat shutoff valves are in detail in Section 13, environmental conditions include:
placed in series with nonseating throttling control
valves.Pressure

Acceleration, shock, and vibration
b) Retraetubhb' ralve scats. The seat is retracted from the Atmosphere

valving element surface before valving element rotates Temperature
or slides, then is returned to the sealing position after Space environments
valving element motion has stopped. This technique is Corrosion.

typified by the 17-inch diameter ball valves manufac-
tured by AiResearch for propellant suction line shutoff The considerations discussed in Section 13 apply to valv-
on Saturn launch vehicles. ing units as well as other modules and should be carefully
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VALVING UNITS ENVIRONMENT
MATERIALS CONSIDERATIONS

Table 6.2.2.14b. Wear of CoIoer in Voriute chance of pressure bonding, particularly for metcl-to-
Environments metal sealing (cold welding), and galling. The degree to

(Reference 36.13) which these effects may occur depends upon the design of
the valve and the length of time in the environment. Cold
welding, if it is going to occur, will take place in a rela-

Average Fragment tively short period of time (usually measured in minutes),
Environment Diameter whereas radiation effects in a space envkonment are

(microns) usually significant only after relatively long durations.
Table 13.6.8 lists the time required to accomplish several

Atmospheres representative space missions.

Nitrogen 480 6.2.2.16 MATER: 4.LS. The selection of construction mate-
Helium 380 rials for the seal assembly and valving element must be
Carbon dioxide 300 based upon practically all of the preceding factors. The
Dry air 224 function of the valving unit initially determines the sever-

a oayn 201 ity of the material selection problem. Flow modulation or
L0o rotary air 177 •flow diversion functions may usually he satisfied with all-
Wet air metal valving units using a relatively large variety of

SLubricants metals. The sealing requirements of the shutoff function,
on the other hand, when combined with other application

Cetane 12.0 factors, may present a most significant problem in the
Silicone DC 200 9.5 selection of materials. This discussion will therefore empha-
Ucon LB-70X 9.5 size the seat and valving element material requirements
"Palmitic acid in Cetane 8.0 associated with the sealing problem in shutoff valving

units.

Valving units for shutoff applications may use either hard

evaluated. Pressure, acceleration, shock, vibration, and or soft seals, packless valving units seldom being used for
temperature may be expected to influence the valving unit leak-tight shutoff. Although a hydraulic system, for ex-

configuration. (Paeticular attention is directed to the effect ample, might employ a spool or piston valve •o performa shutoff function with a relatively high allowable leakage,S~~~~~of acceleration fields upon poppet orientation and compen- sc napiaini o osdrdt ersn ht

such an application is not considered to represent a shut-
sation, as treated in Sub-Topic 13.3.3.) In addition to off application for purposes of this discussion. Hard seals
absolute temperdtures, thermal distortion and differential normally imply metal seats and metal valving elements,
expansion resulting from temperature gradients must be usually with both parts hard and finished. Soft seals nor-
considered. Pressure must be considered not only from the mally imply a plastic or elastomer, usually mated with a
standpoint of those strains which must be determined in hard metal. Common aerospace practice has been to use
cases where critical tolerances exist, but also in terms of soft-seal valves for shutoff applications wherever practi-
exposure to cyclical pressure variations with respect to cable, largely because of difficulties encountered in the
possible fatigue failure, development of reliable, low-leakage, hard-seal valves. In

some spacecraft applications, the desirability or necessity
On the other hand, atmosphere, temperature, space en- of using soft seals has resulted in revisions of valve con-
vironment, and corrosion will particularly influence the figuration to provide for shielding of the seat from the
selection of valving unit materials. Usually the most sig- radiation environment.
nificant manifestation of environmental conditions upon
valving unit material choice is the feasibility of u:ing Increasing use of highly reactive propellants such as
soft seats or seals for a particular application. Usually fluorine, which is not compatible w~th any presently avail-
radiation or temperature are the environmental factors able polymers, has increased the demand for all-metal
which may preclude the use of soft seats or seals in a valving units. Section 12, "MaLee'sils," includes a discus-
particular valving unit. Temperature extremes can be sion of fluids as well as structural and seal materials, and

governed by the flowing medium temperature as well as indicates tbe-compatibility of various materials with fluids.

.Material selection usually must If no plastic or elastomer is suitable for a particular
the armbinent temprture. wvalving unit application, the metal-to-metal alternativesbe determined from the worst conditions; where exposure avibl ybesm ridasflo:

tine at temperature extremes is limited to prevent valving available may be summarized as follows:

unit parts from reaching a high steady-state temperature, a) -isHrd metal valving elements and seats with fine finishes
consideration should be given to the use of thermal sinks. vn. I no scrubbing action, usually limited to poppet
Space radiation and vacuum can have adverse effects on valves (eiscussed in detail in Detailed Topic 6.2.3.11).

the sealing of the valving unit, as pointed out in Reference b) Hard ilat mtial vaIving elements and seats with fine
131-6. Many materials (particularly polymers) degrade in finishes and pure scrubbing action, wherein valving
the presence of radiation. Vacuum exposure enhances the element and seat remain constants liri contact. This
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PARAMETRIC INTERACTIONS VALVING UNITS

OH, INBN OPTIMIZATION

approach is most commonly found in all-metal linear or In evaluating the interactions between the various design
rotlry slide v•iving units for fluid power applications, and •eleetion factors, a good approach is to group these

e) Pr•l..ion mating pistons and cylinders, seldom applt- p=rameters tntt three v-t.,•ries:

cable to aerospac• designs other than fluid power tp- I) Specified or fixed parameters, usually including the
plieattons because of limitations regarding lubrication, fluid medium, pressure, temperature, and flow rate
temperature, and manufacturing tolerances. ( An approx- 2) Required or desired design goals, usually including

lmation of this approach i.• found in hydraulic system pressure drop, leakage, response time, weight, and
spool and piston calving units with relatively large valve life

allowable leakage rates.)
3) Design variables, usually including materials (in addt-

d) Pist.n rinks, used as seals on axial cylindrical appli- tion to type and configuration), but for each specific
cations such as sleeve valves and on rotary applications case probably inciuding several other design factors
as seals to.• butterfly, bail, or plug valves. Acceptable such as llow versus str.ke, response time, actuation
leakage rates are usually obtained only by the use of force, and site.

overlapping t-ings or rings with stepped gaps (Refer-
ence V-135t. Such an evaluation, in addition to showing the relative

e) Expandable thin-wall cylindrical metal seats sealing significance of the design requirements or goals, is useful

against conical or spherical poppets through shearing because of all of those factors which may be varied in

or scrubbing action (See Figures 6.2.3.13a and b). arriving at a valving unit design are identified. In the

absence of such an evaluation, it is very easy to overlook
llardness is the common demon|astor i., design of metal- the fact that one particular parameter may be varied in
to-metal se,•ting interfaces, a hard mater|at afire'dins the order to facilitate satisfying the more critical design re-
formation of a relatively smooth surface. Alternative (a) quirements. For example, the lack of critical pressure drop
u.•ually incorporates both hard seats and calving elements or flow capacity reqtfirements may permit the use of a
to obtain the required surface finish and resistance to relatively small calving unit of high pressure drop, but
marring. The other four techniques involve rubbing con- with which it is far easier to satisfy leakage, actuation
tact: this usually dictates unlike hardnesses if friction sod force, weight, and envelope requirements or goals,

wear are to be minimized, unless the fluid involved is a
good lubricant. 6.2.2.18 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION. In spite of their high

In very general terms, the surface energy approach to degree of sophistication, very few of the valves produced

friction and wear a,• explained by Rabinowicz (References for aerospace applications represent opt|raised designs,

491-1 and 1',t-23:•) indicates that: An optimized design for a calving unit is the one design
a) With good lubrication, hard similar metals yield low that is best for a given application. The extensive design

friction coemcients and small wear particles, analysis and the numerous design-fabrication-test analysis

iterations required to develop an optimum calving unit
bt With no lubrication, dissimilar metals yield lower fric- usually entail cyst and time expenditures which are un-

titm coefficients and smaller w•.ar particles than similar reasonabl,+ for most applications. It is apparent from the

metals, and are primarily dependent upon the charac- large number of design and selection factors and their
teri.•tic.• -f the softer material, interactions that any calving unit design must represent

c) (;od lubricatio.,i wilt reduce the surface energy ,,f ad- a series of compromises if all design requirements, as well
hesion land hence friction and wear) of nonmetals to as the more general cost and reliability considerations, are
approximately 25 percent of the unlubricated values, to be satisfied. However, instances occur in which opt|-
but will reduce that of similar metals to about 5 per- mization, or at least an approximation of optimization,
cent of the- unlubricated value, of one or more factors is justified. Those factors which

Fr!ction and wear (!:;:• ,.,•eful in the selection of mating most often lend themselves to such treatment are:

n, aterials for valvirg units ma• lc found in Sub-Section a) Pressure drop and flow capacity

12.7. h) IPakage

6.2.2.17 PARAMETRi(" INTERA('TIONS. Serious evalu- c) Response time

at|on of the l•rcccding design am| selection fact,.,rs reveals d) Actuation forces
that pr:lctically any design feature chosen on the basis of

e) Weight
on,, of thesc par£tmct•,,rs at•'ects one or nlove other param-
eters, •,• interaction effect which should he considered f) Envelope

when evaluating any particular design paramct•,r or factor, g) Valve life.

Many valvt, hLilures result fr•m• simih, design .yet'sights
which c,•tfld have be.,n awfided had the interrelationships Optimization of a design to achieve particular levels of

of environmeTit, materials, stre•s, and dynamics been con- such parameters must usially be limited by constraints

si(hr•'d, imposed by cost and/or reliability. These constraints are
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VALVING UNITS DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
BUTTERFLY VALVE CONFIGURATIONS

much the same for valving units as for other modules and 6.2.3 Design Data
include consideration of the following: This sub-topic is divided into valving unit types, with in-
a) The tradeoff between the high cost of developing the formation concerning valving unit configurations, sealing,

least expensive valving unit that w-ll meet all require- actuation forces, and flow characteristics presented fol
ments, and the cost of using a somewhat overdesigned each type. Parametric data is presented where available,
and more expensive unit whose more liberal design and reference is made to sources from which additional

allowances significantly reduce development costs. The a* refeetie i t ma ye obtied.

total number of valving units required is usually of

paramount importance in such cases. Sub-Sections 5.1 through 5.9 of the handbook include re-
b) The tradeoff between the cost of developing the lightest lated data, sonic of which is reiterated in this sub-topic.

weight valving unit that will meet all requirements
and the cost to the system of accepting the weight 6.2.3.1 IBUTTEIWILY. The butterfly valving unit consists
penalty of a slightly hiavier design, of a relatively flat valving elemert (usually referred to as

c) The tradeoff between the cost of developing a valving a disc, but also known ais a da wptn-, gote', buttcrpy, butter-
unit with minimum pressure drop and the cost of using fly plate, vace plate voall, ' aluppcr, or blade) which may
a higher upstream or lower dowivstreani pressure. This be rotated within the valve body or housing to obstruct
type of tradeoff study can become very complex when or permit flow. The valve seal may be located either cn
considering spacecraft systems. the movable valving element o- may be attached to the

d) The tradeoff between the reliability associated with the housing, Sub-Topic 5,2.4 describes the operation, perform-
use of redundant seals on a particular valving unit and ance characteristics, applications, and limitations of but-
the use of redundant valving units or redundant valves, terfly valves for shutoff' service. Detailed Topic 5.3.5.5
or even a more reliable nonredundant valving unit. describes flow and actuation torque characteristics of

e) The cost and reliability implications associated with butterfly valves for flow control service.
deviating from a valving unit type with which experi- Configuratimn. The configuration of a butterfly valving
ence has been obtained, unit may be described in terms of the following basic

An excellent example of an appropriate use of valving parameters:
unit optimization may be found in the power industry, a) Port shape. The great majority of butterfly valves use
The design of large (500 to 1000 megawatt) steam turbo circular ports, usually of the same diameter as the
gencrators by Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., line; however rectangular ports with rectangular valv-
consin, required modification of the angle poppet (linear ing elements are found in low pressure gas ducting
plug) stop valves and throttling valves of existing 400mow (Reference 26-86). Particular flow characteristic re-
turbines to accommodate the higher steam flow rates. Five quirements can result in unusual port and disc shapes
alternatives were available: bearing little resemblance to the ordinary butterfly

a) Increase pressure drop through the valve valve, such as the V-port butterfly valve described in
b) Increase valve size Reference 144-1.

c) Increase the number of parallel flows b) Disc seating angle. The closed position of the disc is
d) Change the basic flow pattern or valving unit type frequently chosen to be at a disc seating argle, a. (the
e) Optimize ti-. flow path to minimize pressure drop angle between the plane of the disc and a plane per-through the valveo pendicular to the port centerline) between 0 and 30 de-

grees in order to facilitate sealing and to avoid the

The last approach was chosen on the basis of cost, reli- necessity for placing stops in the port which would
ability, and such technical considerations as actuator power interfere with flow in the open position.
requirements, thermal stress, flow control, leakage, and c) Shaft location. As illustrated in Figures 5.2.4.1 a, b,
overali system performance. Several hundred model tests and c, the shaft may either be straight (in the plane
were conducted on two basic valve types (similar in con- of the disc); canted (shaft centerline passing through
figuration, but with and without strainers). The optimized the center of the disc at an angle, 11); or eccentric
valve configurations were found to have a total pressure (shaft centerline parallel to plane of the disc, but off-
loss, including entrance, valving unit, and exit of less than set from the plane of the disc and/or the centerline of
one velocity head (K =- 0.65) as compared with former the port).
values of more than two velocity heads. The analysis was
sufficiently comprehensive to permit separating entrance, d) Disc shape. The plan view of the disc is primarily
valving unit, and exit losses. In addition, a significant defined by'the port shape and disc seating angle. For a

reduction in the size of the valving unit was achieved. circular porý and 0-degree seating angle (a.. = 0) the
disc will be circular, whereas if a positive seating angle

The application of valving unit optimization techniques is used the disc must be elliptical, with the major axis
to aerospace valve designs may be expected to be equally of the ellipse equal to the port diameter divided by
successful, especially in view of the stringent demands of cos wa. Disc shape is also constrained by the shaft loca-
spacecraft propulsion systems. tion. It is apparent, for example, that a rectangular

1 6.2-2-14
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UTTERFLY VALVE SEALUNG VALVING UNITS

disc and port cannot be employed with a canted shaft. i.92 R A286CRES

It is In the shape of the disc cross section, however,
that the greatest number of variations may be found.
The examples described in the remainder of Detailed
Topic 6.2.3.1 illustrate some of the disc shapes used to
provide particular design characteristics.

The relationship between the disc rotation, a, disc seating CRES
angle, m, and shaft angle, #, is explained in Detailed Topic
5.2.4.1 and may be expressed by the following equation: /KEI-F

a = 90 deg - (u + sin ' tan'# (Eq 6.2.3.1a) `-431 CRES

where

a shaft rotation: require,! to change disc position from
the seated positi,.i t) t:hat position in which the plane
of the disc is parallei to the port axis, degrees

m,-- disc seating angle (the angle between plane of the
disc in the closed position and a plane pependicular
to the port centerline) measured in the plane of the
port centerline, degrees

#-= shaft offset angle (the angle between the centerline
of the shaft and the planiz of the disc), degrees DESIGN PAWAMETERS

Sealing. The design concepts described below are repre- FLOW MEDIA: LIQUID OXYGEN

sentative of sealing techniques which have been used suc- OPERATI,.d. PRESSURE: 1000 PSIW
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -423 TO 160 F

cessfully in various aerospace butterfly valve applications. SIZE: 3 IN. LINE

The number of approaches appears to be unlimited, but

little in the way of parametric data is available to aid the Figure 6.2.3.1s. Hgcd'a-vsioure Cryogenic Butterfly Valve

designer. The scrubbing acton with which mainy butterfly (Reference 35-12; RocketdHne, a Division of North Amerflcn Aveation,

shutoff valves seat requires application of tlhe dynamic seal incorporated design, p. B-88)
techniques discussed in Sub-Section 6.4. It is important
that butterfly valve seats be designed to withstand un-

shielded exposure to the flow stream when the valve is r-nother approach to the use of an all metal valving unit

opon, whether the seal is located on the housing or the with a convolution seal is shown in Figure 6.2.3.1d where

disc. the seal is located on the disc rather than the body. Nor-
mally, valving units such as this seat at an angle, co, of

Figures 6.2.3.1a and b illustrate two seat designs for about 5 degrees, the circular convolution seal deforming

butterfly valving units of the type which have been used to the required elliptical shape elastically. The shaft of this

in diameters up to 5 inches for both cryogenic and storable design is canted to an angle of 10 to 15 degrees to provide

liquid rocket e~igines. Both designs use Kel-F lip seals and an uninterrupted seal and seating surface. The convolutio-a

eccentric shafts. The 1000-psi design shown in Figure seal is simply formed in the periphery of a thin disc which

6.2.3.1a uses a radial seal interference of 0.01 in./in. of the in turn is clamped between two backup plates to form the

inside diameter of the seal, when a 0.075 in. thick seal is valving element. As with the convolution seal shown in

used (Reference 35-12). The tendency for the seal to be Figure 6.2.3.1c, the seal is oriented with the open side

damaged by deflecting down into the path of the disc while upstream to provide some degree of pressure actuation.

closing presents a development problem with both designs. The design illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.1d has been user, in
2-inch and larger sizes for pressures to 260 psig and tem-

Figure 6.2.3.1c shows a floating two-piece convoluted seal

for aircraef. use with hot (750'F) engine bleed air. This

seal is formed to an involute profile, so that contact with Among the simplest butterfly valve seals is an elastomeric

the ro'iiused edge of the disc is always in a direction sleeve on the inside of the body which forms a seat against

normal to the seal surface. As with the eccentric shaft wVhich the disc closes. Usually the disc is round and of a

designs shown in Figures 6.2.3.1a and b, t.be slight shaft diameter sufficiently larger than the sleeve ID to provide

eccentricity of this derign serves to re3ult in a plugging the desired seal interference. Either canted or straight

action as the valve clGses, somnwhat approxi~ating the shafts are commonly used with valve seating angles from

linear translation of a poppet against its seat. Note that 0 to 3 degrees. For applications below a 2-inch diameter,

the seal does not protrude int!, the flow stieam, although the disc is sometimes cantilevered on a single shaft (usu-

it is exposed. ally canted) and is referred to as a spoon valve.
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DESIGN PARAMU7 ERS

FLOW MEDIA: AIR
OPERATING PRESSURE: 7 TO 205 PSIG
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -75 TO t250 F
FLUID TEMPERATURE: -75 TO +750 F

2.1 R SIZE: I - 1/2 IN.

DESIGN PARAMETERS

FLOW MEDIA: LIQUID OXYGEN Figure 6.2.3.1c. Butterfly Valve with Floating Mctal Seal
OPERATING PRESSURE: 40 PSIG (4referente 35.12; Aero.Corry Division of Aeroflow Dynarrics, Incorpu.
OPERATING TEMflRATURE:' -320 TO +16U F rated design, p. 8-94)
SIZE: 41/2 IN. LINE

Flgure 6.2.3.1b. Low-Pressure Cryogenic Butterfly Valve
(Reference 35-12; Clary Dynamics Corporation design, p. B-92)

An approach to butterfly valv.: sealing which eliminates
scrubbing between disc and seat, greatly reducing torque

F requirements, is the pressure-actuated cylindrical dia-
phragm seal illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.1e. Reference 68-1
presents a comprehensive design analysis of this concept
which has been used successfully in both cryogenic and

':,igh-temperature applications. The thin-walled cylindrical
sealing band, usually of nickel alloy such as Inconel X, is

butt-welded peripherally into the valve body. Pressuriza-
tion of the sealing bu,. ectuation cavity forces the sealing PRESSURE ASSISTED

band into contact with the edge of the disc to effect a seal. CONVOLUVON SEAL

Where temperature and compatibility permit, plastic or
eldstomer inserts may be used to improve sealing char- BUTTERFLY DISC
acteristics. It is interesting to note that for some applica-
tions where sealing is required' only at high temperature,
advantage may be taken of thermal expansion effects by Figure 6.2.3,ld. Butterfly Valve with Metal
using actuation pressures eq--i1 to or lower than line Convvititinn Seal en Diveusin acuaton ressreseq: I o orlowr tan ine (Co~urtesy of AiResoarch Mfg. Division, The rGerrett Cornoation, Phoeniix,
pressure, permitting use of the line pressure itself as the Arazo,' a)
actuating fluid. The inflatable-band concept dictates the

use of a canted shaft to permit a continuous seal, the
angle required being a function of sealing band width and
shaft diameter.
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IUTTVRFLY VALVIS VALVING UNITS
TOQUE CHARACTERISriCS

Still another approach to the all-metal butterfly raive seal
is the simple expedient of installing one or more piston

, rings in a groove machined in the disc periphery (Refer-
ences V-185 and 112-1).

In some high-velocity applications, and where divided rings
are used (in straight shaft rather than canted configura-
tions), the rings are pinned in place. Piston ring butterfly
valve seals have been used successfully in both hot air

A (aircraft) and cryogenic service.

• tA similar principle uses an elastomer 0-ring in the disc
periphery. Figure 6.2.3.1f shows such a hand-operated
valve for high-vacuum service as well as dimensions of a

NOTE: SEALING llAND A IS INFLATED TO CLOSE CLEARANCE
BETWEEN VALVE BODY I AND VALVE DISC C typical valving unit. An eccentric shaft Is used to accom-

modate the continuous seal.

Figure I.2.3.s. Pressure-Actuated Cylindrical Actuation Forces. The actuation force required to position
from ASME Seal the butterfly disc is usually expressed as the torque re-

(Adopted from ASME Paper 59-SA-1, C. Y. Neou, Copyright 1958,
American Society of Mechanics! Engineers, New York, New York) quired to overcome seal friction, bearing friction, and fluid

forces. For any given application, the sum of these forces
may be expected to result in a difference between the
torques required to open and to close the valve.

Seal friction forcA• ale. a function of the valving unit
configuration,. seal design, seal lubrication, and fluid pres-
sure (in the case of pressure-actuated seals such as lipf.AN~teseals and convolution seals), as well as the friction coeffi-

cient of the rubbing materials. Seal friction is a maximum
HOUSING OR BODY at the seated position, although some friction may be

present throughout the entire stroke of some soft-seat

o-4No valves as a result of rubbing contact near the shaft.
SHAFT OR STEM Eccentric-shaft designs which provide a nearly linear plug-

ging action upon seating will usually have a lower seal
friction than straight-shaft designs. Similarly, discs which
seat at a relatively high a. will normally have a higher
finad closing torque requirement and a lower opening or
breakaway torque req.airement than the disc which seatsSat cto=O0.

Packless butterfly valving units, or those which use re-
tractabls3 seats, such as the inflatable diaphragm seal
(Figure 6.2.3.1e), may have no seal friction force at all.

Bearing friction fo;'ces are a function of the bearing de-
sign, bearing materials, lubrication, and the magnitude of

DISC the thrust vector aransmitted by the shuft. The thrust
vector is in turn dependent upon disc angle, flow or pres-

NC.TE: VALVE BODY INSIDF DIAMETER 3.752 IN. sure forces, anu unbalanced sealing forces. Although in
DISC OUTSIDE DIAMETER 3.700 IN.
DISC O-RING GROOVE DIAMETra 3.410 IN. some instances bearing friction forces may account for 50
o-RING CROSS SECTION DIAMEIER 0.210 N.
O-RING SOUE 4 ZE 0.03 IN. percent of the total actuation force, in the great majority
DISC THICKNESS 3/ 'N. of applications bearing friction forces are appreciablyVALVE STM IAEE 3,/8 IN.VALVE STEM OFFSET FROM CENTER LINES 5/16 IN. lower than either seal friction or fluid forces and, unlike

these other forces, bearing friction is essentially the same
in either the opening or closing direction.

Figure 6.2.3.1f. High-Vacuum Butterfly Valve
with O-Ring Seal Fluid forces are relatively complex and are a function of

(Reprinted with permission from "Review of Scientific Instruments," the following factors:
C0.tober 1955, vol. 26, no. 10, R. E. Holland ,and F. P. Mooring, Copy-
right 1955, American Institute of Physics, New York, New York) a) Shaft eccentricity

b) Pressure differential
c) Disc shape
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VALVING UNITS BUTTERIFLY VALVES
TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS

A
d) Disc position, a

e) Fluid properties
f) Inlet passage geometry

g) Exit passage geometry. L12

Shaft eccentricity and static pressure differential establish / PRESSURE ON UPSTREAM FACE

torque due to fluid forces in the closed position. In any H

disc position the torque transmitted by the disc is actually M_ 2

a function of the static pressure distribution across both
faces of the disc, but as the disc opens this pressure dis.
tribution is dictated by the fluid dynamic condition, as
illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.1g. This fluid dynamic torque
acts in a direction to 2lose the valve if the disc is sym-
metrical and located in a straight section of line.

Fluid dynamic torque resulting from compressible flow
past a symmetrical disc can be approximated by the
following empirical relatiunship: 2

T = p, d' c, c. (Eq 6.2.3.1b)

where

T = torque, in.lb 2-

p, = static upstream pressure, lb,/in' O2
SURE ON DOWNSTREAM FACE

d = disc diameter, in. P THRUST FORCE

C, = an empirically determined function of a
For the specific case of air flowing past a symmet-
rical disc, Reference 408-1 gives the following Figure 6.2.3.1g. Diagram of Pressure Generated Around
values for c, a Butterfly Valve Disc

(Adapted from "Water Power," December 1951, vol. 3, no. 12, D. Gaden,
c, 0.01942 W' if a < 1.047 Copyright 1951, Tothill Press Ltd., London, England)

- 0.01942 (25.66 a - 13.43 - 11.25 ae) if a > 1.047

a = angular rotation from closed position, radians
not exceed the critical, Cr is presented only as a function
of a and the static pressure differential across the valve

c.- 1- P" p if p! Ž_ pP, .Ap is substituted for p,, in Equation (6.2.3.1c). Reference
P- 291-1 presents detailed results of tests performed with air

p / upon a typical, packless, lenticular-disc, straight-shaft
-1 if p, < p. butterfly valving unit which shows the effect of significant

p static downstream pressure, lb/in' changes in pressure ratio, disc position, and passage geom-
etry. Figures 6.2.3.1h, i, and j show these results, It is

p, = static downstream pressure for critical flow, lbin' interesting to note that with no inlet or exit pipe (see

For specific butterfly valve configurations it is common Figure 6.2.3.1i) there is a strong torque, tending to open
practice to measure the torque coefficient, CT, experimen- the valve at high pressure ratios when disc angle a is
tally at different positions and use this in the expression 30 degrees or more. These to characteristics are of

major significance when it is ed to use a butterfly
T = CT p,, d' (Eq 6.2.8.1c) valving unit at high pressure i..ios and/or in a location

where other than in a straight line. Although no data is available
to illustrate the point, it may be expected that the orienta-

T = torque, in-lbr tion of bends in the inlet and exit passages relative to disc

CT . torque coefficient, dimensionless shaft orientation may influence torque and flow charac-

pt total upstream pressure, lbr/in" teristics. The inlet pipe configuration used for Figure
6.2.3.lj includes a double bend (crank-shaped bend) to

d = disc dian.eter, in. accommodate a 4P/-inch offset within 18 inches of length,

For a specific butterfly valve, the torque coefficient, C-,, of but this bend is in the plane of the disc shaft and its influ-
Equation (6.2.3.1c) is usually presented as a function of ence will therefore be expected to be minimal. Reference
both disc angle a and pressure ratio across the valve. In 273-2 gives the following experimental results showing
some instances, particularly where the pressure ratio does the effect on torque coefficient of a 90-degree bend of
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DUTTMFY VALVE VALVING UNITS
TORQUE CHARACTERISTISM

0.01 IN.1RAMAAFlo

O.01 - ORUE IS POSnITVi WHEN PL~O;
INDI O CLOSE T1 VL

0 IN TEST OINTS VERY S& TitEEYN

5.oI 0.004 - - -

OIA?

Fiue8233zoqeCaatrsiso utrl

0.N 12

o.02)60

- ~0.000-

0.62502 IN./P

FiFgure 6.2.3.11. Torque Characteristics of Butterfy -

0 ~ av Volv Inipekea
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VALVING UNITS BUTTERFLY VALVES
TORQUE AND FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

radius D (one pipe diameter) in a plane perpendicular to In nmore critical aerospace applications, such as the rocke'
that of the disc shaft: propellant valving units shown in Figures 0.2.3.la and b,

the thick discs and larog eccentric offsets frequently era-
Length of PerMent ployed may be expected to result in torque characteristics

Straight Line Maximum that differ appreciably from those using more conventional
Ahead o" Disc C,. disc configurations. As the disc shape becomes more com-

No bend in line 10D 10O plex, it becomes even more difficult to analyze torques
Bend in line 10D 91 theoretically or to correlate data from conventional disc

Bend in line 6D 87 shapes. In such cases it will frtquently be found profitable
to measure the torque characteristics of the design under

These tests (performed with airfoil-shaped discs) indicate consideration experimentally, preferably using full-scale
that some airfoil shaped discs have a negative (opening) models or actual prototype hardware.
torque coefficient in the full-open position (a = 83 degrees
to 90 degrees). Identical tests with flat and lenticular discs Flow Characteristics. A discussion of butterfly valve flow
showed zero torque coefficient when full open and a posi. characteristics is presented in Detailed Top~ic 5.3.5.5; Fig-
tive (closing) value at all other positions except full clo.ed ures 6.2.3.11 and m illustrate the basic flow characteristic
when the value again falls to zero, in accordance with and present resistance coefficients for conventional butter-

,fly valves. This information is adequate for a basic appre-
accepted theory.fyvavsThsifrainiadqaefrabicpr-

ciation of butterfly valve flow characteristics and the
The total external torque required to position the disc is influence of disc angle and thickness, but the valving unit
the algebraic sum of thu torque resulting from seal fric- designer concerned with meeting specific flow requirements
tion, bearing friction, and fluid forces, and at any disc should also consider such factors as valve seating angle,
angle will usually be greater in the openirg direction than u,, the effects of adjacent ducting, and the total upstream
in the closing direction (see Figure 6.2.3.1k). It should be and downstream pressure. Although the sources of flow
noted that most Pxrer;'nental data on butterfly valve characteristic data referenced at the end of this sub-sec-
torque (see references at end of this sub-section) are tion have used various flow media and units, a number
concerned with fluid force torque and the experimental have expressed flow in terms of some form of the discharge
valves used were packless units with low-friction bearings, coefficient, C,.
For this reason most of the available experimental torque
data (such as Figures 6.2.3.1h, i, and j) on various butter-
fly valving unit configurations show only one torque Q C, A.. 2g -2P (Eq 3.8.1f)
coefficient value for given values of u and -1p, with no w

indication of directional variations between opening and
closing torques such as shown in Figure 6.2.3.1k. There-
fore, careful consideration should be given to these valve/
actuator interactions as treated under Detailed Topic 5.3.5.5 /00 0 -

as well as to the details of valving unit design treated " - --- -- -- --

in this detailed topic. Oleo
---- ---I----- - -

50 -ACTUATORt IONOU
TO OPEN VALVE

150-
60-- :'-

S4 50 TORQUE REQUIRED TO RESIST 2 ,

Z FLUI.D DYNAMIC CLOSING TORU

ETiO0 -NG TDEGOEES

DIREETION) OCTO 25 50 75 /0o I I I-) to 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 90 Per cer, f of flow
BUTTERFLY OKEN|NG, D4EGREES"

Figure 6.2.3.1k. Fluid Dvnami© Torque Curve for a
Typical Butterfij Volvo Figure 6.2.3.11. Butterfly Valve Flow Characteristics

(Adapted from "Control Valves." Beard, Copyrig~ht 1957, Instruments (Adapted from "Control Valves," Beard, Copyright 1957, Instruments
Publishing company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
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BUTTERFLY VALVES VALVING UNITS

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

XL kbtO @ýO%

300.m0.5

0 O 20 % 40_8 0. 0 W 0.t9?

0.0.7

(51

Fungtie of.31n Discrfl Alo C~ontacio Coafiso'
a ro 'Mchn DeAg. Decembe f95om ASl. Pape no.A~os F26,ay 0P~# 90

he. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Soit Coofgh Meca58a EPeritonl PuNieiw CopnCevlrd 1 hr

contacton oeficiet (ee igueQ 6.2.3.1e)

whereFL ANGLE angle ofGE coplt (Co., " e. (ýI-Csatg an\ e

Cigur di2cha1me cutrl ovoRssaoefficienta dieaols Iydia in the, i+eit vciit Cof thalvn u4it

CIthe -, contraction coefficient may ee expected t.vary.1 ig

II .. equivalent orifice area (usually taken as cross- nificantly. The effects of variations in the inlet and exit
secic. ara o th lie),ft~conditions -nay be observed in the results of Robinson's

AP pressure drop across valve measured between points tests with air at pressure ratios up to and exceeding the
where upstream and dowvnstream diameters are criticai (Figures 6.2.3.1o, p, and q). It shoudbeoe
equal, lbr/ft' that a flow coefficient, rather than a discharge coefficient,

is plotted in these curves. This flow ý:oefficient is based -r
citi weiht, b,/Wair and assumes downstream pressure to be atmospheric.

Asexplained in Detailed Topic 6.2.2.4, C.. is usually de- Note the use of total pressure rather than static pressure.
termined experimentally; it has, however, been expres,,.ed
analytically for butterfly valves by Sarpkaya (Reference Flow Coefficient A-- (Eq 6.2.3.1f)
68-4) using free-streamline analysis methods. In the case
of free discharge into the atmosphere where

(Eq 6.2.3.1d) -h air flow rate, lb../sec

~. ~ C. C(I Cos aT absolute temperature, *K
4v2-~ ~ s( /Pt 1  total pressur-e upstr.,arn of valve, lbr/in"

For axisyninietrie continuous flow in a pipe of constant A -- cross-sectional area of valve, in"
diameter(Note: not the projected flow area)
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VALVING UNITS BUTTERFLY VALVES
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

NOTit $ IN. OIA

FLOW COifFICIENl &A$ID ON FULL VALVE ARIA L, *-rJ----- ' ,P,, IN

I.., A -to "I1  t :i.l 1 I2 IN. DIA FOW I 111 2IN;. - ý. " "'*
NDIA ON tWA VALVI AIIA

0,240

0.01 - - - -a 04.-

I~e 400
ue 0.08

- ~200-1 1.0 1,4 I's 2.2 216 3.0 3.4 3.1 1,0 1.4 1I 2.2 2,6 3.0 3.4 3.1 4.2
FtI.110 P 'PP•

Figure 6.2.3.1o. Flow Characteristics of Blutterfy
VaFe . In Pipe Figure 6.2.3.1q. Flow Characteristics of Butterfly Valve

,b adrmission of the Controller of Her Britannic Maesty's in Bulkhead with Inlet Pipe
tien y er missiefomnOT rof Noh04 Cl 15, . .Rono 'k

Ftomry Office, from mark horm w 354. Ju15 19, nA. H. N abunson.b (Atepd, by permission of the Controller of Her Britannic Majesty's
Copyright 1957, Gret Britain Natioalt Gas Turbine Estabhshment, Slonery Office, from NOTE Memo No. 304. July 1957, A. H. Robinson,
Pyestock, Hants, England) Copyright 1957, Great Britain National Gas Turbihe Establishment,

"tfock, Hants, Enalard)

1 IN. DIA

Finally, it is necessary to consider the'influence of the

NOT•, specific values of upstream and downstream pressure and
ONWFuLL VALVE A WIA It , the flow characteristics of a butterfly valving unit. It is

,ONFULL VALI AK• •custonstry to divide butterfly valving unit applications

"- "-- into two classifications. The first class of valves includes

""a .(FULOPEN) those discharging to a downstream pressure which is

greater than atmospheric due to some resistalnc further
0.24 -downstream. The second class of valves includes those

S0 -with a downstream pressure equal to or less than atmos-

0.16 pheric, and whose delivery under a given upstream pres-
4e° 1 sure depends only upon the angle of the disc. Fig;ures

: P V -6.2.3.lr and s present the flow coefficients obtained by
0 t 2 various investigators with butterfly valves of the two

- 4.2 classifications. The flow coefficients in this instance, C.,

1.0 1.4 1.8 •.• 2,6 3.0 3.4 3,8 •.• and C,4%, are- simply a variation of the discharge coefficient
PIt, 2 C1, adaptation of the orifice equation, Equation 3.8.1f.

For valves discharging to pressures above atmospheric
(first class of valves)

Figure 6.2.3.1p. Flow Characteristics of Butterfly
Valve In Bulkhead A,-P

(Adapted, by permission of the Controller of Her Britannic Majesty's D (Eq 6.2.3.1g)

Stationery Office, from NGTE Memo No. 304. July 1957. A. H. Robinson,
Copyright 1957, Great Britain National Gas Turbine Establishment,
Pyestock, Hants. England) where

Q flow rate, ftC/sec

C,. = flow coefficient, empirical

D valve diameter, in.

AP =static pressure differential, lbt/ina

Sdensity, lb../in"
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BAL LA FLOW CHARACTERISTICS VALVING UNITS
MALL VALVES

it I tEM R-.A U-M A N N C5 i 's ý ..

. GADIN DISK A C '

C= , 0 GAIEN DISK I FOAN DISK A

GADoGADEN DIAK C 00ADN DISKI

I DICKEY - COPrIN DISK I a DOW

r-r A DICKEY -COFUN DISK 11 n Ct4MIot
v PAMNOE A DAvIS

o 1 ''Vi . . • - , • .. . F

D, %P
U0

0.03 C- 02 .

Figure L~.2.3.. Flow Cofiinsfor Seon Cin of

i ~(Ad.nDe~l from "Instrumeonts," August 1951. vol, 24. no. 5, S, 0. Cohn,

0 .0

0. 5 30° 4 600 750 o I? S

OPENOLOSE

DISC ANGLEANL

" 6,82,3.2 BALL. The ball valving unit is somewhat similarFigUre 6,2.3,r, Flow Coefficients for FirFt Class of to the butterfly in that rotation of the valving element
Butterfly Valvesit

(Adodtptd from "'lnstuments,s August 1951. vol. 24. no, . S. 0. Cohn,.
nstruments Pubishing Co.. Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania; * I ball valving elemeint is spherical, however, and aeeommo-

dieles flow directly t•hrnugh a hole in the ball, rather than
requiring the fluid~tto flov• around the valving element.

Shutoff ball valves are de~cribed in Sub-Topic 5.2.3 and
ball valves suitable for either shistoff or flow diversion are

For valves di.•eharging to atnsospheri'i. press-ure or below discussed in Detailed Topic 5.8.5.1.
! second classification)

Specific definition of ball valving unit configuration usuallaFiur .2-(Eq 6.2.3.1 h) is a function of the following parameters:

a) foore direhtion. Aitheurh straight-through porting of
whdre the ball is mor t common, multidirectional balls are usedta

in multiple-passage valve applications. Figure 6l2.,eea
c~' flow coetlScient, empirical illustrates both a ball with a 90-degree turn bore and a
F P' total pressure dtfferential, lbr/in e multiple-passage ball.

6.2.3-10 ISSUED: MARCH 1967
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VALVING UNITS EALL VALVE CNARACT610811011

b) Valfoittg vi~e'.ott stpport. The ball can be either fixed
or floating as shown in Figures 6.2.3.2b and c, itspee-
tively. The fixed-bail configuration ussvs either bearings
on both sides of the b.ll or two sets of bearings on one M A

side of the ball to providte cantikcver support, the
former arrangement being much more common, The
doating-ball configuration veli~s upon the valve seat K
for bearing support and is usually found in lower cost,
less critical applications.

c) Vali'ing element shape. The Aimplest bali valving units+
are solid spheres with 9. cylindrical bore, but a greatI
many variations of this simple configuration are uikcd.
Flats are free" 'tly m,&chined on one or more sides of

'MN

Flthe 6.t.3.lvn Reduentdn-hetpartialle ct loedeostion,

teball, vasvn uiutrafthed iyeshwn Figures623dan 6.2.Th2s

tefasalso serve to add to the resiliency of the seal

poto fthe ball. Figure 6.2.3.2b also Illustrates how
Figue L.3.2. Mltiprte IM1 Vav~e he ullsides m~ky be machined to accommodate ball or

(Coutsyof ecil Vam. nc..LWEbeah, Clifmis veloer hearings and thereby reduce overall valve en-
veoedimensions. An extreme variation of ball shape

Isfudwhere hollow-ball valving elements consisting
oonyabout 4, of the total sphere area are used. these

reotncalled v'isor volt-vs.
d) a~.-i-bll '-ntv~rratio, The ratio of the diameter
of he olethrough the ball to the ball diameter will

$MSING L.OAM etrmn the minimuln angle of rotation of the ball
SEALnecssar toeffect ,alve closure. Figure 6.2.3.2f shows

thsrelation graphically for cylindrical ports whose
cenerineiscoincident with the center of the ball.
Fo xmla %-inch hole in a 1-inch ball requiresI

6C dgesof rotation of the ball to effect closure.
While the curve in Figure 6.2.3.2f shows the minimum
rotation of the ball to close the valve, sealing con-
siderations may necessitate f urther rotation.

e) Bore-to-bat~r diameter ratio. The size of the bore, or
S- hole, in the valvinK element, relative to diameter oi the

line is frequently used in describing the valving unit.
In order to reduce weight, envelope, and actuator
requirements, it is common practice to take advantage
of the inherent low pressure drop characteristic of the
ball valve and install a small ball valving unit in a

F ~re U.2.32 Full-Flow Bell Valve with Fixed Ball venturi section as iilustra,.ed in Figure 6.2.3.2g. Small-'!FU bore ball valving units are often ised without venturi

ISSUED: OCTOBER 9M 6.23-11
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sections in industrial applicatlon~i where cost or length
constraints are more important than pressure-drop
considerations (Figure 6.2.3.2c). Such a small-bore ballSIEIEOFAL
valve is usually referred to as having reduced trim or91
as a reduei d port valve, as opposed to the full-port valve
whose bore is essential]) the same diameter as the line.

Sealing. Hall valves, particularly those of the fixed-ball
type, most commonly seal by means of plastic or elasto-
meric sevals, often spring-loaded, located in the valve

- DIVIDED
F LOW

FLOW 
0 607

(TOP VIEW) PARTIALLY OPEN

Figure 6.2.3.2e. Multiple Bail Valving Units
In Common Housing

Z0

PRESSURE*

0____ ___

0

30

U 0 0.1 0.2 n.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

(SIDE VIEW) CLOSED POSITION SORE SIZE TO BALL DIAMETER RATIO, R'D

Figure 6.2.3.2d. Plastic Bail iveling Element Figure 6.2.3.2f. Angle of Rotation Required
with Integral Seals to Close a 'Ball Valve

(Adapted from "Product Ergineering," 21 December 1964, vol. .35, no.
2ti, R. E. Sanctuary, Copyright 1964, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,
Inc., Now York, New York)
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VALVING UNITS BALL VALVE SEALING

FLOW

347 C1ES-- I
EXTERNAL

PRESSURE
CAVITY

303 CRIS J-'

KEL-F

INCONEL-X

FO Zz 2.00 R -- 0.02 R. ,
"0.34 DESIGN PARAMFERS

-FLOW MEDIA: LIQUID OXYGEN
DESIGN PARAMETERS OPERATING PRESSURE: 1800 PSIG

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -320TO 160 F
SIZE: 1 .75 IN. BORE

FLOW MEDIA: LIQUID HYDROGEN OR
LIQUID OXYGEN

OPERATING PRESSURE: 50 PSIG
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -423 to 160 F Figure 6.2.3.2h. High-Pressure Cryogenic Ball Valve
SIZE: 0.340-IN. HOLE (Reference 35-12- Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,

Incorporated design, p. 0-80)
TUBE SIZE: I IN.

Figure 6.2.3.2g. Cryogenic Ball Valve in a Venturi Section
(Reference 35-12; Clary Dynamics Corporation design, p. 8-82)

housing around the inlet and/or outlet ports. Figures
6.2.3.2b and e illustrate such a seal around one port,
whereas Figure 6.2.3.2g shows a fixed Teflon seal around

the outlet port, and a spring-loaded Teflon seal around the TO 0.s XR I TO 0.030 'N.

inlet port. Figure 6.2.3.2h illustrates the use of a bellows RADIUS
whose effective pressure diameter is slightly smaller than NOTE THAT ARRANGEMENT (2) PERMITSUSE OF SEAL WITH SMALLEST ID

the ball-contact diameter of the Kel-F seal, to provide
pressure actuation in addition to the spring force of the
bellows. Note the conical seal configuration, which results Seal Daae by BailSeal Damage by Ball
in initial line contact between the ball and seal until
pressure and spring force cause the plastic seal to deform,
increasing the contact area. Ball valves for rocket engine
propellant shutoff, such as those shown in Figures 6.2.3.2e
and 6.2.3.2h normally specify a 4-micrOinch (A A) ball SOME TEFLON

finish usually on a hardened or coated surface, and ball
sphericity in the order of 0.0005 inch, while the mating 2000

plastic seal has a 16-microinch (A A) surface. In addi-
tion, the edge of the bore is usually shaped to avoid
cutting the seal, as shown in Figure 6.2.3.1i. •"

Teflon (plain or reinforced) is most commonly employed
as the seat material for aerospace applications although --

ball valves are also prodoced with seals of Kel-F, nylon,

Delrii, Buna-N, Butyl, Neoprene, silicone, and Viton-A.

Metal or graphite seats are occasionally used to meet 0 el

critical requirements, as ii, the case of the 12-inch diam- TEMPERATURE, 'F
eter, 30,000 psi, 600°F ball valve described in Reference
73-100, which employs an aluminum-bronwe seal ring. Figure 6.2.3.2J. Temperature-Pressure Rating for Common
Figure 6.2.3.2j illustrates some of the temperature and Ball Valve Seal Materials
pressure regimes wherein various seal Materials are (Reprinted with permission from "Chemical Engineering," 13 Ma, !,463,

vol. 70, no. 10, D. S. Antrim, Copyright 1963, McGraw.Hill Publishing
employed. Company, Inc., New York, New Yorkj
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PALL VALVES VALVING UNITS
ACTUATION FORCES

Other variations in the sealing techniques elrrployed in Seal FrictionE Force#. The torque required to overcome seal
ball valving- units includet friction in ball valving units is more difficult to analyze

awa frm tefxedsea 1)10' t roatig he alvtga) Searin typec(degreeofrqsure-andtisaftion)ofth
I~ ITse of rin eccentric cam on the actuator -shaft to tias thanlboaing: fito oqeadi ucioo h
lati. the valving element (ball or visor segment) axially floig

elem.not (References "14-22 and 36i-13.) (This also pro-
vide anaxil pliwttyp setin acton poncloing b) Percent of ball surface swept by seal (the use of fiats

and has retently been used with success on advanced o h alrdcssa rcindrn ato toe
liqutiid rockzet enp~ines.) c) Seat diamieter/ball diameter ratio

b) Uine or' carn., to retract seal (s) f rom ball prior to rotat- d) Seat and ball materials
ing the baill

e) Shaft seal friction characteristics.
c Pet-mittingr seals to rotate -:lightiy wvithin the housing

each time thre ball is turn'odA. to distribute seal wvear Reference 34-11 presents the following rule-of-thumb ex-
around the seal periphery (sent wear is conceptrated pression for estimating seal friction torque:

ait the point wvhere flo-w is initiated upon opening or7. 062 p'A(E6232b
pinched off upbon closing) 'Reference 7.4-22) . 065pd Cq6..2b'

d) Inclining seals at ain angle in the housing to obtain a where
wedge-type action similar to that found in rotary- plug
valves (Reference 74-22) -seal friction torque, inilb,

e) Use of a plastic ball wvith integral seals which seal A ttcpesr ifrnilars el b/n
against the housing', as illustrated in Figure 6.2.2.2d dl seal diameter, in.

f) Use of 0-rings as seals for both fixed-ball and floating- seal (seat) friction coefficient, dimensionless
hall valving units;

Actuation Forces, Actuation forces for ball valves must______________
ovorcome bearing friction, seal friction, andl fluid for'ces, ___ ______

I ats in the case of butter'fly valves. Bearing and seal friction
I ~~~forces are combined in floating-ball designs, but the fol--______

lowing discussion will treat the fixed-ball configuration.

unbalancedl, bearing friction torque is dependent upon the

bearing friction characteristics and the thrust trans-
alittell through the bearing. Maximum thrust usually 1o00 _______

occurs when the valve is closed and is~a function of effec- 1

tive Feat diarmeter andl pressure differential across the 2 ________

valving element. Where bearing loads are light enough to II
D_

permit the use, of rolling-element bearings, as in Figurre 2
6n.2.3.2e, bearing friction may be significantly reduced.I

kCornpar'e the 0.0011 friction coefficient for' roller bearings
fro Tale6.83.c wththe 0.02al~ueo for Teflon from

Tabl 127.)Rolling-element. bear'inrgs also provide precise
loctio ofth vavin elmet, elaivr;oseals and por'ts. zNOE

Refer'ence 3.-11i gives the ýollowving - i!-of-thumb expres- EFFECTIVE BEARING AREA ASSUMED TO

-iron for' ball valve bear~rig friction teu que: BE 25%OF TOTAL BEARING AREA

'vceT, 1.75 x l:10 Ap ~d p (Eq 6.2.3.2a)

h' baring friction torque, in-lb,

Ap pr'es,-,ur'e differential acr'oss ball, lbr/in-

(I seal dianietr' (assumed equal to port ____ ____ ____ ________

diameter'), in. 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6020 7000 8000

*bearing friction coofficient, dimensionless ý-YSThM PRESSURE, PSI

l'i i m e 6.2.3.2k i-clates ball val-.e size, pr'essure, and Figure 6.2.3.2k. Ball Valve Bearing Friction Torque
1hear-jag frictiorn torque for valves using sleeve bearings Versus Pressure and Size
with a f'riction cccfficient of 0.15. (Reference 34-10)
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VALVING UNITS BALL VALVE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
ROTARY PLUG VALVES

Fluid Forces. The torque required to compensate for fivid
forces (other than the static pressure differential which _ _ _

affects bearing and seal forces) is usually small in ball I I "T
valving units. The fluid dynamic torque acts in a direction
to close the valve (similar to a butterfly valve) and
reaches a n. num between 60 degrees and 80 degrees
op)en,

Figure 6.2.3.21 shows the torque characteristic., of the 70 TYPICAL

valving unit illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.2d. It may be seen
that fluid dynamic forces are. apparently negligible corn-
pared with boaring and seal friction for thig particular 2
design. 

0 o

ioo _ _ _ __, _ ____

1 0 ._ .. _1

30 I

0 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 so 90
z DEGREES OPEN

o- 20 30 Figure 6.2.3.2m. Ball Valve Flow Characteristics0 tO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
(Reference 34-10)

Figure 6.2.3.21. Torque Characteristics for Ball ValveIllustrated In Figure 6.2.3.2d
(Adopted from "Product Engineering," 21 December 2964, vol. 35, no. 6.2.3.3 ROTARY PLUG. Like the ball valve, the rotaryý
6, R. E. Sanctuary, Copyright 1964, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,

Inc., New York, New York) plug valving element rotates within the housing to permit
flow through a hole in the plug. Sub-Topic 5.2.11 describes
the three basic types of rotary-plug valves as the simple

cock, the lubricated plug, and the non-lubricated plug.
Fldw Characteristics. The flow characteristic of primary Detailed Topic 5.3.5.7 treats the use of rotary-plug valvesinterest in most ball valve applications is the extremely in flow-control service.

low pressure drop in the full-open position. With a full-
po't baU1 and close-fitting seals on both inlet and outlet, Configuration. The conical shape of the plug, or valving
resista-tce to flow is essentially equal to that of an equal 6lement, of a rotary plug valving unit usually dictates a
length of line. Flow resistance in the partially-open posi- larger envelope and greater weight than a ball valving
tion is a function of (a) the angle between the axis of the element of comparabieport area. The' rotary-plug valving
ball bore and the axis of the ports, or ball position; unit is closely -comparable to the floating-ball valving unit
(b) the bore diameter/ball diameter ratio; (c) the seal and its configuratin may be described in terms of the
configuration, particularly seal diameter; and (d) the following parameters: (a) port shape (botih plug and
presence of flats on the ball sides which permit flow housing), (b) cone angle, and (c, set type. Port shape
around the ball (see Figure 6.2.3.2d). is usually round (giving flow performance similar to a

ball valving unit), rectangular (to provide maximum flow
Figure 6.2.3.2m relates flow to valving element pos•tion area with minimum cone width). or *V-shaped (for flow
for a typical, ball valving unit. Although the flow charac- control). Cone angle -ignificantly influences operating
teristic may be seen to approximate an equal percentage torque, sealing efficiency, j•nd plug-drop (as the seat
or parabolic characteristic (Figure 6.2.2.2a), ball valves wears) ; the optimum angle for a specific design appli-
are not particularly well suited for throttling scrvice cation usually is determined experimentally during devel-
because of the risk of da-mage to seals if the valving ele- opment. Figure 6.2.3.3a illustrates th, effect of plug angle
ment is left in an intermediate position. In critical shutoff or plug drop for a non-lubricated plug with a Teflon seat.
applications, such as rocket engine propellant valves, Seat type or sealirg technique has the greatest elfect on
where the flow characteristic influences the engine start plug valve configuration when provisions are incorporated
and shutdown transients, knowledge of the flow charac- to lift the plug from the seat to reduce friction loads while
teristic is essential even though throttling is not involved, rotating the plug.
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ROTARY PLUG VALVES VALVING UNITS
GATE VALVES

slightly less severe for plug valves than for ball valves.
WEAR The Teflon meat design shown In Figure 6.2.8.8& was found

to work satisfactorily with a plug finish of 8.10 micro.
inches (rms) and to provide a satisfactory static seal in a
housing of approximately 63 microinches (rms) surface
finish (Reference 19-235).

Actuation Forces. Rotary-plug valving units are generally
considered to have the highest actuating force require-

LESS PLUG .... .. ments of any of the common valve types (References 112.8
PLUG DOP -WDR OF A[WITH PLUG DkOP and 160-18). Because the valving element is usually sup-

PLUG O~~~OP WIDE TAPER -PU RPadsp

love _ported by the seat, bearing and seal friction Is combined
and generally completely overshadows fluid-dynamic
forces. Actuation torque requirements then become prit
marily a function of cone angle, axial force on plug, and
friction coefficient between plug and seat.

ta Reference 19-235 indicatesi t oruthe change in cone angle
from 4 degrees to 10% degrees, shown in Figure 6.2.3.3a,

reduced torque requirements by 40 percent. Bearing and
seal friction loads can be limited to the loads produced by
FOlOMwNG fluid pressure forcing the plug against the downstream

PONT port, if the plug is lifted slightly, prior to rotation. The-0.200 ~ reduced friction load is then comparable to that of a

0 20 0 3free-floating ball valving unit. If shafts and beariilgs are
lprovided on both ends ofthee plug,sh is possible to raise

FRo ATnl75 PS the plug completely away from the seat and reduce loads
Aaefto bearing friction and fluid dynamic forces. If lifting

C o.120 N o e forces are obtained only by a cam action associated with
rotation of the plug, the actuation force requirement will
initially be greater than if no lift were provided (this lift

g 0.00Seln technique is normally used to reduce seat wear ratherthan to reduce actuating torques). Reduction in actuation

S ot torque requires lifting the plug prior to commencing plu
R .e4t ui s o or p rotation, as provided for in some lubricated plug 5.ves.

s bFlow Characteristics. Plug valve flow characteristics are

to c tewhat more readily tailored to flow-control retouire-
S ,o00a 2n-a 4vls 30p e uize ments than are ball valves. A compromise is entailed be-

ochlES tween the very low full-open pressure drop of the full-port
valve with the characteristic shown in Figure 6.2.3.3b, and

c Fuingure of2he. p otaper, tCe grAt wllbe tany other port shape, such as the V-port shown in Figure
(Adapted from "Product Engineering," .28 Septem'ber ;1964, vol. 35, no. 6.2.3.3c, which has a nearly parabolic flow characteristic.
20, H. O'Connor and J.,Hawley, Copyright 1964, McCaw-Hill Publishing
Company, Inc., New York, New York The use of any design other than the full .port may be

expected to result in a somewhat higher full-open resist-
ance. If the plug is designed to drop as the seat wears, it i

is apparent that precise matching of the holes in the plug *Sealing. Sealing techniques are discussed in Sub-Topic and the seat cannot be maintained,.i
5.2.11 for each of the three types of rotary-plug valves. !

Rather than using spring-loaded or pressure-actuated 6.2.3.4 GATE. Gate valves, described in Sub-Topic 5.2.7,
seals (as in fixLd-ball valves), or permitting fluid pressure are typified by a flat or wedge-shaped valving elementto force the valving element into the seat (as with (gate) which is retracted along a line perpendicular to
,floating-ball valves), plug valves usually utilize a force the housing port centeiline and stored in a bannet or

normal to the port axis to force the plug into the conical cavity in one side of the housing.
seat. This force must be sufficient to overcome the un-
balanced pressure force tending to lift the plug from the Gate valving units are closely related to blade, linear slide, I
seat in the open position as well as to provide adequate and rotary slide valving units because all are essentially !
seating stress in the closed position. The greater the in- based upon the principle of a flat plate operating in a
eluded angle of 'the plug taper, the greater will be this plane normal to the port axis. The distinction between the
force requirement. Surface finish requirements tend to be four types is based upon the type of valving element )
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VALVING UNITS GATE VALVES
CONFIGURATION AND SEAUNG

motion (linear or rotary) and whether the valving ele- c) Gate cross-section, flat or wedge shaped
ment contains a flow passage. These factors are illustrated d) Double or single seat.
in Figure 6.2.8.4a.

Configuration. The four elements which define the config- Circular ports are by far thE most common, although
uration of a gate valving unit are: 'rectangular gates are found in some applications. Wedge-shaped gates, such as that pictured in Figure 6.2.3.4b, are
a) Port shape, usually the same as the cross saction of usually employed with double seats in the majority of

the tine or duct common applications. Valves with flat gates are often
b) Gate edge shape (bottom or throttling edge), straight referred to as parallel-slide valves.

or curved Sealing. Sealing of the gate valving element against its

seat or seats may be accomplished by:
/00 1 L [[1a) Using fluid pressure to force the gate against the

[[III downstream seat

5 : b) Forcing a wedge-shaped gate between two seats
I I -- -- c) Forcing the seat against the gate after the gate has

I Ld I I Ibeen moved to the closed position.
01,

Actually, any combination of the three techniques can be
u •employed. When only one seat is used, it is almost always

the downstream seat in order to exploit the fluid pressure
P . ."- .force. Reference 36-13 describes a 10-foot diameter gate

F I _J :valve for high-vacuum service which uses eight equally-

Per cent flow

Figure 6.2.3.3b. Flow Characteristics of Rotary Plug Control
Valve with Circular Ports

(AdaoIed from "Control Valves Beard Copyright 1957, Instruments
Putilc,'Jg Company, Plttsburj/, PennsyIvanha)

/00

so - . . -

'43

AP5 50 75 /00
Per cent flow

Figure 6.2.3.3c. Flow Characteristics of Rotary Plug Control
Valvo with V-Shaped Ports Figure 6.2.3.41. Gate Valve (Solid Gate)

(Adapted from "Control Valves." Beard, Cop yright 1957, Instru6ments
Publishing Company, Pittsburgri, Pennsylvania)
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN GATE, VALVING UNITS
BLADE, AND SUDE

OA1 I.Aml SUMI SLIDE

FULL :( 11

S 3

STROKE ~ i ~~o do e'

4 -- S/%

+ S -t

FLI
C& I ___ __ 4IfI

'r 2
0.21 + 2ARC SIN S-21t1+t S.2ARC SIN 4

ON ARC SIN Oft~ ARCS$IN.L
ft3  Rt3

NOTE:

DRADEANO STROKE REQUIRED BEYOND FLOW CUTOFF POSITION
IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE AANIMUM SEAL. LEAK PATH OP LENGTH t.

, OTDI.*IN. t*MINIrMUM SEAL LEAK
2 IA-Ad% IN.

R2 I + ?t IN. 0 - STROKE. DEGREES

S TRtOKE, IN. 0 . DEADILAND STROKE, DEGREES

Figure 6.2.3.4s. Distinction Between Gate. Blade, Linear Slide, apd Rotary Slide Valving Units
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VALVING UNITS CATE VALVE SEALING

spaced pistons to force the gate axially against double
concentric 0-ring seals in the valve seat after the valve
has been closed. With wedge-shaped gates, the wedge
angle and the applied force will determine the seating
force in a manner similar to the cone angle of a rotary
plug, vilve. Table 6.2.3.4 shows that smaller wedge angles
are normally used with larger conventional gate valves to
minimize actuation force requirements. It should be noted
that both the seat and the gate mating surfaces are fully
exposed to the fluid when tWe gate is in the open position,
although only the s%.at need be exposed to high-velocity
flow. Figure 6.2.3.4c illustrates techniques employed to
secure seats in the housing of wedge-gate, valves.

GATE RING AlOut GATE RING

TO if PRESSED IN IN POSITION

Table 6.2.3., Wedge Angles for Gate Valves
Adapted with permission from "The Design of Vialves and Fittings,"
. H. Pearson, Copyright 1964, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,

London, England)
COLIN IERSORED IN
SEAT RECESS

FORCED APPLIED

HERE TO
DISTORT SEAT
RING

SEAT RING ABOUT SEAT RING

TO BE PRESSED IN IN POSITION

Size of Wedge Size of Wedge
Valve Angle1 0 Valve Angle,1
(in.) (deg) (in.) (deC)

1/2 10 14 7-1/2

3/4 10 16 6-1/2

1 10 18 6-1/2
1-1/2 10 20 6

2 11) 22 6

2-1/2 10 24 5-3/4
3 10 30 5-3/4
4 10 36 5-1/4

5 9 40 5-1/4

6 9 48 5 SCR.'vED-IN RENEVABLE SEAT

7 9 52 5

8 8 60 5 Figure 6.2.3.4c. Methods of Securing'Seats In
9 8Wedge-Gate Valves

(Adapted with permission from "The Design of Valves and Fittings,"
10 8.44-/ G. H. Pearson, Copyright 1964, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., London,En1gland)

12 7-1/2 96 4
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"GATE AND BLADE VALVING UNITS
SIDE VALVES

Actuation Ferces. For flat or single-seat gate valves the
actuation force is primarily a function of pressure forces
itolding the gate against the seat, and the friction co-
efficient between the gate and the seat. If pressure differ.
ential across the gate is constant under all conditions,
naturally the highest actuation force requirement will be
in the closed position. Should it be desired to estimate the -
momentum force acting on a partially-open gate valving ,
element, Reference 68-64 presents the results of a two-
dimensional analysis which may be representative of
square grate valves.
With wedge-shaped double-seat gate valves, maximuaV 0!

actuation forces are almost always associated with initial
opening of the valve. The actual force required to crack
open such a gate valve is very difficult to calculate, as it is

a function of:

a) The wedge angle
b) The speed or inertia with which the gate was seated Figure &2.3.& IWads Valve

c) Seatinjt stress variations resulting from differential
thermal expansion 6.2.3.6 LINEAR SLIDE. Linear slide valving units are

d) Friction coefficient between seats and gate. similar to gates except that the valving element (slide or

It is common practice in such wedge-shaped gate valves plate) contains a hole or port which aligns with the port
to design a significant backlash into the operator mecha- in the housing in the open position. Linear slide valves
nism in order to permit the development of a substantial are limited in application largely to:
inertial force in the operator upon opening, to assist in a) Requirements for two or more valving units in close
breaking th, gate loose from the seats. A more detailed proximity to operate simultaneously, in which case a
analysis of the forces acting on a wedge-shaped gate may common valving eler ent plate with multiple ports is
be found in Reference 196-1. used

Flow Characteristics. Table 3.9.5.2 presents the following b) Requirements for simple switching between full-open,
range of resistance coefficients, K (as used in Equation closed, and various discrete orificie sizes, wherein the3.9.5,.2a) for circ.ular, wedge-shapod gate valving units ar- w!ving element plate may contain one or more pre-

a function of stroke. cisely machined und calibrated orifices which may
Gate Position K readily be positioned across the housing port

Fully open P.19 Sealing and ictuation force techniques are very similar
Hal; open 2.0 to flat-gate and blade valving units, with th. advantage

Quarter' open 17.0 that the seal of the linear-slide valving unit is shielded in
the full-open position as well as the full-closed position,

6.2.3.5 BLADE. Blade valving unit,,, shown in Figu.'e as with a ball valve. By matching valving element ports
0.2.3.5, are closely related to the gate valving units shown to housing ports, excellent full-open pressure-drop char-
in Figure 6.2.3.4a, the two primary differences being acteristics, comparable to ball valving units, may be
(a) the valving element rotates about a pivot, and (b) only obtained. A valving element port shape other than one
flat type valving elements are used, whether single or matching the housing ports may be used to obtain some
double seats are employed, degree of control over the flow characteristic, but the same

throttling limitations associated with gate valves as well
With the exception of those features associated with as the loss of the excellent full-open pressure-drop proper-
wedge-shaped gates, the preceding discussion of gate ties discourage this practice.
valving units may be considered applicable to blade valves.
It is apparent from Figure 6.2.3.4a that the flow charac-

of the blade valve may be altered somewhat by 6.2.3.7 ROTARY SLIDE. Rotary slide valving units, as
tiiftig h hillustrated in Figure 6.2.3.4a, exhibit the basic character-
modiifying the shape of the valving element leading edge.
It may also be seen that the conNenticnal blade shape istics of linear slide valves except that rot.ary motion
shown in Figure 6.2.3.4a will result in a sligl.tly treater of the valving element is enmployed. Rotary slide valves
r,,duction in flow area for a given percentage of stroke bear a relationship to linear slide valves similar to that
than will the curved-edge gate val, e with the 3ame relating blade a!d gate valves with one minor exception:
seal width. the shape of the valving element port in slide valves is
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VALVING UNITS SWK VALVES
SLEEVE VALVES

usually identical, resulting in similar flow characteristics, a port, thereby permitting flow, and the fluid Is usually
whereas blade and gate valving units may exhibit a some- required to negotiate a turn. In a sleeve valving unit
what different flow area versus stroke characteristics, as either the inner or outer cylinder may be the valving
shown in Figure 6.2.3.4a. Rotary slide valves are discussed element, although the internal valving element ,as illus-
in Sub-Topic 5.2.12. Figures 6.2.8.7a and b illustrate two trated in Figure 6.2.3.8a is by far the more common.
rotary slide valve designs, each of which employs two Piston and spool valving units usually contain solid valving
identicul valving units. Although a basic feature of the elementw, spools being essentially identical to pistons ex-
rotary slide valving unit is straight-through flow through cept that spools have two or more lands. In small-sime
the valving unit, the valve designs shown in Figures applications, such as regulators and hydraulic controls, are
6.2.3.7a and b entai! several changes in flow direction in found single-land valving elements which are hollow for
order to achieve a series redundancy for shutoff purposes pressure balancing (Figure 5.5.6f) and therefore fit the
and, in the case of Figure 6.2.3.7a, to provide for pressure sleeve description, but which by convention arc referred to
balancing. As this example illustrates, rotary slide valves as piston valving units.
lend themselves to sealing by means of a very close fit
between the valving element (disc, rotor, slide, or plate)
and the seat or housing. A high degree of flatness and
surface finish, and spring-loaded seats are generally used.

6.L&8 SLEEVE. Sleeve valves are often classified with
spool and piston valves, as discussed in Detailed Topic
5.8.5.6, because the three types uhare two common charac-
teristies: a cylinder is moved within a cylinder to expose

OPEN POSITION

ON POSITION

IN

OUT

OFF POSITION

(0) PRESSURE BALAtCrED ROTARY S.IE VALVE IN

CLOSED POSITION

OUT Figure 6,2.3.8a. Sleeve Valve with Seals In Housing
(Adapted from Reference 34-10)

Configuration. Both linear (axial) and rotary sleeve valves
(b) UNBALANCED ROTARY SLIDE VALVE have beer designed, but rotary sleeve valves are seldom

used because of sealing difficulties and the fact that les3

Figure 6.2.3.7a,b. Two-Way Rotary Slide Valves than one-half of the sleeve circumference may be used for
porting. For this reason, only the linear sleeve valving
unit will be treated in this discussion. The parameters
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SLEEVE VALVE DSIdN VALVING UNITS

which define the condguration of a sleevw valving unit are:

a) gleee diameter

b) Stroke (port length)'FLOW

c) Port shape irectangular, circular, annular, V-port, etc.)

d) Seal type and location (in valving element, in housing,
or packless)

e) Strvamlining or special tailoring for flow (such as the
flow guide and chamfered ports in Figure 6.2,3.8a)

f) Sleeve length/diameter ratio (at least 1.5 to avoid
cocking, unless otherwise guided)

g) Flow direction throegh port (radially inward or radi-
ally outward). OPEN POSITION

Unlike the valving units which interpose the valving ele.
ment across the natural flow path of the line (butterfly,
ball, plug, gate, etc.) the sleeve valving unit requires that
the fluid change direction. This feature necessitates a flow
passage external to the nominal line diameter, but also
permits the use of totally-enclosed actuators which are not
feasible for the preceding valving unit typesL

Sealing. The inability of dynamic seals to perform as low
leakage static seals has been the most significant factor
limiting the application of the sleeve valve. In small sizes
(0 inch or below) the close tolerance (packless sealing)
techniques associated with spool valves are usually em-
ployed. In larger sizes, various dynamic seal approaches
discussed in Sub-Section 6.4 have been employed. The CLOSo Post) ION

polymeric lip seal illustrated in Figure 6.4.4.1d has been
used by Aerojet-General Corporation in 10-inch diameter igare E.2.AJib. SIeve Valve with Soals In Sleee

sleeve valves for cryogenic propellant service (Reference (Ad•,ptedfom Reeec34.10)
34-10). Other approaches have included the use of multiple-
element precision piston rings for sleeve valving units. A
major consideration in sleeve valving unit design is the
choice of seal location (housing or valving element) and
the detail design of the seal and its mating surface. A
tradeoff must be made between the disadvantage of having and difficult to analyze. For steady-state operation in any

a seal in the valving element pass ac'oss the port (Figure given sleeve position, the force will be based upon the dif-

;.2.3.8b) and that of permitting a seal in the housing to ference between the net static pressure acting on the flow-
be fully exposed to high-velocity flow after the sleeve has passage side of the flow guide and the static pressure
been retracted (Figure 6.2.3.8a). acting on the internal, or shielded side of the flow guide.

Actuation Forces. The sleeve valving unit is inherently This internal static pressure will, of course, be a function

pressure-bahlanced and therefore requires a minimal actu- of. the location of the pressure-balancing holes (as illus-

ation force. The forces which must be considered include: trated in Figure 6.2.3.8c) as well as the configuration of
the flow guide and the position of the sleeve. The latter

a) Pressure unbalance resulting from actuator shaft area two factors will establish the pressure distribution on the

b) Seal friction (a function of press.ure with pressure- flow-passage side of the flow guide.

actuated dynamic seals) It should also be noted that sleeve valving units, like spool

c) Fluid momentum force against flow guide, if guide is and poppet valving units, are Minear motion devices and
attached to sleeve. (This does not apply if flow guide therefore are influenced b" acceleration forces acting along
is fixed.) their axis.

Pres'sure unbalance forces due to the actuator shaft area Flow Characteristics. One of the major advantages of the
an,0 seal friction forces may be analyzed by tonventional sleeve valvinF unit is the wide ranlve of flow character-
techniques, but the fluid dynandc forces acting on a valv- istics which may be obtained by tailoring the port shape
ing ý-lIement flow guide may be appreciable in magnitude and/or the flow guide configuration. If rectangular or
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VALVING UNITS SLEEVE VALVE PORTS
SPOOL VALVES

"M I1 I n iAM O CM1• OFNIL up"In
IW N CIUM1 PAnMI.rlMl. NA •UIN RAW

ftISIUM O'tUTION ACROSS
FACt OF FLOW WKall

FRI

varied in a manner closely akin to that used with, poppet ,F %•a • 5, tJ-'/ itt,

valuing units (see Detailed Topic 6.2.3.11). The simplicity
of obtaining a particular characteristic by usingr a shapedport is offset by the longer port and stroke required for a nIe L., Suae a Psetlens fog

given maximum flow rate. It may be difficult to design for Minimum Peemaet Dr
minimum full-open pressure drop if shaped ports are em-.
pleyod. Reference 34-10 indicates that in-line sleeve valves
may be desigrned with a resistance coefficient, K, of only
a bout 0.5, using annular or rectangular streamlined port- ing unit is characteristically packlesa and controls flow
ing and a flow gupide, through ports in the housingr by translation of the valvingelement The parameters which define the configuration of
As with poppet valving units, there is no precise value of a spool valving unit include:

maximum stroke (or port length) fo' a sleeve valving • ubro po ~d
unit; the valve selected for a particular design is usually
a compromise between desired flow chracteristics plus b) Number of hDropng ports
smie and weight considerations. Where minimum imow rm c) Shape of housing ports, usually rectangular with
slstance is important, however, it is advantageous to main- steeve valler
tain constant fluid velocity through the valve by careful srai nht wallsarndc n Aisharpe paltoug ahd cirtcul ssildesign of the flow guide, port, and housing, thus avoidingr aut relnoti dncomm (nult aprtsare m dable
expansion and cntraction losses (see Figure 6t2.38 cn)g br

d) Shape of spool gfrooves or inter-land reliefs (usuallyA.2.3.9 SPOOL. Spool valving units, because of their wide straight-walled with sharp edges, except where reec-
application in servo control systems, have been the sub- tion force compensation is incorporated)
jest of much analytical and experimental effort in recentyears. The data presented below will provide an under- e) Width and spacing of lands and ports

standing of basic design techniques, but the designer faced f) Spool land/port overlap or underlap; related to item
with a critical degign problem should consult a tevt de- (e) in Figure 6.2.3.9a
voted to the subject, such as Reference 45-1 and 42-F. g) Clare tw spool lands and re

Configuration. The Spool valving unit consists of a solid h) Stroke.
cylindrical valving element or spool, having two or motie
lands (a spool with only one land is referred to as a piston) Figure 6.2.3.9b presents recommended basic dimensional
which fit closely within the bore of the housing. The valv- proporticn d for a typical 4-way spool valuing unit.
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SPOOL VALVE DESIGN VALVING UNITS

sidered for light hydraulic service (Referenco 45-1). The
difficulties associated with tolerances commensurate with
this order of magnitude, especially on cyl' ler bore, may
present such severe manufacturing proble'.za that greater
radial clearances must be used.

MITIRINO too[$ The spool valving unit does not lend itself to, nor do its
usual applications dictate, the use of dynamic seals, since

most such seals do not lend themselves to the precise flow' M: ' CV t t LA PFF/I/UNDKAWpassage dimensional control possible with hard, sharp-

/ ONDIWLAP edged, packless spools and povts.

Actuation Forces. The actuation force required for a spool
valving unit is a function of fluid forces, bearing friction_ E forces, mass of the valving element, and acceleration forces.
Acceleration forces due to vibration or acceleration of the
entire system are directly associated with spool mass, and
may in some applications present design problems or con-H

tao LAP straints upon design parameters such as sensitivity. Bear-
ing friction forces are dependent upon the friction
coefficient between spool and bore and the radial forces

Figure 6.1.3.9s. Spool Lands Showing Overlap, Underlap, holding the spool against the bore. Reference 73-60 sug-
and Zero Lap gests that a conservative estimate of the maximum fric-

tion force on a spool valving element may be obtained from
the expression

"Ff= 0.0075wrd2p (Eq 6.2.3.9a)

where

Ft= static friction force, lbr
-3/4 d d = housing bore diameter, in.

p = pressure, psig

Figure 6.2.3.9c illustrates two techniques whereby spool
1 1/ d 2 I I2d dlands may be grooved to minimize the stick-slip tendency

which can hsmper smooth operation.

Figure 6.2.3.9b. Dimensional Proportions for a 4-Way '
Spool Valving Unit

1Adpe from "Hydraulics and Pneumatics," July 1962, vol. 15. no. 7,
L oe.Cop~yright 1962, The industrial Publishing Corporation, Cleve-

land, Ohio) '

Sealing. Spool v Applications do not usually require .. / " f,,_, ,_
tight sealing and is exnected that some leakage will oc-cur. Withl 4-way hydraulic spool valves.in the nul or central

position, it is reasonable to anticipate leakage flows ap-
proaching one in'/seu with slightly overlapping lands. Figure6.2.3.9c. Spool Land GroovesforPreventingStick-Sylp
With zero overlap or underlapping spools, muchdhigher (Adeapted from "Hydraulics and Pneumatics," July 1962, vol. 15, no. 7,
leL Dodge. Copyright 1962, The industrial Pulishing Corporation, Cleve-
tightsea ling r a nds m t i expected .tha eakageiscriticalnd, Ohio)

performance of servovalves, but is tolerable if it is con-
sistent and controlled. Towards this end a minimum prac-
tical radial ciarance of about 0.00005 inch may be con-
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VALVING UNITS SPOOL VALVE DESIGN

In most spool valve applications fluid forces are far greater P - PI P p2

than acceleration or bearing friction forces and have there.
fore been the subject of extensive study. Forces due to
static pressure differentials are simple to calculate by HOUSING P

conventional means, but fluid dynamic forces are a com-
plex function of port and land geometry, pressure drop
across the port, and radial clearance betweeni'spool and ]
bore. The angle 0 (Figure 6.2.3.9d) between the axis of SPOOL N2E COS

r ~NET FORCE ON SPOOL :

the stream and the spool axis has been found analytically
and experimentally to be 69 degrees for small values of
valve opening x and zero radical clearance. Blackburn (Ref- -t_ _

erance 45-: 1 gives the following equation for calculating FLUID ENTERING SPOOL CHAMBER

the axial forte on a valving unit with perfectly sharp
corners and rectangular ports " 12

HOUSING

F., 2 C,, w Ap cos e x- 'i (Eq 6.2.3.9b) .

where
PI NIT FORCE ON SPOOL

FA axial fluid force, lbt

w peripheral width of port, in. -.. -

Ap= P, - P, (Figure 6.2.3.9d), lbf/in2 FLUID LEAVING SPOOL CHAMBER

x - axial lei,;-ýh of port, in.

Cr- radial cle.rance between spool and bore, in. Figure 6.2.3.9d. Flow Force with Sharp-Edged Annular Ports
and Square Spool Lands

cos 0 obtained from Figure 6.2.3.9e

C, discharge coefficdent-

wx V'( 2 p) p

where

Q total rate of flow, in:/sec

p density of fluid, lb,./in' "

Figure 6.2.3.9f illustrates the effect of rounding port and
spool land edges to a radius, r. With rounded edges, for 0.6 7,

given x and C., e will be less than 69 degrees and, as would
be expected from the greater horizontal component, the o
axial force on the spool is greater than with the ideal
sharp-edged valve. For large values of x, 0 approaches 69
degrees; for negative values of x, 0 approaches zero as x
approaches -r.

0 10 20 30 40)

A wide variety of port and land configurations may be STROKE/CLEARANCE RATIO.

utilized to compensate for these axial fluid dynamic forces.
Specific designs are presented in References 6-36, 6-159,

!26-29, 42-1, and 45-1. Figure 6.2.3.9e. Effect of Radial Clearance an Cos6
2,(Reprinted with permission trom "Fluid Power Control." J. F. Black-

burn, G. Reethof, and J. L. Shearer, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachu-

Flow Characteristics. Flow characteristics of spool valving sorts, Copyright 196o1
units are a function of spool and port configurations and
may be tailored to a large variety of requirements. Sub-
Section 5.6 discusses some of these requirements. Most sentative 4-way spool valves may be expected to have a to-
spool-valve applications require pressure versus flow char- tal flow resistance, K, of 3 to 5.5 in the fully open position.
acteristics, rather than the stroke versus flow chLracter-
istics used to describe the other valving units treated in 6.2.3.10 PISTON. As discussed under "Sleeve Valving
this detailed topic. Reference 19-229 indicates that repre- Units," Detailed Topic 6.2.3.8, the term piston is frequently
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PISTON VALVES VALVING UNINS
POPPET VALVES

FIgure 6.2.3.9f. Effect of Rounded Land Edges on B
0Reptinted with permiss'on from "Fluid Power Control," J. F. Black-

urn, 0. Reethot, and J. L. Shearer, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachu.
setts, Copyright 1950)

S \i

ITI

•o) ~(b) !

applied to sleeve and spool valving units. There is little in used in steam turbine throttling service are examples of
the way of standard terminology in this, regard; most applications wherein the poppet valve is virtually un-
manufacturers use the particular convention with which challenged. These applications have required hard seats,
they are most familiar. For the purpose of this treatment whereas the majority of aerospace applications to date
of valving units, however, the solid piston valving unit is have used soft seats, primarily in order to obtain suffi-
considered to be equivalent to a spool valving unit with a ciently low leakage rates. Several examples of both hard
single land, and the hollow or pressure-balanced piston is and soft seat designs are presented in the following para-
considered the equivalent of the sleeve valving unit. In graphs, fol!owed by a brief summary of recent analyses of

those instances where a piston seals. by seating the crown hard seat and poppet sealing theory.
of the piston against a seat, it is considered to be a poppet
valving unit. Hard Seats. The recent use of highly reactive rocket pro-

pellants, and requirements for controlling the flow of hot

6.2.3.11 POPPET. The poppet is probably the most widely gases have resulted in increased interesL in metal-to-metal
ased of any of the valving units, to which the distribution seat poppet valves for aerospace applications. Typical of
of functions performed by the various valving units as the hard materials used for seats and poppets are 440C
given in Table 6.2.1 attests. Poppet valves for shutoff and stainless steel, stellites, and carbides. Hard metal seats
control service are discussed" in Sub-Topics 5.2.5 and 5.3.5, and poppets have been used in aircraft hydraulic systems
respectively, for many years, but usually with relatively high permis-

sible leak rates of comparatively viscous hydraulic fluid.
Coufiguration. The poppet valving unit is characterized by
the translation of the poppet (valving element) away from The small, diial corcentric seat and flat disc, or poppet, of
the seat in a direction that is initially perpendicular to the the valving unit illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.1 la is an ex-
plane of the seat. This motion eliminates the necessity for ample of such a concept which has recently been applied
sliding contact between seat and poppet although some to more rigorous gas sealing applications, and which has
designs obtain varying degrees of scrubbing action,, ir achieved leakage rates in the order of 1 X 10-1 cc/sec of
sealing purposes. Table 6.2.3.11 hats the primary'j-.u .g- gaseous hejium at 500 psi. In this particular design, theuration-,Alfining paramete,'s of the most common .*•),tta~id outser knife-edge ring serves as a bumper to protect the

poppet combinations. A large variety of seat and ;,opJet inner knife-edge ring (seat) from damage as well as to
configutaeions have becn evolved for specific purp0)s, an6 align the floating poppet against the seat. This valving
the essential elements of representative design approaches unit is normgIlly produced in very small sizes (about 1/4 -inch
will be discussed as they apply to sealing, actuation force, port diameter), using seat widths optically lapped to thick-
or flow characteristic considerations. nesses in the order of 0.010 inch. A similar approach is

employed in the unit illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.11b, which
Sealing. The sealing reliability of poppets and seats has uses an interrupted outer ring and a seat and poppet whose
resulted in the use of this valving unit type in some of the sealing surfaces are lapped to a flatness of less than one
most demanding applications, vhere no other valving unit light band.
has proven satisfactory. The internal combustion engine's
conical poppets, which are subjected to severe fkinctional Hard conical seats and poppets are also found in small
and thermal cycling, and the large spherical-poppet valves sizes, as illustrated in Figures 6.2.3 tic and 6.2.3.11d. It
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VALVING UNITS POPPET CONFIGURATIONS

Table 6.2.3.11. Primary Configuratlon.Determining Parameters
for Common Seat and Poppet Combinations

FLAT FLAT WITH CONICAL SPHERICAL
RAISED SEAL LAND

PnPPET

SEAT P .

FLAT

Dp>DH DPL > H Dc < DH.<Dp Dp>DH

FLAT WITH
RAISED SEAL LAND SELDOM USED

D.
7D5_ Ds 0 0T USED NOTUSED

SDp DS.
DPLI

CONICAL " -USUALLY
C-I•Ds - SELDOM USED SELDOM USED USDC LLY

0O SD>D Dp > D H D H Cos- < •Dp <DSO0

0 DL o 0 USUALLY a1 > It SELDOM Dp >

SELDOM a SELDOM DH < Dp<D a ,S

SPHERICAL - INTERNAL

A NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED Dp -
2
RS

SPHERICAL - EXTERNAL
SELDOM USED SELDOM USED D1

> D > DR DP>DH DH<DP < DR, DL .. •-l ' S > OR L, R

Hd

is interesting to note that in one case both seat and poppet tered and solutions employed in the development of small,
are machined to the same angle, whereas in the other ex- spherically-lapped poppet valving units, and other design
ample differenit angles are used, and the seat and poppet data are available pertamning to' hard-seat poppet valving
are lapped together to form a seating area somewhat units for aerospace applications from the recent studies des-
wider than the initial line contact. cribed in References 35-12 and 35-!4, which are discussed

in the following paragraphs under sealing theory. Reference
Three spherical poppet design approaches using hard seats 35-14 includes an analysis of the bounce or ringing which
are illustrated in Figures 6.2.3.11e, f, and g. It is particu- occurs when a hard poppet impacts on a hard seat.
larly interesting to note the higher port diameter/ball
diameter ratio of the sapphire valving unit shown in Fig- Soft Seats. A wide variety of soft-seat design concepts
ure 6.2.3.11g, with its relatively high sealing stress. have been evolved, and a few representative examples are

To date, hard-seat poppet vwlving units for aerospace ap- described belc-v. It is primarily with soft-seat designs that
pli(.ations have been limited to relatively small sizes, largely poppet vwivlvng units have been applied to larger sizes for
because of difficulty in meeting stringent leakage require-
ments. Reference 498-1 describes the difficulties encoun-
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POPPET VALVES VALVING UNITS
HARD SEAT DESIGNS

VENT HOLES 

L PT
NARROW LAND

440C CR9S-62,7X

RC 59-62

DESIGN PARAMETERS

FLOW MEDIA: H.vDRAULIC OIL (MIL-0-.5606)
OPERATING PRESSURE: 3CO TO 500 PSI

SEAT OR SEALING RING OPERATING TEMPERATUREt -657TO+160 F
TUBE SIZE: 3/4 IN.

PIVOT OR SUPPORTING RING Figure 6.2.3.11c. Hard Conical Poppet Seat Design for
(BOTH RING LANDS LAPPED FLAT IN SAME PLANE) Hydraulic Relief Valve

(Reference 35-12; Benbow Manufacturing Corporation design, p. 8-10)

Figure 6.2.3.11a. Flat Disc Hard Seat and Poppet Concept
(Courtesy of Bertea Products, Pasadena 6, California)

II

CRESgo

440 C CRES

4ACCS 0.010 ý 0.047 DIA.

Desig FLOWA MADIA NITROGEN, TEROLDIUDMM~

OPERAOTIATIN PRESSURE: 300 PSIA SRFCE
OPERAOPEATIN TEMPERATURE: -65T+10 TO NC+165IF
CAPACITCAPCIT 0.070 IN.VAEN ORRFCEWCEI

Figure 6.2.3.11b. Hard Conaca Poppet Seat Designfo
(Peference~(Reernc 351;We5-HyruisLmte1einp2-5)FO MEInnApoi: oe NIellE TERO eguao CopayAeonu

OPERATING ISSUEDTURE OCT6E TO9655

CAAIYI.7 N RFC



VALVING UNITS POPPET VALVES
HARD SEAT DESIGNS

0.687 DIA,-.•• -1 • • •'

SAPPHIRE0625 DA. " "",,"" - SPOPE

0 .6 2 4 O ,A . .. /1" \
(FIGURE SAPPHIRE
EXAGGERATED)

- * SAPPHIRE
l6* REF /

0.156
0,004-0.006 N .. - 70.005

m--0.541 DIA. -=- 440 C CRES

SEAT

DESIGN PARAMETERS

FLOW MEDIA: AIR, NITROGEN, HELIUM
CRACKING PRESSURE: 50 TO 100 PSIG 

(OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -450 TO +300 F
CAPACITY: 0.12 IN. EQUIVALENT ORIFICE

•.•".-.= -J• / -- - 0. 150 DiA. -

Figure 6.2.3.11e. Hard Spherical Sapphire-to-Metal DESIGN PARAMETERS

Poppet and Seat
(Reference 35-12; Frebank Company design, p. B-26) FLOW' MEDIA: HELIUM & FLUORINE GAS COMBINATION

OPERATING PRESSURE: 280 TO 290 PSIG

(CRACK, FULL FLOW 8 RESEAT)

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 130 TO +100 F
CAPACITY: 0.0084 IN. EQUIVALENT ORIFICE
TUBE SIZE: 1/4 IN.

Figure 6.2.3.11g. Hard Spherical Sapphire-on-Sapphire
Poppet and Seat

(Reference 35-12; Whittaker Controls Division of Telecomputing Corpo- A
0.156 DIA. ration design, p. B-46)

-0.1.I09 DIA. and 6.2.3.11i illustrate typical soft-seat designs for flatTUNGSTLN- ,\ i ! '-

CARBIDE <--poppets and seats. It is interesting to note that the soft
sealing element may be placed in either the seat or poppet

0.0015 - 0.0030 surface. These examples illustrate three techniques for- ob-
taining relatively high initial seating stress. Figure
6.2.3.11h demonstrates the use of narrow raised lands on
either the hard or soft surface, whereas Figure 6.2.3.11i
shows the use of a slight conical taper on the soft valving-

DESIGN PARAMETERS element seal. Another approach, not illustrated, is to use
TEST MEDIA: HELIUM, NITROGEN, WATER a flat, sharp-edged valving element whose outside diameter
OPERATING PRESSURE: 280 PSIG
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -20 TO +160 F is only slightly greater than the internal diameter of the
CAPACITY, 0.0,60 IN. ORIFICE soft flat seat, seating stress being limited by providing a
TUBE SIZE: 1/'4 IN. positive stop which prevents excessive interference or

deformation of the soft seat by the valving element.
Figure 6.2.3.21f. Hard Spherical Tungsten Carbide-to-Metal

Poppet and Seat Conical poppet sealing techniques may be seen in the ex-
(Reference 35-12; Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,
Incorporated design, p. B-30) amples shown in Figures 6.2.3.11j', k, and 1. Perhaps the

simplest approach is that of the hard conical poppet seat-

aerospace applications. Soft-seat poppet valving units ing in a sharp-edged hole in the soft seat material, as
commonly employ either a relatively hard poppet or seat shown in Figure 6.2.3.11j. A positive limit is set on seating
with the mating part of comparatively soft material, stress by the metal seat or stop, which limits compression

of the Teflon seat in the design approach of Figure
Among the materials used for soft seats or poppets are 6.2.3.11k. Development of the larger pressure-actuated lip-
plastics such as Teflon, Kel-F, nylon, and Mylar; elas- seal design shown in Figure 6.2.3.111 took place during a
tomers such as Buna N, Viton, and silicone, and relatively state-of-the-art improvement program foi extreme envi-
soft metals such as copper and aluminum. Figures G.2.3.11h ronment components.
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POPPET VALVES VALVING UNITS V
SOFT SEAT DESIGNS

i 37 RES 6.

2024 ALUMINUM NYLON22 2024 A

20'24

A286 CRES ALUMINUM 2024 ALUMINUM

0.015 SEAT POPPE T

0033072 DESIGN PARAMETERS

0.050.-0 -•---1,380 DFLOW MEDIA: AIR" NITROGEN, HELIUM
CRACKING PRESSURE: 300 TO 1000 PSIG

FUEL VALVE OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -30 TO +160 F
CAPACITY: U.7 IN. EQUIVALENT ORIFICE

TUBE SIZE: I IN.

1.116 DIA.

. - 1.00 DIA. 347 CRES

Figure 6.2.3.111. Flat Poppet with Soft Seat for
Pressure Relief Valve

(Reference 35-12; Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,

Incorporated design, p. B-50)

16 : -

0.,0-0 DIA. ,

440 C CRES KEL-F (BO N DED)

0.010

A286 CRES
41COX TEFLON OXIDIZER VALVE

0.02

DESIGN PARAMETERS

FLOW MEDIA: LIQUID NITROGEN, OXYGEN, RP-I .
OPERATING PRESSURE: 800 PSIG 0.09 DIA. 17-7 PH CRES
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: OXIDIZER VALVE: -.320 TO +160F

FUEL VALVE: -40 TO +160F
CAPACITY: OXIDIZER PORT: 0.61 -IN. ORIFICE DESIGN PARAMETERS

FUEL PORT: 0.94- IN. ORIFICE
FLOW MEDIA: NITROGEN
INLEi PRESSURE: 390 TO 500 PSIG
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -30 TO +120 F

Figure 6.2.3.11h. Flat Poppet with Soft Seats for CAPACITY: 0.05 IN. ORIFICE (MAIN VALVE)

Gas Generator Control Valves TUBE SIZE: 1/4 IN. INLET, 3/8 IN.

(Reference 35-12; Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,

Incorporated design, p. 8-60)
Figure 6.2.3.11j. Conical Poppet and Soft Seat for

Pressure Regulator Valve
(Reference 35-12; Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation,
Incorporated design, p. 8-8)

Spherical poppets are used with soft seats of various con- Section 6.4). Cold flow is minimized by confining the seal
figurations, the more common being conical seats and particularly in the loaded condition.

sharp-edged holes in flat seats. Figure 6.2.3.11m shows a
high-pressure design for a relief valve application wherein Poppe't an•d se'at seafi~ty thcor'y. The following discussion of

only a small edge of the Teflon seat is exposed to the valv- tie sealing and leakage aspects of the poppet valving unit
ing element. The surrounding seat metal serves both to is based almost entirely on Reference 15-14, "Poppet and

retain the Teflon and to limit its deformation by the pop- Seat Design Data for Aerospace Valves," Technical Report

pet. Pitfalls which must be guarded against when designing AFRPL-TR-66-147, by G. F. Tellier of Rocketdyne. This

fot" soft seals include seal blowout and cold flow. Elastom- document, issued July 190(6, describes the results of a de-

eric seals exposed to the high velocity gas flow which tailed analytical and experimental study performed to pro-
occurs in the near-seated position are particularly sus- vide fundamental sealing, data on metal-to-metal seat and

ceptible to blowout. Minimizing exposure of the seal to poppet valving units. It is the mosL comprehensive recent

the fluid stream aids in avoiding this problem (see Sub- work on the subject of sealing between seats and poppets,
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VALVING UNITS POPPET SEAUNG THEORY
SOFT SEAT DESIGNS

OSEAT SAL
o. 1IOIA. 0. 20OFR

•*/43 Fo c CR[

DESIGN PARAMETERS

FLOW MEDIAt NITROGEN TETROXIDE, UDMH, TEFLON 2DIA

HYDRAZINE
!OFERAING PlRESISUR11% 325 PIGl 440 C CRI

OPERATING TEMPERATURE, 48 TO +1l0 F
CAPACITYi 0.06 IN. ORIFICE DESIGN PARAMETERSTUBE SIZEz 1/4 IN.

FLOW MEDIA: HELUUM
OPERATING PRESSUP1E1 43M TO 4630 PlIO
OPERATING TEMPE•RATURE- 430 TO +I6OF

Figure 6.,2.3.11k. Conical Poppet and Soft Seat for C.APACTTYt 0.002| IN. EQUIVALENT ORIFICE

Solenoid Valve TUB SIZE: 1/4 IN.
(Reference 35-12- RockeKldyne, a Division of Io~tlt American Aviation.
Incorp~orated design, p. 9-14)

Figure 6.2.3.11m. High-Pressure Spherical Poppet
Soft-Seat Valving Unit

(Reference 35-12; Aqualite Corporation design, p. 8-44)

The folhowing basic elements of the seat and poppet sealing
problem will be summarized:707-T6a ) Leakage flow

A66 TALUMINUM POPPET

AALUMINUM 

SEAT 
b) Leakage path

c) Seating surface texture deformation

d) Contact stress distribution
KEL-F

TENS/50-T6 e) Configuration considerations
ALUMINUM
HOUSING fHOUINGf) Seating surfave fabrication

DESIGN PARAMETERS g) Seating surface inspection
FLOW MEDIA: AIR, NITROGEN, HELIUM LIQUID OXYGEN
OPERATING PRESSURE: ADJUSTABLE 30 Tb 60 PSIG h) Model test results.
OPFRATING TEMPERATURE: -300 TO +160 F
SIZE: 4- IN. LINE

a) Leakage Flow. Established gas flow equations can be
applied to valve seat leakage throughout the entire flow

Figure 6.2.3.111. Conical Poppet Tank Vent Valve
with Lip Seal spectrum. For a given fluid and equivalent parallel plate

(Reference 35-12; Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Aviation, closure, the established flow regimes are:
Incorporated design, p. B-20)

a) Nozzle

b) Turbulent channel (similar to nozzle but with a cor-
and deserves study by any engineer charged with the respon- rection for friction effects)
sibility of designing a hard-seat poppet valving unit.
Although the discussion that follows treats only the hard- c) Laminar

seat poppet valving unit, a number of the principles may d) Transition
be applied to soft-seat poppet valving units. In addition, the
significance of material properties and the character of the e) Molecular
interfacing surfaces is treated in some detail under "Static f) Diffusion laws.
Seals," Sub-Section 6.3. Other sources of information per-
tinent to seat and poppet sealing are References 35-12, 46-32, Although the applicable range for nozzle, turbulent
46-33, and 152-4. channel, and laminar flows may be determined by estab-
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POPPET SEAUNG THEORY VALVING UNITS

Ilshed criteria for a mteasurable gap 0h0), the applica- of composite form errors cannot be precisely separated,
hility of theoretical criteria for high-l.ressure transition the assessment of leakage from test results for a known
and molteular flow is uncertain due to the very small gap seat geometry and surface texture will allow a conclu-
isee Figure 6.2.2.2bl. However, since the molecular sion as to the probable cause for a given leakage level.
component is theoretically indicated at higher flow levels These data should provide a sound basis for a practical
than experimentally determined. it provides a factor of compromise between geometry, surface texture, and leak.
safety commensurate with the lack of data. For the age requirements.
1-inch diamneter model shown in Figure 6.2.2,2c, It was
feasible to apply the laminar flow equation for leakages Tests have shown that scratch leakage is V elatively
ranging from 10' to 10 ' scim, despite the narrow theo- independent of load, Assuming a V-shaped scratch
re~.ieal laminar flow range showvn in Figure 62,2.2b. model, the equivalent laminar flow parallel plate heightfor this configuration is 0.,16 h, where (h) is the scratch
Examination of flow regime criteria shows that valve depth. Evaluation of numerous models has shown that
seat leakage is usually laminar. This is basically a fune- all lapped surfaces have scratches, and scratch leakage
tion of the small gap (h,.) relative to land width (L) can be calculated, providing accurate measurements are
necessary in most valve seats for obtaining effective made of depth, width, length, and quantity, In practice,
closure. The near impossibility of nozxle or orifice flow nmany seating surfaces are remade to remove visible
constituting leakage flow past a closed poppet and seat scratches, although these scratches may make an in-
was demonstrated in Reference :14-14. Here it was shown signilicant contribution to total leakage. Application of'
that to achieve leakage rates of the order of 100 selm, suitable scratch criteria to engineering drawings can
the secat land width of a i-inch diameter poppet valve reduce this waste.
could he no wider than 0.0001 inch (0, 0.0001 inch) for
orifice flow to exist. Other practical considerations limit is usually through the minute intersticea between con-
the probability of attaining pure molecular level of leak- tacting roughness asperities. (This is tssuming thatage. With most inetal-to-nietal seating" con fil zrations. atn ogns seiis Ti sasmn"ta

csufficient load exists to flatten nodules.) Where the sur-

Liquid leakage, although not evaluated in Reference face roughness lay of opposed surfaces is multidirc-
'15-14, has been demonstrated in the literature to follow tional or a crossing of unidirectional scratches, the
a pattern similar to the above. At very low levels of controlling leakage parameter is the sum of the average[leakage, the effects of surface tension may be a signifl- PTV (peak-to-valley) heights for each surface.
cant leakage limiting factor; however, no correlative
daita is available. Therefore, the application of gas-liquid With opposed surfaces having circular lay, the leakage
conversions based on the laminar flow equation should path is through the gap between intersections caused by
pr'ovide at ( ,x,,•,,vrvaxtive prediction for liquid leakage (see lay irregularities and eccentricity. Since the PTV height

Equation C;.:L2.:). sum (for both surfaces) adds only at each real contact
intersection (which also blocks flow). the radial gap is

ILe'akaae flow conmparis tn experiments with nitrogen, only one-half of the PTV sum of the cross lay roughness
helium, argon, and hydrogen gases have proved the heights between intersections. Consequently, circular
correlative accuracy of the laminar flow equation. Con- lay surfaces under just enough load to contact the rough-
sequently, for volumetrically measured gas leakage, vis- ness level will have approximately one-eighth the leak-
cosity is the controlling paramieter. For this reason it age of similarly loaded unidirectional or multidirectional
should be noted that there is little difference in the leak- a y su rfaces.

age rates of various gases through a given leak path in
the laminar flow regime. c) Seating Surface Texture l)eformation. The analytical

and experimental work af Reference 35-14 has resulted
bi Leakage Path. The leakage path created by two op- iI the conclusion that valve seating is essentially ai

posed annular surfaces under a normal load is a function totally elastic process of forcing' two relatively flat sur-

of the relative dimensions of various form and surface face textures into intinmate contact. Plasticity may play
texture errors. Land crown, out-of-flatness, out-of-paral- an important role on the initial few contacts, particu-
hd or out-of-roundness, and taper constitute the usual lhrly for the less hard metals: however, after the seat
foill error';. Surface texture errors are roughness, wavi- is set, very little plastic flow takes place on subsequent
ness, nodules, pits, and scratches, Under light loads the cycles. This conclusion is somewhat in conflict with the
leakage gap \: vil be controlled by errors causing material five regimes of sealing (Reference 46-19) described in
to protrude above some average plane. The partial load l)etailed Topic '.3.2.A as well as the general oonclusion
effect of each of these errors will be submerged in the adhered to by many researchers that metal-bearing area
total load in proportion t• their relative size. At higher is developed by plastic asperity flow (Bowden and Tabor
loads, the predominant flow path.w'ill be through rough- theory). It has been generally iecognized that under
ness. scratches, and interconnecting pits. certain conditions elasticity contributes significantly to

Approximation of these gap leakages may be determined hearing area under load. For hard smoath materials it

by intv.ar'laion of height variation to determine equiva- has been conclusively demonstrated in Reference ,35-14

lent patrallel plate heights (hW. Since the loading effects that interracial elasticity is the predominant mechanism
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of closure, although there are exceptions which must parable multidirectional surfaces. This Increased de-
be recognised. formability, combined with a smaller effective radial

flow gap (1/2 PTV sum of each surface), explains the
With some valves having, relatively large geometric observed reduced leakage with circular lay surfaces.
errors or very light loads, the situation of complete land From comparisons of unidirectional and circular lay
contact may not be achieved, Other than the special surfaces, it has been concluded that comparable leakage
cases presented in Reference :15-14, deforrantion anal. rates may be obtained, with circular lay surfaces having
yses for errors such as land taper and conical poppet two times the roughness of unidirectional lay surfaces
tilt have not been formulated due to their extreme com- for apparent stress of 1000 psi, and four times for
plexity, Seat land taper which results in theoretical line 10,000 psi. While these data are considered conservative
contact at zero load is exceedingly difficult to assess for the models tested, it must be emphasized that the
because of the unknown contact width and stress varia- evaluation is only on a roughness basis and does not in.
bles. Below a certain load, a tapered seat land will not elude other geometric variables.
seal as well as a seat land with full land width contact.
This Is due to unavoidable edge roughness and waviness d) Cvntact Stress Distribution. Valve seats are most often
combined with the relatively narrow recl contact land. designed so that one seating surface overlaps the other.
As load is increased, the tapered seat land seals more With small corner radii, edge-bearing stresses are much
effectively than the full contact land due to increased greater than the apparent seating stress. This effec.
real land width and higher contact stress at the initially tively reduces the available load apportioned to the
contacted corner. The potential of edge plastic flow and center of the land which, consequently, 'results in less
cutting of the opposed surface (if overlapping) poses asperity deformation in this area. In essence, the periph-
a danger in seat land configurations having significant eral edges of the seat may become the predominant
taper, due to the possibility of recontacting with the sealing areas, with the land center acting as a trough.
plastically raised metal edges overlapping. This situ- Under these conditions it may be hypothesiaed that edge
ation is somewhat improved with valving units that radial scratches can conduct significant leakage even
accurately control the axial and radial alignment of though they do not bridge the land. Furthermore, with
poppet and seat, or have the overlapping member sub- sharp edges the maximum contact stress is developed
stantially harder (> 20 percent higher Rockwell C) in areas of minimum geometric regularity, since dis-
than the narrower land part. continuities are more prevalent near machined bound-

aries (i.e., corners).
From the test results of Reference 35-14 it is concluded
that all surface textures have a number of identifiable From the previous conclusion it follows that the crowned
geometrical errors which affect the load deformation and/or edge-dubbed seat land configuration produces
characteristic. It would be an oversimplification to the optimum contact stress distribution for most effec-
assume that the roughness parameter alone is the sig- tive sealing. This is evident particularly where sharp
nificant topographical variable. The finest surface with edge discontinuities may cause plastic deformation. A
insufficient load to flatten a waviness component would more subtle advantage lies in the distribution of effec-
have excessive leakage compared with roughness expec- tive load over a wider land width in the central land
tations. Results of .tress-leakage tests (Reference 35-14) area, where the finish is likely to be more uniform.
have indicated that for lapped models an apparent con- Since the load is concentrated at the land center, edge
tact stress between 300 and 6100 psi was required to estab- scratches not bridging the land may be neglected.
lish leakage equivalent to the sinusoidal analytical model The contact stress and deformation analyses for crowned
idealized by the recorded PTV inspection data. Below 3-14 are the
this load level, the effects of waviness, nodules, and and dubbed seat lands found in Reference re ge
variable edge conditions predominate and, except in metric bearing area. In lieu ow an analytical approach

specific measured instances, their effect on the stress- to tareng d rmatIn it is s t atal stimat of
leakge harcteistc i unefiedto taper deformation, it is suggested that estimate,; of

taper-deformed land width may be approximated by

Roughness deformability is a function of the relative geometric comparisons between the crowned anti tapered
profile sharpness. The sharpness characteristic is seat land. Due to the unrestrained edge, a greater de-
broadly described by a PTV average slope angh:,. Similar formation and widtnr land width will be produced with
to a corrugated tin roof, the sharper the angle, the Inore the taper than with the crown. Contact stresses also will
rigid the structure. Deformability is also controlle&: by be higher. Until proven equationw are developed for the
such elastic material proprrties as modulus and Poisson's taper conditions, the crown analysis will provide a limit-
ratio. It follows that un~ter equal loading and test con- ing design criteria.
ditions, a "rough" surface of shallow profile could leak e) Seating Surface Fabrication. Turned and ground models
less than a "fine" surface having a sharp or pitted tex-tur. Nturlly th roghe sufac wil lak ore have demonstrated the g'reat poten tial ities of these
ture. Naturally, the rougher surface ,ill leak more methods in producing seating surfaces having circular
below a given load level. lay with no radial scratches, With machines designed
Seating surfaces with nearly concentric circular lay specifically to produce accurate geometry and fine finish,
roughness profiles are more readily deformed than corn- it is expected that either method could be developed to
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maintain flatness (or contour) and surface roughness the interference technique cannot be used for accurate
errors below It) micro-inches over most seating lands. depth measurement. With the Leita instrument and
However, until nuch machines and techniques are devel- Polaroid photos used in the effort described in Reference
oped, lapping will remain the only process for almost 311.14, horisontal resolutions were made down to about
automatically obtaining accurate and smooth conformal 20 microinehes, Unfortunately, with the finer valve seats,
geometry. much significant surface texture lies below optical reso.

lution, For these cases the interference method may be
A high degree of conformity is more readily obtained used on a comparative basis (as with roughness cont.
with fiat lapped surfaces than with either conical or pnrlson masters),
spherical geometries. This is b mcauqe of the directly
comparable single plane geometrl of the fiat surface Curved surfaces present an additional variable which
which allows simple inspection with optical and stylus must be considered when measuring surface texture
type surface measurement equipment. variables with the interference microscope. Since inter-

ike' flat surfaces. spherical contours are easily obtained ference band width depends upon a relatively small angle

bylaping tbecause of the constantly changing path be, between a fiat refereitce mirror and the viewed object,
y lapping e uconical and spherical surfaces must be rotated to ex-

tween the lapping parts, which naturally generates a amine any given area. With conical surfaces, gross geom-
round surface at any section. Spherical seating, however, etry may be measured along the cone axis, However,
involves the additional radius parameter which can re-
sult in serious taper error if the seat and poppet radii cmphrical surae p urve cotinuously, a smlar
are significantly different. The radius of a spherical seat te son is not be a tsre feen l
land cannot be measured with sufficient accurecy to de- texture variables may be assessed.

termine this error, Therefore, analytical methods must With simple fiat surfaces, the optical fiat is most suitable
be employed to ensure seating conformity. It is pussible for gross-geometry measurements. Where very small or
that accurate conformance between poppet and seat may complex shapes and a combination of dimensions are in-
be obtained by match lapping the poppet and seat with volved, the ultimate measuring system Is comprised of
a suitably fine compound. the precision surface or spindle, electronic gage, and

profile data recorder. When this equipment is supple-
Unlike fiat and spherical surfaces, the conical geometry mented by low-power interference and plain microscope
is not self-generating and must be obtained through an Measurements, seating geometry may be accurately as-
external datum plane such as the ways of a lathe. More- seased and correlated with leakage measurements.
over, the difficulties attendant with measuring differen-
tial seating angl,, (taper) make this the least desirable It is highly recommended that anyone concerned with the
geometry for most applications. Like spherical surfaces, inspection of poppet valving unit seating surfaces be
accurate conformance may possibly be obtained by match familiar with References 35-14, 46-32, and 152-4.
lapping, however, the additional problems of ppelapinge hdsevere addwnigutional i p obblem o spoppet g) Configuration Selection Criteria. Selection of fiat, con-

osidereand eical, and spherical geometry must be based upon specific
considered application requirements. This is best accomplished by

All metal seating surfaces should be polished following a critical examination of the advantages and disadvan-
geometric finishing to remove what might be termed "the tages inherent in design, fabrication, inspection, and
roughness on the roughness." This process, ar.complished performance.
at low speed with a soft lap such as paper, should remove Conical or spherical seating has several basic advantages
no niore than 1 0 percent of the PTV roughness. Polishing over the fiat surface, The most apparent is the mechan-
p•roduces it speclar surface which reveals surface flaws

ical load advantage effect which allows a working con-
and scratches. It further reduces the sharpness of realaspeityconact, ths yeldig iproed dforabiitytact stress to be developed with reduced loads. Since the

aperity contacts, thus yielding improved deformability land is developed from the intersection of right angle
and lower asperity stress. The result is less leakage and Asurfaces, a narrow width is easily obtainable. Oncetogfine.seated, the conical and spherical configurations have a

f) surface Inspection. The secret to fabricat in e sur- force component which resists lateral motion due to
faces lies in the ahility to measure them. The interference vibration, often a serious disadvantage in flat seating
microscope provides this capability down to about 1 mi- since high-frequency vibration can pause failure in min-
croinch PTV. When the controlling inirameters are de- utes if the poppet is permitted to scrub laterally over
fined and can he observed and measui ed, the correlatiron the seat.
of cause (roughness) and effect (leakage) nutomaticrly An inherent disadvantage of conical and spherical geon-
points to the direction for improvement. etry is tlie slippage which takes place during seating.

The bausic limitation in microinterferometric interpreta- Since conformance is measured in millionths of an inch,
tion (if surface texture is the horizontal resolving power poppet and seat axes cannot be installed or gnided with
of the ordinary microscope. When surface discontinuities sufficient accuracy to avoid this wearing shear. Moreover,
(pits, skcratches. etc.) become too narrow to follow a with large loads or small included angles, elastic entry
sinv.e itterference band into and out of a given defect, of the poppet into the seat will add to the wear problem.
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Whereas spherical seats have the advantage of perfect h peak-to-valley height for one surface (oppos-
alignment once seated, conical seating has the additional ing surfaces assumed identical), In.
potential error of axis tilt. Alignment moments for the
tilted cone are a complex function of the load application p, upstroam pressure, lb./in'
point and interfacial friction. Unless the seating load is
applied below the seating line (toward the apex) and p' downstream pressure, lb/in'
perfectly axial, conical seats are probably not self. absolute viscosity, lbt min/in'
aligning (see Figure 6.2.3.11v). The conical configura-
tion, therefore, must have generally a nar ow land and L radial scat land width, in.
higher seating loads to reduce the gap caused by axis tilt. T gas temperature, 'R

From a performance viewpoint, the fiat configuration is S apparent sent stress, lbt/in'
the natural choice for lowest leakage combined with
maximum life. Spherical seating offers the load and Leakage values computed directly from roughness meas-
lateral retention advantages, but with greater wear urements should be accurate within a factor of 10, al-
potential. Conical seating should probably be selected though circular lay surfaces may have much lower
on an economical basis or where experience has indicated leakage than predicted due to the conservative slope
adequate performance. employed in correlation. Combining the above empirical

equations in unidirectional lay roughness (h,,) leakagv
h) Conclusions, from Model Test Results. While indicating and circular lay roughness (h.,) leakage results in

a general agreement with simplified seating analyses,
model tests (Reference 35-14) %ave demonstrated the (Eq. 6.2,3.11a-3)
dependence of leakage at any given load upon the occur- Q ..... 0.04 S (
rence and distribution of a multiplicity of surface vari- Q . 0 h

ables.Q, 4
Thus, unidirectional lay leakage at light loads (500 to

The majority of tested fiat models indicated that rough- 1000 psi apparent stress, S) will be about eight times
ness and roughness lay were the significant load-leakage that for an equal circular lay surface. At 20,000 psi the
geometric parameters between 500 and 20,000 psi ap- ratio is .topproximately 150:1. For a given leakage re-
parent seat stress. Analysis of these data has indicated quirement, surfaces with circular lay may be consider-
that a correlation of the roughness PTV parameter and ably more rough than with unidirectional lay, depending
the laminar flow equation is capable of predicting leak- upon the load as previously indicated.
age change with load within a factor of about two over
this stress range. This estimate is derived from the corre- Evaluation of circular lay eccentricity has led to the
lation of two empirical equations based upon data from tentative conclusion that moderate amounts of lay ec-
16 fiat model tests. Because leakage over a limited span centricity do not significantly affect leakage. Due to the
follows a nearly constant inverse relationship with ap- small dimensions involved, numerical evaluation of this
parent stress, parameter has not been performed.

1 Because of the overriding influence of roughness, no
3n direct comparison of the material parameter could be

these relationships may be combined in a single equation made. Where relatively' large deformations take place
tfese lelatios between 500 ined 20,0 sin apparnt stresuatn to effect sealing, it is concluded that the more elasticfor leakage between 500 and 20,000 psi apparent stress. material will require less load. The apparent flatten
For multi- or unidirectional lay surfaces stress equation (based upon Hertz contact) indicates

(Eq. 6.2.&l4I-l) a direct relationship hetween flatten stress and elastic

Q 100 D.H:' (p1 - p,) modulus (E). In view of many other factors, however,
Q1LTS1 / the selection of a material for seating should probably

not be influenced by this parameter. Materials and
and for circular lay surfaces processes investigated for seat and poppet applications

(Eq. 6.2.3.11a-2) in the course of the effort reported in Reference 35-142Eq. 6.20.D.h1&.P)included 440-C steel, 17-4 PH steel, tungsten carbide,
Q, _= 2 x 104D.h"_ (p_' - p s) and aluminum with processing including turning, grind-

JATS3/2 ing, lapping, polishing, anodizing, liquid honing, passi-
vating, and gold plating. Other recent investigations(Referi.nce 81-5) have evaluated the possible advan-

Q. un~idirectional lay leakage, std bin/min (scim) tages of vasin~g Beryleo Nickel 440 for both seats and

circular lay leakage, std in'/xnin (scim) poppets.

Combined with circular lay, the crowned land surfaceD. mean seat diameter, in. designed to develop an adequate land width is the opti-

H peak-to-valley height for two surfaces, in. mum seating vonfiguration. The advantage of this COT-
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figuration ifs particularly evident at low loads where to seating gap than are direct measurements. There-
high contact stresses ti'e developed: to decrease rough- fore, with some dimensions measured to ensure basic
ness height. In some cases, Hiowever, it may be deter- geometry, the more difficult assessments as embodied in
mlned that the load geometry relationship is such that surface texture may be indirectly measured as a com-
crown dimensions cannot be measured (i.e., less than posite group by means of the leakage test. With the
I microinch fall-off) for the desired land width. The information provided, comparative tests may be eatab-
effect of adequate corutr dub chen becomes more critical lished under a variety of conditions to ensure proper
'Old should li, apphed keeping the land essentially flat, functioning In the final assembly. The most important

aspect in defining such tests would be to ensure loadingC'ycle testing has shown that seat degradation is closely ad•,oercsmlrt ihtefa seby

related to the peak load and interfacial motion occurring and geometric similarity with the final assembly.

during impact. The basic wear piode observed was one Actuation F"orces. The forces acting on poppet valving
o, fretting. Where the land w+s sharp, frActure and elements have been the subject of numerous investigations,
plastic flow occurred at th:, eVdg(, boundary. By making as may be seen from the list of references at the end of
flit poppet and seat-opposing su!fraces of similar geom- this sub-section. The static condition wherein the valve is
etry and materlal, lateral diffel'entia! deformation (aid closed may be treated separately from the open condition
tin|l, fretting) w'.ts ;reatly reducele,'Edge damage was with its associated 1hA.v forcer, but failure to appreciate
eliminated by lanid crowning and dub-off. the trarsiert conditim),. ictween the two states can result

The poppets which were cycle tested experienced a 25- in the chattering phenomenon discussed in the following

microincL maximnum lateral axis motion relative to the paragraphs and in Detailed Topic 5.5.7.2. I
seat. Under these conditions it was apparent from the

results that ;i certain -,mount of impact was beneficial Parameters defining the statip forces acting on the poppet

to seating. T'iis was attributed to; the plastic deforma- iii th'( closed position include:

tion o. nodules, high asperities, and sharp edges which a) Seat land diameter and width
internieshed with the matched opposing topography. The 'I
net effect was a reduction in leakage with cycling, even b) Pressure differential across valve (magnitude and di-

though surface roughness and contaminant-induced rection)

flaws increased. Combined with previcis findings, it is c) External force either seating the poppet ov tending to
concluded that optimum seating is provided by the flat cEen fat
dubbed or crowned configuration restrained to have no open it.

lateral motion (as might be obtained by a flexure Figure 6.2.3.11n illustrates the influence of geometry on the
minounltedI poppet). force balance of a seated flat, conical, or spherical poppet.

i) (f, nt.ral ('uinch, sions. Other than 1h gross-geometry The calculation of the net pressure force acting on the pop-lcra Ct clsisuch as land width, seat diameter, and gen- pet is very straightforward, with the exception of determin-
paral ('otaig s'ti,,an d Valve :losures ate not designed in the ing the effect of pressure over the seat land area. For gross

.ll sense of the word. Eng'ineering drawings do not, for force balance anaiysis it is common practice to assume either
the ID or OD as the effective sealing diameter, based uponthe most part, specify the real controlling paramneters, knw gemtyoawrstlrnccndio.Oeth

but only point 'he way toward a fabrication process. Few known geometry or a worst tolerance condition. Once the
valve pppet and seat d:awings specify the 1/4- to 4- poppet has lifted iufficiently foý laminar flow to be estab-
lieoini thb A A (in ishcs. 110(d 1- to 50-microinch flatness lished, the effective diameter may be accurately calculated

as described below. In the case of the model shown in Figure
or ints tihss) 0(nd pitsy to ar~et puntormanoed Cone-i l6.2.2.2c, flowing gaseots nitrogen, a lift of from 10 to 100
tientsý. Sc ratcehes and pits ate uncontrolled. Conse- m~~nhswstqiemicroinches was required to establish laminar flow (Figure

q mentev, :wtal valve seats and poppets are presently teai.2.w(g
,valuattd prim arily by leakage te., results rather than ".b

Iy cf, ,wtfinish and flatness (or Tb 'rves presented in Figure 6.2.3.11o show fluid flow

r tonnetsspcftisT ifork ts s a function of stroke for conical, spherical, and

,ti tl .. id h flat poppet valving units with flow in either direction.

t seUnlike rotay-elemen or gate-type valving units, poppetMillrace profiles oil ell'imlerin,; ,Iraw'ings. Nevertheless, valving units have no clearly defined limit of stroke, for
in| llllty instil't-ets the( "ll[inliate pe rf or ialice of a seIti it is possible that the poppet may be translated so far
is depentletit u pin a fatrication process or ,-ontrol corn-

away from the seat that any further motion will have
't drabsolutely no effect upon flow through the port. This

"ro controil tle rc!iahility and performance oif loxx feature is evident in the qualitative plots of stroke versus

l,,akag'- contponeiltts, dl geonctric paran,eters should percent of maximum force for typical poppet configura-
he dimensional ly spcified to the levil dictated by per- tions and simple seats given in Figures 6. 2 .3 .11p, q, r,

forinanee. Where such controls cxceed mcatsurement and s. The slight reductioen in force in the near-seated

tapahilitics, or would bie •iteconomical to dimensionally position of the overlapping fiat poppet (see Figure

plirvi,, either a final or comparative leakage test should 6.2.3.11p), resulting from reduced static pressure devel-

be allowed in lieu of these controls. As shown in Refer- oped by high-velocity fl(,w across the seat land, is elim-

e,neti 7•-. , the leakage test is cubt;-ally inore sensitive inated in the cup-shaped poppet (see Figure 6.2.3.11q)
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VALVING UNITS POPPET VALVES

F I
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R

ID~D *- L

L 1 '/2 (D - D) L =1/2 (D.-D.) - LinA L 2$ R0

LD 1/p 1L =1/2 (D -D) Z L sin e
D 12(D +D) D D+L L = 2~R tanR 23 R 1)

D = D,+L D = 2R cos
A=ITD It s 1 p S

A = ITD L A =iT D L
F. F SS S

S A s IT D L .s = vD sL PA SP= 7rDs-L

F
= F /sin e S =--

A A
F =F/tan e 0I

r
F Fn

A' A

L =total radial seat land width, in. L = total radial projected seat land width, in.

Dp

0 outer seat dicireter, in. R =spherical or cylindrical radius, in. '
D. inner seat diameter, in. =angle illustrated, radians

D= mean seat diameter, in. F n =total normal seat load, lbfI
.2

As rD L =apparent seat land contact area, in As = wD sL Wappcorent seat land normal projected
.2S = total normal apparent seat contact contact ayrea, in

stress, lb/in2

E) poppet and seat included half (seating)
Fr total axial seat load, lbf angle, radians

Figure 6.2.3.11n. Flat, Conical, and Spherical Seating Equations
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, seating area, in 2  f ,  force ar, svoted poppet, i•f A1 -valve,opening area ratio = a,/a,, dimerslonles"

-valve opening arean =(P 1 .P 2 ), ibf -' pressure ratio P/P 1 ' P2 /Pl., dimensionless,
-annuar orifice rea, in2 P- trem pressure Ib/in2 -discharge coefficient, dimensionless

flowla forcec ratio f/f ,j- diminsionles prsuelfI
measured flow force, Ibf P2  downstream pressure, lbf/In2 Fy = flow force ratio = f/fo ( dimensionless

Fr = flow -,ore# function -- fo/ o (P.I" P2), dimensionless ;

al Ix. a, ..

a L -lao,- .4aol 0 ao aoL
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(Height of symbol "I" In F, curves indicates spread of experimental data.)

(See Sub-Topic 7.4.8 for complete discussion of these curves)

Figure 6.2.3.11o. Force and Flow Characteristics for Three Typical Poppets
(Adapted from "ASME Trans. Series V, Journal of Basic Entgineerinj," ISSUED: MARCH 19676.2.3-35 C June 1961, vol. 83. no. 2, 0. H. Tsai and E. C. Cassidy, Copyright 1961, SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York)
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Figure 6.2.3.12p. Overlapping Flat Poppet Flow Forces Figure 6.2.3.11r. Parabolic Plug Poppet Flow Forces
(Adapted from "Instruments," December 1950, vol. 23, no. 12, R, A. (Adapted from "Instruments," December 1950, vol. 23, no. 12, R. A.
Rockwell, Copyright 1950, Instruments Publishing Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Rockwell, Copyright 1950, Instruments Publishing Co., Inc., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania) Pennsylvania)
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Figure 6.2.3.11s. V-Port Plug Poppet Flow Forces
(Adapted from "Instruments," December 1950, vol. 23, no. 12, R. A.
Rockwell, Copyright 1950, Instrume.nts Publishing Co., Inc., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania)

Figure 6.2.3.21q. Cup-Shaped Poppet Flow Forces
(Adapted from "Instruments," December 1950, vol. 23, no. 12, R. A. pet valving units usually uses a coiica1, flat, or spherical
Rockwell, Copyright 1950, Instruments Publishing Co., Inc., Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania) seat and a corresponditig sepat ring on the poppet above the

plug for sealing purposes. The plug or contoured skirt exists
primarily to provide desired flow characteristics, but alsoaffects actuation force, as shown. Reference 26-59 indicates

with knife-edged geat lands. The tailoring of actuation the significance of the housing configuration by concluding
forces as a function of stroke demonstrated by the parabolic that smaller downstream chambers result in higher flow
plug poppet (see Figure 6.2.3.11r) and the V-port plug (see forces. This is logical because, for a given Poppet, a smaller
Figure 6.2.3.11s) may be compared with flow guide and port housing will require higher fluid velocities and hence greater
contouring of sleeve valving.uuits. The plug version of pop- fluid dynamic drag on the poppet.
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io.PRIESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS VALVING UNITS
POPPET FLOW FORCES

Static pressure distribution across a valve seat is of interest MAN UPWARD

to te vave dsignr i detrminng te fow frcesOPPoiET DUE TO
ated with a particular configuration. These forces deter- PESSURE DROP
mine such external performance parameters as cracking 

MEAN UPWARD
and reseat pressures in relict valves, or influence stability 110POPPET DUE TO
in the, case of regulators. The thoeias ,pects of pres- PI TO P2

auedsriuinfrte varou ino thgies foloin desribedPOPE
in Refcren'ýe 35-14 aredscussed nteflown aa
grraphs.

Nofzl Flow lRegime. There has been a consinierable amount P2T-"SA
ofanalytical work conducoted on converging nozzles, par-

ticularly for compressible flow. However, the average '.op-
pet valve in the~open position has essentially constant cross INWARD PLOW OUTWARD PLOW
section along the flow path and hence is analogous to a
short-tube orifice. The pressure profile along such an orifice
configuration is similar to the converging nozzle because
the flow separates from the walls after entering the seat- Figure 6.2.3.llt. Pressure Distribution Across a

* in searaion nd xit wih th steamcontactd (enaConical Poppet Valve Seat
in spaatonan eit wt tiestramayi isntbascally queai (Adapted from ,Fluid Pressure Mechanisms." H. G. Conway, Copyright

contra(*ta). Unfortunately, tianlsssbscly ui 1958, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, L~td., London, England)
tative, and the (fete rmnination of the pressure profile in this
configu ration must be determined experimentally. FigureD
0.23.:l1cl illustrates how the static pressure distribution INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID

across the seat land always tendls to open the valve,, regard- CNEGN
less of the direction of flow. (Note, however, that withoutard'I PARALLELotadflow and ODi sealing, this net static pressure uls-
trihution will be less than when the valve -stas closed.) DIRET

Turbulent Channel Flovw Regime. For the incomipressible
fluid, the pressure drop in turbulent flow regime is a direct FLI*
function of the length of the path; therefore, the pressure FO~I

profile is a straight line across the seat land. 'Phis results 2CPinl an effective seat dliameter location at the land midpoint .J SEAT

foi- the case of flow discharging to a negligible (atmos- LAND

pheric) dlownstreamn pressure. PARALLEL PLATE

The pressure distribution for a compressible gas is some- EFCIEDAEE

what more( complex. In general, the pressure profile along 1. D. t x T L -4
the channcl approximates a straight line foi, the higher

* Reynolds number's. However, as, the valve model closes (cor-
respondling to at decrease in parallel plate channel height,
h-.,and Reynolds nutriber), thev pressure pr'ofile progressively

aproacties the p~arabolic shape found in the laminar flow COPESBEFUDCONVERGENT __

Lambn~ar Flow Regime'. Unlike the analysis of pressure dis- P1  PRLE

tribution in the nozzle and turbulent channel regimes, the DVRET
lamninar consider-ation is straightforward. A general equa- DVRET
tion for press5ur piroffle may be derivedi from the laminar
flow equation. Fuor parallel and taperedl plates, the pres- FLOW~

Msir li t aniy distarnce across the seat land is:

(Eq. 6.2.3.11la-4) SEA <- 2

LAND

P P ~ (-'~~' ~I/tiPARALLEL PLATE
P. \P'/ EFFECTIVE DIAMETER

where 1), Stati(' I)l'(5LI IC at distance x from upstream .. x*-L-I
edge of seat land, lbr/in` L

p) upstlearn static pressMure, lbt/in'
Figure 6.2.3.l1u. Lamninar Flow Pressure Profiles

(Reterence 35-14)
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VALVING UNITS FLOW REGIMES
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

pit downstream static pressure, lbr/2 where p. average static pressure across seat land for
compressible flow, lbr/in-'

n 1 for incompressible flow, 2 for compressible
flow For high-pressure valves leaking to vacuum or atmosphere,

p, may be neglected, thus the average pressure reduces to:
Spressure profile factor, determined as appro-

priate from Equations 6.2.3.1la-5, -6, or -7 P1
P -- (Eq. 6.2.3.lla-10)

a) For parallel plates 2
2

and p, 2p (Eq. 6.2.3.1 la-11)Xfl -- flp •-• (Eq. 6.2.3.11a-5)

It follows that for narrow seat lands (L small relative to

the ID), the effective seat diameter for laminar compressible
where x distance. orn upstream edge of seat land, in. flow is located at two-thirds the distance across the seat land

L length of seat land, in. and the effective diameter is given by:

b) For converging plates (minimum clearance at down-
stream edge of seat land) D,. -D. D + -L (Eq. 6.2.3.11a-12)

(Eq. 6.2.3.l1a-6) where D., effective seat diameter or effective pressure bal-
E•) ance diameter, in.

h h,,D. = mean set diameter, in.

h2( _ h. +± - L length of seat land, in.
Ih LFor most valve seats, the land is relatively narrow and the

where h, prlpaID circumference is very nearly equal to the OD circum-
ference. Thus, the effect of radially spreading flow (diver-

tance between seat and poppet), in. gency) may be neglected and the above equations are

h,, = taper height, in. (h., ± h., gap at widest open- applicable. When the seat land width becomes sufficiently
ing, in.) large with respect to the ID, radial divergence must be con-

sidered. Hence, for parallel plates, Equation 6.2.3.11a-5
c) For diverging plates becomes

(Eq. 6.2.3.1 la-7) (Eq. 6.2.3.11 a-13)

+ _h,/h\2  R(2 h,, L) R, - n•
13 3,,E' + hp + 2ho

L . i
where R R, -1- x, in.

The pressure profile described by the parallel plate equation R, inside seat radius, in.
is linear for incompressible flow and parabolic for compres-
sible flow. Seat land taper causes the profile to be biased in R,, = outsid seat radius, in.

the direction of the narrow opening, as shown in Figure The effect of radial divergence is to straighten out the para-
6.2.3.11u. bolic curve for laminar compressible flow and, for the ex-

Integration of the parallel plate profile equation (Equation treme case, reverse the curve so that the effective diameter

6.2.3.1la-5) for average pressure gives the following for is less than the land midpoint.
incompressible flow: Transition and Molecidla•' Fown Regines. In Reference 35-14,

detail consideration was not given to the transition and
PP (Eq. 6.2.3.1-a-8) molecular pressure distribution because these flow regimes

2 almost always• occur under highly stressed seating condi-

where p - average static pressure across seat land for tions. Therefore, the force resulting from small differences
compressible flow, lbr/in' in the effective seat area is negligible relative to the total

seat force.
For compressible flow:

(Eq. 6 .2.3.11la-9) One further actuation force consideration is instability. As

2 P6 133.1a3discussed in Detailed Topic 5.5.7.2, instability of a poppet

P valving unit is called "chatter," and is the repeated ham-
" 3 P(' "mering of the valving element against its seat. Chattering
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POPPET FLOW CHARACTERISTICS VALVING UNITS

occurs frequently in relief valves, check valves, and In poppet valving units where the load from the valve

control valves which have poppet valving element con- stem is imparted to a hinged valving element which is
figurations. Chattering must be distinguished from purely free to "heel" about a point on the seat, as shown In Figure
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic instability such as flutter- 6.2.3.11v, it may be postulated that the valving element
big of a butterfly valving element. For chattering to occur, will be unconditionally stable only if the point of load
the valving element must be connected to an energy stor- application is below the level of the valve seat contacting
ing device such as a mechanical spring, or a pneumatic or forces. If the point of load application is above the level
hydraulic actuator which acts as a fluid sprinvr. 'I'he spring of the valve seat contacting forces, the valving element is
contributes the restoring force which repeatedly resents only conditionally stable. Thus, if any offset occurs it be-
the valving element. comes aggravated rather than corrected. This concept is
Three primary factors influencing valving element sta- discussed by Pearson in Reference 196-1. A detailed ana-

5 lytical study of swing check valve disc motion during flow
bility are seat land area, fluid flow forces, and point of ryticalstudy of sw ing chekvl e d m ou.
load application. The effect of seat land width on pressure reversals may be found in Reference 96-2.

forces as related to valve chatter (reducing seat land width Flow Characteristics. Flow characteristics for various
reduces chattering tendencies) is discussed in Detailed poppet valving units are treated in Sub-Topic 5.3.5. Con-
Topic 5.5.7.2. The pressure force increase resulting from ical, spherical, and flat poppet configurationi are shown in
admission of fluid to the seat unbalanced area (the actual Figure 6.2.3.1lo, with the corresponding discharge coeffi-
seating surface) always tends to open the valve, regardless cients as a function of stroke given for flow in either
of which dV Ation the fluid is flowing. Closely associated direction for each type. As mentioned under the discussion
with sent %1:.' area is the effective seat diameter. According of actuation forces, the additicn of a contoured skirt or
to Reference 35-14, both experiment and theory have den.- plug to the poppet valving element may be used to achieve
onstrated a significant variation in effective seat diameter almost any flow versus stroke characteristic desired.
within the near-seated region. From turbulent channel to
laminar flow (Figure 6.2.2.2b), the pressure profile varies
so that the effective seat diameter changes from near mid- For a simple flat poppet, valving unit flow area is rela,'
land to two-thirds across the seat land width (in the flow to stroke by the expression
direction), as shown previously in Figure 6.2.3.11u. Where
the land pressure force is a significant part of the total
pressure force, pres" - profile variations will contribute
to insta-ility ,,hattt ;) in pressure-sensitive devices be-
cause tht transiti.n between the flow regimes normally
takes place within a few ten thousandths of an inch of
stroke.

APPLED BOVESEAING PPLED BLOW SEATING
CONTAC PLANECONTACTPLAN

PLANE •"-

O) (2)
UN STABLE-FORCE STABLE-FORCE
APPLIED ABOVE SEATING APPLIED BELOW SEATING
CONTACT PLANE CONTACT PLANE

Figure 6.2.3.11v. Hinged Valving Element Stability
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POPPIET AREA CALCULATION VALVING UNITS

where

A. - valving unit flow area, In'
D,= Internal seat diameter, In. 0

S ý-stroke, In.

The stroke required to achieve a valving unit flow area \
equivalent to that of the port is C D

4= (Eq 6.2.3.11 b) L.*,

An approximation of resistance coefficient for a flat poppet
valving unit may be obtained from the following expres-
sion (Reference 19-229) ARA XRO ALE=AI C_ 1.3 =ARIA OF COWE OAS - AREA OF CONE OCO.

where IF# = 60%, L - 1.4* - 74 PER CENT or rHROAT Di.=mETE
=45%, L- 0.92, - 46 PER CENT OF THROAT DIAMETER

A internal port area, in' - 30', L. - 0.67, - 34 PER CENT OF THROAT DIAMETER
W - 0', L. - 0,5r - 25 PER CENT OF THROAT DIAMETER

Figure 6.2.3.11w. Stroke %equired for a Conical Poppet
For a conical poppet, the valving unit flow area/stroke Valvng Unit
relationship becomes a function of the cone angle, as seen (Adonted from "F~luid Pressure Mechanisms." H. G. Conway, Copyright
in Figure 6.2.3.11v and the following equation 1958. Sir lsaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., London, England)

A. rS (D, tan -- S tan'

(Eq 6.2.3.11 d)

wherer A. = valving unit flow area, in"
S = stroke, in.

D- internal seat diameter, in. -
9=poppet cone angle, degrees (Figure 6.2.3.11w)

Aix approximation of flow resistance between 10 and 100s
percent of stroke may be obtained from the expression
(Reference 19.229)

K 0.5 ± 0.15 (Eq 6.2.3.11e)

where

A,ýinternal port area, in'VLEAE AP 0 CNFRSUMI

A, = valving unit flow area, in'

For spherical poppets, the area versus stroke relationship ( ,RS2iSy R- Is 2 2
is slightly more complex, being dependent upon the poppet 2
and seat diameters illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.11x and the 4 P7S-S-

equation

(Eq 6.2.3.11f) Figure 6.2.3.11x. Stroke Re__quired for a Spherical Poppet
Valving Unit

rD, (S' -D,,Scos e)

2 - -+ S---DScos 0
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VALVING UNITS POPPET FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
INCH VALVES

where where

A. - valving unit flow area, in' Q flow rate. ft;/sec

D, internal seat diameter, in. C,, discharge coefficient (assumed to be 0.98, although

D, - diameter of poppet, in. values of 0.80 to 0.85 are frequently found), di-

S = stroke, in. mensionless
D, A. throat area, ft' (with conical poppets this may be

Cos e coS 180 deg - are sin calculated as shown in Figure 6.2.3.11v)
V, = theoretical throat velocity, ft/sec

For the specific instance of D, = 1,3 Di, A. may be ap- g = gravitational constant, ft/see'
proximated by w = specific weight, lbr/ft'

A. • 0.76 w D, S (Eq 6.2.8.Iiz) P = total pressure, lbt/ftV

Flow resistance may also be approximated by (Equation) P, = fluid vapor pressure, lbt/ftl
6.2.8.11.. As explained in Detailed Topic 5.3.5.3., best recovery is

Cavitating venturi poppet valving units, discussed in experienced with divergence angles of 5 to 6 degrees.
Detailed Topic 5.3.5.3, provide unique flow characteristics, SimilArly, recent studies (Reference 131-26) have shown
as seen in Figure 6.2.3.11y. It is apparent from that the pintle or poppet flowguide downstream of the
Figure 6.2.3.11y that flow rate in the cavitating region is throat should have an included hall-angle of approxi-
dependent only upon stroke, whereas in the noncavitating mately 8 degrees or less.
region flow rate is a function of both pressure drop andstroke. The flow rate through a cavitating venturi valve 6.2.3.12 FLEXIBLE VALVING ELEMENTS. Of the sev-
stke. Thexp r ated t h aeral flexible valving element concepts described in Sub-
may be expressed as Topics 5.2.0 (diaphragm) and 5.2.9 (pinch and flexible

sleeve), only the pinch valve has been receiving increased
C,,AV. CiA. - (P - PO) attention for aerospace applications. The solenoid valve

w 5design illustrated in Figure 6 2.3.12a is presently being
(P4I 5.3.5.Sb) developed for food-handling service in bio-satellites. Only

the pinch valve valving unit will be discussed in this
detailed topic, but Reference 196-1 presents excellent de-
tailed design data on diaphragm valves, particularly those
of the Saunders Patent configuration.

SD*09P YS WEIGHT QS• --(IIXP|IUMiTAL RI|SUATS WITH M20 AT

800 • -dI PSIA INLET IN 1.44 IN. M•. LINE

IA00

ILI
I ~H " I "n.

WATER FLOW PATE, tb,/we

Figure 6.2.3.11y. Cavitating Venturi Popoet Valve Flow, Stroke, and Pressure Drop Characteristics
(Reference 131.26)
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POW VALVE COWI' HURATION VALVING UNITS

Conglauratiut. T, von~tguration of a pinch valving imit c) Pinch bar shape, if used (Fimu-e 6.8.12h)

may be describer', it terms of the foliowing parameters: d) One or two moving pinch bars, if used

a) Tube dia ter."III e) Restricted or unrestricted cavity (Figure 6.2.3.12c)

b) Tube wal, t-,ckness f) Length of unsupported tube, unrebtrieted cavity

g) Means of rctaining tube in valve body. I
As shown in Figures 6.2.3.12d and e, pinch valves may be
actuatd either by mechanical (pinch bar) means, or by
pressurizing a mavity between the tube and the valve hous-
ing. Figure 6.2.3.12b shows three of the many alternate
pinch bar configurations which may be used. Both pinch
bars may move, as shown in Figure 6.2.3.12a, or one may j
be fixed, as shown in Figure 6.2.3.12d. If hoth pinch bars
move, the restricted cavity (see Figure 6.2.3.1kc), wherein
the width of the pinched tube is not permitted to exceed
its outside diameter, may be used. If one pinch bar is
fixed, either the fixed pinch bar must be placed at the tube

019 DIA, -

1 CYL114DIRICAL V*IW INTERLOCKIN G

Figure 6.2.3.12a. Solenoid-Actuated Pinch Valve
(Courtesy of Eckel Valve Co., San Fernando, California) Fit gure 6.2.3.12b. Pinch Bar Shapes

2 MOVING PINCH IAMS -7

I MOVING PINCH RAM

\%#

1' I

1. RESTRICTED CAVITY 2. UNRESTRICTED CAVITY

NO0TE: DASHED LINES SHOW TUME IN OPEN PSITION

Figure 6.2.3.12c. Pinch Valve Port Area
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VALVING UNITS PINCH VALVE SIGN

UNCONVENTIONAL VALVMNG UNITS

centerline (sc4 Figure O.2.3.1c.1), or an unrestricted signed to avoid stress coneentrations or abrasion of the
cavitj must be provided '(see Figure 6.2.3.12c.2). tube where it enters the cavity. As with most soft-seat

valving units, a major design problem is retention of the
The restricted cavity is, usually simpler to faWricate, but tube in the valve housing, The most successful approach
tube wall thickness and structural characteristics must be employed to date on the design In Figure 6.2.8.12a employs
chosen with care to avoid buckling and folding of the tube conical ferrules similar to those used with hose fittings
wall when the valve is closed, Thin-walled tubes are more (see Sub-Section 5.13).
likely to buckle than are thick-walled tubes, although the
restricted cavity design shown in Figure 6.2.3 .12a has per. Sealing. The force required to effect complete closure of a
formed satisfactorily with tube walls as thin as 0.007 inch, pinch valvinjv unit is very difficult to treat analytically as
The unrestricted cavity is used with both pressure-actuated compared with a simple diaphragm valve. ! I.- _n (Ref-
and pinch bar-actuated valves, and must Le carefully de- erence 196-1) recommends a sealing stress of 1% P, b"-

tween the diaphragm and wier -f a Saunders valve. The
sealing stress in the pinched tube will not he distributed

Nun StUve evenly across the width of the seal interface, but ntay be
expected to be less at the outer edges where bending andif P compressive stresses act most strongly against the, sea!-
Ing force. While no quantitative data Is available for vek-I
fication, there are indications that the interlocking V-bar
sealing method (see Figure 6.2.3.M1b-3) !ends itself to
sealing with lower actuation force than do the simpler

pinch-bar configurations.I
Actuation Forces. The force required to effect closure of a
pinch-bar vilving unit Is a function of the following:

a) Tube diameter

b) Tube wall thickness

c) Tube material
,; d) Pressure ratio between flowing fluid and cavity (P1/P,)

e) Pinch bar shape
Figure 62.3.12d. Pinch Valve, Mechanical Actuation f) Restricted or unrestricted cavity

g) Length of unsupported tube, unrestricted cavity.

Lowest actuation force requirements for a given tube
FLUID diameter, tube material, and pressure ratio (P,/P,) may

be expected from a thin-wall tube actuated by two oppos-
ing V-bar pinch bars in an unrestricted cavity of sufficient
length to minimize longitudinal stress in the sides of the
tube (which must htreteh slightly along the Jongitudinal
centerline when pinched off).

Flow Characteristics. Figure 6.2.3.12f shows the flow
versus stroke characteristic of a typical pinch valve with
two moving pineh bars. Such a pinch valve has an area
versus stroke relationship approximated by a circle whose
area is varied as il.l xtrated in Figure 6.2,3.12g. The grad-EXTERINAL PINESSURE POST ual transition provide. by the tube shape in a throttled

position results in smooth flow, as through a venturi.
Pressure-actuated pinch valves lack the positive control
of tube shape and therefore are used primarily in shutoff
rather than throttling service.

6.2.3.13 UNCONVENTIONAL CONCEPTS. The designs
included in this detailed topic represent valving unit ap-
proaches which have received recent attention for aerospace
epplications, but which are sufficiently unconventional to
preclude their treatment in any of the preceding classifi-
cations.

Mogre 6.2.3l12e. Pinch Valve, Pressure Actuation
(Courtesy of Red Jacket Company, Inc., Cornelle, Pennsylvania)
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ELASTIC METAL SEATS -VAL-VING- UNITS
PINCH VALVE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

All-Metsi Cylindrical Scait Poppet Valving Unit. This valv- spherical poppet valving units -may be considered equally
ing un't concept (see Figure 6.2.3.15a) has been emipl-yed applicable to the cylindrical seat concept.
in liquid fluorine service ar-. obtains its sealing force by Cn ayit avn nt h cubn cin lsi
dieforming the seating surfZace only within its; elastic limit. Cn ayit avn nt h cubn cin lsi
Initial cycling of the valve may result in some plastic deformation, poppet action, and all-metal construction of
deformation of the thin cylindrical seat, but en subsequent
actu~tions the stroke of the conical or spherical poppet is
limited, so that only elastic deformation occurs. 100-.

90.'

so.

70-j

60- RESTRICTED CAVITY

CI UNRESTRZICTED CAVITY

20-

0 10 A0 30 40 so S 70 A09 100 V
~4 4 O / Q n~ e% FLOW AREA

0 - 2 50 75 /07 STROKE -

P .er cent- f/o w 
08

Figure 6.2.3.22f. Pinch Valve Flow Characteristics 0.94c ~ ')
(Adapted~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ frm"onrlv/vp.BerCpyih 15,Istuet

Publishing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

An alternate %pproach is to provide a rigid cylindrical
backup ring to limit radial seat expansion. Obviously ex-
pessive closing foi ,!e will result in compressive and/or ----------.

tensile yielding of the seat, even with the backup ring, 50
unless provision is made for limiting stroke. Pressure is 5%

nralapleonyto the outside of the thin cylindrical f'*11 A i 07
normall aple onlye

seat so that increased pressure differential across theG. 61l- 0 5,
closed valving unit serves to increase sealing stress and %GE
maintain a leak-tight seal. Unlike the conventional hard- %~-----'

seat conical poppet valving unit, the deformation of the
thin seat takes place simultaneously with a significant
linear scrubbing action between valving element and seat, --. ------

which helps to clean the sealing initerface and effect a . 25%

tight seal. This scrubbing action mbay be expected to yield
wear particles which might interfere with the proper op- 0.32 , F ."
eration of some systems (Reference 1 31-6). The size of Aoe C o- -
such wear particles is largely dependent upon the seat and/
poppet materials used, as discussed in Detailed Topic. -----

6.2.2.12. Because of stiction, if narrow conical poppet cone ----

angles or low poppet diameter/seat diameter ratios for RESTICTED CAVISTYI

spherical poppets are used, the Actuation force required toCATYAVY
break loose the poppet from the seat on opening may be
expected to be significantly greater than that required to
open 4 comparable hard-seat poppet valve. Otherwise, the Fgr ... 2.PnhVleFo raCag ihSrk
actuation forces and flow characteristics of conical or Fgue62.1gPnhVavFlwAaCageitStk
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VALVING UNITS -ELASTIC METAL SEATS
CONE LABYRINTH VALVE

L.ABYRINTH SEAL 8EFOkE INITIAL CONTACT

BACK-UP RING LIMITS LIP MOVEMENT

SEAT

SEAT DOES NOT EXCEED ELASTIC LIMITJ

LABYRINTH SEAL AFTER LABYRINTH SEAL NEARF
IN ITIAL CONTACT TOTAL ENGAGEMENT

f¶~ Figure 6.2.3.13b. Cone Labyrinth Valving Unit
(Courtesy Smlrra Developments Company, Los Angeles, California)

Wii

a) Number of poppet lands

ALTERNATE DESIGNS b) Number of seat lands

c) Diameters of lands

d) Height of lands

Figre .2..13. Al MtalCvindrcaiSea Popete) Internal and external cone angles of seat lands
Valving Unit f nenladetra oeage fppe ad(Adapted from Reference 36-13) f nenladetra oeage fppe ad

g) Tip radius or tip thickness of lands

h) Position and land thickness at point of initial se~.ting
the cylindrical-seat valving unit are further exploited in contact
this unique design (see Figure 6.2.3.13b). The multiple
lands of the cone labyrinth valve provide the additional i) Length of stroke after initial contact (scrubbing action).
advantages of sealing redundancy and sensitive flow con-
trol in the near-closed position. As in the case of the The labyrinth seal action afforded by the* multiple lands
cylindrical-seat valving unit, breakaway force requirements in the near-closed position provides a flow characteristic
are a function of the specific design and may be either very such as that illustrated in Figure 6.2.3.13c. As with the
high or quitc low. In addition to the material properties of conventional labyrinth seal, the distribution of the total
the seat and valving element, actuatinn forces and flow pressure drop over a number of flow-restricting annular
characteristics are both dependent upon the relatively corn- orifices (or approximations thereof) extends the range of
plex configuration, whose defilnition is a function of: laminar flow and minimizes erosive cavitation.
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UNCONVENTIONAL CONCEPTS VALVING UNITS
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VALVING UNITS iEFERENCE'

rotates and winds up the Teflon curtain, small ports in the.
hollow cylinder are exposed, and fluid which has entered
the cylinder axially is permitted to flow out radially. Since
these ports must be small enough so that the Teflon will
not extrude through the holes, numerous small holes are
used. The ports are arranged as shown in Figure 6.2.3.13e,
with the angle 9 and separation distance x chosen to pro- IN
vide proportional flow control. If structural conditions per. -

mit, narrow circumferential slots may be considered as an
alternative to the multiple circular discharge ports. Simi-
larly, any specific flow versus stroke characteristic may be
obtained by tailoring the axial and circumferential spac-
ing of the circular ports.

OUT

II

Figure 6...1i. Curtain Flap Proportional Valving-Unlt
(Reference 36-13)

REFERENCES

6utterfly Valving Units: Flow Characteristics
Configuration 1.42 165-3
*23-38 144-1 19-229 167-1
26-86 160-18 23-36 193-2426-86 195-7
34-10 167-1 34-10 201-1 "1
35-12 20- 68-4 205-4

71 .497-1.
144-1 273-2
160-18 '408-1 .

Sealing 165-2 497-1
68C16 195-7
71-32 -11 MiscellaneousU21 1-112-5

Actuation Force. 316
1-42 191 1-24
26-86 195-7

568.4 201-1
144-1 408-1
"160-18 497'0
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REFERENCES VALVING 'UNITS

REFERENCES (Continued)

'References added March 1967

Ball Valving Units: Poppet Valving Units: I
Configuration Configuration
19-231 73-100 19-236 131-26
34-10 74-22 26-48 144-1
35-12 464-3 35-12 196-1
36-13 36-13 256-1

71-1 35-14*

Sealing
19-231 73-100 Sealing
35-12 74-22 19-236 147-4
36-13 35-12, 14* 498-1

71-1 46-32%'

Actuation Forces 1.31-6 152-4*
34-10 131-6
73-100 Actuation Forces26-59 194-8
Miscellaneous 96-2 196-1

131-6 131-26 256-1

454-3 144-1 354-1165-7 498-1
S194-7 t 35-14k"

Rotary Plug Valving Units 95S1-235 160-18
112-8 196-1 Flow Characteristics

19-229 194-7T I26-59 194-8

Gate Valving Units 26-94 196-1

19-229 68-64 34-10 256-1

23-38 112-8 131-26 !35-14"
36-13 196-1 144-1 165.36*

S194-6
Rotary Slide Valving Units

19-229 144-136-13 Flexible Element Valving Units
36-13 196-1
144-1

Sleeve Valving Units
19-229 34-1134-10 Unconventional Valving

Unit Concepts
19-237 131-23

Spool Valving Units: 36-13 131-25

Configuration 
73-101 144-1

6-36 42-1 131-6 1

6-159 
45-1

23-19 General:

Actuation Forces Response Time
26-29 68-6 6-36 165-27
42-1 73-60 36-13 185-1
45-1 169-9

Contamination Sensitivity

Flow Characteristics 36 131-25
6-36 42-1 131-6 35-14"
19-229 45-1
26-29 73-60 Valve Life

36-13 131-25

Piston Valving Units 131-6

36-13 45-1
169-9 144-1 Environmental Conditions
42-1 36-13

131-6

Valve Rangeability
165-36*
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STATIC SEALS SEAL CLASSIFICATION
SEALING MECHANISM b

6.3 STATIC SEALS joints) can be broadly classed as static seals, this sub-
section is limited to seals which can be considered as
mechanical devices. Welded and brazed joints are treated

6.3.1.1 Seal Classification respectively in Sub-Topics 5.12.6 and 5.12.5.
6.3.1.2 Sealing Mechanism6.3.1.3 SefingiMo n is 6.3.1.1 SEAL CLASSIFICATION. Static seals can be
6.2.1.3 Definitiens classified in a variety of ways; four commonly used classi-

6.3.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION FACTORS fications are given in Table 6.3.1.1.
6.3.2.1 Sealing Interface
6.3.2.2 Materials Table 6.3.1.1. Seal Classifications
6.3.2.3 Sealed Media
6.3.2.4 Gland Design Method of Loading

6.3.2.5 Leakage Allowance Pressure-energized
Temperature-energized
Mechanically-preloaded

6.3.2.7 Temperature
6.3.2.8 Pressure Material
6.3.2.9 Resiliency MetallicNonmetallic
6.3.2.10 Cost Combination

Application6.8.3 DESIGN DATAApicto

6.3.3.1 Static Seal Comparison Chart Cryogenic
6.3.3.2 Gaskets Vacuum

6.3.3.3 Nonmetallic O-rings High temperature
6.3.3.4 Hollow Metallic O-rings High pressure

6.3.3.5 Flexible Metallic Seals Confiruration
6.3.3.6 Plastic Spring-Loaded Seals Flat gaskets
6.3.3.7 Radial or Toggle Metallic Seals O-Rings

6.3.3.8 Boss Seals Flexible shapes

6.3.3.9 Metallic Shear Seals Solid shapes

6.3.3.10 Cryogenic Seals 6.3.1.2 SEALING MECHANISM. The degree to which
6.3.3.11 Vacuum Seals seal leakage is eliminated depends on the capability for

achieving continuous mating of the sealing interfaces. Seal
and gland mating can be accomplished (1) by making one
surface relatively soft and compliant so that it will readily
conform to the harder surface irregularities, (2) by pro-
viding sufficient sealing load to plastically defcrm the
softer of the two sealing surfaces, or (3) by carefully

6.3.1 Introduction finishing both surfaces so that good n.ating can be
achieved without high sealing loads. The stress at the

Static seals are elements common to most fluid components. sealing interface required to achieve good mating depends
Their importance in fluid component design cannot be both on the physical properties and the surface finishes
overemphasized, as seal leakage constitutes a major cause of the mating materials. The materials utilized normally
of component malfunctions. Elimination of static seal define a minimum seating stress level required to achieve
leakage would result in a significant overall increase in satisfactory mating. Resilience is another important char-
fluid component reliability. The purpose of this sub-section acteristic of a static seal, since it is the resilience of the
is to discuss the various factors which must be considered seal which insures that adequate sealing stress is main-
in the design and/or selection of static seals, and to pre- tained, in spite of relative movement of the joint surfaces
sent design and application data for various specific static caused by changes in the operating environment.
seal types used in aerospace fluid component applications.

Understanding of how a static seal works has been limited,
A static seal may be defined as a device used to prevent and only recently have basic studies in sealing technology
leakage of a fluid through a mechanical joint in which been conducted (References 46-17, 46-27, 152-2, and 152-4).
there is no relative motion of the mating surfaces other
than that induced by changes in the operating environ- 6.3.1.3 DEFINITIONS. The following definitions will apply
ment. The seal gland is the adjacent structure which either to sealing terminology used throughout this sub-section.
wholly or partially confines a seal. Seal Load. The seal load is the total force applied normal

Although sealants and hermetic seals (welded and brazed to the seal interface expressed in pounds.

ISSUED: OCTOSER 1965 6.3.1 1



DEFINITIONS STATIC SEALS
SEALING INTERFACE

Unit Seal Load. The unit seal load is the load distributed
over a given seal length. This term is usually limited to
use in circular seal shapes and may be determined by 10-2

dividing the seal load by the nominal length of the seal ONE ATM PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
interface. The units are commonly expressed in pounds- I
per-inch of seal length. 10-3

Apparent Seal Stress. The apparent seal stress is deter- COASRS MINCHENDt
mained by dividing the seal load by the total area of the
seal interface. The units are designated in pounds-per-
square-inch. Most seal stress values are given as the appar- 10-4
ent seal stress, t), D

u ~BURNISHED•
Actual Seal Stress. Due to irregularities in the seal inter- u RI
face surfaces, the actual area of contact will be less than 10 -5

the total interface area. The actual seal stress is deter-
mined by dividing the seal load by the actual contact area
and is expressed in pounds-per-square-inch. Since the actual p
area of contact is difficult to determine, the actual seal -0-6

stress is normally limited to use in theoretical. analysis.

Seating Stress. Seating stress is the applied apparent seal
stress required to establish mating of the sealing surfaces, 10-7

rN MMACHINEj

Zero Leakage. Zero leakage must be defined in terms con- INE s4E

sistent with the sensitivity of the technique used for measur.
ing leakage. Where leakage is measured by a helium mass 4.
spectrometer, a definition of zero leakage which is gaining 0 1.0 2.0 3.0

acceptance for aerospace applications is 1 X 10-6 standard APPARENT SEAL STRESS/COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRESS

cubic centimeters (scc) per second (i.e., 0.08 scc/day or 2.8
sec/month).

Figure 6.3.2.1a. Typical Leakage Rate Curves for

Metal-to-Metal Sealing
(Adapted with permission from a paper by F. 0. Rathbun presented at
the §AE Aerospace Fluid Power Systems and Equipment Conference,May 1965)

6.3.2 Design and Selection Factors

The designer and user of static seals must be aware of the
various interrelated factors which influence seal perfor- seals were found to fall on the same leakage curve when
mance. Basic considerations such as material properties, finished in the same manner (e.g., fine machined or coarse

sealing interface conditions, and seal load; use considera- machined). In addition to the type of metal-to-metal seal-
tions such as reusability; and environmental factors such ing illustrated in Figure 6.3.2.1a, wherein effective sealing
as pres.ure, temperature, and fluid media are all interre- is obtained after compressive yielding has occurred, the
lated parameters which must properly be accounted for if following discussion of surface deformation also Lreats
satisfactory sealing is to be achieved. In this sub-topic static seals which utilize only elastic deformation. The
these various factors are discussed with the intent of pro- latter type of seal includes both those which incorporate
viding the fluid component designer a basis for pi oper static an elastomeric seal material and those which utilize super-
seal selection, finished metal surfaces. Seal hysteresis, which is a meas-

ure of the degree to which a sealing interface can be un-
6.3.2.1 SEALING INTERFACE. Two major factors which loaded after initial seating without affecting leakage, is

*influence the extent of mating at the seal interface are (1)
nunethe i etita topenraphy ofth matingath su trfaces, and (2) tdiscussed for sealing in both the plastic and elastic defor-the intital topogzraphy of the mating surfaces, and (2) the mto ags

interface deformation resulting from seal load. In general,
the better the finish of the mating surfaces, the lower the Suriace Topography. Surface topography determines the
stress required for achieving a seal. Figure 6.3.2.1a pre- degree of interface mating between a seal and gland prior
sents leak test data from Reference 23-56, illustrating the to loading. Material properties as well as processing tech-
effects of both surface finish and seal stress on helium niques determine surface characteristics. The surfaces of
leakage through metal-to-metal seals. Stress is plotted as parts molded from elastomers and plastics are determined
the ratio of the apparent seal stress t o the compressive to a large extent by the characteristics of the Traterial
yield stress of the seal material (the compressive yield during the molding and cooling processes. Surface irre-
stress was measured on the actual seal during load in the gularities in the mold cavity will of course be repeated
test rig). By normalizing the seal stress with respect to in the molded part. Machining operations used on metals
the material yield stress, several different metals used as and some plastic parts generate surface irregularities

6.3.2-1 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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I STATIC SEALS SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY

resulting from the tearing or cutting action of cutting tools the part, and (b) the Ii regularities within each groove,
or abrasive grains, coupled with gross irregularities which are formed by the rupturing of the material when
associated with inaccuracies in the machine tools used the chip Is torn from the part in machining. Roughness
(i.e., chatter, tool wear, deflection, etc.). height is measured as the arithmetical average (AA)

! value, also called the centerline average (CLA) expressed
Regardless of how the surface characteristics are evolved, v e alsonc he centerline average (C la ressedIn microinches. Since 1955, the AA system has largelythe profiles Mi all instances consist of a series of peaks replaced the previously used root mean square (RMS)
and valleys which deviate in a more or less irregular system. Table 6.3.2a compares AA and RMS measure-
fashion above and below a mean surface. Although a mytem for several mathematicasly deacribed surface
majority of, surfaces appear to have random topography metrser. me
and consist of many irregular protrusions, there are geometries.

characteristics that may be used to describe the .urface. Figure 6.3.2.1b depicts the relationship oý the symbols
These characteristics are generally broadly classified as commonly utilized to describe the limits of surface char-
either surface roughness or waviness. Roughness takes acteristics as described in ASA B-46.1 (Reference 68.71).
into account the finer irregularities caused by the cutting The lay noted in Figure 6.3.2.1b is the direction of the
tool ands the machine tool feed, while waviness is the wider predominant surface pattern produced by tool marks,
irregularity resulting from machine or work deflection, and is dependent on the production methods used. Lay is
vibration, heat treatment, etc. To distinguish between defined by the symbols, as specified in Table 6.3.2.1b. The
roughness and waviness, a roughness width cutoff must be direction of lay will have a significant effect on the leak.
established in order to specify the maximum width in age rate if the dominant direction is across the seal face.
inches of surface irregularity to be included in the meas- Table 6.3.2.1c shows the typical applications of surface
urement of roughness height. The roughness width cutoff roughness values which may be obtained by various manu-
must always be greater than the actual roughness width facturing methods. As a general rule, elastomer %eals will
of the predominant pattern of surface roughness. The require a surface finish on the gland interface equal to 32
roughness characteristic of machined parts will consist microinches, plastics 16 to 32 microinches, and metals 4
of two components; (a) the basic pattern which is formed tv 16 microinches, the latter depending primarily upon
by successive grooves, or scratch marks, in manufacturing lay (see Detailed Topic 6.2.3.11).

Table 6.3.2.1a. Average Height Value for Various Wave Forms

h h G G rms
WAVE FORM: h- 1 AA rms rms h •A A

UNIFORMLY
RANDOM 0.2 0.25 5.0 4.0 0.5 2.5 1.25

ROUND
CRESTED h 0.256 0.298 3.91 3.36 0.333 1.29 1.16
PARABOLIC

SHARP A A---A h
CRESTED 0.256 0.298 3.91 3.36 0.667 2.60 1.i6
PARABOLIC

SINUSOIDAL 0.318 0.353 3.14 2.83 0.5 1.57 1.11

A AA__AGSAW TOOTH h 0.25 0.289 4.0 3.',6 0.5 2.0 1.16

SQUARE o.5 0.5 2.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.0
r ...-- _-
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INTERFACE DEFORMATION STATIC SEALS
SEAL MATEINAL

LA 011110C0Ili Of Do0 t Sealing with Rluatomerle Materials. Elastomers deform to

IwIMpLAw (KScA1•\ ) mate with rigid surfaces by large elastic deformations.

The apparent seal stress required to achieve surface mat-
ing is extremely small. Often apparent streams ait low as
500 pat are adequate to effect a seal. Since the deforma-l
ion of the seal i. almost entirely elastic, the Initially.

N applied seating load must be maintained. Thus, an addi-
tional load margin must be applied to allow for strain

wMI o-relaxation during the life of the seal.
HIIGT •TI -" WIDTH -

Sealing with Soft Plastic Materials. Like elastomer., soft
WAVMS WIDTH plastic materials as readily deformed against hard metal

surfaces, thereby minimising the Importance of good sur-
face finishes for static sealing. The required loads applied

/AINstS) Wto the plastics are generally such that the plastic will
WAVIM .H-IGHT conform to the surface of the stronger material at the

"•' .... " O / /•vo• •tmicroscopic level. The deformation it vlastics Is of visco-
-LAY elastic nature; thus, without proper constraint, the phen-

a" c3 75tY- . uQNSS omenon of cold flow can exist, resulting in an unsatisfac-

tory design due to sealing stress relaxatlan. Prevention of
bulk flow of the plastic material requires adequate con-
tainment of the seal by the gland. In Ceneral, minimum
apparent seating stress levels of approximately 0.7 times

K. - b. I. tkation of Symfbols to Surface the yield strength of the plastic used will bd sufficient to
effect a seal.

,'E tt ;,-, "0o",. * r/con Society of Mftchankal Enginewrs, United
, .; East 47th Street. Now Y84 k 1I, New York) Metal-to-Metal Compression Sealing. (Reference 46-1).

Plastic deformation plays an important role in metal-to-
metal sealing. When two soft metal surfaces are brought

able number and magnitude of flaws present in a surface together and compressed under a normal load, five separate

must be considered. Flaws are such defects as cracks, blow regimes of material flow are experienced. (For hard metals

holes, checks, ridges, scratches, etc., which appear at one see Detailed Topic 0.2.3.11.)
place only, or at widely varyix.x intervals in a surface.The effects of flaws are not normally included in roughness Regime 1. Initial contact between two surfaces having

height measurement, and must be separately defined and some asperity distribution results in plastic deformation
limited. at some high asperities under low apparent seal stress.

Interface Deformation and Hystcresis. The fact that sur- There is little overall increase In actual contact area and

face deformation is a necessary factor for low cost static regime.
seal designs is illustrated in Figure 6.3.2.lc, which shows Regime II. As the load increases, the asperities of average
the A A surface finishes that can be achieved by various height cbme into contact and deforn plastically. A rapid
manufacturing processes as compared to the effective increase in actual contact area with nominal increases in

height of a leak passage required to reduce helium leakage normal stress is experienced. Leakage in this regime de-
to 10' sce/see. The nature and degree of deformation at creases with stress more rapidly than in Regime I. At the
the seal interface depends upon the seal and gland mate- end of Regime II, the apparent seal stress is near the
rials involved. In the case of soft polymeric seal materials, yield strength of the weaker material.
a relatively high degree of seal deformation will occur at
the interfaces in the elastic strain regime. In the case of Regime !II. Plastic flow of the asperities continues and
hard materials, the deformation is more complex, since it "pile-up" of material between asperities begins. Strain
involves a significant amount of plastic, as well as elastic hardening and bulk Hlow of the softer material begins
strain of surface asperities. The degree to which a seal in this regime.
can be unloaded after initial seating and still continue to
seal is dependent upon the relative rmount of plastic de- actual cna area by sheaigalong theactual contact area by shearing along the surface and
formation. The more plastic deformation obtained, the less by physically increasing the apparent area of contact.
sensitive the system to stress removal. The amount of bulk flow is dictated to a large degree by

Leakage flow past measured hard metal surfaces has been the actual seal stress and the strain hardenability of the
correlated with analytical equations and is reported in seal material.
Reference 35-12. (See also Detailed Topic 6.2.3.11u.) Regime V. The •iormal stress begins to cause bulk flow of

The following paragraphs discuss the influence )f the the harder material. This regime should be avoided if it is

material property in sealing.

IqSUF.D: MARCH 1967
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STATIC SEALS LAY IDENTIFICATION SYMOLS.

Table 6..2.lb. Lay dMenflea'on Symbols
(Extracted from 11urface Texture," ASA 846.1-1962 with the jwr
minlon of the publisher, The An rkIen society Of Mechanical Eng,.
weer, United Enilneerinl Center, 343 East 47th Street, No'w York.

New i'ork)

Lay Symbols

Lay Designation ExampleSymbol

.DICTION

OF TOOL
- Lay parallel MARKS

OFOO

Lay perpendicular L ..... J MARKS

DIRECTION

OF TOOL
Lay angular in both directions MARKS

M Lay multidirectional

LarQi~roximately circular U

R Lay approximately radial

ISSUED. OCTOBER 1965 6.3.2-4



ROUHNIESS DEfiNITION STATIC SEALS

STable a.3Z.. Geerml Applicaticn of lurfae Rousghre
(Fmom MDL4O• D-A)

RATING 8 MIHT PATIN" N

Very rough, low grade surface, re- relatively high speeds and fine feeds
suiting from sand casting, torch or are used in taking light cuts with
saw cutting, clhpping, or rough well-sharpened tools, and may be
forgings. Machine operations are not economically produced on lathes, mill.
required as appearance is not objec- Ing machines, shapers, grinders, etc,
tionable. This finish, rarely specified, The surface finish may also be oh-
is suitable for unmachined clearance tained on permanent mold castings,
areas on machinery, jigs, and other die castings, extrusions, and rolled
rough construction items. surfaces.

Very rough, low grade surfaces, A good machine finish, produced
where smoothness is of no object, re- under controlled production procedures
sulting from heavy cuts and coarse using relatively high speeds and fine
feeds in milling, turning, shaping, feeds in taking light cuts with well-

500 boring, and from very rough filing, sharpened cutters. This surface value
rough disc grinding, and snagging. 63 may be specified where close fits are
This surface is suitable for clearance required and may be used for all
areas on machinery, jigs, and fixtures. stressed parts, except for fast rotat,
This surface roughness may be ob- ing shafts, axles, and parts subject to
tained by natural processes of sand severe vibration or extreme tension,
casting or rough forging. This surface roughness is satisfactory

for bearing surfaces when the motion
Coarse production surfaces, for un- is slow and the loads are light or in-
important clearance and cleanup frequent. This surface roughness may
operations. resulting from very coarse also be obtained on extrusions, rolled
surface grind, rough file, disc grind, surfaces, dle castings, and permanent
and from rapid feeds in turning, mill- mold castings when rigidly controlled.

ing, shaping, drilling, boring, grind-
ing, etc., where definite tool marks are A high-grade machine finish, requir.

250 , nt objectionable. This roughness may ing close control when prod'ced by
also be pruduced on the natural sur- lathes, shapers, milling machines, etc.,
faces of forgings, permanent mold but relatively easy to produce by
castings, extrusions, and rolled sur- centerless, cylindrical, or surface
faces. Surfaces with this roughness grinders. This surface may be specified
value can be produced very economi- !n parts where stress concentration is
cally and are used to a great extent on V present. This finish is satisfactory for
parts where stress requiremer's, Up- bearing surfaces when motion is not
pcarance, conditions of operations, and continuous and loads are light. When
design permit., finer finishes than this are specified,

production costs rise rapidly; there-
This is the roughest surface recom- fore, such finishes must be analyzed
mended for parts subject to loads, carefully by the engineer or designer.
vibration, ani high stress. This sur- Also, processes such as extruding, roll-
face roughness is also permitted for ing, or die casting may produce a
bearing surfaces when the motion is comparable surface roughness when
slow and the loads are light or infre- such processes are rigidly controlled.
quest, but are not to be specified for

fast rotating shafts, axles, and parts A high quality surface, produced by
subject to severe vibration or extreme fine cylindrical grinding, emery buff-
tension. This surface is a medium, ing, coarse honing, or lapping. A sur-
commercial machine finish il which face of this value is specified where

6.3.2-5 ISSUEO: OCTOBER 1965



STATIC SEALS ROUGHNESS DEFINITION

intended that the Joint be ,pened and then resealed. The
original asperiý.iss on the gland do not suffer great defor-

Table 6.LI¢c. Gnerl Applicaton of Surface Roughhmss mation prior to and even during this regime, due to thu
(Continued) containment of the asperities by the seal material mated

w'ith them.

memoT GENERAL APtCTION OF Although dependent on surface finish, mating of metal-to-
RATING RWMNE HEIGHT? RATDNGS metal surfaces generally requires a seating stress of two

smcoothnesa is of primary Importance to three times the yield strength of the softer material.

for proper functioning of the part, Metal-to-Metal Sealing by Shear Deformation. The yield-
such as rapidly rotating shaft bear- ing necessary for the production of seal between two ma-
ing, heavily loaded bearings, and ex- terial surfaces is not caused by a high compressive stress
treme tension members. alone, but by a combination of stresses existing in the

material to be deformed. Stress can be applied in a manner
Very fine surfaces produced by that causes the soft material to strair in shear, thereby
special finishing operations such as requiring less load to achieve a plastic stress condition at
honing, t tping, or buffing. Surfaces the sealing interface. Knife edges, shear 0-rings, and
refined to this degree are specified other geometries which cause high stress concentration

across the direction of the surface factors can be used to accomplish this.

grair., maintaining or withstanding Superfinish MeWal-to-Metal Sealing. Recent experimental
pressures; the interior honed surfaces work (Reference 46-32) has shown that elastic scaling
of hydraulic cylinders are an example, with metals is possible by mating superfinished surfaces.
Finishes of this value may also be The two most signiflcant characteristics of this type of
required in precision gages and in- metal-to-metal static seal are the absence of plastic de-
strument work, on sensitive valv%; formation and the corresponding use of low apparent seal
surfaces or on rapidly rotating shafts, stresses. In addition to the high cost of producing super-
and on bearings where lubrication is finished surfaces and the danger of surface damage during
not dependable. handling and assembly, the greatest problem associated

with the use of such seals is the difficulty of inspecting
Refined surfaces produced by special the surface. Recent studies (Referonces 35-12, 46-32, and
finishing operations such as honing, 152-4) have added to the technology of topography identi-
lapping,fication however, and development work is continuing on
roughness value should be specified fcainhwvrandelom twrkscniungnronlyghenes te requiremes odespeigd superfinished inetal-to-metal static seals.only when the requirements of design

makes it mandatory as the cost of Hysteresis. Seal hysteresis is related to the relative effects
/ manufacturing is extremely high. Sur. of permanent interface deformation compared with elastic
faces refined to this degree are re- deformation. A seal that undergoes significant pAastic
quired in instrument work, gage work, deformation will exhibit relatively high hysteresis, i.e.,
aind where packings and rings muht after achieving the initial seating stress required to reduce
slide across the direction of surface leakage to an acceptable level, the seal load can be zignifi-
grain, such as on chrome plated pis- cantly relaxed without influencing leakage. The curves in

ton rods, etc. where lubrication is not Figure 6.3.2.1d illustrate differences in hysteresis between
dependable, sealing elastically (A) and plastically (B).

Very refined surfaces produced only
by the finest of modern honing, lap-
ping, buffing, and superfinishing equip-
ment. These surfaces may have a satin 6.3.2.2 MATERIALS. Any solid material can potentially be
or highly polished appearance, depend- used as a seal; however, the ideal seal material should

ing on the finishing operation and have the following properties:

material. Finishes of this type are a) Capability of storing elastic energy to allow the seal
only specified when design require- to maintain interface loads under conditions of gland
oentyspmaeiitd maendetrsignc theqie deformation (resiliency or low elastic modulus)
cost of manufacturing is extremely b) Capability of containing high differential pressures

high. Surfaces refined to this degree without deformation (high yield strength)

are specified on fine ot very sensitive c) Capability of deforming and conforming to minute sur-
instrument parts or other laboratory face asperities (soft)
items, and certain gage surfaces, such d) Resistance to damage during handling or operation

as precision gage blocks, such as cuts, nicks, and scratches (hard)
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SURFACE FINISH STATIC SEALSNNMETALLIC M.AT.ERIALS

~ ,j- .7 TPICAL APPLCATIONS

I/too

I10'l EFFECTIVE HEIGHT OF SEALING PASSAGE REQUIRED
- - ~~~FOR HELIUM LEAKAGE OF I 0I-6 5CC,/SEC ________________

INSTRUMENTS

I0.0001 CRITICAL BEARINGS

O.D2CRITICAL SEALS,HIGH SPEED BEARINGS
O~2 AND HIGH VELOCITY FLUID *LVW'

S 00006 EDIUM, ISARINGS. PRESSURE SSALS
SOOTH TO" MOUCH

0.002 BEARINGS

__2___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

0.005 GASKET SEALS

0.1yA NON-CRITICAL SEALS AN4D BEARINGSI0.012 CLEARANCES
-. i 

1  I - . ~ . . - 0.00 ECTERA SURFACES AN,) ROUGH ING'

Figure 6.3.2.1c. Typicali Surface Finishes Produced by Various Manufacturing Techniques
(References, 46-32, V-356)

LOW HYSTERISIS -HIGH HYSTFP' S -
ELASTIC UEFORNLAT!ON PLASTIC. DEFORMATION e) Resistance to creep or stress relaxation a!! a result of

A B applied -load or elevated temperatures (stable and
inert)

f) Simplicity of fabrication (low cost)
g) Capacity for unlimited reuse
h) Chemical compatibility with the sealed media
i) Resistance to fluid flow through the seal body (low

porosity or low permeability).
,Obviously no single material will meet all the above re-A

quirements. Selection must therefore be based on the best
Combination of properties for any given application. Com-
bination of various materials is often utilized to obtain
desirable properties not found in any one macerial, for

AMOUNT OF SEAL example, the reinforcing of Teflon to reduce cold flow, and
UNLOADING WITHOUT

SIGNIFICANT INCREASE plating of metals to combine strength with a soft interface.
IN LEAKAGE

STOES STESSNonmetallic Materials. When temperature, strength, and
S7~ES STESScompatibility considerations permit, nonmetallic materials,

pnrmicularly elastomers, are preferred to metals. Elasto-Figure 6.1.2.1d. Stress-Leakage Curves Showing Seal meric materials offer good resiliency, excellent conforming
Hysterecis

(Adapwted with permisvon froml a paper by F. 0. Rathbunr presentedl at properties (which minimize the need for a smooth gland
the SAE Aerospace Flu id Powo, systems and Ecuipflent Con fereiice, finish), are reusable, and are low in cost.
May 1955)

6.3.2 -7 I
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STATIC SEALS ' METALUC MATERIALS

Nonmetallic materials used for seals include both plastics amount of swell experienced in typical usage where the
and elastomers. The most commonly used plastics are seal is contained ard only partifly exposed to the fluid
Kel-F, nylon, Mylar, and Teflon. Elastomers include will usually be much lower. The swell of seal'tmaterials,
Bunu-N, butyl, polysulfide, silicone, and fluorocarbon rub- however, should not be considered, detrimental to static
bers. Reinforcing materials used for adding to the strength seal operation unless deformation of the housing is in-
of elastomers include nylon, rayon, glass fiber, and asbes- duced or extrusion of seal miaterial from the gland occurs.
tos. Properties of elastomers and plastic materials are given Through appropriate design, the increase in seal loads
respectively in Tables 12.3.1 and 12.3.2. resulting from swell can be used to advantage.

Temperature-limiting factors which must be considered in Different polymer compounds exhibit various amounts of
the application of nonmetallic seal materials are loss of shrinkage during the post-mold cooling operation. The
ductility at extreme low temperatures (see Table 13.5.2.1) differences in mold shrinkage rate on commercially avail-
and loss of strengta or decomposition at high tempera- able seals are compensated for by a corresponding increase
tures (see Table 13.5.2e). In general, elastomers are lim- in niold size. Selection of a non-standard polymer as an
ited to a maximum steady-state service temperature of Oring material may require a special mold to achieve a
300 to 4501F, although for short duration an exposure to desired standard 0-ring size, depending on shrinkage con-
considerably higher temperatures can be tolerated. siderations. Silicons and Vitons will result in parts which

are from three to* five percent smaller than the conven-
Nonmetallicb are more susceptible than metals to perman- tional synthetic rubbers made from the same mold.
ent set, creep, and stress relaxation, all being properties
of seal materials which will affect the capability of the Metallic Materials. Metal seal materials are normally used
seal to maintain contact with the housing. Certain plastics, for high-pressure, high-tempeirature, and/or corrosive fluid
including Teflon, are particularly subject to creep and cold applications. The most commonly used mniterials for metal-
flow under load. Seal glands must be designed to confine lic seals are steels, copper alloys, aluminum allys, Monel,
the seal to minimize this permanent deformation. Perman- Inconel, gold, silver, and nickel.
ent set becomes a problem when a seal is subjected to
temperature cycling. Where permanent deformation has Selection of metallic seal, materials must include consid-
octurred at elevated temperatures, thermal contraction eration of the thermal environment, since the levels of
caused by cooling to a lower temperature may result in creep strength, fatigue strength, and notch sensitivity ofseparation of the seal interfaces. metalhic materials may bre adversely -Irected by extremes

Space environments such as vacuum and radiation can of temperature. Typical creep strength properties of me-

have detrimental effects on nonmetallic materials, as dis- tallic materials at elevated temperatures are given in
Table 13.5.2.2a.

cussed ir Sub-Section 13.6. The relative decomposition of
elastomers by evaporation of the volatile components, par- Differences in thermal expansion, if not compensated for,
ticularly plasticizers, in a vacuum atmosphere, is shownin Tble13..2.; th raiaton oleancelevls or on- car, result in seal failure th-ough structurally damaging
in Table 13.6.2.2; the radiation tolerance levels for non- loads or loads relaxation. Coefficients of thermal expan-
metallics are shown in Table 13.6.3.7b. sion are given in Table 13.5.2.3a.

The permeation rate of contained media through non-metallic materials is an important consideration for low The material of the seal must be chemically compatible
metalicmatrias i animprtat cnsieraionforlow with the contained media and with the surrounding en-

leakage sealing applications, since the permeability of the wironmentaial mbiatins wich would e
material may be considered a built-in leak. Permeation cionment. Material combinations which would promote

rates for typical gases through nonmetallic materials are corrosion must be avoided, particularly those combinations
e12.6b. Caution must be exercised when of materials which would promote galvanic action, oxida-

using these data, because permeation rates will change tion, or stress corrosion. The relative galvanic series of

widely with variations of differential pressure across the various materials is shown in Table 13.7.3.1b.
seal material aiid with changes in temperature. In metallic seals, plastic flow of one of the materials at the

Chemical compatibility must be given careful consideratior seal interface is usually required to obtain an effective
when selecting nonmetallics for propellant seals. Fluo: seal. Softer materials with a desirable high plastic strain
carbon plastics such as Teflon and Kel-F exhibit the beic range will usually have a low ultimate strength level. To
chemical inertness, but are often inadequate when sub- balance the requirements of high strength in the seal body
jected to propellants. General materials compatibility data and good plastic flow under low stress at the interface,
are presented in Sub-Section 12.5, but it is recomiaended high strength materials are often plated with a thin coat-
that rraximum use be made of the material referenced ing of a softer material. Plating materials and their
in the bibliography in order to determine comprtibility recommended applications are given in Table 6.3.2.2.
limitations. Liquid metals such as mercury and gallium have also

been applied as seal coatings. The liquid metals readily
The incompatibility of polymers with fluids is commonly fill voids between mating surfaces yet are viscous enough
measured in terms of percent volume swell of an uncon- to resist flow under high pressure differentials (Refer-
fined sample exposed to a particular liquid. The actual ence 131-23).
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PLATINGS AND COATINGS STATIC SEALS

Table 6.3.2.2. Standard PlMatings and Coatings for
Metallic Seals

eAdapted 0ra0m "Metal V.,el," Cat. 8800, 1964, Parker Seal Company,
.. CuVer City, California)

Plating or Temperature General Recommendations
Coating Range (OF)

Silver - 325 to + 1650 Excellent general purpoe, plating for high temperature
resistance, but generally less suitable for cryogenic
temperatures than gold or Teflon. Excel;ent chemical
and radiation resistance.

Gold - 423 to + 1850 Similar to silver but somewhat, better resistance to
certain corrosive fluids. Improved high and low tem-
perature resistance but higher in cost than silver.

Teflon - 423 tu + 500 Excellent coating for applications up to + 5000F.
(rFE) Excellent chemical resistance. Particularly suitable

for cryogenic applications. I

Teflon - 423 to + 400 Similar to Teflon (TFE) but sor'ewhat softer and more
FEP) dense. High temperature resistance lower than Teflon

(TFE).

KeI-F - 423 to + 300 Similar to Teflon, but more resilient and plastic at
low temperatures' and generally higher in cost than
Teflon.

Platinum - 423 ro + 3100 Highest temperature-resistant plaing. Normally
limited to use with ultra high temperature base
metals such as TZM. *1

Nickel - 325 to + 2500 High temper'iture-resistant plating but slight sacri-
(soft) fice in softness and ductility compared to other

platings.

Lead - 65 to + 450 Very soft plating but limited temperature resistance.
Excellent radiation resistance.

Indium - 320 to + 300 Very soft plating but limited temperature resistance.
Suitable for cryogenic applicoti'ns.

Aluminum - 423 to + 900 Compatible with most oxidizers and fuels, but ex-
tremely costly as a plating material. Particularly
suitable for liquid and gaseous fluorine.

Tin (pure) - 32 to + 350 Very ductile, but limited temperature resistance.
Usage limited to a few corrosive chemicals.

Copper - 423 to 4 '190 Suitable for vacuum applications; resistant to
fluorine and certain other corrosive chemicals.
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STATIC SEALS SEALED MEDIA
43LANI ESO N

8.8.2.3 SEALED MEDIA, The primary effect of the scaled .8,2.3,,4 .GLAND DESIGN. The gland, which is that portion
media on. thoastal performance Is. compat!bility withth-e" of, the. howsing ,strcture suto ndingý the scal, serves to 4
sisal .and'gland natrlas. CompItibiliWyd ~ta j.ss•i ma. position and/or -ontain the soal, in 0dtdiow to.providing-
Sterias with various.fluido kre given in Su ection i2'5. the seal .mating surfaces. It is through .the g1and that

•. priload is applied:to the seal. (Th- subject of preload is s.
The propertis of the media beIW.gseald affect the leakage treate6 in de*ail under Detailed: T60p1 6.I2.$.2.) The'. fol-
rate, The maximum sie. 4f the leak path which can be lowing parographl discuss:, basai gland design types and
tolerated will be determined by variobus properti*s of the the gland. design and manufacturing considerations re.
contained media, such as viscosity, density, surface ten- lated to seal contact area and machipifg toletanceru.
sion, And phse state (i.e., gasous, liquid, or mixed). The
flow of liquid through a very small. pasiage is related to Gland Design Classification. Gland designs fall into three

the ability of. the'liquid to wet the 'ýurfaces, and the categories: unconfined, semi-confined, and fully conflied,

higher the liquid surface tension the lower its wetting Typicai examples are shown in Figure 6.3.2.4.

tendancies. Therefere, due to the phenomenon .of surface
* tension, a lesl. path for gasco may be impervious to liquid
leakage. This significant difference between g,. and liquid
sealing must be appreciated when testing with substitute A FAC

fluids. A helium leakage check following a hydrostatic
proof test. may be very misleadingb:y virtue of. residual.. UNCONFINED

water actually sealing against gas leakage. Eventual
evaporation will destroy this "liquid seal." On the other

--hand, requiring that a component intended for liquid
service be leak tested with either gaseous. nitrogen or
helium may result in unnecessary added cost because of RAISED AND RECESSED FLAT FACE, RECESSED AND FLAT

overdesi'n. FACE, OD CONFINED ID CONFINED FACE, OD CONFINED
. ' SEMICONFINED

The difficult problem of measuring liquid leakage, however,
particularly with highly volatile and toxic liquids such As
commonly used in aerospace applications, has resulted in
the rather widely accepted practice of specifying leakage A ' Iallowance for liquid components in terms of either nitro-

GROOVE AND TONGUE-AND- RING-GASKET
gen or helium gas. FLA! FACE GROOVE JOINT

If surface tension effects are ignored, and in those cases FULLY CONFINED

where leakage flow of both the gaseous and liquid media
are laminar (Equations 3.11.3a and b) the flow relation- Figure 6.3.2.4. Gland Design Classification
ship may be expressed as

2p, Pý Tr (Eq. 6.3.2.3a)
Qj. Q., T Unconfiv.ed. In an unconfined gland design, contact betweenQ= Q- (P, + P.,) T, the seal and the gland occurs only at the sealing interface;

the seal is free to deform normal to the seal load. Non-

where circular flat gaskets are usually limited to this design.
Q, = volumetric flow rate of liquid, cc/sec The gland faces may be flat, allowing gasket width and
Q, = volumetric flow rate of gas, std cc/sec (sccs) deformation of the gaskets to determine the contact area,

or they may have a raised face to limit the contact area.
absolute viscosity of gas, lb, see/in" The amount of compression of the seal is not limited by

ul = absolute viscosity of liquid, lbr see/in' the gland design. Most seals utilizing an unconfined gland
P. = standard atmospheric pressure, psia design are series loaded, i.e., all the load transmitted be-

tween the gland faces is '-rried by the seal. The uncon-

P,, P. = upstream and downstream gas pressures fined gland does not, in - elf, directly provide a means
respectively, lbr./in- of positioning the seal; h ,-;ever, the seal may be located

Tj absolute temperature of gas, OR by sizing the seal outside diameter to coincide with either
T standard absolute temperature, 0R the inside perimeter of tb. bolt pattern or the outside

L s adiameter of the gland.
Various studies are currently being made of gas/liquid
leakage correlation in the molecular and transition flow Semi-confined. In a semi-confined gland design, freedom of

regimes, but at present no reliable correlations have been the seal to deform normal to the applied load is restricted

established. In addition to the material presented in Sub- in one direction. Seal deformation or pressure ('"erential

Section 3.11, further information on gas/liquid leakage may result in an interface load on the restraining surface,
correlation may be obtained from References 12-10, 36-30, but normally it is only used for positioning the seal rather

46-7, 46-33, 131-28, and 5665-1. than to aid in sealing. This type of gland design is the
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SM•CH!.fE TOOL ACCURACY STATIC SEALS
LEANMO-ALLOWANCE

most common for static seals and is used for nearly all selecting a seal or designing the gland with a small con-
circular gasket applications. The restricting surface may tact area, i.e., narrow Interface, high stresses may be
either be on the inside or the outside diameter of the seal. attained even though the total applied load is relatively
The amount of compression of the seal may be limited by small. Care must be exercised when using narrow seal
designing metal-to-metal seating of the gland flanges. gland Interfaces to prevent damage during handling or
Normally, in the semi-confined gland the depth of the installation. This design is quite susceptible to failure
recessed face is equit! to or loss than the height of the resulting from scratches or'flaws across the sealing face.
raised face, in oeder to prevent the flanges coming to- Extreme cleanliness at Installation and careful handling
gether metal-to-metal when the gasket is compressed. are mandatory for this type seal. The gland design will,
Metal seating of the gland flanges will result in parallel to a large extent, determine the effective load applied to
seal loading, i.e., a division of the preload between the the seal. Data on the effective seal width of gaskets as
gland and the seal. The relationship between series and affected by gland design are presented in Detailed Topic
parallel loading and preload is described in Detailed Topic 6.3.3.2.

5.12.3.2.
:•: .12..2.Tolerances. The installed relationship of the seal interfaces

Fully Confined. A fully confined gland design provides is influenced by tolerance buildup accumulated in the
contact on all sides of the seal. The fully confined groove, machine tool production of seals and seal components.
and flat face gland configuration proviles a fixed seal Table 6.3.2.4 outlines some of the standards of accuracy
compresimion and is normally limited in use to O-rings. which can be obtained from various regular machine tools
Fluid pressure energizes the seal in either direction. The in use. Acceptable limits on misalignment of seal inter-
tongue and groove configuration is a fully confined gland faces, and critical tolerances on positioning, flatness, etc.,
used to prevent blowout in application% where extreme that can be allowed, will vary with seal types and also
high pressure is being sealed. Flat gaskets are commonly with seal installation. As shown in Table 6.3,3.1, these
used in tongue and groove gland des.gns. The tongue limitations can vary from 0.0001 to 0.010 inch.
depth deteirmines whether parallel loading limits the
amount of seal compression or whether series loading is

applied. The ring joint is a fully confined gland design tion in a seal design is the determination of the acceptable
used for solid metal shape gaskets or for hollow metal amount of leakage which can be tolerated at any seal inter-

0-rings. This is one of the most expensive gland designs, face, Each design must be examined with respect to the

because of the very close conccntricity control required total system and mission requirements in order to arrive
between the gland flanges. at an .acceptable leakage rate that can be permitted foreach of the seal joints. Since reduction of the leakage rate

Seal Con tact Ar'ca. The apparent seating stress is a fune- requires a reduction in the size of the leak path (which in
tion of the sealing area and the applied seal load. By turn necessitates higher seal loads, smoother surface

Table 6.3.2.4. Standards of Accuracy for Machine Tools

Average Spindle Runout
Machine Flatness per 12 Inches Roughness Total Indicator

(microinches) Reading

Milling Machine

Regular 0 to 0.001 32 0 to 0.0005

Special 0 to 0.0005 8 0 to 0.0001

Surface Grinder

Regular 0 to 0.0001 -

Special 0 to 0.000025 16

Lapping machine 0 to 0.000011 2
(one light band)

Lathe 0 to 0.002 32 to 125 0 to 0.0001
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

finishes, or softer seal materials) attempts at achieving an 6.3.2.6 REUSABILITY. The deor to which seal compon-
overly restrictive leakage rate could result in an execs- ents may be reused after disassembly is an economic
sively complicated design. Because of the need for close consideration, particularly for separable connector appli-
manufacturing control on items such as surfaces finishes, cations. In general, when plastic deformation of one or
critical tolerances, flatness, etc., such designs may also be- both of the components is required to effect a seal, the
come very expensive. In the case of metallic gaskets, the components will not be reusable; If the deformation Is
higher seal loads required could result In a weight penalty in the elastic range, the components will probably be
due to the associated requirement for more rigid glands. reusable. in those areas where plastic deformation Is

required, consideration should be given in material selec-
An extremely low leakage rate may be below the permea- tion to limiting the plastic deformation to one component
tion rate of many nonmetallic materials, thus eliminating only. The component that is most easily replaced (norm-
their consideration as a seal material. Determination of ally the seal element) should be designed or selected on
an acceptable leakage rate will depend on the conditions the basis of plastic deformation occurring In the compon-
under which the seal will function. Factors which deter- ent, with little, if any, occurring in the mating gland
mine acceptable leake',e rates include fluid loss allow- interface. The relative relationship of plastic deformation
ances, system performance, corrosion considerations, and of two interfaces will govern the number of times that
hazards associated with contaminating the environment, the seal can be replaced without a major rework of the

component.
Zero Leakage. In establishing a leakage rate specification,
a common tendency is to state that the leakage shall be Nonmetallic seals, particularly elastomers, are generally
zero; however, it should be recognized that an absolute reusable; however, because of their low cost this type
seal i- impossible to obtain. Gaseous leakage inspection of seal is often replaced when an installation is disassem-
of a part by immersion may show a zero bubble count bled in order to improve the reliability of the seal joint.
over an extended period of time, while inspection of the
same part by a mass spectrometer method may show a Soft metal plating is often used on metallic seals in
relatively high leakage rate. Leakage by diffusion through order to reduce the contact stress required for sealing.
the solid walls of the component or by permeation through Because of this plating, many of these seals may be reused
the seal material is generally well below zero leakage as if the base structure is not plastically deformed.
determined by a bubble test, although it may still bereadily detectable by mass spectrometer measurements. 6.3.2.7 TEMPERATURE. In addition to the points dis-

Zero leakage as defined in Detailed Topic 6.3.1.3. is. I X 10-" cussed in Detailed Topic 13.5.2.3, it should be noted that

atm cc/sec of He. The sensitivity range of various leakage the selection of seal materials with appropriate coefficients
measurement techniques is given in Table 5.17.7.1. of thermal expansion can increase the seal load under

temperature extremes as well as decrease it. In some
"Zero leakage" has received various definitions for specific cryogenic applications, use of a material such as Invar
applications or programs in recent years. Bubble-tight has been utilized in overcoming the thermal expansion
leakage has frequently been specified for the high-pressure differential normally associated with the elastomer and
components of launch-vehicle rocket engines (which oper- the metallic components. Thermal expansion data for
ate at pressure for only a few minutes), whereas space- typical seal and gland material are shown in Table 6.3.2.7.
craft systems requirements dictate leakage rates measur-
able only by mass-spectrometer techniques. Reference In the design of a seal joint, care must be taken to ensure
36-14 indicates that the current NASA approach is to that the required seal load is maintained throughout the
specify a maximum leakage of 1 X 10-' sec/sec of gaseous operating environment of the seal. Two temperature con-
helium for spacecraft applications and 1 X 10-4 sac/sec for ditions which could affect the stability of the seal load are

E7 launch-vehicle applications.
Table 6.3.2.7. Linear Thermal Expansion of Typical Seal

Leakage Flow. Total leakage will be a combination of two and Gland Materials
factors: (1) permeation or diffusion through the gland
and/or seal, and (2) flow at the seal interface. (For defini-
tion and coverage of these factors see Sub-Topic 3.11.5). Material Con.,.acti po sio0° Co-(f;,k-ko

Analytical methods for determining the flow rate at the i_._(in._ft_ (/ft) in.....oF)

interface surface have been restricted to flow paths which Teflon 0.093 0.14S 5.5 x 10-5

are relatively simple in shape and easy to define, as dis- litrile, neerl pOrpose 0.218 0.468 13.0 , I0"

cussed in Sub-Section 3.11. In actual practice, flow paths Chloropren. 0.190 0.407 11.3 10-5

are seldom simple or of a uniform cross section. Although v9to0A 0.1.0 0.2• .0.• 10-

interface flow is predominantly laminar, in very small KeI-F 0.064 0.137 3.5. 10-

passages flow is complicated by transition from laminar s6,o 20.. 0.252 0.540 15.0
High-temperature oluminum, 2017 0.022 0.047 13.0 X 106

to molecular, and quite often two-phase flow will exist. To Stainle. steel, type 302 0.016 0.035 9.6 . 10-6
determine or predict an absolute value of leakage rate for Steel, mild 0.011 0.024 6.7 k 10-6

most applications, measurement of &ctual performance by Inva, 0.001 0.002 6.0 x 10-7

testing will be required. (See also Detailed Topic 6.2.3.11
and Reference 35-14.)
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STATIC SEALS
SEAL RESIUENCY

the steady state effeets at temperature extremes and the The resiliency of the meal is a measure of its capability
transition effeeta during temperaturt change. One of the to accommodate flange deflection without reducing seal
chief problems associated with the thermal gradients is loads to a level where the allowable leakage rate is
the possibility of a nmcmentary shifting of the sealing exceeded. Resiliency may be expressed as the ratio of
surface, which may destroy the surface mating achieved energy given up on recovery from deformation to the
in ori:inal assembly. This v. 3..ld result in r shift oi the energy required to produce the deformation.
plastically-deformed interface and a corresponuing change In nonmetallic designs, particulhrly those utilizing elas-
in the leakage path. tomer., the seal load due to deflaetion of the seal during

6.3.L8 PRESSURE. Design of the structure surrounding installation in the housing results in a significant portion
the seal element must take into consideration the effects of the stress necessary for sealing. The natural resilience
of continued operation at pressure extremes as well as the of nonmetallic materials, the effective pressure actuation,
po~sibility of pressure surge effects. The surrounding and the initial deflection (for O-rings this Is usually 10
structure must be sufficiently rigid to ensure that any to 20 percent of the cross-section width) act to reduce the
deformation of one of the seal interface. will not allow problem of increased leakage due to flange or housing
the seal load to drop below that value required for the deformation.
application. In metallic designs, there is little or no resilience in the
The differential pressure across the seal is a factor in material itself. A measure of resilience may be provided
establishing the maximum allowable leak path and its by designing thu sell so a flexible member is deformed
related apparent seating stress. The higher the differential elastically in a cantiliver type of deflection by onhe housingpressure, the higher the leakage rate will be through a during installation.
given size leakpath. In parallel loaded seal joints, a measure of resiliency can

be designed into the gland by preloading the gland to a
Unloading of an O-ring seal will occasionally "cur when load level beyond that required at the sealing interface.
pressure surges cause the O-ring to roll in the groove. Relaxation of this preload from the imposed factors must
When the pressure decreases, the resilience of the O-ring occur before the seal loads will begin to diminish (see
causes it to return to the original position. Use of a nar- Detailed Topic 6.12.3.2).
rower groove may be necessary if this condition occurs.

6.3...10 COST. In many aerospace applications cost is notThe magnitude of pressure differential across the seal will normally a dominant factor in selection of components,
ha';e a significant effect on the seal load required at the becswise of the limited quantities involved and the premiuma
swal inteiface in mechanically preloaded seals. As a placed on performance. Since iT, the application of sealsgeneral rule, the seating stress is made at least as high commercially available designs are often easily adapted,
as the maximum fluid pressure. Another method of deter- the use of special design seals should be avoided wherever I
mining the minimum seating stress required at the inter- possible. Cost factors for commercial seals will vary by
face is to multiply the pressure differential by a gasket, m. several orders of magnitude, as shown in Table 6.3.2.10.
This factor, discussed in Detailed Topic 6.3.3.2, is an
empirically determined number which is dependent on the
seal configuration and seal materials. Table 6.3.2.10. Cost Magnitude Factor for Commercial Seals
The pressure-energized seals utilize increases in the mag-
nitude of pressure differential to increase the seal load.
In 0-ring design, the elastomer acts as a highly viscous Seal Type Factor*
liquid with high surfact tension, and transmits the in-
creased pressure load to the sealing surface. In flexible
metallic seals, the interface contact area is designed much Plastic 0-ring 2 - 3
smaller than the area of the flexible member exposed to Metal 0-ring 5 - 10
the contained fluid. Increase ii, fluid pressure results in :vietol gasket 2 - 20
correspondingly higher loads at the contact *nterface.

Elastomer gasket i - 3
The rate of pressure change must be considered when Metal shapes 10- 125
using elastomers in a high temperature pneumatic system.
The gases absorbed by the seal material will expand ard Plastic shapes 5 - 25
the forces generated can rupture the material if the Special design 50- 1000
decompression rates are high. Typical failure data is
described in Reference 106-3. *Based on cost of elastomer 0-ring = 1

6.3.2.9 RESILIENCY. Factors such as axial loads, bend-
ing, and thermal gradients which contribute to deflections
tending to separate static seal interfaces are discussed
under "Threaded Connectors" in Sub-Section 6.12.

6.3.2 13 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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STAI IC SEALS GASKET TECHNOLOGY ]

6.3.3 Desip Data Typical values for effective eating width, b, are shownIn Table &8.3.112 for various gland and seal Interface

This sub-topic preents design data on specific types of condltionr a fn
static seals. Much of the data presented is empirical,
owing- to the general lack of proven at.alytical techniques Values for Y and m for various gasket materials and con-
available for relating parameters such as surface condi- figurations are presented in Tables 6.8.3.2b, c, and d.
tions, material properties, and applied stresses to sial
leakagle. Much work remains to be done in the development F. should be used as the design seal load value if it o-

of stUtic seal parametric data and analysis techniques. coeds F.
Available data is presented in this sub-topic on gaskets, Nonnetallic Gaskets. Typical seating stress required for
0-rings, spring loaded seals, radial metallic seals, boss nonmetallic gaskets is shown in Table 6.3 3.2b. Using seat-
seals, shear seals, seals for cryogenlc applications, and Inf; stress values and the compression curves of Figure
seals for vacuum service. 6.3.3.2a, the installed thickness of the gasket can be de-

termined for va*ious seal loads applied, In an unconfined
6.3.3.1 STATIC SEAL COMPARISON CHART. Table flange design, to provide the highest interface stress for a
6.3.3.1 presents comparative data on a variety of static given applied load, the gasket material shou'd be as thin
seals used in fluid system applications, compiled from as possible. Additional load is required in thick gaskets due
Reference 34-13 and from the various manufacturers' to the load lost in bulk deformation and cold flow. On the
literature, other hand, !f a high degree of resiliency is required of the
6.3.3.2 GASKETS. Gaskets form the bulk of the methan- gasket, this characteriLtic is achieved through the use of
6.3. Gpreloaded Gasketas f solk she usually thicker gaskets. Duc to the high defor.nation available in
cally peod seals. A gasket is asolid shape, usually elastomer materials, simple gasket shapes can be adapted
flat arnd of rectangular cross section, which is clamped toier designs, eiminat the ne e mded
between two members of the gland to provide the seal.
As a rough guide to dejermine whether a gasket should shapes. Typical examples are shown in Figure 6.3.3.2b.

be metallic or nonmetallic, multiply the operating pressure
differential in psi by the operating temperature in degrees
F. If the result exceEds 250,000 only metallic gaskets shouldbe used (Reference 49-35). Use of nonmetallic gaskets may o
be further limited by extreme temperatures. )-rings, be-

cause of their wide usage, are considered as a special kind --

of gasket and are covered in Detailed Topic 6.3.3.3. CORK COMN INDER

In determining the minimum gasket apparent seating stress CORK COMPOSITION, I
required, a series of empirir~al relationships have been de- 70CI'- JU -- " T-- IC-"DE

veloped by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers- CORK AND RUBBER, M. G-6183
(Reference 68-70). These relationships have generally . 60
proved satisfactory, however where allowable leakage 1| I
rates are low, higher stress levels may be required. The so
minimum gasket u-nit seal load, F., required to seat the Rgasket is expressed as: o-

gaske iexrseas40 ABSTOS I 1RUEBER'IMPREGNATED CLOTH
A. 100 ASBESTOS FIBER, R•.UBBERtFa = bY (Eq 6.3.3.2a) 30 BEATER-SATURATE

where 20

F. = unit seal load, lb,/in. of gasket length UER
b = effective gasket seat width, in. ED TLFLON

Y = minimum design seating stress, lb,/in2

At operating conditions, the effect of the contained pres- t.PPARENT STRESS, PSI

sures is considered with the use of a gasket factor, m, as
follows:

bm Ap (Eq 6.3.3.2b) i"igure 6.3.3.2a. Compression for Varying Seal Stress for
F1, Common Nonmetallic Gasket Materials

(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Book," June
where 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyr;ght 1964, The Penton Publishing Company,

Cleveland, Ohio)
F,, = unit seal load based on operating pressure,

lbr/in. gasket length
b = effective gasket seat width, in.

mi gasket factor
Ap pressure differential across seal, lbf/ink

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.3.3 .I
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STATIC SEALS -ASKET DESIGN
S~MATERIALS

Table L&32.& Minimum bktig Stnu for Nonmetillic 0*M TERfL
(AderPlI from thle lol)tlna: "SW•ect anf And y Gaskets Effectively," b7 J, J. Whalen In Chemical e nilneer.in. vg•., g, fiLno. 2, 1 octo 1962, •yrivVý1 lJfWbyAMC~raw-',ll MN,and*~t'RU~IN orthe Constru0tion

, U rt? 69 enU�d io20lfn, ASM1 Boller and Pressute Vessel Code, Section ViII AmericenSociety of tneineers, 34 •ast 47th Streef, New YOlk 17, New York; also from Referente 36.1-)

Minimum Rol, table 6.3.2a
Gasket Mterial Thickness Gasket Design MSnimumn Re

(ij Factor Seating Str-(pi Skefth Use(in.) (m) Sthm (psi) Sts (psi) Facing Column

(y)* (Y)** Sketch

Rubber without fabric at a high
percentage of asbestos fiber:

below ?S Sham Durometet 1/32 and up 0.50 0 175

75 or higher Sharm Durometer 1/32 and up 1.00 200 200

SBR 
CR

binder Binder
Asbestos with a suitable binder 1/0 2.00 1600 1200 1500 4, 5
for he operatinl condltions 1/16 2.75 3700 1600 2000

1/32 3.50 6500 2000 2500
1/64 3000 3750

RFubber with cotton fabric 1/32 1.25 400 400insertion

Rubber wit), asbestos fabric 4 ply low
Insertion, with or without n.im
reinforcement 3 ply 2.25 2200 2100

2 ply 2.50 2900 2500

I ply

Fluorocarbon Polymer (TFE)

Virgin 1/64 14000
1,12 6500
1/16 3700
1/8 1600

Gloss-filled 1/64 14000
1/32 11000
1/16 60DO
1/8 3000

Asbestos cloth (Impregnated) 3/32 1600

Fluorocarbon Polymer (FEP)
Virgin 3/32 2000

l(a,b)

4, 5

Eplu ,, " 3/32 1.31 30DO

1o i obtained from "ASME Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels," 1962
-"•,.a obtained from "Chemical Engineering," October 1, 1962

•*-L:,!a obtained from Proceedings Conference on Leak-Tight Connectors, NASA MSFC, March 1964

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.3.3-5
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IEAUIJC GASKETS STATIC SEALS

Table 6.3.3.2c. Minimum Seating Stress for Combination Gaskets
'Adapted from "Rules for the Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels," 1962 Edition, ASME Boiler ind
Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII Americon So,:iety of Engineers, 34h East 47th Street, New York 17,
New York; .lso from Rfferer-., - .- 92)

Date frm "ASME Code for Unfired Data from "Machine Design ReF. tabl,

Gasket Pressure Vessels," 1962 Seals Book," June 1964 6.3.3.2a

Configuration I Mia. Seating Mn. Seating Use Facing Use
Material Factor Stress Material Thickness Stre, psi Sketch Column

("') (Y) ____________ f)_________

Soft aluminum 4.00 8100 Aluminurm 16,000
Soft copper or bfass ,5 1300 Copper 36,000 2(a,b)

Solid flat metal Iron or soft steel -3. 0 16000 Soft steel (iron) 1/8 35,000 2,3,4,5
Monet ow 4-6% chrome ý.00 21800 Monel 65,000
Stainless steels 6.50 26000 Stainless steel 75,0CC

Aluminsm 20,000
Copper 1/32 45,000
Soft stteel (iron) and 68,000
Monel 1/16 81,250
Stainless steal 93,750

Soft aluminum 3.25 5500 Aluminum 25,000
Soft copper or brass 3.50 6WY C r 1/8-in. 35,000 I(a,b)

troovz.d flat Iron or soft steel 3.75 7600 So e steel (iron) pitc.•,all 55,000 2,3 ''
me Monel or 4-6% chrome 3.75 9000 Monel thicknesses 65,000

Stainless steels 4.25 10100 Stainless steel 75,000

Aluminum 30,000
Coe 1/16-in. 40,000
so t pitchall 60,000
Monel thicknesses 70,000 ;'
Stainless steel 80,000

Aluminu m 35,000
copper 1/32-in. 45,000

Soft steel (iron) pitch,oll 65,000
Monel thickneses 80,000Stainless steel 95,000

Soft aluminum 2.75 3700 Aluminum 1 500
Soft copper or brass 3.00 4500 Copper 2,000

Corrugated Iron or soft steel 3.25 5500 Soft steel (iron) 1/8 4,000 : I(o,b)

metal Monet or 4-6% chrome 3.50 6500 Monel 4,500
Stai,,ess steels 3.75 7600 Stainless steel 6,000

Aluminum 13001b/circular in. 6
Solid round Copper Any 1300 b/circular in,

Soft seel (iron) diameter 4500 1b/,irculor n
Stainless sreel 6000 lb/circular in. W'

Aluminum jacket 1500 b/circular in l(a,b)
Solid round Aluminum cores

,wrapped Aluminum jacket Any 1500 1b/€crcular in 2,3
Stainlesssteel cores diameter
Stainlessiteel jacket 60001b/circulor in.
Stain less steel cores

"Iron or soft steel 5.50 18000
Solid shapes Monet or 4-6% chrome 6.00 21800 6

Stainless steels 6.50 26000

*Effective seat width not required

6.3.3-6 
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STATIC SEALS METALLIC GASKETS
COMBINATION4 GASKETS

Table 6.3.3.2d. Minimum Apparent Sul Stress for Combination Od~alets
(Adapted from "Rules for the Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels 1 1962 Edition, ASIAE Boller and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section Vill American Society of Engineers, M4 East 47th Street, New York 17,

New York, also from Reference 1-492)

Data froma "ASME Code for Unfired Data frve "Machine Disign sf al
Gasket Pressure Vessels," 1962 Seals Books," June 1964 Ref.3 Tabl

Configuration Gasket Min. Seaotring .Gasket Min. -acting Sketch6.32a

Material Factor Stress Material Thickness Stress (psi) Use Facing Use

Curuatd o~ luinm ras (m) MY .. (in.) MV Sketch Column

Corgtd Sf lmnm2.50 2900 Alumninum 72,000D l(a,b)
Sot o~e o ras 2.75 3700 Copper ,.2,500met I asesos Iron or soft steel 3.00 4500 Soft star.I (iron) t 1/B 3,000inserted Monel or 4-6% chrome 3.75 5500 Monel 3,500

Stainless steels 3.50 6500 Stainless steel 4,000

Lead sef500
Corrugated Aluminum Appraai- 1,000
metar jacketed, Copr mately 2,500
asbestos filled Soft rIsteel (iron) 9/64 3,500

Monel 4,500
Stainless steel1 6,000

Flat, meal Solt aluminum. 3.25 5500 Lead 500
Wacktd, asbestos Soft capproriass 3.50 6500 Aluminum 2,500

iCled rs orai oft steel 3.73 7600 C 401110 Ia, lb,
IMonti 3.50 8000 rs'e (rn 1/B 6,00 2
4-06% chrome 3.75 9000 Nickel 8,000

Stainless steel 10,000)

Strl.on aibnles 2t 3.50 29000 Carbnstel 7, 250015O I(,b

metal, asbestos Stainless, of 3.00 4500 Stainless steel 3/16 2,500-~i5 000

Filled Moodl Stainless steel i/B ,. 0ý3:C

The rfae ofa Ssket having a lap should nut be against the n~ubb~in

When using nonmetallic gaskets, particularly composites, Typical apparent 'seating stress values are shown in Table
care should be taken to avoid applying a seal load high 6.3.3.2c.
enough to crush the gasket material. Crushing may cause
loss of resiliency of the seal material and result in leakage The plain, solid, flat gasket is the most common form of
with movement of the seal interface, metallic gasket, a~nd is used wvhere' compressibility is not

required to compensate for flange surface finish, waipage,
or misalignment, and whare sufficient clamping force is

- available for the metal selected. Generally, the width
* - should be at least metal thickness plus 50 percent. There

are no limitations' on flat gasket dimensions beyond the,JJJ ~ ~ Ifwidth of metal sheet commercially available and handling
RECANULR9 practicability. hudb ue ewe

CIRCULAR GASKET For best service, plain gaskets sol eue eweSQUARE FLAT GASKETflne
RUBB1ER RING Ragswith concentric serrated surfaces. Serrated or

grooved metal gaskets may be used when pressure (radial
Figure 6.3.3.2b. Special Cavity Joints for Nonmetallic strength), temperature, or the highly corrosive nature of

Gaskets the confined fluid necessitate the use of a inetal gasket,
(Courtesy of Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania) and the seal load is not sufficient to seal a plain gasket.

Corrugated gaskets are a line contact seal. Multiple corru-
gations concentric with the ID provide some degree of

Metallic Gaskets. Metallic gaskets fall irsto several ba :sic resilience to the seal. A minimum of three corrugations is
groups~ desirable to provide stability during compression and tb

a) Flat provide redundant sealing. In full-face gaskets the addi-
b) Crrugtedtion of one corrugation outside the bolt circle will equalize

the seal load and may be helpful in preventing flange dis-c) Round cross-section tortion. A slight flat ins-ke the inner corrugation and be-
d) Special heavy cross-section. yond tle outer corrugation will help stiffen the gasket.

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.3.3 -7



COMBIINATION GASKETS STATIC SEALS
JACKETED GASKETS,

Corrugated gaskets are beat suited for smooth-faced, corn-
plex or noncircular, low-pressure (500 psi) applicatiou s. _ _ _

They are available In metal thicknesses 0.010 to 0.1,3 " I
inch, with corrugation pitches of 0.045 to 0.250 inch. Over. ONE-PIECE RENCH TYPE SINGLE JACKET
all gasket thickness Is 40 to 50 percent of corrugation
pitch.

TWO-PIECE FRENCH TYPE DOUIILE JACKET
Round cross-section gaskets are usually made from round
wire and used with specially designed grooved flanges. A u
single V-groove in one flange of the gland may be used
provided the volume of the groove is less than the gasket. THREE-PIECE FRENCH TYPE OVERLAPPED JACKET

For use in an unconfined gland, the round gasket may be
wrapped with a jacket of the same or a softer material. _ ___

The outer edge of the jacket provides a means of center- CORRUGATED JACKET
ing on the flange bolts. An alternate configuration has two 4
concentric metal ring cores enclosed and spaced by the FC

jacket. The inner wire cross-section is normally about Figur 6.33.2c. Metal-Jacketed •asketConfipuratlons
0.020 inch heavier than the outer wire. This assures full
initial seal load at the gasket ID, but the outer ring re- thickness multiplied by 1.S. The two- or three-piece French
stricts the a.nount of flange bending. Bolt holes are usually types are used for wide or irregular shapes not requiring
in the connecting web or jacket. protection of the filler material or additional flange sup-

Special heavy, solid, cross-section shapes have been devel- port at the outer edge. The tooling for these is less costly

oped for use in high pressure (1000 to 10,000 psi) piping
systems and pressure vessels. Very high seal loads can be The single jacket design is used for relatively narrow ]
obtained with moderate bolt loads. The most c(,mmon de- applications similar to the French type, but is generally
signs, which are used only in ring-gasket joints are the less costly. Noncircular as well as circular shapes can be
oval and octagonal ihape. obtained. When complete p-':tection of the filler material

is required, the double jacket configuration should be used.
Combination Gaskets. The available combination metallic- For widths of less than 5/32 inch, the overlapped jacket
nonmetallic gaskets may be grouped as follows: design should be used; where increased resiliency is re-

a) Corrugated-coated, filled quired, the corrugated jacketed configuration may be used.
This corrugated design may be used for circular and
moderately noncircular shapes in widths one-half inch and,•

c) Spiral wound wider. The corrugations provide redundant seals.

d) Molded shapes.
In those configurations where the metal jacket is over-

Typical apparent seating stress values are shown in Table lapped (Figure 6.3.3.2d) the inner metal lap should not be
6.3.3.2d. specified indented and flush because metal interface flow ]

will be impaired on compression. The inner lap will provide
Coating a basic metallic corrugated gasket with a non- the primary seal and the outer lap, if any, will provide a
metallic, or filling the corrugations with asbestos or Teflon secondary seal. This type of gasket is normally supplied
cord, increases the usable pressure range and allows the in standard thicknesses of 1/16, 3/32, and 1/8 inch and
use of rougher surface finish of the flanges. Where the requires 20 to 30 percent compression. The maximum
metal corrugation is steel or a metal of similar hardness, width of the lap that can be firmed without wrinkling or
coating reduces the minimum required apparent seating cracking is limited by the metal thickness, gasket thick-
stress. Metal thickness is 65 to 75 percent of pitch, where ness, and gasket diameter. Table 6.3.3.2e presents typical
pitch is the distance between corrugation peaks. values.

Table 6.3.3.2e. Metal Thickness for Jacketed GasketsMetal-jacketed, soft-tiller gaskets consist of a soft corn- Tbe6332.MtlTikesfrJcee kt
(Adapted from "Machine Design Seals Reference Issue," June 1964,

pressible filler, usually asbestos millboard, encased partly vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton Publishing Company,

or wholly in a metal packet. For corrosive applications, Cleveland. Ohio)

Teflon may be used as the filler for temperacures up to Gasket Inside Diameter Sheet Metal Thickness
500 F. For temperatures over 500 F, metallic fillers may (in. (in.
be used if completely encased, as in the double jacket or
corrugated jacket types. The metal-jacketed gaskets are Up to 4-1/2 0.008 - 0.012
used in several different cross-sections (Figure 6.3.3.2c),
each of which is best suited for particular applications.
The one-piece French type is used for narrow circular 4

applications requiring a positive unbroken metal face Over 8 0.015-0.025
across the full width. The minimum gasket width is gasket

6I
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STATIC SEALS SPIRAL-WOUND GASKETS
MOLDED SHAPE GASKETS

INCORRECT CORRECT

Figure 6.3.3.2d. Lap Configuration

120,000 |:qHIGH $E1STY/4

HIGH / Figure 6.3.3.2f. Operation of Molded Shape Gasket

, om

S/,/ ow OESI/T .
40.000MULTIPLE

SEAL

20,000

11 HYDRA ' ,C
0.1U0 0.170 0.10 0.150 0.140 0.130 MANIFOLD SEAL

GASKET THICKNESS, IN.

Figure 6.3.3.2.. Typical Compression Curves for 0,175-inch Figure 6.3.3.2g. Typical Configurations Available with
Thick Spirai-Wound Gasket Molded Shape Gaskets

fRe,,inted with permission from "Johns-Manville Metallic Gasket Cata- (Courtesy of Parker Seal Company, Culver City, California)
Johns-Manville, New York 16. New York)

to circlilar or moderately oval shapes where the r axis
is not more than twice the minor axis.

Spiral-wound gaskets consist of V-shaped, preformed plies Molded shape gaskets are specially manufactured gasket

of metal, wound in a spiral with a soft material separa- seals designed to provide some of the advantages of

tion such as asbestos paper or Teflon. For temperatures O-ring sealing in applications where standard O-rings

above 10000F, ceramic fiber fillers have b- mn used. Because cannot used. Such a design is an elastomer molded

of the V-shape, these gaskets have the niest resilience of into a guoved metal base, normalty aluminum. On instal-

the combination material gaskets. Density of construction lation, the elastomer is deformed to fill the groove and

(ratio of metal-to-filler) may be varied to control corn- provide a seal load on the mating flange, as shown in

pressibility for specific gland loadings (Figure 6.3.3.2e). Figure 6.3.3.2f. The elastomer seal is fully confined be-

Spiral-wound gaskets work best when compressed to a tween the gland flange and the grooved metal base. The

specific thickness. For 1/8-inch thick gaskets, a compressed unit seal load will be determined by the seal design and

thickness of 0.100 -0.005 and for 3/16-inch thick gaskets usually will be on the order of 40 lbs/inch of seal length.

a compressed thickness of 0.130 -±0.005 is preferred. Glp.nd The advantage of this type of seal is that there is prac-

design must assure that both the inner and outer layers tically no limit to the complexity of the seal shape outline

of metal plies are under compression. This gasket is limited (Figure 6.3.3.2g). Gland design should be sufficient to

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.3.3-9
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O-RINO STATIC SEALS
GROOVE DESIGN

assure a maximum of 0.002 '-inch flange separatioW during 6.3.3.3a. Because of Its wide usage. its application has
operation. Typical dimnensional space requirements for this become standardized as to sizes and Installation require.
gasket are shown in Figure 6.3.3.2h. A design variation ments; in fact, many of the all-metal pressure-energlzed

which provides flexibility for conforming to a curved suar- seals are designed for use in standard 0-ring grooves. '
face is shown In Figure 6.3.3.21. The advantages offered by the 0-ring as a meal Include:

a) Low initial cost

b) Adaptability to limited space

_______________________ 0 Easy installation
d) Sealing in both direction.-

a ~e) High resiliency.

0.100Material compatibility is treated in Sub-Section 12.5 and

0.125 ~ in SAE AIR 786, 'Elastomer Compatibility Considerations
Relative to 0-Ring and Sealant Seleiction."

0.060  DIRECION 00.060 I O .C50 rJMOW1AAI CONTAINED
UQOG A DIECTION O

C-.- 0060 ACTUATION MEDIA
PRI!SSUa PRESSURE

Fiu 332h. Dimensional Requirements for Molded2
SaeGasket MECHANICAL MECHANICAL PRE LOADPRELOAD33 ShapeFPUSPRSSR

PRESSURE ACTUATION PRESSURE

MECHANICALLY PRESSURE
PRE LOADED SEAL ENERGIZED SEALJ

Figure 6.3.3.3s. 0-Rings as Mechanically Pruloadad and
Pressure-Energlzed Seals

GROOVE DESIGN-ELASTOMER 0-RINGS. An elasto-
mer 0-ring can be installed in any shape gland; however,

the rectangular groove shape provides a more even distri-
bution of stresses in the 0-ring and is the preferred design.

_________________________________Diniensiofts for standard 0-ring grooves are shown in
Table 6.3.3.3a. The width of the groove is designed to allow
for a 15 percent volume swell of V e 0-ring material.
Under zero pressure differential, the flat sealing surface
caused by diametrical squeeze is 40 to 45 percent of the

* 0-ring cross section. As the differential pressure increases,
the 0-ring deforms and the contact width increases to 70L.. jto 80 percent of the original 0-ring cross section. The
groove design should provide for an installed stretch of

N~ the 0-ring inside diameter of not more than 5 percent.
Where extremely long service life is the moz-.t important

____________________________________consideration, installed stretch should be limited to 2 per-
cent. Excessive stretch will result in loss of compression
'Figure 6.3.3.3b).

Figue 63.3.1. lexile olde GaketRadial clearances should never exceed one half of the
(Co',tesy of Stillnan Rubber Products, North Olmnstead, Ohio) minimum squeeze, even when pressures do not require

close fit. Under excessive clearance, luss of sealing contact
is possible (Figure 6.3.3.3c).

6.3.3.3 NONMETALLIC 0-RINGS. A nonmetallic 0-ring In some flange joints, the use of a triangular groove may
rn.ay fulvt ion either as a mechanically preloaded seal or be used to reduce costs. Typical dimensions are shown in
as a1 pressure-energized seal, as illustrated in Figure Table 6.3.3.3b.

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
6.3.3 -10 SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965



STATIC SEALS O-RING GROOVEDIMENSIONS

Table 6.3.3.3m. Standard Statli Seal Elatotier O-Rlng Groove Dimensions
inte' with permission from "Parker ORing Handbook," Cat,
SNuverber 1964, ,•arkei Se•.i Company, Culver City, Ciftornia)

NEAK CORNERS j
APPROX. 0- RAD

0" TO so .•
(TV?) -- 2 E

$URFACE FINISH Xt x x L GLAND DEPTH
32 WITHOUT JACK
UP RING 63 WiTHSACK UP RING "-'-O-' GROOVE

DEPTH
GLAND DETAIL

W L Ef G ft
Cram Setttin Q~n. ) Gk~rd Sque, & Diamettal Clearance (in.) Groove Width (In.) Croove Ecoenhrcity

Depth 800 pal 1500 psi Fuel and Vacuum and Radius Maex.(b)
Nominal Actual (in.) Actual % Ma t. (o)(c) MWx.(a)(c) Engine Oll Gaoss (in.) (in.)

(in.) Uses

0.050 0.013 19 0.002 0.002 0.401 0.082 0.005
1/16 0.070 to to to to to to to to 0.002

*0.003 0.054 0.023 32 0.010 0.005 0.107 0.088 0.015

0.074 0.020 20 0.002 0.002 0.136 0.117 V.005
3/22 0.103 to to to to to to to to 0.002

*0.003 0.000 0.032 3n 0.010 0.005 0.142 0.123 0.015

0.101 0.028 1 20 0.003 0.003 0.177 0.157 0.010
1/8 0.139 to to to to to to tu to 0.003

"*0.004 0.107 0.042 30 0.011 0.006 0.187 0.163 0.025

0.152 0.043 21 0.003 0.003 0.270 0.247 0.020
3/16 0.210 I to to to to to to to to 0.004

*0.005 0.162 0.063 30 0.011 0.006 C.290 0.251 0.031

0.201 0.058 21 0.00)4 0.004 0.342 0.322 0.020
1/4 0.27b to to to to to t.: to to 0.005

*0.006 0.211 0080 29 0.012 0.007 0.362 0.328 0.05

(a) Clearance gap must be held to a minimum consistent witih design requirements for tempenriure range variat.an
(b) Total Indicator reading between groov* and adjacent beoring surface
(c) Reduce maximum clearance 50% when.ising silicone O-rings

(d) Far fce seals, E 0, therefore, F L

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965
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04R1INS INSTALLATION STATIC SEALS
GROOE DESIGN

Table LS.3.3.b. Gland Dimensions 4w Mreqoular GOwmos

Mr.A 8th fd., Copyrlaht 1963, Procllaim R&ubbo P e~u~tabayIn,

Co tltPRs,ý 10N COMMRSSION L
DIAMETER -

FREE O-RING STRETCHED O-RINO

AN622i SERIES O-RIeS Of 70 40HO A) 0116OME1"

OTHER DIJROMETERS HAVE DIFFERENT CURVIS

z! Is~
OS1SERVED DATA-NEW AND JDOY

- 0 5 10 Is 20 25
%Or INSTALLED DIAMETRAL STRETCH (I0)

Figure 6.3.3.3b. Lost in Compression Diameter Due to
Stretch

(Adapted from "Parker O-Ring Handbook,' Cat. 5700, November 1964,
Copyright 1964, Parker Sea/ Company, Culver City, Californi~a)

/ ~O-Ring Cron~ Section
L-A G

CLAACELS xaSVZNominai Actual Gland Depth

THEANANCEE9ESE CCEARANEE
LARCE1/16 0. 070 * 0. 003 0,095 +0.003 -0.000

___ ___ ____3/32 0 103 *0.003 0.137 +0.005 -0.000

1/8 0 139 ;L0. 004 0.186 +0.007 -0.000

73/16 0.210:0.005 0.279 +0.010 - 0.000o
.250.006 0.371 + 015-0.000

Figure 6.3.3.3c. Loss of Seal Due to Excessive Clearance
(Reprin~tedi with permissiorl from "Product Engifleil. September
1951. vol. 22, no. 9. Copyright 1951, McGraw-Hill Pub lish in# Co., New
York 36. New Y..rk)

pressure, the hardness of the 0-ring, and the maximum
diametral clearance considering thermal expansion of the

Installation Requirements. An 0-ring groove design can metals. To prevent extrusiz~n of the 0-ring, thin backup

apply %:ompression on the inside diameter, outside diam- rings of metal, leather, or plastic (usually Teflon or

eter, or axidally, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.3.3d. Expansion nylon) can be added to the groove. If a single backup ring

of the inside diameter to reach the groove should not ex- is used it must be installed on the low pressure side of the

ceed 25 percent. If this amount is exceeded, suffieicnt time seal. Where the 0-ring may be required to seal against

must be allowed for the 0-ring to return to its normall pressuire in both directions two backup rings should be

diameter before closing the groove. Closure of the 0-ring used. To prevent the possibility of incorrect installation,

gland shouild not pinch the 0-rirg at the groove corners, the use of two backup rings should be considered in b.)th

Typical designs to preclude pinch are shown inFigure cases. Installation ofbackup rings requires an increase in

6.3l.3.3e. To aid in installing an 0-ring in the groove, a the groove width, as shown in Table 6.3.3.3c. Refer to

thin coating of lubricant, usually silicone grease, may be Figure 6.3.3.3f to determine if the use of backup rings

applied to the 0-ring. is required.

Anti-Extrusiun. Rings. The extent of extrusion of the Plastic 0-Rings. The most common plastic 0-ring mate-

0-ring into the clearance gap depends on the diF~erential rials, Teflon and Kel-F, are used primarily for applica-

6.3. *12ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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STATIC SEALS "INMG INSTALLATION

SMIETALLIC O-RINOSNIGL
SHA~RP

CORNER

PINCHED (
SCUT O-RING

AILCOMPRESSION M~ETOA INCORRECT DESIGN Pt tRRW DESIGN

10' TO 20-

Figure 6.3.3.3d. 0-Ing Inhtallation Requirements 2Y MINIMUM
RA'9IuS

BASIS FOR CURVES
L1O' TO

Ii NO BACKUIP(ANTI..EXTRIJSIONi 20.
RINGS

2 NO ALLOWANCE FOR CYLINDER
EXPANSION DUE TO PRE'SSIAE ACPAL XINPEERDDSG

3 100,000 CYCLES AT RATE OF ACPAL EANPEERDDSG
4 ~150 PER MINUTE FROM ZERO

TO DIN~C.A'D PRESSURE

Figure 6.3.3.3e. Typical Static 0-Ring Gland Designs
(Courtesy of Seats Eastern Inc., Red Bank, New Jersey)

EXTRUS ION
MACKUP R44G.1- ~REQUIRED) ' .

0.8 tions where ;Iastomers are not compatible with the sealed
media. The groove dimensions for elastomer 0rnscn,

0.6 N~-A be used for Teflon 0-rings, although experience has shown'
I , that effective sealing has been achieved with 3queeze re-

~0.4 duced to as low as 5 percent.
NO EXTRUSION

HARDNESS 8 906.3.3.4 HOLLOW METALLIC 0-RINGS. The primary ad-
SHORE AP vantages of metallic' 0-rings over polymeric 0-rings are:

0.2 ___ 0_ __ (1) non-extrusion at high pressures, (2) no deterioration
during vacuum conditions, and (3) use at elevated tem-

I Iperat'ures. Tk--e basic types are available: plain, self-
I Ienergizing, ana . :essure-filled (Figure 6.3.3.4R).

0.1' L
0 6 16 24 32 40Plain Metallic 0-Rings. These are iised for fully confined
TOTAL DIAMETRICAL CLEARANCE, THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH or semi-confined designs. When used in fully-confined ring

juints, standard metallic 0-rings are useful at tempera-

Figure 6.3.3.3f. Requirements for Backup Rings tures from -420'F to +800-'F and pressures up to 1000
(Reprinted with peimission from "Parker 0-Ring Handbook," Cat. 5700. psi. Standard metallic 0-rings will not seal in semi-
November 1964, Copyright 1964, Parker seal company, Culver City, confined designs to the samne high temperatures and pres-
California)

sures as a pressure-filled 0-ring, but they are more
economical.

ISSUED: OCTOBER 0965 6.3.3 -13
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METALLIC ORINGS VATIC SEAISj

Table 63.3k. Groov Width Chang for Beckup Mn
Instalationda)
(re'fer to Pusher Handbook 0RS70 and
CmmpwAn Manual CR70 for complete

W~frl~d with permissioll from "Parke O-Pint "Ondbook. Ca~t. 5100,
fbe,1964, Parker Seat Company, Culver City, Califonia)

FLAIM

- -4

KING RING

Nomis,w Achoul UP Of b ai~p CM hi~up lif. h.

WD 0.101 0.136 0.205
60.030 to to

0.107 0.143 .0

13 0.003 t ot

0.17 0 .206 0.2 4)U L -R o
0.1:9 tonMI .7

to to to6004 0.1111 0.231 0.210

1,6 020 0.327 0.401 0.5306

60:006 to to to
.004 0.362 M.413 0.543

Self-Energizing Metallic 0.Rings. These are used exclu-
.ively for semi-confined designs. The inner periphery is MN
vented by small holes, therefore pressure inside the ring
is the same as the pressure in the system. Since sealing
occurs at two upper and lower points, increasing the in-
ternal pressure increases the scaling load. This configura-
tion is useful at pressures above 1000 psi,

Pressure-F~illed Metallic 0-Rings. These are used for fully
confined or semi-confined designs. The ring is filled with
an inert gas, usually at about 600 psi. At elevated tem-Fiue6334.TesoHlowMtlc0-ng
peratures the gas pressure increases, offsetting the in- (Courtesy of United Aircraft Products, Inc., Anaheim, California)
herent loss of strength in the tubing at high temperatures,
and aetually increasing the resilience. This ring cannot
support the pressures that the self-energizing ring can
Pr~dure. but it is useful in the temperature range above
800 F.

6.3.3-14ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965



STATIC SEALS METAJJC O.INGs
FLEXIBLE INIVALLUC SEALS

Typical groove dimensions for round cross-section 0-rings
r are, shown in Table 6.3.3.4a. The semi-conflned groove in

the most common, although fully confined grooven may be
used (Figure 6.8.3.4b), Sealing Is accomplished on the two Adapted from 4a " etallSORI OW~RVIn Growufle thme sOdvnt
flattened faces. Applications for sealing on the Inside or =P2Cmay whNo" oItfct
outside diameter require extremely critical Sland design
and are not reeommended. Wall thickneas of the tubing
will depend on the fluid and pressure to be sealed, Liquids
may be sealed with thin-walled tubes, but gases will
usually require heavy-wall rings. It is suggested that the J.
smallest cross section available be used in the outside '
diameter when s.pAling pressure is In excess of 1000 psi; - i
for maximum resilience and minim-. Aange loading the
largest cross section should be used. Heavy-walled tubing
should be used for sealing excremely high pres.sures.
Standard wall thicknesses and tubing outside diameters
are shown in Table 6.3.3.4b. 0-rings may be obtained with
any of the coatings shown in Table 0.3.2.2. Standard coat- -_____________

ings Include Teflon for service up to 4501F, and uilverplatf
for elevated temperature service. The squeeze for sealing A O.ui.e mo- .w7l"

0.005,0.0"O0, 12
will vary from 20 to 30 percent of the 0-ring crqas section. ~~-05
The seal load required will vary with material and wall * .0011.010 0,074 O'c'-9 012

thickness, as shown in Table 6.3.3.4c. Normally, surface 4 005.01O0 M.105 OMO0 0,290

finish r~euIrements are 16 microinthes (AA), with all tool * 0.005 ID010 0.11$ 0.130j-

marks circumferential, when sealing liquids, and 8 micro. 0.00600016 0.21 CPO$l
inches when sealing gases. 0.10.2 0.l Ao) ,10 1 -Q Q"

6.3.3.5 FLEXIBLE METALLIC SEALS. To provide resili. a .10 0.20 0.0 woo05 -I'M0

V9 0, ,,1 000154 owd UAW0 i..cl toA 4di..w*n.
@ncy in a seal in environments beyond the usable raneo to tA dime#i.
elastomers, a group of flexible metallic seals has been
developed. These seals form th... major part of the pres-
sure-actuated class of seals. As Illustrated in Table 0.3.3.1,
a wide variety of seal shapes are available, each one a
specialty for a particular seal manufacturer.

Al1

0.0)MW 0.tO04! kintg 00* 0.004 0.005

0.042 0.0590 070m 4.0m0 0.001

0.12$ 01123 0 1)1 0.000,.001

0. I 0.3.I4 0.000 * .0w000,007

0.150 01324 DIM 40.000 0.0m

0.375 0.2410.345* 0.000 0,009
RmI PM0. s0 012419S0.513* .0.000.010

&LIGHTLY SIUMAI

Figure 6.3.3.4b. Fully Confined, Metallic O-fting Instaliation
(Courtesy of The D.S.D. CO., Hanxiden, Connecticut)

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.3.3-15
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4DA09D-UALSSTATIC SEALS-

TalMe U.34b. standard limenolnm of Hollow MetallIc HEIGHT OF SEAL.
0 TRins IN.

IN, RADIAL CLEARANCE
Tbin Og Wall Thickness (1;':A 0.005 IN. MIN ID

in.)n-Wall R) Hev-Wll Ring, CARANCE

1/32 0.25 to 3,00 i 0.005 L 0.0!0 Z MATING

1"16 0.50 ft 6.00 0.010 0.012 A

3/ 3 2  1.00 too2 00 0.010 0.018oo SURFACE FLAT
SWITHIN 21/8 2.00 to o.)0. W ~~ 0.00IGHT BANDS 'i

5/32 C.O to 50.o00 0.016 0.025_s MATNG

3/16 6,0i to' 0.020 0.032 SURFACE

1/4 9.00 to . 020 0AJ0t4

3/8 12.00 .to" 0.035 0.049 L0.095 IN.N COMPRESSED HEIGHT OF SEAL

~ 0.097 IN. i

'To any reasonable diameter. Parts have been fabricated up t9.
14 feet in diameter,. Figure 6.3.3.5a. TypicalAlbie Metallic Seal Installation

Requirements
Courtesy of Hydrodyne Division, Donaldson Co. Inc., North Hollywood,California)

.ecommended installation requirements. will vary with the
manufacturer (Figure 6.3.3.5a), but all seals must have
some means of limiting the installed deflection of the
flexible leg. Ir some cases, such as the K-seal and the
Haskel seal, this limit is provided by the seal body. In
other designs the capability must be added to the gland
design, as shown in Figure 6.3.3.5b. As is typical with SPACER RECESS GROOVE
metallic seals, use is limited to face sealing.

The usable temperature range for this type of seal will Figure 6.3.3.b. Gland Design for Limiting Initial SoaI
be determined by the coating applied (Table 6.3.2.2). Deflection

A detailed analysis of the stresses encountered in flexible
metallic seals is given in ;References 46-25, 152-2, and
152-4.

stretch must be limited to prevent damage to the spring.
6.3.3.6 PLASTIC SPRING-LOADED SEALS. Plastic Where possible, a split gland design is preferred. Typical *
spring-loaded seals were developed to provide improved gland designs are shown in Figure 6.3.3.6.

resiliency and, in some instances, pressure energization

when sealing with plastic materiels. They compliment the 6.3.3.7 RADIAL OR TOGGLE METALLIC SEALS. This
flexible metallic seals and are particularly useful within class of seals is a special configuration in which axial load
the temperature and compatibility limits of plastic mate- is converted to a radial interface load through a toggle

• rials. The basic construction consists of a plastic (usually action within the seal structure. The seal gland is designed
Teflon) cover over a metallic spring core. The spring core, to confine the outer rim of the seal in such a way that
in addition to providing initial seal load at zero pressure, radial interference occurs upon application of an axial
tends to compensate for dimensional zhanges resulting load during assembly. Due to the critical relationship be-
from tolerance variations, thermal expansion or contrac- tween the seal and gland, the gland design for seals in
tion, and cold flow of the plastic. A list of available seals this category are rigidly controlled by the seal manufac-
in this category is included in Table 6.3.3.1. turer and in many cases are considered proprietary. Typi-

cal examples of radial metallic seals are shown in Figurt.
In axial sealing applications, designs are available which 6.3.3.7a.
will function satisfactorily in a standard 0-ring groue.
For applications where the seal interface is radial, con- One advantage of the radial metallic seal is the effect of
sideration must be given to the installation of the seal; force magnification to provide the seal load required for

6.3.3-16 ISSUED: OCTOBER 196ý
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STATIC SEALS METAL O-RINGS

Table 6.3.S.4c. Aerap Natural Resiliency and Beating Force of Metal O-Rn.gs

(Relrinted with permission from "Product Englineerlng•11 November 1962, vol. 33, no. 26, J. N. Andrews,
i '• ~Mc~irlw.Hill Publishing Company, Now York( 36, N~ew Yfork;

Unit Seal Unit Seal

Basic Load Basic Load

Tubing Wall Tubing Elastic* of 0-Ring Tubing Wall Tubin Elastic * of 0-Ring
00 Thickness Terial Spring Back (lb per 0D Thickness Mteil Spring Back (lb perOD Thcnes Material lineerrial

(in.) (in,) (in.) linear in.) (in.) linear in.

1/32 0.005 Stainless steel 0.002 3U0 1/8 0.010 Stainless steel 0.003 210

0.010 Stainless steel 0.002 400 0.012 Stainless steel 0.003 320

0.012 Stainless steel 0.002 800 0,020 Stainless steel 0.004 1000

0.005 Inconel 0.0015 200 0.010 Inconel 0.004 250

0.005 Inconel X 0.001 300 0.012 Inconel 0.002 300

0.020 Inconel 0,0035 1000

1/16 0.005 Stainless steel 0.003 200 0.025 Inconel 0.004 1400
0.010 Stainless steel 0.002 500 0.020 Inconel X 0.004 800

0.012 Stainless steel 0.002 800 0.025 Inconel X 0.004 1600

0.014 Stainless steel 0.0025 1300 0,010 Mild steel 0.002 250

0.016 Stainless steel 0.003 1500 0,020 Mild steel 0.002 703

0.006 Inconel 0.002 300 0.010 Aljunrinum 0.002 75

0.010 Inconel 0.002 '.420 0.012 Aluminum 0.002 100

0.012 Inconel 0.002 550 0.020 Aluminum 0.002 220

0.014 Inconel 0.002 1100 0.025 Aluminum 0.002 280

h 0.010 Inconel X 0.002 5.50 f.Vl0 Mutel 0.003 250

0.012 Incoael X 0.002 700 0.018 Copper 0.002 500

0.010 Mild steel 0.002 400 0.030 Copper 0.002 800
S' •.014 Mild stee I .002 850

6.010 Aluminum 0.0015 200 5/32 0.010 Sto'nless steel 0.004 150

0.014 Aluminum 0.0015 350 0.012 Stainless steel 0.004 160

. 0.010 Morsel 0.00? 450 0.016 Stainless steel 0.003' 300
i0.010 -Copper 0.001 '1 150 0.025 Stainless steel 0.003 1000

0.012 Copper 0.001 250 0,010 Inconel 0.003 150

H 0.014 Co. er 0.001 350 0.025 Inconel X 0.002 950

3/32 0.007 Stainless steel 0.002 200 3/16 0.010 Stainless steel 0.005 150
0.010 Stainless steel 0.0i2 350 0.012 Stainless steel 0.004 175

0.012 Stainless steel 0.002 425 0.020 Stainless steel 0.004 450

0.018 Stainless steel 0.0035 1100 0.032 Stainless steel 0.005 2300
0.007' Inconel 0.002.5 150 0.020 Inconel 0.004 600

0.010 Inconel 0.0025 250

0.012 Inconel 0.002 350 1/4 0.010 Stainless steel 0.006 75

0.018 Inconel 00025 1000 0.012 Stainless steel 0.006 90

0.010 Income[ X 0.0025 300 0.020 Stainless steel 0.006 350

0.010 Mild steel 0.002 200 0.035 Stainless steel 0.006 1100

0.012 Mild steel 0.002 250 0.049 Stainless steel 0.007 2500

0.018 Mild steel 0.002 950 0.035 Aluminum 0.003 250

0.010 Aluminum 0.002 200

0.012 Aluminum 0.002 175 5/16 0.050 Stainless steel 0.005 2000

0.018 Aluminum 0.002 350

U.010 Monel 0.002 200 3/8 0.035 Stainless steel 0.005 500

1.012 Copper annec!cz, 0.001 200 0.049 Stainless steel 0.005 1750

0.018 Copper hard 0.004 500

0.012 Tantalum annealed 0.002 650 1/2 , 0.080 Stainless steel 0.008 3300

0.120 Stainless steel 0.007 7600

*Allowable flange separation

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 
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-.. BosS SEALS -. STATIC SEALS
SHEAR SEALS

BOBBIN SEAL DESIGN
(BATTELE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE) CONOSEAL DESIGN

"Figure 6.3.3.7a. Toggle or Radial Metallic Seal Gland
Designs

(Reference 44"14)
(Courtesy of Aeroqvip Cop., Marman Division, Los Angeles 64, Cadl.
fornia)

MODIFIED O-RING GROOVE

SPLIT GLAND R

F1 r TOGGLE OR RADIAL SEAL

Figure 6.3.3.6. Typical Gland Design for Plastic Spring- F2

Loaded Seals
(Courtesy of Aeroquip Corporation, Aircraft Division, Jackson, Michigan)

metal-to-metal sealing, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.3.7b. " "z•9
Assuming that the seal materials are the same, and that

contact areas A, and A. are equal, then seal load R must I ___

approximately be equal to seal load F. in order to obtain _

similar sealing characteristics. However, applied load F, is

approximately equal to R sin 8. In practical limits, the F2"

axial force required to seal a radial metallic seal can be FLAT GASKET
one-fifth the force required to seal the flat gasket.

Various configurations of radial or toggle seals are shown Figure 6.3.3.7b. Force Relationships Between Flat Gasket
in Table 6.3.3.1. and Toggle or Radial Metallic Seals

(Reference 44-14)

6.3.3.8 METALLIC BOSS SEALS. In order to increase the

useful temperature range of the SAE and MS standard

fittings for intercomponent tubing connections, a group of 6.3.3.9 METALLIC SHEAR SEALS. Metal-to-metal seal-

metallic seals has been developed which may be used in ing by sh.ar deformation requires that the interface stress

place of the conventional 0-ring. A typical example is impose a strain in shear on the softer of the interfaces.

shown in Figure 63.3.3.8a. Available seal designs are shown By designing the gland to impose a high stress concen-

in Table 6.3.3.1. tration ort the seal through the use of sharp corners or

By modifying the standard gland design, nearly any con- knife edges, a higher level of mating can be accomplished

figuration of the flexible metallic seals may be used, as for a gi'ir.n applied force than is achieved with compres-

shown in Figure 6.3.3.8b. sion stress.

6.3.3-18 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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STATIC SEALS CRYOGENIC SEALS

AND ltX•6 FITTING END Typical grand designs are shown in l•igure 6,3.3.9. The

• .• metal O-ring gland design requires a close control on Inca-

tlon to insure proper positioning of the ring, particularly
in large diameters. The modified O-ring gland design,
which provides a confined parallel-load configuration, also

.... provides positioning control durir, g assembly. Flat gaskets
•r--'--'-------- • may be used •ith either a stepped gland or a knife-edge

• ! <-• •) design. By deslgnl, ng the seal and gland so that the sealed
i•,•••) gizationPressure canl°ads|theb} utilized.Seal on the knife edges, pressure ener-

AND 100S0 aOSS I IJ | S- - /

SEAL

I • 4 b
SHEAR METAL O-RING SHEAR METAL O-RING

POSITIONED

1

Figure 6.3.3.Ba. Metallic Boss Seal
(Courtesy of Navan Products Inc., El Segundo, California)

KNIFE-EDGE GASKET

PRESSURE ENERGIZED

Figure 6.3.3.9. Gland Configurations for Metallic' Shear Seals• t (References 46.2g and 82.14)

6.3.3.10 CRYOGENIC SEALS. Most of the basic types of
seals may be used at cryogenic temperatures; however,

Figure 6.3.3.8b. Standard Boss, Modified for a Metallic special design considerations may be necessary because of
V-Seal the changes encountered in material properties.

(Reference 496-1)
Gaskets. The use of soft plastic gaskets has been limited
to reinforced or laminated Teflon, while thin gaskets made

The most common configurations of shear seals are the from hard plastics, such as Mylar, may be used with high
O•ring and flat gasket. The me.terials used are limited to stress loading. Soft metals such as copper and aluminum
soft metals such as copper, aluminum, nickel, etc. In order may be used with high shear-stress loading. Typical flange
to minimize damage to the gland, the yield strerlgth of the designs used to achieve such loading are shown in Figure
gland material should be at least three times higher than 6.3.3.10a. The 3/16-inch radiused ring height is 80 percent
the seal material, of the gasket/thickness, and the V-ring height is 60 to 70
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CRYOGENIC SEALS STATIC SEALS

I

OR 0-RING
DIUSoD RiNG FOR PLASTICS

Figure 6.3.3.1c. Sandwich Seal Configuration
(Reference 82-14)

KNIF-EDGE SHEAR SEAL percent of the gasket thickness. Surface finish on the
raised portions is critical, i.e., small scratches will prob-

Figure 6.3.3.10a. Gasket Gland Designs for Cryogenic ably result in leaks. The conical and spiral-wound gaskets
Service may be used in cryogenic hard-metal gasket applications.

(Reference 82-14) 4 unique glass fabric-Teflon encapsulated composite gas-
ket which exhibits good resilience at cryogenic tempera-
tures is described in Reference 36-12.

BEFORE COMPRESSION AFTER COMPRESSION Elastomer 0-rings. Two installation techniques have been
developed for using elastomer 0-rings in cryogenic appli-
cations. The first is to increase the installed squeeze to
70 to 80 percent of the 0-ring cross section (Figure

A W6.3.3.10b) to overcome the differential expansion problem.

°-A The second is to design the tongue and groove joint to
provide 5 percent bulk compression, resulting in low-level
leakage rates (Reference 82-14). Installing the 0-ring be-

tween thin foil films, or coating the 0-ring with a material
such as indium, which remains ductile at cryogenic tern-

0.20 peratures, has also proven effective (see Figume 6.3.3.10c). ..

Metallic O-Rings. Metallic 0-rings, either solid or hollow,
will function as cryogenic seals. The best results are
achieved using soft-metal solid rings such as copper, in-

I TONGUE AND GROOVE 0-RING dium' or lead. Because of the cold-flow tendency of indium,
a confined gland design is required.

NN .Flexible Metallic Seals. Any flexible metal seal design, if
coated with a suitable material, may be used as a cryo-
genic seal.

I • Temperature Actuation. Several cryogenic seal designs
have been developed which:utilize the difference in thermal

expansion of the seal materials to increase seating loads
at cryogenic temperatures. The metal elastomer design
shown in Figure 6.3.3.10d exploits the very low thermal
expansion coefficient of Invar to radially load the elasto-
mer seal as the aluminum or stainless steel flanges ex-
pand (Reference 92-2). The bimetallic design shown in
Figure 6.3.3.10e utilizes the difference in the thermal ex-

PRESSRE ENG•Z•pansion coefficients of aluminum and stainless steel to

provide the wedge-action force which loads the seal (Ref-
erence 126-3). Metallic 0-rings may be temperature-

Figure 6.3.3.10b. Elastomeric Designs for Cryogenic Service actuated by using a restraining ring with a different ex-
(Reference 82-14) pansion coefficient to increase the seal load with a change

in temperature (Reference 51-5).
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STATIC SEALS VACUUM SEALS

ALUMINUM ALLOY 6.3.3.11 VACUUM SEALS. Beals for vacuum service are
O0 STAINLESS STEEL normally limited to gaskets subjected to shear loading or,

FLANGE FACE "/ LANGS elastomer O-rings. Many seals for cryogenic *,pplication
are also required to function as vacuum seals where
vacuum insulation techniques are used. The gasket gland
designs shown in Figure 6.8.8.10a are typical examples.
Flat metal gaskets are usually limited to soft metals with
one-half hard copper being the most common. Other metals
used include aluminum and indium. Common nonmetallic
gaskets are Mylar, Teflon, and Viton.

Elastomer O-Rings. When outgassing or permeation do
not prohibit their use, 0-rings are an effective vacuum
seal; however, the gland design must be altered slightly
to minimize the possibility of the 0-ring moving after

IVAR RINGLAOinstallation. Most elastomers will not reseat readily under
a vacuum condition because of a lack of sufficient differ-

ential pressure. Also, most elastomers will shrink when
Figure 6.3.3.l0d. Composite Temperature-Actuated el exposed to a vacuum because of outgassing; therefore, the(Reprinted with permission from "Jet Propulsion'," July n•s, vol. 25 gland should be almost completely filled by the O-ring.no 7 S E Loqen Copyright 1955 Americn institute of Aeronautics An excess of O-ring cross section should be limited to 1

ent AsTronus wt emissioroe, Now 5ork) percent to avoid extruding the 0-ring upon installation.

Standard gland dimensions may be used by applying the
groove width for vacuum and gases shown in Table
6.3.3.3r.

Very high squeeze can be used with silicone rubber because
it does not deteriorate excessively as some other rubbers
do under the constant high stress in the vacuum assembly.

When silicone compounds are used in vacuum systems, a
hardness of 60 durometer is normally used. However, it is
sometimes desirable to use a soft ir material when extreme
sealing difficulties are encountered ar.d the other opera-
tional factors (such as high pressure' are not prohibitive.

"It is permissible, and sometimes very desirable, to use two
INNER KING OUITERRING or more 0-rings in the same or separate grooves forSTAINLESS STEEL ALUMINUM ALLOYFEP FLUOROCARBON COATED FEP FLUOROCARBON COATED vacuum seals. With multiple 0-rings in the same groove,

BASIC CONFIGURATION OF BIMETALLIC SEAL the groove width must be modified accordingly. Problems
FLANGE FACE OUTER RING due to pressure trapping normally do not arise, since the

ALUMINUM ALLOY maximum pressure differential is atmospheric and the
leakage is compressible gas.

Flexible Metallic Seals. The use of a flexible metal seal
requires a reverse seal design to provide differential pres-

Z sure actuation. The use of this type of seal will be limited
by the leakage rate. The differential pressure usually is
not sufficient to provide required interface stress levels
without the use of Teflon coatings.

FEP FLUOROCARBON SPLIT INNER RING
COATING STAINLESS STEEL(BOTH SIDES)

BIMETALLIC SEAL WITH PRESSURE-ACTUATED CONFIGURATION AND DOUBLE
CONE FOR INCREASED DEFLECTION

Figure 6.3.3.10e. Bimetallic Temperature-Actuated Seals
(Reference 36-12)
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STATIC SEAL REFERENCES STATIC SEALS

REFERENCES
oReferences added March 1967

Seal Bibliographies Seal Comparison Data
35-12 46-24 1.252 46-26
41-5 46-26 1-296 152-2
41-7 46-32 U4-13 152-4
41-8 106-1 36-12
46-23 46-33*

Static Sealing Theory Gaskets
46-17 46-32 1-147 V-828
46-22 152-2 S6.12 V-327
16-27 152-4 49-35 V-329
23-564 46-33' 193.5 V-338

V-322

Seal Loads
1-294 46-32 0-Rings
26-208 66-8 1-141 V-74
46-19 68-70 6.98 V-181
46-25 23-56' 19-133 V-239

19-173 V-321
46-33* 106-3 V-327

106-6 V-342496-3 V-34S
Materials V-70
1-50 82-14
1-122 114-1
34-13 152-4 Flexible Metallic Seals
46-20 496-2 46-19 V-317
49-35 50-9 V-319

496-1 V-324
V-39 V-325

Leakage V-57 V-326

.36-11 46-32 V-70 V-340
46-16 152-2 V,14 V-355
46-30 152-4 V-180 V-354
23.56* 46-33* V-229 44.24*

131-27" 131-28*

Boss Seals
Surface Texture 6-191 V-232
35-12 68-71 151-6 V-326
46-32 447-5
23-56* 46-33* Vacuum Seals

1-142 46-33*

Radial or Toggle Seals
36-11 V-116
44-14 V-318

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
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DYNAMIC SEALS SEAL CLASSIFICATION"SEALING INTERFACE

6.4 DYNAMIC SEALS is desirsble from a sealing standpoint. However, in order

6.4.1 Introduction to get reasonable friction and wear characteristics at the
sQal interface with the current state-of-the-art of dynamic

6,4.2 Dynamic Seal Clasmifications seal design, a small amount of leakage must be tolerated
for lubrication. Rrsult3 of one of the latest studies on

6.4.3 Design and Selection Factors dynamic scaling are described in Reference 152-4. In some
dynamic seal applications it Is possible only to minimize

6.4.3.1 Sealing Interface leakage, not prevent it, Friction coefficients for various

6.4.3.2 Materials material combinations are given in Sub-Sýction 12.7.

6.4.3.3 Contamination If leakage cannot be tolerated, the use of bellows or

6.4.3.4 Fluid Compatibility diaphragms can be used in certain applications to replace
conventional dynamic seals. The use of bellows or din-

6.4.3.5 Temperature phragms will be controlled by the physical limitations of

6.4.3.6 Pressure the design, such as length of stroke required, power avail-
able to move the seal, i.e., bellows compression force,

6.4.3.7 Resiliency and Rate of "Returin and by the envelope avwdlable. Application of bellows is

described in Sub-Section 6.6 and diaphragms in Sub-6.1.4 IDesign Data Scin67
Section 6.7.

6.4.4.1 Lip Seals
Dynamic seals considered in this sub-section are limited

6.4.4.2 Molded Shape Packings primarily to seals used in valve applications, including

6.4.4.3 O-Rings such typical applications as valve actuator seals involving
iPacking. relatively low rotary and linear speeds. These paragraphs6.4.4.4 Compression Pdo not include a discussion of dynamic seals which are

6.4.4.5 Split Ring Seals primarily intended for high speed rotary applicadions,

6.4.4.6 Special Sealing Concepts such as pumps and turbines.

A discussion of the application of face or mechanical seals
6.4.1 Introduction is covered in References 112-12 and 46-27; positive clear-

ance seals such as labryinth and bushing seals are de-
A dynatnic seal is a mechanical device used to minimize, scribed in References 19-72 and 152-3. The following
or reduce to an acceptable level, leakage of a fluid from sub-topics cunsider factors vhich influence gland and seal
one region to another when there is relative motion be- element design and selection, and present data on specific
tweon the sealing interfaces. In normal dynamic seal dynamic seal designs.
operation, relative motion will exist between a static or
stationary interface and a moving interface. The basic
types of motion which may occur singly or in combination 6.4.2 Dynamic Seal Classification
are: Common methods of classifying dynamic seals include

a) Sliding motion, in which the direction of motion is type of motion, method of loading, material application,

perpendicular to or across the seal interface. The con- and configuration. Sorne of these classifications are shown
tact interface is continuously changing location on in Table 6.4.2.

the gland. If the motion occurs in both directions it
is called reciprocating. 6.4.3 Design and Selection Factors I

b) Rotary motion, in which the direction of motion is Primary factors which must be considered in dynamic
along the seal inteiface. The contact interface is seal design and selection involve relative balance between
limited to one location on the gland. Where reversal of allowable leakage and permissible wear of the seal and
motion occurs, it is termed oscillating. gland. Influencing factors include material properties,.

interface conditions, compatibility with the sealed media,
The motion may be continuous, but in most ipstances it
will be intermittent with varying periods of time, during
which the seal will function in a static condition. A special and pressure.

case of intermittent action, in which the interfaces are 6.4.3.1 SEALING INTERFACE. The effectiveness of a
separateu' and remated, occurs in some valve closure seals.Typical applications of valve closure seals are shown in dynamic seal design is determined by the capability of
TypiScaltappicationsofvalve osue sthe seal interfaces to maintain good mating over the

seal operating environment. The mechanisms of sealing

In addition to meeting the sealing requirements, a dy- described in Detailed Topic 6.3.2.1 are applicable to
namic seal must also be designed for acceptable friction dynamic seals; however, the extent of deformation at
and wear at the interface. No escape of the sealed fluid the interface will be less. The contact surface stress is

6.4.1 -1
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GLAND DESIGN DYNAMIC SEALS
SEAL FRMUTIMt4

Telae &4.2. Dynamle Seal Classiftcations of the gland. For example, the gland of the sliding seal
on a 1piston will include both the piston and the adjacent
cylinder. The primary functions of the gland are to con-

Sliding tain the seal element and to provide, either wholly orReciprocating
Rotating partially, the contact loading at the seal interface neces-
Oscillating sary to produce the required sealing stress. In positive

Method of Loading clearance type dynmic seals, where there i:, no relative
Mechanically preloaded load between the seal i iterfaces, the purpose and func-

tion of the housing is primarily to contain and support
Pressure-energizedthsalI

Me stive of learincetegel
SWhenever possible, the t/o surfaces of the gland being

Radial sealed should not come in contact; bearing areas should
Face be outside the sealing area. When this is not possible, the

Material part of the gland containing the seal should be a soft

Metallic bearing material which will not score or mark the part
Nonmetallic of the gland which moves across the seal.
Combination

Application In dynamic seal applications where the seal mates with
a shaft, shalt hardness, smoothness, and material are

Vacuum factors that must be considered. The usual recommenda-

High temperature tion for shaft hardness is a Rockwell C of at least 50.
Cryogenic If the shaft is one of the soft metals, brass or aluminum

Configuration for example, it is advisable to press a hardened steel ring
SO-ring on the shaft to serve as a seal running surface. Hard,
Lip dense chrome plate electro-deposited on the shaft will also

Mechanical serve satisfactorily.
Labyrinth
Bushing Maximum seal efficiency and life are .btained with a
Piston ring
Compression packing finely finished gland suiface, usually in the 10 to 20
Molded packing microinch range. Polishk or ground finishes with con- :

centric marks are preferred in rotary applications. Direc-
tion of finishing marks and spiral lead are important;

considerably lower than in a comparable static seal, due when a hnish lead is present, it should be in the direction
to load limitationm imposed by wear considerations. There. that guides the sealed media inward.
fore, the effect of gross surface irregularities such as
waviness, out-of-roundness, etc., may be the dominant Friction. The seal friction force which must be overcome
factor in establishing leakage paths. The general subject in actuating the moving member is a function of the
ot surface tooography is Vovered in Detailed Topic 6.3.2.1 coeffiLient of friction at the seal interface. Prediction if
under "Static Seals," and is applicable also to dynamic the coefficient of friction to be expected in actual opera-
seals. in dynamic sea applications where lubrication i. tion is complicated because of its dependence upon several
required, gland surface finishes finer than 10 microinches operating parameters, including rate of movement, the
have shown insignificant increase in seal life. In fact, asurf.cefinsh wichis oo soot (i therane o..2 time at rest prior to movement (which influences breakout
surfoce finish which is too smooth (in the range-. friction), operating temperature, reaction sensitivity of
microinches) cannot support a lubrication film, and pre- tesrae otecnandmda ufc emtismatue sal ailre ay ccu (Rfernce1-22).the surfaces to the contained media, surface geometries,
mature seal failure may occur (Reference 1-292). adteaon fwa ob xetdand the "amount of wear to be expected.

In high pressure dynamic seals, abraaion and tearing of
the interface materials are primary -'oasons for seal fail- One of the major factors influencing friction at the seal
are. The rate and amount of abrasion are difficult to interface and wear life of the seal components is the
predict in dynamic seeal performance, because of changing relative surface finish of the interfaces. The machinability
condidions such as lubrication and friction encountered of metallic seal materials therefore becomes a matter for

during operation. These conditions change during the life consideration. Relative surface conditions which can be
of the seal. Characteristics which influence the rate of expected from various manufacturing operations are shown
wear include surface finish and hardness, and fri~ctional in Table 6.3.2.1c. Other material properties which influ-
characteristics at the interface. ence the friction coefficient of seal materials are the

Gland D)esign. In a dynamic seal design installation, all relative surface hardness and type of surface film on
structural members which directly or indirectly influence the seal interfaces. In general, the softer metals exhibit
the performance of the seal element are considered part a higher coefficient of friction.

6.4.3 -2 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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DYNAMIC SEALS FRICTION LOAD
WEAR

When motion is intermittent, the amount of time the seal b) Solid materials removed from one sliding surface and
is at rest and "functioning as a static seal will have a transferred to the other.
significant effect on the degree of mating and level of
friction loads, partlculat'y in plastics and elastomers. As The latter type of wear may be acceptable if the material
shown in Figure 6.4.3.1, the levels of static (breakout) transfer results in smeoth sliding surfaces despite the
friction may be three times that of dynamic (running) fact t~at transfer of small particles occurs. For specific
friction. Friction load may be decreased by decreasing applications, meaningful numbers of frictional resistance
unit load, differential pressure, surface finish (ofrmotals), and wear can best be obtained by testing an assembled
or durometer (of elastomers), and by increasing hardness seal in the environment expected in use. A detailed dis-
(of metals) or running speed, as well as by the use of cussion of the theory of the wear process may be found
lubrication. Typical values of static and dynamic friction in References 494-1 and 495-1.
coefficients are given in Sub-Section 12.7. Typical wear test data for various combinations oZ mate-

The magnitude of frictioral load opposing movement of rials and operating conditions are discussed in References
Sthe seal may be e.xpressed as: 46-27 and 152-3. The wear phenomena which may occur

in parts can generally be classified in one of the following
F = p,(wi + w2 1) four major groups:

Swhere 1) Adhesive or Galling Wear. Adhesive wear Is the most
F Frictional load, lbs/linear inch of seal contact fundamental of the several types of wear and generally
/ Coeffic'•nt of friction will persist when all other types of wear have been
w, Width of seal in contact as installed, in. eliminated. When two solid surfaces are placed in contact,
wtthe interface load causes plastic deformation of the sur-i w :=-Width of seal exposed to pressure energiuing,

face asperities in contact. In those regions where theIn. intimate contact occurs, strong adhesion takes place and,s Installed seat stress, psi in the case of metals, becomes in effect a continuous weld,

P Operating differential pressure across seal, psi often referred to as cold welding. Relative movement
between the two surfaces rriinlts in the breaking of this

Wear. Wear generally takes two basic forms: adhesive bond, resulting in transfer of material from one
a) The removal of solid materials from rubbing surfaces; part to the other, or a generation of loose wear particles.

i.e., the loose wear particles which are formed wher
they leave the sliding system, The particles generated 2) Abrasive or Cutting Wear. In abrasive wear, loose
by this type of wear are a major source of contamina- particles are plowed or gouged out of the base material
tion of the sealed media, rather than pulled out, as in adhesive wear. A typical

example of this type of wear would be a hard rough sur-
face plowing thr,:.,cgh a soft material. However, the most
probable source of this type of wear which would be
encountered by the fluid component designer is where an
abrasive particle, either from external generation (atmos-
phere or system fluid) or from internal generation (oxideRUNNING FRICTION fragments or wear particles), is caught between two slid-

15 FEET PER MINUTESTROK SINED STEEL ing surfaces. A second case would be where fluid streams

$SMICO-IN. RMS are impinging upon solid surfaces.a
o 3) Corrosive Wear. Corrosive wear requires the occur-

zo rence both of corrosion of the base metal and the pres-
ence of some form of adhesive or abrasive wear. Corrosive

S GLASS wear is essentially adhesive or abrasiv,' wear intensified

by continuous corrosion of the base metal which is being
exposed through the rubbing wear process.

4) Surface Fatigue. Cyclic reversal of stresses between
two sliding surfaces, or repeated stresses from the rolling
contact of two bodies, can result in fatigue of the base

3ELY E CL S metal, further resulting in local pitting or flaking of the
OELAY BETWEEN CYCLES seal interface. This wear process is not gradual, but will

commence suddenly, after many contact cycles, removing
Figure 6.4.3.1. Change of Breakout Friction with Time at relatively large particles from the surface.

Rest for an Elastomer O-Ring
Each design application will have significant wear types

(Reprinted with permission from "Parker 0.Rins Handbook." Cat.
5700, 1964 Parker Seal Company, Culver City, California, and which may occur simultaneously and interact. Adhesive
Cleveland, 6hio) and corrosive wear, for example, will often be found in
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LUBRICATION DYNAMIC SEALS
CONTAMINATION

combination in sliding seal surfaces. The application of 6.4.3.2 MATERIALS. The factors required In selection of
a mild form of corrosive wear Is sometimes used in sliding materials for dynamic seals will be the same as for static
seals as a means of reducing total wear. One example of seals (see Detailed Topic 0.3.2.2), except that friction and
this is lubricant additives which mildly corrode the contact wear at the interface are prime considerations, in addition
area, forming a sulfide, oxide, or phosphate coating. This to good interface mating.
resulting nonmetallic anti-welding film prevents galling
or seizing of the bare metal surfaces. 6.4.3.3 CONTAMINATION. Lip seals are often used to

protect other components, such as bearings, from extreme
In general, the design approach should be such that the operating environment conditions and contamination. In
item which will be most susceptible to deformation, wear, genertl, lip seals with auxiliary lips are satisfactory in
v.c tearing during operation is the least expensive and moderately severe conditions, while metallic wipers may
noost easily replaced component. This will normally be be required for extremely dirty conditions (Figure 6.4.3.3).
the seal. In seal design where excessive wear occurs, the seal can

become a contamination generator. Special cuns!deration
Lubrication. Many premature seal failures, particularly may be required in seal material selection when sealed
in pneumatic and vacuum applications, can be attributed media contamination cannot be tolerated.
to inadequate lubrication or lack of lubrication, resulting
in high friction ait the interface, exccs,;ive wear of the IN
seal and rapid heat buildup. Lubrication can be provided
from several different sources; quite often the liquid being
sealed will Iirovide adequate lubrication.

In sliding applications, relative motion is normal to the
plane of the seals, thus carrying a film of fluid across the
working face and extending the contact area. Some lubri- 7-
cation is therefore insured in liquid systems. AUXILIARY LIP SINGLE ELE.MNT METAL WIPER

In a rotary application, the seal load tends to squeeze Flgure 6L4.&3 Wiper Conftigrations
out the lubricating fluid at the contact face. Continuous (Repinted with permission from "Machine 0024n $seet R#etfen
operation against the same small area of the gland can Isu," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 19r. Trh Penton,

Publishing Company, Ctevolar, Ohio)
induce excessive localized heating. If severe enough, this
action can damage the seal and possibly the shaft, im-
pairing sealing. 6A.3.4 FLUID COMPATIBILITY. The swell of polymeric
Typical seal lubricants for various temperature ranges seal materials when in contac; with various liquids is more
are li..ted in Reference 1-60, and a more detailed discussion serious in dynamic seal design than in static seal design.
of the mechanisms of lubrication and types of lubricants In a static seal design, the increase in stress resulting 4

is presented in Detailed Topic 6.8.2.2. Lubricants especially from the change in volume of '.he seal materials is not
slited for use with elastomers are covered in Detailed detrimental as long as gross deformations do not occur
Topic 6.4.5.3. The effects of various lubricants on the in the seal housing. In dynamic seal design, however, the
friction coefficients of different material combinations are seni interface is a balance between seal stress required
tabulated in Sub-Section 1L,7. for the allowed leakage rate and load limits which will

make the wear characteristics or abrasion of the seal
To reduce frictional resistance in those areas where lubri- material intolerable. Increased seal loads resulting from
cants cannot be u.1ed, either coating or impregnating the swell can drastically increase the frictional load and rate
base metals is often utilized. Coatings may take the fol- of wear of the seal interface or, under extreme conditions,
lowing forms: may even prevent operation. As a general rule, materials

for dynamic applications should be limited to a volume
a) Chemical reaction on the surfaces of the base metals, swell of 15 percent.

such as hard anodizing of aluminum
6.4.3.5 TEMPERATURE. In addition to the thermal en-

hb Application of a soft metal film, such as silver, nickel, vironment, temperature problems with dynamic seals can
or indium result from heat generated at the seal interface by rub-

c) Application of a polymer film, such as Teflon bing friction. The temperatures attained, aside from ma-
terial selection considerations, will require consideration

d) Application of hard coatings (such as tungsten carbide of the following factors:
or aluminum oxides) and platings (such as chromium).

a) A change in the interface relationship resulting from
See TaHe 12.7 for actual friction coefficient values for thermal expansion. A decrease in the interface loading
such coatinI-s. Usirt- gland alloy materials with a high will result in increased leakage, while an increase in
content of nickel or silver will often produce a solid lubri- the loads will increase the frictional forces and wear
cating film at the interface, of the interface. Thermal expansion comparison of
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DYNAMIC SEALS PRESSURE
RESIUMNCY

typical seal and gland materials is shown in Tablp tion is generally small, actuation time is often quite fvt
(1.3.2.'/. and relatively high speeds can be attained. Rate of return

can therefore be important when the seal must follow and
b) Vaporization of liquid surrounding the seal interface, maintain contact with an uneven surface.

which will destroy the Interfacial liquid film and change
the lubrication characteristics,

Life and performance factors can be impiroved if the
design provides for dissipating excessive heat. This is
particulizrly true for dynamic seals which operate con-
tinuously and/or operate at high speeds. si.ArM 0oE

6.4.3.6 1'REhSURE. In general, the allowable speed of it FRICTION "ICTION

given seal wilt decrease as the pressure of the contained "tst. ON S LOAt "tf$I•*t (*4 S(AL
fluid increases. (Allowable speed depends not only on -.
pressure, but also on temperatture, gland surfrce finish,

deflection, and endplay, and upon the actual lubrication
that reaches the seal.) 

MOU.4o MoIoN

Seal design for sliding motion should provide, where
possible, application of the fluid pressure in the opposite
direction of the friction force to improve seal life and
reduce extrusion in packing instailations. By placing the SiA t MOTION

seal in the opposite part of the gland, the relation of
friction force to fluid pressure will be reversed, as illus-
trated in Figure 6.4.3,6u. FUID FICTION FLUID I ION

In those applications utilising pressure-energized seals, . o, S A

special consideration must be given to the possibility of -.IG,.

revursal of the direction of fluid pressure or vacuum.

Unless the seal furctions bi-directionally, as is the case SIDING 5 LING IOUSING

with an 0-ring, these conditions can lead to introduction
of dirt or other contaminants into the system. A typical
back-to-back dual installation of unidirectional seals is Figure 6.4.3.6. Relation etween Fluid Pimssure and
shown in Figure 6.4,346b. Proper venting of the gland to Frictional ForCes in Sliding Se•kl
prevent pressure bulldup, or vacuum caused by tempera-
ture changes, may be required.

6.4.3.7 RESILIENCY AND RATE OF RETURN. Resili-
ency of a seal is its ability to return to its original shape
after release of an applied load. It may also be defined
as the ratio of energy given up on recovery from defor-
mation to the energy required to produce the deforma-
tion. Seal resilience is a function of geometry as well as
material properties and is limited to deformation in the
elastic range. In simple sh&.pes, material properties may
be of greater significance. The elastic range of metals is
usually associated with very low strain levels, but in ''< v
nonmetallic materials the property of recovery is appli- / /

cable over a very wide strain level. Resiliency is a very
important consideration ;n seal design in that it deter.
mines the capability of the seal to maintain contact under
conditions of deflection of the mating gland interface.

A related property which is important in dynamic seal Figure 6.4.3.Gb. Dual Seal Installation for BI-Directional
design is the rate of return after compression, or the speed Pressure Capabilities
with which the material returns to its original shape after (Courtesy of Aeroguip, Corporation, Jackson, Michigan)

being* deformed. While total displacement in valve opera-
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- 6.44 Design Data
The following presentation of dynamic seal design data
inclu des parametric data and examples of representative
d-A ign approaches and techniques. The sub-topic Is divided . ~FR FORCE GIVEN BY

into the baskc' dynamic soal typ~es. -Reference 152-4 is P NI=IERAF9C

recommended f r a comprehensive anAlytical treatment M N mOmENTCAUSED
of the dynamic sealing problem, p UNIT PRESOJREP PV VERTICAL RESULT-

V ANT FORCE

*6.4.4.1 LIP SEALS. Lip seals consist of relatively flexible - HORIZONTAL E-
nonmetallic sealing elements which have an interference 4 PIG OC

fit with the moving part of the gland. The sealing element, F4S-SRN OC

* usually posltlcned by a metal case, will be either a plastic
* or an elastonser, and elastomers may be coated wvith

Teflon to reduce friction. To augment the seal loads and
maintain gontinuous contact when sealing low viscosity
fluids, ttese&al~erment is often spring-Loaded. Most lip

* seals are also pressure-energized.

*Pressure sensitivity of lip seals is inherent 'in their desiqn.
Typical action of forces on a lip seal are shown in Figure

* 6.4.4.1a. In order to have equilibrium at the lip, the spring
force S and the flexing mument M must cultnterbalance
three forces: (1) F., the force caused by shaft runout,

(2) 1, the inertia force, and (3) the opposing components
of the unit pressure, P. Generally, all these various forces '

can be resolved into two forces, P,1 and P,., acting hori- P
zontally and vertically. P,, tends to displace the se~ling \ \\\

element along the shaft and with high enough pressure
may blow the lip out. In the usual sealing element con-
'figuration, however, the vertical force J", is larger and
tends to flatten the sealing element on the gland wvell
before such blowo~ut occurs. An excessive value of PV will
create a higa seal load,'%vTIct will result in a wvide con-
tact ,width. Excessive heat generation from the increased
friction load may harden and degrade the"'s-aling element
material. Result;-g oracks in the contact surface become
leak channels. Using a harder compound, shortening and
thickening the seal element, or using an abrasion resistant
compound, can improve the performance, but such changesr will result in lower runout tolerance, higher initial heat
generation, and generally shorter life.

Primary characteristics of the lip seal are small space
requirements and ease of installation; wide variety of

standard sizes, materials, and lip combinations; good

sealing capability with many types of fluids; good exclu- .

sion of' dirt or contaminants; and relatively lowv cost.

The lip seal is most commonly used -ary applications,
frequently for retention of lubricat~- in rolling element
bearing applications. Generally distinguished as an indi-
vidual type, the wiper ring (Figure 6.4 3.3) is especially
designed to exclude foreign matter either in rotating or
sliding instailations. The external lip seal .(Figure 6.4.4.1b)
is seldom used on a rotating shaft, because' of the effects
of centrifugal force. Lip seals may be used in high pres-
sure ap~plications wvith special gland designs which limit
deformation. For example, the seal shown in Figure Figure 6.4.4.2a. Action of Forces on a Lip Seal

6.4,,1, wasdesgne- fo a 000psi ryoeni appicaion (Reprinted with permission trom "Product Enaineeri.ng."1 March 1961,
6.4..1' wasdesgnedfora 200 pi cyogeic ppliati'~. vol. 32. no. 12, V. L. Peickii and D. A. Christlenson, Co,,yright 1961,

involving sliding motion. McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New York)
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DYNAM!C SEALS LIP SEALS
MOLDED PACKINGS

* ,t•#

METAL ENCASED

BONDED

Figure 6.4.4.1b. External-Type Lip Seal

(Reprinted from "Product Engineering," March 1961, vol. 32, no. 12,
V. L. Peickii and 0. A. Christenson, Copyright 1961, McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, New Ycrk) DOUBLE ELEMENT

Figure 6.4.4.1d. Lip.Seal Configurations
(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design," 3, October 1957,
vol. 29, no. 22, J. B. Holt and W. S. Miller, Copyright 1957. The
Penton Publishing Company. Cleveland, Ohio)

bility, or where installatio space is limited by external
design requirements. I

c) Dual-ch'ment or coimbinadtion seals. which are avail-
able for unusually sevei1e service, or where liquids
are present on both sides, of the seal. Other combina-
tion seals provide a sealing action in one direction,
plus a wiping action in the reverse direction. Seals of
all categories can be provided with spring-tension
elements, either garter-spring or finger type, for use
where either shaft speed dr eccentricity demand higher
unit sealing pressures.

6.4.4.2 MOLDED SHAPE PACKINGS. There are five
major forms of molded nghmetallic packings used inFigure 6.4.4.1c. Gland Configuration for High Pressure

L p Gland dynamic sealing, characterized by their particular shape
Lip Seal

(Reference 34-10) and commonly known as:

a) O-rings

b) V-rings

Lip Seal Construction. Commercially available lip seals c) U-rings
may be categorized into three basic classes according to :)Cumay d) Cup
construction (Figure 6.4.4.1d):

e) Hat or flange.
a) Cased seals, in which the sealing element is retained I

in a metal case which is pressed into the gland. With the exception of the 0- Ing, molded shape packings
are normally used in sliding iapplications. (0-rings, be-

b) Bonded seals, in which the sealing element is perma- caus,, of their wide usage *i ie discussed separately in
nently bonded to a flat washer or to a formed meta.l Detailed Topic 6.4.4.3.) Wheri limitations of the 0-ring

case. Use of the bonded seal is often recommended preclude its use, the various s pe packings may be used
where operating conditionis require increased seal flexi- in specific applications. Moldt', sbhape packings seal by
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MOLDED PACKINGS DYNAMIC SEALS
V-R1NG PACKINGS

pressure energization except in extremely low pressure The V-ring and the U-ring packings are considered bal-
applications, in which case seal resiliency and gland pre- anced, and may be installed inside-packed or outside-packed.
load provide the necessary seal load. Elastomeric packings A balanced packing will seal both the inside and the outside
are normally limited to a pressure differential of 1,500 psi, dia&heter, with equal pressure being applied on the side
but may be used at higher pressures through the use of walls of the gland. The cup and hat packings are unbal-
backup rings. Teflon, because of its low resiliency, is anced in that sealing occurs on only one diameter. The cup
normally limited to use in applications where compatibility packing is used in inside-packed installations and the hat
is a problcm, (which is a reverse configuration of the cup packing) is

used in outside-packed installations.
The minimum clearance between moving and stationary

parts of the gland necessary to prevent extrusion of the V-Ring Packings. V-ring (chevron) packings are installed
packing is a function of the contained pressure. Some in sets, each set consisting of a ni'nber of rings and a
recommended clearances are shown in Table 6.4.4.2a. male and female adapter. As more rings are added,
Where compatibility will permit, olastomeric materials greater protection against extrusion from pressure surges
can be fabric-reinforced to provide greater strength and is provided, however, more rings mean more friction force.
improved extrusion resistance. The clearances are appli- The number of rings recommended, which represents a
cable to all packing shapes, except 0-rings, and may be compromise between friction and extrusion factors, de-
used whether the seal is inside-packed or outside-packed. pends on the pressure and the packing material (Table
In an inside-packed installation, the moving seal interface 6.4.4.2b). Where installation becomes a problem, split
is on the outside diameter of the seal; in an outside-packed V-rings can be used with the joints staggered, however
installation, the moving seal interface is on the inside, this reduces the seuling effectiveness and life.

Table 6.4.4.2a. Reinforced Packings for Elastomer and Plastic Packings
(Adapted with permission from "Machine Design Sea/s Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 2964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Cylinder Diametral Clearance (in.)
Diameter

(in.) Under 500 psi 500 - 3000 psi Over 3000 psi

"Under 3 0.006 0.004 0.003

3 to 8 0. 008 0.006 0.004

Reinforced 8 to 10 0.010 0.008 0.005

Packings 10 to 12 0.012 0.010 0.006
12 to 16 0.014 0.012 0.007

16 to 24  0.016 0.014 0.008

L'::. •2 0.006 0.005

2 to 5 0.008 0.006

5 to 8 0.010 0.008Elastomer and

Plastic Packings 8 to 10 0.012 0.010

10 to 12 0.014 0.012

12 to 16 0.016 0.014

For inside-packed installations, clearance ;s between the rod or piston and cylinder wall. For

outside-packed installations, clearance is between back support ring and shaft.
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Table 6.4.4.2c. Representative Standard Nominal Sizes for
Table 6.4.4.2b. Recommended Number of Packings per Set, V-Ring Packings

Based on Solid Rings
(Adapted with permission from "Machine 'Design Seals Reference

(Adapted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Onio)

Nominal Nominal Dimensions
Elostomer and Cross- ID OD Thickness "V" Radius

P!'.'tic Section (in.) (in.) ±0.010 (in.) R (in.)
Pressure (Number of
(psi) rings per set) Reinforced 1/4 1/4 3/4 0.083 5/64

Up to 500 3 3 1/4 1/2 1 0.083 5/64

500 to 15,000 4 4 1/4 3/4 1-1/4 0.083 5/64

1500 to 3000 5 4 1/4 1 1-1/2 0.083 5/64

3000 to 5000 5 5 1/4 1-1/4 1-3/4 0.083 5/64

5000 to 10,000 - .6 5/16 1-3/8 2 0.140 1/8

10,000 and over - 5/16 1-7/8 2-1/2 0.140 1/8

5/16 2-3/8 3 0.140 1/8

3/8 2-3/4 3-1/2 0.156 9/64

3/8 3-1/4 4 0.156 9/64

3/8 3-3/4 4-1/2 0.156 9/64
Table 6.4.4.2d. Dimensions for V-Ring Adapters

(Adapted -with permission from "MWachine Design Seals Reference 7/6 434 5/8 017/6Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) 1/2 5-1/2 6-1/2 0.197 3/16

cioss- 1/2 6 7 0.197 3/16
sECTION

90DEG 1/2 7 8 0.197 3/16

FI
T 1/2 9 10 0.197 3/16

1/2 11 12 0.197 3/16

9 0D E Gf-' 1/2 13 14 0.197 3/j6

MALE ADAPTER FEMALE ADAPTER 1/2 15 16 0.197 3/16

Dimensions (in.) The standard angle for V-rings is 90 degrees. Typical
Cross-Section F M R dimensions for V-rings are shown in Table 6.4.4.2c and

for adapters in Table 6.4.4.2d. The adapters may be sepa-
!,'4 1/4 1/8 1/16 rate pieces or may be integral with the gland. To prevent
5/16 5/16 1/8 7/64 overtightening and to ensure automatic, controlled wear

take-up, as well as to allow a fixed gland length, spring
3/8 3/8 1/8 1/8 biasing can be used (Figure 6.4.4.2a). A spring load

7/16 7/16 1/8 5/32 of 5 pounds per linear inch of mean ring ciicuinference

2 1is usually recommended. A single spring is used for
1/2 [ 1/2 1/8 5/32 small diameters, and multiple springs are used in large

diameters.
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CUP PACKINGS

Table 6.4.4.2s. Representative Standard Nominal Sizes for Table 6.4.4.2f. Representative Standard Nominal Si"•s for
Cup Packings U.Ring Packings

(Adapted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton (Adapted with permisslon from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Publishi'ig Company, Cleveland, Ohio) Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton

Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

DimensionsD
OD Height Hole OD Thickness, E (in.) Dimensions

. (einht HoleD Thikn E (in.) nCross- Nominal Nominal Ring
n " Section ID OD Height Thickness, E

1/2 1/4 To suit 1/32 1/16 (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.)

3/4 5//16 1/32 3/32 1/4 1/2 1 5/16 1/16 1

1 7/16 1/16 1/8 3/8 1 1-3/4 3/8 3/32

1-1/2 1/2 3/32 1/8 3/8 1-1/2 2-1/4 3/8 3/32

2 1/2 3/32 5/32 1/2 2 3 7/16 1/8

2-1/2 1 /2 3/32 5/32 1/2 2-1/2 3-1/2 1/2 1/8

3 5/8 1/8 3/16 1/2 3 4 1/2 1/8

3-1/2 5/8 1/8 3/16 5/8 4 5-1/4 5/8 5/32

4 5/8 1/8 3/16 5/8 5 6-1/4 5/8 5/32

5 3/4 1/8, 3/16 3/4 6 7-1/2 3/4 3/16

6 3/4 1/8 3/16 3/4 7 8-1/2 3/4 3/16

7 3/4 1/8 3/16 3/4 8 9-1/2 3/4 3/16

8* 1 1/8 3/16 3/4 9 10-1/2 3/4 3/16

9* 1 1/8 3/16 3/4 10 11-1/2 3/4 3/16
10* 1 1/8 3/16 3/4 12 13-1/2 1 3/16

12* 1-1/4 1/8 3/16 3/4 15 16-1/2 1 3/16

* For reinforced cup packings

E Max. = 1/4 inch the system pressure becomes the dominant component of

contact pressure, and tht larger contact force of the lip
seal produces greater total friction load. Thus, in low-

n' pressure systems where friction is important, -,up pack-U-R1ing Plackings. U-ring packings, a combination of the Pnsmyb rfre oOrns u aknshv
whichsealings may be preferred to 0-rings. *Cup packings havecup and flange design, are ba'lanced packings which sealcnpoththeOD and IDange desi aey baanced coplg aanother advantage in their ability to withstand foreign-

on both the OD and ID. They are completely automatic particle contamination in situations where the operating
in action, with low frictional characteristics at relatively fluid cannot be kept clean.
low pressures, and are not stacked in nested sets.

In cup packings, sealing may occur at the lip at low
Standard U-ring dimensions are shown in Table 6.4.4.2f, pressure, but normally proper sealing requires expansion
and typical gland designs are shown in Figure 6.4.4.2d. of the heel or shoulder of the lip to contact the gland.

Cup Packings. The cup packing is the most common of Wear occurs primarily at the heel, with very little oc-

the lip-type, pressure-energized packings. A lip seal has CUrring at the lip. Excessive installation 'loads on the
ie.ss strain etiergy than i compression seal such as an bottom of the cup will crush the material and cause the
0-ring, but entlike a compression seal the lip seal obtains s to "toe in," iLnpairing sealing and increasing friction

and wear. Compression should normally be limited to 25
additional contact pressure from the applied fluid pres- percent of the material thickness. Standard dimensions
sure. Correspondingly, for relatively low differential pres- for cup packings are shown in Table 6.4.4.2e.
sure, the larger portion of the frictional load is provided
by the internal energy of the seal itself, and overall When the internal pressures are high, the lip will main-
frictional force is low. As differential pressure increases, tain contact with the gland. For low pressures, and for
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DYNAMIC SEALS FLANGE PACKINGS
O-RINGS

PIsTC, A~
/d

BOSS -Ir
SLEEVE

BOSS IS IN'.ORPORATED DOUBLE-ACTING UNIT CUP PACKING DESIGN
IN PISTON !O PREVENT WITH SLEEVE AND 0- FUR ALLOWING ROTARY
EXCESSIVE TIGHTENING RING AROUND BO-S MOTION PLUS RECIPRO-

AND OVERSTRESSING TO PREVENT TRANSFER CAT ING MOTION
PACKING. OF LOAD BETWEEN SHAFT IS HELD IN PLACE

CUPS. BY PIN BUT IS FREE TO
ROTATE THROUGH BACK
FOLLOWER.

SPFigure 6.4.4.2c. Cup Packings
(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton

Vg. Ring Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

ANTI-EXTRUSION" R R IN G

CLEARANCE
DESIGN DATA:

(ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES) METAL-TO-A = OcMETAL

A D

B DC -(2; - 1.-8) PEDESTAL
C = I --- •RING

C di -,

(FOR 45 DEG BEVEL)
d - (0.577t) INSIDE-PACKED TWO-PIECE PISTON OUTSIDE-PACKED INSTALLATION

0 INSTALLATION TO FACILItATE VITH ANTIEXTRUSION RING AND
( 0FOR A SINGLE INSTALLATION U-RING SUPPORTED ON PEDESTAL(FOR 30 DEG BEVtL di ACTING PISTION OF U-RING IN RING DRILLED CROSS-WISE TO

,l-jA--- 'j GROOVE EQUALIZE PTESSURF

EC
Figure 6.4.4.2d. U-Rang Packing Installations

(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
C Issue," June 1964. vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton

Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Figure 6.4.4.2b. Spring Expander Design for Cup Packings
Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) 6.4.4.3 O-RINGS. An 0-ring is a molded shape packing

which, because of its wide acceptance, has become stand-

conditions of pressure surges, an expander may be re- ardized as to sizes and installation. The advantages of

quired to maintain the load on the lip circumference. The the 0-ring as a packing are:

finger spring expander shown in Figure 6.4.4.2b is the a) Low initial cost
most common type used. The metal thickness will range

from 0.010 inch for small sizes up to 0.020 inch for large b) Small installation envelope

sizes. Typical cup packing installations are shown in 0) Simple installation
Figure 6.4.4.2c.

d) Bi-directional sealing
Flange Packing. The flange packing design is the reverse

of the cup packing design. It is used for outside-packed e) High resiliency

installations usually when there is insufficient space for a f) No adjustment requirement

V-ring or U-ring. The installation methods for cup pack-

ings are applicable to flange packings. g) Relatively low friction.
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F GROOVE DESIGN

Groove Design. The standard 0-ring groove for dynamic
seal application is rectangular in shape (dimensions are ell
shown in Table 6.4.4.3a), When 0-rings are used as Thne figure rlte toTable6.4.4.
dynamic seals, the clearance gap must be kept small in (opposite pag)
order to minimize extrusion of the 0-ring into the clear-
ance on pressure actuation. When the seal moves, pieces A
of the 0-ring which have extruded into the clearance will SEAL DETAIL
be cut off or nibbled away as the 0-ring turns inside the
groove and the extruded section is pinched. If required, A W ECTION A-A

diameteal clearances for 0-rings can be varied with 0-ring-- - 0.005MAX.
hardness s'nd pressure, as shown in Table 6.4.4.3b. Care. I "
must be exercised when using harder compounds to com- A

pensate for higher pressure, as this may result in shorter I.D1

life. For example, increase in hardness of a compound
from 70 to 90 durometer is accompanied by a loss of elas- T
ticity and stress life, and an increase of compression set. 0.003 MAX

These factors hasten the onset of fatigue failure and
increase friction in dynamic-sealing applications. There-
fore, it is preferable to obtain high-pressure extrusion
resistance by using closer fits or suitable backup rings.

GLAND DETAIL
The groove volume is approximately 15 percent greater ,BREAK CORNERS APPROXIMATELY

than the 0-ring volume, thus allowing the O-ring to 01005 RADUS

roll, facilitating assembly, and permitting swelling of the 0 TO 5* (TYP) 1/2 E
0-ring under fluid action. The gland depth allows for 3
approximately 14 percent squeeze, but may be varied ._.
to me-. specific* requirements of sealing and wear. When
squeeze is reduced, care must be taken to assure that the R X
minimum squeeze is always greater than one-half the
maximum diametral clearance, to avoid loss of the seal
in an eccentric gland condition. As in the case of static
seals, gland design should provide for an installed stretch - F GROOVE (d)
of not more in 5 percent of the 0-ring insid- diameter. DEPTH

SURFACE FINISH X:6332 WITHITOUTB cBACKp RNUP RING !

63 WITHI BACK UP RINGFinish of the gland surface over which the 0-ring moves
should be very smooth; a finish of 10 to 16 microinches
AA is rc iended for dynamic applications. Finish should
be gi'obi, ncentrically for rotary sealing and longitu-
dinally foi -iiding sealing. Finishes smoother than 5
microinches , A should be avoided in reciprocating applica-
tions, since the 0.ring tends to remove lubricant from PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE
the gland as it moves in one direction, resulting in inade-
quate lubricatik on the return stroke,

In low press: (200 psi) pneumatic applications, the use
of a floating gland design should be considered when
tolerance accumulations on runout and eccentricity be-
come excessive. The object of this design, shown in
Figure 6.4.4.3a, is to allow a small amount of floating G ONE G
to offset misalignment. Typical gland dimensions and " :ING
applications are described in References V-70 and V-74. ACK-UP Bo~ippicaionsareRACKUP ACK -uP

RING RINGS
For sliding applications, the placement of the groove in
the gland should be such that the friction loads oppose
the pressure loads (t.ee Figure 6.4.3.6a). If the friction
load of the moving glani across the 0-ring is in the same
direction as the pressure loads, the 0-ring will tend to
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DYNAMIC SEALS O.RINGS 4
RGiOOVE DESIGN

Table 6.4.4.3s. Standard Dynamh Seal Elastomer O-Ring Gland Dimensions
(Adapted from "Parker O-Ring Handhoft¢" Cat. 5700, November 1964, Copyright 1964,

Parker Seal Company, Culver City, California)

+0.010 R
W LE 000

Cross-Section Squeeze
Diametrical No One Two

Gland Clearance Back-up Back-up Back-Up Groove Eccentricity
Nominal Actual Depth Actual % Max. (b) Rings Ring Rings Radius Max. (a)

0.031 0.005 13.5 0.0051'
3/64 0.040 to to to 0.004 0.063 - to 0.002

*0.003 0.032 0.012 28 0.015

0.040 0.006 13 0.005
3/64 0.050 to to to 0.004 0.073 0 0 to 0.002

*0.003 0.041 0.013 25 0.015

0.048 0.008 14 0.005
1/16 0.060 to to to 0.004 0.083 0 0 to 0.002

*0.003 0.049 0.015 16 0.015

0.056 0.010 15 0.005
1/16 0.070 to to to 0.004 0.094 0.149 0.207 to 0.002

*0.003 0.058 0.017 23.5 0.015

0.089 0.010 10 0.005
3/32 0.103 to to to 0.005 0.141 0.183, 0.245 to 0.002

*0.003 0.091 0.017 16 0.015

0.121 0.0115 8 0.010
1/8 0.139 to to to 0.006 0.188 0.225 0.304 to 0.003

*0.004 0.123 0.0215 15 0.025

0.186 0.017 •8.3 0.020
3/16 0.210 to to to 0.007 0.281 0.334 0.424 to 0.004

:tO.O05 0.188 0.029 13.5 0.030

0.238 0.028 10.5 0.020
1/4 0.275 to to to 0.010 0,.375 0.440 0.579 to 0.005

+-0.006 0.241 0.0425 15 0.030

(a) Total indicator reoding between groove and adjacent bearing surface.

(b) Clearance gap must be held to a minimum consistent with design requirements for temperature range
variation.
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O-RING INSTALLATION DYNAMIC SEALS
FRICTION REDUCTION

be dragged into the clearance gap more readily and ex- Anti-Extrusion Rings. In cases where the recommended
trude at much lower (30 to 40 percent) than normal clearances shown in Table 6,4.4.3b cannot be achieved, or
pressures. where pressures are higher than noted, 4nti-extrusion

backup rings may be installed, as described in Detailed
Installation Requirements. The requirements for 0-ring Topic 6.3.3.3. These rings may be made of plastic or metal,
installation and gland closure for static seals are also with the width of the groove controlled to prevent the
applicable to dynamic seal installation. Lead-in chamfers backup rings from rolling. Variation in the shape of the
should be provided, as shown in Figure 6.3.3.3c, to avoid backup rings can result in better support for the 0-ring,
cutting of the 0-ring. In some instances of sliding action plus minimized distortion, resulting in increased life capa-
it will be necessary for an 0-ring to cross over a port or bility. A .typical design is described in tReference 6-118.
hole. In order to avoid being cut, torn, or pinched by the
sharp edge of tlie cross port, undercutting or chamfering Friction Reduction. In 0-ring installations, the break-out
ais shown in Figure 6.4.4.3b is required. or starting friction can be as high as three times the

running friction. To reduce the amount of friction loads
with 0-rings under high pressure, slipper rings are fre-
quently provided, as shown in Figure 6.4.4.3c. In erass-

section, these rings may be U-shaped, L-shaped, or plain
bands, and are usually made of Teflon. Since Teflon has
a low coefficient of friction, breakaway force is low and A

X rx running friction is almost negligible, even in the absence

RING of lubrication. The free-sliding slipper rings thus permit i
X- _•full use of the sealing resilience of the 0-rings at higher_ _2 working pressures. Because of the relative stiffness of

CLEARANCE; X - 0.003 TO 0.006 IN Teflon, cdre must be taken during assembly to prevent
WASHER MUST BE TIGHT marring the slipper ring. In small sizes, it may be neces-
AGAINST SHAFT SHOULDER E1/ TO PEVENT EXTRUSIONm

(REFER TO TABLES 6.4.4.3o .nd b) sary to provide a split gland design to allow installation.

A second method, presently in use, combines the lowFigure 6.4.4.3a. Floating Gland friction characteristics of Teflon with the resiliency of
(Courtesy of Parker Seal Company, Culver City, California) frstioncrsItcnistis of applyng a thi coatien ofT

elastomers. It consists of applying a thin coating of Teflon

directly to the 0-ring, on either one or both sides.

•O•E\~~~ IRC ! _ •,,) O Noro

ELIMINATE SHARP

CROSS-DRILLED PINCHED O4AINGPORT

CHAMFER HOLE

JUNCTION OR
UNDERCUT BORE F
MINIMUM CHAMFER 2 SEE DETAIL B Detail B ,7CHAMFER FREE 0-R ING

ANGLEI
15* TO 3dOy

ACCEPTABLE PREFERRED I CHAMFEk TO SERVE

SECTION A AS SHOE HORN (X(GREATER THAN Y)

Figure 6.4.4.3b. Gland Chamfer Techniques to Prevent O-Ring Damage
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DYNAMIC SEALS O-RINGS
SLIDING APPLICATIONS

Table 6-.44.3b. Diametral Clearance for 0-Rinps
(Adapted with permission from "Machlne Design Sels Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no, 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
PublishIng Company, Clevelanfd, Ohio)

Hardness Ring Cross Clearance (in.)
(Shore A Section W Maximum Pressure (psi)
Dutometer) (in.) 250 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 5000

0.070 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.002 - - -

0.103 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.003 - - -

60 0.139 0.011 0.009 0.006 0.004 - - -

0.210 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.005 - - -

0.275 0.014 0.012 0.008 0.006 -.. .

0.070 - 0.008 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.001 -

0.103 - 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.0015 -

70 0.139 - 0.012 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.(1t12 -

0.210 - 0.014 0.010 0.007 0.004 0.0025 - -

0.275 - 0.016 0.012 0.008 0.0045 0.0025 -

0.070 - 0.010 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.002 -

0.103 - 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.003 -

80 0.139 - 0.016 0.012 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.004 -

0.210 - 0.018 0.014 0.010 0.007 0.006 0.0045 -

0.275 - 0.020 0.016 0.012 0.008 0.007 0.005 -

0.070 - 0.014 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.003

0.103 - 0.016 0.014 0.012 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.004

90 0.139 - 0.018 0.016 0.014 0.010 0.008 0.007 0.005

0.210 - 0.020 0.018 0.015 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.006

0.275 - 0.020 0.018 0.016 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.006

Generally, the liquid being sealed will provide adequate If properly designed, an 0-ring will slide duuing all but
lubrication. For certain applications, however, particularly a small part of its stroke. Under static conditions, the
in pneumatic and vacuum systems, proper lubrication must pressure of the 0-ring tends to squeeze the lubricant
be arranged. The optimum lubricant for any application film out, leaving rubber-to-metal contact. WI-en motion
depends on the operating conditions (temperature, fluid, starts, the 0-ring rolls slightly, allowing a finm of fluid
pressure, type of seal) and should be compatible with the to form between the 0-ring and the gland. Starting fric-
system fluid and the 0-ring compound. Table 6.4.4.3c lists tion would be much greater without this r'lling action.

some°ommnly uRolling motion will then change to sliding motion. When

Sliding Applications. 0-rings are used in rotating service, segments of the 0-ring tend- to slide. while other sections
but find their best application with sliding or reciprocating are rolling, twisting of the seal results. When torsion
shafts. becomes axcessive, spiral failure can occur. Some of the
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O-RING LUBRICANTS DYNAMIC SEALS

Table 6 4.4,c. O.R1ing Lubricaft
(Repinted with permission from -Parker O'Rine Handbook," Cat, 5700, November 1964, Copyright 1964,

Parker Seat Company, Culver City, Celitornia)

Temperature Seal Best Service With
Name Manufacturer Type Range-°F(aC) Use (Base Rubber)

Petrolatum" Many Petroleum bose -20 to +180 Assembly of Nitilet, Neoprene, ]
(-29 to ", 82) petroleum Viton

(may vary system com-
between ponentt
sources) (fuel and

hydraulic)

Parker Parker Seal Co., Barium grease -20 to +300 Pneumatic Nitrile, Neoprene,
O-Lube** Culver City, (-29 to +149) (low pres- Viton and most other

California sure-200 petroleum oil rfsistant
Cleveland, Ohio psi max) rubbers

DC200* Dow Corning Silicon oil -65 to +440 Pneumatic- Some Nitrile, Neoprene,
Dow Corning (200,000 centi- (-64 to +227) High pres- Viton (will cause shrink-
Corp., Mid- strokes only) sures and age of some compounds)
land, Michigan speeds

Celvocene Consolidated Cellulose ester -40 to +266 Vacuum Silicone, Nitrile, Neo-
Vacuum Co., & castor oil (-40 to +130) Static 7  prene, Viton, Butyl,
Rochester, I x 10- Ethylene-Propylene
New York Torr

Versilube General Electric Silicone grease -100 t64+400 Pneumatic Nitrile, Neoprene,
Waterford, (- 73 to +204) 3000 psi and Viton (will shrink some
New York high speed compounds and wiUi

dissolve some silicone
rubber)

DC55 Dow Corning Silicone grease -65 to +400 Vacuum, Nitrile, Butyl, Ethylene-
:MIL-G- Corp., Mid- (-54 to +204) EXTREME Propylene, Viton, Neo-
4343) land, Michigan TEMPERA- prene

TURE Lub.

Apiezon N Made In +60 to +85 Vacuum Nitrile, Butyl, Ethylene-
England (+15 to +30) 1 x 10-8 Propylene, Vivon, Neo-

prene

Fluorolube Hooker Chemical Fluorocarbon -65 to +400 Oxygen Silicone, Nitrile, Neo-
Corporation, fluid (-,54 to +204) service prene. Ethylene-Propy-
Niagara Falls, lene, Butyl
New York

'May be used in systems having micronic filters.
"*Will not pass through micronic filters. (If no mark appears the micronic filter data was unavailable.)
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DYNAMIC SEALS O-RING SPIRAL FAILURE
D-RINO, T.RING

b) lark of Lsbneatio,. Spotty lubrication or lack of
lubrication will induce rolling.

0 ) 'vrsaere DifereGtial. Spiral failure seldom occurs
when the pressure differential Is in excess of 400 psi.
Spiral failure is more likely to occur If the pressure
and friction load are in the same direction.

d) E.vrnstit'e Sqe'e:e. More rolling force Is created on the
O-ring cross-section with an increase in squeese.

e) L.eiyth of Strokc. The longer the stroke, the greater
the probability thaL eccentricity, bending, and side
loads, will induce factors which contribute to spiral

-o ,ou tw failure. O-rings are not recommended when the strokeMIAKAwAY AND NUNNO ING CtK• exceeds 12 -"nches. t'

f) Excessivc Groove Width. Groove width should be be-
tween 25 and 50 percent greater than the O-ring cross-
section. Reducing the groove width will control the
amount of roll that can occur, but may also result in
an increased frictional load on the O-ring, with a
resulting decrease in seal life.

To reduce the probability of spiral failure, special seal
designs have been developed, the most common being
a variation in the cross-section shape. Most of the con-
figurations shown in Figure 6.4.4.3d were designed to
operate in a standard O-ring groove. The D-ring and

FLAIN- KING j
0-RING DELIA-RING T-RING LOBED R!NG

Figure 6.4.4.3d. Designs to Reduce Spiral Failure

___ T-ring designs require the use of backup rings, even, at
low pressures. The Delta-ring design is not subject to
spiral failure, but the friction load is higher than the
conventional 0-ring design and the expected life is rela-
tively short. This design has limited application. The
square-shaped ring with four rounded lobes can be used
in a conventional O-ring groove for both sliding and rotat-

L-SHAPED RING ing motion. The lobed ring is installed with less squeeze
than the O-ring, and will have less movement in theFigure &.4.4.3c. Typical Slipper Ring Installations groove and reduced breakaway friction. One additional

ReWIntei with pe~mission from "Assembly Engineering." January method of reducig spiral failures is the use of a com-. G. M. Hunter. Copyright 1965. Hilccock Publishing Compaeny,
IWn;;n, Illinois) posite elastomer-metal 0-ring as described in Reference

77-8. A coil spring is molded inside the 0-ring to increase
the torsional strength of the seal and still retain a high

factors which contribute to spiral failure are listed, in measure of resiliency.
order of their relative importance (Reference V-70).

One other item which should be considered in sliding
a) Speed of atroke. At speeds of less than 1 foot per 0-ring applications is the possibility of packing blowout,

minute, the sliding friction is nearly equal to breakout which can occur when the clearance gap becomes larger
friction and at low pressures extreme twisting can as the seal moves. The contained pressure acting on the
occur. O-ring causes it to rise and slide into the increased
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ROTARY APPLICATIONS OYNAMIC SEALS ......

"€/RSSURE

DOVE'iAIL GROOVE 0-RING

/ /

(b)

(C) A ,t)-"

Figure 6.4.4.3e. 0-Rinj Blowout Action

CLAMPED O-RING

claronce area, as shown in Figure 6.4.4.3e. The 0-ring

will continue to seal the op(euing until it is completely
stretched out of the groove. This is a typical failure when

0-rings are used as valve seats. Several design methods

are available either to retain the 0-ring physically or to

remove the high pressure differential at the nmoment of
opening, aiý shown in Figure 6.4.4.3f. Typical dimensions A

for a dovetail groove are shown in Table 6.4.4.3d. SPRESSURE

RoayApplications. Rotary sealing -with 0-rings islimited by both pressure and surface speed. No definite

limit-, re set, but generally 600 fpm (Reference 1-292)

is considered a maximum reasonable rubbing speed. When
speed exceeds 50 Opm, special attention must be directed

t)ward gland design (Reference V-338). With proper

gland design, speeds may go as high as 1500 fpm (Refer- O-RING/ BLEED HOLE DES'IGN,

ence V-70) at very low pressure. As speed is decreca'-d, RE S

pressure can be increased, the practical limit being a A

static seal installation at about 1500 psi pressure. For Figure 6..4.3f. Gland Designs to Prevent O.Ring Blowout

rotary applicutions it is desirable to use an 0-ring with

the smallest -ross-section available for the diameter re-

* Wired. Madniunm ,ross-section diameters are shown in p~rovide interference and give a better seal; however, in

Table .,.e. operation friction heats the 0-ring. Under the Gow-Joule

In addition to the temperature effec's of the operating effect most -lastomers will contract, resulting in more

onvironment discussed in Detailed Topic 6.4.3.6, rotary friction anri -. ore heat. To avoid this nwoblem, the 0-ring

0-ring applications must also take into account the heat should be muAe oversized and the seal obtained by com-

venerated during operation. When rubber is stretched pressing t... ring against the shaft. Normally the inside

and then heated, it tries to contract, a phenomenon known diameter of the 0-ring is sized 5 percent larger than the

as the (ow-Joule effect. When using an 0-ring to seal shaft diameter. At surface speeds below 200 fpm this

a rotating shaft, the general tendency would be to make effect'is sometimes overcome by plastic flow, but it should

the 0-ringi a little smaller than the shaft, so that it will be considered in all rotary applications.

6.4.4-r13 ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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"DYNAMIC SEALS PLASTIC O,,RiN .S

A

Table 6.4.4.3d. Standard Dovetail Groove Slzes for
O-Rlng Seals

_ (Adapted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Clevelana, Ohio)

W 'G ROOV E

e 240 +1-

A
Groove Length

Sharp Edge Rounded Y
O-Ring Tolerance Tolerance Groove Depth Radius Radius

W *0.002 +0.002 10.000-0.002 r R

0.070 *0.003 0.057 0.063 0.052 0.005 1/64

0.103 *0.003 0.085 0.090 0.083 0.010 1/64

0.139 *0.004 0.115 0.120 0.115 0.010 1/32

0.210 :*0.005 0.160 0.170 0.180 0.015 1/32

0.275 :0.006 0.220 0.235 0.234 0.015 1/16

The proper amount of squeeze for rotary 0-ring seals

has to be determined by compromise. It is desirable to
have only enough squeeze to make the seal contact the
shaft. This keeps the unit seal load and area of contact
to a minimum. High unit loading causes more friction,

Table 6.4.4.3e. O-Ring Cross-Section for Rotary Seals however more than bare contact is needed to offset the
effects of expansion and compression set. A cross-sectional
squeeze of 2 to 5 percent is considered a good balance

Shaft Diameter Max. Speed Max. Cross-Section for most rotary 0-ring applications when using 0-rings
(..n.) (FPM) (in.) with a cross-section up to 0.139 inch. To avoid the effects

of centrifugal force on the interface, the 0-ring groove
1/8- 9/32 350 0.103 should not be installed in a rotating shaft. The groove

3/8 -. 11/16 450 0. 103 width should be ten percent larger than the 0-ring cross-
section to prevent bunching of the seal. Typical groove

3/4 - 1/4 600 0.070 dimensions are shown in Table 6.4.4.3f.

Plastic O-Rings. The most common 0-ring plastic used in
dynamic applications is Teflon. Teflon 0-rings can be
used in standard elastomer 0-ring glands, although the
cross-section squeeze may be reduced to 5 percent in
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O.RINGS DYNAMIC SEALS
GROOVE DIMENSIONS "

Table 6.4.4.3f. Rotary O.Rlnil Gland Dimensions
(Adapted with permission from "Parker O.Ring Handbook," Cat.
5700, 1964, Parker Seal Company, Culver City, Californi,, and
Cleveland, Ohio)

PRESSURE

________BREAK EV'PES
00I TO 50 p.PPROX Q.W.5

0.05 U1Y 1Z\/2 E RAD
1/2 EMA

~wTT~R: tRAD GLN
3 

F L
J.\DEPTH

%XMAX GROOVE

SECTION W-W DEPTH

CLOSE An POSSIBLE
TO LUBRICATING

FLUID

W L G E(a) M R

Cross-Section Gad Gov Dimtil Ecercty Bearing
Glad Goov Dimericl Ecenricty Length Groove.

Nominal Actual Depth Width Clearance Max. (b) Min. (a) Radius

0.070 0.065 0.066 0.012 0.005
1/16 to to to 0.002 0.700 to

±0.003 0.067 0.070 0.016 0.015

0.103 0.097 0.096 0.012 0.005
3/32 to to to 0.002 1.030 to

±0.003 0.099 0.100 0.016 0.015

0.139 0.133 0.132 0.016 0.010
1/8 to to to 0.003 1.390 to

±0.004 0.135 0.136 0.020 0.025

(a) If clearance (extrusion gap) must be reduced for higher pressures, bearirng length M must be no less
than the minimum figures given. Clearances given are based on the use of 80 Shore Duronieter
minimum 0-ring for 800 psi max.

(6) Total indicator reading between groove OD, shaft, and adjacent bearing surface.
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DYNAMIC SEALS COMPRESSION PACKINGS
SPLIT RINGS

larger cross-sections. Teflon O-rings are normally limited Although compression-type packings have been applied to
to rotary speeds of 600 fpm. rotating shafts, they are usually limited to high-pressure

reciprocating installations. Art unlubricated packing in
When a small diameter 0-ring of Teflon is to be installed operation acts much like a bearing: in a typical installa-
in an external groove, the stretch required te install the tion the fluid flows through the slight Alearsnce and acts
ring may permanently distort it, so that it will not fully as a lubricant for the packing. When the gland is over-
snap back into position. If the assembly is heated to 600'F, tightened, the fluid flow stops and the packing runs dry.
plastic memory will cause the ring to return to its original Unless lubrication is provided by some other means, the
size. Heating small rings prior to installation, i.e., immers- p-aeking may heat, harden, and score the shaft, as with I
ing them in boiling water, will often make them suffi- bearing failures.
ciently flexible to assemble.

Compression packings have a tendency to score the shaft
Since one of the primary difficulties with Teflon O-rings more than most other types of contact seals, because
is their lack of resiliency, special designs have been foreign particles tend to enter and become imbedded in
developed which utilize a metal spring to provide resili- the packing. Cleanliness is necessary, and the shaft should
ency. All of the spring-loaded plastic seals described in be as hard and smooth as is practical. SEparate wear
Detailed Topic 6.3.3.6 except the Raco seal may be used rings can be installed where scoring is likely to damage
in rotary applications. an expensive shaft. As the packing wears, provisions must

be made for adjusting the load imposed by the gland.
6.4.4.4 COMPRESSION PACKINGS. Compression pack- A limited amount of automatic adjustment may be 1
ings consist of twisted, woven or braided strands of plastic achieved by spring loading the packing, as shown in
fibers, asbestos, or soft metals packed between shaft and Figure 6.4.4.4b.

housing. These are often combined with a binder and a
lubricant. In practice, the packing is usually placed in one
or more coils in a bore and compressed with a flanged CAP

unit (Figure 6.4.4.4a). j
OIL OR GREASE LUBRICATION ,.._._

FITTING

PACKING

LANTERN RING PACKINGS

Figure 6.4.4.4b. Spring-Loaded Compression Packilg
(Courtesy of Del Manufacturing Company, Los Angeles, Califoriliaj

Figure 6.4.4.4a. Typical Low Pressure Compression
Packing Design

(Reprinted with permission from "Product Engineering," March 1961, The recommended cross-section of the packing is related
vol. 32, no. 12, Copyright 1961, V. L. Peickli and D. A. Christenson,McrwHilPblsig opny e Yr)to the shaft size, as shown in Table 6.4.4.4. When rings
McGraw-Hill PublishIng Company, New York)

are stacked to provide high-prebsure capability, the first
few rings on the )iigh-pressure side will cause the maxi-
inum load, as sl~hwn in Figure 6.4.4.4c. Mixing packing

Compression packing is used at relatively low speed, and styles by alternating rings with those of a more dense
in high-pressure and temperature applications. Pressures or metallic packing will help to reduce extrusion.
in the 10,000-100,000 psi range have been successfully
contained by compression-type packings. Despite the dis- 6.4.4.5 SPLIT RING SEALS. This category, forming the
advantages of high friction and rapid shaft wear, the largest group of high temperature sliding seals, can be
compression seal still finds extensive use where pressures divided into two groups: (1) expanding split rings (piston
and temperatures are very high or where sealed shaft rings) where dynamic sealing is on the outside diameter,
diameters are large. and (2) contracting split-rings (rod seals) where dynamic
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"SPLIT RING SEALS DYNAMIC SEALS
SPECIAL SEALS

wall. The second source of seal interface load is pro-
vided by fluid pressure acting radially against the ring.

Table 6.4.4.4. Recommended Prcking Sizes for Various Secondary or static sealing is accomplished by the actionShaft Diameters

(Reprinted with permission tram "Machine Design Seals Reference of the contained medium pressure forcing the ring ]
Issue." June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton against the side of the groove. Close dimensional con-
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) trol is required over flatness and squareness of both the

ring and the sides of the grooves in relation to the axis A

Shaft Diameter Packing Size of sliding for adequate sealing. To minimize the leak-
(in.) (in.) age effect of the radial gap, two or more rings can be

placed in the same groove with gaps staggered, or
1/2 to 5/8 5/16 various gap shapes can be used, as shown in Figure

6.4.4.5a. Because of the low contact stresses, frictional
11/16 to I - 1/2 3/8 wear will be minimized. This type seal has the lowest

S-9/16 to 2 7/16 wear of the sliding seal application. To provide sealing 4
capability in both directions, a two-piece design, as shown p

2 - 1/16 to 2 - 1/2 1/2 in Figure 6.4.4.5b, may be used.

2 - 9/16 to 3 9/16 Installation. In high pressure installations, pressure

3 - 1/16 to 4 5/'8 balancing may be required to reduce friction load. This
. _ _-pressure balancing is accomplished by adding a groove in

the wear surface, which is vented to the high pressure
area. The ungrooved land should be limited to a minimum
of 0.030 inch axial length to avoid a considerable sacrifice
in sealing ability. For low pressure applications, spring

/ROUGH SORE loading may be added to increase the interface loads, as
shown. in Figure 6.4.4.5c.

T When a ring is installed, it must often pass over a diame-
ter larger than its own inside diameter. The amount of
increase in the gap must be limited to avoid fracturing
the ring. The stress level attained may be determir.ed by:

I2 J3 4 5 6 7 58

100 __________0.4815 E
MECHANICAL 200 S d
PRESSURE, PSI THESE RINGS NOT NEEDED

300 --1 "

400 where

Figure 6.4.4.4c. Load Distribution in Multiple Packing S - Stress, psi
Installation

(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference E Modulus of elasticity, psi
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Fenton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) I G Change in ring gap, in.

d Radial ring wall dimension, in.

sealing is on the inside diameter. Most split ring seals D Ring outside diameter, in.
are metallic, with Teflon rings often used to reduce fric- Tension of contracting rings is limited, in comparison to
tion where lubrication is not possible. !that possible in expanding rings. It is therefore often

There is no initial interference in the split ring; sealing necessary to resort to spring loading to ensure the best

is accomplished by an exact fit between the seal and the conformity of seal ring to the rod. A built-up housing is
gland. Sealing contact stresses at the dynamic interface usually necessary to accommodate contracting seals.
are provided by two means. First, the initial dimensions 6.4.4.6 SPECIAL SEALING CONCEPTS. In order to at-
of the ring are selected for radial contraction or expan- tain leakage rates in dynamic seals comparable to those
sion. When the ring is installed, the presence of a radial achieved in static seals, considerable effort has been
gap, which is required for installation, prohibits the con- expended in developing methods of sealing where the
traction or expansion f,'om resulting in interference. The principle of operation does not depend on contact stress.
ring, however, has a tendency to return to its free state Some of the investigations are discussed in the following
shape and produces a radial contact load on the gland poragraphs.
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DYNAMIC SEALS FREEZE SEAL
FUSION SEAL

Freeze Seal. The freeze seal was originally developed for continuously from the frozen area by a liquid or gas
systems having high temperature liquid metals. The coolant. This type seal has proved very satisfactory in
operating principle consists of forming' a barrier between nuclear systems involving liquid sodium or potassium. A
the liquid metul system and the outside by freezing a slug typical configuration is shown in Figure 6.4.4.6, and
of the metal in a narrow'passage. Frozen metal is held further information may be found in Reference 19-234.
in the narrow passage, which is usually an annulus, by
friction and adhesion. In a rotating freeze seal, the frozen Fusion Seal. In applications where motion is intermittent
metal is continuously sheared at the shaft surface and a and actuation time is not critical, application of a seal
thin, high-viscosity liquid film is maintained at the shear similar to the fusion seal described in Detailed Topic
interface. Iheat generated by film friction is removed 5.2.10.4 may be used to advantage.

GARTER SPRING MULTIPLE

AXIAL SPRINGS

N YA ~OuTER RING .

SEALING POSITION

STRAIGHT CUT

AP PRESSURE SALANCIFV'JG

SEALING POSITION

STEP CUT -

Figure 6.4.4.5c. Two-PeeRdSa ihPesr
Balancing and Spring Loading

(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

MULTIRING DESIGN

Figure 6.4.4.5a. Piston Ring Seal Gap Configurations
(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference
Issue," June 1964. vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton
Publishing Company Cleveland, Ohio) C B

JOINT OF SEAL RING

CYLINDER

SEAL RING 8

INNER RING

PISTON A - SHAFT SEALS
• 7 / / / // ,•I - H O U S IN G S EA L

C - COOLANT LINES

Figure 6.4.4.5b. Two-Piece Ring for Bi-Directional Sealing
(Reprinted with permission from "Machine Design Seals Reference Figure 6.4.4.6. Freeze Seal Configuration
Issue," June 1964, vol. 36, no. 14, Copyright 1964, The Penton (Reprinted with permission fnm "Product Engineering," April 1956,
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) vol. 27, no. 4, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New York)
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DESIGN FACTORS SPRINGS

6.5 SPRINGS By far the most common form is the metal mechanical
spring. A type of mechanical spring will fit virtually all

6.5.1 INTRODUCTION requirements for loads and spring rates. Weight, volume,
or other considerations may indicate the use of a liquid or

6.5.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION FACTORS pneumatic spring to be advantageous. Liquid springs give
6.5.2.1 Materials smaller envelope volumes for high force, high rate appli,
6.5.2.2 Force Stability cations. Pneumatic springs are lighter for high displace-
6.5.2.3 Stress Relaxation and Creep ment energy requirements. Elastomeric springs find
6.5.2.4 Elastic Modulus and Thermal Expansion applications for use on shock and vibration mounts where

Changes inherent high internal friction prmvides a useful damping
6.5.2.5,. Hysteresis function.
6.5.2.6, Fatigue
6.5.2.7 'Corrosion iTreatment of spring design within this section Is primarily
6.6.2.8 Dynamic Leading directed to the fluid components designer. The objectiv%: ito

not to duplicate material which may be found in many

6.5.3 DESIGN DATA good handbooks on mechanical design. It is rather to give
6.5.3.1 Helical Compression Springs the designer information helpful to the solution of spring
6.5.3.2 Helical Extension Springs problems common to fluid components. Useful sources of
6.5.3.3 Nested Springs design data are referenced throughout the text. A partic-
6.5.3.4 Helical Torsion Springs ularly informative and comprehensive book on spring
6.5.&S Tubular Springs design is Reference 416-1.
6.58.6 Flat Springs
6.5.3.7 Belleville Springs 6.5.2 Design Factors
6.5.3.8 Machined Compression Sprin 6 2 s
6.5.3.9 Non-metal Springs The most difficult requirements for springs designed for
6.5.8.10 Liquid Springs flight duty fluid componenta include:
6.5.3.11 Pneumatic Springs a) Meeting narrow tolerances for calibrated force output

b) Obtaining compatibility with severe environments
6.5.1 Introduction c) Achieving minimum weight and volume
A spring is any elastic device which, ns ts primary func- d) Providing an assured operating life.
tion, deflects under a load but regains its o;.iinal shapetionr deflectseundeh load. bThe optimum design for a given application must of neces-

after release of the load.
sity be a compromise of these requirements and others.

Functions of a spring as a fluid component include: The majority of applications fall within the capabilities
a) Calibrated force - springs with accurate force toler. of common helically wound wire springs. However, me-

ances which act as force reierence elements, typically chanical springs of special design may have advantages.
used in pressure regulators, pressure switches, safety For example, non-linear springs can at times be used to
and relief valves, and many pressure sensitive devices, provide special lcad characteristics. The Belleville spring

b) Non-critical force - springs with wide force tolerances is a good example which has been applied to the extreme

which may be dynamically operated as poppet loading of producing a force reversal. Special springs often come
springs or static in application as mechanical retainers, into play for use as mechanical retainers and seal loading

c) Energy storage - springs designed to d3 work by devices. Some forms of metal seals are essentially a corn-c) nery sorge spins dsiged o ,• orkbyalter- plex form of spring.

nate loading and releasing. Firing springr for ballistic

devices and operating springs for quick shutoff valves A typical design approach useful for fluid component de-
are typical examples. sign should include the following steps:

d) Vibration and shock isolation - highly damped niechan- a) Establish the general configuration. The type of spring
ical springs or various forms of elastomeric springs best suited to a particular application is frequently
frequently employed in isolation mounting of delicate somewhat obvious. The first thought is to use the simple
pressure sensing devices, mechanical helical compression spring. Occasionally

envelope limitation dictates the use of a flat spring,Spring forms can be Plassified into four groups: Belleville, or other spring forms.

a) Mechanical springs based on the elakitic properties of
solids. b) Determine the material. With consideration of thespring configuration established, the range of available

b) Liquid springs employing the bulk compressive charac- materials must be reviewed and a selection made. The
teristics of a confined liquid, nature of environments and the breadth of acceptable

c) Pneumatic springs using the compressive characteristics tolerances combine to define the boundaries. For non-
of gases. critical applications involving large production, mate-

d) Elastomeric springs based on the elastic properties of rial and fabrication costs may be a dominant factor,
rubber and other non-metals. however, this is rarely true in aerospace flight appli-

6.5.1-1
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SPRINGS MATERIALS

cations where quantities are relatively low and per- Istic such as constant elastic modulus over a given temper-
formance is at a premium. Temperature extremes ature range, low hysteresis and drift, non-magnetic
create the most severe material limitation. Availability properties, and high electrical conductivity. Table 6..2sla
of the required stock must be established for less com- presents typical materials to meet specifically desired
mon materials to avoid procurement delays, spring characteristics.

c) Finalize the design. With steps (a) and (b) having Strength and elastic properties given as nominal for many
established the boundaries, the detail design must be materials are subject to wide variation in apparent usable
completed. If any latitude remains in either configur- strength. T.is is shown in the numerical ranges given in
ation or materials, some design exploration will be Table 6.5.2.1b for some alloys.
useful. At this stage, streIss levels, weight and enve-
lopes, fatigue and life, requirements and tolerances P, ,ctors influencing allowable stress are:

must be determined and resolved into a single config- a) Variation in original alloy composition
uration. b) Cold working, heat treatment, and tempering of the

The following sections provide information and data useful stock material.

in selecting a spring configuration. a) Stock shape and size
d) Spring shape

6.5.2.1 MATERIALS. Any material capable of storing 'e) Cold work, heat treatment, tempering, and stress re-

energy by elastic deformation can potentially be used to lieving of the finished spring
produce a spring. Solids, liquids, and gases have, in prac- f) Spring duty requirements involving fatigue and tem-
tice, found use in spring applications. By far the most perature extremes.
frequently employed materials are high strength metals.

Metals. Metals with yield strengths as low as 40,000 psi Table 6.5.Lla. Materials for Special Spring Chmracteristics

are commonly considered usable as spring materials. In (Reference 48-4)

application, a number of characteristics are desirable and CHARACTERISTICS MATERIAL
should be considered in determining the suitability of ameta. Tey nclde:Constant modulus Ni-Span C alloy 902

Iso-elastic
a) High yield strength

b) High elastic modulus Non-magnetic Beryllium copper 172
Inconel X - 750

c) High fatigue strength Phosphor Bronze 510

d) Good formability Monel K - 700

e) Consistent metallurgical properties High electrical Beryllium copper 10

f) Ability to meet severe environmental conditions. conductivity Beryllium copper 172
Phosphor Bronze 510

As with other design element:i, increasingly severe per-
formance and environmental requirements for springs Low hysteresis and drift Beryllium copper 172
have resulted in a need for better materials. Consequently, Ni-Span C alloy 902
the designer has been provided with an increasing selec- Iso-elastic
tion of specialized materials in many available forms. The
earlier, specially developed, carbon spring steels still find Complex forming Annealed spring steel

use in by far the largest proportion of applications and Beryllium copper 172

are the lowest in cost. Carbon steels are capable of excel- Low cost SAE 1050, 1075, 1095
lent performance for high duty use requiring millions of Music wire
load cycles. Valve springs in internal combustion engines
are the most common example. Stress carrying ability SAE 1095

Music wire
The most common requirements precluding the use of
carbon steel are temperatures exceeding 8000F and resis- Precision of manufacture SAE 1095
tance to corrosion. The stainless steels provide corrosion and reliability Music wire
resistance and some alloys are usable at temperatures up Very low temperatures Beryllium copper 172
to 6000F. Nickel alloys have been developed to be servic- Inconel X - 750
able as high as 10000F. Inconel X is the most common
metai of this type. Presently, a number of super alloys Special corrosion resistanci Monel 400
are under investigation capable of temperatures exceed- Monel K - 500
ing 10000F. Most cf these are cobalt or nickel-cobalt alloys. Phosphor Bronze 510
J survey of these materials is presented in Reference 47-8. Titanium

AISI 801, 302, 17-4 PH
A number of materials are available which have been
developed to give high performance in a single character- Inconel X - 750
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES SPRINGS

Table &5.2.1b. 2trengU anW 0809s PmpmvUe at Matwlul

MATEIWAL ULTIMATE Y1WLD ELASTIC ULTIMATE yi1W MOOULUIS OF
STn• TH 811111" MODULUS, 9 STUNSN TTWU H SDSIT, S
Psi a 10 P M• u 10 PSIW lob Ps a10 PSI Z P10Mal

Carbon Steels:
Hard drawn spring wire 150 to 300 100 to 200 30 120 to 220 75 to 130 11.6
SAE 1065

Oil tempered wire 158 to 300 120 to 250 20 115 to 200 80 to 130 11.5
SAE 1065

Music wire 250 to 500 150 to 350 s0 150 to 800 90 to 180 11.5
SAE 1085

Valve spring wire 200 to 230 s 3011.
ASTM A 230-47

Clock spring steel 180 to 340 150 to 260 30 not used not used not used
SAE 1095

"Flat spring steel I16 to 320 125 to 280 s0 not used not used not used
SAE 1074

Flat spring steel 160 to 280 120 to 180 30 not used not used not used
SAE 1050

Alloy steels:
Chromium-vanadium 200 to 250 180 to 230 30 140 to 175 100 to ISO 11.5
SAE 6150

Chromium-silicon 250 to 325 220 to Wuv 30 160 to 200 130 to 160 11.5
SAE 9254

Silicon manganese 200 to 250 180 to 230 30 140 to 176 100 to 130 11.5
SAE 9260

Stainless Steels:
Anstenitic alloy 160 to 330 60 to 260 28 120 to 240 45 to 140 10
AISI 302

Anstenitic alloy 170 to 250 130 to 300 28 120 to 220 80 to 130 11
AISI 316

Precipitation hardening 60 to 200 29 - U
17-7PH

18-8 type 160 to 330 60 to 260 28 120 to 240 45 to 140 10

Nickel alloys : 85 to 125 26 85 to 110 50 to 70 9.6
Monel 120 to 165

K Monel 115 to 185 85 to 120 26 -

Duranickel 125 to 205 8g to 140 30 85 to 145 50 to 85 11

Inconel 140 to 185 110 to 140 31 05 to SO 55 to80 11

Inconel X 130 to 220 90 to i51 31 90 to 155 50 to 90 11.5

Ni-Span C 200 11,) 27.5 - - 9.8

ISo-Elastic 170 90 to 100 26 - 40 to 60 9.2
(John Chatillon and Sons) (working (working

stress) stress)
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SPRINGS MATERIAL PRPRTIES

Table 5.2t.lb. St og and elest Prepa s of Spfng MaMte (Continued)

TOWLEt PltOetltt T lroOtAL PiO1o111ITICt

M.m . ULTIAT VIEW ELST -IC ULTIMATE YIELD MO0U.S OF'SOO STIM MODULUS, it S TRKHMI STO11N mMOM@IGrY.

Psi a lot Psi aS Ii Pal Xloub PSI X IV MKIP PI X 10,

Nickel-cobalt alloys:- - - - -Rent 41

Iefractaloy 26

Wiapaloy

Cobalt-baned alloys 300 300 3MIX--

Copper-band alloys:
Spring brams 100 to ISO 40 to60 16 46 to 90 s to 60 5,
CABRA 260

Phosphor bronse 100 to 150 60 to 110 15 80 to 105 50 to 85 6.25
CABRA 510

Silicon broan 100 to 150 60 to 110 16 80 to 105 50 to 85 6.25
CABRA 655

Tin bronse 45 to 5 16 - --

CABRA Ut;

Verylitum foppt. 160 to 200 100 to 1i0 16 to 18.5 100 to 130 65 to 95 ato7
CABRA 172

Zirconium copper 48 to 59 89 to 58 19.8 - - -

CABRA 150

Chrotaum, copper 9 to 49 to 62 18 ....
CABPRA 182

Copper-nickel 61 to 75 56 to 67 18 - --

CABRA 706

Nickel silver 92 to 1265 60 to 90 18
CABRA 770

Because of the extreme forming involved in manufacture material selection. For op-imuui quality springs, material I
of wire and fiat sheet, a great amount of cold working and processing mu-t be tightly controlled from the mill
grain redistribution takes place. The effects of this pro- throughout manufacturing to the finished product. Varia-
ceasing vary with the size and shape of the stock produced, tions in material analysis, pre-treatment before final form-
and influence the product even after heat treatment. In Ing, and post forming treatments all affect the results.
fabrication of the spring, forminirof the stock again prom When performance must be pushed to -the limit because
dues cold working which can be either beneficial or detri. of weight or space limitations, testing is required. Guides
mental to apparent strength depending on whether It adds to materlil selection for springs can be found in Refer-
o: subtracts from the stresses induced by the designed ences 19-92, 48-2, and 147-11.
spring loading. Commonly used spring design equations Stock Dimensions. The availability (f a desired material
in many instances do not establish peak stresses that will in the required stock dimension must be verified to insure
be developed. General practice is to apply a safety factor quick delivery of a new design. In general, wires are
to allowable stress values to compensate for such uncer- stocked to standard gauges. Spring steel is generally
tainties. Metallurgical processing of stock materials and available to all the Washburn and Moen gauge sizes. Some
the formed spring is a major factor in determining the alloy steels may require special order and can be sized to re-
characteristics of the finished product. The effects of pro- quirements. Music wire and stainless steel wire are available
ceasing may overshadow the importance of the initial in any decimal size. Non-ferrous alloy wires are generally
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;:_•::• ... ....... _.Table LS.2.fc. bacImal F.qulvalenta o1' Stndard Gage
(Courtesy of Asaoclatel Spring Corporation. BrIetoi, Wonuiolcutu

1 . W - s h. Z f m a - U S ! A L 3, F xe'1a ~ m t
bn Brown Oft"" f t Pteat Is : J .aa j with4 She . a.. -MIA

Mm WI,. ~~Ga lar _ __ _

S......... ........ , ...................015... ... .. .... .. ... ... . .... ... .. ..... ..... . ....... .. .. 0 3 2"'7 -0 .. ............ .. .. .................. ....... 7-oa .04 M
6-0 ....... .............. ..... .. ... .... :454 ..... ........ ....... 6-0 = .0625
5-0 ....... .. ............ ....... ........ 4A U ........... .I 0W5 -- .07818
4-0 .394 .460 .484 4....... .006 4-0 - .075
3-0 .362 .410 .425 .............. 372 0....... . .007 3-0 - .10988
2-0 .331 .365 .380 ............... 348 08 8 2-0 - .125
0 .307 .325 340 .313 ....... 324 ....... 08 .009 0 -. 14063
1 .283 .289 .300 .281 .227 .300 .228 .071 .010 1 - .15625
2 .263 .258 .284 .25 .219 .276 .221 .084 .011 2 - .17188
a 244 229 .259 .250 .212 .252. .213 .097 .012 3 -. 1875
4 .225 .204 .238 .234 .207 .232 .209 .110 .013 4 - .203135 .207 .182 .220 .219 .204 .212 .206 .1] .014 - .21875
6 .192 .162 .203 .203 .201 .192 .204 .137 .016 8 - .23438
7 .177 .144 ,180 .188 .199 .176 .201 .180 .018 7 = .25
8 .162 .128 .165 .172 .197 .160 .199 .163 .020 8 - .265683
9 .148 .114 .148 -.156 .194 .144 .196 .17 .022 9 - .28125

10 .135 .102 .134 .141 .191 .128 .194 .189 .024 10 - .29688
11 .120 .091 .120 .125 18 .118 191 .203 .026 11 - .3125
12 .105 .081 .109 ,109 .185 .104 .189 .216 .029 12 - .3281313 .092 .072 .025 .0%4 .182, .092 .185 .229 .031 is - .3437514 .080 .064 .083 078 .180 .080 .182 .242 .033 14 - .5938

15 .072 .057 .072 .070 .178 .072 .180 .255 .035 15 - .375
16 .063 .051 .065 .063 .175 .064 .177 .268 .037 16 - .39063
17 .054 .045 .058 .056 .172 .056 .173 .282 .039 17 - .40625
18 .047 .040 .049 .050. .168 .048 .170 .298 .041 18 - .42188
19 '.041 ,036 .042 .044 .164 .040 .166 .308 .043 19 - 4375
20 .035 .032 .035 .038 .161 .036 .161 .321 .045 20 -,45313
21 .032 .028 .032 .034 .157 .032 .159 .334 .047 21 - .46875
22 .028 ..025 .028 .031 .155 .028 .157 .347 .049 22 -48438
23 .025 .023 .025 .028 .153 .024 .154 .360 .051 23 -. 5
24 .023 .020 022 025 .151 .022 .152 .374 .055 24 - .5156325 .020 .018 .020 .022 .148 .020 .150 .387 .059 25 - .53125
26 .018 .016 .018 .019 .146 .018 .147 .400 .063 26 - .54688
27 .0173 .0141 .016 .017 .143 .0164 .144 .413 .067 27 - .5625
28 .0162 .0126 .014 .016 .139 .0149 .141 .426 .071 28 - .57813
29 .015 .0112 .013 .014 .134 .0136 .136 .439 .075 29 - .59375
30 .014 .010 .012 .013 .127 .0124 .129 .453 .080 30
31 .0132 .0089 .0110 .011 .120 .0116 .120 .408 .085 31 625
32 .0128 .0079 .009 .010 .115 .0108 .116 .479 .090 32 - .64063
33 .0118 .007 .008 .009 .112 .010 .113 .492 .095 33 - .65625
34 .0104 .0063 .007 .0086 .110 .0092 .111 .505 .100 34 - .6718835 .0095 .0056 .005 .0078 .108 .0084 .110 .518 .106 35 - .6875
36 .009 .005 .004 .007 .106 .0076 .1065 .532 .112 36 - .70313
37 ........ 0044 .0066 .103 .0068 .104 .545 .118 37 - .71875
38 ........ 0039 0....... 062 .101 .006 .1015 .558 .124 38 - .73438
39 ....... .0035 ...... 9......... . 90 .0052 .0995 .571 .130 39 4 .75
40 ........ 0031 ............... 097 .0048 .098 .584 138 40 - .76563
41 ............................ .095 ...... . 096 .597 .146 41 - .78125
42 .............. .............. .092 . ...... .094 .611 .154 42 1 .79688
43 ............................ .088 ...... . M 9 .624 .162 43 - .6125
44 ............................ .085 ....... .086 .637 .170 44 .828 13
45 ............................ .081 ....... .082 .650 .180 45 11 .84375
46 ............................ .079 ...... . .081 .663 ... .. 46 - .8 5938
47 .............................. 077 7..... .9 .676 ..... 47 - .875
48 ............................ .075 7.... . . 6 .690 ... .. 48 1 - .89063
49 ............................ .072 07.... . . 3 .703 ... .. 49 90625
50 ............................ .069 .... 7. 0 0 .716 ... 50 - .9 2188

... .. .... . .. ... ... .. . .. . . .. .. . .. ... . . ... .. ... . .. .. .. .. - .9375
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . I . .. . . . . .9 53 1 3. . . . . ..... .. . . ..... . ...... . ..... . . .... .. . .. . . .. .... ... .... .. - .96875

.. . .... ..... .. ..... . . . .... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9 8 4 3 8
. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. I . . .. . . 1 - 1 .0 0 0
It is prefetrble to specify filat spring steel in demalnds instiad of gauge numbers to avoid all eror of miaunderstanding. When

gaueanumbers must b used in specifying flat spring steel the Birmi:shaim gaug should be used.
t e bo lo ase theoetiesty correct but variations must be expeoted in practace.
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FORCE STABILITY
STRESS RELAXATION

available to the Brown and Sharpe gauge sizes. See Table higher tnan the expected operating temperature while held

6.5.2.1c for decimal equivalents of these standards. Flat under load. A part of the relaxation expected in service

spring material is generally available in a variety of is thereby eliminated in advance. If unloaded at tempera-

thicknesses and strip widths. ture, the spring will recover force with time just as if the

6.5.2.2 FORCE STABILITY. In many fluid components s.0 !
and instruments the output of a continuously loaded spring RELAXATION OF INCONEL WINE
provides a calibrated reference force. To maintain a con-
stant force over a period of time and under extremes of 4.0
temperature is primarily a metallurgical requirement.

Factors affecting force stability are: . -

i) Dissipation of internal stresses

b) Creep .... /

c) Changes in elastic and rigidity moduli with temperature V 2.0

d) Thermal expansion

e) Corrosion __ __1.0

f) Hysteresis.

6.5.2.3 STRESS RELAXATION AND CREEP. Internal
residual stresses are produced by cold working during 0 ---------

drawing or rolling of the stock material, or in the forming T240 60 OD //

and pre-setting operations of spring manufacture. The
distribution of the residual stress is generally not benefl- Figure 6.5.2.3s. Anelastic Flow Behavior of Inconel Coil
cial to the working of the spring. With time, these stresses Spring at 800°F and Stressed to 60,000
will relax, causing a decrease in the load the spring can PSI
bear under constant deflection. A stress-relieving process (From "Electromechanical Components and Systems Des;Rn," W. R.

Johnson, vol.2, no. 9, August-September 1958, Copyright 1958, Benhill
is usually induced prior to application and involves heatý Publishing Coip., Brookline, Massachusetts)
ing the spring to a pre-determined temperature for one- relaxation had taken place under operation. Figure 6.5.2.3b
half hour or iG66. -Stress-relieving improves metallurgicalhalfhou orles.Stessrelevin imrovs mtalurgcal gives the effects of relaxation with time for Inconel X.

properties and makes the spring more resistant to inter-
granular corrosion and fatigue. Permanent relaxation The continuous deflection of a constantly stressed spring,
occurs because of gradual relief of applied and residual over long periods of time (many hours at least) is known
stresses. The applied stresses will relieve if the spring is as creep. This behavior is most apparent at elevated
continuously loaded at temperature. The residual stresses temperatures but can be significant at normal tempera-
relieve at temperature even though the spring is relaxed. tures after operation or storage under load for months or

Pre-.ietting is done after stress relieving. This process years. As a rule, it may be expected that creep expressed

involves loading the spring to a stress level above the as a percentage of the initial deflection will be greater

normal working stress for a number of cycles. The effect than the percentage loss in load, providing the initial

is to redistribute stresses within the working section by stresses are the same, since with creep the load continually

local yielding in the highest stressed areas. The resulting decreases.
residual stresses in this case act to reduce peak stresses
developed during normal operation. Consequently, they The effect of temperature on stress relaxation and creep

make the spring more load stable. is depicted in Figure 6.5.2.3c. At the indicated creep rate,
a (the spring will continue to deflect under constant load,Tests conducted over a ten year period (Reference 65-33) adsrs eaainwl rce smttclyt

haveshow tht rom peiodand stress relaxation will proceed asymptotically to a
have shown that room temperature coil spring load relaxa-
tion and compression set can be predicted based on a 168 defined load loss.

hour (one week) test. Equilibrium load and compression 6.5.2.4 ELASTIC MODULUS AND THERMAL EXPAN-
set can be empirically predicted by doubling load loss and SION. For most materials the elastic and rigidity moduli
compression set values measured at the end of one week decr-'ase as temperature increases. With many materials
with the test spring at room temperature under service load. this effect is very non-linear, and some materials exhibit

A phenomenon known as anelastic flow which causes a abrupt changes in behavior over a temperature range. The

temporary relaxation is also experienced. The loss in out- elastic moduli of several typical spr'ýig materials are

put force from this effect is fully recoverable, if the spring shown as a function of temperotJre in Figure 6.5.2.4.

is unloaded and the temperature level is maintained. The Data on moduli of rigidity and elasticity for -t number of

time for recovery approximately equals the period of materials are presented in Reference 82.8. Elastic moduls

loading. Figure 6.5.2.3a shows this behavior for Inconel X. changes are often the predominant saure of -,,i lead:
Anelastic flow can be minimized by heat setting. This changes and necessitate the us'• of compeisaV-g r,' theds,
treatment involves heating the spring to a temperature for many applications.

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965 6.5.2-6 r
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HYSTERSIS SRINGS

The effect of temperature change on the force of calibratedS•TIAUON DATA ,
springs must be considered for any mechanism requiring

*13.

ISJ

HAYNES 25

10i 0S ~~P 9 INriCo goPS ONEL "XI-*U•

"M -P9ALLOYSTEELS

q PHSPHOR KONZE
O 100 M 311040 6

-4W -no 0 JM 4 6W 100 mo•omo
Figure 6.5.2.3b. Inconel X Relaxation UJsta TEMPERATURE OF

(From "Electromechanical Components and Systems Design," W. R.
Johnson, vol. 2, no. 9, August-September 1958, CoPyrIght 19 8, BenhillPublishing Corp., Brookline, Massachusetts) Figqure 6.5.2.4. Modulus of Rigidity for Several Metals as

Functions of Temperature

(Data from References 82.8 and 416-1)

very narrow force tolerances. In fluid components, the
most common application is in pressure-sensing elements
of such devices as pressure regulators, flow controllers,
or pressure switches.

- it? Preliminary design calculations will determine if tempera-
Sture effects are aignificant and, if required, a compensa-

tion method can be'established. Because of the complexity

of thermal effects when temperature gradients exist,
0 , -temperature compensation often requires refinement dur-S ing development testing.

6.5.2.5 HYSTERESIS. Internal hysteresis limits the re-

peatability of a given load point with increasing or de-
creasing force transients. Hysteresis for most materials
does not exceed 0.2 percent of total deflection in a helical
spring design. Ni-Span C and Iso-elastic alloys provide

TEMERATUE very low hysteresis in the order of one tenth of this value.
The apparent spring hysteresis in many installations is

Figure 6.5.2.3c. Effect of Temperature on Creep or Stress caused by friction in the mounting bearing surfaces or
Relaxation between spring elements. Such friction must be eliminated

before internal hysteresis can be considered significant.
Thermal expansion is generally of minor significance to
spring force changes except in very high rate applications. 6.5.2.6 FATIGUE. The effect of metal fatigue should be

The significance of thermpl dimensional changes is deter- considered for springs required to operate in excess of

mined by the material and configurations of the spring 1000 cycles under a significant load. Springs requiring

and supporting structure. In general, the higher the spring 1000 to 500,000 maximum load cycles can be considered
rate involved and the longer the load paths through the medium duty springs. Some reduction in allowable stress

structure, the greater the effect of thermal expansion for below values for static applications is likely to be required.
Springs demanding cycle life upward from 500,000 cyclesgiven sets of materials and temperature range. By con-
can be classed as high duty springs and require special

trast, the effect of temperature change on] spring force care in design and fabrication.
due to changes in elastic modulus of the spring material
are essentially independent of configuration. The force Establishing allowable stresses for endurance loaded

change is proportional to the percentage change of elastic springs is complex because of the interaction of material,

.odulus within the given temperature change. material treatment, shape factors such as spring index
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SSPRINGS FATIGUE

for helical springs, and difficulty in obtaining useful data.
The working stress range as well as peak working stress
must be considered in evaluating fatigue life requirements.
Most available specific data in for helical springs. The 1IOe -

following design concept refers to helical coil springs. 1
Springs for static loading and up to 1000 life cycles can u scm WIRE LLOY STEEL MR J

be simply designed based on uncorrected (Wald factor) 3-. T. FTER CLNo

stresses. Figures 6.5.2.6a and 6.5.2.6b provide stress data • TwM19 ALLOY STEEL

for compression and tension springs, respectively. _,_/__ WIR __

For medium duty applications, corrected stresses should . -1- STRINLESS111H A R D M SA IW N _ - " " -

be used in design and the fatigue characteristics of the,- - 1 "- K " --0000
material should be considered in establishing a working P RR ION
stress (Figure 6.5.2.6c). S 6.00 STEEL WIRE

kPw!jP( 5 OZ P HT. AFTlER COILING

For design of high duty springs, corrected stresses should ARDV-ow I H.?. PIE OII
be used and in addition the stress range must be con- )oto oo. . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0
sidered. Figure 6.5.2.6d is a typical endurance diagram WIRE OR MR DIAMETER-INCHES
which can be used to establish allowable maximum stresses.
The stress range is calculated for the application based on Figure 6.5.2.6b. Stresses for Tension Springs in Ordnance -
corrected stresses. The upper and lower values obtained Applications Where Space Is Limited andare ppled t a erteal ineon he eart Th lowr vlueWhere Only Short Life Is Required
are applied to a vertical line on the chart. The lower value Kent's "Mechanical Engineers' Handbook," Desin and P,oduc-
will lie on the minimum stress line. The upper value can- ton Volume 12th ed., Copyright 1950, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
not exceed the maximum stress value given for the mate- York, New York)
real in question. For high duty applications where failure

would be hazardous or damaging, testing of the design is
mandatory. 180,oo0
The ability of a material to resist fatigue failure is pri- I@ CARRON STEEL .SIC)

manrly related to its surface structure in highly stressed 16,0s - 0 CARSON STEEL rLEClIIC)

areas. Fatigue failures originate at the surface and are ? MEANCOIL DIAMETER3,V4 IN,only secondarily related to the bulk character of the 140,, MA COILDM IN
SI SPI'NGS 11ESTSOIN AZERtmatunial. The focal center of failure is always at a micro- TTO MAX RANGE)

scopic discontinuity in the surface intergranular structure. :2120,0.

~100014 U

w 40,
10,000 30,000" 100,000 30O

CYCLES TO FAILUIE-LOG SCALE

Figure 6.5.2.6c. Results of Fatigue Tests of Hot-Wound Heavy
Duty Heicai Springs

(From Kent's "Mechanical Engineers' Handbook," DesiRn and Produc-
is 4 STAINLESS tion Volume 12th ed., Copyright 1950, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New

AR, O00WN York, New ?ork)

Factors determining the susceptibility of a material to
fatigue are:

0.03 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.s 1.0 2.0 a) The intergranular characteristic of the material sur-
WIE OR MR DIAMETER-INCHE. face and presence of flaws.

b) Stress concentration effects due to rough finish tooling
Figure 6.5.2.6a. Stresses In Compression Springs for Ord- marks and "designed in" stress risers.

nance Applications Where Space is, Limited c) The inherent ability of a material to compensate for
and Only Short Life Is Required high concentrated stresses by local yielding.

(From Kent's "Mechanical Engineers' Handbook," DeslRn and Produc-
tion Volume, 12th ed., Copyrlight 1950, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New A fine grained metal surface provides the best resistance
York, New York)

to fatigue failure. Proper heat treatment is of utmost im-
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CORROSION SPRINGS

and larger. The results of shot peening are lost at temper-
atures high enough to stress relieve. The process is, there-

- -fore, not useful for springs to be subjected to elevated
temperatures. Shot peening is not equally effective on all
materials; applied to corrosion-resistant alloys it can
create corrosion sensitive areas capable of reducing fa-

140,000 tigue strength. Figure 6.5.2.6e gives an example of the
increase in allowable stress range possible by use of shot

W1 peening for some common materials. Thr initial stress is
0• the stress resulting from winding the coil spring.

The bulk characteristics of metal, although aot necessarily
related to its surface character, do play a part in fatigue

20,0 1000 . j - strength. High strength, brittle metals are more susceptive
"•, -•- •to fatigue failure. In part, this is due to a greater sensitivity
I to heat treating difficulties causing surface cracks. The
es more commonly significant factor involves the inability

_______ [of such materials to redistribute local high stresses by
yielding with a resulting increase in the significance of
stress concentration.

• 60,0o00 6.5.2.7 CORROSION. Minor surface penetration due to

8 corrosion can cause extensive percentage loss in the work-
Ing cross section of small springs. In addition, the outer
surfaces invariably carry the highest stresses and are

40,000 most sensitive to the surface-roughening effects of corro-
sion. Fatigue strength can be radically affected by a very
small amount of corrosion.

20,o0o) Plating of carbon steel springs can be considered under
mildly corrosive conditions for larger springs (section
over one-quarter inch) where the stresses are relatively

0 olow and changes in force or failure would not be cata-
0 20,0o0 40, 000 60,000 80,0o0 100, 000

MINIMUM S IESS, PSI 140,00

Figure 6.5.2.6d. Approximate Endurance Diagram for Helical .
Compression Springs 10 D n

(Reprinted from Kent's "Mechanical Engineers' Handbook," Design and •AThS OFDI NLE :- .
Production Volume, 12th ed., Copyright 1950; John Wiley andi Sons, Inc., STOESS POS-NE NU N-New York. New York)S

portance in obtaining a good surface free of cracks and a
roughness. Surface decarbvrization must be avoided, g ,o,• ,
and materials must be inherently free of inclusions, voids, "
and other surface imperfections. Stress concentrations MATERI NT SHOT- E N4

caused by either tool marks or design configuration are to be 6o,000
avoided in high duty springs. Grooves are especially dam-
aging when transverse to the direction of loading. Stress ST

concentration factors should be applied to allowable stresses A- S.T.M" A232-47
when sharp corners or severe bends cannot be avoided. WIRE 0.207IN. ORSMALLER

Flat springs of complex design and end loops of extension 20,000
springs require special care in design. Chemical surfacetreatments for cleaning and plating must be carefully con-

trolled to avoid hydrogen embrittlement. 0 , 4 0,000 ,0 0,00 120.000 ,0 2000040,00 6,00D80,00 IDOO 12A00140,000

Shot peening is frequently employed to increase fatigue INITAL STRESS-IL PER SQ IN.
life. The process produces cold work in the metal surface,
improving the surface properties. In addition, residual Figure 6.5.2.6e. Stress Range Increase Due to Shot Peening
compressive stresses are established at the surface, result- (From "Handbook of Mechanical Spring Design," Associated Spring
ing in a reduction in iiet applied tensile stress. Shot peen- Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut, page 22)

ing can be applied to spring wires of one-sixteenth diameter

6.5.2-9 ISSUED: MAY 1964



SPRINGS NATURAL FREQUENCYHELICAL COMPRESSION

strophic. When strengths higher than those available with applieations, liquid or pneumatic springs which have high

fully corrosion-resistant materials must be obtained, the damping can be substituted. Liquid springs can be de-
use of semi-corrosion resistant materials and plating is signed with varying amounts of damping.
the be at choice. Plating on springs m ust be w ell bondedAp l c t o si v v ng ud e y a pi d or e e s d l a s
and able to deflect with the outer surface of the spring. Applications involving suddenly applied or released load.
Thick, br~ittle coatings are to be avoided. Care must be require evaluation of such factors as spring velocity under

exercised In the plating of springs to insure that the free expansion and conditions which will cause a spring
cleaning and plating process do not result in hydrogen to lift off its base. The reaction time for springs to be

embrittlement or other adverse effects at the surface of used in high response mechanisms must be established.
the spring material (see Sub-Section 13.7 for further iii- Methods based on energy concepts are simple to apply and

formation on corrosion). are useful in estimating reactions of this type. A rigorous
method of analysis based on surge wave theory capable of

6.5.2.8 DYNAMIC LOADING. The effects of dynamic evaluating many complex modes of dynamic spring load.
motion must be considered when a spring Is subjected to ing has been developed in References 19-3 and 19-7. By
vibrational or cyclic loading, or when individual high establishing the velocity of the surge wave traveling
velocity load impulses are involved. For fluid components, through a spring, and by analyzing the intiraction of the
dynamic spring problems can arise in the design of high wave and the boundary forces and velocities acting on the
response valves or mechanisms subject to load vibrations spring, the accurate prediction of spring performance and
or rapid osoillating motions. Vibrational loading can re- peak stresses can be established by this method.
sult in severe dynamic spring stresses, if the input fre-
quency is resonant with the primary natural frequency or
a harmonic frequency of the spring. 6.5.3 Design Data

Equations for the natural frequency of compression springs 6.5.3.1 HELICAL COMPRESSION SPRINGS. A compres-
with both ends clamped and with one end free are given sion spring is an open helical coil that offers resistance to

in Table 6.5.2.8. Frequency relationships for spring-mass a compressive force. The basic design factors for compres-

systems are given in Sub-Section 7.3. sion springs are the working loads and spring rate, some-
times called scale. Envelope limitations and environmental

To reduce stresses due to resonant vibrations, the natural conditions affect their configuration, stress level, and mate-
frequency of the spring should be made as high as possible rial selection.
above the input frequency. When this is not possible, the
primary resonant frequency of the spring should be as far
as possible from the input frequency. Reducing the pitch steps:

of the end coils will tend to keep the spring from resonat- a) Establish requirements for:
ing. Damping is useful in eliminating resonant vibration. Loads and tolerances
This may be done by use of special friction damping de- Spring rate
vices working with the spring coils, or by application of Envelope limits
springs with inherent high working friction such as Environments
volute springs or stacked Belleville springs. For some Duty characteristics

b) Select material based on environment, loading, and cycle
Table 6.5.2.8. Natural Frequency of Vibration of Coil Springs life

c) Establish a workable configuration from equations,
Both Ends of Spring Clamped One End of Spring Free spring tables or a spring slide rule

General Equation d) Review the assumed design for:
Stress when compressed solid

d 48.2G d 48.2G Stress at the maximum working load
n = uD'N w 2rD'N w Buckling stability

Equations for Steel Springs e) For medium or high duty springs and calibrated springsEquaionsforStee Sprngsconsider:
14:100d 7050dcnsdr

n - 14100t - 7Stress correction (Wahl) factor
Fatigue strength

where Dynamic loading

n = frequency, cycles per second Manufacturing tolerances

N = number of active coils The most cemmon helical spring configuration is made of
D = mean coil diameter, inches round wire, with ends ground for squareness. The type of
d = wire diameter, inches ends available as standard for compression springs are

w = specific weight of material, pounds per cubic inch shown in Figure 6.5.3.1a. For special cases, other wire sec-

G = torsional modulus of elasticity, psi tions may be used. Square wire will provide higher load
carrying capacity for a given envelope volume. Sections
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DESIGN EQUATIONS SPRINGS

Table 6.5.3.1a. Heimal Comp•ession and Extension
Spring Equations-Round Wire

L iN h Unuorrected

S.. .. S -- S F D2 . 5 D

".IN INOS--COILIO NIG. 'NV5 SOUAREf.. AN C• 1 ¢401N ENDS Corrected Stream S' - KS
COIULD i-rT 4ANO

Tolal Coels - Ac'M.-* Coi t _ Total Colt z oelve Coils v 2 Spring Index

RE M Wahl stress correction

K_ 410-1 0.615

SUAlIEE CL C.OStD 0NDS PLAIN ENDS-GROUND DeU7ection
NOT GROU -COILED RIGHT HAND COILED LEFT HAND Deflection

Total C i -Acitve Coils . 2 Toatl Coils - Actie Coils (N)

Sa = 8FD'N

FIgW6.5.3.1a. Types of Ends fbr Comprssion Springs Spring rate
(From !Wiindbook of Mechanical SpeinaDinAsoit4SrnF Gd

2orporation, Bristol, Connecticut, pae. 18) k -A Si 8 DN

other than round are lean efficient in torsion and therefore Diarnetral growth AD -0.05 P` - d'

result in higher weight for a given force. Nested springs are (no unwinding) D

generally a better solution to minimize envelope volume. Diametral growth
(unwinding)

The common equations for helical compression and exten-
sion springs may be foa nd in Table 6.5.3.1a. The Wahl AD= 0.10 11 - 0.8 pd - 0.2d'
correction factor is applied to stress calculations for medium DO

and high duty springs in order to account for the effects of where
linear shear and wire curvature. The Wahl factor is larger
for sprinigs of low index (ratio of mean coil diameter to F = Load, lbr
wire diameter) (Figure 6.5.3.1b). D - Mean coil diameter, inches

d Wire diameter, inches
The des'tn of a double helical spring by computer methods S - Uncorrected torsional stress, psi
is presented in Detailed Topic 8.3.3.4. Table 6.5.3.1b provides S' = Corrected stress, pli
a quick method of establishing proportions of helical a Deflection, inches
springs, and is directly usable in design of noncritical N N D fle ctin inchs
springs. For high stressed springs, or medium and high N = Number ofactile coils
duty, stress and deflection of the selected design can be G Modulus of rigi lity (torsional modulus), psi

checked by equations. K - Wahl correctior factor

The table is based upon: k = Spring rate, Ib, ")er inch
C Spring index.

a) Loads developing 100,000 psi torsional stress corrected P = Pitch (center to center distance of coils at

for shear and curvature (Wahl factor) free height), inches

b) Shear modulus of 11.5 x 10' psi.

For materials exhibiting other values, the lo*ds and apring (Eq 6.5.3.1b)
scale can be proportionally adjusted by the following rela- Spring rate _ Shear modulus of material
tionships: required 1 (pn 1 0  b

X (Spring rate given in Table 6.5.8.1b)
(Eq 6.5.3.1m)

Load Allowable working stress of materials The load values given in the table may be converted to those
100,000 for an uncorrected stress of 100,000 psi by multiplication by

required X (Load given in Table 6.5.3.1a) the Wahl correction factor in Figure 6.5.8.1b. The allow-
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F SPRINGS

Table 6.5.3.1b. Load and Spring Scale per Coil-H
H. F. Ross, Trans. ASME,(Based on 100 000 pat - cor

(From Kent's "Mechanical Enalnlerm' Handook,' 12 ad.,

SOutside Diumetv cf Coil. in. Wife Outede

1/6 6/ 1b1 1t 7/ 141*/ /1 1/3188 2a )!11 17/ 6/ /1 4 d IV U/,, 7/8 f1/16 111 /. 'u
.01 1 V .3jl3bP - IlIt odinl t109.1 1:"

.011. .04 3 , 4 934. 1 -09 5. 5.4 ? !4-dI03,, #,I • 2I 6, ...3,6 _Li o, ___;'I I
----- ---- '--- ----- 4 9 12.9:0.

P0" I 11 111 ., ,1 .o,, 41 4!, ,, 2IA 4.0 33 W4 9,

.3.9 . 4 i2.7 2. 3' 26 
26. 1 i.:,

4.4 1rn .3 J1 .4 5. .05 3 , L4. 1 2.. 5 1 0

.018 31 2.814.62. 3. 55 3.'in 23 24 I 94 I 79 A 615, "1 1 89Y .6 2 4 4 9

,W2 IS80 .4. 39s 38 205I. 209435 .8

.029 -6.61 5. 4 1 4.10 3.I 3 2.94 2.71 2.50 2.29 2.13 2.00 1.11 I1%7 ".'6 .,'2 , A:7 5. -- 66: --1.1
1ON 496 23 3 149 94.1 44.6I32.9 24.,6 12.09 8.0 6.

.032 79 65• 54•7 4'•9.84"43553.395 36504. 3331 30? 2.85 267,. 2'.31 2,,.37 2.24 2.03 .,25 93).8174 8I! 76. •1 72 68.2 "65 "

1, v ki 16 786804.9 37. 114 .7 a 2. 10.9 1481. 007.7 .31 w ld 61 x 2

.035 9.381 01 6.32 5.46,514 .4.7242 4. , 003. . 2.932.64 32 ' 116 109 10 4 939 5 8:14
i2l1 80 746 '17 1 01 74.0 5 25.042.2 3.0 3 17.7 14.7104 20351 1 3. 9 C 1 55 A 410 3.O 4 2.4 2.18 1." .112 6.8.. 1 631.! 59 $ I'-• "-5 'I'-A 4 -'"1 -. 139 426 10 9 96686 77 .6 7 3264.931 51.529 5.144.89'200 4.-V52 4.27 4.63.6 6 33.48 51 42 3 5 19 1210

. 2 06 7A 0 6g ~5i4i& 34 .92 11887.93J 73 0 32.85 41. f4.1 28.0 23.34 1.12.03 .1 3 18 33 30 43 11 4

80.0 142.6 34.9 . 15
.033 14.4 12.7 6 4 10 9.3 8 .60 7 7 .8 0 2 4 07 5.69 5.3 489 491 87 358 24 22 68 5 135 111434

047 R8. 16. 14.17 10423 1 95015. 1 . 0 11 . 0 10 . 23 9 .48.0 86.3378 .969 .55 . 17 IF 9~4 0 31 25 6 030 14

.. ,, 10., 9,. ., to ,,76 7,, 0364 448 .24.18 112507 ~~~~~j 1378 10 547 
113 

271906 179. 5. 95.03. 6

2- , 1 ,. 2o, 1--" 1 1 91
.0534. 851. 53 14.243. 12.7 11. 10.630. 9.45 8.97 8.01 7.37 6.9 2 277 2j42r4.62 2 49 26 2269

387 484 P" 11 A 21 43313 1114
1 767 3143 7 9 401 338 149 N122 "10 70.4.9 4I. 88 6765 5265 4230 3419

.•30.3 2.9 25.8 23.812.4120.9 19.7 122.6 7 .5 16.6 151 3 "1 -

.03296 461 3032 721 56 429 33 27 2 81 128 926 2 1017 791 6246 507I4

.047 36.2 33.4 33. 29.4 27.8 26.3 24.8 0 7 83 2.39."6.21351 52 .244 1So 95 76

253 17831295 972 9743 50 4636375 57 245 31 2059 64

1_ 7 3 ! 39220 1" 335 ,3. 30.. 2 5.2 7 625 6046 8389

.09 0015 1 290 22 373 4 10 6 .0 880 17 4 4y2 23.o 2

IS •50780 IN 76 n2% .

2 300. o 95.6919,5 87.4 7I.7 73.8 .34M
049150 3886130831 2462 1678 1186

m 32•5.301 19 3 09S 2n
.701 5 2 4205 10.7 3977 ..._1&_u

2 13,5 14•411. 7 135 1 25 .925

253 74829 7 5 1163 925, 746

972 7. .. . .46- - 375- - - - --4

.2 61.3 _79 5._5. 92 694..100 8- 73. 697f"3 .0 5, 32
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LOAD VALUES

ng kale per Col-HNeilel Comprsilon or Intenslon Springs
. .F. Ross, Trons. AWE, Oclo'r 1947 )•..(Baslld on lOO,O00 ealt -- correchted stress)

.girmers' HniQAik, J2 ed., Copyright 1950, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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BUCKLING
HELICAL EXTENSION

2.2 - - -

2.1 I I

2.0- - - -

1,6

1.0

___ __ _ oNEEQ

______(a fin)D INDS 1'

SPRING INDEX C D0.4

Figure 6.5.3.Mb. Wahl Factor for Helical Compression and 0_0.Extension Springs 0 0.,
(From "HaWdbook oCAfMeohllcal Spmel& Design," Associated SpringCorporation, Bristol, Connecticut, pNegs9

- 2 3 4 $ 6 7 3
able working stresses for helical springs is presented In o .* U FM LINGY_
Table 6.5.3.1c for several metals. 0 MFAN COIL DIAMEIIN

If compression springs are made long compared to their
diameter, instability may occur due to column action under Figure 6.5.3.1c. Bucklin 1 of Springs with Either Fixed or
load. The rise of the spring end and the initial squareness R n Hromense En

1Z fpromt Kent's "Mfechanical Engineers' Handbook," Design and
of a spring influence the degree of instability. Two types of , rOduCti Volume, 12th ad., Copyright 1950. John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
buckling occur-the first type with fixed ends, the second New rork, New York)

type with hinged ends. These springs art shown in Figure
6.5.3.1c. The critical deflection at which instability occurs
for each type depends on the ratio of free length of the
mean diameter (Lo/D), and can be found in Figure 6.5.3.1c. (Eq 6.5.3.1c)
For springs with fixed ends, no buckling will occur when 1 1 1 1
compressed to its solid height if the LW/D ratio is less than k- + +-+
approximately 5.3. For hinged ends the ratio is reduced to
2.65. An analytical treatment of buckling is presented in where kr = total spring rate and k, * • = individual
Reference 19-9. spring rate

The use of guides may be necessary in some designs, when
the critical buckling proportions cannot be avoided. The 6.5.3.2 HELICAL EXTENSION SPRINGS. An extension
clearance between guide and spring should be kept small, spring is a close-coiled helical spring that resists a pulling
but not so small as to cause rubbing when the spring diam- force. The functional principles and equations which apply
eter enlarges during deflection. The amount of diametral to compression springs also apply to extension springs,
growth cain be calculated from equations presented in Table with an added consideration for initial tension. The initial
6.5.3.1a. Friction is created by the use of guides and may be tension demands that an initial load be applied to the spring
unacceptable for designs requiring load reproducibility, before the spring coils start to separate. The initial tension
Lubrication is generally required. For extremely long or pre-load in the closed position must be formed into the
springs, several springs can be stacked end-to-end with spring during manufacture. The magnitude depends on the
cylindrical guides between sections. The overall spring rate manufacturing technique used. The initial load, F,, required
for oprings in series can be calculated by can be determined from the equation
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ALLOWASLE WORKING STRESS SPRINGS

(For Occaonl" Loadlns)-

1111-1E onR Oq1111111AImO U1111IAL TID.1 .TNSION IN TMI
(1141 an"= PAY SOMIIIMIS""'p1111" KPi 40 -OBTAINDIV0 IY AND

Nuaic Wire 0.018 160 150 NOTE sKcru uRI XCuEIN
0.060 155 129 INXIIMM101I ASI
0.186 128 107 -

Chrome-vanadium 0.040 157 131

0.100 140 117.
0.600 118 96 32

spring wire 0.100 127 106 .

0.500 92 77 A
18.8 Stainless 0.026 122 102

wire 0.1110 93 78 2

Phomphor-bronze 0~.026 77 84
0.110 88 54
0.800 48 38

Music wire 0.085 60 -

0.085.0.185 55
Valve spring wire 0.185 48 -

0.320 42 - 1 IIILTNINI
0.530 36 - rSAE 3HR
0.970 32 - T ANANWT

18-8 Stainless wire 0.085 45 - -NFR EUT

0.185 42 -PRILLRYWE
0.320 36 -STRESSES

Phosphor bronze 0.085 30o
0.18527 -- TORSIONAL STRESS (1000 PSI)

0.320 24 - Fgure &&53.2s. Stresses Produced By Initial Tension In Ex-
0.530 18 -tension Springs

(From "Machine Design," H. .1. Boll. vol. 30, no. 8,Apri17 1958, oy
right 1958 by the Pnon" Pu'blishinlg COMWaY. be.' D610 Chopy

F, 2S 3(Eq 6L5.3.2) Table 6.5..2. Allowable Working Stress

011.) STRES
where d =wire diameter, in. MATEINAL (K Pal)

D .- mean coil diameter, in. Music wire 0.03 138
St=- torsional stress, psi 0.08 128

0.10 117
Figure 6.5.3.2a provides data on stress limitations for initial Pretempered 0.06 115
tension. Extension springs have no definite stop to their carbon steel wire 0.10 102
deflection as do the solid height of compression springs, and 0.20 92
must be protected from being over-extended. 0.80 90

The allowable working stresses for extension springs, ap- 1848 stainless 0.05 105
plicable to Equations (6.5.3.1b) and (6.5.3.1c) and Table steel wire 0.01 95
6.5.3.1b are presented in Table 6.5.3.2. 0.10 90

Phosphor bronze 0.05 60
Many forms of sprinhg ends are used. Figure 6,5.3.2b pro- 0.08 58
vides typical end configurations. Loop ends are the least 0.10 58
costly. Stress concentrations produced by small radius bends 0.30 44
in the end configurations, must be considered. __________________________
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SPRINGS NESTED SPRINGS

MACHItN HALF LOOP-OPEN SHORT TWISTED LOOP RAISED HOOK FULL TWISTED LOOP

RECTANGULAR HOOK FILL LOOP AT SIDE REDUCED SIDE LOOP DOUBLE TWISTED LOOP

V HOOK OVER CIETii MACHINE CUT-OFF THREADED PLUG TO FIT PLAIN ENri SPkiNG

CONED IND'WIIH SWIVEL BOLT EXMI NOED LOOP STRAIGHT END FROM CENTER

SWIVEL HOOK EOUCED CENTER LOOP OFFSET HOOK

Figure L5.3.2b. TypicaI End Configurations for Extension Springs
(From "Handbook of Mechanical Spring Design," Associated Spring Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut, pase 34)

6.5.3.3 NESTED SPRINGS. Helical compression springs outer spring 4/7, middle spring 2/7, and inner spring 1/7
can be nested (Figure 6.5.8.3), to decrease the working for a 3-spring nest.
stress while keeping constant b) Assume a mean diameter for the outside or inside noil.

a) The load at the compressed height of the spring c) Calculate a trial wire size based on uncorrected stress.

b) The load-deflection rate d) Determine remaining dimensions by trial and error

c) The overall dimensions of height and outside diameter. methods.

Other potential benefits include: e) Re-adjust dimensions until an equal stress distribution
is achieved between the springs.

a) Reduction in fatigue stress by reduction of the working

stress range. The benefit gained is proportional to the When the Wahl correction factor must be considered, the
reduction maximum working stress and is a function of calculations can be tedious and time consuming. References
a spring index. 1-123 and 19-94 give direct methods for establishing nested

b) The use of smaller diameter wire allows higher maxi- designs.
m~um working stresses. Suggested diametral clearances between springs are:

c) Large spring index tends to reduce the Wahl correction inch for outside diameter of smaller springs up to 3 inches;
factor. %6 inch for outside diameter of smaller spring from 3 to 5

The conventional approach for design of concentric nested inches; and % inch for smaller springs over 5 inches. Ad-

springs is to jacent springs should be coiled in opposite directions to

a) Assume a %-%A load split, respectively, between outer prevent interlocking.

amd inner springs for a 2-spring nest; and a load split, The spring rate for a nested spring system is the sum of the
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HELICAL TORSION SPRIN'A

- - Table &&SA. Hellcal Torsion Spring Eqapations

I A ýMoment per turnM ~ d
(roun 'wre) M T = *; TIN

Moment per turn Ebh'
(retnular wire) Ma 6,N

StreassP

(round wire) 32Md

Stress FR -hi-

12
Angular deflection 10.2 MND

Ed (turn.)
where

D Mean coil diameter, in.
d =Wire diameter, in.
E = Modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus), psi
I =Moment of inertia, in'

Ma Moment per turn, in-lb,

M Moment, in-lbs
T = Number of spring rotational turn's
N Number of active coils

X\X X NXN\ NXX\N'X\\N%\XNR = Mean~ radius lever arm, in.
F = Load, lb,

Vigure 6.5.S.3. Nested Spring Design S = Stress, psi
(From "Mechanical Sw/ings," A. Mv. Wca'h, 1963, Second Edition, McGraw- b, = Width of wire section, in.

Hi'sPubls',ri~ ~impny ~h = Thickness of wire section, in.

spring rates of individual springs. More details of nested ' nua elcin un
spring designs can be found in Refeience 19-94.

cates, torsiva springs produce a torsional output. Unlike material to produce a helical spring provides the following
compi-ession tand extension springs, they are not stressed adntgs
in torsion but in bendinf-. T'he common equations are giv,-n -t,?
in Table 6.5..3.4., They are based upon the fundamental beam a) Lighter weight for a given load i-apacity, spring rate or
4tress and deflection relationships. For high stressed appli-enrysoaecpit

.tons or if sharp bends exist, stress correction factors b) Increased release velocity
(Figure .5.3.4) should be applied for the effect of curva- c) Higher natural frequency

ture n spr-f flow idex.d) Capability of internal flui .d cooling for application in a...
If a torsion spring i,4 used around an arbor or rod, sufficient high temperature environment
deercase must lie allowed, because the torsion spring w~ill e) Usable as a fluid carrying element between spring sup-
w~nd up and decrease- its diameter with load. The change in portel parts.
al.L'ne~r can be calculated by the equations in Table.
6.5.3.1b. I,' the angular deflection is 1/6 turn and the spring Although weight is reduced by use of tubular material, the
has 4 turns, the dianietral change is 1/6:4. or appeoximstely envelope -iolumne is increased for a given load, spring rate,
four pereent. or energy capacity. Torsional crippling is a factor in design

which must be co'-tsdel-ed in determining mininium. usable
If tI'e tor.fion springs, are long, buckling can occur at about wall thickness. Design of ends and fabrication also present1%; turn for smiall frci' !ength to co-' diameter ratins, L pcilprbem ih hs om fspig
and about 1.25 turns for long, 1~,,/D. Axial compressive seilpolm ihti omo pig
loads will reduce these values. Stress and deflection equations for tubular springs are given
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LSPRINGS FLAT SPRINGS

Table 6.5.3.5s. Tubular Section Helical Sprinp
1,6

Stress

8FD1,5 • mem = rd'(1-B4 )

S K ([1+e) + "PD
1 .4 2___ wd(1-B')

Deflection

SK6FD'N
Z Gd' (1-MB)"

(CIRCULAR WIRE) 16C' " 1 Pz 1.2 ,,where :

• ~F Load, lb, .

U k = Tangent of helix angle

B - Ratio of inside diameter to outside diameter

C y- Spring index, D

__-_1.0 D = Mean coil diameter, in.
,2 4 6 8 10 12d = Tube outside diameter, in.k SPRING INDEX C = d S.om = Nominal shear stress, psi

DS.. = Maximum combined shear stress, psi
Figure 6.5.3.4. Stress Concentration Factors p = Tangent of helix angle

(From "Mechanical Sprur;is,"A. M. Wahl, 1963, Second Edition, McGraw-r Hill Publishing Companyf e = Load eccentricity ratio to mean coil radius
8 = Axial deflection, in.

in Table 6.5.3.5a. As noted, stress calculated by the normal G = Modulus of rigidity, psi
equation for solid wire, including the Wahl correction fac- N = Number of active coils
tor, is usable for design and Will yield conservative results. K

The equation for deflection includes a deflection factor, Kr, K = Wahl factor
which is significant for thin walled tubular springs. Ka = Deflection factor

Relationships for prediction of torsional shear crippling,
release velocity, and natural frequency may be found in I
Reference 1-54. Table 6.5.3.5b provides a weight comparison Table 6.5.3.5b. Weight Comparison
for a specific application of a tubular spring in place of a (From "Machine Design," D. W. Best, vol. 32, no. 4, Copyright 1960 by
nested spring pair. Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

6.5.3.6 FLAT SPRINGS. In terms of the spring manufac- Single
turer, almost any spring made of flat stock can be classed Solid-Spring Nest Tubular Spring*
as a flat spring. In general, "U" springs and leaf springs
at e in this class. Power springs made of coiled ilat strips are Outer Spring Inner Spring
usually included as a special class although flat spring de- d(In 0.500 0.175 0.770
sign principles apply. D (in.) '4.15 0.10 4.05

Most applications for flat springs involve beam deflection. C 8.30 8.27 7.10
Sormxe of the common equations for small deflection and Total turns 13 14 11
single leaf are Liven in Table 6.5.3.6. For complex shapes, H(in.) 15.75 18,06 14.12
principles of structural stress analysis must be 'used. As KS. (psi) 109,000 109,000 120,000
with all sheet metal cdesign, the effect of holes, corners, tool F,,, (lb) 1576 1700

wharks, and bends are critical to the life of the part. Total weight (lb) 11.75 7.50

Both pre-t;empered and annealed stock are used for flat • B =-- 0,509
springs. Pre-tempered material is limited in formability fAt Maximum load
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DESMNE[QUATIONSBELLEVILLE SPlt!NGS SPRINGS

Table 6$.3.. Flat Spring Equatk~s Load-deflection characteristics can be obtained by varying
- the proportions of outside diameter to inside diameter,

Cantilever type relative thickness and cone angle. Figure 6.58.7.a provides
Stress typical load-deflection curves for the useful spring range.

6FL For -h ratios less than 0.4 the spring action is linear within
I W

Deflecton 2 % per cant up to the fiat position. This is the range useful• .FL' k=ratio
"a FL- for application (a) above. If the A ratio Is greater than

W Et

Elliptical type 1.41, the load reaches a peak then decreases with further
Stress deflection. At a point beyond the flat position, the load in-

Sme M "-FL creases again. Up to an h ratio of 2.83, a positive load is

Deflection required to deflect the spring. For values greater than 2.88,
FL' - $1.2 the load becomes negative at a point beyond the flat position.
48EI 6Eh Loading in the opposite direction must be applied to return

Rectangular column type the spring. The h range between 1.8 and 1.6 is usable for
Stress a = 2.63 Ehb' springs providing relatively constant force.

Load- tc bcDesign equations for Belleville springs are presented in
Table 6.5.3 7. More detailed treatment can be found in

F = 0.823 Ehb Reference 416-1. Most methods of aesign involve a trial

Load to cause column Lt and error calculation. In general, they involve calculating
Ends to become parallel or obtaining from a plot stress and deflection constants

F 1.15 hb' based on t and the R ratio. The values obtained are used

Spring rate in the stress equation to obtain a deflection, h, for a given

K = 0.6 Ehb' stress. This is then used in the load equation.. If the load
L3 value is below that required, t'he assunred propbrtions are

Where changed and the calculation repeated. 'Ihe load at any de-
flection for various height/thickness ratios is presented in

M = Bending moment, •n.Ib, Figure 6.5.8.7c.
C = Distance from ne;tral axis to outer fiber, in.
I Moment of inertia, in.' h 2 .83 F
S = Stress. psi

F = Load, lb,
L = Spring lenýth, in.
E = Mondulus of •,lasticity, lb,/in.'

b = Spring thickness, ini.

h = Spring width, in.
I = Deflection, in. • i

and hardness; hence, i' is only usable for designs requiring
limited forming and less than :maximum strength. Heat
treatment of parts formed from annealed stock presents
some difficulty because, of distortion of thin materials. A LT

final truing operation is often requirad to hold close toler-
antes. Figure 6.5.3.7a. Typical Belleville Spring Load-Deflection

Curves Obtained by Varying h/t
6.5.3.7 BELLEVILLE SPRINGS. The term Belleville spring
is applied to u class of truncated conical spring washers.
Applications fall into two classes: For most applications in the non-linear load regions, some

deveiopment testing is required to verify calculated deflec-
a) Use in high spring rate applications with small relative tion. Material characteristics and processing affect per-

deflections where axial space is limited. formance sufficiently to preclude optimizing a design by

b) Applications using the nonlinear and "snap action" calculaton. In some cases, for example, peak stresses occur-
characteristics of a load-deflection curve. ring at the inner edge of the disc can exceed the maximum
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SP~RINGS DESIGN EQUATIONS

Table 6.5.3.7. Bellevlles Spring Equations allowable yield'stresses. The surrounding low stressed area
________ ______________________________ acts to support the higher~ loaded corner resulting in very

Deflection-Load ltl ilig

- 4E8 r _ iMany combinations of Belleville springs are posiiwle, pro-
F ~ iy~ Lh ()h a)t + t, viding a variety of load-deflection characteristics. Figure

3tes(maldfecin)6.5.3.7d illustrates several arrangements for series andI
parallel stacking of Belleville springs. The total spring

4E8 a\,1rate can be calculated in the same manner as compression
S(1- P) KD*L 2llhT-C t springs. Friction between parallel discs can be utilixed to

Stres l~arg defectins)advantage in applications requiring spring damping; how-
over, techniques for minimizing Inter-disc friction must be

4E8 F considered for applications requiring maximum repeat-

F =load, lb, A reduction of friction has been achieved by including :
E = modulus of elasticity, lb /in2 spacer rings at the inner and outer edges of the disc. This

Poissn's atiotechnique is described in Reference 21.4.

K = constant (See Figure 6.5.8.7b) OW 19 I 10 15 1 1011 10 -
8= deflection, in. W I o 10 10.p 14 13 12 10100

DR= outside diameter, in.
d = inside diameter, in. 160 2--- 0

S = stress, lb 1/in'.___
h = free height minus thickness, in. 104

t =- thickness, in. 0 60
C, = constant (See Figure 6.5.3.7b)
C, = constant (See Figure 6.5.3.7b) 0

40--160

K0 10 20 30 40 s0 60 70 .60 0 100

DEFLECTION IN PERCENT OF h

0. -. iue6537.Bleil pigLa-elcinCre

(From "Handbook of Mechanical Spring Design," Associated Spring
Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut, page 71)

SERIES PARALLEL PARALLEL SERIES

0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3,2 3.6 4.0 4.4' 4.8 5.2

0RATI OF 7 Figure 6.5.3.7d. Combinations of Belleville Springs

(Fro 'Handbook of Mechanical Spring Design," Associated Spring
Figure 6.5.3.7b. Stress aind Deflection Constants for Belle- Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut, page 73)

yulle Springs
(From "Handbook 6f Mechanical Spring Design," Associated Spring
Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut, Page 72)
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MACHINED SPRINGS

NON.METAL SPRINGS SPRINGS

6.5.8.8 MACHINED SPRINGS. A spring device, similar in 6.5.3.9 NON-METAL SPRINGS. Springs constructed of
characteristics to a helical t-ompression spring developed materials other than metal are discussed as follows:
for precision instrument applications, can be fabricated by
machining a symmetrically arranged series of slots in a PlsisadGs. pngmdeothemtrasaemachinin tbar enym metricly rranged deriens of slotstraed limited to low load applications. They are most useful for
short tubular length of met'd. A few designs are illustrated applications requiring large deflections an 1 low spring

rates. They exhibit low elastic and torsional moduli and,

Machine springs are adaptable to short stroke, high rate consequently, form relatively soft springs for the working
requirements often encountered in pressure and flow regu. section involved. 14
lators and thermostatic devices. They are inherently sym- Laminated Fiberglas. Resin bonded glass fiber springs have
metrical in action, eliminating cocking and torsional effects been used in flat forms. By use of directionally oriented
which create friction in coil springs. End coil stacking or fibers, the elastic properties of the glass have been utilized

"end effect," which causes non-linearities in coil springs of to a relatively high efficiency. Tn practice, it has been pos-few turns, is eliminated in the machined spring. 'In addition, sible to fabricate flat spring stock with up to 87 percent of
precision dimensions can be held for application in instal- the fibers oriented in the working direction. The remainder
lations allowing very small radial clearance. This class of are cross-plied surface fibers acting to support the position
spring must be custom designed for the specific applica- of the working fibers. For flat stock usable in any direction,
tion. Design calculations would nssunte a series of cursed cross-plied-and isotropic laminants are available. The cross-
beams fixed at both ends. Some development is required to plied laminant uses .quai quantities of fibers oriented at
obtain a precise load rate (Reference V-27). right angles. The isotropic form has alternate plies-oriented

120' apart.

The prime advantage of fiberglas laminates for spring ap-
plications comes from the high volumetric energy absorp-
tion (efficiency) exhibited. A comparison of this property
with the value for steel is given in Table 6.5.3.9. This indi-
cates an advantage of over twice for the laminated material,
and results primarily from the low elastic modulus of the
laminant relative to that of steel and a relatively high
strength.

Table 6.5.3.9. Spring Materials Compared at
Room Temperature

(From "Product Engineering," L. A. Heggernes, vol. 30, no. 46, November
1959, Copyright 1959, McGraw.Hill Publishing Company)

65% GLASS-35% EPOXY*
FLAT N"PROPERTIES UNDIREC- CROSS. ISO- SPRING

TIONAL PLIED TROPIC STEEL
(SAE

-•1060)

Ultimate flexure 100 90 66 180
strength S,

* psi x 1000
Flexure modulus E, 4.5 3.0 2.7 30

psi X 10'
Volume efficiency, n, 151 135 90 60

in.-lb/in'
(cantilever:
n = S,/18E)

Endurance limit, 29 22 15
psi x 1000

Maximum design 20 15 12 80
stress, psi X 1000

Figure 6.5.3.8. Typical Machined Spring Designs *iM', "Scotchply," Type 1000
(Courtesy It Consolidated Controls Corporation, El Sogundo, California,
S holder o patent) (ther potential advantages of this material include:

a) Corrosion resistance
b) Resistance to fatigae failure

c) High vibration damping characteristic-.
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BELLOWS APPL ICATI ONS

* Table 6.5.3.11. Comparison of Air Springs
(From "Product En ilneerln," J. E. Gleck, vol. 33, no. 24, November 1962,

Copyrlght 1962, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New YOrk)

WPRING RATE EFFECTIVE AREA
TYPE (10 psi) (In..') STROKE (in.) NATURAL FREQUENCY

Bellows
Single convolution 1400 12 to 108 2 to 41,/ 150 to 240
Two convolution 750 15 to 500 4% to 10 105 to 120
Three convolution 500 'F to 100 11 to 121/2 90 to 95

Rolling sleeve 450 8 to 90 10 to 15 - 60 to 100
Rolling diaphragm 180 8 to 150 6 to 91% 20 to 100

6.6 BELLOWS 3) Propellant tank positive expulsion devices

4) Pressure-sensing elements for regulator control pilots
6.6.1 Introduction

5) Instrumentation pressure gages
6.6.2 Design arid Selection Factors 6) Valve seals (axial motion) (Figure 6.6.1)

6.6.2.1 Materials
6.6.2.2 Load Application 17) Secondary or positive seal elements for rotating shaft
6.6.2.3 Flexibility and Spring Rate ' face seals
6.6.2.4 Fatigue Life
6.6.2.5 Dynamic Performance 8) Viscous dampers
6.6.2.6 Effective Area and Internal Volume 9) Pressure switch seal/sensing elements (Figure 5.16.3.1d)
6.6.2.7 Vibration
6.6.2.8 Pressure Drop 10) Volume compensators

11) Linear actuators6.6.3 Desig'n T)ata
6.6.3.1 Formed Bellows
6.6.3.2 Welded Bellows
6.6.3.3 Machined Bellows
6.6.3.4 Deposited Bellowf..

6.6.1 Introduction

A bellows is a flexible, thin-walled, circumferentially
corrugated cylinder either with or without integral ends.
Bellows may be either metal or nonmetal, but this
subsection of the handbook principally treats metal bel-
lows. Metal bellows can be formed, welded, machined, or
deposited; several different corrugation patterns are used
for either manufacturing method. Single-wall construction
is conventional but multiple-ply formed bellows are fre-
quently used, and multiple-ply welded bellows are used ED RIPPLE
occasionally. W ELLOW$

A bellows 6an be uompared with a piston because it is
frequently used as an actuating element; with a spring
because it possesses a spring rate; and with a diaphragm
because it is sensitive to pressure and temperature changes
and provides a positive seal. Bellows are used to accommo-
date linear motion, bending or wobble action, and lateral
translation.

Bellows serve many different functions, both as inde-
pendent units or as integral parts of more complex
components. This sub-section of the handbook treats
bellows alone as a discrete subject and does not cover
component design factors such as the restraint devices of a t 4

bellows-type flexible fluid coupling. Among the aerospace
applications for bellows are:

1) Flexible fluid couplings (Sub-Topic 5.13.5) Figure 6.6.1. Nested Ripple Welded Bellow in Flow Control

2) Accumulatc-is Valve for Apollo Lur ar Module Descent Engine
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-- Recent invsiaon int beloi teholg have -ou to I but manyV~ exeto rJae 1,%a s

minted much more design information than was formerly from 3 to 13 pewe-nt to the inside diameter, with spans in

wasthedevlopentof analytical techniq-.ies for the dein nocessity for for-iing convolutions from a cyl-ader. oa
of eli~g nddiaphragms conducted by Batttdle Memorial ratiil of straight side well convolutions (cone anile of 90

Institute for the Air Force Rocket Propulskiin Laboratory degrees) are seldom less than 3 times the wall thickness;
and reported in Reference 44-37. This effoit concentrated however, values as low as 1.8 have been attained.
on blosbohformed and welded, -wich tperate

piaiywithin the elastic regime (where~in stresties .. main T"~l ,.2a. Major Bellows Convolutions and Charsetast
blwteyield strength of the muterial). A comprehEnsive (Adored in port fhorn Refernce 44-37)

std fwelded bellows operating in the plastic regime for
propellant expulsion devices has been perrm'umed by Bell
Aerosystenis Company for NASA (Refere.4cet, 81-6, 81 .6, _____- -- -

819,ad 11C.ONVOLUTION AXIAL LONOI RESISTANCE

An important result of these efforts has been the demon- SHAPE SPRING RATE cAPAIL~y DI-FERIENIA

stration that it is extuemely difficult to design a bellows - -ED
precisely on paper and then fabricate an item whith will t-
accurately miatch the specified geometry and performance. !EMITOROIDAL ffJ\VER" HIGH VERY POOR VERY 000b
For this reason (a6 well as economsic factors such as the cost
of tooling for bellows fabrication), in the great majority of U-S-IAPEO WITH STRAIGHT MEDIUM FAIR PAlE
cases the fluid cornpoIent designer should endeavor to Wf~ IJUJ
adapt an existing ibelhzws configuratiion to his application U-HPETRAL-

rather than to design a ccinple~ely new bellows. For critical RING SUPPORTHGH FI VRYOO
applications the most accur-tve use oi computer techniques U-IAEhITRL

is based upon precise knowledge of geometry, usually RINGSUPPERT INTERNAL HIGH FAIR VERY GOOD
obtained by sectioning a sample bellows.RIGSPOTJ'

U-SHAPED, EXTERNAL Z A HIGH FAIR VERY GOOD
References pertaining, to various ASPCctS of bellows design I-RING SUPPORT

and application may be found at the end of this sub-
&ection. Two of these references are of particular ite-t. S-SIAP~E 000 U AI FI

Refrece51-3 Aalsi ofStesesinBelosprepared rS-SHAPED, EXTERNAL
by Atomics International for the Atomic Energy Commis- ItING SUPPORT hI. FAIR_ VERY_ ______

sion, treats convoluted, ring-rein forced, and toroidal bel- ~ TOROIDAL. EXTERNALVEYHGPOR XCLENlows. SAE ARP 735, Aerospace Vehicle Cryogenic Duct PRESSUkE VR IHPO X~'N
Systems (Reference 234,o9) presents an excellent treatment____
of bellows design as related to flexible joints. PRESSURE, INTERNAi (TT EYHG OR E:ELN

PRELOWR VEYHGHOOD FAIRLEN

NESTING (SINGLE SWEEP) - - MEDIUM GOOD GOOD

6.6.2 Design and Selection FactorsFLTONALLAE iyh,\ MDU FIR GDN

Blellows are ord'narily categorized by three characteristics: STEPPED FLAT PLATE LO1OD FI
I) Trype of material (metal. ninmetallic) ..-
2) Method of manufacture (formed, welded, machined, SINGLE SWEP OR CURVED ~ MEDIUJM GOOD GOOD

deposited)NSTDRPL.O

3) Shapo of convo~utions (toroidal, square, ripple, etc.) COEUGTED (NPPESTNG OREYLO XEETPO

rORRUGATED fNON- AAA LO GOD PO
Each method of ma~iiufacture alid shape of convolution has NETG)ORIPL

i ts own set of advantages and disadvantages as summarized VR IHPO XELN

h., Table 6.6.2a. In addition, Reference 44-37 discusses TOROIDAL VEY IH OOOXCLLN

these relative merits in detail. DEPOSITED

RE'sýardlvea of the type of convolution shape, the geometry U-SHAPED (CAN RE VARIED) LOW JIGooOWFAIR
is specified by certain conventional nomenclature, part of -. ACID
which is.shown in Figure 6.6.2. Adaitional nomenclature MAHIE

which is re(1uirivd to describe tlu- overall bellows assembly RECTANGULAR HIGH PAI .R EXCELLENT
and the specific co1VoIlution shapes is defined as it first ______________________

occur.; in the te-xt and in Table 6.6.2b. The proportions
usedl if bellows construction~ are limited by the 2racticall
problem-s ()" fabrication and structutal stability. The ratio
of free leniy.thi (lengthI of all convolutions with no forces
acting) to inside diameter is generaily no greater than 1-1/2
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BE LLOWS MATERIALS

.~ ~In order to determine the best bellows for a particular
application, the designer should consider the following:

IAt4 0DMI1T. 0, choice of materials, fatigue life, spring rate, effect of
i I vibration, and method of applying pressure. In most cases it

Clw OR will be wiser to select an existing bellows from a manufac-I jtiCI turer's selection rather than to specify fabrication of a new
I design, as this minimizes development problems and tooling
I costs which often arise in making new bellows designs. The

to T! following detailed topics discuss bellows fc atures and
COEIO selection considerat ions,

+ ~ CH
6.6.2.1 MATERIALS. Bellows are constructed primarily of
metal alloys, with nonmetals relegated to a secondary role.

SSOTTO KAT The extent to which the service performance of bellows and(OR LEAP)

CONE NGLEdiaphragmis fulfills design predictions is strongly dependent
WALL upon the quality of the materials from which they areurn asulfabricated and the care taken in their manufacture. Material

(CREST) %AP$ defects, weld discontinuities, frigirreguariies an
CI I)I TORRS., postfabrication damage can all result in locally high stresses

that may lead to premature failure. The choice of bellowsI onto material is dictated by performance and by environmental

~ C K..5~.and manufacturing parameters such as:
(Ct.,NVOI.UTION aOCPTN Ot "1101?,14ha Compatibility

b) Temperature

Figure 6.6.2 Generalized Nomencisutre for Belows Dimensions c) Life cycles and stress levels (particularly whether within
the plastic or elastic deformation regimes)

d) Manufacturing technique.

Tabe 6.6.2b. Billows SYmbols and Units Compatibility. The bellows material must be compatible
A - fft" on, 11 Ti wwbbl~~h.both with the fluids to which it will be exposed and with

-ntegrit ofa bellows is very susceptible to failure by
%;' - Vk, 1.AP - d'p. p pitingcorrosion due to the thin wall thick~isses. Cleaning

D hieedant--9-iffý11640 t, ddee bod, b, mdiaandprocedures must be considered carefully, sinct!
D, -I." l-W In.P.,- wtw Pbon.Ingthe recesses are relatively inaccessible to cleaning and

D. qwe plih -p~tW. 1 insecton.Materials compatibility data are presented it,rt " . -ww "s, . Su-Secion12.5, and corrosion is discussed in Sub-

DTh usfu workin tepeatr range ofsn~~i o.

*~ ~~~~~~R Itwod .. *. bate an Th0F Elvtd epraue gnrll eres hF.., spinwrteantftiuelie f os mteias
a inl.. -A-t

F hdo. gno ofaa~dst t-I.MV biodtoIyhoI.fo.o if n tes h rsuerag fablosi iief - .hn) V1
n facto, nla fb~ . ,ow oww by. Thmerai ture.gThe osfu torie m terialandthre yclnlie ofI

bu of~ .hotdo (oft oft. t1,4 oRf W.10 h bellows isy limtend by the fatiu li60Fe of d the maeial and
.. 1* -t - atsftadolI..b01I..Ibthelscstbltofteblossutr.Lngie

-M tmlhofU..o 20bellows Elevaeiged toemoperatued ienteral delatcreasge ahe
L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -a Pd spr.~~dl~o~boO*ing rhaftsea and faigstum ientationt baellos. Mn eopcI, .- to .7of bU- - InA-9111w- t . d.3kou (.91,p 1.(ote. pint .- to diopatI). K 4

Uol - oim tno. o.liý toboo)
ip. Ztod onltmatol unt co"wn ofd 1000 fal-delcio cyls(eeecf2-9.Pstv

it. p~wn. . -oti.. blgt n NT:- -fa-oiyt-hb... i/Lfexpusind StevicTe b relossurequrane extremelylong istrokies
thic-) toid W I ofnuil wthi Wilim ft2by he inl siregniiath plastic deomateion, andth cycle life in

D0 -Ptt,.bo,,o(.lboonoo 81-6 . nb an(f-a 1)o el- h elw slmtd by the Fatigue preoftedicteion the
N,-I~ W,.o ofo.ooo, plas It"Wn% tb h eatcsablt ftic b lo s trcue L nglife iit I.U. ap-i tinInIn- ell ws regim esisne dfiut , b up rt e for th elastic reaetinsethe

NP -. ..ioa... ~d9h.convfentib oinal usellof S-N c dresimayned use aspecribed inth
I- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ etie Topi 6.6.2.4 belw.Fo elastic-plastic dtesrne euligi yl iefl tectone

m. vstlý of 100a stai-rng-N eflationhi mayce bRfrne used. Psiiv
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BUCKLING INSTABILITY BE LLOWSf

Manufacturing Technique (ttefercnce 44.37). Materials for Table 6.6..1. Typical 801rum Alloys
formed bellows musit be both weldable and formable. ~4.7
Although smaller bellows are usually made from seamless
tubing, most formed bellows over ain inch in diameter ate
made from shee't or strip Corined into it cylinder and .

longitudinally seamn weldled, Welding is also the most
common method of end-fitting attachment. Most formed *..-

aerospace bellows today are maide from one of the
300-series stainless steels. Inconel 718 is being used
increasingly because of its highevr yield strength and its
relative immunity to stress corrosion, Titanium alloys art!
becomning candidate materials for formed aerospace bellows,-,.....
because of their v rrosion resistance and their good >>.'~:'

strength- to- weight ratios.

Materials for welded bellows need not have t'ie formability ,.. , .,. *
of materials for formned bellows. Therefore, in itdditi'.)t to
the materials Ose~l for formed bellows, at variety of less
formnable alloys :'re used for welded bellows. T1he :100-series .2s .. ,,. . -,.1,

stainiless steels, liteonel 71S. and AMI-350 artc amiong the
most-used weldod bellows matterials,

Materials tor deposited b~ellows are mnade ill sit 0 by ..... .
electroplating or chlemical depoxsition onto0 machined alumii- ~x x ~*.*....
nuin tuandrels that are, later chemiically dissolved. Trhe most s,. 1
common material for elict roileposited bellow.i is nickel, . ,, .,> , -

although copper is ;lit) used. Chemically deposited bellows ' .

can he made tront alloys which, though still over 90 percent ,. -

nickel, contain significant percentage,, of other strcrngthen- 1t, 212-"........
ing elemnents. Both types of deposited bellowvs can be made .~' s. .. .......
with composite mneita Walls consisting of layers of different 1- 11 AN-

metals. Thle deposited-bellows industry is relatively young,....
Mid further devel opments in d eposited-bellows materials .,., *.~

Additional Materials Consideration. Whether the strip or .... ...

sheet used in bellows manu factore is purchased to allyI
-lpecial toleranices depends upon the end application of the
bellows, When the spring rate is not critical (bellows
intended tor flexible cotiplintis, for example) the customary
10t porcent mill-thickness tolerance may be usually con-1
sidered satisfactory. Wi~en the deflection characteristics

mus bemor crefllycotroled maeralsmaybe 6.6.2.2 LOAD APPLICATION. When a bellows is
selected from warehouse stock. In this way, thickness miay subjected to a differential pressure between its interior and
he controlled to wvithin about 5 percent on a given order. exterior, it will change its overall length unless both ends
Rerolled materials from specialty metal fabricators provide are clamped. Each individual convolution does not lengthen
the best commervially obtainable thickness tolerances bitt or shorten equally, however, since the convolutions near
.ire seldom used for making formied bellowvs. Manufacturers the ends are restrained somewhat by the rigidity of the.
of welded bellows and diaphragmis using rerolled matei-ials parts to which the bellows is attached. By convention, the
claimi thickness tolerances of ±0.0001 inch. .A more corivolutions are presumed to be totally fixed or totally
commnonly quoted tolerance is ±0,00025 inch ove, a free, depending on the support configuration. The convolu-

20-inh-stip wdth.tions presumed to be free are called live or active
Opiiion difer mon maufatures a tothe esiabiity convolutions and they make up the live or active length of

Opiion diferamog mnufctrer asto he esiabiit the bellows within which each convolution is presumed to(if h, rig~ht surtace finish oin the starting natttrial. Sorno behave identically.
lttailzlfadarcvrs claitil anl ilprovonmett inl the fatigue life of
Iboilows produced front bright-finished material (No. 2B It is preferable to apply the higher pressure to the exterior;

insiwhite others see no difference. Some mianufactur11ers this typically forms a more stable con~iguration, permitting
.iso(lajin that the bright !~ii~ishied material, containing mlore higher pressures, and promoting longer life for any given

cwdt wiork than the, dult or niatte-finishiec material (No. 2D design. A bellows is an unstable co'lumn, and internal
tini-h 1, is miore, li fficult to formt. There is a trend toward pressure ci-eates a column load on the bellows. Even
the ule of brielit-t'inished material, moderate internal pressures may cause squirming ýlateral

misalignment and deformation) unless the bellows is
'VvpiiJt% it)W aI o'Vs and their outstanding characteristics laterally supported. A geometrically perfect bellows with
alrv -hown inl Taihic 6.6. 2. 1. l{t,fereii-e 4 1-37 treats metal uniform material properties and no side loads applied
6,l tows vitt.'tti-- iii detail. Nonmetallic bellows at-e also would not be susceptible to squirming until the critical
iiiad,' of i-lasiomiit-js -;uch asý nihher, Buna N, and Neoprene, axial load was applied. The Euler critical load for an ideal

u*tt.' iitir is lT101it. convoltited bellows that is clamped at both ends is:
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DEFLECTION SPRING RATE

4F

U4w2 I)= r (Eq 6.6Llh|a -)

where t 1, 1

P-r Euler critical axial compressive load, lbr

D - lateral bending stiffness, lbf.in,

S- total live convolution length, in.

The lateral bending stiffness, D, is determined empirically;
D - 0.5KR 2 (Selde formula) is a median value. If the
bellows is clamped at its free length, the internal pressure
which causes squirming for a perfect bellows is
approximately:

2nrk
- (Eq 6,6.2.2b) Figure 6.6.2.2a. Experimental 10-ply Bellows for 8400 psi Proof

Pressure
where (Reference 34-10)

Per = critical pressure, psi

k aaxial spring rate, lbr/in.4

- total live convolution length, in.

Reference 513-5 relates that the critical internal pressure
for convoluted bellows clamped at only one end is
one-sixteenth that for the case with both ends clamped, and
for both ends hinged it is one-fourth Rs much as for both
ends clamped.

Real bellows will squirm at pressures below the calculated
values because of geometric and material nonuniformities. Ali
The effect of concurrent axial displacement on stability is
discussed in Reference 44-37.

Bellows which may be subject to ov~rpressure should be Figure 6.6.2.2b. Convolution Detail of 10-Ply Bellows
restricted to a reduced stroke by the use of mechanical (Reference 34-10)
stops. Mechanical stops can be incorporated into the Flexible Joint Deflection. Formed bellows used in flexible
bellows to prevent extension of the bellows beyond its fluid couplings are usually designed for opcration within,
normal extended length and compression beyond its mini- the following deflection limitations set forth in Ref-
mum design height. These stops will inhibit extension into erence 23-59.
the yield region but will not stop squirming unless lateral
support is provided. Reference 23-59 suggests that proof a) Comprcssion Stroke W0 to 15 percent of the live
pressures be 1.2 times the design pressure (including length. (Up to 40 percent has been successfully attained;
transients) or 1.5 times the design pressure, whichever is however, fatigue life is greatly shortened.)
considered most severe, and that burst pressure be 2.5 times b) Extension Stroke. 10 percent of the flex section live Ithe design pressure. On the basis of the Battelle study length. (Up to 40 percent has beer successfully attained;(Reference 44-37), it is recommended that burst pressure however, fatigue life is greatly rduced.)
be replaced by "pressure to produce gross deformation".
Although bulrst pressure values are commonly available, c) Angular Deflection. ±5 degrees maximum, although
their method of determination varies widely and system 115 degrees has been successfully attained.
failure can occur below the burst pressure because of
Ntructural instability. d) Lateral Offset. 0.02 Lý/D maximum, although 0.25

L./D has been successfully attained. Note that it is
poQr practice to have one joint acconmodate tv,,o orIn order to accommodate higher pressures, bellows may be more types of deflection simultaneously, although it is

reinforced with rings that back-up the convolutions or may often dictated by design considerations.
be made with multi-ply construction. Figures 6.6.2.2a
and b show a nigh pressure, multi-ply bellows in e) Torsional D)eflection. Preferably none; however, small
cross-section. rotations can be accommodated by specific design.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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FLEXI BILITY BELLOWSj

F'or mainy flhexible joint applications the installatiotl of the 'Me spring rate, k, of the bellows can be approxinmated by
bewl~oili joint in the final ameemibly and tether handling an ernpirieval relationship (E~quation (6.6- ~3a)) if the
siatuatioins provide the greatest dantgers for extceeding 4peci- pressure force is the only acting for'ee; other forces acting
ied deflortioeni. With relatively fragile bellows it is good onl the bellows must be accounted for by additional terma

practict to provide posit-ive support until the bellows is and the effective area must be estimated (see Detailed
firmly fasiteltud iI positioun hy enis of special tooling Topic 6,13.2.6).
oftenl refe-rrt-d te am -hardbacks''

Expulsion D~evice Bellows Stroke. Proepellant tank expul- dr~tIIt
sion bollows differ from motest other bellows applications in Like Isrno igepyblossrn aecnb

thatthee i vey lo pr,"ue dfferntii aromthe approximated from' geometry and material property data.bellows I usually' in the order of 5 psi) and dteflectiorns art, rThe spri.ig rate is related to material thicknes.,; bellowseý,.*etially limited ýo axial stroke. Thlis aexial stroke kiat' he e-ffective diameter; niumber, shape, and height of convolu-
either fronm fully extended ti) totally vonmpn'ssed (stack tions; and modulus of elasticity. Table 6.6.2.3 presents
height or solid height) or vice ve'rsa. WVeldedl bellows euaintocllteheprgrtsfrsvrlblow
expulsion decvices have' be'e'n delteiloped which consistently hpsTe equations ccluate bhe accungrates for sonstalt thickws
demionstrate 10)0 to 200 full ttroke cycles over expansion- ihps, T' everq aration.% nl beacrthikesso caunedabt theck
tee-eonuprexssion ratios of 10:1 or greater (References- 81-6, fabrication process can produce errors greater than :30
h41-, l-ews anf sil-1weep cNfegurtion haoed demonstfrated percent. Termis are defined in Table 6.6.2b. A, simpler

of 1Iepnsiengee-sweep crsonf gratios have idemotstrated'ia equation (from Reference 31-21) for the spring rate of flat
for~ at i iici 5((1cycerando and hrvigha te fotrta plate bellows which does riot take into account the

f r ference't for 50 Atce and eipashignra its o0 1 for aIturine helligeometritc proportions is:
foried ellws shows slitt!ht circumferential buckling at ithe

conivolution crest~s when expanded (Reference 33 2.33).
P-'locws ftor such exspulsion applications usually halet guides

toe preclude buckling. ~
k 7r I."~ IEq 6.6.2.3b)j

6.6.2.3 FLEXIBILITY ANI) SPR IN6. RATE. '3ellowsl
.spring. rate is, the' ratio oif app~ted force to the r.,stlt ing whoure
dleflectiulk. The inverse, of the spring rate is callud fit xi- E Young's modultis of elasticity, psi
buity. More precisely, tltt spring rate of at bellows orI
diaphragmi icai be defined, as the average axial force D) = meani diarieter, in.
necessary to tierfect the b, -ows a unit distance or as the 1
ratio of oe given ax-al foref' : e the' axial deflection caused by t=leat or plate thickness, in.that force. Thle fccrmty.ý .al ut' is usually rupplied by theý

man fctec. ocwover, 'sinice mnany bellows exhibit someZ N number of live convolutiuins
spring ritel nionhimean ty'even in the linear reg'in. t he value Ih span, in.I
for tile latle'r calcultcit-. mtay be different front that for thet

Spring rate e is cteo of the, imnport ant cliaracteri~ties needed
for. lith, e sel' cuo ocf ael 'es.nd diaphragmis. Although it is te N oteo
emit V e'a'.' it eele':'sctrv tie sprint,. rate' of a bellows or In these ecitations, teterm Narefers totenumber o
diaphragrtt. till,' Ila,er- iiwas tw-in oliv ccf the' Illst difficuilt active or live convolu Lions which is approximately the total

[tpret'eit ccct-tralte'! . The' priltuary. reason for numbler (N,) rninus tulo. (Bell Aerosystems' detailed
Lilosct'r~ diflcl ic htOt pii ~tei ~vivI, l analysis oif bellows stiesses (References 81-6, 81-8, 81-9,

inv.:aelntl tiht strcesse'si 11pat i heblos or and 81-10) indicated that end effects were present for a
dinte'raetieue iiiallpars o th hehley distance of several convolutions from each end, but the

I .T I lme'.erl~.1e ccl l ste irntc~r. ' cccc 'h'a smed effect rivy be estimated for long bellows by this
'.tr'itiv ye itldCe~liole ret HIV~ a-C'era of tile' stre.'sts c'alcc- approximation).

h i ctl t m t Iie,' NO N 1.1N cc llhccl t) i e ec-, iT It %vas foklmd
'b~t ti lt,' 111crc k .,l I ~~t ral pt c'i)ve'tk td Ioc er 'le'l lot of Reference 44-37 presents techniques for analyzing spu'iag

beli~w w." %l- t-ost toill ývt-lgvIlla- ratte on thte basis of comprehensive stress analysis of a
V-i'cI ftronet ~the' tivre hitg I.chttta idiilNe peie completely defined bellows geometry.

VI.' 5,111 nc 1, dcivt1 e'''i.-Iqwriconc tl Ice thet' likiltibul'i )It SAE ARP 735 (Referenct' 23-59, gives the spring rate for
ccc,' el it ':5pe icheelt'e' ct ttIt I)eu i itl~tlit'11.1tlhl'r U-shaped h~ellows in lateral bending and torsion. Reference

eel c'. 'bte i'n. erInuchee tee' eI'iig ienth lid 'ýs tile' SP)l 513-5 giv<-s equations for spring rates of single sweep
Il, I`t-le'slelut. bet hi dou'a,-itlil. thi' totacl be'llows, and( both References 513-3 and 513-5 give spring

Ieev.-blhlv ccv'cci alc'II'seeililtI ~i~' rate' eqilationin fo- U.-shaped, toroidal, and ring-reinforced
I H etr ci~e' tbleiws.
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BELLOWS 7ýSPRING RATE

TWOh 461A.* IpInl ROMs for Seleal sloWm Fams 7%e spring rate of a nnulti-ply bellows is n-at precisely equal(FomM "Machfrn Deadp." A 0. Mfathery, vol. 34. no 1, January 4, 1962. to the spring rate of one of the plies multipled by the
Ctopynpght 196. ftnton P0bbsh11ip Con'tpjyj number of plies, due to fabrication inconsistencies, I.e.

vairiation of bellows leaf thickness. Bell Aerosystems (ReF.
erenee 81-10) found that one two-ply bellows had a spring
constant of 2251 percent that of one of the plies alone. ThisELLIPTICAL is not consistenat with data published by the Marman

V 1ý0 Piision of Aeroquip Corporation (v-1 16) which states that1 0.1two-ply and three-ply bellows will have spring rates of
approximately 71'" and 69%, respectively, that of a
sngly-ply bellows of the same span and total wall thickness

for the same desien conditions.

Table 6.6.2.3. Spring Rates for Several Bellows Firins
4 6 lFrom "Mfachine Design, " J. 0. Attwen V, vol. 34, no 1, January 4, 1962.

3LA *s K, 'r- opyright 1962, Pen ton Publishing Companivi
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6.6.2.4 FATIGUE LIFE AND STRESSES. Fatigue failure 1) The-lifetime values estimated from coupon data may
is one of the most common types of failures in -terospace be optimistic because of variations of actual bellows
be-llows and diaphragms. In normal service, the life of a ^ronm the geometric model on which the computatins
bellows or diaphragm is determined by the cumulative are based and because of residual stresses and material

effect of the deflection and pressure stresses (or strains) variations wh-ch the theoretical treatment does not

to which it is subjected. Fatigue life can also be reduced include.
by corrosion, stress concentration at points of geometrical
discontinuity, material variations, residual stresses, and 2) When such factors have been taken into account by a

heat-affected material. On occasion, unexpected modes of few fatigue tests on bellows formed by a similar

deformation can cause high stresses which result in pre- process and from similar material, the stress analysis

mature fatigue failure. Common causes of such overstress- can be used to provide good interpolations and
ing are damage during shipment, improper installation, moderate extrapolations for different loadings and

durig sipmet, mproer nstalatonmoderately different geometries for fatigue values as
dynamic resonance, excessive stroke, and er.cessive lodeas0 0y les.presurelow as 10,000 cycles.
pressure.

Prior to the program described in Reference 44-37, there Welded Bellows. In contrast to the formed-bellows fatigue

has been no method by which the deflection and pressure tests, no satisfactory correlation could be obtained

stresses could he -ccurately evaluated for formed bellows, between the fatigue life and the theoretically predicted
rhas been required to develop maximum strain for welded bellows made of either type[ ~ ~Thus, each manufacturer 347 stailes reteele or AdeveThlsoinppeicedb

empirical design data based on fatigue tests of the manu- 347 stainless steel or AM-350. The strains predicted by

facturer's bellows. With sufficient data, it has been NONLIN were satisfactorily accurate, however the tests

possible to construct nomographs relating different fatigue showed considerable variation in fatigue life for a calcu-

life cycles to different percentages of mayimum deflection lated maximum strain range. Fatigue-life variation was

and maximum presure for the types ,f belloivs tested, apparently the result of mantutacturing variations(Maximum deflection and pressure are those values, with associated with the welding process (such variations are

appropriate safety factors, which will cause .permanent not accounted for by NONLIN). Significant variations in

deformation in the bellows.) Such nomographs are the fatigue iife were observed both for bellows made by

available froim a n~umber of belhiv., ,aanufacturers. Ref- different manufacturers and for nominally identical bel-

erence 73-114t includes graphs for determining th.' lows made by the same manufacturer.
expecrtedl life of one manuifacturer's nested ripple anld flat As a result of th~e tesQ.• it was conf~uded that the
plate (stepped) welded bellows, variability of the fatigue life resulting from manufacturing

It was demonstrated in Reference 4.1-37 that the comput- variations must be experimentally determined for each

ing program NONL1N could be used to accurately predict manufacturer's process. This require. the same type of

the strains in bellows or diaphragms of any shape which testing that manufacturers currently periorm to establish

remain•s largely in the elastic, staite when subiccted to fatigue nomographs. Thus, although NONLIN can be used

either axial deflection or internal pressure. Because of the to analyze thestresses and straias in welded bellows and

prevalen'ce of bending in bellows and diaphragms, 'the to aid in their design, the fatigue life of welded bellows

surfaoe of an elastic structure (can extend significantly must still be established experimentally, It must be
inr J~h': plastic regime. One of the major tasks ir'. the emphasized that experimental determination of welded-

study was an investigation of the feasibility of using the bellows fatigue life must be based on a sufficiently large

theort;caily predicted maixiinum strains in a bellows to number of tests.
,dict the fatigue life of the bellows under a given cyclic The studies descxibed in Reference 44-37 demonstrated

!(,ad. Th'' planned approach involved testing formed bel- that a combination of compression and pressure may

lows, welded bellows, and diaphragms to estabilsh their reduce the life of welded bellows significantly. This
fatigue limits at different lveols of cyclic strain as calcu- occurs if the slight ballooning caused by the pressure
hlaed by NON IAN. These experimental re:;ult:; were then causes the diaphragms of the bellows to interfere during
to bte compared with data obtained from standard fatigue compression, thereby greatly increasing the stresses at
tests made on metal coupons of the same material. If a other points of the cros3 section. Although the analytical
(correlation could be established between the fatigue lives prediction of this condition would be very d:fficult, it can
of the bellows and,'diapl'ragms at the calculated strain be determined experimentally because th: diaphragm
ranges and thc' fatigue lives of the coupons at the same interference causes a significant change in the spring rate
<train ranges, then the relatively ample coupon fatigue of the bellows. Since each welded bellows should be used
data expressed as strain-range vs. cycles to failure available as much in compression as possible to (Gbtain the longest
in the literature could be used, together with NONLIN, to fatigue life, these tests must be conducted to assure that
predict fatitgue life of bellows and diaphragms. Ref- diaphragm interference will not be encountered.
ervnce 4.1-37 gives detailed descriptions of the fatigue
tests conducted; in the program and the results obtained. The tilted-edge welded-bellows configuration to be investi-
These resulits are summarized briefly here, and some data Vated in a follow-on program is expected to experience
is precwnted in Detailed Topic 6.6.3.1. fatigue failure in the parent material rather than in the

wtld areas. If this is achieved, the procedure for estimat-
ing the fatigue life of formed bellows may be applicable
to the tilt-edge configuration.

Formed Bellows. An investigation was carried out for
fornmed bel0ows made or type 321 stainless steel and
Inconel 71 In. The results of this investigation showed hbat Exclusive of the computer-dependent technique of Ref-
NONIIN could he used together with coupon data to erence 44-37, generalized methods for making accurate
estinmate the, minimum fatigue life of a formed bellows predictions of bellows fatigue life are not presently
subject to the rollowinL limitations; available. The other rmethods in use are empih cal and
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depend upon properties which are not uniform in real -17.6 x 0I psi for aluminum alloys
materials at the microscopic scale; so statistical methods
are frequently used to resolve the resulting scatter in the - 26.3 x 106 psi for copper
data (see References 44-37 and 513-3ý. ARP 735 (Ref-
erence 23-59) quotes an equation for formed bellows life ARP 735 gives the U-shaped bellows stress equation in
in number of cycles, N, as a function of two empirical the same form but
factors and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the alternating
stress level, S,; .(Eq 6.6.2.c)

N = (Eq 6.6.2.4a) where

(= shape factor (see Figure 6.6.2.4)
For type 321 CRES at room temperature, K 1.6 x 106and nffi 3.5. Much longer life may . be expected at P =Poisson's ratio
cryogenic temperatures. References 44-37 and 513-3 also Reference 513-3 gives equations and graphs of the

contain discussions, data, and similar empirical equations. required variables to calculate pressure, deflection (axial
and torsional), and combined stresses in U-shaped,
toroidal, and ring-reinforced bellows. Reference 513-bStresses arise in bellows because of pressure differences contains equations and graphs to calcul .~u axial deflection

across the walls, because of mechanically-applied loads stresses in U-shaped, toroidal, and single-sweep bellows,
which either deflect or. restrain the bellows, and because pCalclatng he tres i a ellws s a plus pressure stresses in .siatgle-sweep bellows and stresses
of thermal effects Calculating the stress in a bellows is a due to lateral deflection of U-shaped bellows. Referenceco, reltd task because of the complexity of the shapes
complicatedtsbeae 73-114 has nomographs for axial deflection and pressureinvolved. Computer analysis of different bellows shapes stre as in matpa phs do and nestin ridplesw ehas how tht mnor hanes n gomety cn rdiclly stre.tses in flat plate (stepped) and nesting ripple welded

has shown that minor changes in geometry can radically bellows; the answers are us~ed in another nomnograph to
alter the stress patterns. Reference 44-37 gives results',' predict~hfe expectancy.
which show that tilting the bellows convolutions cross-
section near the root and crown welds significantly 6.6.2.5 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE. Dynamic per-
decreased stresses (but increased spring constants). formance (of particular interest in instrument applica-
Thermal stresses are not generally considered in bellows tions) involve, the, response, repeatability (precision),
design; Reference 44-37 briefly treats temperature effects. hysterejis, and sensitivity of a bellows. The response of a
All short-cut methods for calculating stresses in bellows bellows is the time required to move against its own
(nomographs and simple equations) are based on simplifi- inertia and spring force through its operating stroke.
cations for which all of the assumptims are s.Adom Typical values of response vary from 3 to .50 milliseconds,mentioned. The following relations, therefore, should be depending on the bellovu. geometry. Bellows with large
approached with caution and with the realization that the effective areas and low spring rates have faster response
literature contains a number of slightly different expres- tOmes. Bellows that require long deflections are generally
sions depending upon the particular assumptions used in slow. Liquid-filled bellows may have response times of
the derivations. one to three seconds,

Maximum bending stress, 0 b, at the root of a single-ply The repeatability or precision. of a bellows is a measure ofU-shaped convolution due to axial deflect:,n is: the ability of the bellows to return to its original free
length. For bellows which operate primarily within the
elastic regime (such as instrumentation bellows), repeata-

,'. /t /~ \bility can be approximately 0.05 to 0.5 percent of strokeab : p-'E { • (Eq 6.6.2.4b) depending upon the severity of the stresses imposed.
Hysteresis in a bellows is the relationship between the

where path of force, F, versus displacement, 5, when the bellows
is being shortened and the path of force versus displace-

IF = some variable related to a geometrical 'ratio such ment when it is being lengthened. This is raost clearly
as pitch to span, dimer-ionless seen on a graph where two curves are plotted against

linear scales to show an extension stroke and the follow-
E = Young's modulus of elasticity, psi ing compression stroke (Figure 6.6.2.5a). An idealized
t = thickness of leaf, in. structure may be limited to proportional stress versus

strain (Hookean deformation) in which the work done is
= axial displacement from rest position, in. fully recoverable (i.e. the structure is fully elastic); in this

case the plots of the paths of extension from and
contraction to the same initial point will be perfectly

N = number of- active convolutions which contribute superimposed straight lines and there is zero hysteresis.
(equally) to the deflection. Non-proportionality in a region of pure elasticity will

result in a non-linear function but the succeeding reversal
Reference 446-8 gives values of F E for a standard of motion will follow exactly the same path so the two
(U-shaped) bellows as follows: curves also would be coincident (i.e., work done in one

direction is exactly equal to work done in returning to
F°E = 41.4 x 106 psi for type 316 stainless steel the same initial point but opposite in sign). Again, this

case represents zero hysteresis. Hysteresis is mainly caused
= 42.7 x 106 psi for Inconel 625 by a degree of plasticity which causes non-recoverable
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losses to occur. To retum to initial conditions it is An actual hysteresis curve for a propellant positive expui-
necessary to follow a load-displacement path that forms a sion bellows operating in the plastic regime Is shown in
loop so the material experiences losses that compensate Figure 6.6.2.5b. Such plastic-regime bellows demonstrate
for each other (i.e., plastic deformation of equal rnagni- pronounced hysteresis which must be considered In the
tude) at each end of the loop. design application. Elastic-regime bellows used in high-

cycle-life applications demonstrate very little hysteresis
over the design operating range of displacement. In
elastic-regime bellows hysteresis is commonly ignored and
its effect is considered a part of repeatability.
Sensitivity is the smallest pressure change for which a

movement of the bellows is measureable and repeatable in
a pressure cycle range. Sensitivities as low as 0.01 percent
of the design pressure are not uncommon for unrestrained
bellows. Friction damping ,and inertia of attached parts
tend t9 decrease sensitivity.

F
6.6.2.6 EFFECTIVE AREA AND INTERNAL
VOLUME. The effective area is the equivalent surface
area on which pressure acts to produce axial force. The
effective area of both i'ormeid and welded bellows can be
approximated to an accuracy of 3 percent by the

_____relationship:

BF
S+ 1 .6.2.6)

The volume within a bellows, exclusive of the end plates, is
approximately the effective area times the length. However,

Reference 81-6 suggests that a closer approximation may be

MOVEMENT obtained from the following expression:

Figre .6..5ý Below HytersisV. 1 0 .F . 26 , +DLD i E ... a

6.6.2.7 VIBRATION. The life of a bellows under vibra-
tion depends upon the stresses produced, the level and
frequency of vibration, and the amount of damping
within the system. The bellows should be designed so that
the resonant frequency occurs above the operational

01.2i 11 0117 IETE frequency. Calculation of the exact natural frequency isI ..-. - -- .... 0257.. extremely difficult, but can be estimated for an empty
'i I ~� - ,.I-CH bellows which is free at one end by the following spring

._ -. - .e - formula (ReferenceE V-117):

app {whroiae lI i9 lk+I)2owv,

P_ '• !; lif natural frequency, cps

H-O 03 80tHO k2 spring rate, ,b 1./in.
PE8CENI Q XPNLSION "=mass on free end of bellows, lb4'

m2=mass of bellows, Ibm .'

Figure 6,6.2.5b. Welded Expulsion Bellows Hysteresis Curve Structurally Induced Vibration. Bellows can resonate in
(Coutes ofBel AeosytemsCo. Bufal, NY.)several modes: longitudinal (accordion), lateral, (trans-ve,'se or bean), torsional and liquidus. Equations 6.6.2.7b

and c below were adapted from work reported by Bell
Aerosystems in Reference 81-10. It is important to notethat experimental verification of these beam-theory
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expressions by Battelle Memorial Institute (Reference The liquidus mode is seldom encountered; however, it
44-37) showed good correlation for the accordion mode may be very severe when present (References 81-10 and
(Equation 6.6.2.7b), but very poor correlation for the 564-11). The liquidus mode occurs in the longitudinal
lateral beam mode (Equation 6.6.2.7c). Observed lateral direction when vib-fation-induced pressure surges in the
mode frequencies were consistently lower than those contained liquid interact with the bellows and is more
calculated by beam theory. The fundamental natural difficult to analyze, This mcde usually do644 not occur in

Sfrequency, fn, 'of the longitudinal (accordion) mode may bellows used in small aerospace components such as valves
be approximated for the condition of less than 1 psi and regulators but may have to lie considered in propel-
differential pressure and both ends clamped, by the lant line and poritive expulsion applications.
equation In Equations (6.6.2.7b) and (6.0,2.7c) the weight of the

,k live convolutions must be supplied. This, of course, varies
f = 9.8i25\ a-- l-ia (Eq 6.6.2.7b) with the shape of the leaves or plates.

a a The masses (per convolution) of different shapes of

bellows leaves may be approximated, as given in Tablewhere: 6.6.2.3, if uniform density and wall thickness are assumed
-total equivalent spring rate of all convolutions, and the weld beads, reinforcing rings, etc., are ignored.

Ibf/in. Flow-Induced Vibration. The phenomenon bf bellows
vibration excited by the flowing fluid is usually not a

m = mass of active convolutions, lb significant consideration in aerospace components. Recent
experience with the Saturn 5 launch vehicle indicates that

mfa =mass of fluid trapped in active length at rest, flow-induced vibration can cause difficulties in high-
!bm velocity feed system bellows joints. Reference 733-2

describes failures of the stainless expansion bellows with
p L2 + 1) )- 0.' braided reinforcement in th. 1/2-inch diameter stainlessfa _L tubing that feeds liquid hydrogen to the augmented spark

igniter (ASI) of the J-2 engines of the S-2 *and S-4Bwhere: ,.stages. These bellows joints performed satisfactorily at the

D. = inside diameter, in. design flow rate of 1.1 lb/sec of liquid hydrogen during
I many ground Lests, but failed in fligh-. Flow tests in a

D outside diameter, in. vacuum chamber resulted in bellows failure in less than01 100 seconds due to a 20.8 kilocycle vibration induced by

density of fluid, Ibm/in3  the vortices in the hydrogen flow over the bellowsdensty f flidIbm in3convolutions.

L - total length of all convolutions, in. Testing revealed that the -400OF temperature of the

The fundamental lateral (so-called beam) mode may be liquid hydrogen caused ambient air to liquefy on the'
approximated for the same conditions by (CAUTION: see outer surface of the bellows, inside the wire braid. The
text above): liquid air damped the vibration of the bellows. Under

vacuum conditions there was no ambient air to condense,kD 2 and the undamped resonant vibration reached 500 g,
resulting in rapid bellows failure. The high frequency off 2.-- (Eq 6.6,2.730 the bellows vibration was fourd to be related to resonant

'9 2 (ii + I•) frequencies of the individual convolutions rather than that
of the entire bellows. Correction of this flow-induced

where: vibration problem consisted of redesigning the hydrogen
line with the same tubing diameter but with the bellows

k total equivalent axial spring rate of all convolu- deleted. (Reference 733-2.) (The bellows joints were
tions, lbf/in. originally incorporated to accommodate assembly/

disassembly motion associated with installation of flow
Do outside diameter, in. calibration orifices).

= Live length of bellows, in.

mass of active convolutions, Ibm = lbf-sec2 /i. 6.6.2.8 PRESSURE DROP. Pressure drop through

bellows and corrugated flexible metal hose is treated in
length timesdn the befflctiv apre timateslud t Detailed ropic 3.9.2.2 of this handbook. Pressure losseslength times thie effe-ctive area times fluid
density, lbm = lbf~see2 , )ugh internally-restrained bellows joints are largely a

...,ction of the restraint device characteristics (see Sub-
Topic 5.13.5). References 1-406, 19-243, 23-59, and
766-1 treat pressure losses in bellows joints and flexible

The above was adapted from Reference 81-10 which also metal hose.
gives a means of calculating the frequency when there is a
pressure difference across the wall. Torsional vibration is
usually not a problem, but it may be of very high
frequency and very low amplitude (estimated as little as
0.00001 inch on the periphery) so thaý even small
clearances on fasteners may allow motion.
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6A6.3 Design Data
This sub-topic provides basic hnfptrmaltlon related to each
of the general categories of beltuws as distinguished by
manufacturing technique. Table 6.6.2a summarizes the
basic characteristics of typical aerospace bellows. Table
6.6.3 lists the steps involved in producing formed, welded,
and deposited bellows.

6.6.3.1 FORMED BELLOWS. Formed metal bellows
(often called convoluted bellows) may be either single-ply
or multi-ply. Bellows with malty plies have been pro-
duced; multi-ply construction is used where

a) 'rhe deflection forces must be low,

* b) A long cyclic life is required

c) Resistance to high pressure must be obtained without
,sacrificing flexibility.

Table 6.6.3. Manufarturing Plow Shoet for Bellows

(1EAN _ - -- -

SOMETIMES OMITTED) BLANK DIAPHIRAGMS MACHINE MANDRELS

___________ CLEANCLA

FORM IAPHAGMSPOLISH MANDREL.S

FORM CONVOLUTIOI ASEBE IPRAMPI INSPECT MANDRELS FORIN RD WLDIN F1DIMENSIONS AND FINISH

FORMA COIOUFO PECEPARE SOLUTONR

ASSEMBLS ANLOFCONVOLUTIONSDEOIBLOW

MAKE ID WELDS TO PEAESLTO
FORM CAPSOULE DISOVOMNDE

FIA CLEANEN -

ASSEMBLLEN CONOLUIO DEOSITBELAOWS

INOLE ENDLIN FITTINGS

SET~FNA INSPLUTICIONIN
EOMLT ENDE 00EELDDT

CLEAN DI P RA M AND DE OI E IBELLOWS

ATAHED ITNSWELD ED BETIOWS GL LT

HNA INSECIO FINALIESTCTIN

FORMED BELLOWS
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ligures 6.6.2,2a and b show a 3.5-inch diameter, 8400-psi
L proof-pressure bellows made of Len plies of 0.008-Inch

type 347 stainless steel, with root rings. External wire-
mesh reinforcement was used %' ith this bellows (Reference
34-10). The irregularities of the internal crests (Figure
6.6.2.2a) are indicative of the difficulties associated with
very high pressure bellows.
Formed bellows (both single-ply and multi-ply) ar.
formed from a tube (seamless tubing in small diameters,
but usually containing a longitudinal seam weld in sizes
over 1-inch diameter), either by hydraulic expansion or
tolling. In hydraulic forming, fluid pressure expands the
tube outwardly. The inside diameter remains approxi-
mately the same as the tube, while cold working is
greatest in the flats and the outer crests. An advantage of
the process is that a variety of head designs can be
formed integrally with the bellows, eliminating welding,brazing, or soldering. Various types of formed bellows A. CORNER-FLANGE WELD B. FILLET WELDend-fitting joints are shown in Figure 6.6.3.1a.

In roll forming, successive rolls or passes deepen and
narrow the corrugations. The diameter of the original
tube is less than the outer diameter and greater than the
inner diameter of the completed bellows; thus, cold-
working is imparted to both inner and outer crests,
resulting in good elastic and high-cycle fatigue characteris-
cover material fiws, and these problems have led to a
reluctance to use rolled bellows for critical applications.

Limited testing of some 321 CRES bellows in the
as-formed condition and in the annealed-after-forming

El condition indicated a much shorter life for the annealed
specimens. Fatigue data for some formed bellows are
shown in Figures 6.6.3.1b, c, d, and e. See also Equation
(6.6.2.4a). Detailed treatment of formed bellows design,
fabrication, stress, and fatigue life may be found in
References 44-37 and 23-59.
Another type of formed bellows which is now used in C. RESISTANCE-SEAM WELD D. ARE-SEAM WELD
some aerospace applications is the nesting formed bellows
(also called rippled sideuwall bellows). These bellows are
usually of the single-sweep or rippled configuration (Fig-
ure 6.6.3.1f) and are used in lieu of welded nesting
bellows in applications such as pr,)pellant expulsion
devices. A typical nesting formed bello-'s is fabricated by
hydraulically, forming a U-shaped bellows and then reduc-ing the rootl and crest of each convolution to near zero
bend radius with a special machine-die combination in a
controlled environment. Reference 332-33 describes ai
10-inch diameter nesting formed bellows which was
expanded to 40 times the initial compressed length (stack
height) before rupture occurred, although edge yielding
was observed at an expansion ratio of 25:1.
The stroke of a formed bellows for a given load is
directly proportional to the number of active convolu-
tions and inversely proportional to some power of the
wall thickness. In one configuration (Reference V-136)
under a given load, if the thickness of a one-ply bellows is
doubled, the stroke is reduced seven-eighths; if two plies
of equal thickness are used, the stroke is reduced by only
one-half. Typical sizes and characteristics for stainless E. BUTT WELD F. LAP WELD
steel one-pty, two-ply and three-ply formed bellows are
presented in Table 6.6.3.1.

6.6.3.2 WELDED BELLOWS. Welded bellows are made Figure 6.6.3.1a. Typical Formed Bellows End-Fitting Joints
up of shaped diaphragms (leaves or plates) alternately
welded together at the inner and outer radii (Table 6.6.3).
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Table L&S.L Tpr~aB Siesandý hactela of one, Tvmh and Tim so-Ply Oneomuted Seam
(Cworeey of fAobercltaw Fulton Conhola Company)

heko lek., Aelle C.t,

Multply y 1"we DIV by Multipl toy

manuactw. ative lothe" Isctv
In any numbet coettbetIons &a,.aimet. toinigetloos

*I ative to obtain Voum .Ieso to 1bdt t
c V2tos nolmaI hell Inch lengt wineg .9

up to nuambert' length. of of *ive *aiel
Velted Islow. Wiet. poition setteeof sette W9

of bellows, bellow",, blo ino

14 i0.046 I 0.12 1600 I0.004 I 619
4%4 6394 20 00906 2230 0.004 612

2 2g414 I0.065 014 1850 0.006 526'ti23 '6 3 1 0.0a5 2~9 I1640 0.00953
16 0 060 0.31 960 I0.01133

f; 12 0.061 0.30 1000 0.0`1236
2 ,14 0.068 0.56 4900 0.005 I 561

t12h '1i S 13 0.087 0 54 1" 0.ý036 115
I I 12 1 0.093 069 262 0.033 116

1 114 .6 10 0 ..52 0.69 2650 0.013 480

1'%i2 31 2 12 I 0 092 1.07 2250 0.015 410
1 9 29 10.098 1 03 430 0.031 122STAINLESS iti 11 0.114 1.21 3450 0.015 395

STEEL, I 6 10 0.140 1 .23 210 0.050 81I.OE.L l. 11 0.137 1.24 1700 0.019 250 1
11 76112 0.090 1.45 3130 0.015 343

14 1 T0'4 8 0.152 1.50 232 0 040 61
P / 4 176 9 I 0 .136 1.62 410 o.060 132

14 j 14 0.110 2.22 4000 023395 I

2i `3 15 0.150 2 64 340 0.060 80
2.231 2 64. 13 I0.132 4 77 8500 0.013 392
243 2291R4 7 10.174 1 5.84 640 0.039 76
3 3.. 3 7 .0.217 I 9.63 i 100 0.100 17

V6H15 0.297 42-00 3400 0.022 I 49
92364 8(1 6 14 0.222 1 63.07 6200 0.018 59

4 3i4 1610 0-071 0 O24 1340 0.010 526
15213 j 8 0.30 910 0.012 328

64 221
11Z214 0.142 I 0,98 I 950 0.032 287

STAINLESS ;a111 j

TWO-PLY 21;:i: 1' ti 7 0 212 3.14 3500

2% 2 16 0 229 4.23 13,400 0.009 361
3¾ý 3 14 0.194 8.65 19,200 0.006 333
4¾.8 4 16 I ý 02S 14 61 '25,000 0.006 319

324 0.127 0.70 7630 - 0.009 96B
STILSS13 i 12 10 164 1 2 5600 0.011 822

STINES i5 0.156 2 27 2700 0.025 313
Il32 10 0 174 2.58 .6500 0.022 566

SEL1:4 10 0.239 3 6 14500 0.025 368 -
THREE-PLY 3 2N 10 0.238 14 10 4200 0.039 1899

771 7 0 283 55 36 2400 0 -083 9
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Bodec designs of welded bellows aire: conical fiat plate,
WN KILLstepped flat plate, nesting ripple, singlo stweep, and

44 ~toroldal. Bach corruption of a welded bellows% is a
&L emasulated diaphragm, as described In Sub-ection 6.7.

Primary aerospace applications for welded bellows are
valve seals, shaft seals, anid positive expulsion devices,

Ite dtsign uf end fittings for welded bellows differs front
those for formed types. End fittings can be made from

U strip, sheet, bar, coatings, or forging.. Hiner welded bel-
TAII .0w 47 Clows have precise control of outside and inside diameter

=00 TPCA1-4i--% dimensions, the diameter of the matching surface of the
TYPE3215" 1PLYfitting should be held to within 0.001 Inch. Fittings made

I" I PLYfrom strip or sheet are. likely to deflect when load is
r 2KYapplied tn the bellows,

103le YCLS T FALUR o Usually it is better design practice to join the end fitting
CYCLE TO PILIMat the outside diameter rat her than at the Ins~ide diameter.

Figure 6.6.3.2a illustrates good design practice for welding
Figre6.&Ib W wsF~tA tt, Snh St end fittings. Soldering and bkazing may also be .tsed. With

Figue 6.3.b. ellos -tige ,taa oested design, attaching the end fitting at the outside
(Refeence037Jdiameter requircs clearance for the diaphragm curvature a,

~ TAM of Pil.. ' one end.

0oowd. ff2l45-I -k4 1-MI 46 13t ,l wo Although they are more expensive to manufacture than
4.N7. Adel f ~formed bellows, welded bellows offer three significaaiti

Al~w105410 110.11-10.4 An~ 140 lts 14 12.3 t 6 advantages over formed bellow,:.
of si " i 3.52 Axidel I tos 27 123.49ý
5 55 PVT 1W 1.85 Af~~tww 0 lOpsig 2 1.17 1) A wider choice of material
a] U IP OPT 2l51 190 A lal10pi2 2) More deflection per unit lengtlV, resulting in shorter'

Pill assemblies or longer strokes
41 lack.3) A wider choice of performance characteristic.. bvcausp

Z* eo. -1-0K of a greater variety of convolute dimensions and
a 1P ~ shapes.

Solt $_';-- A few companies offer a two-ply welded bellows, but
*CONVOLUT ION I NWNG STRESS moat welded bellows have a single ply. In general, welded

CON'LUTIN 1 ULGIG ~TlSSbellows are available in sizes from 1 /2-inch to 7-inches
le If out.0de ~~~~diameter, although blosi xeso 2ice

In diqmeter have been produced.
Figure &&63,c. Bellows Fatigue Data, Type 321 CRES

(Courtesy of Rack ftdyne D~ibvoi of North American Rockwell Cbrpj Moat welded bellows are of the nested-ripple configura-
tion because this design makes maximum use of the
advantages of low spring rate and cumpactness. However,
the other confEvuratjons have attractive characteristics for

10.000

EILLO 1, h..Ix Witt. DO. 4-12 MAA'. 10pLi 21 1

VN~NOE 76p 2~7 4I'
6 "NCONL C - 26MO.3.Q?

5' 3-INCH 71P;8 97..

L; I

3-INCONVHi10 IULGING STRESSWS13K

CYCCYCLE SO FAAIUEURE

Figure 6.6.3.1d. Bellows Fatigue Data, Inconel 718 Figure 6.6.3.1.. Bellows Fatigue Data, Aluminum and
(Refeence 437)Nickel - Based Alloys

ISSUD: E9RURY 970(Courtesy of Rockdtidyne Div'ision of North American Rock well Corp.;
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of vaedw seat. The, vale stroke is one.quarter Inch. A
pressure of 20 psi will actuate the valve through fuil
stroke and apply 4A lbt on the seat. Unearlty of stroke
with presmsre Ia desirable but not essential. tife will be

10,00 ycls.The valve operates at room temperatuare
with no corrosive fluids, AM 380 Is acceptable. Maximum
allowable D, is 1.031 Iunhes, and it is desirable to vske

[Nt CU St IkAWi AS the length a short as possible. Since pressre Is low and a
COMPAU!C WITH w, NO small [ackage is desired, the nesting ripple looks satiafac.
uLIows tory. Bellows must move ono-quarter Inch under a 20-psi

pressure, and exert a forme of 4.4 pounds on the wsAl.
• ,' (Pressure) (Area) - Fare*

Pipme 6~.& &K C~on iutln Profile of Mat! Formved Ikdlleto Pressure - 4---- lb - 10 pal4' b•

at Full Long* 0.44 a! In :

Therefore, the remaining 10 psi are &valiable for stroking
certain applications. Despite the impressive welding tech- the bellows. The A/IK must equal 0.25 In/i0 psi;

niques that have been developed by the manufacturere of therefore,
welded bellows, the large amount of welding required
(approximately 1S inches per convolution in a 3-inch-OD X, 0.44 (.21
bellows) makes fatigue failure less predictable for welded
bellows than for other types of bellows (Reference k k - 0 10
44-37). k = 17.6 l)/in
One potential source of failure unique to welded double-
ply bellows is the possibility of omitting one of the The longest stroke per convolution will result in the least
diaphragms during convolution assembly or welding the number of convolutions required and will, therefore, be
OD of one ply to the wrong convolution (Figure shorter in overall length and cost less to manufacture.
6.6.3.2b). Both errors have occurred in practice and both Referring to Figure 6,6.3.2d, showing pitch for nesting
art, virtually impossible to detect by inspection, ripples, we note that the largest span shown has the

Change in effective area, A, must be considered with Ininit stroke. Checking span to Do ratio, if we use 0.350

welded bellows for certain applications, such as shaft span, D, becomes 0.748 + 0.350 a 1.098 (0.748 is mean
selsed igelows f ertinppizatesihow s, sh it diameter established by A) for a ratio of 0.350/1.098 or
seals, Figure 6.6..2c illustrates how pressure can force 0.319. This is less than I to 3, but Just under limit.
the diaphragms of some welded bellows configurations However, this span is too large, since maximum Do is
into increased contact with a resultant change In mean 1.031 Inches Considering 0.300-inch span, Do becomes
diameter and effective area. Nesting ripple, single sweep, 0.300 plus 0.748 m 1.048, which Is still too large. Trying
and conical flat plate configurations are most susceptible 0.250-inch span, 0.250 + 0.748 - 0.998, which is
to this phenomenon, acceptable. Ratio of span to Do is 0.250/0,998- 0.251
Trhe following illustration of how to design a welded (less 4han 1 to 3). Maximum deflection (Figure 6.6.3.2d)

bellows with either flat or nested ripple contour is is 0.046-plus per convolution for 0.003-inch thick dia-
empirically based and uses no sophisticated stress analysis. phragm. Referring to spring rate (Figure 6.6.3.2e), we can
It is reprinted with permission from "Welded Diaphragm expect about 160 lb(/in/convolution times 0.748 = 120

Bdlows-Part II," by V. W. Wigotsky, Design News, lbf/in/convolution; then (120 A l'in/conv)/(17.6 lbltin)
February 27. 1961, copyrighted by Cahners Publishing N t 6.84 conv (use 7). A st.roke of 0.046 in/convolutionb'
Company, Inc. (Reference 73-8). Figure numbers have times 7 convolutionsr 0.322-inch total stroke possible,
been adapted to the handbook format. Design infortris- which is well over 0.250-in ch valve lift. If we considel a
tion presented in the article was provided by the Metal smaller span, 0.200-inch with 0.0025-inch thick material,
Bellows CorpO, Wellesley, Massachusetts. k = 240 lbf/in/convolution times 0.748 w 179.5Cord, br/in/convolution; which would require

'rhe design curves and charts were prepared from test data
and mathematical analysis and are based upon AM 350 179.5 Ibf/in/okmvolution
(AMS 5548), a precipitation hardening stainless steel, = 10.2 convolutions
heat-treated to Rc 42-45 hardness. Curves on spring rate 17.6 lbl/in,
aire approximate and serve to orient the designer rather
than pinpoint exact values, Curves on life expectancy are Therefore, the 0.250-inch span and 0.003-inch thickness
conservative. The flat plate and nesting ripple contours seems best.
gtenerally are used in the zero to 300 psi pressure range Let us examine life expectancy. Referring to Figure'
and require a simiiar design approach. The single sweep 6.6.3.2f, life factor (LF) is 3.5. In order to obtain LF for
and torus d&signs generally are used above 300 psi and stroke, we determine, stroke per convolution to be
require considerably dii'ferent treatment.

lal"e applicati•n. The valve poppet is to be attached to 4 0.250 inch
pressuare-operated bell -sws. Maximum pressure differential 7 convolutions
is 2t, psi external to bellows. Assume the effective area
must be approximately 0.44 square inches (related to area
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MACHINED BELLOWS B-- ELLOWS

From Figure 6.6.3.2g, we read LP 6.3. Therefore, &5 +
8.3 - 9.8 total LF. Life expectancy (Figure 6.6.3.2h) SINGLE THICKNESSno
Indicates about 12,000 cycles.DAHRG

~M ONE PLY OMITTED

I.D. wI.D 0,0. WELD

SINGLE THICKNESS
DIAPHRAGM

OýD WELD SEI.LOWS ASSY. 0.D.WEL.D

TRIPLE THICK NES
LEGEND DIAPHRAGM

I. AILO AREA 4. TWO TIMIS IIELLOWS MATERIAL OD OF ONE PLY WELDED TO
2. .00MIA.RCONCINTRICITYZEITWEAN TH ITCKNESSC$MNIU ROGCNVLTO

SILLOWS AND FLANGE 5 IC FULW IU RN OVLTO
3. 4V MAXIMUM ALLOWASI.EANGLE 6. , = NADI US ANNI MUM ON ALL N LLIT

Figure 6.6.2.. Meth*odf. Attaching End FIhtings to WFe igure &&.0..2b. Potential Fabrication arroe in Assmthi? 01

(Courta.' offheA Cbpnr/uon, Dayton. teach. Flotids)

From the foregoing we determine the final bellows design NO~RMAL MEAN PRESSURE DWA.

specification to be-

Contour -nesting ripple~

Material -AM 350

t -0.003 in. UPESfE

Span -0.250 in.

Do 0.250 + 0.748 -0.998 in. EDIC MAPRSUED.

Di0.748 - 0.250 - 0.498 in. II
N -7 INSIOF DIAMETER OUVTI1t GIAM01:4

12 l~/ncovouto 17.1 lbf An. INCREASED PRESSURE *
AT OUTSIDE DIA,

!_itch 0.046-inch maximum stroke + 0.010 NP - 0.056 in.

Free length of bellows -7 convolutions times 0.056-in. ICESDMA RSUEDA
pitch -d 0.392 in. ICESDMA RSUEDA

6.6.3.3 MACHINED BELLOWS. Machined bellows are
turned ,or ground from barstock, tubing, or forged rings
of most materials used in other types of metallic bellows,
as well as of materials not found in sheet stock. High INCREASED PRtSSURE
strength, high endurance, heat-treatable tool steels, in AT INSIDE P[A.

addition to high strength, low modulus titanium alloys are
among the materials now eligible. Figure S.6.3.2c. Change in Bellows Effective Are with Prssur

ISSUED, FEBRUAIIY 1970
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BELLOW6 DEPOSITED BELLOWS j
------ --- - -- --- -

14 14 1 . .

____0,O4~ SIOKII "It 13
0,024 0.-06 SPAN 0.090 CONVOLUTION 12 :11 10.

00020 0 9 0 F;-

::~b0.010- 0. 060'MOC" ~01 010•46' 2 9

',.j01.000.003 
5

"- o.__________ -o , .
E 0.-o7 -i -gur

' 

0L00

0 .1. . ... 00 -- '% 7.

A• 0"003-0.3 3

0.00e . - .. .. .. . I. 001

0 0.020 0,040 0,060 Figure 6.6.3.2g. Pitch for Nested Ripple Bellows of AM 350

MAXIMUM STROKE IN COMPRESSION , IN.
The design of machined bellows is highly customized; AM

Figure 6.6.3.2d. Pitch for Nested Ripple Bellows of AM 350 350 manufacturing of bellows with deep convolutions

required for low spring rates is difficult to achieve.
Strokes range from one percent of the diameter to nearly
30 percent in special cases. Minimum diameter is approxi-

3000 _7'mutely 0.250 inch. Machined bellows have been made as
Slarge as 60-inches in diameter and for pressures as high as

12,000 psi. Machined bellows maintain accuracy and have
2000. high life expectancy with high pressure applied because

the effective area can be made uniformly constant

z throughout the stroke up to the yield point of the
0u material.

1000 66.3.4DEPOSITED BELL'OWS, w kinds ofdeposited0I

7 00 5~.Z ,,me 5 __ --- "-._

I 3

I_ 4 5\

LU200 _._ z

I 1
100-. 1

LA 100, I
0 0.00)5 0.010 tJ 5i

MATERIAL THICKNESS (t), IN 9 -
UL-

Figure 6.6.3.2e. Pitch for Nested Ripple Bellows of AM 350 3 FOR AM350
SERIES. SS

DIFFERE0 IAL C- 14 57 -4-

PRESS0fi (PSI) -13 0-
300 r-

0.10 200 11 ~ -
.00150 -- -3 5

MATERIAL THICKNESS 04)0 10 -12 a:~ -___

0.006 35 ---1, 4

z 0 __. - , :- 5 3 _ _

.Z 8 -40
0.0025 \4 37 3 -

oao.• i.0 ,O. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

o.170 I • 1 SUM OF LIFE FACTORS0- -o

Figure 6.6.3.2f. Pitch for Nested Ripple Bellows of AM 350 Fgr ... h ic o etdRpl elw fA 5
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BE7U.OWS- fEPOSITIED-SEtLLOWS

I' ellows are commercially available., chemically deposited 3) Very small bellows
and electrodeposited. Both methods can be used to 4 pca-hpdblos
produce any shape that can be deposited on a machined 4 pca-hpdblos
mandrel (see Table 6.6.2a). In each method an aluminum Chemically deposited bellows are made with wall thj~
mandrel is machined for each bellows, and after the nessfo 0.03ih to .05ncad*ih
bellows material is deposited, the mandrel is dissolved, diameters from 0.060-inch to 12-inches. Electrodepo~sited
The primary advantage.% of the processes are the ability to or electroplated bellows are usually produced in nickel or
produce: nickel-cobalt alloy. Sizes are available from 0.u63-inch to
1) Very thin-walled bellows 1.250-inches in diameter, with wall thicknesses varying

fromr 0.0003-inch to 0.006-inch.
2) Bellows having no welds

El

REFERENCES

*References* Added March 1967
"RefrenesAdded November 1.968

Formed Bellows Flexible Joint Bellows Belw yancAayi

1-269 44.31* 1-506** 73-6 44-37** 564-11**
19.243** 332-33** 19-243** 513.1* 81-10** 733-2**

23.5** 13.1 2359** 5135**Manufacturer's Design Data
31-21** 513-3* 31.21** 621-1** ___________

34-10** 513-5** 34-10** 733-2** V-117 V-278
Welded Bellows 44 *V-136

Expulsion Device
1-269 73-114** (etnBlow)Miscellaneous
1-421** 73-91-2 151
1-506** 81-6** 81-6** 81-1o**14216-
44-31* 81-8** 81.8** 332-33** 14E
44-37** 81-9** 81-9**
73-6 81-10**
73-8 156-1 Flow Through Bellows

Deposited Bellows 1-506** 766-1**

44-37** 19-243**

Non-Mtallc BelowsBellows Stress Analysis
NonMeallc ellws31-2~* 73-114**

73-1 44-31** 81-10**

Bellows Spring Rate 44-37"* 513-3*
73-8 513-5**

1-269 73-8 73-9 621-1**
1-421** 73-9
23-59** 73-114**
31-21** 81-10**
44-37**
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DIAPHRAGM APPLICATIONS DIAPHRAGMS

a6f.7 DIAPHRAGMS

6.7.1 INTRODUCTION e01

6.7.2 DESIGN FACTORS
6.7.2.1 Materials
6.7.2.2 Fatigue Life
6.7.2.3 Stroke, Linearity and Spring Rate
6.7.2.4 Flexibility and Spring Rate FLAT DIAPHRAGM
6.7.2.5 Anelestic Effects (Hysteresis) and (a)

Temperature Effects
6.7.2.6: Effective Area
6.7.2.7 Installation

6.7.3 DESIGN DATA
6.7.3.1 Flat Diaphragms
6.7.3.2 Convoluted Diaphragms ,
6.7.3.3 Rolling Diaphragms
6.7.3.4 Capsules

CONVOLUTED DIAPHRAGM
(b)

6.7.1 Introduction
A diaphragm is a thin dividing membrane which can be used
as a seal to prevent the interchange of liquids or gases
between two chambers, and olso as an actuator to trans-
form pressure into linear motion and force. Used as a seal,
the diaphragm acts as a closure in shutoff valves. Typical I
examples are illustrated in Figures 5.2.7.1b and 5.?,8.la.Used as an actuator, the diaphragm integrates pressure over
in effective area resulting in a force which can be used to
positioo control elemen- in regulators, to actuate micro-
switches ioi pressure switches, or to deform beam members
in pressure measuring devices. Typical examples are shown /
in Figlures 5.4.4, 5,15.2.7a, and 5.16.3.1c. P1I

In general, diaphragms are used for converting any one of / l
the quantities (force, pressure, deflection, and volume
change) into one or more of the remaining quantities. Some
specific diaphragm applications are listed below:

ROLLING DIAPHRAGM
(c)

1) Diaphragm-type actuators where the actuator is sealed
off frorn the fluid medium.

2) Pressure switches where the diaph'agm actuates a
microswitch.

3) Capacitance-type displacement transducers where the
dispiacement of the diaphragm, which is one of two Figure 6.7.1. Three Basic Diaphragm Configurations
oiates of a capacitor, changes the capacitance value.

4) Vo'ume compensators.

5) Tempt.,rature sensors and controllers.

6) Pneumatic force-balance force transducers.

7) Acoustic dr;vers in acoustic instrumentation.
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DIAPHRAGMS DIAPHRAGM MATERIALS
FATIGUE LIFE

8) Rolling diaphragm expulsion devices in fuel/oxidizer comparison of permeability characteristics of several dia-
ianks. phragm materials is given in Table 3.11.6a, and a compre-

hensiv e treatment of permeability for aerospace
Three basic diaphragm forms are flat, convoluted, and. applications may be found in Reference 152-12.
rolling (Figure 6.7,1). No universally accepted classification
of diaphragms exists. Some references combine flat and Diaphragm materials must also be compatible with the
convoluted diaphragms into the one category of flat thermal environment. At temperatures above 3000F, dia-
diaphragms which are then categorized as true flat and phragm materials for extended service are limited to metals.
corrugated flat. Metallic, c%. luted diaphragms are some- At cryogenic temperatures, diaphragm materials are limited
times inverted and joined to .urm capsule elements, to metals and a few plastics which include Teflon, Kel-F,

and Mylar.
This sub-section discusses design factors and presents design
data which will assist the designer in the selection of a The dimensional stability of a metal diaphragm is rdversely
particular diaphragm, The reader is also directed to the affected by creep, which results in an increase in deflection
references listed at the end ' of this, subsection. under a constant load. Soft metals tend to creep more than
Table 6.6.3(b) gives the maiifacturing steps involved in hard metals. In plastic and elastomer diaphragms, cold flow
metal diaphragm fabricatioi affects dimensional stability. With elastomer-fabric dia-

phragms, the ratio of elastomer thickness to fabric thick-
ness should be kept to a minimum. Diaphragms with large6.7.2 Design Factors ratios develop leaks or pull loose after service.

Factors which must be considered in the selection and 6.7.2.2 FATIGUE LIFE. The fatigue or cycle life of a
design of a particular diaphragm type or configuration for a diaphragm is a function of the stress level. The fatigue life
given application include: choice of materials, fatigue life, can be extended by operating at a percentage of the
stroke, hysteresis, flexibility, and the method of installa- maximum design stress (i.e., a percentage of the maximum
tion. Design considerations influencing these factors are allowable stroke).discussed in the following det: *,ed topics. •

Fatigue life is determined from S-N curves (stress and6.7.2.1 MATERIALS. Diaphrtgm materials include metal number of cycles) for each material (See Sub-Section 14.5
alleys, plastics, elastomers, and elastomer-Yabric com- and Figures 6.6.3.1b, c, d, and e). In general, nonmetallic
posites, The most commonly used metal alloys are stainless diaphragm materials have good fatigue resistance and are
steel, bronze, brass, and beryllium copper; plastics used for suited to long cyclic life applications, whereas the fatigue
diaphragms include Teflon, Kel-F, and Mylar, fabrics life of metal diaphragms is limited, particularly at high
commonly used are cotton, Dacron, nylon, Tefion, or stress levels.
Fiberglas; elastomers include neoprene, Buna-N, butyl,
"polyacrylics, polysulfide, silicones, and fluorocarbon rub- In designing a diaphragm, particularly a metal diaphragm,
bers. The selection of materials depends upon balancing the the designer should first estimate the cumulative number of
following properties: strength, resiliency, formability, com- cycles likely to be experienced in the life of the diaphragm
patibility, permeability, and dimensional stability, and then select the material, dimensions, and heat treat-
Table 6.6.2.1 lists metals commonly used in bellows ,and ment conditions such that the working stresses are kept
diaphragms. below the fatigue strength corresponding to the required

cycle life. High stresses resulting from stress concentrations
The strength of the diaphragm must be sufficient to usually determine fatigue life limitations. Diaphragms with
withstand the tensile stresses imposed by the preisure and section property changes which could cause high stress
must be matched against the resiliency necessary to afford concentrations should be investigated experimentally by
sufficient deflection. Diaphragm stresses and deflections using a stress coat or other strain evaluation technique.
can be calculated using the theory of plates and shells (see Stress concentration levels should be reduced by changing

t Sub-Section 14.10). For convoluted diaphragms with small material thickness, diaphragm shape, and/or diaphragm
deflections, the equation for calculating stresses in thin- diameter.
walled cylinders is approximately correct. Calculationsshould be based on allowable overpressures from 12C toshould ber sed. oBecause of the thin materials of construction, diaphragms
10ectare very susceptible to corrosion-induced failtire. To ,pre-

Formability is an important consideration for metals. Soft, vent this, three precautions must be taken.
ductile materials are easily formed, while very hard mate-
rials require that manufanturing processes be matched with 1) Diaphragm material should be selected so that little, if
heat treatment requireme-.its which should include a stress- any, corrosion will occur under normal operating
relieving process. Where deep convolutions are required, it conditions.
is sometimes necessary that forcing be done in steps,
annealing between steps to avoid excessive work hardening. 2) The manufacturing procedure should be reviewed in
Fabric-elastomers are generally molded and are quite free detail to determine that corrosion will not be initiated
from formability problems. during fabrication and that the finished item will be

'•: completely free of corrosive substance.
The material of the diaphragm must be compatible with the
materials, gases, or liquids contacting its surface in terms of 3) Where the diaphragm is to be used, it should be
chemical compatibility and permeability. For dependable ascertained that there is no creation or introduction of
performance, elements of corrosion, galvanic action, heavy corrosive agents in the fluid system. Table 13.7.9 gives
oxidation, reduction, or deposition should be avoided, environments in which stress-corrosion cracking of some
When mounting a metallic diaphragm in a metallic housing alloys has been observed. The compatibility of various
or attaching metal components to it, consideration must be diaphragm materials with rocket propellants is listed in
given to the possible effects of galvanic couples. A Sub-Section 12.5.
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SPRING RATE DIAPHRAGMS
- ..... HYSTERESIS

-i 6.7.2.3 STROKE, LINEARITY, AND SPRING Tabloe .7.&3
RATE. The stroke of a diaphragm is its deflection in a
direction normal to its mounting plane. Flat, metallic Theoretical
diaphragms have the shortest atroke, while rolling dia- Calculated Calculated

Z phragma have the longest stroke. In general, nonmetallic Using Using
diaphragms have several times the stroke of metallic Direction Linear Nonlinear
diaphragms, and 6apsulated diaphragms (Detailed Topic of Ldading Model Model Experimental
6.7.3.4) have twice the- stroke of single convoluted
diaphragms. Upward 254 256 212

It is usually desired that the ratio of force to stroke be Downward 250 254 234
constant or, in other words, thiat the pressure-stroke plot be
linear. Linearity is frequently the criteria for determining
the range'of useful displacement of a diaphragm. Typical 6.7.2.5 ANELASTIC EFFECT (HYSTERESIS) AND
curves for flat an". single convoluted diaphragms are shown TEMPERATURE EFFECTS. Terms related to anelastic
in Figure 6.7.2.3. effect are defined below. (See references 68-88 and 44-37.)

- a) Hysteresis is the difference between the deflection of a
diaphragm at a given load for increasing and decreasing

i ' ,loads.

b) Drift is the increase of deflection with time under a
constant load.

FT PAc) Aftereffect is the deflection remaining immediately
FLATDIAPRAGMafter removal of the load, i.e., hysteresis at no load./.._.--.--CNVOLU-d) Recovery is the decrease of aftereffect with time tinder

DIAPHRAGM no load.
- / e) Zero shift is the permanent deformation at no load. It is

LA D4 H GM /the 
difference in position before loading and sufficiently

S/long after unloading for recovery to occur.
LAt present, there is no generally accepted basic theory to
SLINEAR PO•T!ON predict the elastic behavior of diaphragms. However, there

• - - NON-LIN"'AR are some guidelines for design.
PORTION a) Some anelastic behavior generally causes larger errors at

0 PRESSURE high stresses, therefore diaphragms designed to operate
Figure 6.1.2.3. Diaphragm Linearity Curves (Reference 156-2) at a low peak stress are desirable for precision

instruments.

With a single diaphragm, nonlinearity can be reduced by b) The terms defined previously are interrelated. Thus, a
(1) making the convolutions fewer and deeper, or (2) de- diaphragm with small drift would be expected to have a
creasing the deflection span by adding a parallel spring or small hysteresis and small aftereffect.
making the .material thicker. When diaphragms are capsu-
lated, nonlinearity errors can be reduced by matching c) Relatively simple tests, such as measurement of drift,
dissimilar diaphragms, selected so that the nonlinear proper- may be helpful in quality control to produce units of
ties of one cancel the nonlinear properties of the other. low hysteresis. However, some precautions must be used

in the time schedules for anelastic determinations.
The spring rate or flexibility for compliance of a diaphragm
is nonlinear. This is evident from the nonlinear equations of Temperature Effects. In general, an increase in temperature
deflections of diaphragms (Detailed Topic 6.7.3.1). For a has two effects: it causes an expansion of the metal and, in
given deflection it is relatively easy to determine uniform most cases, a decrease in the modulus of elasticity. The
load from deflection equations; however, to determine effect of the former is to disturb the neutral position (zero
deflection from a given loading condition, a trial and error shift in instrumentation). The effect of the decrease in
method is used. The spring rate is usually easy to measure modulus of elasticity is to decrease the spring stiffness of
but is very difiicult to predict accurately, especially for the diaphragm.
convolute.,i diaphragms. The safest way to minimize both effects is to select
Table 6.7.2.3 shows the comparison of the theoretically materials having very low coefficient of thermal expansion
prcdicted values with the experimentally measured value of and minimum change of modulus of elasticity with tem-
the spring rate of a corrugated diaphragm (Rel'erence perature change. The zero shift can further be minimized
44-37). by selecting proper materials for diaphragm and housing to

match the coefficient of thermal expansion or by pre-
6.7.2.4 FLEXIBILITY AND SPRING RATE. Flexibility, stretching the diaphragm. The tension force necessary to
which is the inverse of spring rate, is the ratio of deflection prestretch the diaphragm will depend upon the magnitude
to applied force. Flexibility is achieved with low modulus of temperature change. However, prestretching will increase
materials and with thin sections. The degree of flexibility is the stiffness and the natural frequency of vibration of the
limited by the strength required to withstand the pressure diaphragm. One method of prestretching a flat diaphragm is
forces, shown in Figure 6.7.2.5.
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DIAPHRAGMS EFFECTIVE AREA
INSTALLATION

alQng the outer perimeter are used to improve the sealing
S"fiaracteristies.
Center plates may be attached 'by either bolting "r
cementing. Cementing eliminates the needi for a center hole,
thus simplifying sealing (Reference 1-1,0). Bolted center
plates are used when the diaphragm will require replace-
ment. With metal diaphragms, bosses which are formed

/ with the diaphragm (integral bosses) or joined to it are
used. The integral boss 41fers predictable performance and
installation, but manufacturing techniques and costs may
outweigh\the advantages. Generous corner radii at the point
of clamping should be used to avoid cutting the diaphragm
during stroke. Radii from 0.03 to 0.12 inch are good
practice. For bonmetal diaphragms, corner radii should be

Figure 6.7.2.5. Prestretchlng Technique for a Flat Diaphragm at least twice diaphragm thickness.

6.7.2.6 EFFECTIVE AREA. The cifective area of the 6.7.3 Design Data
diaphragm determines the force output. of the actuator for
given pressure difference. As the actuator strokes, the 6.7.3.1 FLAT DIAPHRAGMS. Flat diaphragms are flat
effective area may change, altering the output force. circular discs, grouped as either "true flat" or "dish-type"

shown in two diaphragms. Typical designs are shown in Figure 6.7.3,Ii.
Referringto Foiigures6.7.2f a diaphura is appFlat diaphragms may be either metallic or nonmetallic. The
different positions. If a pressure, p, is applied to the
underside of the diaphragm, the effective area being acted true-flat diaphragm is usually metallic, whereas the dii-h.
on by the pressure is that area normal to the vertical axis, type diaphragm is usually nonmetallic. Metallic diaphragms
plus a component due to 'he unsupported section of the are able to operate at higher pressures and can withstand
diaphragm. The magnitude of the component is inversely higher overpressure but have lower fatigue life and shorter
proportional to the angle of tangency where it meets the stroke than nonmetallic diaphragms..
diaphragm plate. In the lower position, the diaphragm is
drawn tight and meets the plate at an angle, a. As the
diaphragm pad is moved, the angle increases, but the
vertical component of the diaphragm's effective area
decreases. -

NO CENTER PAD OR FITTING

SMALL CENTER PAD LARGE CENTER PAD
(2) SMALL GAP

P .. P a(3)

Figure 6.7.3.1a. Flat Diaphragm Designs
(Reprinted from "'Uphragrr, Characteristics Depign a.id Telirminology."
F. B. Newell, Copyright 1958, American Society of Mcrchanical Engineers)

Figure 6.7.2.6. Diaphragm Effective Area Due to Stroke Flat diaphragms ha',ýe the following advaitages over other
types:

The effective area change for metallic flat and convoluted
diaphragms is small because the stroke is correspondingly a) Manufactu:ing time and costs are less
small. With nonmetallic flat and convoluted diaphragms
whch are capable of longer strokes tnan metallic dia- b) Interchangeability is improved

phragms of the same design, the effective area changes are c) Hysteresis is less
usually large. With rolling diaphragms, the effective area is
not changed as long as the 180 degree convolution remains. d) Can be operated with reversing pressure.

To obtain linearity, the stroke of a flat metal didphragm is
6.7.2.7 INSTALLATION. Diaphragms are mounted to the limited to one-half the material thickness (Ref-
stationary housing at their outer rim, vhile the center of erence 156-1). The stroke available for dish-type dia-
the diaphragm usually contains an elevated boss or center phragms is approximately twice the height of the dish and
plate for attachment of the input or output mechanism. is limited by the resiliency of the material. Design precau-
The outer edge of the diaphragm is clamped between tions for dish-type, nonmetallic diaphragms are illustrated

flanges which are normally an integral part of the housing. in Flb.
Sometimes a bonding agent is also used to ensure dia- The diameter and pressure ranges for typical flat, metal
phragm retention and sealing. With elastomeric diaphragms, diaphragms are presented in Table 6.7.3.1a.
clamping pressures must be closely regulated so that a seal
is obtained without extruding the material. Molded beads Deflection and Stress in Flat Diaphragms. When the deflec-
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DESIGN PRECAUTIONS DIAPHRAGMS

.4.,,free space wide enough
for flexing, yet as narrv as
Potible with given stroke

"irement. Wide spaceSincreases stress In material,

~ Keep diaphragm thin
•• enough to prevent

wrinkling.

Incorpnrote mechanical stops
limiting diaphragm movement
to 90 per cent of max.
possible stroki,. Avoid sharp comers.

Make radius at least
to'ice thickness,preferably more.

Make case deep enough,
or diophragm tight
enough, so that contor.t is

When using molded diaPhrogms, avoided during cycle.
attempt to keep bends outside
working area

Figure 6.7.3.1b. Flat Diaphragm Design Precautions
IReprinteo6 from "Machin, Dusign,°" The .ons Book, January 1961, J. F.
Taplin and J. J. Phillips, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio)

f:!
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DIAPHRAGMS VIBRATION
CONVOLUTED DIAPHRAGMS

tion becomes larger than about one-half of the thickness o( 6.7.3.2 CONVOLUTED DIAPHRAGMS. A convoluted
a diaphragm or a thin plate, the middle surface becomes diaphragm is a corrugated dine which may have one or more
appreciably strained. The stress in the middle surface, called circumferential convolutions extending radially from the
the diLphragnm stress, enables the thin plate to carry part of center, The single convoluted diaphragm can take many
the load as a diaphragm in direct tension. Formulae for the forms (Figure 6.7.3.2a). Generally, diaphragm corrugations
stress and deflection for circular plates are given in with more curvature (up to 180 degrees) can withstand
Sub-Section 14.10; they should be used whenever the higher pressures for the same material thickness. The small
maximum deflection exceeds half the thickness, if accurate angle convolutions are usually about 60 degrees. Stresa In
re-quits are desired, a metal diaphragm with a 60.degre.,'convolutlon are twice

the stress with a 180-degree convolution; and, with a
Vibration of Flat Diaphragms. To determine analytically 90:dcgree convolutirn are 1.42 times the stress with a
the exact natural frequencies of a flat diaphragm of 180-convolution. A full semi-circular convolution with a
arbitrary shape is qutle difficult and laborious. However, by 180-degree curve is the optimum shape (Reference 156-1)
approximate methods such as that of rayleigh's. the
solution can be obtained with an accuracy or a few percent.
The natural frequencies of commonly used thin plates
(diaphragms) of uniform thickness and small amplitude are
given in Table 6.7.3.1b. Formulae for natural frequencies of
thin circular diaphragms hpving a concentrated mass at the
center are also given at the 'bottom of the taLle. These two
formulae would hold for other types of diaphragms SALLCENTERPAD SMALLGAP
provided they are sufficiently thin so that their mass can be
neglected in comparison with the one at the center. LARLAN ANGLE

SMALLANGLE
Table 673.1.a. Approximate Limits of Pressure Range and

Diameter for Flat Metal Diaphragms -
IThickness not given, varies as required) -

(Reference 156-1)
Diameter Pressure Range (PSI) O\'E* 186.. DEGREES CYLINDRICAL SIDES

(Approx
Inch) Minimum Maximum

0.25 0-10 0-10,000
0.50 0-5 0-10,000
1.00 0-1 0-6,000
2.00 0-.0,3 0-6,000 Figure 6.7.3.2s. Convoluted Diaphragm Designs
4.00 0-0.1 --

(Reprinted from "Diaphragm Characteristics Design and Terminology."

V' d. Newell, Copyright 1958, American Society of Mechanical Engineers)

Example: Determine the lowest natural frequency for a
circular diaphragm of 2-inch' diameter and 0.008-inch
thickness with fixed edge. The following values are used:

E=30x106 psi SHALLOW

DEEP

0.211 1b/ill'l -e

-'84 iL/ill ( il / wITH CONICAL SECTIONS UNSYMMETRICAL ARCS

: 0.281
ARCS AND FLATS FLATS AND CONES

Then

SAW TOOTH
S EtT VARYING DEPTH

pa4 (1 -- /2 )

VARYING RADIAL PITCH

11.84 30(10)6 6(1370) 1 "
\~ Gý[ 10/016I-.O7 5 )]

VARYING RADIAL PITCH AND DEPTH

= 4990 rad/sec

The exact solution is W = 4960 rad/sec, percentage of Figure 6.7.3.2b. Multiple-Convoluted Diaphragm Designs
error = 0.6 percent. (Reprinted from "Diaphragm Characteristics Design and Terminology,"

F. B. Newell, Copyright 1958, American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
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FLAT DIAPHRAGMS DIAPHRAGMS
NATURAL FREQUENCY

TW* &?&b Na'tuual Puequniss of Thin Flat Rom of. UnIfym Thiekmft
f(spvfnfd with pwdmlhln homn Shock end ibduhIoe, Plndbo*e,

Voume I, C M.X twt r d C f. Cr.E, AkOumwHW, fIN.)

1 .BtL RAID/SEC

E Young's Modulus, lbf/ind i
t - Thickness of Plate, in.
p - Mass Density, lbfl-ec 2 fn 4

- Diameter of Circular Plate or Side of Square Plate, in.
. - Poisson's Ratio 

:

Shape Value of B for Mode:

of
Plate Diagram Edge Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

Circular Clamped at Edge 11.84 24.61 40.41 46.14 103.12

Circular Free 6.09 10.63 14.19 23.80 40.88 44.68 61.38 69.44 1

Circular Clamped at Center 4.35 24.26 70.39 138.85

Circular Simply Supported 5.90
Clrat Edge

Square One Edge Clamped - 1.01 2.47 6.20 7.94 9.01
Three Edges Free __

Square All Edges Clamped 10.40 21.21 31.29 38.04 38.22 47.73

Two Edges Clamped - 13.89 18.25Square ~ Two Edges Free }:•

Square All Edges Free 4.07 5.94 6.91 10.39 17.80 18.85

One Edge Clamped -
Square Three Edges SimplN 6.83 14.94 16.95 24.89 28.99 32.71

Supported

V. Two Edges Clamnpd -
Square Two Edges Simply 8.37 15.82 20.03 27.34 29.54 37.31.

Supported

All Edgesuare Sly e 5.70 14.26 22.82 28.52 37.08 48.49SquareSimply Supported

Massless Circular Plate with Concentrated Center Mass m in lbf-sec 2 /in.

Clamped .. 0..Eh3
Edges md (1- 2 )

Simply - Eht
Suppor-ed A w, : 4.•9) ISSUED- FEBRUARY 1970

6.7.3-4 Edges SUPERSEDES: MAY 1964



DIAPHRAGMS CONVOLUTED DIAPHRAGMS
STRESS AND DEFLECTION

•'-• DIAPHRAGO• ASSEMBLY
A number of multiple convolution fornm are illustrated in
Figure 6.7.3.2b. Convoluted diaphragms have the following SINGLE
advantages over flat diaphragms:
a) Essentially constant effective area will be maintained

over a longer stroke.

b) Total stroke is longer without permanent deformation.

c) The unit lo.d in the diaphragm is lower for the same
pressure due to mote effective material area; therefore,
it has higher sensitivity than that of a diaphragm of the CLAMPED
same size over a larpe range of pressure. TELESCOPED

d) Better endurince life.

e) rlor a given effective diameter, the overall diameter can
be emaller.

f) It has a more stable zero position under no load.

g) A variety of pressure-deflection characteristics may be
obtained for a given silze diaphragm by using different
depths or shapes of corrugtions. GROOVED BASE FLANGED

A general rule of thumb used in designing metal convoluted
diaphrrgms for linear response within 1 percent or less is to FIpgre 6.7.3.2c. Methods for Attaching Metal Diaphragms
keep the stroke under 2 percent of the diameter. If linearity tRcDrintfed from "")iDi•r,.,r Chalrrtorisqic' Dosign ,nrf Tnrrninol•h:y."
of more than 1 percent is allowable, deflections up to 3 F. 1. Newell. Coryrigh 1958. A,,'',.n Socioty of Mtectdhai' Erigirio,,s)
percent and 4 percent of the diaphragm diameter are computer program (Reference 44-37).
permitted (Reference 156-1).

An approximate solution of deflection and stress can be
When subjected to pressure, the convolutions near the obtained under the following, asstmptions and conditions
center of the diaphragm change their shape very little. The (Reference 26-216):
convolution which contributes most of the deflection and
has the highest stress is near the outermost convolution, a) Load is unifoi.nlý distributed.
"since the outside corrugations are stiffened by the connect- b) It is assumed that the maximum tangential stress is
ing flange and do not deflect. decisive so that it prevails over radial stress.
Convoluted diaphragms are used widely in extreme tern- c) In deriving the formulae and making a design chart, a
perature applications. The relative insensitivity to thermal trapezoidal approximation of the corrugation with sharpexpansion or contraction is due to the ability of the wave corners is assumed (Figures 6.7.3.2d and e).
form to change shape as required.

General guide points on convoluted diaphragm design are:

a) Travel available on convoluted diaphragms is slightly Igreater than twice convolution height.

b) Stops should be provided to prevent rupture due to 2 21
overtravel. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__, _ _ _ _ _ . _ _.

c) Approximately 10 percent excess movement should be 2 P1 R
allowed in the original design. This excess plus the use 2Rof mechanical stops eliminates the danger of diaphragm
rupture.

d) Convolutions should be designed so that cross-section Figure 6.7.3.2d. Corrugated Diaphragm Geometryand height are equal. Molding problems become greater
as height increases.

e) Effective area can be made less variable by p,'oviding 1/2 1 1/2
larger convolutions.,- ....- " -'. - I_ O 2 2

Several methods of assembling or attaching metal con- 0.2_-
voluted diaphragms to a rigid structure are shown in 0Figure 6.7.3.2c.

Stresses and Deflectimi in Corrugated Diaphragms. Deflec-
tion and stresses in corrugated diaphragms cannot be . b =- 0.21 +
accurately predicted with linear theory since, for large
deflections of several times the thickness, they exhibit
highly nonlinebr behavior. However, accurate nonlinear Figure 6.7.3.2s. Transverse Section of a Corrugation with
calculations are nuw possible with the use of the NONLIN Trapezoidl Profile

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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STRESS AND DEFLIFCTION DIAPHRAGMS

d) These is no rigid central plate, Its effect oil th~e , ld

deflertion is minor. if the factor p ralls in the region
indicated in Figure 6,.73.2f, where neresissible p In r
plotted against (0i) anti (a/t), the dtsign procetdure
described below should hold to a first order tir accuracy.

ti
0. tz2

wh t - thickness of the diaphragm sheet materialj

, if ,a - amplitude of the corrugation

R - radius or the diaphragm

V- hair of the wavelength of the corrugation (Figure
$1 0' .7.3.2e),

1/ / o/b.1 deviation in respect to the lincar relation be-
ab tween the pressure and deflection; ItIis assumed

of~~~~ ~awy betee A0ria ander 0. 1.ca~alEg~s

J#c. O 79 NIO. KATI Jan. 41967, CNew 01U D York. maxiumced"sreissibdelecstior aneresret

F~I igr &7.3.m d thatithm shceet i. Vauffceno tl Rtofrm xiuye eto

Mdrato waven perluso of rotmi conitioenc is-16 satisfied eaple od nacruaeddaham

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2:: :owao iprr *b 4A HrnTasato aiu ressure ste ipress is subjected to
of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Gvn the Amria Society pfsicaiclEn

V.~ ~ ( 79 No =, 0J1n8 in. fwYr.yp"rdcd tes eeci n rsuet

detemin th- deinprmeesfo tecat

~~~~~~~go hw nFigure 6.7.3.2g.Acpal ausoftItfrCruae

Given6: PDes.2gs

NOTEs

0.2S - (A11 RA1CM tDFR OUAItWIhAOAD
MINEOIA P*FL IUI,.....RTMA 10FROTI IALS

F~gure 6.7.3.Rh.Chart for Designof orgtdDaham
w't a nfrl isrbtdLa

(AOtdwt emiso rmRfrnc 626 Dsg
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DIAPHRAGMS ROLLING DIAPHRAGMS

An 0.10 In respect to the linear relation Fabric.Elastomer Rolling D,•phrgnis. The two typos of
between presure and deflection nonmetallic rolling diaphragms are the "top hat" (Figure

6.7.3.3a), which has its convolution hand-formed during
E a 17.4 x 10 psi assembly, and the convoluted, which has its convolution

molded in. Both type. have four separate rim conlngura.
E'- (1 + A)B a 19.2 x 10" psi tions or classes as described In Table 6.7.3,3 a for top-hat

rolling diaphragms. The same shape and climifleatlon
teas a 5700 psi applies to the molded-convolutLion diaphragm with the

exception that the letter "C" follows the clam designation

To determine the dimensions of the diaphragm, reduced to signify convolution type (IC, 3C, 4C, and SC), Standard

qiuantities ate computed. sites are presented in Table 6.7.3.3b. The advantages of
fabric-elaxtomer rolling diaphragms are:

Max a) Very low hysteresis -- loss
+& II. I0 41.2 psi

I + ) )(0.31 I) b) Low breakout and moving friction or resistance to
motion

ilum0. 0. 18 c) No spring rate

Sd) Long stroke

C s 5702 111.200 psie) Good sensitivity to small pressure variations.

0 4 - p Due to the complex nature of the rolling action, variable
supporting wall areas, and posible fabric distortions due to

. 12twist, the designer must analyze for several operating
P 41.2 conditions. For example, if imposed pressures are reversed,
F' 17.410") diaphragm wrinkling and sidewall scrubbing a depicted in

Figure 6.7.3.3b can cause premature failure. Recommended
*, flange, cylinder, and piston diameters are presented in
-0.01(4 Table 6.7.3.3c. Diaphragms with molded-in convolutions

I• have only one maximum height for each size range as
Indicated in Table 6.7.3.3b. The maximum height and

From Figure 6.7.3.2h, for p /E•and f /8 the following ratio% stroke are listed in Table 6.7.3.3d.
are read. In the top-hat design, the diaphragm tries to revert to its

t 0original shape and may cause sidewall scribbing and
0.0062 diaphragm wrinkling. To prevent scuffing and wrinkling,

R curved retainer plates (Table 6.7.3.3e) are normally used.

Y=0.12 The life of the rolling diaphragm is limited by the flexing
03 elongation that exists when the diaphragm rolls from a

R smaller diameter piston to a larger cylinder wall. Dia-
ohragms *ith high elongation are subject to lower life than

a those diaphragms with low elongation. The percent elonga-
-= 3.5 tion for standard size fabric-elastomer rolling diaphragms is
t presented in Table 6.7.3.3f.

Since y'- 0.502 inch Rolling Metal Diaphragms. Recently considerable attention
hat been devoted to the development of metal or metallic
rolling diaphragms, primarily for use in rocket propellant

0.R32 .8 i. expulsion applications (Figure 6.7.3.3c). Unfortunately, atthis time much of the available literature on the subject is
Also either classified cr prop.,ietac,. Roll- und-peel diaphragm

concepts have the advantages of light weight, mechanical
t = 0.0062R = 0.0236 in. simplicity, and high reliability for propellant expulsion

applications. State-of-the-art rolling metal diaphragms (also
a = 3.5t = 0.083 in. called rolling bladders or rollonets) consist of prelabricated

diaphragms which are inserted into the tank and bonded in
Q = 5a = 0.415 in. place (R'-eference 308-4). Advanced techniques presently

under development include chemical vapoi deposition
The ratio Q/R - 0.108 at alt - 3.6 lies within the region (Reference 761-1) or electrodeposition (Reference 131.,'4)
bounded by two curves in Figure 6.7.3.2d so assumptions of the diaphragm material onto the tank wall. Basic in the
(b) and (e) are satisfied. roll and peel concept for elther prefabricated or deposited

diaphragms is a requirement for a bond between the
6.7.3.3 ROLLING DIAPHRAGMS. Rolling diaphragms diaph.'agm and tank wall for roll stability.
have full 18C degree convolutions which are maintained
during the length of stroke. Materials used are either fabric Rolling diaphragms made of welded or spun sheet metal
elastomers or metals. Rolling diaphragnm provide long require relatively close tolerance control because of the
strokes coupled with the dividing membrane features of a requirement for insertion into the tank and provision for a
standard diaphragm.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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ROLLING DIAPHRAGMS DIAPHRAGMS

Table 6.7.3.3a. Rolling Diaphragm Configuration~
(Fiom "AMachihe De'ilgn " S01a1s Book, Copyright 196J.

P/¶,toll Publishing dompany, Cleveland, Ohio)

IFigure 6.7.3.3a. "Top Hat" Diaphragm Designn

(Reprinted from "M:whine Design." j. F. Tap/in and J. J. Phillips, Copy-Cig -h.la

right 1961, Pen ton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) U lapd I-Prainiu hoBigad 1i
Used, wiat* volume hofsigov equa to
required. hquare groove should be
volume of bead. Conventional bolted-
flange construction can be completely
el iminated, snd the diaphragm held
by flange re*al..r plate, Or, It can
be used with threaded bevel ring.

Class 3-le1aded Rim
Z". Used when a soft gasket action in

required to Provide tight pressure
sealing against _roughly machined or
warped flange surfaces. Ham a bead
around entire periphery of a rim
having narrow radial width. Volume
of the retaining groove should be
equal to the volume bead.

* Figu re 6.7.3.3b, Problems Resulting from Installation Error asses

,:,,.led from, "Machine Design," J. F. Tap/in and J. J. Phi/lips. Copy-
rih 9631, Pen'ton PublishigCipr.Ceead hO

Most commnniy used. Applied In ap-
plications which have flat mating
surfaces between the cylinder and the
bonnet. Rim of the diaphragm also

serves as a gasket to prevent leakage.
The metal flange faces should be fiat
or serrated (concentric V-grooves
spaced 1/32 in. apart with a depth
of 0.0-06 In.) to prevent pull out of

-rim under high pressure. Flange
loading pressure should usually not

r exceed 1000 psi.

rE ANR RPL..N

OUTLE 

' eas

BOMMOF To TANK BONO PEE[. SAT A UNIFORM
jN'I'R HE[ I LRAIL, GIJIDIrIG DIAPHRAGM I

I IS.Pt"OIT'IO DURING LXPIJ1SION END OF EXFIJLSI01, Class 5-Exteaded loaded R~m
Used when the working pressures are
In excess of 150 psi and when flange
c lamping surfaces are warped or

Figure 6.7.3.3c. Rocket Propellant Expulsion rough.

Rolling Diaphragm

ISF-ED: FEBRUARY 1970
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DIAHRAGMS CAPSULES

Table 6.7.3.3b. Rolling Diaphragm Sizes

(From "Machine Design," Seals Book, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

cWulaIi Plsaea GylItltUoa Kffee"Ve
111. DA. ,,- Width Prue Pe ,,u .r

DO 0, 0 A ' TypIO&I Heights, H (in.)
(In.) (I.) (in.)(sqn."

0.37 0.25 1/16 0.08 0.31 ...

0.44 0.21 1/16 0.17 0.31 .....

0.50 0.38 1/16 0.15 0.38 ......

0.36 0.44 1/16 0.20 0.44 .......

0.02 0.50 1/16 - 0.25 .. 0.50 .....

0.69 0.06 1/16 0.31 .. 0.56 ....
0.75 0.62 1/16 0.37 ... 0.62
0.81 0.69 1/16 0.44 ...... 0..9
0.67 0.75 1/16 0.52 ... 0... 0.75
0.94 0.69 1/16 0.60 oo.2 0.81

1.00 0.81 3/32 0.64 0.44 0.62 0.81 1.00
1.06 0.87 3/32 0.74 0.44 0.62 0.87 1.06
1.12 0.94 3/32 0.83 0.44 0.69 0.94 1.12
1.19 1.00 3/82 0.94 0.44 0.50 0.69 1.00 1.19
1.25 1.06 3/32 1.05 0.44 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25
1.31 1.12 3/32 1.17 0.44 0.56 0.81 1.06 1.31
1.37 1.19 3/32 1.29 0.44 0.56 0.87 1.12 1.37
1.44 1.25 3/32 1.42 0.44 0.62 0.94 1.19 1.44
1.50 1.31 3/32 1.55 0. 44 0.682 0. 94 1.25 1.50

1.56 1.37 3/32 1.69 0.44 0.69 1.00 1.31 1.56
1.62. 1.44 3/32 1.84 0.44 0.69 1.00 1.37 1.62

1.6,8 1.50 3/32 1.99 0.44 0.75 1.06 1.44 1.68
1.75 1.56 3/32 2.15 0.44 0.75 1.06 1.44 1.75
1.87 1.69 .3/32 2.49 0.44 0.81 1.12 1.50 1.87
2.00 1.81 3/32 2.85 0.44 0.8) 1.25 1.62 2.00
2.12 1.94 . ---' 3/82 3.24 0.62 0.87 1.31 1.75 2.12

2.25 2.06 3/32 3.65 0.62 0.94 1.37. 1.81 2.25
2.37 2.19 3/32 4.08 0.62 1.00 1.44 1.87 2.37
2.50 2.31 3/32 4.54 0.82 1.06 1.80 2.00 2.50

2.62 2.31 5/32 4.79 .. 1.06 1.56 2.12 2.62
2.75 2.44 .. 5/32 5.28 ... 1.12 1.62 2.25 2.75

2.87 .2.56 5/32 5.80 ,. 1.12 1.8 9 2.31 2.87

3.00 , 2.69 5/32 6.35 ,. 1.19 1.75 2.37 3.00
3.12 .381 5/32 6.92 ... 1.25 1.87 2.50 3.12
3.25 2.94 5/32 7.51 ... 1.31 1.94 2.62 3.25

3.37 3.06 5/32 8.13 1.00 1.17 2.00 2.75 3.37
3.60 3.19 5/32 8.78 1.00 1.44 2.12 2.81 3.50

8.62 3.31 5/32 9.45 1.00 1.50 2.19 2.87 3.62
3.75 3.44 5/32 10.1 1.00 1.50 2.25 3.00 3.75
3.87 3.56 5/32 10.9 1.00 1.56 2.37 3.12 3.87

4.00 3.69 5/32 11.6 1.00 1.62 2,44 3.25 4.00

controlled gap for the bonding agent. Installation of the heated interior of the tank walls to form the diaphragm
bonding agent to obtain uniform circumferential peel (Reference 761-1).
strength is a requirement for successful operation of rolling
diaphragms and necessitates close control of the chemical 6.7.3.4 CAPSULES. A capsule is an assembly of two
and physical characteristics of the bond layer. diaphragms sealed together at their outer edges; two or

more capsules assembled together are known as a capsule
Electrodeposited rolling diaphragms are fabricated by element. Principal methods of assembly are soldering,
electrodepositing certain metals such as copper inside the brazing, and welding.
tank (Reference 131-34). The tank configuration in this STwo capul dein, the conventional and the nested,ar
technique is an important factor since any plating discon- capsule designs, are
tinuity at joints within the tank may cause pinhole leaks. shown in Figure 6.7.3.4. The joining of two diaphragms as a
Although close tolerance or a special configuration are not conventional capsule gives double stroke capability. Nested
required, adequate access into the tank to allow proper configurations greatly increase the capability to sustain

preparation and inspection of the substrate is a overpressure. in both designs, the nonlinearity of one
requirement. can be compensated by properly forming therequremet.,adjoining diaphragm to cancel it.

Chemical vapor deposited diaphragms or rollonets are Apsules are useful in pressure ranges of approximately 0.5
"similar in concept. The thermal decomposition of alumi-
num alkyl causes the aluminum to be deposited on the to .100 psi.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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- - -DESIGN EQUATIONS DIAPHRAGMS

Table 6.7.3.3c. Dimensions fo Roiling Diaphragm Designs

(From "Machine Design," Seals Book, Ccpyright 1961, Penton Publishins Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Cylinder Bore Piston Convolution Maximum Maximum
Diam Diam Width U p-Stroke Down-Stroke

Dv(in.) Dp(in.) C(in.) SA(in.) Sa(in.)

0.37 to 0.99 Do - ?9 H - A H-

1.O0 to 2.50 Do - H H - if H- 1

2.51 to 4.00 Do - H - -/ H-%

4,01 to 8.00 D o/- 'A H - Hf H

- Classes 1, 3,4,5- -Classes IC, 3C, 4C, 5C- -Max Standard Outside-
Min Piston Min Cylinder Min Piston Min Cylinder Flange Diam

Skirt Length Bore Length Skirt Length Bore Length Classes 4, 4C Classes 5, 5C
Lp(in.) Lc(in.) Lp(in.) Lc(in.) Dr(in.) DF(in.)

H + SA H + Sa . D + 0.75 Do + 1.31

2 2
H + SA H+Sa + Dc + 1.0 o + 1.50

2 2
H + SA H + Sa Do + 1.5 Do + 2.00

2 2
H + SA H + Sa ' ' Do + 2.0 Do + 2.75

2 2

Table 6.7.3.3d. Stroke of Molded Convoluted Diaphragms

(From "Machine Design," Seals Book, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Cylinder Bore Diam Convolution Width. Max. Stroke Standard Height,
Do (in.) C, (in.) SA or 8 (in.) K (In.)

0.37 to 0.99 ft 0.075 0.1001.00 to 2.30 s•0.085 0.150

.51 to 4.00 0.150 0.250
4.01 to 8.00 0,250 0.375

Figure 6.7.3.4. Capsule Design
(From WADD-TR-59-7.13. 1 August 1960. AD-251 I 1, prepared by Gianini
Controls Corp.. DCartt.. Callorna)

TELESCCPED FLANGED

NESTED GROOVED EDGE
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SDIAPHRAGs ,INSTALLATIONELONGATION

Table 6.7.3.3o. Curved Retainer Plate

(From "Machine Design," Seals Book, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Clearance hole for retainer
plate hold down screw D

Full, >radus- A ~.lm,0A D B

Cylinder Bore Dimensions (in.)Dlam, DO A B 0 D B 'G

0.37 to 0.99 Dp+ 2W Not required 0.025 % Not required 0.025
1.00 to 2.50 Dp+ 2W 0.7 Dp 0.032 ft 0.010 0.030
2.51 to 4.00 Dp+2W 0.7 DP 0.032 0.015 0.040S4.01 to 8.00 Di,- ZW 0.7 ZIP 0.060 SA 0.015 0.060 :

All dimensions in Inches.

I

Table 6.7.3.3f. Circumferential Elongation, Rolling Diaphragms

(From "Machine Design," Seals Book, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Cylinder Bore Convolution Piston Diam Elongation
Dim, D. (in.) WVidth, C (in.) Dp (in.) (per cent)

0.37 I's 0.25 48.1
0.50 0.38 31.6
0.75 0.62 19.4
0.94 0.81 14.8

1.00 0.81 23.5
1.50 1.31 14.5
2.00 A 1.81 10.5
2.50 A 2.31 8.2

2.62 " 2.31 13.4
3.00 2.69 11.5
3.50 A 3.19 9.7
4.00 3.69 8.4

4.12 3.62 13.8
4.50 1 4.00 12.5
5.00 4.50 11.1
6.00 1/4 5.50 9.1

These elongation values represent a maximum and occu-r in the fabric of the convolu-
tion at a point near the piston head at the full downstroke position.
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MATERIALS BEARINGS

REFERENCES valves are usually subjected to more moderate loads with

*References added March 1967 small relative motion, .,I• of rotation or fractions of an**Refei•inees added November 1968 inch of linear motion. Regardless of the supposed simpli-
Re ea N m 1city of valve bearing design, many valves malfunction as a

1-130 68-88* 308-4** result of galling of the bearing surfaces, necessitating re-
26-216* 82-8 380-3* desi-ln, a change of bearing materials, and an improvement
26-217 131-34** 415-1 in lubrication.
44-31* 152-12** 438-1 I
44-37** 156-1 761-1**
68-37 261-2 Rolling contact bearings are designed and fabricated by

bearing manufacturers, and are usually specified rather
than designed by the valve designers. Sliding contact bear-

6.8.2 DESIGN FACTORS ings are usually designed for each Vpeciflc application. Thus
6.8.2.1 Materials in this section, rolling convtict bearings will be considered

Rolling Contact Bearing Materials from aspect of selection, sliding surface bearings from the

Sliding Surface Bearing Materials aspect of design.

6.8.2.2 Lubrication
Lubrication Mechanisms . g
Types of Lubricants 6.8.2 Design ctors

6.8.2.3 Load, Speed, and Life
6.8.2.4 Temperature 6.8.2.1 MATERIALS. Materials for both types of bearings
6.8.2.5 Corrosion and Contamination are described.
6.8.2.6 Friction and Wear
6.8.2.7 Environments Rolling Contact Bearing Materials. In rolling contact bear-

Vacuum Effects ings, the small contact areas between rolling elements and
R Radiation Effects races create high unit stresses which require hardened
Zero-g Effects materials for support. The most common material is SAE

6.8.3 DESIGN DATA 52100 steel, heat treated and stabilized at a relatively low
temperature. This material is suitable for temperatures up

6.8.3.1 Rolling Element Bearings to 2501F. Higher stabilization temperatures have been used
Definitions to push the usable temperature up to 350'F. M1 and M10
Life and Load Equations tool steels have been used at 7500F, and 440 C stainless steel
Speed and Life Equations has been used at 1000'F under restricted conditions. For
Bearing Friction temperatures above 1000WF, stellite is used. In most rolling
Permissible Speed contact bearings sliding surface contact is created between
Coating Rolling Element Bearings the rolling element and the retainer. The choice of materials

6.8.3.2 Sliding Surface Bearings for retainers includes those materials used for sliding sur-
Metal Bearint-s face bearings.
Plastic Be::' .ags
Carbon-Graphite Bearings Although the balls and races are primarily made from high

6.8.3.3 Pivot Thrust Bearings alloy steels, non-metals such as sapphire, ceramics, and

PV Factor ceramets have been utilized in special ball bearing applica-
tions. Experience to date indicates that their use is limited

6.8 BEARINGS AND LUBRICATION to slow speeds and light loads. Frictidn and wear charac-

6.8.1 Introduction teristics are presented for many ceramics and ceramets in

A bearing is any object, surface, or point that positions or Reference 93-6.
guides one moving part with respect to other parts of an
assembly. The application of bearings in fluid components Sliding Surface Bearing Materials. Materials for sliding

is as broad as the use of the moving parts. For example, surface bearings range from very hard metals and ceramics

the valve's control element is 9uided and aligned by a bear- to soft plastics and elastomers in many combinations. Mate-

ing surface. Butterfly and ball valves require bearings for rials are commonly selected for low friction characteristics,

rotation, oscillation, or part-turn motion. Bearings for axial corrosion resistance, and compatibility under defined en-

linear motion are required for such devices as slides, push- vironmental conditions. Theoretically, any combination of

rods or pneumatic and hydraulic piston actuators. materials could be used as bearing materials, providing an
effective lubrication film separates the bearing surfaces

Bearings may he classified as either rolling contact or slid- during operation. However, in practice, and particularly in

,lag surface. Rolling contact hearings include the many var- valve opleration, maintaining an effective lubrication film is

led configurations of ball and roller bearings; sliding sur- not possible due to the varying loads, and the short time

face be:arings include journal bearings, bushings, and interval between atartup and shut-down. Solid film lubri-

thrust p6ivots. cation and self-lubricating materials are particularly im-
portant in valve design. Table 6.8.2.1a lists and describes

The bearings sub-section will discuss only bearings related the essential characteristics to be bonsiJered in choosing
to valve design. It does not treat bearing problems involv- bearing materials. Lubricants are discussed in the next
ing high loads with high rotational speeds. Bearings in section.

6.8.1-1
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a BEARINGS SELECTION FACTORS

Table 6.8.2.1a. Material Selection Factors - Sliding
Surface Bearings

(Adapted from the Bearings Book, "Machine ,,sign," vol. 35, no. 14, Copyright 1963 by
Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

Hardness. Bearing materials can be hard or soft. Hard bear- are important In bearing design. Materials for radial bear-
ing materials provide high load capacity and good wear- ings and shafts should have similar coefflcitnts of expansion
ability. Soft bearing materials provide better antiscoring, to minimize clearance changes with temperature varia-
conformability, and embeddability properties. Care must tions. Deflection of bearing mountings due to thermal ex-
be taken to select bearing and shaft materials such that the pansion must be considered to avoid misalignment and
shaft is harder than the bearing, eccentric loading. High thermal conductivity is desirable to

minimize thermal gradients and provide effective heat dis-
Strength. High strength bearing materials simplify design sipation. Material transformation and loss of strength must
in that the bearing can support itself. Low strength and be tonsidered in determining acceptable temperature range.
brittle materials such as babbitts and graphite require sup-
port of a stronger material. Compressive and shear Corrosion Resistance. Bearings exposed to reactive mate-

strengths are the most Important properties for bearing rials must be selected for inertness in the medium. Galvanic
design, activity must be considered when dissimilar materials are

used in contact with an electrolyte. Potential concentration
Conformability. Capability to conform to misalignments or cells should be avoided when possible,. since oxidation
deflecting forces is a desirable characteristic. Soft materials products of some lubricants can be reactive with certain
with a low modulus of elasticity exhibit favorable conform- bearing materials. The use of plating may be desirable for
ability. protection.

Load Capacity. Load capacity is a factor indicating the prac- Cost. The relative importance of material costs is largely
tical load carrying capability of a bearing. It is an empirical determined by the size of equipment. For small bearings,
summation of strength and other performance properties ease of fabrication is more important than material costs.
related to un.t load carrying capability and endurance. In some installations, a thin layer of an expensive material

applied over an inexpensive base can reduce costs.
Fatigue Resistance. Fatigue resistance is a measure of the
capacity of a bearing material to sustain repeated load Compatibility and Wear Resistance. Compatnilaty refers

changes without developing cracks and failing at relatively to the anti-seizure properties of bearing and shaft metal
low stress levels. This factor is important in high velocity asperities. Metals that are miscible (tend to alloy or be
reciprocating mechanisms, mutually soluble) generally offer poor compatibility and

wear resistance. Most immiscible metals or those that form
Embeddability. The ability, to absorb hard foreign particles metal compounds offer better anti-seizure properties than
into the bearing surface, aroiding scoring and wear, is miscible metals. Generally, metals with poor anti-seizure
known as embeddability. Softer metals with good anti- properties can be improved by alloying, but metals with
s;.izure properties generally exhibit this characteristic, good anti-seizure properties cannot be improved. Table

6.8.2.1b examines the affinity of metals as a rating of metal
Temperature Effects. Thermal expansion argi conductivity pairs.

Bearing materials can be classified into the following: ever, they do possess good embeddability and compatibility
characteristics under boundary lubrication conditions.
Maximum operating temperature is 3000F. In small bush-

bronzes and copper alloys ings, babbits are applied as a thin coating over a steel strip.
aluminum alloys For larger bearings, the babbit is east on a rigid steel
porous metalE backing. Cast babbit bearings are several times costlier

other metals than the coated bushing.

plastics Bronzes and Copper Alloys. Most of these alloys are copper-
other non-metals lead, leaded bronze, tin bronze, and aluminum bronze. Thecopper-lead and leaded bronze have low strength properties,

Many of the physical properties of these materials can be but good compatibility and anti-scoring properties. As tin,
found in Reference 1-132. The characteristics of each class aluminum, and iron are added in greater quantities, the
are summarized below, load carrying capacity, high temperature operation, and

wear resistance are improved but poor anti-scoring proper-
Babbit Metals. Babbit metals are composed primarily of ties result. Hardness and maximum load carrying capacities
lead and tin. Compared to other materials they exhibit range from 25-195 Brinell and 2000 to 4500 + psi, respec-
lower hardness (21-25 Brinell), lower load carrying capac- tively. A list of property data for many bronze bearing
ity (800-1500 psi), and very poor fatigue strength. How- alloys is given in Reference 1-132.
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SEIZURE RESISTANCE BEARINGS
Si .

Table 6.8.2.1b. Seizure Resistance of Palm of Motels

(From "Materials In D±s;i:n EngIneering.' C. L. Goodzoit, vol. 47, no. 6,
Copyright 1958, Reinhold Puiblishilng Company, New York, New York)

1045 STEEL ALUMINUM COPPER SILVER
METAL PAIR

PAIR RATING PAIR RATING PAIR RATING PAIR RATING
TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE

Aluminum M P M P M P IM P
Antimony C F-G C F-G M F -

Barium I P ......

Beryllium M P M P M P M P

Bismuth I F-G I F-G I F-G -

Cadmium I F-G I F-G ....

Calcium I P M P M P -

Carbon C F-G I P I P I P

Cerium M P M P M P -

Chromium M P M P I F-G I F-G,

Cobalt M P M P M P I F-G

Columbium M P M Pb M PI F-G

Copper M F M P M PM P

Germanium C F-Gb ...

Gold M P M P M P M P

Indium I F-G I F-G M P M P

Iridium M P
Iron M P M P I pb I F-G

LeadI F-G I F-G I F-G I F-G

Lithium I P ......- i
Magnesium I P M P M P M P

Manganese M P ......

Molybdenum M P M Pb M pb I P

-ckel M P M P M P I P

F'alladium M P ....... - "

Platinum M P M P M P --

Rhoaiium M P M P M P - -
Selenium C F-G C P C F-G .
"fzilicon M P M P M P M

6ilver I F-G M P M P - -

Tantalum M P M P M P - -

Te ,arium C F-G C F-G C F-G - -

Thallium I F-G I F-G I F-G - -

-. rium M P M P M P M

Tin C F-G M P M P - -

Titanium M P M P M P I F-G6

Tungsten M P M P M P --

Uranium M P M P M P -

Zinc M P M F M P -

Zirconium M P M P M pb M p

&I - immiscible pair. M = miscible pair. C = pair that forms chemical conpound.

0 - good. F = fair, P = poor. bRaults are questionable.
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BEAR INGS LUBRICATION

MAuminum Alloys. Aluminum alloys exhibit high load carry- variety of forms. Bulk Teflon has a low carrying capacity
ing capability, superior fatigue strength, high thermal con- and a tendency to cold flow. It is usually reinforced by such
ductivity, good corrosion resistance, and low cost. They lack fillers as glass fibers or graphite. A porous bronze bearing
embeddability, conformability, and exhibit poor compati- can be impregnated with a mixture of Teflon and lead to
bility characteristics. Aluminum alloys require hardened provide a thin lubricated surface layer. For slow-speed ap- j
shafts and good surface finishes. Typical alloys include a plications and high load carrying capacity, woven Teflon
casting alloy (SAE 770) and wrought alloys (SAE 780 and fabrics impregnated with phenolic resins are used.

781). Other pla3tics which Are used as bearing materials are
Porous metals. ý'Porous metal bearings are composed on L.xan and Delrin. Lexan is similar to nylon but has less
either bronze or iron. Within each are Interlocking pores tendency to cold flow.
which comprise 10 to 35 percent of the total volume. In Property data and effects of environments on Teflon and
operation, lubricating oil is stored in these voids and passes nylon in a variety of forms is presented in Reference 93-6.
through the pores to the bearing surface. Load carrying for
iron and bronze bearings are typically $000 and 4500 psi, Other Non-Metals. Among the non-metals for bearings are
respectively. Maximum operating temperature is 1500F. carbon-graphite and many typtis of ceramics and ceramets.

n Graphite possesses self-lubricating properties providingOther Meý,ls. Other metals of particular interest as bearing water vapor is present, and is stable at temperatures up to
materials are electo-deposited silver and gold on steel back- 750°F. Graphite is brittle and can be easily chipped. Cer-
Ing. Gold and silver are soft metals which have low shear amics and ceramets are excellent for high temperature use,
strengths in all directions. The hard substrates keep the very rigid, highly resistant to wear, hard (as high as 90
areaofeal cntat bedy prts p t and s somurde stent oarfd in ac marea of real contact between parts small, and the coating of Rockwell C), and capable of a fine finish. Such materials

ld ostrength of possible cld include boron nitride ceramics, Pyroceram, aluminum ox-
junctions small; together both act to reduce friction and ide (sapphire), tantelum beryllide, compressed and sinteredwear. Silver has poor embeddability properties and is some- titanium carbide, or tungsten carL'de in a cobalt matrix.
times overplated with lead. Uncoated it exhibits excellent Property data for pyroceram and'sapphire are given in
fatigue strength and compatibility properties. Methods of References 1-66, page 29, and 114-5, page 3, respectively.
coating include vacuum deposition and mechanical burnish-
ing. 6.8.2.2 LUBRICATION. Lubricants provide reduction of

friction between rubbing surfaces and dissipation of heatSAt elevated temperature, high temperature metals have

been considered as jearing materials, since lubricating generated by friction within the bearing.

characteristics are derived from surface oxidation. Soft In *rolling contact bearings, a thin fluid-film of lubricant.
oxides with low shear strength facilitate sliding, while hard separates the rolling elements from the raceway. For high
abrasive oxides have a deleterious effect. Nickel, molyb- speed and load operation, additional lubricant is often
denum, and Inconel X show decreases in coefficients of necessary to keep the temperature within safe tolerances.
friction as great as 70 percent when heated to temperatures Rolling element bearings can operate with intermittent
greater than 1000 0F. Cobalt is a notable exception. A per- lubrication for short periods without disastrous effects.
formance summary of these and other metals is presented For low loads and speeds, dry films or dense chrome plat-
ini References 65-2 and 63-34. ing may be satisfactory for limited operation.

Plastics. Plastics used as bearing materials include phe- In sliding surface bearings, the use of lubricants is in-
nolics, nylon, and Teflon. Some are used in bulk form, others creasingly more necessary, particularly when high loads.
are filled with such materials as graphite and molybdenum
disulfide to increase lubricity and wear resistance. Plastics Table 6.8.2.1c. Operating Limits for Plastic Bearings
are often used in valve derign because o0 their corrosion (From Bearings Book, "Machine Design," Copyright 1961 by Penton
resistance, excellent compatibility characteristics and, in Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

some cases, self-lubricating properties. The operating limits LOAD MAXIMUM MAXIMUMof some plastics is presented in Table 6.8.2.1c. PLASTIC PV CAPACITY TEMP SPEED
FACTOR* (PSI) (OF) (FPM)

Phenolics are used as composites with cotton fabric and
asbestos, bonded by a phenolic resin. They have excellent Phenolic 15000 6000 200 2500
strength, shock resistance, resistance to water, acids, and Nylon 8000 1000 200 1000
alkalies, but have low thermal conductivity. Teflon 1000 500 500 100

Reinforced
Nylon is the most popular plastic bearing material. It has Teflon 10000 2500 500 1000
much lower load carrying capacity that the phenolics, but Teflon
exhibits low friction and requires no lubrication. Nylon will Fabric 25000 60000 500 50
cold flow, which can be minimized by using a well-supported Delrin 3000 1000 180 10000
m tal sleeve as a backup ring. Lexan 3000 1000 220 1000

Te on is a self-lubricating material which is used in a *See Detailed Topic 6.8.3.2 for explanation of use.
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LUBRICATION MECHANISMS BEARINGS

are experienced. Lubrication mechanisms for sliding bear--
ings include fully-developed fluid film boundary, mixed
film, and dry film. The fully-developed fluid film is used in
high speed rotary machinery, In valves the- boundary,'mixed, and dry film lubrication mechanisms are more com-
Lubrication Mechanisms Fld e.,r_._- 0 w I 60--w-

[laid Film Labrication. The use of fluid lubricants to sepa-
rate moving elemeents completely is called fluid film
lubrication. Friction in such bearings is essentially that
established by the viscosity of the fluid. The coefficient of
friction is generally less than 0.001 and values as low as Figure
10 " have been achieved The minimum amount of lubricant Increase Due to Converging Flow romp
is that layer height required to provide clearance of the (From "Machine Desi n," Wilcock, D. F., vol. 35, June J963, Copyright
maximum surface asperities. 1963, Penton Publish Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

The supporting fluid pressure d/ay be hydrostatic or hydro-
dynamic. Hydrostatic bearings are externally pressurized
and make use of a lubricant pumped into the bearing W- Shaft load
from an external source. Load capacity of such bearings Actual centof bearing0 -Actual centr of displced journal
is proportional to the magnitude of the pressure developed # * Eccentricity, or mdia dispiacernent of joumal
within the bearing and the effective pressurized area. If
continuous lubricant pressure can be supplied to the bear- Fluid
ing during start or stop, metal contact can be eliminated, etry
The life of such a bearing becomes unlimited. "

With the self-pressurizing or hydrodynamic-type bearing,
lubricant pressure is developed by the motion of the bear-
ing and is dependent. upon it. The pressure results from
the resistance of the fluid to flow out from converging
spaces ýnto which it is forced by relative motion of the
parts. The resistance to flow is a function of viscosity of
the fluid. In a tapered shop, bearing (Figure 6.8.2.2a) the

pressure is developed because of the converging flow
passage. In the case of hydrodynamic journal bearings Figure 6.8.2.2b. Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing

(From "Machine Desin," Wilcock. D. F., vol. 35, June 1963, Copyrlght
(Figure 6.8.2.2b) the tapered flow path is created when 1963, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
the shaft seeks an eccentric running position.

Gas Lubrication. Air or other, gases can be used as fluid
film lubricants. The use of gases provides extremely low
friction due to low viscosities. In general, such lubrication

LOAD
is limited to bearings with relatively low unit loadings. M O AO
External pressurization is most commonly used since hy-
drodynamic pressurization can only be obtained at
extremely high rotational speeds and for very low loadings.
Gas bearings are more prone to instability than liquid
lubiricated bearings. Gas bearings are sensitive to high
temperatures and exhibit extremely low friction.

Boundary Lubrication. Oils and greases applied in a thin

adherent film characterize boundary lubrication. Metal-to-
metal contact is not entirely eliminated by this form of

lubrication due to the irregularities that exist in snrfaces .0016,

of the finest finish. Intersurface contact takes place when
microscopic asperities touch during motion. At these Figure 6.8.2.2c. Cross-section of Ground Steel Surface (Bp
points, the lubricating film is momentarily ruptured and inch RMS finish) Magnification 2000 X
metallic contact occurs. This acticn (Figure 6.8.2.2c) cre- (From "Lubrication Newsletter," no. 5, September 1958, Alpha-Moiykote
ates some additional friction and wear due to momentary Corp., Stantord, Connecticut)

welding or yielding at the points of contact. Surface finish,
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material eomblnatlons, and selectism of lubricants are tutes. These synthetics, as general 0WPos, Inelude: i
Important factors in establishing satisfactory bearing fric. polyalkylene glycols
tion and life. Boundary lubrication Is accomplished by silieon"s
either of two mechanisms: (1) the lubricants provide
strongly adherent molecules, forming extremely tenacous disters
films which act to minimis surface contact, or (I) react organic chlorine compounds
chemically to form surface films of low shear strength, polymer oils
enabling contact to occur without damage. The latter voltol oils
mechanism in utilized in E.P. (extreme pressure) additives.

The viscosities and densities of a large group of lubricants
Mixed Pilw Lubricatiow. In mixed film lubrication, the load contained under these clams are given in Reference 26-
is partially supported by fluid film lubrication, and the 130.
balance is supported by boundary lubrication. Hydrody.
namic bearings at start or stop, or at a relatively low Oils possess the following advantages: ease of handli,~g
velocity to load ratio, can be classed as operating with capability of carrying away dirt and contamination from
mixed film lubrication. Boundary lubrication requirements wear, and capability of transferring heat from the bearing.
must be considered for successful design of hydrodynamic
bearings because of potential operation in the mixed film Grase. A grease is a semi-solid which Is a mixture of an

region, oil and a soap acting as the thickener. Calcium, sodium,
and lithium soaps are the most common metallic soaps.

Solid Lubrication. The use of high lubricity solids as lubri- Some non-metal and non-washing greases use silicon gel
.canto has increased as design requirements for extareme and bomstone as thickener. The most important property
environment applications have evolved. In rocket and space is consistency, which is a measure of the hardness or re-
systems, the nature of the environment for working fluid sistanee to flow and is ilated to the ability of a grease to
has precluded the application of many liquid or grease resist being squeezed out of a bearing under pressure.
lubricants. Solid lubricants either comprise a bulk part of ASTM standards determine consistency by measuring the
the bearing structure (self-lubricant), or can be applied penetration of R weighted cone in a worked (kneaded)
as a thin bonded surface film or suspension in a lubricat- grease sample. Conversion of the depth of penetration into
ing fluid. Self-lubricated bearings exhibit low friction co- a scale number is established by the National Lubrication
efficients at the surface. Solid film lubricants have a lamel- Grease Institute.
lar crystal structure with a low intererystalline shear
strength and a low coefficient of friction between layers. The relative advantages of greases are retainability, low
The lubricant supply must be as deep as the maximum maintenance, and good sealing capabilities (Reference 1-
height of surface asperities. 132).

Types of Lubricants. Lubricants are classed as oils, greases, Lubricant Additives. Sdbstances can be added to oils and
and solids. Solids may take the form of a bulk solid (e.g., greases to improve lubricating ability or alter character-
Nylon) or of a thin film. More specialized types of lubri- istics for adaptation to special applications. Additives are
cants include the use of liquid metals and rocket propel- usually chemical compounds that fortify one or several of
lants themselves. the properties of the lubricant.

Oils. Originally, the term oil referred to slippery hydro- a) Oxidation Inhibitors. Phosphorous, sulfur, nitrogen, or
carbon liquids exclusively. However, at present many organic compounds are added to impede formation ofliquid lubricants of a synthetic nature are also referred to gums and acids by slowing the oxidation process.

as oils. Several important properties are used to charac- b) Defrauders. Silicone compounds are added to mtniie
terize oils. Viscosity, the most important characteristic, the formation of foam in high-speed bearing ap;lic.-
influences load carrying capacity, oil film thickness, oper- tions.
ating temperature, and the friction that will be developed.
In addition to viscosity, the viscosity index is important in c) Detergents. Common detergent compou s are added
many applications. The viscosity index is a measure of the to oils to keep insoluble materials in suspe-n-*n. This
change in viscosity with temperature. It is an important action minimizes sludge buildup on internal surfaees.
factor when bearings -must operate over a broad range of This additive is most common in lubricants for internal -

temperature. Other important criteria for liquid lubricants combustion engines.
are the pour point, and the flash and fire points. The pour d) Corrosion Inhibitors. These are isually surface active
point is the lowest temperature at which a lubricant will agents that adhere to metallic surfaces, forming a thin
flow. The flash point is the temperature at which ignitable film which will protect against corrosion. Corrosion in-
vapors are evolved; the fire point is the temperature at hibitors are discussed in more detail under Detailed
which the liquid will burn when ignited. Topic 13.7.15.2.

Mineral oils are the most common type, although many e) Pour Point Depressants. These are used with paraffin
synthetic oils have been developed in recent years possess- based oils to reduze the tendency of the w~x to gel at
ing better viscosity indices and stability at high tempera- low temperatures below the pour point.
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RADIATION EFFECTS BEARINGS

f) X. P. Additives, Extreme pressure additives are TaWble 6,3 Wear Lys VEmAs aSue. Smuwese
commonly comnpounds of phosphorous, lead, sulfur, or 04wdi7ME Sao r ees
chlorine. These materials react with metallic bearingsurfaces to produce a low shear strength film which 1UJINCE R ajaju ALIMA W WEAR UPS
prevents metal.tommetal bearing contact. The&* mati- ________ews__row)______

rials are useful in boundary lubrication for high-speed
applications of high unit bearing loading, where bear-
ing temperatures of 300'F and above can be expected. 20 104
They are commonly used in gear lubricants. 30 81

Solid Lubrieauts. A solid lubricant can be defined as any 40 51
non-metal exhibiting a coefficient of friction less than 0.4 50 28
in contact with a metal (Reference 1.122). Two types of ___,_,.

solid lubricants exist. The first type is the solid film lubri-
cant which is a igoating, plating, or has a lamellar crystal
structure with a low intererystalline shear strength and Table (, L2,.2b Pre-tr•etnt of ubebrate MtIaS

FroillB args = "Mac"hine D"4111118 CwahmtI Joel by Petnma low coefficient of friction between crystals. Typical solid M isng C bmie, loo(O)
film lubricants are molybdenum disulfide and graphite.
Less familiar lubricants are metal oxides, particularly of METAL SUUSTAMTt PE.1Ma1ST
lead, and the phthaslcyanine compound- Lubricity data
of the latter two compounds are given in References 63-9 Steel Degrease, rougher (vapor blast)

and 47-1. The second type includes the self-lubricatinc phosphate coat

structural materials suelh us Tllon, and nylon, which are Stainless steel Degrease, rougher (sand blast)
discussed in Detailed Topic 6.8.2.1. AlminU Degrease, conversion coat (anodis)

A thin, solid film permits the use of two hard materials, Copper Alloys Decrease, rougher (bright dip)
but limits the stress level and contact area which results
in a low friction force. Such films as molybdenum disul- Magneium Degreae, diehromate cat
fide shear along low strength crystallographic planes. The Titanium Decrease, rougher (sand blast)

degree of friction reduction depends greatly on the lubri- fluorophoaphate coat

cant's substrate material. A hard substrate provides a Cadmium or
backup for the thin film. If the substrate surface is too Zinc Degrease, phosphate eoat
smooth, lubricant adhesion will be poor-, it It is too rough,

friction forces will be high. The wear life of a typical
solid film lubricant as a function of substrate roughness is substantialy lower than some oils at the same tempera.
is given in Table 6.8.2.2.. ture, and only slightly higher than air at temperatures

For maximum wear life of thin-film solid lubricants, the above 1400". A viscosity-bemporature chart i. presnted
substrate surface should be properly prepared. A list of in Reference 65.2, Page 118. At elevated temperature,
pre-treatments for metals is presented in Table 6.8.2.b. liquid metals are extremely corrosive, and special protec-

tive coatings of bWaring metals are reqitrod.
Solid film lubricants have been used extensively in missile
and aircraft hardware, and many different compounds Rocet Propellats. The use of the seri media a a
have been developed using, in particular, MoS,. Well recog.- lubricant is highly desirable for fluid system component.

nized compounds are molybdenum disulfide and epoxy and This is particularly true in the case of roet systems
molybdenum disulfide, graphite, and sodium silicate. The where many propellants are incompatible with oils and

advantrges of solid film lubricants include loag term stabil. greas. Gerally, oxidimra are better lubricant. than
ity, relative insensitivity to high and low temperatures and fuels because they will replenish the oxide layer which i*

vacuums, and resistance to extrusion under load. The dis- removed as wear during operation. Extensive testing of

advantages include lack of ability to dissipate frictional liquid propellants as lubricants is reported in Reference

heat, slightly higher friction coefficients, and inability to 85-3. A few of the contluslons applicable to design are

replace lubricant or provide replenishment, presented in Table 6.8.2.2c.

Liquid Metals. At temperatures above 5000F, liquid metals S.82 LOAD, SPEED. AND LIFE. The life of a bearing is

may be effective lubricants in a closed system. Such metals a function of its operating load and rotational or linear

include potassium, rubidium, mercury, and a eutectic alloy speed. Operational loads arise from centrifugal forces duo

of sodium and potassium, designated NaK77. to unbalanced rotating masses, power transfer forces
transmitted from one shaft to another, and dynamic forces

Liquid metals behave similarly to oils in that their viscos- induced by vibration or shock loads. Loads are usually a
ity determines the load carrying capacity and varies combination of radial and thrust. In valves, loads are small
inversely with temperature. The viscosity of liquid metals and may reduce close to aero In space or under zero gravity

6.8.2-7 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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BEARINGS TEMPERATURE

Tabe 6.3.2. LiquId Pmp*me t n butci,•its
(RMeRnM 39-3)

PUOPMLLANTS CHARACT1UIOCS j. to o0m0 L6

Liquid oxygen, liquid Suitable lubritants for 4all 0.3
tetroxide. IRFNA 440-C stainless steel is a satis-

factory bearing material 0.2 -A.0 TO Q.S L&

Glan-filled '.eflon is the best o0.002 TO0. Llball bearing cage material -1.4 L1 NOTEt A.L DATA FOR SLIDING

Satisfactory for low load ,8 1911019 LT•AN¶ t '

short life operation *-n TO is L6 I f_

RP-1 May be used as a ball bearing _.

lubricant NoM It ii

High load carrying capacity

Non-metallic cage materials
recommended are glass filled Ilue &L6L3 ~ of Load on the Coafficllet of ricio

Teflon and phenolic Bakelite (Frn -tls~s In Ornlpn fne n." A Aln and F Chapman

Hydrazine, UDMH Not recommended as ball
Ethylene Diamine bearing lubricants
(IDA) 440-C stairless steel is not a as well as by lubricant evaporation or Selling caused by

suitable ooaring material high and low temperatures, respectively.

In the moderate range of temperature service (-65F to
I NOTWE T ste w at 20ad.i11 at ,5v0 OPM with A Tvile 4000F) many liquid and solid lubricants are available,

Ss QuWal 9 W 4moahatb IO. including the MIL oils and greases. In the higher tempera-
ture range, many materials and techniques are under In-S~vestigation to provide lubricants for high temperature

conditions. Speeds are also not abnormally high. Although vsiaint rvd urcnsfrhg eprtrservice to 6000'F. Most promising have been developmentsactuation times are short, the relative linear or rotational in lubricants that would operate in the temperature range

n otion Is small. -]owever, with the short stroke or rota- of 0 to 1000°F. The approach to the problems of high
tion, the valve is subjected to frequent startups and shut-
downs. If liquid lubricants are used, fully developed fluid rather a careful study of the system itself. The factors to

filr. friction will seldom, exist, but will be restricted to consider for high temperature application involve environ-
boundary or mixed film lubrication. If solid lubricants are nym
used, very light loads will result in higher coefficient of fens, compatibility with materials, time of operation, andn

friction. The eff•ct of load on the coefficient ot friction for uncton
"Teflon is shown in Figure 6.8.P-3, The time of operation at elevated temperatures is very

Rolling contact bearings should be used for high lead, low important in selecting a lubricant. For instance, a lubri-

speed operation. These are excellent where it is r~ecessary cating oil may be. subjected to as much as 200°F above its

to start under full load. In most radial bearings, the fatigue temperature stability point for short periods of time if a

life of the inner race is lower than that of the outeo race. cooling system is provided for the lubricants between

Self-pressurised, sliding surface bearings are useful where exposures to the high temperatures.
load increases with rotational speed, Most of the development work in high temperature lubri-

S.L3.4 TEMPERATURe. Temperat.ure Is a major factor in cation include the areas of liquid metals, reactive liquids,
bearing design and selection. The total temperatur. is the inert and reactive gases, some organo-metailics, solid in.
temperature rise due to friction plus the existing ambient organit compounds, molten ceramics, graphite and MoS,.
temperature. The design of bearings for high teml rature The MoS, solid lubricants in powdered form are recon-
use is banically a materials problem. Bearing mater'als and mended for high-temperature use up to 7509F. The solid
lubricants which can retain their rebpective desirable prop- lubricanti with a ceramic binder have operated at 1800°F.
erties at elevated temperatures are necessary. In many Reference 172-2 offers an extensive study and analysis of
cases, the lubricant is used as the heat transfer fluid to high-temperature (above 700°F) lubrication requirements
carry the heat away from the bearing surface. Sldinh and problems relating to propulsion systems and space
surface bearings can prevail upon a larger selection of vehicles.
materials because requirements of hardness and strengthi
are less severe. However, such bearings are limited by No oils or greases are satisfactory for use at cryogenic

changes in surface characteristics and material strength, temperatures. Only solid films, such as MoS, powders, can

I
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CORROSION BEARINGS
FRICTION AND WEAR

be used. Low temperature oils, indicated by their pour Table 6.5.2.6. Ccoffllents of Kin@Ic FrictUon
point, are: (References 103-3 end 68.28)

petroleum oils, -40°F

polyester oils, - 60°F MM oltl)l3
dioctylphthalate, 75F gMolybdenum disulfide (MoW,) 0.035Tungsten disulfide (WS3) 0.035
silicone oils, -130'F Graphite 0.045Teflon (S 1 1 ft/min; P = 1500 psi) 0.016

Greases with a petroleum base, ester base, polyglycol base, Teflon'+ 30% MoS, (S = 1 ft/min;
or silicone base are available for low temperature lubrica- P = 1500 psi) 0.026
tion. Lithium soaps are often used because they adhere Teflon + 10% graphite (S = 1 ft/min;
well to metal surfaces and do not harden'rapidly. P = 1500 psi) 0.017
8NTTeflon + 25% glass fiber (S = 20 ft/min;

6.8.2.5 CORROSION AND CONTAMINATION. Common P .- 120 psi) 0.230problems are oxidization, dirt, and wear particle contami- Teflon + MoS& + glass. fiber 0.03

nation. Bearings vary in susceptibility tolerance to parti- Teflon + 40% bronze (S = 20 ft/min;
cle contamination. Rolling contact oearings generally can P = 120 psi) 0.240tolerate very little contamination of any nature. Oxidation Teflon + 85% copper (S = 20 ft/min;

products and contamination caught between rollers and P 120 psi) 0.330
iaces cause brinelling, which will lead to noise and pre- Nylon >0.600
mature fatigue failure. A continuous supply of particles Nylon + 40% MoS. (S = 230 ft/min) 0.20
will cause abrasive wear. In sparsely lubricated bearings, Nylon + 20% graphite (S - 230 ft/min) 0.08
cuntamination is usually driven from the rolling area Sapphire 0.13-0.22
which remains relatively clean (Reference 1-132). Boron nitride 0.60

Sliding surface bear~ngs can be made tolerant to hard par- S = surface speed
ticles by choosing materials with high embeddability. How- P = bearing load
ever, load carrying capacity and ability to provide tight
support must usually be sacrificed to achieve bette- embed- 2

dability. It is usually more advantageous to provide seals
and shields to keep the dirt out of the bearings, or to .1
provid., for a circulatory lubricating system with filters to 20
flush dirt away.

6.8.2.6 FRICTION AND WEAR. Friction can be defined
as the resistance to relative motion developed be.ween T1 -

loaded interfacial surfaces. A relative measure of friction
is the coefficient of friction which exists for both dynamic
and static conditions. For dry surfaces, the coefficient ofe400)os e or
static or starting friction ib always higher than t*at for o
dynamic or kinetic friction. As a result, the starting torque
requirement of the bearing is usuelly the most impoi cant I
factor to consider. ( 500 Ib ,,•,

Friction coefficients can be determined for fluid-film lubri- Boll Ib rin" 00l
cants on the basis of dynamic viscosity. Coefficients of
kinetic friction of solid lubricants must be determined ._

from actual test. Coefficients of more commonly used solid _ _xtsrbolly peessuriz1d)

lubricants are presented in Table 6.8.2.6. Additional infor- 4 ,
mation can be found in Reference 103-3. Torque require- Speed (rpm x 000)
ments 'or several rotating bearings under both high and
low loads are presented as a function of spe,.d in Figure
6.8.2.6a. The effect of sliding speed on the coefficient of Figure 6.8.2.6a. Friction and Speed Relationships for Differ-

ent Bearing Types
friction of a self -lubricating material is shown in Figure All be.,s are 40 mm ID. Ball bearirj curves are measured experi-
6.8.2.6b. These curves show the nature of the friction menta, sleeve bearing curves are calculated. Ball bearings starting
curve, which can change considerably with small changcs tor ue: •_r lb-in. with 500 lb. radial load; 25 lb-in. with 4000 lb. radial

lcre wea l, icting, oil-lubricated sleeve bearing data: LID = 0.5; C/I? =
in geometry or viscosity. O.Ou. "oricant viscosity = 2 Y 10-' reyns; minimum film thickness

vi scost.= 20 mu in; sliding friction coefficient = 0.15. Starting torque: 60 Ib-mn.
with 500 lb. radial load; 472 lb-in. with 4000 lb. radial load. Externally

The starting torque is high for a fluid film bearing as it pressurized sleeve bearing data: LID = 0.5; CIR = 0.001; lubricant
gee'; through the boundary and miiT,~d stages of lubrica- viscosity = 2 X 10 § reyns; land area = recess area.

dFrom "Machine Design," A. 0. DeHart, 1961, Copyright 1961, Petiton
Hior.. However, when fully developed hydrodynamic lubri- Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

cution is established, running friction is less than or
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BEARINGS, WEAR
j EFFECT OF VACUUM

0.; The sliding surface may give rise to any one or any corn-
0.05- 0.5 LO LOAD bination of the several forms of wear. Wear resistance is

improved by. providing hard materials to reduce penetra-
Z 0,3 1.4 LB LOAD tion of the surface, toughness to prevent breaking off of

small particles, and smooth surfaces to reduce asperities.
S50- 75 LB LOAD Materials with high stiffness or those that form a protec-

0o02 tive coating of corrosion products will reduce. galling by
preventing close atomic coptact. Fluid film lubrication will

S5 LB LOAD (MS 2 - FILLED; 3:1 RESIN-FILLER RATIO) reduce wear, but boundary lubrication is of lesqpr vu,•.
_0.1___ Hard materials will generally reduce cracking, pitting, and

T R R :spalling (Reference 111-2).TEMPERATURE RANGE: 75 - 150.

SDiscussion of the theory of wear is given in References
02 400 6W 800 1000 111-2 and 420-1. Wear coefficients (average wear/mm) for

SLIDING SPEED, FPM many materials are tabulated in Reference 103-3.

Figure 6.8.2.6b. Effect of Sliding Speed on the Coefficient of 6.8.2.7 SPACE ENVIRONMENTS. The environmental
Friction of Teflon conditions of space, namely vacuum, radiation, and zero-

o "Materials 8, flssiy EnWne n§," A. Allen and F. Chapman, affect the performance ofOctober 1958, Copyright 958, elnhol Pub'ishing Corp., New York) gravity, bearings, particularly
in their lubrication. A comparison of a few lubricants forcomparable to rolling element bearings. For an externally space applications is shown in Table 6.8.2.7a.

pressurized bearing, the starting torque is zero and the
running torque is low. For self-lubricated bearings, torque Vacuum Effects. Vacuum detrimentally affects bearing
is quite variable with coefficients of friction ranging from materials and lubricants by: (1) failure to replenish the0.04 to 0.16. In rolling contact bearings running friction is oxide layer on the bearing surface, and, (2) evaporation
less than starting friction. or sublimation of the lubricant or bearing metal. The lack

The cumulative effect of friction is wear, which may take of an oxida layer allows the metal surfaces to join by
any of several following forms: cold welding or, if a liquid lubricant is present, to react

more readily with the lubricant to form a varnish-like
Adhesive wear: adhesion between surface asperities of two coating on the bearing surfaces. The effect of vacuum on

contacting materials resulting in formation of loose the removal of the oxide layer from metal surfaces isfrag-Tnents. measured by changes in coefficients of friction. The changes

Abrasive Wear: removal of material by the filing action of in coefficient of friction of aluminum on aluminum and
a hard, rough surface against a softer one. beryllium-copper on beryllium-copper at 10' torr are shown

Corrosive Wear: dislodging of corrosion products. in Figures 6.8.2.7a and 6.8.2.7b, respectively. Since friction
is considered to be the result of shearing of metallic junc-

Surface-Fatigue Wear: crack development in or near the tions formed by .cold welding of asperities, any method
sliding surface. that can be devised to contaminate the surfaces will be

Table 6.8.2.7a. Comparison of Lubricants for Bearings In Space

TEMPERATURE SLIDING ROLLINGLUBRICANT (0F) VACUUM RADIATION CONTACT ELEMENT

Diester-oil-based greases -65 to 350 P P G EMineral-oil-based greases -40 to 250 P P G E
Silicone-oil-based greases - 100 to 400 P P G E
Molybdenum disulfide -300 to 750 E E E P
Graphite -300 to 1200 P E G P
Tungsten disulfide 850 E E U U
Teflon - 300 to 500 G G* E E

(as retainer)
Nyloti-Bonded coatings with: -40 to 200 P G E P

Organic binders - 100 to 500 P P E P
Inorganic binders -- 300 to 1000 E E G P

*Teflon Is relatively resistant to radiation alone; however, if Teflon
is in conta't with an oxidizer while being Irradiated, it -rapidly
deteriorates.

E = Excellent
G = Good

P = Poor
"1U = tTnknown
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helpful in reducing friction. Additional information on disulfide as water vapor does for graphite. However,
cold welding is presented in Detailed Topic 13.6.2.4. graphite is not satisfactory as a lubricant in vacuum be-

cause the vacuum removes the absorbed film of water, and
Wear Is also aggravated when the oxide layers are re- eventually acts as an abrasive (Reference 131-9). Teflon
moved between the sliding surfaces. Wear particle size is an effective dry lubricant having good stability in a
formed between the metallic surfaces is believed to be vacuum at temperatures up to 2120F.
maximum in vacuum. The same methods used to r,"duce
friction will also be helpful in reducing wear. The composition and amount of gases evolved from the

more prominent lubricants subjected to vacuum are pre-
The rate at which molecules leave the surface of a material sented in tabular form in References 96-4 and -1-266.
varies only as a function of temperature, the vapor pres- Sasure of the material, and the exposed surface area. It is tolidoils orbrieases, buthsare vacc uuabl fordition beatrig

independent of the ambient pressure, which determines than oils or greases, but are acceptable for ball bearings
only the rate that molecules return to the surface by vary- only for low load and short life applications. The big dis-

tadvantage of dry over liquid lubricants is that dry filmsIng the probability of collisions with molecules in the tn o-ra wyadcno evpae.I ae hr
environment and bouncing an evap6rating molecule back tend to wear away and cannot be r~placed. In cases where
toward the surface, liquid lubricants are required, the use of labyrinth sealswhich maintain high pressure differentials can be effective

Evaporation of any component of the material changes the in reducing losses such that an oil reservoir can provide
bulk properties of the material. For example, volatile addi- sufficient lubrication for the mission duration. For long
tives in lubricants Will separate, resulting in a highly space missions, the reservoir may be unsatisfactory, re-
viscous residue and failure of the lubricant to form metal- quiring the use of "hermetic sealing. Hermetic sealing
lie soaps which provide lubrication. The best lubricants requires additional space, weight, and, in some cases, elec-
for vacuum application are the high-temperature-low- trical feed-through. Maintenance becomes more difficult.
vapor-pressure types. The evaporation rates of various
oils and greases as awfunction of temperature at pressures Radiation Effects. Excessive radiation dosages will result
from 8 x 10- to 2 x 10- torr are shown in Figure 6.8.2.7c, in bearing material and lubricant degradation. The fol-

and evaporation rates of some low vapor pressure oils in lowing effects are comnzonplace:
vacuum are given in Table 6.8.2.7b. Long chain polymers a) Bearing materials lose strength and surface hardness
with high molecular weights have very low vapor pressures b) Some of the liquid lubricants become more viscous, bt~t
and, consequently, low evaporation rates. It should be some of commercial dry films show little effect. In fact,
noted, however, that in some cases radiation may break. wear life may be improved by irradiation.
down long polymer chains into shorter fragments which
may have higher vapor pressures. Radiation data on various lubricants will not be presented

here. See Detailed Topic 13.6.3.7 and reports published by
The evaporation rates of various MoS: coatings as a func- the Radiation Effects Information Center, Battelle Memor-
tion of temperature at 2 x 10' torr are shown in Figure ial Institute, Columbus 1, Ohio.
6.8.2.7d. MoSe is an effective lubricant in vacuum. Indica- I

tions are that sulfur is relea-.ed at the interfaces during Zero-g Effects. Although a zero-g field results in loads due
sliding and performs the same function for molybdenum to the weight of all moving parts being reduced to zero,

Table .82.7b. Evaporation of Low Vapor Pressure Oils In High Vacuum-

(Reference 174.5)

TEMPERATURE* AT WHICH EVAPORATION IS:
10-" CM/YEAR 10-' CM/YEAR

1000AA /YEAP (0.0004 IN./YEAR) (0.04 IN./YEAR)MOLECULAR

TYPE CHEMICAL NAME WEIGHT *F F .F

Hydrocarbon Alkane, 29-Carbon 414 - 6v -20 20
Alkane, 33-Carbon 460 -50 -10 40

Diester Di-n-butyl Phthalate 278 - 9ý -50 0
Di-isoamyl Phthalate 306 -80 -40 0
Di-n-amyl Sebacate 343 -50 -10 40
Di-2-ethylhexyl Phthalate 390 -40 0 50
Di-2-ethylhexyl Sebacate 426 -22 20 70

Silicone Permethyldodecasiloxane 900 -40 0 40
Permethylhexadecasiloxane 1200 30 70 120
Tetraphenyltetramethyltrisiloxane 490 -10 30 90

*Ali temperatures are approximate
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the major bearing forces resulting from inertial loads still
occur.

At zero-g, gravity fed lubrication systems cannot be used .
as oils or greases in reservoirs migrate at random. Typical
methods to minimize this problem include the use of a
pressurized gas blanket over the oil, and centrifugal oil LI
collection.

6.8.3 DESIGN DATA
6.8.3.1 ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS*. Design data
for single row, deep groove and angular contact, ball bear.
ings are presented is Figure 6.8.3.1a. Other types of rolling 2'
contact bearings are seldom used in valve design. Additional
design data can be found in References 1-182 and 1-267,
as well as In manufacturers' catalogues.

Definitions. The following definitions were adapted from-b
the American Standard B3.11-19o9 and Reference 1-267,
page 70.

Life: the total number of revolutions before fatigue is
evident.

Fatigue (BIO) Life: a point selected on the failure dis- .

tribution curve where 90 percent of the bearings still oper-
ate satisfactorily. This life is 20 percent of the average •
life. A ball bearing failure distribution curve is shown in
Figure 6.8.3.1b. Fatigue life is also called rating life.

Basic Load Rating: the constant stationary radil load, C,
which a group of identical bearings with stationary out
ring can endure for 10 revolutions of the inner ring.

Equivalent Load: the constant stationary radial load, P,
which if applied to a bearing with rotating inner ring and
stationary outer ring, would give the same life as that
which the bearing will attain under the actual conditions
of load and rotation.

Static Load: load acting on a non-rotating bearing.

Basic Static Load Rating: the static radial load, C., which
corresponds to a permanent deformatioia of ball or roller
and race of 0.0001 of the ball diameter at the most stressed
contact. In the angular contact bearings, the basic static
load rating relates to the radial component of that load.

Static Equivalent Load: the static radial load, P., which Face ,hrutt
would cause the same total permanent deformation at the Face.
most heavily stressed ball as that which occurs under actual
loading conditions. ' ,todt

Life and Load Equations. The rating life can be calculated
b) the following equation:

/ b Figure 6.8.3.1a. Radial and Angular Ball Bearings
L - I..-) (Eq 6.8.3.1a) (From "Machine Design," H. Belanger, Copyright 1961, Penton Publish-

ing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

*Adapted from Reference 1-267
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BEARINGS DESIGN EQUATIONS

Ii

Static:

SP 0 = XoFR + YoF 3  (Eq 6.S.$.lc)
S •jwhere Po -= static equivalent load, lb1

u Xo -= radial factor
6o [ Fz "- radial load, lb1S/ / Yo~~ -- trsthrust factor

______o____F=thrust load, lb1

S/ For static loads, values of Xo and Yo are given in Table

II

LIFE (PER CENT OF CALCULATED AVERAGE LIFE) BEARING TYPE X. Ye

Radial Contact 0.6 0.5
Figure .6.8.3.1b. TyliCal Failure Distribution Curve for Ball Angular Contact

Bearings a 00504
(From "Machine Design," vel. 35, no. 14, June 1963, Copyright 1963, a- .°0504
Penton Publishing Comp~any, Cleveland, Oh.'o) ,a =80 0.5 0.88

a= -"40 0.5 0.26

where L -- rating life in millions of revolutions With intermittent" use the total life becomes a summation
C basic load rating of the lives under dynamic and static loads. It should be
P -equivalent load, lb1  noted that under dynamic bearing conditions higher loads

b -- exponent can be carried without fatigt~c than can be carried under

The exponent b varies for different manufacturers. Moat sai odtos
_ mnuacurrsuse b 8.0, which is the value specified in CalcuMltions of Loads from Manufactrera' Data. If cata-

theAmrianStandard B3.11-1950. Other commonly used log load ratings are given in terms of number of hours of
vausae.0and 3.33. lift at a given speed, the load can be calculated from the

J Te ynaicand stat~ic equivalent loads can be calculated following:
bytefollowing: H0 N. E ... d

Dynamic: P • 'HA(EN.83.d

P = XVFn + YFt (Eq. 6.8.3..1b) where P = equivalent dynamic, radial load, lb1

where P -- dynamic equivalent load, lbt He - catalogue rating life, hr
X --radial factor HA=- expected application life, hr
V rotation factor N•---catalogue speed, rpm
F3 --- radial load, lb1  N ---= actual speed, rpm
Y -- thrust factor C• - catalogue basic radial load rating, lb1
F=- thrust load, lb1  Speed and ilfe Equations The relationship of speed and life

The value of V is equal to unity for inner ring rotating in may be approximated by the equation
relation to load, and V = 1.2 for inner ring stationary. Forpf
dynamic loads, values of X and Y are given in Table C - - (E 683.,
6.8.8.1a. The value of P should be chosen from the largest f E ... e

value obtained from calculations using either X•, Y hr =bsclodrtn

P -- equivalent dynamic load, lb1
Table 6.8.3.la. Values of X and Y f,,f, -" speed and life factors, respectively

BEARING TYPE XK VTi z Y If C, P, and either speed or life are known, the remaining
Radil-Cotac 1 01.4unknown may be found from Figure 6.8.3.lc

Angular.Contact 1 1.25 0.45 1.2 For bearings in oscillating applications, the effective rotat-
(shallow angle) ing speed is given by

S •Angular-Contact 1 1.'i 0.4 0.75 NO
(steep angle) w•---18"-0 (Eq 6.8.3.1f0
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FRICTION BEARINGS
SELECTION

Bearing Friction. The bearing frictional torque for ball
bearings can be calculated from the following equation:

Balllers~Bes s i,, T = A P (Eq U.$.1g)
0.5 10=00 mo 10,000 4 • 100.000q

016 0.29 where T = torque, in-lbt
0.17 so5 P = equivalent load, lbr0.17-r
a's. ' OO MoooD sooo 4.0 -,5ooo d = bearing bore, in.

0.2 = coefficient of friction (Table 6.8.3.1c)

O 4.0 .000 30 - 30o,ooo Permissible Sped. The speed capability of the bearing de-
"- pends upon its hiternal geometry, retainer construction,

0.25 2000 as -•pO0 03 WO 30 MOO - and type and method of lubrication. Very often the limited
speed is defined by the DN number which, in turn, is de-

ao fined as the bearing bore in millimeters times the speed
0.3 0.35 in RPM. The DN number for radial deep groove bearings

-000 -,o0o .ooo 2 -o,000 with oil as a lubricant is 600,000; for angular contact less
"than 250 and greater than 250, 800,000 and 500,000, respec-

0.35 2.5 0 - tively. Additional values are presented in Table 6.8.8.1d.

0.4 50 am OAS 50o0 . SOW Coating Rolling Element Bearings. To provide Ibrication
2.0s for rolling element bearings in a vacuum, the retainers are

0 1.e$ often coated with a dry-film lubricant. Bneh the races and
_o- -3oo00 1.7.- 30 retainers can be coated if care is taken to keep the thick-

o0s O55 1.- ness on the races at a minimum In order not to jam the
_eo0 "o2000 20 .15 oo bearings. Film thickness must be taken into account in

1.. dimensioning and specifying tolerances on drawings. Al-.
o ,.lowances must be made for the thickness of the film on

0.7 .3 surfaces that show a dimension to four decimal places,

0,?-100 "0eo _, 10 1.2 1000 which usually involves a four-decimal tolerance. If plating
is to be used to provide a hard substrate prior to coating

70 -Oo as -7 1.1 700 with a lubricant, the thickness of the plating should beas-. 50 considered. Selecting balls that are slightly undersized, or
0.9 1.00 -00Q seleeting races 6n the high side of the tolerances can help

0 40 0.9 401D 40 Q9 400 avoid jamming by a thick lubricant film or coating. The
l3_ 1.0 coating on the retainer is generally thicker than on the

-30 1.- races, since a thicker coating on the retainer provides a

reservoir for ionxer life. However, the coating should not
20 1.2 '- be so thick as to result in poor adhesion to the substrate"0a.?- metal.

1.3

0.s4- ISelection of Rolling Element Bearings. The types of bear-
1.5 10 0 o ' . ings discussed are those most commonly used in valve de-

f, 8e•-0 Spew I-o sign. However, in special circumstances the more special-
(rpm) fLife (rpm) Life ized type of bearing will be more applicable. A chart show-r) ifhm Lf ing many of the different types of bearings, and listing

their characteristics is shown in Table 6.8.8.1d.

Figurs 6.8.3.1c. Correction Factors for Bearing Life and Table 6.S3.1c. Typical Coefficients of Bearing Friction
Speed (From Kent's "Mechanical Engineers' Handbook," 12th Ed., Copyright1950 by John Wiley. and Sons)

(From "Machine DesiRn," H. Belanger, 1961, Copyright 1961, Penton
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

SEARING 1Y."K A

where w = equivalent rotative speed, rpm Self-aligning ball bearings 0.0010
Cylindrical roller bearings .0.0011N = oscillating speed, oscillations per minute Cyinri roller beang s gu0d001

N (short rollers, flange guided)
* - angle of oscillation Thrust ball bearings 0.0018

Single row ball bearings 0.0015
The angle of osciliation is critical because of the chance Sical roller bearing. 0.0015

of fretting corrosion. Spherical roller bearings _.0018
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BEARINGS COMPARISON CHART

Table 64.3.1d. Comparlsor. , hart for Rolling Element BearingsF CROSS-
EARING TYPE SECTIONAL RADIAL THRUST OPERATING OPERATE W/ S'-CIAL CONSIDERATIONS

DESIGN CAPACITY CAPACITY* SPEED MISALIGNMEI•CN A

Conrad-type, ,-I '- 5 5 8 8 Adaptable to many seal and shield
single row (2D) designs, available in 0.0 sizes from
radial % to over 12 ft; can be obtained with

dirt shields; DN with oil--00,000;
. ~with grease--200,000.

Conrad-type, . 5 8 8 DN with oil--300,000;
with spherical (2D) with grease-200,000,
CID

Maximum capacity 6 2 5 2 More balls can be L ssembled between
with loading (2D) the rings than in Conrad; bi-

groove directional thrust capacity is reduced;
DN with oil--300,000; with grease--
200,000.

Maximum capacity, 6 5 8 2
counter bored4 (ID)
construction

Maximum capacity, 6 5 8 3 Tight housing fits must be used with
fractured outer F (2D) high thrust loads.
ring

Angular 5 6 8 2 Shallow angle 0 :5 e < 15; steep angle
contact, 1(D) 150 _• 0 < 400; radial load capacity
shallow angle and speed is inversely proportional to

angle; friction and thrust load

directly proportional; DN with oil-
800,000; with grease-800,000.%I

Angular 4 7 5 1 Increased axial and radial rigidity is
contact,[ (1D) obtained by preloading; DN with oil-
steep angle 800,000; with grease--200,000.

Angular 5 5 10 1
contact, (1D)
nonmetallic cage

ISSUED: MAY 1964 6.8.3-4
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COMPARISON CHART BEARINGS

Table 6.8.3.1d, Comparison Chart for Rolling Element Bearings (ContlUued)

CRROWN RADIAL THRUST OPERATII0t OPERATE W/9A~IING TYPE SECTIONAL CAPACITY CAPACITY* SPIEo MISALIGNMENT SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
DESIGN

Double-row 7 5 5 1 Bearings are usually matched with

angular contact, (2D) one low angle for radial capacity, and
rigid type one steep angle for thrust capacity;

require accurate alignment of housing
and shaft.

Double-row 7 5 5 3 i
angular contact, (2D)
non-rigidK h J
type

Double-row, "2 1 5 9 Radial and thrust capacity low -

internally self- (2D) because of poor raceway conformity Ll
aligning to mating curvature of balls; cannot

resist binding loads.

II
Ball thrust, 0 5 2 2 Load capacity is low due to race-ball

flat race (MD) ir.conformity; operating speeds are
__ _ _ low because of centrifugal ball forces.

Ball thrust, 1 7 5 2 Friction forces higher than with flat
grooved (ID) race.
race

Self-aligning 1 7 4 8 Compensates for initial static mis-
ball thrust, (MD) alignment instead of dynamic
grooved misalignment; DN with oil--300,000.
race

Ball thrust 2 8 4 2 Does not require a retainer and can
(l) support moderate radial loads with

225,000.

Cylindrical 8 0 7 2 Available in six lip arrangements
roller (Reference 1-32, page 48). Load
(6 types) capacities are 1 % to 2 times radial

ball bearings; requires accurate align-
ment of housing and shaft; DN with
oil-300,000.

Journal 9 0 2 1 Wider than roller bearings and can be
roller - . used without the inner ring; axial

retainer must be provided.

6.8.3-4a ISSUED: MAY 1964
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BEARINGS COMPARISON CHART

Table 6.9.3ad. Comparison Chart for iolling Element kearingg (Continued)

PCROSA. RADIAL THRUIT OPERATING OPERATE W/ SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
BEARING TYPE SECTIONAL CAPACITY CAPACITY* SPEED MIALIGNMdENT

DESIGN

Drawn-cup needle, 0 5 1 May be used without inner ring, but
full complement [ cannot resist thrust; axial location

must be provided; dimensions are
given in inches rather than metric
units.

Drawn-cup needle, 0 6 8
cage type

Heavy-duty 0 5 2 Provides high load capacity in mini-
needle, full mum radial space; higher internal
complement friction, lower speed limits, and

greater diametral looseness than
bail bearings.

Heavy-duty 7 6 0
needle, cage
type

Heavy-duty 8 0 5 8
needle, center
guided rollers

Sing1le row, 8 5 7 2 Can support heavy, combined radial
shallow angle, (1D) and axial loads; thrust load capacity
tapered roller L ; J and radial load capacity are respec-

tively directly pnd inversely propor-
sieepanglerow, 7 852tional to the contact angle; accurate
staerep a le, (D)alignment of housing and shaft is
tapered roller required.

Double row, - -9 7 4 1 Main difference is in the direction in
Type TDO (2D) which the opposed contact-angle lines
tapered roller of the two rows of rollers diverge; can

Double row, 9 7 4support thrust loads in both directions.

Type TDI T7 I(2D)
tapered roller

ISSUED: MAY 1964 6.8,3-5
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COMI ANION CHART BEARINGS

' 7'

\I

cos Mm"tm TW" 4u rnsMNW/Rlla~
TabeALTd. Cmpwlmden ChestI inmme b (Cm.Ums ) mo

-.• -

Four row, 10 a For b y thrmst loWAdS (31eiemM
Type TQO (2D) 1.182, pp. 51460 desribes operatl•t).
tapered roller DN with o11-150,000, 30,000;

DN with grea--100,000.

Spherical roller, 8 5 5 9
barrel (ID)
rollers

Spherical roller, 8 5 4 9
concave (ID)

rollers

X-type r8 8

roller (21)

Cylindrical r-- - 9 9
roller 41 _e (ID)
thru.'t U I

Self-aligning 0 10 2 8 For heavy thrust loaW; (Rde ence
cylindrical roller (1D) 1-132, pp. 52-56 describes operation).

Tapered 5 9 1 9
roller (ID)
thrust
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BEARINGS SUDING SURFACES._

TaeW CLId. Compason Chad rt bno keMalmn b 4np (Congnued)
89AMM "N 82OMIGAL liOMh? o InO 0 1 WVOO OMTI

GOAPMT GAPACT'* IPWU MIALNmUwO

Linear ball 4 0 a Permits very low friction forem; poor
bearing conformity of ball to shaft curvature

reducts load capacity capability.

Linear roller 10 0 6 Ladder type bearing consisting of two
bearing plates separated by a series of caged

rollers.

1Dinme

ID M two dir"ttos

6.8.&.2 SLIDING SURFACE BEARINGS. Three types are In some eame, the designer is left with no alternative
dwusesed as follows: but to use identical materials for both shaft and bearing.

Meta Rodpe. Ameta slevebeaing s acylndrcal When this circumstance prevails, lubricants must be used

Metal Re.srlpge. A metal sleeve bearing i. a c~ylindrical which are sufficiently softer than the shaft or bearing
easing which enlses and supports a clsen fitting moving material.
shaft Many -oranoss, Refereine 14 being noteworthy,
presust design details for full-rotating Journals. However, Swjafe Pixioh. The roughness of the surface finish and
little Information exists for bearings with sliding surfaces, direction of surface finish grooves affect the coefficients of
partial rotation, and Intermittent operation, friction, wear life, and load carrying capability.

The effect of surface roughness on friction and wear de-
Metal sleeve bearings require lubrication. If liquid lubri- ponds on the type of lubricant used and the surface pre-cants and grease are used in valves, the bearing usually treatment. Using mineral vfl as the lubricant the coefficient
operates under boundary lubrication. More often solid film of friction increases from 0.128 for a 2 super finish to
lubrieats or plastic-clad self-lubricating bearings are nearly a constant value of 0.36 with a 20 finish. With MoSs
used. as a lubricant, optimum wear life occurs at ground sur-

face finish of 20 microinches. Surface treatment with re-Shaft Haeheeee. The shaft Should always be harder tihan
duced surface roughness Improves wear life substantiallythe bearing. Recommended shaft hardnesees, for several
as shown in Figure 6.8.3.2a.

bearings materials are listed in Table 6.8.8..8.3.2.
The lead carrying capability can often be improved by

"able 6 .83.2 boomnded Shaft Hardness reducing the surface rougthness. As an example, the load
QMchiwne OesGn." Copyright 1961 by Pnton carryilg capability can increase by a factor of nine assurface roughness decreases from 150-200 rms 'to 26-15

m rms.

Furthermore, the eoefficient of friction may be reduced if
Lead base babbit 120 surfaces are placed together with grinding marks parallel
Tin base babbit 120 and sliding motion perpendicular to the grooves.

Copper-lead 500 L0Co* e*t of fifotion Clean, similar metals in slidingcontact exhibit large coefficients of friction and will cold

Phosphor bron too weld. Unlubricated surfaces In a vacuum also exhibit such
Tin bronse 800 characteristics. Normally, oxides formed on the surface In
Aluminum-base alloys 250 air promote some lubricity. However, sliding will remove

Cast iron 150 the oxide faster than it can be replaced and will cause
ilve4 plate 475 eisure. Additional friction reducing materials must be

used.

ISSUED: MAY 1S9 4.8.3-
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GAS FLM L611IATION--

_ _ 0 0_ _ _ N O W tA

SANDBLASTED AIunFL

AND COATED DNACuBCAINOAR

600 ~~MIXED FILM LUBRIC IATIO IN (MODERATE WEAR0

BOUNDARY LUBRI CATION (MODERATE WEAR)

DI

U. SOLID LUBRICAT ION (INCREASING WEA14

BLATED~ 0000 0 0 .005 0.010.02 0.11.

COATD ~ y.'COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

LL Figure 6.8.3.2b. Lubrication Regimes In Terms of Coefficient
of Friction

0.12'
06-FAILURE CUT-F

2040 60 Q01

FINISH, MICROIN, RMS ___- __-__

325' 200 120 80 0O

40 22 15 9000.4
U

Al 203 MESH SIZE 00 0.02 WEAR IN TEST AMBOXIMATELY

Figure 6.8.3.2a. Effect of Surface Finish on Bearling Wear 10 100 woo0 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
Life REVOLUTIONS~Reprinted from "Product Engineering," A. DiSapio, v. 31, no. 36, Sep-

tember 1960, Copyright 1960, M~cGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.,
New York)

Figure 6.8.3.2c. Typical Wear-In and Wear Life for MoS, Solid
In terms of the lubrication mechanisms, the coefficients of Film Lubricant

(From "Machine Desin," 0 F Wilcock, vol. 35, June 1963, Copyrightfriction for metal bearings with gas lubrication vary be- 1963, Penton Publihing Copany, Cleveland, Ohio)
tween 0.0001 and 0.001; with hydrodynamic liquid lubri-
cation, 0.001 and 0.02. Wear is minimal.

for poorly lubricated surfaces, are galling, scoring, seizing,The low value for solid on solid lubrication is approxi- and the formation of wear particles. The formation of
mately 0.02, The range for mixed film lubrication is be- wepr particles and their consequences is niot well 'known,
tween 0.005 and 0.1. As friction increases from 0.005, but a summary of advances to date is 'presented in
hydrodynamic lubrication decreases and the solid film pre- References 131A.. Wear life usually refers to useful life
dominates. A graphical representation is shown in Figvilc o urcns ntebaig Teetn flurcn iei
6.8.3.2b. o urcnsi h ern.Teetn flbiatiei

indicated by a rapid increase in the coefficient of friction.
Wear-in atui Wear Life. Wear-in is the term used to de- Both ternms are measured by total revolutions. Figure
scribe the process of smoothing the asperities in contact 6 .8.3.2c illustrates a plot of test results using MoS, wea~r-in
between two mating suirfaces, It is usually noticed as a and wear life. Wear-in effects are lessened by extreme pres-
decrease in the coefficient of friction. The effects of wear-in sure lubricants. Wear life is affected by surface finish

6.8.3-7 ISSUED: MAY 1964 ~
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BEARINGS rPSI SAM

(Figure 6.8.8.2a) mating surface hardness, humidity and
temperature. The effect of these parameters on MoB, is pre- o X '
sented in Reference 19-218. " - CONTINUOUS 61V41"

A 0 - - AMBIENT CONDITIONS_
Cleao3nces. The clearance between shaft and bearing de- 3 J 50% RELATIVE HUMIDITY
pends on the operating temperature, load, lubricant thick- wr 400 - - - 75 F
ness, and. wear particle size. The wear particle size may set I OLYED N
the minimum clearance. For full rotating journal bearings, Mo 2- FLED NYLON .

clearance of 0.001 times the radius is a practical ap- 6N200& IIIREYE/ N LON -EP

* proximation. Suggested clearances by the American Stand- I I I
ards Association are presented in Reference 19-57. Prac- CERAMIC-,FLUOROCARBON CIMP
tical experience indicates that diametral clearances rarely0- = I 00
need to be greater than 0.002 or less than 0.0005 inch. CHLRINATED POLYETHER_
When such bearings are used for poppet guides or in I• 0
vibration and acceleration environment, tlfe lower limit 40-
clearances should be used.

Plastic Bearings (Adapted from Reference 1-233). The use 20
of plastics eliminates the need for lubrication in many
applications, and shows excellent performance with high TE FLUOROCARBOand low temperatures. Plastic bearings red•uce noise level, 10 1.• ..

are lightm;eight, and can be produced economically by injec- 10 20 40 60 100 200 400 600 1000
tion molding. Plastics include Nylon and Teflon in bulk SURFACIý VELOCITY, V (fpm)
and varied filled forms. The maximum operating tempera-
ture for most plastics ranges from 2000 F to 500*F. Figure 6.8.3.2d. Variation of Maximum Allowable Unit Pres-

sure with Surface Velocity for Unlubricated
PV Fator. hpBearingsPVFactor. efoanctr For rtar mtio, tea cace (From "Machine Design," L. M. Rentschler, vol. 34, no. 23, June 1963,predicted by the PV factor. For rotary motion, the surface Copyright 1963, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

velocity

V = r dw (Eq 6.8.3.2) 1000 S:AMIETCODIINS... CONTIN~UOUS SERVICE".

where d = shaft diameter, in. __00 - 50- AMBIENT CONDITIONS:
a 50% RELATIVE HUMIDITY

w = shaft speed, rpm 4 I
LU DI`RECT POdLYMERIIZEDI

For linear motion, the surface speed is the speed of the 20RECT LI E
sliding surface across the mating surfaces) 2 - IL d • ERAMIC-

The parameter, P, is the total load in pounds divided by -FLUOROCARBON
the projected area of the bearing surface (bearing I.D. X Z I COMP I
length). The variation of maximum allowable unit pres- 1 N. TYPE
sure as a line&r function of surface veloc'ty for an un- 6/6 NYLON
lubricated bearing is shown in Figure 6.8.3.2d. With bear- • 60-

ing lubrication, the PV factor increases, as illustrated in 09 ____

Figure 6.8.3.2e.

Corrections to PV Factor. With operating temperatures TFE
above 75OF or for. intermittent operation, correction fac- 20 FLUOROCARBON�
tors should be applied to the allowable unit pressure, P. CHLORINATED-
Thus the maximum allowable unit pressure can be defined 10 POLYETHER

10 20 40 60 100 200 4006W 1000
as20 406W 10

SURFACE VELOCITY, V (fpm)
P =P.CtC,

where P. = maximum allowable unit pressure at 75°F Figure 6.8.3.2e. Variation of Maximum Allowable Unit Pres.sure with Surface Velucity for Lubricated
Ct = thermal correction factor, Figure 6.8.3.2f Bearintys

C= cycling time correction factor, Figure (From "Machine Design," L. V/. Rentschler, vol. 34, !i.n 2:., June 1961,C• =cyclng tme crrecion acto, Fiure Copyright 1963, Penton Publis~hinR Company, clevelan,' ihq

6.8.3.2g. C. should be used only if the
shutdown period is 3 to 4 times the oper-
ating period

ISSUED: MAY 1964 6.8.3-8



AR3O 4RA~I1ISEARNO-BEARINGS

WeJ* rhi.Anss. Ilacomuwded wall thickness as a function 1 .4
of shaft diamreter. is shown in Figure OX.23.I. Impact can-
ditions require substantial increases -In wall thickness.

Shapf- The bearing shape refers to the length-diameter 17-- -.

ratio and has a substantial effpot on the coeflicient of frie.
tion. The coefficient of friction in usually it minimum when~
the ratio Is one, and Increases with length due to out-of-
roundnes and shaft vibration.1.

Aissaobly. Plsotic bearings are usually press fitted into the TFE FLUOROCARBON
bearing housing. The amount of Interference (Figure CRMCPURCRO
6.8.8.20) Is dependent upon material and housing diametr 0. _ COM_
Other meaim of installation Includes mechanical connec- DRC OYEIE
tions (e.g., keys, pins, screws, etc.) and adhesives. DRC OYEIE

Choarsesc.. Clearance refers to the amount of gap. between 0.6 YE 6NLO
the shaft and bearing surface, and depends upon the con- CHLRNATED'
ditions that exist during operation. The basic clearance in POLYETIIER
called the running clearance, with allowances made to _ _
reflect temperature a:-.d assembly effects. The total clear- 0.4 -i
ance may be computed front the equation "

CL=a, + (2) *a, + &3+a,

where CQ. =clearance 02,
as running clearance (found in Figure S2- FILLED NYL

as wall thickness allowance in mils, 0  o Im 20 30 400 500
calculated by K, (Figure 6.8.3.2k)/ AMINTEPRUE(F
times bearing wall thickness in Inches. '4IN TMEATR F
Answer Is in mile. Figure 6.B.3.21. Tempeature Correction Factor, C4, for plas-

as= close-in allowancee due to press fit tic Bearings

be calculated by K, (Figure 6.8.3.21)
time. the shaft diameter in Inches.
Answer in mils. z

0
Carbon-Graphite Bearings (Adapted fromi Reference 1-158). P
Provided operation is in the atmosphere, carbon-graphite I j
bearings eliminate the use of lubricants, scoring, or weld- 5
Ing and provide good corrosion resistance, low wear, and U
high hardness. The maximum operating temperature is U £

approximately 7506 F.

PV actr. hePV factor for carbon-graphite Is 15000,4
with a maximum load rating of 600 psi and a maximum -

surface speed rating of 2500 feet per minute. For lubri-
cated bearings, the PV value increases to 150,000. 2- - ---- - ---

Wall thickcness. The recommended and absolute minimum
allowable wall thi-!knens for carbon-graphitte bearings is Z 0 - - - - - --

shown in Figure 6.8.3.2m. s1agtwl 2 4 610 20 40 1 2 4 610

Shape. Most carbon-graphite bearings are staih waODll.-M UT~.
type, since the flanged design Iwith thin walls is less at- OPERATING PERIOD
tractive because of the fragility of the carbon. Thin wall

sections-on large bearings are not desirable. Six inches is Figure 6.8.3.2g. Intermittiert.Service Correction Factor, C,,
regarded its the maximum length for one-piece bushings for Plastic Bearings

up t sixinces i diaete-, lrge beaingsreqire eg- (From 'Machine Design " L. M. Rentschler, vol. 34, no. 23, June 1963,up t si inhesin dameer;larer earigs equre eg- Copyright 1963, Penton Aubbishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

hecifiln. 2 nu-st be used it thle bearing lIta confined ends.
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BEARINGS PLASTIC BEARINGS

~ .0 IMPACT CONDITIONS 25 '- ' - -

PERATING NEAR MAX L

_____ PRESLURE 15

SHAFT DIAMETER (IN.)

Fiur6.S.3.2h. Recommended Wall Thickness for Plastic <
"Fr m tachine Design " L MA Rentschler, vol. 34, no. 23, June 1963,

1963, Penton A'ublshN@ Company, Cleveland, Ohio)5- - - - -

32 1 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

TEE FLUOROCARBON( .28SHAFT DIAMETER, D1 (I.

TYPE 6/ NY LON Fiue6.8.11.21. Shaft Allowance for Various Shaft Diametershpri 193 FILE -sg 'h Clevela~nd, Ohlo) 93

ONE66 YO

W ,CCHLORINATEDD

(FocMchn tic Bearing

AMIN TREMPORLYMREI(F)

ISSOMP. MAY2 19F6..



PIVOT THRUST BEARINGS BEARINGS

- - CHLORINATED POLYETHEi

240.1100 -.- - -.

C4 _,00TFE LUORO ARBON

~20
YPE &/6 NYLON

z 16"
0U

12 '"

0.25 O50 0o.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

SHAFT DIAMETER (INCHES)

DIRECT POLYMERIZED Figure 6.8.3.2n. Recommended Running Clearance for
IeCarbon-Graphit Berings

right 1954, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

FLUOROCARBON,,

-200 -100 0 75 ments. Sharp corners, key slots, and thin sections should
be avoided because of the brittleness.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F)

Figure 6.8.3.21. Temperature Correction Factor for Shaft Al. Assemb•y. Carbon graphite bearings are assembled into
lowance the housing with an interference fit, either shrink or press.

(From ".Machine Design." L. M. Rentschler, vol. 34, no. 23, June 1963, For press fit the largest recommended interference is 0.005Copyright 1963, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio) inch. Larger interferences can be done by the shrink fit.

Mechanical-type fasteners and adhesives are not used.

C.625
.6 "Clearance. The recommended running clearance is shownIin Figure 6.8.3.2n. With lubricated bearings, closer run-

0.5_0 ning clearances can be used. For high temperature appli-
REC6MMENDED THICKNESS cation, correction should be made for diametral changes.

X The coefflcient of thermal expansion is approximately
0.375 1.5 X10' inch per inch per OF.

..- SIUE J-• " 6.8.3.3 PIVOT THRUST BEARINGS. Pivot thrust bear-

0.250 -ings, sometimes called jewel bearings, offer support to a
SABSOe e a j er s etLUTEMINIMUM rotating shaft and can have flat, conical, or spherical sur-

0._125 ___ "_faces. Hard materials are required. In some instances, high
.,. "carbon tool steel, glass, sapphire, and even diamonds are

0.060 ,-' used because they are best in terms of low friction, longlife, and resistance to Lhock loading. Some of these mate-
1/4 1 2 4 5 6 rials are costly and difficult to use except in very small and

OUTSIDE DIAMETER AND LENGTH (;NCHES) simple configurations.

Figure 6.8.3.2m. Recommended and Minimum Wall Thick-
ness for Carbon-Graphite Bearings for Varil- PV Factor. The PV factor for thrust pivots is less than
ous Shaft Diameters that for the radial bearings, because they are in constant

(From "Machine Design," J. C. Schubert, vol. 26, no. 7, July 1954, Copy- contact and are not given a chance to cool between contacts.
right 1954. Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

The PV factor depends on the pivot configuration. The
equations to determine the PV rating and maximum loads
and speed are given in Figure 6.8.3.3.
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ACTUATORS PIVOT THRUST BEARINGS

JAi fll

*1
Cte Ie Case2cow3 Call4 Cmsr

1. Maximum bmadng pres- 032 F 032 F 0.32 F 0.32 F 0.40 F
sum Pý (p) as - a,$ a--s as- as- as

2. Bearing presure at (o -- _e)_ %radius r. p (p.si Presmar assumed uniform and equal to pm••
a

& Velocity, V (ipm) 0524 rN

4. Maximum premure-ve- 0.167 FaN 0.167 F 0.167 FaN 0.167 FN 0.125FN
lociy product (pV)nw a - all a - ail a

$Jta a :

(lFricion) o 0.67 a ' 0.67 f F [ e -mail 0.67 fFa 0.59 f Fa

6. frover , F r-a0.070 [F: O70 FN Fa- ] 7 0.062 fFa N(Ib-in./se e) 0.070 f FN at -a ilt sin ar a s - a il sin a ,

*a 0 'entic-a to Can 5 with ,.0.

Figure 6.8.3.3. Equations for Pivot Thrust Bearings
(From "Machine Design," F. W. Kinsman, vol. 33, no. 3, February 1961, Copyright 1961, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio)

REFERENCES 6.9 ACTUATORS

1-1 1-267 63-9 103-3 6.9.1 INTRODUCTION
1-3 19-67 63434 111-2 6.9.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION FACTORS
1-66 19-217 63-35 114-C 6.9.2.1 Power Source
1-73 19-218 65-2 114-6 6.9.2.2 Stroke
1-84 26-130 65-9 181-6 6.9.2.3 Locking

1-122 29-2 65-22 131-9 6.9.2.4 Speed
6.9.2.5 Force Output

1-132 35-3 65-23 174-5 6.9.2.6 Relative Size
1-153 40-4 56-24 400-2 6.9.2.7 Repeatability
1-166 47-1 65-25 420-1 6.9.2.8 Environment
1-233 62-3 65-26 475-1
1-265 62-4 93-6 V-279 6.9.3 DESIGN DATA

6.9.X.1 Direct-Acting, Piston-Cylinder Actuators
1-26 6-7 96.9.3.2 Piloted Piston-Cylinders

6.9.3.3 Pneumatic-Pneumatic Actuators
6.9.3.4 Electropneumatic Actuators

,6.9.3.5 Pneumatic-Hydraulic Actuators
6.9.3.f Electrohydraulic Actuators
6.9.3.7 Solenoids
6.9.3.8 Electric Motors
6.9.3.9 Torque Motors
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POWER SOURCES
LOCKING ACTUATORS

6.9.1 iNTRODUCTION chenical factors which must be considered ii. the desigiand selection of a valve actuator include length of strokeA val'• v.ctuator is a po-wer unit which provides a mechan- desired, locking requirements, speed required, limitation of
teal operating ft .-,.,e to positlon a vaivinir element; the aetua-lteenvelop s ize and weight, ar.d magnitude of the force which
tor may be 6iiect-adtiog or plic td. T' e diriect-acting valve must be provided. If long stroke is required, a solenoid is
actuhto-s a'e pistonmcylirders, solenidn, electric motors, automatically eliminated. If fast response times are de-
and see•'vrtorquie notors, eah,•sed in~tep~ndently. Piloting, sired, an electric motor, solenoid, or explosive charge

which involves the use of a :,naii pow" input to control a should be considered. If high forces must be overcome,
large' power source, •s cory ,n with pistoni-cylindei actua- either hydraulic or pneumatic pressure must be used. The
tore which hiclun*e the elect:ohydraulic, el ctropneumatic, following detaijed topics provide information on Jhe vari-
S pn•,ura~ic-hydra'~ c, or b',t' c-pneumatic combination., ous parameters that must be considered in the (deci:-n andil Te met asi isselection of a valve. actuator.

Th os ascdirett-acting, vahre actuator 1%amanu•.lly
Sa

op!erated handwheel cr lever. The handwhee. can be at-
tached directly to' a rising or non-rising valve stem (see 6.9.2.1 POWER SOURCES. The choice of an actuator is
Sub .Sction 5.18) or linked to the stem through some limited by readily available power sources. Solenoids, elec-
mechanical linkage. Unless overhead space is limited, tric motors, aid servo torque motors can be used with
rifing stems are sometimes ureferred over non-rising electric power. Piston-cylinders, diaphragms, aud bellows
stems, because non-rising stem threads which are exposed might be selected as the actuator with hydraulic and
to the fluid can morn readily become contaminated, caus- pneumatic pressure. In a rocket system, power sources
ing thread wear (Reference 193-3). Handwheel actuators available might include high pressure gas used for pro-
are used for both linear motion (lowering or raising of pellant tank pressup'ization systems, and hydraulic pres-
globe or gate salving elements) or rotary motion (rotation sure used for thrust chamber gimballing. Other power

of butterfly, ball plug, or rotary slide valving elements). sources available include 28 VDC electric power, sometimes
converted to AC, and hydraulic pressure of the propellant

Most aerospace valves are powered by remotely controlled, from the propellant feed system downstream of the turbo-
or automatic, actuators. Linear actuators used in aero- pump. Also to be considered is the use of hot gas either
space valves include solenoids, piston-cylinders, bellows, from gas generators or from thrust chamber bleed. A "one
and diaphragms. Rotary actuators include electric motors, shot" actuator requiring a low power input is an explosive
and servo torque motors. Rotary actuators can also be squib. Explosive actuators are described in Sub-Section .
used to impart linear motion through, for example, a rack 5.7. In space vehicles, stored pneumatic pressure, .8 VDC
and pinion. Linear actuators can be used to impart rotary elkctric power or capsulated explosive charges are more
motion by driving an internally threaded valve stem at- predominantly used for valve actuation than any type of
tachmen' with a threaded rotating shaft, hydraulic fluid.

The actuator may be eitlhir an integral part of the valve, 6.9.2.2 STROKE. The stroke of an actuator is measured inor a separate device -nechanically linked tV, the valve. terms of length of travel in the case of linear actuators, or
Solenoids, diaphragms, bellows, piston-cylinders alid servo angle of rotation in the case of rotary actuators. Typical

Iorque motors are usually an integral part of the valve, strokes for linear valve %ctuators vary from a few thou-
Electric motors are commonly linked to the valve through sandths of an inch (solenoids) to several inches (pston-
a gear train. screw driv., etc. cylinders). Strokes for rotary actuators vary from angles

Valve actuator positioning requirements can be broadly di- of approximately 5' (servo torque motors) to several
vided into two groups, (1) two position or non-modulating, revolutions (electric or hydrtulic motors). All actuators,
actuators used for ON-OFF control valves and shutoff except solenoids, can have unlimited stroke if made large'
valves; and (2) modulating actuators used for positioning eitough. The solenoid is limited in stroke because the
control valves. Control valve pneumatic and hydrat'lic movable plunger and the stationary core within the
piston-cylinder actuators are commonly used with valve solenoid coil cannot be separated by a large air gap. The
positioners, which provide a feedback loop between the greater the air gap, the lesser the effect of the magnetic
control signal and the stroke of the actuator. Positioners field and, consequently, the lesser the actuating force. In
ar, discussed under "Control Valves" in Sub-Topic 5.36. general, AC solenoids can be used for longer stroke appli-

cation than the DC type (Reference 19-203). Typical linearBellows and diaphragms, which are used for pressure

sensing as well as actuation, are discussed in Sub-Sections solenoid strokes range from 0.010 to 5 inches. The stroke
;.6l and 6.7, respectively. The use of explosive charges as of rotary solenoids normally range from 5° (or less) to 95'.
a source of pneumatic pressure for valve actuation is dis-
cussed in Sub-Section 5.7. The use of servo valve torque 6.9.2.3 LOCKING. The ability of an actuator to hold a
motor actuators is discussed in Sub-Topic 5.6.6. constant position independent of varying forces impressed

upon it is called the locking ability. The best type of
6.9.2 DESIGN AND SELECTION FACTORS actuators for maintaining constant position are actuators

with screw outputs and piston cylinder actuators utilizing
The design or selection of a valve actuator is at be.t a reiatively incompressible fluids (e.g. hydraulic oil). The
trade-off anong severai int-irrelated factors. Typical me- locking ability of hydraulic actuators is called actuator
£.9.1-I
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ACTUATORS FORCE, SPEED, SIZE

stiffness. For a varying actuator load, air cylinders and of 50 pounds, while some DC solenoids can generate 10,000
electric motors require mechanical locking devices for ac- pounds of force. Some AC solenoids have been built to
curate positioning. Actuator locking mechanisms include exert 100 pounds of force, but these are exceptional cases.
toggles or linkages, and pin and ball locks waich are spring For hydraulic cylinders, forces range from 0 to 15,000
or piston actuated. Solenoid actuators can be locked in the pounds with spme capable of forces as high as 40,000
closed air gap position by the use of a second coil either to pounds. The output force of pneumatic cylinders rangres
hold the plunger (holding coil) or to disexigage a locking from 0 to 1500 pounds.
mechanism such as a detent.

6.9.2.6 RELATIVE SIZE. Relative size for actuators is
6.9.2.4 SPEED. Speed of an actuator shpold be considered based on the total energy that can be obtained per actuator
in terms of initial response, totol response time, accelera- volume. The total energy for linear actuation is the output

,speed, uniformity, and ease of speed adjustment, force times the stroke; for rotary actuators, output torque

The solenoid actuator and the electrit! motor, have higher times the angle of rotation (in radians).
than other types of actuators. The electric motor High pressure hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders *provide

actuator has the highest initial acceleration and the best the highest ratio of total energy-to-volume. Solenoids and
' uniformity of response. The uniformity of response is best linear motors have a low force-to-volume ratio but require
with induction motors because constant force is produced less auxiliary equipment than cylinder actuation. Solenoids
at every position along its entire length of stroke. A sole- require batteries, while cylinder actuators require external
noid also responds instantly but the uniformity of response pumps, accumulators, and fluid lines. The AC solenoid is
is poor, ranking only slightly above the piston-cylinder usually bulkier than the DC solenoid (Reference 19-203).
actuators. Piston-cylinder actuators and solenoids have the
poorest uniformity because the maximum acceleration is 6.9.2.7 REPEATABILITY. The ability of the actuator to
int reached until the end of the stroke. The initial response utilize the same power to produce tCe same force, speed,of piston-cylinders is limited by the time lapses in the sys- and stroke, is called repeatabi!ty. Electrical motors have
tem valving and/or transmission system. Hydraulic cyl- the best repeatability becausp they have few critical parts
inders generally have a faster initial response than and exhibit constant farce at e~ ry posi• .n. Solenoids ex-
pneumatic cylinders. The total response time, particularly hibit good repeatability if the koad :- 4 ambient tempera-
for relatively long strokes, is commonly shorter for pneu- ture" are constant. AC solenoids are less repeatable thanI . matic cylinders than for hydraulic cylinders. DC solenoids becatise of the heat generation and corre-
The speed of piston-cylinder actuators is easiest to adjust, sponding temperature variation due to hysteresis and eddy
followed in order by solenoid and electric motor actuators, current"..

6.9.2.5 FORCE OUTPUT. A valve actuator must provide Repeatability of piston-cylinder actuators is difficult to
sufficient force to overcome the fluid pressure force, the achieve because the fluids are very sensitive to environ-
weight and inertia of the valving element, friction forces, mental temperature changes, and the pressure drops
and return spring load (in the case of a single acting through valving and connecting lines do not vary linearly
actuator). The pressure load is due to the pressure differ- with flow rate.
ential acting across the effective area of the valving
element. The weight load exists where the unbalanced 6.9.2.8 ENVIRONMENT. The environments to which a
weight of moving parts must be supported by the actuator, valve actuator can be exposed includes temperature,
and the inertial load exists due to acceleration of moving vacuum, corrosive atmosphere, radiation, vibration, and
parts. Friction forces include viscous friction loads which shock. Environments are discussed in detail in Section 13.0.
exist in well-lubricated actuators such as hydraulic cyl- Temperature variations and extremes will adversely af-
inders, and static friction loads which are apparent at feet performance characteristics such as repeatability and
start-up. response. With electrical actuators, increases in tempera-

ture increase electrical resistaice, and also increase the
The output force of linear solenoid actuators usually amount of current necessary to obtain a desired output
increases with the retracting stroke that closes the air force. Manufacturers usually indicate opc 'ating character-
gap between the plunger and the stationary core. The isti.s close to normal room temperature and apply correc-
output force of rotary solenoids behaves in a similar man- tion factors for different temperatures.
ner t.a linear solenoids except for the helical rotary DC
solenoid, which has an almost constant output throughout Low temperatures eliminate the use of hydraulic cylinders
the stroke. and oil lubricated screw drives unless heat is supplied.

Since high and low temperatures drastically thange the
The electrical induction motor maintains a constant output characteristics of air cylinders, they should be calibrated
force if the applied voltage is constant. Fluid cylinders at operating temperature.
will have a constant output force if the pressure in the
cylinder and the effctive area are constant. • Special design considerations are required for actuators

which must operate under vaclium conditions. Electrical
For electrical actuators, a typical force range is .from 0 actuators may are or exhibit a corona discharge if sub-
to 30 pounds. AC solenoids are generally limited to a force jected to a partial vacuum. Electrical devices should be
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PISTON-CYLINDERS ACTUATORS'

eneapsulated and supplied with a blanket of helium or
nitrogen. Vacuum adversely affects sealing of plston-cylin.
den, increasing fuid permeation and @eaI degradation.
Screw drives, If not lubricated, will cold weld. For ex- g~a ca CpIEWAVil
tended period* of vacuum service, solid lubricants should
be considered.
Radiation may cause detladation of elastomerie seal

materials, electrical insulation materials, and some hydro-
carbons in hydraulic fluids.

In general, rotary actuators have greater resistance to
shock and acceleration than linear actuators because the
rotor (in the case of an electric motor) or the armature * 4.
(in the case of a solenoid) are very closely balanced. In a
linear actuator, a eoun*srbalance must be Included to
eliminate the tende.- armature to be jarred out of O f FMr "_Machine 0es0n3 , R. John""n, copyrigh~t 19w, Penton Pu•&
position. Shock f tuators can result from a t aehingcCompany , C .WR.n, JOh oC)
sudden pres-, used by the load reacting
against W'

,I•.S'ION-CYLINDER ACTU.

..... . '. - vi -A provide either linear or rotary
' 0 •a-. 'J vide long operating strokes and

.Th-, 'Detailed Topic will discuss, pri-
;:•rily, the linsa. . . nder actuator. Linear actu- -

stors can be grouped k., 10ton and rod type, by body typos,
and by mounting. Table 6.9.3.1 presents several piston-rod_ _ _

types._ -- INI _" _

Numerous techniques can be used to convert linear piston
motion into rotary motion in rotary-cylinder actuators. Figre 6.9.31b. Double Helical-Spline Rotary Plston-Cylinder

Actuator
A helical spline rotary piston-cylinder actuator is illustrated (From "Machine Design," C. R. Johnsor, Copyright 1962, Penton Pub-
in Figure 6.9.3.1a. As the piston Is prevented from rotating tishlng Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
by *.,v guide rod, the shaft rotates as the piston moves.
Figure 6.9.3.1b illustrates a double helical spline actuator
which eliminates shaft thrust loads by employing left andright hand threads.

Although the most common technique for achieving rotary
motion for ball and butterfly valves is by using a linear
actuator shaft as a rack driving an external pinion con-
nected to the valve shaft, there are piston-rack rotary actu-
ators having the pinion located within the actuator cylinder.
The design illustrated in Figure 6.9.3.1c uses two piston- I-
racks. As pressure moves the piston-rack, the pinion shaft
(90' to line of piston motion) rotates. Maximum cylinder
pressure for helical-spline actuators is approximately 360
psi, while for the piston-rack-pinion actuator trylinder pres- Figure 6.9.3.1c. Piston-Rack Rotary Piston-Cyllinder Actuator

(From "Machine Design. " C. R. Johnson. Copyright 1962, Penton Pub-
sure ranges from 1000 to 3000 psi. Several variations of lisming Company, Cleveland, Ohio)
these actuators use double chambers and pistons which are
discussed in Reference 1-261. References 1-67 and 1-81 also
discuss rotary piston-cylinders.

Rod Bearing to Reduce Rod Sagging. When the piston rod cause binding on the return stroke. Although there are no
is fully extended, only the length of the piston and the set dimensional standards for clearance allotment, one
rod bearing can resist any turning moment due to the general rule for piston and cylinqer actuators with a single
weight of the rod or side loads. Deflection of the rod may rod bearing is
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Table 6.9.. PtW4 Types(R~efsfsce U 43),

Power stroke in one direction only. This
can be either the out stroke of in st1ckG.
return stroke being co-oiplished by some
external means. A doucleat oylinder

Sscan be Used for this purpos by connec-
ing the actuating fluid It* to only one
port through a 3-way valve heaving the
other port open. Special slnxleae"ting 47,-
indere are designed with pistonoseling
devifes wkh seal In one direction only.
Theme cylinders have a port hole In one
head and a bleeder hole in the opposite
head.

Lingle-acting cylinder with rol diameter
equal to the effective piston diameter,
which is equal to the bor of the cylinder.
Only one packing, the rod packing, is
required.
Spring-leare

Single-acting cylinder with return stroke
o.effected by a spring. Length of cylinder.,

In retracted position, is at least twice'_ actual stroke-length because of spring
lngth. sInitial spring force. and increase

Sir spring force due to spring rate during
compression, depends on the amount of
force required by the spring-actuated
Zstroke.

L "Double-Acting

Cylinder with power stroke in both direc-
-h tions. Actuating fluid line is connected to

F • both heads of the cylinder, usually
through a 4-way valve. Most stanlnrd

_______catalog cylinders are double acting. Seal-
Ing devices operate in both directions.

~ Double-End Roed
Cylinder where rod extends from both

F r•h• sides of piston. Usually double-:artingl
I- - l- such a cylinder requires it nu1 bearing

aand packing in each cylinder heaid.

IL Positional

~ Stroke ts split up Into two or more
portions. Cylinder can be actuated to any
one of the positions.
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ROD DIAMETER ACTUATORS
PRESSURE RATING

(> 3d, 0. ermishr the Cyalder Pressure Rati. The maximum
Lr " L. + pressure setfor a apiston-$ilder actuator st belowthe bunt

d pressure of the cylinder, and Is usually limited by the ability
of the seale to ntiaus to sea when clearances have iW-

where L, - length o piston land crosed due to deformation of the cylinder wallu. For stress
Laalysis, the cylinder aur considered thick-walled cylinders.

L ----lentth of rd bering The maximum stress occurs at the Inside surface of the
Lv-a = length of clearance between piston cylinder and can be resolved Into three components:

and bearing
d, t rod diameter The wwridiodal stress, N,, caused by the pressure on the
d. c eylinder internal diameter end caps.

The length of clearance between piston and bearing can be rtt P
made a significant part of the tU~tal length by using inserts tt_ l

within the cylinder, preventing the piston from stroking all
the way to the cylinder head. The eircvfeumvetisl strtss, s, is given for any point in the

Determining Rod Diameter. To determine the rod diameter cylinder wall by:
for tensile stress only, the rod diameter must be am es~lO

D (EqG.3lb) W-- r' (1 + rt'Ir')

where P - load, Ib, The radial shrese, u,, acting in compression from the center
S-• stretw, pal line, io at any point in the cylinder wall

D diaimeter, in. (Eq L9.3.19)

If the stroke is so long that sagging could occur, a tubular -ri ( 1 -P

rod is often used. if the rod is loaded in compression, the rj" - r,' r' /
rod is treated as a column which may be subject to compres-
Five stresses. The maximum allowable unit stress is ap- The radial expansion resulting from these stresses is

proximRated by (Eq Ig&Ih)

(Eq(E 6.9.3.1.)h
(Eq 6,9,3.1c) = r, P '1 + r 1:/r2P ,= T ' r I'/r,2 +

/P\/L\ (1\whe~re P - total load, lb
(1 1) (14J r, -= inside radius, In.

r, = outside radius, in.
Equation (6.9.3.1c) is accurate for slenderness ratios from r = radius at any point, in.
20 to 200. For LAk values greater than 200, Euler's equation K = modulus of elasticity, psi
should be used:

a = stress, psi

'_ ( ,= Poisson's ratio"" " ( C I/k) " (Eq 6.3d)
Thickness (t) of Cylinder Ends. The thickness of cylinde-

where .... maximum stress, psi ends is determined from the permissible working stress of
P = load, lb, the material and the shape of the end caps. For flat bottom

A - cross-sectional area, in' end caps, an approximation is (Reference 135-9):

E modulus of elasticity, psi
L/k slenderness ratio (length of unsupported t = 0.405 d (Eq L&3.11)

piston rod/least radius of gyration)

C fixity factor which has the following
values: For spherical bottom end caps, an approximate equatiin is

(Reference 135-9)
both ends fixed - 0.5
one end fixed, one end pinned - 0.7 Pd
both ends pinned - 1.0 t - (Eq 6..3.1D
one end fixed, one end free - 2.0 4u
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ACTUATORS PACKINGS
SCUSHIONING

where t = thickness of end cap, in, Cushioning or Snubbing. A cu.shioni,.g device provides ab-
P - Internal pressure, pas sorption of piston energy at the end of the stroke. In some
d - cylinder diameter, in. systems, impact of a piston going against the stop, or im-

ppact transmitted to cylinders as shock waves through the
fluid itself, can raise'internal cylinder pressures to levels

Rod Packings. There are four basic types of piston rod of 2 to 3 times normal system pressure and cause cylinder
packing&: V-ring, flange, U-cups, and U-ring (Figure damage. An efficient cushion will remove energy at th,2 end
6.9..ld). Of these basic designs, many variations cata exist, of the stroke and will act over sufficient length of the stroke
The V-packings are considered the best type of seal ir to that peak force and pressure are reduced sufficiently to
general hydraulic use, and are also excellent for pneumatic prevent damage,
service. Flange-type packing@ are fairly good for pneumatic
use; they take little space and are often essential for cer- Cushioning is usually done by trapping the exhaust fluid as
tain cylinder designs based on space limitations, U-cup the piston approaches the end of its stroke. In Figure
packings are similar to the flange type except that there are 6.9.3.1e, as a piston nears the end of a stroke a plunger
two sealing lips. One lip seals the OD of the gland, and the enters a cushioning chamber and restricts flow of fluid from
other seals against the piston rod. This seal is used for the exhaust port. The trapped fluid forms a back pressure,
pneumatic systems and low pressure hydraulic systems. thus causing the piston to slow down as It approaches the
With anti-extrusion back up rings, 0-ring seals are excel- head. Sometimes the device is designed so that the cushion-
lent for positie containment with either pneumatic or ing action can be regulated by an adjustable orifice. This

is particularly true with pneumatic cylinders for speed
hydraulic systems. They are good for very high pressures.
but have a relatively short wear life. Some of the com- control, Hydraulic cushion plungers are usually tapered to
monly used rod packing materials are 11una N, Neoprene, allow gradual shutoff of the exhausting oil. because of the
Teflon, and various combinations such as cotton fabric relative incompressibility of oil. Usually they also have an
reinforced with Neoprene or Buna N. Buna N is the most adjustable orifice. Although non-adjustable hydraulic cush-

eomm,• -ri• mteril fr peumt~cand ydruli acu- tons are quite successful in some applications,, some t,-pe

Ais ommon for high temperature applications of check valve is necessary if a free return stroke is desired.
antA for use with the Phosphate-ester base synthetic hydrau- ISliefluis. •It the cushioning air of pneumatic cylinders is not com-

l upletoly exhausted by the time the maximum stroke is
Cylinders which must operate In environments where dirt reached, the air will be iin4.!r higher pres',re than actuat-
and grit can accumulate on the exposed cylinder rod should ing air and may cause reverse action, cafled bounce. Actu-
employ rod wipers or scrapers with all types of rod pack- ating pressure reverses the piston which will bounce back
ings to keep harmful abrasive foreign materials from being against the cushioning air (Reference 1-261).
drawn into the packings (Reference 1-261). Techniques of
0-ring use in linear reciprocating pistons are presented in Locking. Factors to be considered in selection of a piston
References 6.127 and 6-182. and cylinder locking mechanism are weight and envelope

size, temperature changes of locked-in fluid, external loads
on pin sections, bearing stress on latching balls, the re-

V - KING FLANGI sponce for sequencing, and the expense incurred for com-
plicated mechanisms. See Reference 19-341 for a discussion
of various types of locking mechanisms used to lock a pistonJunder load to a cylinder.

6.9.3.2 PILOTED PISTON-CYLINDERS. Piston-cylinder
valve actuators are cwumonly piloted, using either an elec-
trical, low pressure, and/or low flow signal to control the
pressure differential across the main power piston-cylinder, .

U - C•P 0 - KING Four of the most common piloted valve actuators are the
pneumatic-pneumatic, electropneumatic, pneumatic-
hydraulic, and electrohydraulic. The first term of the actu-
ator title refers to the control or pilot signal, and the sec-
ond term refers to the main power fluid. Each is explained
separately under the following Detailed Topics.

6.9.3.3 PNEUMATIC-PNEUMATIC ACTUATORS. The
pneumatic-pneumatic actuator is a piloted pneumatic ac-
tuator which receives a pneumatic control signal and

Figure 6.9.3.1d. Types of Piston Packing. utilizes pneumatic power across a differential piston area
(From "Matchine Design." T. P, Watson, Copyright 1962. Penton Publish-ing Company, Clevtand, Ohio) (Figure 6.9.3.3). Pneumatic supply pressure is impressed

on the small effective area side (top) of the piston. Flow
of supply gas to the under side of the actuator is controlled
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PILOTED TYPES. f- TUATORS
SOLENOIDS

Figure 6.9.3.1e. A Method of Cushioning
(From .Mac..in. Design," T. P. Watson, Copyright 196., Penton" Publish-4
ing Company. Cleveland, Ohio)

by the pilot valve. An itncrease in the pneumatic control tion which corresponds exactly with the pneumatic signal
signal forces the positioner diaphragm down against the being applied to the pneumatic-pneumatic actuator (Ref-
positioner rate spring opening the pilot valve and admit- erence V-8).
ting supply gas to the underside of the actuatcr piston.
The piston moves upward until the' force transmitted 6.9.3.6 ELECTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATORS. The elec-
through the compressed spring eque!s the force exerted by trohydraulic actuator (Figure 6.93.6) is a typical actuator
the signal pressure on the positioner diaphragm. used to control ball and butterfly shutoff valves for flight

propulsion systems. The three-way solenoid pilot valve is6.9..,!ELE•TR-PNUMAIC ATUAORS Tie eec- energized by an electrical input signal. Hydraulic supply
tro-pneumatic actuator, Figure 6.P).3.4, converts ,a direct p

currnt ignl t a peumtico~zput resure Suply pressure is thereby provided to the actuator piston, andcurrent .Aignal to a pneumatic o~tput pressure. Supply the hydraulic fluid acting on the piston extends the pistonpressure is conncctc.d to the inlet of the electro-pneumatic rod compressing the return spring. The return stroke is
transducer and t6; the pilot valve ef the actuator. Changes accomplished Sy de-energizing the pilot valve, allowing the
in electrical .Jignal actuate a lever system which positions spring to force hydraulic fluid out the return line.
a valving element in the transducer. The valving element s
throttles the .'upply gas pressure to a corresponding signal 6.9.3.7 SOLENOIDS. A solenoid is an electromagnetic de-
pressure. The actuator from this point functions similarly vice consisting of a coil and a magnetic path. The coil is
to the pneumatic-pneumatic cylinder, with .the exception usually wound on a non-magnetic tube, commonly stainless
that the supply p) essure is regulated to a preset level there- steel, which does not influence the magnetic flux path. The
by maintaining a constant loading pressure on the top of coils are well insulated (silicone being widely used) ahd
the actuator pistovi. An orifice diphragm in the regulator sealed against moisture. The magnetic flux path is corn-
provides a port to relieve loading pressure when the piston posed of a stationary core (or stator), a plunger (some-
strokes upward (Reference V-8). times called an armature), and the coil housing (or a

6.9.3.5 INi.UMATIC-HYI)RAULIC ACTUATORS. The structure of pole pieces and saddle plates) made from
some magnetic material Magiutic "-:material describes

uImt;n;ntic-hydraulic actuator (Figure p .osi.t5i uses a w pneu- materials which will reaoily fouiln a magnetic flux path
matichpneumatrl actuator to positionr a four-way spool and are attr tcted by a magnetic tractive force, whereasvalv which controls the flow to a hydraulic piston-cylinder. aget or magnet material describes material in which

The pneumatic-pneumatic actuator is described in Detailed a strong purmanent magnetic field may be induced, as
Tilt, ;.)3.3l. On an i:crvase of signal pressure to the typified by specific Alnico alloys. The flux path through a
,iim,cuati'-pneumatic actuator, the small cylinder rod of typical AC solenoid is shown in Figure 6.9.3.7a.
the pneumatic cylinder retracts, causing the spring loaded
foiur-way hydrautlic spool to move downward. The hydlraulic A solenoid derives its output force from the lines of mag-
servo valve would then he ported as follows: the lower port netic flux between the stationary core and plunger. The
of the, hydraulic piston *ould be ported to the return line, flux density, is generated by the coil and depends on theand 'he upper port of the hydr'aulic servo valve would be number of ampere-turns. The amouni of flux is normal tocanwted to the supply side of the hydraulic actuating the direction of flow of the magnetic circuit, and the deA-

medium. Thi, tendq the main cylinder rod until the Ma- sity of flux is inversely proportionally to the areas of the
dor of the follow-up rod drives the'spool of th, se'vo valve respective sections. The flux density is inversely propor-
to a hala.l.cd lIm,,itin, A 0alanced position van be reached tional to the air gap between the plunger and stationary
o, ly when the hydrhaulic cylinder rod iý driven to th( posi- core, and is directly proportional to the ampere-turns.
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ACTUATORS SOLENOIDS

A =flux path area,.n

'The above equations are onily true when flux density is
below the saturation of the magnetic, material, used. t is
necessary to make'all areas in the magnetic circuit large
enough to prevent saturation defects, !nformation on the
use of a computer to predict solenoid performance can be
found in Reference 10.211. The design of a solenoid by
computer methods is descriLed in Detailed Topic 8.3.3.1.

The ampere-turns generated by a coil depends on three varn
ables: (1) mean diameter of coil, (2) diameter of coil
wires, and (3) resistance per unit length of wire (Refer-
ence 19-102). The mean diameter of the coil is usuully made
as small as possible to reduce weight and still give the de-
sired work output, but increasing the wire diameter in-
creases the ampere-turns value of the coil. Resistivity is
ilversely proportional to the cross-sectional area of the wire

and directly prc-portional to temperature. Work output de-
creases as resistivity increases.

External housings riot only complete a magnetic path but
also act as explosion-proof containers and mechanical pro-
tectors (Reference 112-3). In valves, the soleiloid plunger
may or may not have a packing and packing glarid surround-
ing it. Without a packing (called packlkss valves) the fluid
fills the coil tube and immerses the plunger. Packed valves
are sometimes used with corrosive liquids and gases but
require larger solenoids to overcome frictional forces ex-
erted by the packing. The terms wet coil and dry coil, re-

PILOT • -spectively, are commonly used to describe solenoid plungers
either immersed in or sealed from the fluid.

Types of'Solenoids. Solenoids can be made for both linear
or rotary motion. Linear, or push-pull solenoids can be
either plunger (Figure 6.9.3.7a) or clapper type (Figure
6.9.3.7b). The plunger solenoid pulls an armatu'e into the
center of the coil when the coil is energized. In the clapper
solenoid the armature, which is usually hinged, is pulled

Figure 6.9.3.3. Pneumatic-Pneumatic Actuator against the core rather than into it. The plunger solenoid
(Courtesy of the Annin Company, Montebello, California) is used for longer strokes than the clapper, but still hai an

excellent short stroke capability. The clapper solenoid com-
pared to the plunger type has a smaller envelope, shorter
stroke capability, and twice the force output per given

B = 3.2 NI (Eq 6.9.3.7a) stroke. Force output versus stroke for plunger and clapper
L type solenoids is illbstraced in Figure (M..3.7c.

where B = flux density, maxwells/in- Rotary solenoids can be either pure rota'y (motor) sole-
NI = ampere-turns, amperes noids or mechanical (also called helical) ý.cienoid'. (linear

L = air gap length, in. displacement converted mechanically into rotation) k•ig-
ure 6.9.3.7d). The motor type solinoid use-, a distorted mag,-

Through the air gap between the plunger and stationary netic field to rotate the armature. Whoan the coil is fnergized,
core, the magnetic flux causes a force which varies directly the magnetic field causes the rotor to pivot without axial
with the square of the flux and inversely with the area of shift. The mechanical solenoid uses an inclined plane to
the flux stream; namely, convert linear motion into rotary motion. One type (Refer-

ence V-56) has an armature supported by three precision
(Eq 6.9.3.7b) ball bearings. As the armature is pulled into the coil, the

B-A bearings move along an :nclined plane, cauring a twisting
F-motion. The inclined plane h; eep tt thc start of the stroko

but levels off at the end of the stroke. AppFroximately uni-
where F = magnetic force, lbf form torque is obtained throug'bout the stirokv. By varyilng

P flux density, kilomaxwells/in' the configuration of the ball rac'.. variabh, torque outlputs
can be achleved.
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SOLENOIDS ACTUATORS
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Figure 6.9.3.4. Electro.Pneumatic Actuator
(Courtesy of the Annin Compan'y, Montebello, California)

The: motor type solenoid produces no axial motion, while ticularly important when the armature or valve stem

thM heli.'al type nkove' .& fa w thousandths of an inch sticks, allowing a large air gap for a long time duration

depending on the solenoid size, which may cause coil burn-out.

A special combination of the plunger awl vlapper solenoids, With direct curent solenoids, the coie or stator can be a

called the pivotal solenoid, produces rotary motion (Figure solid or homogeneous piece of magnetic material, but with

7.9.3 7e) The angle of rotation, however, i. limited with alternating current, the core will either be laminated or
the design ( Reference N9-203). deeply slotted to reduce the circulating eddy currents. Eddy

currents causk the o-,re to become excessively hot and could

AC Versus DC Solenoids. Solenoid val--es may use either cause coil burnout.

direct or alternating current. AC solenoids are available DC solenoilF, are quiet in operation, whereas AC solenoids
may hum or chatter. As alternating current passes through

DC solenoids are available which use 6, 24, and 115 DC. r zero value twice eavh cycle, the magnetic flux does also.

When direct current is used, the current is the same re- As the current passes through zero, the force hold;ng the

gardless of the position of the armature. With alternating plunger or armature becomes zero, causing the plunger to

current the electric current is higher when the air vap is fall away, inducing chattering. To prevent chattering, a

large, but gradually diminishes as the Pir gap decreases shading ring (Figure 6.9.3.7a) is used. It consists of a ring
due ' increase in coil induwtance. This aspect becomes pal - of a lcw resistance material (e.g., brass, copper, silver)
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SOLENOIDS
ACTUATATfS

HYDRAULIC SUPPLY

PILOT OUTPUT SHADING RINGý

SIGNAL

MAGNETIC FLUX PATH'7 PLUNGER (ARMATURE)

Figure.6.9.3.7a. F~ux Path of a Plunget Type Solenoid

Figure 6.9.3.5. Pneumatic-Hydraulic Actuator
(Courtesy of the Annin Company, Montebello, California)

PINION SRN

Figureur 6...33.6. Clatrpydruer Actuatorn
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SOLFMOIDS ACTUTORS
LRESPONSE__TIME ACUATRS

ARM jIIRE

CLAPPER TYPE

v~S TATOR

U.

PIVOTAL

Figure 6.9.3.7e. Pivotal Solenoid
PLUNER YPE(Reprinted from "Product Engineering," E. A. Scutari, May 23, 1960,

Copyright 1960. MrGraw-Hpi Publishing Company, Inc.)

START END
LINEAR STROKE

Figure 6.9.3.7c. Force Versus Stroke for Push-Pull Solenoids -

(Reprinted from "Product Engineering.' E. A. Scutari, May 23, 1960, Z
Copyright 1960 McGraw-Hill PubliShing Company, Inc.)a - __

A',MArN Bi AILE I,

HELICAL.
C, TYPE

TI ME
'.TtRT ANGULAR . END

STROKE

Figure 6.9.3.7f. Flow of Current in a Solenoid Coill
,ýTATOR(Courtesy of The IMC Magnetics Corporation. Western Division, May.

wood. California)
ARMA RIIRI f

,\¶OTO TYPEnetic force becomes large enough to initiate movement of
6 the armature. As the armature moves toward its full

'I T~'. 1COILstroke, a counter emf is created which results in a decrease
TART ANC4~A,~ END in current. With the armature se ated, thecurniceas
,TR(K 1,

'.01 ~' THEI'I''(IA T rI'ORA.; C CRVF to a steady-state value determained by Ohm's Law.

P~h; I' IA' .'VResponse Time. Solenoid response time is the elapsed

Figure 6.9.3.7d. Rotary Solenoids time intervalj between the time that voltage is first applied
(PR'pr~ntd lVnri "Product EflgirICrinpW.E. A. Scutari, May 23,,,~1960. o rteslni ci n h ieta
rtwyvryhl 11)60. McGrl~w.H ill Publishing companyn.) tooi retno~ed from,thsoeidclantetmeht

the p~lunger completes its stroke (either opening or clos-
which is mountedI to the stationalbry flilgflti(' core or to the ing). In solenoid valvL~s, valving element response time,
Upper~ end of the armature. It provides an ouit-of-phase flux during which the valving element (plunger) is actually
which reache'sa maiif.almll neair the instant the norm-', flux in motion, i's usually a relatively small portion of total
hecomies z'ro. lIIst AC' sotetiojids uIse' shading rings. Chat- solenoid valve respniisc timel. This must be taken into con-
terinW a 11s:1 ) aITE ra ivoidt'A by using latching: solenoids. sideration when fluid system dynamics such as water

hammer are being investigated. Typical sol,-noid valve
Figure 6.iI.:l.7f shows the current flow of a DC solenoid response times vary from less than 5 milliseconds to
actuator. InductanIce limits the flow of current during the greater than 100 .milliseconds, depending, on size, stroke,
initial enervizing stave. As the current increases, the mag- mass, and solenoid force.
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ACTUATORS RESPONSE TIME
_ -A U OLOCKING

The buildup of current as an implicit function of current current of the first solenoid will not be interrupt4, 4 I:h

and air gap is could cause the coil or switch contacts to burn out %Rder-

di + d eris. V.47).
- L [5 P x dt Lstihing. SoIenoids which incorporate mechankal or meg.

R nttie features which permit the solonoid to reniain in eithor
we(Eq 6.9-u.7) the open or closed position for an indefinite period uf time

without drawing current are known as lagehing tolevoids
0 = flux - f(x,i) or 1ndls"-latchdipg iohlnid&. Simple solernoids or those with

R = resistance, o01.zas secondary latching solenoid coils are locked up when the air

N =- coil turns in flux stream gap is closed and i cqiiire contin113us current flow to remain
locked up. Where a bo,ig continuous on-time is required, the

dx The response time can be lockup current requirement may be prohibitive, aj in many
The plunger velocity i -. spacecraft applications. In such instances latching solenoids

readily determined by the cusp in Figure 6,9.3.7f, which are specified which require only a brief flow of current (in
results from a large plunger velocity causing the current the order of 20 to 100 milliseconds) for actuation. Latching
to decline below Its previously attained value, When the may be accomplished by either mechanical or magnetic

/ )means. Mechrnical latching is more common in large sole-
plunger stops, dx =- 0 , -the current eontinues to build noids (where permanent magnet weight may become pro-

dt p 'hibitive) and magnetic latching is more common in small
up to a steady-stage value (Reference V-47). valves (especially in spacecraft where mechanical simpli-

For a solenoid valve, the response time to open is (Refer- city is desirable).

ence 185-1) Mechanical latching may take a variety of forms, such as
• , (Eq- 69-1.70 letching pins, detent balls, Belleville discs, etc. Figure :

"6.9.3.7g.illustrates a pin-type mechanical latching solenoidS/ Wo d"t...

and the time to close is (Reference. 1895- ..
S,: (Eq 6,9.3.76) !

t 1= .4/• •' '•,
,Fg SINGLE PULSE V•ALVE

CLOSING SOLENOID

where W.= weight of armature + spring preload +
force of pressilre difference on the
valving element, lbr . LATCH DRIVE

W, weight of armature, lbr ( SPRING

III distance of armature trLVel, in.

F. pull-in force of solenoid, lbt N
F, spring force + dynamic force of fluid, lb1

g 32.2 ft/sec2 .•
S SNLE PULSE

The above equations have given results accurate within >* -DELATCH SOLENOID
S3 milliseconds, neglecting the dynamic for.-e (Reference VMLE CAN INAG
185-1). SLATCH EFFECT ONRECOILVALVE CLOSING

Locking. Solenoids will lock up only •it the closed-air gap SPRING

position. Locking requires continuous flow of current
through the coil and, if the lockup time is very long, the
coil will overheat and eventually burnout. To prevent ex-
cessive heating. double coil switching solenoids are used.

The winding of the second solenoid, called the latching sole-
noid, is activated when the armature reaches its seated
position. Only low output power from the second solenoid Figure 6.9.3.7g. The Pulse Engagement Method of Latching
is required to hold the plung.er against the coil core. An Solenoids

(From "Instruments and Automation," C. S, Beard, July 1956, Copyrightimportant consideration in double coil switching solenoids 1956. Instruments Publis.hing Company)
is that the plunger must be allowed to complete its stroke.
If the second coil is prevented from actuating, the pull

ISSUED: MARCH 1967 6.9.3-10
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MO. . NOIDS ACTUATORS

with a mechanical advointage feature. In this method, volt- by spacecraft valves. Magnetic latchingc solenoid valves re-
age applied to a single-pulse solenoid closes the valve, which quire only a brief electrical pulse (as short as 20 mii-i1
is latched by ai separate spring-loaded plunger made part of seconds) to open or close the valve, thereby minimizing
an unlatching solenoid. The velve-closing solenoid is auto. power drain and heat generation.
matically disconnected from the power source, eliminating
the dang~er of over-heating. Actuation of the unlatching Magnetic latching :iolenoid valves, by virtue of the constant

solenoid disengages the latch and allows the main stem magnetic field associated with the permanent magnet, may
recoil spring to open the valve (References 160-6 and 160- present problems when considered for certain applications

24). A similar arrangement integrated within the solenoid such as a spacecraft carrying magnetometer e'periments.
is shown in Figure 6i.9.:3.7h. The latching solenoid holds the The strength of this external field varies greatly with con-
shutoff plunger in the retracted position when coil (1) is figuration. In some instances it is possible to restrict the

energized. As the shutoff plunger retracts, the spring within magnetic field by means of shielding. Shielding is accom-

the latching rod pushes the latching rod to holi balls in the plished with thin layers or "cans" of magnetic material such
as irgot iron or mu-metal, which trap much of the magnet's

detent groove. When coil (2) is energized, an e inlatching normal lines of force. A critical shielding requirement might
plunger moves in the opposite direction to meet the unlatch- require several layers of shielding with varying initial per-
ing pin fixed in the latching rod. When the latching rod meability and flux capacity, such as an inner can of ingot
moves against the spring load, the balls in detent are re- it-on covered with one of 48 to 50 percent nickel-iron alloy
leased avid allowed to drop into a groove on the latching rod. iron o ver eh in tr i8 covered t nioueran .of (mu-metal) whieh in turn is covered with an outer can of

When halls fal! out of detent, the shutoff plunger is allowed 78 to 80 percent nickel-iron alloy. Such shielding tends to
to extend. 'The extreme end of the shutoff plunger assembly reduce the power of the permanent magnet due to the
contacts the position indicator switch to give an electrical shield's interference with the magnet's normal lines of
signal to a remote location (Refcrencec V-47). Another ex- force. This loss in magnet efficiency must be taken into
ample of a mechanical latching solenoid which utilizes a account when shielding is considered for magnetie latching
Belleville disc ior latching is illustrated in Figure 5.5.13a. solenoid valves.

latching of soleinoids may also be accomplished without re- All magnetic latching valves use a permanent magnet, but
sorting to locking pins, detent balls. cic. by utilizing a per-' a particular design may take a number of forms, including:
manent magnet. Such solenoids are referred to as magnetic a) Spring-loaded, single coil with polarity-reversing cir.
latchio.y s:oleoids to distinguish them from the micchavtical a)iSri , single cpolarity magn-
lItching sotc,,,ids de.cribed above. Magnetic latching is pre.. cuitry, single-polarity magnet
ferred ir. the smaller sizes where mechanical latching inech- b) Spring-loaded, dual coil (one for pull-in and one for
anisms become extremn'.ly small and delicate, as exemplifed dropout), single-polarity magnet

3 drilled holes 120 dog hold balls for latching

Springs

Coil 2 Coil I

. <.

41151

- -Unoatchinq plunger Shut-off plunger
Lachn ro

c; 
U nlatching pin

.Coil • J witch
Cil o| SwtU nDetent or latching cavity

L • -fL • position indicator. Potlion indicator switch

Figure 6.9.3.7h. Detent Ball Mechanical Latching Solenoid

(Coiirt,?sy of The IMC Magnetics Corporaition. Western Division, Maywood. California)
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ACTUATORS SOLENOIDS

e) Spring~luoaded, dual coil, dual magnet (including one PLUN-OR ANDL

polarity-reversing magnet) SA

d1) Spring-loaded, Aingle coil, with polarity reversing cir-
cvuitry, '1deniinketi?.ahle' permianent magnet

f) No-spring, single coil with pohirity-reversing, circuitry

and dual single-polarity magnets for latching in either
position. *PLUNGER RETURN SPRING

In the magnetic latching solenoid valve shown inl Figure
6.11.3.7i, the permannent miagniet tends to openi the 'I", l)Ot NON-MAGNETIC SLEEVE PRAETMGE

lacks sufficient force to overcomle the Spring foi ;1oldingCL ED(A HD)OSTN
the popp~et against the sent. The valve opening signal ener-
gizes the pull-ia solenoid coil, whose electromagnetic field
supplements that of the permlanenlt magnet and causes the
valve to open. U~pon completion of the valve opening Stroke, LRP-UUCI PPETA A DEM
the pull-in solenoid is de-energi7.ed, but inl the full-open R-uTCIPOETA$ML

position the attraction of the permatnent miagnet is SufficientPULICOLSA
to hold the valve open. To close the valv'e, the dropout sole-
noid coil is enierwizced, counteracting' the field of the perma-

nent magnet and permittinv the spring to ('lose the valve.
(Alternatively a Single coil solenoid would simply send cur- 0 Lw

rent through the coil in the reverse direction, but through
at resistor to avoid degraiding the strength of the permanent
magnet.) When the valve is seated. the dropout solenoid coil PLUNGER RETURN SPRING

~ I is de-energiized, and the p~ermanent magnet field reforms Im'
is again unable to influence the plunger in the closed posi- NNMGEI LEEPRAETMGE
tion. This particular dlesign has two advantages: it isolates

t the magnet material from the flowing fluid and has a rela-
tively efficient, low pressure drop flow path. It has the dis-OPN(LACE)OSTN
advantage of not providingr a wvay to avoid accidentalOPN(LACE)OSTN
latching in the closed position if the return spring force is
insufficient to pre~vent instantaneous closing of the air gap) Figure 6.9.3.7i. Dual Coil, Single Magnet Magnetic
due to axial shock. Latching Solenoid Valve

(Courtesy of National WaterLift Company, El Segundo, Calif.)
Figure 6.9.3.7ij illustrates at spring-loaded, dual coil solenoid
valve incorporating at reversible polarity tiernianerit magnet pe'in'tmge.Sc antwill produceý only an
(sometimes referred to as a miagnetic swvitch) , as well aIs a extr'emc'ly weak flux by tel.but call form the heart of a

.4fixed polarity permanent mnagnet. In the closed or- unlatched very Powerful miagnet if p'laced~ between two relatively long'
position, the magnetic flux generated by the fixed polarity magnetic pole pieces when stubjected to the indu'ced mag-
magnet PM1 is in phase with the magnetic flux generated netic field (as in fthe reversible polarity miagnet shown, in
1by the revci-sible polarity permanent magnet PAT2. which is, Fgr ... ~3)Hwvr if an1 air gmap is presenit Onl either

asmall d~isc permanent magnet betwveen two cylindrical slxidel of l t extin t manenth ni'L~'1'.not silay tucvn-t.de magnetic
pole pieces of magnetic steel. In this condition the magnetic fl, il ~ileitiitemgne a ecniee oh
circuit has no effect on the plunger. When *a DC pulse of effectively d,.'magnctized. in the (050 of tile Valve sho-wn inl
correct polarity is applied to the solenoidI coil assembly, it F'ig'ure 6.9-3.71k. ve1'g'h;iui the solenoidi with j strong'ulse
causes PM2 to switch its polarity and r-epel the flux grenel'- ofc rn a trcstemgnetic plunger to thle per-
ated toy PM]. This action causes the flux of both magnets manent miagnet force, b) closes the ail.' gap, and (c I mag-
to shunt across the plunger gap) and enenl the valve. The netize the mnagniet. As long- as the air. gap) remnainls closed,
valve will remain latched in the open-position until the the P)OWerful tr'aCtive for~ce, of the miagnet, %vill persist in-
polarity of PM2 is again reversed, causing the flux to revert (definitely. It is possible to) unlatch by applying' sufficienit
to the original flux path which will then have less reluctance, force to thle plungle' to over-comc*e the umagnet'ý. .tri'i
This configuration tends- to be relativel~y heavy, but has the Onetelloc oe ia ontenaotthe air gap
advantages that (1) the pernianent magnets are isolated gs I(t0'd1I hemgth('ne 'ia'et ive(l. The usual
f rome the flowing' fluid, and (2) th'e valve caninot accidentally methodl of unlatching' is to ene g'`iZ1' the( roil With a p)UlSo of
latch open even if the air gap) is instantaneously closed. I't~'I hain sees pl'iThspseetso an

tromlagnietic field with opposite polar'ity to that' (i the llizLg-
The spring-loaded, single coil magneti( solenoidI valve illus- net.. \VhIichl rapidly dfi 10i nishl tet ati'frelmdn h
trated in Figure 6.9.3.7k utilizes a thin disc' or toroidal plunger in titc' latchedl position. peu'n 1.tl'S)'IVt
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PLUNGER HOUIN

COIL

MAIN SIC

LATCH P2 CI
COILtI

A

UNGER

LMAGN!T PULNGER

SEAT UNGECLOSED (UNLATCHED) POSITION

SOLE;N PLIT
fNON MACNETIr HOUSING

S LEE V

POLEULUNGE

SPRIGIEG

Latching Solnoi Vav-LNE
SPRING-. .e:V SOLEpc PLTE~S~

SEA PLUNGER ~ ~ti~lOEN(ACHD OSTO

l'eth ug iiii tilwn-tli i aFigure 6.9.3.7k. Dungl Coil. ulMge Magnetic LFtchin SOLolenoidGNTI
VIiii~lti/ 0 eLatcing.~i Solnoi V falve PLUfteu iillVlv ih"ea NGtzbe ERmnt

iiei.niizncililei i'.w "t" iei piv dKinnra th magones e

:iiI i ti ci.a iii Ihiiii iiii ct il iiilido 1;llatoh- (Courtesy of Eckel Valve Company, San Fernando, C'alifornia)

, nl 1i- d Iii ho l II I I I Vii04 I.. I t i S illtitetestin,,

hý'I.v tilil I *ill :ill~c Ice-vl iit :1piii! fo I ~ in~lI(h? thedeino desgig is that the miagnet is in contmct. with the flowing
I~ andc ~ ili tilt,- 1p11Lc iii:l vA~i I ii'ir relin fhlid 411i1 muLSt lie encapsulated if fluid Compatibility pre-

l~t~ii i ~ Idjltii \ lil.he iiielfo sun ts a p robile m

iat-hiw- .,4lo,ý tallfol hi~llng.' -liiico figutlrat ionl has Figutre 6.9.3.71 shows a single Coijl, dual, mnagnet conrigur.a-
hlii :oida;iatti -iIiti"liIa latvihitig, fronm shock is- tion which uses' no sprintý iti nd is mag-netically latched in

inj-_i~c ~n I iD ik tkiiipoiaiI ise the air Vap. (2) either. the iopen iir Closed position. Energiz.ing the sollenoid

tht- !iitlgllt canit' ' I, illVlttiit d %\itl huIt the elect 'ii- c*oil ill a given'l dir~ectionl couinteracts; fthe magnetic field of
tw"Vni'tici tigrI] ell I:ý es11 ull- tla in the pertma nent magnet wh iwIiihi ch the pillit 0 gel is in 0Conltact

ita'-~ li- Il v..."l -Th II- ;In iii v linolttttz this and, supplemelnts the nlaglet,'- fh i'l if tlt- iWhet i1 n llt
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ACTUATORS SOLINOIDS

iI PlMtA#IN MAGNET $01610401 COIL1 -N1ORIN1 MAI ASS&AkY

LOCK~q•FLI |N*.r •

r'I

I 4

PoMnAND A AFn CLOSED (LA rCHED) POSITION
• PLUNG11 "• AEN AC1

eLLOwS ASSY (MAGNETIC STAINLESS STEEL) (HOLO CLOSE LATCHING)

i PRFUMNIENI MAGNET i'(HOLD of"N LATCHING) SOLENOID COIL N 1OftENE SEAT ASSEMBLY

/ FILTER SCREW?

OPEN (LATCHED) POSITION 60oY

APLUNGER AM WPERMANENT MAGNet"IELLOWS ASS IDLY (MAGNETIC STAINLESS STEEL) "HOLD CLOSE LATCHING)

Figure 6.9.3.71. Single Coil, Duol Magnet, Magnetic Latching Solenoid Valve

(Courtesy of Crleton cont-ois Corp-, East Aurora, New York)

magnet, causing the plunger to translate from one magnet For example, the duty cycle of the solenoid may be speci-
to the other. Once the air gap is closed between the plunger fled as f = 65 percent, a ý 1, which means thnt the sole-
and the second permanent magnet, the solenoid coil is de- noid is energized 65 percent of each actuation cycle and
energized and the plunger remains: latched in its new posi- the longest time of continuous energizing is one second.
tion. Reversing solenoid coil polarity and re-energizing Since "'f" predominate-, it becomes the limiting factor to
reverses the process. This configuration has the distinct consider for prevenh.ti overheating. 1 the duty cycle were
advantage of positive magnetic. latching in both positions, specified as f = 25 percent, a = 500, "f" is submissive to
but shares the disadvantage ofmagnets exposed to the flow- "a" which would become the limiting factor.
ing fluid with the attendant compatibility problem.

Effects of Temperature Change. An important factor in the
Duty Cycle. Duty cycle is an important consideration for design and selection of solenoids is the potential tempera-
"Doltyoid actuators, since an excessive duty cycle results ture rise ir. the solenoid due to the heat generated in it.

As the resistancu of the coil increases due to the heat
Sin overheating. generated, the heated coil will draw less current fivom a

In solenoids, the ON-OFF sequence is the duty cycle which given voltage source and the solenoid will perform less
determines the allowable voltage input. The duty cycle is work. A solenoid must be chosen that will be capable of
limited by either of two factors: delivering the required force after ths energized coil has

a) The maximum percentage of time in one duty cycle reached a final stabilized temperature for the specified
that the solenoid is energized, disignated 'If" duty cycle at the specified maximum ambient temperature.

Of course, if the solenoid is to be used where the duty will
b) The length of time in seconds of the longest single be highly intermittent or where it will be required to

impulse during one cycle, designated a. operate only once, the on'y allowance for the temperature

ISSUED: MARCH 1967 6.9.3-11
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should be highest anticipated ambient temperature. Figure motors for valves are:
tl.g.s.?m shows the effect of coil temperature on operating a) DC. motors
current versus solenoid force for a high temperature b) AC induction

c) Polyphaine wound rotor
As the ambient temperature derreases, the resistance de. d) Universal.
creases, increasing the curretitt and power temperature of
the solenoid. To avoid large variations In reslutance, a coil. DC motors are of three tyipes: shunt-wouand, series-wound,
compenaating network can he employed, using a constant and compound-wound. The series-wound has tht highest
resistor in parallel with the negative temperature corn- starting torque and quickest response time, but will over-
pensatet, iNT(') thermisitors. The compensating network speed when tK load becomes small. A compstripnn of speed
is place.d in series with the coil, The combined resistance veti1u% load for DC motors is shown In Figure 6.9.3.8a.
verstis teniperature is shown in Figure 6.9.3.7n (Reference Polyphase AC induction motors, called squirrel cage motors,

71-I).are adapted to the torque motor application by increasing

l'luager Shape The shape tit the plunger and fare affects the rotor resistance, which in turn decreases locked-rotor
)he orc-strke elaionsip f a oleoid As how in current and increases the locked-rotor torque. The increase

th~ ie ro ve-troke rltion sh- p ied soln' e noive hig shfore in in resistance is accomplished through variations in size
Fi~ire .9..7o fla-faed lunersgivehig focesfor and type of material and in rotor electric conductors. The

sath lot strokes, Rhieferenic ced plngr plied volage fFgreorceb.Th ychoospe
wihln strokesi hieee nklfced plngrsgi7 ofo. torque-speed curves depend on the magnitude of the ap-

6.9,18 EI.ETUR Nt)(k. lcrcnoos ertar is the maximum speed and can be expressed as
dv-icrs w~ii-11 %ar 6-' used both as rotary and linear 120f
actuators. Linear motion (an he achieved througý rack nl (lEq 6.9.3.8)
And pinion drives, or through the use of a nut niovzd back
and forth by~ a t~hrveoded motor driv-r shaft. For rotary valve whr n sedrp
Iwtiativi.l, ýirh torqjue4 tire uismilly required to start rota- wee n sed p

tontf the vaIvv stemi~, but only low torques, are needed to f frequency of power supply, cps
.on`11iplit.'Opt 01Ving tit Ltl0~S;Mo. p number of poles in stator

Ani elt-etric motor foo valve actuation can be anty type
%vhi(,h haws a high starting torque and can be stilled for Many varieties of single phase induction motors exist. For
prolonged periods of time without having to de-energize torque motor applicatior~s, the split capacitor, repulsion,
to avoid daninge. Fo~ur of the more common basic types of and repulsion-induction motors are frequently used. In the

+++
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REVERSIBILITY

COIL
CNTAN'T

50 R2 R3,AN R3 0 ~ - - - -

RESISTANCE OF NTC RESISTORS -

I ~~~~ NTC IN PARALLEL- - - -

r2I

S CALCULATED RESISTANCE ___it ~ ~~OF COIL AND TEMPERATURE - - __

COMPENSATING NETWORK Figure 6.9.3.7o. effect of Solenoid Plunger Face on Output

I _ _ __o

ii ~ ~KARMA CONSTANT RESISTANE

_____SERIES

-400 -3W~ -200 -100 0 100 200 300 4M0
COIL TE MPERATUIE (CrEGREE F) I

Figure 6.9.3.7n. Effect of Tern peure on a Ternperati~re CMON
Compensating Reitance Network

(From AFBMD-TR.60,.79. prep~areci by AiResearch Manufacturing Comn-
pany, a Division of The Garrett Cor rat'on, PhoeniX, Arizona)

split capacitor motor, the phase shift caused by a capacitor
in series with the starting winding causesl'the 1notor to______
start. The repulsion motors are commutat9i type devices, 0 bCo 200 ~ 300

by brushes placed on the cornnr-itntor %iiwh that the map-r
setlaxi tof thC rotorsTh w ond ndg oo is shse f or h ant-ircuieFRTDLA

netc ais f te rtorwiningis ffst fom he agntic Figure 6.9.3.8a. Comparison of Speed Versus Percent Rated
axis of the stator winding. High starting torque and vani- Load for D.C. Motors
able speeds are achieved through high short-circuit cur- (Reprinted from "Product Engine..ring.' R. W. Matthews, March 21.

rents. In the rerulsion induction motors, the rotor has two 16.Cpr~i 91 cre~l uls fi onay n. e ok

windings. One winding is connected to the con'mutator
while the ot~he~b wi nding is a conventional squirrel cageunvramorisasiemtowhccnopae
winding. Start-up is achieved through short-circuiting the-
brushes on the winding connected to the commutator. At wihetrDCo 0cylAC ihapoimeyteI

same performance. See Reference 1-271 for a comprehen-
full speed the squirrel 'cage winding is, used (Reference sv icsino nvra oos
1-271).
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100 " tector contacts will open, causing the motor to de-energise.
The contacts reclose when the motor has cooled (Reference

RATED VOLTS 1.271).(PERCENT)

80 •Another method is the installation of a time delay, current-
sensitive relay which is set at the allowable locked-rotor
time and installed in series with the windings. If the

SI00% current through the windings remains at the locked rotor
S60: 90, value too long, the relay will open, de-energizing the motor.

A third alternative is to use a blower to circulate the air

UZ (Reference 1-271).

ou- 6.9.3.9 TORQUE MOTORS. A torque motor differs from a
• 4.0....typical electrical motor in that its displacement is small

and it has a differential control winding composed of two
20 5,% separate coils. Torque motors are used extensively as servo

valve actuators, and although they are designed to use
either AC or DC power,. DC torque motors are used almost
Sexclusively because they are economical to operate even

0 20 40 60 80 100 though for some servo valve applicatloit, they require push-

TORQUE (PERCENT) pull amplifiers and demodulation circuits..

A torque motor is controled through the interaction, of,
Figure 6.9.3.8b. Torque-Speed Curvest for 3-Phase Induction two flux components which exist in the air gaps between

SMotor with Various Applied Voltages poles. One component is a polarizing flux furnished by a
(From "Machine Design." E. A. Roller and R. C. Hughes, Copyright 1961.Flonton Poblishing company. Cleveland, Ohio) permanent miagnet, and the other componeat is a varying

flux furnished by the coil. The polarizing flux establishes a

balanced force condition by balancing the air gap torques. I
Dynamic Braking. A motor used for valve control must be The control flux upsets the force eq,.',ilibri.rm by changing
capable of dynamic braking, which is the ability of a motor the net flux in •ertain gaps'relative to the other gaps. An
to come to an abrupt stop When properly energized. DC electromagnetic, torque induces armature movement unrtil it
motors wijl brake when the armature is shorted and the is balanced by the strain energy stored in a spring.
fieeld is energized. Single phase AC motors will stop when
energized by,'direct .current. So6ne' permanent split capac- The armature is a flat plate which has a flexure attached
itor motors will brake when both the starting and main to the center. The tube is rigidly fixed at its extremity
windings are energized from the same line. This is termed and acts as a spring. The axis of the tube is parallel

-pacitortshorting (Reference 19-201). to the rotational axis of the armature. Surrounding the
armature is a coil assembly which is mounted between

Reversibility. The direction of rotation of DC motor• Ican magnets attached to poles which end a short distance from
be reversed by reversing either the armature or field wind- the armature face. When a differential current exists in
ings with respect to each other. Small DC motors can be the coils, a resulting net flux in the armature supports the
reversed while running. All series DC motors can be re- flu:. flowing between the magets on one end of the arm-
versed if first allowed to come to a stop. Single phase AC ature gap and a gap on the other end of the armature.
induction motors that use a starting mechantsm ar-e not This flux produces a torque which moves the armature.
normally reversible while running unless a special s-vitch- Figure 6.1.3.9a shows torque motor construction and 'flux
ing circuit is used. They will reverse if connected to rotate paths.
in either direction and allowed to come to a stop. The
small, permanent-split capacitor motor can be built with The duty cycle rating for torque motors is limited by the

balanced windings to give reversibility while running. The maximum temperature capacity of the components, which
polyphu.e AC motors can always be reversed if allowed in turn affects the following \wo factors:
to stop. :and many small sizes are reversible while running. T

Thermal Protection. In the stalled condition, the amount a) The percent of the duty -Ile that the motor may be

of heat generated is in direct l)roportion to the stalled stalled

time. The amount of heat. which can be dissipated depends b) The maximum time of continuous stall.
upon the available ventilatic r,( the motor frame size, and
tVpc of insulation. To prevent damage to the winding due Thus, for example, a 30 percent, 8- inute duty cycle means
to overheating, a thermal protector is usually factory in- that for a one-hour total duty cyc e, the motor is stalled
stalled in the winding. The mot common protector is a for 18 minutes with 8 minutes bei g the longest period
h1imetallic, heat sensing element. At temperature, the pro- of continuous stall.
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Figure 6.9.3.9a. Torque Motor Schenat~c
(Courtesy of Midwestern Instruments, Inc.)

Figure 6.9.3.9b. Torque Motor Actuated propellant
Although torque motors have been used in servo valve appli-VavSce ti
cations for many years, it is only recently that this actuator (Couirtesy of Mo4,ý Set vocont rols, Inc.. East Auror ,New York)

F ~has been adapted to small propellant shutoff valve applicss-
tions for pulse mode rocket engines. These small rocket

engines (or thrustors) usually of from.:25- to 300-ipo'undI thrust, are operated for pulses as short as 20 milliseconds
in applications such as spacecraft attitud', control systems.
For bipropellant, engine systems, a single DC torque motor

*usually actuates both the fuel and oxidizer poppets or
flappers, as shown schematically in Figures 6.9.3.9b3 and ARATE
6.9.3.9c. For cold gas or mono-propellant systems a similar AMTR

L; configuration utilizing only one flapper anA valving uinit is
used. Both soft seitt and all-mnetal hard seat valving units EFCI'

*have been used with this type of actuation. '?ririary ad,. ant-PIO
ages of'the torqu( iotor actuator are the complete lack of AXIS

sliding' part~s and the el~imin~ation of dynamic seals. There
is complete, isolat.ion of the, coils and nermanent mag~iets FEUETB
f rohi the. fluid. T1. o?, armature is, suippor ted'by fle'xure tubes''.
which act tis ftcxible fltid barriers between the electro-
magnetic.'((torque niotor) 'and flqid ("~etttd) sý'tions of the .

vave An aaiin.reliability advantage stemns fromi the' ORPOPE
\potential k-oil redundar,'cy resultioig from the use of IcN o
soils in parallel, as shown.. ir.F., ire (6.9.3.91b. Trhe valve can

*bý designed to prt with -a sin].3- 6ptm coil or with a
piirtially shorted -coil. Some valve apphcations employ a
thikd& coil for operation from a sepal at~e or, redundant power

sou~e (efeenc 14-3) Torue oto's erfrm ellFigure 6.9.3.9c. Flexure Tube Mounting of Bipropellant
.- ~ ery aindresponse is rcauired, as in pulse,. mode av hru oo

w he fvety that, aav torque mMoorqiesltorw~ ta

rckmaal..~eod from cosdrtio t in tetandieinto

curren buildup in a resistive./induetive circuit the time system dynamics it is significant to note, that only a small

ture svil be. less for a torque motor than for a comparable element response time (the period during which the poppet
solenoid valve. Both opening and closing response times of or flapper is actually ill motion). This is because the major
less tha 5 milliseconds have bez~n obtained with to)rque portion of the total retponse time is that required to alter
motor ac uated propellant valves. Froem the standpoint of' the mnagnetic v~eld suf~ficiently to permIlit flapper motion. The
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stroke of torque motor actuated valves is characteristically Ppring force lines). It may ti qeen that when current in re-
short, usually from 0.005 to 0.030 inch for bipropellant moved from the coil, the magnetic force is reduced to a level
valves, below the spring force and the valve will start to close.SBelow the spring null position all closing force is' magnetic,
The force-position relationships: of a typical torque motor supplemented by fluid pressure force. f

actuated propellant valve are illustrated in Figure 6.9.8.1. s

The permanent magnets generate sufficient flux to over. PORCE TO OPEN VALVE
come the spring (flexure tube) force and keep the valve 4
closed. When current is passed through the coils, the mag-

anetic flux of the permanent magnets is reversed, and the
armature will move to the open position. Note the bias of

the spring null position in Figure 6,9.3.9d. In a servo appli- .,0
cation, the spring null of a torque motor will usually coin. WIT CURRENT

cede with the maguetic null and with no current applied both SPRING NULL.. -
spring force and magnetic force will be zero in the centered -

IMAGE Ofposition. With a prepellant valve, however, it is desired to % SPRING
utilize a positive spring force to hold the poppet or flapper poke

against the seat in the absence of fluid pressure. Inspection
of Figure 6.9.3.9d shc ws that although below the spring null 1MAONETIC
position the spring Iends to open the valve, the magnetic : NO CUORENT Z
force (with no currer t) always exceeds the spring force and L

will hold the poppet kgainst the seat in the closed position. ,DEFLECTION d

It may also be seen I rom Figure 6.9.3.9d that although the D PRESSURE FORCE ORtUID
valve may be either jpened or closed with or without up- PERMMANINT

stream fluid pressure applied, should the upstream pressure M, NFT

exceed the design vi lue sufficiently to overcome the com- SPRING FORCE

bined spring force and magnetic force (with current) in
the closed position, ýthe valve will not open. In Figure I-IAS
6.9.3.9d the image ot spring force is plotted to facilitate I
visualizing the net frees, exclusive of pressure and fluid
dynamic forces,, whi h act during opening (the vertical
distance between the lagnetic fo i e with carrent and image
of spriny force lines) and closing ('he vertical distance be- FORC TO CLOSE VALVE
tween the magnetic force with nt arrent and image of

Figure 6.9.3.9d Torque Motor Foace-Deflection Relati rships
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Figure 6.9.3.9a. Torque Motor Schematic OXIDIZ.ER OU FLAPPE

* (Courtesy of Midwestern Instnruments, Inc.) vl

Figure 6.9.3.9b. Torque Motor Actuated l8ipropellarnt te
exec

Although torque motors have been used in servo valve appli. VaveScemti
cations for ninny years, it is only recently that this actuator (Courtesy of Moog Servocontrols, Inc., East Autora, Nev, York) bn
has been adapted to small propellant shutoff valve applica- te

tions for pulse mode rocket engines. These sm~all rocket
F- ngi ,nos (or- thrustors) usually of from 25- to 300-pound dyac.

thrust, are operated for pulses as short as 20 milliseconds distv
in applications such as spacecraft attitudl- control systemls. of 81
For bipropellunt engine systems, a single DC torcue motor twee
usually actuates both thle fuel and oxidizer poppets or
flappers, as shown schematically inl Figures 6.9.3.9b and
6.9A.3.9c. For cold gas or mono-isropellant systemns a similar AMTR

configuration utilizing only one flapper and valving unit is
used. Bloth soft seat and all-mietatl hardi seat valving units EFFECTIVE-
have been used with thils type Of actuation. Primiary advant- PIVOT
ages of the torque motor actuator arc(: the complete lack of AXIS

sliding psarts and tile elimination of dynamic souls. There
is complete isolation of the coils and permanent magnets FEUETB
from thi fluid. The armIatUre is supported by flexure tubesFLPE
which act as flexible fluid barriers between the electro-
mangnetic (torque motor) and fluid (wetted) sections of the FAPRSTO
valve. An additional reliability advantage stemis from theORPPE
potential coil redundancy resulting from the(- use of two
coils in parallel, ats shown in Figure 0.9.3.9~b. The valve varl
lie r1-signed to operate with a single ollen coil or with at
partially shorted coil. Some valve alpplications employ a
third coil for opseration fromt a separate or redundant power
source 'Reference 145-3). Torque motors p~erform Well Figure 6.9.3.9c. Flexure Tube Mounting of Bipropellant
where very rapidl response is required, as in pulse mode Valve Torque Motor
rocket engines. Reference 145-:3 states that in alddition to (Courtesy ot Moog Set vocontrols. Inc.. East Aurora. New YorAI
tile fact that a torque motor requires less piower thnn a
comparable solenioid, fromt coseu~~dration of the tranlsient
current buildup in a resistive/indlictive circuit the timeo system dynamics it is significant to note that only It smalll
required to reach at current level that will move thin luia~i- port ion of this time, often less than I millisecond, is clalviliv
tur iw~illI be less for- a torque motor than foi i a comparable elem u'lt resilonse t iue ( the period duriing 'whiichi thle poplpe)It-

seodvalve. Blothi opening anud closing respon se timues of or flap pci is actu ally ini motion). I'lii i is becaulsv tilie major1
* ~~~less than 5 msill iseconds lhiave beet, obtained with torque por t ion of t he t otal I response t ilme is tihalt rii qoired to lIlt,' I
* ~~~Motor actuated propel Ia t valv es. I ron' the standpoint of the magnetic field so th1veint I y to 1wi2 -n it fln ptlI' motioni. T1he69
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stroke of torque motor actuated valves is characteristically Rpring force I'e)It may be ieen that when current is re-
short, usually fromi 0.005 to .0,00 inch for bipropellant moved front the coil, the mnagn~tic force i6 reduced] to a level
valves. below the spring force and tie valve will start to close.

The orc-poitin rlatonsips f Iit ypial orqe mtor Below the spring null position all closing force is magnetic,

The orc-poitin reatinshps f atypial orqe mtor supplemented by fluid pressure. force.V actuated propellant valve are illustrated in Figure 6.9.3.9d.
The permanent magnets generate sufficient flux to over- FORCi TO OPEN VALVE
comne the spring (flexure tube) force and keep the valvc
cirsed. When current is passed through the coils, the niag-
aetic flux of the lpermnanent magnets is reversed, and the
armature will move to the open position. Note the bias of

K the sprfrgr ,'wl position in F'igure 6.9.39d. In a servo appli. M.NTI .00C

cation, the spring null of a torque. motor will usually coin.-9' L~N

spring force and magnetic force wvill bc zero in the centered

agsiionst Wthe sat inplln vcabsen hof eer lui pr sure.nsprection0,SRN
utilize a positihe sp~ring force to hold the poppet or flapper Of

poaisitin Wthe serpelnt vnalven hofwlidpessuer,. iispdestireon
Sof Figure 6..av shows that although below the spring null 01MGEI

z , <FREWT
position tie spring tends to open the valve, the magnetic. o 0,N JRN
force (with no current) always exceeds the spring, forec and
will hold the poppet against the seat in the closed position.

It may also be seen from Figure 6.9.3.9d 'that although the P QYNAMIC FORCiOFID 0

valve may be either opened or closed with or without up- PERMANENT

strearm fluid pressure applied, should the upstream pressure L
exceed the design value1 su~fficiently to overcome the comn- SPIG 1C

bined spring force and magnetic force (wvith current) in
the. closed position, the valve wvill not open. In Figuire AA

G.t,.3.9d the image of spring force is plotted to facilitate
-isualizing the net forces, exclusive of pressure and fluid
dynarnio forces, which act during opening (the vertical
distance- between Zhe mopoieth- force wlith current and 'image
of spring forc line3) and closing (the vertical distance be-
tween the inagnettw force wilth nlo current and image of F. ORCE TO CLOSE VALVE

Figurne 5.9.3.9d. Torque Motor Force-Deflection Relationslips
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